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Fight Very Embarrassing

Washington, Especially James
Washington, Aug. 4.
The American Federation of Musi-

YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

To

H^wood Mansions ProYe

Ask Tax

'CHEIIT

—

At

Of

Door

AT PETRULO COSTS

MmUKEE

HIS JOB

newspaperman.
Milwaukee, Aug.

4.

.

A

S^nts

Now Bit Actor,

...

Hbllywood.'Aug.

4.

don, reportedly derided the
rules that prevent floor shows

AFM
from

running Indefinitely.
Dahlstrand has
preferred
also
charges against Reardon with the
American Guild of Varifety Artists,

Grade
Cafe

Fields' 1st

Date—in

U.

S.

Saratoga

^Graci^ Fields, who has never
played a night club in the United
has signed for a two-week
date at Riley's Lake House, Saratoga,
opening Aug. 10. She'll get $2^,500
weekly for the Spa stint.
Miss Fields follows Henny Youngman, now current, who goes from
Saratoga to the 21 Club, Baltimore.
«oth Miss Fields and Youngraan,
Plus Willie Howard, are slatfed for
the next CUflord C.
Flscher-ShuberU
vwo-a-day vauder in N. Y., probably
succeeding Triorities' at the 46th
s>t. early
in September.

f

ONLY FOR NAVY RELIEF

.

participation

in-

'

.

UTWAC

will mull the advisability
Incurred by Chariot's Reviie in London. Currently Chariot is working of other segments of- show biz,
namely legit, vaude, muslp and raas a bit actor in' pictures.
dio' joining in the September iBohd
His.
famed Chariot's
brought many, stars to America, in- Drive.
Non-film side of the entertaincluding Gerttudfi Lawrence.
ment industry would like to run its
.Own show, bt^t doesn't see how it
could deliver $1,000,000,000 quota.
Meeting with Thomson will probably decide on one of the followProfit of
ing alternative:
To make the Film Industry Drive
.

WHERE

ELSE TO GO?
Cleveland, Aug.

Need

4.

for night life and legitimate

entertainment for war plant workers
iias resulted

in

rise

of speakeasies

and bootleggers throughout industrial
Greater' Cleveland. Police call these
modern bootleg joints 'cheat spots.'

Opening at 2:30 a.m. after legitimate places close, 'cheat spots' are
doing a land-office business.

Revues

'AnnyVN.Y.RimWiIl
Show
In

Municipal Judge Lewis Drucker,
chairman of Welfare Federation
Committee investigating prostitution,
also

$34a,000

8 Wks; Nix

Men

Profit of This Is the Army,' the
Irving Berlin soldier show presented
at the Broadway,; N. Y., tor the Army
Emergency Relief Fund, is .approximating $42,600 weekly, indicating
that the eight- week engagement in
the metropolis will net $340,000.
Along Broadway it is figured that
'Army* could stay a year,
'Army' won additional public favor

'One sure way of beating the 'cheat
and removing the stigma
against liquor-selling spots would be
to permit licensed cafes and night
clubs to stay open around the clock
instead of prohibiting them fcom
selling liquor between 2:30 and 5:30
-a. m.,' said Detective Sergeant Raymond Shillat of city vice squad, wlio last
that
led raids closing four cheateries.
spots'

said that maiiy prostitutes, being
off streets, go into 'cheat
spots' as waitresses and entertainers.

driven

Asked why he patronized a 'cheata young war worker said: 'What

ery,'

'

week when

it

was announced

matinee would be
played Aug. 18 for the Actors Fund.
Regular afternoon scale of $2.75 will
The
apply, night top being $4.40.
Fund performance is a gesture to the
profession and a mark of appreciation for the gratis entertainment
given soldiers and sailors nightly at
the Stage Door Canteen-.
Offer of Madison Square Garden
for the 'Army' is reported to have
.been declined with thanks. Garden
a. special

.

can I do for entertainment? By
the time I get cleaned up, the shows,
dance halls, cafes and legitimate is too large for a show of this type,
night clubs are folding up. These and the air conditioning Is faulty.
spots are the only places we can go
to buy a drink and play the juke
boxes without disturbing the neighelse

'UNaE SAMBO/ NEGRO
SOLDIER SHOW/ON TAP

borhood.'

The Palace

Cohan?

RKO

A

RKO

.

GOLDEN WEDDING

organization's

that

Urges Pronto Andre Chariot, former London the Fihn Industry's $1,000,000,000
Legali- revue producer, filed a petition in War Bond Rally for September.
bankruptcy in U.' S. district cbur^, Aside from' looking after the talent
zation to Kill OfF Fast- listing
^33,911 in debts' and'' $458 in to be routed into these pvts by the
Growing 'Blind Pig' Habit assets. Bulk of the liabilities were Hollywood 'Victory Committee,

Sergeant Shillat poihted out that
big-time, as it really
only a few theatres run special a.m.
was, will be revived for a $5.50 mid- shows once a week for war workers.
Los Angeles, Aug. 4.
night show, for benefit of Navy ReMatt Brooks has completed a play
lief, this fall,- including a full-fledged
.entitled 'Uncle Sambo' which he
authentic layout of a two-a-day
Statue of
wants to stage here and in San
vaudeville show, including the resFrancisco for U. S.' Army Relief
urrection of Eddie Darling's offices
with an all-Negro soldier cast He
to 'book' it and also Lou Forman or
The state-wide George M. Cogoes to Washington this week- to
Dave Mordecai to baton it. But
han Day in Rhode Island on
talk it over with the- War Departthat'll be the nearest to 'reviving'
Monday (3) points up again d
ment.
vaudeville at the Palace, which is
show business movement for a
Brooks says at least a dozen
straight flUn
doing okay as an
statue of the 'Yankee Doodle
songwriters have volunteered to
(weekly duals) operation.
Dandy' in Times Square.
write the score. Show and its purtheatre
Charlie MacDonald,
number of representative showpose would be slmilaE to.^ Irving Berexec, himself an old vaude salt, is
men have petitioned 'Variety'
lin's current Broadway"productlon,
planning the midnight - show for
to further this effort, as a de'This Is the Army.'.
Navy Relief purposes.
parture from a tradition of honoring the great after they're
HEX'S SVSSE
IN
gone. It's proposed to erect the
BroadMetropolitan Opera Co, Is dickertriangle
on
In
the
tribute
4.
Aug.
Hollywood,
ing for premiere of two new Soviet
way and 43rd street.
Dame May Whitty and Ben Web• The former Longacre triangle
Shostakovich's version
compositions:
anniver50th
ster celebrated their
of 'Boris Godounow,' and Prokofiefi's
opposite the Palace theatre is
sary on Monday (3).
'War and Peace.'
now called Duffy Square, with
Friends were asked to forego
is
based
on the tome 'by
symbolizLatter
Father
Duffy's
statue
donations
gifts and instead make
'
• Tolstoy.
-ing -the- honor.to the British War. Orphans Fun^.

-

Kenneth Thomson, exeo secretary of the Screen Actors Guild,- Is
due in New York on Monday (10)
huddle with the tjnited Theatrlcal War Activities (joramittee over
to

Round • the - Clock

air.

PALACE WILL GO VAUDE

Show fk

'

^

Asks Washop of Dehts

show

appear

of

GENTS

25

Want U.S. Bond-Selbig Drive

reported jibe, at James C. Petrlllo by i local nltery m. c. has resulted in the loss of his job here.
Joe Ileardon, ih.c. at the Tic Toe
7ap, downtown st)ot, is the alleged
OHender against the chief of the
Attierlcan Fediratfon of Musicians as
well as the local bandsmen playing
there, and VoUmer Dahlstrand, local
unloij head, protested. One word led
to another and Dahlstrand told Al
Tusa, nttery op, fhat unless he got
rid of the m.c. the musicians would
walk out Tusa gave Reardon the

The wrangling started when Hear-

•

Robinson, who was headlining the
at the Earle, was booked to
at the. Canteen with -Ella
Fitzgerald last Tuesday night (28).
Earlier that day Robinson lunched
with some Philiy friends, who told
him that colored soldiers and sailors
(Continued on page 61)

Chariot,

Official

.

AFM

Also

SPOTS'

CIeT«land's Industrial Boom
Creates After-2:30 A.M.
Bootleg Joints City' Vice

.

and

PRICE

1942

Non-Rx Biz

L Fly

cians situation Is intensely emharCnts
Headaches,
rasslng to- Washington which sees itself fighting labor and fighting It
under a law of SQine murklness.
Hollywq,od, Aug. 4.
Moreover, there has: been built up
Huge mansions, once popular in
o.ver the years, paruy with FRC and
film industry, are a pain in the
FCC complicity, a genetal assump- the
bankroll today, according to pleas
tion that 'live' broadcasting was far
reductions filed with the
.more in the pvbllc interest than for tax
county board of ~ supervisors by
'canned' broadcaisting. Now the FCC
executors of the
-has to defend the latter as necessary Harold Lloyd and
estate.
Both petito the public interest. There are all Carl Laemmle
sorts of rel&ted confusions, too, in- tioners declared they are unable to
cluding the wisdom of attempting to rent or sell their wide-spreading
exempt radio from strikes or en7 homesteads .at reasonable prices.
Lloyd wants his property assesscouraging Congress to re-classify
ment cut from $222,760 to $49,410.
radio as a public utility.
After weighing the request for Laemmle group asked a reduction
three days Petrlllo, last week replied from $110,410 to $24,610.
to Elmer Cavis, Director of the
Office of War Information, that, in
essence, he did not know what he
Out
would Bill Robinson In
was talking about. The
not, as Davis had requested, rescind
a Misunderstanding
its cancellaition of permission for its
.membership to make radio transc'riprtions
Canteen
or phonograph records
Philiy Stage
after Aug. 1, Tw.o days later the De.partment of Justice filed an action in
Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
This
Chicago for an injunction.
Canteen
had
Stage
Door
Philiy
The
action, -will require Petrlllo and
a bad' case of the jitters last week
(Continued on page 63)
when Bill (Bojangles) Robinson cancelled his appearance after hearing
reports that Negro servicemen were
JIBE
barred from the spot. But the matter
was straightened out before BojanM.C.
gles left Philiy— thanks to a Negrd

5,

WOBKS

H'WOOD

'

.

an

Entertainment Industry Cam(Continued on page 57)

CONEY BIZ

%

OFF,

BDT

DMOUT BOOMS NECKING
Brooklyn, Aug, 4.
Dimout In Coney Island is slowly
breaking the hearts of concessionOld-timers predict a loss ia
business this season as high as '60%,
Mid-season finds many of the operators in a jam to meet their second
nalres.

itistallment to the landlords.
True, crowds have been large,
particularly during weekends, and
weather hasn't been too bad, but
.

.

not spending any

tliey're

coin.

It

was and continues

tp .be a nickel
establishment.
Happiest of all are the Romeos
and Juliets, who stop at the Hotel
Underwood (under the boardwalk)
every evening when the stars emerge
and the daytime mob has made a
break for the subway ride home.
•

dimmed. Hotel Undera cozy' nookery for sweet-

With

lights

^ood

is

hearts.

More

affluent neckers
themselves the rolling chairs
parked at the boardwalk rail. Cost
is only 2Sc per hour. This concession
is doing booming biz- and midnight
fastidious,

hire

all' chairs rented. leavers complain bitterly when chairs must be
turned in at 3 ajn.

finds

Ringling Circus FireKills
35 Animals; $200,000 Loss,
Cleveland, Aug. 4.
noontime blaze that apparebtly
started atop one of the animal cages
and rapidly assumed holocatist proportions today (Tues.>'3wept through
the Ringling Biros,, Barhum it Bailey
Circus, killed 35 animals, cancelled
the afternoon show and caused approximately $200,000 damage.
The show was under canvas at East
Ninth street and Ijakeslde with

A

about

5,000 customers on 'the
(Continued 'on- page 47 >
•

lot

)

.
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By AdEIi GBEEN

Frown

Price of Screen Guild Under

5,

a Show Biz Asset

Berliii-35 Years

Stage Door Canteen s $3,000 Puts

-.

Show business -will ever be a succession of .peaks and- .valleys. This
period marks the Irving Berlip, crescendo and in a manner which
transcends almost any othe^ current, show biz achievement or distinction. Bis recognItI((n by all America as a great, living American
must redound to the benefit of the amusement industry as a wholer.

—

Walter Johnson, representing the
Music Corp. of America, is due to
leave

New York this week

wood

to report

for Hollyin efforts

no progress

to line up a new sponsor for the
Screen Guild radio program, long
bankrolled by Good Gulf Gasoline.
Johnson was asking $15,000 when he
came, east, but the figure was
dropped to $12,000 weekly and later

The latter was rock
tom and no takers.

bot-

to $10,000.

Tryon, Roach Dissolve

-

,

No question that, from 'God Bless America' (with its more ttiib
Boy and Girl Scouts of America)' -to '^Is Is the
Army,' the current smash soldier .show' (which may realise more
than $2,000,000. for the Army Emergency Relief Tund),'Berlin?s signal
contributions to his country constitute something wblclv ev,ery.tiody.
In and out of show business, must salute And that's not couhtiiig his
quarter-of-a-century ago soldier show, "Yip YIp Yaphank,' also an

Hollywood, Aug. 4,
Glenn Tryon checked oS the Hal
Roach lot after ah amicable settlement of his producer contract He
made three pictures, last of which
was 'Nazti Nusiance.'
Pact was dissolved by future imcertainty, due to Roach's entry into
the Army.

$100,000. yield to the

Army

Apparently Johnson encountered a
BiH
Back to Reading
quick freeze of several promising
possibilities when stories broke that
the Stage Door Canteen in New York Bible (Sponsored) on Radio
had contracted with Corn Products
for $3,000 to the" American Theatre
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Wing, plus talent fees at reduced
I;i the early days of radio while
figures, the total figuring out on the Freeman Gosden and Charles Cortablecloth bieing considerably under rell were still 'Sam 'n' Henry' on
the Screen Guild.
the r^dio, Billy Hay had bis own

Hay

'

•

By Edna May

Oliver

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Edna May. Oliver has definitely

Bubstjtuted for her on the

Don
left

StaiiiTer,

last

NBC

radio head of

Aboard Clipper

R,

nka

—and Radio

Lectures
Ilka

end

.

Chase

is

due east

completing

after

week-

this
a.

picture

Paramount. Her radio series,
'Luncheon Date with Ilka Chase,'

for

returns to NBC about' Sept.' 1 and
a' lecture tour in midOctober. Her program will, air from
various out-of-tpwn locations while
she's on tour.
She's also set for a
Health summer stock appearance in 'Susan
and God' this month at Princeton,
N. J.
Aug.
4.
Hollywood,
There's also picture interest In
Eva- Tanguay, onetime vaudeville her recent biog, 'Past Imperfect."
In addition to her iParamount film,
headilner, passed her 64th birthshe also appeared in a picture at

she staris on

64

Stiil

F^fatstoRegam

'

day last Saturday in her home here; Warners
She has been Invalided for the past
four years.

earlier this

summer.

Friends of the old days

moc^est bungalow
to encourage, her in. the fight against
the.' malady 'Which has kept her
'
- \
bedrridden.

dropped into

Xvtt.

.

THE BERLE-nVG POINT

Scairt

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
George Sanders was suspended by
Old timers ,who trouped with her
20th-Fox for refusal to play one of
lay her cjiieerful disposition and
th« top roles in "The Undying Mondetermination to. win back her
ster,'.'a Bryan Foy productiofi directhealth: have; vitally sustained her
ed by John Brahm. Actor declared
through many- setbacks.
be was overworked and needed a
'

.

<

rest.

Joe Cooper Scholarship
In Honor of S. R. Kent

i

By Milton Berle

<

«»«»«<«<

•

*

Chicago; Aug. 4.
Oriental theatre. I never saw such
Pincus was a producer for th6
print passes fast enough.
Things
C. I. P. R. A. company, Paris, until aren't tough enough now, they're building a subway in front of the
Germany.- declared war against the theatre; One iisher at the theatre got absent-minded. .. .he started to
United States. He ducked .the .Ges- show the on-lookers at the new subway io. seats in the excavation.
tapo by less than the flick of. a
Jack (Baldy) Zero has a new racket. After -flnlshijig his five-minute
camera crank and managed to hop stint with me in the theatre, he. runs out to the excavation and. starts
across the occupied- area line to the shoveling dirt.. He's made $200 to date. (Quick,' Watson, the shovel!).
town of Pau. Hp returned here to
What marvelous people in the audience. After one show I got 10 curoifer his services to the .United States tain calls.... did you ever hear a curtain calling? (Eerie, isn't it?) Had
government 'in any capacity, at all.' quite a crowd in my dressing room all week.... sold over 20 pounds
Mayor Gucs$\vho is skedded to of tuti-frultl halavah. Jerry Bergen came to see me. He has a new
leave his favorite airport this morn- invention, a portable ladder that he hooks around yom: neck, climbs up
ing (5) for the West Coast aboard and talks to you face to face. Jerry had a little trouble getting to the
an American Airliner, where he is theatre. ., .mice kept pulling him back into their .holes for a game of
expected to be among those watch- gin-rummy.
ing the premiere of Tales of ManJacques- Rehard and Jack Leonard, the 300-pound comedian,, came to
See me, Renard has lost so much weight, when he stood next to Leonard
hattan.'
Spyros P. Skouras, national prexy they looked like a 'Before' and 'After' ad. Harry Rose dropped in. He
of the Greek 'War Relief Assn., told me that he would never again wear collars that fit snugly around
showed up at LaGuardia Field Mon- the shoulders. .. .his new collars now fit around. the hips.
It's tough running out in the
day (3) to bid adieu to the ArchI sure missed my mother on this trip.
bishop of the Greek Orthodox budience to laugh a gag up... -.and then jump back on the stage to tell
Church, who flew off to Canada to the next one. Everything happens to 'me. 'While waiUng in the wings,
he could get back to Hollygopher
came
hummed
so
bless three Swedish ships which, a
up to me and
$5,
under a safe conduct, will tote re- wood
to eat my lawn. Lincoln Park grass didn't agree with him. A
lief supplies to Skouras' stricken photographer came backstage to shoot a layout of me.... when did Ripmagazine?
countrymen.
ley start a
I gave each one of the stagehands a tip.... too bad the horse stopped
'The week also saw Annabella and
husband, l^rone Power, fly jn from at the half-way mark to file his income tax. I ran a swell party backthe Coast. Power was enroute to stage for my troupe. I handed out gifts with a lavish finger. To the
obacrobatic troupe I gave individual platinum meat balls"-.... .that they can
New London, Conn., where he'll
To. Leonard Sues, that' fine' performer, I gave a 'mute*
tain background, etc., for his new wear or hock.

Had a very

week at the
crowds.... the management couldn't
successful

•

i

'

'

Mebbe He Was

.

'

^«««> »

-

Mass., to confer with Lever Bros,
execs on another show. He'll recommend either Miss Boland to continue
with. Tuttle* or a fresh start with
Iiionel Barrymorc in a dramatic
series, "Mayor of the Town.'

at

—

.

weekend for Cambridge,

£fa TangDay

distinguished citizen of the- tand.
Nonetheless, even in these momentous' times, each industry takes
stock of itself and its contributions. When the history of the war
effort, from the morale aspect, is written, certainly show business
will tie spotlighted favorably and weU.
And along with the stars
who -wing to Alasl^tk V"^ the tropics; the satellites whs barnstorm
for War Bonds; the entertainers who tour the camps with lavish
shows for soldier divertissement along with all these must be recorded the name of Berlin.

.

show.

R&

'

'

—

& A

withdrawn from the Lever Bros.
(RiDso)' program. This Remarkable
Miss Tuttle," due to illness. Her contract was mutually terminated With
RuthrauS jc Ryan agency. For the
past three Sundays Mary Boland has

•

-

.

.

Arrives in N. Y.

Rinso

Caiicellatioii of

,

pages in this Issue tell the rest of it
As a matter of calendar sequence it also marks Berlin's 35th anniversary as an American songwriter—today, the No. 1 songsmith—
but the author of the occasion insisted that the BtMtlight be veered
away from himseU. The kudos that come to the creative artist of ahit picture, a play, song, or whatever it may be,' is OK for the record;
but the sentimental ballyhoo, he' in/Hnructed Paramount, had to be
sidestepped. Already plans had been undertaken to make the' BerlinParamount picture the 'occasion ifor « 35th anniversary salute the
same as when 20th-Fox sought to !tie in its 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
of some seasons ago, with a 30tfa .anniversary tribute to the singing
waiter who came up from Nlgget' Mike's In Chinatown to become a

French Pic Exec

in the Chicago area, which
consisted of his riding the Bible.
Shortly after,, when Gosden and
Correll became an tfvernight sensation with' Amos 'n' Andy, he closed
the Book and went along with them
as announcer, which was to last
for nigh on to a dozen ^ears.
This- week Hay was back at his
Bible-reading, having' been dropped
from 'A
some weeks ago. ' MuBy GEORGE FBOST
tual-Don Lee netwbrk is lining up
Nazi blitz tactics on French mothe
participating sponsorship for
program, which is billed as 'Bill tion picture industry were re-eiriphaslzed
on Sunday by Alexander
Bible.'
Locally
it
is
Hay Reads the
sponsored by Forest Lawn cemetery, G. Pinciis, film executive who left
It his native New York in 1917 to .projoining th« network Aug. 10.
duce
pictures
in the'Fi'ench Repubgoes across, the board.
lic, when he arrived at New York's
LaGuardia Field Marine Terminal
aboard
transAtlantic
a
Clipper.
Chase's Play, Pix,

program

Poor Health Forces

tieneflt.

This week, of course, the spotlight on Berlin takes a more specific
showmanship touch. It's Paramount'a week. The occasion is 'Holi*
day Inn.' That's an Irving Berlin score to a Blng Crosby-Fred
Astaire fllmusical, produced and directed by Mark -Sandrlch. The ad

wUl cost monev to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government caJis on you
to help now.
Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
evgry day if you can. But
buv them on a regular basis.
li

.

_

James Ellison took over the part 'Crash Dive.' Mrs. Power will whilefor Sanders, and Bramwell away the two-week period with
Fletcher moved into the Ellison role. friends in Fairfield, Conn.

slated

an arTo Ruth Clayton I gave something she always wanted
rangement of 'Tangerine' with mink half notes. To the Ben Yost ViKings I really overdid myself in the way of gifts. I gave each one of the
they
case
.in
lapels.
marinated
with
uniforms
brand
new
stage
boys
play Grossinger's. I rushed over to rty hotel to pack and catch a train
for. HoUywood, when I found a wire saying I should come to New York
immediately for two air shows,, so I hopped a plane.
-We passed over the Great Lakes. I looked and looked, but couldnt
see Veronica. The plane must have 'been qwned by the Esquire people,
talk.

'.

Lincoln, Aug.

4,

.

'

The J. H. Cooper Foundation,
owners' of the Lincoln, Stuart and
'

.

Nebraska theatres here, has set up
a $500 medicine scholarship at the
IJniversity of .Ifebraska in memory
of the late Sidney -R. Kent, former
president

.

o£

ZOth

it

was

that fashionable.

Jnstead of a safety belt, they had suspenders.

with

..

'

cuffs.
/
/!_
You should have seeii the' crowd of people waiting at the airport. When
got off they yelled and screamed. .. .for Betty Hutton, who was on the
plane, too. I hopped into a very funny cab. I drove and the hackle «at
ih the back counting his winnings at the track. At the end of the trip
he got out, helped me out of my seat, gave me a tip and drtve off (I
miist do that more often).'
Checked into a hotel and the clerk seemed very happy to sec me. He
said: 'Glad to have you. back again, now we can get back those missmg
towels! (I only took one towel, but you should see the soap!
Parked my clothes in the room and went over to Lindy's. There have
now, herrings serve
bfeen quite a few changes since I left a week ago
you'waltersi Broadway Rose came ov^r to my table and I could hardly

Century-Fox.

Kent got his business start as a
$5 a week delivery boy In Lincoln.
The scholarship will .go to an outstanding' student who wishes to com-

.•

.

.

I

^1

'

plete further research in medicine.

More Pay Jot Pic Workers
Hollywood, Aug.

.

4.-

recognize her.... she bad her other head' amputated.

Motion picture employees drew
an average of $66.13 in weekly
wages during June, 1942, compared
with $45.27 for the same period last

Army

Short of the

Week

Stage Door Canteen

year, according to California Divicion of Labor Statistics.

'Pack Transportation*

Department short

rejit ye.ar.

It

the War,

week under
Academy Re-

Holl3rwood, Aug. 4.
Various elements aiming to estaba local Stage Door Canteen drew

lish

together when Bette Davis,
representing the fUm players, went
into a huddle with Jules C. Stein,
Capt Robert H. Fungay as War De- prez of Music Corp., and agreed to
cooperate with the union labor compartment liaison officer.
mittee headed by Carroll Hollister.
Radie Harris, representing the
Actual shooting is done by CapiAmerican Th-'^re Wing, originators
tol Productions, with Nelson Gross
of the Stagj^
or Canteen In New
as production manager, and Dan York,
Is in town- to confer.wlth Miss
Keefe, director.
Davia-in-an ii^isory-vcapaoity<. > ^

search Council.

Was

HoUywood, Aug. 4.
Lieut Burgess Meredith draws
cnly Army pay to pltly the top role
In 'Rear Gunner/
Picture Is one of the U. S. Army
Army Air Corps defense shorts,
'directed by Bay Enright,

Is

4.

of the

the auspices' of the

Not Like

On

Coast Nearii^ Reality
Hollywood, Aug.

Hourly t-ale of earnings jumped
irom $1.29 in June of 1941 to $1.50
during the same month in the cur-

Entire film

is

be-

closer

ing shot at Fort Bliss, Tex., with

ABBOTT

and

COSTELLO

On National Releate Auguit '7
In "PARDON MY SARONG"

A

Mayfair Pr«duotlon— Universal

P"^,

(l«n(qn)|l .W«ji«a«m«nt..(>f

Pictures

Relaasa

eOW^f^A..SHCR^lJ^(^

,..
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•
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MISCEIXANT

TOP PIC FANS'-GALLUP
OWTs

Bin Lewis Pulls

No Punches

BELIES THEORY OF

In Telfing Off Muac Men onWar Songs
Music publishers this week were
finding something to thinic about in

Winkler Back to Agenting

haymalcers

up-from-the-floor

the

GALS BEING FIRST
Edge

a

War

U

Lewis, speaking to some 300 members of the Songwriters Protective
Association in New York, made at
least four references not too veiled
—to the publishers' alleged lack of
Most pointed crack
cooperation.
was:
'I know the obstacles that stand
In the way of vigorous war music,
and I know that these obstacles are
But I also
not of your creation.
know't^at the music writer and the
music industry must work together

—

"

must, of course, recognize that the
creative artist Is only the first moving force, that, the publishing Industry the motion picture industry,
radio, and the serfo'rming artist all

(Continued on page 16)

Grace Moore's Salute To

Former Rep., Pvt. Doulens
Miami Beach, Aug. 4.
Grace Moore made a special flight
(31) from Chicago to

here Friday

sing for the men of the Army Air
Forces stationed in this area. Singer
made the trip as a token to her
former personal representative. Private First Class Humphrey Doulens,
now on duty here in charge of entertainment.

Stationed here also

kngtime

concert,'

is

SOPH REBUKES
CRIXOF'SPICr

Par

approved a recommendation of the
War AcUvities Committee that an
outstanding player make. a curtain
speech, appealing for the purchase
01 war bonds, at the finish of forth-

sights,

of

a

Army

contract.

Tr&ilers

Kiepura's Double Deal
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Gregor Rabinovitch has signed Jan
Kiepura for pictures and a stage

FILM

TALENT

POOLING

according to conclusions
deep-digging poll just com-

ita

'

the singer's
Capt. group late for their nite club ap-

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
office yesterday (Mon.)

AGE PRIME

B/ DENIS MOBBISON

pleted by Dr. George W, Gallup and
his-corps of opinion-weighers who
Toledo, Aug. 4.
'When you give your services for hzive combed the sticks' as well as
nothing and for charity, nobody has the couhtry's main -stems for their
the right Uo criticize,' said Sophie facts.
Tucker, regarding the comments on
Hollywood lots for years have
her spicy performance at the Navy aimed their product at an audience
Relief show in Buffalo, which result- supposed to be around 70% femme,
ed in numerous repercussions. 'I am some estimates setting the proporbilled as the 'Red Hot Mama,' and as tion of female ticket buyers in film
long as I live I'll always remain theatres at 80%. Gallup's sounder-out'Sophie Tucker, the Red Hot Mama',' ers of what the public wants finds
she declared.
'Tell them (at Buf- this is plenty haywire, with ,a more
falo) they should be ashamed. Only accurate
turnstile
count showing
hypocrites criticize.'
men slightly outnumbering women
She pointed out that she gave the as screen fans.
Findings can be of extreme Imsame routine as at Buffalo at two
(Continued on page 18)
special shows for servicemen while
playing a week's engagement at the
Hollywood theatre-cafe In Toledo.
On Monday (27) Soph and the Antry Ends Contract
whole show at the Hollywood,
numbering
10
performers,
plus
Dispute With Wurtzel
Billy
Simms and his six-piece
orchestra,
40
miles
went
to
Before Entering
Camp Ferry, near Port Clinton, O.,
and gave an early evening show lastHollywood, Aug. 4.'
ing one and' a half hours for the solGene Autry's agency contract with
diers stationed there, making thp

manager,

For the time btfSng he will
study story properties to pick his
ducer.

first picture.

Since he left the Burbank lot
Glazer has been writing screen plays
and producing independently.

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Film biz has been leveling off at
an audience target that isn't there,
or at best is only partially between

BUFF SHOW

.

The Hays

19
'

Frederick C. Schang, who handled pearance.
On Thursday (30)- the
arrangements for the soldier enter- same group visited the Great Lakes
tainment
Naval Training Station in Toledo, repeating their show. Both servicemen
audiences were highly appreciative,
LUCKIER 7 THIS YEAR? and no adverse criticism was heard.
Miss Tucke-'s stay at the Hollywood
Acent Has 7 B'way Scripts Set Again broke all prevfous attendance rec•I With Flop Sextet Last Season
ords at the club, which had been
recently placed in receivership.
Monica McCail, play agent at the
Myron Selznick office in New York,
has seven scripts set for legit pro'MORALE BUILDER'
duction in New York this fall.
They are The Continental Touch,' N. T. Times Dispatch Calls Jolson's
: comedy by Robert Watson, who
Performance • Hi(h Point
will also direct, for Lee Shubert;
The Damask Cheek,' a comedy by
Wlrelesa to the N. T. Tlmee
Willemstad, Curacao, July 30.
John van Druten for Dwlght Wiman,
This island's (jovernor was among
with Flora Robson slated to head the
cast; 'Willow and I,' a drama by John the audience, which included many
Patrick for Donald Blackwell and high Unitef States military officials
Raymond Curtis who ., produced and thousands of United States
TLlttle Dark Horse' last year; 'Janle,' troops, when Al Jolson performed
a comedy by Josephine Bentham and twice in one evening for the United
Herschel WilUams for Brock Pem- States. Army forces.
The comedian was at his best and
berton; 'Little DarUng,' a comedy by
Eric Hatch that Tom Weatherly wiU made many 'ad libs,' sometimes
do; 'Challenge,' a Louis. Weitzenkorn choosing the Governor as the target
drama in, which Otto Premlnger will for his wit, while the latter took the
star Jane Cowl; and 'Out of This jokes laughingly. Jolson proved his
It
World,' a John S. RodeU comedy ability as a 'morale builder,'
which WiU debut Lee Simonson, the can be said that his performances
Theatre' Guild scenic designer, as a were a high point in the life of the
{nanager. Also in the offing Is 'Life- American troops here.
line,' the Norman Armstrong drama,
current In London, which both the
Theatre Guild and (Gilbert Miller are
Par's Double Debut
reading.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Miss McCall's abiUty to find proCharles Brackett makes his debut
ducers for her client's plays was evl- as producer at Paramount with 'Bill
flenced last year when she also had of Goods,' written by himself and
seven in action—but everyone was in Billy Wilder.
the flop category.
Top male role goes to Franchot
Tone as the first Job under his new

Bond

Audience
300

Persons,

Different Films Polled

-

and overcome tiiese obstacles.'
OWI exec earlier made another
pronged remark, stating: 'In considering the problem of music, we

70% Femme

a

to

date.

NOW

LOOKS COLD
Discussions among industry heads
seeking to ease the talent shortage,
due to the drafting of name players
into, the armed forces, via more
Uberal use of stars on loanout deals,
have bogged down and currently
seem .tmlikely to go beyond the preliminary stages outlined shortly after
the outbreak of war.
Consensus of opinion within the
Industry is that the 'haves' will hold
onto their talent and let the 'havenots' resort to raiding if they can.
If anything, the exodus of male
stars seems to have tightened the
situation, with studios holding the
most valuable contract lists more
strongly determined than ever not
to

permit their dwindling

lists

•

'

•

int^ested in a possible deal providing for $10,000 weeldy to be donated

to the

Army Emergency

and

Relief,

the sponsor assuming all production
and, of course, line charges,
Hitch to the American Tobacco bid
so far has been the Army's refusal to
audition the show, with George
Washington HiU, the tobacco president, declining to go through with
the deal without hearing it in program form. He has agreed to pay
the audition cost, probably about
$5,000.

of

The other prospective sponsorslilp,
Goodyear Rubber, is hanging fire because the company's top executives
have been too busy with war production to take time to consider the matter. Preliminary flickering on the
American Tobacco proposition has
been handled by Ruthrauff'& Ryan
agency, while the Goodyear negotiations have beeh conducted by N. W.
Ayer. A. Si S. Lyons agency is submitting the show to sponsors.
Offer of $10,000 a week for 26
week's was made by Paljst beer for

the prbgram some weeks ago. The
suds account went direct to Irving
Berlin with a signed check In advance, and was willing to take the
program without an audition. But'
(Continued on page 62)
'

Fidler 'Enlists'

VaUee

But Taint So, Yet

In Navy,

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Rudy 'Vallee is -remaining on the
,

marquee names to be further deSealtest show despite Jimmy Fldler's
pleted by periods away from their
home lot. More frequent trading In radio 'exclusive' that he's winding
character players is foreseen in some up this week to go into the Na-vy.
quarters, however, as a means of It was all a big- surprise to Valfee,
-

overcoming the serious casting prob- who doesn't like the idea 'of the
gabber taking him off the show
lems.
and putting him Into the Navy without even consulting him.'
'Vallee Is understood making
Agreement eliminates the
Corps.
Goes Arlington
pitch for the Coast Guard, with tha
necessity of arbitration, as previpossibility that he would be alously planned, imd^r regulations of
lowed
to continue his broadcasts.
the Screen Actors and Artist ManChicago, Aug.. 4.
agers Guilds.
Arlington Racetrack looked like
Wurtzel, who had been handling Hollywood this week with numerall Autry's professional affairs for ous celebrities from the Coast in
six years, received all the commis- attendance to see the ponies run.
sions he' claimed on Autry's picture
Nicholas Schenck, Louis B. Mayer,
and radio earnings since Jan. 1, 1041. Benny Thau, Mickey Rooney and
'Tnd« Ifark Rgflitered
In return, he absolved Autiy of all Abe Lastfogel were among filmdom'u
FOUNDED BT SIHB BII,TSRMAN
'All were between
managerial and financial obligations box holders.
PabUihcd WeeUr >r TABIETT. lae.
trains en route to or from the Coast.
while in military service.
Bid Silverman, Pnildent
1C4 W«it 4«th Btrest,:N«w Tork, K. T.

Harry Wurtzel was settled by mutual consent before the western star
moved to Chicago to enlist as a technical, sergeant in the Army Air

.
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Shostakovich Points

Up Anew How

BUBBCRIPTIOM
Annual

.110
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U.S. Pubs Hijack Russe Music

No. »

INDEX
Advance Production Chart.

Soviet composets, who have received peanuts for the American
performances of their works in the
past, will Uke at least a $500,000
liclung this year due to the current
popularity of anything Soviet,, as
evidenced by the current furore over
Dmitri Shostakovich's 'Seventh Symphony,' which Toscanini premiered
for radio over NBC.
Russian and Soviet composers have
never had copyright protection outside of their native land, except for
a handful who joined American,
French performing
or
Austrian
rights societies in the past, and
while it meant little heretofore, due
to the former anti-Communist taint,
the current wave of interest will
bring the Red composers little, outside of honor. The situation stems
from the USSR's lack of membership in the Berne Convention which
cleared international copyright protection. This makes it impossible for
Am-Rus Music Corp., exclusive U. S.
agency for Soviet music, to get local
copyrights or arrange for small

Shosty in

Demand

Picture offers in Dimitrl Shosta'icovitch's 'Seventh Symphony,'
which had a Toscanini-conducting radio debut over NBC, range
all the way from bids for sundry movements of the composition to elaborate plans based on
the composer's life.
One proposal calls for a picture about ,the siege' of Leningrad, with the symphony being
done in its entirety as background music.
.
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Chatter

81

Concert-Opera

40

Exploitation

22

Film Booking Chart.
Film Reviews
House Reviews
Inside—Legit
Inside—Music

29,

Inside

is

no gag with Am-Rus

—

wWch

sees
catalogs

—

51

34
58
00
50
57
52
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Literati

Music

•

Acts

Outdoor

recent pop ditty, 'Everybody's
Making Money But Tschaikowsky,'

50

Legitimate

Night Club Reviews,

A

58

—Orchestras

chores.

Remember Tschalkowsky?

8

56

Inside Pictures.'

to wait uniu secretary of State
Cordell Hull and Ambassador Maxim
Lltvlnbff can shed some of their war

have

29

,

Bills

New

much of its material in the
play, figuring to star the singer on
of American publishers who collect
Broadway in a streamlined Franz
performance fees without remitting
coming films.
Lehar operetta and later film it.
protection. The solution calls to the composer by virtue of copy,
rights
tour
Each studio agreed to add such
concert
now
on
Kiepura is
dubious
curtain spiels to at least three of and has been out of pictures for a for negotiations between the U, S. rights based on a variety of
-"(Continued on page 61)
weir most important productions."- long time.
and USWl- governments -and will
•

Army

Is the

The previously reported Army ban
on sponsorship of a radio version of

Glazer Back at Warners

Males Very Narrow,

—-4S0,000

responsible for the failure
sock morale-raising time to

who are
of

Radio Version of This

the stage show, "This Is the Army,'
but Long-Standing Suj^poHollywood, Aug. 4.
applied only to prospective beer ac>
Benjamin Glazer returned to the
sition Has Been That HolCurrently l>oth American
Warners lot after a two-year ab- counts.
lywood Should Aim for sence
under a new contract as pro- Tobacco and Goodyear Rubber are

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
which William B. Lewis aimed, their
Danny Winkler, talent contact
way last week. Chief of the Radio
Bureau of the Office of War In- chief at RKO for three years, is
formation left little dopbt that, in returning to the agency field.
the Government's. view, it is the
New connection is with (jharles
publishers: rather than songwriters K. Feldman as an associate.

have come out of World

to

Amierican Tobacco, Goodyear Consider

Obituaries
Orchestras
.

,

.

Radio
Radio Reviews

47

'?".37

44
52

Vaudeville

War

.

63
5

,

Pictures

4

Activities

DAILY VABIETY
(Publlulied

In

Hollywood

Dally Variety, Ltd.)
|10-a rear— 112 toreiRn

b7~

'

WAR

Wednesday, Angii&t

ACTIVITIES

A & C. slnten»ve Mentphb Schedide

"Retnember Septemb^' Billion Dollar

Bond Drive Expected Also to Hypo B.O.
Showmen
scheduled
pearances

that

figure

film

apthe

while simultaneously promoting the sale of Uucle Sam's certifi-

tiu-es

cates.-

Theatre operators in all parts of
the country are clamoring for book-

who

ings of the individual film stars

will tour the country in connection
with the 'Stars Over Amerifa' bondselling campaign in the 'Salute to
'Our Heroes' drive' beginning on
Sept. 1.- Meeting at the War Ac.tivities Committee is to be held next
iMonday (10) to round out plaiis {or

maximum number

covering the

of

-situations with the players available.
In territories where no stars can be

sent the Committee

By HABBT MAR'HN

Start Something

Hollywood, Aug. 4;
Three men who have worn
the world's heavyweight boxing
crown are working in a tworeel film at Warners based on
the training and physical con-

,

.

Nina Quiros, who entertained
and had come from a party for
the Stage Door Canteen volun-

ditioning of. various branches of

on short wave
programs
beamed
to
Mexico. She is the granddaugh-.
former
ter of that country's
Qiiiros' is

radio

WILLIE

President Carranza.

HOWARD

Twenty-aecand

WB OVERHEAD ON 'ARNT
FILMING AT

NEW LOWS

were and are Immortally comic."

BROOKS ATKINSON,
New York

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Fljigs' cereThe production charges against
asking for the 'This .is the Army,' the Irving Berlin
musical being Aimed by Warners,
stars are A. H. Blank, Iowa chairman; Boy L. Smart, Charlotte: M. S. have .been shaved down to cover
McCord, Little Rock; Tony Sudekum, only wages for the union crafts and
the bare cost of raw stock. The picNashville; John J, Friedl, Minnesota;
ture will not be charged tor the servI. J". Hoffman, New Haven.

FLOCK

0'

is

lot.

THEATRES BOOST FREE
CANDY FOR SOLDIERS

STARS

'

bott

&

Costello did a terrific job. for
in this man's .tdwnV
Tilt boys blew in by train, at 6:55
ajn. last Monday (27), and for 24
hours they beat their brains out for

War Bondf

'-

'

the Government's securities selling
campaign.
-Not even the oldest
showmen could remember any instance
wherein
celebrities
had
.

-.

worked so hard for free. Or for
cash.
Arrival stopped traffic at the station despite the early hour. Com.ics
,were whisked to Hotel Peabody,where the (^mmercial Appeal, and
PresS':Scimitar staged a press-radio
breakfast 'with Capt
Enoch P.
Brown, v. p. and. 'general manager,
as official host. Though this was pri-

Times.

.

Among showmen

Warner

the

w*«k,

ueeeMfiii

"Prioritiee of 1942" at the 46th
Street Themtre, New York.
"TIte doleful spectacle and bellowing Round of Willie Howard's 8tyle

Title

forces.

'Champions Train Champions.'
Trainers are Jack Dfmpsey,
Gene Tunney and Joe Louis,
under .supervision of Gordon
Hollirigshead, chief of shorts on

teer 'workers.

Miss

armed

the

monies.

marily .a get-acquainted meal, with
Detroit, Aug. 4.
Theatre Candy counters here are everything informal, A. '& C. did
marked results with theii' their, baseball turn for the boys
new campaign of 'Share a Candy and expla,ined the pitch on their
Bar With a Soldier.' Idea is that visit,- <(eclarin^ the emphasis for
when .the -patron buys candy at the tl>e .-day would be on the job
lobby bars he lays' the money on of exacting pledges to sign the 10%
deduction for bonds rather
the line for another for a soldier or payroll
than the outright sale. Interviews,
just forgets his change.'
a cleanup period followed.
Evidence of. the kind of results
$582,CM 'Lanoh'
the houses here are getting lies in
At noon the boys guested ii> the
the 'fact that four houses, Michigan, P«abody Skyway at a special $1,000Palms-State, Fisher and Riviera, a-plate War Bond luncheon, cost of
had 7,000 candy bars, bought foi; which had been' footed by a group
soldiers in three days. The bars for of local firms.
Every luncheonthose three days were turned over eater had to buy a $1,000 bond or
to the men in Detroit with the miore for his plate, resulting in a
Army War Show,
sale ior the lunch alone of $582,600,
(Continued on page 62)'
Next, week's iTurchases of the
getting

.

SET FOR CAMP

Kenneth Thomson, of the Holly- ices lOf Jack L. Warner and Hal
wood Victory Committee, is due in Wallis, Who are the producers,
New Yoric next' Sunday (9) to sit in Michael Curtiz, the director, and
on Anal plans for the industry's bond Casey Robinson who will write the

'

'

.

TOURS

screenplay with Irving Berlin.
Neither will there be any charge
Meantime the campaign book for
the September drive 'Showmen at for studio facilities.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
War,' has been sent to 15,000 theatre
Announcement that 20 top picture
operators, state chairmen, state adstars have already volunteered, for
ministrations, h\m editors, Washing- Detroit
Army camp tours during August and
ton officials and' others.
September was made last night! by
GoMberc Over Fromotlon
Actifities Board the Hollywood Victory Committee. gratis
bars for the men in service
Harry Goldberg, Warner theatres
Simultaneously, it was stated that
will be turned over to the soldiers
advertising director, has been asseven sttidio publicists have been
at Camp Custer with most housea
Detroit,
Aug.
4.
screen
signed to head all
promotion
selected as key advance men for the
Because of the manifold demands $1,000,000,000 War Bond and Stamp here having such t»ndy setups join(Continued on' page 16)
ing in the campaign. Belief is that
these days, war efforts of theatres drive to be- led by the Aim induswhen all houses are in, Detroit can
try in Septeniber.
here have been coordinated into a
Iifeniiion of Socialites
Actors who have come forward supply one large camp per week
single
body,- the War Activities with offers to forego vacations to with candy, the estimate on the
present
response
being
that
SO
Government's
the
in
Board.
The decision was reached participate
in D. C. Canteen Irks
include theatres can provide, approximately
prograi^
following a eonference of the heads morale-building
Blondell, Eddie 125,000 candy bars a week for the
of numerous theatre war- effort com- Burns ft AUen, Joan
Variety Chib,
Olivia de soldiers.
Cooper,
C^antor,
Jackie
mittees in the office of Edward .-C,
Kay Francis, Paulette
Beatty, president of the ButterAeld Haviland,
Washington, Aug. 4.
Bonita
Betty
Grable,
Goddard,
chain.
.Washington's Stage Door Canteen,
LeOn Errol, Rita HayAmerican Theatre
David M. Idzal,' managing director Granville,
scheduled to open 'at the Belasco
worth, Vieronica. liake, Bert Lahr,
theatre shortly after Labor Day, has of the Fox who recently' resigned as Merle Oberon, Pat O'Brien, Virginia
stage Door Canteen Capers
developed an Undercover dispute Backer of the Detroit Variety Club O'Brien,- Spencer Tracy, Gene TierTOBK
whtbK'may impair its efficient op- because of war effort demands, was ney and Jane Vfyman.
eration as a service center. Amer- named chairman of the War ActiviA schedule of tours to every secOther members beside tion of the country where there are
Such a flurry and a flutter on
ican Theatre, 'Wipg' 'is going; ahead ties Board.
with its plans fOr i buffet supper Beatty are Earl J. Hudson, presi troop concentrations is now being 44th Street last .Thursday hight!
on the stage of the National theatre dent of United Detroit Theatres 'aind worked out Publicity reps selected Caused by the launching of the
(6)',
with Mr^. Eleanor Roosevelt bCD coordinator here for theatres to travel ahead of the stars who will Stage Door C^anteen radio program
and two parties for Theaas. special^ guest and Helen. Hayes and public auditoriums; Edward' C. tour the country to sell War Bonds on
a; hostess. Society leaders and vari- tteiber, manager of Universal Pic next month are Merv Hauser, Para- tre Wing members.
The soiree at Sardi's was Com
oiis
organizations have, been in- tares; Carl W. Buermele, general mount; Connie Krebs, RKO: Gene
vlted.
Wing has. opened offices ad- manager of Michigan Co-ops;, and Murphy, Universal; Dick Hyland', Products salvo to -Helen Menken and
Doman, 20th-Fox; the Theatre Wjng. The jamboree at
Jqining the theatre on E street with ^gar £. Kirchner, manager of the Warners;. Bob
Iiamily and Kramer- theatres.
The the canteen, which took place after
Mrsl Jbhn 'B!' Stohe 'in charge.,
John" del Vallo, Columbia.
It is believed that the 'Cenlraliza
Variety
Club and Washlngtoti
Metro advance man will be ap- the last serviceman had recouped
the last hat from the check room,
*hpW{nen are .nursing some smol- tion of .theatre war efforts will ,save pointed today.
deting resentment over, the manner considerable duplication of effort,
Bing Crosby and Constancfe Ben- was the Theatre Wing's way of sayiii which they are being relegated to
provide general programs In the nett embark on tours of Army ing a heartfelt 'thanks' to the "volunthe background. They contend they beM interests of all houses and pre- Camps this week, augmenting the teers who've worked there untirwill be callcjd upon t« furnish bulk vent a few men in the industry troupe already sent out by the Holly- ingly and loyally.
At 12:15 more than 3,006 members
ol entertainment and resent intrU' from carrying a disproportionate wood Victory Committee, consisting
sion of publicity-seeking social lead' share of the work which has to be of' Jeanette MacDonald, Bob Burns of Equity and Equity's sister and
cousin organizations waited for aders as dominant figures in the pro
done.
(Qontinued''on page 61)
mission on 44th Street's sidewalks,
motion. One or two mentioned as
where there were lots of reunions,
invited to the buffet supper are
and plenty of introductions.
on the books of theatre managers as
Yes, reunions and introductions!
persistent nuisances due to earlier
The reunions because the boys and
Inipraclical requests.
gals who work on .different shifts
Meanwhile, Uje Treasury Departseldom see each other these busy
ment has announced that the Bedays and lots of canteeners never
lasco theatre, used as a government
storehouse, is being readied for the
With rank of lieutenant (senior have met lots of canteeners who
LIchlman's Boy In Navy
Canteen.
grade). Short is due to- report for work on other shifts. All of which
Made availalile is the
Memphis, Aug. -4.
IcJbby, 28 feet by 18 feet; a recrca
proves, we hope,- that it ain't a small
Dick Lightman, son of M. A. Light- instruction at Harvard University.
tion hall,
presumably the ample man, has enlistea in the. Navy and
Short for nine years was assist- world— at least not to certain. of us
downstairs lounge, 64 feet by 39 feet, left to begin training.
(Continued on- page 63)
ant to Bob O'Donnell,' Texas' cirand the mezzanine, 57 feet by 14
Also oiff to officers' training camp cuit operator, and for five years
Icef Ilquipment will be provided via Fort Oglethorpe is Tony Carruth, was with National Screen Service.
by the sponsoring organizations.
N. Y. to L. A.
Warner exchange salesman the past
All, theatres, night clubs, restaU'
Jnst a Seat oin'- Man
five years. Jack Galloway, of SpringJames Adams.
rants
and enterprises employing field, Mo., Is breaking in' as replace'^
Cleveland, Aug. 4.
George Brown.
talent, as well as the various craft ment.
Kenneth Mcans^ house manager of
Scoop Conlon.'
ucions,
including
RKO Palace, who .once made three Mack Gordon.
the
musicians,
have agreed to assist the Stage Door
trips roimd the world as steward
Seller Now Buyer
Betty Hutton.
Canteen.
Harry FeUerman, Aim salesman with Dollar Steamship Lines, ts' goCharles W. Koerner.
ing back to sea next week. Leaves
foi: Uhiyersal at its New York -exMarjorie Reynolds.
change, is on the other side of the for West Coast Aug.' 13 to become
Hal Roach.
Astoria
Unit West
Esty Stowell. .
fence as a member of the armed chief steward on supply convoy ships,

eeUing 'drive.

Memphis, A\ig.,4i
Whatever Secretary ot the Treasury Morgenthau .may of may; not.
have said about their publicity, Ab.

-

'

is

'Dedication of Service

Sample of Hieir AIMhit for U. S.

Good Neighbor
.

planning 'Hero
Mother RalUes' and

'War

Rallies,'

Is

Around four. a.m. Friday (31)
'a bunch of soldiers, who missed
the bus to Mitchell Field, were
doing the rhumba at 44th and
Broadway. Their Instructress was

stars,

personal
liiake
connection with

to
in

$1,000,000,000 War Bond Drive next
month, will serve a double purpose
stimulaline public interest in pic-

1942

5,

"

-

.

.

Showmen Form

'

'

War

.

War

Detroit,

Arsenal,

'

Almost Gives Army
Spectacle the Go-By
'Detroit,

Showmen

Wing

.

NEW

.

'

-

WABC

.

.

—

'

—

'

'

Uncle Sam's

RoP CaO

-

.

Aug.

4/

the Ai my Wdr Show! it
you would have to pick
Mechanized show, which

Even with
looks

.like

your

spots.

palled, into the University of Detroit

stadium here for a nine-day * run,
came close to being a washout -during the early phases lintil massed
front page, newspaper publicity, editorlals

to

^bame 'the

'

ads

public,'

bought by public-spirited citizens, a
heavy radio play and other boosters
brought it up in its Anal days.
The factor tliat evidently was
overlooked here is that a-, great share
of the Detroit public is no stranger
to the new weapons of warfare. Not
only are hundreds of thou.-:and.'> of
workers, engaged in the production
-

of airplanes, tanks, jeeps, anti-aircraft guns, etc., but their great prevalence in this area makes them no
novelty to the average citizen.'
The result y/as that, with a stadium which- had a potential capaeil./
ot upwards, of 20,000 person.?, there
were only 7,000 present for the Sjtvrday opening and light atten-lance
of 10,000 both on Sun,day and Monday.
However, after the press and radio
campaign, by Tuesday nighl there
were 20,000 out to sit through a bad
storm and the show wound up with
an attendance estimated at 150,000
and c'lOse to the $130,00ffgoal. A portion of this was gleaned throijgh
mass buying of tickets, with Capt.
Billy Sparks, bead of the Sparks
Withlngton Co., buying 3,600 for omployees, and Ford workevs corhirig
through with a mass p'irchase and
an additional $500 contribution.
.

'

.

Pic Workers'

War Bond

Buy Passes $3,300,000

'

.

-

Army

'

For Ordnance Training Pix

forces.
cently,

of

the

Entering Vpe service re- Government service job, after manhe has been placed in charge aging the RKO deluxer here nine

camp

theatre

at

Mitchell

years.

Field, p. I. He is a brother of Max
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
It's Lte'ot.' Chode Binyon
Group' of four training films for FeUerman, film buyer for RKO.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
S. Ordnance Department will
Claude Binyon, alimmus of 'VaH'a Llent Pan: Short, USN
be made at training camps in this
riety' and most recently a top' writer
4.
Washington,
Aug.
lirea
ynder supervision of Capt.
at Paramount, Js going into a new job
months
exseveral
Short,
for
Pjiul
i>avid
Silverstein,
\}..
S.
Signal
and taking a slight cut in salary.
ecutive assistant to Chris Dunphy,
Corps,
1

the U.

'

'•

Capt. Silversteln's unit, based at
Astoria, L. L, tmder orders to i-eturn en^st with the filnis before the
«od of August

As first lieutenant in the' U. S. Army
coordinator of motion, pictures for
Signal Corps, Binyon is drawing
War Production Board, has accepted per month. As' a screen writer$166
he
a Navy commission and goes on ac- was pulling down $2,000 a week.
tive

duty the

first

of next month.

Mike Todd.
Harry Warren.

(Continued on page 34)

L. A. to
Nate Blumberg.
IlKn Chase.
Ann Corio.

Delmar Daves.

Max Gordon.
SgL Lesser.
Al RogeU.
Eddie Sherman.

M.

J. Seigel.

Don

Slauffer.

N.Y.

Hollywood, Aug.

4.

Workers in the film industry invested more than $3,300,000 in War
Bonds during the first 15 weeks of
the campaign by the Motion Picture
Committee' for Hbllywopd, according
to a report by Henry Ginsberg, chairman of the over-all committee. Report covers all subscriptions, including casK sales and payroll savings plans in major studios up to
.

Aug. 1.
Current rate of investment
cates an annual contribution ot

indi$15,-

for the war effort, a high
percentage in comparison with other

000,000

industries.

-

Wednesday, August

1942
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UBIETY

PICTURES

mM ClIT DUE IN SEPT.

RAW

UA Won t Fmance Own Prod., Offsets MIIJOfiSGETlEKW40IS
on

Possible Beefs

Distrib Favoritism

With from 20 to 25 pictures lined
for 1942-43 release, United Artists

Daye Rose

in N. Y.

up

has decided against financing
production

its

own

Understood that

units.

this decision

was reached

to offset

UA

TO FALL
U

David Rose, Paramount's managing
director in Great Britain, is due
back in New York from the Coast
next week preparatory to his return
trip to London.
Rose has been giving new product

possible complaints ttom outside producers, who might otherwise claim
subsld was
that product from the
the once-over.
being favored in distribution deals.
production financOpposition to
ing came from Sir Alexander Korda,
owner-member, -as well as others.

UA

release next season.

Korda, who was in Washington over
the weekend, is considering malting

N. W.

move.

'this

In addition to the pictures

which

Korda may personally produce or
pick up in England for UA distribution in the U, S., United Artists wUl
have the Hunt Stromberg pictures,
the Cagneys; and several from outside producers.

A

wild animal pic-

from Jules Levey; in which
Frank Buck figures, has already been

ture

set for release.

Jack Benny has a deal pending
with UA, while Charles Chaplin also
plans to deliver one picture.

STAND
Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Local circuit' heads and some independent exhibitor leaders are
echoing the present cry of certain
Hollywood producers for 'fewer and
better pictures.' They point out that
not only would conserve raw
it
stock, as the Government demands,
but put the kibosh on double featuring whict^is becoming an increasing
menace both in the Twin Citi^ and
the territory which, up to recently,
has been comparatively free from it.
John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Paramount) president, is an
especially bitter foe of twin billing
and the great maority of independent exhibitors in the territory also
are opposed to it. Some of the present offenders, however, say they're
forced into the dual feature policy in
.

Appeals Court Rules
Bin

Foi Must Serve

Film industry has been given a
week to reach an agreement on cur•

tailment of celluloid percentagewise as discussed in New York last
week by industry toppers with Harold Hopper, chief of the War Production Board film section. Government officials figure on putting the
new raw stock ceiling into effect beginning September, once ^e various
companies agree among themselves
and providing the final plan i^ acceptable to the WPB.
With Universal holding out again^
a' percentage cut in celluloid, as
compared with 1941 figures, pointing
out that it was the only company
which has reduce)] raw stock consumption to any great extent iSnce
last year, Nate Blumberg, U prexy,
arrived from the Coast Monday (3)
to personally take 'a hand in the
deliberations.
Blumberg was the
only major company head unable to
be present at the session last week
at
which Nick Schenck, Spyros
Skouras, N. Peter Rathvon, Barney.
Balaban, Grad Sears,^ Arthur Kelly

and Jack Cohn participated.
Based on 1941 consumption of raw
stock, but excluding newsreels and
prints shipped to foi'eign markets,
industry recommendations last week

'self defense,'
fellow.

'Fewer

-

a conspiracy charge. Unless Fox ap- ting in many instances.'
peals to the U.S. Supreme Court, he
must serve a year and a day in Federal prison and pay $3,000 fin«.
Fox pleaded guilty to charges of a Briskin's Duties At
conspiracy to obstruct justice and
defraud the Government in his bank'
CoL
Shared

WiU Be

ruptcj'

case.

He

testified

against

former Circuit, Court Judge J. Warren Davis and Morgan S. Kaufman
Federal bankruptcy referee.
Davis and' Kaufman were freed

By Bnchman, Cohn

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Sidney Buchman, prexy of Screen
following trial by two juries who
failed to agree and the charges Writers Guild, has been assigned by
against them were later dropped. Columbia to assume part of the exFox contended in his appeal that he ecutive duties of Sam Brlskin, who
couldn't be guilty since the charges is awaiting a call to active service
against his alleged co-conspirators as a major in the Army Signal
had been dropped. This argument Corps. Herry Cohn, Columbia chief,
will take over the rest of Briskin's
was denied by thff Appeal bench.
tasks himself.

UNGER, EX-PAR SALES
EXEC,

MAY GO

EXHIB

Reported j! J. Unger for 18 years
a distribution executive with Par.
amount, may enter exhibition on his
own.

may have
actuated his resignation from Par
several weeks ago, Unger states he
will not announce future plans until

While such plans

after his vacation.

He checked out

of Par Friday
(31) and says he will take a vacation of four or five weeks.
Unger
has two brothers Iri theatre opera-

Currently Buchman Is doing two
'Come One, Come All' and
'The American Way,' for George
Stevens on the same lot, and is
hustling to finish the jobs before
Brlskin is ordered to report for duty.
When the call comes, Buchman will
take over specific production units,
wi^h Cohn as general overseer.
Meanwhile, members of SWG are
studying the Guild constitution to
determine whether Buchman's post
scripts,

'

as a studio exec makes him eligible
to continue as president of the
writers. Understood he will resign

the presidency

if

there

Is

any con-

flict.

mm,

to

Save Film

Hollywood, Aug.
repeated nixing

4.

by
Despite
the Hays office directorate, the
use of 16 mm. release prit\ts to
service smaller theatres oft the
main line is winning new supporters and, is held feasible in
line with the film conservation
program.
Also aiding the move for narrow gauge prints is the growing
use of that type of product for
armed forces here and
the
abroad. It is pointed out that the
cost of operation ia reduced
through the elimination of fire
prevention measures applicable
to 35 mm. film which is considered Inflammable, while the
narrower stock is on non-inflammable

strips.

.

and blame the .other were that a 15% reduction in raw
stock be put into effect for all comand better pictures, of panies using up to 60,000,000 feet anPhUadelphia, Aug. 4.
course would solve the double fea- nually. This would include 11 film
The Third Circuit Court of Ap- ture problem and, I believe,- make companies. Reduction of 20% was
proposed on <the next 50,000,000
peals in a unanimous decision today for more* profitable operations all
feet, 25% for the following 2t>,000,refused the appeal of William Fox, around,' Friedl says. 'Besides, pro- 000, 30% for the next 25,000,000 and
ducers turning out meritorious prodbankrupt film magnate, to change uct are entitled to' more extended 35% reduction on all over 150,000,000
his plea from guilty to not guilty on playing time than they're now get- f^et used in 1941.

Prison Term, Pay Fine

$1004,767.000 a Record Gross

For Entire Fix Biz; $681383,000 Over '39
16

Holding Out Against Percentage-Wise Cut Based
on 1941 Figures As Blumberg Arrives From Coast
to Define Company Stand

UNCERTAIN ON WPB

ECHOES

ANTI-DUAL

the Tolstoi classic in England rather
than in Hollywood at an estimated
cost of over $1,000,000. Believed that
greater purchasing power abro^ad
may prove the determining factor in

IN LINE

,

UA

Korda, meantime, has reportedly
set financing for a film version of
Tolstoi's 'War and Peace,' and is expected to deliver from three to four
pictures for

8

Alternate Batlos
As an alternative, proposal was
made for a 15% cut on all footage
up to 50,000,000, 17%% cut on footage from SO to 100 million; 20% cut
from 100 to 125 million, 22%% on
125 to ISO million and 25% reduction
on all over 150,000,000 feet.
The 17%% cut would affect companies such as Universal, Columbia

Warners would come
and RKO.
Paramount
under the 20% cut.
would.be affected by the 22% 7o cut
while Metro would be Involved in
Republic, Prothe 25% bracket.
ducers Releasing Corp.,, United Artand Monogram would come
ists
minimum .reduction
under
the

SKOURAS PAVES

4.

released by the Treasury Depart'
takeij from the preliminary analysis of -corporation income
statements filed during the calendar
year 1941.
«
The general upswing due to increased employment, accompanying
the defense program and production
of war materials for England and
other friendly belligerents, carried
the total revenues of the entire industry above the $1,000,000,000 level.
Breakdowns
for
the
differen-t
branches of the business iare not yet
available and the preliminary data
is not strictly comparable with the
final
figures
for
1039
but the
Treasury gave out enough info to
show that 1940 was one of the bestyears in film history—from the
standpoint of patronage.
With the take of both companies
showing a profit and ihose running
at a loss lumped, the over-all haul
for the industry in 1940 was $1,004,-

ment and

767,000.

WAY FOR FOOD

The revised 1039 figure was $936,Corresponding figures for
previous years were $93'',941,000 in
384,000.

1938 and $818,318,000 in 1937.

Fewer companies ran

TO GREECE

in

IhK

i^pd-

during 1940, with the result that th%
aggregate net income of the entire
business climbed $5,948,000 over the

1939 level.
Spyros Skouras, as president of the
The first tabulation .from the 1941
Greek War Relief, put ovei' what, at returns revealed i29 more film companics made c| profit than in the prefirst, looked like an impossible task
ceding year. Out. of 4,636 corporain chartering eight Swedish boats to tions filing income
statements, 2,353
bring wheat, grain, milk and medical revealed net earnings when the

supplies to his starving countrymen. books were closed as against 2,224
out of 4,611 in 1939.
After an impassioned plea to -SecreThe combined gross receipts figure
tary of State Cordell Hull, and later
$l,0O4,787,00O-'represents $810,376,in a private audience with President 000 -taken in by successful companies
and
$194,392,000 by losing enterFilm
Century-Fox
Roosevelt, the 20th
prises. The former figure was $113,prexy again repeated the urgency for
726,000 better than for 1939, while
immediate succor to the famished ^he latter was
less

—

$45,343,000

Greeks,

He found both

but both asking:

how

you going

are

than

highly sym- in 1939.

pathetic,

'Yes,

but

to get the food-

and medicines through the
Mediterranean and the Axis?'
Somehow Skoufas found friends in
belligerent world capitals, and even
got the Axis to' agree not to hijack

stuffs

the desperately needed edibles,- milk,
medicinals, etc., this despite a previously reported waylaying of some
1,200,000 tons of exports to Greece,
of which none but some 50,000 tons
ever reached their destination.

Cdmpanles reporting- net income
had earnings $9,060,000 .greater In
1940 than in the prior year, while
those 'running in the hole showed a
combined deficit $3,112,000 smaller.
The successful companies had earnings of $79,938,000 and the losers'
losses amounted, to $10,397,000.
Steadily climbing taxes were obvious in the analysis. From the moneymakers in the industry. Uncle ,Sam
collected a total of $12,599^)00 on
their 1940 operations. This is $2,329,-

more than they kicked In for upkeep of the Federal Government for
the prior year. Income tax payments
for 1940 amounted to $12,525,000
against $10,217,000 for 1939; excess
profits
levy brought in $74,000
against $53,000.
000

Koemer, H. M. Warner,
Thornton Elected 3'

Members of Prod. Assn.

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Three new directors were elected
B membership in the Producers Association at its local meeting yesterday (Monday). They wer«
4:harles Koerner, RKO; Harry War'
Holl/Wood, Aug. 4.
ner, Warners, in place of Herbert
David O. Selznick handed a new
Preston, resigned, and C. W. Thorn*
contract to Joan Fontaine with an
ton, Hal Roach, as successor to Major
upped but undisclosed salary.
Roach, now on active service with
to Class

•

Under the old pact, calling for the U. S. Army.
three pictures a year with a guaranWill H. Hays and Jack Biyson, InGovernment wartime requirements, tee of six weeks on each film .at dustry rep in Washington, sat in oa
not yet certain. Hopper Indicated, $1,000 a week, Selznick cashed in on the meeting. Bryson reported on bis
however, that he wanted the indus- his star's loanouts.
activities since moving into the post
Will Hays who left for the Coast try to run its own business and that
six months ago.
National company for years, before Friday (31) will stay west about a he would present the discussed conbeing urged to Join Par by the late month.
the Short Line
He interrupted his Coast servation plan to the WPB with the,
GOLDEN STABTS PIC
S. R. Kent, baSed on his FN show10 hope that the department's requirevisit to return to N. Y. about
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
E. A. Golden, indie pic producer,
ing.
days ago in order to personally ments would thus be fulfilled.
One dozen new patriotic shorts pulls out for the Coast next week
Problem of effecting a reduction in
supervise the industry's plea for unbeen added to the 1942-43 RKO to start 'Hitler's Children' for RKO.
in footage, once an industry agreement have
coin
rental
distributor
freezing
program under the general title, Picture, an anti-Nazi theme, is a film
is reached, currently continues under
Wallis' O.O. in N.Y
Great Britain.
,
version of Gregor Zlener's 'Educacompanies cur- 'This Is America.'
Shortly after Hays returns to N. Y. discussion. In some
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Series covers industry^ farming, tion for Death.'
shorts
Hal WaUU goes to New York Fri- around Labor Day, Charles F. Coe, tailment in the number of
Author is newscaster at WLW, 'Cinforestry, mining, fisheries and other
conunder
features
is
Hays
secondary
and
and
day (7) for a vacation.
MPPDA vice-president
that have built up the cinnati, and will go to the Coast as
to reduce factors
Others
plan
the
templation.
to
goes
He will gander 'This Is the Army executive assistant,
technical adviser on the picture.
United States,
the number of prints in circulation.
which Warners
Coast.
one In Poughkeepsie, another
Vernon, N, Y.
However, he has always been in
sales, having been with the old First
tion,

in Mt.

Hays West

ifor

Month

is

On

Is

to screen.

'

,

Turkey, which hasn't enough for
export, will, however, immediately
send 50,000 tons of wheat to neighboring Greece, but the main convoy of
foodstuffs will come from America.
category.
First cargoes sail this week out of
Though ostensibly facing a smaller Montreal, •on neutral Swedish liners,
percentage cut than some of the through the Mediterranean.
The
durpointed
out
other majors, it was
technically neutral Swedes were aling session last week that Universal lied with Skouras and the Greek War
would be suffering a greater hard- Relief Ass'n in bringing pressure on
comother
the
of
ship than some
the Nazis and Italians to lay off this
panies because it has maintained a time. Once a month from Montreal
\yhile hereafter there will leave three
schedule
high production
others such as Warners, reduced its boats, totaling some 6,000 tons.
releasing schedule from 49 pictures
In 1941, to 36 for the 1942 season.
Government officials, going by the
Joan Gets a lift
calendar year instead of the film
season, have not taken this situation
into account, from reports.
Whether the Government will accept the final industry recommendations following an agreement within
the trade, and if- these will be agreed
to for a full calendar year or subject
to interim changes, depending on

Washington, Aug.

Aggregate receipts of motion picture producers, distributors and exhibitors for 1940 showed a $68,383,000
rise over 1939;~~according to comparison of incomplete statistics just

'

.

.

.

Wetbiesday, August

PICTURES

Mo Show
Windfall

Reap

Biz Beginning to

From

Jane Wyatt Gallops

$10,000,000 Hike In

5,.

1942

United Newsreels Reception In

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Jane Wyatt climbs aboard a horse
to gallop opposite Richard Dix In
Harry Sherman's high-budget westem, 'Buckskin Empire,' for Para-

On-the-Fence Nations Not

Known Yet

inount release.

Weekly Payroll; 'B' Pix Get Top Coin
-w-

Baltimore, Aug.

Show
town

biz

this

in

Des Moines, Aug. 4.
yarn floating around
WAAC headquarters here is the
one about the new recruit who
reputedly asked Capt. John McSweeney, WAAC mess officer,
where she was supposed to eat.
'Why, you mess with the solPrize

Impact of the general prosperity
that has been spread around by current spending of an added weekly
full

payroll of $10,000,000.

Film grosses

have been mounting steadily to their
present comfortable peak with most

he replied.
'Yes, I know,' the femme recruit answered, "but I still want
to eat.'

diers,'

of the product released turning in a
profit regardless of trade rating.
Niteries are pacKing them in, and
parks and nearby resorts are topping

previous takes.

all

are like
night.

Main

Court

and bonds right up in the van of the at RKO.

WAACs Thus Far

establishing

common
(31)

Mean Naught To

Downtown film houses are turning
consistent profits with several
first-run houses. In addition to the
regular major release spots, cashing

Moines 6.0.

on moveover runs, slough-ofi and
In a town
yidie product.
where the double feature never took
hold, B and C product obviously intended for lewer halves of two-day
programihing are standing on their
own, sometimes pulling two-week
sessions to okay b.o.
Typical of this in recent weeks
here was the extended booking of
The Remarkable Andrew,* True to
the Army/ 'In Old California' and

Des Moines, Aug. 4.
Training School, which began late last month w^th women reporting for officer training at Ft.
Des Moines, hasn't meant a' thing to
show business here thus far. The
femmes are giving the locar cinema
Native
palaces a polite go-by.
lowans are starting to wonder it
they have screen" entertainment back

In

small

1942 highs.

Loew's

new peak

to 'a

preferred of ^the same company
spared to a new top at $25. Para-

mount

also tied its former '42. high
$16.50 while the 6% preferred
roared ahead $1.50 to $119, only' a
dollar from the best prices of year.
at

Also downtown first-run
others.
-dating for 'Atlantic Convoy,' 'Calling
TJr. Gillespie,' 'Henry and Dizzy,'
"Night in
Orleans,' 'Top Ser
geant,' etc.

New

Record extended runs include a
four-week stretch of 'Eagle Squad
ton,' three weeks for 'Kings Row,'
•Reap the Wild Wind;' 'My Gal Sal.'
There is the current possibility of
This" Above All' going into four or
five weeks.
_

WAAC

in their'

home

towns.

Warner. Bros, common also edged
up near its year's peak quotation of
Pre$5.87V& in Monday's trading.
ferred also has been strong lately.
Columbia Pictures preferred advanced to $30 the s^me day, equalling the year's top price wliile the

common, on the Big Board, went

,to

near the best 1942 price.
Warner's 6% bonds were quoted at
$102.50 in Monday's session, equal-

$8.25,

Trl-States maUager counted ex10 customers from
ranks on their 'off' weekend last
Apparently the gals who
week.
have arrived for service training
here are the strictly 'intellectual'
type who are after top rankings, and
little else.
Exhibitors here, though,
are hopeful that subsequent contingents will display more interest In

WAAC

actly

-

theatres.

ling the. top quotation this year.
4% debentures
held at $99.50, only half-dollar from
par. Paramount-Broadway <theatre)
bonds were tip $1 to $03, year's best

Paramount. Pictures'

price.

Renewed interest in amusement
shares, resulting In. better prices,
reflects the present good earnings

It's reported that the Government of pictu're companies as well as the
plans to build a picture theatre at souixd financial position of most of
Ft Des Moines,, Also there is prob- the corporations.
ability that a 1,600-seat house will
product like be put up at Camp Dodge.
the Falcon series, 'It
.

'Ii^ax of 'Crackers*

Combo Hippodrome,
on vaude

"Sweater

leaning heav-

to bolster

Girl,'

Mass Prod,

Happened

in Flatbush' and similar
has brought back name bands
and stan'dard yaud6 luminaries to
rising response.' Last visit of a Major
Bowes unit, after numerous previous

fare,

More Action

for

at

Mono

Wakh

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Six features will be launched, for
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Monogram release this month, begindatings, scored heavily. Same reacRao.ul Walsh draws the director ning with the Sara Katzman-Jack
tion was noted for Gene Krupa, task on Warners' 'Background to
Dietz production, "Boweiy at MidWoody Herman, Russ Morgap aind Danger,' with George Raft, Sidney night' starting tomorrow (Wed.),'wlth
current spotting of the Andrews Sis- Greenstreet and Pete Lorre' assigned
Bela L'Ugosi in the starring role.
,

*
topping all. previous takes to top spots.
chalked ut by this turn.
Last- job for Walsh was 'GentleIVpe of new resident Is s&ictly on man Jim,' the l{fe of James J. Corthe cracker side "with heaviest ihflux bett, now in the' Warners cutting
from the hills of West Virginia, room.

ters, last

'

North Carolina, Pennsyl-vania and
other nearby rural spots. Copiously
blessed with numerous offspripgSi
they camp out In over-crowded
, rooms and apartments and .overflow
Into trailer camps, one. of which
numbers 1,300 honies.on wheels. The
big dough and big town surroundings
are new experiences and the effect
on the libido is most striking.
Neighborhood beer joints with
back rooms and juke boxes are cash,
Average film audience reaction to
ing in heavily while weekends in the
current newsreels is the tipofl as to
downtown whoopee spots are prob 'just how far the U. S. reels have
lems of handling and operation retrogressed
under roto-coverage
Shipyard workers, aviation welders, and military censorship under war
laborers and devious workmen in the conditions. Both have been wished
war industries mix with the soldiers on the five American newsreels by
and sailors in search of divertise the military authorities. Absolute
ment, and the fur flies at the slight dearth of so-called war coverage is
est provocation.
apparent to those viewing newsreels regularly once or twice per
Street PoUclnE Needed
In the Negro sections, sidewalks week.Absenjce of real news on war
are overcrowded with well heeled
swains from the factories cutting 'it activities, has developed In three
categories:
hilariously with highly paid domes
(1) On the actual fighting fronts
" tics on the distaff side. Policing has
become a major problem. Recent in Russia, Libya, China and the
Japanese campaign. But U. S. reels
restrictions by the Liquor Licensing
have
had to depend on what little
Board in this quarter, where almost
material seeps out from Russian
every other store dispenses liquors
and entertainment, has done little to
cool off the hectic goings-on.
vania, where the Blue laws are still
Where previously all in-town in effect adding their dollar's worth

Plenty of Beefs

On

'

the Poor

-

izing the importance of the newsreel
Paramount
getting through promptly, and regMarilyn Lane banded, stock con-

by

ular distribution established.

20th-Fox.

'
'Others slated for August starting
are' 'Here Come the Marines,' "Little
Mobsteirs,' 'West of the Law,' 'Queen
of the bonky Tonks' and 'Dogs of

.

:

—

Splash of Color

War.'

to the action.

For Fihns From

AD Major Lots

'

.

'Springtime in the Rockies' and 'My
Friend Flicka' In work, and 'Crash
and 'Siouix City' in prepara-

Divie'

Thomas E. Reese, 19, who was
nailed In the act. of burgling the
Lafayette, a unit of the St.-. Louis

Metro is filming ^ssie Come Amus. Co., several weeks ago and
Home' and readying 'Pearls of Para- confessed breaking Into five other
dise.'
fiicker houses,
was sentenced to
Other tinters In production are three years In the Algoa ReformaThe Desert Song,' at Warners; The tory, lieese had been at liberty
Desperadoes,' at Columbia, and Wal- on parole from the same Reformater Wanger's 'Arabian Nights' at tory on similar charges when he retion.

RKO

Universal. In addition,
Is soon
to release Walt Disney's colored car'
toon feature, 'Bambi,'

turned to his burgling activities.
He had obtained only 5c from the
However,
Lafayette when jugged.
from the West End, another St.
Louis Amus. Co. nabe he obtained

RKO

$25, $172 froni the

.

newsreel. outfits, from the British
newsreel representatives in Libya
and from the slight material coming from Australian and U. S.
cameramen in Aussie territory for
any items on the fight against the
Japs.

news.

The China
U.

S.

front

Is

bereft of

newsreel cameramen

thus far have not been permitted
into Alaska and the Aleutian islands.
(2) The
front where American
troops are situated in the global
campaign aligned for the U. S. Folks
back home are eager to see U. S.
military fof ces either in action or in

Release E?ery Month
•This

shorts

Is

^

new

America,'

which

series

is

the

armed

forces

are

'

'.

the March of Time on RKO's next
season lineup, will be produced by
Pathe News, mostly in New "York,
-

New

M.' of T. distribution deal had
not been set'up until press time yesterday (Tuesday)', although negotiations were reported on at 20th-Fox,

available.

The fire leives the city's Negroes
without pix except for use of a second balcony at the Bijou (WilbyKincey). -

-

summer

'

out at 12:30, but house was easily

producing the cleared.

'

.

Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 4.
exclusively Negro
theatre in this city, was gutted by a
Manager Kenneth L.
$30,000 fire.
Luton said the company hoped to
rebuild the theatre if materials were

Fire Closes Theatre

Leads Set

-

-

mOOO Fire
The Gem, only

Salt Lake City, Aug. 4.
Victory, second run, closed for
as result of fire which killed
one woman and badly biurned two
Hollywood, Aug. 4,
firemen. Casualties did not occur in
Leads in Metro's "Cabin in tHe theatre, but adjoining small stores,
which were completely gutted. Vic-'
Sky' go to Eddie (Rochester) An
tory, which opened at 11, had a
dersoti,
Ethel Waters and Lena small audience when the fire broke

'Cabin'

'

.

charges.

supplanting

-

in

anxious for some Items about' the
boys drilling in camp or some human
interest item.
Thus far, the U. S.
newsreels have not even obtaineid
fairly comprehensive story of the
war games although being peiinltted
to take pictures in the past
Inability to persuade the brasshats to
'map out story coverage In advance Is
to blame for this,' it Is reported,
Reaction of the average newsreel
fan today is that the reels contain
only speech after speech, ^ most of

entered a plea of guilty to the six

two-reel

although location shots will not be
confined to any particular part of
the U.S. New subject will be recamp.
(3) Is the U. S. home front Here leased every fotu: weeks on much
^
again, the Americans with friends or the same schedule as M. of T.
relatives

.

Uptown and lesser
amounts from the other houses. Ke

Fathers 'America'

age, wife, clad in slacks, enciente and
carrying a babe in arms a^' another
are cashing in in an unprecedented held on to h'er sleeve.
'Is there any sittin' down space?' them, cut-aiid-dried' talks.
Even
.,Wtekend4 In this, open Sunday he, asked.
concise story of the munitions plant Horne.
town' 4nd droves, of visitors from
'Theatre, manager shook his head, front or drlye for better armament is
Arthur Freed, is
nearby Washington and P«nnsyl because, 'there simply aint.'
all-Negro musical,.
laekinXtfeey,
: „ ; a
>

manner.

renewed by or-miss proposition at best And it
is. one of the problems Kastner has
contract been trying to iron out because real-

new

The five major companies with
newsreels (Metro, RKO, Universal,
20th-Fox and Paramount) agreed to
put out the United Newsreel as a
service to the Government and at
Mary Scott's option lifted by 20th- the same time utilize the neWsreel
Fox.
material obtained by these five news-,
Richard Fraser inked actor pact at reels. Financing was provided for
Warners.
tlje newsreel setup by these comMichael Gordon's director ticket tanies, with the Donovan Committee
renewed by Columbia.
(now part of the OWI) supposed to
Sol' Meyer signed as lyricist by provide transportation facilities for
Republic.
expediting the reel to different forDane Lussier drew writing con- -ei^ lands particularly those where
tract at RKO.
such a newsreel would be constructive in offsetting Axis screen propaganda.
The five majors agreed to nandle
the reel once some U. S. agency
(presumably an Army or Navy transport plane) got the newsreel to the
country in question..' Different nations were parceled out among the
five; thus Metro' ml^t get Egypt;
Paramount, Iraq; RKO, South Africa;
Universal, Turkey; and 20th-Fox,
Sweden. The companies in this way
were set to handle all distribution
once the reel was laid', down at the
key exchange city in -th'e nations in
question.
Process uf getting them
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Tinters will get a big play in the out to the different countries is the
autumn and "Winter season, in addi- catch thus far.
As far' as could be learned by
tion to those already in release or
finished and awaiting distribution. "Variety' this week, no word has
To supplement the-Tectinicdlor fea- been heard from quick deliveries of
Test shipment sent
tures, Hollywood has a I^ea-vy sched- this newsreel.
ule of colored shorts, with practi- to Australia on ojte of the first issues
cally every major company turning arrived behind the normal newsreel
shipment while another is still en
them out
Paramount has three color films route, it is reported.
completed, is shooting 'For 'Whom
the Bell Tolls' and is preparing four
more; 'Hurales,' 'The Life of Dr. 19-Yr.-01d Theatre Yegg
Wassell,' 'Calgary Stampede' •and
Gets 3 Yrs. for 5c Theft
'Angel in Furs.' Color schedule at
St Louis, Aug. 4.
20th-Fox includes Thunder Birds,'

War Front Coverage

year finds everything wide open with
Standing in front of his crowded
new. entries trying to get in on the picture theatre last weeic, a manager
borianza—despite the hot weather, was approached by a gangling lad in
Fark^ are quadrupling previous sea- overalls, accompanied by his teenson, grosses and the midway, rides
and. typical outdoor sucker grabbers

at

tract

From Newsreel Fans

.

Alteries closed for the sununei-, this

country of destination has been a hitticket

Bari's

Marjorie Main, Jean Rogers and
20th-Fox equalled its former high Lucille Norman had their player opprice for 1942 by reaching $11.37% tions picked up by Metro,
in Monday's (Z) market while the
Heather Angel signed by 20th-F.ox.

'

in

new

took the lead last Friday

by pushing up

for the year at $45.50.

octivitv)

ily

oth'er

Lynn

condition in the Baltimore
anew what is occurring oil ouer the 17. 5. in cities,
large and small, which are enjoying
a boom from toartime industrial

foreign films division of the. Office

Walter Pidgeon renewed for an-'- of War Information, returned from
Washington this week where he had
term at Metro.
gone in an effort to iron out shipBarbara Britton's player pact reping difficulties on United Newsreel
newed by Paramount
While Intended as a U.S. "propaImproved prices throughout the
Ralph Murphy's director option
ganda' or inspirational reel to comlist on the N. y. Stock Exchange in picked up by Paramount
bat the well-geared Axis propaganda
WlUiam Bowers inked writer pact film effort, thus far the shipping to
the last few days saw film stocks

AT yr;s highs

typifies

.

.

'

with Metro approved by Superior

advance, with several either dupli20th-Fox.
V
cating the year's best prices or
Cecil Kellaway drew

Weekends here

Street on a Saturday

by RKO.
on-the-fence coimtries for which
Maxine O'Brien's moppet contract destined. Lacy Kastner,^ hep^
'of the

lifted

AMUS. STOCKS

(.This

area,

no

Richard

4.

wartime boom

just beginning to leel. the

is

ninth issue yesterday (Tuesday),
definite word has been .Received
Hollywood, Aug.
in N. Y. on whether., the teels have
Martin's player option been received for distribution in the
Its

4.

Messin' Around

HOWARD BURMAN

By

Although United Newsreel got out

Studio Contracts

Other gallopers cast thus far are
Victor iory, a heavy,* and George
Reeves.

.

Smoke and water damage

was considerable.

'

Wednesday, August

1942

S,

PICTURES

UMPI

Par Not Wailing for

wheianVNighimare'

Decision;

Screening 16 Pictures in One

Inunediate Sales in Blocks-of-5

Week

-ft-

Instead ol waiting to find out how
product for the 1942-43 season wilt

'Holiday Inn'-Navy Relief
Preem Gets Nearly $20,000
up

sold, som'ethtng that remains
in the air diA to delay' oh the United

be

Motion Picture Industry plan, Paramount will take a precautionary

by screening ia representative
number of pictures for 1942-43 fe*
ave already been comlease that
step

Company will traideshow at
pleted.
total of 16 pictures between Aug. 12
so that whatever method
ol selling will prevail for the 'new
season it will at least- h^ve gone
through the motions of screening

and

19,

°

'

'

'.

'

'

.

ings constitute what might become
a unique- development ^nce, under
UMPI, only five have, to be shown
the balance being
for exhibitors;

.
'

.

designated.
It

'

•

could

mean

that

if

UMPI

sell-

ing in blocks up to a total of 13 went
into effect, Par's first group would
not include any designated pictiyes
since the 16 to be shown are all
completed and can be seen.

'

•

tickets

scaled

at

$1.10

to

Whelan moves

from

,aver

Paramount, N. Y., last where his. most recent directing job
night (Tuesday) sold out for gross was 'Sweet Or Hot'
of nearly $20,000 on special premiere of 'Holiday Inn,' all proceeds
to the

Navy

Relief Society.

Bob Weitman, managing director
of the theatre, corralled a flock of
talent which donated services, including several name bands, plus
Irving
Berlin,
Alice
Faye, Jan
Peerce, Ann Miller, Betty Hutton,

PRESS

ARNOLD

ON UMPI

Screenings and dates are 'Undercovert Man,' 'Priorities on Parade'
(already pre-released at the N. Y.
Par) and 'Wake Island,' Aug. 12;
'Lost Canyon,' 'Glass Key* and "Major and Minor,' Aug. 13; 'Border

,

PLAN

UMPI proposals is 'nothing to say."
Informally, the explanation was that
there are 'lots of inquiries' coming
in about the way the modified sales
formula would work. From the
'public groups" the bluenose eleWashington, Aug. 4.
ment which was largely instrumental
War Production Board was in- in getting the Justice Department to
vited to investigate complaints- that launch its crusade and from some
a new neighborhood theatre was industry factions.
violating $5,000 limit fixed for renoArnold is pictured as still investivation. John H. Ward, head of the
gating to see if the 'public interest"

WPB PROBES FIX, D.

C,

ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

—

—

WPB

cmpliance division, and Harold Hopper, in charge of the Motion
Picture
Division,
are
following
through on the protests.
Dan Cummings, operator o{ the
Fix, is said to have exceeded the
Patrol,'
'Henry
Aldrich,. Editor,' legal limit. Cummings has been conand 'Forest Rangers,' Aug. 14; 'Mrs. verting an old ai-.to" showroom into
Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,' 'Wildcat' a picture house.
The work is
and 'Palm Beach Story," Aug. 17; being done by Whitty Construction
'American Empire' and' 'Street of Co. Understood that the complaints
Chance," Aug. 18; 'Young and Will- were filed by a theatre within the
ing' and 'Road to Morocco," Aug. 19. area which rates the new stand 'op.

H

Site is at 1365
street,
northeast.
Cummings recently has been operating the Pix on N4w York Avenue, under a second run and revival
policy. Theatre is in the remodeled
Masonic Auditoritim.
position."

Koerner Impresses N. Y.
RKOites; Sales Exec
States Immediate Task
Charles. W. Koerner,
charge,

of

studio

RKO

Mono Now Asks $9,884 Of
v.p. in

and

operations,

Perry Leiber,' in charge of studio
publicity, pulled out for the Coast
Friday (31).

Comment.

impressed field
week, was Koerevery name
player, story and director announced
forces
ner's

.

most

that

.

last

assertion

that

weeks was actitally signed
and that the RKO product announcement was not for effect but

in recent

for

for delivery.

'

'
.

Nat Levy, newly appointed eastern division sales manager, has
meantime' taken steps to impress
upon sales forces the need for thinking not only in terms of forthcbmiog product, but in terms of liquidating the pre-Koerner output.
Levy
has pointed out that the company
has a huge investment tied up
in the last few blocks of pictures
and must get out from under.

still

Le?ey in Comiter

Snit

Albert Schneider Heads
Morris Agcy's Story Dept.
Schneider, until recently
business manager for Orson Welles
and Mercury Productions has joined
the William Morris agency as head
of the literary department in New
York.
He replaces- Het Manheim.
who is in- the Army.
Schneider takes up his post in two
weeks after familiarizing himself
All>ert

.

'•

with

pointed

While

quickly.'

UMPI

'

ENRIGHT'S FIRST AT U

should- Arnold' report oiit the 'UMPI
plah favorably- today (Wednesday)
or before the' end of the week. Judge'
Goddard would probably be asked to
hold an immediate hearing before
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
going vacationing. However, pointUniversal signed Constance Ben- ed out he will' be nearby in (^onnecnett for the top femme part in 'Sin tieut
and' that 'he probably would be
Town,' slated to start Aug. 10 With willing to come into New York for
a
Ray Enright directing and George day or two, interrupting his vacation
Waggner producing.
to consider the UMPI plan.

WITH CONNIE BENNEn

Top male roles are .assigned to
In addition to UMPI ofAcials who
Brod Crawford, Leo Carrillo and have been pleading with official
Andy Devine.
Washington for quick action, during
the past week Abram F. Myers, gen-

be 'Sin Town," starting Aug.

eral counsel for Allied States Ass'n,

and Harry Brandt, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners Ass'n
of New York, visited Arnold in the
hopes of aver.ting any further delay
on the UMPI plan.

17.

Fox's SelllDir

out.

Starting its season Aug. 1 each
year, 20-Fox toward the end of July
began selling a group of five new^
1942-43 pictures. Others under the
decree have set no policy as yet,
and
the
church,
parent-teacher
Rep. Feature
while in the -case of 20th-Fox,' should
women's groups on tlieir heads. Also
the UMPI plan go through, there
the Congressional element which let
Hollywood,
would be nothing to prevent this dlsAug.
4.
the Neely anti-block-booking bill
trlb f roni going out to offer eight adGeorge
Sherman
goes
with
to
-bat
grow cold in the belief the court
identified pictures to be
his
first feature, 'X Marks. the Spot,' ditional
compromise had solved the problem
of
affording
theatre
managers as producer-director at Republic added to the five now on sale. Others
greater 'freedom of choice."
Yef after several seasons of Don Barry could do the same.
Screening five pictures this week,
From now on he is
failure to move for revision of the, westerns.
is expected to sell these as its
decree technically leaves the inde-' handling dramatics and getting away
^
only alternative, in view of no espendents without any protection from the gallopers.
'Sherman - picture is the first of tablished selling policy for the new
against dictation from major distributors or, on the other hand, fails 10 to be sent before the cameras season i'^-iZ).

From

the

sidelines,
the trustbusters appear to be over a barrel.
If they agree to modification of the
decree, they'll bring the wrath of

Sherman 'On Spot' As

Producer

'

'

-

RKO

.

'

•

A

$9,884 is asked as representing the
amount given Levey on the strength
of a statement allegedly made by
him that his departure from England was temporary.

blocks may be the target of new
legal Tction. If the Justice Department didn"t feel confident enough of
the outcome to go^ to bat in 1940,

lit.2

what reason is there for believing
the result would be any tliflerent
That's the way the sideline
watchers look at the situation. Or,
from another and more skeptical
viewpoint, if the majors had enough
political influence two years ago to
induce Arnold to agree to a compromise, why <an't they 'exert the
s;me pressure again?
An open attack on Arnold and his
stalling associates is being readied
by Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board of Allied States Association.
With this faction of indies sold on

tiow?

-

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Joan Crawford's co-star in 'Women
Metro will be Walter
Pidgeon. Picture is based on the
Russell
Birdwell,
who handles Anita Loos yarn about the Women's
.Howard Hughes and The Outlaw;
Auxiliary Army Corps.
tl.
among other p.ai chores, is how
UMPI scheme, Arnold now is
Filming starts late this month
the targej; of mounting criticism
doubling into the general manager's
when Miss Crawford winds up her from the industry gang which rode
berth for the roadshowing of 'Outrole in 'Reunion.'
the Justice Department for years to
law.'
He has final say on everyge'. block booking abolished.
thmg from selecting the town to apWarners, Too
proving the business deal and, of
Myers and the Decree
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
«ourse, the flackwork.
Myers' said Monday (3) he expects
War Department okayed Warners to issue in a few days a comprehenBirdwell clears publicity through
permission to shoot a
hie own office, uses
«ie- Hughes 'or-- request for
sive statement discussing the whole
short,
defense
national
gat.ization for biisiness matters, and two-reel
He'll go back into the
siluatlbn.
has Bob Savini as a sales specialist 'Women at War."
dark past when the indies and their
Story, dealing with the Women's allies (the 'public groups' and reAuxiliary Army (iorps, will be formers) were harrying Congress
filmed In Des Moines, headquarters and then will recite the expected
Vice Zorina
of the organization, with Gordon benefits from the decree, which
Hollingshead producing.
Al'ied found extremely distasteful
ii
several respects and felt did not
Hollywood, Aug.4.
_,.
Director Sam Wood won out over
go far enough in' the way of shacka- G. DeSylva
ling the major distribs. Then he'll
in the controversy
the femme lead for 'For Whom
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
point out the desirability of modifyuie Bell. Tolls' and
King Vidor, is covering a lot of ing the sales provisions and simulIngrid Bergmann
replaces Vera Zorina
as Maria. The territory, literally and figuratively, taneouly making sure all other feaswitch is not cosily,
as Wood had on a tour of the nation's industrial tures of the compromise remain
mase only a.few scenes with Zorina. centres to gather background mate- effective,
''As things stand now, the major
"avid O. Selznick, who holds the rial for his forthcoming Metro prodistributors are free to revive all
aergmanV cohtract, approved the duction starring Spencer Tracy.
the old abuses which the decree was
is 'America.'
in Uniform' at

,

'

.

Bergmami

Long Haul

.

j

.

Title

have

to' get ;Th.urihan ."Arnold', assistant attorney-general, "to act on the
plan, and he' may do so any day now,
the delay up to this point has caused
much uneasiness in sales as well as
'

the Republic lot in August.
to please the exhibitor groups which on
counterclafm was
agree with the distrlbs that the Others on the month's < schedule are
by Monogram Picture Corp., in block-of-five scheme with its trade- 'Yankee Girl," 'Valley of Hunted
N. Y. Federal court Thursday (30) showing feature is wholly unsatis- Men,' 'G-iUen vs. the Black Dragon,'
in an alleged breach of contract suit factory.
'Dead Man's Gulch," 'Johnny Doughbrought by Arthur Levey against
M. and the Pigeons,'
boy,'. 'Mr.
May Move Against 'Little 3'
Mono and Pathe Pictures, Ltd.
Some faint Whispers htfve been 'Black Market," 'The Pride of the
Levey's suit alleged that a contract
Commandos'
and 'Heart' of the
with the defendants calling for his heard that the Justice Department Golden West.'
servicing of Mono's account on dis- stalling is due to renewed talk about
England had been pressing the' separate suit against
tribution
in
United Artists, Columbia -and Unibrokeh.
KEEPING IT FRESH
Mono"s answer, along with se.veral versal. Likelihood of any such move
is discounted by most observers, as
denials, claimed the contract with
Lum, Abner Believe One In Eight
Levey dated Feb. 19, 1937, allegedly is also talk that any of the five
Months b Eaoajh
signatories
who
goes
back
to
fuUEngland,
called for his residence in
and that this was violated with an
unwarranted return to the U. S. on
counterclaim for
Nov. 1, 1939.

officials

sought

Donald

.

it is

Still not inclined to want to exercise rights under the so-called escap*
clause of the decree, permitting selling in any manner ..desired without
tradescreenings, distributors may be
forced to continue selling in blocksof-flve unless the United Motion Picture Industry sales plan is acted on

agency clients and literary
under the guidance of
Hyde, Coast- department exhibition circle?.
Judge Henry W. Goddard of the
Federal bench, in New York, who
planned going on vacation, this week,
has not been asked to defer it, but'

properties

head.

would be adequately protected or
Enright, over 16 years with Warwhether the suggested changes would ners, obtained a release from his
result in new practices that might director contract and moved over to
constitute Violations of the anti-trust Universal under a new pact.
statutes.
Until he is satisfied on
Recently Enright_ directed "The
these points, he cannot m^ke any Spoilers' and 'Men of Texas' at U.
positive
recommendation to At- First job under his new contract will
torney General Biddle,

Alternative;

Yamins Urges Retention of Decree

An answer and

BIRDWELL HANDLING

.

UMPI

filed

Crawford^sWAACPic

"OUTLAW AU THE WAY

Seen As Only

RKO

the

$5.50,

Marjorie Reynolds and others.
Special stageshow, running around
,
an hour and li) minutes opened "the
special performance at around 8:30,
with showing of the picture folinto effect, it will have tradeshown lowing. 'Inn' begins regular run toWashington, Aug. 4.
more than the maximum number day (Wednesday), with Skinnay Enpermitted to be sold- at one time, 13. Jiis and the Ink Spots on the stage.
The official Justice Department atIn this, connection, the Par screentitude' this week with respect to the

them.
If decree selling remains in pracwill have screened three
tice,' it
blocks of Ave, plus {in additional
film, whereas if the UMPI plan goes

,

With

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Tim Whelan draws the director
chore on 'Nightmare' at Universal,
co-starring
Brian
Donlevy
and
Diana Barrymore. Picture deals
with an American, gambler In a romantic spot with an aristocratic
femme in Europe with wartbne
trimmings.

.

Paramount is taking the first step
by screening a tptal' of 16 new pic.

tures the middle of this month, so
that there ipay be immediate selling
as soon as it Is known how decree
companies are going to merchandise
film this year.
Metro will probably decide by the
end of this week whether it will offer
a group of five, same as 20th and

RKO, but Warners,

currently holding
up in the

r$igionaI sales meetings, is
air..

Metro screened three pictures recently, wlilch will go out on the 1942.

43 program, while tOinotrow (Thursday) it will show twoi others, and on.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
"Fuesday (11) two more, for a total
every eight months of seven, Thus it can package five
Lum 'n*. Abner, ac- out of the group for immediate sellcording to a clause they inserted in ing, with deliveries to begin In Septheir
new contract with RKO. tember.
Comics contend they need plenty
Tamlns Benewi Attaok
of time between films to keep their
Making a last-ditch stand against
humor fresh. Pact calls for their the ynited Motion industry sales
services as writers in addition to plan, Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,
acting.
of New England, has appealed to the
First job under the new agree- Department of Justice to continue
ment is 'Wonderful World," slated decree selling for another year meanto start on the RKO-Pathe lot Sept. time refusing to approve the UMPI
1, with Ben Hirsch as associate proplan. Independent Exhibitors is one of
ducer.
Jack 'Votion, original pro- three associations which rejected
ducer of the Lum 'n' Abner films, the UMPI plan and has been for
is now in the armed forces.
some time seeking to obstruct its

One

picture

.

is

enough tor

adoption.

Fresh charges against UMPI aire
contahied in a four-page letter,'
written by Nathan Yamins,' chairman
Hollywood, Aug, 4.
of
the executive committee,' and cdFreddie Messenger has resigned as
casting director for Central Casting dressed to Robert L. Wright, of the
Corp., to accept a similar post with anti-trust division of the Department
of Justice, Wright represented
Warner Bros.
He had been with Universal until the Government in the negotiation
he joined Central about a year back. of the consent decree and has conferred with UMPI leaders in connection with the UMPI amendments to
suppose 1 to stamp out," Myers noted.
it
;Already complaints are coming from
After- reviewing l>enefits under
independent theatre owners that
decree selling, Yamins says that obthey are eln„ subjected to pressure
organization to the
,

Messenger

to

WB

,

from th6 distributors. One exhibitor
recently indicated willingness to sign
a contract for the new season but
after sending in the co: tract was
notified he must take the distributors' whole line. They are forcing
shorts and threatening to take away
franchises if the oxhibltors don't do
what the distributors say. Modification oc the decree in accordance
with the plan would be far preferatlc to the present situation.'

jcctions of his

new

proposals are numerous, including that block-booking will be increased from five to 13 pictures, an
increase of 160%, and thus is a step
backwards. He ^-dds that this' provision restores and increases the in«
equality of competition between tha
exhibitor
and distributor becaus*
the block is so lairge the exfaib cannot afford to pass it up whether or

(Continued on page 22)
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Miniatare Reviews

Twentlcih C«n(urT-Fox nleaM ot Boris
SUni
EaKlo prodaetlon.
P.
Morro»-S.
Hoyworth, Ginger
Bltii
ChorleB Boyer.
BoKers, Henry Fonda, Charles lAUChlon,
Rdwanl O. Robinson, Paul Robeson, Ethel
Waters an* Bddle (Rochester) Anderson;
features Thomaa Mitchell, Eugena PallaUe,
Cesar Romei'O, Gall Patrick, Roland xou^K,
lilsa Lanchester, George Sanders, James
Gleason, Hall Johnson Choir. Directed by
and
stories
Original
Duvlvler.
Jullen
screenplay by Ben Hecht, Fertno Molnar,
Donald Ogden Stewart. Samuel Hoffonsieln, Alan Campbell, Lndlslas Fodor, L.
Vadnal, I.. Gorog, Lamar Irotll, Henry
Blanktorl: original music by Sol Knplnn;
•Glory DaV by Leo Robin and Ralph
Ralnger; camera, Joseph Walker; editor,

Tales

—dynamite
Tardon

jtfolly

.

Grantlpa
Christopher
Nlca<lemus
•Spud' Johnson

Mary
Grandmother

and

their

names on the marquee

should mean exceptional grosses. But
the highly-touted film will win no

.

great critical acclaim.
Actually, with all the acting, writing and production talent, this 1942
fantasy about a dress coat is reminiscent in basic format of Marshall
Neilan's 'Bits of Life,' circa 1921, as
was Faramount's 'If I Had a Million,N
of 1932, which likewise had multiple
writing credits.
acting, and
star
Tales,' like 'Million,' is spotty and
the weaker portions of the long film
can only be acknowledged to the
actors and director Jullen Duvivier,
inasmuch as the writing credits do

not specify who wrote what
The hero is an expensive dress
coat, which bears a curse, and Uie
film recounts the fortunes and mis-fortunes of those who wear or come
in possession of it. It was originally
made for Charles Boyer, playing a

Broadway matinee idol; and winds
up as a scarecrow on a {ioor old
Negro's farm.
Unfortunately
for
the
Boris
Mcrros-S. P. ^gle production, the
picture's weakest moments are at
th'3 very beginning and the very
;

.

end. The poorest actmg and direction
are also at the very beginning, with
Boyer, Rita Hayworth and 'Thomas
Mitchell struggling and failing to

keep

alive a terribly trite situation.
Boyer, wearing the tails for tiie first
time, goes from a triumphant opening night directly to the sumptuous
home of his former mistress. Miss
Hayworth. who has since married
Mitchell. The latter shoots Boyer,
but the actor feigns that it. was a
complete miss and thus brings out
Miss Hayworth's true emotions, ie.,
that shell doublecross anybody for.
her orm security. It's a badly over>
acted episode and' doubly unflattering for Miss Hayworth because of
th; poor camera job.
Marred by the bullet hole, the
dress coat is then palmed oS by
Beyer's valet-chauffeur, Eugene Pallette, on Roland Young as security

Young

for a $10 'loan.

is

valet .fpr

Cesar Romero, who is on the verge
marrying Ginger Rogers.
She
comes calling on Romero with Gail
Patrick, who is in the dumps because
of evidence that her husband is
cheating. Miss Patrick, seeking company In misery, persuades Miss Rogers to look through Romero's dress
coat, draped on a chair after a hecof

tic bachelor party the night before.
bride-to-be fishes out a torrid
love letter from another girL Romero, emerging from his bedroom,
fets the drift and phones pal Henry
onda to come over and pretend the
dress coat is his. Young slips Fonda
the actor's tails and Fonda slips Miss
Sogers the phoney stoiy. Miss Rogers, in view of the love letter, now
sees the mild, shy Fonda in a new
light and in a few moments they are
in love with one another, Romero,
meanwhile, falling back into the
clutches of his blonde mistress, Marion Martin, who barges in to foil the
Wedding. Tkis scene is about the
only comedy moment in the fl^m, but
the laughs are labored except in
that one spot where Fonda gives his

The

Interpretation
roar.

of

a

boudoir-lion's

The two valets then pawn the
dress suit and it winds up on the
back of Charles Laughton, a barroom
pianist who finally gets an opportunity to conduct his own symphonic
'

composition in Carnegie HaU. En
route to the hall he is reminded by
a sidekick that he must have white
tie and tails, so Laughton's wife (on

&

(U)

Costello in

"The Big Street' (RKO). Henry.

Damon

Fonda and
Runyon coinedy-romance, geared
Lucille Ball in

for sturdy b.o. returns.
'Jonmey Into Fear' (RKO).
Orson Welles displays a spy
meller on a slow freighter, Picture at same pace. Dualer.
'Invisible Agent* (U). Invisible
Man idea utilized for fanciful

(Prlnta in Exchaofe*)

Morros and Eagle brought the film

(Compiled b|f Besa Short)
'BnUd»c and the Baby* (Col,6 mins.)'. Cartoon comedy.

more than

$1,000,000,
high considering all the credits.

in for slightly

not

By seUing the idea of maklnt! episodes, instead of an entire film, the
producers were able to arrange comparatively low salary deals with the
"Ilie same applied to the
players.
Balancing the marqueo
writers.
power again'sf the cost further points
up the big profit possibilitie* in
Scho.
'Tales.'

'Screen Snapihoti No.
11 mlns.). Includes

.

war

meller.

Good family and

mild b.o. results.
'Mexican Spitfire's

Elephant'
(Songs). Best of series,
laugh entertainment for
general audiences.
(U)
•The Silver Bullet'
(Songs).' Neat western with log-

(RKO)

solid

(Col.

at

T-Bone

far

(RKO,

Two'

Somewhere

I'll

Find You

Metro releas« or Pandra S. Berman producUon. Stars Clark Gable. Lana Turner;
features Robert Sterling, Patricia Dane,
Owen,
iJM
Patrick,
Charlea
Reginald
by
Ruggles.
Directed
Wesley
Dingle.
f^ci-eoniilay by Marguerite Roberts; nddpted
by Walter Relscb, based on story by
t.'hnt-les Hoffman: camera, Harold Rosson;
editor.

Corps, explaining air-raid .warden work.
'Men of the Sky' (WB. . 20
mins). Work of U. S. Air Corps.

V

Frank E. Hull. Tradeshown Ir
m, '42. Running time. lOT MINS.

N.Y., Jul.v

Johnny Davis
I'nluln Lnnc

Clark

Robert Sterling

Kirk Davis
Crvrt.Tl

Oab)o

Lana Turner

McRengon

PntrJcIa

Dane

.

Reginald Owen
Lee Patrick
Charlea Dingle

Willie

Kvo
George L. Stafford

(20t>,
'AU Out for
6%
mins.). Cartoon. .
'Desert Wonderland' (20th, 9
subject.
mins.). Travel
'Pigeon Patrol' (U, 7 mins.).v

Cartoon comedy.

No.

Occnpatlons

'Unosoal

&

6'

(Par, 10 mins.).. Includes Hardincollege toot-

Simmons (Texas)
age.

'Divide

Conquer' (WB, 14

Sc

Stresses

mins.).'

captious critics will tear the story
apart it's as torrid a romance as
Tonk' and with dialog twice as racy.
And that's what makes the wickets

how

Hitler's

propaganda operates, but won't
in U. S.

'Lovely

whirl.

<

'

too tight and it splits will not once, however, permit the
while Laughton is on the podium, audience to forget that a supposedly
sending the chichi audience into hys- irresistible force (Gable) Is in conLaughton tears off the coat tact most of the 107 minutes with
terics.
antl collapses in tears, but maestro a very movable object Miss Turner
who sponsored attracts, she melts, she pouts, she
Francen,
Victor
Laughton and is sitting in a box, yearns, she weeps she, in fact, does
saves the day for the composer by everything the Hays office permits.
stripping off his own dress coat and The scriptwriter went even further;
Shame- some ot the dialog is the baldest
waving the concert on.
No dgubt is left
facedly, the rest of the men in the double-entendre.
audience also peel down to their that here are two very physical hushirtsleeves and Laughton goes on to mans straining their emotions to tiie
a musical triumph. This scene ranks furthest point.
picture
the
best
in
apiong the two
Japan's invasion of the Philippines
and, like in Paramount's 'Million' of is overshadowed and even at the fin10 years ago. Laughton just about ish, when Gable is dictating the story
carries off all the acting honors.
of the fall of Bataan i>eninsula, the
Close behind him in the acting story seems to merely await the final
score is Edward G. Robinson, who, showdown with Lana. Turner. Thus,
as a disbarred Chicago attorney,, is Gable could just as well have been
humming it on N. Y.'s Bowery. By a a soldier, or a truck tiriver, rather
devious route he gets an invite to than a go-getting, ruthless foreign
the 25th anniversary reunion of his correspondent tor an isolationistic
Chicago university classmates. Laugh- N. Y. daily. The newspaper angle
ton has slipped Uie dress coat to the actually is silly, pointing up once
Salvation Army and James Gleason, again Hollywood's failure to capture
head ot the Bowery mission, pur- the true atmosphere ot newspapersuades Robinson to wear it antl at- men and news in the gathering.' But
tend the class reunion, thus^''pos- that's also incidental to the heat
sibly, effecting a reformation. Every-, and it's not on' a thermometer.
thinjLgoes smoothly at the party ui>'
The.stoix. is taintw. Gable and_his
til
Rpblnson's 'former'Taw partner" kid brother^assistant correspondent
and enemy, Cieorge Sanders, wrong- are ejected from Cjermany. Hie kid,
fully acbuses him of picking another Robert Sterling, is in love with Lana
classmate's pocket.
Robinson then Turner, and Gable resents it. She
confesses the fact that he's downr turns out to be a once-cub reporter
and-out and walks out on the cele- whom Gable stood up three years
bration. However, three of his pals previously. Gable, in order
to stop
follow him down to the Bowery mis- his brother's romance, goes on the
sion and i:eclaim him for a good job. make once again and
Miss Turner
The tails then go to a second-hand puts up no more resistance than butclothes dealer. They are stolen by ter to ^ hot knife. Once his brother's
J. Carroll Nalsh, who wants to stick illusions are blasted. Gable quickly
up a classy gambling joint He suc- gives her the brush, so she accepts
ceeds in that, but the plane in which an assignment to Indo-China. TVo
he's making his escape catehes fire. months later she is reported missing'
The coat starts to bum and Naish and Gable is asked by his editor,
peels it off and throws it out of the with whom he's been feuiling, to go
plane, rot. thinking that it contains and find her. The two brothers recnearly $50,000 in cash. It falls at oncile for the job. They turn her up
the feet of Paul Robeson and Ethel helping refugee Chinese children esWaters, working tteir farm. Tliey cape bombings by the Japs. That
look at the money as if it were manna convinces Gable she's regular, but
from heaven and rush to their he tries to palm her off on his
preacher, Rochester, who in turn brother. It doesn't work, even when
divvies, it among the colored popu- he skips out to Manila.
She flntla
lace according to the extent of their him there the night of Dec. 7, chases
prayers. Robeson wished for a trac- pretty brunet Patricia Dane out of
tor, so he gets $700; a little colored
boy prayed for shoes and stockings,
so he gets $4; an old darky prayed
the
for a coffin, so he,gets $25, antl so on.
The dress coat is finally given to a
Negro who had prayed for a scare'Wings and the Woman,' tradecrow and the film ends on the Hall
shown this week by RKO, was
Johnson Choir singing 'Glory Day,'
led by Robeson.
reviewed by 'Variety' In LonA social preachment,* the picture's don last April 12 as 'Tliey Flevtr
finale is not entirely satisfactory.
Alone,' title unfler which It was
The acting here is quite natural, and
originally released in Great Britgood, but the entire scene is one of
ain.
At that time, the picture
gloom and poverty which even the
ran 104 minutes. For U.S. disadvent of a bonanza can't dissipate.
tribution, the production has been
The photography, in dark and shade,
trimmed to 96 minutes, with the
and director Julien Duvivier's trick
new tiOe for the Anna Neagle
of heightening misery make the
aviation; starrer.
scene all the more .woeful.
The expanse of acting and writing
'Variety' said: To review this
talent may have been too much for
for the States is like an American
Duvivier, a fine foreign director, for
trying to measure a film bioghe comes up with very few original
raphy
of, say Knute Rockne, fpr
touches in Uiis picture. Some of the
the British market, only more so.
sequences he appears to have perThere's no question ot pic's boxmitted to go along on their momenoffice
power
tum.
in the Empire. . ,de,
spite the attenuated story, the
The cast credits are altogether too
film holds attention.'
numerous to mention and some very
is

—

,

.

.

,

Woman'

-

'

'

'

angles is having. Gable, deep in the
jungles of Bataan, dictating a story

to

a Filipino secretary.

makes newspap'er

Spots

presentetions

"Vingb

inclutle

Worry,*^ 'Java
JIve'
Brother, Shout'

and

Jingo.'

'Do

I

'Shout,

Miss Bruce and Paige are strictly
in tor the romantic thread with limited footage. Atwlll, Miss Wynn, Leif
Erikson, Samuel S. Hinds and William Deniarest are most prominent
in
supporting spots.
Production
mounting is okay throughout with
photography by Milton Krasner of
standard calibre.
Walt.

what
burn and

That's

critics

Luana' and

These three were written by Don
Raye and Gene de Paul. Pour Ink

—

and incidental songs.

'Wings and

is utilized.

Despite the fact that niany of the

Costello dress' them up in new
regalia for cinch laugh reaction. Director Erie Kenton, veteran of Hollywood's comedy scene, pulls many
an oldie out of the files for the boys
to romp around witji merrily.
Story is episodic, and not too well
knit together, but that's no drawback
in this instence.
Musical side displays a good assortment ot tuneful
numbers. Robert Paige and Virginia
Bruce deliver 'Island of the Moon,'
while Nan Wynn and chorus are
spotlighted for two South Seas songs,

Inside Fighting Bussla' (UA,
World in Action 'war

'Sabotage Squad' (Col). Familiar Nazi saboteur meller, filler
for the dual grinds.
'Danger in the Faclflc' (U).

dress suit

ation
.

gag sequences have been filmed many
times before, the spontaneous and
expertly timed deliveries by Abbott

lit mins.).
short.

Metro has again parlayed Clark
Gable and Lana Turner, and their
magnetism towards the boxoffices
should be just as terrific as their
explosive 'Honky Tonk.' While some

Miss Turner is the modem Jean his bedroom, but Gable has the imHarlow of celluloid a sexy, torchy, pression that his brother is now head
clinging blonde who shatters the in- man. When t]:e Japs strike, instead
hibitions of the staidest male. Gable ot going offJo Australia, Miss Turner
has seemingly always made the same becomes a nurse and the kid brother'
impress on the women. Tossing them becomes a soldier. Latter dies heroboth together, even if surrounding ically at the finish; Miss Turner is
their clinches with but a specious found very much alive after Gable
Leo Carrillo and Andy Devine
story, provides an extremely potent presumed her dead, the N. Y, Chronin an obvious B actioner for the
icle, gets a- stirring story from Gabl^,
antidote for ailing exhibitors..
lesser duals.
and thin the romance is left hanging
The fact that this Cosmopolitan fire until the next Turner-Gable
magazine serial ot 1940' has been starrer.
Lanchester,
brought
Elsa
up
to
date
(Dec.
1941),
screen),
and oft the
7,
One of the picture's most ridiculous
hurries off to the pawnbroker. The and given a rousing patriotic finish,
ical action

'

7

Disney Pluto cartoon
comedy.
•Tbor Air Bald Warden' (20th,
ll mins.). Produced by Signal

'

nabe bookings.
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col). An*
other airplane, meller, about
training youngsters, but only

1'

Kay Kyser

U. S. Marine base.
'Gaudy GoMe In Tire Trouble'
(20th, 7 mins.). Terry-toon cartoon comedy.
mins.).

'

Anknim

Helena Reynolds

Actress

SaroDgV

grosses.

Don Douglas
Mae Marsh
Clarence Muse
George Reed
.'Cordell Hickman
Paul Rcnay
Barbara Lynn
Adeline UeWalt Reynolds

In cajt and writing credits, this Is
probably the most ambitious picture
ever to come out of Hollywood.
Several million dollars worth of
stars and featured players stumble
or waltz through the episodic story

b.o.

-

Slg Arno
Harry Hayden

Morrla

'

My

Abbott

(Songs).

Roland Young
;.. Marlon Martin
Squirrel
ElM Lanchester
Mrs. .Smith
Victor Fronjen
Arturn Bellini
George .Sanders
Williams
James Glenson
'Father' Joe
Harry Davenport
Pro'elisor Lyons
Jamea Rennic
Hank Bronson
J. Carrol Kalsh
Costello
Themselves
The Hall Johnson Choir
Prank Orthi
Secondhand Clothes Dealer
Christian Rub
Wilson
Piccolo Player

at the

another with laughs aplenty.
Will get top A & C biz.
The War Asalnst Mrs. Hadlcy'
(M-G). Impressive ana at times
poignant drama should draw
unspectacular
if
satisfactory,

Sdgar

David
Judge
Henderson

Despite the plenitude of- costly
featured players -and writers,

(20th).

1942

5,

catch the profitable biz of predecessors in all runs.
In addition to the broad horseplay
of the two comedians, picture has six
song numbers-^three neatly spotteii
to highlight deliveries by the Four
Ink Spots and one specialty fastdance of showstopping proportions
by Tip, Tap Si Toe, colored artists.
(2hase gets away right at the opening, with the two comics ,heading
west in a Chicago municipal bus
bound for the Coast Gags and routines are dropped plentifully along
the route,, \mtil boys ^itch to
sailing yacht entered in race across the
Pacific. This lands them on a Sti'uth
Sea isldhd as locale for further horseplay, with native tribe and saronged
girls, lions, sharks, a trained seal,
and alligators used for laugh-props,
Plot of Lionel AtwUl and his gang .to
steal the tribe's jewels is foiled by
Costello in a continuous and rousing
chase at the finish, in which evefy
possible laugh-getting prop and situ-

Current Short Releases

stars,

ManhatUn'

Gable and Lana Turner

(M-G).

....Gall Patrick

,

of

some very small

bits.

Multiple star credits insure big
b.o. fpr this episodic story about
a dress suit.
'Somewhere I'll Find You'

T.,
Robert Bischolt. Tradesbown In N
Aug. 3, '42. Running time. 117 MiNa.
Charles Boyer
Orman
RI«« nay worth
Ethel
G'nKer Rogers
Diane
George
Charlea Laughton
CharTea Smith
Edward Q. Robinson
Browne
Paul Robeson
Lulto
Ethel Waters
Esther
Rev. Lazarus. .Eddie (Rochester) Anderson
Thomas Mitchell
Halloway
Eugene Pallette
Luther
Romero
Cesar
>..
Harry

Ellen

Wednesday, August
fine players are In

Tales of Manhattan

The War Against Mrs.

scenarist Marguerite Roberts is no
extinguisher in several 'other spots
as well. That scene showing Gable
Metro release of Irving .^sher pi-oducllon.
throttling his editor and, by subter- Features Edward Arnold, Fuy Ri|lnter. Difuge, having the Chronicle print a rected by Harold S. Bnrquet. Original
screenplay, George Oppenhelmer:
strong anti-Axis story, is tripe that Karl Frcund; musical score, Davidcamera,
Snell;
will even appall a copy boy. Also editor. Blmo Veroo. Tradeihonrn In N. Y.
that incident of Gable cabling his July BO. '42. Running time, KB MINN.
Fulton
Edward Arnold
own scoop to an opposition news- Elliott
Hadl«7
Fay Ba Inter
paper under the byline of an old, Stella
Theodore Hadlar
Richard Xey
sick correspondent
Patricia Hadley
.Jean Rogera
Sara Allgood
But; in this instance, that's all box- Mrs. Michael FlUpatrlvk
Cecilia Talbot
Spring Bylngton
office license and a means to an end, Michael Fltnatrlck
Van Johnson
even if it's a slow, .draggy one for Mrs. Laura winters
Isobel Elaom
Francen R'afterly
107 minutes.
Gable was either in Sally
Dorothy Morris
work in this film, or made it soon Millie
Bennett
Ilalllirell Hobbcs
after .the c|cath of Carole Lombard Cook
Connie Gilchrist
(Mrs. Gable). It's seemingly evident Peters
Horace Mci^ally
that he was under strain; he's not Dr. Leonard Meec4iam.
.Miles Mander
Rags Rngland
quite as dashing a hunk of masculin- Louie
Bob
Mark Daniels
ity in this picture as he has been in
Measenger Boy.^
Carl Swllzer
the past- But he's a 'reasonable facsimile and that should coimt, although there are some who may
'The War. Against Mrs. Hadley' is
tpiesuon his appearance in this type a propaganda picture and a good
thoughtful and,
of torchy film so soon after his wife's one.
It's .timely,
tragic end.
though slow, engrossing and ocMiss Turner glove-fits her role. casionally affecting. It should draw

Hadley

.

;

She's not' an actress and probably critical .pcai.se.. favorable yitjjrd-oiprofitable
and
never will be one, but she's a physi- mouth <comment
cal beaut with all the s.a. trim- grosses. It will be handicapped by
mings. Sterling does a highly com- its lack of sock marquee names, Tts
mendable job as Gabled young absence of spectacular action, and its
brother; he should be heard from enigtnatic title, but it has enough
plenty in (V:e future. Patricia Dane merit to overcome those shortcomlooks very fetehing in the small part ings.
Contrary to the title, the film isn't
ot a Brooklyn girl on the make in
Manila ^where the technique evi- about anyone waging war against
RaUier, the story is
dently is no different than in Brook- Mrs. Hadley.
lyn; A.,.K.ua>u
Reginald yj„^,
Owen <iiiu
and Lee Patrick * Character study of Mrs. Hadley's
acqSit themselves weU in smaU f?t"bborn refuel to fa<;e unplea^nt
parts, as does Charles Dingle, an ex^ reality, and how her fundamentally
ultimately proves
sound
character
ceptionally capable actor,
the role
equal to the crisis ot war and perot Gable's editor.
sonal tragedy. In a broad sense, it's
Pandro S. Berm.an gave the story a story of the escape urge in everygood production investiture and Har- one. More specifically, it's the story
old Rosson was okay on the camera ot the average American and the
end, but -director Wesley Ruggles present war.
As propaganda must
could have considerably speeded uP if ifs to be most effective. The War
the story. If not him; certainly the Against Mrs.
Hadley' is based on
cutter. The dead spots are obvious. logic,
but its appeal is to the emoScho.
tions.
The picture is not a profound or
probing one. It attempts no analysis
of why the pampered Mrs. Hadley
attempts to shun the present for her
(WITH SONiaS)
detached .world of a vanished past.
Hollywood, July 31.
It mefely sUtes that she clings to the
Universal release ot Mayfalr (Jules Levey) views of her
late husband, the pubProduction; produced by Alex Gottlieb. Stars
Bud Abbott & Lou Costello. Directed by lisher of a' staunchly conservative
Brie C. Kenton. Original si:reenplay by True Republican newspaper in WashingBoardman, Nal Perrln, John Orant; camera, ton.
It shows how she snobbishly
Milton Krasner; editor, Arthur Hilton; asst. refuses
to recognize the woman
director. Honard Christie; dances. Kalberlne Dunbani; musical supervisor.
Ted whose husband took over the paper
Cain; muslcAl director, cntarles Previn; and turned Its policy to Democratic
nngs, Don Raye, Oens de Paul, Milton liberalism. It shows how she spoils
Drake, Ben Oakland, Stanley Cowan. Bobby
her
only
son and, by refusing to acNorth.
Previewed at Pantagea, July 80,
cept changing ways, loses contact
•41.
Running tlmt. 88 MIMB.
Algey Shaw
Bud Abbott with her vibrant daughter.
Wellington Phlug
Lou Costello
'When '..this resistance to reality has
Joan Marshall
Virginia Bruce
finally exiled her in personal loneliTommy Laylon
Robert Paige
Varnoft
Lionel Atwlll ness, when her daughter has left her
Whtt>»
Leit Erikson for a socially unacceptable marriage,
iMana
>jan Wynn her son has fone into the Army, her
Detective Kendall
WUllam JJemarest lifelong admirer
has been banished
Chief Kolua
Samuel S. -Hlntls
Ferna
Marie McDonald and her silly but devoted friend has
Amo
Elaine Moray been alienated, she is at last brought
The Four Ink Spots.
to her senses, but only through the
Tip, Tap lb Toe,
example ot generosity and emotional
'Latest Abbott and Costello starrer valor ot those she has snubbed.
decis one continual chase, with the boys Learning that her son has been
re«
displaying the^ir familiar routines and orated for bravery in action, she
fuses
to talk to reporters, until
antics for plenty of laughs en route.
(Continued
on
page
27)
It's a standard A&C comedy that will
.
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Poromount's "Parade of Bands" wont
K out last night to 84 Blue Network sta:
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tions, pre-selling

"Holiday lnn"l Sixteen more follow with re-broadcasts I
FIFTY-FIVE top-Crossley air shows
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HOLLYWOOD TELEPHOTO
Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire as they
in HQllywood last night.

may have looked

SARONG. WEIL BE SEEIN' YA!

-

FUmgoers are going to get another look at the sarong worn by
Dorothy Lamoor In 'Beyond the- Slue HorUon'—this time wrapped
aronnd pert young. Franees Glfford—and in » 'Henry Aldrlch'
plotnre.' MIsS' Glfford ha< the role of a movie qneen In the next
Aldrlch—'Henry Aldrloh Gets GUmonr'. She borrowed the sarong
for a soehe In which ibt oharms Jimmy Lydon.

OESPITtOiflOT

Biggest Gala in Many Moons
Ushers In Par's Berlin'
Charm' sent 'Be Careful' to 76
Sandrich Hit; House a
stations.
Sell-Out for Navy Relief
July 21: 'American Melody Hour'
Coast-to-Coast 'Parade
carried the same song to 76 staof Bands' Carries the tions.
July 24: Lucky Strike Hit Parade
Word to the Provinces

—

Amos

V Andy To

Continue Plugs

featured 'Be Careful.'

'INN' FILLS
By
'Well, Bing, the show^s getting under way in New
York about now ... if we listen carefully, maybe
we can hear the audience reaction
.

.

hits

Jnly 3t: Rudy Vallee's show delivers tunes and plugs.

AIR

^

the time .this issue of 'Variety'

Jnlyi 31: Entire
Cities Service

the stands,' Paramount's" super

sendofT for

Mark

a

Sandrich's produc-

playing

from the

tion of Irving Berlin's 'Holiday Inn'

of almost
picture.
.

tunes

all

'

have been writ large ip the July 31: Marjorie Reynolds was inhistory of movie World Premieres. •terviewed by Bill Stern's sport
program, which goes to 91 staAt press time, everything was set
tions. Marjorie also appeared on
for a real show of shows at the New
WJZ's War Bond program, while
York Paramount played to a sellBetty Hutton was interviewed by
out house at $5.50 top.
Bessie Beatty on the same staFour bands and a round dozen
tion.
stage and screen personalities have
been through their rehearsals back- Aug. it Marjorie Reynolds interviewed at Saratoga by Ted Husstage at the Paramount; three' more
ing (coast-to-coast) before openbands have been sounding their A's
ing of the big Saturday race.
in preparation for Par's coast-tccoast premiere broadcast a 'Parade Ang, 2: Marjorie Reynolds co'astof Bands' plugging the thirteen tunes
to-coastedf with the 'Show of
of the picture. Xavier Cugat, SklnYesterday and Today.'
Phil
liay Ennis, Benny Goodman and Phil
Baker used Irving Berlin quesHarris had their orks ready for the
tions on 'Take it or Leave It.'
stage shoNv; Alvino Hey, Kay Kyser
and Freddie Marti|l were tuned up Aug. 3: Betty Hutton goes on
WABC's 'Listen Neighbor.'
for the Blue Network air show,
Marjorie Reynolds is interviewed
which was to hit a total of 100 staby Martha Deane.
'True or
will

—

—

.

"There met in ovation for Irving Berlin

.

.

and

.

.

.

.

.

for 'S.S. Rhythm'

half-hour of the

program (64 stawas devoted to a personal
appearance of Irving Berlin and
tions)

:

.

.

.

.

Bob'

Amos

Hope's
*n'

Andy

appearance on the
air show last week,

plugging Paramount pictures in
general and 'Star Spangled Rhythm'
in particular, was just the opening
gun for a long-range buildup by the
pair of the Par super-musical.
Through a setup arranged by the
Studio, a running stunt is planned
whereby the two comedians will
continue their work toward getting
the Golden Gate Quartet into the
picture.
After the 'deal' is set,
more Paramount players will guest
star on the Amos 'n' Andy shoW
each week. Then, after the picture's
filmed, the Golden Gate
Quartet will do a lot of talking
about
their
experiences
while
'

working on It— right on up
the day the show is released.

until

PAR TO SCREEN STORY
OF NURSES ON BATAAN

Admiral and Mrs. LeMar R. Leahy, Aug.

4:
'Parade of Bands.'
Paramount will film the saga of
Betty Hutton goes on 'Parade's
the heroic band of American Army
Weekly Review' to network.
Tommy Dorsey's 'America Sings' nurses of Bataan,'it was announced
end. of last week. Mark Sandrich
plugs tunes.
Dorothy Kil.
will produce and direct; he's at
gallen reviews the picture.
work now with Allan Scott on linmittee chairman.
'Parade of Bands' Is just one of Aug. 5: Kay Kyser uses a question Jng up the screenplay.
based on the picture.
Full cooperation of Colonel Mason
the programs in Paramount's advance radio campaign for 'Inn.' The Aug. 7: 'Waltz Time' plugs 'em some Wright, U. S. Army; Stuart Brown,
American Red Cross, and Lowell
complete setup of radio selling for
lYiore.
Mellett, head of the Film Coordinathis picture constitutes by far the
biggest air campaign ever given a Aug. 8: 'Be Careful' goes on the tion Group, was obtained by Sand'Saturday Night Serenade.'
rich for the picture in a recent trip
%
film.
Right now Par is cooking plans for Ang, 9: Fifty-three statibns hear to Washington. While at the capianother sponsored network show tp
'Quiz Kids' wrestle with a ques- tal, Sandrich and Scott interviewed
a number of the Bataan nurses who
feature Bing Crosby and others.
tion based on 'Holiday Inn.'
are how at Walter Reed Hospital
August 26 is the date, CBS is the
This listing. is just a sklm-through
net, and the time is 0:30 p.m.
Full of what's going on in radio for Pic Is to start in the fall.
sked of performers will be an- 'Holiday Inrf.' In addition, 463
stanounced later.
tions are using a prepared script 'BILL OF GOODS' TO
Beginning with Kate Smith's intro- show based on a tribute to Irving
duction of 'Be Careful, It's My Heart' Berlin (beginning Aug.
Franchot Tone, who inked a ierm
10) . .
on her program of June 10, a flood Show works in four 'Inn' tune^. contract wittf Paramount recently,
of 'Holiday Inn' plugs has loaded More
than 450 other stations are has been handed the top male role
all networks and indie stations; it'll airiog
a special (with credit) rec- in 'Bill of Goods,' a story about a
continue right on up until after na- ord of Bing'.3 'Song of. Freedom' traveling saleslady, to" be directed
tional release of the picture Sept. 4. from the plctiire. Spot
and five- soon by Billy Wilder as his second
Here's ,a brief run-through of some minute recorded plugs are being megaphone job for the studio. Wilof the important breaks in the past dished out by Paramount
to indie der's first directorial assignment
and future:
stations everywhere on request- was the Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
June 25: Fred Astaire guested on in addition to a fifteen-minute picture, "The Major and the Minor,'
Spot campaign has which trade reviewers have already
the Kraft Music Hall, reaching- 85 transcription.
marked as a hit Charles Brackett,
stations with Astaire-Crosby plug- been running in New York from
July 22 to Aug. 4, 'and a similar who is collaborating with Wilder
ging of the. pic and tuhes.
campaign opens Tn L.A. late in on th.e script,, makes his bow as a
June 26: Guy Lombardo's program August.
producer in this film.
,
introduced 'Easy to Dance With''
A number of other major netto an audience of 73 stations.
work jhows have promised musical
July 3: 'Waltz Time' carried 'Be and script plugs for 'Holiday Inn' on promoting the picture's thirteen
after the dates listed above; these hit tunes . . . emphasis is being
Careful' to 75 stations;
are not skedded as to date as yet put on one tune at a time, and the
July 10: Dinah Shore plugs a tune and can't be listed for that reason. whole thirteen will be pushed beon the Blue.
One thing appears certain: 'Inn' ig fore release. So far, the play has
July IV. Wheeling Steel's 'Musical going to wind up as the most- been given to 'Song of Freedom'
Steelmakers' send oft *Be Care- plugged picture in film and radio' and 'Be Careful, It's My Heart'—
history, by the time national re- with the latter so Intensively proful.' \.
lease rolb around.
moted that it Is alreaily a Hit PaJuly 19: Phil SpiUlny's 'Hour of
A definite plan Is being followed rad)e feature.

U.S.N. Retired, as guests of honor;

Mayor LaGuardia, Stanton

Griffis,

.

Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor, Alfred McCosker, Deems Taylor, Frank
Walker and Jules Stein, benefit corn''

.

.

.

.

-

.

'

.

^Listen to that sUmping, pall
That's for my
Fwecracker Dance! Kind of liked that number

myself ..."

TONE

.

,

—

,

.

You're

—that

in, kid'

last

uproar was cheers for

your eight songs
Guess it's a lead-pipe cinch
from here on outl"
I
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CONFIDENCE
WITH the

spotlight

on production econ-

cameramen have

omies, directors and

complete confidence in the dependability of

Eastman negative films with

special abilities, wide latitude,
V,

ceptional

uniformity.

their

and ex-

.

Eastman I^pda

Company, Rochester, N.

J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC.,

Distributors
Hollywood

Chicago

SIJPER-XX

PLrS-X
for general studio «««

when

little light is availaplle

BACKGROIJND-X
tor backgrounds

and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS

14
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BE CAREFUL, irS MY HEART
YOU'RE EASY TO DANCE WITH

WHITE CHRISTMAS
I'LL

mm

CAPTURE YOUR HEART

PLENTY TO BE THANKFUL FOR

HAPPY HOUDAY

SONG OF FREEDOM

ABRAHAM
LET'S START THE
^^^^^^^^^

NEW YEAR

RIGHT

..WfdneBday, August 5, .1942
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F.D.R/S Salute

Lewis Pulls No Punches

Bill
their

'Remember Sept/ Bbni^ Drive

High value the Government
places on songs as wartime morale builders is evident from the
telegram President Roosevelt addressed to the Songwriters Protective Association last week.

:Contlnaed from pas* 3;
functions in the pro- neither does a song which plays down
duction and popularization of music, our enemies or which makes our vicand that unless all of them work to- tory seen4 easy and certain. .Our
gether, as a coordinated team, no re- enemies are well-trained, well-armed
sults can be obtained.
and ruthless. Any song which con'I say to the songwriter, however,
veys the notion that all we have to
that during wartime he has a func- do is relax and watch our enemies
It is his duty collapse through their own internal
tion beyond writing,
coordinated weakness is a song which plays in
to contribute to the
team, to stimulate the coordination the hands of our enemy.
Itself, and to see that no one blocks
Third, our music should rememthe production and popularization of ber, as we must remember, that this
the patriotic music that is needed.'
is a World War, and that the .United
Blames Pablishers
States is one of a group of United
Back of Lewis's remarks was a Nations. When a song is broadcast
beef that has been prevalent among today, it is conveyed by shortwave
tunesmlths for months. They claim to every corner of the globe where
the present scarcity of good war our men are stationed. Not only, do

have

own

Bead

at an

SPA

meeting In

sCoDtlnned from page 4s
iot the September drive, and will
produce several newsreel clips in
collaboration with Carlton Duflus In
Washington. First of the campaign
shorts will have Secretary Morgen.

New

Tuesday (28) to discuss
more poten^ war music, the
President's wire read:
'Vork

.

It

gives

me

songs is due entirely to failure of
publishers to accept them and to
plug them if they do accept them.
'We kno^y that a sentimental
ballad moderately plugged is much
more likely to turn in big profits
for a publisher than a hard-hitting'
war song,' one w.k. writer explained
after last week's SPA conclave. 'We
know that 'Johnny Doughboy" and

Under the Apple Tree'
are much more likely, to be success'Don't

Sit

ful from a publisher's standpoint
than the tougher lyrics and melody
that will do the job the Government wants. But there can be tremendous pro^t;, too, in a hit warsong. Publishers aren't going to find
another 'Over There,' thoughi unless
they make some little effort and take
a little chance.'
Five Objectives
Lewis, in explaining what the

pop war tunes,
listed five objectives which, he said,
must of necessity be in large part

Government wants

He

negative.
'First

of

in

declared:

all,

we must have war

vigorous and affirmative in character. Our men are just
starting .to- fight .on foreign fronts
everywKWe. Thlp is ho time in
which to fiaye the mfgority of our
song^.^und the niesiAges of a happy
return. Th)^- sonjV have- their place,
but'-the.Ujjplace is, at the moment,
subordinate io the spng which sends
the meh out to fight.
'Second, a song which conveys, di
rectly^ or .indirectly, the notion that'

music which

is

-

we can

achieve' vjptory by just sit'
ting^ tight, sefves no' useful; purppse,

is

it, but the inhabitants of many distant lands, who nre
joined together with us in common
effort, hear it. Therefore, our music
should carry a message not only to
America, but to the United Nations.
No song should give offense to our
Allies.
Onr music should be in
earnest of our 'confidence and our
determination and our indomitable
It should make for a
will to win.
strengthening of the aggressive will,
for action on the part of all the people who have clasped hands with
us, since' our music is, in a. sense, a
diplomatic emissary to foreign shores.
'Fourth, this is a war of dramatic
movement and sudden changes.
song which relates to our general
objectives is better than one which
relates to some single or individual
objective and which may be stale as

'

three or four thousand tunes In this
classification that resulted from The

Times' $1,000 'War Song for America'
contest.

The official closing date for entries
was July 25. They came from practically every state in the Unioa
Amateur and professional song.,

A

which are to be appointed offlclaf
bond-issuing agents.
An arrangement has been made with the U. S.
Treasury's War Savings staft, whereby exhibitor organizations may qualify as issuing agents for Bonds and
Stamps for all or any of their inemIndependent theatre owners
bers.
may thus operate as a group through
one issuing agent in the same way as
theatre chains.
The Public Relations Committee of
the Motion Picture Industry, eastern
division, at & meeting last' week, set
plans
whereby' the $1,000,000,000
Bond Drive will be exploited in fullpage advertising copy in approxi-'
mately 12 fan mags, in addition to
Look and Click. Si Seadler, advertising director for Metro, is handling
the copy as well as advertisements fo
be placed in trade papers and newspapers.

Treasury
Secretary
Meantime,
writers alike participated.
Morgenthau last wjek expressed sat.We. plan to announce the name of isfaction with the Retailers' sales of
the winning song early in- Septem- $900,900,000 war bonds for July.
soon as it is written.
ber.
It will bring its composer a Though
this is below the record
'Fifth, there is no room in the war
cash prize of $1,000.
mark of $1,060,546,000 for last Januof morale for music which is regretbrief check of the entries be- ary, Morgenthau thought it a satisful, which whines, which complains,
fore turning over to the board of factory total because of seasonal vaor which marks weakness or indecijudges, ifidicated an overwhelming riations in income distribution which
sion.'
preponderance of stirring, realistic would make it impracticable to estabLewis emphasized that no one ex- tunes of the type favored by the lish monthly quotas at a uniform figpects all music to be related directly people
discussed in your story.
ure of $1,000,000,000.
to the war. 'We know that whatever
From where we stand, it looks as
give's pebple heeded relaxation serVes
if America's , songwriters are strictly
I,orette Young's $3,617,000
a useful purpose,' he stated.
'on the beam' in their ideas on apWashington, Aug. 4.
propriate songs at the present time.
Chi Times* Sonf Contest
Loretta Young left for Hollywood
No one can tell, but we hope our
Editor, 'Yatiety':
competition, has inspired a song that after three weeks in this area leavAnent yoiir^ story on the agree- will prove a smash success the ing behind a commendable bond selling record. In 17 public appearances
ment of music publishers and th'e 'Over There' of 1942!
she sold $3,617,000 in war bonds and
Office of War Information that ^the
W. K. Shaughnessy,
stamps.
nation needs fighting so^gs,. we want
Promotion Department,
.to tell you about the stack: of some
Chicago Times.
Star was a, cheerful saleswoman.
.

A

.

:

—

In between times she manageif to
see her husband, Major Tom L^is
of Special Service Branch, War Dfa^t.,
in .charge of radio activities.
Before she left Miss 'Young accepted the invitation of the Washington
Star to sit in the slot of the copy

desk and observe how war news is
handled from- receipt into type. Rew'ard was an excellent feature story.
Elnfeld'a Field Force Meets

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Carlton Duflus, director of motion
pictures and special events for the
Treasury Department War Savings
Staff, planed in Monday (3) to attend a meeting .today witfi' the advance me;i who were called to
session by S. Charles Einfeld, field
director of the 300 bond rallies to be
held In the principal' cities of the
nation.

Plans will be completed at this
session for early departure of the
advance men on their tours of the
country to prepare for the coming of
'Stars Over. America' for the bond
rallies.
Some of the advance men
will fly back with Duffus to Washington late this week to confer with
'Treasury Dept. representatives.
Duffus conferred

>co»^-V'

with

yesterday

Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the
Hollywood 'Victory Committee, which
is

handling mobilization

players

for

the

bond

of.

screen

r.ally

tours.

Duflus expressed gratification over
cooperation being given by
Hollywood. He also announced that
Gordon White, of his staff, had been
as^gned to the motion picture Septhe

tember drive, working in the office
of Oscar A. -Do^b, public relations
director of the campaign.

.i

^^^^

Dept for outdoor
meetings, banks,

restaurants, theatre Ibb-

WAC

an

.

our soldiers hear

'luncheon

clubs',

with personal appearances' o on
ends stages and in department stores. _!Qer
bies,

and

,

which you represent

section of Treasury

night

while special trailers, 'tag'
'leaders' to tie in with feature tours included trips to Annap'ojis,
pictures are also being lined up.
Cumberland, Cambridge,. Salisbury
Ernest Emerling, acting as adver- and Baltimore. In the latter citylihe
tising director for Loew's theatres, disposed of $2,000,000 In securities: at
while Oscar. Doob {A on loaqifto the Armory meeting, Estimate'd she g^ve
preparing special campaign away 5,000 autographs in signing
exploitation for use by 5,000 theatres bond receipts and satisfying fans:;,
th'a'u,

great pleasure

to send hearty greetings and
good wishes to your meeting
because the creative genius
asset of incalculable value
to the nation in this time
of peril. Particularly do we
need the sustaining power
of song as an inspiration to
our fighting forces and to
strengthen the hearts and
hopes and aspirations of those
who carry on at home.—
Ifours is a grand opportunity..'
to lighten the burdens which
all must carry until victory
is achieved.
I know you \ijX\
meet the challenge to service
which is yours.
Franklin D'. Roosevelt.

She was booked by the War Bonds
rallies,

|ii
i

i

Hi W lM, j ) )j
i

i

i

iit(ii

li>

i
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MARK

mum

Producer-Director
Paramonnt Pictnres

statistical graph it looks like
a cliff. Film companies thoroughly
understand that they have to keep
trying and sweating night and day

on a

Men Favor

Films

sContinued from pace is
poi'tance to prosperity of film %lz, (rum the popular tradition, we have
put to proper usage. Toughest token the precaution of employing
headache of the industry is not 'o a battery of widely different reuncover audiences but keep the search procedures to check and
audiences It already has. Dr. Gal- dcublechcok our finding^. In the
lic, told •Variety the inference is cours'e of this study we have covplain that if the makers of films ered a representative cross-section
taki. aim for masculine response in- of 450,000 ticket-buyers and -.more
stead of, as at present, concentrating th<<n 300 different pictures; we have
heavily on the feminine element, a conducted nationwide polls on genbe eral mOviegoing habits; at two difhealthily upped grossage- can
if

.

looked

we 'have counted the
females entering
the

ferent periods

for.

and

males

Gallnp's Findings

the film houses, a finding that will
considered surprising, by the
majority of those who thought they
had this situation pegged, but difGallup pollsters report
ferently.
discovering that femmes In non-luxury class are preoccupied with care
of young and other household duties
while' the males are blessed with
greater leisure.

be

for ways and means to retain their
hold on the men and 'women who
at 19 have definitely formed the
film-going habit.
They do not do
so badly, but, on the other hand,
there is a probability that, with a
full set of facts in front of .them,
Eye-opener for showmen Is thor
they could do better.''
smash hits do not, as widely beSubjoined herewith are a flock of lieved, depend upon .approval of
predoniinantly
femme audiences.
the actual Gallup findings on which
conclusions were based and from The facts are, Gallup delvlags rewhich inferences are drAwn for the veal, that many a b.o. smasheroo
future guidance those who elect to In -the last couple of seasons has
snagged a definitely dominant peitake heed;
Towns over 100,000 population centage of its biz from the pants
showed sex proportion of theatre wearing, so-called, element

Gallup

of

figures

doors

of

a

.'^cientiScally

selected

of theatres all over 1' e
States, on every day of the
at every time of day.'

sample
United

week

Example Cited
was made.
Example cited showed that picNumerous factors were weighed ture, 'To Be or Not to Be,' pulled
in the flnal analysis but Gallup org in 60% female trade in a New York
lays it on the line, with no ifs, ands nabe while at a downtown second
or buts in stating its conclusions, run house in Oakland, Calif., audiasserting that it really has dug out ences assayed 55% male.
AU the moguls have
Dr. Gallup revealed that
aside
to do now is adjust their sights.
from this particular poll that his
Gallitp avoids the fence, stating unresearches had proved age 19 to be
reservedly that 'we And that in spife
the jackpot time of life for film
of the absence of a large segment
attendance.
of the male population in military
•At age 19,' he said, 'the pictures
service there are now as many males
as females in the national film audi- have both se^es in the bag and if
there was a foolproof way to keep
ence.'
Preamble to the Gallup flndfngs, them there, gross biz done by the
teUinf methods employed, throws there would be no problem but that
of repairing the cash registers.
We
this light on ticket situation:
'Because this problem is. one of have found, however, that on both
the most -controversial In the mo- younger and older-r-the descent in
tion picture Industry, and because industry would zoom so high that
our conclusions differ markedly film attendance is so sharp that
the lowdown.

'

^

attendance to_ be 51% male, 49%
In tfwns under 100,000,
female.
proportion was 52% imile, 48% female.
(Overall division of sexes
thus is shown to be nuiles 51% plus,
females 49% minus.)
JJays of the week: Monday to
.

Thursday
through

inclusive,

Sunday,

50-50;

50%

male,

'The Return of Fi-ank James'. 31
'Arizona'

'...23

'Twenty Mule Team
'Flight Command'.:

34'

34
36

•Billy the' Kid'
•Western Union'
The Maltese Falcon'
•High Sierra'

in audiences In

outnumbered

women

which men
by a con-

Downtown and nabe houses: down- vincing margin. Similarly the Abtown first run, male 51% female bott & Costellos and the Bob Hope^s
49%; downtown second run, males with the exception of 'Road to
'

'

Singapore' whose gross' dlwied iip
to 46% male.
Notable that no pic of the 114
subjected to fine-tooth scrutiny- by
the Gallup forces pulled a' greater
than 69% masculine preponderence
tfmt persons over .30 account for ('Return of Frank James') whereas
less than 35% of ticket buys,)
femme topper in predonderance
The Breakdown
was 'Rebecca' 'with 71% of its paBreakdown of income groups re- tPons accounted for by the someveals that in the lower income time!; skirted segment.
brackets men outnumber women in
Recommended that showmen*lend

54%, females 46%; nnbes 50-50.
Age groups: under 18, males 56%,
fevmles 44%; IB to 30, Tnales 52%,
females 48%; 30 to 50, Tnales 49%,
females 51%; -over 50, males 44%,
females 56%.
(Gallup points out

•Vlnrtnla

54% female

'

-.

-60

.

^

.

42
42
43

S8
SS
57
57
57
57
57

43

.

43
.'......,.43
'Sea Hawk'..
'I.ove Thy Neighbor'
43
44
You'U Find Out'
43
'Dr. Eairltch's Magic Bullet'.. 44
'Santa Fe'TYaU'
..,. 44
'Thief of Bagdad'
44
'Buck Privates'
'Aloma ot the South Seas'. . . 44
'Hold That Ghost'
44
'Sergeant. Tfork'
44
'Nothing But the Truth'... < 46
45
'Bli'th of the Blues'
45
-Caught In the Draft'
46
'Blood and Sand'
46

.

57
56
56
56
56
66
56
56
55
55
54

54
54
54

46

46
47
47
47
47

54
47
51

6t
53
53
53
53
53
53

46

53

49
-46

52
53

.

,

.

'47

48

sa
52
51

Jordan'... 50

51
51
SO
50

C.O.D.'.... 50
51
54
52

49

52
52

^tf

Comes Mr.

"The Bride

Came

Meet John .Doe'
Comrade X'
Boom Town'

One Foot

In Heaven'

'Zlegfeld

Girl'

30
50
49
4s
4a
47
47
47
47
46
46
46
46

The Men In Her Life"
You'll Never Get Rich'
Sun Valley Serenade'

53
53
53
,.. 53
Airgentlne Way'
54
Road to Singapore'
....'54
•Mortal Storm'
,
64
The Doctor Takes a Wife'.. 54
Virginia'
Citizen Kane'
"Hold Back the Dawn''.
54
'Lady Eve'
.1.... 54'
Tom, Dick and Harry'
54
Unflnlshed Business'
54
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith'
55

My

Favorite Wife'

Down

111*

Maryland'

55
55
55
55
55

•Irene'

•

The Man I Married'
•Susan and God'
Xllllan Itussell'
•Hired Wife'
•Lucky Partners'
Suspicion'
'They Knew 'What

When

A

Ladles Meet'

Woman's

Face'.

Kltljr Foyle'
'It's a Date'
•Back Street'
The Great Lie'

Coniundion With
Picture!

48.

46
4S
4S

'

45
4$
45

45
45
44
4«
44

.

57
57
sb
58
58
58
68
59
59
'

43
43
43
42
42
'

•.

42
42
41
41

40
39
39
39
39
39
38
31
3S
37
36
36
35
35

60

61
61
61
61
... 61

Waterloo Bridge'
Pride and Prejudice*
'All This and Heaven Too'.
Nice Girl?"
•The Letter'
'Blossoms In the Dust'
•Appointment for Love'

62
62
62
63
64
64
85
65
66
67

•Rebecca'

71

'New Moon'

A Motion

46
46

;

.

'Primrose Path'.'.

Ever To Be Released

'46

.

56
56
56

This Thing CaUed Love'
That Hamilton Woman'

DECCA Presents The
Most Unusual Album

.

They

Wanted'

No, No, Nanette'
Philadelphia Story'
'Love Crazy'

34
33
29

Answering the question WHY this
and WAY that, Dr. Gallup concludes

Irvtng Btriin hits from
sontftHonall/ succo*iful

his analytics with these words:
'It has often been assumed that It'
raales exercise greater influence than
males'on tHe choice of pictures, wives
pickiiig the pictures their husbands
are to see, etc. Here are the facts:
'Wbeni mixed couples attend to«
gether (girl friend with boy friend,

aro tncludod in this dIbMm.

Sung by tho start of tho show, with
«ccompanlmtnt by Bob Crosby's OrchosIro, John Scott Trottor and his Orchostro,
^tho Music Maids and Hal and tho Kon
Ocnby Stngort.
.

husband with
ter,

DECCA RECORDS
libi.-

59
59
59
59

41
41
41
41
41

It Started With Eve'
'The Little Foxes'

rev,?;.'!

61

."9

Penny .Serenade'
"My Love Came Back'

plcliiro

'61

.

'Charley's Aunt'

PARAMOUNT

now

62
62
62

•

3B
.->9

"I1>c Ramparts We Watch'..
'Typhoon' .........'.
.
'Ghost Breakers'
'The Boys From Syracuse'..
•Tl>ey Drive by Night"
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois'
.'In the Navy'
•I
Wanted WJnes'
-A Yank in the B.A.F.'

'Here

fOUR STARS TO

Paramount's

'

.-iB

'Toi>acco. Road'.^.
'Dive Bomber'
'Kc^p "Em FlylnB*

69
67
66
66
64
es

'.-^
'63

<0
38

retary'
4S
50
'Road to Zanzibar'
48
'Shadow of the Thin Man'... 49
'Honky Tonk'.'
'Weekend In Havana'
49
'Johnny Apollo'
50

o«€oiiipfln»m
for lh«lr ipp«dt

Tw«lv« of Hi*

''

37
o8
0>8

City'

'Strawberry Blonde'
'Torrid Zone'
'Hunchback of Notre Dame'.
'North West Mounted Police'
'Chad Hanna'
'The Great Dictator'
'Buck .Benny Rides Again'..
"That Night In Rio'
'They Met In Bombay'
'Life Begins for Andy Hardy'
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde'.;.
'Men of Boy's Town'
'Andy Hardy's Private Sec-

MARK SANDR^

In

'

"

.

48% dragged

female.

IRVIN©«r««»BERIIN

>

Fom;i)e. ^^ale.

For the mbst part Industi? opin- The Westerner'
ion hitherto held as to what is a The FIghtlfIg 6Sth'
women's picture and what Is a man's *Knute 'Rockne'..-;

is generally
correct as percentage
cited, below will show.
Interesting
sidelight on the poll shows that the
'Hartfy' series, which might fall, into
Friday, either or no particular sex bracket

FRED ASTAIRE

'

tuhose
females.

5!)

was predominaaflw

I'IOtCre.

.

BING CROSBV
on

similar performance of the
ct(c''e;tce

.

DECCA
mi

illustrates -the Gallup answers and
tends strictly to kayo previously
held conception of who goes to films,
bearing in mind that the nverage
b.o. per/onnonce of the S5 li,?ted pii
whose audience was predominantlv
male was greater than the average

•

,

Breakdown

fliows that there is a considerabte
of
variance in the sex cbmpositi
audiences according to special conditions found at the time survey

close scanning to the following ros>...
ter 'ot 114^ hit plx which graphically

'I..'

0<|1.'>

Is

etc.)

wife,-

brother with

much more
The net

sis-

-we find that the f^mal*

more often the chooser

o'f

the film.

But men attend the theatre
often than do
.

oIotic

women.

result Is that In 91 cases

out of every 100 the picture
by the male.'

Is

chosen
-

.

Wednesdaf, Angnet

Chi B.O.

8,

1942

PICTURE GROSSES

Smash on Weekends;

letter 4)zzie Nelson

Fme

First

(Subject to Change)

M

'Miniver3dWowWk.,31G,2Spots

Runs on Broadway
Week

of Aug. 6
of the

Astor— -The Pride

(RKO) (4th week).
(Reviewed in "Variety' July

Yan-

kees'

Capitol

.

— 'Tarzan's

N.Y. B.Oa in

OK Tempo; Hlfings Eagle

$50M

Bamet Husky

Plus

19

'Bride'

15)

New York

Adventure* (M-G).
(Reuletocd in 'Variety April 25)
Criterion
'Invisible
Agent'

Sweet 46G, Tankees 3d Fme $26,500

—

Chicago, Aug. 4.
Weekends continue to be tremendous and it Is merely a matter of
seating capacity on Saturday, and
Sunday in the loop. Kveiy available

(U)

(5).

(Reuieiced in current issue)

'Above am; $14,500,

Globe— 'Eagle Squadron' (U)
week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy* (WB) (11th week).
(Reviewed in •Variety' June 3)
Mnslo Hall
'Mrs. Miniver'
(M-G) (10th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' May 13)
(6th

Jersey City Topper

—

is warm- from openlhg witll
with a line in the lobby
Jersey City, Aug. 4.
•This Above AH,' playing the State,
ready to gobble up any empty seat,
Town, currently is jammed with 2,200-seater, Is the current boxoffice
power.
visitors and servicemen, with the
Estimates
for This Week
visitors in mostly to see friends or
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-40relatives in nearby camps or bases.
55-60)
'Her
Cardboard Lover'
Also, there is quite an influx of
weelcenders just to see the sights. (M-G) and 'Maisle Gets Her Man'
(M-G). Nice $15,000. Last week,
'Mrs. Miniver' continues to be the 'Married Angel'
(M-G) and 'Nazi
smash of the season, with holdouts Agent' (M-G), fairish $13,000.
regularly at both the United Artists
SUnley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-60-70)
and Apollo. Tortilla Flat' is also a
'Sgt. York'
(WB) "(reissue) and
long-run winner, being currently' in 'Mayor 44th St.' (RKO).
Hoping to
the Gatriclc on its sixth weelc in the get average $14,000, provided 'York'
loop. 'Kings Row' is riding along \ asn't milked dry
on previous visit
excellently In the State-Lake in its here. Last week,
'Big Shot' (WB)
fifth week and will go longer.
and 'Spitfire Sees a Qhosf (RKO),
Take a Letter' is a winner in the potent $16,000.
Chicago coupled with 02zie Nelson's
SUte (Skouras) (2,200: 30-35-5560-75)— -This Above All' (RKO).
band on stage.
Getting brilliant $14,500 and probEstimates for This Week
ably will hold. Last week, -Gold
Apolloi (B&K) (1,200; 35-SS-65-75)
—'Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk). In the Rush* (UA) and 'Are Husbands
Necessary' (Par), dismal $9,000.
third week, bn* the boxoffice re-

pew

lloshig,

—

—

Faramonnt—'Holiday Inn' (Par)

'

(5).

While the majoritiy of the down- Haiinting We WlU Go'
town New York first-runs have hold- one looks $8,000, good.

moved

State (Loew*s) (3,450; 39-44-55-75Charlie Barnet band, will do close to
(Col)
'Bride,' Roxy ten- 99-$1.10)— 'FUght Lieutenant*
$50,000, immense.
ant, is not quite in the exceptional and, on vauae biU, Barry Wood,"
class, 'but at $46,000 or belter Is SheUa Barrett, Jackie Miles, Georges
.

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
RIalto—'A-Haunting We Will
Go' (20th) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Varrety' July 2fl)
Boxy "They All Kissed the
Bride* (Col) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 3)
Strand—'Wings for the Eagle*
(WB) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 3)
Week of Aog. 13
Astor- 'The Pride of the, Yankees* (RKO) (5th week).

showing

fine strength.

Current holdovers are led by the
miracle picture, 'Mrs. Miniver,* now
in its ninth sock heat at the Music
Hall.
Within inches of the prior
(8th) week, it will get about $94,000
and. goes a 10th round. It can*t remain any longer diie to prior commitments and a desire on the part of
Metro to get the film rolling in the
N. Y. territory.
On the nine weeks ending tonight
(Wed.), the total gross should be approximately $916,000. It mav be a
Capitol— 'Tarzan's New York
long time until any picture, if ever,
Adventure* (M-G) (2d week).
can stay at the Hall this long and
action makes .( look like the first
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back'
roll up such a fancy gross. Nor is it
week; smashing through to great
^(Artkino) (15).
likely, in terms of gross, that the
$12,000 again, after big $12,000 last
same can be achieved in any other
Hollywood
"Yankee Doodle
week.
anywhere.
house
Dandy' (WB) (12th week).
Chlwgo (B&K) (4,000: 35-55-75)—
Paramount starts regular run of
Mnslc
Hall—
'Bambi' (RKO).
Take Letter' (Par) and Ozzie Nelson
'Holiday Inn' today (Wed.), follow(Reviewed•Variety'
irt
May
27)
band on stage. Strong combination
ing
special premiere last night
a
Paramount—
'Holiday
Inn'
(Par)
will ring the register for excellent
(Tuesday) for the benefit of the Navy
(2d week).
$44,000. Last week, 'Gentlemen West
Relief Society, with tickets scaled
Point' (20th) and Horace Heidt orch,
Boxy—"The Pied Piper' (20th)
from $1.10 to $5.50. With a large
fine $48,400.
(12).
stageshow assembled for the occaGarrlek (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
(Reviewed in "Variety' July 8)
sion by
Weitman, house was a
—'Tortilla' (M-G) and 'Night New
Strand- The Gay Sisters' (WB)
sellout for the one show, gross being
Orleans' (Par) (3d wk). Makes it
(M).
nearly $20,000. Tbe Skinnay Ennls
third week in this holdover spot and
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June' 3)
band and Ink Spots will be In the
doing fine with $6,000, better than
pitshow starting today (Wednesday).
ever, after having taken $5,900 last
Pittsburgh, Aug. 4.
"Pride of the Yankees' continues to
week.
Big noises this week are Sammy
do itself proud at the Astor, with the
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33- Kaye's band, teamed with 'Kid Glove
current third stanza looking to .end
4^-55-66)—'Old California' (Rep) and Killer,' at Stanley, and 'Mrs. Miniver,'
at avfancy $26,500, or better.
ReInternational Casino' unit on stage. cracking out sock second week at
mains here indefinitely.
Dropping to meek $17,000. Last Penn,
Now in Its 10th week at the roadweek,
wecR, iviiuon
Milton .uerie
Berle on stage scored
Reissue of 'Sergeant York' Is doing
show Hollywood, "Yankee Doodle
mightily with $23,300 despite weak fair but not spectacularly at Warner
Dandy'
continues
steady
and
agreea
flicker. Rubber Racketeers' (Mono)
and shifts to the Ritz 'Hiursday (6)
ably profitable pace. The ninth full
Paboe (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75) for. another seven days, while 'This
semester hit $17,500, only $1,000 beLady in Jam' (U) and 'Happened Above All' is winding up downtown
hind the prior stanza.
Flatbush' (20th) ( (2d wk). Going first-run satisfactoTio^ at Senator,
Capitol is not doing well with
for okay -$11,000 currently, after where it went after two-and-a-haltCleveland,
Aug.
4.
'Crossroads' on holdover at no. more
paving come up with good $15,400 week engagement at Harris.
Current biz only so-so outside of than about $18,000 and lets It go tolast week.
Estimates for This Week
•This Above All,' which is digging night (Wednesday), with 'Tarzan's
„B"OMveU (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-85Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 40-55- extra good dough for August at the N. Y. Adventure' slated to open to76)-Tar2an New York' (M-G) and 66)—
'Eagle Squadron' (U). Walter Hipp.
'Crossroads,' at, the State, is morrow.
Pacific ORendezvous'
(Col).
Fair Wanger picture reopens house Sat- doing
a good week.
The State is playing "Flight Lieu-S?2^l'' ^^^'^^ combination looks for urday (8) after little more than a
Estimates for This Week
tenant* -first-run- this week,_plus
$9,000 currently. Last week, 'Grand
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 35^0-45-55)— stageshow. Including Barry Wood,
Central' (M-G) and 'Bug Goes to month's shutdown. Prices hiked for
engagement,
first time this spot- has
'Ten
Gentlemen' (20th) (2d wk). Sheila' Barret, Jackie Miles and
Town' (Par) meant little at $7,100.
ever, advanced ifdmission scale for an Pretty fair $4,000 on moveover.
Georges
and Jalna. Idications point
Last
<2.700; 35-55-- attraction,.
big exploitation cam- week, 'Juke Girl' (WB) (2<i wk), to a take of $25,000, nice.
BR^*;?*"^''"
.85-75)—
'Kings ^i^P
Row' (WB) (5th wk). paign has an3
been under way for 10 $4,400.
Holling along
Estimates for This Week
grand style and days now.
.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-45$13,000
(Loew's)
currently,
Astor
°.*
(1,140; 55-e5-$1.10)
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)— 55)—'This Above AU*
f«n^
*'}F
following
hot $14,100 last week.
(20th). One of —'Pride of Yankees'- (BKO-Goldwyn)
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col).
Got off
(B&K-M-G) (l,700i slowly and pans didn't help any, but season's best war pullers, getting (3d wk). Holding up excellently,
iiq^?'^*,^/"^,'
85-55-M-75)
'Miniver' (M-G)
(3d heavy weekend, when biz boomefl away fast to swell $16,000. last week, this week (3d) looking $26,500, while
downtown,
helped 'Ten Gentlemen* (20th), just so-so the prior stanza (2d) "was $28,000.
Iion/w?'"^. ®^°°',P°'"8 *<» mammoth everywhere
waUoping $20,500 last enough to send picture to Senator to- $11,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.620; 35-55-89week
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-55) $1.10-$1.26)—'Crossroads' (M-G) (2dmorrow (5) for h.o. Should do around
Kissed Bride' (Col) (3d wk). Oke final wk). On the light side at no
•> •-»5j-|-$?,-eO©-fee7er-i» jeh- bettos-thoO"-:ws^
~at""$r500.'~'2Ssr"wee'lc, 'Jiike GfirT" more' than about ^reuOO. Last flrBek:
(RA-O)"
and
^ni-T
Dangerous Game' (RKO) (revivals) expected. Last week,- third of "This (WB) (2d wk), fairish $1,300.
'Tarzan's
(1st) was $26,000, okay.
Above All' (20th), nearly $4,000 in
*ew more months four days, okay.
PaUce (RKO) <3,700; 35-40-45-65- N. Y. Adventure' (M-G) moves in
fX*- J^^^
J^?^^- w""! theatre and
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-44-66) 70)—'Private Buckaroo' (U) plus tomorrow morning (Thursday).
by Franciscan —'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk). Lawrence Welk's orch on stage. Film
Criterion (Loew^s) (1,062; 35-44-55monastery and chapel. Holding up very well and should top panned and vaude department also 75)—'Invisible Agent* (U).
Opens
^on^l-j'*""
^''ese tevlvals all
Sticks for third week, first weak; not more than mild $15,000 in here today (Wednesday) following
$20,000.
Tight at Y^^Lo^
$4,000, following $5,300 last
time a picture has ever been held sight. Last week, 'Moontide' (20th) seven days of 'Pierre of Plains'
WC6iC,
got $8,500, okay. Bethat long at this house. Length of and Tommy Dorsey orch batted out a (M-G), which
hind that, -'Maisie Gets Her Man'
film, with entire bill running nearly great score, approximately $26,000.
Stat« (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-45-55) (M-G) (2d wk) did vety nicely at
three hours, preventing turnover necHepped up $9,000.
essary to do record-breaking biz, but —'Crossroads* (M-G).
'Ambersons/ J6,500,
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 33-55-75-85)
nobody's complaining with current by Lamarr-Powell names, lined up
—'Eagle Squadron* (U) (5th wk). Still
gross, or with sizzling $26,000 last for good $13,000 or bit better. Last
week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G), sour drawing 'em. tbis week (5th) appearNice in Montreal week.
ing close to $10,000, and goes a sixth.
Ritz (WB) (800: 30-40-55)—'Take $9,000.
Last
stanza (4th) struck $12,000.
Stlllman
Front'
(Loew's)
35-40-45(1,872;
Letter* (Par) and 'Russian
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.10»
Montreal, Aug. 4.
(Artkino). Doing just fair here after 55)—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (5th wk).
"Pu.
'Dandy*
(WB) (10th
A"-' at Loew's, played satisfactory weeks at Penn and War- Chugging along nicely toward $5,000 $1.65-$2.20)
tn W'SOO
«a In-^*"*^®
wk). Rolling in good profit and regross last week and wlU ner.
!?
'Front* added last week at on fifth sesh, after bagging $7,000 last
mains here indef; last week (0th)
currently for Warner, but, curiously enough, isn*t frame
?i?rKf„
was $17,500, close behind the presummer season.
°*
attracting much attention despite
"'I,
(8th)
week*s
'take
vious
of $18,500.
Estimates for This Week
emphasis on Soviet news in headPaUce (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55Patace (CT)
(2,700;
30-45-62)^ lines. Looks like $2,200 here. Last 'Spy
Quiet
65-75)—"This Above All' (20th) (2d
.Ambersons'
(RKO). week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G), which
pJintl?-"*"*
and 'Spitfire Sees Ghost'
*8.500. Last week, landed here via same route, got
$13,500 in Blah B'klyn run)
i**.
Crossroads*
(RKO) (Ut run), dualed. Headfaig
(M-G), $7,000 fine.
about $2,300.
Brooklyn, Aug. 4:
for $9,500, or over, good. Last week,
^f'P't*! ^ (CT) (2.700; 30-4?-62)Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-56)
Holdover dual at RKO Albee, 'Sergeant York' (WB) and 'Magnifi^ardboard
Lover' (M-G) and 'Pierre —'This Above All' (20th). Moveover
(M"G). Fair $5,500. Last from Harris should better $3,500, very 'This Above All' and 'Mexican Spit- cent Dope* (20th), both 2d run,
wpS*
fire Sees Ghost,' will' emerge with $9,200.
Last week, 'Fly By Night
oifi
S"il*'"^" West Point' (20th) good.
top
coin
this
stanza.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85Other
houses
Martindales' (20th),. good (Par) and 'Top Sergeant* (U), just a
99)—'HoUday Inn' (Par) and Skinso-so.
ISoOO
filler $2,100.
Estimates for This Week
nay Ennis band, plus Ink Spots on
ioew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66)—
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55) stage.
Opens today (Wednesday)
Sammy
and
(M-G)
Killer*
(20th)
Glove
(2d
wk).
'Kid
SLcu^L^YS^ 'ast
week, with fine Kaye's band.. Maestro bigger here —'This Above All* (20th) and 'Spit- following special Navy Relief preem
*'?JifS>''-^^'^.'"?.
fire Sees Ghost'
(RKO) (2d wk). last night (Tue.iday) at $1.10-$5.50,
VjOOO
in sight currently.
than ever and heading for fine $23,- Satisfactory
Last
$14,500,
week, which grossed nearly $20,000 on
(2,300; 30-40-52)- 000 or better. Cloudburst-downpour•Bl/^?.'^
preem. 'Priorities on Parade' (Par)
subsequent heat first-rate $20,000.
Si^kP^.* (WB). and 'Happened- in opening night and
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55)— and Phil Harris, Zero Mostel, Ann
Flatbush'
Sighting fair $4,000. hurt plenty, so heavy sugar is really
week 'MaUie Gets %Ian' (M-G) impressive. Last week, 'Maisie Gets ''Spy Ship* (WB) and True to Army* Miller, closed second short week yesterday afternoon at 2 p.m. at $34,000,
(Par).
Quiet
$13,500.
Last
week.
alEnnls,
Skinnay
Man' (M-G) and
^'""^^'
" '^
'York*
(WB) and 'Was Framed' while initial seven -days was $49,000,
$3,500
right $20,000.
substantial profit.
(2d wk), okay $11,000.
30-40-60)Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)— (WB)
•IlMl''?.^«'°/Jr,<i\ "•"00:
Badio City Music Hall (RockefelMet (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)
Picture was.obvi(WB).
and
York*
/"^^
'Winter
'Sgt.
CarBivp}.9i?I^
(UA) (reissues). Weak $1,700. ously milked in downtown sector —'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and 1 e r s ) (5,945; 44-55-85-99-$1.65
r =Xf
'Cardboard Lover' (M-G). Fairish 'Miniver' (M-G) and stageshow (9th
'^"'"'''^
<^^^' originally, even coming back to $14,000. Last week, 'Married an wk). This one is still here and it'll
several
5:?or$2!oo6.
Cinema
Art
small-seat
another week, too; currently,
stay
Beds*
Twin
(UA),
Angel*
(M-G)
and
ago for extended run.
ao^dn^.S?'?. (France-Film) (2,500; montths
on ninth stanza, the gate should
de.Feu' and 'L'lnno- Hardly likely to better $5,500 here, so-so $14,000.
c2;t.^^-V".
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40- show $04,000, remarkable pull, while
cent.
Best in sight will be $3,000, only fair, but moving nevertheless to
50-55)— 'Husbands Necessary' (Par) the eighth was $96,500. For the nine
continuance.
for
(6)
Thursday
Last
week,
Ritz
'Mensonge
5Ti'"''^8h.
St Nina
the gross to
(Par), and 'Submarine Raider' (Col) (2d weeks this brings
Petrovna' and 'La BatalUe Last week, 'Take Letter'
Sf,
Russian wk). Passable $12,000. Last week, around $916,000.
f^e^cieuse,' $3,700, good summer moved from Pehn, and
Elallo (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—'Ai'attractive $16,000.

—

—

—

—

$23,000

and Jalna. Film here first-run and
with aid of stageshow will account
for take of about $25,000, sturdy.
Last week, 'Married an Angel* (M-Cr)
(2d run) and the Ray Herbeck orch,
plus Adelaide Moffett and RusseU
,

Swann,

,

INPHT

Whiteman Plus

lover Huge 17G

Omahas Leader

^b

'ABOVE ALL' BIG

,

.

IdGINCLEVE.

—

$21,000, fair.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85-09.
$1.10)—'Wings For Eagle' (WB) and
CharUe Barnet. Smashing through
for near to $50,000, extra fine, and
holds over. Last week, second for
'Big Shot' (WB), Jerry Wald orch
and Judy Canova, $32,000, oke.

.

KAYTmiER'
HNE

Thi«
Last week,

(20th).

two new big business-getters "Tombstone'

(Par) did $6,000, fair
in during the past week. On .enough.
the whole, grosses are hitting an enBoxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-85tirely
satisfactory stride for this 99)— 'They All Kissed Bride' (Col)
time of the year.
and stageshow. Started strongly and
'Wings For the Eagle' and 'They will end that way at $46,000 or betAll Kissed the Bride' are the fresh ter, holding over. Last week, second
entries, both of which will 6arn h.o.s. for "This Above AU* (20th) on moveFormer, at the Strand with the over, $45,000, big.
overs,

'

Omaha, Aug. 4.
Paul Whiteman's band and show
plus 'Her Cardboard Iiover' are go*.
Ing great at the Orpheum *and headed
for at least $17,000. Other sensation
Is 'Mrs. Miniver* single-featured at
the Omaha, doing nice in its second
week. Brandels, too, has a holdoverwith 'The Gay Sisters' and 'Joan Of
Ozark.'

Estimates tor This

Orphenm

Week

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-40.

55-65)—Paul Whiteman band show
and 'Cardboard Lover* (M-G). Smash
$17,000 at least Last week, 'Gentlemen from Point' (20th) and 'Wolf
Man* (U), $7,200 at 15-30-44 scale,
pretty good for straight pics.

Omaha

(Trlstatw) (2,000; 11-30-44)

—'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G) (2d wk);vFine
$0,800 after a healthy opening
week
r
at $7^00.

.

m

-

•

,
'

—

'

—

—

ShipVArmy*

.

/HI

.

Front' (Artkino), around $6,000.

—

Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025-35-40)—'Gay Sisters' (WB) an'd
'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) (2d wk). Nice
$4,500 after a great onening week of
$5,800, big

money

in this house.
(1,400; -11.20-30)

Towii (Goldberg)

—'Prairie. Guns Smoke' (Col), "Hellzapoppln' (U), ?Top- Sergeant' (U),
triple spUt with 'Robbers of Range'
(RKO^-iBombay -GMppei'-<«);'- and
'Roamin' to Texas' (Mono).' 'Juke
Box Jenny' (U). 'North of Klondike'
Around $800, ordinary.' Last
(U).
week, 'Sundown Jim' (20th), 'Ellery
Queen's Case' (Col), 'Moonlight .HawaU' (U), triple spilt with 'K. C, Cyclone' (Rep), 'Swing It Soldier' (U),
and 'Wanderers West' (Mono), 'Paris
Calling'
'Shanghai Gesture'
(U),

(UA), light $700.

'Miniver' Record $7,000

In Lincoln and

Getis

H.O.

Lincoln, Aug.

4.

'Mrs. Miniver' broke aU attendance
records for the Lincoln in Its. first
week, with a chance that the gross of
$7,000 may be topped the second session. Chlco Marx's band was -sensational for the two-day stay, doing
$3,000 at 5Sc top. House full both
days.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
30-44-55)-'Mrs.
Miniver"
(M-G).
Terrific $7,000, and hew record here.
Will stay for another week.
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par)' (!,•
236; 10-20-30)—'Ghost Frankenstein'
(U) and 'Hope Schuyler' (20th). Average $1,100. Last week, 'Men of
Texas' (U) and 'Sunny Side' (20th),
below average $1,000.
State (Noble-Overman) (986; 10-

25-30)—'She's in Army' (Mono) and
•Get

Last

Tough* (Mono).
Oke $1,100.
'Rubber
Racketeer^*
week,
and 'HUlbiUy - BUtzkrleg*

(Mono)

(Mono),

$1,200.

Stnart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
30-44-55) Chico Marx band on stage
with 'Night New Orleans' (Par). Exceptional $3,000 In two days. Last
week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G), good

—

$3,100.

VarsUy

(Noble-Overman)

(1,100;

10-30-44)—'Friendly Enemies' (UA).
Last week, 'Big

Not so good $1,800!
Shot' (WB), robust

$2,700.

-

.
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T. Dorsey Lifts Dr.

B way taNew Peak

In Philly. 41G; 'MiniTer' Big
Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
like its nitery

Philly's film row,
belt,

Each weekend

jumpin'.

is

New

beginning to resemble

is

Year's

Eve with

so rnany^ diversion seekers
on the loose id midtown and unable
to get out of town because of gas
rationing. War workers and government employees with money jingling In their pockets are jamming
the film palaces.
Indicative of the spending spree is
the amazing take being rolled .up by

Tommy
.

band

Dorsey's

Dr.

and

Broadway* at the Earle. An alltime high of $41,000 is in sight Also
.in on the golden flood is 'Mrt.
Miniver* with a sock $32,500. 'Blue
Horizon* is also plenty forte.
Estimates far Tkb Week
Areadto (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57-Heap Wild Wind' (Par.>
(2d run) (3d wk). StiU going strong

68-75)

11^

St. Lotiis.

Ulasquerade'-Bguid Hot $2^000

14G

Loo; 'S<|Bailron'

Aug.

MVER'

sturdy $16,500.

Ambassador (F&M)
60)

ABOVE

— 'Eagle

(3.000; 40-50-

We

and

(U)

Squadron*

IN

Stand' (20th). Sluggish
opening doesn't indicate better than

United

ALL'

M

17G

F»x (F&M) (5,000: 3a-l6-50>—"Big
(WB) and 'Flight Lieutenant

Shot*

A

lusty liejOOO for this
Last weA. 'Blue Horizon'
(Par) and 'Great Man's Lady* (Par).
Huge surprise for a wow $22,000.
BOsmzi (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)
—'Blue Horizon* - (Par) and 'Great
Man's Lady (Par). Moveover from
the Fox should gross $7,000. Neat
Last week, 'Wings for Ea^e' (WB)
and 'Ship Spy' (WB), finished with
$6,500, just above average.
(Col).
dualer.

Minnifapolis,' Aiig. 4.

"Mrs.

from the

Miniver'
field this

Indianapolis, Aug.

The town

is

4.

boom week

enjoying .a

in spite of season's worst heat wave
with Horace Heidt's band show and

'Moonlight Masquerade' at the Circle,
and Ulrs, Miniver* at Loew's draw
ing top attention.
Heidt looks a
dncfa for « qiectacular $25,000 oh
hls' annual visit, best since Kay
Kyser'a
record-brealdng
$34,000

Week last mcMith. 'Miniver* is Irving
.up to high expectations with $17,500
'With biggeat opening at Loew's since

>

.

'Boom Town.'
Ifctt— tea ler TIks Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600: 30-40-

55>—"Moonlight Magquernde' (Rep)
wii^ Horace Heldt band show on
staice. Heidt combo pulling strong,
'

MPLS.

$14,000.

HUB

BIG 25a

h

Despite Heat; INmiver' 17G

4.

'Mrs. Miniver* hung up an all-time
record when it entered into its fifth
consecutive week at Loew's. last

we^

is ninnine away
wedt Hardly any

picture has come here hiore widely
mralded, better exploited and so
strongly praised. Fact -^at the picture is li-ving up to advance notice is

with p^oqwct for 'extra big $25,000.
'week, Sammy Kc^e band with
"Dr. Broadway* (Par), fine $17,800.
IMlan (Katz-DoUe) (3;2flD; 28-3344)-^'Ga3r Sisters* (WB) and "Spy

LaA

Ship* (WB). Average $8,000. Coinedo'wn from excellent $12,000 at
sligUly tilted prices with 'Eagle

S^udron* (U)

last

week.

KeWs

(Ind) (1,200; 28-44)— "Calling All Sfar3"on stage with 'Escape
Boston, Aug. 4.
F^om Crime* (WB). Well paced,
likely to mean a new- boxoBice smartly 'varied vaudeville und«- unit
Sloppy weather and lots of it kept
record at the State, with sock 17,000. heading, standard $4,000 in four-day
business at top speed this wedc with
•Fine product is bringing in a run. Last
'Escape Hong Kong'
'Mrs. Miniver.' at the State and
stream Of ^ctistomer shekels to the (U) and 'Surprise Party" on siage,
boxoffice. There are two holdovers
Orpheum, making the loudest noise,
$3,900.
St. LoaJs (F&M) (4.000; 30-40)— currently, 'Kings Row' and "This
sockeroo $06,000 for both spots.
Loew's
(Loew's)
(2,450; 34-45-55)
and
third
Magnificent Ambersons,' given a 'Murder Big House' (WB) aiul 'Bul- Above All,* in their second
Vra. Miniver" (M-G). Playing to
depremiere hypo at the Memorial, is let Scars' (WB). Good $5300. Last weeks, respectively. Both have
town's top picture business, with
'Favorite Blonde' (Par) and livered magnificently.
satisfying,
generally
whOe "This week,
lus^ $17,000 in prosjpect and no
'Gentlemen
from
Point'
(20th), fair
for
TUs
Week
Estiautes
Above All' at the Met is catching a
$4,000.
.
AsUr (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)— signs of let-down. Prices advanced
neat, $25,000.
big sur'Tough As Come' .(U) and 'Whispea'- a trifle. I.ast week proved
A Coast Guard demonstration
Aning Ghosts* (20th). Good $2,Q00 for. prise vrith $10,000 for 'Married
over the weekend pulled a formidShof (WB) (2d wk),. good $12,500.
five
days indicated. Last week, gel' (M-G) and 'Maisie (Tets Man'
karltM .(WB) (1.066;- 35-46-57-68) able crowd, theatres catching the
real draw.
'Bute!. Minds Baby' (U>< and 'Grand (M-G), latter being
«
'CJentlemen-from Point' (20th) (2d overflow.
Lyiie (Katz-DOUe) (1350; 40-44Central Murder' (M-G) split with
run).
Eitteates for TUs Week
Good $5,000. Last, week,
55)—
Single
MartinSquadron'
Roget'
and
'Mad
'Eag;ie
(U),
'Marie
(U)
(BKO) (3,200; 30-44-55'Married Angel' (M-G) okay $6,000
dales' (20th), an first-runs, big $3,000 featured with -prices hiked a notch,
60>—'Broadway* (U) and 'Sing Worfor secondjweek of initial run.
in tune days.
in line for' good $5,000 on moveover
Keltfe's (WB). (2,220( 35-46-57-68) ries AwayT (RKO) (2d wk).
Ceirtiuy (P-SV (1.600; 30-40-50)— after excellent week at Indiana. Last
—'Big Shof (WB) (2d run). Keep- a corking $11.000' on holdover. Saime
'Kings Row' CWB) (moveover from week, 'Take Letter' (Par) and "Night
ing up good work with .$5,500.' Last bill last week, super $14^000.
p>rospect. Last New Orleans' (Par), fair $4,200.
State). Fine $5,300
week, Tortilla Flat' (M-G) fine
Ttmwjcr (M
P) (1,373; 30,44-60)
week, 'This Above AU' (20th) (2d
$5,000 for second run.
'Take a Letter* (Par)' and %enry,
wk). big $5,300.
Stooley (WB) (2;91«; 35^57-68- Dizzy'
Brought over from
Gopher (P-S) (1.000; 28-30)—
75)—'Mrs. Bliniver' (M-G). Biggest Met for(Par).
okay $6,500. Last week,
Hard for
Paces
'Annie Rooney' (UA).
thifig that's bit here for years with 'GunJIire' (Far) and-JIokey' (M-G),
SLirlev Temple to make come-back,
^
solid $92,500. assurinr long stay.' wasted away to $4,500.
although film is liked and will get
Fins; 'StarilistV
Last week, 'Gentlemen frmn Foinf
Kettk McaariA-tSKO) (2,900; 30Iha $4;000. L.ast week, 'Favorite Spy'
Washington,
4.
Aug.
(20th), fair $14,000 plus $1,800 for 44-55-60)—'MagniOcent
Ambersons'
Keith's,
by reserved-seat (RKO), fair $2,900.
extra Sunday showing at farle.'
(BKO) and 'Juke Box Jenny' (U). opening ,onhelped
Orpkenm (P-S) (2300; 30-40-50)^
'Pride of the "Yankees,*
Stwira (WB) a,457; 35>-46-S7-e8) Neither fish
fowl-at $1«,000, but
'Saboteur' (U). Thriller helped by
—Saboteur' (U> (2d" wk). Look^ not at all bad. Last week, 'Eagle win. ring' np a walloping $20,000: This spies' trial and timeliness. Should
like satisfhctorr $6,500 after hangup Squadroo' (V) and '"You're Telling is great for this comparatirniy small- get only modest $5,500. Last week,
Kansas City, Aug. 4.
seater. Martha ttaye, beading vaude$12,000 for- ihitialer.
Me' (U> (3d wk). great $17,000, and ville with 'Jadcass Mail,* at the Cap- "Syncopation* (RKO) and Ozzie NelTheatre attendance is on the better
above expectations.
son band and Harriet Hilliard
itol, win have
^lid seven' days. stage, reached very big $17,500 on
average. Nothin>! outstanding
MctiavalMaa Ctil
at side of
P) (4.389; 30- 'This Above All' astill
is clicking well
in the way of grosses, but several
44-55^)—This Above .All' (20th) on itqr second week at tiie Palace. tilted scale.
'Big Sbot' Hefty
30-40-50)— films are holding' up well. 'Eagle
Stale
and 'Happened in Flatbuah' (aoth)..
(P-S)
(2,400;
Earle, with 'Gay Sisters' and mild, 'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G). Year's most
(bruising for a smooth $2S.00O. last
Squadron* stays for a third week in
week. Take Letter* -<Par) -and vaudeville show, also has a bumper eagerly awaited pi<Aure, smash box-.
Seattle; HiiiYer'
ofnce here. Doors open at 9:45 ajm. the Esqoire'and Uptown, at advanced
'Henry, Dizzy' tPar), $19,000, noth- week' in 'prospect.
estimates for This Week
dai^ instead of customary 11 ajn. prices, plenty unusual.
ing startling.
Orpfeeam (Loew) (?,900; 40-65f^apUol (Loew) (3,434: 28-39-44-66) Packing 'ein in and skyrocketing toOf the new bills 'Flight Lieut&ii'ward record $17,000.
Last week, anf toppint! the Orpheum bill and ^
70)-7-^&3. Miniver' (M-G). Hitting
'Jackass Mail' (M-G>, .with vaude
'Kings Row' (WB>. very big $13,000. 'They AU Kissed the Bride' both are
.... „.
_ ... s^jttie,. Aue: •4.--' a tenjftc |38>.l)M,^t advanced jgf.ices
for a record. Last week, Tarzan's 000. excelleit
fcotttbo
Last week, 'Malsie ^tVWWJnPar)- (1,100; 30-4(h)^'Gal jSgu'reT fairly" good;
.'Big Shot', at .the Orpheum, 'Blue.
First
Sal'
(20th),
neighborhood
N. Y. Adventitte' (M-G) and -Kid Gets Man' (M-G), with Vaughn Monof Gene Autry's 'Stardust oC the
Horizon' at the :t|^inount, and
showing and heading for good $3,700. Sage* and Bowes stage, unit keeils.
Glove Kmer* (Cbl>. hefty $20,000.
roe's baiid on 'stage. Blistering; $31,holdover' of 'Mrs. Miniver' i^t-' the
Last wedc. Take Letter' (Pav). first thejjrieC: up.tp 5pc top, and getting
(M P) (IJOO; 30-^ 000, and hricdce oiieDlng. day's attendFifth Averiuie'aire'aUmtmg'the'ihbst
'
nabe showing, -good $3,200.-60)—
TSke
a Letter'
sati^Sactory play.
(Par),
and
ance
record.
attehtion curriently.
'Miniver' was 'Henry
W«rM (Par-SteSes) (350; 30-40Diz?y* (Par>.
In from the
Eatbaates far Thb Week
held a second, week at. the Fifth Met
Colubis (Loew) (1,234; 29-44)— 50-55)—This' Above AU' (20th).
and clicking, in a..small way
while the run at the Paramount was ait
'Take a Letter* (Par). On way to Moved here after big fortnight at
Eiqaire and Vpiowh (Fox Mid$12,500.
La.st week. 'Gun tor
concluded
after
initial
sniart $6,000. Last
session Hire' (Par) and
'Moontide' State and Century. Trim $3,500 in west) (820 and 2.043: 11-40-55)—
'Mokeiy* (M-G),
though business ajiparently justified fair
Squadron' (U) (3d wk). Un(20th), ditto.
'Eagle
prospect.
"Suicide
Last
week,
$11,000.
a second ses^on. Will get smash
usual for a third stanza here but still
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)— Squadron' (Rep), good $3,000.
State (Locwl (3.600: 40-65-70)—
$13,000 in second stanza at Fifth •BIrs.
pleasing at around $6^00, after last
Miniver'
Slightly 'Gay Sistos' (WB) with vaudeville.
Avenue slightly below, the first upped prices on on(M-G).
week's bullish $8,000 and opening
beam
for thump- Trim $32,000. Last wedc, 'AH Kissed
week. Opening week at both houses, ing
wedc's sodc $15,000.
Last week, "Tsrz^'s Bride* (Col) with vaude, satisfactory
$28,000.
close to $27,000; represents all-time N. Y.
Menpliis
Midland (Loew's) (3.500; U-30-44)
Adventure' (M-C)-and Had $20,000.
record in town.
- 'All
and
Kissed
Bride'
(Col)
Glove Killer' (Col), oke $15,000.
Keith's'. (RKO) (1,830: 40-55-75)—
Opening and closine hours for
'Martin Eden' (Col), l airish $8,400.
Tramiux (Translux) (900; I7-2S- 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO). Good
Biz Hot; '€aj Sisters,'
doyvntown stores were staggered this 44-55)— 'They Raid By
week, Tarzan's N.^ Y. AdLast
(PRC) opening ballyhoo with reserved seat
week in all-ciiy campaign to elimin- and "Great Guy' (WB).Night'
venture' (M-G) and 'Sweethearts
Slecner for premiere at ft. 10 for all locations.
ate peak loads on street bus system, hefty
rieet' (Col), $8,000.
'Above iUl' (8,000
$6,000.
Last week, 'Rubber Slightly tilted 'scale promises to reach
and new system apparently will Racketeers' (Mono) and 'Lost PaNewman (Paramount) (1.900; 11$20,000 ftor eight days, sensational.
'
help the b.o.
trol' (RKO).. good $3,000.
30-44)—'Talie Letter* (Par) (2d wk).
Last week, 'Magnificent .Ambersons'
EithBatcs tor This Week
Memphis, Aug. 4.
Carrying' along nicely after strong
Blae Mense (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Trade and the weather continue to first week for $6,000. Last week,
(850; 30-40-58)— Take Letter* (Par)
be torrid. Bullish trend felt particu- $10,000, strong.
and 'Sweater Gn:l' (Far) (5th wk).
Oi*hc«B (RKO) (1.600; 11-30-44)
larly in terrific biz fc
Good $3,600. Last week, same two
"This Aliove
$21,()i)()
—'Flight Lieutznant* (Col) and 'Meet
$3,900, big.
All' and 'Gay Sisters' at Loew's State
Stewarts' <Col). Pair from-(7olutnbia
FlfUi Aveue (H-E) (2,349. 30-40and
the Maico respectively;
unusual in here, but eood at $8300.
58)—'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G) (2d wk).
Last
week. 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Old
In
its
third
week
Malco,
at
the
Stupendous $13,000.
Last week,
socko, $13,500, slightly ahead of
'Mrs. Miniver*
still
commands a California' (Rep), nice $7,000,
T«rcr (Joifee-Fox) (2,110; 11-30Paramount theatre.
healthy figure. Will have done close
50)—'Stardust on Sage' (Rep) with
Uberty (J
vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)
to $25,000 in three weeka when its Powes All-Girl revue on stage, hold—'Old California' (H^) and 'Blondie
flrst-run comer to an end Thursday ing up 50c iirice level in effect here
Detroit, Aug. 4.
Victory* (Col).
'Submarine Raider' (Col) and Tough
Big $6,700.
Last
(B).
for last several weeks. Getting reweek, 'Flight lieutenant' (Col) and
Following solid runs last week, De- as Come* (U>, choice $a,0OO.
Malco .has only a so-so split week sults from Autry and Bowes show,
'Returned
r«x (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65)
to
Life*
(Col),
nice troit is strong on the holdover si^
w'.th 'Flight Lieutenant' and^ 'Meet pleasing $0,000. Last week, 'Friscn
enough $6,300.
ctixrently, unusual for the season. —This Above All' (2Qth) and "Plytog
the
Stewarts.'
Lil' (U) with Pai;(l Whrtc^ian band
M«sle B«x (H-E) <800: 30-40-58)
Michigan .wiQ be out In front .this With Music* (UA> (2d wk). Great
on stage at same scale, only six days
BiUautcs for Thb Week
'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and 'Happened week, .'with plenty of strength, in $17,000 following a big $24,000 last
in Flatbush' (20th) (Sd wk).
Only "Beyond Blue Horizon' and ^'ster
WarMT (WB) (2,000: 10-33-44)— ftr one of best grosses in months,
getfa'ng mediocre S3,700.
MirhiiaB (United Detroit) (4,000; Gay Sisters' (WB). Heavy cam- $13,000. Also slightlv over expectaLast week, v.* Only other fresh bill is 'at the
tions.
these two, swell $4,700.'
Adams, usual switch-over house, 50-65) ^Blue Horizon' (Par) and paign and rave notices are upping
Mule BaU (H-E) (800; 30-40-58)— which is oJc. with 'Parachute Nurse' 'Mister
(UA).
Sturdy $21,000. this to about $8,000, terrific. Last
•Real Glory" (UA) (Reissue) and and 'Men of Texas.'
Last week, 'Our Life* ("WB) and 'Al- week, 'Old California* (Rep), $5,000, with inevitable 'Mrs. Miniver* com•Spitfire at Sea* (RKO). MUd $4,700,
ways in Heart* (WB) (2d wk), strong swell.
parison. But will grab healthy $S,000
Fox
is taking a big second week on
Last week, 'Syncopation' (RKO)
$16,000 tacked onto $23,000 in first
Maleo (Lightman) (?300; I0-3?-44> anyway. Last week, 'Tarzan's New
and 'Falcon Takes Over* (RKO) (2d This Above All' and 'Flyfaig With stanza.
Lieutenant" iCaV), three York.* (M-G), $4,200. all right
'Fligfxt
Music,' whilk the Palms-State took
wk), forte $2,500 in four. days.
Falnu-State (United Detroit) (3,- days, and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col)', four
SirmmA (Lightman) (1.000; 10-22'In This Our Life' and 'Alway.s
_^Orpkem (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)— over
50-65)—'Our Life' (WB) and 'AI- days. Weak split-weeker for only 33) 'Blue Horizon' (Par) (2d rim),
in My Heart'- from the Michigan. 000;
•Big Shot' (WB) and 'Mad Martinin Heart' (3d wk). Pair moved $4,200. Last week, 'All Kissed Bride' three days; 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par)
ways
Exceptionally strong biz on 'Ship
dales' <20th).' Superb $9,500.
Last Ahoy'
from
(Col), $7,300, big.
Michigan
look
for
fair
a
$11,000.
(2d run), one day; 'Atlantic Convoy'
and 'Fingers at the Window'
-week. 'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk) and
Palace (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)— (Col), and 'Remarkable Andrew'
keeps this combo on at the United Last weA,' 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Spit•Fraoied' (WB), nifty enough $6,200.
fire Ghost* (RKO), nice $12,000.
'Mrs. Miniver'
(M-G) (3d wk). (Col), three days. Good $1,800. Last
falomar (Sterling) (1,350: 23-36- Artists.
United Aitlsia (United Detroit) Stnitiier stuff strutthf to $4,500, week, 'Gal Sal' (20th) ~ (2d run),
BstlMatci fM- Thb Week
B8>—'^hrivate. Buckaioo' (U) and
(2,000- 50-65)—'Ship. Ahoy* (M-G) which is not. third week. hay. Last three days; 'Kennel Murder Case'
.'Rubber Racketeers' (Mono), plus,
AdaiH (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)— and 'Fingers at Window* (M-G) (2d week, ditto h.o., $7,300, sockeroo.
("WB reissue), one day; Three Sons
vaiide. Ofce $7,800. "Lasi week, give 'Parachute Nurse' (C(^) and 'Men of wk).. Fme $I2ilOO coming after big
State OOoew) ' (2,600; 10-33-44)- GunsT (WL) and 'SOS Coast Guard'
Zasu Pi'tts; in person on stage and in Texas' (U). Good $7,500. Last week, $17,000 last week.
(Rep), $1,700, nice.
'TTiis Above AU' (20thK Critics spUt

(WB)
—Earie
'Dr. Broadway'

(2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

.

o

St

$16,000 Tepi

'Aunt Enuna' (Mono) credit for Thursday (30) by bemg the first film (RKO) (2d wk). M«at $8,500 In six
Excellent
house attendance record, building to at pop prices to pla^ more than four days Of second week.
in a local cinema. Rex Wil- Orson Welles feature got strong
marvelous $11,000. Other film on
liams; manager of Loew's, estimates $20^000 on engagement
dual bill was 'Top Sergeant* (U).
MetropoUtan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) 215,681 payees attended in the first
'San 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) (2d wk). On
—'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'Dr. four weeks and easily pa "wingweeks
second sesh, nice $6,500. Last week,
Broadway' (Par). Anticipated $9,- Francisco- that played four
Last week, 'Miniver' in 1936.
sturdy $8,000.
OOOt strong.
Ambassador, aft^r being dark for
Mace (Loew) (2,242; '28-65)—
(M-G) landed wonderful $13,300.
ol
'A'
due
to
lack
weeks
several
30-40BMMTclt (Sterling) (800;
This Above All.* WinnerTtrom the
58)—'Juke Girl* (WB) (3d wk). product, relighted Friday (31) with start and should clock $16,000 on seclOc scale tilt.
Moveover from Orpheum, going to 'Eagle Squadron' at this
week. Last week, same picture,
ond
new spot, grabbed
well in
terrific $23,000, slightly over
good $3,200. Last week, 'This Our Not doing so
but win hit $14,000 or better.
expectations.
Life* (WB) {4th wk), big $3,600.
Estimates for TUs Week
WiDler CardcB (Sterling) (800; 2030)_-rwin Beds' (UA) and 'Wild
Loew'a (Loew) (3472: 30-40-50)—
Ex- Mrs. Miniver* (M-G) and shorts (5th
Bill Hidtok' (WB). (3d run).
Last week, 'Court- wk). Has ' gleaned $75,000 in four
cellent $2,900.
ship Hardy' (M-G) and Saboteur' weeks and is sure of strong $13,500
for the fifth session. Last week,
(O) (3d run>, okay $2,600.

—

with hangup $4,000. 'Gk>ne With
Wind' (M-G) starts second run at
pop prices, Friday (7).
B»yd (WB) (2,569); 35-46-57-68)—
(RKO).
Ua^oificent
Ambersons'
Meagre- $12,500. Last week, 'Above
WUl* (20th) (3d wk), wound up third
sesh with bright $13300 in nine days.

'Big Shot'

(Par) with Tommy
Dorsey's ordiestra on stage. Alltime records at- this house likely to
be broken with smashing $41,000,.
more than $5,000 ahead of previous
high set by Brother Jimmy's band
a couple of weeks ago. Ls^ week,
•Old California'
(Rep) plus -Bill
Robinson and Ella Fitzgerald's band,
neat $25,000.
Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-57-68)—
•Blue Horizon* (Par). Okay $14,000
plus fairish $1,500 for extra Sunday
showing at Eafle. Last week, 'Big
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'Wings Eagle'

S,

1942

Ace Filmer

mS

in Frisco,

PICTURE GROSSES
FOR EAaE' HIGH

FUER

$22m 'Bad Men -Faith
San Francisco, Aug. 4.
new combo vaude-picture

A

bill.

Very nice

Most

$10,000.

Congo' (U).

'

(2d wk), $17,700, great._
'

Orphenm

(Blumen'feld) (2,440; 5065)— 'All Kissed Bride'.. (Col) and
'Call for Ellery Queen" (Col). Bringing bright $12,500. Lasi>week, 'Eagle
Squadron' (U) and 'Aloout Face'
(UA) (5th wk), closed at strong
$8,700, surprising for fifth sesh.

Paramount. (F-WC)

65)—'Blue

.

(2,470;

35-40-

(Par)

and

Horizon'

'Murder Big House' (WB) (2d wk).
Last week,
fast at $14,000.
Still
$19,000. hefty.
St. Franols (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4055)—'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and
'Old California' (Rep) (moveover).
This one will clip oR $7,500 for its
second ^week on. Market street. Ijast
week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G) 'and
'Fingers at Window' (M-G) (move-'
.

over), $8,000, big.
United Artlrts (UA-Blumenfeld)
'Annie llooney'
(1,100; 35-40-55)
(UA) and 'Blondie's Blessed Event'
(Col) (2d wk),- The second round is

—

.

up

holding

$9,200, less
:

to $7,200.
Last week,
than expected.

(F-WC)

Warfleld-

(2,650; 35-40-S5)

Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk).
They love 'Miniver' in Frisco, and
imash $20,000 is in sight for second
week. Last week, $25,1)00, terrific.
Tjvoll (Blumenfeld) (1,590; 45-50)
'Bad Men Texas' (U), and stage
show starring Faith Bacon. This
theatre reopened as a combo house
to a very big $10,000.

—'Mrs.

—

'Kissed Bride'

Oke 8iG
Aug.
is

4.

going

to 'Eagle Squadron' at the Rialto,
Prices have been slightly upped for
this 'Strongly exploited war pic playing soIq and lines were in evidence

over 'the weekend. "Mey All Kissed
the Bride' and 'Submarine Raider' at
Loew's State also is doing fairly
well.

'

Because the downtown houses are
taking care of all the biz they can
handle, nabe b.o. take is up. Thermometer has hovered over the nineties for the last week or more, but
has caused no slackening in the pace.
Estimates for This Week

Brown
(1,400;

— Avenue-Loew's)
'Blue Horizon*

(Fourth

15-30-40)

(Par) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par). First
film is garnering sweet moveover biz
at $3,000. Last week, 'This Above
All' (20th), single-featured moveover
from Rialto, good $2,500.

—Kentucky
'Pulham'
'

(Switow)

(M-G)

(1,250;

and

15-25)
for

'Gun

(Par), split with 'Feminine
touch' (WB) and 'Courtship Hardy'
(M-G). Bettering average for $1,900.
week.
Hire'

Last
'Honky TonK (M-G) and
Tuttles Tahiti' (RKO), satisfactory

$1,800.

Loew's Stote (Loew's)t (3.300; 1530-40)—'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and
'Submarine Raider' (Col), (jetting
heavy play from femnies, and turnIng in strong biz. Probably satisfactory $8,500.
Last week, 'Mrs.
Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk), ended a
local run which created plenty of
comment, catching oke $6,500.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)— 'Big Shot' (WB) (2d wk).
•

Single-featured for excellent $3,000
after last week's potent $5,000.
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 1840-48-60)
'Eagle
Squadron'
(U).
Prices slightly elevated for this
single-feature engagement. Film was

—

given tremendous exploitation and
b.lz 13 plenty strong. (Capacity houses
were the rule from opening and
throughout the weekend. Indications
are for plenty of coin, probably big
$13,000. Last week, 'Blue Horizon*
^""^ 'Sweater Girl' (Par), nice
$9 000

»A*I»"* (Fourth Avenue)

(3,400; 15-

California' (Rep) and
Moonlight Masquerade' (Rep). House
IS enjoying an
upturn in biz. and
current week is shaping up okay at
Last week. 'Gunga Din'
(RKO) and 'King Kong' (RKO) (reissues), great $5,000.
S?;*''^r-'01d

Over' (RKO).
Nice $6,900.
Last
week, 'Take Letter' (Par) and 'Happened in Fiatbush' (20th) (4th wk),

grand

Week

Century (Loew's-UA)

—

28-35-40-55-60)

(3,000;

17-

Miniver'

'Mrs.

(M-G). Biggest thing here in moons
and at slightly upped scale indicates
a

wham

Last week, 'Cross(M-G) (2d wk), fairly good
to solid opening round at

roads'
$7,200
$14,700.

$30,000.

(Rappaport)

17-25-28-38-44-55-66)

—

(2,240;

GOOD

'Magnificent

mostly to flesh portion, nice
$16,000.
Last week, 'Happened in
Fiatbush' (20th) pliis plenty of help
from Andrews Sisters and Dick
Rogers orch on stage, very solid
it

Keith's

(Schanberger) (2,406; 1728-35-40-55)—'Men of Texas' (U).
Nice $9,000. Last week, 'Lady in
$10,300.

'Jackass Mail'

(1,581;

17-28-35-

ing sock total of $27,900 estimated
for run. Last week, about $4,500.
SUnley (WB) (3,286; 17-28-40-55)
—'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk). Mild
$8,000 after surprisingly strong first
sesh at $16,400.
28-44-55)

—

(1,450;

17-

some trade

Attracting

mcrudtng

miNIVER' SMASH
$20,000

IN

BUFF.

IN

DUU

CINCY

BuiTalo, Aug.

opus

is

whizzing along

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea)
35-55)—
(3,500;
'Wings for Eagle'' (WB) and 'Sweater
Girl' (Par).
Routine bill, routine
biz;
maybe $10,000.
Last week,
'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and Glenn
Miller orch on stage, hit tallest tally
in-

many

is

okay for

Keith's.

'Magnificent Dope," topping the

of Ozarlcs.'
4.

'Mrs. Miniver' is the prize package
on the main stem ttti current round.
At increased admish scale and
hypoed by heavy splurge of display

advertising,
at sizzling pace.

tres.

dual^ bills at the State and Chinese,
is only fair at around $23,000,
The
two Paramount houses are weak at
$20,500 with 'Men of Texas' and 'Joan

seasons, at $31,000.

(Par).
Sturdy pace, $8,500.
Last week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) and
'Happened Fiatbush' (20th), over

Hire'

$8,600.

Weekend trade continues

at $4,000 after nice two-week stanza
in downstairs Century. Last week,
'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G) fairly
well at $3,300.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
-1

Three War Pictures, Miniver,' 'Eagle Squadron,' *AboveAlI,'
*

Dominate Keys— Gay
pictures,

Sis,'

'Wings Eagle' Big Newcomers

of inspirational sort that the

industry has been hurrying to get to the public, are

head and shoulders above most competing product
The big three are 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G),
this week.
'Eagle Squadron' (U) and 'This Above AH' (20th),
according to reports from 'Variety' correspondents,
The trio is getting the top money as well as most
playdates in principal key cities.
'Miniver' again is attracting greatest attention. Aside
from its remarkable $94,000 in ninth week at N. Y.
Music Hall, it is sockeroo $66,000 in two Boston houses,
on the beam with huge $20,000 in second Pittsburgh
week, topper in Baltimore at wham $30,000, biggest in
'

Philadelphia in years at $32,500, lusty $17,000 in Indianapolis; smash $20,000 for second San Francisco
sespion, record $17,000 in Minneapolis, plenty good at
above $28,000 in three L. A. spots, smash $20,000 in
Buffalo, $13,500 in fifth St, LouU week, solid third
week in Providence, big fourth stanza Portland, record in Lincoln, good fifth Cincinnati session, giant

$13,000 for second Seattle

land frame.

week and good
,

Cleve-

fifth

^

^

.

»

next in playdates, but about
even with 'Eagle Squadron' in coin. 'AH' is a smooth
week,
$25,000 in Boston, a great $18,000 Newark second
sock $16,000 In Cleveland and same for second session
Washington, great $17,000 second Detroit week, nifty
Brooldyn
second
$14 500 in Jersey City and same for
smash
session, robust $8,000 Memphis and $7,000 for
second Montreal sUnza. 'Squadron' is easily topping
Louisville, with terrific $13,000, is racking up a torrid
Den$24,-100 In second L. A. session, hefty $16,000
$14,000
ver, same for strong Providence second stanza,
Indianapolis and
in St. Louis, good on moveover in
nice $10,000 on its fifth N. Y. week.
Of the new entries, 'Gay Sisters' (WB), 'Crossroads
(M-G) and 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) look most likely.
'This

Above

ac-

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 3544-55-65-75)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G)
(2d wk).
Looks like comforting
$8,000.
Last week, ilne $9,500.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 3344-55-65-75)
"Magnificent
Dope*
(20th) and 'Happened in Fiatbush'
(20th). Barely satisfactory at $9,400.
Last week, 'Miniver' (M-G), came
through with socko $17,000.

—

Downtown (WB)

(1.800; 33-44-55-

65-75)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB). Opened
well and heading for spirited $15,000.
Last week, 'Wings for Eagle' (WB)
(2d wk), so-so $8,500.
Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 33-44-55-

65)— 'Ships with Wings' (UA)

(2d

wk). Light $1,500' in six days, after
normal $2,000 for initial stanza.

Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6575)— 'Ballerina' (Indie) and 'Met On

Paramonnt (F&M)

(3,596; 33-44of Ozarks' (Rep)
Will get
of Texas' (U).

55-65-75)—'Joan

and 'Men

by with

$13,000,

W)

Last week, 'Lady in
and 'Blue Horiwent out swing-

(3d wk)
zon' (Par) (2d wk),

Jam'

ing with hefty $10,500.

Paramount' 'Hollywood

All' rates

m

Last-named, topping filmers in San Francisco, looks
a socko $22,000, is leader in Portland with a big $8,000,
extra fine $50,000 in N. Y. at the' Strand (holding over),
nice $10,000 in BuiTalo and same on. second D.C. ses'Sisters' is listed as terrific in Memphis, trim
sion.
$22,000 in Washington, average in Indianapolis, $13,000
with smart
in Cincy and topping the filmers in L.
'Crossroads,' just getting started, is good
$28,000.
$13,000 in Cleveland, but only mUd $18,000 for second
session.
Y.
N.
Additional reports show 'Magnificent Ambersons'
(RKO) doing better. It's credited with a nice $16,000
in Baltimore, good $0,000 in Denver, trim in Montreal, not bad at lOG in Boston and '$12,500 in Philly.
'Take a Letter, Darling' (Par) is a sock $16,500 in
Denver, fine moveover in Boston for $19,000 and
strong on sicSrid K. C. session.
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) is heading for a sensational $20,000 in Washington, aided by $1.10 preem,
and an excellent $26,500 third week at New York's
Astor theatre. -'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' roadshowlng
in N. Y., continues with profitable $17,500 on its ninth
frame. 'Priorities on Parade' (Par) got oke $34,000 in
6H-day second week at N. Y. Paramount.

A

Another newcomer,

Lieutenant' (Col) tops
straight film houses In K. C, is surprising at $10,000 in
Providence, sturdy $25,000 in N. Y. aided by strong
vaudeville and is oke in Pitt. -They All Kissed the
Bride' (Col) is a soUd $46,000 at New York's Boxy
and holds, is bright in Frisco ^nd Louisville, but only
fairish in K. C. 'Lady in Jam' (U) is listed as good In
Portland and will get a trim $10,000 in BuiTalo.
'Beyond Blue Horizon' (Par) augurs a fast $14,000 on
Frisco holdover, is nice in second Providence week,
rates as leader in Detroit at healthy $21,000 and will
be okay $14,000 in Philly. 'Bad Men of Texas' (U)
is doing surprisingly well, with a big $10,000 In Frisco
and nice $9,000 In Baltimore.
'Flight

(F&M)

(1,409; 44-55-65-<75)-^'Joan of Ozarks*
(Rep) and 'Men of Texas' (U). WIU
get an okay $7,500. Last week, 'Ladr
in Jam' (Par) (2d wk). finished with

fairish $6,000.
Hilistreet (RKO)

Three war

to

count for 60% of the week's total at
ail-deluxers.

-

'Crossroads' (M-G)

(moveover).

106 thea-

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Tear
$1,405,600
(Based on 27 cities, 168 theatres)

—

New

(Mechanic)

cities,

2d

in

Los Angeles, Aug. 4.
The heat lifted and business should
have been good, because of army
and navy paydays over the weekend. But this additional coin failed
to
boost grosses beyond normal
business intake.
Orpheum, with
Count Basie band on stage and
'Suicide Squadron,' is the only socko
attraction in town with $19,500.
Warner's Hollywood and Downtown heads tM parade of straight
filmers with 'Gay Sisters' a smart
$28,00(1 for both houses. Second session of 'Eagle Squadron,' with 'Mississippi Gambler' added, is hitting a
strong $24,100 at the Ulllstreet and
Pantages, which is better than some
recent first weeks at these two thea-

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44) Skis'. (Indie).
Estimates for This Week
Again trying with
'Lady In Jam' (U) and 'Drums of arty subjects, because of product
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Substantial $10,000. shortage
'Gay Sisters' (WB). Swell $13,000. Congo' (U).
and hoping for $1,600
Last week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par), Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) in four days.
Last weelc, 'Orand 'Shut Big Mouth' (Col), ditto.
okay $11,000.
ders
from Tokyo'
(Indie)
and
20th Century, Qnd.) (3,000; 30-44) 'Our Russian Front' (Indie), weak
Capitol (RKO) (2,000: 17-40-4460)—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (5th wk). —'Favorite Wife'' (RKO) (reissue) $3,200.
Very good $7,000. Last week (4th), and 'Girl Alaska' (Mono). PancakHollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55-ing to $5,000. l,asf week, 'Magnifi- 65-75)—'Gay Sisters' (WB). Headed
socko ^,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)— cent Ambersons' (RKO) and 'Lady for nice $13,000. Last week, 'Wings
'Mad Martindales' (20th) and 'Mys- Scareface' (RKO), fair $8,000.
for Eagle' (WB) (2d wk), $6,500.
tery Marie Roget' (U), split with
Orphenm (D'town) (2,200; 33-44'Danger in Pacific' (U) and 'Silver Last week, "Take Letter" (Par) (2d 55-65)— 'Suicide
Squadron'
(Rep)
Bullet' (U). Seasonal $2,000. Samt/ run), dandy $5,500.
with Count Basie band on stage.
last week for 'Powder Town' (RKO)
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)— Using ,only one feature but Basie
and 'Come on Danger' (RKO), TaHe Letter'- (Par). Second move- crew packing plenty socko at'$19,SO0.
divided with 'Home Wyoming' (Rep) over for third stanza on front line. Last week, 'Scattergood Rides High'
and 'Westland Case' (PRC).
Fair $3,500. Last week, 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and 'Murder Big House*
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 40-44-60)— (RKO) and 'King Kong* (RKO) (re- (WB), with Frank Fay on stages
'Eagle Squadron' (U) (3d wk). All vivals), nine days, excellent $5,000. mild
$11,000.
right $4,500. Last week (2d), good
Palaee (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
Fantives (Pan) (2,812; 44-55-65-75)
"This- Above All' (20th) (2d wk).
$6,500.
—'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d wk) and
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50) Mild $7,000, after last week's wham
'Mississippi Gambler* (tD.
Should
—'Jackass Mail' (M-G). Fine $7,000. $13,580.
collect solid $10,300, with 'Gambler" '
added. Last week, sockeroo $18,000.

.

20-40)—
(Hicks)
(980;
Orleans' .(Par)'. Fairish
S3,500. Last week. 'Old California'
(Rep) stayed an extra week to total
strong $6,900 for the brace:
'Night

Music

fortniglit's favorable stage.
'Gay Sisters,' at the Albee, is far
in front with a swell figure, and

$22,200.

Jam' (U),
Mayfalr

$1,410,500

(Based on 26

tres, chiefly jirst ruiu,

N.Y.)

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 44-65)
—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G). Should see
great $20,000.
Last week (35-55c),
Cincinnati, Aug. 4.
With but two fresh releases, and 'Great Man's Lady' (Par) and 'Gun
hindered by a heat spell in first half, for Hire' (Par), nifty $14,000.
Hipp. (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— 'Great
cinema center's b.o. score is under
par and considerably below the past Man's Lady' (Par) and 'Gun for

Ambersons' (RKO) olus 11th anniversary stage layout headed by Bert
Wheeler and Ned Sparks in p.a.

Owing

to

'GAY SISTERS', $13,000,

.

BlppodroUe

and moved

.

fairly steady.

Estimates for This

$6,000,

Paramount (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)
—'Wings for Eagle" (WB) and
'Henry, Diz?y' (P,ary.
In line for
great $8,000. Last .week, 'Magnificent
Dope' (20th) and 'Submarine Raider'
(Col), robust $8,500.
United Artists (Parker) (900; 3540-50)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (4th
wk). Holding up to whopping big
$7,500, following a third week at
strong $7,500.

town

of

City Grosses

ThU Week

Box.

toward

Magnificent Ambersons'
favorable returns.
Rest

Key

Estimated Total Oros»

$7,000.

(Hamrick - Evergreen)
35-40-50)— 'Gentlemen from
(20th) and 'Falcon Takes

Point'

4.

command

of doings here and is pushing the
big Loew's Century into one of the
biggest takes in liouse history. In
second slot i& the 11th anniversary
show of the combo Hipp which leans
heavily on flesh to support 'The

ValenoU (Loew's-UA)
Louisville,

Heavy money of the week

good

Orphenm

New

$13,000, Solo, L'yiUe;

like

$5,000.
(1,800;

Baltimore, Aug,
'Mrs. Miniver' has taken

Tagle Squadron Big $24,100

teking okay $5,000. Last week, 'AH
Kissed Bride' (Col) and ''Suicide
Squadron' (Rep), over for nice

BAITO TOPPER

44)—'This Above All' (20th) (4th
wk). Around $4,000, okay and mak-

Sock

'Eagle Squadron'

Looks

to $19,500,

Standout in LA.; 'Gay Sis Trim 28G,

new

moveover from Broadway,

First is

-

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 40-4465)— 'Grand <;entral Murder' (M-G)
and Al Pearce and His Gang on
stage. Al Pearce is main draw. Tremendous $23,000. Last weelc, 'Mag(RKO) and
niBcent Ambersons'
stage show topped by Phil Regan

with

Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G)
and 'Pierre. Plains' (M-G), high
$8,000, and moved to Mayfair.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,35-40-50)— 'Maisie Gets Man'
500;
(M-G) and ^Iscape Hong Kong' (U).

miNIVER^ 30G

Eocko $22,000. I<ast week, 'Meisie
Gets Man' (M-G) and 'Old CaUfornia' (I^p), $22,000, huge.

opening

EsUraatcs for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-4050)—'Lady in Jam' (U) and 'Drums

soclco $22,000.

EsUmmtcs for ThU Week
Fox (F-WC) (5.000: 35-40-5S>—
'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and 'I Was
Framed' (WB). Going over big,

houses

Basie Boosts 'Suicide

4.

product this week. 'Wings for the
Eagle' is leading the town with hefty
takings at the Paramount. 'Lady in
a Jam' is pulling well at the Broadway. 'Mrs. Miniver' sUU riding high
in a fourth week at the United Artists, total for present session being
virtually the same as in third week.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$333,601
(Based on 12 thea(res)
Tot«I Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$294,400
(Based on 12 theatres)

'Wings lor. the Eagle,' at the Fox,
is leading the straigtit fllihers at a

IN PORT., $8,000
Portland, Ore., Aug.

Broadway Grosses

house joined the- race for the plentiful coin around' San Francisco, without noticeably aflEecting grosses at
other spots. New house B the Tivoll,
which reopened with 'Bad Men of
Texas' plus Faith Bacon heading
stage

Bacon lOG

21

(2,872; 33-44-55-

65)—'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d wk)
and 'Mississippi Gambler* (U) (1st
wk). Strong $13,800. Last weeki 'Eagle
Squadron' soloed, great $21,000.
SUtc (Loew-WC)

—

(2,204; 33-44-55-

65-75)
'Magnificent Dope* (20th)
in Fiatbush* (20th).
Just over wire with $13,500. Last
roaring
'Miniver*
(M-G),
week.

and 'Happened
$20,300.

United ArtlsU (UA-WC) (2,100; 3344-55-65)—'Miniver* (M-G) (2d wk).
Pbinting for smart $11,300 to top

week take of $8,600.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 33-44-59-

first

65)— 'Miniver' (M-G). Should gamer
$9,200, plenty good, after
week of $11,500.

smash

first

Mexico Nixes Metro's
Film Script on Madero
Mexico City, Aug.

4.

Metro's script of the life of FranI. Madero, Mexico's first Revo-

Cisco

lutionary President, who took the
chair in 1911, and was assassinated
in February, 1013, was rejected by
the film censoring and supervision

department to which
submitted fdr okay.

it

had been

•Understood that the department
found the story untrue to history
and that of the life and character
of Madero. In Its rejection, department asked Metro to have Mexican
historians of recognized prestige collaborate with its scenarists in rewriting the scripts.

.

.
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Barney's Buglo

Loew and RKO Theatres

in

N.Y.

Lincoln, Aug.

Hugh Owen Qyen

4.'

5, .1942

More Par-

lliriee

Mrs. Barney Oldfleld, KFOIt's
radio gabber, was flirting with
the idea of becoming a
officer's candidate, and wrote
her spouse, former local film
crick, and now a captain In the
parachute troopers, for an angle
to successfully round the qu^tion which asks for evidence of
leadership ability.
Tell 'em,' he kidded by return
mail, 'you have been leading me
around by the nose for more
than 7 years.'

-Mno. set policy

While

on change days

PREVIEW

over the Loew or RKO circuits in
the Greater New York area is being
established, the number of shows
for. two-day stands "is increasing and ultimately these chains
may adopt such engagements as a
steady diet in most of their theatres
each week, the other show going five
days.
In an effort to eliminate the necessity of buying poorer pictures under
the former split week (4-3) policy,
lioew's about six months ago tried
out playing shows five days,- four
Under this plan
days and five.
where duals wer^ used a total of
Bix pictures were required for two
weeks Instead of the former eight.

booked

IN 2

is;

MARINE BASES

'Wake Island,' wWch will not be
released until Sept. 85, may have two
preview showings at Marine bases at
Quantico, Va., and San Diego, Calif.
The Marine Corps has asked that Par
show the film in both spots at the
camp theatres. There would be no

JR.

is working on plans
connection as well as a special

'

Ban

-20

neighborhood

4.

thea'

and one downtbwn house were
by Chief of PoUce M. A. Hornsby that lottery games, variously
callied 'Bingo.' "Comef and 'Lucky,'
were in violation of a city ordinance
and theatre managers' were ordered

tres
told

to call a halt to this added attrac'
tlon as soon as the current jackpots

are emptied.

For many years a strong drawing
card for the small nabes, bingo
in recent months switched to War

Bonds
Blalto,

as prizes instead of cash/ The
one of the smaller first-run

downtown theatres, managed by
BUI Murray, contended that the new
order might not affect them since
bingo was a game of skill (quiz
competition) at this particular theatre.

The

on the part of. the
police department was brought on
action

m

craft
One of the early purchasers of $25,000 bonds was James Cagney, who
plays the George M. Cohan role in
Yankee Doodle Dandy.' Other film
luminaries have been equally quick
to respond, and the field workers re^
port many sales in the higher brackets. With every signpost pointing to
a buyer for every one of the-2j784
seats in the Warners theatrer, spbn
sors of the event are hopefiil and
confident that- when the 'final -figure
is posted it will verge close to $6,If the present pace
000,000 mark.
continues, and there is every reason
to-beliOTe that it will Jje .prpgressiyely accelerated, the vNew York figure,
highest in the history of show biz by
,

Initial

ued by

'Motion Picture Letter* is
the Public Relations Com

WAC

Spot

George Fraser, who Joined Universal about two months ago as special
exploitation man on 'Eagle Squadron,' is' leaving to handle public
relations for the War Activities Com-

TUfiHEB'S TEIDP'

TBEE

War

Following huddles With Jim Mid.
effort
included a footnote on the vey, Saimuel Goldwyn, v.p., Terry
issue explaining that it Turner,
RKO exploitation chief,
cop^Ighted
and
Is not
may be fe' shoved off Sunday (2) for a swing
produced with or without credit. It around the country to set exploitaalso explains the setup of the PRC tion Campaigns and openings for
and where additional information on 'Pride of the Yankees.'
Tour will take In Cleveland, Bosthe film business may be obtained
(PRC headquarters, with the Mption ton, Columbus, .Chicago, Baltimore,
Distributors Providence, Portland and other situPicture. Pr^duc^rs
.

&

York).

hpusesl'&j

St

Louis, will be the manager, jm the
Rivoli under the Marre adxalAiistration.
In the meantime, the MSrvin
Amus; Co, which also, opeMites the
downtown Lyric, another siibt^uent
run house half a block- 'frotn< the
fiivoli, will give the Lyrlc'a' iCacelifting

job ind reopen In two weeks.

Far Beeames Vptewo
Salt Lake City, Aqg. 4.
House called the 'Paramounf has
.been changed to 'Uptown' by court
order,' restraining
the Xa'wrence
{

.

Chain from.uslng former name.

It was

RKO

.

.

^

-

.

RKO

.

'

'

BUSH ON

TRADE

'

'

.

UMPI

Alternative

^sContlnued from page 7;^^

cient manner in which the Warner ganist as assistant manager.
Steve Chorak has taken a lease on
Bros, sales organization has adapted
Vista theatre. Iflo 'Vista, from A. C.
.

the wartime economy i^ ail'
H. Chamberlin.
assurance of stable operations In the
itself to

'

-

first .'letter'

New

flicker

RKO

THEATRE VANDAUSN

PRC

headquarters in

of

'.

WAC

'oessful

."s!.',

'

agement

OMAHA'S WAVE

mittee, eastern division, went out last
mittee.. He reported to Francis Harweek as part of the industry's im'
mon, co-ordinator of WAC, last week
proved .public relations setup. PRC
and will be full-time man on han
decided on the letter early this year
dling publicity and other public re
but has struggled for months trying lations details
for the Industry's war
to reach a working formula whicb
setup.
would be satisfactory to all eight
First Jull-tlrae man In spot for
major companies. First letter covers
since it was organized as. such
the work of the War Activities Corti; nearly
a. year ago.
of
film

mittee
the
business together
with other active work the industry
Is doing to promote the nation's sue-

•

Les' Dar(7, formerly asE{>(Iated
with the Skouras Bros, in tbwinan-

not the pictures tradeshown for him months ahead.'
many millions, wUl be comfortably
WUsoD on CMPI Ga. Taxca
~
Two-day regional at Memphis
are attractive.
surpassed.
Paul S. Wilson, exchange manager
It is also charged ttiat blind-buy- opened Monday.'O).
Ralph L. McCoy, southern district for 20th-Fox at Atlanta, elected to
ing is restored to the industry
manager for Warners, led the other represent distributors on the Georgia
through the identified pictures and ei^ht districts in this year's sales tax committee of the United Motion
OF
that identification is so elastic that drive, Kalmenson announced at the Picture Industry. He succeeds Jack
as many as eight identified films opening of the Memphis regional Price, former Par branch manager
at Atlanta, who has shifted to New
Monday (3).
could be sold as 'blind- as a bat.'
Wolfe Cohen, in charge of Canada, Orleans.
Cancellations are attacked partly
Oscar Lam, indie circuit operator
Omaha, Aug. 4,
because of inadequacy and also l>e- came in second, while Robert Smelt- in Georgia, is chairman ol the state's
Omaha theatres are up in arms cau'se a theatre paying an average zer, mid-Atlantic district manager, tax
committee, while Willis Davis of
over wilful destruction of property rental of over $200 is entitled to no and Harry Seed, central district head,
the Lucas Be Jenkins circuit reprethird and fourth place, respecNewest is an outburst of seat cutting, rejection at all. However, pointed took,
sents affiliated theatres.
tively.

Fraser's

(PRESS) ISSUED IN N.Y.

ratton-date.

tion

by a request of the Atlanta ball
club that it be permitted to conduct as high as a. dozen a night having
out in the industry that less 'than
such a game in the stai^ of the been reported. Smashing of light
15%- -of the theatres pay that high
ballpark. Upon checking the legal- bulbs,
burning of carpets with an average rental, most of them beity of such, a game, police officials lighted cigars and similar offenses
ing the larger first-runs of the
found thait the theabes were in vio have the managers worried.
chains.
lation of the law.
Police have spotters and plants in
Blast also embraces the charge
various houses, but nothing has yet that distribs would have arbitrary
happened.
powers under the UMPI, plan in
naming the price ef a picture at a
P. LETTER'

FKST

i

thought the usq of 'Paramount* was
Detroit Aug. 4.
Following the marked success of was formerly district manager at confusing, inasmuch as the Intertheatres here in the rubber collec- Dallas, where .he estabji&hed a sales mountain Theatres, Inc., with e^nrecord for' himself.
slve holdings in Salt Lake Ci^, is
enlisting
through
the neighborpart of Paramount' Pictures.
hood kids, the United Detroit TheaUp until l^il fall, the house iinder
KKO'A New Forest Bills
treis lias moved to the formation of
Midway, Forest discussion was operated as part of
When the
The Junior Scrappers.'
Hills, L. I„ premieres Aug: V, it will the Ihtermouotaln chain
Some spectacular collections were bring
division mgr. Charles B.
made by the juveniles here, who McDonald's string back to 13, since
Elseaberg Goes Mono
brought in -tons of rubber under the the Uptown has- gone back to the
Minneapolis,- Aug. 4.
hypo of free admissions, and the Lee Ocbs estate. The new 2,500Frank Eisenbeire resigned from
chain has launched an official youth seater is two miles away from the United Artists' sales staff tp become
activities organization under the ap- Richmond Hill, 2,200 seats, also un- local Monogram branch manager.
operation..
The company itself recently acquired
proval of the Wayne County Council der
The Uptown, 172d and Broadway, the exchange from Ben Nathanson.
of Defense.
may be operated by the Brandts Charles Howard
has been engaged
Registrars have been set up In 13 henceforth.
as salesman and Patreia Terp as office
of the chain's houses where the
manqger.
youngsters will be enlisted, "given
Beat ToBchencr-Upper
the insignia designating, them as
Omaha, Aug. .4.
BowllBt Above Theatre
'Junior Scrappers' and lilock units
Something new in -vacations for
Detroit Aug. 4.
Puttlif^ a bowling alley in next
setup for the collection of salvage theatre managers developed last
week when Ted Emerson, chief of dpor isn't precisely new in theatre
and other war efforts.
.
The first big assignment fot the the Omaha, closed his office, went on building here, but putting a bowlyoungsters working under Uieata'e' a~ iarm near Waterloo, Neb., donned ing alley upstairs is. Lease for a
dungarees and started detasseling 16-alIey bowling establishment to be
sponsoring will be Aug. IS. when
corn, pitching alfalfa and doing other located above its Regent theatre
they will participate in the tin can regular chores. After he had gotten has been signed by
W. 5. Butterfleld
drive. Tliey will be asked to handle in his hand, Hxe farmer gave him circuit In Grand Rapids. The lease
the distribution of literature and charge of a com-tassel-pulUng crew runs for 10 years with a minimum
make house-to-house canvases' in at 45c an hour.
of $3,000 annually.
Farfner Emerson feels that he is
IlQwever, It isn't as bad 'as it may
their blocks. They also will arrange
The alleys will take over
for the salvage collections, from the doing a patriotic war work and ex- sound.
>ects to. come .back to his theatre the space. formerly used as the Rehomes to v^hich they are assigned.
lardened, revitalized and fit for a geht Roof Garden and since the
heavy season's 'work.
building is soundproofed, bowling
pa- isn't expected to disturb the regular
new
20th
Century-Fox
opened
20TH
JU)S
latial first floor screening room in its theatre trade.
Rodney Bush, in cliarge of ex- local exchange to replace the o\S one
ploitation for aQth-Fox for several on the second floor.
Hove Theatre Intact
years, now in charge of all tradeSan Francisco, Aug. 4.
The Lark theati^e, Larkspur, is bepaper advertising under Hal Home,
BemhsTd's Chi Detour
With 'headquarters at N. Y. homeOn' his way from New York to the ing dismantled and moved to SausaIlto,
a
short
distance away, to proCoast Joe Bemhard, v.p. and genoffice.
vide
a
second
picture house for the
For the past, four weeks MUt eral manager of Warners, stopped off
latter town, where a new shipyard
silver has been on tempi^rary assigp. in Chicago Friday (31) to address the
has brought on a boom.
two-dtay
endregional
meeting
salej
ment taking care of thi&
'The Ba'ywood, San Mateo, solved
ing there tliat day. He went on to
the Coast Saturda/ (1).
Bemhard one of its lack-of-personnel problems
pointed out that the 'speedy and ef fl by drafting O. H. Currall, house or-

-

Clamp on Theatres

Briefs

whereby the Marvin -AmUs. Co.,
-whose lease on the house, 'vfSfh expired Friday (31) arid waa i^f renewed, accepted a satlstacte^;price
lor the fixtures, and turned' fnetoropeffjr over to the owners -on thc«pi-

.

DRIVE

-

Qiery on Bingo Causes

./

Previously
lith had 19 out of the
31 Par branches in this country,
whereas un'der the new realignment
he will have 16 and Owen 15. Also,
h division will in future embrace
distri :ts.
In -Smith's territory
fl
the districts will be Chicago, Kansas
City, Denver, Dallas and Los Angeles,
while in Owen's division the districts
will embrace New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston and .Atlanta.
Owen, headquarteritig'^tthehotMoffice, returned Monday O) from .)k
tour of all southern branches. He

IN SALVAGE

Aims

More than

visional .chiel

SCRAPPERS'

Bob Gillham
in this

Par, left last night for Quantico to
This was experimented in 46 of discuss a possible preview there.
the 71 Loew theatres in the Greater
New York zone. Now the circuit is
varying the plan, with result most ]oast 'BpOd Ships'
houses play a 5-4-5 split or a 5-2-5,
depending on product, holidays that
Preemof^Dandy'
come along and other factors. This
is true mostly of the better-class
For {6,000,000 Take
nabes, Loew's having some lesser
houses that, make two changes
weekly, some as many as three, and
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
play a large amount of product.
"Build Ships' premiere ot 'Yankee
While it has been felt in some -Doodle Dandy,' at Warners Hollyquarters that the public has become wood theatre Aug. 12, with War
confused in shifting of change days, Bonds scaled from $25 to $25,000
especially when Loew's went to serving as admission, got away to a
6-4-S plan, on the other hand doubt fast pickup last week, and a few
Is expressed that this has generally days after the seat sale opened the
been the case since ads are printed count verged close to $1,000,000. Goal
by RKO and Loew's in the dailies of Treasury Department officials here
listing shows on display.
any figure that passes the New
Many of the RKO houses are on York bond sale premiere of 'Dandy,'
a ftill-week policy while cithers play which reached $5,750,000. There is
shows five days and two days, de- a highly optimistic feeling that the
pending on the neighborhoods and objective will be achieved. As early
the product. It went into the 5-2 as last Friday, with the premiere
policy in the poorer nabes only re- nearly two weeks off, it was aa
cently, split formerly having been nounced that all seats scaled up to
4-3.
$100 had been sold.
Full proceeds of the gala event will
be utilized to buUd three 10,500-ton
Liberty ships as part of the Maritime
Atlanta
Club's
C!ommission.'3 program of 224 such

Atlanta, Aug.

In order to balance the country on
distribution supervision, three of the
southern Paramount branches will
thrown into the eastern .sales division over which Hugh Owen w&s
named head a couple- weeks ago aa
successor to J. J. linger. In addition
to all the eastern exchanges, Owifen
will also have. Charlotte, Atlanta and
I' w Orleans, while Dallas,. Oldahoma City and Memphis will xeraaia.
with George Smith, western di-

admission charge.

campaign on "Wake," which would be
pre-reli»ased, under plans, in a nuinber of key situations.
AI WiUcie, publicity manager for

OAer Key Gty

Exdianges;

WAAC

Veering to 5 and 2-Day Skeds

ations.

Walsh at Wamera In N.T,
Fax Duncan Dpped
"
George C. Walsh, who recently
Seattle, Aug. 4.
Bros, in distribution,,
Fax Duncan, assistant to the late joinedtheWarner
company's N.Y. exchange in
Jim Clemmer, manager of Fifth Ave., is at
a general sales capacity.
District
ace Hamrick-Evergreen liouse, proSam Lefkowitz states no
moted to manager. Duncan came Manager
specific duties have been assigned
here six years ago as doorman at
will
Orpheum, frotn
Bev- him but probable that Walsh
mgr.
assistant

at

specialize on certain deals in the
erly theatre, Beverly Hills, Cal.
metropolitan N.Y. territory.
date subsequent to the signing of the Later he became
asst. mgr. Orpheum
For about .^ix weeks Walsh toured
contract To concede this right to and mgr. of Blue Mouse.
the New England district, contacting
the
distributor,'
Yamins wrote,
Joe Cooper Is publicity manager
exhibitors and discussing sales mat'means that the exhibitor must and booker for Motor-In, midway
ters.
between
Tacoma.
House
Seattle
and
throw himself at the mercy of the
distributor or if he does not wish opened last spring and is doing dandy
Kansas City, Aug. 4.
«
to do so, he must lose his avail- biz.
New distant manager at the
Al Bloom returned to Seattle from Tower, vaudfi^ner,
abUity.'
is Jon Yost new
Santa Monica as field manager for
to the industry .and coming from raNew England exhib leader predicts Warner
Bros, for Oregon, Washingdio. He replaces Cliarles Finkelstein,
that if the Department ot Justice ton and Panhandle, Idaho.
now air corps cadet
does not- consent to the proposed
amendments, the bidck-of-flve methMarre Family Takes Over
Adwell's House
od will be continued In the in
St LoUis, Aug. 4.
San Angelo, Texas., Aug. 4.
Litigation has put a new exhib in
dustry 'because of this method the
W. V. Adwell, formerly with RKO
distributor can get .the maximum the local flicker fleld, and, starting in Dallas, has leased a building here
Saturday (1), Leo F., Angelo J.,- which he will remodel and open as
film rental;*
M. and John M. Marre, broth- the Star. He operates the Ozoha at
Yamins claims that one of the lUterle
ers and sister, new to the industry,
non-consenting companies
not took over the active management ot Ozona,- Tekas;.
naming it has so changed the mean- the RlvoU, a subsequent. run house
Leon Adds Another
ing ot the word 'release' of a pic- In the downtown district Several
Amarillo, Texas, Aug. 4.
ture that it has actually refused to weeks ago the Martes, owners of the
H. S. Leon has added the Star here
deliver a picture contracted for in house, brought suit against Charles to his chain. He recently opened the
Leventhal,
Goldinan,
prez,
and
Julius
here.
new
Leon
entire
an
block unless the exhib
agrees to increase the cost of ad- sec, of the Marvin 'Amus. Co., Qiat
enjoin them
Kllgore's Colnmbos Honse
mission during the run of the film. operated the Rivoli, to
Robert Kilgore, formerly manager
damaging the property by the
from
one
He. also charges
of the- decree'
removal of the 'marquee, cooling of liOew's Palace, Memphis, appointcompanies has forced exhibs to buy system, screen and Other flirtur(!s.
ed manager of Loew's Broad -in Copictures blind as' .to price after they
He succeeds Robert
While the case was pending, a set- lumbus, O.
had been tradeshown.
tlement-was made out of court Suits, resigned.'
•
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^^wCRAIG • STEVENS- ELISABETH FRASER-JULIE BISHOP-Frank

Wilcox^Ruth Ford.Oirectedby

BEN STOLOFF

•

.

IjScrMn Pity by Anthony

fc

^th RICHARD Xf^AVIS
ScrMn

CoM*w*y and Rtymond Sctirock

•

BtMd «n • Pl«y by

ftufus K'-<g

J

'JULIE BISHOP*

CHMHISDMMMlUira«PAMIII.CUMBnHnU]ur>Oin^Mt^D.IIOSSUOCftMMt

Pf«y by G«org« R. Silaon ind Anthony Coltf«iir«y

•

OilflntlStoty by Anthony Cold«w«y

hCRAIG STEVENS'FAVE EMERSON.J^hn Ridge|y~Chartes Ung-Robert Warwrck.birected by BEN STOLOFF
ScTMn

Pity by Rtyniontl I. Schiock
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FILM REVIEWS

JOURNEY INTO FEAR

Government when war hits. He's horseplay, Talbot Is captured by cusplaned over Germany, dropped by toms agents through efforts of Miss
4.
parachute into the Nazi country, and Velez and Errol.
RKO release if .Mfrcury (Orson Welles) proceeds
to bewilder the Gestapo
Miss 'Velez is the same explosive
production.
.Siara Joseph Cotten. Dolores
and
army leaders as he goes about gal of previous issues of the series
Del Rio, Ruth Warrick, Directed by N'ornion KoB'ter. Screenplay by Orson Welles getting confidential information— in- while Errol again demonstrates his
and Jo.<ieph Cotten. frohi novel by Eric cluding a planned air attack on New abilities to deliver a solid performAmbler: cuniera, Kan Slrusa; editor, Mark York.
During
his adventures he ance of comedic tempo. Direction by
Itobson;
asst.
director,
Dewey Starkoy. meets and
falls in love with Ilona Leslie Goodwins is swiftly-paced and
TrndOBho«-n/ln I,. A. Aug.
'VJ.
Running
^
Massey, who turns out to be a coun- continually succeeds In aiming for
time, 08 .MINS.
Ofaham
.Todeph Cotten ter-espionage agent for the Allies. laugh reaction.
Josetle
Dolores Del Klo Injected, also, are several episodes
Miss Velez briefly sings two Mexto
Stephanie
Ruth Warrick display the
distrust of the Nazi and ican songs, and then goes Into conga
Mme. Miilheu's
tAgnCH Moorehead
Oogo
dances with an uncredited partner.
Jack Durant Jap agents and officials.
Kopelkin
Everett Sloane
Despite, the fanciful premise of After setting the general basic story
Haller
Kuslace Wyatt the yarn, the
idea, picture moves into cafe setting,
script
by
Curtis
SiodMathewa
V'rank Rcadlck
suitable stage for
Ku vet II
Edgar Harrier mak, direction by Edwin L. Marin, which provides
nanat
Jack Moss special photographic effects executed kalieidoscopic switches of Errol's two
Pnraer
Walt.
Stefan Schnabel by John Fulton, and a particularly chclracterizations.
On r.nng Sang
Hans Conrled strong cast combine to maintain
SleivanI
; ,
Robert Meltzer
steady interest in the proceedings.
Ship's Captain. ..'...
Richard Bennett
Col. Hnkl.
...Orson Welles
Aside from a few appearances in
the flesh at beginning and end, Hall
(SONGS)
UnU'cniat releaaa of Oliver Drake pro'Journey Into-Fear' is Orson Welles' carries the lead in invisible fashion.
third release for RKO. In this in- Miss Massey provides strong por- duction.. Stars JobDiiy >^ck Prown; (esitures Fuzzy .'Knlsht, Jennifer Holt, Wil.stancc, he handled only the produc- trayal as the counter-agent, while liam Farnum. Lcroy Maaon and Pala ot the
tion reins "and takes one of the char- excellent performances are delivered Golden "West.
Directed by Joaeph Ijowla
acter leads but leaves direction in by Peter Lorre, Sir Cedric Hard- Screenplay by EHzabeth Beecber from origOliver Dnke; camera, Ctiarlea
the hands of Norman Foster. Pic- wlcke, and J. Edward Bromberg as inal by
'\'an Enger: songs,
Oliver Drake, Milton
ture attempts to catch attention Axis heavies. Albert Basserman is Rosen, Jimmy Walcely.
At New Tork,
through series of dramatic peaks, but good in a small supporting spot.
N. Y.. dual, week of July 28, '42. Running
misse,'; that mark by a considuable
Wfllt.
time, BO .MISS.
marfin, being too stagey and talky.
'f^llver Jim' Donovan. .Johnny Mack Brown
Wild Bill Jnnca
Fussy Knlfht
Result is a program raeller that will
Wllllan* Funnm
Dr. Thad Morgan
«arner most of its playdates as dual
the

Hollywood, Aug.

.

(Continued from pag^ 8)
shamed by the news that the other
whom she has
publisher's wife,
scorned, had willingly bejen interviewed about the death of her own
The latter, an Anny comrade
son
of Mrs. Hadley's son, had been killed
in the saAie action in which he won
'

honors.

.

That poignant scene. Immediately
topped by one in which Mrs. Hddley
goes to see tbe other woman. Is irThe two seresistibly touching.
quences are easily the picture's cliHadley's character
transition seems Implaivibly abrupt,
the emotion of tilie «pisodes is. genuine and restrained.'. The sequence
ftoed
theatres 'with
will undoubtedly
It should also provide valutears.
able morale uplift
Except for. Its deliberate pace, the

max, for

if Mies.-

picture Is skillfiiUy directed by Harold S. Bocqlietl and the photography
effective, uiougb some of the
is

Washingtcm backgrounds are a

little

liay .'l^int^r.
too .obviously staged.
gives an espntly dtadcd pexfmmance of the title part, while Edward

Arnold

proper^ vigorous and di-

is

rect as the War Dqtartment official
and her Steadfast swain.
Richard Ney is believable and attractive 'a» her .son, althouA the
part, as writteb, dpeant quite Jusfitr
bis suddaa 3tr«!iigtli tit character.

Bogm is appealing in the
rather innocuous ingenue part of the
daughter and Vata Jtdmsoa is notal^y
Jean

ingratlatingi as'

her socially inferior

Sara Allcood. ^uing
Ington, Isobel Elaom and HalUwell
Hobbes ditik deftly in suntorting
character parts. The ^ctuie is adhusband.

mirably scored and

wdl

edited.

Hobe.

THE BIG STREET
(ONE SONG)

Dubm

KKO

rcleaau of
Rttayoia pnbdiKtlon. Stars Henry Fonda, LaclOe. BaU; (esturea Bnrlon MncLane, EOseite PaUette.
Affnca Modrohentl, 3am LeV^ne. Bay Collins, Marlon Martin,' 'WlUlam Olr.
cutfcg
Cleveland, "Vera Gordon, Osale NelsOB*a orcheotrn.
Directed by Irvlar Bcla.
play by Leonard Srlff»1gaf«
Oottter'a
'

O

twm

magazine

story,

'Little

Plok^:

casaen.

Metty; editor, 'William Hjunflton:
dances, Cheater Hnle: special etfecta, Vernon L. 'Walker; itiuslr, Roy WeM>; aaoc
Sfort Greene, Harry Revel.
Prevlevcd In
projection r«om, X. T., July 31, '42. Run-

Jluasell

MINS.

ning time. 88

Pinks

Little

Henry Fonda

Gloria

Luellle

Nlrely Nicely Johnson

Eugene
.\gne8

Horsethlet
Profeasor B
Mrs. Venus

Ray

Venus

Vera Gord'on

Le(ko\vlt2

Ruby
Gentlenian George;
Lou Adolla
^
Louie
Doctor
Detective
,

Collins

Marlon Martin
William Orr
Georgo Cleveland

Docatur Reed
Mra.

Palletto

Moorehcnd
Sam Levene

'VIolette

Qol.

n.in

Barton MncLane

Case Abies

Lnulso Beavers
Millard Mitchell
Juan Vnrrn
Hans Conrled

^

Harry Shannon
William

MfiWhlrter
M. C...,,

nalllgan

.Tohn MlUan
Don Barclay

Bamberger

Judge.
-

Julius Tonnen
Ozzle N'elaon and Orchestra

•The Big Street,' typical Damon
story, shapes, as the sturdiest
bet from this- studio in months,
with exhibitor sales effort spelllns
the differenceTjetween just'eood returns and hefty takings. 'Type of
film that wUl buUfI on word-ofmouth because of tear-jerker appeal
to femmes. It shows Lucille Ball as

Runyon

b.o.

a flrst-rate actress, far ahead of any
of her other screen roles, and will

enhance Henry Fonda's populara male lead.
Taken from a Collier man story
by Runydn. this is a Cinderella-l'.ke
also

ity as

fable

-

of

a

golddigger

Broat^way

who

cafe-singing

becomes

-1,

,

•.

:

;

,

.

THE SILVER BULLET

.•;

.

-

.

FLIGHT LIEUTENANT

—

life.

'

-SABOTAGE SQUAD

W

.

Mexican

incidentals.

Adapta-

Elephant
RKO

equaUy

Sam

"Saxi Helser

.

.

of

V'elcz,

4.

Bert Gllroy production.

Leon KrroL

Dtrecteil

by

AGENT

-

'

^

-

-

Latest in the Lupe 'Velez-Leon
Errol-'Mexican Spitfire' series is solid
laugh entertainment and best of the
group.' Accentuating the important
factor of providing audience enjoyment„picture rolls along at a thetry
and' rapid pace, and will amply hold
spot as a strong supporting attraction in the keys and regular runs.
Although Miss 'Velez is the familiar
volcanic-tempered girl, Errol catches
the spotlight with another dual char-

Hardwlcke
PNlward Bromberg
/Albert Basserman
John Lltel
Holmes Herbert
Kcye LuVe

.

avert destruction of an aviation plani
Much of Oie plot revolves about
a n^sterious'gold-and-platinum identification tag, stolen from the chief
arch-plotter, which commands the
aid of all Nazi syinpi^hizers and
saboteurs in the Ui -Si.- Kay -Harris,
femme le^d, doesn't photograph well.
Sidney Blackmer is acceptable as the
oily Nazi, while others in. the cast
are adequate. Including Ecldi^ Norrls
and Bruce Bennett, rivals for Miss

as his violent rival, Arnold Schmidt
'Vera .Gordon makes a Jotaa Cacdlner
minor, sympathetic" bit stand out Sir Airctd SiK'ncer
Barton MacLane registers as the syn- Surgeon
dicate operator - who canses an the
grief to the' beroine. Ozzie Nelson's
Universal revives the 'Invisible
band gets its chance in the cafe Man' idea of transparency via chemscene.
Direction )as' Irving Reis isf ical injection into the body, to propven and intelligent. Single song. iject^the basis for a topical dramatic
Who Knows?* by Mort Greene and display with war espionage angle far
Harry Revel. i& catihy and nicely on the fantastic side. Despite its
Harris.
plugged by Miss Baft in nitery ?.z war and spy angles, picture carries acterization of Uncle Matt and Lord
quences and in several renrises.
through with sufficient levity to pro- Epping. Latter's timing and delivery
Small
fine

Maurice

.-ind

Tombragel

David Lynd
Jane Cta>'more
Zambesi
TaganI

from
Walter
At the
23.

"JZ.

Carrlllo

Devlne

Don Terry

"

Louise Allbrltton
Edgar Barrier

Turhan Bey
Holmes Herbert
David Hoffman

CommlH.'^loner

Storekeeper

Paul Dubov
Neyle Marx

Manolo
Lobo

.Minor

actloner, distinguished
Leo Carrlllo tossing

'B'

chiefly
by
ground an heavier-than-usual Andy
Devine while teaching him judo.
Don Terry is an explorer-scientist
Andy Devlne Is his photographer
and paL Louise Allbrltton is the
wealthy sportswoman whom Terry
returns to marry. But the wedding
Is
off once again when Carrlllo

flashes his Bri&b Intelligence credentials and talks Terry into an expedition to a Pacific isle.'
On the island Turhan Bey is okay
as the menace in role of an inland
trader who's the only one who can
lead the expedition safely but won't
because he has an' arsenal hidden la
the hills where the Axis can use It
when the times comes. The boys
hit the road on their own with Bey's
stooge a^ guide. There are a couple
.of stock shots of live stuff while
they raft up th^ river, attacks by a
python, a jaguar, crocodile, etc.; and
their native, porters desert. Finally,
out of .nowhere, come bales of
feathers that were supposed to make
extras look like headbunters, but
instead make them look like Sioux
Indians,
The boys are' captured,
they escape and malre the villain
lead them to the arsenal, they get
captured again, but not before they
get a message through 'to the RAF
which come to the rescue iii real
,

Jack D^Iton

style.

Circus Fire
sContlnuoil

when

the

from pace li

started and spread
'The audience wan

flre

wildfire.

like

—

evacuated, the performers men and
women—joined In the fight by quietipg tl>e animals, beating down the
flames and working in the bucket
lines that were organized by the
circus firefighters and the Cleveland Fire Departm'ent sent in six
imits that finally brought the flre
under 'control. Greatest siifferera
were '.the ailiihals ihany Of whom
were literally roasted alive. U. S.
Coast Guardsmen and 26 units of the
Cleveland Police Dept were thrown
around the lot to keep any maddened
animals from breaking out. The
circus vets Indicated the animals beyond succor and city detectives,
armed with submachine' guns, put
them out of their misery.
'

:

Horsethief.

Among

the animal casualties were

10 camels,- eight zebras, two panthers,- two-^iraflesr two-gnus,—tSwee
deer, foiir lions, two tigers, one

puma and

Rosle, the

famous stunt-

ing elephant called from- retirement
this season .to help fill the gap left

by

the

pachyderms

that

were

poisoned in Florida last year. Sixteen animal cars were destroyed In
the menagerie tent and nearby animal trucks and tents, including the

Arabian horse tent, were in danger
but eventually saved.
No trained animals and no horses

somewhat pallid American, under- were destroyed but three elephants
world and an imconvincing police and several camels were badly
force, is limited to secondary spot- burned. At press time the only Inting in the subsequents. Good enough jured human was James Sant An(or nominal returns icpm the Satur- gelo,- 22, an usher who was gashed

camera. Jack MacKenale: editor. Harry
Marker; ant. dlieckor. Rubr Roa*nlieiK.
Trede(4iown In L. A. Auk. 3, '4^. Running day mab'nce,' flnger-blting Juvenile
trade, however.
time. a» SIIXS.
'Yam opens' with the b6y threatCnnnellta
........Liipe Telex
Lord Epplng>
ening to sock an Army examining'
Uncle Matt )
I^on Rrrol physician because latter has rejected
Dennia
Walter Reed
Delia
Ellmtbetli Bladoa him as physically Unfit to serve. Girl
Lady Epplng
Lydia Bllbrook goes to his rival in courtship, an
Diana
Marlon Martin officer working with the subversive
Reddy
I.ylv Talbet element invesfigatitm detail to get
Lulu Albenil
LdIiI
Chief Inspector
George Cleveland him out of jail. Hero continues on
.Arnold
Marten Lainonl his ne'er-do-wel} career until the
OperatlTC
.....JucI; Brlua very and when he blows up Jiimself
Arnold Kent and the chief Nazi agent in a truck
Alamoa
Headwalter.
Max Wagner packed with dynamite in order to

.sir Cedric
J.

release

Stan Lupe

Jon Hall
Peter Loire
.'.

Hollywood, Aug.

Leslie Coodwlnff.., Screenplay by Oiarles K.
Roberta; atory by Roberts aiul Goodwins:

stars Ilona Massey. Jon Hall; features Peter
Lorre. Sir Cedrlc- Hardwlcke, J. Bdnid

ors with his characterization of Pro- Frank Kayniond
fessor B, ringleader' of Mlndy's bet- Baron iklm
ting crowd, while
Levene is Caorad .'ilnufTer.

Trite cops and robbers formula
against an obvious sabotage' theme,
this meller involving. Nazi agents, a

(WITH SONGS)

Lltel,
mooning hot intoasely loyal Little Bromberg, Albert Basserman, Johnoriginal
Directed by Edwin L.
Mnrlu;
Pmks, » at his best Eugene PaU screenplay
by Curtis Slodmak; camera. I.ca
lette is wdi teamed with Agnes White: e<IUoi-,' I'Mtvard Curllsa: asst. direcMoorehmd^ the lood-loving but real- tor, Vernon Keuys: special cfTccts, John
Previewed at Hlllatreel, L. A., July
istic Violette whom he weds.
Ray t'Bltan.
'41'.
Running time, 19 MINR.
Collins achieves top supporting hon- »,
Ilona Massey
Maria Siorenson

'

Donlger

by N'ell P. \'arnlck and
Donlger: comera. William SIckncr.
.N'ew York. X. IT., dual, week July
Running lime, 00 MINS.
r.eo Marzell
T.cr>
Andy Parker
Andy
original

-

INVISIBLE

through
Fonda, as the

Universal release of Ben PIvar production.
Starn Leo CarrlUo, Andy Devlne;
features
Don Terry, Louise Allbrltton,
I'Mgar Barrier. Turhnn Bey.
Directed by
Lewis D. Collins.
Screenplay by 'Walter

'

more on unimoortant

comes

27

in the Pacific

wed&—

.

sympathetic role,
with high laurels.

Jennifer Holt

Lee

M

after a fall cripples her tion of Eric Ambler's novel has been
Scripter Leonard Spigel-. nrepared by Welles and Cotten, and
gass, who also did the screenplay on there's nothing new in technique or
Production mounting is
the last Damon Runyon picture, treatment.
makes the transition from the grasp- okay, with Karl Struss' photo^aphy
wait.
ing, selfish little beauty to a bitter topnotch throughout.
disillusioned girl entirely life-like
albeit a prolonged affair. He's done
a neat job of transferring the spirit
of the piece ti) the screen, studding
Hollywood, July 30.
it with typical Kimyon humor.
Unlverunl releaa^ of Frank Lloyd producMiss Ball, cast at first in the un- tion: ns.'ujcluic producer. Georgo Waggner;

human long
for

N'ancy

supporter.
Welles' name may get
Leroy Hsaiia
Columbia release o( 11. P. Schulbegr pro. Walt KIncald
it
some top-bill spots in the key ductlon.
Rex Laaae
Featurci Pat O'Brien. Glenn Ford, Ranee Hnrrln
One*' Lenard
houses, but picture lacks strength for Evelyn Keyes. Directed by SIdnev Salkow. Queenle Canfleld
Bmlly Morgan
Clairn Whitney
such spotting.
Screenplay by Michael Blankfort from etorj- Ruck Daweon
Charles '811m* 'W]Utnk«r
by Richard Carroll, Detly Hopkins: camera, Nevada Norton
Mlchaal 'Vallon
Joseph Cotten is the pivotal char- Franz F. Pinner: editor, Cbarles Kelson.
H\oan
Pete
..>
MerriU
McConnkk
acter an American naval ordnance At Loew's State: N. Y.. week July 30. 4'.'.
Pnia of the Golden West with Norm
engineer returning to the U. S. from Running time,
MIN8.
Lou Martin
Pat O'Brien
Istanbul. Wheii attempt is made on Sam Doyle
Doyle
Glenn Ford
his life, Welle5,.^s head ot the Turk- Danny
'Vou can't go wrong with good hoss
Suale Tbompson
Evelyn Keyes
ish secret police, takes him in hand Sanford
Jonathan Hale chases, a palomino horse, neat gunto summarily chaifee his route from Kajor Thompson
Minor Watson play, a little roping, a reasonable
Frank- Puglla script and as nifty a toss and tumbletrain to boat .iri^~ order to escape the FlUier Carlos
Edward Pawled*
trailing Nazi agents. Wife Ruth 'War- LanvD
Becker
Gregory Gay fight as the one the hero shows in
rick is left to take the train ride- Scanlon
Clancy Cooper this Western. Oke for the b.o.
but aboard ship, Cotten finds himself Cniey
Trevor Burdclte
Johnny Mack Brown carries a silMarcel Dallo ver bullet as a memento of a proin the midst of the Germans. Ifs a FWet
Jotin Gallaudet
silow treiohter, and similar slow tale; Jacfaon
Sandy Roth
Larry Parka fessional killer who shot him In the
continually hitting fogbanks of script- Bin Roblnaon
Uo}-d Btidga bade and killed his dad. For five
ing which makes it a hazy passage. John IIcGlnnla
Hugh Beaomont years he roams the west looking for
Doaglaa Croft a man with a peculiar scar marked
Rather than, be killed ab6ard diip, Danny Soyls (aa a boy)
Cotten agrees with the Nazi plotters
his left arm.
He saves Fuzzy
An obvious atatempt to cash in on onto become their prisono^ for sixKnight from being roughhoused by
after which they are to set current popularity of planes in the three hombres looking to swing
him free. Welles is at the destina- war effort, Tlight Lieutenant' prom- votes for the reelection of Leroy
tion to diednnate the enemy agents, ises to be no boxoftice smash. Film
Mason as senator. Mason does a neat
but it remains tor Cotten to poll his has only Pat O'Brien and Glenn Ford job of fooling the peepul. Brown
own ^cape. B^ore ifs all ov». the for marquee lur^ and aside from sets into the election when William
Gecmans are killed to allow reunion that, ifs. one of those flighty affairs Farnum, mayor of the town who is
of Cotten and Miss 'Warrick for con- that has been stretched for at least
running for senator against Mason
15 minutes. 'Will do well in less imtinuance oi their trip
gets murdered, by running the mayStory' is filled with incidental ma- portant spots or combined with a or's wife for office. It all comes out
ferial and many coAfusing diaracters. strong No. 1 feature.
in the wash,' simply and logically.
Scripters
have
displayed no origThe only one known definitely to be
Brown does a neat job as the hero,
on Cotten's side is his wife, who is inality in the plot Primarily irs the Hason is almost as good as the vilonly around briefly at the start and oldie about the airplane pilot who lain. Knight is up to his material as
finish. Aboard ship, picture uses low crashes a plane, killing his co-pilot
a cowhand who's gtmna win the gal
key ohotograpby with ploity of while he lives but finds his name dis- who runs the dancehall by writing
shadows for characters to lurk in. graced. In this (me, he finally goes her a play. Cast is okay with- Grace
And they slink around continually, into exile in the trtfticS' while leav- Lehard having the edge In the
in attempts to -generate audience in- ing his son to be raised pr<^perly
femme department
terest in the strange proceedings. as an aviation cadet. The 1^ falls
Best shots in the picture are Pals
But script fails to point up straight- in love 'with the daui^ter of the man of the Golden West singing 'Vote for
line dramatics, and as a result the who died in the cra^ with expected
Emily Morgan' as election bally and
picture drifts along at a dull pace. developments. It's a mild ?witch on
the payoff where the badman. Mason,
Audiences will rather take a train an overworked automobile racing car and Brown walk the main stem toformula.
ride.
ward each other before drawing for
Welles delivers an above par charClimax is when his father returns, the final gunplay. Songs are chiefly
acterization as the Turkish secret po- enlisted as a U. S. Army private
background vocals.
lice chief. Cotten is okay in the lead; while his son is a lieutenant test pilot,
despite the fact the Writers present to save (he lad's life by subbing for
him as a rather weakling hero him OD a dangerous plane testing job.
throughout. Dolores Del Bio is a Plane clacks and Jdlls the father.
Calumt>lit reltasa of Jack Fter protfnctraiT.
strange E^ria'sran dancer, who makes
Pat O'Brien is his. usual capable Features Bruce Bennett, Kay Harris, Edadvance.!; to Cotten during the trip, self, but most of Uie'. acting, falling ward Norrls.
Directed by Lew Landers.
and then tries to shake him down on Glenn Ford,' as tiis son. Evelyn ScreenpUo'. Bersis*. Setl»,m, Wallaca. Sulfor coin. Jack Durant is her dance Keyes looks like a refreshing new- livan, Davldrsitventeln: atory,' Bemlca Few
kere. Wallaco SoUlvan; camera, Franz F.
oartner; Eustace Wyatt is head of the comer femme lead. Frank Puglla
as Planer: editor, William Lyon. At Central,
Nazi agents: and Jack Moss (asso- the -missionary in' the tropics is su- N. T.. Aug. I. '<12. Running time,
MIKB.
ciated with Welles in latter's produc- perb. Support is standard, but well Lieutenant John Cronln^. .. .Bruce Bennett
Kay Harris
ing unit) stalks through the proceed- picked. Sidney Salkow directs with Kdlth Cassell
'l<:udle Miller
Eddie Norrls
ings as the menacing face, peering skill in view of the story handed him. Carlysle Harrison
Sidney Blackraer
out from under a hat-brim, out of the
Chief Hanley
Don Beddoe
Weor.
Robert Filler
John Tyrrell
r.hadows and around corners. SupCTiock Brown
Oeorge McKay
porting cast is adequate.
<'onrad
Robert Smnaekt Keane
Direction by Norman Foster is deFelix
Eddie Langhton.
Spitfire's
liberate and slow, pausing too much

Danger

"the right arm" -when another at»tendaht swung a ho6k at an elephant, missed and caught Angelo.
John RInglIng North who Is send,ing to Florida for new canvas aald
'the damage, was not covered by insurance and that the elephants
raised hell last night as if they bad
a premonition of what was to comet'

on

The show stays in Cleveland
through Thursday (S) and opens in
Akron on the seventh.
Aside' from the material damage,
the

loss

legal

of

actions.,

revenue

and possible

the Ringling troupe,

which last winter lost 11 elephants
by poisoning, finds itself with a depleted menagerie that under present
wartime -conditions cannot be re-,
plenlahed.

-

-Mori.

Se6 Fox Earnings Up

.

vide strong support entertainment— are tops, and he has the audience on
merry-go-round with the
to be laughed at, and with. Although a laugh
to
hvper-critical audiences will pass it constant switches of his two roles
Scores
confuse other members of the cast.
a
off. picture will catch plenty of book'The elephant in this case is a little
circuits.
family
and
nabe
in
the
ings,
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Jon Hall i.s the grandson of the onyx trinket smuggled into the counParamount handed John Fariow a
by diamond-runner Lyle Talbot
director contract after a sneak pre- inventor of the secret invisibibty try
unsuccess- via Lord Epping. After latter gets
view of .his war picture, 'Wake chemical. Axis agents try
successfully, Talfully in opening sequence to pry the iit through customs
Island.'
to retrieve It with the
forinitta from him, but he evades ^bot attempts
At present Farrow is piloting 'The them to later place the concoction valuable gem inside, but it gets tossed
Commandos' at Columbia.
own services at disposal of 'around aplenty. After considerable

On

Sneak

•

his

assigned Ethel

Second quarter earnings statement
and
of 20th-F.ox likely will be repot-ted
screenplay for his "Life of Rudolph
this week or revealed at the meeting
Valentino.' Producer has been talkof the directorate on Aug. 13-.
ing about this title for two years,
Earnings in the' period, covering
was supposedly stymied by casting
probUms. This time he means ac- mostly April, May and June, for the

in

to

do

a

treatment

corporation are said to be in excess
Producer is worlting on the script of the first quarter when $841,561 net
profit was reported.
New York.

tion.

I

and

SeUinr Valentfaio

Edward Small has

Borden

.
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THERFS A NEW MOON
IN THE MOVIE SKY!
Telegram from Hollywood Preview:
"After 'Mrs. Miniver*

it is difficult

to

imagine a greater Greer Garson, but
in *Random Harvest* there is a Garson,

not seen

who

before, a

new

personality

breathes romantic excitement into

"Th«

War A«-

tloiHe* Com-

James Hilton's flesh and blood heroine.
Teamed with sjaperb Ronald Golman in

mittee, at 1901
Broadiiiau, mi/s:
'Please aerii in

your July report
yoxir Account Number.'

tolth

a picture that has already started
the Hollywood grapevine saying *It*s

another Miniver,* Sidney Franklin,
Miniver's producer, has truly done
again.

his

SEPTEMBER
.BOND AND
it

Mervyn LeRoy has achieved

most

*Random

Thanks.'"-

'

STAMP SALE
Yh* MoMmi
Pktttr* InahMtry'*

heart-stirring direction.

Harvest'

is

the movie sky and

the

it's

new moon

a harvest

in

moon!"

from Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer

SECOND
FRONT I

.

Wedneedajr, Angast

5,.
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Advance Production Chart

intomuaUm of

Ihiaire otul fUm txchanoe beokert Vabibty preaenU
chart of feature reUaut of all the American dutributini; coma
pani'ei for the current (tuarterly period.
Date of retrieiot a* given in
VAtmrt and the running time of print* are included.)
(For

.

compUU

HcUywood, Aug. 4.
Four more ttttdiot, namely Republic. Columbia, Ifonogram and RKO-Radio have announced officially their

H—Melodrama; C—Comedy.

CD-CojTiedv- production tchedule* for the lM2-'43 teaton. Republic
DravM: W—yfet^em; I>—Drama;
Romantic Dromd; ATI/—Musical. promises the eihibitort 34 features; 32 icertemj and'
four serials. Columbia obligate* itself to a schedule of
Figures herewith indtcote dote of Vabieiy's rerieu and running time.
48 features; 19 westerns and four serials. RKO-Radio
announces a list of producers which will release through
its fueiUties composed of Walt Disney. Sam Goldwyn,
OF BELEASE—S/4/4Z
Herbert Wiieox, J. Votion, Sol Lesser and Jerrold
Brandt uhich added to the studio's output o/ 28 fea1/U
CD
Wc Were DaMlac
N. SheuCT-M. Cawai*
One TkiiUM NlfM CMWM) 1/1
J. Bcal-W. McKay
Daacer (UO) U/n
Come
X.H«»-F.MeaI
MooBUgHt llu«am4e (Itav)
c
D. O'KccfcB. Keaa
c
Toncli Ai Tkcy OMse CIO
Lady Gaaectcr (WB> </•
«! r.

Key. to Type Abbreciottoiu:

BD—

M

tures will make a total of 45 pictures in 1942-'43 for the
customers. Monogram toil! make for next year's, product SO ^liri* of wWch
are to he features and IS loill
be westerns.
United Artists has riot lined up its list of producers
and consequently is not in a position at this loriliiiff to
announce any production number for the exhibitors to
expect during the 19tZ-'0 season. (At the end of credits
shown in 'Vatietir' chart (1941-42) desiffnates whether
picture is current year's output or next season's J If no
date is gitien. after crediu, refer to table under studio
name wherif date of film's release is noted.

M

V
w

M

^.Vta^aamoVflO agent, drama;

They All

<BKO) S/»
*nByo
BBcmt
OMh) •/>
(O •/«
Sliver BAt CO •/<

My

CD

as

31

C7

M. DMdasW. Crawtw«

rwrrndte

Thra

'

Private Hffcara* (D) •/>
Dancer la tM lactte

The

mfWrft

BeyMM

the Blae

rijMiid

K. Kyccr-E. Drew
F.

D. Terry-I.. Carrflla

H K
77

CD

Dave olth) «/3
Metfa— Cn*) 5/C

M

FMda.D. Aaeche

D. Laiu a ai BL DculMff

1/2*
( XteIW
MMtthMb
r
CP«0
PowMr TMni (BKO)

ParaCkMte JfBiae ' CCM)

M. CkapnaB-P. Oaik
C. S(anctt«. Waj*em
V. HacLaclcB-E. 0*8110

!

CD

S/U

I

Lady tm A Jaai CD) lA
Pbaatma FlilBiw CBeMTanaa's H. T. ACvcitfve CM-«) 4/U

C

L Du>e-P. KMwIes
B. Sted-T. Tyler
i. WdBtaBer-ll. O'Han
>

7«

WEEK OF BKLEASE—C/25/4£

U a

Rukker Backeteen CVm*) in
Me«lc«« SfltMn Beet tOmt <BkO I/S C
Ten Cianfia Wetf Mat OMk) C/3 BO
There'k Oae Beim Bveir lOaate CO)
C
I Manie« Aa AmtH Oi-e) )/»
ITO
Her CarOaard iMvecCM•«) S/ZI
CD
Malde Gcta Ber Maa CK-O) S/n
C
The Gay Siiten CWBl •/]
M
Frleaay Bteariea CPA) »/U
C
.

B. Ceitcz-B. Hadson
L. Tctac-E. Errol

7»

.

Meatcomcrj-M. O'Han
& Hcrbeit-T.
n a.
Btawa
<J
EMy
UN. HuDwald-N.
Shearcr-B. Xaylar
S5

IM

•

.

.

a. Setkcia-B. Skeltoa
108 B. Staaw^-C. Btcat
0S
C. Wlaataccr-C. Bayc«e«..

IVSBK OF BBIiEAfiB t/t/n

H
W

Lure at Uw Islaa4i C^a«)
Sam af tke PloBeen XBev)
PostBaa Didn't Bln( (2Mk) «/3
Deep In Heart of Texas CCD
Sereeant T*rk (WB) T/lt/M

a

.BD

WEEK OF

Hart.

^B. RMcra-C. Hays
R. XSrlc-B. Joyce
R.'Stack-B. Crawford
134 e. Caaper-J. Ijtttie

C
C

.

^tUntlc Canvay (Cal)
rop Sereeant (U)
PUght Lleatenant (Col)

M.

BBIXASE-r7/S.'42

M
C

D

S/t

.

W
M

rumble Weed Trail CFRC)
Spy Ship (WB) S/I

W

J. Beal-V. Field
L. CarriDa-A. Dcvlaa
P. O'Btica-C. Fard

CZ

B. Bayd-A. Davlf
C. Stcvea*-L

m,— i-.

Arlxaaa Bound

W
M
M
W

C/S

CHno) 9/l*/U

BLElliat-T. Bitter

CI
tS
St

S.

Erwla-O. Maasan

A. Sheilte-D.
~~ Xargaa

B. laacs-T.

McCoy

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/23/U
Escape from Crime

CWB)

<M

t/3

51

BD lU

|hU Abave All (Mtk) S/J3
Pierre at the Plalaa (M-G) (/IT

M C
C

iU Ndclibor CRep)

B. Travic-J. Blsbap
T. Pawer-«. Fo^talae

Hnsiey
Arcker

J. CanaD-B.
J. Parlier-C.

WEEK OF BELEASE 7/M/U
lackass

MaU CM-G)

W

CD
C
C

6/17

The SaBbrero Kldi (Bep)
Joaa af Oiark (Bep)
Aeent (V) S/S
Luclty Less (Col)

M n

Invtalble

MU

WEEK OF

W. Beery-Ma Main

D. Barry-LTxerrlck
Cavaaa-J, E. Brown
Maasey-J. HaU
l^lkeaberc-B. Harris

Jf.

L

J.

BELEASErr4/C/42

C
BD

Bloadie Far Tictaiy (Col)
Crossraads (M-G) t/U

Smart Alecks (Moaa)
at Ike Canyoa' (Bep)
Pardari My Saroac (U) 1/5

Call-

'

M

WCC a

P. Slaelctaa-B. Lake
W. PaweB-H. Laaurr

B. Pryar-M. RoseablaoA
C. Autiy-S. Burnett

AboU&Castello

OF BELEASE—8/13/42
Bad Mca af the

Hms

W

CCri)

C. Sturett-L.

'

C

HlllbUly BUtzHreic (Maaa)
Timber CO
Bhadawc af the Safe CBcp)

B.DBncan-E.

WC
M
W

Are Basbaads Neccaaiy Cnr) 6/17
PrladUe* aa Parade CMr)
7/29
The ncd Piper CMfe) 1/»
The Old BaTTtnd CBcp)

WaBen
Knacdy

L.Carlllo-A.J>ivfae
B. Steel-T. Tyler

OF BELEASE
Talk af the Tawa COO
Bordera af the West (Maaa)

»/t$/i2

m
n

CD

Ml)

C

ne

CtHh)

V»

IBADBSKliWIf AlfB
Mokay CM-G) l/U
AboM. pace COA> 4/U

CM)

Nltkt in Kew Orteaaa
Mrs. RUainr m-oy S/U

^

SI
41

£>OeMaadraa CO)

M

CK-G)i/tl

w

BaiaeU

». BaOer-D. Bced
W.Tiacr-'' Sawyer
D. "

O.

M.
CDIoMy Cartaaa)

a. Caaaey-I. Lcdla
L. Noiaa-C. f ladh
L. BiliJMH
B. Craafey-F. Aitalic
lU B. Stack-D. BsiijBlie
T> B. DIx-K; «^ylar
C. Ma iito a. paikcr
(4 L. MMaa-B. Bead

W
M n
M
H lU
HD 1
"W

1/U

D Ua

Barkaiaa CO) 1/U
KIOBdyke Fair (MM) 1/U

War

R. Baiers-H.

f. Shepfaid-L.

M
M *

CD

BD

•/!>

Baaccr CVar) •/V

Thf%Sj^ M^piiToBMo'
rootvsrs^SiadrcjS) ' 1^
aC tte Taafecca
»H«aa onc<
CBKO)
S*; l^Me a.
VlyW Piartraas cWB) 1/lS

7«

MC JU

A«alaft Mn. WiMty CM-G) •/S
Somewlfare. PB Plad Tea CM-O) •/S
The Bie Street CBKO) t/S
J?ur^ lata Fear <BKO) •/$
Mexlcnn Spltllre's Elephant (RKO) 8/5
»»les Of Mnnhattan (20th) 8/5

'

D

BD
CD

39

1

U

1

3
S5

Stanley

Brown

BLONIME FOB TICnOBT,
Robert Sparks;

dir.,

domestic coinedy; prod,

Frank Strayer; no writing

credits;

'jCatt*^. CateBa
B. Biaif-B.

Marljy

l.Payae-B.GtaMie
G.CaapCT-T.Wijlg*

S
a

l.MacBl«w>-r.IfKfet

as

E.

E.Lawe-L.riuiaaka

AnM-F.

Balaier

lai

a
m
S3

c. GaMe-L. laraer

C

CD

117

1. Caltaa-D. Bel
L. Velez-L. Erral
(All star cast)

B, Faada-L.

Bd Bla

Sam

Bennett Les^r BroOks.

SOHBTHIKCS to. SHOUT ABOITr,

musical; prod,,

iUr, Gregoty RatoS; no writlig credits; camera, Franz
Planer. C^ast: Don Ameche, JaA Oakle. WilUam
^
ton. Cobina Wri^. Jr.

y-*^ G^.

W»VELIEB.
T ^*?L,''™"j,'''HS?.
lou
Edebaan; dir, Waiiami Sejter; no

musical; prod,
writing cr^its;
caipera, Ted TMzlafl. C:aEt: Fred Astaiire, Rita Hayworth. Adolphe Menjoii, Xavier Chigat and his band,
uobel JDsom, Leslie Brooks, Adele Mara, c:atherine
Craig, Cais Schilling.

Metro

(1*41-42).

THE LONE WOLF JEN SCOTLAND TAKO, mystkry;
prod., Wallace MacDonald: dir, Edward Dinytiyk: no
willing credits; caneia, Phil X^nnura. C^ast: Warren
William^ bic Bloite, EtiUaiy Brooke, lliiirston Hall,
Fred Kelsey.'Kattbew Boulton, Morton Lowry, Leslie
Deniiwin, Billy- Bevan, Forrest Tucker, Kurt Katch,
Ed taughton, Clyde Cook, Stanley Logan, Keith Hitcboock, Wyndham Standing, Tom Stevenson (1941-42).

fraa Ui d CaB.-II-IS
pMrd
•"^atarea

St

JKctures in .cutting

Kaw

Skmwt-

Caltiac

$$

#

»

room or awaitmg

release:

TaSa
,

ME AND MT GALi vaudeviller; prod., Arthur Freed;
Btisby Beiteley;

no writing credits; camera, no
Garland C^eorge Murphy, CSene
S^^*Kelly, Martha EKerfh, Richard (}uine,
Blue.
dir.,

^

RANDOM

HARVEST, drama; prod., Sidney Franklin;
Mervyn LeRoy; story based on novel by James
Hilton; camera, Joseph Ruttenberg.
Ronald C>>1man^ Greer Ciarson, Philip Dom.

Singleton,
Arthur Lake,' lany Simms, Jonathan Hale. AJinira.
Session^ (George Baous, Daiqr, Frank Scully (1941-42).

dir.,

SABOTAGE StlOAD, formerly FINGEBS, drama;
prod, JTack Fier: dir., Lew'Iandeis; no writing credits;
camera, Franz Planer. Cast: Bruce Bennett Kay HarSidney Blackmer,

CAljo, drama; prod., Joseph Mankiewlcz: dIr, W.S.
Van Dyke; no writing credits: camera. Huy June. Cast:

Don Beddoe. Eddie Laugbton, Edward

ternack; dir, Frank Borzage: no writing credits; camGeorge Folsey. Cast: Van Heflin. Kathryn Grayson, MarEJut Hunt Diana Lewis; Cecilia Parker, Fr^ces
Rafferty, Frances Baeburn, S. Z. Sakalt

laiiiera,

ris,

Henry

Edward

Joba

Fteulich.

Norris, CSeorge

l^pzrell,

.

C^ast:

.

Penny

McKay,

.

Steam, Pit lane,' Jofan Dilson, Ethan Laidlaw, Jack

Cy Ring C1941-42>.
PEBILS OF THE BOTAL MOUNTED,

j^isEn],'Bu^.PFacEer,

serial, prod.,

Larry Darmour; dir.u James W. Home; original screen
pUy, Basil Dickey, Sicott Littleton, Louis Heifetz. Jesse
A. Dulty; camera, James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Bobert
Stevens, Kameth MacDonald, Herbert Bawlinson, Hell
ODay, John Elliott, Nick lliompson. Art MUes, Bichard Fidre; Bicliard Vallin, Forrest Taiylor,Kermit Maynard, Cieoixe C3iesebro, Jack Ingram (lMl-42).
drama; prod;, Wallace MacChades Barton: no writing credits; camTannur^ Cask Jinx F^lkenburg, Kay Har-

dir.,

era, Fhllqi

William Wright, Don- Beddoe,
Sully, I^lie Brooks.
SISTER EILEEN, comedy; prod.,. Max Gordon;
dir., Alexander Hall; no writing credits; camera, Jo-'
seph Wllker. Cast: Bosalind Russell, Brian Aberne,
Janet Blair, Frank Sully, Jeff DonneU (lMl-42). v
STAND BT ALL NETWOBKS, war drama; pcOd.,
Jack Fier; dir.. Lew l(anders; no writiDg credits; camera, Henry Freullch. Cast: John Beal, Florence Rice,
Kenneth MacDonald. Alan Baxter, Don Beddoe, -Margaret Hayes; Uary Treen, John TyrrelL
PARDON MIT GIJN> western; prod. Jack Fier; dir,
William Berke^. no writing credits; camera, Ciieoi'ge
Median. Cast: (Siarles Stanett, Alma CarroU, Noah
Beeiy, Uoyd Bridges. B^b Stevensy Dick .ChiM&..X^
Mates, Arthur Hutmicutt (lMl-42).
BOSTON RlackI^^^ mysteiy; prod.. Wallace MacDonald; dir., M'*'"'! Ciordon; no writing credits; camCiast: Chester Motrili, Richard
era, Etenry FreuUch.
Lane, CSeorge E. Stone, (Constance Worth, Lloyd Corris,

Russell Baydeni,

'

Frank

MT

rigan, William

Wright Forrest Tucker, John

Tyrrell.

SMITH OF MINNESOTA, collegian; prod., Jack Fier;
Lew Landers; no writing credits; cameta, Phil Tan-

dir..

Cast: Bruce Smith, Arline Judge, Warren Ashe,
Douglas Leavitt Don Bedd06, Bosemary De C^mp,
Kay Harris, Robert Stevens.
THE DARING TOVNG MAN, oomedy-drama; prod,,
Robert Sparks; (flr, Frank R. Strayer; no writing
Cast: Joe E. Brown,
credits; camera, Franz Planer.
Marguerite Chapman. Claire Dodd. Roger Clark, William Wright Don Beddoe, Uoyd Bridges, Frank Sully,
Eddie Laugbton.

nura.

THE LAW OF THE BADLANDS,

western; prod.,

Wills;

MC Ul

im

TonMaae Cm) C/n

I Liva la

mH«

/•

Ta aa

4

MlUer—J.'Minson
WooUey-R. McDowell
Weaver Brat.

tOB FOTOBE BKLEASE

Oaca Dpaa a ttaiMMr CM-O •/»
g«n*l CBKO) j^ir
xanfeae Baafle DaadT CWm
It ,Bi»r a > d fta nSCa* flM) «/l
CalNac Br. rniriili
HoJi«»y laa ce**)

W n
m

Cattlac
.

•

Leon Barsha; dirT, Williara BerJce; no writing credits;,
camera. Benjamin Kline. .Casl> Russell Hayden, Bob

WEEK OF BELEASE—•/A7/42
vr m m. Benactt-K. Harris
Sabatace S«aad CCai) 8/5
M d> J. Beal-W. McKay
One TkrlHIia MIcfet CMOM) 1/1
Parrldi

8nn«t Seicaade CBeW
LoTta af Bdcar iUha

4
2

C. Grant-J. Aitfear
B. Jaaes-T. McCay
R. MUland-B. Fields

A.
MM.

D

•
•

BAD MEN OF THE HILLS, fonnerly TALLET OF
LAWLESS MEN, wesleni: prod, Jadt Tier; dir^ Waliam BeAe; original Ecrceoplay, lAici Ward; caiqera,
Benjamin Kline. Cast: CSurles Stanett, RiisscU
Hayden, Iguana Walters, CliS Edwards, Alan Bridges,

Donald;

CO

1

4

LUCKT LEGS; comedy

OF KELEASE—7/l«/«2
traJrle Gunsmaiw (C«l)
ruais of the Coaca
IDO for the Bade (WB)

as

48

u

....

Serbia

Totals
....
C> V
1
C
s''"
Pictures in cuttiiig room or awaitioe relase:

OF BELEASE S/U/U
Blden

Feateres

Wealens

CnTca-lC.°S»«nT«

A>«rews Sb^. E. Lcwii

Sbaat-

prod,

White;
MWiael (lordon; no writing credits; camera. L. W.
™&
OConneU.
Cast:. Bruce

OF BELEASE-S/U/4E

Walter 'Dub" Taylor, Lucille Lambert.

western; prod., Leon
original screen play,

A TORNADO 11? THE SADDLE,

dir., William Berke;
Cniarles Francis Royal; camera, George Meehan. Cast:
Ruisdl Hayden, Bob Wills, Dub Taylor, Alma Cirroll,
Tristram C<rflin, Donald Curtis, Tack Baxley, Leon McAulise, Hailey Huggins.

Banha;

THE SPIRIT OF STANFORD,

collegian; prod.,

C^:

Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Young.

SEVEN

'

.

.

SISTERS,' comedy-drama; prod., Joseph Pas-

A TANK AT ETON/ comedy-drama; prod., John Conl^urog; no'wl^tliu credits; camera,
Karl IVeund. Cast: Mickey Rooriey/Freddie Bartholo.

bn Hunter. Juanita QiilglQr, Edmund Gwenn.
CARCH), drama; prodL, Victor Saville; dlr„
Richard Tlioipe; original and scteenplay. Leon (Gordon:
csmera, Harry Stradling. Cast Hedr Lamdrr, Walter
Pidgeon, Frank Morgan, Bramwell Fletcher.
EXES IN. Tte NIGHT, drema; prod.. Jack Chertok;

mew,

WHRE

Howatd Emmett Rogers, Guy Trover; cam-'
Cast: Edward Arnold, Ann HardDonna Reed, -Reginald Denny.
LAST. FLING, comedy-drama;

screenpUqr,
era,
ing,

Robert Planck.

ANDT HAWT'S
'

prod.; General Office;,

dir., deorge Seitz; no writing
George Folsey. Cast Miwey Rooney,
Lewis Stone, Fay- Holden, Esther Williams.

credits; camera,

ifetc* PIx.ln Prodaetlan

THE MAN ON AMERICA'S CONSCIENCE,
ical

histor-

drama; prod,

Dleterle;

J. Walter Ruben; dir, William
writing credits; camera,' Harold RoSson.
Beflin, Ruth Hussey, Lionel Barrymorc^ Sfu-

no

Cast Van
jorie V--BBIFNION. drama;

prod.,

Joseph

L.

dir., Jiiles Dassin; Ho- writing 'credits;
Daiiiel6..-..Cast Joan Ctawtord, PMiip

lOmupET FOR MARGARET,

ManUewicz;

camera, William

Dprn

drama;

prod., B. F.
writing credits: cam-

dlr.^ Herbert Kline; no
era, Paul' Voi^. y^ast: Robert. Young, larainc Day.
IN DIXIE, comedy mystery; prod,
Cieoige Haighl; dlr, S. SylvjuT SSmOU; no wrlUhg
credits; camera, Clyde De Vinna. C^ast Red Skelton,
An'n Rutherford, Diana Lewis, Bae$ Ragland.
GAMBLER'S CHOICE, dramat prod., Sam Uarit; dir.,
Joe Newman; no writing credits; camera, Jackson Roset

Knemaiy;

WHUTUNG

'

William Lundigan, James Craig, Patricia Dane.
8KTWAT TO GLORT, air drama; prod,, B. F. Zeldman; dir., Cieorge Sidnor; no writing credits; camera,
Paul Vogel. Cast: Franchot Tone, Harcia Hunt
KEEPER OF THE FLAME, drama; prod., Victor
Saville: dir., George Cukor; no writing credits; camera.
William Daniels. Cast: Spencer Tracy, Katharine HepC^ast:

bum.

•
.

CLEAR.FOB ACTION, navy drama; cb-prod,

Robert

Z. Leonard and O. O. Dull; dir:, -Robert Z; LBonaid; no
'Writing credits; camera, Charles Rasher. Cast Robert
Taylor, (diaries Laughton, Brian Oonlevy, Walter

Brennan.

PRESENTING LILLY MARS, drama;

prod, Joe.

Norman Taurog; no wtiting credits;
Cast Jud^ Garland. Richard
Fay Bainter, Spring Bylngton, Hay Mac-

Pasternak; dir,
caniera,

Cailson.
Donald.

unasswned.

MtMfrai
'41-tt

fiSid

Fcatarcs

1
1

M
Flctores in cutting

S

S

CatUac V»tm
4
2f
15
41

4

room «r awaiting rdease:

nxanXT UTEKRIEG, comedy; wod^ td Gross;

Rmr Made; screen' play. Boy & Bami: camera,
Mared Le Picard. Cast Ed^or Kennedy. Bud Dmcan,
dir,

COJOfANDOS COiat AT DAWN, drama;
John
dir., UL

prod.,

no

Farrow:
CSommander
writing credits; camera, William Mellor. C:ast: Paul
Muni. Anna Lee, Filmnnd Gwenn, Hay C^ollins, Alex
Knox. Rosemary De Canq>.
prod.,
in
Technicolor;
western
MSPBRADOES,
THE
Hany Joe Brown; dir. Charles Vidor; no writing credCast: Rando^th Scott,
its; camera, C;eorge Meehan.
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes. Claire Trevor, Edgar
Buchanan.
NORTHWEST, westas; prod..
THE LAW OF
Jade JWer; dir. William Berke: no wntinx^ SE?"?*'
Charles StarreitSliIrley
camesa Benjamin Kline.
Patterson, Arthur Humiicutt, Douglas Leavitt, Stanley
Browo, Donald Curtis, Al Boles.
Lester Chowan;

WE

'

sldine; dir., Norman

Sam

White; dir.. Charles Barton; screen play, Howard JGrea. William Bren^ Nick LukaU; stoty by WOllam
Brent and Nldc Lukats; camera. Franz FlaMr, Jdm
Stumar. Cast Fcankie Albert Marguerite Charmian.
Matt WilU«, Shiricr Patterson. Kay Harris, Robert
Stevens, Uoyd Bridges. Forrest Tucker, BiUy Lcdmer,
BaMfld Landon, Yolta Boftr, Ernie N^eix.
SMALL ITEIX 'n, dir., Cbaziea Barton; no writing
credita; camera. Phil Tannora. Cast;MaiKaretLiiidBar,
John Beal Bert Gordon. Dorothy Ann Seesc; Sig Amo,
Cionstance Worth. Nedda Parker, Louise Squire, Halene HiQ. John T. Mv -ny, Jantes Morton.

'

era,

cm ffaaxto, Doris UiHlc9,lMelenIJttfcfleId aMl-42).
ARIZONA STAOBCOAchi; western; prod, Cjcorge
W. Wedcs; dir, S. Rcqr Lnlv; no -writing credits; cany
Bob CHine. Ca^ Ray GMrigan, Max Tenume,
era.

John Kinc NeD

ODsy

UM1-4Z).

KDCG OF TME'RAIXIONS;, bone
Edward

saga: pnML-dir,

Flnaery; orisfaml story. Roger Kerton; screen*
Arthur St CHaire and Sbennan Lowe; camera,
Xarcd Le Ficard. Cast Makoma Ctbe slalUoB). Sallr
Yowladiie (1*41-42).
Calrant, Oiief •nmnderbSid,
rOUCB BDULRTS. melodrama: prod, Unddeiy Barsons: «Ur, Jean Yaxbraugh; scrceoplay. Edmood Kdso
(Continued on page 31)

play,

QM

.

Augnst S, 19~i2

ITcfdjiesdaj,

PICTUBSS

Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 29)-

:

Ande Land; camera,
Archer, Warren Hymer.
and

IStJt

unassiened.

OF MOSSING MEN,

Cast:'

John

South Seas; prod,

dir.,

Ridurd Oswald; 'adapted by Richard Oswald and RobertTs^pin from the play, 'White Lady,' by Gina
Kaiin vnd Ladislau Fodor; camera, Paul Ivano. Cast:
Jol^? Howard, Helen Gilbert, Gilbert Roland, Alan
Mov^bray, Bradley Page, Noah Beery, Georgci Chandler.

FQANTOM

BILLEB, mystery;

W. Hackel;

prod., A.

Wllllarn Beaudlne; screen play, Forrest Taylor;
Jtfarcel. Le Picard. Cast: Dick Purcell, Joan

dirl,'

camera,

Woodbury, John Hamilton, Warren Hymer, Kenneth
Hawaii, Mantan Moreland, Gayne Whitman, George"
Leivis,

KUiott ^uUivanv

Forrest

Taylor,

J.

Farrell

MacDonald.
.

FOBEIOK AGENT, spy-rlnger; prods., Martin Mooney. Wax King; dir., William Beaudine; original story,
Martin Mooney; screenplay by Martin Mooney and
John Kraflt; camera. Max .Stengler. Cast John ShelGale Storm; Ivan Lebedeff, Hans.Schumm. William Halligan, G^rge Travell, Patsy Mbran, Lyle Lattel, Herbert RawUnson, Kenneth Harlan, Jack Mulhall,

ton,

Dayld Clarke.

MoDocram Fix In Production
western; prod., George W.
dir., Robert Tahsey; no writing credits; camunassignedi , ''-ast: John King, Max Terhune,
.^Davey Sharpe, Marjprle Manners.
HOmCIDE SQUAD, melodrama; prod., Llndsley
Persons; dir., Jean Yarbrough; no writing credits;
camera unassigned.' . Cast: Edith Fellows, John Miljari, Robert Lowery, Jan Wiley, Pat Gleason, John

TEXAS TO BATAAN,

Weeks;

.

era,

.

.

Maxwell,

.

Paramoont
Com-

Now

Shoot-

CottlBS

pltitWI

Stadio .........
H. Sheman. . .
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release:

AMEBICAN EBIFIBE, western; prod- Harry Sherman; dir., William- McGann; screenplay, Don Hartman,
Frank Btitler; story br Melvin Frank, Norman Panama;
camera, Russell. Harlan. Cast: Richard Dix, Preston
Foster, Frances Glfford, Leo Carrlllo, Jack La Rue,
Chris-Pin Martin, Ian MacDonald.
THE' FALM BEACH STOBT, comedy; asso, prod.,
Paul Jones; dir., Preston Sturges; screenplay, Preston
Sturges; camera, Victor Mllner. Cast: Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea. William Demarest
WILDCAT, (adventure); prod, Wm. Pine and Wm.
Thomas; dir., Frank McDonald; no writing credits;
camcratFred Jackman, Jr. Cast: Richard Arlen, Arline
Judge, William Frawley, Butter Crabbe, Arthur Hunni.
cutt, iaisha Cook, Jr., lUIph Sanlord, Alec Craig, John
Dilson, Ed Keane, Will Wright, Jessica Newcombe, Billy
Benedict, Billy Nelson, Tom Kennec^, Fred Sherman,
William Hall, John Fisher, Abdullah Abbass, Don
Barclay, Dick Elliot^

BOBDEB PATROL,
ern: prod.,

writing

'

MISSING MEN.

west-

Harry Sherman; dir, Lesley Selander; no
Cast: William
camera, unassigned.
Clyde, J, Kirby, Claudia Drake, Duncan

credits;

Boyd. Andy
Renaldo.
I

formerly

THE FOREST RANGERS,

technicolor adventure;
Robert Sisk; dir., George Marshall; screen
-Harold Shumate; from a story by Theima
Strat>el; camera, Charles Lang.
exchange' and ware^
Cast: Fred Mac- homeoSlce,
Murray, Paulette Goddard, Susan Hayward, Albert house, was seen late 'yesterday
Dekker, Lynne Overman, Phillip Terry. Jim' Brown,
(Tuesday) following resumption of
THE GLASS KEI, mystery; asso. prod, Fred Kohl- negotiations between the union
and
mar; dir, Stuart Heisler; screen play, Jonathan LatiNegotiations were iremer; based on novel by Dasbiell Hamixiett; camera, Warners.
Theodor SparkunL Cast: Brian Donlevy. Alan Ladd, opened at the instance of Mrs, EliPatricia Morison, Bonita Granville, Joseph Callela.
nore M. Herrick, regional director

asso. prod.,

play,

-

THE BOAD TO MOROCCO,

comedy-drama; asso.
prod., Paul Jones; dir,- David Butler; no writing
credits; no camera credit set Cast: Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Donna Drake, Vladimir SokololT, Mikhail Rasumny, Jamiel Hasson, Monte Blue,
Louise La Planche, Theo de ^oe, Brooke- Evans,
Suzanne Ridgway, Patsy Mace, Yvonne de Carlo, Poppy
Wilde. Ralph Penney, Dan Seymour, Pete G. Katchencro, Brandon Hurst, Richard Loo, Leo Mostovoy,
George Givot, Leon Belasco.
SILVER QUEEN, drama; prod.-, Harry Sherman; dir,
Lloyd Bacon; no writing credits; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: George Brent, PriscUla Lane,. Bruce Cabof,
Eugene Pallette, Lynne Overman! Guinn 'Big Boy'
Williams, Janet Beecher, Katharine .Booth,

STREET OF CHANCE, formerl7 -THE BLACK
prod., Sol C- Siegel; asso., prod.,
Burt Kelly; dir. Jack Hively; screen -play, Garrett
Fort; based on story ,by Cornell Woolrich; camera.
Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Burgess Meredith,' Claire
Trevor, S.heldoD Leonard. Jerome Cowan; -Frieda Inescort. Adeline De Walt Reynolds, Louise Piatt, Arthur
Loft, Edwin MAxwell,' Milton Kibbee, George Watts.
Gloria Williams, Keith Richards, Cliff Clark, Sonny
Boy Wmiains, Helen MacKellar. Ruth Gillette. Harry
Tyler, Besse Wade, Ralph Dunn, James C. Morton.
.

CIJPTAIN, mystery;

dir.,

Rene

Clair;

asso. prod., Preston
screenplay,. Robert Plrosh

drama;

and Marc Connelly; suggested- by a story of Thome
anlth and completed by Norman Matson; camera, Ted
Cast: Fredrlc March, Veronica Lake, Susan
Tetzlail.
Hayward, Robert Benchley, Cecil Kellaway, Elizabeth
Patterson, Esther Howard, Robert Warwick.
-

GBEAT WITHOUT GLOBT,
OVXB PAIN, drama; prod.-dir.,
wrltlne- credits;, camera,

McCrea, Betty

Field,

Victor

formerly TBIUMPH
Preston Sturges; no
Milner.

.

Cast:

Relations

Board who intervened in the matter and suggested efforts be made to
end the strike. She' held a meeting on tile matter yesterday morning (Tuesday).
Understood It was

WAKE

Barbara Britton.

HAPPY GO LUCKT,

musical in technicolor; asso.
prod, Harold Wilson; dir, Curtis Bemhardt;,uo writing
credits; camera, Karl Struss; color camera, Wilfred
Cllhe.^ Cast: Mary Martin, Dick Powell, Eddie Bracken,
Betty Button, Rudy Vallee, Mabel Paige, Clem Bevans,
Sylvia Opert, Gene Cale, Frances Rajrmond. Irving Bacon, Arthur Loft,. Paul McVey, Donald Kerr, Lorraine
Miller. Barbara Slater, Rebel Randall, Aileen Haley,
I^da Grey, Louise La Panche, Caleb Peterson, Kay
Unaker, Jean Fenwlck, Frederick Clark, Lillian Randolph, Napoleon Simpson, Olaf Hytten, Harry Barris,
Edgar-lforton, Rita Christiana, Lancelot Pinard, Charles
R. Moore, LeyUnd Hodgson.

John H. Dilson, Harlan Briggs, George M. Carleton,
Gordon De Mam, Frances Morris. Jack Stoney, Fred
Graham, Keman Cripps, Charles R. Moore, Sam Ash,
Wilbur Mack, Jack Gardner.
THE MAJOR AND THE MINOB, romantic comedy;
prpd., Arthur Homblow; dir., BUly Wilder; no writing
credits; camera, Leo Toven Cast: Ginger Rogers, Ray
Millaiid, Dorothy Comihgore, Robert Benchley, Dolly
Loehr, Edward Fielding Janet Beecher, Frankie
Jr., Charlie Smith, Dickie Jones. Billy Cook,
Stanley Desmond. Mary Field, Will Wright, Freddie
Mercer, Carlotta Jelm, Ethel Clayton, Lynda Grey,
Gloria Williams, Tom Dugan. Tom McGuire, William
Newell, George Anderson, Stanley Andrews, Emory
Pamell.
.WKEOKINO CBEW, action-drama; prods., William
Pine and Willlalm Oliomas: dir, Frank McDonald; no
Cast:
writing credits; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr.
Richard Arlen, Chester Morris, Jean Parker, Esther
Dale, Pat West, Joe Sawyer, Frank Melton, William
Hall, <3eorge McKay, Eddie Waller, Fred Sherman,

Thomai,

Alexander Granach.
BIT HEART BELONGS

"The deplortbble labor policies of
Pictures, Inc, which

Wanier Bros,

.

have resulted in a. prolonged controversy between your company and
the Screen Publicists Giitld, ha-ira
now provoked another, serious situation Involving Warner Bros.' office
einployees.
of the Screen Publicists CrUild (ire of 'course involved,
it so happens' involuntarily.
We can

We

-

'

'

.

'

GaU

when

Russell.

It

months ago,; its 'iiefotlations with
Warners were brOke^ off. a, labile
backi resulting in the appeal to the
U. S.. Conciliation Service. ^lot^ to
.

move, the

that

SPG had

throu^

the
Labor JlelaUonji Board.
settlement

.

The case coming -Friday (7) will
be -heard before a tpecial panel on
order of Dr. J. R,' Steelman, director

comedy, drama:

'

of the U.

S. C!oncQIatI,on Service.
seeks same contract with Warners that it got '&om the other companies, including a 10% increase refroacllve to last Oct 1.
Jn a statement Issued Friday- night
(31), the SPG Mid:

SPG

'We sincerely hope for and will
work toward, the speediest settleof. bur coi\troverstes so that
industry,' labor and management

mehjt

our

united, can properly devote its entire
efforts to the -only enicial fight today—the winning Of the war.*
-
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Plttsburi^, Au^ :4.
InlUal organization, meetutg for •
'

".

^

substantial increase In saliurles, retroactive' pay; severance' provisions
and vacations with pay. 'V.While
RKO, Loew's, Columbia and iothF6x rece'ntly granted 10% Increases
to its office workers, Warners were
willing to go higher, figure reported
'

Fcatares

raVg Union Meve

being around 15%.
Ploketo 'at H.0.« Cxchanfo

The^MFOE union,, which .at first
pictures in cutting, room or awaiting release;
THE PEBILS OF NYOKA, serial; prod, WlUiam picketed the Warner homebffice and'
O'Sullivan: dir.; William Witney; original screen play/ exchange, located together on West
Ronald Davidson, NOrman S. Hall, William Lizely, 44th street, extended, its. campai^
LanJoseph O'Donnell, Joseph Poland; camera. Reggie
to the Strand and Hollywood .theaning. Cast: Kay Aldridge, Lorna Gray, George Lewis, tres, throwing up picket lines at the
George Pembroke, TWstram Coffin, Forbes Murray^ stage doors of both WB houses, arid
Charles Middleton, Robert Strange, Clayton Moore, also assigned members to parade In
WUliam Benedict (1941-42).
front of the Warner Warehouse at
LAZYBONES, comedy; asso. prod., Harriet Parsons; 54th street and 10th avenue.
Ernest
dir.. Joseph Santley; no writing credits; camera,
Most serious condition confronted
Miller. Cast: Judy Canova, Joe E. Brown, Eddie Foy,
Heichow, the exchange, due to the fact that the
Jr., Alexander Granach, Anne Jeffreys, Otto
backroom help, members of the InWolfgang Zilzer, Don Curtis (1941-42).
FLYING TIGERS, air saga; prod., Edihund Grainger; ternational Alliance of Theatrical
David MiUer; original screenplay, Kenneth Stage Employees, refused to ctoss the:
dir,
Garnet; camera. Jack Marta, Cast: John Wayne, John MPOE picket line, but with sales'
Carroll. Anna Lee, BlU Shirley, Tom Neal, Paul KeUy, men, bookers and others pitching in,
But
Edmund MacDonald, Gordon Jones, David Bruce;Dood
film was being serviced 'WB accounts
McTaggart, Gregg Barton, John James, Jimmy
About 45, .employed in shipping, in-

IATSE_wafL:.to;.
charge of the s^ulon, and announcement was made' that applications for
membership in theftew union were
now being accepted.
Proposed 4mlbn woihd be affiliated
with the IAT1I5E and AWfc;
resentatl.Y.e-i>f_the.

B
.

'I

.

SOPEG MOVES ON PAR

AND

W^C SUBSIDS

Having' enrolled in
ship what 1* declared
cisive
office

..

Its

member-

detj> be
n"
majorl^ among Paramount
workeri In UOw Ifi^tK the

Screen 'Office ib Ftdfessipiial
'

Em-

'

'

,

(1941-42).

comedy-drama;

Armand

specting, rewinding,- etc., In the

so-

ployees Guild atpeett t^at the date
for

an election.tc determine

oii it^as

the official bargaining agency,' wUl
bt set within a week bj-'fte Wtlonjl
Labor Aelatfonj .Board. ClaliAed that
the majoritycin Far QO^ runs S)bout
85%, embraciiig white-collar j work-,
ers in the homcoffice; exchange.

Par News and Jt» two music subsidiaries. Paramount Music and Eaipous Music Corp.

'SOPEO is negotiating for a deal
with National Screen Service, covering its h.o. and exchange, ^^rbile
cailler this Week a contract waa
signed with RKO, 20th, Loew's^ and
Columbia at. increases of 10%.

HI NEIGHBOB,
called backroom, went out.
Schaefer; dir., Charles Lament; no writing credits;
SPG Urged Settlement
camera, Ernest Miller. Cast: Lulu Belle and Scotty,
Vera Vague, Pappy Cheshire.
The Screen PufollcistA Guild,
Prez
H. S. GaUnp
ICE-CAPADES BEVUE, icer; prod.. Robert North; whose ease against Warner Bros, is
crediU; camera, John
dir.. Bernard Vorhaus; no writing
to come, up Friday. (7) be
scheduled
Cast: Ice-Capades- skating troupe personnel, fore the U. S, Conciliation Service
Detroit, Aug. 4.
Alton.
Vera Vague, Jerry Colonna.
Formerly general managcrj Hugh
of the War Labor Board, entered a
THE OLD HOMESTEAD, hillbilly; prod, .Annand
chosen president
Dorrell plea last week in favor of the Motion S. Gallup has been
Schaefer; dir., Frank MacDonald; screenplay,
Cast- Picture Office Employees following Of the Delft Theatres,. Inc., succeedand Stuart McGowan;- camera, Ernest Miuer.
in
WarMorgan W. Jopllng, who died remembers
ing
of
their
walkout
Weaver Bros, and Elviry.
opetttes houses
chain
The;
cently.
night
(29).
Wednesday
ners
KING OF THE MOUNTIES, serial; asso. prod., W. J.
SPG-^ on Friday night (31) sent in Marquette, Escaiiaba, JtOR Biver
O'Sullivan; dir., Wiliam Witney; no writing credits;
Warner and Munlslng, all Micbt^ Upper
camera, Bud Thackeray. Cast! Allan Lane, Peggy night letters to Major Albert
towns.
Peninsula
Warner
Harry
M.
and
to
the
h.o*.
at
(Continued on page 32)
prod.,.

Now

'

r

,

TO.DADDT,

Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod., E. D. Leshin; dir.
obert Slodmak; original screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert; camera, Datilel Fapp.
Cast: Richard Carlson.
Martha O'Driscoll, Frances Gifford, Cecil Kellaway,
Florence. Bates, Mabel Paige. Velma Berf. Francis
Plerlot, Pern Emmett, Betty Farrlngton, Milton Kib-

sPught a
National

was (leUvered
date was proposed frottt office union Of Film
commencing the Row employees was held here last
week at Pitisburgher hotel. A r?p-

drama; asso, prod, Richard changed to read
Nugent; no writing credits; Week pt June 9.

THE CRYSTAL BALL,

Repoblic

EADT BODt^OUABD,

drama; prod.. Sol C. Siegel;
Burt Kelley; dlr, Willlafn Clemens; screen-

follows:

'

Blumenthal; dir., Elliott
WareboaBc-ejnpIcyeea,' also: -out
camera, Leo Tover. -Cast: Ray Mllland. Paulette.XJoddard, Virginia Field, William' Bendix,. Cecil Kellaway, 9trlke, .were to have been indiiditd
Mable Paige, Clom Bevans, Gladys George.
in thfe 'agreement but- weren't, .it la
HOPPY SERVES A WBIT, western; prod, Harry further claimed.
Sherman; dir., George Archainbaud; no writing credits;
Warner BrosL feeii that It.. had
camera, Russell Harlan; Cast: BUI Boyd, Jan Christy, kept faith and points, to the cond)Jay Kirby, Andy Clyde, Victor JOry, George Reeves. tlotis it was' wilUng
to meet, includ-'
ing a work week of 3((=}i hours,

Joel

Edmitnd Hartman, Art Arthur; basal on storr by
dward Haldeman, Vera Caspary; camera) Daniel Fapp.
Cast: Eddie Albert, Anne Shirley, Raymond Walbum,
Roger Pryor, Ed Brophy,. Maude Ebume Clem Bevans,
Mary Treen, Gus Schilling, Charles Halion, Olin Howlin. Jack Norton, Donald IlacBridc, Emmett Vogan,

-

only express to, ypu once more our
earnest desire that Warner .Bros,
called, of her own volition.
now. adopt, hojvever tardily, its
Negotiating committee of the of» proper .role lit .'oiir .Rational crisis,
and at once move -to settle both dis;e workers union, headed 'by Ray
Price and Edward K. Flaherty, were putes^ in a fair and, honorable way,
still in session with .'Warner execu- and In accordance with President
tives as /Variety* went to press late Roosevelt's oft-expressed wish that
yesterday CTuesday). It is possible labor, disputes at a l^me of total war
that a settlement may be^^eached to- be disposed of peacefully,* ,
day (Wed.), when n^gotiatidos will
While it would be unique should
be restimed. Union's committee Js the SPG, an aflOtete of the CIO,
meeting with Harold S. Bareford, strike in sympatic ,w(th the MPOE,
Warner attorney; Sam Schneider, an AFL union, thpt -this might, come
h.o. executive, and Ralph Budd, per-,
pr soin^ other cooperative acMon'
sonnel director.
v.'
taken. Is strongly- liPPUed.
Understood union members held
Piibllelai'r Own Cue
meeting last night (Tuesday) to disWhile the SFG pbWned a contract
cuss progress of negotiations and to
consider going back to work mean- from aU o^er.iiomeoSlces' several

'

Blakeney, Frances Gifford,
'

ISLAND, drama; asso. prod., Joseph Sistrom;
John Farrow; no writing credits; camera, Theodor
Brian Donlevy, Robert Preston,
Sparkuhl.
Cast:
Albert Dekker, Macdonald Carey, WilUam Bendix,

bee.

Labor

National

them

:

dlr,

6rod.,

the

Buib^k

the

studio, appealing to
to not only settle their own
(SPC;) complaint -but also the dispute with the MPOE.. Signed by
Jonas Rosenfield, ^r, president of
the SPG, the telegrams- sent were as
at'

.

Julius Tannen, Janet Beecbei-, I<ora Lee.

asso. prod.,

of

PtwamooBt Fix In ProdaetiMi
NO TIME FOB LOVE, comedy-drama; asso. prod,
Fred Kohlmar, dir, Mitchell Leisen; no writing credits; time.
On Monday (3), when Warners and
camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Coll>ert, Fred
MacMurray, Richard Haydn, Ilka Chase, Paul McGrath, the strikers were still apart, it was
June Havoc, Marjorle Gateson, Robert Herrick, Morton claimed that some -office employees
I<owry.
came back to work that day. Additionally,
certain wblte-coUarites reFOB WHOM THE BELL TOLLS, drama; prod.-dir,
Sam Wood; novel by Ernest Hemingway; camera, Ray turned from vacation then and did
Rennahan. Cast: Gary Cooper, Akim Tamirofl, Katina not immediately join' those on strike.
Paxinou, Joseph Calleia, Vladimir Sokoloff, Mllkhail
While it was said certain workRasurnnyi Edward CianeUi, Fortunio Bbnanova, Dun- en returned, an executive for Warcan Renaldo, Alexander Granach, Leonid Snegofl, Lilo ners refused to divulge
the number
Yarson, Martin Garralaga, Victor Varcbnl, Eric Felnor could it be learned elsewhere.
dary, heo Bulgakoff, Feodor Chaliapin, Jean De Val,
Strike cblled by the white-collar
Armand Roland, Dick Botiller.
STAB SPANGLED RHYTHM, musical; asso. prod., union known as the Motioq Picture
Office
Employees,' Local 23190.«f the
Joseph Sistrom; dir, George Marshall; no writing
credits; camera, Leo Tover. Cast: Betty Hutton, Eddie American Federation of 'Labors folBracken. Victor Moore, Walter Abel, Anne Revere, lowed- submission of
t^o-year
Cass Daley, Gil Lamb, CecUJKellaway, Edgar Dearing, contract by Warners after oral
Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson, Katherine Dunham, Walter agreement on terms, (joinplaint of
Dare Wahl and Co., WlUiam Hiade, Maynard Holmes, union was that contract, as
written,
James Millican, Eddie Johnson, Slim -and Slam, Louise was not in
accordance with oral
La Planche, Lorraine Miller.
reached, particularly with
PRELUDE TO GLOBY, drama; asso. prod., Fred agreement
respect to the preferential shop
Kohlmar; dir., Frank Tuttle; no writing credits; camera, John Seitz. Cast: Alan Ladd, Marie MacDonald, clause under which all new emHelen Walker, Mable Paige, Sheldon Leonard, Lloyd ployees must become memberis of
Corrigan, Russell White, Dave WillOck, John Wengraf, the union within 09 daytr.
HENBY ALDBICH GETS GLAMOUB, comedy; prod,
Union Dfqiatcd Ceatraet
Walter MacEwen; aaso. prod., Jules Schermw; dir.,
Also, claimed the contract' was to.
Hugh Bennett; no Writing credits; camera. Dan Fapp.
Cast: Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith, John Lytel, Olive be retroactlvie.to May, :9 biit that

Susan Hayward, Harry Carey,

flay,

UiuDD Seen

Wliite4!!onarites' N. Y.
Settlement of the- Warner Bros,
office empI6yees* strike, with whitecollarites returning to jobs In the

-

MABBtED A WITCH,

Sturges;

Early Settlment with Wanier Bros.

MBS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH, comedy

drama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod., Ralph Murphy;
dir., Ralph Murphy; no writing 'credits; camera, Leo
Tover. Cast: Fay Bainter, Carolyn Lee, Hugh Herbert,
Vera Vague, Berbara Britton, Betty Brewer. Mary
Thomas. Billy Lee, Carl 'Alfalfa' Switzer.

•

'

Wednesday* Aaguet

yiCTUBES

it

Advance Production Chart

Bataan and Underground' Themes

On VirtuaHy Every New Fdm Sked
American army exploits on Bataar
peninsula will form onfe of the major
story themes on production sched-

Juicers

Compromise

SHADOWS ON THE SAQE,
to

demands

dir.,

western; asso. prod.,
Lester Orlebeck; original screen play,

J.

of

,

SUNSET SERENADE, western; asso. prod,, dir.,
wrathy session, voted to grant work
camera. Bud Thackpermits to members of JA locals in Joseph Kane; no writing credits;
eray. Cast: Roy Rogers, (Gabby) Hayes, Bob Nolan,
Utah, California, Nevada aijd New
Pat Brady, Themselves; Helen Parrlsh, Joan Woodbury,
Mexico. Stipulation was made.'Tiow- Onslow Stevens, Roy Barcroft, Frank M. Thomas, Jack
ever, that outsiders would be called Kirk.
only when Local 728 members are
Bepublle Fix in Prodaction
.

unavailable.
Studios had claimed that the shortage of juicers was costing thousands
of dollars "in Overtime pay.

CHATTEBBOX, drama; asso. prod., Albert Cohen;
Al Rogell; original screen play, George Carleton
Martha
Cast:
Brown; camera, Reggie Lanning,
O'Drlscoll, John Hiibbard, Tom Brown, Ruth Terry,

dir,.

Charles Smith, Richard Beavers, Ivan Simpson,
Merrick, Nana Bryantf

RKO-Radio

.

Head Flock of

20t]i-Fox
Slioot-

ProiDlll«d

gaining momentum
company story departthe Interest in war stories

Exec Promotions

6

e

•

'

~

'

'

.

•

.

.

^ .

.

,

.

Office of War Information-- is
about, to I'elease an Army training
film on parachute troops, especially

-

the

converted foil public consumption. It
will be disiriblited through the War

-

Activities iCoipmittee.- British -sirort cpme^'neXv maiiffgeifTSt'Tttianta".
was designed originally for theatri- 'Arthur Ebeles, veteran in distribucal use and particularly for overseas tion for several companies
and re'

~*Hie*"'ftOT l(IE'"r0VEKeD,"c-diiieay; prda:r

~MatJtt;-Mioerar-Seh -Eittack,- -Casti-iAdise, Jud«". WilHam Bendix, Max Baer, Joe Sawyer, Grace Bradley,
Marjorie Woodsworth, -Veda Ann .Borg.

"S.aiK'

Goldwyn, dir., David Butler; no writing credits; camera,
Rudolph Mate. Cast: Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour,
Phyllis Ruth, Henry Guttman, John Abbott, William
Yetter, Edward Ciannelli. Donald McBride.
THE FALCON'S BBOTHEB, mystery; prod.j Maurice
Geraghty; dir., Stanley Logan; no writing credits;
camera, unassigned. ..Cast: .George Sanders, Tom Conway, Jane Randolph, Charlotte Wynter's.

MOON AND

THE
SIXPENCE, drania; prod., David
L. Loewr dir. Albert' Lewln; screen play, Al LewIn;
camera,- John Seltz. Cast: George Straders,' Herbert
Marshall, Eric Blore, Doris Dudley, Florence' Bates,

cently with Warners' foreign department, has joined 20th-Fox as special
pa- homeoffice sales rep.
To take care of vacancy caused by
nurses during the' siege of Batato, Beiersdorfs
promotion fronj Dallas,
Is slated loi^ I^oduction at ParaE.
v.
i^ndaiche. New
Orleans
mount with Mark Sandrich in the branch' manager, becomes' Dallas'
LADIES DAT, baseballer; prod., Bert Gilroy; -dir.,
Leslie Goodwins; no writing credits; camera,' Jack lAcdouble capacity of producer and di- manager. C. E. Peppiatt,
formerly Kenzie. Cast: Lupe Velez, Eddie Albert, Mak Baer,
rector.
New Orleans branch manager for Patsy Kelly.
Picture Is based' on a yarn by
U.A., becomes new branch manager
Allan Scott, who Interviewed a num- there for
20thlber of nurses on their return from
Clare Hilgers, formerly Dallas manthe Philippine batUe. Film has the ager for
20tli Century-Fox
20th-Fox several years ago
cooperation of the Army, Red Cross and more
recently an exhibitor, has
and the Government's Film Co-or- been named
FromlMd Combranch manager in OkShootNow
dination Group.,
'41-42
plcttd
Cnitlny To (o
lahoma City, succeeding Charles
0
•
e
Clark, resigned.
5
*
*
Other Story B,uys
,

;

VatMpner

Mercy,'

of^

•

by

a' tale

American

of

Army

Steve Geray, Irene Tedrow, Devi Dja Javanese Trpupe.
CALAboOSE, western; prod., Glenn T^oh VHal
dir., Hal Roach, Jr.; no wrlting^crediu; camera,
Cait: Jimmy Rogers, Noab Beery, Jr.,
unBssIfped.

'

.

Boach);

.

'

'

by .Winston

Miller and

Maurice Geraghty. ^

Sam

Katzman

bought'

'Neath

Brooklyn Bridge,' by Harvey Gates,
•

•

for Monogram release.
Universal acquired 'You're Out of
Order. Dear,' by Maurice Geraghty

and Winston

Miller.-

.

Radioite

Graham Picked

Pictures in cutting

.53

•

t

room or awaiting

release:

TALES OF MANHATTAN, drama; prod., Boris
S. P. Eagle; dir., Jullen Duvivler; no writcredits; camera, Joseph Walker.
C^ast: Charles
Boyer, Rita Hayworth, Thomas Mitchell, Ginger
•
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Rogers, Henry Fonda, Charles Laughtoi), Elsa LanFrank Graham, radio actor, draws chester, Edward G. Robinson, W. C. Fields, Paul Robethe top role in Monogram's filming of son, Ethel Waters, Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson. Hall
the air serial, 'The Adventures of Johnson Choir.
THUNDER. Birds, air drama In Technicolor; prpdi,
Cosmo Jones.'- Pact calls tor two
Darryl F. Zanuck; dir., William Wellman,' original,
pictures;, with options.
Package deali arranged by Harry Laurence Stallings; screen play, X.amar Trotti;. camera,
Ernest Palmer. Technicolor, Ray Renahan. Cast: Cenb
Wurtzel, calls for Lindsley Parsons
Tierneyy Preston Foster, Dana Andrews, Janis Carter,
as producer and James Tingling as Dorothy Deerlng,
Vivian Mason, Mary
Scott, Cniaife
'
director.
First picture Is slated to James, Elaine Fenwiek.
start Sept.. '14..
,
THE BLACK SWAN, adventure In Technicolor;
prod., Darryl F. Zanuck; asso, prod:, Robert Bassler;

As 'Cosmo'

AflO^, army; prod., Fred Guiol; dir., Kurt
Eugene Conrad and.'.Ned Seabrook; camera, Robert Pittack. Cast: WlUiamTracy,
Joe Sawyer, Marjorie Woodsworth.

Neuman;

.

,

'

Elyrla, O., Aug. 4.
Holding that bank night is a violation of state' gambling laws. Mayor
Joseph Q. Petro bound over to the
grand Jury M. H. Greenwald, mafiager of the three picture houses In
Elyria, on charges of advertising and
promoting a scheme of chance.
Although bank night has been in
operation here several years, police
took no action until two weeks ear-

Her, when they 'sought to make an
Issue of bank night after the grand
jury issued an of'der banning all
forms of 'organized gambling in the
county/' Greenwald Is free under
|1,000 bond,

screenplay,

for Pic Serial Morros and
ing

UmVersal

.

-

-

dir.,

.FM(nre«

4 Moving

at

"Rafael Sabatini;

PRC

Power, Maureen O'Rara, Laird -Cregar, Thomas 'Mit)'
chell,- George Sanders. Aiithohy Quinn, George .Zucco,'
ICELAND, muslcal-coniedy; prod., William Le Bar^n;
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
dir., H.' Bruce Humberstone; no writing credits; camera,
Producers
Releasing
Corp.
is
stepping on the gas with four pic- Arthur Miller. Cast; Sonja Henie, John Payne, Jack
Oakle, Felix Bressart, Osa Massen.
tures going into work in four weeks,
•jtUST OFF BBOADWAT,' formerly, TWELVE MEN
beginning with 'Secrets of a Co-ed
A BOX, mystejry; prod.. Sol M. Wurtzel; dir, Hernow rolling under directorship of IN
bert I. Leeds; no writing or camera credits.
Cast:
Joe Lewis and starring Otto Kruger. Lloyd Nolan, Marjorie Weaver, Janis Carter, Richard
Three others on the program are Derr, Phil Silvers.
'Miss
From Moscow,' 'Corrlgedorl
OABEFULh-SOFT SHOULDEB, drama; prod., Wal-'
and 'Lady From Chungking.'
ter Morosco; dir., Oliver H. Garrett; screen play, Oliver
'

•
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op awaiting

release:
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STES OF THE tiNDEBWORLD,.f6rmerly DESANT,

drama;

as£o. 'tirod.-dir.i George wagciner; no writing
no camera credits. Cast: Claude Rains, Maria
Ouspenskaya, Dick Foran, Lon Chaney, Jr., Bela Liigosi,

-

asst. dir.,

.-

Serial*;-

Weiterni

-

credits;
<

Henry Weinberg; novel by
camera, Leon Shathi'py, C^t: Tyrpne'

Henry King;

Com-

Promised
'41-4*

.

Ohio Theatriman Faces
Grand Jury .on Bank Nite

-

TANKS

''

53

.

camera, Robert Pittack. Cast: William Bendix, Grace
Bradley, Joe Sawyer, Sheldon Leonard, Jack Norton.
FALL IN, army series; prod., Fred Guiol;' dir., Kurt
Neumaitn; no writing credits; camera, Robert Pittack.
Cast: William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Jean Porter,'. Arthur
Hunnlcutt, Robert Barrat, Rebel Randall. "
United ArtkU Fix in FrodaoUoii

-

Totals

'

Brian, Mare Lawrence, Paul Hurst
TAXI, imSTEB, drama; prod,, Fred (juiol; dir., Kurt
Neumann; screen play, Earle Snell, 'Clarence Marks;

Mary

.

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Metro purchased. Th* Feast of
Reason,' novel by Dorothy Walworth.
Universal bought 'You're Out of
.

.Ordeji Dear,'

...

'

mandos.
Lowell Mellett's films division of

Saiidi)«h^s

.

.

.

duty*

-

.

,

troopers.
In addition to numerous Hollywood
features on the subject, Paramount
has just sent, into release a new
Grantland Rice Spprtslight short,
'Parachute. Athletes,' which details
the training of the air-borne com-

'Hands

Beaumicint.'

-

.

•

.

.

triotic

Hugh

Blaine,

•

<

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Parachute troops appear only to be
second to the air forces as a film
subject, not on^ of commercial productions, but of Government-sponsored pictures as well. Both England
and the U. S. are currently issuing
reels on the training of their para-

showing.

1
1

1

field

TEN-DOLLAR

comedy;'pro.d., Sol Ojf. Wurtzel; dir., Thprnas 2.
Lorlng; original story, Peter B. Kyne; screenplay, Ben
Markson and Irving Cummlngs, Jr.; camera. Glen MacWilliams, Cast: Stuart Erwln, Evelyn Venable, Vivian

.

Warners and

Paratroopers Popular
Types of Fflms
For

-

sales

were

2pth-Fox alsQ have several u'ndersroand yarns pending.

'

in

formeMy,

RAISE,
'

15
I

THAT OTHEB WOMAN. comedyMirima7l>rod.,. ^7al1
0
0
H. Wilcox
...
1
and several salesmen shifts J. Votion
ter Morosco; dir., Ray McCareyj no writing credits;
2
0
e
2
4. • • •
camera, Joseph MacDanie).. .'Cast: Lynn Barl, James
0
0
2
announced yesterday (TuesEllison, Janis Carter.
Jerrold Brandt ... 2
0
0
2
sales
20th-Fox
Connors,
Tom
day) by
THE ok-BOW INCIDENT, outdoor; asso^ prod.;
Harry G. Ballance is made
chief.
Totals
12
..
45.
8
2
23
Lamarr Trotti; dir.; WlUlam Wellman; no -writing
credits;.. camera, Arthur Miller.
Cast: Henry Fonda,
Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
new southern division manager with
SCATTEBGOOD SUBVIVES A MDBDER, mystery; ^ Dana Andrews, Maryi Beth Hughes, Anthony Quinn.
He had
headquarters in Atlanta.
MT.FBIEND FLICKA, drama ia 'Technicolor; prod.,
been southern district manager, new prod., Jerrold Brandt; dir., Christy Cabanne; no writing
-Rislph Dietrich; dir,, Harold Schuster; no writing
credits; camera, no credit.
Cast: Guy Kibbee, Marposition giving him supervision oyer
credits; camera, unassigned.
Cast; .Rqddy. McDowali,
garet Hayes, John Archer, Wallace Ford,- Florence
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Dal- Lake, John^iljan, Spencer Charters,
Preston Poster, Rita Johnson.
Willie Best, Mar>
las, Atlanta, Charlotte and Memphis. garet McWade,- Margaret Seddon.
~
THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD, comedy;
H. R, Beiersdorf, Dallas branch
&rod,, William Perlberg; dir., Sidney Lanfleld; ho wrltPIBATES OF THE FBAIBIE, western; prod., Bert
ig credits; camera, Peverell Marley. Caist:.Jack Benny,
manager, was named manager of the Gilroy; dir., Howard Brethefton; screen play, Morton
PrisciUa Lane, Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson,
newly create'd Great Lakes district Grant and Doris Schroeder: camera, Nick Musufaca.
DR. RENAULT'S SECRET, mystery; prod., Sol M.
with headquarters in Chicago. This Cast: Tim Holt, Nell O'Day, Cliff Edwards.
covers Chicago, Milwaukee and DeGUN LAW, western; prod., Bert Gilroy; dir., Sam' Wurtzel;- dir., Harry Lachmah; no writing credits;
He will' visit N. Y. homeoSice Nelson; no writing credits; camera. Max Stengler< camera, Virgil Miller. Cast: John Sheppard, Lynn
troit.
Cast: Tim Holt, Joaii Barclay, Cliff Edwardsj Bud Mc- ^ Jtolj^rts, J, Carrol Naish, George Zucco.
prior to going to new (jhi office.
LIFE BEGINS AT 8:30,- drama; prod., Nunnally JohnE. X. Callahan, formerly Boston Taggart, Ed Cassiday.
Son; dir., Irving Pichel; .no writing credits; camera,
Oi4CE. UPON A HONEYMOON, comedy-drama;
branch manager, is promoted to sucCharles Clarke.
Cast: Monty WooUey, Ida Lupino,
ceed Tom Dailey, who has resigned, prod.-dir., Leo -McCarey; no writing credits; camera, ."John Shepperd.
C^st: Ginger 'Rogers, Cary Grant,
as district manager for New England. George Barnes.
Moe Grassgreen, Albany, branch George Sanders.
HEBE WE GO' AGAIN, comedy; prod.-dir;, Allan
manager, becomes Boston branch
United Artists
manager in Callahan's old spot. Dwan; no writing credits; camera, Frank Redman.
Cast: Fibber McGee and Mollyr Harold Peary, Sterling
James M. Connolly, western Massa- .Holloway, Ariel -Heath,^ Ginny SImms, Edgar Bergen.
fraiiil««4l
SliaotKow
Comsalesman, becomes sales
chusetts
'41-42
-piftcd
-Cuttinc To (o
/
BKO Fix In Froducdon
inanager of the Boston exchange,
Roaoh' ......
10
10 •'
-o•
•
Harry Alexander, formerly, in sales
6
4
•
0
1
SEVEN DATS LEAVE, formerly, SWEET OB HOT, Korda' ......
Sniall
manager spot at Boston, becomes Al- musical; prod, dir., Tim Whelan; no writing credits;
8
0
0
•
Gloria Fics..
1
1
0
»
bany branch manager. -Frank Drew, camera, Robert De Gras$e. Cast: 'Victor Mature, LUcUle
•
IiMier
1
0
•
0
1
previous salesman for Metro and Ball, Freddie Martin anfl band, Les Brown and band,
X6e.w-Lewln
0
Cortes, Har2
0
1
I
salesman, at 'the Peter Lind Hayes, Marcy McGuire, Mapy
U.A'.,'' has become
^
v1
old Peary, Buddy. Clark.
1
0
•
"
Boston' exchange.
1
•
0
9
I
.NAVT COMES- THBOUGH, war drama; prod., Islin
Paul Wilson, Atlanta branch man..,.',
Pascal
.,
1
•
•
1
Auster; dir., Eddie Sutherland; no writing credits;
ager. Has been moved up to a new
camera, Nick Miisuraca. '.(^ast: Pat O'Brien, George
"?
Totals .....
post as southeastern dis'trict -man- Murphy, Desi .Arnaz, Jane Wyatt
31
24
0
i
ager, with' headquarters in 'Meniphis.
Pictures
in
cutting
room
or
awaiting
release:
CAT PEOPLE, horrorer; prod.. Val Lewton; dir.,
He ^111 supervisie Atlanta, 'Charlotte Jack.Tourneur;
THE
MoGUEBINS
FBOM
BBOOKLTN, formerly
screen p^y, De 'Witt Bodine; camera,
and Memphis. 'Fred Dodson, sales- Nick Musuraca. °Cast: -Slmone Simon, Kent Smith,
BBOOKLTN BBIDGET, dfama; prod,, Hal Roach; dir.,
man in the Florida territory,, be- Jane Randolph, Tom Con'way.
Ifurt Neumann; screenplay, Earle' Snell, Clarence
forces

'

s.

promotions

2
0
•
•
•
0
•

•

.

HE mSSED THE BOSSi

Nnw
Cnttlnc To so

5

rapidly

Nine

.

Inc

pitted

""Sales

based oh underground activities in
Europe's conquered countries, such
as Holland, Belgium, Norway, France,
Denmark and Czechoslovakia. Paramount and .Metro have recently
bought several yarns of this type.
Including .'No Surrender'' (M-G), by
Martha AUbrand, Saturday Evening
Post serial, to be published -by Lippincott's in the fall;.'Reunion' (M-G),
and! 'Hostages' .(Par).

Lynn

^

Ballance, Beiersdorf

film
is

;

Steele,

Set

shortly.

Also

4.

Benton Cheney; camera, unassigned. Cast: Bob.
Tom Tyler, Jimmy Dodd, Cheryl Walker. GrIfT
lATSE prexy Richard Walsh, Studio Barnette, Harry Holman, Freddie Mercer, Bryant
Tom -London, Yakima Canutt
Electricians Local 728, after a Washburn,

that asking price is $30,000, plus additional payments based on the sale
of the book.
Story is about Lieut. John Bulkeley and the T. P, boats, with narration given semblance of coming from
Bulkeley. Readers Digest is planning
to reprint the book almost in full

ments

'

.

Louis Gray;

Hollywood, Aug.

yielding

Finally

Metro last week was reported
keenly inteirested in a Bataan yarn,
oddly entitled 'They. Were Expendable,' a Book-bf-the-Monfh club selection, by William White, with a
couple of other majors also interested in the same property. Understood

among

R. Garrett; camera, Charles Clarke. Cast Virginia
Bnice, James EUlson. THE BIAN IN THE TRUNK, mystery; prod., Walter
Morosco; dir., Mai St. Clair; screen play, John lArkin;
camera, Glenn MacWilliams.
(Tast: lomne Roberts,
George Hobnes, Raymond Walbum.
BEBUN COBkBSPONDENT, drama; prod.,' Bryan
Foy: dir., Eugene Forde;-screen play; Steve Fisher, Jack
Andrews; earner^ Vlrgl) Miller. Cast: Virginia Gilmore, Dana Andifws,
Xlth' C.entnry-Pox Fix In Pradnetlon
SFBINQtlME IN THE BOCKIES, musical In Technicolor; prQd., William LeBaron; dir., Irving Ciinimings;
no writing credits; camera, Ernest Palmer. Cast: Betty
Gr'able, Carmen Miranda, Harry -James and orchestra,
Cesar ftomerp^ Charlotte Greenwoioa.'
CHINA OniiCi, drama; prod,, Ben Hecht; dir.;' Henry
Hathaway; original screenplay, Ben Hecht; camera,
Lee Garmes. Cast: George Montgomery, Gene Tlerney,
Myron McComilck, Osa Massen.
.GIBL TROUBLE, comedy; prod., Robert Bassler;
original,- Ladlalaus Fodor: screenplay, Vicki Baum, Guy
Trosper; screenplay, l^iadislaus Fodor and Robert Riley
Crotchet.
Cast: Don Ameche,' Joan Bennett, Bilile
Burk^, Frank Craven, Alan Dlnehari
MANILA CALUNG, drama; prod., Bryan Foy; dir..
Otto Brower; original' screenplay, John Larkin; camera,
Lucien .Andrlot' Cast:' Carole Ijandis, Lloyd Nolan.

(Continued from page 31)
Drake, William Bakewell, Bradley Page, Douglass
Dumbrille, Abner Biberman, William Vaughn, Duncaii
Renaldo, Nestor Palva, Gilbert Emery, Anthony
Warde, Arvon Dale, Allen Jung, George Irving, Jay
Novello.,

'

ules of virtually all the film conipaPictures revolving about the
nies.
activities of eithei; the armed forces
or the Florence Nightingales who
were in the Philippine theatre of war
operations are currently either in
production or In preparation stages,

1942

5,

-

STRICTLT_|N THE GROOVE,

musical; asso., prod.,
Joseph. G. Sanford;-diri Vejflon Keays;..no writing
camera,
-W. Boyle. Cast: Mary Healy,
Leon Srrbl, 'Shemp -Howard, Grace

^credits;

JOM

-Richard- Cavies,-

MacDonald, Ronald O'Connor, Martha T^ton, Robert
Weldon, Franklin Pangborn, Tip, Tap, Toe, Ozzle Nelson and his band.
MADAME SFT.,'my8tery; asso. prod., Marshall Grant;
dir., Roy William Nell; no writing credits; camera,
George Robinson. Cast: Constance Bennett, Don Porter, John Lite], Mira McKlnney, Grace Hayle, Norma
Drury, Johnny Berkes.
TIMBEB, drama; asso. prod.. Ben Pivar; dir., Christy
Cabann^; no -writing credits; camera. Jack McKenzle,
(Continued w. page 30)
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TIME FOR A BIG LAUGH AND A BIG SHOW!
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tor and son of Jesse L. Lasky,

Signal Corps.

Extras Doubling in Defense Industry

Clarence

film

I942

caster,

Une in H'wood to Lead IBEW Fight

Army.
Walter

Held Ujiable to

Rashall,.

5,

Army

Do Justice to Work;

Ramsey,

publicity,

film-

Against lATSEfor Jurbdictioh Over

Na'vy.

Robert Blair, screen actor. Army.
Hartley Tufts, film actor,

John
Navy,

See Bona Fide Actors Bearing Load
Holljrwood, Aug. 4.
Leaders In the extra ranks com'

plained

(Monday)

yesterday

that

defense plant employees and workers

}obs

in other industries

are taking

away from regular atmosphere,

players who depend upon motion
p(ctures for a livelihood. One leader
said defense workers are 'doubling
in brass' by working In war plants
at plgbt and taking extra calls in

daytime.

Group leaders said such workers
were not able to do a good job in
either defense projects or the film
industry because division of their
interests prevented getting proper
sleep. It was charged that many of
thern ducked scenes to catch a wink
behind sets, etc, leaving It to the
regular extras to carry the load.Situation caUed to the 'attention of
Central Casting Corp., but general
manager Howard R. Phllbrick said
there was' nothing his organization
'

.

Don Reeve, film publicity, Army.
Roy Harris, screen player. Army.
Klrby RamsdeU, L. A. Times Sunday editor. Army.

Hollywood, Aug. '4.
attorneys who questioned the leVlce-prexy Joseph MUne of the.
gality of such a mass ouster.
The
International Brotherhood ot Elecproposal was approved by the exCapt. Jnlian A. HUIman
trical
Workers
Is scheduled to artras themselves but was pigeonholed
AUantic City. Aug. 4.
rive here today (Wednesday) to
when the Producer-Screen Actors
Things are pretty much in reverse take personal- charge of the IBEW
Guild standing committee was abolit this seashore resort at this time fight for union control 6l studio diished.
and It is just one more quirk of rectors of photography.
fate that the managep of the Hotel
At the, same time lATSE Iocal 659
Chelsea, one of the ifew beachfronts announced it was demanding renot to be taken over by the Anny, moval of 'Virgil Miller as top lenser
Roll €all
ii;
the first manager to go in the on a 20th-Fox Utah location because
^sContinn'ed from page
Army,
of his resignation as an lA memHe's the breadwinner for a wife
Julian A. Hillman,' general man- ber. Union officials, said that Dewey
and two children.
ager of the Chelsea for past eight Rigley was en route to Cedar City
Robert Foulk, Paramount casting years, received a captain's commis- to take over the camera direction on
director, drafted and assigned to the sion In Army Air forces and has 'My Friend Flicka.' Rigley was expublic relations branch of the Army been ordered to report Thursday pected to arrive this
afternoon
Air Corps at Santa Ana. He was for- foi active duty kt Mitchel Field, (Tuesday) with orders to take over
merly an' assistant director at. 'War- N. Y. Chelsea hotel is going on, Immediately.
better than ever, because of little
ners.
Fred Jackman, ' prexy of the
competition along the walk, while American Society of CinematograSid Ziff, former 'Los Angeles sports
numerous other hotel managers are phers, said that no cognizance would
editor, Army.
job hunting.
be taken of the situation until RigJCenny Carter, film press agent,
ley was actually on tiie job.
He
Army.
Robert Malaney has resigned as added that Rigley had not complied
Ed Helwicic, radio writer. Army.
comptroller for' USO-Camp Shows, with ASC rules by getting permisRussell Harlan, film cameraman, Inc^ to join the U.S. Army Air Corps. sion from the ASC board of goverNo replacement set yet. With the or- nors to accept the assignment, which
Navy.

U.S.

,

could do to rmedy the situation.
He said every effort was made to ro<
tate the work among qualified extras
but that Central -was not permitted
Fred Alwaise, picture house man- ganization Since Its Inception.
to inquire into the "welfare of indiager, Army.
vidual players. He aaid the records
Marvin Wittstein, bass fiddle for
Robert Sparks, Columbia producer.
Indicated that few defelise workers
Tony Pastor band, Coast Artillery,
who fonnerly worked as extras still Marines.
Fort Getty, R. I.
David Kurland, sound technician. stationed at
Were calling In for. jobs, but that
,

Cameranien; Virgil Miller Stirs

Read Kendall, L. A. Times Hollywood reporter. Army.

'

'

had no knowledge whether Army.
they worked on days off. In defense
.Howard

he- Would be
ASC as soon as he
takes over. In such an event, ASC
would then notify *20th-Fox that it
wAs not complying with the ASCIndicated

sus-

that

pended 'by the

producer agreement

Ceiitral

Schwartz,
cameraman.
Marines.
Dick Llnlithoum, sound technician.

Industries.

The Screen Actors Guild some
time ago okayed a proposal- to pro- Navy.
hibit such situations by dropping
Nate Slotl, assistant film director.
some 2,000 casual extras, but Ihe Coast Guard.
mov^never got past the producer
William Lasky, assistant film direc.

John lasttogel, private at Fort
Monmouth, N. J., now a sergeant

'*Up <•

IBEW

Row

man's assignment

Snyder returned
HoUywood and Miller Immediately
resigned as an lA member.
At a meeting with 20th-Fox executives this morning, (lA) vlcepresIdent Carl Cooper and business rep
Herbert Aller Insisted that MlUer
be relieved. Pat Casey, producer
labor contact, sat ip on the parley.
At-this'^eeting It was agreed
that Rigley would be handed the

to

assignment Cooper )ias been handling the situation here through
long-distance telephone, and contactwlth lA prexy Dick Walsh In the
east
Walsh left here last week
for Kansas City,
It was reported
he had gohe from there to Chicago
and thence to New 'York. But reports

were

ciirrent last night that

he would return to the Coast if the
camera fight got hotter. Local 659
said it had received permission from
lA to pull its members' on the 20th
location U Miller was retained on
the job.

Camera

fight

is

being

closely

watched by other studio .unions,
with the main question being how
far the IBEW will go In pressing
its
claim for first lensers and
whether the lATSE Is prepared to
go along in its support of Local

IBEW was reported asking
overtures to other lA units. Including soundmen and other key crafts.
659.

Sackman said yesterday that the
He's formerly of Wm. Morris office. fight was now up to the IBEW. He
Hieley Between Commissions
said that more than 90% of the first
Philo Hlgley, scenarist, at OilumGlenn Haines, son of Roy Haines, cameramen are now affiliated with bia Pictures, obtained a release from
eastern division sales manager for the IB and that It was up to that his contract and came east last week
organization to protect their Inter- on the assurance of a commission in
Warner Bros., Army.
ests. Rigley will be the fourth first the film unit of the Army. However,
cameraman assigned to the location the promised assignment failed to
work. Ed Cronjager was removed come through, so Hlgleyla bow conwhen the lA demanded that a rnem- sidering going Into the public rela'

ber of local 699 be. /employed. Jiiller
and Bill Snyder were sent out to
relieve him.
The latter ty/o were
notified by the ASC they were liable
to suspension fbr fallare to get permission to take over another ASC

EDWARD SHERMAN

tions branch of the Navy,
Before going- to Hollywood about a
year ago, Hlgley was a radio «cripHis best known

ter and playwright

work was "Remember the Day,' in
collaboration with Philip Dunning.

hside Stuff-Pkbires
One

night in the Stork club, N. Y., last week Matty Fox, ex-Universal,
executive, now with 'WPB, was introduced to Mrs. W. Averell (Marie)
Harriman. Fox was excitedly telling friends of his trip by plane to

London, to assist on lend-lease. Mrs. Harriman asked would he mind
taking a- message to her husband. Fox, still excited, stressed again and
again that he'd be working under Averell Harriman, and finally Mrs. H.
had to Interrupt him, That's what I've been trying to'tell you; that's my
husband; .\viU you take a letter to him, especially since, you say- hell be
the first man you must report to?' 'Whereupon shfe wrote one out on
a Stork letterhead.

MOVED AUG.

1st

It may now be divulged that George -M. Cohan almost literally wrote
many of the dialog sequences in the 'WB filmlzation of his- biography,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy.' Upon seeing the rushes, etc., Cohan dictated ad
lib takes to fit the action, and these passages were bodily Incorporated

into the film.
It

was

TO

NEW

4|UARTERS

Swu

1604

pARAMOrNT BLDG*
1501 Broadway 9

Phone:

New York

WiSCONSIN

7^7074^&'G

lyawuMM'

OK upon castbig, scripting knd flndl approval
which stymied Metro's original deal for the Cohan biog.
at an 'outsider' having the power to approve its studio's

this Insistence for

of all scenes

Metro balked
efforts.

Mobile film units, used widely to carry educational and morale-building
reels to the hinterla(tds,.made screen entertainment available to approximately' fr.OOO.OOO people in. the United Kingdom last year, accordhig to
reports to the U." S. Commerce Department. Picture* were shown by the
Ministry of biformatlon In many out-ofnhe-way rural areas where sope of
the 61d6r Inhabitant^ never had witnessed an unreeling.

Frederic Ullman, Jr., president of RKO-Patiie, nearly missed his plane
for the Coast last Friday (31) night because the surprise blackout caught

him just, as he was leaving ^is office on Madison Avenue. Others apparently were delayed in reaching the midto'wn airplane bus station, and
the plane was held about 30 minutes to enable these people to catch it

The Producers Association in Hollywood has agreed to reopen the CenBureau tor '^casual workers In the near future for a
week to handle the 1,000 persons whose status was left
by lack of sufficient proo^^itlzenshlp^^^^^^^^_^_

tral Identification

period of one

LAWRENCE
<!enerai-

jr.

GOLDE

Booking Manager

in suspense

TITLE CHANGES
RKO

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
"The Cat People'

whittled

down to 'Ct\ People.'
They Flew Alone* at
'

Hollyw:ood Address:

CALIFORNIA BANK BUILDING
Beverly BtUs, California

RKO

became

•Wings and the Woman.'

Paramount switched from 'Prelude
to Glory' to

'Lucky Jordan.'

'Canadian Capers*
'Calgary Stampede'
'Staff

Is
at'

release tag on

Paramount.

of Lite,' at Metroi became

'The Magic Alphabet'
Release tag on 'House of Mystery,'
at Universal, is 'Night Monster.'

-
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ASCAP

Causes

Shifting Popnlatians

To Work Out Revision of Music Taxes
Because of an enormity of sta- port to some revision of the '2at
tistical study required in arflviog tax, providing relief for exhibs who
are not doing well under war conat a workable formula for revlsioili
ditions, was first made by Allied
of the seat t^x charged all exhibitors States about two months ago. Since
by the American Society of Com- then both sides have been gathering
figures and giving study to the
posers, Authors A Publishers, it is
situation.
doubted by John G. Paine, general
manager, that a plan will reach
shape until some time this fall.
has been given to
. ^onsidei^tian
assessing a percentage against receipts so that the seat tax \yould be
in accordance with business being
done, but such plan does not meet
Vith favor, Paine explaining that
many theatres probably< would not
want to rqkort their grosses to
ASCAP. Also, collection bZ a percentage of gross would involve considerable in auditing costs.
Instead, Paine and others are hoping to solve the problem of relief
on the seat tax for theatres, where
justified, by some, flexible means
that can be appliefl to all situations.
During the past week Paine met
with an Allied States director to
discuss revision of the seat tax due
to the tremendous shift in populaespecially in rural communities, with some theatres away down
in gross while others, notably in defense areas, are showing big increases.
tion,

According

P^ne, many towns

'to

are off 10-15%, while: in some scattered instances the war, depopulation of towns and other factors
as
have sent lMijrinf?is off as
50%. As result, the desire of Allied
States and ASCAP is to devise
some means of <*ifHng the burden
of the seat tax so that theatres
whose' grosses have decreased will
pay less while those which are making more money now will be assessed a higher tax.
Both ASCAP and Allied States

mu^

have been collecting statistics 6u;t so
far they are fair from complete, making it impossible to formulate a plan
as yet. Following last week's session with Col. Cole, Paine stated
that it was thought additional study
should be given the problem and

meeting be held around
it should

that' another

Sept. 15,
be clear

by which time

whether they are pro-'

ceeding along
Proposal to

ijie

right lines.
to lend sup-

ASCAP

ASCAP Fyes Dedal To

'Exorbitant Fees' Suit
music licenscharged against ASCAP in
an anti-trust suit by 13 Brooklyn
'E.xorbitant fees' for

as

ing,

theatres, was disputed lengthily in
an answer filed by ASCAP in N. Y.

federal

court

held the

was

week.

last

amotmt paid

to the Society

compared

Insignificant'

Citing

ASCAP

computations,

statistical

to rev-

enue derived by theatre business.
Alleged necessity for the ASCAP

(Continued from page 33)
Cast: Leo CarriUo, Andy Devlne, Marjorle Lord, Itan
Dailey, Jr, Edmund MacDonald, Jean PhUlips tlMI1042).

SHESLOCK HOLMES AND THE VOICE OF FEAB,

formerly SHERLOCK HOLMES SAVES LONDON,
mystery; asso. prod, Howard Benedict; dir., John
Rawlins; from the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle;
camera. Woody Bredea Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Evelyn Ankers, Reginald Denny, Hillary Brooke,
Mary Harford. Donald Stuart, Harry Cording. I^lie
Denison. Bob Barron, John Rogers.

GITE ODT, 8ISTEBS.
Burton;

Edward

dir..

musical; asso. prod., Bernard
no writing credits; cam-

F. Cline;

era, George Robinson. Cast: The Andrews Sisters, Dan
Dailey, Jr., Grace McD<«al(f; Charles. Butterworth,
Richard Davies, Peggy Byan. Walter Catlett, William
Frawley, Marie Blake, Fay Helm. Edith Barrett, The
Jivin' Jacks and JiUa, Emmett Vogan, Irving Bacon,
Leonard Carey, Lorin Raker, Don O'Connor.
THE GREAT IMTEBSONATION, drama; asso. prod.,
Paiil
Malvern; dir, John Rawlins: screen play. W.
Scott Darling, based, on novel by J. Phillips Oppenheim;
camera, George Robinson. Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers, Kaaron 7eme, Edward Norris, HenryDaniels, Audrey Mathor, Mary Torbes, Charles Coleman, Robert O, Davis, Fred Vogeding, Frederick Gierman, Charles Irwin, Hans von Morhart, Audrey Long,
Rex. Evans, Yvette Duguay, Marcelle Corday, Lud^yiS

Stossel, Sylvia Arslan,

WHO DONE

Henry Giittman.

IT7, comedy; asso. prod.,

Alex Gottlieb;

Earle C. Kenton; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Van Enger. Cast Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, Patric Knowles, William Gargan. Louise Allbritton, Mary Wick^s. Thomas Gomez.
dir.

FOKEVER TOUBS, comedy-drama; ^ prod,; .Bruce
Manning; asso. prod., Frank Shaw; dir., Jean/4tenoir;
no writing credits; camera, Wpody Bredell. Cast:
Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien, Barry Fitzgerald.
OFF THB BEATEN TRACK, musical comedy; asso.
prodL, Howard Benedict; dir., Edward F. Cline; no
writing credits: camera, George Robinson. Cast: Ritz
Brother^ Carcu Bruce, Dick Foran, Johnny Downs,
William Demarest, Grace McDonald, Richard Davies,
Sonny Dunham and his orchestra.
GET HEF TO LOTS, musical; asso. prod, Bernard
Burton; dir., Charles Lamont; no writing credits; camera, Connie O'ConnoU. Cast: Gloria Jean, Jane Frazee,
Robert Paige, Cora Sue Collins, Donald O'Connor,
Nana Bryant, Edith Barrett
UTTLE JOE, THB WRANGLER, western; asso.
ASCAP's growth was re- prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Lewis D. Collins; screenplay,
000,000.
vealed in a comparison of the So- Sherman Lowe, Elizabeth Beecher; original story, SherSickner. Cast: Johnny f
ciety's income over the past decade. man Lowe; camera, William
Brown, Tex Bitter, Fuzzy Knight, Jenifer Holt,
Mack
During 1931, income was. quoted as
Jimmy Wakeley Trio,
$665,000, jumping to $l,199,00t) in
TEXAS, western; asso.
DEEP
IN
THE
HEART
OF'
Annual fees for ASCAP-li- prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Elmer Clifton; original screen
1941.
censed theatres which numbered play, Oliver Drake; from an adaptation by Grace
10,910 in 1931 were $60.94 per thea- Nortojt; camera, Harry Newman. Cast Johnny Mack
tre, as
against 15,510 theatres at Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jenifer Holt. Jimmy
The rates were Wakeley Trio.
1941.
$77.39 in
RAIDERS OF SAN JOAQUIN, western; asso prod,
termed 'reasonable and arrived at
Oliver Drake; dir, Lewis D. Collins; screenplay, £)mer
after fair and equal barganing.'
Cox; original story, Patricia Harper;,
'The suit is 'a lesser of two suits Clifton, Morgan B.
camera, William Sickner. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown,
in the same court seeking treble
Tex Hitter,- Fuzzy Knight, Jenifer Holt, Jimmy Wakeley
'
damages and charging monopoly Trio.
against ASCAP..^ The other is a
TENTING ON THE OLD CABtF GROUNDS, westcolisolidated action of oVer 100 thea- em; asso. prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Lewis D. Collins; no
writing credits; camera, William Sickner. Cast: Johnny
tres in the N. Y. 'area.
Mack. Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jenifer Holt,
Jimmy Wakeley Trio.
Universal PIx in Ffodnction
BETWEEN US GIRLS, formerly, LOVE AND
KISSES, CAROLINE, comedy-drama; asso. prod., Phil
Karlstein.' A' Henry Koster production.
Dir, Henry
Koser; based on play by Regis Ginoux and Jacques
Tbeiy; camera, Joseph Valehtme. Cast: Diana Barrymore, Robert CTummings, Kay Francis, John Boles,
Andly Devlne, .Ethel Griff les, Ed Gargan.
HOUSE OF HTSTERT, mystery melodrama; prod,
dir., Ford Beebe; asso. prod., Donald H. Brown; original
screen play, Clarence Upton Yoimg; camera, Charles
As George M. Cohan In
Van Enjger. Cast- Irene Hervey, Leif Erikson, Bela
Lugosi, Lionel Atwill, Don Porter, tllyse Knox, Ralph
Doodle Dandy" Morgan, Nils Asther, Fred Reichner, Fay Helm, Doris
Uoyd, Francis Pierlot, Robert Homans, Ed Waller.
W«u-n«r Bros. Succesi'
SHERLOCK HOLMES IN WASHINGTON, meller;
asso. prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Roy William Neill;
no writing credits; camera, Lester White. Cast: Basil
All Sttit Relund — Twicf Dally, 2:45-8^5
Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Lord, Robert Paige,
Air Ctndltltned. B'w«y. tlit Bt. CI. 7-JMS.
Don Terry, George Zucco, Edmund MacDonald.

organization in the field was further
stressed in the answer which stated:
'Had they (the theatres) been compelled to deal individually for the
right to musical compositions for
the
license
performance,
public
fees required would have been many
timers greater, than the nominal fees
paid' to the Society.'
The past 10-year totalization or
revenue collected from all theatres
was stated in the answer as $10,200,000. ASCAP's estimation of theatre business was held at $1,100,-

.
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A WABI^Eft BBOB. HIT

Ann Sheridan
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BABNET
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JAMES CAGNEY
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Yankee

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

ARABIAN NIGHTS,
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CRAWFORD

Malvyn
•

S^"

DOUQLfS

"THEY ALL
KISSED THE BRmE**

ROIY

J^JSTm.

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER.

color,

romantic advepture in TechniWalter Wanger production; dlr, John Rawlins;

no writing

credits;

camera,

Mrs. Miniver
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FLESH AND FANTASY,
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&
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$1.50
BlaMi aa^r Mi. 4i tLH rta Taa
aaala Haato A AitkvIL Wbti mail
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L

STARS ON ICE
OENTCa TMIATBC
BakaMtar

C#,

§-MN

ElVse^lW

co-prodSy Charles Bover

and Julian Duvlvler; dlr, Julien Duvivier; no

writinff

camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Charles Bover
Edwrad G. Rofohuon, Thomas Mitchell, Anna Lee r'
Aubrey Smith, Dame May Whitty.
ON THE BEAM, comedy drama with songs- asso
prod. Ken Goldsmith; dir, Charles Lamont: no writinp
credits: camera, George Robinson. Cast: Gloria
Jean
Ian Hunter; Donald O'Connor, Louise Albritton. Frieda
Inescort, Raymond Roe, Mary Lou Harrington.
credits;

'

'

Warners
ri»aaUtJ

Saw

C«a>-

'41-4:

studio

-

CaUlac TtgB
»
1
•
8-

S2

Lasky

•

M

Totals
Pictures in cutting

SZ

«

9

room or awaiting

release:

ARSENIC AND' OLD LACE,

drama;

asso. prod,

Caatar

(VH.. lail.taa.ltW Mata. Wa«.,B*t and Sou
N* MaXty PartariaMaa. ALWAYS COOL

and

Frank Capra; no writing credits; camera, Sol Polito.
Cast Gary Grapt, PrisciUa Lane, Raymond Masseyi Peter Lorre, Jack Carson, Josephine HulL Jean
Adair, John Alexander.
THE HARD WAY. drama; prod, Jerry Wald; dir
Vmcent Sherman; ori^al, Irwin Shaw; screenplay
Daniel Fuchs and Peter Viertel: camera, James Wong
Howe. Cast: Ida Lupino, Dennis Morgan. Joan Leslie
dir,

'

Jack Carson, Gladys George.
ACROSS THE PACIFIC, drama; prod., Jerry Wald
and Jack Saper; dir., John Huston; screenplay, Richard
Macaulay, based on Satevepost stoiy 'Aloha Means
Goodbye': camera, AHhur Edison. Cast Humphrey
Bogart, Mary Astor, Sidney Greenstreet
CONSTANT NYMPH, c'rama; prod, Henry
Blanke; dir. Edmund Goulding; no writing creditscaniera, Ernie Haller. Cast: Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Alexis £imith, Jean Muir, Peter Lorre, Brenda
Marshall,

Dame May

Whittey. -

DESPIOiAtb journey, drama; asso. prod. Ha] B.
Wallis, dir., Raoul Walsh; no writing credits; camera,
Bert Blennon. Cast: Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagan,
-Nancy Coleman, Raymond 'Massey, Arthur E:ennedy,
Alan Hale.

NOW

VOYAGER, drama; prod, Hal B. Wallis; dir.,
Irving Rapper; no writing credits: camersy Sol Polito.
Cast: Bette Davis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Bonita
Granville, Oka Chase, John Loder, Lee Patrick. -

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE,

comedy;

prod., Jeny Wald; dir, William Keighley; no writing
credits; camera, Ernie Haller. Cast Jack Benny, Ann

Sheridan, Charles Cobtim, William Ttacy, Gig Young,
Biieynolds,
John Emery, Franklin ^ngbom,
Hattie McDaniel.

Joyce

YOU CANT ESCAPE FOREVER, drama; prod.-dir,
Jo Graham; no writing credits; camera. Tony Gaudio.
Cast: George Brent, Brenda Marshall, Rosco6 Karns.
GENTLEMAN JIM, biography; prod., Robert Buckner; dir., Raoul W^lsh; no writing credits; camera, Sid
Hickox,
Cast: Alexis Smith, Errol Flynn,- Charles
Dingle.

Warners Plx in Praduetian
drama; prod., Hal B. Wallis; dir.,
no writing credits; camera, Arthur
Bergman, Humphrey Bogart.
-

CASABLANCA,
Michael
Edison.

Ctirtiz;

Cast: Ingrid

WATCH ON THE

RHINE, drama; prod., Hal B.
Wallis; dir., Herman Shumlin; no writing credits; camera, Merritt Gerstad.
Cast: Bette Davis, Paul Lucas,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Lucile Watson.

THE DESERT SONG, musical in Technicolor; prod.,
Robert Buckner; dir, Robert Florey; no writing credits;
camera, Bert Glennon. Cast Dennis Morgan, Irene
Mannii^, Gene Lockhart, Faye Emerson, Jack La Rue,
Lynne Overman.

AIR force; air saga: prod.. Hal B. WaUis; dir.,
Howard Hawks; no writing credits; camera, Tony
Gaudio.
Tobias,

Cast John Garfield, Gig Young, George
John Rid^y.
O'RotbRKE, drama; prod., Hal B, Wallis;

PUNOBSS

Norman Krasna; no

writiiig credits; camera, Ernie
Cast: Olivia de Havilland, Robert Cummings,
Charles Cobum, Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Gladys
Cooper.
THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN, adventurer;
prod., Jesse L. Lasky, dir., Irving Rapper; no writing
Cast: Frederic March,
credits; camera, Sol Polito.
Alexis Smith, Alan Hale, Billy Henry, Donald Crisp,
Percy Kilbride, Robert Barrat, John Carradine.
dir.,

Haller.

Rgores

WPB

'

UA

MasAaiii^WBHoKe

Wm*

' with
Umiii aai
"LITTLE_S0iaO. V.B.A."

CMtlMNi'PtffmiMn

Cast:

John Qualan. WUliam 'Wee WlUie* Davis,
Robert fSnlg.

MayReepeiPUIy's

"THE GOLD RUSQ"-

CMlY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES

Milton Krasner.

Maria Jtonttz, Jon Hall, Sabu, telt Erikson, Edear
.Barrier, Thomas Gomez, Turban Bey, Billy Glihlr>

via the introduction of film industry from Washington, Warner execs feel
exploitation methods. Working imder that itTs'now or never. Although no
Lessing Rosenwald as a cpnsultant, date has been set for .tlie reopening
*
Greenthal will also devote part of and Warner -bosses dainl' there's
in Greenthal's
his*time to activitieis in connection nothing definite planned, workmen,
with the Office of War. Information. electricians, carpenters are busy
to
Greenthal has b«en tdth
for putting the big bouse in shape.
the past, 12 years, re^tly serving aa
'Ted Stdilanger, S-W zone chief,
Behind the appointment of Monroe clLairmaii ot the Publicity., and Ad- says there's 'hundreds of detaili^ still
Greenthal to « post with the War vertising Division ot the War Activi- to be ironed out before the bouse
Prodoction Board in Washington ties Committee.;
can start business again. There have
effective Monday (3) is indicated
Dave. E. <Skip) Weshner, head ot been numerous huddles in New
the recognition of high-placed Gov- exploitation for UA, formerly with Yoik with Warner home office execs.
ernment officials of the efficacy of Wamen^ moves into the Greenthal
Although nothing has been said
high-powered film
exploitation 9ot for the duration.
officially, reports are current here
methods in important wartime camthat the MagHun™ will undiutter
paigns. Govemmott officials from
the latter part -of this month with
Secretary of the Tteaswy Morgen- Tride of Yankees'
The Pride of the Yankees.'
thau down have several times since
Policy set for the Xlastbaum. it Is
the beginning ot the war .complisaid, wQI be straight pictures. When
mented the film Industry oh the
it was otten before it bad a vaudspeed and efficiency of the many
pollQr with elaborate stage profllm
ftand-ralsing cakipaigns in which
ductions a la Radio City Music Ball.
theatre men have been the spearSimultaneous with the reports of
Philadelphia. Aug. 4.
head.
The Masthanm. Stanley-Warner's the Hastbaum's reopening, have
Mercbandlsing. methods employed
witUn the aim Indintty, and in the $5,000/100 Vhite dephant,' wiU come rumors that the Erlanger, anpast year applied to varknia Govern- probaUy be reopened aoon, at' long other- Vhite elephant,' one block
ment seriicei, have ay a result been last The house, built in the ludt from the Mastbaum. wiU also unrecognized as superkw to ordiuaty to*, has been closed for more than diutter about the same time.
commercial merchandising la virtu- six years, and baa been' a drain on
Lessee of the honse. William Goklally the same relation as the auto- Warner prollta, wlu.t with mainten- man. ez-Wamer zone manager and
mobile Is to the hone and boggy.
ance, cariTing cfaargcs.. bond pay- how a HKoessthlL Indie exbib, is
Greenthal. director ot advcrtldng ments, etc, rumored to bie more than
about his plans, but it is known
and publicity for UA. was granted $S,00O-a-wcek.
that the.house has been completely
leave of absoice by Grad Seara to
But with business booming In xcfurbisfaed and be may also take
hypo' the Government's national Pbilly, tbanks to war Industries and advantagie of the boom and reopensalvage and oonservatlpn campaigns the influx .of Government offices If" he can get the- product.
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WAX TO BEAT OCEAN STAnC?
NEXT WINTER'S VILLAIN

For the Walls of Every Studio!

T

and winter radio programs may be marshalled
quite sjiddenly to stop one great wartime villain: inflation.
This seems to -be the clear meaning of all available trend data
at this moment;- Inflation, or the cheapening of the value of
money, looms as a terrible possibility because the Government
Excliange Pro-ams of Growis pouring funds out by the billions and an adequate amount
ing Importance in Angloof these billions is not going back into war bonds. The Treasury's quota of $12,000,000,000 is not being met and Leon HenAmerican Relations
derson, of the OPA, says tjiat this quota is too low, that $28,Squandering of Opportu000,000,000 annually of war bond purchase is required to
nities Deprecated
^Yank
rising
balloon
prices
of
tHat
leads
the
to
inflation.
anchor
Web's Aversion to TransRadio-will almost certainly inherit the job some fear too
criptions Is Traditional
Meantime'
of scaring the people .of the United States.
late
the difficulties of translating the mysteries of economics and
WELLINGTON'S VIEWS
finance into everyday terms is already sensed and the problem
ingenuity
radio
program
of
brains as nothing the
will tax the
Government has asked in the past did.

By

next

fall

OF'

—

—

—

The unhappy
Inflation

is

an unpleasant subject.

It is also a little-under-

way

stood subject. It happens to be the one sure
peace even when winning it militarily.

to lose the

portant

gram

failure

ot the im-

Norman Corwin CBS proLondon a week ago

from

Monday

(27) has

prompted some

dis-

—

Now

—

^

KWID, FRISCO.
RESULTS NOT

GOOD YET
San Franclsee, Aug. S.
Reports coining in' from Asia,
Africa, Latin America and "Europe on
of KWID, Government's
here, show considerable variation in results. The 100,000-

reception

new shortwaver

watter is apparently not being heard
too well in most places, although
there seem to be great gradations.
There are even variances from one
part of a country to another and
variances according to time of day.
That's not too unusual for DX
transmitters, as short waves are very
tricky.
Government and private
engineers working on the construction, however, are- dissatisfied with
the results. Part of the reason, they
think, is that full power hasn't yet
been attained. In addition, a shakedown period is also necessary on any

new

installation.

KWID
last

transmitter was moved here
December from Schenectady,
it had just been erected by

where

General Electric for its WGEO
wavelength. WGEO' fought the move
ordered by the Office of Coordinator
of Information (now part of the

TRAINING IN

WAAC

at

14

Columbus.

foreign policies of the United States are morally un-

the United Slates is reprehensible. He
liar, unscrupuhus, responsible for suffering and a paivn of the Jezvs, Communists and plutocrats.
4. Great Britain is internally corrupt in the same way as the

The Preside'nl of
a war monger and a

3.

is

United States.

The foreign

5.

policies of Great Britain are morally unjusti-

fiable.

6. Prime Minister Churchill is reprehensible in the same
manner as President Roovelt.
7. Nazi Germany is just and virtuous.
8. The foreign policies of Japan are morally justifiable.
It
is not respomible for the war with the United States.
9. Nazi Germany is powerful.

10. Japan is powerful.
11. The United States is weak. It lacks the materials, manpower, armaments and morale essential to victory.
12. Great Britain is weak.
13. The United Nations are disunited. They distrust,
envy

and suspect each other.
14. The United States and the*world are
menaced by
munists, Jews and plutocrats.

YODER

'

UNIFORM

,

'

'

editor In chief.

K

Radio
Chicago
Newly-founded
Management Club held its fourth
regular meeting July 29 and elected
officers. These were Earl Thomas,
president; Buckingham Gunn, vicepresident; Lee Strahorn, secretary;
Lewis Goodkind, treasurer.

Ward
Hoi-

Spencer Bentley played opposite
She reports at officers'
Jay Wray in 'Keeping Up .With
Des Moines.
Rosemary' last Sunday (2) njght
on

NBC-Red network.

Com-

NEW TREASURY

'WHN.N.Y.

WHN

school, Fort

She had handled the radio page for
months prior to enlistment.

The

2.

Nike

Monday (27) to be sworn into
Women's Auxiliary Army Corps

trammg

cay here.
justifiable.

WHN

Youngstown, O., Aug. 4.
include
Trustees elected
Winifred E. McAllister, radio edi- Dorrell, John Gordon, Lieut.
of the Youngstown Vindicator,
man Faust and Fred Marshall.

the

and economic injustice, war profiteering, plutocratic exploitation, Communist sedition, Jewish conspiracy and spiritual de-

Sinw

now

Indianapolis sedition

to the court some 14 basic characteristics
of Nazi propaganda. These points might well be blown
up or reprinted in large type as a wall poster for every
radio studio in the country, entitled 'How to Tell the Axis
Line'.
These are the sure signs:
1. The United States is internally corrupt. There is political

Two-Year

tor

left

current

the British Broadcasting Corp.,
Vogel, Fdffl Trade
who is just back from a visit in
London, stated that in general the
Extension
BBC preferred 'live' broadcasts, too,
Paper Man, Succeeds
but he believed that the BBC was
Of 'Breakfast'
more practical in its attitude of alSimon at
lowing the means to fit the producEd East ancl Polly last week were tion problem, rather than cranuning
A. Mike Vogel has succeeded Al
and pushing production through a
signed for a two-year extension of given routine despite all the obvious 'Simon as publicity and special promotion director of WIJN, New York.
their 'Breakfast in Bedlam' program disadvantages.
He was formerly connected with fllm
on WJZ, New York. Terms provide
Wellington readily agreed that trade papers and
was previously in
a salary boost and a straight run 'international amity between the the Loew's exploitation and theatre
Britain
deliUnited
States
and
is
a
of one-year minimum. Second year
department. Simon relinquished the
flower,'
and
that
the
importance
cate
follows automatically, except if 60
post to take a Treasury Dept.
between
the
exchange
programs
days notice is given. Option dates of
assignment.
two countries is so important that
from Oct, 1 next
Vivian Brown continues as an aide
Meantime, the Easts probably squanderings of opportunities as in in the
publicity department
leave this Saturday for a four-week the Corwin failure is a lot more
disappointment
holiday, which is a contract pro- than just a casual
listeners.
Jt's
viso.
They arise at 5 a.m. Ave days of the staff knd some
INTO
doing
cera
weekly, 48 weeks a year, to make agreeing on the n^ed of
tain job and then allowing an ar- Will
their 7 a.m. broadcast.
Serve Navy In Colorado—
Current participants include Mar- bitrary preference for one means of
MacPherson Takes Over
transmission as against another to
lin Blades, Paramount Pictures, Grifcancel out the effort.
fin, Eno, Adler's and Noxort.
Denver, Aug. 4.
James R. MacPherson, national
The BBC official finds that Great
Britain is on the whole doing much spot and local sales manager for NBC
RADIO EDITORS IN, OUT.' more just now to acquaint its people and KOA, has been named acting
with the United States than vice manager for KOA for the duration.
Various Publications Affected by versa.
Considerable numbers of He replaces Lloyd Yoder, manager
Changes—Badio Pobliclsts Also
Americans have been invited to Lon- since October, 1939. Yoder, a naval
don for just this purpose. Two re- reserve "officer, has been ordered to
• taking
place
Many changes are
cent invitees were Walter Van Kirk, active duty as Lieutenant Comcurrently in the field of radio editors of NBC and the Federal Council of mander and will serve as public reand radio publicists. These include: Churches, and Alan Nevins, Pro- lations manager for Colorado for the
Allen Finn, Newsweek radio edi- fessor of History at Ckilumbia Uni- navy.
tor, into service.
MacPherson served in the first
versity.
Cliff Ramsdell, new radio editor
world war as a member of the staff
Wave ot Curiosity
at Tide, succeeding Reginald Clougb,
of the overseas paper, 'Stars and
•
great wave of friendly

Office of War Information). GE
has vindicated its objection.
It press under John McKay, replacing
claimed that It was pointless to take Leif Eid who goes to NBC, Washingthe transmitter off the air during the ton.
period necessitated to move.
GE
Paul Glyjin, of CBS, Washington,
said that it could build a new trans- is due to leave for armed services.
mitter Just as quickly as move that
one if it were given priorities. To
prove it, it has worked feverishly on
Radio Clnb Elects
getting up a replacement at Schenectady and the new transmitter there
Chicago, Aug. 4.
has already been on the air for tests.

NOW

the

ot

Ed East and Polly Sign

Bragdon, whilom radio ediE.
since tor of N. Y, Sun, has joined NBC

RADIO EDITOR

with

They presented

cussion in N. Y. radio circles as to

whether American networks are not
One possible antidote to inflation is compulsory purchase of unnecessarily complicating their own,
war bonds. Nobody likes that, apparently including the Treas- and everybody else's production
It's so ex- problems in international pickups by
It's uncongenial to the American tradition.
ury.
insisting everything come through
tremely unpleasant, in fact, that nobody is quite willing to look 'alive.' The hazards of live produ<^
the horrid probability in the face. Compulsory bond purchase tion are very great. Wartime preon top of the' highest tax rates in history and the radical inno- emption by official sources of the
vation of paying ahead on 1943 taxes, while also paying on better of the available ocean chanAnd yet it may be the job of nels increases the dangers of a
1942, adds up as frightening.
blurred,
cavernous,
unintelligible
radio
no further away than a few months to throw itself, and broadcast. Even The Army Hour,'
the country into reverse gear to stop inflation.
with all its ability to clear permissions and assure cooperation, has
is surely not too soon for^the be^t brains of radio to suffered badly oh occasion from emIt may be flung at them very sud- barrassing flops when the announcer
cogitate on the problem.
.'
says, 'we now take you to—
denly.
Queried on these points Lindsay
Wellington, American representative

—

In connection

of William Dudley Pelley, Harold Lassv»rell and
Harold Graves, Jr., both testified as government experts.

trial

There is a
curiosity about the United States in
country,' observed Wellington,
I agree
'I think this is excellent.
that it would be nice if a similar

of friendliness on the AmeriHe nodded
side developed.'
when asked if post-war collaboration
was not one of the great problems

can

which radio program exchanges
could do much to ease.
Apropos the BBC practice where
recordings are made of eyewitness
Wellhigton
events,
interview
or
states that there is never any attempt to mislead the listeners. It is
particuthis
always quite clear that
lar incident was recorded at a previous time and is presented for the
convenience of the listener and also
to permit the careful operation of
wartime censorship to intervene between the making of the disc and
the broadcast thereof.
The present talk in American radio circles about the growing advisability of using transcription cutins on important international programs ^loes not envisage any break-

FOR

MUTUAL
New

radio series for the Treasury

Department will be heard Saturday
nights on WOR-Mutual,
starting,
either Aug. 15 or 22. It will have "a"
variety-audience participation format, with Bob Hawk heading the
cast for the initial broadcast.
Members of the Radio Directors
Guild will direct the individual
shows and Radio Writers Guild
memtiers will script, with Erik
Barnouw and Hal Block, writing,
and Robert Louis Shayon, directing
the first.
Brewster Morgan and
Phil Cohan head the RDG committee and Nora Sterling the
committee foi* the series.
Bill
Rainey is producing for the Treasury Departnfent
The time is being contributed by
Mutual.

RWG

CAPT. HAL RORKE PUT

ON AUTRY puBucmr

Stripes.'

my

wave

SERIES

down

.

regular domestic network
policy on this point. It's simply the
common sense of not squandering
important United
Nations
radio
hearings by having them unintelligible.
The material ought, in such
circumstances, according to the arguments advanced to be received at
the ideal transmission time overseas, carefully recorded for quality
and clarity and then dubbed In at
the time of broadcast with honest
of

announcements that, because of war
conditions, it was necessary to cut

Hal Rorke, who recently resigned

man in the CBS publicity
department, N. Y., to becohie a captain in the air force, has been given
a publicity assignment for the army.
It brings him back indirectly to CBS.
Capt. Rorke will press agent the
Wrigley program, 'Melody Ranch,'
which is now re-emerging under the

as No. 2

title of

'Sergeant

Gene

Autry.'

Claude Mahoney Succeeds

Godwin on

WMAL

Acct.

Washington, Aug. 4.
item ahead.
'So we .sent our
Claude A. Mahoney, on the Navy
yesterday
mobile unit to X
afternoon and this is what we got beat for the Washington Star, rethe

placed Earl Godwin as breakfastuntable commentator over
who was manager der sponsorship of Thompson's
Dairy. Godwin will concentrate on
Indianapolis,
theatre,
Lyric
of the
when it was a vaudeville house and his nightly coast-to-coast program
who later went on the road as man' for Blue Network outlets.
Mahoney was once White House
ager for Orrin Tucker's orchestra,
was recently appointed pr6gram di' man for the Wall Street Journal.
Switch took place Monday (3).
rector for WIRE.

WMAL

Ted

Nicholaii,

Wiedaesiiay,

BADIO
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'Missing Heir' I^iUt

SPREAD 'ALLOCATION' TO INCLUDE SPOTS;
MOREBUTBETTERSPACED WARMESSAGES
War

Information Gets

Good Preliminary SkyoD, Renier

Response From Users of Straight Advertising

CBS Listenmg

a 20-day incarceration for menacing his wife 'he left the jail
and murdered his wife and

Join

tailed in.
suicide.

CBS As Exec Producers

Post in Frisco
.

to commit
live to stand

an attempt

He

will

'Washington, Aug.

trial,

Washington, Aug. 4.
Extensiou ol the Federal scheme

Products Sales Co.; Curtiss Canay
Co.; Deisel-Wemmer-Gilbert Corp.
(Detroit); Duke Power Co.; First
National Stores;. Gardner Nursery
Co. (Osage. la.); (General Cigar Co.;

of 'allocating' government radio
messages, bringing in spot advertising, is in project with advertisGeneral Foods; Gospel Broadcasting
ing agencies reporting to the Office
Association (Pasadena); GrifliA Mfg.
of War Information the readiness of
Co.; Grove Laboratories; Dr. Hess
spot sponsors to incorporate organSc Clark. Inc. (Ashland, O.); Hickok
ized plugs in their local outpourOil Co.; Hudnut Sales Co.; Jackson
ings.
Brewing Co. (New Orleans); Kroger
Late last weelt, 33% of 905 lead- Grocery Sc Baking Co.; Kilpatricks
ing agencies in the country had re- Bakery (San Francisco); Langenported the names of clients who use doil United Bakeries;' Manhattan
spot programs of five minutes or Soap Co.; McKesson & Robbins;
longer in five different cities. Defi- Miles California Co.; Neighbors of
nite interest in participating in the Woodcraft (Portland, Ore.); North
pl6h— a modification of the network American Accident Insurance i^o.;
aUocatioo plan ^was shown by 54 Northwestern Yeasf Co.; Nutrena
sponsors In the first batch of replies Mills; Omar, Inc. (Omalia); Peter
to O.W.I, feelers.
Paul. Inc. (Naugaluck. Conn.); Dr.
While conceding the spot., plan Pepper
Philadelphia Dairy
Co.;
cannot be worked out with the ma- Products Co.; Planters Nut
&
thematical accuracy that accom- (Chocolate ..Co.; Rosefield Packing
panied the syst^ for cxploitine net- Ca (Alameda); Samoff-Irving (New
work programs, O.W.I, b'raln-trust- York City); Sinclair Refining Co.;
ers feel a- formula can be doped out Soil-OS Mfg. Co. (Glendale, Calif.);
to minimize exasperating repetition Southern New England Tfelephone
and provide for effective use of Co.; Spark'io-Life Co. (Kansas City);
radio to reach the milUons who T. W. Staley Milling Co., Stanbaek;
listen
regularly
non^-network Standard Oil of CaUfomia; Standto
broadcasts.
The inclusion of spot ard Oil of New Jersey; Terr^ Haute
programs will fill a big gap in the Brewing Co.; .Texas Co.; Wesson
present scheme.
Oil, and Western Grocer Co. (Mar.

In Paley's
.

Robert L. Shayon, ot

WOR, New

York, and Tiny' Renier, of
St.

Louis,

are

new

KMOX,

recruits

the

to

staff
at
the Columbia
Broadcasting System, being reorganized and revitalizeid by President
William S. Paley.
They will rank as executive pro-

gram« by local puffs
areas.
The idea aSsa

in particular
will make it

possible for O.Wil. to tie the
gional networks into the whole

prqpaganda
Although

spot advertisers whose radio

activities are ccmfined to restricted

But Lewis emphasized the
not he
aired in each of the five or more
cities.
It was felt impractical to
try to include government messages
Id spot programs running less than
five minutes or to assign themes to
advertisers who use fewer than five

areas.

same spot program need

outlets.

'

Planning to allow the ^ot adver
tis^ and his agenqr to decide when
they win carry the specified message,
the Radio Bureau planners will
avoid the headache presented in
trying to reach any specified num
ber of listeners. There is no pos
sibility of doing what has been accomplished under the. netw(«k plan
—stipulating the exact period when
the message should be incorporated
til the regular script
Spot adverrtisers using transcriptions will get
their
assignments
approximately
five wedcs in advance; a period ot
iVr weeks will be sufficient to provide for inclusion of the- message
In live talent programs.
QoestionDaire to the d05 agencies
Bsked."for data on the length of the
proi^ram, the number of stations
used, the frequency of the spot
broadcasts,, and whether live talent
!<;
used.
Relies through July 2&

Indicated willingness of the follow
In" advertisers to participate:
American Snuff Co.; Anacin Co.,
-y Bros. (Detroit); Bond Stores
IftsvBroadcast Advertising (Bos.
ton); Biirrus Mill Sc Elevator Co.
(Fort Worth); Carnation Co.; Coca
Cola Co.; 'Consolidated Cigar Cotr.,
Consolidated Products " Co.; Com

B-

at

WHOM,

Jersey City.'

The

official

results

just

cer-

National Labor Relations Board- show lour votes for

tified

by

the.

the AFL's International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers and six ballots
lor the ACA: ,

START ON CBS
Stout, the novelist and leader
in ntmterous war-winning actlviUe*,
to begin a new series of commentaries on the Columbia Broadcasting
is

John

Shepard'a

Zeth

WEEI Makes

AnnI—Even

a Gestare

.

System. He will have the 7 p.m.
niche Sundays, starting Aug. 0 with
75 stations.

Boston, Aug.

WNAC

celebrated

its

20th

4.

anni-

versary last Friday (31) with special
programs featuring artists with station at its inception, together with
speeches by major political exec-

(Stout has conducted an 'anonymous' series called ''VQice of Freedom.' He is chairman of the Writers
War Board.)
Program will be captioned 'Our
Secret Weapon,' with Stout as 'Lie
Detector' and Bob Trout tied in from

ings, though occasionally OWI issued for domestic consumption a release of what the enemy gabbers
have to say.
The move is not indicative of any
Federal plan to take over other privately-owned listening stations, ac-

cording to Chairman James L. Fly.
He pointed out that the Commish
win not gain actual possession of the
San Francisco station, commenting
the significance is only that the CBS
itself is in effect going out of the
listening business there and that
the services of Carl Moore,
work is to be carried by the Commissinger and master of ceremonies, to
sion and coordinated with all of the
Los Angeles, Aug. 4.
rejoin his former partner, Billy
other listening and reporting activCandidates for the presidency of ities which are handled by our ForPaine, tenor.
the American Federa- eign Broadcast Intelligence Service.'
Francis J. Cronin repeated his first L, A. local of
Radio Artists are Fred Macorgan program of two decades ago tion of
election
Manning,
Knox
and
Kaye
using the mammoth Skinner organ.
to pick a sucAnnouncer Ben ^adfleld related t.) be held Sept. 28,
cessor to True Boardman, who is Gardner Cowles of
his experiences in the old Shepard
with the Army's q)ecial services
studios.
Boardman will serve as
division.
Seattle

utives and a citation frMn Governor CBS' London office. John Dietz will
f^erett Saltonstall to President direct ttie series, which falls under
John Shepard, 3rd, of WNAC and Paul White's/ division.
Yankee Network.
Unusual was the salute from WEEI,
Columbia outlet, who also loaned
Coast

AFRAPrez

New

WNAC

prexy

BustcU Cransc' will play guest
again on 'Information Please' Aug. S.

until his successor is elected.

MacKaye
Li

is fifth v.p.,

OWI
Fomm;

On Demy

and Manning

Two

treasurer of -the organization.

Dailies Shitt Event
Seattle;

war

message would appear on
two contiguous programs.
The yardstidc will rule out nu

I

on behalf of technicians

CoHiter-Propagindi Can

setupi.

identical,

ln::.-ous

Washington, Aug. .4.
By a two-vote margin, American
Communications Association, a CIO
unit, won collective bargaining rights
'

REX STOUT TO

Rex

NOSTALGIC OBSERVANCE

ing' post at San Francisco which- has
supplied considerable news through
eaves-droppiiig
on Japanese and
othei Axis propaganda- broadcasts.
Station will be run by the Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service to
supplement the monitoring facilities
which the FCC now has spotted at
strategic places around the country.
-'Pick-up plant had 'been run by
C3S on behalf of the Coordinator of
Information (post formerly held by
CoL William J. Donovan but abolished in the shake-up that brought
Ehher Davis in control over Federal
war information activities) but is of
no value to the Office of War Information. New outfit of which Davis
ii chief is concerned only with putting out facts and. propaganda, not
with picking up the enemy's outpour'

re

all details are not set,
O.W.I,
contemplates handing the
spot and network advertisers different assignments, so there will be
the least chance of nullifying the
objective of orderly presentation.
This should make I'- pa'vible for the
government to plug six or seven
subjects in the same week— instead
of only three to four as at present.
By differentiating between the
two groups, the Radio Bureau will
eliminate the possibility that the

•

ACA Wins WHOM, 6-4

•

ducers.

.

shalltown, la.)

'

.

fomia

Renier will launch 'Mother and
Dad' as a daily serial Aug. 10. Effie
Palmer and Parker Fennelly have
the leads.

4.

The Federal Communications Commission Saturday, (1) took over operation of the CBS short-wave listen-

program

—

As outlined in letters Irom W. B.
Lewis, chief of the Radio Bureau,
the idea is to mobilize the spot advertisers in groups and sections so
that diSerent ti^tics can be parceled
out most effectively. The spot programs will be used only once in
three weeks— so there will be three
different major groupings; one carrying a message each week.
By
having three subdivisions oif each
larger gang, O.W.I, will be able to
assign three different subjects for
the same week.
Advertisers who axe in the network plan also have been asked,
t3 cooperate in the spot scheine—
If they supplement their chain. 't>fo

Proehl got his share of his
mother's estate when his sister
in Minneapolis heard the Ifon.ized Yea^-sponsored 'Board of
Missing Heirs' make a broadcast He had vanished In CaU-

Revamping

5, .1942

FCC Takes Over

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Carl Proehl, who learned ot

an inheritance of $43,000 through
a radio broadcast, squandered
$30,000 of the sum In gambling
and drinking. Last week after
'

Office of

Augu^

Wife

Pepular

lie

Aug.

4.

Gardner Cowles, jr., publisher of
Des Moines Register and Tribune, and Assistant Director for Dothe

mestic Operations of the Office of
Information, will be the fourth
participant in the Blue network'.';
coast-to-coast 'Town Meeting of the
Air' to be aired over KJR Thursday
from Meany Hall on the University
in 'Ditairhenled Atr6cifieM*''ro Cmffim:'e
of Washington campus.
Subject is "The Role of the Press
in. Wartime,' but two Seattle dailies,
the Times and P. I., have given the
pre-broadcast discussion a polite
brush-off, preferring not to come
And "You Can't Do Business With Hitler* proves into too close contact with oV debbil
By BOBEST J. LANDRT
something else. It proves that the Government's timid radio.. Town's third. daily,- the Star,
In the 'let's wait and see' days before Pearl Harbor,
fear of home front counter-propaganda (even now) is will be represented by Frank L.
proposed
radio
version
of
Douglas
Miller's
book,
a
al>surd. This program enjoys a runaway popularity, a Taylor, associate publisher.
'You Can't Do Business With Hitler,' was impaled on
Others who will participate are:
ptqiularity of demand frmn stations and listeners alike.
the idea spindle at Washington. The authorities liked
There were 450 stations carrying the programs almost Alfred R. Roch^ter, field reprethe idea, but caution was their motto. Not caution
immediately and this number had now climbed to 807 sentative o£ the Bureau of Public
for the rage of Hitler, but caution' for the spleen of
Inquiries; O'WI; and Robert Abel,
stations.
Senator Guesswho. "rhen came Dec. 7, the day on
Reading 100 loooks to saturate himself in his problem Tacoma, attorney.,
which America stopped waiting and t>egan seeing.
Byron H. Ctiristian, acting direcfits in with the method of Frank Telford's arrival in
Angrily the proposed radio series -was yanked off the
professional radio.. Back in 1930 he received his H.A. tor of the school of journalism,
idea spindle to become, quite promptly, the home front
at Wayne University, which has a radio workshop but U. of W., will act as' moderator for
counter-propaganda campaign, count it, of the United
no footl>aU team, by writing a'^O-page thesis on how the pre-air talk, with George 'V.
States <rf America.
he organized and produced a ceven half-hours adap- Denny, jr., in his usual spot as modThis development, greatly improved the figurative
tation of Dickens' 'Tale of Two Cities,' which was erator for the broadcast
stomach ulcers' ot a young radio writer-director from
broadcast over 'WWJ, Detroit.
In practical essence
Eric Johnston, -'.president -of the
Detroit, Frank TeUord. It' was he who wrote the first
Telford got his master of arts degree for producing a U. S. Chamber of, Commerce, will
four scripts and every fourth script thereafter. It -was
radio series (he 'put in 70 hours alone of research on not be able to attend, and bis place
be who directed the whole series (now up to episode
the musical bridges, etc.), but the academic tradititms wiU be taken by Arthur E. Simon,
36).
Before Pearl Harbor his stomach was aii agihad to be observed so that outwardly the honor was attorney, president of the U. of W.
tated oiKan, because Telford was then in the process
earned by bis lengthy report of what be did, and how alunml association. .Others partici'of fining in his ideological' background by reading sooie
he did H, rather than on the doing of the job. Tradi- pating 'will be: Palmer Hoyt, pub100 volumes ot all kinds about modern Germany, many
tion couldnt quite unbend In 1038 to acknowledge lisher of the. Oregonian, Portland,
of them, •written by Nazis. The deeper he got into
radio production, per se. Telford's radio thesis was and .S.'.H. Ijewis,^ publisher- of the
geopolitics, into Nazi methods, into the official ambidecwated and footnoted with abundant classical al- Lynden Tribune.
tidns of the Reich, the more and more |)is digestive
lusions, 'including' Shakespeare,
apparatus .twitched.- .'What he began to see so vividly
A man who can write 630 pages describing a sevenhe realized Americans in general didn't see at all.
week raditf series has to be two things: one, full ot
Too many Americans were seeing the Nazis through
Fry, Marie
energy and, two, a get-it-done guy. Telford's asso
the softening (nisis of old generation nostalgia for
ciates in the New York radio branch df the Office of
at
beer and kraut. Americans were excusing the calWar Information (successor .to the 'War Production
culated nastiness of the Nazis on the shallow, silly,
Omaha, Aug. 4,
which
in turn, to the Office of
Board,
successor,
.yas
thoughtless grounds that 'you can't keep a good man.
Paul R. Fi-y; who., has been proEmergency Management) say -he is both. Especially
down.' As if rats could ever be household pets.
'station
do they comment 4n the swiftness of his directorial motion fiianager of
work in the studio.- Ws- oWn theory' is that if -this is (Mutual) ever. since it 'opened Jn
has just- been appolnt'ed
true it's because he thoroughly faimiliaiizes. himself the spring,
The general format of the Telford radio version of
before, catering the. studio with his 'script, bis char- business manager and Marie Maher,
Miller's book (much expanded -in order to stretch
acters, his production problem.
He doesn't have his who has been program director, has
throughout the duration) is quotation of chapter and
doubts and Mental boiils in front of his actors. They been appointed station director. Both
verse, debit and foreclosure, exposure of the whole
snap to work pronto. Actor Bob Pollard clears his were with the station wiien it beNazi art of confiscation, repudiation, extermination.
throat and assumes the voice and personalis ot Doug- gan business March 4.
The programs are recorded In quarter-hour stanzas.
Fry had formerly been with
las Miller,
it is. crisp business this periodic recording
Sharp, hard, telling blows are imbedd^ 'in those
here and before that was in
at the World studios In New York of 'documented
transcriptions.
They help jolt illiterate, 'dreamy-eyed
the sales atiti promotion department
atrocities.'
American businessmen^. They nialce it impossible to
What 'winning-the-war-radio could undoubtedly use of the World-Herald. He tr'ces the
ignore and easy to shudder at what would happen to
are more snappy.: Frank Telfords and more counter- place of Ernest Bader, stat! n chief,
you and you and you it Germany won.
propaganda programs' on the hcune front.
who died a short time ago.-

The One Conspieoous Radio Example on the Home Front, 'You Can't Do
Bonne** With Hitler/ Now Is Broadcatt on 807 Local Station*—It

War
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BBC Haggerty Again TeUs Congress What

London,"' July 24.

ActuaDy

WorA Twice

llat Amount'

'Hi, Gang,' popular program for
two seasons, will not return to the

British Broadcasting Corp. this
But Bebe Daniels, 'Vic Oliver

Printers Think Radio Should

fall.

and
'Hi, Gang'
on the ether, return to the BBC
with another program as yet un-

Pay

Ben Lyon, who created
Minneapolis, Aug.

KSTP

Stanley E. Hubbard,

AT AIR FEATURES

Washington, Aug. 4.
Limiting the aggregate net income
Jsmci Church Chore to Martha Ai- titled.
of commercial radio stations, and
It will be In for 12 weeks, with
well Carroll Case Leaves
networks to a 26% return on the
option, opening sometime in No- claimed investment has been recomJames' Church has resigned as di- vember.
mended to the Senate Finance Comrector of 'Second Husband' on CBS
mittee by the printing trades is the
for Air Features (Slackett-Samplelatest move ot the perennial drive to
Hummert).
He is succeeded by.
saddle broadcasters with a special
IS
Martha Atwell, who already directs
levy on gross time sales in the hope
Mr. Keene' ori the Blue and 'Youiig
of curtailing the diversion of adverWidder Brown' on NBC for the same
tising from magazines and news-

4,

pres-

'

and general manager, following his union labor difficulties

ident

AFM

C. Petrillo,
and tiff
head, now proposes to take the lead
organizing a radio broadcasters' aswith. J.

in
sociation

comprising all Independents
WUland chains and with WendeU
as Its guiding genius.
The purpose, he explains in a

kie, if possible,

—

EUGENE KRAEMER

WSAY SALES MANAGER

agency.
lengthy statement released...to the
Carroll Case has resigned as a
to
tiade press, is to enable stations
themselves against suclj script 'editor for Air Features. He
'protect'

papers.

Savannah, Aug 4. «.
Eugene H. Kraemer, formerly Red
production plans, as prer network sales representative with
viously
reported.
He
NBC
will
not
be
in
New
York, has joined
rethem by recent Petrillo actions. He
placed, his work being assigned WSA'V, Savannah; as sales manager.
would have the N.A.B. reorganized
Before being with NBC, he was
representative among the agency's other script edito make it thoroughly
tors.
advertising
manager
Scientific
of
of the entire industry, including the
Mary Watkins Reeves, author of American mag and previous to that
large
and
stations,
independent
Helen Trent' on CBS, another B-S-H was with midwest newspapers.
small, 'which now »are outside the
serial,'
is
taking
a
leave
of
absence
fold because they can't subscribe to
to become a mother. Ruth Borden is
Darrell Donnell, KYA San Fran
the present N.A.B. setup and chain
subbing for her, doubling from the Cisco newscaster, resigned to enter
domination.'
scripting of 'Second Husband.'navy as a lieutenant.
With such a personage as Willkie
as its spokesman the radio JnduS'
try could reply promptly and eflegit

'

:

A much

'

has
situations as have been forced upon

stiffer

impost than that

the House group this year were
deleted from the transcript of the
hearings.
As usual[ Haggerty pointed to the
huge earnings of the major net-;
works and told the solons that most
radio enterprises easily can absorb
th2 proposed stiff imposts. He com",
mented that NBC distributed $4,500,000 in dividends, CBS $3,500,000,
'

WOR more than $500,000, and WHN
For 1040 and 1941,
over $600,000.
WHN had net income over $400,000
arid

WOR more

than' $l;000,0d0, after

'ample allowance for depreciation,'

recommended last year by the House
he added.
Ways and Means Committee and

—

subsequently scrapped in the Senwas advocated Monday (3) by

—

ate

John B. Haggerty, president of the
Allied Printing Trades. During his
argument that broadcasters are
qualified to bear a unique tax load,

CoKgeshall's Freak Mishap
Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 4.
A. O. CoggeshaU, program manager of WGY, almost lost a finger in
the jamming of a transcription filing

Haggerty charged the Treasury De- cabinet. The bone Was cracked and
partment has reversed itself on the the tip of the finger badly cut
CoggeshaU will not be able to pla7
productivity of such a bite and
the piano for four weeks.
^elpe^ttjl^jgure^ji^^resffnt^^
^.

fectively 'when somebody like Petrillo sticks his neck out,' instead of
dillydallying because there is no
authorized individual to speak for it,

Hubbard points out.
The Hubbard statement answers
him to
hi.s recent critics, who took
task for his outbursts against Pe
trlllo, belabors Petrillo some more
and explains the heed for the new
In part it follows:
'During the past few -weeks, es

association.

pecially since KSTP's involvement
I freill The Battle of Petrilloism,'

quently have been belabored and
accused of attempting 'to confound
the Issues by dragging global affairs
into the fracas.
'These criticisms have arisen, I be.
because of one of two things
malicious desire to 'slap down

lieve,

—a

Hubbard' or an abysmally ignorant
inability either to understand or to
recognize the sharp parallels that
exist between the problems con'
fronting the democracies today and
those which the broadcasters of

America now face.
'Just as complacency has been the
democracies' besetting

sin,'

so is a

smug 'every-man-for himself attitude among the broadcasters going
to. bring them to the point, at some
not too distant date, where they,
too, are going to have to arm them
.

selves and fight for their very existence against the legion of would'
be dictators who are attempting a
divide and conquer technique on us.

The answer
sive,

is

powerful

casters

a militant, aggres
of broad-

affiliation

—a*trade association to which

segments of the industry can
belong. Without one, the broadcasting industry is vulnerable, indeed
subject to the whims of any Pe
trillo, any pressure group, any force
that arises, seeking to destroy us.
'This affiliation should be one that
all

would demand the respect of

.'But

here

Such an

moment any

we

again

affiliation

are

f.

oAuou

I.

peril

weak,

needs

strong,
leadership, and

respected, dynamic
frankly, where today

within the
broadcasting Industry are we to find
that leader ...What we want ia
$SO,000
executive actually worth
tv/ice that amount— a Willkie.'

TED M'MURRAY QUITS

lONE JOURNEV SHOW

^The pfesent 'situation requires
ond advertising, be continued.
"Advertising, indeed/ iaccs

"Nor should, brond nomes be •Umlnoted during the Wor.
We In the Department of Commerce ore opposed to that

that personal selling effort

a great

"The American people have come

opportunity.

good-will of
is

inseparable from the

War

effort

— but

Is

sake of maximum War effort It should be. Insofar
as possible, prevented. In this, advertising can be of

for the

To ihoM whoM loilUndt
AMtileui tnltipiin

ud

In loUl

wi

dcmocnor

the sign

lions of

*

Invaluable asisistance.

'

ond

Sample-Humihert,
on the accdunt.

Weihe

is

.

.

lUi quat

li

Is

agency

subbhng for
on vacation

as director ,of 'Against the Storm,'
P. ti G.. (Ivory soap) serial on
out of New York, for the Compton

NBC

Both programs are pro
duced by John Gibbs. 'Journey'
authored by Peter Michael and
'Storm* by his two Bisters, Sandra
and Gerda MtchaeL
agency.

dollon

d*diMM hf

&

''Chicago,

currently

Axel Gruenberg, who

and

— not only in odverfislng. but in researehi

in manufooturlng

NBC

successor are Fred Welhe, staff director of the Blue network in New
York, and Alan Wallac«, of Blackett

of our

tiie

and morketlhg methods."

addi uelli*! thoni •! dtSuMf le-lh* MitBlM •! Ira*
.

on the brand

American standard of living. Is
consumer for the product The brond name
the symbol of that good-wIlL lu many
instances the brond name represents an investment of mil-

economy and

consiuners.

'This conhision

to rely

name os a standard of the quality it demonds in o given
product We all know that a hada part of our wholej

and it should be used to convey to the public iuformatioa which will dispel confusion among merchants and
"It r<v*

Ted McMurray, director of "Lone
Gamble
for Prdcter
hookup
(Dreft) oh a midwest
out of Chicago, is giving up the as
signment. Being considered as his
Journey'

ynuov.

SIFAITMINT OF eOMimtCI.

all de'

partments of government, as well
bs the respect of every segment of
Our national life. It should be alert
to all the dangers confronting us,
and be ready to move with the great
est dispatch the
arises.

ujt
V.

WLV

tk* NiSea'i KiIIob.
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Azcarraga'a Hunt

DepL of Agriculture Notes

Vital

Role of Radio in Tire-Stranded

Mexico City, Aug. 4.
Emilio Azcarraga left here today by aeroplane for a twoweek hunt In the United States.

The

Farm

Life of United States

Public service programs designed people, but the rural listeners had a
to stimulate the war activities, the chance to dig into the war by discussing, after one program, the foleducation and the community life ol
lowing topic: What are the underrural listeners will loom as imp.ir- lying causes of the present world
tant factors in the future program conflict? How can we as farm peoplans of radio stations— no matter ple help in this emergency, and what
are we fighting for?
what their wattage as a direct reNot quite as dramatic, but just as
sult of the war and the gas and rubimportant to rural audiences, is the
ber rationing which is increasingly case history also detailed in the
restricting rural life. These are the July issue of the Extension Service
conclusions of the U. S. Department Review of a purely local problem
of Agriculture. Its Extension Serv- and how KUIN, a 250-watter in
ice Review reports field representa- Grant's Pass, Ore., worked with the
tives' opinion on the use of radio in local extension service unit to service
support of the war effort on the farm its listeners.
In this case remote
front
equipment was installed in the exThe problem is spotlighted by Al- tension service office and the local
lister F.' MacDougall, a Middlesex home demonstration agent was aired
county, Mass., agricultural agent, who each morning at 9:15.
This fahas cooperated with New England' cilitated the organization of wartime
radio stations for many years. He emergency services and, at the same
reports':
time, took up the slack in personal
contact, which in rural areas has
Radio reaches into the fireside

—

—

—

or the dinner table of all our
farmers, and actually to the
poultry house or the dairy bam

come with wartime travel and work
problems.
To stations with rural listeners the

in many cases.
Fanners can sit
in their own homes and recSeive

lic

information from us.
During
peacetime, this was extremely
valuable; but now it is essential.
With tires t>ecoming scarcer
every day, with gasoline rationed,
with farmers having more and
more work to accomplish with,
less and less labor available, we
are probably going to have to use
radio more than ever to get to
the people with whom we work
and give to them the information
for

essential

their

situation would seem to call for pubservice programming that goes
beyond the prosaic everyday public
service program that .-is produced

with a minimum of effort purely for
the logbook listing that looks so
good, yet
-

successful

farm and home operation.
Typical of one type of program
that will be useful is the case history of how WCCO, the CBS 50,000watter, was instrumental in salvagthe leadership training sehiinars
of the Minnesota Rural Youth program, which was being frustrated by
transportation headaches and the inability of the University of MiiQieEota's 5,000-watter to blanket the
state-wide string of training centers.
Instead of' canceling the seminars,
the extension services collaborated
with
by organizing listening
groups while the station cleared the
choice 8:30-9 p.m. slot on three consecutive Tuesday evenings. Thus the
panels of experts broadcast instead
of motoring front session to session,
and the student— augmented, for the
first time, by adult and educational
organizations gathered in about 850
groups to listen and then continue as
discussion groups for the balance of
each evening.
Not only, was the
Minnesota Rural Youth program continued and made available to more

^g

WCCO

—

means

so

XEW-XEQ

owner

is

Newspaper Clob Suspends
Reporting;

for

'None of Public's Ehisiness'
Philadelphia, Aug.

News

reporting an inter-

Latter involved a hen-scratching that led to
to the barring of all women from the
club and the protest resignation of
nal squabble in the club.

some members.
It was none of the public's business what went on inside a news-,
papermen's social organization said
the board members in knuckle-rapping Gourand.

Norton McGiffin News

From Flour Factory
After

San Antonio, Aug. 4.
more than five years of con-

tinuous broadcasting the Light Crust

Doughboys have been traded

little.

4.

The Pen and Pencil Club here last
we|k suspended from membership
Powers Gpurand, gossiper of Station WCAU, because he read over
the air a column by. Sir Gathrid in
the Daily

Memliersliip

But Expresses No Joy

by

in

NBC last week applied for membership in its name as a network', but
informed the National Association of
Broadcasters that it was not happy
about the situation, and only applied
to go along democratically with ma-

Act

jority rule, Niles

Broadcasting Co.. in the National Association of Broadcasters.
'At the recent convention of the
Association in Cleveland I stated the
position of our company relative to
network membership as being, first,
that we saw no particular need for
this type of membership; second, that
we were opposed to mandatory placement of a network representative of
our company on the Board of Direc
tors of the Association; and, third,
that we considered the dues for such

Trammell's letter to

Neville Miller follows:
(Copy)
'I am transmitting to you with this
letter a signed application for- network membership for the National

membership

to be unduly excessive,
'I wish to state that our views relative to the foregoing are unchanged,

WYUE DUE EAST

'The Cleveland convention, however, through its democratic processes, voted against the position I
took, an*, in applying for membership now, I am doing^ so because I

TO CANVASS

it advisable Ho abide
decision of the Association.

feel

NEW JOB

'As I have stated

many

by the

times,

it is

our sincere wish to do everything in
our power to contribute to harmony
Max Wylie, who resigned last in the ranks of the broadcasters. We
are subordinating our
week as vice-president and radio those evidenced by the own views to
large majority
director of Blackett-Sample-Hum- of NAB members, and are accepting
mert, Chicago, has no definite future their desire that we become network
plans. He's due in New York about members with the hope that we can
thus make a contribution to industry
Aug. 18 to consider several propo- peace and
cooperation.
sitions.
He intends bringing his
'I still feel very strongly that the
family east when he's set in a new
network companies, and NBC in parassignment.
During his year's association with ticular, are paying too high a proportion of the total dues which support
B-S-H, Wylie laUTiched four new
the

NAB.

I trust that this situation
fit Elevator Co. for news
programs for the agency, 'General
can be rectiftpd. I also think it would
commentator Norton McGiffin. Air- Mills Family Party,' 'Justice Rides be more
desirable to have network
the Range,' "Treasure Island' and
WHB where she bad been traffic ings originate in the special studios 'Sweet
membership on the Board of DirecRiver.' Before joining B-S-H
manager. She had been with the at the mill and are aired over the
tors only if such representative is
he was script editor of CBS.
station nearly five years, and left to stations of the Texas Quality Netelected by the Association through
His annual volume of 'Best Broadtake a position in the air corps sup- work each day for a quarter hour,
normal procedures.
casts' is due for publication this
ply depot here.
Monday through Friday.
'I would be less than frank if I did
month.
Handled through Roland Broiles
New WHB traffic manager is Betty
not acquaint you with my concern
'
Bourk.
Agency.
over the lack of unity existing in the
No Immediate Successor
AssoclStion today. I feel that immeChicago, Aug. 4.
diate steps should be taken to create,
At least for the present, no one develop and maintain a strong, cowill be appointed to succeed Max hesive association in the broadcastPhillips
ing industry to adequately gather toWylie as vice-president and radio
gether and represent all of the group
director of Blackett-Sample-Hum- interests. The present differences in
the ranks of the broadcasters, with
Include Art Gladd, Gertrude Prys, Howard- Keegan mert, Chicago. Roy Winsor will have many
charge of radio on the entire Procter
voices speaking In Washingon
& Gamble account, working with the for them, has led to confusion and inand Janet Huckins
account executives. George Stell- effeciveness for the entire industry,
man will be in charge of radio on the and this situation demands prompt
Life' on NBC for Duz (Comp\on), General Mills account, working with correction. It is our desire to coopChicago, Aug. 1
Identities of the actual writers of Howard Keegan authors The Guid- the account executives. Alan Wal- erate fully to achieve industry obing Light' on NBC. for General Mills lace will have a similar assignment jectives.
the Irna. Phillips serials, long
via
closely-guarded secret, were learned (Wheatiea),
Knox
Reeves for the Wander Co. and Staley busi'Cordially,
Art agen<7.
Janet
for .the first tlm* this week.
Huckins scripts ness.
'JVilet Trammen,
Gladd authors 'Woman in .White' on 'Lonely Women' on NBC for Gen'President.''
Charles Hotchkiss, besides workCBS for Procter & Gamble (Oxydol) eral BliUs (Gold Medal flour) ing on radio for the FalstaiT beer
and 'Right to Happiness' on NBC- through B-S-H.
Gladd and Miss account, will scout new program and
Red for P. & d. laundry soap. Prys' have been members of the talent contacts. New programs and
'Woman In White' Is handled by Phillips writing stable for several program ideas will be. routed through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, years. Keegan and Miss Huckins Alvin Kabaker and H. Y. Bingham,
and 'Right to Happiness' by Comp- are more recent additions.
with the former handling radio conAlthough Miss Phillips 'is not cur- tracts. Phil Bowman will be in
ton.
Gertrude Prys wrltu 'Road to rently doing the actual writing on charge of radio commercial producany of her five serials, she takes tion on P. Se G. shows and Henry
an active hand in the plotting of the Rahmel will continue in charge of
shows and', of course, approves the studio production facilities.

Burris Mill

Kuuas City.—Pearl Wise

has

left

Ima

Ghost Writers

.

completed

scripts.

All five of the

programs are characteristically Irna
Phillips'

Ed Wllkerson, commercial manager of WSLI, Jackson, Miss., Blue
network affiliate in Jackson, was

work.

I^nUty Not Given
Contracts

on

the

more

recent selected by the local
Lions Club as
one of its representatives at the organization's international convention
in Toronto.

Phillips program do not contain any
specification about, the identity of
the actual writers, but terms for the
older serials, sucl) as 'Woman in
White,' sUpulate that Missv Phillips
herself -must script them. However,
while the actual contracts for these

shows have not been changed, Miss
Phillips asked and received permission several years ago from the
sponsors and agencies involved to
use ghost writers for the stanzas.
About a year ago, Miss Phillips
was reportedly paid approximately
$2qD,000 for four serials.
Addition
of ^Lonely Women' recently is figured to bripg her annual income
to a minimum of $250,000.
Out of
that amount she must pay
her

15000 WATTS]
DAY AND MOIT

Salt

Lake Oty

is

GROWING
—

in population

—

ghosts;

^in

activity

in listener preference for

Marion Stevens of Miami
Joins
at "tabor Afbilfallon", condi/c»ed by Somual K. Zoek Inolionol
awordt lor bold JWI and 1942 by Ohio Slolt Univttiily) and ">mencona
Quiz" (IWi; ond "ftltndthip Bt\dgt" 09421 by Womeni Nolienal Kadto
Commllia ... not lo menlian Ntw York Timat newt bullalins ayaiy hour
on lha hour . , . iohonnei Sitet and Sydney Monlay. two of Am«rico s
graolatt naw$ anolytit ... a succetiion ol public jervice progromt Ihel
^
law Indapandanit would cort ro lacUa.

CBS

"•iucli

Vbill

lUHw «

C».,

Oliw

wmca

Publicity

Dept

Miami, Aug.

4.

Marion Stevens, for the past five
years radio writer for the Miami
Herald, has resigned to Join the publicity department of the Columbia
Broadcasting System.
Miss Stevens is the daughter of

Frank B.

AMEIICn lEUmt INIErENItNT SUTIM

W—Hn

in

hunt-

ing radio tubes now, desperately
scarce in Mexico.

Member

NBC Andies for NAB.

1942

5,

Shutts, former

owner

of

the Herald, and for a number of
years has been ants of this area's
foremost advocates oi a year-round
city-Ieaacd broadcast circuit between
Miami and New York.
Her successor has not 1>e«n aamed.

KDYL
MMHJUt/
comwhyC

SAIT

UKE

CITY

ITZ4Ja'8

OMLT

MINNEAPOLIS

•

.

.

-

ST.

PAUL

not only the Northwest's

most popular

radio station

.

.

BUT ALSO
a substantial contributor to the

relief

of '^unemployment"

KSTP has just,signed a new contract with Petrillo's American Federation of Mmiciam
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70^

of Statjons Acting

As Agents

recent speech
of the War"
scored 34 In the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting.
This represents the largest
audience for- a cabinet officer
ever checked by CA.B.

Cordell

War Bond

Washington, Aug. 4.
the
response
of
Enthusiastic
broadcasting industry to Treasury
Secretary Henry Morgenthau's proposal to act as direct Federal agents
in the sale of war bonds and stamps
Is seen in the tabulation of replies.
More than 70% of all transmitters
have agreed to serve as retailers of
the war securities and It is expected
90% will sign up in due time.
Within
Mobilization was rapid.
24 hours after the appeal went, out
through .Vince Callahan, director of
the press and radio sections of the
bond sales organization, acceptances

had come from 511 operators. By
week the number had
late last
mounted to 621. Morgenthau last
week was notified by Neville Miller, president of National Association of Broadcasters, that the industry is 'most happy to cooperate' in
the war program in any way. Miller commenting the reply to the re'

quest for help in peddling bonds is
evidence of the industry's spirit.
Assurance that broadcasters won't
be holding the bag for mailing expenses Involved in distributing the
bonds was given by the Broadcasters Victory Council last week. After

Sales

huddles with Treasury officials, arrangements were made for the government, through Federal Reserve
banks, to reimburse stations for the
expense 18 cents postage on every
registered letter carrying a bondincurred in this part of the sales
campaign. Station managers should
get detailed information from the
nearest bank affiliated with the
Federal Reserve system.

Radio Log Rates

—

As

*

Loretta

.

Young

serve Manpower.

guests Friday night (7)

WJZ-Blue

for the

from the Coast on 'Men, Ma-

War Production Fund

to'coni

Series has been extended

from eight to 13 weeks.,
is offering scripts of its This Is Our Enemy* to
listeners!!!!
Jean McCoy added to 'Lorenzo Jones' cast. .. .Jerry Lawrence, all-night
broadcaster for WOR, to be blogged in the next 'Who's Wh6 In America,'
'

WPB

Usefni Feature Of

Newspaper
Aug.

*^

the Piroduction Centres
"MMi'ttfttttmrtt
YORK CITY . .

chines and Victory' on

M

Springfield, Mass.,

NEW

IN

.

Springfield

m

From

Hull's

on The Seriousness

For Direct

1942

5,

A it ********************************** tit**t»

Cordell Hull's 34

4.

So is Max Wylie, who resigned last week as radio director of BlackeltSample-Hummert, Chicago.... Current "Mr. Keen' cast includes Janice
Gilbert, Cliff Carpenter, Ethel Browning, WlUiam Shelley and
Bradley
Barker
Arcb Kepner, WQXR chief announcer, and Alan Taulbee staff
announcer, joined Navy
Latter left yesterday (Tuesday) and Kepner

The Daily News here polled its
awaits call. Sgt. WiUlam D. Strauss, former
announcer stationed
readers to determine the popularity at Ft. Jackson,
S. C, goes to Washington soon for officers' training..
of its various component parts. Peter Donald joined casts of 'Mary Marlin' and Camel cigaret's 'Our
Town'
Readers were not asked to list the episodes... .Co-scripters Eddie Lambert and I^wls Reid completed series
sequence of popularities but just to for Vicklax transcriptions for Marschalk & Pratt agency.... Peter Theurer
name them. The radio department formerly with Columbia Artists, transferred again by Army Air Corps, this
came through with the largest num- time from Lowry Field, Denver, to the War Office, Washington. .. .Wade
Don Wilson, New York radio ad- ber of mentions In the ballots, 76% Dent, who conducts 'Musical Portraits' on WWRL, doubling in legit stock
vertising salesman of 'Variety,' left with a cartoon strip, Ernie Bush- with the Woodstock (N.Y.) strawhat.
today (Wednesday) for Induction in miller's T^ancy' second with 73%
Mary Paige and baby back from California to join Raymond Paige...
the Army.
mentions. Louella Parsons was down latter provides music for 'SUr Spangled Vaudeville' and 'Stage Door
Canteen'.. .Actor BUI Janney last week joined the Coast Guard. .DavidReports first to Fort Dix, N. J.
the list as were film reviews.
The News' policy on radio Is to son Taylor, assistant director of broadcasts at CBS, answered Frances
list the schedules of WBZA, WSPR Morehouse's letter to N.Y. Times.
Jack Sutton and his Drifters, cow- and
of Springfield, WTIC and
Eleanor Shockley, of Young & Rubicam, resigns shortly to marry Pvt.
of Holy- William Udell, from her home town, Kansas City. She'll live there
of Hartford,
boy musical outfit, are now being
of Elmer Bruffy, the professional
of Pittsfield,
heard over WAKR, Akron, O., every oke.
amateur strong man who was to have
.

WQXR

DON WILSON, 'YARIEn',

.

INDUCTED INTO

ARMY

.

.

WMAS
WDRC
WBRK

WHYN

WGY

Wednesday and Friday at 6:30 a.m. Schenectady and WOR of New York hanged himself last night (Tuesday) on 'Hobby Lobby' broadcast, almost
With him are Tony Scaglione, accor- City. It carries a few 'highlights' did so when a chair slipped from under him at the Monday (3) rehearsal.
dionist, and Joe Schwarten, bass but no column, news or art concern- So Bruffy walked on swords on the show, instead. .. .Connee Bos well,
fiddle player.
ing radio.
Maurice Evans and Walter O'Keefe guest on tomorrow night's (Thursday) 'Stage Door Canteen' program. Al Jolson is tentatively set for the
Aug. 13 stanza.
.Phil Baker's birthday is Aug. 23, so the 'Take It or
Leave It' broadcast that night for Eversharp will be a 'Baker Night,'
.

.

with admission to the studio limited to thbse named Baker.... Tom Riley
directs tomorrow night's Russian War Relief program on
War Production Board will wax series of spot platters plugging type-

WNEW

writer conservation.
Capt. Eoin MacQpnald Nyhen, firmer CBS engineer and shortwave announcer-producer, serving with the U. S. Signal Corps near London ....
CBS trade press contact, is a horse race-addict. Two years
a nag for $25 at the yearling sale at Saratoga, kept it in
his garage at Chappequa (N.Y.) all winter and raced it witii negligible
results the next summer. He sold it for $500 when it became ill
Earle
McGill, CBS producer, handling "They Live Forever' during Bill Robson's absence on the Coast. He also directs 'Stage Door Canteen,' 'Tillie
the Toiler' and next Monday night's (10) 'Columbia Workshop.' In his
spare time he conducts a radio course at New York University ... .Bea
Wain plays a personal at the Earle, Washington, for a week starting Aug.
Gerda
14 and a three-day date at the State, Hartford,- opening Aug. 28
Michael, co-author with her, sister Sandra Michael of 'Against the Storm,'
John
bas taken an office in Norwalk, Conn., to do her scripting
McMillin, Compton agency vice-president and radio director, back from
•
three-week New Hampshire vacation.

Ralph Gleason,
ago he bought

HOLLYWOOD ...

fiV
Maury Holland transferred back to N. Y. by J. Walter Thompson, forchim to relinquish production of 'Command Performance.' Cal Kuhl
Chet
JWT will direct War Department program for a stretch
LaRoche closeted with Tom Girdler, headman of Consolidated Aircraft,
in' San Diego going over an advertising campaign, which is reported to
include a radio program. Also understood Lord & Thomas (Lockheed)
and J. Walter Thompson (Northrup) may put their clients on, the kiloing
of

NBC

cycles. .. .Jack Meakin, who conducted orchestras and produced for
In Frisco, replaced: Don Bernard as producer for William Esty of the
.

and Bob Hawks programs. .. .Rosemary DeCarnp, radio
most of her spare time stumping for the candidacy of her
husband. Judge John Shidler, making the race for Congress. Just as
things began to look promising, Uncle Sam ups and orders hizzoner into

Bess Johnson
actress, spent

the Army.
.Horace Heidt is taking split-billing with his pianist, Frankie
Carle, on the Tums show. Announcement now reads: Horace Heidt with
landed a sponsor for its
Frankie Carle and the Musical Knights
en masse warble, 'United
Sing,' and bankroller, a defnse plant, will
have guesters who' can sing from other factories turning out war orders
Mann Holiner, headman for Benton & Bowles here, has reverted to
pre-radio type, that of turning out ditties with the mi^us (Alberta Nichols. Latest, 'A Love Like Ours' is what 'Holly' calls a ballad in swing, which
he says^ violates all orthodox procedure in songwriting. Irving Berlin
.

we know

in

a war]

KNX

in the

Cleveland. It has been sowed, nourished,

program to keep Clevelanders posted and

many ways. And a radio show

called Cleveland
it

At War

has helped bring

into full bloom.

Produced by

Home

effort.

is

have worked harder since

hearing the local machinist

who

can

war scene
listen.

at a time

During the

kid

who went from

their

beating tracks across

lawns to beating

down

Japs over

week. Director Sidney Andorn and his

Midway.' They have been more generous

mobile recording crew cover the town,

with U.S.O. and Red Cross since lending

our

ear to~a simple but sincere radio program,

people are doing to help win the victory.

one that truly voices Cleveland's deter-

transcribing

It

the

stories

of things

may be a thrilling tale by a local boy who
on the Lexington, or aa interview

mination

,

.

.

"m

.

lost a

son at Wake. They have bought more

all

know

we're in

last year.

"

LEE GRANT ORCHESTRA

BACKTOWBYN,B'KLYN

a warl"

WBYN,

served

with our

first

"waac", or the

plant.

Award

iBrooklyn, N. Y., settled its

two month squabble with Local 802
American Federation of
of the

presentation,

Musicians over the number of men
to use in the house orchestra. New
deal, which goes into effect on Aug.
24, calls for five men plus leader
which is the same contract that had
been in force before the station
asked for a revision and the pickets
took over.

some local
Together with commentary and

of an Army-Navy

beinj recorded by

for those in the

folks

bonds since tuning in the neighborhood

nearly

Symphonies Under the Stars series in Hollywood Bowl
KNX for shortwaving around the world, especially
armed forces overseas who may miss their symphonies
.Ken Murray and Meredith Willson making a series of platters for
Rexall at NBC
Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber and Molly) on a fishing expedish to Mexico before starting their eight consecutive seasori for
Johnsota wax
Bob Redd's written, and produced 'Point Sublime' for
Fox Case shuttling between
Union Oil optioned for another quarter
Hollywood and Frisco to keep the CBS news bureaus humming and shortwavers sparking
Art Kemp, CBS Coast sales manager, elated over fall
prospects and pointing to substantial gain over corresponding period

will publish

pepped on the war

program presents a

this

close-up of the local

when

news are molded into a 30-minuta

WGAR and aired every Sun-

day afternoon,

.

We

There's plenty of war consciousness in

cultivated in

.

we're

to

music, the actual voices of Clevelanders

YOU GET THE
regional
National,
advertisers
locsU

L

rolls

IK

.

'

'

'

^

Grant,

ex-WMCA

batoneer.

ASIC ..S^-ATION .. .'COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. A. Richordi, Praildant ...John P. tatt, Vic* PrsildanI and Gantral Manager
•

Edward fairy

&

Company,

National RaprMOntaliv*

Inc.

sales
las

manager of
is no longer with CBS.

Americas

everybody-abar.

to
'

^DR^

gain lor alU
Hartford, Basic
for Connecticut.

«

who was latin
CBS La Cadena de

Allan da Castro,

I

all

ratel

low
pay the same
WDRC. It's one rate

Musicians will have been out for
two months by the time Aug. 24

around so the union actually
gave the station a two month concession.
Orchestra pilot is Lee

I

LOCAL BATE
and

-

CBb
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Fufl-NetwoMsers on CBS
Now (hat aU the networks have discount plans designed to promote
full-use-of-network the process of tabulations of concrete results has
begun. The Columbia Broadcasting System has already cuUed its
records to find that 85 local stations are .better ofiE by at least one
added commer'clSt. WBAB, Atlantic City, and WMBS, Uniontown, Pa
are examples of big Increases. Together they account for 22 new program periods or nine hours and 45" minutes. Some ten affiliates ate
serviced with an additional seven hours or more weekly of sponsored
.

.

.

network programing.
Following is the complete list of CBS accounts now contracting
for luU network:
'Cheers From the Camps,' General Motors!
Tommy Rlggs,, Lever Brothers.
Came! Caravan, R. J. Beynolds.
Vaughn Monroe's drchestra, R. J, Reynolds.
,

ttoctor,' Philip Morris.

'Crime

Philip Morris Playhouse, Philip Morris.
Myers.
Glenn Miller Orchestra, Liggett
Andre Kostelanetz, Coca-Cola.
'Theatre of Today,' Armstrong Cork.
'Your Hit Parade,' American Tobacco.
'Sergeant Gene Autry,' Wrigley.
'The First Line," Wrigley.

&

Ben Bemie, Wrigley.
*Take It or Leave It,' Eversharp.
Lux Radio Theatre, Lever Brothers.
Kate Smith Hour, -General Foods. .
Jackson Wheeler, News, Curtiss CandyJ

~

Not All

OUR CANADA'

Snow, Indians and
Coated Cops

Most Gratifying

.

Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 4.
Announcers and operators from the

'

Rubber,

an

NBC

old

longevity as a
sponsor at NBC
to make a substantial boost in the
number of its stations in order to
earn the full network 10% discount
Firestone
announced.
recently
added 50 stations to fill out to 125
stations, or practictdly a doubling.
A number of accounts have added
small clusters of missing stations to
make full network but Firestone is
the first lip-smacker for the web.
point

in

WNOX-CBS

stations,

WROL-

and WBIR-MBS,

Vacuum

Mes Endang^r Yankee

Radio Services (and

AD

Radio)

In Priority-Hit South America
A

Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 4.
shortage of spare 'equip-

critical

ment

'

for

here

transmitters

'

shortly begin

-to

force

many

will

stations

scarce

here

they

as

are

of

is the-iflrst

'/MSr H€Am t(MX

by lack of equipment, the Office of
Coordinator of Tnter-Amerlcan Affairs is known to be making strenuous efforts to obtain tubes for the
transmitters. CIAA has been turnU. S. priorities as many as 50% of
ing more and more to rebroadcasts
tht stations may have to cease by local stations
to ^et its message
broadcasting wjthin a year.
across, rather than depending on
Principal shortage is in vacuum dubious short-wave, so is vitally inOther equipment can fre- teresed in keeping these kilowatters
tubes.
going.
It has had a survey made
quently be replaced from old parts of the
equipment situation and Is
or repaired with a little ingenuity. paving the way on priorities on purThere's none of that with tubes, chasing and shipping.
however, and since European sources
Carl Mark's Spouor
have been cut off, the only- place
to obtain them is the U. S.
Cleveland, Aug. 4.
Forefst City Materials Co. is si>onDearth of tubes applies not only
to transmitters, but to receivers. soring Carl Mark to do mike work
There's no measuring, however, how on new nightly newscast immediatehard the ordinary listener is hit or ly following broadcasts of Cleveland
will be hit There's been no audi- ball games over WHK.
On no-game days, newscasts aired
ble squawk yet on lack of new receiving sets, which are getting as at 6 pjn.
off

the

in

the rest

Similar situation exists

air.

of

Latin America and

unless relief comes in the shape of

OH m¥

MM

t0

Pots Press Into

One Department With
Specials

and Boolungs

Cincinnati,

Aug.

4.

Blending of WLW's publicity, speevents and talent booking departments into a- public relations
division becomes eSeciive this week.
Set-up is headed by Roger Baker,
who served as the station's tobacco
trade extension representative while
doing the baseball announcing of
Reds'
WSAI; Crosley
gaihes' on
smallie, a choro in which he concial

•

tinues.

Purpose "bt the combination, acto. James D. Shouse, general

cording

manager,

to coordinate activities
of the three departments which have
is

do with entertainment and other
channels of public contact.

to

Under Baker, the publicity department Is directed by Bill Barlow,
with Jim Cassidy handling special
evtnts and Bill McCluskey in charge
of WLW Promotions, Inc., which is
the artists* bureau.

The reassignment permits M.

F.

AUison, who temporarily
looked aftier the three departments
in the past several months, to devote full time to his post as director
of promotion.
On the trade end,
'Chick'

'

Allison exploits WLW's facilities and
talent to clients and agencies, and
administers the station's consumers'
foundation set-up, supplying products
1,000 midwest housewives, prepairing questionnaires for them, and

That^s what the grocers, and druggists, and

the other me.n->behind-the-countere say in^

Southern California.

And
Jlpcal.

it^s

why, when advertisers ask their

representatives

what

to ase to sell thif

billion-dollar market, there

chorus of •*Put

it

is

a swelling

on KNX!"

Surveys show that Southern California
dealers prefer radio to all other national

media, and prefer

KNX

to all other radio.

That's dealer acceptance.

It's

a direct

to

making research reports on merchandise so tested.

^

the

With the^ whole racUo propaganda
piogram of the U. S. jeopardized

'

WLW

In

States.

NBC Plan

Under
Firestone

NBC,

WSPD, Toledo, has James A.
Cochran as acting production manager, and Bob Evans, is new special
grudge game, played at Caswell
events director. Glenn Jackson now Park as the first part of a Knoxville
chief announcer.
Smokies doubleheader.

Added Stations

timer

citys three radio

defeated a team of newspaper nien
in
a baseball game here Tuesday
(28) by the score of 9 to 7.
This is the first victory for the
radio men in the third annual

Firestone s 59

sponsor,

Red-

Toronto, Aug. 4.
Early in October, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will launch a
Sunday evening 45-mins. series
This, Our Canada' and designed to
show that the Dominion is not a
primeval tract of land wrapped
half the year in Arctic snows and
peopled only by Indians, trappers
and Mounties. Under the authorship of Gerald Noxon, late of BBC,
13 of the scripts will be responsible
for the production. John Weinzwieg
will be in charge of the atmospheric
music.
Mobile units of the CBC have
made extensive tours .of Canada to
record scores of sequences which
will be incorporated into the broadcasts.
Understood that one of the
American networks is dickering for
the Sunday night 45-mins. series.

4S

result of a

consumer acceptance that has

been built up by years of
leadership-

result of both has

value for

KNX

programs,

and public service. And a direct

KNX

been a steadily increasing

advertisers, year after year.

50,000

WATTS

iOSANOeUS
COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR ALL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BioadcattiDg Syntem • Represented nationally by Radio Salee:

New

•

York, Chicago,

OwneJ and operated by
St.

th« Columbia

Louie, Charlotte and San

FnndiM

^

DOOR CANTEEN'
Lytell,

Raymond Palce

Helen
Hayes-Selena
Orchestra,
Royle, Robert Montgomery, Burns

and Allen,
30 MIns.

Barry Wood

CORN PRODUCTS

Thursday, 9:30 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New York
(C. L. Miller)

The premiere broadcast of

a series'
of the great' patriotic

rooted in one
gestures of this war, the American
Theatre Wing's Stage Door Canteen,
went off quite smoothly. Director
-Earl McGill (and producer Roger
scattered
rather
White)
welded
items into a fairly cohesive picture.
They should do and no doubt will
do better, but still as radio first
nights go this was glossy and suc.

cessful.

There may be a quarrel as to the
of 'Mary of Scotland' as a
radio item in such a revue as this.
It seemed pretty long' and heavy for
the occasion and Its free verse
fitness

tended to be highbrow. That Helen
Hayes and Selena Royle rendered
the lines well does not answer this
question. A little something appropriate to this present war would not
have been completely out of order.
Mary Stuart suffered 500 years ago:
'Despite the performances, despite
the artistry of the players, the excerpt had a feeling of detachment,
far-ofTness, almost unimportance.

Selena Royle's Queen Elizabeth
proved an interesting and vivid performance, although perhaps affected
by her subservience to Miss Hayes.
oversight
It was a
left any

name

regrettable
mention of

that
Miss Royle's
out of the script.
Listeners

might even have wondered out in
Keokuk whether Miss Hayes, was
playin|( both the roles the

was
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'STAGE

With Bert

mtroduced.

(On

way she

Broadway

and out of the script, punching her
with that delicious ease which
is hers, while George Burns proved
stuff

again that until somebody makes a
more plausible suggestion he is probably the best feeder in the field.
Produced in a CBS sidestreet radio
studio (next door to the real Stage
Door Canteen) the atmosphere of the
Canteen "itself is largely re-created
by Bert Lytell impersonating the

male actorhandles all emer-

'Officer of the -Day' (the

volunteer who
the Theatre Wing).
gencies
for
Lytell has a varied background as

emcee of umpteen benefits. Lambs
Gambols and whatnot, and this versatility expressed
to be an authentic ringmaster and
representative of the acting profession. It is possible that a little more
explanatory detail of what the officer of the day is and does would
And
be useful to the continuity.
would it poison the Theatre Wing's
coffee to mention that he was president of the Actors Equity Association,
an organization of F.ome standing?
Why not get the show world the
maximum credit it so obviously de-

An actor impersonated
Sergeant York for this snapper.
Corn Products was very restrained

of this war.

commercial credits on the

in

broadcast,

first

itself
contenting
rather than exBatia-

tion.

the whole, the half-hour passed

easily and pleasantly. Enough of the
spirit of the Canteen shone through
for a starter. The foundations were

there for a program with true warMcGlll's knack for
time flavor.
stringing bits together, for making
the disjointed seem as natural as,
say, thp- uneven flow of street traffic,

was an important

factor.

Land.

itself in his ability

'LITTLE

DOCTOB HICKORT'

Educational
10 Mlns.
Sustaining

WJZ-NBC, New York

'Little Doctor Hickory' is an Imaginative children's educational originating at 'WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and broadcast over the network early
Saturday afternoon. No cliff hanger,
this is the kind of a program which
serves.
Raymond Paige is providing the parent-teacher groups, teachers and
musical background for the show other sometime critics of juvenile
and this chore was part of the gen- radio shows will approve. Credits
not given.
Person or persons
are
eral finesse that helped the first
broadcast score. B^rry Wood, from producing and presenting the pro-,
George Washington Hill's ranch, iram deserve mention. It s a skillful
rendered 'Jingle, Jangle, Jingle' with job, with touches that reveal fore-

a choral echo and otherwise made
himself useful to the entertainment.
Robert Montgomery, a lieutenant in
the Navy, rut the show on the air
as a one-time gesture and one Jim
Kennedy of Life Magazine was heard
from by way of the script device
that he was down at the Canteen to
shoot pictures and interview stars.
There were several passing atmosphere references to an eccentric
sailor

named

'Killer'

Johnson,

who

there would be a natural expectation
is a constant patron of the Canteen.
Helen Menken as Elizabeth. This jitterbug gob and exponent of
latter, however, effaced herself
perpetual energy has created a sort
microphone-wise, acting merely as
of Broadway fame as a show-off,
the she-impresario on behalf of the
Jngenue-exhauster and general nonTheatre Wing.)
stop cut-up.
The Canteen authors
Burns^nd Allen communicated a on this occasion made something of
lot of lift to the program, their gags him, although it may not have been,
being especially fresh and pat, pjw- entirely clear to the provincials'.
sibly due to gagman Hal Block, who
Rather a clever propaganda touch
Is assigned to the series, along with
was having an old soldier speak to
Frank Wilson, who. is han<Jllng the a modern private and assure him
general continuity.
Graded was in that the privates are the big guys
to hear

The

,

-

'

with Hy Gardner, DIok Baltou OrohMtra, Alvlno Bey\ Jack Marshall

30 Mlns.

AdeUlde Mollett
3| Mlns.—Local

Overseas

thought and showmanship.
To an adult, the characters may be
ft little vague and pixie, but they will
probably appeal to younger children.
The actual material stories about

—

series

a
complete failure the week before
had a practically complete success
Monday night (3) when the reception was remarkebl/ satisfactory.
Moreover he actually succeeded at
one ^.point in deliberately burlesquing shortwave on shortwave'
transmission mingling sound effects
and assorted blended tidbits of
English music and getting the whole
thing through to American radio
listeners of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
While some might consider fewer
'yeahs' and 'hubs' necessary to round
out the typical American on the
whole, Corwin took his imaginary
Yank across the Atlantic on a clipper
and through to London in a s^le
that was poignant, believable and
after

.

rich

in

mental pictures.

clear

It

should add up to a net contribution
to'British-American understanding.

Himself a

first visitor

to

England

that

Corwin has come

remarkably close

to epitomizing the

it

is

likely

.

mixed sentiments and impressions of
thj average Amerfcan who finds the
ti

ht little island a bit strange but

likeable. The script was dotted with
interesting sidelights, just the sort of
detai} tourists always are interested
in and struck by. The kind of food
you can't get, the kind of delays you
face, the patience needed to contract
for a taxicab, compared to which
V'jshington cab service is a model of

jelly fish, insects, etc., their cell reproduction, equipment for the roles alacrity.
By adding up the details,
they fill and the like— is a popular- wholly without melodrama,
a panoization of biology.
rama of war came through. The
The spinner of the Information is waste and heartache and the bravery
Xittle Doctor Hickory,' who takes and horror became clearer.
material from his 'big book in a dusty
Musically the program had a 50attic'
man brings 'Bright Eyes,' piece R.A.F. Symphony orchestra.
presumably a boy, to the attic for That was unnecessary as
a small
the adventure-learning sessions. .He unit would have sufficed
and shorthas a rather deep, niellifluos straight wive transmission is not the ideal
voice.
May be the creator of all medium for big orchestras. Joseph
three roles. The occasional questions Julian who followed Corwin to
by 'Bright Eyes' are in pipey tone. F -.gland to enact the narrator role
The musical accompaniment—on an proved an excellent choice, his
organ^is in the proper light, piquant versatile reading being from both
mood. Show is held to 10 minutes, a the brain and heart.
Contrived
point In its favor, considering tend- wholly in the frst person present
ency of children's attention to wan- tense the script was masterfuV in
*
Joco.
der.
achieving an even, unjerky unfoldraent. 'Various English voices were
brought in and out, some just for
action and color, one or two to talk
about the war. The soliloquizing
was especially adroit in allowmg the
tourist to first mention and then
have enacted the typical American
misconceptions of English character.
The silly ass lord, the variety hall
.

A

EDWARD SHERMAN

'

PARADE—MAGAZINE

WABC-CBS, New York'
Norman Corwin'a

WEEKLY BEVUE'

'FABADE'S

With Joseph Julian

with Monday, 10 pja.

identification

On

'AN AMERICAN IN ENGLAND*

cockhey singer. Amusing, too, was
Corwin's use of the quamt conceit
which appeals to Americans, namely
that the BBC would remain impeccably itself if announcing one
evening on the 11 p.m. newscast that
the world had come to an end but

Government was, for the
mordent, 'withholding comment.
Corwin continues, to discharge
difficult tasks of rare demand on
tact, feeling and Imagination with
great artistry.
Lond.
the

Tuesday, 10 pjn.

WHN, New York
This

Is

program of

a

criss-crossed

tleups.
Parade Magazine, Father
Duffy's Canteen, WHN, various night
clubs around Manhattan and Hy

-Gardnerr a cafe Journalist, are all
involved for credits and buildup
The program originates from the
Hotel Astor, and funds for the Canteen are solicited, with the Astor
again given as address.
On this hearing the session was
reasonably diverting for a local station revue. The continuity ran from
pretty good to passable.

Occasion-

Hy Gardner seemed on the
developing a radio style
unique to himself. There's inevitably some tendency to a hodgepodge impression due to the numerous tieups. Bad, too, was the time
or production Jam that gave the
listeners not the Four Yacht Club
Boys as anounced, but one of them
singing, straight, an oversentimental
and under-melodious special
piece, 'The Lady in the Uniform'
ally,

point of

which seemed out of the singer's
range and wholly away from his
personality.

Adelaide

husky-voiced

Moffet

a

couple of songs; Alvina Rey made
odd things come out of an electric
Jack Marshall tantalized
with vocal mimicry that had the
guitar;

blueprint but not the finished structure of comedy. Marshall talks in
a funny manner, but he doesn't say
anything funny. For radio, that's
flat.

Editor

A.

R.

Laslie

Parade

of-

Magazine presented a silver baton
leadership to Coastguardsman
John Cullen, the lad who turned up
of

the Nazi saboteurs. Cullen proved
a very modest gent, managing to
handle an impossible situation rich
with embarrassment with a lot of
I/ind,

natural dignity.

MAJOR DE SEVEBSKY
Aviation Talk
IS Mlns.
Sustaining
Saturday, 7:45 pjn.

WEAF-NBC, New York
Anybody as well known as Alexander P. de Seversky would eventually attract radio attention. His appearance upon the NBC network is
therefore a case of natural expectations finally materializing. This is
not the most primary aspect of his
Seversky is
however.
presence,
synonymous with the view that oldschool commanders of the Army and
Navy are lacking in proper imagina-

and enthusiasm for

tion

power

air

therefore
— something
to

as a thing apart.
rather remarkable

It

is

quote, in fact, when radio history is
written that in the midst of a war
radio gave time to a critic of 'the
military mind.'

—

Seversky has been an American
citizen for

he

two decades, but vocally

bears the accent of his
is clear
his choice of words alv/ays preand vivid. He is an eloquent
defender of his point of view, which
might be summed up in the im-

'BATTLE OF THE SEXES'

still

'

Russian youth.i His diction

With Walter 0'Keef«, Harry Vo» and

cise

Zell

SO Mins.

.

MOLLE SHAVINQ CBEAM

1st

NEW QUARTERS
SuUe 1604 -

The first broadca^ Saturday was
largely introductory to the thesis
(Young dl Aubicam)
which is developed in the major's
For years under the personalities book, 'Victory Through
Air Power.'
of Mr, and Mrs. Frank Crumit The The latter is frequently mentioned,
Battle of the Sexes' rated as a cheap- including its pending serialization in
Tribune.
and-popular show. The switch to the New York Herald
Seversky on NBC seems certain to
Walter CKeefe and Harry Van Zell have
a considerable audience, apart
(the latter's salesman personality
from the -thousands of amateur
being much exploited) is part of an strategists. Saturday night at 7:45
effort to streamline the show for
would ordinarily not be the ideal
wartime. The contestants are sol- speaking date, but in wartime many
diers and girl canteen workers. They considerations
of this sort are offset
compete partly for war stamps and by new habits.
Lond.
partly for cash, thfr.^ssh being de,

PARAMOUNT BLDG.
1501 Broadway 9

New York

Phone: WISCOIVSIN 7^7G74'5'G

clared as Molle's contribtdUon to
the boys and girls getting together
after the broadcast for a 'blind date.'
this setup the embellishments
overshadow the quiz. Kibitzing of
Walter O'Keefe Is definitely for hu-

Under

man Interest and gags. He even
sang a song, a clever spoof oh daytime serials. The much-ado about
the date and the fun calls for a
clearer statement to the listener of
who gets wh&t Did the four soldiers get |10 between them, or $10
each?
It wasn't too clear.
Why
$7,50 Jn stamps? Since the program
attempts to interest people in the
money the explanations ought to be
more
Of

UWRENCE J. GOUIE

the

•

CALIFORNIA BANK BUILDING
Beverly

precise.
course,

little

Hills, California

questions.

The

latter

varied

9:30-10:30 Nightly
MOST VITAL

auspices or to

HOUR

The copy

PHIl!. IPS

bb

A^.

P-

,

C-

5CC0

.

jR

-MBS
-"CTtl

"
.

.of,.,

I.T -

challenge any-

handled

with the
associated with
Young &; Rublcam, and 'Von Zell Is
employed skillfully. He closes e,\ggllng as he sings a duet with
O'Keefe, the same old Itlolle theme
song of the Crunits.
Land.
is

often

RADIO

IN

FULTON LEWIS

thing.

brightness

hour

kfeij reujs

sUly.

from simple ones to trick ones, a
couple of thf latter seeming unfair
in that a sudden switch from iMit
to gimmick isn't quite porting, "nie
two teams in this case showed no
tendency whatever to dispute with
the

/V'

•

aU a

it's

So are a lot of successful programs.
Prepare your own list. But it's dlsarmingly genial. O'Keefe Is very
capable in handling the people and

General Booking Manager

Hollywood Address:

wait-

WEAF-NBC, New York

MOVED AUG.
TO

we

patient inquiry, 'what are
ing for?'

Tnei'diy, 9 p.m.

,T

;

D

•

^
.

-

s

.

•

:

)

.
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Anti-Nd hograms

t

M M »»
i

l

Gmnan

in

4th

,

'

I

Mlna

—

Dae Intrator, Ernst• Bosen.
HaBDa Kolmar. Edgar Vincent,
John Oldenbnrt

-

.

giutalnlnr

WBNX, Brans.

—

WUk

FORDEMOCBACr

3«

'Chandler,

USNR,

killed in Pacific action,

Radio

at

alone.

(In GcTDioji)
orostam which, like 'Dedicated to
Use Intrator's dramatic group proon WHOM, Jersey City,
do something for democ- duces one of the very few GermanThe results, again like WHOM, language broadcasts in Greater New
deserving York which glorify the cause of
are rather successful and
Financial qiies- democracy. The series of Saturday
of encouragement
none of aftejrtioon half hours are given free
tjoo looms larRe, of coiffse.
being time by WHOM. None of the acthe foreign Janguage locate
dead- tors receive »ay compensation, and
than
the
more
afford
able to
it becomes an acute question with
heading of the time itself.
Eng- 'Dedicated to tho Truth*, as with
witb
an
began
hour
The half
other endeavors in this compli<:ated
recording of 'We Did It Before
'

lish

just how long actors can get
We Can Do It Again.' Then in area
along without wages.
Herman .'two letters 'from the mailThe program was Well written and
box' were dramatized with dialog, produced in good German.
The perlie initial interrogation wasr 'What forpaers revealed experience in their
would be most striking to a German readings.
It seemed probable
that
-.
.
coining to the United
lust now
,
The scene was pictured as, the series was capable, if continued.
estates''
of helping end the regrettable silence
Cast:
Drottningholm.
the
on
salon
a
in German
An American newspaperwoman, a to Nazism. .programming of answers
The followmg is
German lady.
The program opened by saying
nearly verbatim dialog:
The longing for one's homeland is
A: Why are you so upset?
inate in every person. Our parents
B; I don't know English.
were born in happier times. But
A; Don't be afraid to speak Gerno imaginary world of happiness or
German.
your
forget
Don't
'man.
power could appeal to the real GerThere are lots of German papers in
man people. .we must tie loyalty to
Ihe XJJSJ^. The Government doesn't
.'

and

.

,

'

.

truth and justice.

it.

NEWSlffiAVILY

Bureau

GDU. ENGINEER

:

once' a great favorite in Germany.
A: America doesn't fight the Gerpeople, only the Hitler system, He had to flee to Poland in 19^,
Government helps to free Ger- later to France. He now needs papers to enter the United States, his
many?
only hope.
B: I am surprised that Government
Mrs. Litrator continued: 'We have
allows broadcasts in the German lanreceived many letters and calls tesguage.
(Conversation interrupted by the tifying that we are on the right track
with our programming. It has not
Heine.
Heinrich
Song'
of
"Lorelei
It is been an easy jobf- Many were pesI hear my favorite song.
simistic about the success of this
forbidden in Germany since Hitler
broadcast We want to find contact
came to power
A: German culture is fostered bera. with the hearts of men. I am deeply
('Spring Song' by Felix Mendels- thankful to be able to do this work,
only possible in a country of liberty.'
sohn is heard.)
The dramatic portion' of the half
B: If my friends could .hear thii;!
It is the history
A: You may even see German pic- hour then began.
family whose head
tures here.
I am juft advised that of a (jei-man
the War Production Board will re- fell under the evil hypnotism of Nazi
propaganda. How this corrupted his
strict the number of the 20 ice cream
character and how his growing cal.
flavors.
B: We have not one ice cream fla- lous toward decency hurts everyone
vor in (Scrmany. "Men laugh here, about him is the general line of the
in Ciermany even laughter is for- continued story.
The arrogant Nazi character flings
^
bidden.
Interpolation from the Associated out such characteristic remarks as
Press: The Gennan Government can- these:
'Democracy will be sh^ittered on
celled permission for further trips of
the Drottningholm. Nazi barbarism its own soil.'
.'
'Resistance to the Nazi rule uitll
destroys all ties of humanity
A. second question was answered be destroyed by terror.'
'You will get a job, Hans, as soon
by a suppcsed scene in a Nazi radio
station.
The program director was as you ent&r the Nazi party.'
imable to find suitable musical maThe wife sadly soliloquizes as she
terial of recent 'Aryan' German com- reads from her diary, 'I must try to
positipnT All the composers of gi>od win my husband back.'
This is the
stuff
were either Jews down to literaf device aworked out by Use
l/16th"or thej; were political exiles, Intrator and her wrjting collaborator,
litierals, enemies of barbai'ism.
Ilie David Milton.
The purpose is to
Nazi party.supervisor's remonstrances -show how daily lives are marred by
turned gradually into fury at the the noxious weedis of Nazi ideology
radiA' prd^am. director who cannot choking off kindness and love.

News and

Intormatioit

clearing releases lor U. S.

stations desiring to pick

4.

cast Commission which is comparWKAT.
Miss Fischer got her job within able to the BBC.
The programs are 35 minute afone week after being graduated from
a local NYA Technical High School. fairs that offer news, commentaries,
and interviews with American soldiers in Australia.
Mutual cur-

stall of

.

St Louis, Aug. 4.
Scott Agency, Chihave placed one of the largest
package deals for a client in the St
Louis radio field. For the Walgreen

Schwimmer &

cago,

.

Honor Harold Randol, 20
Years With Westinghouse

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 4.
Harold E. Randol, chief engineer of
Drug Stores, that number IS in St
Louis proper and many more in the Westinfihouse station WBZA, was
honored
yesterday (3) for 20 years
adjacent territory, the agency, has
purchased
five-minute
news of service at a dinner arranged by
.

U

broadcasts daily for three months,
with an option for renewal
The news broadcasts bankrolled
are evenly divided between KWK,

KXOK

and WIL.

Westinghouse

officials.

He was

given

a special service pin, with presentation by C. S. Young, general manager of the Westinghouse stations in

New
at
to

England.

Randol joined KYW, then located
Chicago, on Aug. 3, 1922, and came

many German^ in the U.S.A.? Schmidt; t' f German tenor, was then
heard on wax, afterwards Use InThey enjoy so much freedom, though trator
commenting tliat Schmidt was
America is at war with Germany?
B; So

is

up and rebroadcast the shortwave Australian
newscasts.
Two of these hit lh«
west
coast and one the cast
early
First femme radio operator- to be
hired by a local station is JEstiier each morning, being beamed oiit of
Fischer, who has joined engineering Melbourne by the Australian BroadMiami, Aug.

Eugene G. Faek, KSL Salt Lake
Springfield in 1935. A graduate
and so on. Josef
chief engineer, spent several days of the Navy radio school at Harvard
in hospital as reward for attempting university, he served as a radio operto install awnings at his home.
ator in World War t

.

object to

DRUG CO. BUYS

Australian

WKAT, MIAMI, HIRES

A

Satartey, 3 pjB.
German)
WHOM, Jersey CHy
has a Genhan-languace

WBNX

ToAnykerestedAoKirkan^^

City..

all.

(Jfi

{he Truth'
its out to

News Programs Free

Australian

mak-

332 NBCers are in the
service, 130 being drafted in July
In

3» Hlna^Lacal
Snstalnlag

N. T.

Lt Barron

was

4S

Casualty

ing the fourth former NBC employee to fall a casualty of the
war. Chandler was once a page

«1PRMAN-AMEBICAN CONGRESS ('DEDICATED TO THE «•TEUTH*
-

•

NBC

renOy

these programs as do
dozen non-network affiliated outlets.
Reception is unusually good with only three shows
being washed-out. in the past IS
montiis.
Hit of these shows 'are
the 'Americans Calling Home' feature which has Yanks airing
American
personal message home.
Red Cross transcribes these mes-

about

uses.,

a

sages and sends them gratis to the
parent, sweetheart or wife.

Jane Weav er, d irectdr of women's
'WIAHl, Cleveland, has
been elected vice-president of the
Women's Advertising Club of Cleveactivities at

land.

man
liie

'

'

WOR's total

iO%
WOR'e rates

audience is approximately

greater than before the war. Yet,

remain the same. Ergo: Spcmson pay kee for

more on

WOR than ever before.

,

anything but verboten items.
There was
argument that the
march' of Air Marshal Milch was
also forbidden but the party man
declared Milcli 'was cleansed of the
Jewish taint because his gentile
mother took oath that her husband,
a Jew, was not the father of the air
marshal jThis made him a good
'Aryan' bastard and quite acceptable

J.

More

people are listening to local comedy,

sports,

find
..

The obtuse pro-

to the other bees.

gram

director

was

finally

dragged

'away to a concentration camp for
the improvement of his musical edu'cation.

The program
'

offers

$10

In
best letters

stamps for the two
week.

women's,

Latest

New York

New York station.

San Antonio, Aug.' 4.
wrinkle in give-a-ways is

Lord

was' reshuffled last
uel E. Hitl being appointed director
of market .and media for the office.
Under h&n, each with equal authority, iit J, S. Spiegel,' manager of
printed media; Catherine C. McCarthy, mdaager of research, and
John 1).. lifymes, manager of radio
purchases, including :time and talent.
For Byrnes it means additional re,
sponsibility since heretofore he had
only handled time.
.

.

i

:'

.

BUY AN AUDIENCE

Riddelt
special

Sponsors

Rand

-

are

offering

a

McNally War Atlas

which contains maps of the fighting
Besides this it contains
fronts.
Blackout Rules, 'What to do in case of
an air raid and other necessary, information for dialers, in wartimeemergencies. Offer asks dialers to
send in six em(»ty Planters Peanut
bags and 10c or one band from a
vacuum pack can of the goobers
with 10c.
Newscasts are aired for a quarter
hour Monday through Friday. Kc-.
count was placed through Goodkind,
Morgan.
Joice

Pittsburgh, Aug.

KDKA

is

^

WOR's audience leadership and.

Reading^ Philadelphia, Newark, Jersey City,
Hartford, .Paterson,

New Haven, Bridgeport,

Elizabeth, Wilmington
offers advertisers

and Camden,

WOR

.

the most economical single

of reaching the greatest concentration

means
of war workers
Perhaps in

in

the

America today.

UniUd

Stated

atlUO
Broadway

New York

4.

launching

a
called 'Hello
S. Troops in

program
Down Under' for U.
Australia, New ZealanjI, Tasmania
and elsewhere in the Pacific theatre
of war. Show will go jon from five
to six a.m. Eastern war time on the
station's regular clear
1020 kilocyclps.
Program will consist

WTA6 WORCESTER

'\

industry centers as-^New York, Trenton,

in

'Down Under' Show
Station
wedcly radio

'

'

dominating coverage of sudi boom war-

WOAI Giveaway

by the Planters Nut
& Thomas being used' here
sponsors of the WOAI
week with Sam- & Coffee Co.,
5:45 „p.m. Newscasts with Corwin

office of

WOR

each

Battle Maps, Raid Rules

Part of

news, partici-

war

Because of

LORD & THOMAS N.Y.
STAFF REALIGNMENT

<iuiz, juvenile,

pating and half-hour evening shows on

than to idmilar local-'showB on any other

channel

NOTE;

WOR earneBtly advises eveiy adverti«er, or

hl» agent, to contact the itation today for choice,
low-cott time and programe. It ia a einoerc and practical tuggeBtion.

of

of music,
sports and home town chatter by
Johnny Boyer, announcer. Scripts
will be written by Dale Jackson, eontinuity chief.

MBMBIB or THS MUTUAL BBOADCASTINA SYSTBM

'

Wednesday, Anguat

CONCERTp-^PERA

46

.

News Sees No Sense

Springfield

Lewisohn Stadhun Picks

In

Itself

Up

Spphony

Heifetz Is Terrtfic

Confabs
For Summer 'Season'

having been struck
by lightning on Tuesday (28) when
the entire stage was smashed, resumed with violinist- Jascha Heifetz

Booking Non-Union Boston

The concerts
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 4.

James

Gallo's Toledo

C. Petrillo, musicians' union

prexy, has a journalistic friend in
the Springfield (Mass.) Daily News.

Fffst

After Mishap;

dium, N.

Toledo, O., Aug. 4.
Negotiations for light opera in the playing

Lewisohn

at

Sta-

5,

1942

Fmancial Statement of Met

Reveals $1,9S6,827 Income—Deficit of $214,374 on
Fixed Charges

y., after

Army

Raises Ceiliiig At

HVood Bowl

'

to 10,000

The Metropolitan Opera Assn., In a
letter sent to subscribers throughout
has

the nation

revealed

that the
Brahms Violin ConHollywood, Aug. 4.
In a lead editorial Wednesday (29) Walbridge Park Zoo Amphitheatre certo, on Wednesday (29). The inArmy authorities eased up on company suffered a deficit of $214,this summer are in progress, with a
per- 374 last season (1941-42). The comtitled 'Musicians' Union Also Has
strumentalist was in top form, and their wartime restrictions anddecision expected one way or the
mitted a boost from 5,000 to 10,000 pany actually spent only $18,045
Rights' defended the AFM for buck- other
despite the makeshift mikes, delivthis week.
in seat sales for Syntphonles Under more than it took In, with the
figures
ing the non-union Boston symphony
Fortune Gallo, of the Shubert ered a superb performance.
Fritz the Stars in Hollywood Bowl.

with

all

might.

its

The union has threatened

to blackthe Municipal Auditorium if the
Hub orchestra appears as announced
In the Community Concert associaThe
tion series next February.
agreement with the Koussevitzky orchestra is not ironclad, however, for
a tentative date has been made with
the. Philadelphia orchestra should it
be' thought inadvisable to defy the
blacklist threat, because of wholesale disruption of the city's music
schedule.
'James C. Petrillo,' declared the
editorial, 'doesn't need anyone to defend him. Anyone with a yearly income of $46,000 is doing, all right, but
it would appear that the Springfield
Community Concert association is
asking for trouble by going ahead
with plans to bring the Boston symphony here this season.
'Walking into any argument is bad
enough, but stepping into the middle
of a labor dispute is the worst kind
of folly. Grant tha't the association
has the right to hire any orchestra
it pleases; grant that the orchestra
members have the right not to join
the union;. grant that the orchestra
is a great favorite here either for
musical «r neighborly .reasons; the
wisdom o^ enjoying all those rights
is still open to question wh'fin so
list

.

much

that

Is

unpleasant can accomto waive those

pany a decision not
rights.

'On the other ?ide of the picture,
the men whose votes Petrillo is now
seeking to enforce have every right
to join a union; they, have every
right to build up and to develop
Whatever benefits come from it; they
also have the right to refuse to play
in any hall that is used by non-union musicians.
The association

may

feel- that It is

being pushed around by the union
and -no one In this country likes that

'

sort of treatment. For that reason,
any decision to buck the union
should be carefully considered since
all the concert-going people will

if the union black'
the Auditorium.
'Not only .would this blacklisting
bother the lovers of the classics, but
the swing fanciers wll be left high
• and dry. There is not a dance band
that has attracted attention in the
country that .does not belong to the

pushed around

'

the

theatrical forces, has been in To- Reiner, struggling against uncertain
Move is looked upon here as a
ledo ccfhferring with officials of the
acoustic conditions, did -almost as relaxation of the rigid limit placed
Toledo Civic Light Opera Associaon public assemblage after Dec, 7,
well by his orchestra in the Brahms
tion,
indicating more confidence in safety
Fourth Symphony and the Academic measures.

Festival overture.

BRAZIL OPERA
VARIES IN

Monday (3) Josef Lhevinne made
one of his Infrequent appearances
playing the Tschaikowsky B Flat
Minor Piano Concerto which has
become perhaps the most popular
work of 'its kind in the world. The
pianist was in the vein throughout
and gave the concerto a thundering
reading worthy of a master- of the
keyboard, which he is. Wagnerian
works made up the balance of the
orchestral portion which were con-

QUAUTY

ducted by

Rio de Janiero, Aug. 3.
week, a planned performance bf Verdi's 'MacBeth' was
cancelled and 'Ballo in Maschera'

The

was

Howard Barlow.

substituted in

its

place.

MINNEAPOLIS

Leon-

DEFICIT COT

^

'

mANINI WOULD BE
A GOOD

DRILL SGT/

'

.

'

S.; Rosamaria Brancato, Ameri'
can soprano, and Hertha Glatz,
Austrian contralto. Frederick Jagel,
leaving here for the Colon
in
Buenos Aires, has been engaged for
eight extra performances, making a

U.

Sets Philly. Record;

Mennhin's Rain Jinx
Philadelphia, Aug.

Records were
Bobin Hood Dell

when
the

crowd

a

fresco

al

Park

smashed at
last Thursday
of

14,250

spot

In

an
•concert with
Oscar
Anne Brown, Negro
crowd exceeded by
to

vious

listen

record

to

of

4.

-the

(30)

attended

Fairmount

all-Gershwin

and

'Levant
soprano.

The

the

pre-

750

13,500

set

by

Lily Pons last season.
Previous
high for this year was also set by
Miss Pons with 13,000 last week.
Yehudi Menuhin was skedded to
play last Monday (27), but it rained.

Ho was
night.

again set- for the following
rained again.
On Wed-

It

nesday the concert was again washed
out by threatening weather. Thursday, the Dell put on Levant and
Brown, setting Menuhin for Friday. Once more it rained. It looked
like Menuhin would have to be cancelled,
But it was arranged for
him to play Saturday night, grab a
plane for Chicago, where he was
cet for an appearance Sunday night.
'

Because' of the numerous postponements, Menuhin's concert attracted only 7,000 persons, away be-

low the crowd expected.

total of 20 the tenor will
$1,000 per in that city.

sing at

made

up

the

and Cornelius N. Bliss, Met board
chairman, also disclosed that of the
$1,110,593 received in the public
drive for funds in 1940, some $305,934
s(Ill remains. Of the balance, $500,000 was spent for the purchase of
the house and warehouse properties,
$129,557 for interior improvements,
$94,358 for new productions during
the past season, $52,914 as the cost of
the campaign and $27,928 for legal
fees.
cash reserve of $417,437 was
left at the end of last season (May
31, 1942), but it is estimated $125,000
Lenox, Mass., Aug. 4.
will be spent by ftie start of next
Defying the transportation crisis, season. The largest income items
Serge Koussevitzky, conductor of were $1,103,617 from the boxoflice
the Boston Symphohy orchestra and for the 125 N. Y. performances,
$542,167 from 46 out of town perdirector of the Berkshire Music Cen-

KOUSaEVITZKY
WELDS STUDE

SYMPH

formances and $136,750 from the
Tanglewood, launched" his in- radio broadcasts..
dependent season of concerts here
The outgoing money was spent as
Aug. 1 and drew a crowd of "2,200 follows: Salaries of performing artwho came in evyything from hay- ists, $1,129,003 with singers and con-

ductors receiving $532,917, the orchestra, $341,:!01, the chorus, $191,613
ballet $63,270. Executives of
the company received $109,866 and
stage hands, electricians and property
For musicians, the grizzled veteran
men were given '$220,847. The
of a dozen' Petrillo battles, used a scenery and costumes for new perstudent ensemble of 94 boys and formances cost $65,823.
girls, all studying at the Music CenWith an assessed valuation of
ter under first desk men of the non- $4,600,000 the Met had to pay $144,820
ricks' to

feverish

tandem

tiikes.

lierformiince

vitch's Fifth

He

offered a

ShosUko- and the

of

Symphony.

union Boston Symphony. A month's
work with them, three hours a day,
six days a week, had turned the
trick, and the results brought an'
included
ovation.
Concert also
Haydn's G major Symphony (No. 88)
and Beethoven's Third Leonore Overture.

Until concert time, nobody had
any idea what to expect in the way
of customers.
Koussevitzky himself
is angel for the project and his intimates were quaking, especially in
.the face 'of the government dictum
that no Ipuses could .be available to
haul the cash customers from the
nearest railroad two miles away.
Local summer biz was fair, though,
and enough trade was believed in the
vicinity to cover .the running expenses at %\A.<i a head.
^
Actually, very lew walked the mile
and a half stretch from Lenox village
to Tanglewood.
A couple of buses
unofficially shuttled back and forth

taxis were on hand. A regular
bus line runs from Pittsfleld to
Lenox, and this also hauled a number who had trained in from Boston and New York.
firmative.
Four concerts remain in the series,
When Hull inquired whether Tos- two each on the weekends of Aug.
canini fulled the music out of you,' 8 and Aug.
15, with a Russian BeneSaxon responded that he did not go fit taking place Friday. night Aug.
14,
quite to that point, but 'did get re^ when Koussevitzky
and his student
suits.
'He would ma]ce a good drill orchestra will give the
American
sergeant,' added the Corporal, as the concert premiereof the Shostakosoldier-audience laughed.
.vltch Seventh Symphony. Toscanini
scooped Koussevitzky some weeks
back with a radio premiere.
'

Levant's AU-Gershwin

Interest

balance of the loss.
This was the first time In Mel

ter at

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra's
fedele' and 'La riyerdro,' Jagel's deficit
for the past season was fhe
booming top tones stood him in good lowest of any normal year in the
stead.
Ferruclo Calusia conducted organization's history.
Earned ina p^rformance that was below par. come of $26,700 was 20% higher
Florence Kirk failed to live up to than the previous season. With the
her former work as Amelia with year's operating expense ud. two per
neither the youthful soprano's act- cent the deficit on operations to be
ing nor singing up to her past work. met from a guaranty fund was $104,A performance of 'Pelleas et Meli- 915, or $21,351 less than the year
saride' was barely adequate, with before.
Raoul Jobin singing Pelleas in exA toUl of $88,500 of the $100,000
quisite French, but the tenor's big guaranty fund for the 1942-43 season
voice is not suited to the role. Mar- already has been pledged.
It will
cella Uenya, French, soprano was be the orchestra's fortieth season
wholly inadequate as Melisande, and Dmitri Mitropoulos again will
siriging with a* small, dry, colorless be conductor.
voice and with little Imagination.
A performance of 'Manon' was
also just fair, with Jobin doing an
excellent Des Grieux, especially in
the !Ah Fuyez,' but the tenor's 'Le
Reve' could stand considerable improvement Tones which are not
The rule prohibiting mention of
sung forte seem to trouble Jobin the
call letters of one network on

who has difficulty whittling his a program broadcast over a rival
huge voice down to a piano toile. chain was not observed when Corp.
The French soprano Petitrenaux, David Saxon was interviewed on
showed fine style as Manon, but an 'Vox Pop' over CBS. Saxon, atunsteady old-sounding voice with tached to a department staging enbrittle, tops:
John Gurney, another tertainment for the aviation meMet American, was just so-so. Per- chanics being trained at Keesler
union.'
formances of 'Manon Lescaut,' 'BarThe stand of the News was di- ber of Seville,', and 'Traviata' have Field, Mississippi, said he had playe.d
the violin with sympihony orchestras,
rectly opposite that expressed last been cancelled, due
to the inability in concerts, etc.
Asked by Warren
Week by the Springfield .Union' and of certain stars to reach here.
Hull to name one'^of the symphoniaf,
it appeared on Jhe same day the
Among them was Lolange Re- Saxon said 'The NBC Symphony
paper ran George Sokolsky's column naud, French soprano,
stopped at uiidelr Toscanihi.' Hull questioned,
blasting Petrillo as a dictator.
Lisbon, Bidu Sayao, Brazilian so The fabulous, Incomparable Tosprano, who elected to remain in the. canini?' , Saxon replied in the af-

lists

mortgage

history, since 1883, that figures of
this sort wer,e released to the public

A

past

ard Warren again drew big reception, topping his performance with
an excellently sung 'Erl Tu.' Frederick Jagel was a good Riccardo but
his 'E scherzo od e foUIa' failed to
catch fire although in the 'Du se

being $1,956,827 taken In and. $1,974,.
872 spent but real estate taxes and

and

•

'

.

in taxes to the city. Seat sales were
11% below last year. This is attributed to air raid scares, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the entry of
'the U. S. into the war, and the tire
and gas shortage which cut out of
town customers..
The Metropolitan estimates that It
has a listening radio audience of
some 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 people
for Its Saturday afternoon radio
broadcasts and a plea is made by the
management for support at the lower
admission prices, from $7 to ^5 top.

Success of Pop Concerts

Cnes Cle?eland Try For
'Super' Season in Winter
Cleveland, Aug. 4.
The five-week season of Pop Concerts by the Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra played to ove'r 80,000 listeners, encouraging backers to undertake a 'super' series during the
next winter season at popular prices.

Two
linist
tralto,

soloists,

Fritz -Krelsler,

vio-

and Marian Anderson, con;
have been booked for Sunday

Prices will range from
55 cents to $1.65.
During past season orches^a had only one' such

engagements.

concert.

Success of summer concert is one
reason the orchestra's maintenance
fund drive last April was for $70,000
In addition, the Berkshire Music
instead of previous year's $80,000,
Center is offering two performances The
cut resulted partially from fact
of Nicolai's rare opera, 'Merry Wives
that Musical Arts Association; which
of Windsor' on Aug. 7 and Aug. 13,
underwrites both series, '.did not have
and chamber music concerts by stu- to figure r
a summer deficit
Complications Cancel
dents will be given on Aug. 9 and 13.
Pops had only one sold-out house,
The board of trusftes of the B.S.O. the appearance
of Vivien, Evelyn and
pearances of
Singers
and the Berkshire Symphonic Fes- Maxine,
'Hour of 'Charm' girls.
tival Ipnt the maestro the TangleSponsors pointed out that -when wellwood estate and the Music Shed for known stars
come with Summer OrMexico City, Aug. 4.
these events.. They have nothing to
chestra the popularly' priced seats,
Soloists
The proposed opera season here
do with the Symphonic Festival so30 and 55_ cents, sell and spell the
from Sept. 15 to Nov. 1, sponsored
called, which was officially called off
difference between profit and loss.
by the government of Mexico, has
on request of Governor Saltonstall
Youngstown, O., Aug. 4.
Other good houses included nights
been called off. This marks the end
and others some months back.
The
1942-1943
schedule
of
the
when Larry Adler, Sylvia Zaremba,
of a three-month battle to put on
11-year-old violin prodigy, Braggiotti
Mexico's annual season by Ernesto de Youngstown Symphony Orchestra
and Shay, duo pianists ,and Margaret
Quesada, South American impresario will include seven concerts, startSpeaks, soprano, were attractions.
who has rim into difficulties which ing Oct. 19. Guest artists are: Don
In planning next summer's series,
could not be hurdled.
Cossack
Chorus,
Oct
Albert
19;
sponsors intimated they might have
Original season was to have started
to scurry around for well-known talin early June with a large number of Spalding,, violinist
Nov. 19; Jan
ent and let down some of the 'longMetropolitan Opera stars signed for Peerce, Jan. 9; Rosalyn Tureck, piBerea, O., Aug.. 4.
Clyde Keutzer, tenor concert vo- haired' bugaboos that might interleading roles. The entry of Mexico
anist Fell.
Jarmila
Novotna,
9;
calist and voice teacher, has been fere with a good boxoffice.
into the war so complicated matters
Only
in the form of entry permits and re- March 15.
named head of the voice department detrlmenl of bringing top notchers
Winners of the Young Artists' of the Baldwin-Wallace Conserva- may be in fees asked.
turn visas that the singers cancelled,
preferring the Cincinnati Opera Co. Preview will appear on the Dec. tory of Music, succeeding \AIIan
Talk of extending concerts two
to the risks of Mexico. The Mexican 8 concert and the final concert will Schlrmer, resigned.
more weeks thrown out the window
National Symphony and the Ballet be on April 13, when an all-city
Keutzer formerly held a similar because of inability to get name arTheatre then took over the theatre high school chorus will sing with post at the University of North Carp- tists, Hot weather and not air-cooled
until' Sept 15.
the orchestra. ...
...
public auditorium, also, handicap..
.Una.

Mexico City Opera Season Cold

War

and Other

Proposed Ap<

Met

YoungstoWs

'

'

'

,'

CLYDE KEUTZER TO

BALDWIN-WALUCE

.

.

,

'
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DISCOUNT iF.M. PAN MAIL
Legal Odds Favor AJJIII.

'TOO SIMILAR

Washington, Aug.

Harry A. Tucker Fdes Allegations

III

4.

Though the Justice Department moye. In Chicago to nullify the
A. F. M. ban against platters temporarily relieved their minds, various
federal authorities' ^ill are worried about a permanent solution to
the exasperating problem presented by James C. Petrlllo. There's hot
a great .deal of confidence that the Jiistice Department can counter
Frankly, even D. of J. lawyers
the' Petrlllo edict in the long run.
,
aren't overly optimistic about the chances of winning if the
puts
up serious opposition in the court and- -takes advantage of every posthe
question
of
to
litigate
the.tooters'
rights to say who they
sibility
will or won't work for.
The attitude taken by the United States .Supreme .Court in the past
two years,, resulting in a chain of defeats for Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold in repeated attempts to apply the anti-trust laws
.to labor unions, is the- reason why officials are keeping their fingers
crossed. On several occasions, the highest umpires have thrown the
head trust-buster for a terrific loss, while. Congress has refused to stir
up -the laborites by carrying out Arnold suggestions for amendments
-to the anti-trust statutes which, would enable. him td put curbs on
organized labor.
The most discouraging precedent— which has a particular similarity
attempt to boycott transcriptions
.'to the Issues involved in the
and juke boxes was a stunning set-back for Arnold's drive to crush
the carpenters when they raised jurisdictional questions and tied up
construction projects. In deciding that tift, the Supreme Court made
the most of the opportimity to tell Arnold to lay off the unions.
Another weakness in Arnold's case is the highest tribunal's ruling
that the recording' companies cannot restrict the use of their product
once it has been peddled to a retailer. The principle established in
the copyright infringement suit brought by RCA looks like a formidable obstacle ior the Justice Department attorneys. Since the
disc-cutters cannot promise Petrillo and his boys that none of the
platters will wind up in juke boxes or on radio station turntables^
there is a question whether the Justice Department cap successfully
is undertaking to restrain trade illegally.
maintain' that the

With Deinrtment of Justice;

GfNEIIAL THEME'

•

Claims Denial of Live]

'

AFM

]

Washington Doubts That
Deluge of Letters Is Im-

—

pressive
Capitol Thinks
Small Stations
Responsible for Similarity
of Communications
Ac-

.

Influence, of

AFM

—

AFM

Rnbinwttcta,

NImras

Leave

—

Thi^ee

men from Woody

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Charging that arbitrary action by

C. Petrillo, AFM president, has
deprived him of hit means of liveliHerman's hood and asking for an investigation

Woody Herman Band'

J.

tion Up to Department of orchestra enlisted together in the of Petrillo's aUegcd 'czardom* and
Coast Guard at Los Angeles last for 'appropriate action,' Harry A.
Justice or FCC
weekend. They are Mickey Folus, Tucker, former orchestra contractor

:

-

THREE ENLIST TOGETHER
Folas,

Sammy Rubinwitch, alto, and' conductor, has forwarded a
and Walter Nimms, trombone. Three deposition from here to the Departwill leave the band in about 10 days. ment of Jusice, Wasblngtoa
Herman is at the Palladium BallTucker says he's down and out
room, Hollywood.
aiid unable to obtain employment,
Washington, Aug. 4.
No replacements have been decid- and blames Petrillo's allegedly 'highNot since the 40-hour week agi- ed. It's probable that Dave Matthews, handed, arbitrary and unjustified actation ha^e Congress and govern- arranger, will take ^olus' place until tion' in expelling bim from AFM bement departments been deluged with another, man is secured.
cause he refused to break a contract
such a heavy mail as that which
with the Ponce de Leon iMtel, St,
descended upon the Capitol conAugustine, Fla., last January aiid
demning the
Petrillo
walk but with bis band, as the AFM
ban
on
transcriptions-records. Universal conpresident bad Ordered him to -do.
demnation of the musicians' chief
Cohcerping this incident the deJOE GLASER OFFICE position
and similarity of complaints instates:
dicated that the communications
"The Poiice de Leon hotel at St
were inspired by small radio staMilt Deutsch, last' connected with Augustine, where I was working >•
tions perturbed at the threat of the Frederick Bros, band and talent
leader opened X^n. 5, My musiclaii,«
losing discs. With only a handful of agency, starts 'work with Joe Glaand I arrived in Florida, the contra'.-'^
senators and representatives on hand ser's management and booking office
was accepted by the JacksohvUI*
to ktep the legislative -mill grind- this week (7).
He is to be road,
(Continued On page 61)
ing prospect of any action on Capitol manager for a 'while for Teddy
Hill is f'emote. Any pressure to I'e- Powell's orchestra, which Glaser
Ueve situation must come from the took over last week, then 'will go
Department of lJustice and FCC.
into booking.
Serious
question
whether the
Deutsch formerly bought bands
mountain of mail deposited at the for Donahue's, suburban spot at
Capitol- on
controversial
issues Mountainside, N. J., beginnlrig work
serves any good purpose. Senators on the other side of the fence when
and representatives now claim they he became road manager of Johnny
'
can detect the propaganda missives McGee.
and rate it accordingly.
Musicians difficulty with certain
stations was reflected here this week been branded, aa unpatriotic by
when Mutual BrOadciistlng System Army officers who' persistently viowas, ordered to stop picking up Ca- late the National Defense Act of
sino Royal, orchestt'a' -for network 1016 and then do finger pointing.
Columbia Records it bbldfng it^
circulation.
Ban also extended to Research department of A. F. of L.
self ready at all timet to Irec6r4°
Carl Ravazza's band playing at Del is' prepared to sho'w- by actual stamusicians who might 'want ,to disre-.^
Rio. Both were picked up by local tistics that, musicians have given
more to service' entertainment' thto gard James C. PetrQId'f order to
WOL Mutual station.'
There is still talk In -labor circles any other organized branch of the American Federation of Huslclani
members. This statementt in effect,
the Petrillo
com- amusement todusfry, and. always
tenor sax;

HOPE FOR PEACE

mT DEUTSCH WITH

-

'

SHELLAD SOCK

Five

Bamet

Musicians
Unhurt in Taxi Crash

Five musicians with Charley Barnet's orchestra came out of a taxi
last Wednesday (29) evening
without a scratch and continued on
to complete a one-night date with
the band at Hershey, Pa. Men were
being transfiorted by one of three
cabs which picked up the band at
Harrisburg, Pa. Car hit a truck.

COMES ON TOP

smash

.

OFA.F.M.

'

Barnet's band had left

by

alighting, at

rail,

New York
Harrisburg,

Washington, Aug. 4.
where the cabs picked them up for
Expected total ban oa use of shel- the short run to Hershey.
lac for- numerous civilian purposes
WAS imposed Friday (31), putting
Frank Sinatra Alone
furtber obstacles lii the 'way of
phonograph record and radio tranicrlptlon manufacture.
Frank Sinatra, vocalist with Tommy
Except for'
Dorsey's orchestra, has signed a
certain products essential to the war
or civilian welfit^e, shellac now is management contract 'W'ith General
He is leaving
under .rigid aUt>cation
and the Amusement Corp.
amoimt available for discs will be Dorsey Sept. 3 to go into radio,
theatre work, etc., as a soloist He
ciit to a driblet.
is to be replaced by Dick Haymes,
There is a possibility no shellac
who has already left' Benny Good'Will
.

bound

to

be reduced

BEUMRENt

ONAJl

'

-

.

of
battle being
promised.
Now stated' that when
Neville Miller,, of the National Association ol Broadcasters bows out
of the picture, peace terms could be

-

gra^tpusly.
Radio leaders

,

,

drastically,

though officials informally indicated
they do not expect at this .stage to
shut off the flow entirely. During recent months, only 30% of the amount
used in 1941 has been available for

.

recordings..

Arguments that the American reserve of shellac has been built up
substantially since the curtailment
'Was ordered during the spring do not

Tell

-

"

Your Story To

waa made by

The "Money Showmen
"

tion, officials

point out the shipping
situation Is.wor&e than it was during
the spring and the 'war outlook provides no basis for thinking there will
oe-tay increase in Imports chiefly
from India as far as can be seen
ahead. ,

THEATRES ^ PICTURES - RADIO

—

Li

In

relieasing shellac for civilian
Federal authorities wiU foUow a
selectivity, procedure; Platters for

Jise,

"Strictly for the

radio programs

most directly related
war efforts probably w^ll get the
largest amount of Shellac, with those
tor pure entertainment being sliced
severely.
to

A

Buyers"

AFM

AFM

brought tht aboVe ansWier.

^

Wallersteln's bla^t at PetrlUo. was
surprising.
It was the 'flr^ move
of any kind tliat any of the disc

makers have made In their owii' behalf.
'Victor^ Decca, etc., have all
back and accepted the- edict with,
out argument
In his statement, most of which
was concerned with going over the
facts Ot the situation, Wallerstein
bluntly rapped the AFM head, say->
sat

Ing: "We receive no fees or royalties
from these uses (coin machine and

raaio);'we are not permitted by la'w
to control the uses of records aftee
they are sold; the 'courts have so
niled^ and Petrillo knows this is
true,. If the prevention of tuch.use^
a
Is Petrillo's aim -he faas taken

to accomplish, it which i6
reasonable, unfair and lawless.'

Good Standing

un-

HA£OIJ) SHITH'S DEBUT

Oi
Memphis, Aug. 4.
It was the Malcb theatre not its
wganist MUton Slosser, who got the
TJnfair* listing from the local mu-

Oakland, CaL, Aug, 4.
On Aug.. 10 a Nav? ReUef Show at
Sweet's Ballroom here will mark the
first public appearance in tmiform of
Harold Smith, 10-year-old trombonist who finished a role in a RItz Bros.
Dicture to Join the Coast Guard as a
,

bandsman.

(To Be Published Soon)

He has been a member of Sonnr
Dunham's orchestra for the last (wo
years.

i

.

-

Wallerstein said in bit lengthy, rap
at the
head, 'We sliall cohtlnue
to manufacture records as' best, we
can but the -.withdrawal Of
musicians will make It hard -for the
record companies to furnish tti*
public with the recorded performances 11 h6s .learnM to expect' -Th*
words 'continue to manufacture' cao'
be taken to mean' the actual manufacturing and not recording, but
qu^istioning
Interpreta^lonr
the

-

Specicd

Orchestra and Talent Numbeif

Organist Mflton Slosser

sicians union recently.
Slosser is
still in good standing in the AFM.
Local quarreled with M. A. Lightman, house operator, over theatre'.?
•nidnlght 'spook* performance which
did .not- employ an orchestra. ' •

Cbliimbla' official,

tluesthmed about' a sentenc*
In the blast Columbia'* prestdebt,
Edward Walleratein, let loose at
Petrillo Friday (31) for ordering, lujmusicians not to play for recording!.
or transcrllptions'. -

means

Is in

»'

when

.

justify any hopes of early reversal
of the limitation order, while admitting it is true the stock-pile is
mounting under restricted consump-

—

RECORDS

COL.

art paying strict
attention to what radio commentators have to say about disc controFulton Lewis of Mutual
man.
discussed.
versy.
Another vocalist change last week
Musicians head Has been advised, brradcaat uttered 'what card m.emput Ray Eberle, -who recently bv labor leaders here to have it out bers claim was' not warranted by
Local 161 took up -the
"parted with Glenn Miller, with Gene with. 'Brass Hats' of the War De- the facts.
Krupa's band in place of Johnny partment These A.-' F; of L. .ad- matter' with the commentator and he
Desmond.
visors claim that Petrillo's -men have promised a correction.

be released ..to. platter malcers,
tholigh a definite policy stiU has not
been framed. Supplies for records
are

.

-

.

-

s
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EVANS JOINS COLLEGE

Settles for $24,000 Annually

Hubbard

..
,

.

Lost

Bandmaster

CIrcni

Job

1942

5,

NBC CBS. Blne^Miitiial Plugs

t«

Canned Mnsle Scab

Station

KSTP

Signs Two-Year Pact With A. F. of M.
Strike Averted

—

The com-

retaliatory action.

promise agreement averted a threatened strilce here with possible national repercussions.

The new contract with

St.

Paul

retroactive to March 15
and provides for ;. 10% pay Increase
and dismissal notices of at least four
weeks. The station agreed to employment ot a 10-piece studio orchestra on a 52-weeIc a year basis
in place of the 12 pieces demanded
by the union. Previously, there has
been- no requirement of continuous
local 30

is

'

employment.
Omitted from the contract

Is

the

union's proposal for 'freezing' employment in the studio orchestra by
requiring that any musician employed by KSTP for a four-week
'probation period' should be guaraii-.
teed a job for a year, dismissal being
possible only for a good and valid
reason, the. latter determined by the
union. This was especially objectionable to' Stanley E. Hubbard,
KSTP president.
However, whereas the station preyioitisly was required to give only
two weeks notice ot dismissal, it now,
Wider the new terms', will give four,
ifhe amount expended by the station for. staff musicians will be in
•iccess 'of $24,000 annually.

New

Hubbard'*

Blast

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Citing the fact that the president of the St Paul AFM union
is an accountant in a large manufacturing plant by day and drummer in an orchestra at night and
that the business agent ot the
Minneapolis union is also a city
fireman, Stanley E. Hubbard,
president ot radio station KSTP,
is

trying, to

J.

poUr more heat on

Hubbard

at

-scoffs

—

bans.
'It shouldn't have taken us alfive years to get down to
cases and ascertain that Petrillo's
story of unemployed musicians
Is bunk,' Hubbardf asserts in a
statement to the press.

POLICY

is

installed

a phonograph and

using recordings as background

music for the show.

BAND DATES OFF

. .

Chappell

One

Famous

Strictly

Cherlo

Dozen-7 Roses.
Instrumental.....'
Tliis Worth Fighting For

Take

State Says George Olsen

Responsible for Rent

On

Who

Me

19,

18
17
17
16
15
13
13
13
13

...

BVC

.-

;

19

..
.

Harms

Wouldn't Love -You

in Heart— t'Always
Do You Miss Sweetheart.

Always

Heart*..'.

ii)

Maestro
....Bemlck

..

...

Paramount

Got Gal Kalamazoo— t'Orchestra Wives'...

BVC

Wonder When Baby's Coming

Crawford
Leeds

Army-Occupied Spot He'&MyGuy

.

11

Lewis ....
Jersey Bounce
Bemlck .
Singing Sands .Al&mosa
Detroit, Aug. 4.
.'.
CLP
LighU Go on Again.
. .
Although George Olsen gave as one
Feist
At Last—t'Orchestra Wives'
of his reasons for shuttering his State
Remlck .
'.
By Light Silvery Moon
Fair Casino here that it was imposFamous
Conc'hita Lopez t'Priorities on Parade'
sible for him to determine who was
Dearly Beloved t'You Were Never Lovelier' Chappell
his landlord, the state ot Michigan
CrawfordJohnny -Doughboy
%
charges that he, failed to pay any.Fisher
body for his tenancy. Gov. Murray Army Air Corps
Miller
Van Wagoner claims that since the Put Put Put
..'..... Santly
Army Is on the property it should be Three Little Sisters
Marks
the Crossroads
responsible for the $760 Olsen owes;
Bobbins
Don't Sit Apple Tree..'..
the Army says it stiil hasn't, a signed
Shapiro
I Came Here Talk for Joe. .....
lease, hence cannot be responsible,
ABC
I Met Her On Monday.
Olsen operated the State Fair CaMajor and Minor...,.
sino here last season and had an opBobbins

11
11

1

.

.

When

.

.

.

11

10
10
10

.

10

g
9
9

:.

.

REMOTE

IN

At

g

g
g
3

'.

. .

CAMPS
Lack of transportation during the
month of July cut the number of
dates by name' orchestras approximately 50%. There were
approximately 70 camp bookings,
'

tion to reopen it this summer. However, when he signified his intention
to resume this year the Armjr had'
already moved In. That didn't stop
Olsen. He opened with Carl Hoff's
band, stuck to it a week, folded the
thing and took to the road with a
new orchestra of his own.
He allegedly departed without paying the $760 rental and acldltional
assessments the state auditor-general,
Vernon 3. Brown, claims he owes for
damages for materials Olsen is said

the. eastern part of the
country during the month of June
and about 35 in July. Since busses
have been eliminated tor band travel
the number of bands working outof-the-way one-nighters, from which to have used without authorization
they could jump into out-of-the-way during his- short stay. Then began
camps, has been lessened consider- the fireworks as to who is responfulfilled in

ably.

sible.

USO-Camp

Shows,

two bands

FRANKIE CARLE

NOW

PARTNER OF HEIDT

MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO
O'KEEFE

New York

-.

Nocturne

Nightingale
All I Need Is

You
LitUe Bo Peep Lost Jeep".
Midsummer Matinee.
Somebody's Thinking You Tonight
Wherever I Go
.

*.

.

.

V.V."

'.

Embee

.*. .•

Southern
,

.

.

'.

Was

It

Worth.

the Things

;:

I Got— t'By Jupiter'
Remember You-^t 'Fleet's In'

Isabella Kissed Fella

Take

Sal'

the

A

5
5
5
,. ...

:..

Shapiro

No Good

Tangerine

6

5

Leeds
Vogel
PauU-PIoneer

Sweet Etoise
Taint

6
g

Mills
:

,

Advance

.'

Tempo

Train

— t'Fleet's

.....'

:

Famous

In'

g
6
6

5
S

Leeds

Mad About Him
Mary's Name— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
Gi\ Sal-^t'My Gal

-

Paramount
Ager

Light Candle In Chapel

iWy

;

Melodylane
Chappell
Chappell

Are"

Everything
I

7

'

...i....

It

You

7
7

,'.

Roe

Southern
Ferris Wheel
'
Got Moon Pocket— t'My, Favorite Spy';... • Mayf air
I'm Old Fashioned— t'You Never Lovelier'. Chappell
Mutual
Story Starry Night
Mutual
String .of Pearls

AH

7

Peer

'. ". '. '. ". '. ". '. '. '. ". '.

'.

g
g

"

Marks
MiUs

Keep Smiling, Laughing

has been

Inc.,

recently ot taking one or
at a tinia and lumping
ban dance spot is to, remain open a string ot promised one-nighters tor
tinder a location policy. In the past gether and sending them on a one or
several weelcs since Frank Dailey, two-week straight tour ot training
owner of Meadowbrook, Cedar centers, with transportation pro0rove, N. J., severed his connection vided by the Army.' "
Indianapolis, Aug. 4,
Vith it, there was some indecision
Frankie Carle, pianist with Horace
«s to whether it would continue.'
Heidt's orchestra, has been given an
Lou Peppe, its operator prior to
interest in that band under a new
ibailey.'s fling with name bands, has
contract worked out by the two.
inoved bapk in and has bought two
Carle becomes co-owner of the outfit
Frederick Bros, orchestras. Jack
IN
for the next thr?e years, and is' to
Crawford opening Aug. 14 for two
get billing which will read 'Horace
-weeks! and Leonard 'Keller followHollywood, Aug. 4.
Heidt with Frankiie Carle and the
«
ing.
,
Eulogies
for
musical' director Musical Knights.'
Heidt will conDailey parted with Valley "Dale
James O'Keefe were prayed but not tinue to lead.
the beginning of last month, when
spoken in one of the mos't impressive
It's tinderstood
the arrangement
Carl Hoff's outat closed.
services ever conducted in Holly- was made after Carle turned down
wood. Entirely musical, the cere- offers to assume leadership of Eddy
mony was held on a sound stage at Duchin's band when the latter enDailey to California
Frank Dailey, owner of Meadow- the 20th-Fox studio, wherte O'Keefe tered the Navy recently. Duchin,
brook, Cedar Grove, N, J., -leaves had been chief of the music depart- according to reports, offered Carle a
The salary and a- percentage of his band's
lor California Friday with his wife ment for the past 10 years.
on a combination vacation and busi' ritual coincided with his burial in profits. It has since broken up beNew Jersey, following his death In cause of an Inability to corral a suitness trip.
Colorado Springs.
able leader;
He'll be west several weeks.
Studio orchestra of- 45 pieces and
Carle is also a songwriter. He aua chorus of 16 voices were con- thored 'Sunrise Serenade,' the smash
ducted by Alfred I^tewman in a pro- hit of a few years ago, among others.
'/'m goin^ td move to
gram 'consisting largely of O'Keefe's
favorite musical works. It included
The Outskirts of
'The Star Spangled Banner,' 'Ave FILLING CHAIRS
Maria,' The Blue Bird Suite,' 'MidAND
way,' 'Sixpence,' 'Summer Time,' Raymond Scott Contlnaes Quest for
'Till We Meet Again,' 'Nearer My
CBS Band Talent
"Basie Blues"
God To Thee,' and 'Rpsita,' his own
Columbia Record No. 36601
composition.
Solos were sung by
Raymond Scott and CBS In New
Nan' Wynn an^ Robert Bradford.
York have been having themselves
Ceremony was attended by 500 ot a time the past couple weeks roundO'Keefe's friends in the film and ing up men to staff the new band
And His Orchestra
musical professions.
Scott will lead when he resumes as
a musical conductor on CBS Aug. 16.
Per. Mrt.: MILTON EBBIN8
Enxo Bestivo'fl six-piece band Of aU the men that were'supposed to
D.fr, William Mbrrla Agency
started
engagement at Ka-See's be definitely set to join the ex-bandClub, Toledo, this week.
leader only two seem to be sure;
first is
Mel Powell, pianist with
Benny Goodman; other is bassist
Billy Taylor, now at NBC.
Cootie Williams, who had allegedly
okayed a proposition to join Scott,
changed his mind and will continue
to lead his own band.
Cosy Cole,
drummer with Cab Callo'way, has
okayed the deal he was offered, but
is reluct^t to join until some time
in September. Benny Carter is definitely out. He plays ~aIto sax,
Scott and CBS are now dickering
with Barney Biigard^ Duke Ellington

talking

Valley Dale, Columbus, O., subur-

.

Sleepy Lagoon

—

Army camp

NON-NAME

ment

most

'

DALE'S

.

AFM

president.
the Petrillo

claim of many unemployed musicians the reason assigned for
the transcription and Interlochen

«
m

•

-

AFM

C. PetroUo,

••

VALLEY

'

WABC

am

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
has signed a two-year pact
with the A. F. L. musicians' union,
ending by compromise a prolonged
labor dispute which caused J. C. Petrillo, AFM president, to order off
the air two remote control sustaining music programs and resulted in

KSTP

NBC

Merle Evans, leader of the band
Following tabulation 0/ popular muttc performances embraces
four
which played for performances of nettuorlcs—JVBC, CBS, Blu» and Mutual—iu represented bv WEAfall wi^
the Ringling Bros, circus, has acand WOR, N. Y. Compilation hereujith covers week beJinnli^;
cepted a post at Hardin-Slmmons Monday through Sunday (July .a7-Aua. 2) from 6 p.m.
to 1
and
{»
College, Abilene, Tex., and probably based on dota provided by Accurate Keportln^ Service reoular
smirer jojwill not return even if the circus music- publishhur industry.
and the American Federation ot
"nTLE
PDBtlSHEB
TOT
at
Musicians iron out their difficulties. •Left
My Heart at Canteen..
Army
He Is to be a music instructor and Be Paretul My Heart—t'Hollday Inn'
.Berlin
....."!!!!!!!.'!
leader of the college band.
Jingle Jangle Jingle
:
...Paramount
33
Evans and his musicians lost their Idaho
Mills
25
jobs with Ringling a few months South Wind
Witmark .
24
ago when the .AFM called them out Wears Pair Silver Wings
.
.ShaplrQ ..
23
on strike as a means of securing My Devotion...
£»antly ....
22
had de- Here You Are— t'My Gal Sal'
a pay Increase the
Bobbins ..
19
creed. 'Instead, the circus manage- Just Though You Here
Yankee

5
55
5
5
5

5

Indicates BMI licensing; others are vio ASCAP.
t Filmusical.
t Legitimate.
'This Is the Army' publishing subsid, licensed peely to all users.
.

H'WOOD

LOMBARDO RESUMES

HEART AHACK KILLS

•

'

'

•

.

Town"

COUNT BASIE

NOT EASY

clarinetist

NEW

YORK^

SEPT. 12

ROMANELU

Toronto, Aug.

4.

Orchestra leader. Luigl Romanelll,
died of a heart attack on Jul^r
at the Manoir Richelieu, swank
resort hotel on the lower St. Lawrence, where his bend has had summer engagements since the hostelry
was built by Canada Steamship
Lines a decade ago. For 20 years,
Romanelli had also lead his orchestra at the King Edward hotel, To56,

29,'

Bob HoaatoB,

In

New

No )rep)acem«nti jeX,>

Deep
Time

For

Soath

First

In Tears

Guy Lombardo's band

goes back to

after a six week
layoff during which Lombardo stuck
to his boat. Outfit reconvenes Aug.
12 and begins -working one-nightcrj
in the East.
There's a possibility it may work
into the deep South, a territory it
hasn't played for years.

work next week,

evening clothes.
Luigi was the senior brother of a
The. surviving brothers, Don

and Leo, will cac^y on the main
Romanelll orchestra. At 12, Luigl
was playing the violin on the streets
of Toronto while George 'White of
The two
'Scandals' fame danced.
divided the pennies tossed by spec*
tators. He was educated in Toronto
public schools during which he
maintained serious studies ot the
violin.
He continued these studies
in London, England, and In Brussels,
returning to Canada in 1906.

SCMNNY

Valdes' Decca Disks

KENDIS

Miguelito Valdes, Latin-American
singer formerly with Xavier Cugaf
orchestra, is recording, at Decca
prior, to leaving for Hollywood.
Valdes' album ' will include 'Blca

Fefe's Monte Carlo
New York

Pulpa,' 'Nague,' 'Bim 9am Boom,'
Yorker, N. Y., .'Sensamaya,' "Oye Kegra/ 'Carambu,'
iZaraband^* «nd tOnune: Jfeerlia.'.

vocalist With JohatQr

Hit

trio.

'

Long at Hgtel
iuta-tlib.Army^

May

ronto, and where his headquarteirs
were as general music director for
the Canadian units -of the United
Hotels chain. He was also a pioneer
here in the silent film days when
at the Regent and Tlvoli theatres hewas the first leader In Toronto, and
possibly Canada, to create descrip>
tive musical backgrounds and present these with a full pit orchestra'

-

NOT RED
HOTEL ASTOR.

LUIGI

at the

and

piono

his orchestra

•*r

-

COLIMBU RECORDS

.

.

^^edncBday, Avgust 5, 1942

Bands

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

Hotel B. O.'s

at

{Presented hereurtfh, as -o weekly tabulation, to the estimated cover
charge business being done by name bond« <n various New York hotels.
Pinrwr buslnes* (7-10 PM:) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
'room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price,)
Hotel

BuDil

Alvino Key .... Aster (1,000; 75c-$l)
Hay Heatherton . BUtmore (300;. $1.-$1.50).
•:Xavier Gugat* ..; Waldorf (530; $1-$1.50)....
Johnny Long ... .New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
tarn Mclntire
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
.Glen Gray
.-Lincoln (225 7Sc-$l)::. ;:
•Jerry Wald".

CoTcn

lolal

PlHTCd
5
14

WMk

On Date

4,230

19,430

5

2.825
1,850
1,400
2,125

.'....

475

12
25
3
17-

;

'Miller

Reports circulated in the trade
yesterday (Tuesday) that Glenn
Miller's orchestra was about to
part with its Chesterfield commercial after close to three years

6 450
11,400

executive
with Newell-Emmett agency, and
Miller's manager, Don Haynes,
'knew nothing about it'

There

Much Envious Talk
small

bands
now riding around the country on
dates in busses, because .they had

'

23GinPitt;Basie,19iy^GLA.,Big

is

i$roup

—

'

picture spells big b.o., first week
looking close to $50,000. Holds over.
Count Baste, Los Angeles (Or-

the foresight to buy their own jallopies before the recent order barring the use of public busses for
bands went into effect. Only trouble
such outfits can possibly have isbeing unable to secure new rubber
when their tires wear .out. Since
most of the outfits operate in the
middle west gas rationing isn't
bothersome. Les Hite, Fletcher Henderson, Sweethearts of Rhythm, etc.
are a few.
There are other bands, it's asserted
by managers yelping with, envy because, they didn't think of it themselves, which are riding the onenight trail in busses registered in the
leader's naine, but owned by others.
These cruisers weire transferred so
as to enable their use as privately
owned cars, but mileage fees are
still being paid true o-wners.

Chicago
.

.

.

.

"4,300
'

patrbHs'.'

Charlie

'

'

.

.

Marray (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel;
now floor show attraction, and biz okay

Joan Merrill'

350; $2.50 min. Sat.).

with'1,600 customers.

Okay

at

Wynne

THE SANDUSKY FERRY
SAVES SUMMER RESORT

Totem

Don Bestor (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., July 27-Aug. 1 ).
Bestor did well to lure 9,000 hoofers
at $1.45 pair for $6,525 gross. Not as
good as Dick Jurgens, but okay in
face of gas rationing and rain.
Joey Kearns (Brooklihe C. C,
Philadelphia, Aug. 1). Kearns played
return here too soon; heat and gas
rationing also helped to keep attendance down to mediocre 377 ai
is

Frankie Gebon (Minnesota Terrace, Nicollet hotel; $1.50-$2 min.). Fourth
Week of 't)orothy_Lewis' ice revue, 'Symphony on Skates,' and Gelson
(local) orch, brought biggest attendance to date, crowds -averaging 750
.nightly, a new record. Miss Lewis will remain at least two more. weeks,
,

possibly four.

Location Jobs, Not

m Hotels

resort finds itself
.midst of one of the best of its 44
years of existence. Early I'asir spring

the management was hesitant about
continuing a name-band policy in the'
ballroom, and, in fact, was not too
sure that the resort would even open.
Now, officials of the operating company are pleased to know .that their
decision was justified, and that the
season will be concluded to excep-

'

Philadelphia
$l-$l.Efd-

JAMES THE WINNAH!
Martin

Block's

Poll .of

Bands at

Tops

Semi- Annual

WNEW

Grossman, Harper Garcia Smythe,
Harry James' orchestra for the
Griddith J. first time came through to top
Wadsworth,
Handel
Vincent Martin Block's semi-annual band
Jones,
Boswell
Jones,
Percy, Frank Hruby, and Graham poll on his Make-Believe-Ballroom
.Cleveland, Aug. 4.
Marsh will all direct portions of record program on WNEW, N. Y.
An international 'Victory Sing,' the"
'Victory Song.' The Ohio Mu- James wound up with 68,902 votes
first of the kind, was broadcast nasic Teachers' Association, assembled as
against Glenn Miller's second
tionally and shortwaved by MBC in the outdoor theatre at suburban place 67,216. Tommy Dorsey finished
from WHK, Aug. 2 from 3:30 to 4 Cain Park, will sing victory songs third with 34,034 and Jimmy Dorsey
•
Mayor Frank fourth with 32,717. Vaughn Monroe
-p.m.'
for United Nations.
suburban .Cleveland was next, 21,769.
X)r, Charles D. Dawe, noted dl^ C
Cain, of
rector of the Orpheus Choir; F. Karl Heights,* wiirbe guest speaker.
Remaining 15 outfits which hit the

Cleveland iTnited Nations
Sing Goes to Shortwave

.

.

top 20

POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA
RECORDED BY:

'

MARY MARTIN and HORACE HEIDT—Columbia
• LAWRENCE WELK— Decca
• RENE MUSETTE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS— Standard

•

Prof— aipnal

copiea availttble.

COLONfAL MtSIC PUB. CO.,
!'

.

-

:

JIM PUMKIN,

Mr.

Orchestration by

"

lie.

7n*

Melrate

were

in order:

Benny Good-

man, Woody Herman (who moved
dp from 14th last poll), Kay Kyser
(ditto from 18th), Charlie Spivak,
Sammy Kaye. Second ten are:
Alvino Rey, Claude Thornhill, Gene
Krupa, Count Basie, Artie Shaw,
Long,
Johnny
Barnet,
.Charlie
Freddy Martin, Guy Lombard©, Hal
Mclntyre; latter band is only one
that didn't

show

in first '20 in Block's

poll. Outfit was only in existence about a month at that time.

last

-

JACK MASON *

^

"
Vr.£V!
Av«., H»Urwod, Cal.

de-

Previous high at
Earle was chalked up by Jimmy Dorsey three weeks ago with more than
$36,000.

local leader.

Harris,

New

(Para-

York-

mount; 3,864; 35-55-85-99)—With Zero
Mostel and Ann Miller on stage, 'Priorities on Parade! (Par) on screen
(2d wk). Stage bill figured as substantial support for picture; on second week, shortened a little by closing of show at 2 p.m., gross hit an
okay $34,000. The full first seven
days went to $49,000, good.
Horace Heldt, Indianapolis (Circle;
30-40-55)—And
'Moonlight
2,600;
Serenade' (Rep)., Extra big $25,000,
top gross in town despite terrific heat
I
wave.
^ammy Kaye, Pittsburgh '(Stanley;
3,800; 30-44-55-66)—"With 'Kid Glove
KlUer'' (M-G).
Swing and Sway
maestro' growing in popularity here
each time around and should account
for excellent $23,000 on 'cuirrent Visit.
'

'

'

'

*

vaud-

this

$41,000,

film fare, 'Dr.

"

tional grosses.

FOR STEADY REQUESTS!

from

.

4.

this
in the- 75-65C for

Aided by Uie stimulus of nearby
(Los Aiigeies)
war industrieis, the concessions are
B, Hollywood, second' week). Those ticket keeping
open every evening until
rolls are getting a fast spin from this lad and the week's count will be
well after midnight, with the last
somewhere around 26,000, He popped spot's seams with close to 28,000 Sandusky ferry leaving at 1:30 a.m.
last week, 'first, which was ternflc.
Though few of the many railroad exCab Calloway (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., fourth week). Pull- cursions booked last spring, have
ing class trade to. this hoofery and geared for whopping 12,000.
Should materialized, traffic on the daily
have little trouble hanging up a new attendance hiark.
Cleveland and Detroit steamers has
Henry Basse (Trianon N, Southgate, Cal., fourth week). Plenty solid increased substantially.
Even the
here and banging away at 8,500 stubs.
automobile patronage is much greatJan Savltt (Casino B, Hollywbod,' flftH week). Cashed in heavy over the er than anticipated, Hotels are well
weekend, what with Army and Navy paydays, and should catch around filled during mid-week, and turning
4,000 customers. Johnny Richards follows in two weeks.
them away evety weekend.
Ted Flo Biio (Florentine Gardens, N, Hollywood, fourth week). Riding
The ballroorn, too, has kept pace
along with Nils Granlund's floor revue for week's haul of better than
by maintaining a steady increase
4,500 customers.
over the past three summers. With
Skinnay Ennis in over the Fourth of
(Chicago)
July weekend, a new- attendance recBaddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Benny Fields on new ord was set, while Frankie Masters'
ahpw is' reason for steady trade, «nd Franklin orchestra holding nicely, outfit established a new high on July
with 4,900 customers last week.
26 for a Sunday matinee. Bands are
Art JarreU (Blackhawkj 400; $1.25 min.). In fourth week Jarrelt orbeing aired by NBC for one-half
chestra holding all right with 2,700 patrons.
hour every night through WTAM,
Cleveland.
Herble Woqds (Garden Terrace; Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500;

shattering

'

Cedar Point, Ohio,. Aug.
With the season half spent,

summer

Woody Herman (Palladium

$2 min.). Business tilting slightly for Woods' second week with 1,117 customers checking in for supper. House getting heavy play from racetrack
crowd currently at Garden State Park, across the river .^n Camden, N. J.

with

Joe Maok (Roseland-State B., BosAug. 1); Mack, widely known
local .leader, is- standard attraction
Downpour, a. veritable cloudburst in
hereaHouts and 1,000 draw at 65c per
fact, hurt opening day. aiid subseis normal biz for him.
'
Gay Ormandy-AUen Curtis (Ray- quent heat was also costly.
Cbico Marx, Lincoln (Stuart; 1,859;
mor-Playmor B., Boston, Aug. 1).
Two local crews played to 1,800 at 30M4-55)—Plus 'Night in New Orton,

okay

leans'

$1;260.

Sam Donahue orchestra cut .four
sides for Eli Oberstein's Hit Records
same day it opened at Glen Island
Casino,

week

New

(29).

Rochellc,

N.

Y.,

last

BOB HOnSTON IN ABHT
Springfleldj Mass., Aug.'
It was three times and in for

Excepiloilal .$3,000' in
'

'.
.

Oczle Nelson, Chicago (Chicago;
35-55-75)— With Take a Letter, Darling' (Par). Strong stage and
screen combo ringing Sell for solid
4,000;

4.

Bob
Johnny
baritone
with
Houston,
The West DeerLong's orchestra.
I

(Par).

two days.

,

Minneapolis

Philadelphia

records, at

Broadway"" (Par).

nil

Kearns

Dorsey,

spite little help

Pole, Boston

$1.10.

Nat Brandwynne (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 coyer). Brandis b^irig held over for an' additional month since business continued
.excellent on. his. fifth week, with 2,100 covers plus big dinner trade.
Jack Edwards .(Terrace Room, Hotel' Statler;' 450; $1 cover). In seventh
week' Edwards accounted for bi.-; 950 covers over Friday-Saturday, only
late nights,
biiiner traffic fine throughout week.
Bay Morton (Oval Room, Coplcy-Plaza; 300; $1 cover). Jane Pickens
with Morton' were responsible for 1,200 covers, fine on their third week,
with dinner -sessions packed.

''

all-time

filraer

DonBestor

'

Boston

Tommy

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)—Break-

ing

of

.

Tommy Tb'oiier (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.).
Tucker drawing excellently, having carved out a good spot for himself
Jn the affections of the midwest. Came through last week with fine 3,400
customers.
,^
Jimmy Joy (Walnut. Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Jimmy Joy
has done a fine job in this, spot; last week held to good 2,100 patrons.
Dake Elllncton (Panther Room; Hotel Sherman; 800; '$1.25'$2.50 min.).
One more week for Ellington who is doing well. Last week got bang-up

—

(Estimates for This Week)
pheum; 2,200; 33-44-55-65).
With
Charlie Barnet, New York (Strand; 'Suicide Squadron*
(Rep).
Credit
3S-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
"With most of the socko $19,500 to the band.
'Wings for Eagle' (WB). Combined This' money in current week
repredraught of the Barnet band and the' sents the standout biz in
L. A,

2,756;

To Continue WbOe Tires

the

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; ioO; $1-$1.S0). Comfortably grooved for
the class trade. Won't miss 5,000 covers by far.
.
Joe Belchman (Biltmore;" 1,200; 5bc-$l).. Giving this downtown spot the
jolt it needed and maintaining pace of around 4,500 payees on the week.
Climbing to. within 10% of Phil "Harris' figures and that's solid with boniface Joe Faber.

Dorsey Record 41G in Philly; Kaye,

.

Bus-Owning Bands Able

major draw:

Los An^^eles

T.

'

Don Lahgen, account

Do;
is

Ozzie Nelson Solid $44,000 in Chi;

association.

37200

575

49

Rumor

8175
13,275

25 300

Asterisks intlicafe a suppertinii floor, show, although the band

•

Glenn

.

$44,000.

'
.

Paul Wliiteman.-Omaha (Orpheum;
kno'wn locally as Ivan
field lad,
3,000; 20-40-55-65)—With 'Cardboard
Minott before he left WHAI, was acLover'
(M-G), ' At least $1'7,000
cepted, here Wednesday (29) by the
smash, with meagre help from picArmy for non-combatant service.
An eye condition twice prevented ture.
Lawrence Welk, Cleveland' (Palace;
him in New York from enlisting.
'

was the same condition that led 3,700; 35-40-45-55-70 )^Wlth 'Private
It's Welk's Initial
his being assigned to non-com- Buckaroo' (U).
After a two weeks! vaude 'appearance here, ..but both
batant, duty.
furlough' to finish up his business, stage, bill 'and,.fllm top light 'to garner more than aneihic $15,000;
he will report here for assignment

.It

to

.

,

:

MUSIC

50

Wcdaesda/, Aagnst
British J|est Seflers

Inside Stitf-Music

meek

10 Best

Ending Julu 24)
London, July 24.
Maurice

'Valley*'

Orchestra for the Harry Hopkins-Louise Macy wedding at the White
House was a wedding present. Contributed by the bride's uncle. Meyer
Davis brought along harpist and collected other' musicians in Washington.
In other words, a 'pick-up' band. Included violinist Michael Weiner of
the Broadmoor, violinist Durward Bowersox of Trnns-Lux, bassist Bob
Staszny, of the Plymouth, 'cellist Alden Finckel and accordionist Wally
Taylor. Maestro tried to get the wedding music in the modem tempo
but selections were confined to the 'Love You Truly,' 'Perfect Day' and
Tea For 'TwO' of familiar favorites. All musicians had to furnish FBI
their background before they got their green light to cross White House

.

Texas'

Southern

ChappeU
Sun

'Blues In Night'

'Apple Tree'
'X Love Vou'.'
"My Dreamboat'

Remember

*I

Cinephone
Chappell

Wisconsin

•

Maurice

Sun

ASCAP

Issoe

Drawn on Federal

Vs.

Milwaukee, Aug.

Mam

.held over Indeflnitel;
Ted
after au two-Week engagement at
.Craig Beach, near Youngstown, O.

All

CmD Ogle, -forced to close an en- cue* Marx brings his band into
Los Angeles,
gagement ia the Rainbow Boom at Orpheiun theatre,
the WiUard Hotel, Toledo, when ttie Aug. 19.
bartenders and waiters went on

ia

AMER. MUSICOLOGICAL

socmr FILES pjypERS

Terry AUen, vocalist, shifts from
Claude 'Tbomhill to Hal Mclntyie
Aug. 25. Mclntyre also adding a

Albany, N. V., Aug. 4.
American Musicological Society,
Inc., has been chartered as a nonDorothy R«ld, formerly vocalist profit membership corporatioiL
with B<yb Allen and Muggsy Spanier,
GUbert & Gilbert, New York City,
joined Vldo Musso in tilace of Kay were filing attorn^.

femme

quartet, the Little Sisters.

Little.

Bddle Vinson, alto, sax, shifts from
Cootie Williams' band to Andy Kirk,
increasing Kirk's saxes to five.

Eddie Wittstein Batons
New Haven's Concerts
New

The

Uonel Hamptea's four-week

stay

Haven, is undercity of
writing a series of five Sunday after-

Manana, Culver City, CaU noon .concerts of. .sen^-.classlcal and
has been advanced.
Now opens pop tunes in LighStouse Point Park.
Hie 60-piece orch will' cost the cl<7
Aug. 20.
at Casa

'

about

B«y

NEED MNERtCA

(Anerica Needs Me)
* *
AU Uttteriai Available
• BAND
• OANCE ORCH,
• VOCAL-3 KEYS
.

AUEBICM

HDSIC,

Inc.

Snwt BInL
HdljwMd, out.

tlOS

MoKInley'a
band follows
Coimt Basic Into the Trianon, Los
Angeles, opening Sept. 30 for six
weekis.

$1,500.

Edward

G.

Wittstein

is

conducting:

W. HiU Orders Reprise

(

9.

Johnny Doughboy

(Kenny Baker
(Dennis Day

'

Parade

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"
BKOOBDKD BX
(COL>)

(1)

(Crawford).

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)

JERRY WALD CbECCA)
€HERIO IMUSia PUBLISHERS, INC.

Okeh
Cplumbia

Columbia
Bluebird

Decca
..Capitol

l^^^ Lyman
•(KayKyser

(Shapiro)

Bluebird

Columbia

OTHER FAVORiniS
(These records are dirertly below first 10 in populoHty.
of weeks in parenthesis are fading, other* gaining.)-

Tunes with

number
Tak«

Me

(Jimmy Dorsey

(BVC)..

My

King

Just Though

You Were Here (Yankee).

Strip Polka

(Mercer).

Me

By Light

Name

of Silvery

Decca
Victor

Decca

Sisters

Bluebird

(Tommy

Dorsey
Russ Morgan

, ;

.

.Johnny Mercer.

Victor

Decca
.

..

(Lou Jordan
( Gene Krupa

a Kiss (Leeds)

Mary's Grand Old

I

Hl™n>y Horsey
( Sammy Kaye
{Jimmy Dorsey

..

Devotion (Santly)

Knock

Decca

(Benny Goodman... Columbia

Wonder When My Baby (Crawford)..

.

.Capitol

Decca
Columbia

^"^^

(Vogel).

(Sammy Kaye

Moon (Remick)

Ray Noble

Met Her On Monday (ABC)

Victor

Columbia

"
{ ?rTddJ MS.\\\\\\-^ctrr
Bing Crosby
Decca

{?S iCy.-.V.V.V.^":

ANOTHER EDITORIAL
Blasts Petrlllo AS' CtaV A'bove
Of TInlted States

WB

Pittsburgh, Aug.

4.

Under

heacjing.
of
'Heartening
Against Petriilo,' Sun-Tele
Hearst sheet here, blasted
AFM president all b-ver the editorial page last Thursday (30), ask'
lag 'are men of the- Petriilo typemore powerful than the laws ot the
United States?', and then answering:
'If they are, it would seem to be a
waste of effort to apply the 'four
freedoms' abroad when « Petriilo
can Idck them around al: home.'

Move

graph,
the

.

.

Sun-Tele editorial was based on
encouraging action, of
Attorney
General Biddle and FCC in their
Injunction suit and Investigation,

SETS UP SPECIAL

NICK KENNY MUSIC CO.

Laws

New music firm devoted exclusively to the publishing of times under the name of Nick Kenny, New
York Daily Mirror columnist, has
been added to tte Wafner Bros,
music combine. Firm is titled Atlas
'

.

Music and one ol the men now in
ol the Remick, Wltmark or

eitiier

Harms

which Warner Bros,
be moved in to super-

outfits

operate, -will
vise it.
First tune in the firm's catalog
will be 'Just ti Letter From- Home.'

.

respectively, against 'dictatorial tactics' of PetriUo in preventing High
School
Interlochen
orchestra
at

Cowboys

Call It Qnits

Memphis, Aug. 4.
The Swift Jewel Cowboys, mounted hoss-ballad band, are headed for

their last roundup—victims of the
from broadcasting ovet: NBC and
war. Throu^ daily broadcasts unordering discontinuance of musical
der Swift & Co., sp<Aisorshlp and
transcriptions for radio and other
via numerous personal appearances
lione-private uses.
at theatres, fairs and picnics, the
'In spite of the fact,' the editorial outfit has established a follq'win'g in
continued, 'that the New Deal .fSu.- this area.
pine' Court has decided that the
However, tire rationing has made
outrageous acts ot some gangster- transportatloa difficult for them and
minded union leaders come wHhtn their horses, so When three of the
'normal imion activities' ahd in spite boys were notified 'Of forthcoming
ot the fact that CJdngress is' too sub-, induction inb the Army, it was de-'
servient to act on remedial lesgis- cided to disband the act for the
lirtlon, this injunction and investiga- duration.
tion show that not all of our officials in Washington are prepared
.

'

to lie

down

under a Petriilo

flat

It'a

'

Cute—If

boot'

Teddy Wilson's orchestra signed to
Two-thirds of this Saturday's (8)
play in 'Something to Shout About* Lucky Strike Hit Parade will be deat Columbia.
voted to a repeat of the Victory Theatre (Lux) program the personnel
Tommy Tpeker band comes back of the Parade did a week ago MonVictory Theatre presents
to New York Sept. 26 to locate again day (27).
at Kssex House.
Closes current weekly War Bond-selling guest perPalmer House, diicago, job Just be- formances by other outstanding programs.
(Jeorge
Washington Hill,
/ore.
American Tobacco head and sponsor
of Hit Parade, liked the performance
Stan, Kenton band signed for two
by Barry Wood, Mark Wamow band,
weeks at Strand theatre, Hew York,
Martin Block, etc., so much that hb
opening Oct. 9.
ordered the show repeated in the Hit
.'

HARRY JAMES

Dick Jurgens
Harry James

J

(Charlie Spivak
(Tony Pastor

(12)

Columbia
Decca

(Jimmy Dorsey...

Brother Bill (3) (Rytvoc)

Wears Silver Wines

Decca
Bluebird

"' J(Vaughn Monroe
f Harry James

(Famous)

(12)

Fitzgerald

'^^^

(Miller)

(3)

8.

10.

victor

IKayKys^r....... Columbia
fAIvino Hey
Bluebird
(Benny (Soodman
Okeh

You

One Dozen Roses

.....Decca

so

\

'The Song Of The Hour'

Is

Victor

Columbia

(Mills)

Need

I

Freddy Martin

llnkspots
(-Glenn Miller

(Shapiro)

(5)

Sleepy Lagoon (15) (ChappeU)
^

Sad]r at the Mansion, near

Freddy Nagel orch slated to follow obviously unconstitutional that there
coming from
the
Youngstown,
'was no occasion for ASCAP to
Everett Hoagland at Bill Green's,
Broh^ Room in £(otel Cleveland,
operate under its provisions.
Pittsburgh, next week.
Plalntifrs in the group case at bar
Herrltt 'Wetaler, baud manager for
are Leo Feist, Inc, Shapiro, BernJae
Catlaene,
trumpet man with stein tt Co., Inc., Irving Berlin, Inc.,
Ray McKinley, Inducted into, the
Max Adidns' Itouse crew at Stanley Miller Music, Inc, and M.. Wltmark
Anny.
theatre, Pittsburgh, went into the & Sons.
Judge Schwellenbach has promJm Vera and his Men ot Music army over week-enid.
ised a decision by mid-September,
booked, into Hdtel Book CadUlae,
Dan Beator lost Joe Kloda, sax, to and his ruling on the constitutionalDetroit^ for indefinite engagement
Army.
ity of thie Wisconsin law will have
beginning Sept B. TTntll then they refar reaching effect on many ofiier
main at Hotel Roosevelt's Fiesta
Balph Barlow now at tlie Mansion, actions held in alieyance pending the
Room, Pittsburgh, Where they've
outcome of the present cases.
near Youngstown, O.
been for last five months.

\

Idaho (3)

I

Wouldn't Love Ypp (7) (Maestro),
'•

rights,* and that its actions were Be Careful My Heart (Berlin)
Alt Fsnar band into 'W«6t View brought under the Federal copyright Gal in Kalamazoo (BVC)
Park, Pittsburgh, tonight (S) for a law, taking 'precedence over any
local or state legislation, and folding
run.

ftarthermore that Statute 177'

Jawph

4.

7.

'

.

Who

Sweet Elolse

6.

4.

the Upbeat

2.

3.

5.

State 0?er Cflpyright

Jack Robbins, who played a long shot In Latin-American music against
Filing today in Federal court of
the judgment of other music men, is collecting dividends on more than final briefs in an American Society
150 different recordings made on his South American tunes during the of Composers & Publishers action
last year. Robbins is not only finding the wax works a substantial source against a .group of six dance hall and
of revenue to compensate 'for his investment, but synchronization rights tavern, operators precedes a decision
on such songs as 'Bim Bam Boom' (featureKl by Xavler Cugat in the promised within 30 days that will
forthcoming Columbia picture; 'You 'Were Never Lovlier); ' Want My determine the future of ASCAP in
Mama' (featured in 'Down Argentine Way'), et al., are totalling up to Wi^nsin. After being, dragged out
sizeable items on the ledger.
for more than a year before Judge
F. Ryan Duffy, this jurist suddenly
Harold Adamson has done the lyrics to two tone poems, Ferde Grofe's dlsqtialifled himself by saying he
*Mardi Gras' (renamed 'Daybreak' as a pop song) and for Louis Alter's had been
accused of ' prejudice
Manhattan Serenade' (pop version unchanged in title). Feist .and Bobbins against ASCAP and the decision on
publish respectively, both firms being affiliated. By coincidence Jimmy the briefs just filed will be rendered
Dorsey, Tonmiy Dorsey and Harry James have all recorded both tunes, by Judge Lewis B. Schwellenbach,
which win be backed up on one disk.
of
Spokane,
Wash.
Litigation
started as alleged copyright infringe'
,ment actio^ now revolves around
the constitutionality of Wisconsiii
Statute No. 177.
In the brief filed by Fred R.
Wright, legal rep for the Wisconsin
Tavern Keepers' association, it is
Fraidc Ga«« at El Dorado Room Strike, now playing at a resort dance
asserted that ASCAP, not liaving
«t the Commodore Perry Hotel,: sjMit in Sheboygan, Mich. Pete Nakos,
complied with the state laws, had
Toledo:' Retunfs to the Book CadU- of the orchestra, stayed in Toledo: to
no right to do business In Wisconsin
work at a defense Jgb.
lac Hotel, Detroit, on Sept. 4.
and hence no right to sue, therefore
any action brought by it should be
Tany Dl P«rda currently at the
Eddie Koeh, Pittsburgh musician, thrown out of court But in the
Centennial Terrace, near Toledo^ C, has left for Quincy, Bl, to Join Lang. brief filed today by Robert A. Hess,
filling' an -engagement left vacant Thompson band as tenor saxraan and attorney for ASCAP, it is contended
when BiU Munday joined, the Army. arranger.
that ASCAP is entirely within its

On

Sdim b C(HD-Maciiines

Victoria

"tou'

'One More Kiss'
'Chin Up'

K

C. Mills' advent into the Songwriters Protective Assn. as general
manager will continue to be the subject of much speculation until 'his
purpose in SPA clarifies itself. Right now, while under a $35,000 (one
year's salary) payoff from ASCAP, which he departs next year. Mills is
constrained not to engage in 'any inimical activity' to ASCAP. At SPA
he's drawing a very nominal fee, to be upped when he cuts his ASCAP
ties completely. What the songwriters may aspire to, in the way of performing rights, heretofore exclusively an ASCAP function, Is the natural
subject of conjecture, in view of Mills' tieup at SPA.

1942

5,

(Records, below are grabbing most nickels Oils ueek
in jukeboxet
throughout the country, a* reported by operatort to 'Variety.''
Nomet
of more than one baiid or wocolist after the title imllcotes, in
order of
popularity, tohoie recordings are being played.
Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each Mong has been in the
listinas
and retpeetivt publishers.)
'{Kay B^yser
1. Jingle, Jangle (12) (Paramount)
Columbia

"Miss You'. .Campbell, ComiMly
.'Anniversary Waltz'. ,. .Chappell
"Warsaw Concerto' JCeith, Prowse

portals.

'

-

Joe Santly's

Different

BYE LO BABY BUNTIN'

New Job

Joe Santly took over professional

manager post with

ABC

Music, Irv-

ing Berlin, Inc., subsid, Monday (3).
previously was with Loeb-Lifs-

He

auer music

firm.

Santly tiegins

on two new
Khaki,

fl

ft'« Terrific

A

work immediately
tunes, 'A Boy In
'I Met

(Daddy's Goin' Hontin')
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 6038

American Music,

ABC

Inc.

9153 Sanaet Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF,

Girl In Lace' and

Her On Monday.'

time.'

Since the substitution will consume
30 minutes ot the Hit Parade's normal 45-mlnute period the playing of
seven of the country's top 10 songs
will be eUminated.

_

Dave, Bbon, pianist-arranger, left
Cta»tlie Spivak. Replaced by Lionel
Prouttng.

WALKIN6
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

Bing Crosby
With Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Decca
Ernait
(Deoca

Tubb (Decca
4189)

Bob

^AIOBBICAN MUSIC,

18371)

69S8) Dick Robertson
Atchar (Okeh 6496)

Inc.

""^SSIJI""

'
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MUSIC
15 Best Sheet Music

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

(Vfeek of Aug. 1)
Jingle Jangle

Dick Himber, the Essex HDuse (N.Y.) maestro, is a congenital ribber,
and musjc man Norman Foley, suspected of being a 'wolf,' was a natural
target for getting songplugger Foley out of bed at 8:30 a.m. When Himber

music

told the

the

in

world,'

Sellers

man he

'had a 9:30 a.m. date with the most beautiful blonde
Foley became incredulous, especially since the maestro

was working until three in the morning, and the idea of getting up 'in
the middle of the night to keep a 9:30 a.m. date with a terrific mouse'
only caused Foley to conclude, 'Well, she must be only out of this world.'
Himber agreed, and if Foley was skeptical, he'd prove it. They met a
few. hours later, Himber took a cab to a drugstore at 52d and Madison,
told Foley to wait, and he'd bring out the blonde and introduce her. She'
was two-year-old daughter of Andy Young, Himber'^ first sax, who does a
WINS radio chore in daytimes, and Himber frequently taljes charge of

Johnny Doughboy
Sleepy Lagoon
Wears Silver Wings
One Dozen Roses
Who Wouldn't Love
Left Heart Canteen
Always in Heart
Worth Fighting For
Jersey Bounce
Heart
Air Corps

Just

Army
Remiek

Harms
Lewis
Berlin

Though You Here. .Yanltee
Little Sisters

.

.

.Santly

the child for breakfast, lunch, etc.

Journal Lambasts A.F.M.
Ben Marden will close his Riviera, Jersey cliffside roadhouse perched
on the Palisades, should dimout restrictions become stiffen But, as it is
Editorially
Station
now, he has it expertly dimmed, in full compliance with Army defense
When he offered to fold the spot if there were any quesregulations.
Grants Pay Boost
tion, Marden was given assurance that his present lighting is 100%.
Pancho and Chavez's orchestras, with marathon music, plus the unusual
Milwaukee, Aug. 4.
cuisine which always distinguished the Riviera, meantime are seemingly
more than enough to assure a strong draw. Nat Harris is now the maitre
After weeks of negotiation and
d', with Sam Salvin recuperating at his Maine lodge following a tough
with the opening of Radio City set
There's no other floor show due to the eclipse on the
siege of. illness.
officially for public dedication oh
lighting effects.
Aug. 23, musicians employed by,

But

WTMJ

Richard Himber has been extended at the Essex House, N. Y., until
Sept. 29, and thence back to the Edgiwater Beach hotel, Chicago, following some previous theatre commitments?
Himber's Idea of utilizing only seven men for dinner dansants, and then
swelling the orchestra to 20 men, for supper sessions, is panning out
For dinner the customers prefer
as good business for ihe hostelry.
suaver music, but it's strictly for the hoof after theatre. Himber culls
his enlarged band from the local crack recording, transcription and radio
are
available
for
such doubling aft^r theatre.
musicians who
.

iy

Tuckef s

II

I

I I

I

I

I

WTMJ

and

Actually Independent of

NBG

Famous
Maestro

C. Fischer
:Miller

Put Put Put
Three

Demands More Proof NCAC

Is

Chappell
Shapiro

Careful,

Army

A.F.M.

Paramount
Crawford

51

mitting visiting

bandsmen

appear

to

National Concert

on programs at-will (those playing at
the Riverside theatre are banned by

Artists Corp.,

tiations bogged!

—

C

eration of Musicians, Tyhich riled the
musicians still further and made the
outlook ominous for the approaching
.

been severed from NBC. A second
application was then made.

AFM's

rejection

NCAC's

of

first

opening of Radio City.
request for a license to book bands
Vollmer Dahlstrand, head of the conformed with its ruling which
local union, wouldn't back down on forced
the current Consolidated Rademands made of the radio stations, dio Artists away from NBC four or
and Walter Damm, director of radio five years ago.' Jack Kearny, former
for the newspaper, anxious to have
personal manager of Jan Savitt and
the widely heralded dedication of the
other bands, is heading NCAC's pop
stations' new $500,000 plant marred
talent booking department.
by an eleventh-hour upset, finally
capitulated, granting practically
the union demands.

all

Chicago 'Unfair' List

W55M

got the biggest
wage hike in the history of local stations, an increase of approximately
35%, the weekly scjile going up from
$42 to $56.10 per man.
Also, the
number of musicians on the payroll
is raised from 14 to 15.
Musicians were In a hostile mood
when the radio execs tried to inject
a clause Into the new contract per-.

&

former NBC Artists Bureau now
under Dan Tuthill and no longer
connected with NBC, still has not
down.
secured a license to book orchestras
Then the Milwaukee Journal, from the 'American Federation of
owner of WTMJ and W55M, opened Musicians. An application was made
up a new series of attacks news, weeks ago which the AFM rejected
editorial and cartoon— on James
on the grounds that there wasn't
Petrillo, chief of the American Fedsufficient proof that the outfit had
union jule from doing so), and nego-

Dick
Byrne,

Farrell,

Nick Fatool on
drums with Alvino Rey. In addition
Rey is taking Shorty Sherock and
Dick Cathcart, latter from Ray
McKinley, on trumpet replacing Jack
Palmer and Justin Gordon. Jerry
Sanflno, ^ley, sax, lias entered Coast
Guard.
is

Chicago, Aug.

drummer with Bobby

to replace

4.

The .following booking agents ara
now listed by Local No. 10, Chicago
Federation' of Musicians, as unfair:
Frank Minneci, doing business at
Frank's Tlieatrical Agency, Harry J;.

Fitzimmons, Iiouis Cohen, Block and
Hyman, and Jack Ganas, Wood The*
^

atre building.

.

II

Plaint

^sContlnued from page 47|^s
local of the Federation, and transfers
were issued and paid for allowing
the orchestra to open its engage-

Ten days after the engagement opened I received a long dis-

ment.

tance telephone call from the

New

York Federation office demanding
that I withdraw from the engagement with my men.
'I got in touch with the Jacksonand talked with the secHe said he would come .down
Immediately to St. Augustine, which
he did. 'When he arrived he said

ville local

tetary.

Jie had been instructed by Petrillo
that the former leader of the hptel
orchestra had filed a complaint that
.he had been engaged for th« job
prior to 1042.
'Yet this man who claimed to have
been engaged held no contract of

—

—

any sort union or otherwise and
our orders to quit were, on his bare
word or without substantiation that
he had been engaged, which the
hotel flatly denied.
the union ordered

In other words,

my men

and my-

out of this hotel as well as three
other hotels for no reason as far as
the hotels were concerned, which
would have left the hotels without
any orchestras.
- ..W«!»Wn't Walk Out
self

IS

SCHEDULED FOR EARLY RELEASE

.

'It so happened we were ordered
to leave the job Saturday morning.

The Music Is Available Hfiw

Saturday evening the hotel had a
large ball scheduled for the officers
of Camp Blending.
Attending as
honored guest at this ball was the
Governor of Florida, his staff and

army officers. As both the army
and the hotel compamr were
Innocent parties, I refused to walk
ofl the job.
Instead, we played the
ball, as scheduled, and continued on
the engagement.
'Two weeks later a delegate from
the Jacksonville local returned offer'
Ing me and my men one last chance;
'Which again was refused;
At the
time I asked the delegate if he would
reimburse the men for any financial
losses and inconveniences if they did
leave the engagement, and if he
would pay their transportation back
to New York, inasmuch as, of course,
the hotel would not pay such transportation if the men left. 1 was told
by secretary Wiggins of the Jacksonall

officers

ville local that

thiM iinpottut wagi in

and

he would assume no

we

•

The men stuck with me

finished the engagement only
the close that I was ex-

because
enough to fulfill

I

was

A Song •
Let's Sing A Gay

Love

honorable
union

to the limit a

fontract entered, into in good faith
between the hotels, my orchestra
and myself and appiroved and ac

cepted by the international union.
'I
later discovered that another
man wanted the Job. This man's
name was Meyer Davis of New York
and Florida who was a competitor of

Is

DINAH SHORE
I think LOVE IS A
SONG b a "natural,"
and

I

too.

Wish you

lOct

mav he
|
•

the

[

am

jLvc just

delighttd to Igtnj

^5v£ IS A
the

others
success.

LANNY ROSS

TEDDY POWELL

ne/t picture "Bafflbi"
locked ov«f and .would like to coo*
SONG (torn gratulate you. on the ent

new Walt

Dlsneir
"BambL" I think
a bi| songt more,

picture,

Slueblrd Records.

It

"^Never before has music meant so much
In a Mm."—
\f. Wfttd M«r«b. Ctevriaadflaly DaaUr.

li

over, it ij) one that a
ttdger will like to liog
uitougb the years.

die scoie.

I

have selected

LOVE IS A SONG and
tWITTERPATED a*
my favorites, but I

think
dhe other songs will aim

be well received.

Twitterpated • Little April Shower
Little Spring Song • Thumper Song

Free copies for the profession

mine and who, it so happened, was
rortunate enough to be a relative of
Mr. Clewsman, Petrillo's right hand

man who represents Petrillo in New
York when the latter is out of town.'

a

A

to find at

pelled

just went over th#
tongs from Walt Diif
I

SAMMY KAYI

the (core. 'Wliilc I oon't
want to pidc the songs,, ¥hou|^ I like all the
music from "Bambi",ffly
that might be the biggest
personal prefartnce It
hits, I do feel that Lovb
S<jNd.
Song, Let's Sino lor LOVE is
1$
A Little Spring Song, tn it I (eel that Morcy
and Churchill havt
.
and 'TWITTBIIPATBO .
ihould break through to caught the tenderness
big order (or top sellers. and cfaatm of the picture.

responsibility whatever.
'Many of my men, lived in apart'
ments outside the hotel, -for which'
they had signed leases and paid for
in advance.

rREDDY MARTIN

PAUL WHITIMAN
You havt It least two or

ohtained from

Q roadcast Music^ Inc.
580

Fifth

Avenue

•

New York

City

Wednesdaj, August

GERARD MAPS REVIVAL

Priorities In Switch to Chicago

End of Aug.; Biz Okay 156

5,

1942

N^t Gub Reviews

OF TOLLIES' BURLESQUE!

in N. Y.

CASA MANANA

week stand (there goes Jimmie
Luncefords record!) and after a
Barney 'Gerard lias decided, taking'
(CULVER CITT, CAL.)
few dance and theatre dates herecue from the click of Mike Todd's
abouts make tracks for the East
femme
the
that
Garter,'
Culver
City
Cal.,
July
31.
'Star and
They can repeat here anytime
Cab Callouav Orch (16) with like and it is hoped they won't they
customers will spend $3.30 and $4.40
stay
Anise & Aland, Hon! Coles, Paul, away six years like they did
before
for glorified burlesque, which they'd] Binfcev fc Eddie, Cavaliers Qvartet:
his

Hartmans

After 23 weeks on Broadway, Clifto Chi
ford C. Fischer will take his 'PrioriThe Hartmans are slated for the
Chicago, S^pt 16,
ties' to the Erlanger, Chicago, end of Palmer House,
Williams' band also goes
August, with virtually the same cast. when Grin
in.
Business has picked up to around
Latter marks a return there, suc$15,000 weekly gross, after dipping to
ceeding Tommy Tucker, incumbent.
$12,000, which spells a loss, and
should it maintain ISG or better, the
Chi commitment may be deferred a
bit
'Priorities,' now at the 46th
'

Street theatre, stars Lou Holt2, Willie
Howard and Phil Baker.
Fischer states that the only cuts in
his. company occurred when the principals found early-week matinee business bad and preferred cutting their
16-shows-a-week down to 11 performances, in exchange for taking a

BLACKOUTS' UP

TO 1?;^ IN LA.

commensurate slash in payroll. There
has been no other cut since.

Los Angeles, Aug.
Blackouts of 1942'

mentum

WOODS BLDG.^ cm, SOLD
TO CHURCH FOR 600G

showing

gaining

is

at the boxoffice, sixth

increased

take

4.

moweek

close

to

$12,500.

Sam

CSchlepperman') Hearn,

who

replaced co-producer Billy Gilbert in
the vaude revue last week, dropped

Chicago, Aug. 4.
Woods Building, which houses most
of Chicago's theatrical and songwriting Qrms, has been sold by the
Marshall Field Estate and the Essaness Theatres Corp., which have a
leasehold, to the Franciscan Fathers
for f«00,000.
Chapel will be established in the
Woods theatre as soon as possible.
Gothic architecture of theatre, which
has 1,100 seating capacity, is eq>ecially suited for this purpose.
Offices of the 10-story building will be
used for a missionary and mon-

out to hit the road for vaude tour.

Desi Arnaz was also brought

in,

and

partially responsible for upping the
gross.
Both house and show man-

is

agement figure 'Blackouts' will stick
around at least another three months
at present pace.

.Helm.

admission, OOc' Saturday, 65c other

Accordingly, his

nishts.

revived 'Follies of the Day," planned
for New York the coming season,

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

no master mind to understand why Cab Calloway Is stiU "his
will be scaled at $3.30, Gerard havChicago, July 28
higiiness* with the leg-shakers of the
Benny Fields, JocJe Cole Domiers
ing abandoned the $1.65 top which land, of high degree or low estate.
obtained when he was on the Co- One look at the sea df smiling faces, Al Bemie, Cheater Dolphin, Chez
bodies swaying, and bobbing to his Poree Chorus, Buddv Fronfclin Orch
lumbia wheel.
Chez Paree Rhumba
with
The 18th edition of his 'Follies' savage rhythms, is enough to clamp Lucto Gorcia; $3 and $3.50Band
minimum.
convincer, expert tesclosed the Columbia theatre on tight the old
to his musical greatness over
Broadway in 1935 and his 19th timony
Current show at tliis Class A
a span' of 13 years, from the day
the
It takes

edition fand his last) closed at
Incidentally,
Baltimore.
Palace,
Gerard's burlesque shows played the
Balto Palace since 1913, when he

'Minnie the Moocher' catapulted him nitery contains all the elements of
It further a well-rounded and diversified enterblue-chip society.
tainment, including a juggler, mimic,
is needed that the oV bi-dlexotic dancer, minstrel man, rhumba
ho'er is aging, like rare vintage
and
16
very
pretty
around
the orchestra
wine,
roll
of
the
eyes
a
house.
opened the
chorines who dance spiritedly and
puts
at
ease
terraced
tables
at
ence
cost
$35,'Follies',
his
last
While
well.
The pace is fast.
/
any
Long
trek' that it is
doubt.
fancy
considered
a
000 to open, then
Proof that the ancient spirit of
for the cinema mob to this nearby
Gerard
hurley,
hoke Is not dead when cleverly preproduction nut for a
beadt hoofery, they are to be seen
did 14 shows a week; not the eight very much in evidence; all the more sented Is proven by that hardy
perennial,
Benny
Fields.
Completely
rules.
Equity
now in vogue under
noticeable .t)eca\ise the other bands
in character,
swinging cane,
Bozo Snyder, Elsa May and Harry rarely attract such an outpouring of top hat, and with
utilizing every trick
Seymour were*his featured players marquee stock,
,
of audience appeal, this minstrel
The ar)swer to how Callowax has man
and Snyder may do a comeback in
rings up a great score.
top
long, and after all
stayed
on
so
the 1942 venture.
Fields sings some new tunes, but
these years is certain to post a new
for the main part he relies on the
attendance high for this spot, is
tried and true melodies ot the past
ri^ht up there on the stand, the
BOSE POSTPONES
vocal tributes to George M. Coepitome of what makes for lasting
han,
Berlin, inviting the
DiaRose's
Reopening of Billy
A showman to the hilt, a dinarstoto.Irving
success.
join in each chorus with
mond HWseshoe, N. Y. nitery, was fine musician and a friendly, frater- him.
He iias a great finish in 'Amer.
tinby
virtues
nizing soul. That trinity of
postponed UntU Friday (7)
ica -Marches On,' a patriotic melody
will
Cab
three
can't
miss
and
that's
why
foreseen kinks in the new
posed in tableau form by the ^Is
level stage being prepared for the be around .for a long, long time of the chorus;
and
the young upstarts
new show "Mrs. Astor^s Pet Horse.' giving
Al Bernie is a gifted mimic who
Johnny-come-Iatelys all the compeSplash advertisements had broken tish they care to bargain for. And is currently In a transitionaty stage,
before the skedded opening and the smart money will be riding with trying to bredk away from mimicry
Into comedy singing and antics. Al'Went to waste with the postpone- CC.
though he has not perfected his
-ment.
As if to zealously guard his hardwon laurels, Calloway works as new medium, Bemle is plenty good
(Continued on page 64)
hard and frenziedly as ever. He's
Bob Croaby band signed for pic- more than a stick-waver and OC'
ttire, still unnamed, at Paramount
casiohal vocalist, rarely leaving the
when it finishes current Metro job stand during, the dance and helping
out where he can on the entertainin 'Presenting Lily Mars.'
ment side. His disarming attitude,
a total absence of blg-^hot strut
and he has the mob in liis corner
before Cozy Cole has -the skins
warmed up. If all this sounds like
a 'haU to the king,' thafs what It
into

proof

.

I

'

.

PEEEM

—

.

•Show Time' MG, Frisco
San Francisco, Aug 4
'Show Time' was still going strong

last week, its third in town.
^
Playing at the Curran theatre, at
$2.75 top, vaude revue was good for
Everything must be vacated by $20,000, with several more big weeks
April 1, 1943.
in prospect
'

astery.

shrink from at.40c.

"

-

.

is

meant

to be.

Taking the downbeat from the
out-fronter is a slick combo, rolling in rhythm and, strangely for a
Negro crew, not too brassy. The
sections
pets,

EDWARD SHERMAN

run to five saxes, four trumtrombones and four

three

rhyUmi.

-

drums

(who can name

Specialists are Cole
a.

on the
better

one?) and Jonah Jones, trumpeteer

par excellence.

Out on the

floor

Calloway has

three acts of good contrasting .quality.
From a Negro outfit one ilata
rally expects two kinds of entertainment, peculiar to the racer^usic
and dancing. Csb, the band, and the

neatly blended singing of the Cava'
lier quartet take care of oae phase;
the other is amply provided by.three
sets of performers, to wit, Anise
and Aland, boy-and-girl dance team
excelling in graceful acrobatics aAd
ballroom bends; Honl Coles, fasf tapper, and the knockabout trio Ot,
Paul, Binkey. and Eddie, whose an'
For
tics kept the sitters howling.
a finale Calloway ran them all on
his vocal specialty 'Pushin* Sand.'
All smartly paced and not over
played.
'

MOVED AUG.

1st

TO IWEW qrARTERS
Suite

1604

FARAMbUlIT BUMS.
:1501

Broadway, 9^ew Yark

none: WISCONSIN 7-76T4'5'6
miaiMnii i'

LAWRENCE

J.

GOUIE

General Booking Manager

Hollywood Address:

CALIFORNIA BANK BUILBING
Beverly HUls, Californla

The ;Call6wayans have two more
weeks 'to go to finish oiit a six-

PHIL

REGAN
Cal-Neva Lodge
Laketahoe, Calif.
Paraonal

Repreientatlvei

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly

Hilli, Calif.

Wednesday, August
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AGVA LOCALS END DISCORD
Sunbrock Learns Phflly
Brotherly Love

formers.
Neal Lott, 'daredevil auto driver,
was knocked unconscious and suffered a broken rib, when he failed
'jalopies and
to hurdle a couple of
knocked out
a bus. Lott was also
while attempting the same feat at

New

York, two
the Polo Grounds,
"
weeks ago.
Sunbrock's stay hereihasnt been
without its headaches. Reading re'

New York,
execs were primed for
when he came to town.
Seeking to buy time for spot anSunbrock was innouncements,
formed that it was cash on the line
before any plug for his show went
on the air.

ports of his troubles in
local radio

the promoter

No amount

of

argument would

Finally
budge the studio crowd.
Sunbrock returned with checks
signed by the head of a local advertising agency, but the radio moguls

.

Of

held off any announcements until
the checks cleared the bank—which
Newspapers also dethey did.
manded money in advance before
any of Sunbrock's ads were run. ^
Editors of the. local dailies "are
chuckling over a release sent to the
city desks and sports departments
by Sunbrock's publicity department.
letter accompanying the release

AGVA's

Wyst
Chicago, Aug.

PARLEY

agencies as unfair:
E.

Waldron
Keiser,

To Prevent Gyp on Servicemen;

IN GlliCY

Coolness Among
Bran ch Representatives
Dissipates When 4A's 'At- Lawson
titude'

Toward

AGVA

Is

Explained Satisfactorily

Agency, Boston;
Indianapolis; Dog

House, Newport, Ky.; Pritz Club and
French Village, Dayton; Springhurst
Club, Lexington, Ky.; Dutchess Club,
Lansing, III.; Albert Bouche's Villa

•

Alan Corelli Named

.

Prez of U.

And as Rest Spot

S.

Army

Ambulance Assn.

For Servicemen

Some

4.

Auditorium theatre, hotel and
office builddng as a Service Men's
Center for a five-year period.
the

Action is designed to take pressure
the original Center, at 176 W.

off

of the local reps were espeAlan Corelli, TTieatre Authority's
cially suspicious 01 the Associated executive secretary, was named presActors Si Artistes of America and ident Saturday (1) of the U. S. Army
that parent union's current adminis- Ambulance Corps Ass'n at the lattrative hand in AGVA.
clear and ter's 25th annual convention, held in
frank picture of the Four A's position AUentown, Pa. Organization, again
in
was drawn for the dele- active in this war, was formed durgates, however, and this resulted in a ing World War I, with Corelli, then
vote of confidence in the. Four A's as a vaude actor, serving overseas.
well as its chosen temporary adminCorelli Was taken by surprise by
istrative chairman of AGVA, Walter the election.
He was not even' in
N. Greaza, on loan from Equity, Allentbwn,
and the association's
where he was assistant executive heads had to phone him in N. Y, to
secretary.
hurry over to the Pennsylvania town
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary to accept the honors.
Corelli is head of the U. S. Army
of Equity, and Paul N. Turner, counsel' for the Four A's, attended the Ambulance Corps in N. Y., and was
Cincy conference. Dullzell and Tur- nIso chiefly responsible, with Mrs.
ner were both here as Four A's reps Corelli, in founding the Father Duffy
and ostensibly merely as observers, Canteen, which nightly tours the barbut when the conference was called racks of soldiers in .the Manhattan
to order and a vote taken on who area, dispensing cuffo sandwiches,

A

AGVA

Washington street, which handles
from 3,000 to 9,000 ipen on weekdays
read (in part):
and around 16,(M)0 on Saturday and
'If you print the enclosed release,
we will send you two free press Sunday. ChicJBgo now receives over
150,000 men within a 30-mile camp
tickets for our show, good for "Tuesradius, most of whom are off ofi
day, Wednesday or Thursday perweekends.
formance. And If you also print the
Over 25,000 men are being housed
attached mat (it was a picture of a
cowboy), we will send you two ad- at the Congress and Stevens hotels
alone. The Auditorium theatre seats
ditional tlckete.'
here over 4,000 and has one of the largest
sold
are
lieing
Tickets
liObby will be used
rtfarough the Sun Ray drug chain, on theatre lobbies
would .be chairman, Dullzell was coffee, cigarets, etc. Many prominent
the same basis as they were distrib- for dancing, the hotel for lodging of
chosen. His frank exposition of why showwomen are now identified with
uted in New York through Liggett's. service men, white the Anditorium
the Father Duffy Canteen, including
building itself will house club activi- the Four A's found it necessary to Gertrude Lawrence, Dorothy Kilgaltake over the national administration
ties and administration
len, Mrs. Ben Marden, et al.
of AGVA, due chiefly to the latter's
Prrr CASINO'S
According to current figures,' it financial
internal
and.
former
takes around f 10,000 a week to oper- troubles, helped greatly in soothing
ate the Chicago Service Men's Cenwho came armed

A

.

EARLY

BURLESK REOPENING

those

delegates

This is strictly a local enter- with specific and perhaps embarprise, with no charges whatever for
rassing questions on the national adfood, soft drinks or sleeping accom- ministration.
ter

Pittsburgh, Aug. 4.
Burlesque season will get- under modations

month shutdown. House, which is
operated, by (George Jafle, a Peel
Wheel impresario locally for last
quarter of century, jumping the gun
earlier than usual on account of" industry activity in Pittsburgh and
also_

Diamond

because

.street

spot

had one of the hest money years
its

FBI Nabs Phoney
Officer;

Army

Cadged Drinks

During Cafe 'Inspection'

in

history last season.

Detroit, Aug. 4.
Casino will continue to play Hirst
wheel traveling ihows, and Howard
Nitery men here are breathing
Savitz returns, as manager, Abe easier now that 'Captain' Lawrence
Jaffe
and
been
arrested by the
as
manager
has
assistant
J. Vroom
Frank Shenkel'as press-agent.
FBI.
It was the 'Captain's* device to
drop in on niteries' and bars here,
i Everglades Hotel
advise the proprietor that he was
making an inspection tour for the
military, start jotting down notes
Goes Oyer to U. S.
and accepting plenty of gratis service from the uneasy proprietors. The
Miami, Aug. 4.
plenty tough here on
One of the Miami skyline's most State has been
supervision of the bistros to profbmous landmarks, the 600 room the
the war workers and they didn't
Everglades hotel, has been taken tect
Army.
over by the United States Navy and want any ill will from the
However, the FBI caught up with
will be transformed into quarters

Nayy

.

and schoolrooms for enlisted men
undergoing

training

at

the

sub-

chaser school.

The Everglades becomes the first
downtown hotel In Miami to be
token over by the armed services.
Scores of hotels on Miami Beach are
now housing thousands of soldiers in
the Air Force Training Command,
with the army already in possession
of the world
inore hotel and

famous Miami

Bilt-

country club in Corol
Gables. The DuPont building in the
center of Miami's business district
nouses both army and navy eflficeS.
It is reported that the Miami Biltnjore will become a permanent hospital, as will the Ploridan
and Fleet-

wood on Miami Beach.

The Cincy conference was mainly
to acquaint the national and locals
with each other's problems. It was
Memphis, Aug. 4.
not a convention in the direct sense
Celeste Eichling, a former champion
of the word, and thus not empowered swimmer here who has been touring
to take final action on any matters Army camps as featured skater with
and policies discussed. The procedure a USO show, was married Sunday
was to make and pass resolutions, (2) at Holla, Mo., to Lieut. William
which are later to be acted upon as D. Garner, within a week after she
national policy.
had been cleared by Army officers
Thus it was resolved to set a uni- following arrest on drunkenness
form national scale for

A

A

A

(Continued on page 54)

suddenly being tightened because of

who jam
Loop amusement center each

50,000 soldiers

the

and

sailors

weekend.
Trouble started when police closed
four popular Class A spots and revoked their licenses for serving
drinks to minor-age saiIors._ Places,
all prominent Loop niteries, were
Rhumba Casino, Brass Rail, Hollywood Show Lounge and Capitol
Cocktail Bar. All are owned by Al
Greenfield and Milton M. Schwartz.
The following day authorities
stepped in and closed doors of the
Royale Frolics, operated by Harry
Bosches and Eddie Franks, longtime cafe owners and operators.

.

In regard to the Rhumba Casino,
it is claime.d by
the management
that a certain naval officer took unfair advantage of his uniform to
issue the complaint and make the
setup for the pinch.. In the case of
the Frolics, whlgh features 20 performers in a continuous show, several acts went to tables and sat with
'friends,' thus 'mixing' being one of'
the accredited reasons for its closing. However, in every case the entertainers were completely and adequately clothed, aecording to Jack
Irving, executive* secretary of local
AGVA, who y/aa present .when the
rail occurred.
Increaalncly Serloas
.

Situation is becoming Increasingly
especially since performers

serious,

involved in the latter closing are
standard acts with excellent records
for material and conduct, AGVA is
preparing an immediate petition to
Mayor Edward J. Kelly, asking for a
hearing- Chicago, a popularizer of
the theatre cocktail bar, serving 25c
to 40c drinks and a fast 30-minute
show every hour on the hour, is dotted with lounges of this type.

Establishment of two big Government schools on the e;dge of the Loop,
taking over of several major hotels
by Army and Navy men, an.d the
nearby location- of Navy Pier -and—
'^

Of Drunk Charge, Weds

Army Lieut Withm Wk.

all traveling
variety units, instead of the current
haphazard system of each local setting scales for the territory within
national
its
own jurisdiction.
scale for night clubs, classified us A,
B and C, was also proposed and will
be worked out via the law of averEach local is to send to the
ages.
national the scales of pay within
their respective jurisdictions. These
will be matltematically reduced to
create a national average for all
types of night clubs, with the final
figures re-submitted to the locals for
approval before the final national
Vroom as a phoney and charged' that minimums are set.
A special committee was set up in
he merely used his fake title for
report back to
some high-class cadging of drinks. Cincy to study and
as a whole on a naAmong the things they found on him the conference
On the
tional scale for ice shows.
was a list of 40 bars and clubs, with
basis of this committee's report, it
'complaints' jotted under each and
ice
was resolved that the Class
circled for h^ own amusement the
shows (arena and deluxe theatres)
'clip' he had put on at each place.
of
requirements
have minimum pay
The 'cuffo' tally was plenty high but $100 for principals, $65 for skating
the FBI felt that the figures should chorines, on a basis of eight shows
not be given out. Too embarrassing weekly, with pro rata pay over that.
to proprietors, some of whom had There's also included a requirement
been taken more than once.
for half-pay for rehearsals and immediate access of the performers, in
case of injury, to a physician or
Joe E. Lewis now featured in
film theClass
practical nurse.
Monte Proser's 'Copacabana Revue' atres playing ice shows will have
at Piping Rock, Saratoga Springs,

N. Y.

(ISO Trooper Cleared

Gctling Acquainted

way here at midnight Sunday, Aug.
30, when Casino reopens after three-

4.

Chicago niteries, which in the past
year have never clashed with military or naval officials over treatment
Los Angeles, Aug. 4.
Bob Lawson, former local repre- of servicemen, are now feeling the
^ntative for American Guild of pinch of authority as regulations are

PROBLEMS MULLED

Chi Takes Over

The city of Chicago,- through
Mayor Edward J. Kelly, has leased

Chicago, Aug.

AGVA

Exits Coast

Variety Artists, pulled' out, to join
ASCAP collection branch here.
Meanwhile William Beckford and
Buddy Harak continue as local reps,
Cincinnati, Aug. 4.
Venice, Chicago; Jimmie Hetzer,
with C. J. Hyans taking care of laThe first national conference of bor relations for the AGVA group.
Huntington, W. Va.; and the George
American Guild of Variety Artists
Hamilton Agency, Montreal.
local executive secretaries and national representatives at the NetherlandvPlaza hotel here Saturday and
Sunday (1-2) went a long way in
cementing the relationship between
the national AGVA setup and the
various out-of-town branches. There
was an initial coolness when the conference was called to order Saturday
morning, but by that afternoon all
reasons' for antagonism were apparently dissipated and the present national administration was given a
vote of confidence.

Chicago, Aug.

on Chi

4 Cafes Shut for Liquor Violation

American Guild of Variety Artists
has labeled the following clubs and
Billie

Gamp Down

Initial
4.
-*

Kay

Army, Navy

HOLD IST Nftll

- For Cash On Line

Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
Larry Sunbrock's 'Wild West Rodeo and Hollywood ThriU Show'
opened Saturday (1) at the Frankbelord Yellowjackets Stadium here
an
fore about 2,500 spectators for
eight-day stand, with the initial
show marred by an accident injuring one of the show's star per'

Is City

university, training 'units,
several
here, will soon, throw more than
100,000 service men seeking entertainment into the Loop every weekend.

Chicago's

'Broadway'

Is

a

small

section extending only two blocks on
State street and three on Randolph

and then over

Clark and State.

to

Desire of the Government that there
shall be no gypping of service men
is said to be responsible for the new
restrictions in law enforcement

Winter. Accord

charges- by local police at Hatties-

In a special meeting held last Janwho liad been a uary between the Morale Division,
of a skating troupe touring now known as the Special Service
Europe successfully for two years Division, and the cafe owners, under
prior to the war's outbreak, charged auspices of the Amusement and Recthat she and another USO trouper, reation Division of Chicago, full unPhyllis Colt, were struck by Hat- derstanding was reached regarding
tiesburg policemen who arrested nite-spot ethics. Until these clashes,
them late at night while they were there were no complaints against any
walking bgck to their trailer 'hotel' legitimate spot, only against gyp
after giving a show and attending a joints.

burg, Miss.

Miss Eichling,

.

meml^r

.

dance

at

Camp

Shelby.

They were held

in jail four hours

on charges of drunkenness and resisting arrest, finally released under
$15 bond, and the charges against
them were nolle pressed at the request of Army officers from Camp

who cleared the girls of
blame and declared they were
bruised about the face and arms as
Police
if they had been mistreated.
claimed the girls were drinking and
Shelby,

resisted

arrest,

which

'the

two

denied.

Miss Eichling stopped In Memphis
to visit relatives and friends en
route to Missouri- to be married. Her
mother, Mrs. Athenai- Eichling, now
The skater
lives in Buffalo, N. Y.

was in Germany when hostilities
broke out, came back to the United
States as a refugee aboard an
transport.

Army

Cafes, theatres and places of recreation also have various complaints
regarding 'bad' military policing and
'lack of proper handling' of Army
and Navy, men by their own authorities.
These also will be aired at [he
forthcoming get-together.

Rhumba

Casino, Brass Rail, Hofly(Contlnued on page 57)

Martha Raye Returns
Vaude to Albany Spot
Albany, N.

Y.,

Aug.

4.

Martha Raye will headline for a
week at Fabian's Palace, the first
stage

played

since

attraction

several

name

winter.

Opens Thursday

(6).

the

bands

house
last

:

P^nk^ff

VAUDEVILLE

54

Vedn<wday, August

counsel; Vlto Melfl and Pepe Ross,
national representatives frotn the
N. Y. local; Bob Edwards, Clncy
executive secretary, and AI Buckler
and Wally Lake, members of that
local's board; Mead Slegler, executive secretary of the Los Angeles
local; Nat Nazarro, executive secretary of Pittsburgh, and Thomas Canzaho, a representative theve; Tom
Senna, executive secretary oiE Boston, and Danny Fitz and William
Dunlay, members of that local's

AGVA Amity
^Continued from page 51 .^.

local reps proposed a sharp
the per capita tax, now 35%
each local's gross income. Greaza
argued against a cut at this time,
pointing out that the national administration, even though its expenses
are pared to the bone. Is just barely
Richard Mayo, executive
getting by as it is while not amortiz- board;
It was also resolved at the' conGreaza secretary in Philadelphia, Sid Rayference that AGVA, with the help of ing any of its indebtedness.
national mond, local board member, and Miss
the Four A's, take immediate steps pointed out that the gross
to end the '.celebrity' and 'guest income of AGVA -is now around Lynn Arnold, a Philly officfe secre$11,000 monthly, of which AGVA is tary; Carl Dennis, exec secretary in
night' practice in night clubs.
Another resolution was aimed at supposed to get 35%, or $3,850, but Detroit; William Grubbs, national
the enforced mixing of nitery per- rarely ever collects in full from all representative in Cleveland; Jack
formers with patrons. Immediate the locals. Expense of the national Irving, Chicago exec sec; Professor
action is proposed to stop this, ac- office is now around $3,300, Greaza Maji, upstate N. Y. representative;
which means that it Fred Nerret, rep in Baltimore: Duke
cording to AGVA's minimum basic e.xplained,
agreement with many night clubs would certainly operate at a deficit Wescott, national rep in Seattle, and
and according to Alcoholic Beverage if the per capita tax was cut, as Al Gabel, Buffalo.
Control and police laws in various proposed, to 25%. The national adlocalities.
ministrator suggested that the matThe conference also resolved to tei be held in abeyance until the
try to effect greater control over national income rises, when he, himAitery
talent agents nationally, so far as self, would suggest a slash in the per
^Continued from page Si^^
the rules require their filing con- capita tax.
tracts with performers with AGVA.
Greaxa Term Up Aug. 25
It was recommended that the Four
Greaza's initial three-month term and his imitations
President
of
A's In N. Y. sit down with a comchairman Roosevelt, Charles Laughton. Harry
mittee of agents with a view towards as national administrative
of AGVA is up Aug. 25. It was pro- Richman and others are really tops
stabilizlnc agency matters.
at the Gonfermce that the of their type.
posed
It was also proposed that AGVA's
Greaza's
extend
to
asked
for Jack
A's
be
said
Four
cannot
be
much
Too
current system of stamp-book for
members be discarded for a less- appointment for an additional few Cole and His Dancers. They do
Greaza was originally splendid things with ceremoplal
cumbersome card system. Another months.
dances, but are even better with
for
A's
Four
the
AGVA
by
loaned
to
prc^Ktsal was for group life and hos'Reefer
until choice Harlem episodes like
pital insurance for AGVA members, three months, or longer, or
Man,' 'Reefer Joint At 4 a.m.* and
but this was held in abeyance when such, time as AGVA was placed on 'Marriage of a SoUd Sender.'
some of the local reps expressed its feet and able to operate under Jts
Chester Dolphin is a competent
balunique
some
does
doubt that any. further expense can own steam.
and
juggler
be foisted on njany members at this
Those attending the conference, ancing tricks, such as -standing on
glittering
time.
besides DuUzell, Turner and Greaza, his head and whirling
legs and with his
arms,
hoops
on
finances
The
of AGVA- were dis- were:
chorines, nicely groomed
national mouth. 'The
Silverstone,
cussed exhaustively after some of
Jonas 'I.
in sport clothes and gowns, rather
than in the more typical undress,
are appealing to the eye.

pay minimums of $85 or principals
and $60 for ensemble skaters, while
Class B theatres, hotels and niteries will have to pay minimums of
$75 for principals and $50 for ensemble skaters.
End 'Celebrity' Night

the

slice in

of

.

Reviews

presents her act In a sheath dress

'

Sununer business

midnight crowd
receivmg her.

rowdy

jver

is

NEWS REPORT

this . hearing,,
curiously,
at
but,
scarcely a note of war songs. These
she supports with a running fire of
chatter and pungent asides to the
crowd or to dance briefly with airman or Army man from the audience. The act throughout is witty,
swiftly paced and clean, a tour-deforce rarely ^een he •.
Turner's orih ably supports her
and is a much-liked dance organlza<'
.tlon. His vocalist, Mae Allan, has a
good looking wardrobe and a cute
appearance. His is one of the half
dozen ranking band aggregations in
Canada and p valued asset to the

'

came out of last Sunday's runoff
was Olyn Landick
Landick,
whose flair for giving thi'ee-dimentional form to the droll do.

.

.

mestic doings of a backyard harridan has established him as a
standard act in radio as well as
vaudeville, took his time, as his
routine requires, and the laughs
when they did come were of the
explosively sustained type. Landi^k's forte is building character
and not gags, and the impression
this female impersonator leaves
behind Is the sort that sticks.'

ODEC,
WaahlngtOB—July

29

Variety.

(Special).

'Olyni liandick can thank radio for raising his salary. When he
clicked as the 'Hackensack Gossip' on the Kate Smith program
bookers sought him out. Asking price was five times his original'
stage marker and from his reception here he's worth it . .
good
laUghs
.
they liked him so much he was brought back for a
'
Thank You' speech.'
aEKE. Variety.
.

'.

1.

niteries

'

recent radio comedian,

who

is

amusingly

droll.'

JAY CABMODY,
Washington— July

25

Wadilngton SUr.

(Special).

Top act on the bill is Hackensack Gossip (Olyn Landick), Kate
Smith's radio comedy star. He speaks first In his natural voice,
then dons wig, hat and bedraggled fox fur to become 'Gossip'.
liked him so much he had to return to the mike
and give a thank you' speech.'

fortnight, is Cynda Glenn, blonde
looker, with plenty on the ball as a
comedienne. Her male pianist is un-

BERNIE HABBISON, Washington
25

Tlmea-Herald.

billed.

Miss Glenn's

•Olyn Landick, 'the Hackensack Gossip', transplants his unique
air waves to the footlights with flattering

monologue from the

NELSON

B.

BELL, Washington

Post.

Roof

and

$1

Mario & Floria, and personality
Spanish song-and-dancers like Miss
Martinez, find themselves at a disadvantage. The.terp duo (she's a

like

N. T.)

new 'Floria') could easily suf(18), Ctmehita fice along with the Cugatites. They
& FXoria, 3 Pitch- do their- standard waltz and Latin
sets plus a Turkey Trot conceit that's
$1.50 cover.
good showmanship.- The rest com-

much added hors d'ouvres.
within the band Cugat has
Daniel
Santos (successor to
Miguelito Valdes), Carmen C^tlllo
.(Mrs. X.C.) and Lina Romrv foi>
vocal assists (doing their stuff chiefly
at dinner). ItUscha Barr Is the alprise so

In theory the Waldorf s Starlight
Roof has a good Idea of no show for
dinner ^just Cugat's excellent dansapation,., so as not to disturb the
leisurely., diners
too
much with
divertissement obtaining for aftertheatre.
In practise it works out

From

—

—

BOSS SISTEES

Abel.

ternate orchestra'.

Strand Thea*"',!:,; Ireiiv

WOWS"

gWs
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nigh
.backbends on
without foot e"Pf
floor.
the floo
from ge
•

S^andfterchiefs

Two o*.*«f*Seher
arl applause

'

nifty exhibition of hardshoe heeland-toe rhythms.
Jack Beekman,
holding over as m.c, has appearance
and, seemingly, a nice command of
English. \ Yet he falls into the runof-mine rut too common among the
present-day crop of supposed showsellers; threadbare repetition of 'I'll
do anything for a laugh; they can't
get an m.c. for less money, etc.' He
ruined a surefire soldier number with
the line of gals by snubbing the
amouiit of service men's pay after
building up what it meant to wear

the uniform In
line,

which he was attired.
with Beekman's

along

does a mild 'Skylark'
routine besides the 'Johnny Doughboy' number.
Harriet Smith produces the ensemble creations.
Arthur Ravel's band is so-so, the
leader drooping on vocals.
Mae Mack, at the piano during intermission, does a sweet job. Koll.
fair baritoning,

Nommndie

Roof, Mont'l
(MOUNT ROTAL HOTEL)

pedestal

wows.

T^fpV%iss«fburallare
u ally gwd -looking,
itself for aqro-

'

Fr

m

o

.

the

they
work, they

way

must have
presented
quite a problem to their

,

•itself.

The

"APPLAUSE

(3)

Contortionists

arms and

Johnny Barnes, a natty lighthaired chap, garners applause with a

'

mother. The
D 0 o r woman
couldn't

have

known which
end she waS*
holding.

Wood.
•Variety"
22, 1942.

July

ROSS
2 weeks STRAND, New York
OPENING CHICAGO, CHICAGO, AUGUST 7

Just concluded

In the new Shubert Show "COUNT
Panonal Managemant:—CHARLES V. YATES
RKO Building, N«w York

Opening soon

ME

IN"

Montreal, July 31.
Hildegarie, Don Tujtict Orch (12)
with, Mae Allan; minimum, $2.50
10 p.m., uieelcdays, $1 couvert.

A one-woman show
ing

has been holdand increasing the crowds at
Week, and
do so until

PAULGERRITS
Return Engagement as M.C.

at

The

,

ROX Y,

Saturday next

Returning Sept. 18 to The Kate
Smith Hour for Jello—€, B. S.
Mark Leddy

(B). Hildegarde is the
standout attraction here currently,
packing them in to capacity Saturdays and bringing good biz weekdays at this ace of Canadian hotel
spots. She is ably supported by Don
T rner's orch with maestro emccelng
but having next to nothing to do on
tl.at score once she is on the floor
with her songs.
A personable blonde, Hildegarde

is

Xavier Cugat Orch

this hotel spot for past
will likely continue to

COMMENT ;—

Per. Rep.,

facial,

contortions
give
knockout
touches to caricatures of screen and
stage femmes. In early moments she
cements favor witih a crazy-quilt routine atop the Baldwin. Encoring, she
clinches with an imitation of a champagne-high dame that's something fo

dinner Saturday; $1.50 cover after

(Special).

dansapa-

Martinez, Mario

men;

hands

The audience

Washington—July

relict

Starlight

on

.

Washington— July 25 (Special).
'It's headliner is Olyn Landick, the old vaudeville and more

Lane.

is

Rearrangement provides
larger space for the men and women's game room. Bingo parties are
held several nights a week, with
turnaways the rule.
Topping the new show, in for a

New York—July .22 (Special).
The lone leisurely passage that

The Waldorf s

STARLIGHT ROOF
(WALDOBF-ASTOBIA,

for

.trio

equally svelte in decor and. atmosphere
although,
by
the
very
nature bf this hostelry's more transient patronage,
plus the larger
capacity, a larger show, is in order.
It's easily the toughest room for
talent to work in. An elongated interior, only a segment of the customers has good vantage point of the
talent; and, in reverse, the .performers, especially ballroomologists

sociated for the oast six years.

dandy and' rrioderately priced.
Billing for its preparation goes to

THE PRESS

.

strumental
tion.

'

is

.

the surprise click of the St. Regis'
Viennese Roof which,. for the second
summer, has dispensed
with its revue and just relied on
Paul Sparr's excellent band and
Ethel Smith's unique orgahesque in-

with which he has b6en as-

hotel,

Bonacini'..

From t

registers

successive

-

the oldest of four casinothe' Kentucky side of the
opposite
Cincinnati.
river,
Ohio
Jimmy Brink, the operalor, peeled a
handful of G notes from his roll to
revamp the spot, resulting in a smart
200-seal room. Food, southern style,

This

THE HACKETSSACK GOSSIP

fiamenco
with her

Her material is miscellaneous. She Spanish gypsy song-and-dance.
lumps from antiques like 'Bicycle
But basically any hotel roof,
Two' and 'Bowl of especially in these times, is the
Built
for
Cherries' to the latest sophistications prime attraction by itself, as witness

Loop.

Cincinnati, Aug.

OLYN LANDICK

strangers

Lookout House, Cincy
Cvnda Glenn, Johnny Barnes, Jack
Beekman, Lookout House Girls (S),
Arthur Ravel's Orch (7); no minimum, no cover.

Subject

terping, likewise are no
here.
Conchita Martinez,
looker, is a holdover, and
better than first time out

in

for this nite spot

has been exceptionally good.

OFFICIAL

1942

whisper to the limits of a 6S0-seat is standard for the Boomer hostelry,
room. Her command of an audience and Mario & Floria with their suave

is established within a few minutes
of opening the act, and an after-

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

.

5.

only to a degree, since this particu-

which admirably complements an lar show is a misfit..
appearance very easy on the eyes.
The kazooing Three Pitchmen
She uses the mike very sparingly doublixig Irom 'Sons 6' Fun," register
and her voice crodiiction^nd control but donH fit the polite atmosphere of
Is so expert that she' can send a
the Waldorf Roof. Cugat, of course,

NEW YORK

Weeks July 30 and August 7
Thanks

to Jack Partington,
Direction:

Jaau Kaye and Arthur Knorr

MARK LEDDY

.

'

.

'

'

.

Wedneeday, August 5, 1942
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NAD

Kozloff

Jaeh Dempsey'a
B'way Reslanrant
Milt Herth 3

Variety Oills

Grade Barrle
Dick Stabile Oro

Jimmy Kelly's
Ramon A Joan

WEEK OF AUGUST
<

Numerala

Carter

A

F^lth

Arlen

Sharp
Montmarte Boys
Helen Holmes
Donlto RIvero
Margaret Grey

7

eenneoUon with bills below indkate openinf day
ahew;' whether full' or spilt week.

of

Qaecn

Uary

Bob Bell

VIn Olson
Consuelo Flowerton
D; -Jones Trio
Chlquito A Girle
Qneens Terrace
Phil Forster

Paradise Club
Ford-Bowle-Bslley

Bobby Evans
SuBenneh Churchill
Connie Harris

Conway

Epple Druce
Healy A Evans

Parks

Lenox Ave Co
Margaret Watklns
Penn Atiantle Hotel
(Palm Room)
Al Francis Ore

Herbert Curbello
Peplto Lopez

O

Norlna Lucero

Agnes Dwyer
Jack Allyn
Groovernecrs

Oriil

Kelly's Stable

Rus3 Smith Oro
Red Allen Ore
Vers Sanoft
C. Hlgglnbotham Ashburns
Dixie Roberts
Beachcomber
Rainbow Room
1 Ginger Snaps
Walton A O'Rourke H Morrlssey Ore
La Conga
Ray English
Chico SImone Ora
Marlon Colby
Mlfskaya
Gall Manners
Joey Faye
«
Msrlsol
Jane Deerlng

NEW YOMK

Roberto Oro

riTTSBVlUlH

CiyX

8taBl«7 (71

State (8)

ZIorace Haldt Orcli

WASHINOTON

Bobby Byrne Orch
Oxford Boys
Jan Murrey
H King * Arlln*

Capltri (7)

T Doraey Orch
Archie Bobbing
Ward

Iiane 4s

Oruco DryBdale

(•)

s

Johnny Mack
Lee Sis

Wlllya

Condog Bros
l^rtels

Welk Bd

Laxvrpnce

AMIgnon

Oxford Boys
Pat Ueuning

CLEVHLAKD

Cafe Pierre
Beverly Whitney

Hazel Scott
Zero Mostel
Joe Sullivan
Kenneth Spencer
Eddie South Oro
Carol Channing

& Co

Ammons

Cafe Sooletx
..(VW«e) ....
Teddy Wllsop Oro

Albert Ammohs
Pete Johnson

Revuers
Casino Basse
Nine Tarasova
Sashe PollnoS
Michel MIchon
Nadia A Sasha
Dmitri Hatvlenko
Kris Kay Ore
Nicholas Matthey

Paramount
NEW YORK CITS
(S)

t Ross Sis

MIAMI

Fanmoant

Sklnnay EnnIB Orch
Olympla (5-8)
The Four Ink Spote Oscar Davis
Cemttl's
Willie Shore
Tenner & Swift
Knight Sla
Brick Top
Grace Drysdale
Sons of Purple Sage Walter Liynch
Bnffalo (7)
Wyee & J Mann Mae Barnes
R
Haywood A Allan
Bob Arinstrong Ore
' DETROIT
Judy Canova
Mary Tnlley
Uloblgan

-

Jack Albertson
.Ruth Godfrey

Jimmy Alexender

Belmont

Alice Tyrell

Plaza
Hat)
Bobby Parks Oro
Bill Johnson
Christine Forsyth
Costain A Barry
Joe Pafuray Oro
Hotel Blltmore
Hcasley Twins
Hazel Franklin

Ted Arklns

(Glass

tO's Quartette

Albert

(31)

Jackie MIlea

Gay

.

Sisters

Hotel

I

Paul WInchall

Martha Raye

King

(Hidtown)

PaUce (7)
Vaughn Monroe Bd

ALBAlfT

Bin's Gaj 80'«
'Spike Harrison'
Bthel Gilbert

George Tonek
Harry Donelly
Billy Lorraine
Charlie Ross
Berule Orauer

Margsiret Scott
Stanley Melba Ore
Cafe Society

RKO
P^c«

Jeen Murray
Lorry Bennett Oro
Hotel Aator
(Aster Roof)
Alvino Rey Oro

Thomas

Shirl

Lynn Reynolds
Don Sylvio Oro

Dorothy Robefls
SacnsBS Ore
Jefk Kerris Oro
La Margntse
Frances Connolly
Al Corr Oro
La Martlnlqoe
Walter O'Keefe
Vernon
Roy Hesitherton Or IreneVera Shea
Hotel Commodore Blllle Bernlca
(Centnry Room)
Doris Dowling
Shirley Sheer
Imogene
Grece De Witt
Ray. McKlnley Ore
Una Mae Carlisle
Hotel Edison
Jere McMehon
Bobby Byrne Oro
Martlnlqueens
Hotel Essex Hoase Bmll Coleman Oro
(Casino on Park)
Noro Morales Ore
Rich. HImber Ore
La Vie ParlBlenne
Pert-y Martin
Sylvia St Clolr
Hotel Sth Ave
Hlldegorde Hallld'y
(Salon Madrid)
Rosho A Mlrko
Cass Franklin
Gebrlelle
DeMorlos
Julius Monk
Guy Rod an
Latin Qoartet
Fay Morde
Juenlta Rlos
Penny Bancroft
Barbara Perry
Burton Gross Ore
Jade Ling
Hotel Lexington
Winters
(Hawaiian Rm>
Frank Mozzoe Co
•

I

O Kaholo

Trlxlo

Continentals
Cavallaro Ore
Roger's Comer
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lefcourt Ore

Jeen Cleire
Pet Rooney, Sr
Ross MacLeen
Harold Green
Rohan Bleo

Artie

Dann

Beech-charmers

(S)

(7)

Adrlana & Charly.
Linda Ware

Horace Heldt Orch

MINNEAPOLIS

Dnlton

(7)

Benny Qoodman Bd Murlagh Sis
Martin Bros
Barry Reso

Starlets

Clarissa

'(Piccadilly

A Anevln
Johnny Coy.
^
Casa ilAana
Starnea

Alice O'Leory
Adrian O'Brien
Gallagher
Bob Novack'
Club Mayfair
Renny Weeks Oro
Herman Chittlson
Oro
Rico
Don
Delta Rhythm Boys
June Welting
Lotte Goslor
Rome Vincent
Russian Kretchma Hudson A Claire
Vladimir Lazoroft
Stuart A Le
Ell Splvack
Bill Bailey
Gypsy Norma
Richard Lane
Norma Lucero
Iris laon
Arcodl Stoyanovsky Hehrlquetta Brazil
Adla Kuznetzoff
Clob Vanity Fair
Nestle Pollekovo
Al Dickerman Ore
Morusta Savo
Madel'e Harrington
Mlscha Vzanoft
Cornelia Cedolban O Stella Rey
Coconnot Grove
SpIvy'B Roof
Mickey Alport Oro
Spivy
Alfred Pineda Oro
Arthur Bloke
Buster Keim Rev
Noble A King
Billy Paine
Stork Club
Mata A Harl
Elaine Kondoe
Grace Rellly
Chorles Bloum Ore Frances McCoy
Johnny Coyle
Bob Knight Ore

Mildred Bailey
Richard Bennett
Dave Barbour
Jack Ollford
Morris Raymond

Jimmy

•

Allan Sis'

NEW YORK

CITY

Stanley

.

Jean, Jack

&

(7)

Oule Nelson Orch

Strand (7)
,
Charlie Bnrnet Bd

Harriet

Judy Stone

Hllllard

&

Barton

Armando

Senor Wences
Peg Leg Bates

Llla

Marian Myles
Dorothy Manners
Hazel Scott
Golden Gato 4
Eddie South Oro
Thelma Nevlns
Club Samoa

.Mortin

*

(Clrcos Room)
Brilliant
A J Moloney

(31)

Sammy Kaye Orch
Nonchalants

9en4r Wencea
.Peg T.eff Bates

Sterner Sis

Mabella Rusaelle
Linda Castro

Ching

Palmer Honse
(Empire Boom)
Eddy Duchin Oro
Hotel Bnckminlster Oower
A Jeanne
(National Room)
Abbtfft DOnoers
Hal Roberts Oro
Sherman
Gene Kenvin Ore

Jock Manning Ore
Bin '.Cronln

Sob

Jeros 81s
(Panther Boom)

..

VlUago
Two'Gunsetts
Leonordo Amoresco
Marie Bronarzyk
Willie Msltthlos Ore
Eldorado Club
Olga Godec
Johnny Koilhui Ore
Ilono de Bournat

Solly Harris

Hotel Fensgnte
(Satire Boom)
Noro Sheridan

Houston
Allen Jones

Nell Phillips

Hotel Lenox
Don Jose Oro
Clurlto
Hotel Ritz Carleton
(Rltz Roof)

O

Not Brondwynne
Grover A Jeanne
DIx

Hotel Sheraton
(Sheraton Sky

Garden)

.

Yar Rest
Geo Scherban Oro
Belen Ortega
.

Sammy Watklns O
Hotel Statler
Duke Oro

Jules

I4k Conga Clnb
Manuel D BIbblns O
Lindsay's Shybar
'

.

:

'

Three Bits Rhythm
Marj'o Manley
Hotel Carter
Pearl de Lucca
Charles Wick Ore
Monaco's Cafe
Hotel Cleveland

MacDonald A Ross

'

George Duffy Ol^c
Judy Llpton
Hotel Fenway Unil Herb Hogenor Oro
Regal Clab
Jules and Webb
Ducky Malvin Ora
Hotel Holienden
Terry Lawlor
3700 Clnb
Nello Webb
r^on Le Ve'rdle
Rosstllanos
Parker A Porthole

Don Dudley Oro
Hotel Stntler
(Terrace Room)

Hal Hall
Don Walsh Oro

DETBOIT
Jock Edwards Oro
(Cafe Rouge)
Hotel Johnny Burns
Solvy Cavlcchio Ore Book-Cadlllao
(Book Casino)
Holly Sinters
Hotel Vendome
June BIdrldge
Ben Toung Oro
(Fife A Dram Rm) Jon
.Welly Johl
Martel
Jimmy McHole Ore
Russ Drlstry Oro
(Motor Bar)
Jolene
Eddie Fritz 4
London Chop Hooso
BUo Wilson
Caroll A Gormen
Bowery
Helen Douglas
Faddy

Pete Brown Oro
Broadway Al

Russ Howord
Rio Casino
Horry de A'ngells
Helen Oorrol

BEVERLY HOIS, CAL

NEW YORK
Gloria -Gilbert

Lela Moore
Martel (3)
Bob Fuller

Mclntyre Oro

Napuo

Wood

Jane
Alee Pierce Oro
Hotel McAipIn
Dick Robertson Ore Fernando Canoy O
Leon A Eddie's
Hotel New Yorker

Leilanl laea
'

(Melody Lounge)
LBwIs

The Place

Herb

Irene Borkley
Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

Merjorlo Gorrelson
Copley Plata
(Sheraton Room)
Roy Morton Ore
Jane Pickens

'

Skeets Tolbert

Tony

Pastor'a

O

Olodys Lamb
Rube Toukuzh
Betty Wharton
DuRy A Tobin
Adele Henny
Sovoy
Sobby Lewis' Ore

(Terrace

-

..

SAB

Bm

'

.

.

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

.

A

M

Howe

'

Johnny Long Ore
Ronny Roberts
BIssell

Ethel

Cliff

Ruby Ore
Dion Rowland
Oeutehle A Sopnen Sammy Dllbert Oro
Behee RubyStto 6
Olde Wayne Clob
Harvey Stone.
jinimy Clerk OrO
Donn Arden Co
Joan Chapman
Johnny King
Palm Beacb
Charlie Carlisle
Benny:.Resh Oro
GuB Howard
Warner A Morglo
Brass Ball
The Fantons
Del Parker
Carl Ford
Skeeter Palmer
Dorothy Gerron
Roy Swartz
Don Pablo Oro
Jock Ross
Royale
Casanova
Oswald
Ethel Shutto
.

Lomb-Tokum Rev

Tallme
Momlkel

.

.

Morrison

Ken

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

.

Peggy

Stevens Hotel

Chuck Tester Ore

Don DIFIavIo
(Continental Boom)

-

.

Marianne

606 GIB
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

'

Estelito

Blaine

.

A

Vance
Midge Fellows
Jerl

-

Alpine

BllBo

Tommy

Wellington

Wayne

Ginger Britten

CIEVELAND.-

Dorothy Dennis
Jeen Monti

NEW

Lynn

Ol^ester

MItlzl Crozler
Bill Groin

hdependent

I

Hotel

(Celtio Cafe)

Hotel Essex
Ken Trovers Oro

—

Cabaret

Fernfindo A Fair
Col Herbert

Kenny

°

HEW TOBK

Millie

Margo

ft

A

F.iy

Lucille

Pot Rossi
Steulwn'B
(Merry-Go-Roond)
Annette Guerleln
Boom)
Johnny Morgan
Princess Alomo
(Vienna Boom)
Mark Gilbert 3Leo Fuld
Lllyon Lorraine
Copley Square Hotel Lew Conrad Oro
Arnout Bros
Joan Bills
Al DeForrest
Sol A Sandy
Jean Mode
Farley
Ward
Arthur
UbangI
Clnb
Lorraine
A Hart
Bobby
Tobies
Cwi Rouge
VTIOA
Peter Klllam
Jimmy Marr
Crawford .Honse
Jackie Mabley
Coesor A Roslta
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley (11-lS)
Mark Plant
Dick Wilson Oin^
Mildred Wayne
Kelcey Farr
Freddy Rubin Oro Doris Abbott
Dick Rogers Orch Belo BIzony Oro
Earle (7)
Arione
Golden Pair
Ann Lewis
The Cave
Sammy Kaye Orch The Andrew Sis
Fox t Hounds Clnb
Diamond Horseshoe Hotel Park Central
Beachcombers
WASHINGTON
The Nonchalants
Mother
Kelly's
Don DIBona Oro
(Rbnmba Casino
(Cocoanat Grove)
Bill Bailey
Harriet Hector
Earle (7)
Sterner Sin
Jeek. Flshsr
Room)
Cully Richards
Rubber Legs Wm's
Tacht CIbb Boys
W. C. Handy
Roxyettes
(31)
Tamara Dorlva
Diamond Bros
Merlon Frances
Abbey Ore
Glover A Le Maye
T Dorsey Orch
Stubby Kaye
Pansy the Horse
Elves Cortes
Cherles Wolk Oro
19th Hole Clab
Buddy Clarke Oro
Lane & Ward
Acromanlacs
Willie Solar
Versailles
Milton George Ore Jimmy Marr
Paul Regan
Rend Sis
Celts Farm
(Royal Falm)
Morion Powers
Plr-ettes
BerKere Ore
.-^.-'wW-Hat'
PITTSBDROH
Mualo Makers
Blllt Wells
3 Coddles
Fanchlto Ore
Dell O'Deh
Tie-Too
Pete Herman Oro
Angel
Velez
Oro
Four Fays
Golnnworth
MorJ
Bourne
Chorlle
Andy Kirk Oro
Frank Petty
Snub Mosely Oro
Herman Hyde Co
Fronds Abello
Jerry Green
Luclenne A Aehour Bunny Howard
MorJ Fielding's Co
Number One
Eddie Eddy
Sisters
Rossi
CHICAGO
Sybil A Sundra
Joys Martin
Peril ta
Dot A Barbara
Wilson Long
Anne
Ivhlte
Virginia Mayo
J Mlgnoc
Doris Dupont
Tremont Plata
Hotel Pennsylvania Downey A Gregg
Pedro Lopez
Ilso Kevin
Sblly Kay
(Cafe Range)
Hazel Webster
Duke Lorenzo Oro
June Melve
Moo Blondel).
Congress Hotel
Charlie Spivak Ore
Onyx Club
Great Daniel
Amiwssador Hotel
Mary Qonly
TOBK CITY
Hippodrome (7)
(Glass Hat Room)
Gary Stevens
Emma Francis
(Pomp Room)
Mu8l» Hall (6)BobWaJ)unrier
Vincent Bragale O
T Dorsey Orch
Village Bam
Sterdusters
Betty Bruce
Norlne Robinson
Re'd Duncan
Lane & Word
Dale Belmont
Petti
Emil
John OrlOln
Robert Landrum
Nellie Durkin
Hotel Pierre
Ann White
Jo Anne Hubbard
Paul Regan
Blentons
Bntterr.
The
-Walter Dare Wahl.
Billy Bnnks
Dnke Hotel
..State («-8)
(CotUUen Room)_ BaBy Hines
-Diene DavIs.
..
Rey Benson .Oro
Rockettes
(Cunllia Honse)
Perry firuskin
Betty Ann Nymon
Old Ronmhnfan" Alkali Ike
Ballet
Bvo Hamilton
Sammy Moss
Marshal Montgmery Arthur Cerney
BlsBsarck Hotel
Al Robinson
Beverly Whitney
Sendle Banks
Olee Club
'Vol Ernie Ore
Jed Dooley Co
Roy Fox Ore
(Walnnt Boom)
Freddie Bernard
Towne A Knott
Symphony Ore
Edgew^t^ ^ Beach
3 KIrklands
Sid Frussin Oro
Village Vangnard
Stanley Melba Oro
Ado Lublna
0-12)
Bennett Jimmy Joy Oro
D
Richard
Dwyer's
Ginger Leyne
Paul OerriB
Betty Burns
(lUtino Bm)
Hotel Piasa
Bert Nagle Co
Leadbelly
Joe LaPorte Ore
(Sawdust Trail)
H WIlliamB 8
Harriett Smith Co
Will Osborne Oro
(Persian Room)
Avis Andrews
Helen Humes
Ben Dova
Don A Sal Jennings Nlt'r A Rovel
Place Elegsnite
Helene Denizen Co Bobby Heath
Eddie Heywood >
Dick Gasparre Oro
Marianne
Paul Macks
CAMDEN
Julia Oorrlty
(Taven Boom)
Phil Dante
Ben Cutler
Wivel
Dorben OIs
Martha Sweet
T««er« (7-9)
Tommie Baxter
William Ross
DIGatanoa
Edith Lorend
Mth St. Theatre
Lane & Small
Frances O'Connell
Eltel'*
Lee
Bob
Conrad
CIIK
Dove' Prltchord Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
(7)
Bill Brown
Merle Daley
LUyon Dell
Arllne Thompson
Dick Ware
Heidelberg Octet
Lou Holtz
Walter Pernor Orch Diane Nelson
Jack Ifnnn Co
Dorothy Mack
Tommy Heyden
Hons Huenzer Bna
Bob Marshall
Willie Howard
Great Lester
Hotel Bavoj Plaia Mortin Locke
Marlene Francis
Doris Nellson
Annette Shields
Batbabeilar
Phil Baker
ISARTFORD
Paula Valera
Chas Bowman Oro
Borodhln
Monyo
Lonnge)
(Cafe
Blaehbawk
Paul Draper
Itate (7-9)
Louie A Gong
Jeonnette Oorrette Theodore Brooks
Club 18
Larry Adler
Bezel Scott
Victory Rev
8100 anb
Ted Weems Oro
Ernest Franz Oro The Poulens
Roy Ross Orch
Qene Sheldon
Danny Thomas
Stan Kenton Orch Frankle Hyers
Elmo Tanner
Lu>a Molina
Roy Sedley
Hovel Sheraton
Bob O Lin OIs
20 Roxyettes
Perry Comft
^ATLAirriC CITY
Lou Forman
Vlnce Curran
(Murray Boom)
Mark Fisher Oro
7 Crensonlans
Blaclutone Hotel
Bricklayers
Gaye Dixon
\ Sidneys
Lowe
Bm)
Ruth
(Baiinese
888 Clob
Jerry Blenchard
Frances Brock
BBOOKLTN
Babetie's Club
Gauasmlth Bros
Seir Lee
Johnny Duffy Oro
Edna Moo Holly
Marine (0)
.
Tanner Sisters
Anth'y. Aim & Hdg Joe Frisco
George Owen
Frencls King
June Winters
Potti Clayton
Garland Wilson
El Chieo
Johniiy Howard
4 Jolllteers
Henry Noble
Alrllfler Chandler
Oeorge Moore
Lorenzo Roberson
Manuel Contreros
Brass Ball
O
Dorlto. A Valero
Carlisle
Hotel St. Horila
Leon-Semon A Sonia Girl Singer
Helen Penn'g Co
Garricb Stagebai
Consuelo Moreno
Milton Huber Oro
Margie Whitney
(Cafe de la Falx)
Bye Sleters
(2 to flII)
LYMBBOOK, L. I. Gloria Belmonte
Toppers
June
Price
Tune
Bath * ToTf Clnb
HoTfalr <8)
I<ynbrook (8)
.
Charles Columbus
Rodriguez 3
Clnb Madrid
Ascot Boys
Brevoort ,HoteI
June Winters
Kathryn Carroll
Dolores King
Buddy & Small
Trio Mlxteco
Jimmy None I
Jockle Law
Oeifrge Moore
(Co'stal- Room)
Terrl Frenconl
Jerry Cooper
Betty Wonder
o
Del Duca Oro
Teddy A Terry
Downbeat
Leon-Semon & Sonle
'(3 to mi)
Mack Perrin
Lole A Andre
Tony A Lisa
Morocco
El
Nonette
PHILADELPHIA
/
Stuff Smith Oro
„.(2 to (III)
Joan Baylor
Ford Harrison Oro Dlnoreh
gRIdgewaod (8)
Chauncey Grey Ore
Club Nomad
Carman (7-9)
Brio Correo Oro
3 Sharps A B;iats
Bob Bluings
(Sky Gardens)
uddy A Small
Cblqulto Oro
Gladys Polmsr
Eddie Roth Oro
Paul Rich
Donna Darnell
Blehop's Savoy
Charles Columbus
.eorge Moore
Terry A Ralph Rto
Famons Door
Tiny Kaye
Brown Derby
Graemere 'Hotel
Augle Bond 3
Jock Hurray
Kathryn Carroll
Ballator'a Rev
Dixie Sullivan
(Glass Honse Bm)
Tookle Hunter
Three Ryons
White & Charlotte
Terry Frenconl
Breaker's Hotel
GROVE Red
WILLOW
Jean Coton
Crueoders
Oro
Norvo
Oro
Danny Rogers
(1 to mi)
Wlliow Grove Park
Hotel St. Regis
(Slilp Deck)
Bobby Bernard
Mory Sinclair
Judy Ellington
Fefe's Monte Carlo
(Sth Only)
_ AKRON
(Viennese Boot)
Coletto Ellsworth
Dorothy Tlmmlns
Beole St Boys
Mory Ann
Palace (7-10)
3 KIrklands
Joe Quintelle Oro
Narlt'a
Ens
Smith
Bthel
Williams
Peorl
•
Heisinga
Pot Perry
Phil Harris Orch
Paul Rich
Sonny Kondls Oro
Peull Sperr Oro
Ranch
Dude
Boffmon
Sis
Bcnnolt
J*wls & Von
Chateaa
Co
Dooley
(VMvU
Lonngo)
Jed
81 Olnb
Ted Smith
Tommy Trent.
Hotel Xaft
Sid Rose
Bill Volee
Terry A Ralph Rio
Duke Tellmon Ore Bill Anson
Al Fronds 3
Gary Gray
Tommy Raft
".SSsa™' Dancers BBlUtor's_&v
Vincent Lopez Oro
Leslie A Carol
ATLANTIC CITY
Harry Ryan
Billy Du Vol
WATEBBlrRY
4 Stylists
Capitol Lounge
Novelty Aces
Hotel WaldorfHamld'a MUUon
Serenaders Ore
Tubby Rives
Poll's (8-e>
Chelsea Hotel
Joe de Salvo
Lillian Clarke
Astoria
^Dollar Pier ifi-Vt
Cowboy Oro
Barbara Lee
t Andrew Sis
Bill Turner Oro
Jock Herbert
Roof)
(StarUght
Van
Billy
(3)
Olen Miller Orch
Harriet Brent
Dick Rogers Orch
Gables Inn
Chez Paree
Chelsea Trio
Hl-Hat
Xavler Cuget Oro
Rene Villon
_ Steel Pier (7)
Wesson Bro
(Bhick
Horse
Pllie).
Cabot &. Dresden
Mlscha Borr Ore
Diana Barry
Jean Carter
Child's Cktl Lonngc
Harry RIchmon
WORCESTEB
Nan
De
Mar
B West & Page
Castillo
Carmen
Cepello A Petrlele COrlds VssU
Louise Stuart
Piymoath (8-S)
Ersklne ButterOeld Morley
Walter Long
Line Romey
Allen Cerney
Betty Rill
Hamld's Victory R Stuart Oro
Russ Taylor
Chez Pnree
Teddy Powell
Merio A Floria •
Ruth' Cleyton
Blaine and Elaine
TOBNaSTOWN
VlUage
GKenwich
.Ted
Howard
Beri^ Yost's Singers
Three Pitchmen
Bstelle Sloan
Mory Beth Bires
The Novelettes
Palace (11-18)
Gables Oro
Inn
George Haggerty
Buddy Franklin
Eddy Fens Oro
Ruth Martin
Phil Harris Orch
Hotel Warwick
Chas Kemper
Herman's Mofllo
H Martinez Ore
Jackie Merlin
Lewis 4 /Van
Carol Cheppollo
Clob Alalwm
(Raleigh Room)
Dick Dana
Bar
Winnie Hovoler ills
Babe Cummlngs
Tommy Trent
Rite Reneud
Florence White
Vickl George
BALTlMCiRE
Jimmy So Car
Valerie A Susen
G Rogers* Dancers Gloria Manner
Ivonboe
Poulette LoPlerre
Sonde Wllllems Ore Sunny Ree
Joan Collier
Jockey's Derby Cl'b Harriet Norris
Florence
Schubert
Lorna Rode
Hnrrlcane
Cllquot Clob
KIkl Hall
Ginger Wood
Barney Richards O
Qene Monet Ore
VIer'ra Howollans
Billy Vine
Del Estes
PftPPl Carman
Lonny Ross
Havana-Madrid
Helen Sumner
Gertrude NIesen
Allan Cos
Helena
TonI Sorrell
Bills
Roeholle A Beebe
Dave Unell Oro
Teddy Keller
Ruth Werren
Franco ft Beryl
I/Alglon
Felllteers
Eddie Roth Oro
Betty Geynor
Casino A Corlez
Paddock Int'l
Spires Stomos Ore
Ven Kirk
Jac<iue Hill
Myrta Sllva
ColoBlmos
Gwendolyn Veautell
Zorlto
Sammy Birch
Ellalne Ellis
Hilda Moreno
Murroy A Curomlng
Jock Prince
Tvonettes Rev
CITY
Dick Werren Oro
Maya ft Oro
Club Harlem
George Deveron
Kay Dooley
Betty Cootte
Iceland ReBtan'raht
Don Ollberto Ore
Isebol de Morco
Nito TIndoll
Danny Richards
Ben Mnrden Riviera | Pancho Ora
Larry Steele
Freddie Bernard
La Salle Hotel
Frances Carroll
Sid Lang Ore
Hickory Honae
Goo. Morris Oro
J Gorham's Ore
Roberta Welch
I
Blil
Bcrtolottl'a
Brlce
(Pan-Am Boom)
Kay
A
LInde
Willy Dennis
ivonne Chevalier
Jackie Mabley
Wallace Puppets
I Evelyn
Daw
AncU Sweet
Jose Monzaneres O
Veldoz A Corlne
Marie KIbbey
Chavez Oro
Viola Jefferson
Kolelte A Deone
Stevens
ft

Bob Dupont

(31)
Charlie Barnet Bd
Jean, Jack &. Judy

Gay Knight
June March
Carrie FInnell

Bobbie Allen

Hotel Bradford

Maurice. Roceo
eO« Cliib
Don Harris

Mile Joan
Jancen
Aloho

Wllmo Novak

.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Baker

Al Shoyne

Circle)

.

Anne Diamond

Mopsy

Revue

Arne Bernett Oro

.

Chateau Hodeme

Jerry

Fiin for your

.

Koy Elbert

Hemp

'

Maurice Shaw.'Oro
Cldremont Inn
Charlotte & Benson
Joe RIchardel Oro
Club Caravan-

Warner

Boys'

Jock LaVler'

Johnny

Buddy Smith's Ore

Boyd HeaUien
Nethene Bros

BOOKING THE NAHON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Chanticleers

Lydla Ehrens
Orphenm (7)
Paul Whiteman Bd Anette & Sally

CHICAGO

Chicago.

1

A

Noll

College Inn Models
Carl Marx
Bliomba Casino

.

Bilnstmb's
Peter .Bodge Oro

'

Georgle Tappa

Yorker
Green
Nolan

Phyllis Baker
Nell Fontaine

Lynn Barrett

J.

Loew

New

.

Jackie

Terry Frenconl
3
Knights
Pupl Dancers
Blljy Meyers
Del Monte Oro
Jim Marvin
Seaside Hotel
Rocky Elsworth
(Sorf 'n' Sand B'm).
100 Club
Eddy Bradd Oro
Dick Douer Oro
Billy Cerr
Sophie Parker
BOSTON

Ned Hervey Oro

Rainbow

A

Chris Columbus Ore

Fraident Hotel
(Ronnd W'rid B*m)

A

Sylvia

Christine

Marlon VIney
Wetklns Twins
Worney Ruhl Oro
Club Congo
Congoottes
Splzzle

A

Willie

Rhythm Brown
H'.thorne

A

A

Germalne

Joel

Royolettes
Carl Ronner
Bill

McCune Oro
Wonder Bar

Aylene 'Mason
Martin

RIU

3

Ruth McCullough
Manuel Lopez Oro
Guy Welsh oro

Congo Oro
Haymafket
Carl

Chords
Raul A Eva Reyes

3

H'leon

ft

Beverly White
Bette Roche
Tropical

Brine .Stanton

Arlene

lOS ANGELES
Bond Box

Les Bornett Ore
Grace Hayes Lodfs

Pete Snyder.
Jackie Green
Mae Brewster

-

Elizabeth Talbot-

Geo Tibbies Oro
Snyder

Billy
Billy

'

Lankin
of Mnalo

Bar

Ann

Casey Thompson
Vivian Marshal
Mory Hoaly
P LInd Hayes Ora
Hollywood' CasUo
Five Men' A A Maid

Triolo

Jon

Bin Hoffman
Bill Jordon
Ken Stevens.

Savltt

Hollywood: Tnipli*

Dtck WInslow Ore
Diltmore Bowi

Ray Wllb'ert

Yvonne A Wayne
Maxine Lewis

°"

^fc'-ii-

Jlramy Hoy

Honso of Morpbr
The Radio Rogues
Jean Meunler
The Dufllns
Margaret Podula
Penny Lee
Bob Murphy
Joe Relchman Oro
Cato Hanana
LoolslsBS
Cob Collowoy Oro- Ramon Res Troupe
Cocoannt Grove
Bddle LeBaron Oro
'

'

Freddie Martin Ore
Mocambo Cafa
Earl CatfoHs
Lena Horne
Phil Ohman Oro
West A McGlnty
Felix Mart'que Oro
Ooll Gall
FnUadiiun
Woody Herman Ore
Dorothy Ford
WIere Bros.
Slapsy Haxlts
Beryl Wallace
Ben Blob
St Clolr A Dov
Jackie Gleeson
Aurora Miranda
Louis Do Pron
Roily Rolls
Norma Squires
.

Happy Folton
LoVonn Meyer

.

Shirley Wayne
Al Norman
Bill Brady
Manny Strand Oro

Michel Ortiz Oro

Florentine Garden
Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Gelse
SonIa Levkovo
Jean TIghe
Tonl Todd

Patricia Page
Benny Lossy
Pottl Moors

Sam Lewis
Joe Plumer Oro
Streets of Paris

Art Totum
Mead 'Lux' Lewis
Wlngy Monone Oro

Swannee Inn
Loumel Morgan

Dr Giovanni

'

I

Walter Johnson
Trianon
Charlie Foy'a aob*
Henry Busse Ore
Charley Foy
Trooville Clob
Sammy Walsh
Lee A Lester
Jane Keone

Ted Flo RIto Oro

'

Chovo Sherman

Spirits of

Rhythm

lOAUI
Club

Ball

Von KIrK
Tonyo Tomaro
Simpsons
Ballettes

I

Tommy Nunez

Oro
Earle Hanson Ore
Don Lonnlng's

Spauldlngs I
Rous DroH
Luckeyettos 0
Les Robinson Oro
Kitty Davis's .
Willie Shore
Rhode Chose
Jerry Law ton
Silver's Ore

Roberta Sherwood
Mother Kelly's
Marie Lewis
Louise Hatch Oro
Jock Eby Oro
Five O'clock Club
COO Club
Stan Early
Poul Moll
Loulflo Cerlyle
Hal Lane Ore
Bourbon ft Boyne
Vanderbllt Hotel
Fabian Storey Oro
(Pago Pago Room)
JImmle's
Terry Lynn
Myles Boll
Goll McDonald
(Continued on page 62)
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STRAND,

N. Y.

Charlie Banet Orch. (16) with
Frances Wayne, Huek Andrews, 'Peanuts' Holland; Jean, Jack & Judy,
'Peg Leg' Bates, Sen<yr Wencej;
'Wings for Eagle' (WB), reviewed in
•Variety; 'June

3.

Wednesdajr, August 5, 1942

here before but have developed conDo arrangements of "3
dderably.
Little Sisters," There Ain't No Swing'
interlaced with impressions of radio
singers through the years and, as
a strong clincher, "This Is Worth
Fighting For.' Encore bit with musicians from house orch giving out
with 'Its Delovely,' is good for laughs

and demand

from siubholders for

extra fine stage show. Charlie more.
Buster West next with gagging,
Barnet's strong band and three sock
in which
acts project approximately 57 min- knockabout and hoofery
Page
utes of solid entertainment which Ernest Goodhart and Miss
moves at a brisk pace, The 57-min- pitch in. Wheeler winds up matters
ute running time actually seems this time bringing on a femme stooge,
much less. Coupled to 'Wings for and continuing alter curtain piece
the Eagle,' featuring Ann Sheridan, with his funny 'dirt' about the acts
a Strand draw, the combination on tlie show while munching on a
sandwich.
seems headed for good business.
Biz good, with stage show credited
Barnet's outfit, comprised of four
trumpets, three trombones, flVe sax mostly on word-of-mouth publicity.
Burm.
(including
himself)
and
four
rhythm, starts things with an opening unique for the Strand. Similar
in staging to Duke Ellington's favorite tee-off, the Barnet group comes
up on the elevator behind a scrim,
Seattle, July 30.
playing a medley of weird things under effective lighting. Boy and girl
McCarthy's Dogs, Dick Batdtuin,
singer come in on each side for short Charles Stetuart, ZoSu Pitts, Kay
vocals, spotted vertically.
Follow- Mayfield, Jack & June Corr, Al Uhle's
ing that the band emerges into the House Orch; 'So's Your Aunt EmTna'
open playing its theme.
(Monro) ond 'Top Sergeant' (O).
It's
all

An

PALOMAR, SEATTLE

very

effective.

Barnet's heavy combination is surprising here in that it keeps wraps
on the 'screamer' arrangements it
has. been identified with (or else it
has wisely discarded them). Band
occasionally gets loud on the two or
three instrumentals it- uses CKeeping Out of Mischief,' 'Oierokee,' 1
Like to Biff,' all solidly played), but
most of the time it's in a very ac-ceptable groove.
It
interprets a
smartly
tailored
arrangement of
Solitude,' featuring muted brass and
.

ZaSu Pitts, in her first personal
here, proves a potent boxoffice magnet going over big with her familiar
band-wringing, fluttery dame character.
Aided by Dick Baldwin,
Charles Stewart and Kay Mayfield,
mild script is milked to the Umit

Al Uhles' augmented band is on
stage and gives a good account of
in a well-arranged medley of
itself

pops at mid-show. McCarthy's Dogs
open, with a nicely turned routine
sax choir, which clicks solidly with of tricks, climaxed by one pooch's
clamber up a tall ladder for a high
the audience.
Barnet's band >^aF plwavs bern q dive into McCarthy's arms.
fairly good one. Led by its leader's
Baldwin and Stewart are on next
Negroid sax style and the penchant for songs and patter, self-accomfor a blazing ^oove, the outfit has panied on the ukelele, with Stewart
never been 'commercial.' which has kidding 'Old Man River' and chimkept it oot of a many a buildup loca- ing in on 'Comin' Round the Mountion
A buildup
that often leads to bigger tain' in swing tempo.
money. It gives every indication brings on Miss Pitts attired in a
here of having shifted- to a more misfitting military outfit Got a big
popular Playing groove.
It works band, and jokes on the lighter side of
well together and does an able job the war plus an impersonation of an
oehmd the accompanying acts.
impersonator doing an impersonation
Frances Wayne, femme vocalist of herself singing 'Ebnds,' was good
diSDlays a great voice on 'AU I Need for further applause. All she. had to
}s You and a weird arrangement
of do was flutter and the crowd roared.
Cheatin' On Me.' She has excepKay Mayfield, blonde warbler and
tional control, good range, but can looker, does "When Irish Eyes Are
use schooling on the use of a mike. Smiling' and 'He Wears a Pair of
Not an exceptional looker, she can Silver Wings* for a big hand, encoralso imorove her coiiSure and ward- ing with 'Gianina Mia.' The star is
robe. Huck Andrew hs»rito»— rtj<t- then on with Baldwin and Stewart
plays fair voice on 'Just as Though lor some tooling, followed by orch
You Were Here.'. 'Peanuts' Holland medley. Jack add June Can- then
•s
a colored trumpeter who does take over for a nice display ol' tap^^"^
vocal, 1 like to ping, each scoring in singles,, particularly Jack in a scarecrow routine.
Jean. Jack and Judy, youthful
Miss Mayfield, Baldwin and Stewacrobatic turn. Is an audience win- art then pnill ;denty ol laughs with
ner.
Beginning with various trick business about how a girl should be
stands similar to the Del Rios, the kissed, getting all possible out ol the
boy and two girls progress through •now watch me' stuff, which the
Intricate and unusual aero bits, in- crowd liked immensely.
The headterspersed
with
comedy slants, liner then back lor a briel thank
capped by a three-high stand. A you' and introduction- to 'Aunt
fine act
Emma' on the screen.
"Peg-Leg' Bates rings up a second
Company goes into the Beacon, Vanbulls-eye with patrons.
after
His one- couver, B. C. lor a week,
legged taps and rhythinic thumps of which Miss Pitts goes to New York
the wooden pin easily rated the big to rehearse a play which is scheduled
response he drew. First is a last to open In Princeton.
Reed.
routine, then a rhythm session, dosing
with
another
fastie
which
booted the payees lor a goal, particularly his trick ol landing on the
pine pin alter a leap. He backs up
his dancmg ibiHty with smart headWashington, Aug. 1.
work and gets. the most out of his
Stubby Kaye, Floy & Martha
act.
ilcromaniacs
Music
(3),
Senor Wences encountered trouble Read,
with Barnet's jitterbug foUowing at Makers, Roxyettes, Joe Lombardi's
Orch; 'Gay Sisters' (WB).
first but his ventro stuff auieted House
-

.

EARLE^ WASH.

.

them

quickly.

They

fell solidly for

the mouthings.of the doll he forms
from a doubled fist a hank ol hair
and a dash of lipstick. And the
deeper-voiced
head
within
the
wooden box woii more earnest applause. His material and Umlng
* are
extraordinary.
Biz good.

HIPP,

Wood.

BALTO

WCTU

Harry Anger has given this 'Our
Town' revue a very neat village
with a miniature
set,
bandstand in the middle. Roxyettes
open with some smart stepping and
the Music Makers, quartet of instrucrossroads

step

down

from

the

bandstand. Opening number is thin
because the accordionist carrying air
L too remote from the mike.

'Cummertime' in sultry tempo is too
slow for the.spot. Wake 'em up with
scorchin;: jive and the drummer
getting in some hot licks solo. Stubby

some

Kaye, given an entrance by Roxy-

BUled as an 'nth Anniversary
Jamboree,' ttiis. layout has plenty
if
entertainment in its ralher lengfihy
68 minutes, Bert Wheeler, very ably
straighted by Hank Ladd,
comZ
*
'^finning and works
t^,^u,
n
^fr^
skillfully
throughout
the
entire
works, even staying on for an
extra
sesh of smart talk down in
one
after the curtains ate drawn.
Comic
a
stage
J'?^^
and
^S^'^iJ^,^^^
stint
here is made to order lor him
Alter several moments of gagging,
Whee er starts matters with a modernistic aero control by Lucille
Page
Makes spot for Sparks with hi^

typical talking wjc. deadpan delivery, good for iome laughs. Screen

name

N. Y.

Introduces Roy Cordell, Jr., a likely
lad of 17, just up from Shreveport
Hearts and
La., in 'Always In
builds him up by giving the audience the idea it's a test engagement.
The Glee Club, the Serenaders and
other ensembles provide sock back-'
grounds for lioloists. Heidt himseU
show neatiy, Mddlng,
hosts the
downing and reminding the audience, even at the last that 'the show
is just about to start now.' Everybody seemingly had a good time, induding Hddt
Corb.

ROXY,

N. Y.

My

Barry Wood, Sheila Barrett, Jackie
Miles, Georges

&

Jalna, Miller Bros.

& Lois (3), The Fredysons (7),
Ruby Zwerling's House Orch; 'Flight
Lieutenant'
(Col),
reviewed
'Variety.' current issue.

in

Strong stage setup here this week,
with string ol established acts, is
doing much to overcome rather
lightweight screen lare. It's paying
off nicely at the b.o., judging by
near-capacity house opening (Thursday) night. Essentially it's the draw
of Barry Wood, champ bond sales>

PALACE, CLEVE.

man

(so he's introduced) and singer
Cleveland, Aug. 1.
on 'Hit Parade' Saturday night radio
Lawrence Welfc's Orch (13), Bill
show, and Sheila Barrett that's get- Kaylor, Jayne Walton, Oxford Trio,
ting the customers in.
Bnt sur- Pot Hcnning & Betty Roye; 'Pyitiate
rounding talent makes for the Buckaroo' (U).
smooth
vaudeville
entertainment
fore and aft.
Almost a musical marathon Is
Miss Barrett is doing the Ethel
dished up by this modest summerBarrymore-Gertrude
combination at the Palace,
luncheoning takeoff, plus the Bronx weight
which unwisely teams Lawrence
torch singer and the deb drunk in a
Welk's orch on stage with Harry
cocktail lounge for this engagement.
jivers and Andrews Sisters
AU popular with the State aud, with James'
on
screen
in 'Private Buckaroo.' It's
the indignant femme inebriate outtoo much syncopation even for the
standingly laughable.
Wood easily lived up to his radio swing-crazy gluttons and it's not
rep on his appearance here, picking pulling enough of them,
Welk may be well known around
his tunes well for stage work. This
the local ballroom drcuit but he's
Is Worth Fighting For' gets special
on his inemphasis, with films used to back- only a fair drawing card
His
itial vaude appearance here.
ground,
'champagne music,'
Georges and Jalna, billed 'society's softly flowing
while a bit. patterned after Wayne
favorite dancers,' overcome such
Fields' old outfit is
King's
or
Shep
identification -with their assortment
restfully dulcet compared to the
of light-stepping ballroom dance arrangements geared for general ap- average band. On the other hand,
better suited for dancehalls than
peal.
Do waltz, tango, then a spe- it's
such large vaude deluxers as this
cial number done to Jerome Kern's
'Day Dreaming' and rounded out one. Doesn't have either the impact
with a modem foxtrot High score variety of dressy show-pieces that

Lawrence

Palace demands of
outfit works hard^to
but the

the'

here.

Whole show is nl.c.d by Jackie
Miles in glib lashion. Miles is on
next-to-closing with his assortment
of laugh
material,
induding the
burlesque theatre butcher and his
version of how Blng Crosby learned
his particular style of crooning.
Qickeroo with this house from his
opening gag and had to beg the audience to let the final stnen turn p.o
on. He's already proved himself in
niteries just as effectively.
MiUer Brothers and Lois, two colored boys and girl partner, set themselves in solid with their familiar
tapstering.
Swift steps on raised

nlatlorms go over best Fredysons
lineup ol seven acrobats and tumblers open and click easily, a double
backwards somersault onto the chair
balanced high on a pole being the
payoff stunt
Biz close to capacity at thi^ show.
Wear.

'orchestras,

Wdk

please.

Dark-haired leader handles an ac-cordion neatly in a number of pleasant solos, particuluarly 'Canadian
Caoers.* Everett Olson okay as violinist and Tommy Sheridan tears out
some acceptable boogie-woogie on
ivories.
Couple of the boys are
nretty corny in a comedy number,
but Jayne Walton registers more exDerU,v in singing Tlores Negres' In
followed
Spanish,
by . 'Johnny

Poul Gerrita, Hermanos Williams
Ben Dova, Four Macks, Martha
Sweet, Gae Foster Roxyettes, Paul
Ash Roxy Theatre Orch; 'They All
Kissed Bride' (Col)', reviewed in
Variety,' June 3.
Trio,

Accent

on

being

comedy

spreads his first chestnuts.
Hefty comic gets in-- the groove
into his regular
routine, hitting the buUseye wiUi his
satire on various types of lau^ter
and some eccentric stepping.
Read sistors, attractively costumed,
harmonize pops to good results, getting top response lor 'Under the
ettes,

when he launched

Apple Tree' and '".up Ahoy.' The
Acromaniacs, smooth and agile acrobats, make every moment count.
They earned the encore and lollowed up with two minutes of

hokum

athletics.

Easily the hit of

the bUL
Trailers close after the Roxyettes,
in buff uniforms, do drum chorus lor
Cohan's 'Grand Old Flag,' in a real
hooray 'finish. Girls are well rehearsed in routines, with Scotch
waltz dog one ol their t>est. Joe
Lombardi's band, augmented by instrumentalists on stage, give neat ac-

got a healthy response on entrance and stays on just long enough
to register satisfactorily. Alter more
crossfire by Wheeler and Ladd, in
which latter heckles comic to good
retiviis, Smoothies step out lor setto companiment.
ol three-way vocalizing.
Six rows ol standees at opening
Two lads and femme have been show,
Arke.

and

novelty, this week's stageshow here
makes agreeably diverting summer
fare:
Has been nicely staged, and
moves at a fast pace.

Paul Gerrits' m.c.'s the show as
well as doing his regular stint, including the monolog at the dining
table and his particularly clever
juggling routine while on roller
skates.
While his talk about Earl
Carroll's place on the Coast is somewhat of a plug, it turns into a good
gag.

In

addition

to

the

laughs

and

by CSerrits, show
Ben Dova with his drunk
Dova was recently at the Music

novelty supplied
includes'

act

Hall with his stew antics and the

swaying

lamp-post

He

stunting.

was well liked here, when caught.
The Hermanos Williams* Trio,
spotted in a Spanish setting, suggest the Russian more strongly,
especially the costumes of the male
acrobatic team and the Russe number sung *by the girl member, who

works with a phony

While

guitar.

tiie Williams men perform acrobatics
with exceptional smoothness,' the
stunts are of a comparatively simple nature, or at least look to be
fairly easy.
However, what's done
is''

with fine grace and precision.

The skating portion, of Gerrits'
turn is topped by a very effective
line number by the Gae Foster Roxyettes who swing Indian clubs, also
used by Gerrits. Part of this prosequence are the Four
crackerjack
roller-skfiting
quartet of two men and two women,
'The swivel spin makes for a strong
duction

Macks,

finish.

Martha Sweet

songstress,

who

ap-

peared in the club-swinging number
with the Foster line, was out of the
last show Friday night (31), for
balance of engagement due to' illness.
Roxyettes open the show in a very
Doughboy' and Dtoktown Strutters' dever number suggesting a Douglas
Ball.'
Bill Kaylor, tenor will click Leigh sign.
more emohatically alter he gets over
Business Friday night very good.

—

nervousness.

Show-savers are Oxlord Trio and
Pat Henning. Latter^s patter with
Betty Raye Is breezy and socky In
humor, brightened by slapstick lalls,
several comic takeoffs and a climacOn latier he
tic g^g that's a howl.

Char.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Aug. 1.
a curtain call to take a flashsnapshot ol audience as the
Tommy Dorsey Orch (28) with
one that ever gave him an en- Ziggy ElTnan, Buddy Rich, Frank
Oxlord boys rei)eat their Sinatra, Jo Stafford, Pied Pipers,
'Hell^poppin' routine ol top-notch Bobby Lane & Edna Ward, Paul
vOcal impersonations ol name ^band Regan; 'Dr. Broadway' (Par).
They earned the
theme songs.
Indianapolis, July 31.
helUest hand, seUing their stuff so
Horace Heidt Orch with Frankie robusUy that Welk's soloists have a
Tommy Dorsey's band is riding the
Carle, Fred Lowery,. Donna and her tought time lollowing them.
crest of the wave in Philly these
Don Juana, Gordon MocRae, Otiie
Opening matinee trade exception- days in the juke box hit parade and
this is evidenced by the terrif mobs
O'TooIe, Charlie Goodman, Bemie ally poor.
Pullen.
Mattinson, Mimi Cabanne, Jerry
,ol the
Qiiakertown's younger set
Bourne, Sunrise Serenaders, 3 Trumheading for the Earle. But the kids
peters;
must be a mite disappointed in their
'Moonlight
Masquerade'
(Rep).
idol.
Mebbe it was because the boys
Horace Heldt Is making his bid
were playing their seventh show
Chicago, July 31.
lor the house record at tiie Circle
'Infemattonal Casino Revue' with when caught or mebt>e it was the
with a show long on variety and en- Hoi Sherman, Vic Hyde, 3 Mofce- heat hut Dorsey and his boys were
tertainment values.
Thirty per-- Belteves, Emmett Oldyield & Co., inclined to cut up too much onstage,
formers, induding the orchestra, are Mortin & Allen, Sunny Hudson spoiling what might- have been a topon the stage In the course of a Dancers, Les Scott Lee Kelson, 5 notch show. The clowning of the
snappy, quick-change program run- Crocfcerjocks, Line (24); 'In Old footers, headed by Ziggy Elman and
ning an hour and a quarter at the California' (Rep).
Buddy Rich, became contagious
opening.
with the audience becoming unruly.
Heidt Is still using his aUdienceThis relic, alter months on the Result was that the vocalists and
participation stunts.
Calling three road, hove into the Oriental after a other performers were heckled and
service men and three girls from the tour of west coast cities. Company the thing was well- on its way to
house, he pairs them off in contests of dancers, singers and comedians becoming a clambake before the curidentifying theme music of top bands appear somewhat shabbv in cos- tain came down.
(his own wasn't recognized) leading tuming and lack freshness,
But among his fans,. the king could
the orchestra, dandng and hanging
Every number was
Built along lines of a miniature, do no wrong.
clothes on a wash line» with dollar old time revue, the showgirls, line of greeted with solid applause and
prizes for the swift ones.
dancers, tableaux, production num- whistiing, and when it was over the
It's
hands across the footlights bers, the uniformed tenor at the ovation was deafening.
again at the finale as the band plays mike, all the moth-eaten elements
Making his first appearance here
'
service songs, asking representatives are there.
in more than three years, and the
of the various branches to stand,
The line doesn't vary from the "first time since he's added the string
then calls on audience to rise and routine. Their numbers include a section. Dorsey and his lads tee off
sing 'God Bless America,' The band 'Golddifger's
'Can-Can with their theme, 'Getting SentiParade,'
also does a nifty rifle drill for an- Revelations,' 'Indian Serenade,' and mental Over You.'
From then it'^
other martial note.
The boys are a 'Victory Finale,' with each ol the a mixture of Dorsey specials and topr
good at their stunts, with everybody girls representing one ol the United kickers on the hit parade: 'Jersey
going daffy in a comedy dance Nations, parading to the tenor's ren- Bounce,' 'Sleepy Lagoon,' 'Hawaiian
dition ol the now-familiar patriotic War Chant,' 'Song of India,' 'Get If
routine.
Frankle Carle, introduced as co- medlev.
and a stirring patriotic medley
Hal Sherman, a clever hoofer,'has played behind a scrim on which the
leader now, stops the show with his
clever work at the keyboard.
A a dry humor and tells comedy tidbits Army, Navy, Marines and Air Corps
medley of favorites, Including his in deadoan that seemed to please the do their stuff while the band plays
own tunes, goes over big and audience. He's on a litUe too long, the anthems of each arm of the
Three Make-Believes, service.
'Twelfth Street Rag' even bigger. however,
Ollie AToole mimics the voices of n:ntomimists, do interpretations of
Frank Sinatra's melodious voice
Charles Boyer, Katharine Hepburn, records by the Andrews Sisters, nets him plenty of kudoes, but the
They're plenty
Fred Allen, CUiarlie McCarthy and played off-stage.
guy had a tough time bucking the
Edgar Bergen, Etaaeil Davis, H. V. good and their synchronization Is opposition of the kibitzers down
Kaltenbom and Gabriel Heatter to nifty,
front
and on the bandstand, Sinatra
Vic Hyde, one-man band, plays
perfection, then goes to town with
three trumpets simultaneously in is solid with •Without a Song,' 'This
lip impression of Bill Robinson doing
creditable fashion and gives be- Love of Mine,' 'Skylark,' 'Poor You'
a triple time step.
KGs trick of lievable renditions of popular band and teams with the Pied Pipers for a
dialog is particularly neat
couple induding 'I'll Take Tallulah,'
theme songs.
Fred Lowery's whistl^g is as sweet
Emmett Oldfield Co. proves cap- 'Never .Smile Again,' 'Last Call for
and sharp as ever in 'Sleepy able comedy acrobats,
although the Love.'
Lagoon' and 'Rhapsody in Blue,' the turn is replete with many humorous
Rounding out the show are a
latter ambitious and well received. twists used by others in
the field. couple of' dever acts. Paul Regan,
Donna and the Don Juans exhibit Les Scott provides a novelty
by mimic, has plenty of talent and lots
their relaxed rhythms in a smart bouncing all over the stage on a ol material. He could, however, imarrangement of 'I Met Her on a pogo stick. Martlh and Allen are prove his stint by cutting out some
Monday.' The show is chock full of smooth, graceful acrobats. The five of the cornier stuff and keeping only
singers.
Gordon MoCrea capably Crackerjacks, youngsters, h^ve a his best bits, which are really, clever.
does 'Heavenly Hideaway' and "This good bag of acrobatic twists, turns He has a super-abundance of maIs
Worth Fighting For.'
Mlml and somersaults, ties Kelson's sing- terial, and his act is a bit over-long.
Cabanne and Steve Merrill blend ing Is so-so.
Dancers Lane and Ward have an
romantic voices on *I Remember
Troupe -was forced to come In by entertaining and ' novel acrobatic
You.'
Jerry Brown, the cut-up, freight train from Milwaukee what turn.
makes comedy effects of 'Arthur with the Army commandeering rollThey were lined up In the' lobby
Murray Taught Me Dancing,' Heldt ing stock.
lioop.
when caught (Saturday night) Shal.

makes
light
'first

CIRCLE, INDPLS.

core,'

—

ORIENTAL, CHI

-

Something's wrong when the acrobats get the lustiest hand in a combo
vaudeville program. In this case it
was a lack of laughs and an emcee
with introductories as punchless as
tea.
a

mentalists,

BaZtimoTC, Aug. 2.
,
R.^ WheeZer
ttri,
Bert
u>ith Hanfc Ladd,
Sparks, The Smoothies
(3)
Buster West & Lucille Page
with
Ernest Goodhart. Felice lull
House

Ned

STATE,

,

.

'

,

.

Wedneaday, Angast

S,

Piffsburoh, July 31.
(16). 3 Non-

Sammy Kaye Orch

personalities on a personal appearance- and prove they're real entertainers.
Their comedy is noisy,
juvenile stuff but it goes.
For a
climax Berger sings 'Frenesi' (voice
Is fair) while Chester does a Carmen

Noncy
Arthur Miranda burlesque.
The Keller Sisters put a
BiUv WMUams,

chalants, Sterner Sxsten (2),
Rtfan,
Sorman,

Tommy

ROUSE BETIEWS

1942

STANLEY, PITT

CHICAGO, CHI
Chicago, July
Ozzie

Nelson

Orch

(13)

New
tolth

Hilltard,

(4)

lot of Letter, Darlinf;* (Par).
15 MIns.
sock into fine arrangements of 'Don't
Park Central Hotel, N. Y.
Ozzie Nelson is still a fresh-look'I Don't Want
Sit Under Apple Tree.'
Playing their first night club date
ing, young and pleasing band leader
t ) Walk Without You' and 'Jingle, Jan
in some five years. Yacht Club Boys,
gle.' The girls have a lot more show with an engaging grin that isn't hard
boasting two newcomers, continue
sense than most of the sweet young to take. He made ait easy conquest
he and his
in about the same tempp that made
debut in Sonja Heple's 'Iceland' harmony teams that break away of his opening-show audience and the foursome standout among comKaye's putting on a from the bands. Ted Leary is there they approved his songs, comedy tid(20th),
edy quartets for nearly 10 years.
bang-up hour of music and enter- with his line of 'personal' stories. bits and original duets with Harriet Still follow the style of almost spieltainment here. His outfit remains Scotch jokes and new words to pop- Billiard (Mrs. Nelson).
ing a song, with a fresh gag line on
Nelson does not rely on his every verse. Chirrent array of tunes
one of the very few in the name ular songs. The Donatella Brothers
and,
spite
of
1-A
in
A-1
act,
>rowess
with
win
stay
and
(really
a
family
any
instrument
to
Carmen
Add to
are nicely picked for a night club
are in it, lis audience. Nor does he put on audience, with double-entendre or
although flock of changes have been because papa- and
melodramatic
high-pressure.
made, replacements are satisfactory too) give a. lively touch of bright any
straight blue lines deftly handled by
Like good wine, the musical novelty to the bill. The However, he has a slow, easy-going
in every case.
the four boys.
Kaye style Improves with age and two boys play the accordion, 'sister charm that easily insinuates its way
Present combo includes Charlie
silken dances, papa solos on the shepherd's over the footlights.
it's now achieved a smooth,
Adler and (Jeorge Kelly, from the
razor-edge that's as gentle on the horn and mama goes to town with
Miss Hilliard's'entrance in a flame- original outfit of 1932, with Rodney
Paul, the active colored gown is the high point of McLehnon and Billy Dwyer the new
ear as the rustle of nylon. Even the her tambourine.
restraint
muted
member of Paul and Pettit, does the show. Her graciousness" and additions. Two newcomers fit
strong brass has a
some spectacular hand-balancing. willingneEs to encore are winning nicely, working together at one mike
about it.

Wriflht. Don Cornell.
Killer- (M-G).
3 Koydtts; 'Kid Gloee

Just back

irom HoUy wood, where
band made their screen

Sammy

mama

.

m

Kaye gives the customers plenty
their coin including a goodlooking set with several backdrops,
keeping the general production itself right at the level of his music.
It's a fast 60 minutes, with no time
out for encores and everything running on clipped, concise schedule.
Band consists of two pianos, two
guitars, drums, bass, three, trom
bones, two trumpets, five saxes and
Kaye himself on the clarinet occa..;
Maestro has developed as
sionally.'
a showman considerably in last
couple of years and now sparks the
incidental comedy like a veteran.
Plenty of laughs cooked up when
Kaye announces 'another of our
romantic singers* and entire gang
starts rushing to get down front.
Used several times, but never overdone and always good for guffaws.

for

.

Show

gets

away

smartly

with

warbled by the three
Kaydets, and 'Left My Heart at
Stage Door Canteen,' with the vocal
by Don Cornell. That leads into
Sterner Sisters, couple of local gals
who were last here several months
ago at Nixon in touring 'Hellzapoppin.'
They're a pair of blondly at
sexappealers who dance
tractive
with easy grace and natural charm^
and who keep their smartly-polished
routines out of the commonplace
clicko turn on anybody's
grooves.
Nancy Norbill and over big here.
•Jingle, Jangle,'

.

He comes down

a ramp and across factors.
the stage with roller skates on his
Although she does a couple of pop
Corb.
numbers very well, it is the Nelsons'
dueled arrangement of the novelty,
'Come on. Get Up!' that holds the
greatest appeal. This is amusing and
N.
has plenty of sock, ^heir rendition
(NEWSBEEL)
of 'How About You,' as a ,boy and
girl who are trying to impress each
Newsreel compilation is much oUier would do it is also good
along the usual pattern at this the- entertainment.
atre, amply documented with warStandard
comedy dancers are
time backgrounds and highlighted by Armando and Lita-, who start doing
a couple of excellent specials, Tex a straight ballroom stint which soon
McCrary and John W. Vandercook. becomes a brawl, with the male of
The latter is guesting for H. V. Kal- the team losing his trousers and the
femme taking numerous prattfaUs.
tenborn.
Fox has one of the most interest Pair is expert in its work but one
ing clips of the week in the manh\int sees too many of these comedy dance
called by the FBI for three enemy teams who utilize the same tricks.
Bemie Jones, a member of the
agents. FBI asks the nation to join
the hunt for the Nazi saboteurs, band, is a good comedian who does
flashing photographs on the screen, popular sonjs in Swedish dialect
Bob Dupont's comedy juggling Is
with Fox amplifying the item with a
vivid stock shot of an American be- still done with precision and skill.
ing beaten up by Nazi Bundists at The audience liked him. His best
the memorable Madison Square Gar- turn, of course, is juggling a couole
of
plates and an apple, taking bites
den. N. Y., rally. Dorothy Thompson
is shown being hustled out by the out of the fruit on the way around
until it is completely consumed.
gendarmes.
Loop.
topical appeal also is the

paws.

EMBASSY,
.

Acts

31.

Bemie Jones; Bob TACHT CLUB BOTS
Dupont, Armando & Lita; 'Take a Comedy Singing

Hornet

57

of the girl on the stock tums and
whirls seems o'verly simple.
On a larger floor with a larger
mat their work may look better.
-

MEBCEDITA
Sinclag
9 BUns.
Ls Marttnlqne, N. Y.
This girl Is a brunet beaut, a wideEspagnol from
dark-eyed
eyed,
Cuba. She's a liquid singer, passable
but not outstanding, but her physical
appearance puts her in the standout
class as a sex-appeal asset for any
spot especially one in' the Latin-

American idiom.
Right now she's just for cafes, or
perhaps a strictly singing spot in a
stage show. A new arrival in the
U. S., she supposedly can't dish the
English lingo, so all that's left on her

menu

is the singing, al' Latin tunes,
that aura of exotica that must
not be overlooked in evaluating her

McLen- end

while the vets use another.

non and Dwyer are in the groove
following the Irapid-flre wordage.

m

b.o. appeal.

'We Like New York,
When caught here she sang four
being one of their whimsys in which songs, three of 'em ballads, and the
they take an imaginary trip. 'Woo- fourth more -in the Latin rhythm
Woo' is almost exclusively in the tempo. She gets them over mcely,
for
blue category, and a cleanup
if a little woodenlv; but that parade

Opener

laughs.

is

'Spain,

Spain'

is

in

much

the same idiom.
a
'Saroyan,' used as an encore, is
kidding travesty on super-super. film
productions, with the legit producer
who went Hollywood as the butt.
gag'Doctor Schledder' is enttfely
femme
ging, with * chart depicting
beauty used for a satirical lecture
"^e
by the bogus medico. Looks
this is -a new
over nicely.

creation and

BOBBY TABLES

it

interlude during the songs (obviouslyto give the audience a gander at her
beauty from all angles) is too much
of a Narcissus display. She'd be
better off with more facial animation.
Besides Mercedita and Castaine
and Barry (also under New Acts),
only other act In the show here is
.

-

of Jay and Lou Seller, more
went tibat
often seen in the picture houses than
the niteries. Boys are- working a
neat comedy routine as mx-£ of this
show, interweaving their own dance

Wear.

and curved-ski crobatics for best
They have an especially in-

Daneinr

results.

„ .
style of bringing on the
A Eddie's, New York stana- gratiating,
rest of the shorjir, but could punch it
This Negro hoofer builds a
dan<png up further with better patter.
ard tap routine into a good
the ba.ck of a
into
biting
added asset here is that line of
novelty by
h^d sixAn'beauts
titled the Marlniqueens,
chair and lifting it over h^s
while hoofing, and by sin{°n8. "Jf but probably most Important is the
table expert manner with which Emil
teeth into the edge of a solid
Of prime
a Coleman's band plays the show and
and lifting it off the floor mto
Par clip of the trial of the eight Nazi
three Noro Morales' crack rhumba crew
spS Fto a finish he stackscarries
saboteurs in, Washington, with the
Scho.
gives out for the dancing.
cLirs atop the table, and
A. C.
Supreme (jourt weighing the pleas
them off with his mouth.
Par's treatfor a civil court trial.
sub(STEEL PIER)
His tapping isn't bad, although
ment of the subject is, of course,
trick molar work
the
to
ordinate
strictly limited, due to official cenand
and he does some eood sbdmgvaiUt
man, Kaye's first femme singer, fol- sorship, with only a brief shot of
Atlantic City. Aug. 2.
mcluding a
lows with Take Me' and 'Wonder the accused presented. Justice MurPaul Remos Co. (2), Nick Lucas, jumping splits,
^SsCoBtlBilsd.troH pace SI^^s
Over
split
When
Baby's Coming Home,* phy arriving at the court house and Bradforis
Hollywood Coeds ovM toe table into a
(2),
,
,
wood Show Lounge and Capitol
and she's a plumply pretty youngster stacks of law books being carted in. (2), Dicfc Dana, Charles Kemper, solid here.
He's been working vaude theatr^ Cocktail Bar are sloted to reopen
with a refreshing style and quite a
Eddie Kaplan; George Haggerty, Ben
as 'Snakehips
War
news' includes shots of the
billed
bit in the pipe-line.
Yost Singers (9), Music Hall Orch in this area
tonight (4).
British forces fighting Rommel in
(Davis).
Band has a corking arrangement Egypt (Par) and closeups of British (11); 'Dr. BroaduNiv' (Par).
Niteries
occupy four -of most
of 'My Gal Sal,' with clarinet sextet
bombers in close-range attacks on
prominent loop
locatioDa
with
Paul Remos with his midgets and CASTAINE'* BABKT
leading off, the trumpets picking it
Nazi columns; training of glider Nick Lucas and his guitar head
Rhumba Casino, where trouble
a Ballraom Danclnc
UD and the saxes finishing it oR: the
troops (Pathe); flexible gunnery (U); good bill at Music Hall this
started, playing' top attractions.
week.
'Sleepy Lagoon' is another high spot,
Wiia.
5
medicos in maneuvers (Par) under 'While show has fewer acts than
ll»rttal«»e, N. T.
with Art Wright singing, and Kaye's
La
Britsimulated front-line conditions;
Casteine and Barry are an expert
gypsy song medley also carries a ish Women's Auxiliar]^ Army group usual. Modem Minstrel parts have
PMUy
built
up with numerous dance team, but, even more to their
musical wallop. Latter has ft hoofing in some slick precision drilling been
and cradcerinterlude by the Sterners iif native (Pathe). Outstanding is the Fox clip comedy skits and so show nms 90 credit are their youth
Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
jack appearance. He's the taU-aadcostume and gives the inning just on the U. S. Army war show in minutes:
drive against the .<iale of liquor
type; she a smart-looking,
Midgets
talk,
dance
and
perform
handsome
the right
fillip.
Tommy Ryan, Detroit
just as graceful.
minors
to
in Philly niteries was
and
blonde
ai.'
obatics
receive
enthusiastic
appretty
to
Kaye's ace tenor, mops up with
Miscellaneous items include a baby plause, climaxed when one litUe
They run through the regulation opened over the week-end by the
'Johnny Doughboy' and 'Begin the
mule derby (U); Sea- fellow plays xylophone perched atop waltz and foxtrot, vrindfaig up with a city
administration, and
Navy
Beguine,' backed by the choir. The derby (Fox); a
to bis Kentucky farm lo-i; pole balanced on shoulder of ballroom rhumba that's a strong authorities.
"Modem Design' tune's an okay en- biscuit retired
They got over
Shut Out winning the Arling- Remos. At same time other midget applause-getter.
try, with the audience coming in on (Fox);
Opening shot In the oampaipt was
.and no
(Pathe).
is balanced aloft by one'foot on side handily here when caught
the rising barrups, and for their' ton Park classic
a raid Saturday night (1) on Lou's
cai- ; repeat most
they
why
of
pole.
reason
Vandercook answers negatively the
.next-to-closing, band gives out with
Scrto.
Moravian Bar, popular mid-rity
Lucas,
accomoanied by guitar, anywhere mey play.
a strong patriotic number in tiet's 'query as to whether the 'second front'
boite, at which 42 boys and g'ftH in
Bring New Glory to Old Glory,' from will come too late and takes the view sings 'One Dozen Roses' followed by
'Johnny Doughboy' and 'Painting THE GOLDEN PAIR
their teens were hauled away in
'Iceland.' and Kaye's only reference that Japan can be defeated by direct
Encores with "Tiptoeing Acrv-btUuKinx
patrol yrstgons, fingerprinted with
attack so that it will not be neces- Clouds.'
to his film-making.'
Through Tulips,' which Is good for
most of them spending the night In
Three Nonchalants clean up, as sary to retake the Allied territory n.uch applause and is followed by
Mori.
Leon « Eddk'a, New Y«rk
cells.
usual, with their comedy'acrobatics, lost first
who
couple
'Side By Side,' brought up to date
A good-looking blonde
and continue to be just about one
The /aid 'was staged Vy members
with appropriate war theme. Re- do a nifty rouftie bl slow moUon
of best turns of its type in the busiceived big hand at show caught acrobatic and balancing holds. Man of the vice squad augmemed by gobs
ness.
Of course, that meek, mild
Sunday (2).
works in long black pante and bare of the- Navy's shore patrol, a*'te«
little fellow on top could 'make even
The Bradfords please in nice ball* torso, the girl in black scanties and complaints reached authorities that
a
muscle-bound day
couple
of
room turn, going into a combination mesh hose. ,
youngsters were frequenting sppU
,
j
i^v
Washington, Aug. 1.
laborers look good.
"So You Want
ballroom and tapping performance
All of their Ulcks are good with
To. Lead A Band?' stunt follows, and
MatOia Raye, Condos Bros. (2), which was well received. Hollywood the finish really exceptional; to wit, in midto'wn, since the city quaranit's a sock novelty plenty of ^ band
Steve Evans, Lynn Allison, Rockets, Coeds (2) in white chiffon and both are prone, she wraps herself tined' the 'Barbary Coast' on Arch
street
leaders probably wish they had Sam Jack Kaufman's House Orch. sequins, execute some fast spins
up
her
brings
he
and
arm
around his
thought of first Biz big. Cohen,
Several hundred people, including
while tapping out rhythms and snow over his head as he rises.
'Jackass MaW (M-G).
neat teamwork in acrodancing.
A class act that should do nicely many servicemen, were In the' MocaBen Yost Singers give their for vaude and possibly for a spot vian Bar when' the raiders arrived
It's all Martha Raye in this 52 min
usually
good performance, with
well as cafes.
shortly before midnight AU those
Wide-mouthed special notice for their vocals of in a musical, as
utes of fast revue.
who could prove they were over 21
comic bellows and mugs, sings and 'Summertime,' 'It Ain't Necessarily
"WACKr WAYNE
were freed. The minors were hauled
cracks wise, kicks off her slipper and So' and other selections from "Porgy MILDRED
Indianapolis, Aug. 1.
Comedienne
away as were Sam Domsky, alleged
tears her hat, in a routine that taps and Bess.'
Archie Bobbins, Stan Ross, Hally
10 Min*.
„ ^
proprietor, four bartenders and two
a reservoir of .energy for the reDick Dana emcees show and serves LeoD Sc Eddie's, Ifew York
Chester, Harris Berger, Keller Sis
ported 5,000 frogskins she collects as straight for numerous comedy
hoyden, supoosedly out waitresses.
ters, Paul K Pettit, Ted Leary, Dona
blonde
This
for this F street personaL
skits of the Modem Minstrels, which
Craig Ellis, captain of the vice
features a boisterous ad
tella Bros. & Carmen (S); 'Escape
Chicago,
of
^
Opens with "Great Day C:oming, feature Eddie Kaplan, Charlie lib style that skips the round-hair- squad, warned that the 'over 21' secjTom Crime' (WB).
Manana,' ihterspersing the lyrics Kemper and (jeorge Haggerty.
cuts but wIU cUck soUd with the tion of the liquor code would be
Music Hall filled at show caught hep crowd.
with her own observations in a stagstrictly enforced from now on.
Carter.
InTouUne
'Calling AU Stars' is the tiUe of gered arrangem^t that flts her Sunday.
Her scr«wball comedy
Followed by Mr,
the current show at Keith's, but peculiar style.
cludes some singing—she stretehM
there's no getting away from the Paganini' and '5 O'clock WhisUe,'
Army Ollleer's Plea
'Mr Paganini* for five minirtes—and
fact that it's straight vaudeville, one punctuated with jokes about her replenty of footwork that is more like
Columbus, O., Aug. 4.
of the best bills of the season. Ted cent tour of the army camps. Her
shadow-boxing than dancing and*
Ueut, Col. O. M. Baldinger, comLeary slickly m.cs but there's no symmetrical gams are freely disrepartee with the customers.
'
"
-Continued
from
pace
line of girls or other ornaments to played in a couple of deft handStrictly for the intimate niteries manding officer of the Lodtboume
Air Base, -near Columbus, has asloed
gild the lily.
shows.
Just acts, and the springs.
paign and shoot the works for a and the late
mineight
had
only
Bros,
Condos
customers are happy.
the Ohio Board of Liquor Control to
despite the shortage
Archie Bobbins rates headline utes; but began where most tapsters surplus return
suspend licenses of itriproperly operBOSITA and CAESAB (3)
As precision steppers of time and the possibility that the Dance
honors with his sock one-man variety leave off.
ated drinking places in the Interest
show gags, and parodies, impres- they're great and the audience, hun- picture people may not agree; to It Mini.
of soldiers. He was the sole witsions and what have you.
He's gry for terpsichore by masters, wait for and participate in the La- Leon Si Eddie's, New York
ness before the board in a license
bursting with personality, and radi- poured it out for the team. Steve bor Drive, although this will probThis couple and their drum-beater
revocation action he had instituted
ates ^ood Auraor.
He brings on a Evans starts off in low gear, but then
the support of the ra- dish out a torrid line of Cuban danc-.
sans
be
ably
and
stooge, Stan Ross, made up to look works into his hunky souse,
needs the Sudamericano at- against the Brysonian night club of
stations and legit, theatres; to ing that
dio
and
giggle
other
with
the
like a refugee from the morgue, who winds up
Shadesville, O. He said his appeal
mosphere to really click. In
Department
Treasury
the
Allisons
imtil
wait
Lynn
imitations.
Havana-Madrid
laugh
joins him in series of clever impernearby La Conga or
was based on a morale issue. No
sonations, Ross going through the coloratura has all its defects ac- sees its way .clear to set aside a they probably sizzle.
immediate decision was made by the
motions in the spotli^t while Rob- cented by the microi*one. She is week, or at the most a fortnight
Costumes are neat, routines are board on the unprecedented request
minibins does the voice parts through a best in topical stuff.
for the non-picture sectors of show- pleasing, and they handle the
Objecting to the testimony in ita
"The Rockets are introduced by an biz to beat their drum for the sale ature bongoo effectively.
blacked-out mike.
Lionel Barryentirety was Richard Rector, counmore, Ned Sparks and George ArUss invisible Sam Jack Kaufman, recitstamps.
and
bonds
war
of
sel for Mrs. 'Sena Bryson. pwner of
are their- victims.
Most of it is ing 'One Dozen Roses,' special lyrics
THE OLYMPICS (2)
manager
comedy, but it ends on a patriotic devised by production
the- night club. Earlier, the dancere- Roller Skaters
which
band,
effectively
ittarnet
is
Charlie
Stage
note as they do Abraham Lincoln Gene Ford.
7 MIns,
hall permits of six places, including
giving a massage for today.
frimmed with green and sUver fan cently finished a month at Steel Pier, Leon St Eddie'a. New York
the Brysonian, had been revoked by
that
Surprise of the show is the turn for red-coated orchestra on band Atlantic City, goes back there for
A routine roller skatmg act Male
officials at Colonel Baldinger's reof Hally Chester and Harris Berger,
three more weeks, opening Aug. 24. Is adequate as a curtain raiser.
two of Hollywood's little Tough "^Capacity -business for last show Band is now at Strand theatre, N. Y. end of the duo is so big his handling quest
Arke.
Guys,' who forget they're minor fllm Friday (30).
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Still

Jumps

Broadway business saw a general
Improvement last week, mostly attributed to annual vacationists from
out of town. List's survivors all appear to be turning some profit and
tha'. should apply through 'August.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys:. C (Comedy), D (Drama),

$1.65). Will

CD

M

(Comedv-Drama)

O

(Mustcol),

,

R

(.Revue),

(Operetta).

'Angel Street,' Golden (34th week)

It

new

season;

$47,600; capacity.

'CUadla,' St. James (return en(10th week) , (C-1,520;
probably be sent on tour
after this month; dropped recently,
but better last week, with gross

gagement)

around

which appears

$7,000,

satisfactory.

$3.30).

Inside Stuff-Legit
Week

Boston, Aug, 4.
With the Majestic temporarily
dark, 'My Sister Eileen,' at Colonial,
has the field to Itself this week and
It's the show's last
is making hay.
Y/eek in town, however, because of.
prior bookings, but 10 weeks for a
return engagement is considered

phenomenal.
Gross last week was solid at

mated

Some players holding, term contracts with the Shuberts are guessing
when and If they are going to appear in that firm's shows next season.

esti-

TRey have been repeatedly advised that such contracts do not supersede
the Equity standard forms and ara not recognized by Equity, yet the
legality of the agreements Is not questioned.
Managers can hold the
actors, who cannot run to cover with Equity's assistance if. the terms
and conditions of the termers are not later. to their -liking or advantage.
Shubert termers have been used over a considerable period, actors
being guaranteed 20 weeks per season, but not consecutively, which is one
Contracts are .Intricate and cover plenty
of Equity's chief objections.
of territory,' permitting the managers to farm the ^ctors out for pictures,
radio or other engagements. Term may be from one to .five years and
are similar to cohtracts once issued by other managers,- but now gen-

$8,500.

be

to

REVIVALS
(M-1,774; $2.75).

If

(28th

'EILEEN',

$6,S00,

upward

trend is not clearly shown in next,
two weeks, win probably be booked
on the road in early fall; better last

Not getting more
than moderate money, but Is in the
ninth month and indefinite; better- we(ik; approached $14,000.
ment placed the gross bit 6ver $7,000.
'The iimy W)dow,' Carnegie Hall
'Arsenfc and Old Lace,' Fulton (3d week) (M-2,';60; $2.20). So well
(80th week) (CD-838; $3JO). Picked attended that en'gagement 'will be
up rather more than some other run extended beyond this (4th) week;
shows and registered approximately estimated aroiind $19,000; 'The New
$10,000; cast entirely changed now, Moon' will probably follow.
(D-789;

^,500

.

Porgy. and Bess,' Majestic

week)

Solid

In Hob; Last

to $10,000

could .go through

are

Been'

$47^,

Tourists Help B'way; 'Army',

WILL LEAVE

'

.

but that

may

.:ot affect

boxoifice,

CHI SOON

VAUDEtBEVUE

Chicago, Aug. 4.
46th St. (19th
'My Sister Eileen' is readying to
Another vaude- leave after having spent some 44
ville revue, is planned, next month weeks .in town.
Harris -will take in
in this spot, at which time other 'Junior Miss' as replacement ariRind
had approximated $9,000.
similar attraction^ are likely; busi- Labor Day.
'By Jupiter,' Shubert (9th week) ness fair; $14,000 estimated; 'Beat the .In the offing ii.'Best Foot For(M-1,325; $4.40).
Perked up and Band' n^xt legiter.
ward,' due into the Erlanger later
midweek matinee best attended since
this month;
early weeks; one of the leaders, with
'Estimates for Last Week
gross around $25,000 mark.
$17,400, BEST 'Good Night Ladies,' Blackstone
•Junior Miss,' Lyceum (39th week)
(16th week) (1,200; $2.75). Holding
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Slightly better on
up well, though off of capacity. Fine
three-matinees-weekly basis (Mon5-YR.
B.O.
$14,000.
day night being out); rated around
'Blithe Spirit,'

Booth (38th week)

(CD-712; $3.30). Laid off last week
and resumed Tuesday, Mondays beIng out for balance of summer; pace

'PrUriUes of

week)

19«;t,'

(1,347; i22(i).

.

mOSSOM^

INL7ILLE

'My

$10,000, indefinite.

Sister

Eileen,'
$1.65).

week) (1,000;
Louisville, Aug. 4.
Father,' Empire (142d
'last -weeks,' but will
week) (C-1,082; $3.30). Longest run
Biggest week's gross, estimated at a few more sessions.
play iji years' always gets- share of $17,400, in the five-year history of the last w,eek.
visitor trade and again approached Iroquois Amphitheatre was chalked
$10,000 last week; that's plepty at up at the close of a. seven-night enthis time.
gagement Sunday (2) .of the peren'Let's Face It,' Imperial (M-1.450; nial 'Blossom Time,' which was the
$3.30). Laying off, but wiir resume piece selected by popular poll as the
ST.
soon (Aug. 17) after a run of 38 fourth show of the six-week summer
weeks; mail orders being taken in season, Big booster was a sellout of
the house Saturday (1) to the Indiana
Interim.
With

'Life

1942

5»

erally in disuse.
It appears that some players are convinced that they are outsmarting
the Equity regulations and that idea -sometimes works out, but when
they land in flops they ar^ out of luck, not having the privilege
to seek jobs in shoWa produceid by other managements. ^ Recently a musical abruptly closed and those tied up started worrying what their chances
would be during the new season. So far as Equity is concerned they
are under call to the firm, unless able' to secure a release.

Reputed plans whereby 'Star and Garter' might move from the Music
Box, N. Y.; to the Winter Garden, occupied by 'Sons o' Fun,' appear not
to have gone further than- the talk department. As 'Garter* has a regulation contract, with the M. B., It -Could not exit without the assent of the
latter management. Somewhat vaguely mentioned that a bonus of $25,000
had been, or may be, offered to release 'Garter' from the contractual
-

"
obligation.
Irving. Berlin is the titular manager of the Music Box, of which he
owns one-third, with the estatei of Sam H. Harris and Lee Shubert
having similar shares. Shuberts operate the Winter Garden. Michael
Todd, who produced 'Garter,' signed the booking contract and is not known
to have approached Berlin on any proposal to move the show, which is
said to have already earned back over $30,000 of its production expense
'
and is continuing to sell out.
'

'

'

-

.

,

'

Harris (11th
Report that Richard Eichberg, former Berlin film producer, is financAdvertising ing the season of operettas at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., is incorrect. His wife,
is a minor stockholder, her -share being 12Vi%.
Carnegie ven$6,.500
ture has attracted attention not only because it is drawing distinctly
profitable business, but is the first legit presentation in the Hall. Technical name of the ownership is Light Opera Enterprises, Inc., of which
BIG Joseph S. Tushinsky is president and Hans Bartsch, vice-president. They
Eichberg is
are the 'presenters,' with Maestro Tushinsky in the pit.
'

be around here however,
Managed

'ROBERTA' TEES OFF

3D

IN

L

SHOWING

billed as 'artistic director.'

They plan sending 'The Chocolate Soldier' on tour. Its revival opened
the Carnegie show season and got it off to an excellent start, first time
St. Louis, Aug. 4.
Ordnance Works and -Hoosier Ordthe hall has been open in summer. 'The Merry Widow,' third presentanance Plant employees. Both war
Jerome .Kern's 'Roberta,' which tion, is currently in its fourth week and will play at least one week more.
•week)
plants
have
recreational
associations.
holds the second highest attendance
$3,000 over pace at Biltmore; prices
Frederick De Cordova selected a record for a one-week stand in the
sliced 50% in new spot, but takings
A number of people who saw Irving Berlin's 'Yip, Yip, Yaphank' and
went to around $10,000.
standout singing cast for the Sig- Municipal Theatre 'Assn's al fresco
were puzzled over ref'Sons o' Fun,' Winter Garden (35th mund Romberg piece, headed by Ed- theatre in Forest Park (72,250 in his current 'This Is the Army' (Broadway, N.Y.)
week) (CD-1,519; $4.40). Another ward Roecker in the role of Franz 1938) is back for its third engage erences to the song 'Mandy' being in both shows. Those who did not
"show favored by visitors and has Schubert, and ably assisted by Marthe ment and a huge bally is on tap to remember the number in 'Yaphank' are partly correct, for the ditty then
capacity to take care of crowds; up Errple, Dorothy Sandlin. and Frank
called 'The Sterling Moon.'
was
make the current engagement the
slightly,
with
takings
around Hornaday. Male contingent also inNumber was revamped and later turned up in a Ziegfeld 'Follies' under
cluded Rolfe- Sedan, Billy Kent and all-time banner high. Despite sev|23,0OO.
the 'Mandy' label In the present staging the number is much more efRoUin Bauer.'
eral showers and cloudy weather
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (6th
Composer's prediction that 'I l-ett My
it was' in 'Yaphank.'
BiU for the fifth week of the sea- during the day, the piece opened fective than
week)- (R-991; $4.40). Little doubt
Heart
at the Stage Door Canteen* would be a hit within a month was an
son,
opening'
yesterday
'.(Monday),
is
last night (Monday) to a mob of
about this musical being in ttTe chips
standout tune.
and -there are standees in for all 'Naughty Marietla.' Heading the cast 10,100 and estimated $4,500 on deck. accurate forecast and it is the 'Army's'
for the Victor Herbert piece is Joan It was the biggest opening night
performances; rated above $24,000.
Roberts, Frank' Hbrnaday and Bob
.'Stars on loe,' Center (3d week)
crowd of the current season.
Commodore' Hart, with a marine cap to prove it, staged his annupl
Lawrence.
(M-3,000; $1,651).
Let out another
Nancy. McCord, who played role show at Grossinger's in the Catskills last^week, the performance being
notch and there were standees In
of Stephanie in previous presenta- billed 'Recruits of 1042.' Morty Citron was billed as the m.c, but the
big theatre at Wednesday- matinee;
tions, was brought back to repeat pop of Moss and Bernie Hart appears to have been on and off just as
grossed over $33,000 in regular niriie
Shoberts
Fofd
Musicals
for her sole engagement of the sea- frequently. Oldster, who says he is a. refugee from Miami Beach, became
performances;- Radio City spot helps'
son and scored. John Tyre, baritone, lyrical for the occasion and introduced his newest compositions.
C0Qs^d«rably.
"Dncle -Harry,' BrOadhurst (lOth
12G was upped from a supporting role Principal jingle is 'We'd Like "To Be There When They Get Him,' reIn
week) (D-1,142; $3.30). Somewhat
to play opposite Miss McCord. Only ferring to that 'dirty Nazi,' and the audience was Invited to join in the
Improved, but will- probably not hold
new face in the cast is Ivy Scott, final chorus, which it did lustily.
over into, new season; rated around
Detroit, Aug. 4,
Broadway character actress.
.

'My

.

Eileen,'
Beck (84th
.(CD-1,214; $1.65).
Jumped

Sister

•

M; mssom',

.

,

Although attempt of the Shuberts
to launch musicals and revivals
ADDED
liiia Is the Army,' Broadway (4th from this center ended dismally,
week) (R-1,942; $4.40). Dated to popular-priced drama' will continue
play out this month, but Indications to keep the Rialto lit here throughout the summer, Shuberts washed
out their musical' season at the Cass,
although the second week of The

$7,500.

Merry Widoyr' saw it better its
week slightly, with an estimated-

first

It did not move on to Chicago as planned after the flop,
ending of 'Cocktails, 5 to 7,' which

$12,000.

folded there swiftly «fter being the
initial venture here.

However, Billie Burke, In, The
Vinegar Tree,' rolled along blithely
in her sixth week at th Lafayette,
collecting an estimated $8,200 at a

Comedy

top.

.$1.50

'will

continue

for another two weeks, when Joe E.
Br{twn is set to follow on Aug. 15 in

•The
Met. LOO CLAXTON
o/o Variety, Hollywood

'

Show

Off.'

Rhine,* Poor $6,000,
Gets Only 1 Phaiy

Wk.

Others

click are Helen Raymond, Bob
The 'Skating Vanities,' which showed at Madison Square Garden in
Shafer, Vicki Cummings, Frede'fic the spring after attracting attention in a number of cities, has been
Tozere, Carol King, Tommy Wonder, mapped for an extended tour. First -rollerskate revue, which was patSibyl Bowan, Lee Dixon, Al Down- terned along the lines of iceskating shows, was supposed to have been
ing, Lorraine Bridges and Jeanne taken over up to 50% by theatrical interests, but that deal is stated to
Hempel..
have been canceled. Harold Stelnman again heads the managerial coterie
Vincent
Youman's
'Wildflower* which presents the 'Follies.'
closed first engagement here (seven
Lee Shubert and Olsen and Johnson were named as having bought in.
nights) Sunday (2) with a satisfac- A number of new specialties have been engaged for the roller, show.
tory b.o. score. Piece drew total of
55,000 payees who laid approximately
The Jolson name is still atop the former legiter on Seventh avenue
$31,000 on the line.
near 59th street, N.Y., which has changed policy almost seasonally, but
called
the spot will again use Yiddish shows npxt season and it will be
the Molly Picon theatre. It will open in October, tha East Side star
In
appearing in a musical comedy called 'Oh, Is This a Life.' Show has no
less than 30 musical numbers.
Big
Eddie Relkin has Uken over the Picon and will run it on his own.
Filmer
Advance sale is claimed to approximate $30,000, representing tickets mostly
sold to theatre benefit party organizations.
to

'MoonTme $9,000

Newark

.Newark, Aug. 4.
'The Moon Is Down* wound up a
Frank Mandel is coming back as a producer with 'V For Vickie,' but
week's stay at the Mosque Sunday
(2), getting an estimated $9,000 and is not exactly on his own.
A number of people will be interested in
showing a neat profit. House picked the managerial end, including Howard CuUman, Richard (Dick) Berger.
up close to $1(1,000 opening week who was with the Schwab & Mandel enterprises, one or two St. Louis men

with 'Native Son.'
Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
Operating at a 75c top, the large
The Forrest theatre s summer legit theatre draws a buxorn evening trade
season, interrupted last week -when and does fairly good matinee biz.
it was decided not to hold 'Watch
'

YORH
AND

on the
starts'

Rhins.',.for .a

again next

Jane Cowl,

s$LCOnd.

Monday

week,

KING
THROW A POSEY TO
Wm.Wyler
For Hi» Direction of

.

"Mrs. Miniver^'

'Rhine,* although accorded
notices^
suffered from the.

good
worst

weather of the summer and its scant
gross of estimated $6,000 wasn't figured enough to warrant h.' o. 'Candida* will

employ same scale -of $2

top.

1830

AUTHORS' REPREtCNTATiyt
•u'mi ui tlMf
*'a«-^far''««''ttf<^-''i«tw 'Virti:''
iPItyi fir'.Mait,

'

III

'

WMt

7til

Wmt

Ut timiM

Birds Without

(August 5-15)

Wings

6G

Toronto

in

Elissa

4.

Landi starring, Edward

1
'BiBokouts of 1942' (vaude)—El
aeven Keneo, ndnptft\ by KllMib«th MIole from play by Pierre
Capitan, Los Angeles (5-15).
Wolfe; staged by Mlas Mlele; settings by
'Candida' (stock) ^Windsor, Bronx
Uuss Bronke; stars Julie Haydon; presented
by and at Theatre-ln-the-Dale. New Mil
(5-9).
In three acts,

I

Claude Davenne
Jean Vlllars..
Jeffrey Sims
Louis

'.

Sister Eileen'

Boston

N.

J.

Co.)—Har-

(5-8);

(3d Co.)—ColCentral, Pas-

(U-15).

'No, NO, Nahelie' (stock)—Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford (5-8).
'Private Lives' (stock)—Flatbush,
'
Brooklyn (11-15).

—

'CUndia'

>

Julie llaydon
Hudson Fauasett Francisco (3-15).

Guy

—

Spaull

..

.

Boston

(3-B).

fVlnegar Tree'

(stock)—Erlanger,

^Buffalo (5-8).

•Watch, en the Bhine'

.(stoc]f:)-r>

•

.

-

.

'My
saic,

(2d

(5-15).

'42; $1.10 top.

1,

.

•

Sister Eileen'

Chicago

Curran,
•Show Time' (vaude)
Co.)—Geary, San
(1st
San Francisco (S-19).
Playhouse,
<3tock)
•Snspeet;
'Corn Is Green' (stock)—Central, Providence (S-8).
Henry Barnard
Hubert Bong Passaic, N. J. (5-9).
•Vinegar Tree' (stock)—Lafayette,
'Escape Me Never' (stock)—Flat- Detroit (5-15).
This bucolic temple of Thespis may bush,
Windsor,
Brooklyn
(8-9);
'.Vinegar Tree' (stock)—Majestic
be operating on the bayfleld circuit,
20-Auk

Waryse l
Maltlie

Sheldon's 'Romance* did a splendid
estimated $6,300 at the Royal Alexandra here,' with 1,551-seater scaled
Bronx (11-16).
but they're certainly not letting any
at $1.50 top. .Play could have held
'Good Nlfht Ladiei'-Blackstone,
grow under their feet here
ov^ for a second week, but for grass
Chicago (S-15).
this season, as far as tryouts are concontract with Gloria Swanson in
Mos'Giiest .In -Ihe' Honse' (stock)—
.cern^. Tnre<$ br/eak-ins.. out of five
'
.•Reflected-Sloiyi^^.—
produ'ciioiis 'to date'repres'ent a high que,' Newaric (5-8)'. '
Misa Landl> returns bera week of
'Moon Is Down' (stock)—National,
Aug. 31 in' Ma^fcwell Anderson*^ percentage of such efforts, in any
(Continued on page 60)
Washington (10-15).
'Mary -of Scoti»hd.*,
-•

ris,

onial,

New. Milford, Conn., Aug.

Drnnm

'

With

SINCE

•My

Current Road Shows

ford, Conn., July

'Romance'

Toronto, Aug.

SAMUEL FRENCH

,

Strawhat Reviews

and John Craven, in a revival of
George Bernard Shaw's 'Candida.'
ers

Golden Gate Theatre
San Francisco—Aug. 13th

'

(10) with

Tom Pow-

siDip'orted .by

and 'several people on the. Coast
j
Script of 'Vickie,' by Sid Herzig, is very well regarded. Background
Margaret Matzenauer, former Met warbler v.'in
is women in war work.
Taylor
be in the cast which includes Uta Hagen, Collette Lyons and
Holmes.

Forrest, Philadelphia (5-8).

•Watch on the Bhlna'
Mosque, Newark (5-9).

(stock)—

Wednesday, August

5,

.1942

LEGITIMATE

Legit Producers Seen Overcoming

AH War and

Priorities

Corrent London Shows
London, Aug.
'All's Fair,' WhitehaU.
'Bit Top,' His Majesty's.

Handicaps

New

8

4.

59

Legits Announcing Dates

Point

Up

Early

Broadway Season

WHIhe

Spirit,* St James's.
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.

A

confab of theatrical production
supply and accessory flrnis was held
last week, and at that time it seemed
clear that regardless of priorities
and other possible deterrants, 'the
and elasticity of
resourcefulness
show business will overcome 611
handicaps during the coming season.
'will be available
materials
Some
only in limited quantities, but the
supply people say that substitutes
employed.
successfully
can be
Production materials which are
most scarce are cables, electric and
for stage sethardware
other types;
'

'

Chi Radio Actors' IHoon'
Chicago, Aug. 4.
Actor's Company of Chicago, composed of professional radio mimes,
will present John Steinbeck's The
Moon Is Down' at their Wabash avenue playhouse, opening August 7.
month's run of Wednesdays and

A

weekends is planned.
Cast of The Moon Is Down' includes Lou Krugman; Arthur Peterson, Jules Getllri, Eileen Palmer,
Julie Kimberling, Paul Bowers. All
are currently engaged in Chi radio.
tings is also practically non-existant,
but other devices can be just as effective, acordlng to the supply men;
lumber for productions is another
problem and It Is said.th^t three
times as much wood as is actually
necessary must be purchased in
order to get enough properly processed lumber, without knotholes and
which does not exude sap. There
is ni), linen, but plenty of duck and
other materials for painted drops.
Henry (Terry) Duflfy, who headAccessory firms say they have on
hand from 10% to 75% more ma- quartered in San Francisco for
around 18 years, has established himterials than necessary at this date,
self
in Detroit and plans remaining
but anticipate a rapid rise in demand. To handle the volume of ma- there for the duration of the war. Uncertainties of Frisco theatre attendterials expected to be sought, the
ance, principally because of blacksupply people propose requisitioning
outs, is the reason for Duffy leaving
the manufacturers.
the Coast. He said that business for
llieatrlcal accessory firms have an
several of his snows was away off
association which has already surfor days after blackouts.
veyed the future market. RecogDuffy is currently operating stock
nized that making requisitions and
at the Lafayette, Detroit, where
obtaining delivery will necessitate
•The Vinegar Tree,' with Billie
financing. If th6 association cannot
Burke, is in the seventh week. In
swing the deals, the managers
the fall he will produce a new musithrough the LeagTie of New York
cal comedy at the. Wilson, to be
Theatres will be advised and ways
called 'Life of the Party,' with Doroof raising needed capital will be
thy Stone and Charles Collins topworked out. Until the accessory ping. It is based on "The Patsy'
people arrive at a decision, the plan and will haye music by George
of the mahagei^ to form a produc- Grandee, with lyrics by Jack Brention pool, with possible outside fi- nan.
nancing, will be held in. abeyance.
Duffy is opening an office in N. Y.
There will probably be no short- for casting.
age in lighting apparatus.
Many
producers have quantities of lamps
saved from productions made in
Marching
Clams and
other seasons, although probably not
enough to fill all requirements.
Lighting equipment -firms will- no
Maney's Boys;
longer sell their product, all of that
available being delivered strictly on .
to Recover
a rental baslis. Not a few managers
have rented lighting apparatus in
The Dick Maney China Boys Clam
the past, rather than make outright
Club held its
fli^ns are Chowder and Matching

HENRY DUFFY

.

MOVES TO

'

.

No

No

Takes

Qnt

'Em 2 Days

pu^^chases.

,

Some Vghting

ocupied with Government contracts. second annual Clamless (Tlambake
last weekend at the Redding Ridge
(Conn.) home of Henry Senber, an
associate in the Maney publicity

GOLDBERG SDETRACKS

ATAM AT PROY. HOUSE
'A.

Edward Goldberg

have ducked out

Is

of his

John Latham Toohey and
Ted Goldsmith, also Maney associoffice.

ates, attended. After the organization's official session Saturday night

(1) all over the Ridge, the group
went to Maney's farm at Westport,
agreement Conn., Sunday (2) to recuperate.

.

one of the

letter's

New

Eng-

land picture chain. Also stated that
was not up to expectations,
because of which expenses were
trimmed.Agents and managers union have
-taken no action against Goldberg,
although ATAM has jurisdiction
throughout the country, as recently
recognized by the American Federation of Labor. Intimated that the
union will seek satisfaction from the
manager if and when he engages in
subsequent theatrical activities.

ROSEN SEES ANOTHER
lADIES' IN HEAVEN'

m

'Claudia;

on Road, WiO

With Snbstitote Setting
-The

original

cast

of

'Claudia'

opened at the Geary, San Francisco,

$2.75 top, number one
cast being due in Chicago in November, where the return engagement
will probably have a $1.65 top.
'Claudia' played' 22 weeks in that
stand last laason.

scaled

at

seasons their tendency

success.

came
(31

),

into

is

drama by a new

74c

Each Agamst

On

.

necessary. Players trunks will be
segregated and carried with the cast
should, emergencies arise. There will
be two trunks containing
also
painted drops, to be used when the
regular setting does not arrive on
time.. The drops would be fastened
to battens, part of all stage equipment this type presentation being
known as the 'tie-up system.'

STlEFa'S STRAWHAT'

tors

were

filed

with

Equity

last

The suwner stock

at Ivoryton,
Conn., will dis.continiie there, Milton
Stiefel

moving

his.

company

to

city stock reported faring
is that which started recently in Newark, at the large capacity Mosque. House is being operated by Russell Mack and Sam H.

Grisman.

•

New

coming

attrac-

is not so.
causing worry In
actor circles. Possibilities of transportation' jams and the Increasing
restrictions on paSMflifir travel, because of mllltax7 requirements will
The' chances of
curtail tourinf:
making so^e jumps In buses are
being considered wh«4.tall mccommoddtlons cannot be nnde, Number
of shows to go on ihe road may also
b^ curtailed because of the limited
number of hits on Broadway last

and

Is

.

season.

However, one tour has

already

started and another is imminent,
opened in San
'Claudia' ha'Vipg

and 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' dated to light up in
Los Angeles Aug. 17, Early fall Is

Monday

of the 'Cocktail' "peoplc"s6lfght pay-'

'ARSENIC, FOR 1ST TIME,

ment there they would receive the
ing for the

management

to respond,

(3)

slated to see three companies of
'Junior Miss' on the road, one in
Boston, another in Chicago and the
third on the Coast, while the original
show is slated hideflnltely at the
Lyceum, N.. Y.

FAES TO SUCE MELON

'Cocktails' was first supposed to be
part of musical stock, but rehearsed

There's a first time for everything,
more than one week and, when Shuwas advised that only one week The backers of 'Arsenic and Old
New bert
for stock was the rule, regular sal- Lace' found that out when they re-

$40 to $50, plus living
the players remained

'lookers,'

of

Outlook for the road

cheerfiil

Francisco

.

London, it being the latest strawhat
aries to apply'' thereafter, he decided
switch from the country to a cily.
On that basis
it was a production.
It was proposed to play the I verymusicals may rehearse five weeks,
ton stock in New London two days
but rehearsal pay on the basis of
scrapped
idea
was
weekly, but the
.
$20 weekly is required.
Equity
asbecause, of added costs.
sented to the outfit playing two
towns, but raised the stock salary
SHY,
if

number

tions.

week, when members of the 'Cocktails-Five to Seven' said they were
short-changed 74c each on their rehearsal pay. Musical was presented
in Detroit by J, J. Shubert and
moved' to Chicago, where it flopped
Understood
out after two weeks.
the' Equity deputy filed, the claims
and a routine demand on the Shuberts will be made.
At. Equity it was said that if any

approximate six-bits without wait-

MOVES INTO CITY

-

surprising

'Murder

Without Crime,' which
the Comedy on Friday
rated an ingenious meloauthor.
Has cast
of only four.
Shapes up as highly
For the Frisco debut Mayor An- successful despite these two apparent
thony Rossi was the 'only guest o( handicaps.
honor,' special card with that designation having been printed and delivered by the advance agent.
'Claudia' is tlfg first legiter to take Actors File Claims of
to the road with a substitute setting
since the. days oi barnstorming or
J. J. Sfanbert
wild-catting of one nighters. Show
is a one-setter, which requires a reg'Cocktails^ Rehearsals
ulation baggage car, but, in the event
of transportation delays because of
Smallest individual claims by acthe war, jumps will be made in buses
if

out in the listings of autumnal acwhereas, in most recent
was to hold
back until after the. first influx
attractions had sho'wji. Most of them
have more than one show scheduled,
another sign that showmen are less
affected with the uncertainties of the
times than those in other fields.
From the present outlook, Broadway will more than match London'*

tivities,

Wednesday
was nicely

were

who will be secured in Hollywood. 'Harem' will be presented
Joh
Al Golden's
on the Coast, being due in CUicago
in the fall, with Broadway to follow.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 4.
Lang, a well-to-do Seattleite, who
Al Golden, playwright, screenturned film agent, wiU not be interwriter and for the last four years on
Premieres
ested in the new show.
called the drama faculty at Duquesne Unioriginally
was
Farce
{Aug. 5-15)
has resigned his post
'Haunted Harem' by Fred Ballard, versity here,
to become diwho will collaborate with Milton with the local school
rector of public relations for the
'Quiet Wedainr,' by Esther McCropper in rewriting the script.
Cracken, at Brattle Hall, Cambridge,
Hospital Service Assn. here.- Golden
Mass. (3-8).
wrote 'Mimi Scheller,' which had a
May Lose BIa«ks(one
brief run on Broadway several sea'Blob Oct Blcher,' by Mary HaU,
Chicago, Aug. 4.
at Scarsdale (N.Y.) theatre (4-8).
sons ago, and on the strength of that
1«a«Cl« MeGilUcsn/ by Joseph O.
Possible government annexation of work was signed to a writing conKesselrlng,
at
Woodstock (N.Y.) the Blackstone hotel may leave the tract by 20th-Fox, where he worked
playhouse (6-9).
'Good Night Ladles' show without a for a year.
Another play of his, 'Men the
'Evening Blie,' by Reginald Den- theatre.
.ham and Mary Orr, adapted from
Al Rosen, co-producer of the show, Dogs,' on which he collaborated with
short story by John Taintor Foote, now at Blackstone theatre, is' in- Milt Gross, has been' up for a Broadbut has
at
'Woodstock
playhouse vestigating other theatres in event way production many times,
(N.Y.)
still to get on a stage.
(13-16).
.
this occurs.
.

'Light and Shade,' modestly prorevue,
which opened last
(29) at the Ambassador,
received, having occasionally clever material,
Real sen-

duced

(3), with several .leads who sation, however,
was 'No Orchids
in the Chicago company now for Miss Blandish,' opening
Thursappearing at the St James, N. Y., day (30) at the Prince of- Wales.
where the play is in the lith week Lurid adaptation of pornographic
of a repeat date. Coast appearances gangster novel not only was warmly
and subsequent western bookings are received but promises to be a great

Monday

expenses

°

London, Aug. 4. - more have been announced and are
Three new shows hit the West virtually definite for production, not
End during the past week, and all counting several vaudeville re-vues
showed fairly good chances of click- which are listed for legithnate theing.
atre berths. Name managers stand
'

Meet War Emergencies

Al Rosen, who with Howard Lang overnight.
provoked a hit out of 'Good' Night
Another
Ladies,' which is. cleaning up at the very well
Blackstone, Chicago, Is readying another play of similar formula called
'Harem Scarum.' Stewart Erwln and
Ned Sparks are mentioned for the
leads, principal support being nine

ORCHIDS' BIG

HIT IN LONDON

minimum from

biisiness

'

New One

alleged to

with the- Assn. of Theatrical Agents Plans for the next gathering were
& Managers, covering the Playhouse, not discussed, probably because they
Providence, which is running sum- weren't physically capable of dismer stock. S. Jay Kaufman, who cussing them.
Sol Jacobson, the only other memwas press agent, was dropped,
though Jerry Cohen, engaged as ber of the DMCBCCMC, was unable
house and company manager, is still to attend the annual get-together, as
he is summering at New Hope, Pa.,
on the Job.
Princeton
Goldberg, who 'had a summer stock and press-agenting the
on Long Island last year and who (N. J.) strawhat.
shortened his name to Gold in the
present spot, claims that the operation of the Playhouse was taken over
hy Ralph Snyder, who controls the
theatre,

There are at least eight producHarbach-Kem's
tions for which opening dates on
Broadway fo; the new season have
'GsiiKway,' Palladium.
already been registered, giving some
Cleveland, Aug. 4.
'Get a Load, of This,' Hippodrome.
Lifeline,' Duchess.
Otto Harbach, playwright, is ex- indication of how far advanced is
'Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
pected here for a visit for confer- current managerial activity in con'Macbeth.' Piccadilly.
ence with Barclay Leathern produc- trast to the last 10 summers. Not
o
'Harder Withont Crime,' Comedy tion in Cleveland this fall of the all the shows which have practically
'Maid of the Monntains,' Coliseum. Jerome Kern-Harbach operetta, 'Hay -fixed their premieres have been tied
'
up through booking contracts, but
'No Orchids for Miss Blandish,' Foot Straw Foot'
Wales.
Show has been completely revised a number of theatres have been
•Bain,' St. Martin's.
since its tryout In th* east last year designated for the autumn's debuts.
There are more than a score of
Bebecca,' Strand.
and will be staged at Western Re•Quiet Weelc-End,' Wyndham's.
serve University's Eldred Hall by new shows in lome phase of preparation and the list is growing almost
Leathem in September or October.
BuBsiaa Ballet, Cambridge.
daily.
In the face of uncertainties
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
because of the war, those in show
'Sky High.' Phoenix.
business are either optimistic or un'The Dancing Years,' Adelphi.
afraid, as proven by steadily mount'The
Doctor's' Dilemma,'
Haying managerial activity.
Showmen
market
have been advised to get their pro^The Man Who Came to Dinner,'
ductions started early because of
Savoy.
priorities and other new problems,
'The Morninc Star,' Globe.
but this, only partially accounts for
'Warn That Man,' Garrick.
lively progression of theatricals.
'Watch on the Bhine,' Aldwych.
Two major musicals are on the
verge of entering rehearsals while six
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
-'FuU Swing,' Palace,

SAROYAN, NEVER

ALSO 1-A IN THE ARMY
William Saroyan, who
beat the gun on the' new season by
trotting out two one-act plays from
his portfolio at the Belasco, N. Y.,
Aug. 17, passed a physical examination fof the Army last week and was
classified as -l-A, subject to immediate call in the draft The author,
of Armenian extraction who hails
from Fresno, Cal., and who has' intrigued the critics for the past
several seasons, said he would seek
deferment until he got his theatrical
venture started.
Saroyan Is attempting to build up
a subscription following and Inserted
personal ads in the dailies, which
read in part; 'Great and exciting
plays are coming to Broadway beginning-Monday Aug. 17 and every
two weeks thereafter. Best orchestra seats for the first six of my plays
for only $18.50.'
.'Across the Board on Tomorrow
Morning' and 'Talking to You,' oneacters, will be the opening bill. Maxwell Bodenheim,\nDvelist, will make
his debut as an actor ih 'Across.'
promises to

Howard Lindsay
Monday (3)—but no monthly profit

ceived a note froih

which had never happened
show opened more than a
year and a half tfgo at. the Fulton,
N. Y. Lindsay explained that 'Arsenic' made a little coin during July
but not enough to distribute, so He
and cp-producer Buck Croiise decided not to slice such a punv melon.
•Arsenic' hasn't had a loslijg week,
but came close to It Gross dropped
to $8,500 several weeks ago and the
The house,
profit was only $68.
which the show operates, went Into
some operating red, however. Following week there was a slight Improvement ajqd the play earned $350.
Last week attendance improved ma-

check,

.since the

terially and the fact that the original cast Is now out entirely should
not affect business, which is mostly
'Ax-r
supplied by out-of-towners.
senic' opens In Los Angeles, Aug. 17
and the Broadway engagement Is
expected to continue Into next sea-

son,

Eric Von Strohelm, Laura Hope
Crews and Forrest Orr, of last season's' road tompany, went into the
cast several weeks ago. This week
sees Effie Shannon, Joseph Sweeney,

Ralph Chambers, Joseph de .Santis,
Harry Kadison, Richard Bishop and
Douglas replacing Jean
Gilbert
Adair, Edgar Stehll, John Qulgg,
Bruce Gordon,' Donald Macdonald,
and Ashley
Victor, Sutherland
Cooper, slated 1 go Into the Coast
company.

.

;

.

Wednesday, Aagast

LEGITIMATE

60

died July
He
Switzerland.
thor,

Literal i

critic

23

in

1942

5,

Lausanne,

was once music

and book reviewer for the

Strawhat Reviews

old N. Y. Independent and -was on
Bros.
the editorial staff of Harper

&

pose is to drag out into the open
Charles H. George, veteran newsPreston,'- pesudonym
paperman, died July 29, in St
Anti-Roosevelt editorials in Capt. 'Georgiana X.
'Wonderful Time' author. Petersburg, Fla. He had served on
Joseph M. Patterson's N. Y. Daily o£ the
release is a
News and Mrs. Eleanor (Cissy) Pat- Promised for early Pearson, her the staff of the old Baltimore AmerWashington Times-Herald broadside on Drew
ican for over 40 years and had been
terson's
Cissie's
were the targets of an excoriation former son-in-law, father of
its N. Y. correspondent for 25 years.
heiress apparent
While in N. Y., he wrote a dramatic
by Representative Holland, Pennsy. granddaughter and
Pearson
Congress, to the Patterson estate.
Democrat, on the floor
column for the N. Y. Sun and once
Monday (3). At the' same time. blast is timed to coincide with the authored the column 'I Cover the
Representative Martin B. Dies asked appearance of his syndicated column Waterfront'
Post, due to
<ne expulsion from the press gallery in the rival Washington
Alltcrt Aercmant, French author
of the Daily Worker correspondent start there on Aug. 7.
and«» playwright, died last week in
Her references to Ralph IngersoU, Paris. He had for several years
for writing stories seeking to link
the Texas legislator with 28 recently publisher of PM, and now in the authored a column in Morning Exarmy through enlistment, repeatedly celsior, Paris, newspaper.
indicted seditionists.
Holland assailed the Patterson termed him a 'draft dodger.'.
George C. HUle, .72, forme'r N. Y.
papers for seeking to 'expound and
newspaperman, died July 31, in Shepromote fascism in America by imMorehoase's 'RcTellle'
boygan, Wis. He was a member of
planting In the minds of our peoMorehouse has done an ex- the Sheboygan Press news staff.
Ward
ple suspicion and lack of confldence pert reportorial job of present-day
Harold H, Hartong, 35, reporter
Cissy and
in our government
America in the war crisis, captioned for Chicago Times, died July 30, in
Joe Patterson are using their col- •American Reveille' (Putnam; $2.50), Chicago of heart attack.
umns to repeat the propaganda which is as topical at this reading as
Nazi
broadcast direct from the
it was a month or two back, when
CHA'ln'EB
shortwave radios of Berlin and
N. Y. Sun's^crack roving reporter
Frank Daugherty pinch-hitting as
Vichy.'
He added, 'The Pattersons the
flrst started sei^ding in his daily disand their Ilk must go. We want no
Hollywood correspondent for the N.
patches.
Quislings in America.'
Y. Times during Tom Brady's vacatraveled the lengtK and
Morehouse
his
attack
of
course'
In
the
tion.
breadth of the' land by motor, plane,
on the publishers, Holland called
Alva Johnston's three-part story
lensing his fellow Amer'America's
No. bus and r.r.,
Pattersons
the
on "The 10 Percenters' (Hollywood
icans with a keenly closeupped' Rem1
and No. 2 exponents of the
starts next week in Sateveand
the book is a breezy con- agents)
ington,
Holland
Nazi propaganda line.'
post
Americana,
wartime
tribution
to
made no mention of Robert McCorGene Gach, Hollywood flack, now
mick, Patterson kin, publisher of the circa 1942.
a soldier, wrote 'In the Army Now'
Chicago Tribune and himself vioAkers vice DeWltt As Chi San M.E. for autumn publication by Dodd,

jContlnaed from page SV^

D.C. Attacks on Dallies

.

.

.

-

lently anti-Roosevelt.

George DeWitt has resigned as Mead.
The N. Y. Daily News' editorials
Mrs. Marshall Bj;agdon, who writes
Chicago Sun,
are also under attack from other managing editor of Ihe
with Milburn Akers replacing James under the name of Elspeth, is in
sides. PM has frequently parallelled
formerly in charge of pro- Wesson hospital at Springfield, Mass.,
Milroy,
Berlin
the tab's editorials with the
motion,
becoming
assistant managing as the result -Of bad burns sustained
c^propaf^nda line and on Monday (3)
when she attempted to throw burnraked the News' Sunday column, editor.
William Taylor, formerly assistant ing grease from her summer cabin.
tagged: 'A Fourth Term for Caesar?'
editor, is now news editor of
A portion of the editorial referring news
the Sun.
to the assassination of Caesar was

PM

likened by
to William Randolph
Hearst's attack on President McKinley, with Hearst at that time charged
witii having campaigned for McKinley's assassination.
Also at*dcklng the News' editorials

the Friends of Democracy, Inc,
which daily publishes a mailed bulletin that draws parallels between
t(}e tab's editorial viewpoint and fasIs

cist

propaganda.

,

PM's New Slant on Ingersoll
With the departure of publisher
Ralph IiigersQll for the Army last

PM

week,

found

in a highly
paradoxical position that b:^ought a
smile from even its most enthiisiasfew. weeks before,
tic readers.
Ingersoll was held up to his draft
board as 'indispensable,' while last
week
was forced to explain that
it could get along just as well withitself

A

PM

out him.
While Ingersoll never directly put
himself in the 'indispensable' category, he did so by inference in mentioning the 400 employees of
whose jobs might be endangered by
Marshall Field, the
his departure.
paper's owner, did, however, write
to the draft board that Ingersoll's

PM

services

were

vital.

When

Ingersoll decided to waive
futher appeal', therefore, and draw
his khaki, the paper for. its own

—
—

TO TEE OFF
'BEsr season

'STRIP'
Pitt Press Strike Ends
The Pittsburgh Press resumed
prrr's
publication Monday afternoon (3)
a flve-day shutdown brought
about by a strike of truck-drivers
Pittsburgh, Aug. .4.
Although that group settled their
Legit season here will get off to an
differences with the Scripps-Howard
early start at Nixon when new Howsheet three days, later, the shut
ard Lindsay-Russel Crouse play.
down continued when printers tmton
Action,' comes in- Labor
demanded full pay for duration of Strip for
Day night (Sept 7) for a two-week
suspension. Management refused to
tryout engagement. H6use looks for
agree to this. Finally all unions in'
another big year, shows already tenvolved consented to return to work
set promising to give Nixon
with 'paynpent during period of suS' tatively
33-week season
pension to be determined as prO' even better than the
had since
vided in individual contracts, or by it had in 1941-42, best it's
days.
boom
joint action if the unions involved so
Forwood
Harry
is due in town
"
elect,
or
y any other method
of
'Strip,' which
next
week
ahead
mutually agreeable.^
went into rehearsal yesterday (3)
wlth'Keenan Wynn, on a loan-out
Dr. Mann at Olivet
Dr. Gottfreid Mann, son of the from M-G, in the leading role. Sam
Nixon returns to Nixon again as
refugee German novelist,

after

Thomas

Mann, has been appointed

to

the

Olivet College faculty. He
lecture on history and phUosophyt it was announced by Joseph
Brewer, president of the. Michigan
school.
The entire Mann family left Ger'
many the day Hitler came into
power. Dr. Mann taught in France
until the Nazi regime revoked the
family's citizenship when he came
to the United States.
staff of

will

.

was required
Mrs. E. P. Jacobl Dies
readers the idea that
Mrs. Elizabeth Pongracz-Jacobl,
would continue to be just as good as
'Variety's' longtime correspondent in
before, despite the publisher's abHungary,
died in Budapest some
sence. It took quite a bit of word'
juggling. IngersoU himself attempted time before March 31, 1942. Through
to square it by explaining that, the International Red Cross in Geneva,
this paper received the usual
when he had previously suggested
he was 'indispensable,' it had only form-flUed notification, dated March
been to fight the efforts of the local 31, briefly announcing her death of
heart attack. Her husband, two
board to draft- him in an effort to
sons {ind a daughter-in-law survive,
silence the newspaper.
She was also associated in literary
As a matter of fact; the 6taff, although sorry to see Ingersoll go, agency activities with Endre Hevesl
has no qualms about the paper's for 15 years.

economic well-being
to sell

PM

its

Birds Without Wings

the Baby') and the current 'Birds,'
which, in- its present stale, is neither
hey-hey nor strawhat. Indications
place this one. in the doubtful category, as it is not especially novel In
theme, and interesting moments are
spaced like oases-in the Sahara.
Despite the fact that an 'attempt
has been made' to bring the play up
to date by laying it In Free French
surroimdings, plot gives -evidence of
rust that has been accumulating since
its original presentation some years
ago. Present translation and adaptation offers stilted dialog that forces
an impression of players being unfamiliar with their lines. At times a
;ood passage or two breaks through,
>ut nQt frequently enough to sustain
interest

Story concerns Claude Davenne,
French novelist now living in Spain,
whose best friend, Jean Viltars, apsropriates whatever he desires of
Davenne's possessions, including the
writer's wife. This is done surreptitiously, but the novelist knows what
is going on, so he plans the friend's
'

ruin.
After driving his unfaithful
spouse away, Davenne brings into his
home a street walker, Malthe, who
poses as his mistress, the idea being
that Villars will faU for the girl, try
to acquire her for hhnself and eventually be shamed when he learns her
true profession. Novelist also works
out a scheme that- will ruin Villars
financially. Plan almost sours when
Malthe falls in love with a clean-cut
young assistant of Davenne's, but
story ends up true to form when she
realizes she can't bring the lad happiness.
Curtain
finds
Davenne
avenged and leaving to flght with
DeGauUe, taking Malthe along for
nursing service. Plot stirs the memory as having been done in Alms.
Julie Haydon plays the dual role
of the wife and the prostie. Her best
momei\ts are in the Tatter characterization, which takes up the major
portion of the play. Her performance as a whole is erratic, however,
and not up to her previous standard.
Supporting players hold up "their
end, with Hudson Faussett as the
novelist; Guy Spaull, the friend;
Henry Barnard, the writer's assistant. Last named, incidentally, is ripe
for plucking as a Hollywood juve,
having a fresh adolescent atmosphere
,

.

that registers nicely.
Hubert Long
contribs an efflclent job as Davenne's

manservant.
Staging by the author

Romantic

TWacbelii,'*Coni;'Henz'

which

STORM
Wo6dstock, N. Y., July 3L
Play !n three acts by Gladys Hurlburt.
Scenio designer, Lisa Jalowetz,
Presented
by Robert Elwyn, director, at the WoodWoodstock, N. T., July

Memphis, Aug. 4.
Memphis is gonna have a roadshow-season after all. Not much of
one, mebbe, but something. So said
Col. Charlie McElravy, managing
director of Ellis Auditorium, on his
return last week from annual meet

-

stock playhouse,
30,

Brltlna

Daphne Warde
Thayer Cabot
Cabot

Mary

night-lighting effects.

has staged

Robert Elwya

satisfactorily.

Paul.

Children of Lost Desire
Deal, N.

J.,

July

30.

Play by Charles Furcolowe, Id prolog and
acts (six ecenea); directed by John
Malcolm: aceneiy by Matthew Dolkey and
Borth.
Preiented by Charlea O
Carey at Deal aummer theatre, Deal, N. J.'
'
three

Frank
July

'42.

20,

.

Caal: John MalcolQi, Tony Qrey, Charlea
Furcolowe, Douglas Alexander, Frank M.
Bart«i, Edith FIek, Shirley Maasey. Robert
Phelan, Gertrude Crippen, Clare VIraeola,

Larry Dllsner, Myron I,evln, Edward KeeHerbert Alperln, Paul Cohen, Lynna
Arlen, Ralph Binder, Matthew Dolkey.
sarr,

Though

it

has considerable home-

spun truth about it and some affecting moments, 'Children of Lost Deinto the arty classification.
are known simply as
'First Girl,' 'The Older Son,' etc. This
gives the air of universality which
the author is striving for, but also

sire', falls

Characters

keeps the people from seeming entirely real as individuals in a specontext—particularly since the
whole action of the play hinges on a
business deal, the details of which
are never fully explataed. Basically,
the story is a sermon, warning
against the corruption of soul which
cific

sets

when human

in

relationships

are sacrificed to greed.
Dipphig now and then into 'Our
ToWn'-'Sfrange Interlude' technique,
script tends to be pretty formless,
even though admiraole for its sincerity, and doesn't impress as a commercial .bet Performances are adequate on the whole, with a stageful
,

of attractive kids resourcefully
.

man-

aged by Director John Malcolm. One
seven-year-old, Shirley Massey, looks
like a comer, while Lynne Arlen, of
the grownup contingent, also suggests possibilities.
Charles Furcolowe, the author, does an incisive job
in the leading role of the ruthless
business man, The Confident One.
Edith Fisk and Larry Dllsner, as bis
wife and son, and Frank M. Borth,
In a difficult halfwit assignment are
all

good.

Paul.

QUIET WEDDING
Cambridge, Mass., Aug.

'.

3.

Comedy In three acts (four scenes) by
Bather McCracken. Stars Wendy Barrle;
features Philip Huston. Directed by Robert
E. Perry; settings by Andrew Mack, At

Cambridge Summer theatre, Brattle Hall.
Cambridge, Mass,, Aug. S, '42.
Miranda Bute
Bdythe Ward
Madame MIrelle
Jacqueline DoZuss
Florence Bute.'
Alice Mansur
3ella
Emma dCWeals
MIdred Royd.,
Ruth Hermanaea
Rose
Irepe Ryan
r.,..*...*
Mary Jarrow..;
Nancy Duncaa
Janet Royd
AHtiur Royd
Dallas Chaytor

Wendy

Barrle
Allan Tower

Philip

Denys Royd
John Royd
Flower Lisle
Marcia Brent
Jim Brent

,

Huston

Robert E. Perry
Charles Bell
Louise Kanaslrelt
Mary Bnrlhelmoss

William Mendrek

Wendy Barrle, the 'saint's' gal
friend' in fllms, took off on her flrst
American stage- flight here tonight
in the soupy mist of the English
Edward Forbes importation, 'Quiet Wedding.'
She
Mary Morris
Harry Young displayed a steadily attractive talent
Joen Arllas and caught a nice audience reaction
Johnny Heatli in a play which belongs nowhere in
Mary Farrell this world but in a strawhat or comIvan Trleaault
Phlllppa Bevans munity group playhouse. Given behind a screen with a couple of ora-

'Storm' is a melodrama, purportedly
taking place in the Catskills near a
-famous art colony. Full, of psychic
and mystic overtones, play is of a type
which may send pleasurable thrills
up and down the spines of the superstitious, but talis -to pack much credibility for the average theatregoer.
Maybe one reason for this is that
author goes to great lengths to 'explain' the almost magical powers of
her two leading women characters, a
mother and daughter of part-Indian

faw up forward, chuckled throughout
<i
Dating from 1938, Esther McCrack.

en's sentimental pilgrhnage into> the
embarrassments of a girl afraid to
face the speculations of the family
on her wedding night. Is an anemic
sort of
which staggers from
joke to joke on the thinnest plot
-

yam

.

prop.

principal merit

Its

is

the audi-

ence identification resulting from the
fact that practically everybody gets
married, the conclusions. If any, are
that it's a good idea to jump the
blood.
Whatever the basic sources Af-ihe marital (uin, but the body of the
play's failure to convince, it at least play somehow suggests that the autell^ a superficially entertaining story thor would be shocked to hear it
While Janet Royd (Wendy IBarrie)
about a wilful mountain girl, who all
but destroys her lover by a misdi- Is stamping about from tantrum to
rected dose of withcraft meant to get tantrum as the harassed bride-to-be,
rid of her rival; and it offers several the Royd pappy and mammy, as well
lively acting parts. Joen Arliss, per- as a couple of brothers and sisters
forming more positively thaii in last and a.smattering of in-laws and famweek's "True Lovfe Never' at Wood- ily friends, hover around making
stock, makes Glory Rose, the curse- matters worse with their own petty
and-spell practitioner, a flamboyant confusions. The padding creaks like
minx. As her mother, who warns that a leather chair, and is just as comno good can come of messing around fortable.
The home team cast supporting the
with mental telepathy -and suchlike
manifestations, Mary Morris .is prop- star is generally satisfactory, with
erly brooding and earthy. Can as the most of the substantial thesplng comhusband and father ot this peculiar ing from Allan Tower, as Pa Royd,
Ruth
Hermansen as Ma Royd, and
family, Hany Young successfully
turns hlmseU Into a laconic, jnlddle- Robert E, Periy (who also- gave the
aged fanner.
Johnny Heath is piece its alert direction) as Denys
youthful and buoyant as the artist Royd. Alice Mansur is capable as

London showings would have
to

,

.

make

it
Miss
loved hy Glory Rose; Mary Farrell the platldutinbus Florence.
round plays a frivolous but well-intentioned Barrle, easy of carriage and melliup the people involved to clear the sotlety woman stylishly, and Phillppa fluent of voice, adds plenty to the
EMe,-,.
.r'ehts,
.„
Bevans, as a deaf ex-opera, star, .wins afif^If.
....
,

worthwhile for local agent
,

to

,

'

quite establishes his right to

name of Thayer Cabot
Lisa Jalowetz' farmhouse setting Is
substantial looking and takes on
quite a sinister atmosphere .with
.

Woodstock, scene of this tryout, tions thrown in, and it would be an
also provides the baekground and in- a. m. radio soap opera, but the cusspiration for" Miss Hurlburt's latest. tomers, goaded by an Infectious guf-

rights to hit legit shows of yore.
Want musicals and comedies in the
to feed the American
troops on tap in London. Only trouble is they ask for reduced royalty
deals of between S-6% as compared
t4> the 8-10%
the authors received
from American producers.
Since the English government
takes 50% of their royalty and commission payments, the Yank scripters
and agents are not too anxious for a

smash successes

Day

Lemuel Day
Glory Rose Day
Michael Torrlana

main obviously

deal.
to be

'42.

Mr. Ling

London Wants Old
At Cut

-

spotty.

Memphis

PM

,

scenes,

Is

are well
done, are Interleaved with other semanager. He took over last Sepquences that present players in an
temher, relieving Harry Brown, who altogether
too
mechanical light
had managed local legit house for There's a false scene that has the
nearly 30 years.
junior scribbler coming in the middle
of the night to apply for a job as the
novelist's assistant.
Tryout got an
adequate break as to physical appurBooks lUiine/
tenances.
Bone.

PM

Leroy Cyras Sedgwich, 97, founder
Clssle Expands Insects'
of the Martins Ferry (O.) Daily
Mrs. Eleanor (Cissie) Patterson Times in 1891, died in that town.
has widened the sphere of what she
°E. B. (Colonel) Lewis, 82, for 25
calls 'Irksome insects' in the Wash- years editor of the Lima (O.) News,
ington Times-Herald, and now an- retiring eight years ago, died July
nounces 'Having a WCnderful Thne' 19 in St. Loiiis.
series will Include Michael Strai^t,
Harold L. Davis, 47, Los Angeles
Bruc* Minton, Vlto Marcantonio, newspaperman and former chief
Edgar Ansel Mowrer, Bruce Bliven, deputy district attorney, died July
Peter Cuslck and Ernest Llndley.
24 In Veterans' Hospital at Sawtelle,
In circles that are presumed to Cal.
know, it is whispered that the T-H
Sir Geoffrey Syme, 69, managing
publisher will soon be served with editor and part owner of the Mel
papers In a series of libel suits that bourne Age, died July 30 in Mel'
will make her wonder who is hav- bourne, Australia.
ing the ^wopd^r^ul toe.,.,9^^ ;>i1jrr,.
^4ward PTJHn,?-§ifT9ns99,>. 74, pu-

theatre,

now stands one possiSlllty ('Thought the
for Food'), one turkey ('Don't Wake

ing of International Assn. of Audi'
torium Managers, of which he was
for
elected' secretary-treasurer
i
third term.
Veteran manager of city's municl
pal hall and theatre announced foV
lowing legit bookings: 'Watch on the
Rhine,' Nov. 18-19; 'MacBeth,' Dec,
18-19; 'Student Prince,' with a Shu
management under John P. Lewis
bert company; Jan. 29-30; 'Hellza
New
'Tab'
5c
Weekly
Lewis, the m.e, guided
poppin' (third time), Feb. 23-24; and
during
Alex L. Hillman is publishing his Ethel Barrymore in 'The Corn Is
Ingersoll's two-month absence in
flrst Tab, new nickel weekly, Aug, Green,' March 8-9. Auditorium will
EhgTand and four months hi Russia.
Edwin Levin, who came to
as 21, Primed to flll the gap left when also bring back the 'Water Follies,
chief of the Department of Infor- the 5c weeklies upped to a dime, the starring Buster, week of Oct. 5 and
mation shortly before the paper new publication is being given
will have 'Skating Vanities' the week
started two years ago, has been preliminary test for three weeks In of Oct 26.
«
upped to promotion manager. He SO cities, before full national diS'
was.with-Balaban and-Katz in Cbi- tribution is. essayed.
Pre-publication plans call for an
cago before joining PM. Levin had
Legit
weekly
been doing most of the promotion ultimate
newsstand sale of
Hits
since the Tom Fizdale agency (FiZ'
Royalties
1,000,000 copies.
dale originally owned a hunk of the
London producers are querying
paper) stepped out of the picture.
LITEBATI OBITS
American playbrokers for English

.

aipplause for a scene of self-revela-

Without making up too drastically, Edward Forbes manages
to
and the schedule suggest Mr. Ling, a Celestial inter,
ested in psychic research, but Ivan
calls for still another n^w one to
Triesqult,
with his trace of accent
follow. Score of the embryonic trio
never

summer

,

.

.

,

'

.

.

.

-
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CHATTER
WB

cash for winding op his
district
fourtti in nationwide sales drive.
Fired WaUace, old-time theatre man

Broadway

GUbert K. Chesterton's 'Magic,'
which he wiU do later on Broadway.

LondoD

back In town beating the
drums for ITs 'Eagle Squadron.'
Sam Smith finally set to sail
Mountain Playhouse at Jenners- America this month.
Don Raye, songwriter, being sued
town doing late John Banymore's
tor divorce.
Cyril
Fletcher
cancelling
two lager.
'My Dear Children,' this week.
weeks' vaudeville work due to sinus
Victor Francen to Montreal for
Raymond J. Brown, editor of OutChuck Foster, local band leader, ti'ouble.
door Life, is bombarding newspaper summer stock.
and his singing sister, Gloria, haye
Cecil Beaton, official war photog- offices and picture editors
with a
Frank. Orsatti, talent agent, being
parted company and she's doing a rapher, just back. from government broadside against Walt
Disney's sued for divorce,
here,

Mike Todd

Coast on a film

to the

deal.

.

Add new

Broadway

on

si£ht£

Colored lenime taxi driver.
Eddie Sherman' rolled back into
town iioin the Coast this week.
.

*

show

Benjamin,

S.

Robert

.

biz

lawyer, to the Coas*. on business.
Sardl's

serve guys withsmall open-face bar.

now won't

out coats at

its

Harry Link (Feist) to Hollywood,
Olman re
as Bobbins Music's Abe
.

20th-Fox's for-

*"Sudy Lawrence,
eign flun boss,

'

may

London

to

fly

^

shortly.

,'

„
Adelaide Bruns, ex-Selznick production office, joins the WAACS
next month.
Tl.c

•

.

.

new home at
Hartmans
Point, Great Neck, nearlng
'

Kir^SS
liompletion.

Charles Har:.

general manager

•,

for George Abbott, okay after a
minor but painful operation.
Son^smith John Latouche slated
for a trip to the African Congo on a
diplomaUc-writing mission shortly.

Walter Wagner shifted from stage
manager of 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
to ditto assignment of 'Strip for
Action.'
Ned Irish, who made basketball a

attraction

blgrtime

Madison

at

Sqw>fc Garden, is now also press
agent there,
Antoinette Perry received a miniature newspapr from Africa with a
witch story that proves Old B/lan
MOs.' is dead. •
Barclay McCarty. until recently
advance man for 'Life With Father"
on the road, joined the Metro pubdepartment.
Scoop Conlon back to the Coast this
week after o.o.ing Mark' Sandrich's
Interests
in
connection with the
licity

'

.

'

'

'Holiday Inn' preem.
everal boxoSice

men narrowly

,

escaped when bandstand atLewisohn
^Stadium was struck by lightning
.during storm last >veek.'
Tom Adrian Cracraft, scenic designer, back from a trip to Baltimore
to work On the camouflaging of the

Glenn Martin plane plant.

Monroe Greenthcl, now with the
WPB, will divide his time at first between N. Y. and D. C„ but ultimately
hjeadquarter chiefly in the capital
.Engagement of Mark Wamow,

CBS ta^uslcal director, announced last
weelfc
Bride-to-be is Dorothy JIcGowan,- Scarsdale, N, Y., sociaUte.
'

Nate Spingold, advertising head of
Columbia Pictures,- returned east
'wet the weekend with Irving Mills,
Spingold palavered with studio heads
for three weeks.
C. C. Cappel, heading the newly
..'

cjeated

wmp

hit,

mission in Libya.

single.

'Bambi.' Calls film unsportsmanlike
Mrs. Ruth Davis, Bette's ma, in
Clifford and Marion featured in in that It shows hunters shooting
Adrene Holland, singer with Berdoe
nle Cummins, just divorced from new Tom Arnold revue starring Win In the spring and hunting fawns' town for a visit
Lois Andrews filed suit for divorce
George Barnes, NBC guitar ace out Fyffe. Show is touring the sticks.
with savage dogs.
Firth Shephard's 'Up and Doing
against George JeaseL
of Chicago.
Pete Antonoplos, veteran local ex- due for six months on the road. Judy
(George Caffrey joined
Central
hlb, hsis announced the engagement Shirley to play the Patricia Burke
Casting as a dwector.
of his daughter, Lula Louise, to Rot role.
Red Skelton touring the mldwe$t
Bm-to'n Brown to head Carroll
land Borgerson of Philly.
on
patriotic
rally
missions.
By
LcsHe
Harris
Laity Gordon, former Carnegie Levis' No. 2 show. 'Will m.c. and
George Seltz reported back to
Tech basketball star, has -replaced also do his act Opens Aug. 10 at
Orson Welles cllppered in from Metro after major surgery.
Jack Welch as sports editor of sta- Palace. East-Ham.
•
ScoU Sanders had to cancel three El.
Frank Seltzer joined Charles R.
tion WSTV in Stubenville, O.
broadcasts and vaudeville dates due
ijrace Moore In town for soldier Roeers ib director of publicity.
to illness, with his partner. Lee .Clif- concert.
William Wright, Columbia actor,
ford, a scarlet fever victim.'
John Hale goes into Clover Club recovering from an appendectomy.Flanagan and Allen starting on as singing m.c.
Col. Dairyl F. Zanuck aired back
MexicQ City
.

'

•

'

.

John Montague ahead of Coast
Lace,°
Warren
•Arsenic and Old
O'Hara back.
Raymond Hubbell, ^ Miami Beachr
er.most of the year, spending four
months in New York.
'

'

concerts

division

of

USO-

Shows, works in N.Y. only

three days a

week

-whllie

his

Water

Gate arena is open in Washington.
'Cms Eyssell, managing director of
Badfo City Music Hall, to Chicago on
Wislness concerning the ice show,
^tars on Ice.' at the Center theatre.
Due- back today or tomorrow (Thursday)..

Songsrtiths

Miry Warren

Mack

Gordon

and

return to Hollywood
tWs week with plenty extra avoirdupois which they blame on Lindy's,

O^r^.bemg on

rigid

diets

on the

-

.

another four weeks' .tour for Elf£JL
By Deuglas "L. Grataame
sometime in August and win confine
their performances to one camp i)er
Milisa Sierra (Maria Luisa Sierra) day.
John B. Myers, former head of
to New York for CBS work.
for. Alexander Korda, who
Luz CarrlUo Jaime, soprano, signed publicity
joined the Air Force two years. a|^,
as exclusive artist by local radio
has been sent to Wellington, New
station XBOY.
Zealand.
Dolores del Rio strictly incognito
Leon Cassel Gerrard, for the last
at Cuemavaca. Wearing dark glasses 1& months with the Royal Air Force,
and registering at hotels as 'Senorita has been recommended for commisAsunsolo.'
sion and would be placed in charge
Royer of Hollywood engaged to of entertainment.
dress Irina Baronova, prima donna
Archie de Bear producing Interna'
of the Ballet theatre, for her lead tional revue for Eif.SjlV. especially
role
in
'Yolanda,'
debut pic of designed for American troops in IrePromesa Films.
land.
Show opens this, week for
'The Kiss of Dawn,' comedy by eight weeks, with Billy Milton' to
Adolfo Torrado, current legit hit at compere.
Board of Trade case against. Firth
the Teatro Ideal. Company, headed
by Isabel- and A.nita Blanch and Vir- Shcphard, alleging be used more maginia Zurl, Includes Lucille Bowlyn terial than permitted under rationing law in his new show. 'Fine and
an(} Fanny Schiller.
Alvaro Galvez y Fuentes, ace an- Dandy.' at the Saville, is being taken
nouncer at local radio station XEW, up by the West End Managers Asso
makes his debut as a pic actor in ciation.
Mexico's first World War
film. /'Vic Oliver will have to make trip
'The War Cry,' script of which he to America this year in order to' rewrote and sold to the Rodriguez tain his. U. S. citizenship.' Will prob'
ably make it sometime In NovemBros.', who will make the film.
ber, when 'Get a. Load of Hiis,' the
Hippodrome revue, in- which he's
starrmg, folds.
'DuBarry Was a Lady,' the' Buddy
de Sylva Broadway hit, whi<di Tom
Arnold is presenting after tirout in
Condnncd from ^ase 1
the sticks, goes to His Majesty's theweren't welcome in the canteen. atre sometime in late September or
That night he sent word that he was early (October, replacing' Charles
'indisposed' and couldn't make it. Cochran's revue, "Big Top?
Florence Desmond has been lined
Miss Fitzgerald, however, appeared.
up by Harry Foster to head -vaudeLater, in an interview .with Orrin
iihit
for (leneral Theatres
ville
Evans, editor of Negro news in the Corp. and Moss Empires, opening
Philadelphia Record, Robinson said this week.- Will stay out -for eight
he wouldn't appear at the Canteen weeks,' or as' soon as Jack Hylton is
ever because of their policy toward ready to star her in musical.
Charles\C^hran,' having been recolored servicemeiL
Canteen officials read Evans' story, fused last-minute permission by the
of Parks 'to go- ahead
and a delegation of Canteen people Commissioner
with his open-air entertainment in
visited! Robinson backstage at the Hyde Park, in aid of the Yugoslavian
Earle and tried to get him to change War Fund, -has. switebed -the shindig
his mind and make a Canteen ap- over to Hempstead Heath Aug. 29.
David Lloyd, Welsh tenor and expearance.
Robinson was adamant,
but told them he would rely on Gljmdeboume Festival singer, was
Without
Evans' advice.
Evans checked and all set for lead in "Waltz -Bernard
the Eric Maschwltz
found that the Clanteen had never End,' musical which Jack Buchanan
Grun
barred Negro servicemen, and so is doing, but tile War Office refused
Bojangles ap- to release him from the Life Gu;irds.
advised Robinson.
peared' Thursday night (30) and panCicely Courtneidge running Comforts Fund for Ack-Ack (Anti-Air
icked his audience.
Bill Robinson's appearance at the craft Unit) at Palace theatre, where
with
EUirle was marked by some unpleas- she is starring in 'Full Swing,'
basket placed in tt'ilre lobby
prop
antries with people 'in the audience,
which is t>eing filled daily' by patrons.
both white and. colored. But Robin- Ckillections vary from Bibles to jive
son became embittered only once. records,
an<t that was at some Negro rowdies.
Ben Ro.<te and Harry Pearl, owners
He stopped the show and reprimand- of indie picture theatres, have leased
ed them. He said he would like to the Imperial theatre, Brighton, to
'open a second front' of his own 'to operate as revue and legit house.
'

.

U

.

'

.

Jacobs

office.

Harry

Cohen,

who

made

over

$180,000 with Arnold Ridley's The
Ghost Train.' with show having made
$360,000 in its two years' rufi in- the
West End In 1925, is staging comeb*ek. Has ambitions to revive J, M.
Barrie's plays, and also has new play
by Ridley, in which Bernard Delfont
is displaying interest

Washington
has

Variety

scheduled

a

'

Johnny Jones, old-time dance Immanaging West View Park
ballroom for the summer.
The following artists did cuffo
Mite Strange, the singer, and his shows on spot bookings for USOwift have patched up
their differ- Camp Shows in the past week: Jay
ences; stork's approaching.
Seiler, Miriam LaVelle,
columbii held screening of 'Talk and Lou
Suzanne Daye, Jacqueline, Alison
followed- by luncheon for
bLo
Skipworth, Roy Rogers, La Verne.
press 5?
Monday morning (3).
the K. P
Alexander, son of Re- Fisk Jubilee Five and
n,XSt^^
public
managet, has gone to work as Comedy Quartet and the orchs of
a clerk in hLs father's
Gloria Parker, Irving Carroll and
office.
Harry Seed knocked down $500 Xavier Cugat
presario,

Bloom, chairman of Gallery
First Nighters, appointed as booker,
and will operate from the Barney
Le.slie

Club
Chinese Night' for Aug. 10.
Eddie Allen, manager of the Mt.
accompanist takes in
theatre, is 1-A in
Arkansas. Texas
and Vernon Open Air
the draft
Oklahoma, winding up Aug. 21.
William Gordon of the RKO
Edgar fietgen ('Charlie McC^arthy') censoring bureau here to confer with
to one-night stand at the U. S. Army Government officials on studio probcamps in Alaska this summer. Ber- lems.
Carlton Duflus on- Treasury War
gen leaves for t>utoh Harbor as soon
Bonds staff flew to Hollywood Monas. he completes 'Here We Go Again,'
day (3) to line up stars for Septemwith Fibber McGee it Molly, at RKO.
ber tours.
Eddie Cantor joins the USO-Camp
Gayety theatre may rush the burShows 'Hullabaloo' unit Aug. 24 for lesque season if it can reach an
two-week tour of camps in the agreement with the musicians on a
new contract.
southwest
Washington's 'little Harlem' Is doing okay at the boxoffice. Howard
N. Y. CuffOB
theatre has been running all summer
as
Louisiana,

>theatre reopens Saturday
?^8le Squadron' following
month's shutdown.
Parentg of singing Weston Sisters
celebrated their 28th wedding anniversary last week.

Tighter curfew

divorce.
Ginny simma aired to Mexico City
for 10-day vacation visit with lHaps,

regulations fore-

'

for

Miami Beach by Army Ortes.

Edgar Sewlyn returned to his
Metro produce desk after a long

officers.

Madeleine

and

Carroll

Sterling

illness.'

Hayden aboard their yacht anchored
in Biscayne Bay.

Nornian Moray, sales chief for
Warners shorts, in town for studio
Survey taken by AI Weiss among huddles.
Eleanor Roberts shifted from Mar-

ECldiers stationed in this area showed
majority j>refer cowboy pictures,

garet Ettlnger'fl office

Marion Stevens, for many years
radio editor of Miami Herald, leaved
shortly to joLi press department of

Mew York

with brisk business.

Olney

Inn,

hard hit by gas rationan in-town

may open

restaurant.
U. S. Senator said to he in on the
Clara May Downey financing.
Gerald Gross of the Post, motion
picture trade correspondent, now a
lieutenant (junior grade), in Navy's
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Eddie Dowling was here to see
players
do
University
Catholic
ing,

Paramount

-to

publicity.

WUllam

CS.

vAsal

Kitty Davis back in town, being
greeted by union pickets around her
tourist trap. Paul Bruen resigned as

J.

Heineman .arrived from
sal^ huddles at Uhi-

for

shidib.

Constance Bennett on three-week

-

Army camps

of

to.ur

in the Sotlth

and Southwest.
manager.
Damon Runyon returned from New
Michael Doyle, currently at Bill ,'Yark to assume his new producer,
Jordan's Bar of Music, turned down post at 20th-Fox.
by Army, after being ordered to
Art Babhitt moved. to Leoll
Camp Blanding.
Schlinger's cartoonery after 10 years
with Walt pisney.
spot's

.

.

.

and

Shostakovich

public, performance for profit'
To
further .annoy Am-Rus, these domes^
tic publishers, purchase the original
music ilrom Am-Rus and get the regular trade discount.

Some

USSR

composers -whose
have-- been republished by
E-. B. Marks, Robbins, Schirmer. Edition Musicus, Axelrod, ete., without
royalties for the -compd'sers, are
Prokofieff, Shostakovich, Dechevow,
Feinberg, Khrennikow, Miaskowsky
and' Schebalin.
Topline conductors
of symphony groups deal with AmRus which rents orchestrations in
manuscript form, with' the 'score

works

'

-

being . rettirned
after
the
performance. For the lesser aggregations, semi-^ros and amateurs there
are many of the 'older- compositions
of Soviet writers who were handled
by Am-Rus predecessors and are
available in published and copyrighted form agafn with no royalty
going to the original composer.
TTius, one fairly well known midwestern
symphony orch rented
Shostakovich's 'Fifth Symphony' for
a recording and radio date. Am-Rus
sent out the manuscript only to have
it bounce back with the explanation
that they couldn't use it since they'd
been able to purchase the material
elsewhere; again this eliminated the
composer's royalty.
,

.

—

.

Ironic

hospitalized,

Prodoctlous,
Sklrball
after a. heart atfacfc.

_

MiUoii Lewis back from' a .Broad-

seekmg new.

way

exploration. jauBt,
talent for Paramount
<

•

.

niree Stodges 'wasb^d up another
two-reeler at polumbia aiM trekked
east on a sta^e '-tour^
'

.

.

Mead

Sigler, local

.

.

AGVA secretary.,

shoved off lor' Clhcinnatl to attend,
<'
the annual convention,
Herbert Wilcox and, Anna Neagl«retumed- to -town after, a touc-ot
>
benefit shows in Canada.
Kathleen Coghlan resigned after
ei^t yean -with Faianumnt publicity; Object matrlinony.
The William Hamiltoiis adopted
'

.

.

I7-months^old

RKO;

she'«

a-

Hie's

boy'.

A

cutter at

farmer script

gii'l.

Doc bishop ^ccecded Carl Sdiae*
fer as chairman of Forei/gn Department of Producers Association.
JTackle Cooiw* opehs an eastern
^tage tour ;in- Philadelphia .'Aug. 11-,
after which he wiU Uxor the army
.

-

.

.

°

'

camps,

-

.to 'elimose

novel The

^

'

'

Thelma Strabel
ton

iii

'

from Washing-;-

the 'filming of her

For^ Bangers,'

mount

.

at Bora-,

;

Morros .renewed for

..Bpris

flfth

year .-as- pirofessa«r ol -innSic In- the University of California's School of '
''
(^inematosrapby.
Iiance Heath, ^formerly with- Co*
'«t3>nt to
lombfn. moved 'in ss
Arch Reeve, secretary. of film Induscommittee.
try's public relations
Hazel ^cott here on three weeks'
leave from N- V. stage and nitery engagements for -Columbia's (Gregory
Ratoff ) 'Something to Shout Aboi<t'
Lionel BairymoreVbought' his late
brother John's pedigreed Afghan
hound. 'Viola, at an aucUop sale. Dolores Costello^ a former Mrs,* John
Barrymore, bought some of the pups.
•

'

•

•

'

<

,

'.

Homer

Situation has its lighter moments
too.
Thus,' one
of the • earlier
Shostakovich pieces was arranged
(without its approval, says Am-Rus)
for the piano, published by Edition
Musicus and copyrighted in 1940.
Later E. B. Marks published a rearrangement, and
vamp of the
also received a copyright
Neither
of them arranged for royalty to. the
composer. Now EM is suing Marks
for
infringement and. Marks is
haunting Am-Rus for a copy of the
original music to prove that the
EM copyright is faulty. Payoff is
that no copy of the original score is
.

EM

available.

In another instance Am-Rus Issued
book of '15 Red Army Songs' for
use without performance fees. E. B,
Saarks sells an album titled 'Songs
of New Russia' which contains much
the same material and collects for
Finally, there is a
performances.
paradoxical situation whereby Amr
Rus, to satisfy its customers, has to
purchase miniature copies of the
Shostakovich First and Fifth Symphonies. These have been reprinted
in the U. S. A. without the composer's sanction and Am-Rus has to
stock them even though the composer doesn't get a dime in royalty.
-

S\ie\xt,

vorced David Lynn.
AI MargoUes, eastern rep for Jack

SSContlnued from pace 3sss
arrangements, revisions and translations. In some instances, according
to Am-Rus, U. S. publishers simply
photograph the -original composition,
stick someone's name on as arranger,
and get copyright protection which
permits them to inscribe these copies
with 'all rights reserved including

Le

fllm 'sttwt girl
cousin ol Joan Crawford', di-

Estelle

'

Charm as
and did a rave on the Young

Pittsborgh

.:

'

'

By Hal Cohen

.lOr to arrival of location unit for
'
ai" film.
ea-t

-

Stars* Tours

others,

after a 10-dsv plane, tour of Alaska.
Larry Schwab acting as stag; manGladys George working at Paraager for local Russian Relief Concert.
mount after emerging from week's
Barry Weinick, former Met bari- illness.
tone, now training with Air Corps.
Joan Marsl^ film actress, suing
John Garfield reported in Tampa Charles Belden, screen -writer, for

-

Bin Robinsoir

Hotel St Moritz's Restaurant de la
reopens Sept 30 with Ford Harlr°^J band, maitre d'hotel Nino, et
au, after domg a summer foldo.
Some
trouble hastened the hot
weather hiatus.
Robert B. Greene, betting com- try to drive some self-respect in
missioner killed by shots from
these jitterbugs of my own race.
gunman during a card game in a 7tha These kind of rowdies are setting
Ave. bridge club Monday
(3) was the Negro race back SO years.'
wjt. to the Broadway bunch.
As
ajso was his ex-partner.
who confessed the crime. Max Fox,
with Theodore,
viHJfl y***?
5^'>«^t
Jacoby has bowed out of Le
sContinned from pa^e
'VPP" club situated
"rant- Latter
-wIl/n^*?'^*!J«^
himseU next season. and Carole Iiandis, currently travelJ«>i.K''l"**
J^coby has other cafe plans;
ing through 10 states.
post-mortems
orf
the phoney
Crosby, accompa9ied by Phil Sil"rSl*
^toiie}'
fed Lundberg. friend of
Rags- Ragland, opens to,™Wegarde and the bohifaces of the vers and
o«ter grade bistros, now are many: morrow (Wed.) ai Fort Lewis, WashS^^sn^t Mow is to the vacaUoning ington, and closes Aug. 16 after covering Wyoming, Colorado and Kan^"l."Jf™fst Louie Sobol, who was as
^Ptivated by Lundberg's
sas. Miss Bennett's travels, with Nat

Mix

we

61

Hollywood

Willard Roof's haymow theatre
now serves scotch and soda. Patrons
tor of 'Ten Nights in a Barroom' de
manded something stronger than

.,

By "ijtB B«c*

Alvin here'-has joined major burlesque circuit
A. L. Plhdat, Republic homeoflice
representative, a visitor.
Bill Shartin, Warner Br's. district
> '.anagor, in from Chicago.
Harry Hirsch again general manager of annual Roller -Derby.
Father of Reno Wilk. indie film

w

distributor, died in Califonila.
Melvin Tomer, of iCetto, winner
in Pete Smith bookers' contest.
Rud Lobrenz. United Artists' dis-

manager, here lor few 4ays.
Richard Arlen here from Holly-

trict

wood to participate Li St- Paul Open
goU tournament and visit parents.
Irving Schlank, Monogram district
manager; rtinning local office. pendappointment of branch manager.
i

Jerry WeisfeUt, one-time Wanier
booker here and now a field artillery
sergeant,
on leave.
-

up

Ft.

f-.-«m

Knox, Teqn.,

-

Andy Anderson, former

Detroit

Lakies,
Minn., exhibitor, now a
lieutenant In the armed
.second
forces, Is stationed in Australia;

Third aimual Mlnneaoolls Aquatennlal, cI-vlc summer festival,
off $35,000 'nuf after three days

cleared nice profit
follies,

was
and

Parades, water
takings

midway and rodeo

surtplemented -ale of buttons.

-

,

'

Wednesday; August

62
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MARRIAGES

OBITUARIES
JAMES CBUZE
stantly killed July A\, when struck
James Cruze (Bosen), 58, an out with a brick while passing a buildstanding director of the silent piC' ing under construction in Mexico
Widow and two young chilture- era, died in Hollywood Aug. 3 City.
of a heart ailment which had In' dren survive.
yalided him for the past year. He
-was one of the few actors who be
JIMMY BLANTON

Isabel Shobert to Charles Buschlen, in Hollywood, July 27. Bride Is
a screen and radio actress.
Gladys Heen tp William T. Ragsdale, Jr., In Chicago, July 26. Bride
is

radio actress.
Gloria Lynn to Gene Lester, In
Bride's a
Ariz., July 28.

film

actress;

groom

Kay Conners

is

He leaves a widow and daughter.
Services and interment tomorrow

the time of his death.

Wlnnlt'i Blptlde
CIIS WIneblll

CraiTford Parker
Hnuu Line (

D Sohmder

Hollywood
and

Bramwell
Fletcher, July SO,
Hollywood
Bride, .an actress, is the late John
Barrymore's daughter; groom is
to
In

stage actor.

Perry Wilson to Pvt. Joseph 'An
Bride
3, in New York.
is an actress; he's a former actor
serving -wKh the Signal Corps at Ft.
Monmouth, N. J.
Ruth Moore to Pvt. Gregory Morton, July 31, In New York.
Bride,
a former actress, is with Time mag;
he's an actor and stationed at Camp
thony, Aug.

.

'

Alpine Unskal

Bar

Barbara .JBelmore
MaryJIh

in

Mack

Balllovellea
Alan Klotdlntt

Ben EWmblln
Lealles

Barbara Blane
Nina Korda

Kay Runt
Herb woods Ore
Benny the Bam'l
Suaan Lane
Phylls Foster
Bt Gauchoa

New

HlUerest

Frank Small 6
3 Aces & Quen

deorge We^s Oro
Nixon Cafe
Al Marlsco Oro

Goo MarcbettI Oro
Old HolU Taven

Helene

Frank Murtba

Jacqueline Herman
Suzottes (4)
Mary Morris

&

Raps

Taps

Bernardettes

6

Maurlo Sweldlow
JudI Lee
Frank Palnmbo'i
Frankle Schluth
Brown & Lee
Iris

Wayne

Bob Carter

&

'Violin

Good & Goodie
Ted' Blake

Oasis
Al Silyder Oro
Johnny Wiles
Pines
Don Rutter
Bill

Byman Oro

B

Middleman

'

Ore

Bddle Metcalfe
Marie Austin
Val Irving

Mot B Whelan
Eleanor Teemaa

Sky-Vne
Joey Sims Ore
Vnloa Grill
_
Sammy Walters

Frank Natalo
Mike Sandretto
TUIa Madrid
Btzl Covato Oro
Klark Lane

Orchard Inn

Benny Burton Oro

M

& R Ounsett
Merry Maids
Manhattanettes

3

Victory -Lonnga

Joey Reynolds
Freddy Rose
Webster Hall
Nelson Maples Oro

LeRoy Oro
Bedd'a Cafe

(StralTord, Pa.)
Gene''

'

Belmont Bros
Nick & V Collins
Nn Honse
Chuck Wilson
Hal & Dolly
Plllolo Fete Oro

Jeanettes

Rnlnbow Tetraoe

CamH's

Faahlonettes
'West View Park
Art Fnrrar Ore

Rudy Paul Oro
Paul & Quita
Bddle Palmer

Aerial

Banet

Bits Carlton

Howard Lanln Oro

Roman

Grille

A.

Carlta

Adrian Rolllnl
Johny Paris

Ray O'Day
Morse Sis
Gloria Dale
Jaok Taon Oro
Blver Drive Ter
Dick Wharton Oro
Sam's Cato

Lillian Chaplin

Rosalie Jovenelll

Mr. and Mrs. Bub Miley, daughter,
College InD
New York, July 27. Father is Frank Hail
,

'

•

Sc Wa^ace
Romano

Oro De Wayne
IjUIb Fernandez Ore Harry Holly
Billy Hays Oro
Stratford Oarden
Open Door Cat*
(BellevDe Btmlford
Hotel)
Bunny Leroy
Walter Miller Orch Ruth Tenploton

Jewell Ello
Clendennlnge

manager of the Johnny Lonjg ordi.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon W. Levoy,

Lyn Lucas
Trelon
Meny-Go-Bonnd
Howard Baum Oro Frank Ramos Oro
Hughes
Tatch Clnb

Bally

Nell Dleshan'i
Bill

Squirrel Coop
Tiny Miller
Dale Harknes*
Eddlss Miller
Pat McOowan
Snowball Jackson

Park

Clyde L^icae Oro
Jane .WaVd

Rextord

Connie Howe (3)
3 Tonea
Olob Ball
Qaorge Church
Marylln Male
Arthur Blake

Don Tranger
Lee, Va.
Qalnes Oro
Elizabeth Sackley Davis to Paul Carrollettea
Fogarty, Aug.' l. He is WGN, Chi Lewis & Van
.Dawn Lorely
cago, producer, director and writer, Jack Spangle

BIRTHS

Deno Belli
John Fritz
KennjOTood

Uarle Stanley
Patricia Parker

PHILADELPHIA

^

to

Barrymore

Diana

BeD Perry
Jun* D« vo«

Satevepost

for

Silver Screen,

Phil Davis, in
came successful directors, having
Jimmy Blanton, 24, featured bass Pittsburgh, Aug. 4. She's on WCAE
started his Sim career as a leading player with Duke Ellington's orcheS' staff and he's head of continuity deman for the Tannhauser Film Co., of tra, died July 30 in a sanatorium at partment there.
Gwen Lee to Joe Shaw, Aug. 3, in
fome 30 years ago.
Duarte, Cal., after
long illness. He
A native Utahan he turned early had been with thea Ellington band Salt Lake City. H« is KSL control
to the theatre and toured with medi- for four years and was rated
one of operator; she was Ingenue In the
cine shows as well as stock and
the country's outstanding bass play' 'KSL Radio Players.'

Shakespearean troupes, his longest ers, Body forwarded
to Chattanooga
sustained road engagement being
for burial.
with 'Heart of Maryland.'
Mother survives.
After playing leads with Pathe,
Tannhauser and other pioneer pro/
JAHEI^-BOTD
ducing companies, he turned to diJames Boj^d, 65, one,'; of the top
recting ' for Paramount where he
made most of his pictures and rated circus barkers before his retirement,
With the top megmen of the silents. died suddenly July 29, at his home
Among his outstanding successes in Albany. Death was due to
were 'The Covered Wagon,' 'Old heart attack.
Boyd traveled throughout North
Homestead,' 'Merton of the Movies,'
*Huggles of Red Gap,' 'Pony- Ex- and South America with leading
press,' 'Old Ironsides,' 'Beggar on circuses.
Horseback' and 'Mannequin.'
After leaving Paramount he tried
CHABLES BBOZ
to set up his own production comCharles Broz, 44, picture house
pany and, for a brief period, did manager, died July 30, In Pasadena,
Some directing chores for C. B. De- Cal., following a heart attack.
JiUlle's Producers Distributing Corp., Former jpusician and producer of
Dut he was shortly making the stu- small touring units, he was manager
dio rounds as a freelance.
of the State theatre, Pasadena, at

sContlnned from page

Kingman,

photographer

Next Week

Bills
Andr* VlUoa
Wally Wansar Co
Oro

&

C.'s Schedule
4^^—

sassContlaned from page
according to

official announcement
Doddridge Nichols, Memphis
banker and chairman of -the Bond
drive In Shelby County. Funsters

of

.

did their hot-dog-wlthout-mustard
Monya Alba
Leonard Kramer
LUIGI BOMANELLI
Muni Stewart
routine at the lunch, In: addition to
Bllllo Diamond
daughter, in Hollywood, July 30. Ella Wyma'n
Kings of Rhythm
Luigi Romanelli,
56, .orchestra
making a serious plea for support of
Betty La Rue
Gene Raymond
leader long identified with- Canadian Mother is former Renee Gordon, Flo Mallory
Bonds
and Stamps' sales.
Mike Ray Oro
Margaret Huston Jones, wife of theatre, radio and cafe bookings stage and radio player; father is pic-, Crescent (
Then the real whirl began. Riding
Showboat
Jerry Dolmar Oro
Robert Edmond Jones, the theatrical died .July 29 of a- heart attack at the ture biz attorneyw
at the head of a flag-draped motorBerrya (2) \
Dl Plntos
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Cook, son,
Bob Simmons
tcenlc designer and director, and Manoir Richelieu resort in Quebec.
cade, the pair blitzed through ShelAl Carlton
Father Dolores & Roslnl
sister of actor Walter Huston, died
Further details in orchestra, .sec- in Culver City, Cal., July 31.
Warren Boden
by
County
in a party that included
Margie Martin
is in Metro casting department.
June Van
Kelo Brown
Aug. 1 in Quaker Ridge, Cppn., after tion.
Congressman Clifford Davis, of the
Harry Taylor Oro
Mr. and Mrs. James Schultz, Marie Schatrer
t long illness.
House MiUtary Affairs Committee;
Geo Krlnog
Silver l4ike Inn
daughter, July 23, In Pittsburgh. Jimmy Bvans
Mrs. Jones, a native of Canada,
WILLIAM HAMILTON
Mr.
Nichols;
M. A. Lightman; a
Marlon Melrose
Dot Garcia,
Father is on
staff.
studied miisic in Europe before the
group of women volunteers in uniCol Geo Reed
William Hamilton, 48, for the past
Mr. arid Mrs. A. Carl Rlgrod, son, Pedro Blanco Oro D & J Herman
Arst World War and made several 13 years
form; Ethel Taylor, prima donna so.
film editor and direcEmbassy
Alice Lucey
RKO Zola Grey
concert appearances in London as a tor, died of a heart attack in Holly- July 29 in New York. Father is
prano of the Memphis Open Air
01B.Z & Diane
publicist
Frank Haaiel Oro Theatre; Bobby Crump,
Alice Mitchell
singer. An expert on. voice culture, wood Aug. 2. He recently completed
son of E.
Mr, and Mrs. Sam. Wanamaker, Anne Rupert
Ban Bay Gardens H. Crump, Shelby
she later was an elocution consult- cutting' Damon Runyon's The Big
County's political
daughter, July 14, in New York, Grace Hewson
Katherlne King
boss; and others.
ant for actors and actresses. She Street.'
Dorothy Porter
The troupe, esBoyd & Chapman
Father is an actor; mother is Char- Embasaylphs 4
Danny Sc Beatrice
corted by a full compliment of
was willed $1,639,731 on the death
Geo Cllttord
lotte Holland, actress.
Bob Krall '
In 1931 of her first husband, Wilmotorcycle
police
ANTHONY KENT.
Sherlln Oro
with
sirens
Ton! Eddlng
To Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Tuell, a Pat
screaming, made nearly a dozen
llain T. Carrington, grain broker,
Oermantown Bar Agnes Willis
Anthony Kent, 27, legit actor, died
SBth St BathskeUer stops, at busy corners, at departwKo was president of the American in an Omaha hospital July 29. He girl, in Seattle on July 26. Father Vonee Swanmusic librarian at KIRO.
Don Renaldo
Elton Brown
ment stores where the employees
Qp^ra Co. She married Jones in had been hospitalized since June 6, is
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone, daugh(H Walton Boot) Mary Hartford
have
°
signed
Lincoln,
100%,
factories
1933,
at
where
being taken to Omaha from
Jean 'Van
teri in Los Angeles, July 3Q<' Father B & J Leach
Perkle Perkins
the payroll plan response is poor ^
Surviylng' in addition to her hus- Neb., where he was taken 111 while
Andrew Sis
is Metro publicist.
Mario & Maria
and needed a shot in the arm. They
Don 'Richards
band 'and the actor, a sister and an- en route to Hollywood.
Tony Bennett Oro
Iilr. and Mrs. Fred Danz, son, in
Jerl Kroger
visited the new Naval Aviation Base
other brother.
Swan Clnb
Seattle, July 29. Father, son of John Peggy Loeb
at
Millington,
the
NaUonal
FireGlamour Gla
FELIPE ALONSO
Barney Long
Danz, head of Sterling Theatres, is Rose Oallo
Bob Tolley
works powder plant at Cordova, the
WALTEB SANFOBD
Felipe Alonso, 71, Spanish muEddie De Luca Ore Eddie Blum'
Chickasaw Ordnance plant, among
Walter Sanford, 81, who had been sician and composer, died July 20 supervisor of film theatre chain.
Carney
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jimmy Leonard, son, Hopklas'BatbsIielleT Sosmo &SisAnita
others.
legit producer and theatre oper-. in Mexico City.
Madrid,
Born in
Billy Kelly
Vincent Rlzzo Oro
At each spot, the Congressman
•tor In New York, died In Hollywood he joined a royal Spanish band that Aug. 1, in Cincinnati. Father Is pro- Sophletlcates
Honey Breen
gram director of WSAI, Cincy.
Margie Winters
spoke briefly, Miss Taylor sang a paAue. 1. He had produced road shows toured the world in the '90s,
Totrn Tavern
Ted Lewis, Jr.
Mr. and M>^s. Samuel Ettinger, son, Agnes
triotic song, and the boys went to
of The Struggle of Life,' The Power
Barry
Nick Petite
in Philadelphia, July 30. Father is Rose Mary Kenny
Betty
Behrle
work.
First they'd make a short
of Gold' and 'My J6ck,' and In his
'*
SABA SHATZ PUBCELL
Dave Gold .Ore
Jackie Lee
news editor of WIP, Philly.
serious talk, informal but from the
younger days ^tarred in his own road
Mrs. Sara..Shatz Purceil, 44, leader
Bddle Bwartz
lalglon Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith, son, July
heart and to the point, about the
lour of Under the Lash.'
Mary Novis
of the Chicago Women's Symphony
Father is in the Mott's Melville
31, in Hollywood.
ZOth
Centoir
importance
At one time Sanford controlled the Orch, died in Chicago Aug. 1.
of putting that 10% in
'I«xington Casln'^
Par story departmen;t
Sally La Marr
Empire, Star and Third Avenue thewar bonds 'to beat the Axis during
Jackie Whalen
Rose Vonutl (3)
Canfleld Smith
the War, to beat Inflation after.' It
atres In Brooklyn and the famed
Ben Delewese, 60,_owner of the
Harry. McKay
H'wood Brunettes
Mlblo's Garden on lower Broadway. Dublin Night. Club, near Columbus,
was
good
stuff
and they socked it
Trans Atlantio I/se
Lanny Vale
He had a number of 'stock companies O., died July 27, leaving his wife,
across to gathering:, that ranged
Ted Oliver Ore
Merry Men
BUI Bennett
on tills continent and toured melo- two sons and three daughters. Also
from 1,500 to 10,000. Then, whfn the
LIttie BathibeUer
sContlnned from page 3;
Venice Grill
dramas through Australia and South surviving are three brothers, includpoint had been' made and thousands
Tvet Sc. Duval
Ugo Martlnelll
Norma Norton
Africa.
of hands had been raised in the
ing Sam, owner of the Gloria Club, after a preliminary okay was given Sid Walker
Marie LamOnt
Survived by widow.
pledge, the boys would do a turn,
Don Romero'
and Anthony, owner of the Riviera by Army heads,, the War Department Barbara Belmore
Merrill Bis
maybe the baseball, maybe the musdecided not to accept sponsorship of Janice
Club, and two sisters.
victor Hugo's Oro
Don Nicholas Oro
BOT DALTON
tard, maybe Costello's version of
a beer account
Lon's Chancellor Bar Weber'a Hot Bran
Roy A. Dalton, 61, theatre owner
Jonah and the whale. But it always
Understood
American
Tobacco Skyllners
Camden
George Cowell, 28, Toledo, O.,
snd pioneer in Southern California guitarist, died July 27 in an automo- wants to use the series to plug it's Dick Wade
left 'em laughing.
More & Chita
Lucky Girls (6)
show business, died Aug. 1, in Los bile accident as he was returning Pall Mall cigarets, using the 'modern
Ulnstrel .Tavera
At night the cutups performed beHerbert, Dexter
Angeles following a long Illness. At home from the Secor Tavern, Lam- design' angle heavily In the commer- Fayo Merrill
fore another audience of 10,000 at
Irene St Clair
Ed McGoIdrlch Jr Temple City \
the ag^ of 17, Dalton operated a pro- bertville,
Crump Stadium In the new show
cial
copyk
Goodyear,
with
no
tires
to
Mich., where he was enAnita Thoma
Jules Flacco's Oro
jection machine in a nichelodeon In
Sally
staged
Foy
with the cooperation of
sell
at
this
time,
would
tie
its
In
proHale Hamilton, Jr
gaged. Wife and three children surMldiael Wayne
Dallas with his brothers, T. V. and
Raths'r Eldoradlans Second Army Headquarters as a
duction of rubber for war purposes Margie March
vive.
Dave Plerson
Frank, as partners.
boost to the Bonding.
Afterward,
with the -Army angle of the show. Sissy OInnle Loftus
Taeht Clnb
Ed McGoldrtck Sr
In 1920 the brothers moved to Los
they
were
guests of M. A. Lightman
Henry Strelbert, 82, father of Ted It would be a straight institutional
Iris Lane
HoraTlon Bar
Angeles and leased the Follies theaOarmellta
at the 'Variety Club and later at his
Streibert,
WOR-Mutual executive, campaign.
Bon-Bon
Anne Tally
tre for musical comedy. Theatre is
home,
function
for an
each
calling
Meanwhile 'This Is the Arm/ con- Sanv PriceBuddies
died at his home in Albany, N. Y.,
Jack Hutchinson
now devoted to burlesque. Since last week. He had been proprietor tinues to capacity-plus btisiness at Bob King 3
additional stint.
Victor Nelson Oro
1926 Roy and Frank Dalton have
Tuesday
Pair
entrained
early
of the Streibert Wholesale Paper Co. the Broadway theatre, N. Y. Gross,
been engaged in real estate while
FirTSBUEOE
morning for Jefferson Barracks to
was $47,600 last week, the fourth.'
«ieir brother, T. V, operates the
say a few words to the troops in
Father, 73, of Frank Damis, assis- The engagement is slated to continue
Alpine. I.odge
Marlon Muller
Follies.
training there. They were accomtant zone manager of Warner Bros. ^t least through August, and then the Tommy Carlyn Ore
51 Olab
Day
panied by Tommy MacLeod of UniMax Tarahls
New Jersey Theatres, died July 21 of show will- tour the larger cities. Film Arlene
Arlington Lodge
Pat McCauIey
ELLEB
versal and Morris Abrams, repreheart disease. Wife, three sons and rights for the musical have been
Linda Cotta
Phil Cavezza Oro
Max Eller, 84, retired musician, daughter survive.
senting the Treasury Department.
bought by Warner Bros.
Sally Rice
Balcomades
died July 27 at his home In Yonkers,
Torchy Cole
Visit left fine taste all round here.
Bob Lazar Oro
Bherrly La'he
Ny Y.
Did both the Bond Campaign and
Mother, 79, of Mrs. Greta Har- Police
Margie Norrls
Dale Spohrer
to Find
Before he left the N. Y. Philhar^ baugh, who owns and operates
the film industry plenty good. And
Hotel Fort Pitt
Bin Green'*
inonic-Symphony Orchestra in 1923, Pines,
Messrs. A.
C. can hang their hats
Relatives of Circus
Ken Bailey Ore
Hoagland Oro
class Pittsburgh roadhouse,
Johnny Mitchell
EUer, who specialized on the oboe, died
Dolores
here whenever they wish.
at her home in that city< last
New Orleans, Aug. 4.
Harry Walton
Lee Johnson
had been a member of that organi- week after
Jessie WheatJey
a long illness.
No relatives of Horace 'Scottie'
Bine BIdge Inn
sation for over 45 years. He had preA. Se C.'B $1,000,000 'Parly'
Hotel Henry
Scott, who performed with Rlngling Lou Lucky Oro
viously been employed In the Metro(Sliver Grllf)
French Lick Springs, Ind., Aug. 4.
Mrs. Annie Bailor, 83, mother of and other excuses as a clown for Cozy Harris
Marty Schramm
Cooper
politan Opera Co. orchestra.
Thomas D, Taggart/ owner of the
Con- Mrs. John Dillon (Edith Hallor)>. over a quarter of a century, have Cornell
Editk Murray
4 Kings & Queen
ductors under whom he had played
French Lick Springs hotel, said a
(Gay ecs)
former film star, and Ray Hallor been located by police. Scott died Hank Whitohouaa
Dorothy Nesbltt
Jean Rae
Include Arturo Toscaninl, Walter
$1,000,000 'on the house' party would
ex-nitery operator, died July 25 in Friday (31) at Charity hospital. He
Hotel 7tl> Avenae be held 'at his resort Aug; 14 and 16,
Boogie- Woogle Olob
Damrosch and the late Victor Her- Hollywood.
was stricken a few days before at Clinton Oro
Hany Bigley
bert.
with a dinner the latter date featurEscorts
his rooming house and sent to the Priscllla Scott
Two sons survive. His wife, Anna
ing Abbott
Costello. Taggart said
Hotel Boowvelt
Thomas Stubbing, 89, father of hospital. He came to New Orleans in Cecil Groves
Meyer, an opera singer, died some Howard
that each of the guests would have
Joe 'Vera
Stubbins, Monogram fran- March, 1941, with the Ringling cir- Bobby Marshall
Boog Sherman
years ago.
Sam Bar!
to buy at least $1,000 worth of war
chise-holder on the Coast, died in cus, and EuSered a heart attflck at Racehorse Williams Joe Petroselll
bonds to attend the dinner, at which
Harry
Comorado
Jimmy
Los Angeles Aug. 3.
Glover
that time. He was forced to leave
Grov. Henry F. Schricker would be
FEBNANDEZ BAIMIBEZ
Cork and Bottle
Hotel Scbenley
the circus.
guest of honor and principal speaker.
•Victor Fernandez Ramirez, 49,
Lloyd Fox
Billy Hinds Oro
Ira J. Howe, 77, who built the first
Friends here said they heard
Colonial
Joy Lind
Eugene C„PuUiam, state executive
prominent violinist and member of theatre in Lafayette, Ind;, died in
Bpltalny Oio
a 'Scottie' speak of his two children in
Hotel
Peim
chairman of the Indiana war savings
ihe Symphonic orchestra of the Na- hospital there July
Eddie
Peyton's
29, following a Oniaha, and of having been born In
(Continental Bar)
staff, said that the Treasury Departtional Universi^ of Mexico, was in; heapt attack.
Geo Overholt Oro
Billy Catlzone
Memphis.
,
, ,.
Eddie Poy^oir. .*
ipent)>as ^4orse(^ tUe. -tally.
Lenox Oordoa "

(Wed.) in Hollywood.
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OUTDOORS

ated where the displaced worker had
nothing' to do with the making of
same. In our case, H Is entirely different We make the instrument
sContlnacd from pace l;
which puts us out of business. To
continue this policy means suicide
board
to commish the musicians would welseven members of his
for the musicians of the United
appear Friday (7) before- Federal come 'a fair and impartial inv^- States and Canada.'
Judge Michael I^oe to show.cause gation' of either past or future acPetrlllo'^alsb used the lettfer to ]^y
tions, but denied the ban on recordwhy they should not he restrained.
Government
ings
was
the
one-man
decree.
He in- as a further answer to Director
a
Co-defendants in
Elmer Davis of the Office of War
acUon are: C. F. Bafley, Loa Angeles; sisted the policy against ^canned
Information.
Harry
E.
music
prescribed
He told Fly the
York;
was
'unaniNew
by
the
I«red Birnbach,
Chauncey
A. mous vote of 518 delegates' to the has 'bought more war bonds pro
Boston;
Brenton,
rata' than any other organization. In'
Weaver, Des Moines; J. W. Parks, 1941 convention.
Cincinnati;
Ai
addition,
Hlld,
the
union
Oscar
has allowed 'milRegarding the Interlochen cancelDallas;
Rex Riccardi, Philadelphia; Walter lation, which, is the ojoly matter in lions of dollar' worth 61 music to
Murdock, Toropto. All are officers which the commish has taken a di- be played free for the armed forces
Federation.
the
of
the
United
of
States
and its allies'
or directors
rect official interest, the
head
'Conspiracy'
argued the National Music Camp is and wiU make any recordings needed
for the military and naval services
The sUit charges 'conspiracy' to a commercial enterprise and the or requested
by the President
union must 'protect itself from a
prevent the manufacture of recordgrowing volume ot competition by
OWI' 'Very Upset
ings, to put wholesalers, retailers,
unpaid performers. With the comThe Office of War Information rejobbers thereof out of business, to
prevent radio stations from broad- ment that pupils at the Michigan in- mains quite upset by the whole
stitution pay tuition and fees for pri- situation.
casting phonograph tecords, ditto
Petrillo's belligerent reply
vate
instruction,
Petrillp
said 'radio to Director Elmer
hotels,
taverns,, bar
jukeboxes,
Davis and his
advertisers pay the musicians and grudging
recordings from the home, requiring
promise to the Federal
all other participants a commercial
Communications Commission to let
a boycott by sellers ot certain types
price
'for
their
advertising
commodhis members nake platters for the
of users as- .a condition to
ities
and
the-same
rule
should
apply
sanction, requiring radio stations to
armed forces or when requested by
to this schooL'
the President are anything but asemploy unnecessary musicians.
surances that waxed programs reThe pierplexed FCC members are
Service Bands
scratching their heads over the reThe familiar issue 61 competition lated to the war effort will be availports from Petrillp and'Niles Tram- between hired musicians en's. service able .aft^-a short while. Radio Director W. B. ^wis had no comment
mell, regarding cancellation of the bands
(Army, Navy and Marine
Interlochen broadcast and wonder- Corps) was injected into the discus- Monday '(3) on the outlook and
ing jiist how far to go In trying to sion by Petrillo. He noted that sinc6 would not' hint what move may be'protect licensees ft'om ultimatums the war began service bands 'are in his or Davis' minds, though he
a'Jmowledged'he's thinking and tolkby parties over whom they have no on the air any number of times each
ing about. the predicament' AFM' has
legal authority.
day' and as a result the union *waB
put OWI in.
beginning Uy wonder whether there
Thinking It Over
was going to be any -work left for
ot
the
Commish
uneasiness
The.
;

Ringlings

Fight Embarrassing to D.C.

AFM

AFM

Acute Labor Shortage;

Defense Jobs Lure '&n Away AD Over
Robin

AFM

&

Cherry's

Pittsburgh, Aug, 4,
labor shortage in

8

Acuteness of

Week$ Within Chicago

'

Chicago, Aug.
Riibin "&

AFM

'

AFM

•

.the professional musicians.'

was typified Monday (3) .when
mented 'it
'Chalrmai James L. Fly—after makmore

He com-

is easy to understand that
the
free music the radio stations receive, the less- need for the
prpfessional. That was the primary
reason for opposing the broadcasting of the concerts from InterSys- lochen.'

AFM

'

ihg belligerent passes at the
two weeks—refused, to talk at
all about the bah. on recordings, the
Interlochen incident, or the mu-

""for

sicians'

'

boycott of the

Don Lee

tem.

When asked if anything further
has developed in the Petiillo. affair,
Fly replied 'I have nothing further
to report on that at this juncture.'
Other Commish' members were

The Federation has

-not objected

to school bands which are used' noncommercially Petrillo maintained.
Even though locals in New Yprk,
and Los Angeles have
closed-shop contracts with NBC,

nights

before

the

'

:

TRAHEK
BADLY MAULED BY UOII

R-BB ANIMAL

party,

—

'

songsSif oar gallant
of Bobeson's songs

The

allies.

rest

were reqnest

numbers.
Robeson was besclged by service

men

of. all

nations

shake his hand and

Who^vWantM
to^

to
get his anto-

gTM>h. One RAF Sergeant Pilot,
from Blackpool, had qnlte a long
Robeson
conversation with. him.
many times bad sung at that seaside
resori in Lancashire. For the RAF

of a helper Inside the cage saved'
death. As it is,, he'll be

him from

out of commission tor several' wbeks.
Hardly able to walk, in grtoit pain,
Sunday attempted to finish his routine, but Court himself entered the
'cage and refused to permit -the ih-

'

roustabouts,

21 or

tor

laboring

-

jobs.

89

QfflO'S

CODimrFAffiS CANCEL

'

'

.

Columbus, Aug.

4,

-

UnolKciid' survey revealed that 21
luted' trainer to con'tinufe Two attendants carried him out ot the Bit ot Obib'a. (9 county and independent

Top

the show's medical tent, -fairs have-l>een cancelltd in comwhere- he received emergency treat- pliance with -a. req]uest.''by JoieRh
;ment, and then he Was' rushed to a B. Eactmon, dit'eeUtr 4kt the dffie*
of Defense ..TranqpcortbttoB.
Flttylocal hospital.
Circus people -attributed the lion's one fairs will be held, and. 17 hava
The Id42
'attack'to the fact that this p'articular announced no decision:.
group of animals had not been Ohio State Fair at Columbus will
worked for nearly two weeks, be- not be held,' since the Govemioent
cause of a labor shortage, and one Is using the falrgrouhds tor an
'to

-

'

performer declared: ''S'ou work them
every day and the animals get used
to you, but after two weeks, Sunday was almost like a stranger,' The
sudden attack occurred while only
a few seconds of the act remained.
Sunday had mo^t of the cats assembled in a crouching position and
was getting ready to bring the rest'
in line when one of the croucljiiig
lions, with a vicious Iunge> clamped
hl$ Jaws over the trainer's leg just
bbove the knee. Sunday struQiled
in vain' to - free himself until his
helper came to the rescue and beat
the animal ''off.

'

Fffe-Eater

boy he was a symbol of home.

Army depot
Those

make

-

fairs

-

/

.:

which will be held will

special

Var

efforts .tp sell
Ralph -D. Haines,

bonds and stamps,

Day-ton, president of..-thfr Ohio fair
Managers' Association; said 'if apipears that fully 90% of the taira
will be conducted as usual unless
all public gatherings are to. -be dis'

.

.

:

continued by official edict Th$
large group representing tlie lalrt-ot

Ohio have always been- relied -unftp
assist In .a time like the p rewhl

-'to,

.and jn- this Instance tbey wiU again,
perform their full' patriotic duty.'

Former Gov. -Myer|' Y. Cooper,
honorary president of the Fair Managers' Association, estimated that'the
fairs will yield the CJovemment
'probably $1,000,000' in Federal taxes
and gate receipts.

Bnmed

Marion, O., Aug. 4.
,
When Sidney Brown, 'flre-eater'
with a carnival, put on his act here
'

Authoress

Marcella

Burke,

chic,

attractive and 21 plus, does her
stint as a senior hostess each week.
Last week,- a young soldier, who
had ejigaged her in conversation for

asked her tt> dance.
Marcella explained that it is against
the rules for a senior hostess to
oblige, and why didn't he ask a
"Well,' said the
Junior Hostess?

some

time,

so-tactful youngster,
dance with- mother.'
.

'at

home

I

.

.

of America,
fair dates

-

Several

'.

.

whose major

'

-

_

ot

'

'

-

Amusement Corp.

-were cancelled,' has, tor th^ first
time in 25 years, been ooolced' toreight weeks solidly in -various Chicago locations.
First time a major show has
played within the city limits. R. &
C, a 40-car trick, has l>een grossing
$2C,000 to $30,000 weekly. J. C. McCaffery, v.p, and g.m. of the^ACA,
'
handled the bookings.

& Bailey circus
was revealed here last \yeek ^hea
Big Top execs sent out an ui2ent.ap«
peal to local branch -of the U. S. Employment
Service
tor laborers,
handymen and electricians' helpers.
.'Almost as soon as we hit Pittsbuigh,' a- spokesman for the show
said, 'bur workers began to get defense jobs in steel mills. It's been
like this every time we've played
an industrial 'section this year.'
Circus, however, dkln't get even
!»% ot its beeds in manpower liere.
asked tor at least 150 men 'ri^t
away,' all s: Chapman Wright, manager of ttie employment service
coiild deliver was' seven.
This is the first season in many
years that 'Biggest Show on Earth'
has had trouble getting ennuii;b

-

Helen Ford was asked by a ChineseAmerican boy a gob in Uncle Sob's
Navy—how he conld find the iOUnsimilarly silent, preferring to digest
ese girl his baddies had told UnrWas
Petrillo boasted of the sacrifice
statethe Petrillp and Trammelt
hostess. Helen, who'd aever seea
the musicians have made to supply .a
disments and have » closed-door
Uie hostsii In qnestlon^onsalicd tke
music
to the nation, shot back that
cussion before saying anything tor
the .finest writers and the finest O.D., who c'onsnlted ttie Captoia af
publication.
music were taken off the air be- the Jantoi'. Hostesses, wha eoasaltcd
Protection For Badio
cause the broadcasting companies the -press agent on dnty, who teleOn the whole, the attitude of the said 'no' to ASCAP, Insisted there is phoned 'Vivian Smolen^ Ca-ChairAFM has put squarely' up to the no race or color line in the AFM, masi af the Junior Hostesses^ CemCommish the' necess;lty of deciding' and discussed at length the 'Effect of mittefe. Oar sister from Cathay 'was
whether responsibiUty for protecting canned music on the employment of net on. daty that- nlgh^ Vivian inbroadcasters against 'unfair demands' union members. Addressing his re- formed, her. stint was on- Friday.
So next Friday night. Toy Slnf,
of third parties should be left wholly marks to Chairman Fly, he said:
who pfaiyed with Jane Cowl in ^Irst
•up to other Federal bodies, such as
'I also read in a press release, sup'Dnele
the Justice Department, the National posedly coming from you, that if we Lady,' will dance witit one of
Labor Relations Board, and the Fed- stopped the making of recordings Sam's nephews, who displays a very
democracy and a
eral Trade Commissidn.
and transcriptions, 500 radio stations special fervor for
The proposition whether the FCC and many taverns, and cafes which real wish to fight Its enemies.
Is going to stand idle while a union cannot employ musicians will be put
There are .some
threatens to -shut .down ill radio out of business.
Incidentally, when Paul Robeson
'service was laid in the regulators' 500,000 juke boxes in the United rmi* at- the .Canteen last Friday, he
laps by TranimelL Though the NBC States and Canada. These juke boxes Jnoloded a Chinese and a Rasslon
prexy naturally discussed only the alone have taken the jobs of ap- song In hb program, both fighting

'Canned Music* at Scab
One suggestion being mulled in
Is that the Commish
'Members of the American Federashould conduct a general Inquiry, tion of Musicians received '$3,0PQ,00O
using the Petrillo afrair as an ex- annually for making canned music.
cuse, and in the end suggest to Cong- This
worth of canned
$3,000,000
ress that the need for dependable music,' when distributed around the
tadio, telephone and telegraph serv- United States and Canada, takes the
ice is so closely related to the need place of live musicians who would
for uninterrupted transportation that receive for their work approxithe unique provisions of the Rail- mately $100(000,000. Certainly no one
way Labor Act mig^ be adapted to can say this is a healthy condition.
the whole conununications field.
'It is said that without our assist(Under the statute affecting railroad
ance these places would go out of
workers, demands for changes in
business. The question is, who shall
working conditions must be subgo out of business first? It is hot our
mitted to mediation if the parties
mtent to put anyone out of business.
cannot get together. If the National
Why can't we all live? Why shduld
Mediation Board cannot work out a
all big revenue go into the pockets
settlement and a strike appears imof these radio stations, officials and
minent, the dispute 'Is certified to
others, without paying one dollar to
the President who can appoint a
the musicians?
fact-finding board and freeze the
'The action of the convention of
status quo for a fixed period. By the
time the special board has reported, the American Federation of Musi-,
stopping recordings was not
public opinion usually has been felt clans in
and one side or the other Is ready taken on the impulse of the moment.
It was taken after some 15 years of
to come to terms). deliberation, when the patience of
Echoes of ASCAF
While Trammajl presented the the entire 138,000 members of the
American Federation of Musicians
possibility that the nation might be
deprived of a substantial part ot its was exhausted.
'Insofar as I personally am conradio service if operators balk unions
in a flght of maior proportions, the cerned and as long as I am' the presAFM head also pushed the Commish ident of the American Federation of
Musicians,
I shall encourage such
closer to a
very embarrassing position by recalling the copyright tiff action on the canned music situabetween the industry, and the Ameri- tion until such time as these people
can Society of Composers, Authors who are getting rich on our services
& Publishers. By implication, Pe- while our people get no money see
trillo represented the regulators as flt to employ members of the Ameribemg more solicitous about a small can Federation of Musicians.
number of station and network op'The iceman was put out of busierators than about the much greater ness because the frigidaire was Innumber of individuals whose liveli- stalled in the home; but the iceman
hood is involved.
had nothing to do with the makhig
Protesting hU patriotism and that of the frigidaire. Many, many other
"I the Federation, :IietriUo
told the labor «aving-4levlces ha ve^-bcBn "Cre-

many

:

Canteen Capers

'

some quarters

of the

4.

Cbeny Shows, -member

Ringllng-B?rnum

Wright caUed ConneUsvUle, Pa.,
branch ot employment service for
Pittsburgh. Au{t *.
circus help but none was available
Vincent Sunday, anUnal trainee
there;
All wedt during Its stand
with the Ringling-Barnum & Bailey
here, cucus jent ^eisonnel. meii into
show, had a close brush 'with. death surrounding
towns all over this
at opening performance here of Big
district trying to piok up men but
Top last Monday (27) when a big cat -without much success.
went after bim, clawing- his rigl.t
Circus was offering pay ran^g
knee and thigh and turning them
from 905 to $100 a mohtti plus robin
into a ragged, bloody mess. Sparse/
^sCoDtmoed from page
matinee crowd watched fin horroK and -board. Labor shortage directly
resulted in maiiUng' -of a tra{ner,
who'v« developed canteen pallor in while Sunday, working out of three 'Vincent: Sunday, at opening pergroups of mixed wild animwlf; which
addition to. canteen footsies. .
simultaneously :fonnance hena by^ a' bigvUon due to
performing
were
under the «upervlsion7^pt y Alfred the £ict .that anunaj group hadn't
This will tllnstrate that It's nice Court, tried to get putt'- of the way been worked tinr' nearly two we^kii..
Uut we got to know each other. of the lion. Only the quick acUoh

CHiicago

live
musicians.
chain's relations with, the Musicians, proximately 8,000
his statement of the Petrillo problem There are approximately 500 radio
unavoidably ratses the 'issue that li- stations which do not employ it
These radio
censees are .unable to flght back single live musician.
whenever a determined union group stations are all classified as big
business.
decides to launch a -campaign.'
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Our. servicemen guests are reallv
getting quite 'pi/tie' conscious since
the time they gave the girls flowers
scrolls and cords of appreciation.
The other nioht a group of

and

them gave Horace BTaham,-one of
their favorite m.c's, a box of cigars.
All evening Horace smoked like a
chimney o greenish grin spread
over his face whenever the boys

—

irere near. He really hates cigars,
but his heort is sfoxUer than Kit
st437nach.

Last Sunday night Lacy Monroe,
regalarly cnndacts eonuannUy
songfcsta for the boys, inaognratcd
a competition. She placed 'spotters'
aronnd the canteen to pick oat the
best singers among the servicemen
and the Junior Ilostesses. The
singers were brought up on the
stage and, by applause, the audience
chose three wbiners among the girls
and' three among the boys. The
prizes for the boys were a $2i book

who

'

Monday

last

night (27), the spectaincluding a policeman, thought

tors,
it

Great Lorenzo Falls

ToHisDeadikShMi

was a convincing performance

when

his

shirt

appeared to catch

and he rolled in the grass, trying to exthigulsh the flames.' Even
when Brown, after igniting the
dry grass, ran Inside the tent, still
blazing, they still thought it was a
gag to lure the customers inside to
However, Brown
see the show.
wasn't fooling.
While swallowing flame, gasoline
which Brown accidentally spilled on
his shirt front was Ignited. He was
taken to City H'ospital, suffering
first-degree bums.fire

St loiiis. Aug. 4.
Paul Lorenzo, 40, -circus aeriallst;
was killed Wednesday (29) when he
fell 116 feet at the 6dth annual
T?arloh County Soldiers &. Sailors
iCeunion. at Salem, Ql,, 100 miles east
of St Louis with his wife and
15,000 spectators looking on. Lorenzo^
.

whose

full

name

Is

Paul Lorenzo

Perkinson, was working on a high
pole doing a bolancihg act swinging
the pole back arid forth In a 20 toot
arc when the pole broke 10 (eet
from the top.
he fell The Great' Lorenzo
of War Stamps, a candid camera and made a desperate effort to grasp a
a fonntain pen and. pencil set. platlbrm a few teet below, the
Prbea (or the girls, two 95 hooks break, but missed. Lorenzo tried to
of .War Stamps and a large ]^ttle twist his body in order that he would'
land on his feet, but he strucl( two
of pcrfame.
The competitions will take place guy wires of the pole and alighted
e\ cry Sunday night The best serv- on his stomach at the base of the
iceman singer discovered between pole. He was pronouncedt-dead at.
now and Dec 31 will receive a fl,M* Salem hqspitat
Wai Bond from Miss Monroe, who
In the show business for 30 years
Is personally donating all prlxcs.
Lorenzo perfected his new act shortly after his marriage to his wife
A Junior Hostess asked a sailor Vickey in 1932 and has been speBe thrilled
whether he played gin rummy. 'Gin cializing In it since.
Rummy?* said he, 'how do you think thousands ot St Loulsans at the
I got these stripes?' That and he, annual police, circus held here last
ever will be known as a nlfty- spring. He was born jkt FarsoDs.
-.'-"•.
^
Kan.<t.
swlfty to the girl in qlife^tiort.'
'

.

"

M

.

,

.

R
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HITCH YOUR WAGON TO A STAR
CAMEL HAS THEM, HERE THEY ARE

"YOUR

MAN
FRIDAY"

HERB SHRINE
THE ASH OF THE
CAMEL CARAVAN

EDWARD ELLIS
THE NARRATOR OF THE

*'OUR

TOWN"

DRAMATIC SPOT

XAVIER CUGAT

AND his orchestra

ALL ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN
.

EVERY FRIDAY

10-11 P.M., E.W,T.

C.B.S. jCOA ST-TO-SOAST

1942

RADIO

SCREEN

PuMlahed

WMkly .at

1S4

MUSIC

West 48th Strmt, Nsw Tork, N.

Entered ae Second-clasa matter December

1905,

22,

Annual aubscrlptlan, }10. Blngla copies 25 cenia
T., by Variety, Inc.
at the Foot Office at New Tork, N. Y„ under the act at March 3, 1S7>.

COPTBIOHT, 1M2, Vi TAKIETT,

NEW

No. 10

VOL. 147

STAGE

INC.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

12,

PRICE

1942

25

CENTS

HTOD MAY APPEAL TO FDR
,

.

Robeson Giyes 'OtheUo' Great Power,
Starring in Revival with White Troupe
Br BUDOLPH ELIE,
Last

night

JB.

goaded beyond endurance by the
fancied infidelity of his wife ever
really made sense.. And it was,
.moreover, the first time that this
'fanatically recalcitrant drama, which
has confounded actors, critics and
public

alike

A&P

Boston, Aue. 11.
In Cam-

Coin for Pix?

^(Monday)

bridge, at the Brattle Hall summer
theatre, when Paul Robeson took
the stage in Shakespeare's 'Otbello,'
It was the first time in America a
Negro ever played the role of that
towering giant of tragedy with a
white company in support. It was
also the first time in modem times
that the incredibly powerful tale of
the insensate Jealousy of a man

for

three

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Henry Huntington (Hunts) Hart-

FILM
TO

1.1 FILM FAN'

Due to ArmyNavy Requirements Which

Primarily

Industry ^Heada Concede

Must Come

First

ever, Fail to

— How-

Understand

High Estimates

Sez

War

are

picture company heads
considering bringing the raw

Lockers

New York

A

so high that it
and
(Continued on page 61)

quired the space formerly occupied where and when the Army
by the Mirador nitery at 52d street Navy request it; the USO is ready,
and 7th avenue.
able and willing to service AmeriNo liquor is sold under the 'Spot- can servicemen overseas but is 'still
light's' method of operation and
waiting for the brasshats to give
York spot will work similarly! be- them the gun; the U. S. Army Motion
cause of ABC regulations re clos- Picture Service does provide 16 mm.
ii^g hours.
However, each member equipment and film, including Hollywood product, for the troops overis assigned a locker in which spirits
are stored. Club supplies soda and seas but, for obvious reasons, could
not discuss its service in Africa and
ice.

New

India.

ARMY FUND

"Newark, Aug.

11.

Branford'S prophetic ads In local
papers came in for plenty of chuckles.
Referring to Ann Sheridan, blurbs
stated, 'She doesn't want to set the
world on fire— but gosh, how can.
she help it?
House yanked the ad next dayafter a fire at the theatre.
.

It's

Scene-Stealing

Chicago, Aug. 11.
Jan Klepura, Polish tenor, flung
Gladys Swarthout so violently to
the ground during a Fortune Gallo
pefformance of 'Carmen' here Saturday night (8) that the mezzo was
The
knocked nearly imconsclous.
event almost halted' the opera but
after' recovery of her breath Miss
Swarthout went on with the performance.
Ret)ercussions to the incident may
or may not develop. Hie incident
is embarrassing, to. Klepura because
of his previous feuding with Miss
Swarthout dating back, to a picture

they made jointly for Paramount.
Although rated one of the great
tenors of the world Klepura has the

War

Motion

Correspondent

Opening

$500,000 to

Too Prophetic

Easier to Fight

Neglected on Films,

centuries,

BERLIN TURNING OVER

When He s

Strength/

'

film conservation problem' directly
to President Roosevelt, one of the
Louis Fischer, the war correspon- most ardent film fans in the country,
dent and political author who re- for adjudication if the various elements in the War Production Board
I{osebon has done 'Othello'; he first turned last week from. an eight-week
trip through the Middle East which insist on carrying through drastic
(Continued on page 61)
included a seven-day sojourn with rationing regulations of a type
Gandhi in India, reports an alarm- which industry heads believe would
ing lack of recreational facilities for seriously hurt the business.
Though the manufacture of raw
the American troops in Africa and
Spotlight Chib
film stock includes the use of nitroIndia.
Their living quartern are excel- cellulose, a substance employed. in
Only)
(Liquor in
explosives. It is reported thqt the
lent,' said Fischer, 'but they have
pressure for reduction in use of films
very, very few books, magazines and
Stay-Ups games
and little or no entertainment for entertainment purposes is due
Navy film
Not one 18 mm. movie projector. primarily to Army and
rather than the fact
New York coimterpart of Wash- They would be eternally grateful for requirements
that essential war materials are conington,
D. C.'s 'Spotlight Club,' anything they could get and can't
in picture production and diswhich caters to musicians, etc., in understand why nothing has come sumed
tribution.
the early morning hours, will be through.'
Army-Navy film needs admittedly
opened within a njonth. Group incheck with the following agen- come .first, but opinion within the,
cluding Goldie, headwaiter at the cies revealed that:
U60 - C^mp trade is that their estimates are
'Lincoln hotel. New York, has ac- Shows can send .entertainment only
would appear as if

.

Especially

DISTRIBUTION FAULTY? Kanin Decides

Middle East Troops

appeared

For

Know Own

ISSUE Kiepura Doesn't

Proposed WPB Rationinff of
Entertainment Believed

ford HI, Hollywood playboy, is reported going serious and investing
part of his A&P inheritance in the
production of motion pictures,
Understood he has contacted Universal with the idea of producing a
musical with a budget of $700,000.

to be headed for
financial success.
It Is absolutely
tremendous with the audience. This,
incidentally, is not the first, time

ever

—

•

M.

14-

.

,

,

With Gons Than

.

artists

selves

films,

Garson Kanin went back into

the Army last week. He joinsd *e
enlisted ranks at Camp Upton, N, V.
Kanin was drafted into the Army
well over a year .ago from Hollywood, where he was a director for
RKO. He was assigned to the Training Film Production Unit at Fort
Monmouth, N. J. Life was made
uncomfortable by Army protocol
that prevented him from doing a
complete job as a director inasmuch
as he was only an enlisted man and
couldn't boss higher ranks around.
Other complications ol the Army's
way of doing things also made him
unhappy, until he was mustered out

with those over 28.
He immediately went into the Offlc6

'Em

—

—

a formal ceremony next week
Last week Hincs played two colrepresents Warner' Bros.' $250,000
ored dances and the net result was
down payment for screen rights. one riot and one wounded saxophone
Additional coin is bfeing held in re- player.
Mass.,
Cambridge,
In
serve for emergencies and will be
Wednesday (5) Hines lured 1,200
turned over later.
colored dancers into the Elks Hall
Comparatively -little Income from
and then it toik two police di(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 16)
in

—

May Wait for Bargains
Policy

halving prices of hits

of

after they have scored long runs on
Broadway is a matter of discussion
among showmen. Some argue that
if $3.30 top shows regularly drop to
$1.65, the general reaction among
playgoers may be to wait for the

Emergency Management cuts, with the result that current at(Continued on page 63)
tendance will be dented. That has

for

American People Getting 'Newsrotic
Man-Bites-Dog Human Interest Handouts Not Adequate Sub for Factual War News, Audience Told

nabes at lower scales.
There are three shows on the
at $1.65 top oiit of the current

list,

18.

playing an extended
is
'Claudia'
repeat at the St, James at that price,
while 'My Sister Eileen,' which
moved from the Biltmore to the Beck

dropped the top to the
level.
Result was a jump of
approximately $3,000, repeating the
record of The Women' several years
ago when that play reduced prices

recently,

same

FETEING INS

NEWSMEN

ON SABOTEUR SCOOP

Some salty remarks were
heard over the Blue network, notJoe Connolly) head of Internaably from S. H, Lewis, publisher of tional News Service, is tossing a
town northwest ^per, luncheon tomorrow (Wednesday) at
small
a
who said the public was getting the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y„ in
for
'waiting
around
'newsrotic' and
honor of William K. Hutchinson,
bad news.'
head of the INS bureau in WashHe also referred to news hand- ington, and Jack Vincent, of the
outs as one part news and nine staff there, who were chiefly rewith
now
Cowles,
Gardner
parts rot
sponsible for the 24-bour scoop by
the Office of War Information, was INS on the punishment for the eight
cut in from Washington to say that Nazi saboteurs who landed in the
the OWI was doing its best to push U. S. from submarines. At the
bureaucratic
the
luncheon, Connolly will announce
some facts through
bottleneck and he bespoke the 'natu- special rewards for both men.
The scoop was the result of the
ral difference of opinion between
what
coordinated effort of the entire INS
military
on
civilians and the
news should be released.' There was Washington bureau, but Vincent and
Hutchinson
did the major job.
It
individual
too much man-bites-dog
adventure stuff and too little infor- was entirely the result of good re(Continued on page 62)
(Continued on page 61)
Seattle.

ReaDy

Hurts |3 B.O.; Patrons

held true in the film biz for years,
patrons waiting until pictures
get out of the deluxes and into the

In India, Fischer reported, the
teen-age youngsters like and want
Seattle, Aug. 11.
of our Hollywood films because
Radio discussed The Role of the
the native-made pix do not have
Amerikissing sequences since osculation is Press in War' last week when
Meeting
of the Air visited
Town
ca's
tabooed.

Hmes'

Believe Cut-Rate Legit

many

more

Irving Berlin will turn over $500,000 to the Army Emergency Relief
Sends
Music
Fund next week as the first Installment^rom 'This Is the Army.' Spectacularly successful all-soldier show,
Into the Hospital
now in its sixth week on Broadway,
will make a five-month road tour,
Music may have its soothing
adding tremendously to the profits,
charms but not the way Earl
following its windup in New York,
(Father) Hines' band plays it. When
set for Aug. 29.
Hlnes starts to swing, so do the paHalf of the lusty melon which
trons, only they swing with razors,
Berlin will turn over to the AER
>
bottles and fists.

for resenting all 'other
who attempt to protect themfrom his scene-stealing and
general domineering manner on the
stage. He is the despair of conductors, too, t>ecause of his over-holding
of high notes and general mugging
regardless of the score or direction.

Fdffls reputation

Refusing to accept a- commission
or have anything further to do with

'

similarly.

Both were produced by

Max

Gordon, « 'Eileen' has
(Continued on page 16)

See

Tommy

"

Dorseys

Reconciimg Shortly
Baltimore, Aug.

Tommy

also

Dorsey and

11.

his divorced

wife Mildred (Toots) Dorsey are on
their way toward a reconciliation.
She has been with him on several
dates recently with the band, and is
now at the Hipp theatre Bere where
the outfit is playing.
Pair separated almost two year*
ago, and last spring Mrs. Dorsey secured a quiet divorce. They havs

twd children.

—

MISCELLANY
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THE

Ex-Broadwayites Suckers for The

By DAVIS

J.

WALSH

Hollywood, Aug.

Maybe

it

is

that those

Rex

11.

^

•WAR
SAVINGS

fioms
SIAMPS

Wolf

Song

Buy

Phoney

Proves

Not

Tonr

Jobon's

Reminds

Army

Pan Tnne

Him

,

.

'

1 LEFT

So you

Mr.
I
tified
islands,
which cannot be fused. I cannot imagine why 'Calory
named) even more adventuresome Road' was all right with Mr. Btobethan when playing the Alaskan igloo son in 1928 and now suddenly bel>elt
With Martin Freed, his ac- comes 'an insult to the entire N.egro
companist, whose expenses he de- race.'
trays personally, the star concludes
that he was right in not going to
London and Ireland, and in deciding
to bring some entertainment to the
U. ;S. boys stationed in the troptcs.
They haven't seen any live shows
for some time, and Jolson's advent
became the big thing of the camp
tor weeks in advance.
Mrs. Sally Osmon Rowe, Regimental Hostess at one camp, perhaps
summarized the reaction best by
writing Jolsotv 'Allow me to say on
behaU of all the soldiers of the 33d
Infantry that your coming here is
quite the most wonderful -thing that
has ever happened to us, and we
Uxink you're tops, not only as a per
former, but as a person. We unani
mously elect you. Public Morale
Lifter No. 1 of the U. S. Army.
.
.

.

MY FEET AT THE

see,

Paul Robeson certainly knows my
attitude towards the Negro race.
i have recently sent him my new
song, 'The Ballad of John Brown,'
which deals with the life and death
of the man who fought to. liberate
the Negro from slavery. The text of

STAGE DOOR CANTEEN'
By FAVLA VICTOR

Then

feet at the Stage
teen.

J.

patient

having

lost

Will Morrlssey

will

—

one of your own, jerk, this

is

mine.'

My brother (the one who's made a career out of counting my money)
lived at my house while I was away. He made 9800 renting my bedroom
out to 'Okies'. Went to 20th-Fox to confer on my new picture, 'Over My
Dead Body,''and met the writer— a three-time academy a-ward winner for
embalming. I learned that they've padded my part in this picture. I
play a corpse for three reels instead of two. The scenes where I play a
corpse take place in a night club, so I get to wear a formal sheet (from
the song. "Three's a Shroud')^
I can see that from now on all my fan mail wUl come to me via the
Dead Letter Office. I just learned that my leading lady will be lovely
Lynn Bari— that's the kind of 'dishes' they should give away in theatres.
Walked down Vine street and 10 touches later' ran into Mazie Rosenbloom. Maxie looked nude he didn't have a racing form in his hand.
But he was vei^' happy. He just passed a test for his Eagle Scout badge.
I said: 'Are you
I saw a guy lying in the gutter holding on to the curb.
holding this parking place
hurt buddy?" 'Are you kidding,' he yelled.
him I
for a friend!' A panhandler approached me for a handout I told
we
didn't have any change, but w:ould give him something the next time
met so he made me sign a promissory note.
'

—

Tm

—

Saw Ben

Lessy,

whose former partner. Julie Oshlns, is killing them m
Benny tells me that he met an actress who was so
stuck a knife in a friend's back it was made of sterlmg

•This Is the Army.'

when she

silver

U

A

A

Former Burley

7-STORY FALL FATAL TO

PA

Scripts G^String Pic

GUY WONDERS

authoress

of

eight

IN D.

Washington, Aug.

Hollywood, Aug. U.

Guy

L. Wonders, district

f".

11-

manager

Craig Rice,
in
of the Warner Bros, theatres
murder novels and onetime press Maryland, lower Peiuisylvania and
agent, for burlesque, has beeii signed West Virginia, "adied early Monday
plunge
or
fall
by Hunt Stromberg to write the (10) as the result of a
from the seventh story offices of the
script on the Gypsy Rose Lee yarn,

WEAN

adjoining his office.
In his capacity as production manager of the Earle, Wonders had
booked and played some 5,000 vaudeville acts. Four years ago he relinquished this post to Harry Anger,
•

11.

in
tip the division post
charge of 12 houses. About a month
ago his wife, Blanche, died, and be
had brooded over this misfortune,
RecenUy his health had been poor.
At Warner Bros, offices, the suppoIt's either California's climate or
sition is that he went out on the fire
offers
that
half dozen radio
a
escape for^resh air and accidentally
prompted him to change his mind.
toppled over.

Fonda's Victory Short

and took

Wonders had been associated with
theatre operation for 39 years. He
came to the Warner Bros, home of-

Hollywood, Aug.' U.
fices after service in Atlantic City.
He .was
First of three Victory shorts on Philadelphia and Baltimore.
an active member of the Variety
the 26th-Fox patriotic program for
Club, Tent No. 11.
1942-43 calls for Henry Fonda as
Survived by a daughter, Mrs.
star, Eugene O'Neill as producer and Stevens Porter, with whom he lived
Will' Price as director and scripter,
at Bethesda, Md., and a sister, Mrs.
FuIn addition to handling the top Beatrice Bock,, of Baltimore.
'

ABBOTT

and

Now On

for

Brooklyn,
understudy
-is-flHing in at the 'Army' show.

—

Hollywood, Aug.

much

substitute

.

—

Max Gordon, will have to find
someone else for the top comedy
role In George S. Kaufman's 'FrankGroucbo Marx has delin Street'
cided to pass up the stage for a time.

were

A

COSTELLO

National Rcteate

MY SARONG"
— Universal Picture*

"^PARDON

In

cafe,

An

—

GROUCHO FROM STAGE

Broadway pals.
Healy was to have started a radio
program on WMCA, Monday (10),
but this was Indefinitely nostponeJ.

him at Oetjin's
where he was m.c.

—

My colored chauffeur, who is a great friend of
Rochester, met me at the train and said: 'I'm glad you're not Rochester
*
it's too tough working for. a comedian.'
My colored, boy has discovered a great way to conserve the tires on
When I got home my wife Joyce greeted
his own car he uses mine.
me with a big kiss and said: 'Honey, the three of us will be so happy here
in our new home you, I and the gag file.'
A lot of things have changed since I left. I
It was great to be home.
have a higher class of gophers .living in my lawn.
My wife hired a new; cook and her food is really something to talk
about I wish there was something about the food I could eat I tmdressed and put on my swimmiiig trunks. I walked out to my pool and
dove in how many times must I tell my butler that a cup of water isn't
sufficient to go diving In. I have a. lovely pool— it's the -only one of its
kind with cuffs. I walked over to a tree in my' garden and took an apple.
As I was about to bite into it a worm stuck his head out and said: 'Get
platinum luggage before.

CLIMATE, RADIO

am

'

was staggering.
The train finally pulled into Los Angeles and there was a terrific crowd
there to meet mc 300 bookmakers and a friend. When my mother got
off the train, everybody let out an exclamation they had never seen

circuit in the Earle theatre buildmg,
'G-String Murders.'
Washington. He had been working
All of Stromberg's story properties
and
in his office late Sunday night,
are now in the writing mill. The
night
just before 11 p.m. spoke to the
other two are 'Dishonored I<adyr
telephone operator. About an hour
which John Meehan is writing,, and
alley
the
into
crashed
later his body
Guest in the House,' being scripted
in the rear of the theatre, striking
by James Gunn.
the automobile of Fred Thomas, manager of the Earle theatre. Presumably he had fallen from' the fire escape, reaching it through the room

blood through a hemorrhage before
being rushed to the hospital. Half
a dozen soldiers in This Is the
Army,' in which Healy w4s appearing at the Broadway, N. Y.,"^olunteered
Sergeant David Wurzel
was chosen. Irving Berlin is reported having ordered that no expense be spared in the hospitalization, same coming from Bill DufTy
and John Hogan, two of Healy's
.

—

.said 'No' polttelt/

song expresses my views clearly. And he caught on.
I
explained to Mr. Robeson' that I must go back to my daily routine
'John Brown' had been rejected by And every actress knows what that
reactionary elements in the broadwill mean.
casting studios because of the fact In hunting jobs, feet play a part,
that the song was too sympathetic to rve two strikes on me from the
the Negro and that there might be
start.
repercussions from the South, etc.
1 left mine at the Stage Door Canteen.
JacQues Wol/e.

under an oxygen tent

made,

—

this

stricken
Heights,
L. I., Friday (7-) and an emergency
operation for ulcers of the stomach
was performed at the Physicians
Hospital in that neighborhood. He
vas in critical condition over the
-weekend, but was reported some•what Improved. Tuesday (11), but is
of* transfusions

.

Door'Can-

FOLLOWING OPERATION

numbtf

test?'

I walked into the club car to relax a bit and I was surprised to see the
Innovation they now have there up-to-date magazines.
I picked up
a copy of Esquire and really got a shock not once in the whole edition
did I see a cartoon of a stenographer sitting on the boss's lap. Walked
into the bar and saw a guy so tight from drinking Napoleon brandy his
Waterloo met him. One guy had so many drinks under his belt his belt

Saw a producer walk by with his latest protegee—she was in the mink
a new way
of condition. Strolled Into the Derby, and noticed they had
you're a star they hang you at the bottom
of hanging the caricatures.
character actor at the top.
featured player half way up.
of the wall,
I left them there with a dancing
The place
picture.
What a job going up to the rpof each time to see my
marine.
a
was crowded with aU kinds of celebrities. That's anybody ownmg
lap—corn
He kept me hopping nightly
tuxedo outright The place was so jammed 1 sat on Bob Cobb's
Till all ten toea were' gone.
on the Cobb.

my

Dan Healy was suddenly
at his home In Jackson

A

—

(CBS Aetrcas)

/ left

.

ctill

—

nation. The porter asked if he should wake me in .the mornihg. I said:
'No, I always get up at 0.' He replied: 'In that case^ wake -me.' The next
morning I walked Into the diner for some food and ordered a herring; As
I was about to eat the fugitive from Lindy's, he looked up at me and
said: 'Hey, Bierle, when we get to the Coast, can you get me a screen

wealthy,

DAN HEALY IMPROVING

.

«

—

Reno, Aug. 11.
cates from Broadway- come
Rex Bell, husband of one-time
get hit over the brow with a hot
California sun and never fully re- film star Clara Bow, is entertaining
Maybe it's the subconscious Nevada politics. He is running for
cover.
county,
of
Clark
yearning for the soil on the part of commissioner
gents whose only previous experi- Nevada
The Bells own a ranch neaf Las
ence with same was when they
Vegas.
washed it out of their ears.
Anyhow, it's an old story now
It wUl cost money to defeat
that the sybarite of recent estate
Germany, Japan and Italy.
who sat around Reuben's acquiring Jacques
e Puzzled
Our government calls on you
an incandescent tan over a beaker
to help now.
of coffee and the latest in free style,
Nix
Robeson's
Graeco-Roman, tall story telling is
Buy war savings bonds or
an invariable sucker for- the backthem
stamps today.
to-nature business; that is, once it's
Bridgton, Me., Aug. 3.
every day if you can. But
fully presented to his wistful gaze. Editor, 'Variety':
buv them on a regular basis.
The only thing new about it right
Paul Robeson's refusal to sing
now is that even those brittle, hard- 'Glory. Road' at the Robin Hood Dell
shell citizens who lead and manage on the grounds that the song is an
'Steinbeck'
bands are going for it, making the 'insult to the entire Negro race'
on-to-the- comes as a great surprise to me, to
and
oS-the-macadam
In Pitt That All Is
greensward situation well nigh con- say the least. Mr. Robeson is entitled
clusive.
to his- opinion as to whether the song
SUU Diehard Bcfueeea
He does not
is a good or bad song.
Pulitzer That Glitters
Of course there are still diehard have to sing it if he doesn't want to,
refugees from Broadway who con- but I think that both the people who
Pittsburgh,* Aug. 11.
happitinue to cling, with deluded
clamored for 'Glory Road' at Robin
of
ness, to their comfortable way
.Pittsburgh's arty circles went, hook,
Hood' Dell and. the composer are in
One of these Is Damon Ruut the dark .as to -why this song, -which line and sinker last week for a guy
life.
enbe
to
yon, who is understood
has been a favorite with the Ameri- named Harry Dankert, of Philadel(Contlnued on page 54)
can public for so many years is 'an phia, who came to town. Introduced
insult to the entire Negro race.'
himself as John Steinbeck, the auMr. Robeson did not say whether thor, and had the time of his life
he objected to the words or the mu- for five or six days. The scene of
Caribbean
sic, or both.- This is all the more sur- most
of Dankert's operations- was
prising to me, in view of the fact the Studio of the Theatre, a local
Bases
Of
that Mr.. RobesoA was practically re- dramatic school, operated by Jane
sponsible for the publication of EUen Ball.
Glory Road.'
s
of 3^a-Day
He told Miss Ball he had heard
Back, in 1928, Paul Robeson was of her ^ork and wanted to talk to
the 'first one to hear 'Glory Road.' I her about taking over the manageAl Jolson went back to the^ Pan played it for him -myself. He not
ment of his Van Nuys, Calif., 'extime on his Caribbean tour of U. S. only expressed approval of my song
playhouse.' Not only did
Army can^s and bases, playing at that time, but wrote to one of the perimental
'Steinbeck' decide that Miss BaU
three-a-day in as many spots, trans- Schirmers recommending it highly
was exactly the \Voman for the job,
ported by bomber planes, sometimes as a number worthy of publication.
under hazardous circumstances, to Glory Road' and two other Negro but he gave her a check for $2,500
At the Studio
to seal the bargain.
entertain groups that ranged as high songs were subsequently published.
.of the Theatre he also met E. Reeves
as 2,500 in one spot, and as. low as
As an- expression of appreciation I Cochran, a local playwright, and
125 in another. He covered dozens dedicated the song to Mr. Robeson,
(Continued on page 54)
of spots on his- three-week jaunt
and his name has appeared on every
Having played the hot and cold copy of 'Glory Road' since Its publicircuits, as he calls them, he found
cation. The latter was published in
.the Caribbean bases (Trinidad, Cu- 1929.
racao, Panama and many secret forEditor,
am con-

By

M MM 4 »t

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Here 1 am back In Hollywood where the sun always shines when it
comes out
love Hollywood! Where else can a guy drive up to your
bouse in a Dusenberg and borrow ten dollars. My mother and I played
knock-rummy all the way in on the train is my head sore 'from her
whacking it each time she won.
Funny thing happened. Twelve guys .tried to crawl into my sleeping
quar.ter3 by mistake ^they must have thought It was the 'berth' of a

A

STATES

Bell in Politics

sophistiout here,

BERLE-DVG POINT
«««4«««
By Milton Berle

BUY
UNITED

SoO; Modern Version of Man With Hoe

Mayfair Production
.

Under Personal Management

of

Raleas*

EDWARD SHERMAN

Fonda Is assigned to do '.a narrative over ths sound track'.
/
role,

neral services were held yesterday
(11) In Washington.

Wednesday, Angaflt 12, 1942

MISCELLAMT

OMAST PK FEMMES

MAI£S

H wood s Tearless 15' Stunters Crave
War

More^ Action, Drift to

WeUes Shenanigans Go Big With

PEG 'LIFE

•

fact is that, strictly due to the war,
there may be a shortage of stunt
men, too In Hollywood.
Led by Bud Wolfe, one of the top
hands of this peculiar sect, they are
entering the armed forces, with no
adequate replacements at hand, since
make
It takes upward of five years to
an acceptable and accepted stunt

"

pictures. Parenthetically, it
explained in this connection
that if isn't the man Hollywood is
worried about; it's the equipment he

Flesh Color?

Koerner's 'Decorations*
Distaffers

2 to

for other than breathing mortals.
Revealed at the trial of Lieut.
Comm. Maurice Aroff, under
allegedly*
court
martial
for
speeding the Navy rating of
Tony Martin for a gift auto,
that defendant had signed a conCo.
ttact under which Orsatti
was to make paint sales for
Aroff's firm on a 5% commission

Careers

(Continued on page 60)

Duncan Sisters Discover

Were like

Nitery Debts

Topsy—They Xrowed'
Reno, Nev., Aug.

11.

Duncan Sisters'
(Topsy and Eva) River House was
The

closing of the

opening.
The girls left town leaving local
creditors singing their old theme
song, *I'm Following You.'
far less auspicious than

•

•

its

Suit was filed against the sisters
and Frank Herman in District Court
by Sewell's United Stores, Inc., a

grocery concern, for the collection
of $381.30, and also by the Nevada
State Unemployment Compensation
Division, which claimed the sisters
failed to make payments amounting to more than $900.

PABST BEER WEIGHS

1

Metiers

of

Many

Prolongs

— Men

Adjust

More Gracefully

Selves

basis.

CLARK GABLE ENUSTS

ASANAIRXORPSPVT.
Hollywood, Aug.

remedy

consuming

recitals

to

which he

has been subjected by everybody
at the RKO studio claiming to
have first discovered every star

Hollywood from Mickey
Rooney to Dame May Whitty.
Koerner had the prop department dig up a stock of phoney
in

DURABLE DAMES

&

In the trade that would mean
he's either cutting or splitting.

Charlie Koerner has hit upon a
to end the long, time-

of

.

man in
may be

In consequence, he has to be so
deft with the disorder he creates that
he seldom injures anything of impor.tance, even himself; the announced

on Short End
Ratio—Shifting

San Francisco, Aug. 11.
Hollywood talent agents are
branching out and making deals

might smash.

When

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
comes to staying in the

it

luxury-loop brackets, the 'life expectancy' of the average film star
and featured player is- somewhat
better than that of the average ball
player.
And perhaps not quite so
good as that of the deep sea diver.
A Gallup through the various casting departments reveals these conclusions.
It also

is

indicated that

(a)

the

medals. Now every time one of
his subordinates begins to talk
about sensational 'discoveries,' he
reaches into the basket for a
medal. It works like a charm.

ABBOTT PLANS BURLEY
REVIVAL FOR H'WOOD
Hollywood ,Aug.

11.

span of film stardom and feaBurley, exclusively a downtown
Although conflrmation is lacking, ture-dom has lengthened not incon- Main St. attraction for many years,
considered practically certain siderably during recent years and
it's'
while
(b) Kipling's female of the will move to Hollywood If Harry
that Clark Gable will be in uniform
male
deadlier,
the
the
species
may
be
Abbott's
plans for the Music Box,
before the end of this week as a
which he has taken 'under lease for
private in the Army Air Corps. Ac- is more durable.
As a. finding, this latter was less a year, do not. miscarry. Abbott Is
tor made it plain he doesn't want a
and
suggestive.
general
definite
than
a brother of Bud Abbott (& Coscommission, but in volunteering his
That is, it was consistently stated tello)'.
He has announced such a
services to the Army, expressed
lasted longer, wore policy for the house providing he
preference for the Air Corps. Gable that the men
better.- But some few thought it was can assemble talent.
It would be
told friends he has lost heart in
promptly
these
latter
even,
about
the 'refined type,' he qualifies.
acting' and wanted to get in and do
citing the professional longevity of
Some eight or nine years ago
his part.
Joan Crawford and, among others,
Neither his studio (Metro) nor the case of Jean Arthur, who has Minsky did a whale of business with
Army officials would comment di- survived silents, early babblers and burlesque at the Playhouse (now El
Capitan), posting the highest grosses
rectly, but implication clear he volthe newer sophisticates to maintain the house ever had.
Why no one
unteered and was accepted.
real stature in this more demanding has followed up that success is one
day.
of those things.
No legit producSure of One Point
tion since that, time has turned any
signifipoint
was
this
sizeable
profit
at
the
Vine street
However,
Phil Regan Heads
cant: Nobody was so brash as to theatre, which currently has 'BlackTahoe Nitery cisim that the ladies were the more outs,' two-a-day vauder.
.

11.

Lake

lif»

enduring.
On the contrary, the studio talk,

Lake Tahoe, Nev., ^ug. 11.*
Regan opened last week (6)

which was offhand and without ref-

at Cal-Neva, the 'Castle in the Air'
He played to a
of Lake Tahoe.
capacity crowd and indications are
for bright biz for the remainder of

erence to records, dealt with various durable personalities who were
came
because
they
appropriate
quickly to mind; and the men led
by a ratio of 2 to 1, as the following

his stay.

lists

Phil

RKO

Metro and Brazil But

Fronts

llTNEflflyfiS.
Hollywood, Aiig, 11.
That strange but tight lltUe group
of Hollywood performers—the 'oohoh' guys who are in pictures to be
seen and not heard; to proxy vinknown and double In falls—seldom
have been more than 15 in number
and are due soon to grow fewer. But
not through Injury or death. The

reveal:

—

on Spot

Hollywood, Aug.

11.

Orson Welles' penchant for seemingly getting himself into one scraps
after another apparently hasn't affected his Hollywood desirability.
Although he appears U> be washed
up with RKO. it looks likely that
he'U bounce right into a spot at
another studio.
Louis B. Mayer—
who took a gamble on Bill Saroyan
earlier this year is said to be in-

—

terested.

•

Welles is now somewhere between
Buenos Aires and Los Angeles on
the return voyage from a jaunt to
Brazil that was supposed to take a
couple months at most and has
stretched out from almost the beginning of the year. Idea was for
him to grab some footage in Rio of
the colorful and world-%mous preLenten Carnival to be used in hia'
next picture,

He was

'It's

All True.'

also to get additional foot-

age on some native flshertnen who
became national heroes by sailing
hundreds of miles In their tiny craft
to make a personal complaint to the
president of Brazil about injustices
they felt they were receiving. This
was also to be. used in 'It's All

which was

True,'

to

consist

of

Mother, Four Daughters

Among 6 in All-Girl Band
To Become Nnns in Texas
San Antonio, Aug. 11,
Six former members of an all-glrl.
orchestra,
known as the Texas
Rangerettes, Including a mother and
her four daughters, last week took
their final yows as'iiuns at the Nazareth Convent, Victoria, Texas.
The group includes Mrs. Mary

Jones and her daughters Dorothy,
Evelyn, Hazel and Gladys. WllJeon
Gray, another former member of
the orch, which had toured the U.S.
and Hawaii, also took the final vows.
The sextet entered the convent in
Oscar Hammerstein II is actively
aiding in casting 'Show Boat,' which 1938 to break up the band at the

Seek Comic for

'Boat',

,

Negro Tenor for 'Carmen'

Mayrls
also'- features
Nitery
Women Joan Crawford, Irene
height of its popularity.
Chaney and Julio Alvarez, dance Dunne, Jean Arthur, Myrna Loy, Metro will revive on Broadway in
team, and Jack Buckingham's orch. Jeannette MacDonald, Ann Sbthern, the fall. Operetta, which he and
Ann Sheridan, Rosalind Russell, Jerome Kern wrote, principally
VirGreer
Garson,
Trevor,
lacks
'Captain
Andy.'
Charles
WinClaire
a
11.
Hollywood, Aug,
EVANS ginia Bruce, Dorothy Lamour, Clau- niger, who originated the part, is not
Pabst beer is reported interested
dette Colbert, Katharine Hepburn, available because of picture conIn idea show built around Pa\
Concert Baritone Now In TWerry Bette Davis, Hedy Lamarr, Norma tracts. Among the cemedians sugTrade Mark Reiclatcred
O'Brien by Viclc Knight of BIOW
at Carnegie Hall
gested for 'Boat' are Billy House and
Widow'
FOUNDED BY BIME SILVERMAN
Shearer, Judy Garland.
agency.
Men—Lionel Barrymore, Jimmy Jed Prouty, latter being cast for the Fabllalicd VlttUy bj VABIETY, Inc.
Other talent includes Six Hits and
Bid Silverman, Prealdent,
Wilbur Evans, concert baritone, Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, Cary St. Louis muny revival.
Miss and Felix Mills Music.
164 Woel 40th Street, New Torlt, N. T.
who is also well known on the radio, Grant, Ronald Colman, Charlie
Selection of a tenor is temporarily
was given a 20th-Fox screen test a Chaplin, Wallace Beery, Walter holding up 'Carmen Jones,' colored
BUDSCBIPTION
week ago. Reports from the film Pidgeon, Herbert Marshall, Clark cast version of the opera 'Carmen,'
Annua!
|10
Foreign
Ill
Walter
BrenRathbone,
sucBasil
Gable,
the
test
was
a
Single Copies
Indicate
company
which
Max
Gordon
will
produce
2C Cants
Benches
Old
cessful one and west coasf officials nan, Lewis Stone, Warner Baxter, and which Hammerstein has adapted.
Fredril March, Pat Locale of 'Jones' has been switched
Boles,
to find a place for John
now
trying
are
Vol.
147
NO. 10
J|»
Renoir on Dnrhin Pic the baritone.
O'Brien, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, from Spain to South Carolina.
Evans currently is appearing In Bing Crosby, Brian Aherne, Melvyn
Gary Cooper, Spencer
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
'The Merry Widow' at Carnegie J}ouglas,
Edward Arnold, Mickey
Tracy,
Bills
56
YOO,
GIRLS
Jean Renoir stepped out as director Hall, N. Y.
Rooney, Van Hefiin, Robert Taylor,
of the Deanna Durbin starrer, 'FoeChatter
01
George Raft, Jimmy Tour Borneo, Beyer, Also An AcroMcCrea,
Joel
ever Yours,' after 47 days of shooting
Concert-Opera
43
William PowLukas,
Paul
Stewart,
bat
In
Tights
at Universal, and Bruce Manning,
Jose Iturhi's Lens Test
Exploitation
12
Franchot Tone, Robert Montell,
producer, took over the directing job
gomery.
Film Booking Chart
16
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
for the duration of the picture.
Score: 34-18
11.
Hollywood,
Aug.
Film
Reviews
8
Studio spokesman explained that
Something new in Hollywood Is a
miscellaneous
this
score,
by
screen
for
The
here
a
Jose Iturbi is
an old leg wound, sustained in World
House Reviews
SS
producer going acrobatic and wear18
is
34
to
The
method,
illogical
not
20th-Fox.
but
War No. 1, had come back to plague test, probably at
Charles
ing tights on the screen.
Inside— Legit
58
these
for
male,
and
favor
of
the
conductor-composer-pianist
in
Renoir during the two weeks of bat- Spanish
Boyer, solemn film Romeo, dons
Inside ^Music
50
the studios:
tle scenes. Manning announced that will play himself in the film if a reasons, as quoted by
spangles to play opposite Burnu AcWomen, with few exceptions, age quinetta in the circus sequence of
46
Inside Orchestras
fae had taken over the directorship deal jells.
He averages over 90 concert en- more rapidly.
Inside Pictures
temporarily, with the expectation
31
'Flesh and Fantasy' at Universal.
portrayals
character
fit
into
Men
season.
that Renoir would return for the gagements a
Inside— Radio
40
In addition to acting, Boyer is co-

PAT O'BRIEN SHOW

.

FOX SCREEN-TESTS

War Wound

INDEX

'

HOO

•

—

—
—

more readily and

final scenes.

Meantime, Renoir has gone to
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Annapolis.

Shirley Off and

On

(?)

Flight

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
They used to go Hollywood, but
now the Hollywood boys are going
Lockheed.
Among the former flimers now on
the

Hollywood, Aug.

11.

Shirley Temple winds up her ProcGamble (Dreft) series on CBS
Aug. 26, but Ed Wolfe, who sold the
current setup to P
G, is" reported
ter

&

&

to

have two new bankroUers

ested in the film

moppet
has shown

inter-

From H'wood

aircraft

payroll

are-

Howard

gracefully.

Women in the audience, noting
signs of age on the screen, have less
sympathy for their kind than they
have for men.
As for the stretching of the so
called film 'life span' as of recent
it's said that, back around 1B30,
the average star and support player
lasted about five years at the top
and then began to fade. Nowadays,
the average, they say, is closer to

date,

producing with Julien Duvivier,
Later in the film he goes back to his
romantic stuff with his co-star, Barbara Stanwyck.

hammering

Program
surprising plant, and Gavin
strength in recent weeks as reflected the film actors,
in the CJV3. ratings.
machine.

rivets in the plane
Gordon, another of

hammering a type

flop-insurance for the star; certain
members of both sexes have pro-

(Continued on page 60)

18

International

Legitimate

Radio
Radio Reviews

58
63
49
54
57
62
45
5
32
42

Vaudeville

51

Literati

Music

/

New

Acts
Night Club Reviews

Harbach

in

Hosp

Hughes, test pilot; Vic Orsatti, once
otto Harbach is at the Eye and
ah agent and now co-pilot at $250 a
Ear hospital. Medical Center, under
month; John Clark, former manager
eight years and some estimate it up treatment for cateracts. His eyes
of the Hollywood Plaza hotel, now
were operated on some time ago and
explaining
it thus:
to
10,
taking up planes for tests; John DarThe quality of stories Is higher, the current hospitalization is a secrow, once a film moppet and later an
consequently affording a degree of ondary surgical matter, almost Inagent,

a

(Continued on page 60)

variably required.

Composer is expected to be discharged cured within- a few days.
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New WaF Phoney

Fdm

D. C. Sendoff for

Industry's

A

new civilian racket with a
militaristic inference has name

NXFUMCRincS

-

-talent bothered, of late.

Over America' Bond Drive

'Stars
The

motion

picture

Song

industry's

drive to help
send the
terrific
$1,000,000,000 war bond selling campaiign over the top next month will

be launched by Secretary Morgenthau and other oilicials from the
Building,
steps of the Treasury
Washington, Aug. 31 in a preem of
the 'Stars Over America' tour which
in
seven
will have counterparts
'

cities.
Stars gathfrom several tours starting
Sept. 1 from Eastern points will be
assembled in the capital for the

other 'premiere'

ered

opening gim in the campaign.
Meantime all major company distribution heads have requested film
salesmen throughout the country to
become bond salesmen in an effort to

Selling

knows

Gold Stars for

WILLIE

HOWARD

Twenty-third

Camps on Their Own
Hollywood, Aug.

Deanna

MarleneDurbin, Reginald Gardiner, Judy
Garland, Oliver Hardy, Hugh Herbert, Stan Laurel, Carole Landls,
Chico and Harpo Marx, Adolphe
Ann Miller. Constance
Menjou,
Moore, Chester Morris, Patricia MorGroup of special industry leaders ison, Jeanette MacDonald, Frank
'was also lined up last week to McHugh, Martha Raye, Al Ritz,
(Continued on page 29)
Harry Ritz, Jimmy Ritz, Mickey
Dietrich,

Darnell,

'

Anne
Rosalind
Russell,
Rooney,
Rutherford, Maxie Rosenbloom, Ann
Sheridan and Marjorie Weaver.
•

'PRODUcnoNAcnvmf

Other lists on the War Record
Board show 723 players making 3,198
appearances and giving 422 radio

shows
In order to qflset conflicting reports regarding Col.
Darryl F.
Zanuck's status at 20th-Fox, some
being to the effect that his war activities prevented him from maintaining personal charge of production, Spyros Skouras, prexy, issued
a statement in Hollywood to the ef-

Zanuck continues to

fect that

company

direct-

production.

Skouras stated that Col. Zanuck
personally produce for 20thFox a number of films dealing with
military and
naval subjects, or
themes of international political
significance, such as John
Steinheck's 'The Moon Is Down' and John
Brophy's Libyan no'vel, 'The Immortal Sergeant.'
will

Republic Wants Bobby

Breen to Play Hbnself

^

Hollywood, Aug.

Deal

to entertain the

star

who

Danny Ahearn, author
era

best

of the Pro'How to

seller,

and former Warner Bros, scripter,
who rece;itly came out of the penifollowing a stretch as almade the U. S.

leged con man, has

Army.

Cutins

of the sporting fraternity.

But with the Billion-in-September
drive, the critics and others in the
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Film players who deyote their motion picture depts. of the dailies,
especially around New York, seem
time and efforts to War Bond sellto feel this is nothing with which
ing toUrs will be protected against
commercial, social and other chisel- they need concern themselves. Coning influences by a new set of resolutibns adopted at a meeting of S.
Charles Einfeld, field director of
the Bond rallies; Carlton Duflus,

sidering

that it's basically a' proSam undertaking, the film
execs make no bones about being
impatient and irritated with this at-

Uncle

C

Show

War

-

-

.

Show

WOLFF NAMED RADIO
AIDE TO OWrS LEWIS

will be staged

Cohn Orer

in general.

Top

$60,000 above quota.
Sam Rinzler, Fred J. Schwartz and
Irving Lesser, who were co-chairmen of USO IJieStre Week, were
instrumental in bringing in $200,000
through collectjons taken in the motion picture theatres in the five

of deputy chief to
radio director,

John Eberson drew up the plans of
the solarium recreation rooms, and
the cash funds, plus other donations
of
combination radio-phonograph,
records, books, sporting equipment,
furniture, etc., will give the boys a
pretty complete layout.

boroughs.

Sam sRoDCafl
•

44»«<«««»44-»-» t4t44t444444444444«44»44444 4^
Gottlieb's

Assignment

Pitt's

Recruits

Robert Gottlieb, Des Moines, into
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
Army Air Corps statistical' school to
Pvt Wilford N. Skiar, former theabe held at Harvard. 'He enlisted tre manager for
here and later
early this year and has been doing with England Theatres in Clearfield,
personnel work in several camps. Pa., appointed to Officers Candidate
His mother is Dorothy Day, publicity School at, Camp Davis, N.
C.
director for Ti-i-States Theatre Corp.
Ed Hungerman, manager of Circle,
and his father is with 20th-Fox exNew Kensington, army.
change in Des Moines.
William Intferrante, manager of
Edmund F. Johnstone, president of
His
Redfield-Johnstone, Inc., advertising. Rowland, Phillipsburg, army.
father, Austin Interrante, who owns
Army Air Corps.
the house, was 20th-Fox salesman
here for 15 years.
Loew-Poli's 26 In
New Haven, Aug. 11.
Bill Conway, formerly U exchange
Loew-Poli theatres in New Haven,
(Continued on page 29)
Bridgeport,
Hartford,
Meriden,

WB

Springfield,

Norwich

members
service.

OWI

American Theatre

Worcester, Waterbury
have contributed 2G

of their personnel to war
List cbmprises Paul Woods,

John Queally, Joseph Kasmina, Louis
Jaffe, Leo Mclsaac, Nick. Coppola,
George Horton, Elliot Kronish, HerCanteen Hostess Hurt
bert HlUman, Nadia Amato, Sey.Jean Ruby, a hostess at the N. \.. more Kimenker,' Essex Thompson,
Stage Door Canteen, suffered a Hollis Sweeney, Nat Rtibin, Herbert
spinal injury when a taxi stopped Alpert, -Cornelius
Smith,
Robert
suddenly, after she completed her Munzner, Herbert Pivriick, Robert
evening's assignment at the recrea- Backus,
Wellinngton
Desmarais,
tional spot for servicemen.
Robert Lewis, Harold Engel, WilShe. Is imder treatment at Roose- liam McBride, Frank Manente, Samvelt hospital.
uel Wliamson, Water Varjarbedian,
'

.

OM ON hlh

Wmg

stage Door Canteen Capers

.

basic training living out in the field'
for days on end and long marches
through the states of Alabama, GeorHedman,
gia and South Carolina.
who looks as though he could wield
a mean shillelagh given provocation,
really impressed the little girl imtll
some buddies came by to pick him
up.

'Come

on,

you won't have time

to get into your makeup,' said his
buddies. 'Makeup?' said the guillible
'After all
miss.
'Yeah,' said 'Red.'
that toughening up, I'm a chorus girl
in "This Is the Army.'

This demeustrates that coincidence
has a lone arm. Last week a sailor
was sittlne with a -hostess. The Officer ot the Day had a qaestlon to
ask the hostess, so he cut In. The
hostess asked -the sailor his name, so
she could Introdoce him. 'Tom Rutherford,' he said. With that the pJ>.,
whose name also is Tom Rntherford,
said 'That's right; that's my name.'
Both stared blankly at each other

and thereafter sat down to a session
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Functions of the Army Quarter- of talk wherein they exchanged vital
master Corps will be explained in sUtlstks.
The two Tom Ruthcrfords are the
a series of short films to be made in
same afc. Actor Tom Bntherford,
Pomona, Cal.
the O.D., was barn in BJohmond, Va.
Capt. Harrison Jacobs, formerly
Sailor Tom Bntherford was born in
with Harry Sherman, and Lieut.
Carthage, Mo.
Thornton Frecland, from the Signal
Corps base at Astoria, L. L, are in
Two hostesses u?ere talking., 'ifs a
charge
of the shooting.

OTHEK WAB NEWS ON
Pa0e

29.

Washington, Aug.

quiet night,' said one.
'I wonder
'Don't know.' said tht other,
whi/.'
That was the
'Gttest it's the war.'
night only 2,500 servicemen attended.

11.

On the bare stage of .the National
theatre last week was launched the
organization meeting for Washington's Stage Door Canteen, to be located iii the Belasco theatre. Stage
and screen personalities at the head
table, with Mris. Franklin D. Roose-

velt as guest of honor, indicated' that
the control of the Potomac's service
center will be in the hands of the

American Theatre Wing.

—

Only one

Howard C. Acton, rep'(Continued on page 29)

local speaker

NEW TOBK
Private 'Red' Hedman, an Irishman
from Brooklyn, was telling a junior
hostess abo'ut the toughening process
he underwent with the eoth during

—

Uncle

and

B. Lewis,

bureau.

.

Bob

W.

won the commendation of
for his handling of Victory Parade and Victory Theatre series from
here, and the new title is in recognition of his operation of the Hollywood office of OWI's national radio
Wolff

OWI

is

.

Ahearn, given a 4F classification
his draft board, wrote the President begging that draft (Officials reconsider his status, Following a review of his case, he has been given
1-A rating.
Ahearn was mentioned some 10
years ago in connection with an attempted 'abductioii' of Rudy 'Vallee.

by

publicists point to the
all-out attitude in other industries,

250G

•

Commit Murder and Get Away With

Bond sales.
The picture

such as some big spqrts promotion,
whereupon the sports writers and
columnists regard themselves ns part

m New York

Show

up recreational facilities at the Signal Corps Photographic Centre, loJack
the
cated in the old Paramount studios,
at Astoria, L. I., have exceeded the
expectations of the trade press pubr
Jack Cohn, chairman, and A. P.
Ushers' committee concerned with Waxman, director of campaign of
arranging these facilities. The trade the USO Amusements, Arts ti. Sports
press' interest stems from the sizable Division, a^nnounced yesterday that
contingent in the Signal Corps from $300,000 had 'been raised by their
Hollywood, aiid the picture 'business group in Greater New York. This

lost his voice.

It'

And Gmmiick

The picture business is irked with
the superior attitude of some of the
daily newspapermen who cover Alms
(critics,
et al.) because of their
aloofness to the 'Remember September* drive for $1,000,000,000 in U. S.

representing the U. S. Treasury titude.
Department, and Kenneth 'Thomson,
chairman of the Hollywood Victory
Committee.
D.
Canteen to Spotlight
Aims for at Least
Under the new rules no player
will be requested to appear on theaBiz
Effort
Goal of $250,000 has been set for tre stages, at store stamp booths
Army Emergency Relief s giant bene- or at rallies 'where admission is
For U. S. Legislators
charged except in bonds ov stamps.
fit show at Madison Square Garden,
Private parties, dinners and other
N. Y., Sept 30. That's almost $100,
000 more than grossed by the similar social functions are out. Thesps are
The Washington Stage Door Canspec Walter Winchell staged at the not required to appear in street teen to be established in the Bclasco
Garden for Na'vy Relief last March— parades, except on Labor Day, nor theatre there will be operated from
and that was an all-time record high will they make appearances more N. Y. by the American Theatre
than three times in any one day Wing, althotigh, local committees
for a single indoor performance.
or in any one city.
Approved by will supervise the physical manageNicholas M. Schenck, pi-ez of
th(' committee are appearances in
ment Special care in handling the
Loew's, Inc., has accepted chairmanship of the shindig.
Ed Sullivan, theatre lobbies, public squares such D. C. Canteen is intended, as it will
a.s the Victory Houses, factories or
be a sort of showcase for show busiN. Y. News columnist, who is n<imicivic club luncheons to promote the
ness, a demonstration to legislators
nally at the helm of the show, ansalary savings plan.
from distant points the stage's
nounced a number of committees to
status in the war effort.
handle it simultaneously with .mak'
lialent will be sent to Washington
ing clear that there would be a
from N. Y., as it is to Philly and
policy of depersonalization so far as
probably to Boston when the latthose planning it go, and especially
ter's (Canteen is opened. Money' the
for himself.

Relief

11.

Danny Ahearn Pleads
And Gets Into the Army

BOND DRIVE

and we've

<

changing.

tentiary

forces,

SepL 30 Army ^ergency.

on

Breen has been out ot pictures
tht past three years due to voice

hibition

NICK KENNY,
May 5th.

Daily Mirror,

BRUSHING OFF

Wing is getting for its radio proby Marvin
selling bonds and otherwise taking
grams and the picture to be proSchenck, Siduey Piermont, Leon
part in- patriotic activities.
duced by' Sol Lesser will be used
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Leonidoff, and Bob Weltman. They
Nat Wolff returned from two weeks in part to maintain out of town
will take their cue from the recent
par with the
Hollywood Victory Caravan enter- in New York' and Washington with a recreational, spots on a
Recreational Fund for U.S. tainment in that every one
new title in the radio division of original Canteen in the metropolis.
of the
Office of War Information. Before
Astoria Fflm Corps Mounts stars who comes onto the stage will going east
he was chief liaison for
Bclasco,
Wash.
at
Lanoched
(Continued on page 54)
Collections of $1,905 to date, to set
owl. He now sports the designation

at Republic for Bobby
Breen to play himself in 'Johnny
Doughboy.' Part calls for a 16-yearold actor to portray an ex-film
is

armed

week,

•uccauful

"Priorities of 1942" at th* 46th
Street Theatre, New York.
"WlUlfi Iloivnrd Is ii sensotlon In
the 'I'l'loiltles of 1942'."

11.

Film players who give up their
free time to entertain soldiers, sailors and marines are getting star
decoratiorts on a big boar<] installed
in the office of the Hollywood Victory Committee. Thus far, gold stars
made
indicating those who have

'

CLARIFYING ZANUCK'S

this,

Protect Bond-Selling

Pk

Who Tour

Actors

'

Attending the meeting were William
Ferguson, Metro; S. Barret McGorihick, BKO; David Lipton, Columbia; Lee Blumberg, Warners; Doc
Howe, 20th-Fox; Alec Moss, Paramount; Glenn Allvine,. East Coast
Public Relations Committee.

about

Stars Against Social

Ballyhooists' -Powwow
At a meeting called by Oscar A.
Doob last week, exploitation heads
of all the New York offices offered
their
entire: staffs,
consisting of
some 200 crack exploitation men, to
help in iltomoting the star rallies voluntary camp tours have beenscheduled to be held in some 300 placed beside the following names:
cities and towns.
Xbese men, staJean Arthur, Mischa Auer, Contioned all ^ver the' country^ are at stance" Bennett,. Ray Bolger, Phyllis
the disposal of S. Charles Einfeld, Brooks,' Joe-E. Brown, Charles Butgeneral field director of the rallies'. terworth, ' Jackie
Cooper,
Linda
'

all

000 records.

Field

selling.

to il. S.

the full cooperation of the camp,'
but despite the patriotic pitch
the racket is phoney.
Name signers and bands have
asked "'Variety* to spotlight this
for --general benefit of all concerned.

men have

been told to contact Treasury Department staffs in all key
cities to take a course
in bond

Periodi-

and papers, adjacent

military camps, are the offenders, or so alleged in soliciting
these stars for ads. There's., always a gaff that 'the Colonel

Hollywood, Aug. 11,
Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore
sing the same song on different
sides of a record sponsored by
the "Freasury Department
to
stimulate war bond sales. Ditty
is 'I'm Saving a
Dime Out of
Every Dollar,' by Ralph Rainger
and Leo Robin.
Government has ordered 100,-

sell $10,000,000 in bonds' before the
drive begins, deals to be consum-

mated on the opening day.

cals

L A.

to N.Y.

Walter Abel.
Joe Bernhardt.
Joe Bezahler.
Mort Blumenstock.

George E. Bodle.
Eddie Cantor.
Pat Casey.
Ilka Chase.

George Coulouris.
Michael Curtiz.

Roy

Dis'ney.

Ralph Edwards.
Y. -Frank Freeman.
LuciUe Gleason.
William Heineman.
Arlene Judgfe.

Una MerkeL
Bill Lyris.

Dorothy Moore.
Herb Morgan.
Murray.
Merle Oberon.
Glenn Pratt
Renee Raino.
Casey Robinson.
William Scully.
David O. Selznick.
Herbert Sorrell.
Kenneth Thomson.
Hal Wallis.
Jake Wilk.
Vera Zorina.
F. J.

N. Y. to L. A.
Frank Dailey.
Walter Donaldson.
Jack Meskill.
E. K. O'Shea.
William F. Rodgers.
E. M. Saunders.
Marian -Spitzer.
Michael Vallon.
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20TH SET TO
Qmer Davis a Fave with Newsreels

Newsreel editors are becoming increasingly aware that Elmer Davis,
Office of War Inforis head of the

already has greased the maihinery which ultimately is going to
bring adequate coverage of tte war
both home and overseas.
^ront,
convinced that, he
Eence, they are
going to back up his earlier state-

mants on full

news coverage by

Haight Held at Metro
Hollywood, Aug.

Metro handed
George Halgh't,

a

new

former

contract to

Broadway

stage producer, currently handling
the production reins on 'Women In
Uniform.'
Military story is being lined up
with a cast headed by Joan (Craw-

carrying it into practice even if it
ford.
inakes some military brasshats imcbmfortable.
^
First outstanding Instance of this
unbending by the military occurred
.

week on the home front when
the newsreels were able to se-

last
all

cure full coverage of the new ComNewsreel story dePlanes,
planes being
these huge
Readied, U. S. troops and trucks gomaterial taken
other
and
aboard
ing
'Commando
Tag,
flight
test
for
a
on
Plane,' was adopted because of the

mando
Jilcted

desire not to divulge the exact type
or capacity of the planes in question.
'This is the type of material the
newsreel boys have been crying for,
Tlewsreel eds reallinsuccessfully.
ize that it just didn't happen, and
give full credit to Davis and ^is
pides. The reels .had been trying to
persuade the military officers that
«uch material is" constructive and
ghduld be given the newsreels.
previously the newsreel pleas had
fallen on deaf ears.
With the home front pried open a
Jittle, to show the folks what is being done by the U. S. in the war
fellort, the newsreels are hopeful that
additional material will be forthcoming— and that later more leeway
jnay be given in securing actual fightThe newsreels
ing front material.
have cameramen at the various
tronts, are spending the money, but
ihus far have been able to obtain
bnly a smattering of actual stories.
Tlie newsreels, appreciating the
Initial efforts of Davis, gave him and
his OWI a break in the reels during
'the past week- with a full story of
their early setup, including a camera
closeup of the different personalities.
'

FANS WANT WAR

Zanuck and Other

—

WB

checked in at headquarters Monday ing due to

OVERHEAD PROBLEM

SHOTS,

Suits Vs.

2 Theatres

Akron, O., Aug. 11.
Negro discrimination problem has
hit the courts
in Urbana, 8,000
jbopulation Ohio city, with about
-

of its people Negro. Two suits
seeking damages of $11,000 were
filed
this
week againt Chakeres
Theatres,
the
Inc.,
operator, of
ploria, newly-built Urba'ha hoiise.
F. E. Boswer seeks $500 for 'Invasion of his civil right,' while Christine Stanhope asks $10,000 for her

25%

with Darryl Zanuck and other 20thFox execs on the Coast on plans to
cut down the total number 'of pic-

pictures

that 10 low budget
will thus be eliminated

.

.

soldiers at

home and

overseas, etc.

This verifies the story in the last
issue of 'Variety' which reported on
the beefs from newsreels fans anent
the shortage of war coverage In the

In the final decision.

GUERRHIA HLM
Hollywood, Aug.

11.

.

Metro Ups Goldbeck

WRITEOFF
W.

Koeriier

RKO, has asked
$S00,000

to have

worth of

for

mora than

literary material

accumulated at the studio

oS

In

v.-p.

operations

studio

\trritten

Koerner, from accounts, refuses to throw
good money after bad by producing
as practically worthless.

Understood that Koemer's request
has received sympathetic consideration by RKO parent company execs
and.enUre stock of- literary properties selected by -Koerner may be
placed on the books at a' nominal
value of $1 If written off' immediately, this additional charge against
company operations woiild put RKO
Radio Pictures in the red to the
tune of some $2,000,000 for t^e cur-

rent year.
fusing- to

Koemer's position in rehave his new regime,
-

starting under favorable auspices,
burdened with what he considers a
$500,000 debit,, Ifl regarded astound.
'Unders'tood,"a]36',' that KdemeV has

Leda Bauer,

asked

RKO

eastern

'Seventh

Column/

story

of

the

guerrilla campaigns against the A'xis throughout the country.
One of the adverse results of "bi
by the Jugoslav hero. Mikhailovitch,
cycling' is that B pictures are being
draws an upped budget at 20th-Fox shown at around the best evening
the
of
'one
as
and is being primed
time. In compactly built cities such
important pictures on next year's as Boston, Philadelphia, San Fran-

schedule.'

New

RKO Pictures

day before.

films are now among the most en
thusiastic supporters of this method,
though entirely as a means of easing
the print problem, going so far as
to tag product even in key houses

cisco, etc., 'bicycling' is comparative
ly easier than in situations such as

Department,

-

'

which would cover

all the compaN. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy,
is now understood taking new steps
to set the deal up again.

•

nies.

See Odium Actiyely

RKO Possibly As
New Board Chairman

hto

Floyd Odium

-

of

fort by 'b;cycling' prints in every
situation where this is possible. Cir
cuits which were formerly among
those wost antagonistic to 'bicycling'

went to the U. S. State
with Hays office ap-'
proval, following a canvass of other
of the Motion Picture ProDistributors of America
ducers
when no objections were made to
the special plea. Oj^qsition to the
move came up suddenly during, past
three weeks at a time when it looked
as if tlie application would be approved In both London and Washington.
Believed that the majors want a
broader appraisal of the British
money situation, looking to a ruling
case

-

•

-

prexy, left suddenly for tha Coast
Friday (7). E. L. Alperson, g.m,
RKO theatres, and Malcolm Kingsberg, treasurer, preceded him the

the practice, chain and independent
theatre operators are cooperating in
the industry's film conservation ef-

RKO

these scripts.

Ned Depinet,

ONHLM
Though strongly disapproving

relief.

.

"

Charles
charge of

story department head, to come to
the Coa^ to gander studio story

TO CONSERVE

last year,

&

lineup.

Originally assigned to the Bryan
Los Angeles where the time element
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Foy schedule, the production may be
Metro upped Willis Goldbeck from taken over personally by Darryl F. must be contended with.
Vriter to director, starting with 'Dr.
Understood Jean Gabin,
Zanuck.
Gillespie's New Assistant.'
French star, may be signed for the
L. M. Rubens III
Goldbeck has worked on all the top role.
Chicago, Aug. U.
Dr. Gillespie' pictures as a screen
L. M. Rubens,- founder of the
playwright.
Great State circuit of theatres,
Picture Outfit
banker and real estate man, is reTigers Fly Again
ported ill In his palatial' home at
Sacramento, Aug. 11
Hollywood, Aug. U.
New company. Vanguard Films, Joliet.
Rubens won recognition for his
Adventures of American airmen Inc., filed incorporation papers here,
In
In China wUl be the theme of 'Night listing its intent to produce motion work as police commissioner.
conjunction with J. Edgar Hoover
Plane From Chunking,' to be pro
pictures, including cartoons.
finduced by Walter MacEwen at Para
Papers call for the issue of 2,000 he helped originate the national
put it into
mount, Ralph Murphy directing.
shares of no-par-value stock. Direc- gerprinting system and
Cast toppers are Robert Preston, tors are Fred Stewart, A. Rotbart, effect among studio employees on
Ellen Drew and Albert Dekker.
F. Eder, M. Murphy and V. Stokes, the Coast.
.

RKO STORY

'

Currently in preparation at the
MPRB is a survey of fllmgoers
which asks, 'Are you intertsted In
the name of the stars, supporting
players, director, producer, composer
and producing corporation.' While
this compilation is not aimed, at
solving the current industry confabs
about chipping credits to conserve
raw stock, it is obvious that the
results will probably play an im-

FANCY BUDGET FOR

'

'BIGYCLWC' OK

reels.

com-

failed to make any
the frozen coin situation, as affecting RKO, was considei'ed a hardship, with both the.
American and British government
officials reported inclined to grant

which

money

members

A

daughter,
Marilyn Stanhope, 13, portant part
charging that an usher 'laid violent
hands upon her, assaulted her and
violently ejected her' from theatre
-when she hesitated to obey his request that she occupy another seat.
Woman seeks $500 oh civil rights
SLAV
f omplaint and $10,000 for the al-

by Norman Adams with racial discrimination and were bound over to
the grand jury under $250 bond.

KOERNER'S SQOG

Understood

from the production schedules if
recent survey by the Motion current plans are finally adopted.
Picture Research Bureau of 500 seReadjustment of production schedlected Almgoers, all of whom attend ules at 20th woiild be in line with
at least once a month in the bor- similar moves to cut down or elimioughs of Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens nate low-budget product which have
and New York, revealed that fl5% been effected at -some of the other
of the audiences prefer war news major studios, notably Paramount
in their newsreels while only 1% and Warners, in favor' of heavier
most of these women, wanted any- concentration on top money picthing but war news.
The second tures.
most popular newsreel item was
Elimination of B product at any
sports which polled 13% with fash- studio automatically increases overions in the show slot by virture of head on A product. In event of 10
7% of the returns. Domestic civil B pictures, costing a total of $2,000,news was a bad fourth with 2% 000, for instance, being eliminated,
of the ballots and the oddities' called studio overhead on the balance of'
only 1%. 'The total r6n over 100% the schedule would go up an addibecause some of the respondents tional $600,000 if figured on a 30%
basis.
listed more than one preference.
Figuring In downward scaling of
According to Dr. Leo Handel, director of the Bureau, 89% of the production sights for next year are
men and 81% of the women gave general Industry film conservation
war news their No. 1 position. And plans as well as the belief that with
while most of these were listed as more war coin in circulation a
general war news quite a few of smaller number of A pictures used
the answers asked for certain types for longer runs will maintain rentof .war coverage, i.e., Navy action, als at normal or higher levels than
news of the Russian front, aviation formerly.
Skouras is expected back In New
news, clips about the. bombing raids
on tbe enemy, "shots of American York around the end of the week.

it.

virtually the only picture

pany

>

to 38.

'

leged assault.
Previously Grant Wooley and Elmer Fritz, operators of the Lyria,
town's other house, were charged

son is with the field
artillery,
82d division, at Camp
Claibourne, La.
"Schaefer's

tures for next year.'
Originally 48
were proposed but these may reduce

POLL SHOWS

As

(10).

-

Negro Discrimination

War Work

Top

Spyros Skouras has been huddling

NEWS

Bogs Down

Carefully prepared representations
Schaefer's
made to the U. S. and British governments on behalf of RKO, imder
Recently returned from Louisiana which the coitapany was being given
Studio Execs on Move to where he visited his son, Gerald, special consideration in getting approximately $2,800,000 In frozen coin
Limit Production to 38 In- who's in the armed services, George out of England,
have struck a snag
stead of 48 Pictures Next J. Schaefer says nothing is stirring as result of reported opposition from
so far as he's personally concerned, other producer-distributors.
Walt
Season In Line With Par
but that he is busy on war activi- Disney studio was among the largest
^and
ties work.
He remains active with ndependent interests involved, approximately $500,000 of this coin bethe War Activities Committee and

Skouras Powwow With

11.

to Unfreeze

In Britain, jn Advance,

eUD&ET FILMS

s

OUTPUT

RKO Plea

E

For Starting to Cut the Red Tape

jnatio'n,

mf

PICTURES

Joe Schenck Eligible

step into

months

RKO

-still looks likely to
within the next few

to take a personal

and more

active part in company administration,
largely depending on how
much time he -will b^ called upon to
devote to Government service in lining up small -business men to handle war work.' Possibility is that he
would become chairman of the board
of directors- in' place of 'Richard C.
Patterson, Jr;
.

.

Talk that' he might head' up ah
executive committee for RKO is
largely discounted since no steps
toward formation of such a commlttee are currently proposed.
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy,
representing Odium, has -meantime
stabilized the financial structure of
the company via loans of $3,000,000
from the First National bank of Boston, which he announced during the
RKO sales convention last month.
.

Need

for additional financing,

ever,

may become more

-

,

bow-

pressing as

RKO

For Parole on SepL 3

production
the more elaborate
schedule, for the coming year gets
fully

Joseph M. Schenck becomes

under way.

eligi-

ble for parole Sept. 3.
He's serving a one-year sentence
in the Federal house of correction
at Danbury, Conn., on income tax

WALL
Financial

Sounds Like Sucker Play
Hollywood, Aug.

11.

Warners handed Mark Hellinger
tho producer assignment on 'I Wasn't
Born Yesterday,' slated for production in late September.'Story is by W. R. Burnett, with
whom Hellinger worked in a producer-writer capacity in the filming
of 'High Sierra.'

Sacramento, Aug. 11
Articles of incorporation for

Cag

ney Productions, new producing unit
of United Artists, were filed here
with neither James Cagney nor his
brother, William, listed as directors,
Directorate consists, of Hudson B.

Cox, Ray J. Colman and Robert
Williams, all of Los Angeles.

E

PAR

Favorably

Point

Co.

Street
financial
Wall
Several
houses recently have Issued optimistic resumes of Paramount's present earnings .prospects, pointing to
good rate of return on the common shares at prevailing prices.
Most surveys of the Par setup stress
the reduction of the corporation's
funded debt. This, together with the
fact that only 126,063 shares of first
preferred, paylnt $6 per year, are
ahead of the 2,901,000 common
shares, are mentioned on future
earnings outlook.
Paramount is rated as having a
fa.'orable position as regards excess
profits taxes, according to these reports, the substantial investment in
theatre properties (once regarded as
a liability), now apparently affording an advantage in figuring the
taxes via the capital investment
method.
With Par sliowing $1.88 on com*mon shares in the first six months
this year, earnings may go to nearly
$4 on the common this year.
-

-

Cagneys Incorporate

ST. LIKES

Hooseri

Up That

violation.

.
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PICTURES
ff****t

Par May Remake French

100% Theatre Net

Despite

Profit

Film with Joel McCrea
Paramount

hcrease, Studio Cuts RKO
and

Corp.

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

to Loss
Pedro

Have a

Laugh,
subsidiaries (including RKO-Radio
showed a net loss of
Pictures)
$643,360 after all charges and taxes
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
for the first 26 weeks ending last
Romance, tradition and music of
July 4 as compared with a net proAt old Mexico form the basis of a carof $485,605 in the corresponding toon to be filmed at' the 'Walt Dlsn6y
period last year. Showing f»r this studio as part of the (Sovernment's
year was after extraordinary studio good neighbor policy.
writeoffs
and reserves, totalling
Picture will be made in Techni$633,804, while last year nothing was color with a score emphasizing old
written ofl for' these items.

r rchase the

Seeks the Truth,' with idea
of reproducing the picture with
switch to American background,
actors and tempo.
French production stars Rahnu,
while Joel McCrea is under con-

new

sideration .for the lead in the
version.

END OF

1941-42

2d

Up

RKO

'

mum

RKO-Radio

Pictures.
This producPar estimated its earnings as $5,ing distributing company is credited 823,000 for the two quarters ending
loss of more than $1,000,000 on the July dat^, as against $4,379,000
after all charges. This, of course, cut in the first six monUis of 1941. Cominto the net figure for parent cor- pany's 1942 earnings for six months
poration.
included $1,026,000 as share of unIn C9ntrast, the theatre^ subsid- distributed earnings of partially
iaries, represented by K^ith-Albee- owned non-consolidated subsids
and
Orpheum Corp. and otlier theatre $130,000 non-recurring income. This
operating units, virtually doubled its contrasts with only $881,000 as share
net profit in the first 26 weeks this from non-consolidated subsids in the
year over 1941. Statement of K-A-O first six months of 1941. It is signifiand subsids shows net profit of cant because showing a pickup of
$507,571, after all charges, as against $145,000 from theatre operations over
$213,440 in comparable period last last year.

with a net

.

;

yeir.

This

Paramount's actual net .earnings
profit by for the second quarter this
year
$474,860 were trimmed by $240,000, since this

improved

vastly

K-A-O was made despite
writeoff for Jpcome taxes

as

pared with

the

i$nly $94,915 in

com- amount was deducted from the June

quarter statement to cover the in26 weeks of 1941. K-A-O profit be crease in provision for federal
norfore provision for depreciation and mal and surtaxes in the
initial 1942
income taxes amounted to $1,300,100 quarter from 40% to 45%.
as against $635,402 last year or ap- Paramoiint Amiiul Earnings, 1935-42
prr-imately double that of 1941.
1935
$3,153,167
TLKO Annnal Earnings 1940-42
1936
3,889,020
Net profit, except as noted.
1937
6,045,103
1930
$3,385,628
1938.......
2,533,279 "
1931
tt 5,660,771
1939
:
2,737.633
1932..
ttl0,695,503
1940
7,633,130
1933
;
tt 4,384,064
1941
10,251,242
1934
tt 310,575
(1941 by Quarters)
1935
684,733
Fir
t
quarter
$2,475,000
1936
Second quarter
t 2,485,911
1,904,000
1937
Third quarter
t 1,821,166
3,071,000
1938
18,805
Fourth quarter
t
2,801,242
1939
186,495
1 1
(1942 by Quarters)
-1940
,
t-S88,19i
First qiwrt«!v...-...-.-.-.-$z;9li5,0Dtf"'
first

A

1941

538.692

XBy
First

Quarter
$643,926
First

Quarter
$439,268

QiuiTters)

Second
Third
Quarter Quarter
t$lS8,321

$159,169

Second
Third
Quarter Quarter

'

Fourth

Second quarts
Third quarter
Fourth quarts

2,908,000

M

f t

Laurie, Jr.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

M n M M 1^

Coolacres, Cal., Aug.

:

U

'

Dear Joe:
Olad you got a kick outta my notes last week. It sure does brJIng back
a lot of memories to a guy doesn't it? Sure was sorry to -hear that Ed
Wynn closed his vaudeville show, but it musfta been a great show. It
had to be it only Wynn and Smith Sc Dale we're in it
Speaking about Wynn, I got a note in my book about him opening a
big girl act in 1908. He called it 'Mr. Busybody,' and In 1911 he took out
a patent on a changeable cap. Anything for a laugh. Speaking about
laughs. In 1908 there played at "Proctor's 5th Ave. Rossi's Musical Horse—
the horse laughed. That same year Marie Pressler did a pianolog. Tony
Pastor died at the age of 76 in August of 1908. Vaudeville was pretty
.

h2,550 Omaha Kids

85 Tons

Contribute

Of Scrap to Theatres
Omaha, Aug.

11.

Whole troops of children, 12,550
strong, swept down on 17 local theatres Friday (7) and left nearly 85
tons of scrap metal in the amusement industry's opening drive in
collaboration
with the Nebraska
scrap campaign. Admission was by
scrap metal and evidence shows that
homes were combed for anything
that would help win the war. The
kids .came in cars, trucks, trailers,
street cars, buses and by foot, dragging their contributions or hauling
them in toy wagons.

Scene defied description,
front pages and press wires.

made

Lincoln's Qnota
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 11.
Theatres added five tons of scrap
to Lincoln's metal
drive with a
single morning contest at the Stuart.
One lad towed in more than
400 pounds of metal, including an
old stove fitled with scrap. The the.ptres/.aiul. jetail- business men .gave
22 prizes for the best collections.

dirty in those days, too. A notice appeared In local dallies in Seattle
under the heading 'Clean Bills': The following vaudeville houses at their
performances yesterday presented programs free from vulgarity: Coll.
seum, Pantages, Star.' (The big time standard vaudeville house, the Or<
pheimi, wasn't mentioned. I wonder what act did the don'ts?)
It was in 1900 when acrobats first started wearing pads on the head when
balancing. It seems it hasn't helped some of 'em much. It was In that year
El F. Albee was manager of Keith's Union Sq. And the Graumans opened
the Unique in Frisco. A Mr. Sheppton was a 50:-50 partner as he put up
the dough. The Graumans only had $12 between 'em. They played six
acts and pic plus a piano player. Fifteen bucks for singles was tops and
did as high as 17 shows on Sunday. After the quake they gave shows la
a big tent, they built the National over the tent and didn't lose a show.
Some showman that Grauman and his son Sid.
In 1900 Oscar Hammerstein played Abdel Kader and his Three Wives,
The gang knew that two of the wives were Abdel's sister-ii;i-Iaws. He did
a painting act which was plenty bad. Speaking about Hammerstein's, I
think one of the smartest and funniest things Willie ever did was when
he opened .the Roof. Of course in those days there was no cooling sys<
tems and the roof was just as hot as the street, but Willie would heat
the elevator that took you upstairs, and when you got out of the hot ele>
vator and hit the cooler air on the roof you'd say, 'Oh boy, it's cool up
here!'
It was in 1900 when Willie paid Williams & Walker $1,750 a week and
Proctor paid them $2,000. In that year Will Rogers did a rope act at
Union Square and the trade papers didn't even give him a rumble, Ten
year later Will did an act at the Columbia theatre (now the Mayfair) and,
at the finish of the act he introduced a lady riding a beautiful broncho.
Bill didn't do much talk in those days either, but he opened the act saying, 'I fooled you for a few years so I thought Td add somethin' new to
fool you with for a few more years.'
On
It was in 1910 when Al Jolson first appeared in Hammerstein's.
the same bill was Lois Fuller in her Ballet of Light, also her first pa<
pearance. The Wolgast-Nelson pix were first shown that week too. Jolson
knocked 'em for a goal. A year later, 1911, Irving Berlin made his first
Frank Tinn.ey
1910 was a great year.
appearance at Hammerstein's.
made his debut at Hammerstein's, Clark & Verdi started the first real
double Wop act, and brother did they knock 'em dead.
The three-ring vaudeville started at Manhattan Opera House, 23 acts

and what 9

fioppo.
The talk of the year was when Percy Williams raised the stagehands*
Didn't last long. Jake Lubin left Miner's
salaries and cut out tipping.
after 15 yeacs, and became manager of Loew's Seventh Ave. He is stiU
with Loew as booker. The actors sure like him plenty.
In 1910 the Photoplane came out; it made it possible to give moving
pictures in broad daylight and it caused a sensation among exhibitors.
Talk about vaudeville shows. I just ran across a note of the Ideal Bill
'

voted in 'Variety' in 1911. This is the one that won: (Running order)
Pederson Bros., Alice Lloyd, Harry Lauder, Mclntyre & Heath, Frank
Keenan &' Co. (Intermission.) Jack Norworth and Nora Bayes, Julian
Wow brother, how'd you
Eltinge, Nat Wills and Annette Kellerman.
like to see that show?
Did you know it was in 1911 that sanitary cups were first installed in
theatres? And the Polo Grounds Co. was formed to make aviation flights
twice a week at the Polo Grounds. Sunday concerts first started at the
Winter Garden. They were billed as Continental Variete. It still was
vaudeviUe. It was" in that year a gang of us sUrted a social order caUed
The Wild Cats. Tom Cat, Tiger Cat, "White Cat, Black Cat; thafs what
we called the officiers and the members were called Kittens. It dldnt
last; Jthe kittens

-

Jiad.najnjlk

-

AJian
It was around that time Johnny Stanley "(the wlsecracker) and
Coogan (the hoofer) went to a party. After the party Stanley got into
morning
a fight and they had to take him to the Kings Hospital. Next
Coogan got a caU to come to the hospital that a friend of his wanted to
11.
with about 10
Eleven city and nearby theatres see him. Coogan went and found Johnny in a dormitory
sorry Johnny,
joined in a scrap metal and rubber beds in it Stanley was in the second bed. Coogan sed, 'I'm
I can do for you.
collection campaign, admitting free I came right over after you phoned, is there anything
around; ihey got me on
at special pefformances on Monday Stanley looked up and sed, 'Yeh, change this bill
(10) any person bringing in three secondl'
^
e
!>ez
Best to the gang, more notes next week— if you want em.
pounds or more of scrap metal or
P"''
rubber.
Most of the theatres put
'

Queurter

Fourth
Quarter

1

Reading's Drive
Reading, Pa., Aug.

t$106,082

t$943,360

By Joe
t* * * * 1

.

METRO'S SO BY

RKO

Oyer

t**tt"ttttttttmtHMMMM4.

yty's Notebook

Hollywood, Aug. .11.
lias taken option to
French feature, The

Man Who

and new Mexican music.
from fll
profit
Actually
operations before such writeoffs, depreciation and provision for income
taxes amounted to $1,410,801, or Par's
Quarter Net
Metro, which for years has not
ElighUy less than the $1,419,314 in the
promised accounts a set number of
26-week period ending July 5, 1941.
Profit at $2,90S,000;
pictures, will .end the current (1941*
Figuring Federal income taices on. a
42)
season by. delivering a total of
45% rate, company set aside $752,787
SO—more than Warners, Paramount
a Million
for income taxes or about 3^ times
and
will have sent on release,
more than the $213,456 income tax
but
below"
the delivery of 20th-Fox.
provision in comparable first six
Paramount's net profit for the sec-' Last-mentioned
is
already on its
months of last year.
pnd
quarter, ending last July 4, 1942-43 season. Fox delivered 54.
Corporation noted that $26,388 .was
amounted
Instead
to
or
more
than
of
letting a definite num$2,908;000,
paid out in dividends on the common
ber
of
films
seasonally,
for several
and preferred stock of a subsidiary $1,000,000 greater than the $1,904,000^
Keith - Albee - Or- shown in comparable quarter last years Metro has scheduled a mini(undoubtedly
of 44 and a maximum of 52
pheum) in the 26-week period. This year, according to official estimate
with
contract
being
written
that
compares with $52,500 in dividends made by the company this week.
on Uie preferred In 1941.
This amounts to 94c per common way.
During July Metro released only
While not shown in preliminary share as against. 66c in the second,
three
pictures
but
for
August
will
week
by
it
statement released this
quarter of 1941, and represents $1.88
RKO, the corporation suffered mostly per share for the' six months ending send out four, one of which i£ 'Mrs.
Miniver.'
from the decline In earnings from on July 4.

'

" *t

More Than an

Incident

,

"

t Deficit..

{Before

provision for. subdiary
corporation preferred dividend.

MARCH OF TIME
FOR 20TH-FOV

'

SIGNS

Ml

Deal for distribution of March of
Time was finalized by 20th-Fox this
week with announcement of contract for term of years made by
.

.

Spyros Skouras, president of 20thFox, and Roy E, Larsen, head of
Time, Inc.
Besides the one-perissue, beginniog with the subject on the FBI in""September, the
contract calls for 20th-Fox to handle March of Time's feature, 'We
Are the Marines,' now being produced by Louis de Rochemont with
the cooperation of the U. S. Marine

month

were sold for the special shows at
which the scrap was received in lieu

Par's Usual
Paramount

board

meetmg Monday

Diwys
of

of

directors

in N. Y... declared
the -usual 25c quarterly
dividend on
the common and the usual
$1 50
quarterly on the first preferred.
This
payment on the common next Oct
1 brings the total divvy distributions
on these shares to 75c thus
far in
1942.

Preferred distribution

is

able the

pay-

same date.
The dividends are applicable to
stockholders
on record
Switch of Time to 20th-Fox marks Sept
15 and to preferred shareholdthe termination of distribution by ers
on
RKO, which had handled the short melon record Sept. 17. The October
cutting on both classes of
for the last seven years.
stock means an outlay of $914,458
Corps.

common

.

for
'

Par

Clair's

Par

to Its stockholders.

Initialer

Rene

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
first job under his

Clair's

Hollywood, Aug.

Warners

drew

Government

11.

apdirector contract at Paramount proval of its script- for 'Transport
'The Man Who Had No Private Command,* a two-reeler lir Technicolor to be filmed as a national deStory is based on an unproduced fense subject.
legit play by Otto Furth now being
Picture, dealing with one .phase of
scripted by Robert Pifosch, for late the Army Air Corps operations, will
be directed by B. Reaves Eason.
autumn production.

new
Is

Life.'

money

for tickets.

Lefty.

METROrraS' STUDIO
POWWOW ON SALES

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Oct.

11.

Art Foster, former boxer, signed
to player contract by Warners.
Helmut Dantine inked actor pact

HoUywood, Aug.

11.

Metro execs converging here for
confabs on company selling

studio

are William
In San Anton', Too
Grace Gillem inked player pact at Rodgers, siles chief; J. E. Flynn, E.
San Antonio, Aug. 11.
Metro.
K. O'Shea, E. M. Saunders, division
Patriotism has invaded the SpanMacla Graham handed acting sales managers; Howard Dietz, SI
ish-American section of this city. ticket at 20th-Fox.
Seadler, Arthur Schmidt, William
Scrap metal is to be the admission
Mary Scotfs player option picked Ferguson, publicity, advertising and
for adults and children at the Pro- up by 20th-Fox.
exploitation heads.
gresso tomorrow (12) in a special
Pat Patrick, legit actress, signed by
Marks first time Metro concenshowing which has been arranged 20th-Fox.
trated sales exploitation and publicby Air Raid Warden Antonio Montez
Happy Felton inked pact with ity toppers at the studio for discusof Precinct 19.
Metro.
V
sions' on various phases of distribuGarza & Garz, house owners, have
Dane Lussier drew writing ticket tion.'
turned over their facilities for the at RKO.
Most time will be devoted to the
showing which will include a special
Sara Haden's ticket renewed by
new selling plans, although promostage and screen program.
Metro.
tion policies also are to get a going
Jimmy Dodd's actor option lifted ovec.
by Republic,
at 20th
Edgar Barrier, inked acting pact
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
with Universal.
Darnell
Col.
Three features went into action
yesterday (Monday) on the 20th-Fox
Hollywood) Aug. 11.Tails Brasher
lot as half of the six slated to start
Linda Darnell
borrowed
Columbia
before the beginhing of September.
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
femme
Starters were 'Lady at Large,' "The
Director chore on 'Brasher Dub- from 20th-Fox for the top
Seventh Column' and 'Quiet, Please, loon,' mystary tale at Warners, goes lead In 'City Without Men,' slated
Murder.'
to Herbert I. Leeds, with filming to' start Aug. 17.
Others on the August production slated to start Aug. 31.
B. P. Schulberg and Samuel Bronschedoile are 'Over My Dead Body,'
Picture is the sixth of the 'Michael
Sidney
'Brasher Dubloon' and "Hello Frisco, Shayne' detective series, based on a ston are co-producers, with
Salkow directing.
HeUo.'
novel by Raymond Chandler.
at Warners.

polic;,-

for

new product

•

Three

Away

Borrows

OKAY, LET'S GO
.

,

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Production of 'Ox Bow Incident'
at 20th-Pox is being held up
for a" large bins on the sidewalk in front
week by the government ceiling of of the house to receive the scrap.
$5,000 on new set materials.
'
J. Lester Stallman, spokesman for
Layout of a valley on the sound the cooperating theatres, said that
stage, used for several weeks
by pro- all members of three theatre emducer William Wellman, is in the ployees' and projectionists' unions
course of transformaUon into
an-- gave their services free for special
other valley.
Monday morning shows. No tickets

Mike

.
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EASE UP ON WAR STORY BUYS
and Forthconung Curbs On
100 MANY B'S

Priorities

Pose Headaches for Theatres

Oil

SPOIL

MWhile theatres are in a highly

uiit

certain state as result, of priorities,
oil deliveries

ol

various

Important

and probable scarcity

materials
to.

Alice Helios Frisco

or

operation,

Hollywood, Aug.

chemicals
those that

are changing over

from fuel

coal are not as yet

having any trou-

oil to

Alice Faye draws the top

II.

femme

role in 'Hello, Frisco, Hello," starting Sept. 29.
It will

be her

appearance beble getting the -necessary grates. In fore the lenses since she took time
some instances, including the entire out for motherhood nearly a year
ago.
Loew circuity the handwriting on the
.wall was sighted three weeks ago
and orders immediately placed for
No other essential materials
grates.
are required in the changeover.
However, many theatres constructfirst

Exhibs Hire Out

ed In recent years were built for
oil heating and thus room was not
provided
where coal could be
In such cases that becomes
stored.
another problem but where houses
have a lot of room, coal is being
stored up for fear there may be a
shortage of that product this winter due
to possible
mining and
transportation difficulties.
i

HeipNWHarvest

—

ules

Upset Balanced

Great' Says

UA, U, Col Oppose
Yank

Holly wood, Aug.
It

used to be

tooth but
h Yank.

now

Screen Fare

it

is

Washington, Aug.
11.

tooth for 'a
a Yank for

the Yankees?' Sam tossed a' fast
one right back, 'When you send
a print of 'Yankee Doodle

SOME HOLD OVER

Minneapolis, Aug.
Ineligible

for

military

11.

service,

Harry Dickerman* and Ted Mann,
prominent and successful independent theatre circuit owners here, have
hired out as harvest hanSs at $4 a
day plus keep. With a shortage of
farm help in the fac'e" of bountiful

me

Need6Mos.To

Conservation

be conserved through this and other
moves.
Nor, in. the opinion of .Herman

Robbins,
president
of
National
screen Service, can any line be ob'
adds Dickerman.
being, but story department heads tained as to the number of prints
Dickerman only recently com- are becoming more discriminating that will be required since the exCooling Plants
240-mile
a
bicycle
trip in selection of material for future tent_^ of the bookings, which vary
Most systems are powered by pleted
the
northern Minnesota production. Fear expressed by major considerably, determine the amount
electricity and not improbable that through
as the war goes on and a scarcity wilds and he's in the pink. Mann, a company story editors is that the of printing necessary.
Ceilings on trailer length agreed to
in electric power develops, cooling one-time boxer, keeps in shape by copius Sow of B product with a war
theme mf.y spoil the market for calls for a maximum of 20Q feet on
systems may be banned. This was playing handball.
other war films. 'It takes more than outstandingly
big
pictures -like
recently threatened in parts of the
a war title sandwiched in between 'Miniver,' 'Reap the Wild Wind,'
south.
While there is nothing to
a couple of trite situations to make 'Yankee' Doodle Dandy,' etc., while
Zinn Vice Yandell
support fears of a general shortage
a good war picture,' stated one story tops for the average picture of 'A'
in electricity this year, the War
Frank T. Zinn, resident counsel of editor in commenting on
the flood classification will be 150 feet. For
.Production Board plans a study of Radio Corp. of America, was elected
of quickies being placed on the mar- the bsllance of the product sent on
the situation, it is said.
to the RKO directorate, succeeding
ket.
release the maximum^ootage wiU be
Lunsford
Yandell,
P.
resigned.
.Another wartime eventuality may
Femme Boles a Problem
100. In the past some trailers have
be a shortage of gas used for certain
Zinn will represent RCA on the
Story editors have a major prob- run 300 to 350 feet on big pictures
cooling systems and_fof' cooking. In board.
Yandell has gone into Red lem also in getting scripts with fat but, in such cases. National Screen
'some' theatres in' Texas, natural 'gas Cross work, now headquartered in p.;.rts for women. Any number of Service has always made an alterIs used while in other cases differ- London.
(Continued on page .24)
(Cbhtlnued oh page 24)
ent gases are employed.
Aside from the possibilities of a
shortage of gas or chemicals for refrigeration, and of electricity or oil
to power the systeins, theatre opTHIRD WEEK IN JULY
THIRD WEEK IN JULY
erators are having difficulties get41
'42
ting new mechanical parts. Pointed
$2,M*,«M
Uiat
while
chemicals
containing
«t,7H,«M
Chlorine may not be placed under
«Z,6M,*M
Priority due to the war, the drums
«Z,SM,«M
«2,4M,tM
mto which the stuff goes are not
being made any more.
>2,IM,«M
Nor can cooling towers be ob(2,eM,tM
tained.
In New York City it has
fI,9M,«M
Sl,M*,tM
been ruled that no theatres can use
*I,1M,M«
more than a certain amount of water
U,«W,N«
unless cooling towers are installed
»I,4M,«M
to
conserve it.
Houses without
S1,3M,*H
them are in the minority.
$1,2H,0M

munitions manufacture.

'

'

,

BROADWAY GROSSES

When

comes

applying to the
tor anything mechanical, such
as motors, drums, condensers, compressors and other parts essential to
cooling
equipment, the WPB is
I'kely to pose the
question, 'Is this
more important to you or to munitions and the winning
of the war?'
As one theatre executive sees it,
there^s only one answer
to that

WPB

it

to

KEY CITY GROSSES

|1,1M,*W

FOURTH WEEK

IN JULY

P'ointed out that all a theatre
can

Motors of any kind, even to the
small ones employed
In home or
onice fans, are extremely
difficult
""^^
not only may
'ki
wood, sweat and tears'
apply to
theatres that can't
operate cooling
systems or fans, but
also to the
home of the average
American.

The industry will not be permitted
to escape federal control longer .on the
contention it is cutting down on critical materials ot its own Initiative.

We

'The shortage is too great.
certain there will be conservation,' Harold Hopper, chief of
the
film division, said today.

must be

WPB

Complete ban on industrial and
advertising reels is anticipated, and
the number of entertainment shorts

may be

limited.

OfTicials
have discovered that
around 300,000 feet of. raw stock Is
consumed annually in non-theatrical
promotion films and ballyhoo product which Is not considered essential.
Though such a prohibitioi>
would affect small commercial laboratories.
Mounting Government
.

—

business educational reels for civilian defense, military training, and
such—-probably will keep some of
these going.
Chiefly, the
will^formalize
and make binding the conservation^
formula devised by the industry, but
the order will have the further effect
of, putting a definite celling on output.
At present it is not intended
to set individual quotas for each producing company, though thif may be
done if the studios cannot- agree' on
how* to split up the over-all allow-

WPB

ances.

Cut of from 10 to 20% in the nuinis indicated.
At the
WPB may be content with
decreeing that this season's, output
«annot-top; -tast-yeaF-'Si-but 4bo-«4ds
are that there will be some percentage reduction that may be made
more drastic if the other conservation steps do not bring the desired
ber of features
outset,

saving.

Thete is continuing skepticism that
the producers' own curtailment plans
will prove sufficient to bring consumption, down to the desired levels.
Officials are cheered by the agree-

ment to make fewer prints and curb
retakes, but doubt if these reforms
the trick. Fear Is revealed
that the industry will backslide after
a short period, which is why the
YPB has decided to make the agreement binding.

wlU do

N. Y. MeeUng
Film industry recommendatlori's
the previous week for a percentage-wise cut in use of raw film
stock, ranging from 15% to 24%,
were thrown overboard at a meeting
of motion picture industry leaders
held in the Paramount board room in
New York Friday ^7) on question of
conserving raw film, via individual
quotas, in compliance with War Production Board suggestions.
United Artists went on record as
being unable to underwrite any percentage cut in footage because it is

made

.

question.

other essential metals.

rigid.

.

solely a distributing organization, and
any cUt in celluloid in its case would
be completely imder control of its
producers.' Universal and Columbia
also held out against the percentage
cut in films discussed a week earlier.

nope to do is to try to keep equipment in repair, get broken or worn
parts fixed up, shop around
for second-hand materials or ferret out little shops
where parts might be
made.
However, added that even
wrth the little shops they wiU.
ultimately run put of steel,
copper and

11.

Formal conservation order, limiting both footage and number of features, is expected from the War Production Board by the end of the
week. Finishing touches are being
put 'on the official decree, which
will follow closely the industry proposals for a raw stock cut just under
20%, but the federal authorities are
liable to go a little farther than the
producers did voluntarily. How detailed the curtailment ultimatum will
be is conjectural, as some points
have not been finally decided, but
ofllclals hint the order will be- very
-

story edito-s of some of the major
film companies have received instructions from their production and
distribution departments not to buy
stories too far ahead of actual requirements due to uncertainty as to
the volume and type of war pictures which will continue to prove
acceptable to the public.
Also figuring in hesitancy to make
further large scale commitments is
the film conservation problem which
several producers .fear may yet be
settled suddenly by arbitrary government rationing of raw film stock
instead of via voluntary industry
compliance. In this event, distribuAlthough distributors have agreed
ters may hold back pictures, even to -a ceiling on the length of trailers,
though completed this year, to pad in accordance with the grade of the
out the following season's schedules. pictures produced, it is impossible to
Literary material purchased too far estimate about how much film will

A

Individual Quotas

H'wood

in

Hopper

Film Ration Order;

Jack Warner phoned Sam
Goldwyn, 'When are you going
to send me a print of 'Pride of

crops, the pair -feels they're doing
There is also the possibility that their 'bit' by going into the harvest
there may be a scarcity in chem- fields as common laborers.
Also, in advance might prove
unsuitable
icals
used
in
they feel it'll do them plenty of
refrigeration.
by that time.
large number of systems employ a good physically.
'Pitching hay will
War^backgrounded pictures in the
chemical known as freeon, base of be a lot easier than trying to buy
higher" budget brackets continue
which is chlorine, an essential in film reasonably or get adjustments,' strongly in public favor for the time
'

Raw

Estimate Trailer

Doubted that there are many theusing fuel oil for Diesel engines in the operation of cooling
systems but considerable apprehension concerning refrigeration in theatres and elsewhere (hotels, night
clubs, restaurants, etc.) are being
felt due to inability to get equipment.

quirements Due to Uncertainty of B.O. Re<eeption
and Conservation
Topheavy War Film Sched-

Too

Preparing

Dandy.'

At $4-a-Day To

'

atres

MARKET

Editors Told Not to Buy Too
Far Ahead of Actual Re-

'Shortage Is

SHARP MIDSUMMER

B.O. RISE

Though in the dead of summer, when business normally lag?, a compilation of grosses on
Broadway, as well as in selected key cities, show a sharp rise for the last two weeks of July over
the corresponding periods in 1941 and 1940. Fot the final week of July the take on Broadway
ascended higher than for the third, while for out-of-town situations of major importance it
was about the same. While the uptrend in receipts is credited in considerable measure to wartime conditions, defense work, patronage of servicemen, gas rationing and other factors, the
quality of product sent on release during July has also contributed Importantly.

Confabs

shadow

were held under the
impending War Pro-

of an

duction Board order, mooted since
last spring,

freeze

raw

ceilings

which would arbitrarily
stock production, impose
of film for entertain-

on use

ment purposes and amateur photography and establish a

priorities

order

system.

Upshot ot the meeting Friday, at
which Barney Balaban, Nate Blum(Continued on page 24)

.

fILM REVIEWS

WAKE

ISLAND

of Josoph Sletrom proFcalurfs Brinn DonUv;, SlncRoUerl Preston, Albert DckDlBcmllx, Walter Abel.
Screnplny by W.
icrtPil by John Fnrrow.
H. Hurnclt nnd I'Tank Butler, baacil on
from the U. 9, Mnrlne
fi\ctuul veiKirts
Corpa; cnmcra, Theodor Spnrkuhl; ulltor,
I. cRoy Stone; score, Dnvkl Buttolph. Traderhown In N. Y. Aug. li, 'JS. Running limp,
87 MINS.
Brian Donlevy
>injiir Cnton
Robert Preston
.liie
Doyle
JIacdonnId Cnrey
Brm'o Cameron
]-t.

Parnmount rclcnao

(liictlun.

(lonald Cany.
ker. Wininm

Cnmeran

Lewis

Rod Cameron

.

Frank Albertaon

Johnny Rudd

The heroic defense of Wake Island
December by some 385 U, S. Marines has already taken its place in

]rst

history. Paramount, in setting out to reproduce that inspiring
s';ory as a screen feature, took on a
grave responsibility to the heroes
who gave their lives at Wake as' well
as to tha American public, in whose

American

heart these men were enshrined. The
studio has borne its responsibility
splendidly. It has not only been almost minutely faithful to -the facts
and magnificently caught the spirit
of the brave defenders, but, without
stooping to cheapness in any way,
made of 'Wake Island' .one of the
most striking pictures of the year.
It will do dandy business everywhere.
Screenwriters W. R. Burnett and
F-Jnk Butler undeniably were given
a set of facts that required very little embroidering to make of them a

Hollywood

epic.

And by

treating

those facts with sincerity and good
by resisting the temptation to
make of these Mai'ines any |reater
heroes than any man is in domg his
full duty in face of great danger,
they've made a picture that is equdl
in its way (o the exploit itself. Never
is there pandering to phoney flagwavitig, always just a group of normal human beings who knew of no
other course than fighting to the end.
The names won't mean much on
the marquee Brian Donlevy, Macdonald Carey, Robert Preston. Except
for a momentary bit there's not even
a femme in the film. And the smaller
houses have had a succession of
cheapie war mellers .cut from a

taste,

(MUSICAL)

MINS.

Slnjln

As

title implies, 'Orchestra Wives'
a bandstand background. Filmusical furthermore has Glenn Miller
and his band to get it through the
regular runs for profitable business.
Miller delivers liberal potions of his
musical and band specialties to catch

i
(
1

but other similarities are entirely intentional.
Brian Donlevy is excellont as the ever-going and unexcita-

who commanded

the post,

coming nearest to stealing pers nal glory away from the story
itself are Robert Preston and
William
Bsndix as a kmd of Quirt and Flace
c-mbination.. Albert Dekker overv/.iile

oes things just a bit as a tough
cont uction superintendent,
whUe Macc

Y^'^'y shows fine restraint as
a aier who
is trying to even the score
lor the death of his wife in
'

J-.^rbor attack.

the Pearl

Yarn goes back to a dinner given
by the officers of Wake to special

ambaMador
Washington.

.

'Cyclone kid' (Rep). Familiar
horse opera pattern, with Don
Barry, geared for lower duals.
'Down Texas Way* (Mono).
First rate western with Buck

-

CAIRO

rtender

ilfred

Away from

....Reginald

Owen

Grant Mitchell
Lionel Atwill
Clannelll

Edward

Lewis
Dooley Wilson

MItcljell

Larry Nunn
Dennis Hoey

Mona

Barrle

Rhys Williams
Cunningham
Harry Worth
Frank Richards

Cecil

straight musicals for

trying, however, until American
guns a change, the producers still have
i'l no longer operate,
there's prac- not done right by Jeanette MacDont.jally no ammunition left
and the ald. Present vehicle is a change of
lev/ patched-up planes have
all been pace for Metro's singing star and,
The flying sequences, incident- while a step in the right direction,
a' V, are plentiful and topnotoh.
trouble is that the farcical story goes
obtS'jjfd.a very, f^thful repro- completely haywire before it pears
. . ,
'tliielion OtWtike- 6A"the sfcdres of the a'nV' Ibeical conclusion.
And what

y

l-j't.

'

.

I

t ous for the sons of
Hirohito and
they're forced to reUre. They
k^p

good comedy
top billing on

wife joins the touring aggregation
Jones, Tim McCo^ and Raymond
for continuance to the Coast. On reHatton as the 'Rough Riders.'
turn tour to the midwest, catty wife
bickerings finally break up the band,
'Fantasmas En Buenos Aires'
with Miss Rutherford as victim* of
(Argentine). Poorly made; b.o.
the whole affair. There's the inevitprospects poor.
able separation of the newlyweds,
•Bombs Over Burma* (PRC).
with suave and on-the-make pianist
warfront
proVery
poor
Romero teaming up with the bride to
grammer.
?et both the band and married couple
•Secuestro
Sensaclonal* (Arogether for reunions.
After Miss
Rutherford discovers the trials and
gentine). Okay Spanish-language
tribulations of a musician's wife, and
comedy for LaUn America.
understands the situation, everything
is lovely for the finish.
In addition to four tunes concocted might have been a whacky kidding
by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren, of spy melodramas turns out an unMiller and his band give out with distinguishable hybrid. It will have
several strong tunes that are already a struggle at the boxoffice almost
currently identified. Gordon-Warren everywhere despite the MacDonaldtunes include the standout 'Serenade Robert Young combination. 'Cairo*
in Blue,' sung by Lynn Bari in front is about the third straight weakie for
of Miller's band; Tve Got a Gal in Miss MacDonald.
Kalamazoo,' finale; "People Like You
Prime trouble with the present
and Me,' for opening, and 'At Last,' fllm is that there's not sufficient emmelodic number sung by Miss Bari. phasis on the romantic monientsand
Nicholas Bros, come jin for the finale too much on extraneous melodrato wow the audience with an excep- matics.
Some idea of the plot abtional display for dance and song surdities is gleaned from the nearwhich. serves iia^a. showTStPpper
climax in which she-opep.s a secret
Overall, picture is an above-par door in a trick desert ypramid by
fllmusical which will satisfy in the singing 'higti C. To make It worse,
regular runs. Scripters have trans- the idea that she is going to use her
po5ffl-lh.<!_xeBil'»tioa..iftEmuls _cf ..a. vocaI-2bo*d9-*>P-SBch-8i;-'exig€Be7 isDickstage musical to behind the planted elaborately early in the
bandstand for whatever novelty the story.
basic background might have. Archie
While the preposterous story of a
Mayo injects plenty of lightncsS in a country newspaper reporter, who is
rather true-to-form script, while pro- sent to the Libyan battlefront as
duction mounting is above par.
some honor bestowed on his paper,
Miss Rutherford clicks as the girl, moves swiftly enough, it is a diswith Montgomery okay as the musi- jointed, harum-scarum- yarn.
It
cian.' Miller has little to do outside starts out like it might be regular
of directing the band, with Mayo ap- melodrama, but swerves into straight
preciating his handicaps on the act- farce when Miss MacDonald, as a
mg end. Romero does well as the former American screen actress bepianist and partial glamour boy, tween pictures in London, hires
while Miss Bari is the siren-singer Young as her butler.
Seems he
with the band. Carole Landis looks wanted to be near her, suspecting
to be fading In a minor supporting she is a Nazi spy. Then all the melrole as a qulck-lipped wife'. Others lowest melodrama is tossed in and
in support include Virginia Gilmore, finally rounded off with a kidding
Mary Beth Hughes, Tamara Geva, final scene in which the two princiFrank Orth and Grant Mitchell.
pals practically address the audience.
Walt.
It's confusing if not amusing.
Yoimg makes the most of an absurd, almost stupid country newspaper reporter role, being happiest in
the all-too-few romantic moments
(WITH SONGS)
with Miss MacDonald.
She sings
Metro production and release.
Stars
Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Toung; fea- well and is delightful in these lighter
tures Reginald Owen, Uthel Waters, Grant romantic moments.
Virtually a duet
Mtchell, Lionel Atwill, Edward Clannelll. with Ethel Waters, which Miss MacDirected by MaJ. W. S. Van Dyke II. Donald
sings while seated in her
Screenplay by John McLaln, based on Idea
by Ladlslas Fodor; camera, Ray June: pretentious bathtub, seems in dubieditor, Jamea E. Newcom; songs, Arthur ous taste. Miss Waters has two other
Schwartz, E. T. Harburg, Harold Arlen; occasions to sing, and registers in her
musical score, Herbert Stothnrt.
Trade- customary standard style.
She Is
shown In N. Y., Aug. 10, '42. Running
cast as the maid.
time, 101 MINS.
Marcia Warren
Mona Barrie heads the large supJeanette MacDonald
Homer Smith
Robert Touhg porting cast. She's obviously a Nazi
Cleona Jones
Ethel Waters agent to everybody .but the cast.
Phllo

of peace' Kurusu during
Clipper stopover on his way to
Like other U. S. citi2=ni7. the Marinese anticipated
no
trouble and there is a certain
amount
laxity evident, although also
<
a
fc .od deal of snap.
In certainly the
riost excituig bombing scenes
yet
f :own, the Japs come
over on that
-.nday afternoon.
.
Almost everyt -ng is destroyed, but
Cobson
they come day
O. H. P. Bogga......
F :er day, with the men
living beside Teutonic Gentleman
foxholes.
Whin th2y Ahmed Ben Hassgn
tM,l!r f{??'
Ludwlg
but
rub^^''^'''"e
^>fl thl "V^"
^^P* ''""6 up their fleet Hector
r
* i'^ x*?*
Bornle
t .^teke the island.
In a
Colonel Woodhue
buing sequence, Donlevy flngernail- >'rs.
aUows the
Morrison
ships to approach almost to
the beach E rnnge Man
before ordering his meager
? -ne. Laruga
artillery
\.

A

Off Broadway* (20th).
Lloyd Nolan in better than average Michael Shane whodunit.
'Timber' (U).
Strong action
meller will provide good adventure entertainment as supporter in the program houses. .

-

I

(RKO).

duals.
•Just

.

p

entirely coiidental....,' an introduction makes
-lar that Individual
characteristics
. /en the men are Hollywood
license,

(Col) (Songs).
that can stand

from his jitterbug, radio
Although
Eiid
jukebox following.
George Montgomery, Ann Rutherford
and Cesar Romero are not heavy
marquee voltage, they satisfy in
teamup with the maestro.
Montgomery, trumpeter in Miller's
band, meets nd falls in love with
s.nall-town gal . nn Rutherford when
band is on one-night tour of the middle w.est. Pair get married, and new

not in this one. Ifs uoforluhat^'
has to be the saga of one
of those 'successful defeats' of

NIeht'

.

attention

which the United Nations have had

.is

Highways by

Stereotyped meller for the secondary duals.
the
Fleet'
'Sweetheart
of

hav,

more

similarity ..

Henry Morgan
.Tackle Gleason
Udllh Evansnn
Alec Craig

Henry Fink

of U. S. Marines will arrive-, and

Any

Frank OrUi
Grant Mitchell

Beck

locale.

Will satisfy in the duals.
'Careful, Soft Shoulders*
(20th).
An unexciting spy yarn
that is okay for the' duals.

Brothers

Tamara Gevu

Hilda

the day— as they have done in
many Hollywood features before,

.1

Nicholas

Dr. Ward
Cully Anderson

t.iat this

r-

Spy meller with Berlin

Mary Beth Hughes

.Beck
Rex WllU't

s-'.ye

many-ln-this-^ar, -|jur*Wak'e'rs-'
land makes it clear those men didn't
n.-jht and die in vain.
True, the Japs
took Wake, but the Marines took the
Japs for at least four warships and
hundreds of men.
.'n an unusual switch on the
stand-

"Berlin Correspondent' (20th),

Camllne I.nndls
Vlrglna Gelniore

-.

. :

.

Mra

film's no b.o. pushover per se,
but will go big when the word gets
around.
m

r-.it

ney needed to carry it for more
than nominal boxoffice.

.

Romero
Lynn Barl

^Cosar

;

Nat.ille

The story itself was front-page
reading and on every tongue from
Tec. 7 through those weeks until
the meager radio reports stopped
coming and the VS. S.- knew that the
inevitable had happened.
There's
always the thought and hope in the
E idience's heart that a fresh detach-

-

.*

George Montgomery
Ann Rutherford
Glenn Miller

Joynlc

The

n

'Seven Sweethearts'
(M-G).
Bright entertainment that may
be deterred at the b.o. by lack
of cast names.
'A Tank At Eton' (M-G). Roo-

Ballard; editor, Robert Blschoff; musical
drectlon, Alfred Newman.
Tradeshown In
L. A., Aug. 10, '4L'.
Runnlnt,' time, 07

similar pattern, albeit very
disappointing. So an exhib playing.
'Wake Island' will have to figure on
£oing plenty of exploitatiCin on his
own, in addition to the heavy campsign Par is putting behind the pic.

ment

.

Bill Abbott
Connie
Gene Morrison

somewhat

June

nice score and excellent skating
sequences, geared tor okay b.o.

SEVEN SWEETHEARTS
(WITH SONGS)
Metro release o( Joe Pasternak pi-oducUon

screenplay
appears to Directed by Frank Bnrzage. Features Vaii
have lost considerable in transferring Heflin, Kothryn Grayson, Marphn Hum
Screenplay, Waller
S. Z. Sakall.
to the screen. Photography by Ray. and Leo' Towuend; musical .score, Relscli
Fran:
is

aces. >

'

'Iceland' (20th) (Songs). Sonja
Henie-John Payne starrer, with

orlt;lnal

Elsie
Caroline.
Specialty

wiU

'

'Cairo* (M-G). Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Young in farcical
meller of mild b.o. proportions.

^
'

Korr TunberK and Darrell' Ware;
by James Frindle; songs. Mack
Gordon and Harry Worrcn; camera, Luclcn
play "by

fllmusical that

'My

McClain's

get biz.

ORCHESTRA WIVES

—

•

Good

sical).

Aloyslua 'SmnekBle' Hnndnll...Wm. Bcnrtlx
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Mikhail Rnsumny
Ivan ProbenskI
20lh Century-Fox relcnae oC William LeWaller Abel
Comm. Rcynoias
production.
Stam Ooorge MontgomDamlan O'Flynn BaroD
Patrick
C.ipt
ery, Ann Rulhcrford, Cesar Romero; Glenn
Bill Goodwin
Sit Hlebec
Miller band: features Lynn barl, Carole
Terry
Phillip
Mvate Warren
Don Caollo Landls. Directed b^ Archie Mayo. ScreenPrivate Cunkel.
Oiipl.

A

faith•Wake Isbn4> (Par),
ful and exciting retelling of the
Marines' heroic defense of Wake,
Will do excellent biz.
'Orchestra Wives' (2Clth) (Mu-

la

Dream Won't Come True.'
Mai. W. S. Van Dyke's direction Is
not up to usual ^ndard, while John

Mimatiire Reviews

..

Albert Dekker
Barbara Brittnn

McCloskey

Sli.id
S:illy

Wednesdayt August 12, 1942
Waters' best song contribution

Salton Sea In the California desert.
It has all the desolatehess of the real
thing. All production shows evidence
that there was no stinting, and director John Farrow has neatly tied
things together to make a suspenseful saga out of the plotles.s story.
An excellent musical background
helps to point it up, for which David
Buttolph rates the bow.

Wear.

o

Waxixinn; dances, Ernst Matray; songs.
Walter Jurmnnn, Paul Francis Webster
Burton Lane, Ralph Freed; camem, George
Folsey; edltoi-, Blan<;he Sewell. Previewed
-^i
at I..oew's Lexington. N. Y., Aug.
Running time, 08 MINS.

ICELAND

.(WITH SONGS)
Blllla Van Maaster
20th Century-Pox release 6t William Le- Henry Taggart
Baron production. Slurs Sonja Henle, John Reglna
Payne; faalures Jack Oakle, Felix Bressart, Victor
Oaa Massen, Joan Merrill, Fritz feld. Albert
Sterling Holloway, Sammy Knye orcheatm. Mrs. Nugent
Directed by Bruce Humberetone.
Screen- Mr. Van Maoater
play by Robert Bills and Helen Logan; Mlas Bobbins...
songs. Mack Gordon and Harry Warren; Jan Randall..
skating ensembles by James Gonzales; cam- Petunia....
era, Arthur Miller; editor, James B. Clark, Minister
Tradeshown In N. T., Aug. 0, '42. Running >fr. .Nugent

Kaihryn Grayson
Van Hellln
.Mmiha Hunt

.V.

Cecllln

Parker

Peggy Mornn
Diana Lewis
Z.

Snkall

Isobel

Glmm

S.

Carl
Louise

l-^xmond

Beaven
Meek
Howard

DnnnUI
I.,ew'i8

78 MINS.
Ketlna Jonsdoltir
Corporal James Murlln
time,

SoDja Henle
Putting this surfacey, harmless bit
John Payne
Jack Oakle of fluff in the hands of less-skilled
«raftsmen might possibly have been
Osa Masson disastrous for 'Seven Sweethearts.'
Jonn Merrill But with Joe Pasternak and Frank
Tegnnr
Fritz -Fold
Sammy Kaye and His Orch
Themselves Borzage at the helm, plus some fine
Svordrup Svensson
Sterling Hollowny performances, not only by the prinOrnndmu
Adeline DeWatt Reynolds cipals but also the supporting playValtyr's Father
Ludwig Stoasel ers, the result is one of Metro's
Vultyr
Duke Adlon
It should
Aunt Sophie
.\..IIka Gruning brighter entertainments.
Skating Partner
..Eugene Turner do well on the duals, but will probSergeant
...Jamea Flavin ably need a fairly strong pic as acsentry
William Hnade companiment for the basic boxoffice
Master Sorgeant.;
James Bush
Canteen Girl
Carol Curtis Brown lure because of a lack of cast names.
Slip

RIggs

Papa

Felix Bressurt

Helga.
Adele Wynn

,

In this newest Sonja Henie

film,

the romantic pattern this time has
the boy a United States Marine, the
locale in Iceland and the liatriotic
angle will add considerably to the
established b.o. lure of Miss Henie
and her superlative blade work.

The flrst to be produced by Joe
Pasternak at Metro, after years with
Universal, this starter suggests the
producer's new influence. At U, of
course, Pasternak was tbe" productional pivot for the Dearma Durbin

successes; his initial Metro picture
prominently identifles Kathryn Grayson as a singer-actress whom Metro
have dressed It up with five nice plans foi^ a buildup commensurate to
and the ice-skating production that given Miss Durbin at Universal.
scene are splendiferous, per usual. And Miss Grayson should serve as
All this aggregates a fluffy, escapist an excellent foil for the Metro pubentertainment geared for good box- licists. She has a better-than-averoffice returns, especially when consid- age talent as a singer and actress, in

Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
songs,

ering the additional

Sammy Kaye

and

name value of addition
his popular swing- looker.

and-sway orchestra.
Bandls have
been proving theif worth as fllm and
theatre draws, and Kaye ranks high
among the top dance-band maestros.
Plot is simple.
Miss Henie is a
Reykjavik. Iceland, belle who becomes, smitten with John Payne the
first time she lamps the marine on
his arrival in Iceland with comedic
pal Jack Oakie.
Miss Henie then
brushes off her ardent swain, goofy
Sterling Holloway, and appeases her
family with the phoney story that
she is soon to become the marine's
wife. That also sets at rest her
younger sister, whose wedding to the
son of a herring tycoon must first
await the marriage of the older" sister.
Once Miss Henie plants the lie,
she tries to work it into the truth,
and finally succeeds. Payne is one
of those marines who always effects
a landing, but doesn't stick—but the
cute Uttle blonde ropes him fight
from under the flaring nostrils of
Joan

whom

being

to

cute

a

brunet

Story has an element of novelty,
a tulip festival in a
Michigan township whose residents,
dealing with

all

of

Dutch descent,

follow to

still

a considerable degree the modes and
customs of the mother country. 'The
festival is patterned after one fnaf
apparently had formerly been given
along the Zuyder Zee. Key to the
yarn is an innkeeper, a widower with
seven daughters,^ all of whom, quite
naturally, had been sources of great
disappointment to him in his desire
for sons. To appease his disappointment, consequently, he named all his
daughters for boys with the exception of the eldest.' A metropolitan
newspaper reporter, detailed to do a
story on the festival, provides the
story's romantic complications when
the eldest daughter sets her Dutch
cap for him while he, in turn, goes
for the youngest who, consistent with

papa's ideas,

is

Miss Grayson

called Billie.
is Billie;

Van

Heflin

Payne once
ditched in Brooklyn and who brings plays the reporter, and S. Z. Sakall is
her tuneful tonsils to Iceland as vo- papa. The latter again registers one
of his flne .character studies. Heflin,
Merrill,

with Kaye's orch, on location
of course, is still one of Hollywood's
in the Jorg hotel in Iceland.
Miss Henie's skating, plus some excellent young leading men, while
striking ensembles, is rung in via an outstandiiig performances among the
support include those by Marsha
ice carnival staged for the Red Cross.
There are some excellent solo and Hunt, as the affected eldest daughter;
group skating bits, notably the Ha- Isobel Elsom, Carl Esmond, Donald
waiian hula routine which has Miss Meek and Lewis Howard.
Miss Grayson's ot)eratic voice feaS^?..5ha't'nB- a_T«iR]ted,.chassis.
Miss Merrill takes care of the sing- tures an -atla that's Uaraiy suited-:tiv
while
ing and capably, photographing nice- the story's major premise,
three operetta-type tunes also show
ly as well.
Kaye's musicians, as a off her
voice welL 'Tulip Time,' by
glee club, and a quartet of unbilled
Burton Lane and Ralph Freed, is best
girls assist on the vocals in several
of the latter group.
spots. Such tunes of 'You Can't Say
Picture has been mounted in the
No to a Soldier,' 'Lovers Knot,' 'Let's usually
grade-A Pasternak manner,
Bring New Glory to Old Glory,'
with Frank Borzage's direction be'There'll Never Be Another You' and
ing skillful, imaginative and notable
'I Like a Military Tune' are all nicely
the handling of even the most
attuned to the action, with Kaye's for
obscure supporting performers.
orch giving them a good musical
Naka.
calist

.

sendoff.

Kaye

is

no Tyrone Power

in

front of the camera, but sufficiently
personable for his purpose.

All the performances are standard

and

tio standouts. Miss Henie always
over and her skating alone is
worth the price of admission. Payne

£ets.

the part of a good-looking wolf
in marine's clothing, and Oakie is his
usual hokey 'self as the fat boy none
of the girls loves. Holloway likewise
turns in a nice comedy job; ditto
Felix
Bressart,
as
Miss Henie's
father, who is trying to get his coffee
shop out of bankruptcy via an advantageous marriage by one of his
daughters. * Osa Massen, Fritz Feld,
Ilka
DeWaltv Reynolds,
Adeline
Gruning and Ludwig Stossel acquit
themselves well in smaller roles.
fits,

Producer

William

LeBaron

and

A YANK AT ETON
Hollywood, Aug.

11.

Metro release of John Consldlno, Jr., proStars Mickey Rooney; features

duction..

Edmund Gwenn,

Ian Hunter, Freddie Bartholomew.
Directed by Norman Tnurog.
Screenplay by George Oppenhelmer, Lionel
Uousor, Thomas Pblpps; original by Oppenhelmer; camera, Karl Freund and Charles

Lawton; special effects, Warren Newcombe;
Albert Akst. Trareshown In L. A.
Aug. 11, '42. Running time, 88 MINS.
Timothy Dennis
Mickey Rooney
editor,

Edmund Gwenn

Justin

Ian Hunter
Roger Carlton
Peter Carlton
Freddie Bartholomew
Winifred Dennis Carlton. ... .Maria Linden
JuanlU Quiglcy
Jano (The Runt)
Alan Mowbray
Mr. Duncan
,
Peter Lawford
Ronnie Kenvll
Raymond Severn
Inky Weeld
Tina Thayer
Flossie Sampson

Bruce Humberstone scored M'Dame.!
Minna Phillips
highly in their respective depart- Restaurateur
.'Ian NnP'"'
Terry Kllburn
ments, as did camerapian Arthur Hllspcth
Miller and skating ensemble director
Scho.
James Gonzales.
Mickey Rooney, as a typical American boy, is enrolled at the English
Reginald Owen, with virtually a bit
prep school of Eton for a Ughtly set
of Western Pa.
role; Lionel Atwill, Edward Clanup drama of American enterprise
nelll, Mitchell Lewis and Dooley
against British tradition.
Convenes
19 in Pitt bumping
Wilson top the remainder of the supWith a none-too-solid story, picture
porting cast.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
utilizes abilities of Rooney to fullest
Fact that most scenes are supposed
Annual convention of the AMPTO extent— and biz" will rest on shoulfor
to be near Libya, or in the city of
of Western Pennsylvania has been ders of -Mickey to get it across
(jairo,
calls for costly production
more than nominal grosses.
background. But the use oftoo many set for Oct. 19-20 at either the WilAlthough there's a fairly liberal
miniatures and newsreel clips in ac- liam Penn or the Roosevelt hotel supply of laughs, all generated by
unAllied
meet
national
here.
With
tional scenes do not enhance the
the capable Rooney, basic background
picture.
scheduled and deferred because of is too colloquial for the general run
Perhaps the outstanding tune Is war, there had been talk that West- of American audiences to understand
•My Heart Goes Dancing On,* by ern Pa. association might likewise or particularly care about.
And
Arthur Schwartz, E. Y. Harburg and abandon a unit convention this year, same applies for the British film cusHarold Arlen, although 'Keep the but officials decidec} against any can- tomers, who are likely to resent r
Light Burning Brightly in the Harnumber of apparently unintentionr
cellation.
bor* is timeful if Iverly plugged.
English t:.
General chairman and committees pokes that are taken at
•The Moon Looks .Down on Cairo' is
(ConBatied ioa. :t»oge 20)
Ethel win be BHni)bfl<te»"iniat1t4* Weeks.'
nicelv soroed'-'bT the" Stiir.
director

'

AMPTO

Oct

.

.

)

.

Wednesda^f August 12, 1942

Films Striking

f'SailSn

Bonanza

in Chi;

'

(Subject fo Chaiige)

Week

Sn»sh

'Ai)ove All'

PICTURE GROSSES

Rons on Broadway

First

'Holiday Inn''^kinnay Ennis-Ink Spots

of Aug. 13

Astor— 'The Pride of the Yankees' (RKO) (5th week).

$25,000, 'Sarong'

(RetHewed in 'Variety July
Capitol—'The Magnificent

Nifty $18,000, ^Miniver' 4th $20,000

Wham $85,0i in Hefty N.Y.;liniver'

15)

Am-

(RKO).

bersons'

Criterion

'Variety' July
'Invisible Agent'

—

Wow $100,000 On Its

Hits

H

(Reviewed in

Week

10th

(U) (2d week).
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Business has be«n and continues
/great in the loop, with the weekends simply a matter of how many
people must be turned away from
With thousands of
the boxoffices.
service men training in Chicago
alone and also nearby, the city is a
carnival on the weekends, especially
due to the number of relatives and
friends who come to the city to'visit
the soldiers,
Two band leaders are accounting
for the big trade currently, with

Benny Goodman smashing through

to better than $55,000 In the Chicago,
and Blue Barron proving the best

draw

boxoffice
Oriental.

in

weelcs

for

50-55), 'Eagle Squadron' (WB) (2d
wk), zowie $12,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 35-40-65)—
'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Meet Stewarts' (M-G). Carrying itself along
for fairly good $14,000.
Last week
'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk), sweU
$14,000.

'Mrs.

'YANKEES' FINE

the

$15,000 IN

.

.

mammoth
Nelson

Ozzie

week,

Last
helped

$55,000.-

band

Take

Letter' (Par) to big $45,800.
(B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Take Letter' (Par) and 'Mokey'
Latter flicker is new to
(M-G).
loop and combination is good at

Garrlok

Last week, 'Tortilla' (M-G)
New Orleans' (Par),

$7,000.

and

'Night

finished three big weeks
bouse to brilliant $6,100.

in

this

Orients! (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-3365-65)—'Atlantic Convoy' (Col) and
Entirely the
Blue Barron band.
work of the ba^d. Smashing through
to $23,000, great. Last week, 'International (Casino Revue' unit on stage
built to $22,000 with 'Old California'

(Rep).
Palace

(RKO)

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)

—'Pardon Sarong' (U) and 'Men of
Texas' (U).
Abbott and CosteUo
will corral hean of coin at $38,000.
Last week, 'Lady in Jam' (U) and
'Happened Flatbush' (20th), managed a fortnigh^t at $10,100 for final
sesh.

BooseTcH (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)—'Friendly Enemies' (UA) and
'Annie Hooney* (UA). Good bi-. r.t
$11,000.
Last week, 'Tarzan i-i'ew
York' (M-G) and 'Pacific Rendezvous' (M-G).

—

;-.-'!d

r,7,CC0.

State-Lake v—. ./
_,700; 35-5563--7»>—^Ttris-atyoroe-Arir (20 t h) .--eef
away fast and heading for smash
initial
at $25,000. Last week,
'Kings Row' (WB), finished five big

'

we^

weeks here

to

grand

$12,700.

United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (4th
wk). Money flicker running steadily
,

to big trade at $20,000, after coming
through last week to $18,200.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 35-55-6575)—'Prisonei: Japan' -(PRC) and
'Yank Libya* (PRC).

Combination

Is all right for action mob at $6,500.
Last week, 'King Kong' (RKO) and
'Dangerous Game' (RKO) (revivals),

finished

two good weeks to

$4,800.

ALL PROY. B.O.S GOOD;
'DANDY' HEFTY $20,000
Providence, Aug. 11.
the 'good old summer

It really is
time' for main-stemmers herea]^outs,

.

Eatlmatea for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 35-40-45-55)—
of Yankees'
With
(UA).
nearly a sell-out of its $1.10 reser/ed
seat opening, and getting a strong
femme play, it's geared for swell
$15,000.
Last week, '10 Gentlemen*
(20th) (2d wk), ordinary $3,500.
'Pride

May

— 'Holiday

27)

•

Inn*

—

(Reviewed in 'Variety' July 8)
Strand— "The
Gay
Sisters'

(WB)

(14).

(Reviewed in "Variety' June 3)
Week of Aug. 20
Astor— 'The Pride of the Yankees' (RKO)- leth week).
Capitol 'The Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO) (2d week).
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back*
(Artkino) (2d week).
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (13th week).
Maslc Hall—'Bambi' (RKO) (2d
week).

Paramonnt

— "Holiday

Inn*

(Par) (3d week).
Koxy 'The Pied Piper' (20th)

—

Strand— "The

(WB)

Gay

Sisters'

'

(2d week).

Abbott-Costello Pace

a

Lonis,

'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' opening
Saturday (15) at advanced scale of
75c and $1.10.
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-55)
—Ten Gentlemen' (WB) (3d wk),
Not more than fair $1,1)00 in view.
Last frame, 'Kissed Bride* (Col) (3d
wk), not much of an improvement,
'

em- and 'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th) (1st
poriums enjoyed a tremendous week- run), dualed. Top picture tugging
end, while Monday (10) was also the other one for fine $10,000. Last
substantially above normal, with re- week "This Above All' (20th) (2d
sult,
even if attractions weaken run) and 'Spitfire Sees Ghost'
somewhat in the. stretch, the vast (RKO) (1st run), 10,5()0.
majority of those current in the town
Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85will still
condition.

end up
-

in

picture

very healthy

In addition to this being the height
the vacation season, more and
more servicemen are piling into the
town. Most of them have stageshow
houses on their preferred list.
Playing to a larger number of men
in the
armed services this past
weekend than ever before,' the Paramount had the biggest Saturday (8)
it had ever had under the present
policy, now nearly seven years old.
House did close to $17,000 on the
day. With a strong boxoffice show
in 'Holiday Inn' and the Skinnay Ennis band, plus the Ink Spots, the Par
closed out the first week last night
(Tuesday) at $85,000, best non-holiday week thus far.
The second
of

Sock $18,000;

"Squadron' llGforH.O.
St. Louis,

Aug.

11.

Good getaway for the deluxers
was slowed down Thursday (6) by
an all-day downpour but biz is still
good all over town. 'Eagle Squadron'
and 'United We Stand,' which reopened the Ambasador, will get a
fine $11,000 on second sesh.
'Pardon My Sarong' and 'In Caliat the Fox, figure to lead
the town with a swell $18,000.
Estimates for This Week
fornia,*

Loew's (Loew)
'Tarzan's N. Y.

(RKO)

(3,700; 35-40-45-55

(3,172; 30-40-50)—
Adventure' (M-G)

more than

My

-'^»lM»eiS?^d?il?

The

fact that there are fewer vacations
summer than last, coupled with
nearly 10,000 soldiers at the new air
base here, make the b.o. draw posthis

sible.

plus

'Inn' for benefit of the
Relief, held Tuesday night (4),

reviews on picture, big b.o.
week, second for 'Priori(Par), Phil Harris, Zero Mostel.

factor. Last
ties'

Ann

MUler, $31.000,'' fair.
Radio City Music Hall

fellers)

(Rocke-

44-55-85-99-$!. 65)—

(5,945;

'Miniver'

(M-G)

(lOth-flnal

wk).

and

*

stageshow

First

AT

'PRIDE'

lOG,

L C. TOPPER

'

%

film grosses continued healthy.

preem of

Navy

lady of the
screen, a b.o. wonder if there ever
was one, means a bejewelled $100,000
on exit here tonight (Wed.) Tenweeks' sensational run amassing
semester begins today (Wednesday). around $1,015,000. Last week (9th)
All but two other houses are on was $94,300, normally a big first
holdovers, they range from good to week here. 'Bambi' (RKO-Disney)
big, headed by the wonder of the checks in tomorrow (Thursday).
current season, 'Mrs. Miniver,' now
Btelto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
in its 10th and concluding stanza at 'A-Haunting We Will Go' (20th) (2dthe Music Hall.' The finale will run final wk). Holding up nicely, $6,500.
$100,000, or close.
Spurred .by an- while first stanza was $8,500,.' well
nouncement film would not remain above the. average here,
longer, business quickened to pass
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-85the prior (9th) week's gate of ^4,- 99)—
'Pied Piper' (20th) and stage300.
Thus, on the 10-week engageshow.
New film opens today
ment, the gross will hit around
(Wednesday), 24 hours ahead of
$1,015,000, a mark for future pictures
former schedule. Final six days for
to try to shoot at here.
All Kissed Bride' was .'M9,000,
New recruit in the Broadway zone 'They
good, while first week was close to
is Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure,' nestthe both adding to substaning at the straight-film Capitol. It is $50,000,
tial profit
''Piper' is being opened
doing only fair at $25,000 or theretoday under a policy to start all new
abouts, and will be replaced tomorrow (Thursday) by 'Magnificent Am- shows on Wednesdays hereafter.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-75bersons.'
This is a booking from
'Cardboard Lover* (M-G)
RKO, which also opens two others 99-$1.10)—
tomorrow, 'Bambi' at the HaU and (2d run) and BUI Robinson. Latter
in here on personal with .Ughtweight
'Big Street* at the Palace.
this largely accounts for no
The second-run State has a new film;
more than about $21,000, fairish. liast
bill this week, 'Her Cardttoard Lover'
w6ek, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) (1st
and, on stage, BiU Robinson. Poorly
run) and Barry Wood, Sheila Barrated film will'hold the gross to $21,rett,
Jackie Miles, Georges and
000 tops, a bit thin.
$29,000, good.
A powerful business-getter, play- Jalna,
Strand (WB) (2,756; '35-55-75-85ing a secondary first-run, the Cfi09-$1.10)—'wings for Eagle' (WB)
terion, is 'Invisible AgenC*
Picture and Charlie Bamet .(2d-fliial wk).
is being held starting today (Wednesholdover for
day) following an initial seven days* Hitting on all sixes on
week hit
haul of close to $23,000, one of the better than $40,000. TeeoS
$47,000, big. 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
biggest weeks ever scored here.
Friday (14).
open
here
Kaye
Sammy
Extremely strong Is 'Wings for
Eagle' and Charlie Barnel on the
second (final) lap at the Strand.
Blowoff will be° in excess of $40,000,
this comparing with the first week's

and 'Cardboard Lover* (M-G). Not
$16,000, good. Last week,
70)—'Favorite Spy* (RKO) with "Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) and shorts
Vaughn Monroe orch. Light get- (5th wk), copped another $13,500 to
away but picked up rapidly, wltii bring the total to $85,000 on the run, $47,000, very big.
jive set warming up to Monroe's out- standout here.
'Pride of the Yankees,' winding up
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 40-50- its fourth, week tonight (Wednestuy),
fit; excellent $22,000 possible.
Last
and will be the same as for the
Squadron'
(U)
round, 'Private Buckaroo' (U) with 60)— 'Eagle
third,
Lawrence Welk's orch, indifferent 'United We Stand' (20th) (2d wk). $26,500. llemains for an indetermiTrim $11,000 in sight to tack onto a nate period.
$16,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-45-55) fine $14,500 for the first stanza.
Roxy, holding **rhey All Kissed
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)— Bride'..for-slx..aays endedJ«st night.
,
)
SaroH-g'-(U and"'01d (Tuesday),
'^PS^.on
got $39,000 for that
roads' (M-G), fiew up to unexpected California' (Rep). Should lead the period, which, added to the flrrt full
town with a sock $18,000. Last week, week's take of nearly
fine $16,000.
$50,000, means
Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 35-40-49- 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'FUght Lieu- very good profit. House opens 'Pied
55)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) (2d wk). tenant' (Col), neat $16,000.
Piper' today (Wednesday), which In
Mtssonrl (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)— future will be
Pow.ell and Lamarr kiting pushover
the change day here,
to swell $8,000.
Last week, 'Mrs. 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Blue Horizon' else 'Bride' would have gone fiill
Miniver' (M-G) (5th) wound up (Par). 'Horizon' is a h.o. Doesn't second stanza.
figure to garner more than average
with grand $10,000.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* picked up
Last week, 'Blue Hori^n' last week, its
$5,500.
10th, to finish at $18,(Par) and 'Great Man's Lady' (Par). 000, while for the
past SaturdaySagged a bit but good $6,500.
Sunday-Monday on the 11th week ii
Sisters' J2,600,
St. tools (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
also showed added strength by get,
York' (WB) and 'Prisoner ting
'Sgt.
' »
$11,500.
in Lincoh Japan' (PRC). Meagre $4,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, 'Murder Big House" (WB) and
•Bullet Scars* (WB), K400, fair.
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; •55-65-$1.10)
—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO-GoldLincoln, Neb., Aug. 11.
wyn) (4th wk). Continues very
In spite of the dog days of August,' •Miniver,' Big $6,500 in 5th
$1,200.

Palace

99-$1.10)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and,
on stage, Skinnay Ennis, Ink Spots,
others (2d wk). First seven days
brought house $85,000, best non-holiday week in near seven years of pitband policy. Ably-handled special

-.j

(2d week).

.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-4555)— 'This Above All* (WB) (2d wk),
Very nice outlook, about $9,Q00 plus
for h.o., without any help after fine
$15,500 last week. House more concerned at moment with buildup on

.

.

Paramount

(Par) (2d week)..
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
Blalto 'I Live On Danger'
(Par) (14).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
Boxy—'The Pied Piper' (20th)

—

Estimates for This Week
with even the weadier cooperating
to make things hum.
A day-long Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
downpour Sunday forced cancella- 10-30-44)— 'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G) (2d
tion of outdoor programs scheduled wk). Still going strong, $4,000. Last
for Providence's parks, which left week, record $7,000.
the theatres as the only form of enNebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,tertainment.
236; 10-20-28)— 'Swamp Woman* (AsEstimates for This Week
Every Minute'
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 28-39-50)t-^ tor) and 'One Born
Too much competition, poor
(U).
.'Flight Lieutenant' (Col)
(2d wk)
and 'Frisco Lil' (U) (1st wk). Hold- $1,000. Last week, 'Ghost Frankenmg up very well and promising nifty stein' (U) and 'Hope Schuyler*
$7,000.
Last week 'Lieutenant' and (20th), fairish $1,100.
Not Ladies' Man' (RKO), very good
State (Noble-Overman) (086; 1025-30)— 'Angels Broadway* (Col) and
Carlton (Pay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39- 'Mystery Ship' (Col).
Second run
55)*-'Mrs.
Miniver'
(4th and a thriller not too attractive, $1,(M-G)
downtown wk). Still going strong, '000. Last week, 'Submarine Raider'
with nice $3,800 expected. Last week (Col) and 'Ellery Queen*
(Col);
Big Shot- (WB) (2d run), good average $1,100.
Stoart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
„ Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)— 10-30-44)—'Private Buckaroo* (U).
Xittle Tokyo'
(20th) and vaude.
House packing them in to tune of Doing well for five days; $2,000.
swell $7,000. Last week 'Spy Ship* Last week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G),
good $3,500.
(WB) and vaude, sound $8:500.
Majestic
Varsity (Noble-Overman) (1,100;
(Fay)
$1.10)—
(2,200;
Doodle Dandy' (WB). Scale 10-30-44)—'Gay Sisters' (WB). Looks
on the steep side, but house ex- like big $2,600. Last week, 'Friendly
JecU hefty $20,000. Last week (40- Enemies' (UA), poor $1,300.
.

—

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (12th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 3)
Mosic Hall—'Bambi' (RKO).

—
—

CLEVE.

Cleveland, Aug. 11.
Syncopation is paying biggest diviHere after
—'Kings Row' (WB).
five weeks in the State-Lake, tKis dends here, with combo of Vaughn
flicker is holding up well at $8,500. Monroe's orch on local vaude bow
Last week 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G), and Kay Kyser's 'My Favorite Spy*
smash sessions to tooting sweet b.o. tune at Palace.
finished three
Holdover on Hipp's This Above
walloping $11,700.
Air going more solidly than some
Chioaco (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— first-runners. 'Beyond Blue Horizon'
"Kissed 4he Bride' (Col) and Beniny
fiaccid at State, but 'Pride of Yan^
Goodman orch. Strictly the Good- kees' is socking 'em at Allen.
man band for the money currently;
.roteketing to

Downtown New York

x(12).

-

.

—

(Reviewed in "Variety'

Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-SO)—
'Henry and Dizzy* (Par) and 'Moonlight Masquerade' (Par). Paced for
nice $9,000. Last week 'Beyond Blue
Horizon* (Par) and Torpedo Boat*
(Par) (2d wk), swell $7,000.

Miniver' went out of the
ApoUo, but remains in. the ^United
Artists as one of the top money films
of the year. Apollo was taken over
for the hold-over of 'Kiitgs Row,'
which left the State-Lake after five
In the State-Lake "This
weeks.
Above Air is a wallop.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
"

(Reuieuied in 'Variety' Aug. 5)
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino).

Wk., a Habit in Portland

stoutly, this week (4th) looking the
same as the. last, $26,500.
Sticks
indef.

Kansas City, Aug. 11.
magnets here cur-

Trio' of hefty

rently, with "Pride of the Yankees,'
at
Orpheum, ti^pping the field.
,

Brought in for a $1.10 reserved seat
preem on Wedne^dajr night and fol>
lowed by 5S(f top thereafter, film Is
getting a nifty $10,000, heavy sugar
'Pardon My Sarong,' in the
Esquire, is up there in
the usual Abbott-Costello brackets.
Third good draw Is 'Wings for the
here.

Uptown and

Eagle,' at the

Newman.
'

Estimates for This Week
Es4olre.and IfptowB (820 and 2,11-30-44)—'Pardon My Sarong'

043;

(U). Drawing in the accredited AbGreat
bott and CosteUo manner.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 11.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85- $10,000 In nine days.
La^t week,
'Mrs. Miniver* is well on the wa>
$1.10-$1.25)
Tarzan's
Adventure* 'Eagle Squadron* (U), in five days of
to becoming a habit in these parts
(M-G). Doing only fairly at $25,000 third week at 55c top, unusuaUy good
as it rolls into a fifth week with
or below and does not hold over. $4,500.
hardly a drop in b.o. take.
Last week, second for 'Crossroads'
Estimates for This Week
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 11-30-44)
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-40- (M-G), under $20,000, thin for this
.'Maisie (Sets Man' (M-G) and 'Pa50)— 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) and one. 'Magnificent
Regular
Rendezvous' (M-G).
moves in tomorrow morn- cific
'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G). Good (RKO)
Maisie' trade for this biU running up
ing
(Thursday).
'Lady
in
enough $8,000. Last week
Last week, 'AU
to $8,000, average.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44Jam' (U) and 'Drums Congo' (U), 55-75)—
Kissed Bride* (Col) and 'Martin
'Invisible Agent'
(U) (2d Eden' (Col), pleasant $9,000.
Good enough $7,000.

—

Ambersons*

500; 35-40-50)— 'Old California' (Rep)

Begins holdover today
(Wednesday) after smacking

Last week 'Maisie
Geta Marf (M-G) and 'Escape Hong
Kong' (U), good $5,000 in second

nearly $23,000, unusually strong for
Predecesthis secondary first-run.
sor, 'Pierre of Plains* (M-G), $8,500,

week.

oke.

(Parker-Evergreen)

Mayfalr

(1,-

wk).

with Al Pearce and His Gang. Looks through

like strong $9,000.

on

first

seven

days

-

to

Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-76(Hamrick - Evergreen)
(6th'Beyond Blue 85)—'Eagle Squadron* (U)
and 'Fly by Night' flnal wk). Goes two days beyond a
Strong $10,000. Last week sixth stanza, with farewell nine days
(Par).
'Gentlemen West Point' (20th) and looking close to $10,000, very good.
'Falcon Takes Over' (RKO), satisfac- Last week (5th) was slightly over
Back*
Strikes
'Moscow
$9,900.
tory $7,200.
^
(Artkino) opens Saturday (15).
Paramonnt (Hamrick - Evergreen
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; B3-$1.10(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Wings for Eagle'
'Dandy'
(WB) (Uth
(WB) and 'Henry and Dizzy' (Par) $1.65-$2.20)
Picked up Saturday-Sunday(2d wk). Good $5,000 in five days. wk).
Monday, start oi current 11th week,
First week, big $8,400-

Orpbeam

(1,800;

Horizon'

35-40-60)

—

(Par)

_

—

Dnited ArUsta (Parker) (900; 35

40-50)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (5th
wk). 'Gland $6,500 in fifth stanza.
Fourth week didn't drop off from
third, hefty $7,500,

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; .1130-44)— 'Wings for Eagle* (WB).
Sheridan-Morgan-C^arson names and
air theme making good at $6,500.
Last week. Take Letter* (Pair) (2d
wk),' average $5,000.
Orpheam (RKO)

(1,600;

11-30-44)

—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO).

Solo
in this house, where duals are the
Opening Wednesday
regular diet.
night with a $1.10 premiere to solid
through
nicely
going
house, and
week to a holdover. Smash $10,000,
Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col)
and 'Meet Stewarta' (Col), good
$8,000.

Tower

(Fox-Joffee) (2,110; 11-30)—

hitting $11,500 in three days, while
last week (10th) also showed signs
of added speed at $18,000.
palace OIKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

'Little Tokyo' (20th) and 'Hello, Annapolis' (Col), combined with variety
biU. Brisk $8,000. Last week, 'Starlight .on Sage' (Rep), with Major
Bowes* all-girl revue on stage at 50c,

65-75)— 'Gold Rush' (UA) (2d run)

good

$8,500.

.

,

PICTURE GROSSES

10

Wednesday, August 12, 19 1-2

Rain Helps Hiilly Biz; 1IIiiiiver,'$30,000,

Wow in H.O.; Take Letter

Neat $21,000

diUoDs.
'CaUing AU Stara' with
'Escape from Crime' (WB) missed
marH by eyelash lest week.
Locw'a (Loew's) (2,450; 34-49-55)
—'Mrs. Miniver: (M-G) (2d wk). Still
playing to standees in second week,
with spectacular $15,000 in sight.
Last week, sensational $20,000, was
biggest house has had since 'Gone

Perks Up; DUimver

Pitt

Nelsottttard Stage Show

at road show prices.
(Katz-Dolle) (1,850; 28-3344>_<My Favorite Spy' (RKO) and
'Our Russian Front' (Artkino). Drawing fair $4,500 as first-run in usual
moveover house. Last week, 'Eagle
Squadron' (U) took $4,700 at sUght

$25^

With Wind'
Lyrie

Philadelphia, Au£. 11.

Long spell of rainy weather has Tankees', $22,000,
failed to put a damper on biz along
Bats ffigh in Buff.
the midtoWn film rialto. In fact, Jupe
Pluvlus' visit served to put the
Buffalo, Aug. 11.
quietus on any weekend exodus,
"Pride of 'Yankees' at the Century
keeping Philly fans in town looking holds the session's spotlight, bolstered
for some place to spend their shekels strongly by increased admish and
special
Bob Armstrong,
-$1 preem.
and the boxoiTices are getting a huge
wiUi hefty surrounding bill, is a top
chunk of it.
b.o. item at the Buffalo, and 'Mrs.
Film palace execs got a scare Miniver,' at the Lakes, continues
(Monday)
when .the plenty potent in h.o.
yesterday
Estimates for This Week
traction company union called a
35-55)—
Bntralo
(Shea)
(3,500;
Ctrike, but early this morning (Tues.), 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and Bob
after an all-night meeting, the strike Armstrong orch. Strong show keeping tally on right side of ledger; over
squabble
rescinded
the
vote was
and
$20,000. Last week, 'Wings for Eagle'
between the men and management (WB) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par),
was referred to the Wa* Labor moved up fast to better $15,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 44-65)
Board.
—'Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk). SUll
Estimates for This Week
spinning the wickets, stout $16,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57- Last week, colossal $29,000.
68-75)— 'Gone With Wind' (M-G) (2d
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— 'Wings
run). Okay $3,600. Last week,. 'Reap for Eagle' (WB) and 'Sweater Girl'
Wild Wind' (Par), wound up third (Par) (2d wk). Neat pace, maybe
week of second run with neat $4,000. $7,500. Last week, 'Great Man's Lady'
Boyd (WB) (2,569; 35-46-57-68)— (Par) and 'Gun for Hire' (Par) (2d
(RKO). wk), oke $7,000.
Ambersons'
'Magnificent
Good $7,000 for three days of second
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
for —'Smith G^es to Washington' (Col)
fairish
after
$13,500
week,
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (reissue) and 'Alias Boston Blackie'
Jnitialer.
(WB) preems tomorrow (Wed.) at (Col). Blah $4,000. Last week, 'Lady
in Jam' (U) an'l 'Drums of Congo'
$1.10 top.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) (U), hefty $10,000.
20th Century (Ind.) (3,000; 44-65)—
'Meet Stewarts' (Col) plus Sammy
Kaye orch oh stage. Good- $26,000. 'Pride of Yankees' (RKW. Should
'Last week, record-shattering $46,700 top $22,000. Last week (30-44), 'Fawas chalked up by 'Dr. Broadway' vorite Wile' (RKO) (reissue) and
'Girl From Alaska' (Mono), dismal
'.(Par) and Tommy Dorsey's band.
^
Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-57-68)— $4,000.

tilt

prices

in

'

—

Take

Letter'

(Par).

Neat

$21,000,

plus solid $2,000 for extra Sunday
'bonus' showing at the Earle. Last
week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par), lair
$14,800 plus $1,500 for Sabbath show
fit £&rlc
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 35-46-57-68)
'Annie-Rooney' (UA). Nice $6,000.

mONG\ BIG
FITS

—

Last week, 'Gentlemen West Point'
(20th), prtifltable $5,000 for second

Downtown

$15,000,

ROBUST CINCY

Cincinnati, Aug. 11.
biz is on the upswing

this week.
Sweetest music Is ema35-46-57-68)— nating from the Albee, with 'Pardon
'Above AU' (20th) (2d run). (Settjng My Sarong,' and the Palace, with
'good $4,800 for this trip, after three 'Crossroads,'
with
the
AbbottStanzas at' Boyd. Last week, 'Big Costello pic topping by a slight
Shot' (WB), disappointing $3,500 for margin.
Estimates for This Week
second run.
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Stanley (WB) (2,916; .35-46-57-6875)—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk). 'Pardon My Sarong' (U). Great
Last week, 'Gay Sisters'
Still carrying tremendous wallop for $15,000.
sock $30,000, after smashing $35,000 CWB), excellent $13,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 17-40-44-60)
tor initial round. Enough power to
—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (6th wk).
carry on for a long time.
Swell
$6,000. • Last week (5th), big
Staaton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
'Sabotfeur' (U) .(3d wk). Still bring- $7,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)—
}ng them in for fine $5,500, a^ter
'Tough as They Come' (U) and
xingy $7,800 for second sesh.
'Drums of Congo' (U), split with
'Stardust on Sage' (Rep) and 'Rubber
Racketeers' (Mono). Steady $2,000.
il&C.
Ditto last week for 'Mad Martin$16,000
dales'
(20th) and 'Mystery Marie
Roget* (U), divided with 'Danger In
IN
Pacific' (U) and 'Silver BuUet' (U).

run.
Keith's

(WB)

(2,220;

•

—

NIFTY

HEY-HEY BALTO

Grand (RKO)
'

-

,

(1,430;

33-40-50

C^ HEDY-POWELL

EACH 7G

IN

MEMPHIS

moveover from

on

Memphis, Aug. 11.
Abbott and .(^stello are having It
out here this week with WUlTam
Powell and Hedy Lamarr. 'Crossroads' is at Loew's Palace, 'Pardon
My Sarongr at the Mateo. Takes at
both spots are bullish, with the 'flntti
winner a tossup.
Holdovers are the order of the
week elsewhere, with trade generally

Indiana,

,

HubinGover;
'Miniver 2d

Wk.

steady.

Eatlmalea for This WOrek

'

Warner (WB) (2.000; 10-33-44)—
Sisters' (WB) (2d wk). Surprise
summer Is moving along

•Gay

Terrific $64,000

grosser of
to

good $3,700 in second week, after
whopping $8,800 for first

takmg

'

'

&

A.

stanza.

'

and

(Col)

60)—'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO) Seattle
and .'Juke Box Jenny' (U) (2d wk).
Six-day holdover is going to $10,000,
Last week, okay $16,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 30-44Quite satisfactory at $19,500.
week, great $24,000.-

Orphenm (Loew)

$36,000 for
$38,000 first

Record
vanced

(M-G)

(2d

second

week

Okay Despite

Last
Seattle,

at

Aug. IL

Naturally the dimout order for the

west

coast. Including Seattle, though
this city is about 100 miles from the
ocean, hasn't affected business much

wk).
week.
ad-

prices.
so far. One wl'J be the elimination
of night baseball, which won't hurt
film theatres. There is also a move'Night New Orleans' (Par). All it ment to halt Longacres racing. This
has for competition is holdovers and would again react favorably" for theit's got the bit in its teeth for probatres.
able $16,000. Last week, 'Take LetFifth Avenue is having a third
ter' (Par) and 'Henry Dizzy' (Par), great week with 'Mrs. Miniver' at
$12,000, fair.
$10,000, close to best biz In town.
State (Loew) (3,600; 40-65-70)— Faith Bacon Is headlined on the'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk). Sec- stage at Palomar with "Men of Texas';
ond week and taking the limit at has a fine week in prospect. 'Maisie

Paramonnt (M-P) (1,800; 30-44-60)
—'Gentlemen West Point' (20th) and

$28,000..

Same

last

difference of story and shooting air
spectacle towards sock $11,000. May
even top 'that 11 heat doesn't cut in,

Fulton being only first-run downtown without a cooling plant.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)—
of Texas' (U).
Satisfactory
$7,500 In the cards. Commonplace
western roundly panned .and doing
much more than expected. l,ast
week,
'Flight
Lieutenant"
(Col),
genuine surprise at $8,500.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-44-66)
—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk).
Hardly dropping a dollar from last
week's figures and should' wind up
with great $20,000, exactly what picture did in second stanza. Product

.Men

Jam may force it to Warner for continuation of downtown first^run.
Rita (WB) (800; 30-40-55)- 'Sgt
York'
(WB). Moved here from

Warner but

Is

proving

very

dis-

appointing. Not much more than
$2,000 looked for. Last week. Take
Letter' (Par), around $2,200, coming

here via Warner and Penn.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)
—'Flight Lieutenant' (Col). Moved
here from Harris at last minute after
picture began to show surprising
strength at latter spot. Not a bad

$10,300, 'Miniver' lOG

(2,900; 40-65-70)

Miniver'

Terrific

Andrew'

Dimout; 'Maisie' Great

55-60)—'This Above All' (20th) and
'Happened Platbush' (20th) (2d wk).

—'Mrs.

'Remarkable

(Col), three days; $1,700, good.

fairish.

.

•

.

Boston, Aug. 11.
Maloo (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)
Business continues to rocket beyond —'Pardon Sarong' (U). A. & C. grfeat
all
summer expectations.
^ree favorites here; might do $7,000. Last
holdovers are catching most of the week, 'FlightLieutenant' (Col), three
film-hungry crowd, with 'Mrs. Min- days, and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col>, four
iver' skyrocketing to $64,000 at the days;
$3,500, weak.
two Loew spots and This Above All'
PaUoe (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
pulling a thumping $19,500 at the 'Crossroads'
(M-G). High-powered
Met.
star team pointing to nifty $7,000.
The two RKO theatres, getting Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G),
ready to shoot the works on the pre- third week,
$4,500, socko.
miere tonight (Tuesday) of 'Pride of
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Yankees,' trailed off a little, but no- This Above
All' (20th) (2d wk).
body is gloomy in the Hub.
Drawing well at mebbe $3,300. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, $7,000, big but not quite what
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 30-44-55-60) was expected.
-'Invisible Agent' (U) and 'One
Stran4 (Lightman) (1,000; 10^22Bom Every Minute' (U). Getting 33)—'Blondie Victory* (Col), three
an eight-day whirl prior to first days; 'I Was Framed' (WB), one
day;
stage combination on- Friday and 'True to 'Army'
(Par) (2d run) and
drawing comfortable $12,000. Last 'Miss Annie Rooney'
(20th) (2d run),
week, 'Broadway' (U) and 'Sing Wor- three days. Fair week
at $1,600. Last
ries Away' (RKO) (2d wk), $11,000.
week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par) (2d run),
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 30-44-60)— three days; 'Sullivan's
Travels* (Par)
'Gentlemen West Point' (20th) and (2d run), one day; -'Atlantic
Convoy'
'Night New Orleans' (Par). Not -bad
at all at $6,000.
Last week. Take
Letter' (Par) and 'Henry Dizzy'
(Par), very good $6,500.
MemorUI (RKO) (2,900; 30-44-55-

Pittsburgh, Aug. ii.
,
,Blz Is on the 'upsweep again all
over town, with practically every,
thing banging out. a healthy gross
Fulton reopened with 'Eagle Squad-'
ron,' following month's shutdown,
and got away to great start, with indications that Walter Wanger picture
will make a nice run of it. 'Mrs
Miniver in third week at Penn (first
time In house's IS-year history a film
has ever stayed that long) is matching second week's figures practically
dollar for- dollar and should stick a
fourth. At Stanley, Ozzie NelsonHarriet Hllllard c6mbo is out-riding
crlx pans lor 'Cardboard Lover' and
heading spot for very satisfactory
week.
EsUmates for This Week
Folton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 35-4466)—'Eagle Squadron' (U). Okay
campaign, good title and the upped
scale are overcoming general in-

shift either, for it'll do around $3,800
and that's good. Last week, 'This
Above AU' (20th) all right at $3,500,

alter playing two and a hall weeks
previously at sister house.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-68)
(M-G) and
—'Cardboard Lover'
Ozzie Nelson-Harriet Hilliard. It's
the stage show that's accounting for
brisk biz, picture getting raps from
Bang-up
$23,500
all the newspapers.
In sight. Last week, Sammy Kaye
band and 'Kid Glove Killer' (M-G),
strbng $25,000.
Warner (WB) (2,00(); 30-40-55)•Annie Rooney' (UA) and 'Pierre of
Plains' (M-G). I^obody will complain over $5,000 for this dualer. Last
week, 'York' (WB), way below expectations at barely $5,000.

week.

'\t\ii\'tntf •>*'nnii»iifl

ee for seci
Extra-strong product lineup is givSame last week on 'Eagle Squadron'
ing this war boom town solid returns (U) (3d wk) at 40-44-60-cent scale.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
all around. In spite of season's heaviest rainfall over weekend, down- —'A Haunting We Will Go' (20th).
towners held up to surprisingly Nifty $5,500. Last week, 'Jackass
healthy figures. Tommy Dorsey band Mail' (M-G), smash $7,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
Is boosting the combo Hipp into sock
Mail'
Switched
(M-G).
total, and "Parddh" My Sarong,' at 'Jackass
Fair $3,000.- Last
Keith's, has them waiting in long from Keith's.
week,. 'Take Letter' (Par) (3d run),
lines.
good $4,000.
Estimates tor This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
Centnry (Loew-s-UA) (3,000; 17-28- 'Crossroads' (M-G). Hefty $13,500.
85-40-55-66)
'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) Last week, 'This Above All' (20lh)
(2d wk). Holding up In sock fashion (2d wk), poor $6,500.
to big $22,000, after whamming top
$28,900 on first time around.
Hippodrome (Happaport) (2,240;
17-25-28-38-44-55-66)— 'Enemy Ellery Horizon' Dual $11,000,
Queen' (Col) and Tommy Dorsey's
band. Stage portion getting all of
Cheerful in
the credit for boffo six-day date flgJired at $22,500. Last week, sUge
Indianapolis, Aug. 11.
layout headed by Bert 'Wheeler and
The incoming tide is still strong at
Ned Sparks helped 'Magnificent Am-

44-tf5)—'Bombs' Over Burma' (PRC)
and 'Parachute Nurse' (Col). Above
expectations at $4,000.
Last week,
'Raid by Night' (PRC) and 'Great

leaJer.

Guy' (WB)r$6,000.

and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par) (2d wk).
Hot from Paramount, excellent $3,-

'CROSSROADS,' $14,500,

town)

—

Indpk

bersons'

(RKO)

to nice $15,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1728-25-40-55)— 'Pardon Sarong' (U).
Biggest
Abbott
of the

and Costello

GOOD

IN

NEWARK

Newark, Aug. 11.
Average returns all over town this
week, with biz hypoed somewhat by
inclement weather, which curtailed

—

film,

$6,800.

Flatbush'

best

—

(both 2d wk). Satisfactory $10,000.
Last week, good $14,000.
(3,400;

25-35-60-

—

figure for limited seater.

28-44-55)—'Affairs of Martha' (M-G).
Drew good response from crix and
at $4,000.
Last week,
'Crossroads' (M-G) from
downstairs Century, reached' $3,400;

some trade
moveover of

all right, figuring

two weeks below.

Tuesday nights.
'Hollywood Band Wagon' on stage
Stole (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55)
with 'Drums of Congo' (U) is cinch —'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Vanishing
for $4,100 in lour day weekend run Virginian' (M-G).
Leaning toward
in spite of rainy opening. 'Vaude- $14,500, good. Last week, 'Cardboard
ville,
with steady clientele, draws Lover' (M-G) and 'Maisie Gets Her
close to $4,000 regardless of con- Man' (M-G), ditto.

(20th)

,

(800;

(4th

-wk).

Good

Fort Knox.

Dewnto'wn department; stores are
now opening at 12:30 p. m. Mondays,
and keeping open Monday nights
until 9 o'clock. First-runs are helped
considerably by the change in shopping hours, to accommodate war
plant workers,
Estimates tor This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenoe-Loew s)
(1.400; 15-3(r-40)—'All Kissed Bride
(Col) and 'Submarine Raider' (Cor).

$3,400, Last week, these two, $3,700.
Mnslo Hall (H-E) (2,200; 30-40-58) Moveover from Loew's State jog—'Favorite Spy' (RKO) and 'Bug ging, along lor good $2,500. Last
Goes to Town' (Par). Trim $6,000. week 'Blue Horizon' (Par) and
Last week; 'Real Glory' (UA) (re- 'Sweater Girl' (Par), splendid $3,000
issue), and 'Spitfire at Sea' (RKO);.
on moveover.
,
so-so $4,800.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)— —'Courtship Andy Hardy' (M-G)
'Big Shot' (WB) (2d wk), and "Pow- and' 'Broadway' (U). Maybe $1,700,
der Town* (RKO), Oke $5,700. Last satisfactory.
Last week 'Pulham
week, 'Big Shot' with 'Mad Martin- (M-G) and 'Gun for Hire' (Par),
dales' (20th), swell $9,700.
spilt with 'Feminine Touch' (WB)
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-36-v
'Courtship Hardy' (M-G), better
58)— 'Men of Texas' (U) with Faith and
than average $1,900.
Bacon topping stage show. Robust
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15$9,000.
Last week, 'Private Buck- 30-40)—'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G)
aroo' (U) and 'Rubber Racketeers' and 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col). Aim(Mono) plus vaude, $8,300, good.
ing at robust $11,000. Last week 'All
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'Submarine
'Maisie Gets * Man'
(M-G) and Raider' (Col), satisfactory $8,000.
'Pierre Plains' (M-G). Greaf$10,300.
Mary Anderson- (Libson) (1,000;
Last week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 15-30-40)—'Sgt. York' (WB).
Pop
'Dr. Broadway' (Par), nifty $8,p00. prices seem to be pulling .iem In at
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40- a terrific rate. Could easily hang
58)— 'Juke Girl' (WB) (4th wk). around two or three weeks, but for
Steady $3,200. Last week, same film, fact that 'Yankee Doodle 'is set for
good $3,400.
opening Friday (14), Healthy b.o.
Winter ^Garden (Sterling) (800; 20indicates big $6,000 this week,
30)— 'Tutlles Tahiti' (RKO) ahd Eace
ast week 'Big Shot' (WB) (2d wk);
'Dangerously Live? (WB) (3d run). oke $3,000.
Big $3,500. Last week, 'Twin Beds'
BUlto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 18(UA) and 'Wild Bill Hickok' (WB) 40-48-60)—'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d
(3d run), $3,400.
(Continued on page 22)
•

(WB). Both pix milked dry at Procand Branford. respectively, so
this brace of moveovers can
is slim $2,800.
Last week,
'Spy Ship' (WB) and Tough as
Come' (U), lusty $3,700.
Paramount (Adams-Par) (2,000;
30-35-45-55-60)
'Husbands
Necessary' (Par) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par)
tor's

70)—'Happened in Flatbush' (20th)
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th).
44)— 'This Above All' (20th) and and
Two nights- of .vaude will help this
Stanley (WB) (3,286; 17-28-40-55)
Different Eyes' (20th), headed for pair to $17,500, satisfactory.
Last
--'Take Letter' (Par), Attracting nice $9,000, good. Last week, 'Gay Sisters'
weekv. 'Above All' (20th) and 'Spit$14,000.
Last week, second of 'Juke (WB) and 'Spy Ship' (WB) took fire
Sea' (RKO) (both 2d wk), potent
Girl' (WB), mildish $7,200.
$8,200, just over average.
$18,000, aided by vaude Monday and
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17Kelth's'
(Ind)
28-44)—
(1,200;

Musle Box (H-E)

30-4a-58>—
'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and 'Happened
^

hope for

(RKO)

sock $13,300.

(j & v H) (1,650; 30-40-58)
Din' (RKO) and 'King
Kong' (RKO). Revivals that got 6fl
and will, nab swell $8,000.
Last week, 'Old California' (Rep)
and 'Blondie Victory' (Col), good

to fine start

EsUmates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,800: 28-33-44-5565)—'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and

Proctor's

Louisville, Aug. 11.

•Maisie Gets Man," at SUte, and

Last

Liberty
—'Gunga

out-of-town excursions. 'Wings for
the Eagle' at the Branford, is flying
to burg's top gross mark this' sesh.
'Crossroads' and 'Are Husbands Necessary?' are both oke.

'Blondie Victory' (Col). Stout $18,local downtown boxoffices this week,
000. Last week, 'Big Shot' (WB) and
in spite of the fact that 'Mrs. Mini'One Born, Every Minute' (both 2d
ver' Is on h.o. at Loew's, while the
wk), average $12,000.
Circle is playing a picture straight
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44after four solid weeks with stage 50)—
'Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Juke Girl'
shows. 'Miniver,' in second week, is

eeries. yet, with rosy $16,000 a cinch.
Last week, 'Men of Texas' (U),
Cteady $9,900.
top of the town, with a smashing
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—"Dr. $15,000 in prospect.
Broadway' (Par). Getting its share
Estimates for This Week
off the crowded midway, with $3,500
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 28-33Last
44)
'Blue Horizon'
week, 'Night New Orf)ossible.
(Par) and
eans' (Par), held up at $3,100.
•Sweater Girl' (Par). Clicking for
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-.28-35- strong $11,000, well above par for
44)—'Edgar Allan Poe' (20th). Given house on straight picture policy.
big world premiere' promotion and Last week, Horace Heidt band show
cashing in on buildup to okay $6,000. with 'Moonlight Masquerade' (Rep)
fast week, fourth of 'This Above All' played to sensational $26,000 at
(20th), brought grand total for run slightly higher prices.
Up to highly pleasing $27,300; strong
Indiana (KaU-Dolle) (3,200; 28-33-

30-40-58)— 'Blue Horizon' (Par)

the
week (fifth week down- 'A-Hauntlng We Will Go,' at with
Take Letter' (Par) and Strand, are pacing the town
h.o. s and
'Sweater Girl' (Par), brought swell the only opposition being
pop-price engagement of 'Sgt. York
run with $3,500 take.
pop prices.
Fifth .Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40- at the Mary Anderson at
Weekend biz continues to be
58)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk).
streets
Wonderful $10,000. Last week, sam« plenty bullish, with- the
crowded with khaki clad boys from
800.

'

^

Week

Estimates for This

Blue Mouse' (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(800;

Wednesday, Auguflt

1942

.12,

USriety
CHAPLIN NEAT fl6,000

James-'Valeotme' Record $38,000 In

IN

Tops Filmers

Frisco; 'Big Shot' 21G,
San Francisco, Aug. 11.
The Golden Gate is heading for a
new record, with Harry
terrific,
on the stage assisted by
hand
James

Jimmy

Valentine' at
of
•Affairs
138,000. This great biz did not hinder
elsewhere.
tlip upbeat
ITbe Big Shot,! at the Fox. is out
In front for picture Only houses.
'Mrs. Miniver,' at the Warfleld, continues its great pace into the third

Key

Brooklyn, Aug. 11.
Biz picking up considerably this
stanza in City of Churches, all downtown deluxers starting fresh with
plenty b.o. attractions.
Off to galloping start is Fabian Paramount,
with 'Big Shot' and 'Sweetheart of
Fleet,'
while runnerup is 'Loew's
Metropolitan, flashing 'Crossroads'
and 'Friendly Enemies.'
Estimates for 'ibis Weelc
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55)—
'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Tokyo, U.S.A.'
(20th),
Chaplin will garner satisfactory $16,000.
Last week, 'This
Above All' (20th) and 'Spitflre Sees
Ghosf (RKO) (2d wk), okay $14,500.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55)
—'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Dr.
Broadway' (Par). Nice $16,000 in
view. Last week, 'Spy Ship' (WB)
and 'True to Army' (Par), unevent-

City Grosses

Estimated Eotal Orossr
.This Week
$1,989,900

<Based on 28 cities, 182 theatncrudtng
N. ?.>
Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Tear
$1,587,200
(Based on 28 cities, 177 theatni)
tres, chie/lv nrst runs,

week.
Estimates tor

tUs Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000: 35-40-55)—
'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Sweater Girl'
(Par). This huge house always gets
a big play on a bill like this, adding
up to great $21,000, to lead all Aim-

PRIDE'

GREAT

14G,

Last week, 'Wings for Eagle"

ers.

HAPPY BROOKLYN

DENVER

PICTURE GROSSES

Tales Manhattan' Smash $70,500 In
Five

LA. Spots; Husbands' Nice

'Squadron Forte $17,700 for 3d

Met

(Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)—
'Crossroads' (M-G)
and 'Friendly

litis

Week

$397,500

(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross

week

Sams Week

IINIVER'

Enemies' (UA). Good $18,000 in tiU.
Denver, Aug. 11.
(2,850; 40-44'Pride of Yankees' is having no Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G)
Jimmy Valentine' trouble in copping top
'Affairs
money at and 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G), so-so
and Harry James orch on great $14,000 currently at the Or- $14,000.
Fararaoiint (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40pheum. and is hoMing over. Take a
Letter, Darling,' still is strong in its 50-55)— 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Sweetsecond week at the Denham and Is heart of Fleet' (Col). Take will be
terriac
and remaining a third.
at
$38,000,
record
Last week,
around $28,000, good.
greater than .the previous recoH set
(Par)
and
'Husbands 'Necessary'
Estimates for This Week
by Kay Kyser: Last' week, 'Grand
'Submarine Raider* (Col) (2d wk),
(M-G) and AI
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-60-70)— fairish $12,000.
Central Murder'
very
big.
Gang,
Squadron'
(U),
after
week
and
$21,000,
'Eagle
a
Pearce
Denver.
week
Fine
$5,000.
Last
at
35Orpbeom (Blumenfeld) (2;440;
40-55)—'All Kissed Bride' (Ol) and 'Juke Girl! (WB), after Denver
"Wings Eagle' Strong
•CaU Ellenr Queen' (Col) (2d wk). week, good $4,500.
Broadw»y (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40A big $9,200 for the second sesh. 50)—
'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO)
Last week, $13,900, substantial.
Jersey City
$18,000
'Kid Glove Killer* (M-G), after
Panunonnt (F-WC) (2.470; 35-40- andweek at Orpheum. Fair $2,500.
6S)—'Sgt. York' (WB). The return aLdst week 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G),
of this at pop prices is helping the
Jersey City, Aug. 11.'
after three weeks at Orpheum, good
boxofflce to fine $18,000. Last week,
Every house on the Square is in
$3,500.
'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'Murder
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-40- the blue chips this week. Heading
Big House' (WB) (2d wk), $14,000,
50-6P>^'Take Letter' (Par) (2d wk) the parade is 'Wings for. the Eagle,'
heity.
and. 'Night New Orleans' (Par), Big at the Stanley, which is flying to
.St. FrancU (F-WC)
(1,475; 35-40- $8,500. and stays for third session. potent returns.
65)—'Wings for Eagle,' (WB) and Last week 'Take Letter* (Par),
Estimates for This Week
•United Wei Stand' (20th). ITnlted' smash $16,500.
Loew's (Loew's) <3,205; 30-35-40was added as first run to 'Wings,'
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
and 'Vanwhich is moveover from the Fox. T-'Lady in Jam* (U) and 'Private S5-60)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) Looking,
Adding up to forte $7,500. Last Buckaroo" (U). Fine $10,000. Last ishing Virginian' (M-G).
for
bright
$15,000. Last week, 'Cardweek, 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and week 'Eagle Squadron* (U), big
board liOver* (M-G) and 'Maisie Gets
'Old California' (Rep) (second week $16,000.
ditto.
Her
Man'
(M-G),
on Market St.), $8,000, nice.
Orphenm (RkO) (2,600; 30-35-40Stanley (WB) (4.500; 30-35-60-70)
.United ArUsts (UA-Blumenfeld) 50-60)— 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO).
Eagle'
tWB) and
for
35-40-55)
(1,100;
'Annie Rooney' Great $14,000, and holds over. Last —'Wings
On way to
(UA) and 'Blondie's Event' (Col) (3d week
'Magnificent
Amtiersons* 'Sweater Girl* (Par).
wk). Tallying $5,000 on third round. (RKO)
and 'Kid Glove Killer' $18,000, plenty good. Last week, 'Sgt.
York* (WB) (reissue) and 'Mayor
Last week, $6,100, fair.
(M-G), good $0,500;
Faramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)— 44th iSt.' <RKO), finished with fair
Warfleld (F-WC) (2.650; 35-40-55)
$13,000.
—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk); 'Old California' (Rep) and 'MoonSt>t« (Skouras) (2.200; 30-35-56-60Good $6.Still a highly, popular lady, drawing light Masquerade' (Rep).
Last week 'Married an Angel' 70)^'*his Above All' (20th) (2d wk).
In huge $19,000 on third stanza. Last 000.
(M-G) and 'Grand Central Murder' Smart $12,000, after grabbing brilweek, $22,000, socko.
liant $15,000 in initial sesh.
(M-G),
fine
$8,000.
TlToU (Blumenfeld) (1,590; 45-50)
—'Submarine Raider' (Col) and
yaude. May hit $8,000. Last week,

—

(Rep)

An

extra daily performance
stage.
to accommodate the jive-mad crowds
Is helping to lift this to a new

m

•

—

•

'

266,

for third

NEW DET. MARK

Tantasia'

h

Good ^6,000

Mpls^ Hiniyer' 2d

Quality Films This

Is

hunky dory.

Estlmstea for This Week
Aster (Par-SInger) (900; 17-28)—
•Sunday Punch' (M-G) and 'Girl
from Alaska' (Rep), dual first-runs.
Chalking up okay $1,500 in five days.
•Gambling Lady' (WB) and 'Kennel
Murder Case' (WB), dual reissues,
opened today (Tuesday). Last week,
^hlsperhig
Ghosts'
(20th)
and
.

being closely contfested in a number of spots, by the
sustained striength of 'Mrs. Mmiver' (M-G), 'Wings
For the Eagle' (WB), and extisnded runs as well as
playdates in smaller cities of 'Eagle Squadron' (U).
Class of the fresh product current seldom has been
excelled during summer months.

The smash

$70,500 registered

by

'Tales of

Manhat-

playing day-date in five Los Angeles theatres, is
better than the first week of 'Miniver' there hi like
7ough As Come' (U>, good $2.«00 In number of houses by several thousand dollars. It
five days.
likely will establish an all-time mark for a single feaCentury (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-JBO)—
ture in one week in L, A. Picture also is reported
Tantasia' (RKO). First pop price
than most optimistic expectations in sevengagement for this one, which had doing better
'Holiday Inn* is a
^un at Minnesota at roadshow scale. eral smaUer far western cities.
strong stage
Getting plenty of attention and good sockeroo $85,000, helped by band and
Para$8,000 Indicated. Last week, "Kings show for the best non-holiday week the N. Y.
Row'.(WB) (2d wk), big $7^00 on mount has had under present seven-year stage band
top of huge $13,000 first week.
policy.
Oopher (P-S)
28-30)—
(1,000;
Assisted by special $1 top premieres, 'Pride of YanJ-arceny' (WB). Well-liked comedy kees' is a heavy hitter in sbme six cities. It will do
heeding for good $3,600. Last week!
$22,000 or better, hi Buffalo, with special preem; great

Annie Rooney' (UA), mild

$3,000.

tan;'

in its
$14,000 and tops in Denver; is getting fine $28,500
fourth week at the N. Y. Astor; gigantic $18,000 in
second Washington session, with lemmes credited as
going for film; topping' K. C. with smash $10,000, aided
I^t^week, 'Saboteur' (U), light by special preem, and swell 15G in Cleveland, likewise helped by special price openmg.
StMe (P-S) (2,400; 30-40-50)— 'Mrs.
Abbott & Costello's new comedy, 'Pardon My SaMiniver' (M-G) (2d wk). Nothing
indicates the team has lost none of its popularever like it here so far as boxoffice rong,'
$18,000 in St. Louis to lead the town,
potency is. concerned. Set new high ity with a sock
K.C. (2 spots), rosy $16,000 in Baltimore,
straight film its first weelc.and great $9,500 in
great $15,000 in Cincinnati, ditto $7,000 in Memphis
still packing 'em hi for hefty
$12,000.
Last week, $20,000.
and smash $18,000 hi Chicago.
Uptown- (Par) (1,100; 30-40)— InStandout for 'Mhiiver,' of course, is the phenomenal
vaders' (Col).
First neighborhood $100,000 it likely will get for its tenth week at the vast
showing and fine $3,500 likely to be N. Y. Music Hall, which means around $1,015,000 for
atU^ed. Last week, 'Gal Sal' (20th), the 10-week run. Film is terrific at $64,000 in two
big $4,000.
houses, huge on .third San Francisco week, big
--^oHd (Par-Steffes) (350; 30-40-50- Boston
in
55)—'Ktogs Row' (WB) (3d wk). $22,000 for second Baltimore stanza, record $26,000
-third Philadelphia session,
fixtension of loop run brhigs this plc- Detroit, sock $30,000 on
lure into Its third downtown house. hefty on second "weeks in Minneapolis, Indianapolis
and
week,
Chi
Heading for big $3,500. Last week, and Buffalo; big $20,000 hi fourth
™nfo aV»- t*A A 111 /OAAI. \ ^Tj- >o n/^A «in nnn in «hirH SpafMn .cMh. Yankee Doodle Dandy'

prphenm (P-S) (2.800; 39-44-55)—
Shot' (WB) and Paul Whiteman

yii

orch on stage. Fine all-around entertainment and big $20,000 in prospect.
•

—

week

at the HiUstreet

and

Panteges will get a trhn $17,700,
while 'Gliy- Sisters' is racking up
$18,000 at the Downtown and Hollywood.
Orpheum is off about $8,000 from
the previous week, proving the value
.

(20th)
and 'Man Wouldn't Dife'
(20th). With sqck premiere will top
'Miniver' with smash $18,500.
Last
'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and

Martindales' .(20th).
Looks like
hefty $8,100. for. moveover.
Last
week, 'Parachute Nurse' (Col) and
Men of Texas' (U), good $7,500.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65)
—'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'At-

week

lantic
Convoy'
(Col),
Strong
$21,00d will Just about equal second
stanza here last week of 'This Above

65-78)—'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk).
Looks like strong $10,000 after Inl--

'Happened

(Fox) and 'Flymg With Music'
tUA).
Mlchigsn (United Detroit) (4,000;
'Husbands Necessary* (Par)
With Horace Heidt—Frankle Carle
hand.
Good $38,000. Last week,
•Blue Horizon* (Par) and 'Mister
iUA), very good $21,000.
Palms - SUte' (United Detroit)
50-65)—
'Blue Horizon* (Par)
(3,000;
and 'Mister
(UA). Okay $11,000.
Last week, 'Our Life* (WB) and
'Always in Heart* (WB), fine $12,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 50-85)—'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G).
Expected to do terrific $26,000, record-breaker at popular prices here.
.Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and
'Fhigers at Window' (M-G), nice
All'

,

'

50-65)

•

—

V

V

$12,000.

Flatbush*

(20th),

okay

$9,300 for six days.

Downtown (WB)

.

tial

(1A)0; 33-44-55-

session at $13,500.

Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 33-4465-65)—Tales of Manhattan' (20th).
Headhtefor.a sock $6,500. Last week
'Ships With Wings' (UA) (2d wk),'
Ught $1;300.
:

HawaU (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6575)—'Real Glory' (UA) (re-issue)
and 'Flyhig With Music! (UA). Sizeable $3,000.
Last week 'Ballerina'
(Indie) and 'Met on Skis' (Indie),
collects $1,000 hi four days.

(RKO)

(2,872; 33-44-55-

Bonrwood (WB)

(2,756; 33-44^55-

Hilistreet

65)— 'Eagle Squadron' (U) (3d wk)
and 'Blondie Victory' (Col). Tapered
but stlU robust at $10,200. LastWeek, 'Squadron' (U) (2d wk) and
'Mississippi Gambler' (U) (1st wk),

off

forte $13,800.

65-75)—'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk).
Strong $8,000.
Last week stout'
°

-

<-

$11,000.

Orpheum (D'town)

(2;200-,

33-44-

55-65)—'Drums of Congo' (U) and
'Sweater Girl* (Par), with Yvette
Dare, parrot dancer, heading 'steg«
show.

week

Just fair at $13,000.
I<ast
'Suicide Squadron' (Rep), with

Count Basie on

mark

Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
'Tales of ManhatUn' (20th), 'Pride of the Yankees'
With 'Mrs. Miniver' continuing its
Sarong' (U) began making
rMord-breaklng pace, and with Paul (RKO) and' 'Pardon My
Whiteman plus "The Big Shot,' «nd their appearance in leadhig key exchange cities this
hoxoSlce bets. 'Holipop price en- week, and all. three look like ace
gagement, giving splendid accounts day Inn' (Par), preemed In New York's big Paraof themselves, every boxoflice here mount, appears another big winner. These four are

holds

.

Summer Pay Off— 'Tales Manhattan/

'Fantasia' in its fifst

'Tales'

of a strong stage attraction, especialDetroit, Aug. II.
ly name bands. .Count Basle puUed
Figures at end of week here
a husky $21,000, above expectationi
should be plenty strong. Only house
with 'Suicide Squadron.'
size will hold back Tiilrs. Miniver'
Estimates for This Week
at United Artists, which is bre^ktaig
all recent house records.
Carthsy Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 35Fox is
strong with They AH Kissed the 44-55-65-76)—'Miniver'
(M-G) (3d
Bride' and 'Atlantic Convoy.'
wk). Minus day-and-date competiAfter two big weeks at the Fox, tion, third week bettered the second
This Abo.viB All' moved to Adams.
with fine $10,000. Last week good
Estimates for This Week
$7,000.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 33Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
This Above All' (20th) and 'Mad 44-55-65-75)— Tales of - Manhattan'

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

$6,000, fair.

of 'Mrs. Mhilver.'

over in three of the continued firstrun houses. Total take on the picture at the State and
Chinese is
heading for $41,000.
Trade conthiues firm in all spots,
despite the hot weather and an unseasonal heavy rain on Sunday
night Holdover of 'Eagle Squadron'

Last Tear.
.$277,000
(Based on 12 theatres)

Golden Qate (RKO)

65)

Week

smash

$19,000.
'

%

Los Angeles, Aug. 11.
Tales of Manhattan' is proving*'*
attraction on day-and-date
booking in five theatres, with a socko
$70,500.
At this figure it is running
better than the flve-theatte first

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Qrosa

ful $13,500.

(WB) and 'Was Framed* CWB), fell
somewhat short of expectations at

11

stage.

Recent house

with

shattered

Basie

crew

Fantaces (Pan) (2.812; 44-55-65-75)
—'Eagle Squadron' (U) (3d wk) and
(WB), got good $18,000 for 10th N. Y. week, and Is 'Blondie Victory* (Col) (1st wk).
collecting a hefty $20,000 in Providence.
Still pullhig and should post a ro'Wings for the Eagle' is soaring to a sturdy $40,000 bust $7,500. Last week ^Squadron'
on its second N. Y. week, is great, at $18,000 in bo^h (U) (2d wk) and 'Mississippi Gampicked up great
Newark and Jersey City, hefty $9,000 in
C. and bler' (U) (1st wk) $10,300.
forte on Frisco moveover, and. on second weeks in
Farsmouit (F&M) .(^1,596; 33-44Buffalo and Portland. 'Eagle Squadron,' now on ex- 55-65-75)—'Are Husbands Necessary'
tended runs in main key cities, is getting a trim $11,000 (Par) and 'Night New Orleans'
second St. Louis weeli, sock $11,000 in Pittsburgh, great (Par). Should do an okay $14,500.
$17,700 third session in two L. A. spota, fine $10,000 for Last week 'Joan of Ozarks'- (Rep)
sixth (nine-day) N: Y. stanza, fine in Oienver moveover and 'Men of Texas' (U). $13,600,
Paramonnt Hollywood (F&M) (l,-and stout $9,j)00 in second Louisville sesh. "This Above
44-55-65-75)
'Are' Husbands
All' (20th), like 'Squadron,' a war picture, looks a 409;
Necessary' (Par) and 'Night Newsmash' $25,000 in Chi, nice second week in Cleve- Orleans' (Par). Building for good
land, same at- $19,500 in Boston, good $9,000 in Indian- $8,500. Last week 'Joan of Ozarks'
apolis and trim $11,000 in third Washington week.
(Rep) and 'Men of Texas' (U), fair
'Crossroads' (M-G) is living up to ita initial promise $7,000.
State (Loew-WC> (2,204; 33-44-55-.
with bright $15,000 hi Jersey City, $18,000 in Brooklyn, nifty $7,000 in Memphis, hefty $13,500 in Cincin- 65-75)— 'Tales of Manhattan' (20th)
'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th).
and
nati, good $14,500 in Newark, $14,000 in Providence
Smash
$22,500 comhig up.- Last week
and $8,000 in second session in Cleveland. 'Sg.t.yYork'
'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and 'Han(WB) is a bit uneven thus far on pop-scale runs, being ?ened Flatbush' '(20th), normal

K

-

.

'

—

,

.

meager

in St. Louis, big in LouisviUe, thtai in Pittsburgh, but fine $18,000 in Frisco. 'Gay Sisters' (WB)
is classed strong at $18,000 in second week playing two
L. A. theatres.
Also fine in Cincy. 'Blue. Horizon'
(Par) is red hot $25,000 in Wash., aided by vaudeville, but meager in Cleveland and only okay in Detroit at $11,000.' Listed as cheerful at $11,000 in Indianapolis and strong $10,000 in Portland.
Off the ticker: 'Are Husbands Necessary?' (Par) will
be an excellent $38,000 or better in Detroit, assisted
by band; good $23,000 for two L. A. theatres and oke
in second 'Newark stanza. 'Friendly Enemies' (UA) is
getting good $11,000 in Chicago, while 'Old California'
(Rep) augurs a strong $9,000 in Portland and is domg
well in Denver. 'They All Kissed 'the Bride' (Col)- is
getting a mammoth $55,000 in Chicago, backed, by
band, and hefty $21,000 in Detroit. 'Annie Rooney'
(UA) is oke in its third Frisco week, nice in Philly
and neat in Pittsburgh. 'Affairs of Jimmy Valentine'
(Rep) is heading for a record $38,000 in Frisco backed
by band. Take a Letter' (Par) is doing trim $21,000
in Philly, and nice $14,000 in Baltimore,
'Big Shot'
(WB) is topping straight filmers in Fri^o with a great
$21,000, and 'My Favorite Spy' (RKO) is getting an
excellent $22,000 in Cleveland backed by a band.
'Maisie Gets Her Man' (M-O is dohig a strong $20,000
'
in Buffalo, aided by a band.

14,000.

UA (UA-WC)

(2,100;

33-44-55-65)—.

Tales of Manhattan' (20th) .and
'Man Wouldn't Dle'> (20th). Nicely
paced at $10,500. Last week 'Miniver' (M>-a) (2d wk), kept b.o. buzz-

hig at $12,600.
Wilshire (F-WC)

(2,206; 33-44-55of Manhattan' (20th) and
Die' (20th). Ahning
for strong $12,500. Last week 'Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk), went out a-

65)—'Talej

'Man Wouldn't

wingin' with fine $9,500.

Raise for Inkers
Hollywood. Aug. 11.
Inkers and painters at the Walt
Disney studio were (ipped from $22
and''$24 a week to $30 and $32.50. to
coinside with the scales recently
adopted by the Leon Schlesinger,
Screen Gems and other cartoon
plants.

New Disney scale Is effective as of
Aug. 3, but the Screen Cartoonists
Guild has asked that it be made retroactive to

June

1.

EXPLOITATIOM
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BURT CHAMPION WITH
PAR; FARNOL FOLDS

PoDock Chanenges Gallup Findmgs,

Women Sway Men s Pic

Sez

New

Editor, "Variety*:
Along the country's film rows
they're going to think that Dr. George
W. Gallup, who has been winding up
on -the industry's playfleld for some
time, is throwing a high and wide
ball at Hollywood when he urges it
to slant pictures for masculine teeponse rather than feminine as re-

—

ported In

last

Showmen

Choices

York,

week's 'Variety.'

Lion's

Roar Marks 1st

Anni With Special Issue

suggestion is that
let the doctor's pitch
bers. Issue starts a
one.- At best they'll

new department

hit a foul if they swing— and they based on letters 'from readers of the
The mag, entitled The Exhibitor's Roar.'
might strike out altogether.
doctor got his opinion from samplings
Besides this new feature, coverof theatre audiences across the coun- ing four pages in the anniversary
try which revealed, he said, that number, it also highlights a 'stars of
-

more men than women attend U.

S.

tomorrow' section. Feature producPromptly, he took this to- tions come in for a play or special
Indicate that changes in production analysis .photographically.
Recent
Aim for the shorts of the company receive a
trends are in order.
men instead of the women and you'll break in an eight-page section highup your grosses, he advised.
lighted by the award of the NaBut it just doesn't make good sense tional Headlihers Club to News of
to the showmen, and they don't even
Day for the outstanding achievebother to- question the doctor's figment in the newsreel field during
ures. More men than women may atthe past year.
tend movies all right, but that means
The Lion's Roar is supervised by
nothing as far as tipping oft a proHoward Dietz and prepared by the
ducer on where the money is. Thedepartpublicity - ad - exploitation
atre men probably haven't bothered
ments of Metro in N. Y. and Hollyto ihink about it much, but they
wood. Si Seadler is managing edlr
have long known that it is not the
tor, Howard Strickling contributing
percentage of men as against women
editor, and Thomas 'W. Gerety assoin 'the audience th^t counts. It's how
ciate editor.
did most of them get'>there?
Wljen you figure it out, the film
men say, you wind up with the
American female as your answer, Hollywood
Bond
almost every time. Dr. Gallup toyed
with point when he admitted that the
of 'Doodle' Gets
female- exercise; greater influence
than the male on choices of picture
Almost $5,000,000
when they attend in couples. But
movies.

War

Preem

having said that he was satisfied
that It wasn't very significant because he' had figures showing men
attend alone more than women, and
this,

he

felt,

Hollywood, Aug.

tomorrow

Sellout looms for

11.

night's

Coast showing of 'YanDoodle Dandy' at Warners'

amply counteracted the (Wed.)

first

'choice' factor. And he passed on to kee
other deductions instead of digging
Hollywood theatre, with admission
deeper right where he was.
restricted to War Bonds selling for
Other Conolnslona
Had he done so he might have from $25. to $25,000 per seat.
come to the following conclusions
Sales for premiere perked up yesthat every showman knows by heart terday (Monday), with result the
—if he can't prove it by arithmetic: midnight tab on' aertiflcation by
1. The fact that in a mixed couple agencies
distributing
the tickets
It will be the woman who makes the showed, a total sale of close to
choice of picture to see is not half $5,000,000. Final two-day sale showed
as important °as the point that it is abundance of sales in the $5 to $25,the woman who decides whether she 000 bracket, with quite a number of
and her man will go to a movie in $50,000 also being made.
the first place any moviie! It's when
Western premiere of the picture
you have made a picture that has
and its patriotic sponsorship will be
successfully intrigued feminine inmade a gala affair, with all the trimterest that the gals start hypoing
mings that go with such an -event.
their males to take them to see it.
Before the picture is unreeled, Joan
2. The fact that more men than
"

—

.

Leslie,

femme

star of 'Dandy,' will

DeBra s Talk Converts Educators
Into Enthusiasts for the Fihn Art
Hays OKs Margie Hart

N. Y. office, finding it too much to
handle his war work as well as
supervise the operation of outside
endeavors.

First birthday of Lion's Roar magChampion may work
azine, published by Metro, is being
job permanently.
marked by the company with an
extra-sized anniversary issue, compro- bining the July and August num-

ducers had best
go by as a bad

'

Burt Champion, associated with
the Lynn Farnol publicity office
for some time, has joined Paramount
to handle the N. Y. run of 'Wake
Farnol, a
Island' at the Rivoli.
major in the army, has closed up his

into .the

Pic but Not Pressbook

With Monogram and Producers
Riv Releasing Corp.- now releasing pic- Thursday (8), remained to applaud '
tures in which former burlesque Arthur H. DeBra, of the educationai
strip-teasers are starred, the former division of the Motion Picture Prohas run Into difficulty 'with the Hays ducers & Distributors Assn., was on
office

Pix Bunch Kudos

over

Ann

the firing line to reply to criticisms
of pictures and the industry as
a
whole, with Dr. Clyde R. Miller
associate professor of education at
picture received a Hays Columbia, not only admitting the
educators
would
return
to
code seal, but no aptheir
given to the press book communities as more intelligent
now been found objec- critics of motion pictures, but laud,
several scores. Accord- ing 'United We Stand,' new 20th.

Corio

is

gle Siren.'

The Hart

Greenthal on Eve

office

'Lure of the Islands.'
starred in this, while
the star of PRC's 'Jun-

its

Margie Hart

PCA

is

proval was
which has
tionable on
ing to understanding in all PCA mat- Fox documentary feature, as a mag.
ters, approval must be given to the niflcent 'piece' of editing.
Edmund Reek, producer of Mopress book and other ad and publicity material if the code seal Is vietone News, was host at the con.
fab arranged
'I
made more tearing up chain to stand. Mono understood to have Earl AUvine, via the MPPDA, while
editor of 'United,' disvolunteered to withdraw the obletters 'last week than what MonHe dejectionab],e press book and substitute cussed realism' in features.
tailed how this feature was comroe Greenthal will get working for another- for approval,
piled
from
actual
newsreel mateUncle Sam in the War Production
rial gathered by Movietone.
PicBoard,' was Grad Sears' way of payture was screened after his talk.
ing tribute to the resigned publicity- Nathan Golden Outlines
Point was emphasized that the best
propaganda Is the truth intelligently
advertising director of United Arpresented,
as
In
Aid
'United
We
to
Gov't
Stand,'
tists,
who was farewelled with a
because the 'truth never boomerangs.
stag dinner by his pals at Toots
Answering the charge that U. S.
2 Indnstry
Shor's restaurant, N. Y., Friday night
films give citizens of other countries
a
false
impression
of
'But it certainly is not only
(7).
AmerGetting the industry statistical
a tribute to a great, patriotic boy, survey into operation and coopera- icanism, one of some 13 questions
brought up in Columbia classes this
but to our industry, the picture busi- tion on the industry's September war year, DeBra replied:
'That's right.
ness, that Donald Nelson selected bond and stamp drive were problems So do British, French, German and
that occupied the Public Relations Russian
films give false impressions
Monroe to put a half-Nelson on the
Committee (eastern divisijin) at its
We try
salvage work so vital, to the war weekly' session last Thursday (6). to us of their nationals.
our best to minimize this... but in
Nathan Golden, head of the film divi- the making
effort.'
of drama, especially moWith Si Seadler as toastmaster, sion of the Department of Com'merce, tioa pictures, all of us are prichairman Sears' and g. of h. Green- outlined what aid his office could marily concerned with our domestio
give the film business.
thal were flanked by an assortment
markets and we presume the audiS. Barrett McCormick, chairman of
of mildly bawdy, placards and herence for the. pictures we produce
the PRC, appointed Robert Gillham
alds, which only a film ad bunch
will correct Impressions presented
(chairman), Hal Home and Maurice
could turn out, and also some 50
Bergman as- a sub-committee to su- on the screen through their knowlintimates from tfmong the advertisedge of the real background or anpervise the industry statistical cening, picture and trade press buhch.
tecedents of the situations presus. It was pointed out that the film
Major Hal Roach and David (Skip) business census could be expedited sented. .far too much emphasis has
Weshner, who succeeids Gree'nthal as via information and statistics avail- been put on the importance of this.
pub-ad chief for UA, were among able to the Commerce Department, Our impressions of another nation
the serious .tribute-payers, amidst the while the industry would reciprocate and its nationals are as complex in
goodnatured ribbing which usually by supplying data to the Department their opigin as the very media
through which we contact them.'
attends show biz functions of this of Commerce.
'Why No Labor Leader Hero7'
character.'The PRC spent considerable time
The educators posed the question
Greenthal will h.q. in Washington lining up assistance for S. Charles
as to why no labor leader had been
henceforth, working under Lessing Einfeld and Oscar Doob on the
made a hero in films, with DeBra
Rosenwald, of the WPB brairitrust- $1,000,000,000 Stamp and Bonds cam- pointing to six features which might
ers, on scrap and salvage campaigns. paign next month. .David Lipton and
qualify as having a labor leader as
As chairman of the publicity commit- Earl Wingart, latter now with the hero. He appended his remarks by
tee for the War Activities Committee PRC, were named a sub-committee
qualifying the -term 'labor leader'
of
the
Motion Picture Industry, to supply exploitation men for the as 'not all successful labor leaders
Greenthal was thrown closely in con- 250 personal appearance dates of film are professional union delegates.'
stars in September,
tact with many D.C. officials on bond

Of W.P.B. Chores

Fdms On

-

programs

.

.

—

fare.

Men
women

go everywhere alone,, but
hardly anywhere outside of
their shopping and beauty i>arlor visIts.
The bulk of any successful <how
audience always consists of couples.
Suggestion to Dr. Gallup:
Instead o( canvassing a cross-section of the whole country, simplify
the job by canvassing every patron
In one theatre but pick a house
that is sma^ing its boxoffice record.^
And ask the patrons why they came.

—

There will be men who attended
alone. Probably there will be some

women who attended alone. Neither
means anything. The big point, if
you're looking for success secrets, iis
that most of the house will be
formed by mixed pairs, the females
of which had previously announced
to their males: 'Let's go to see 'Mrs.
Miniver' tonight.'. Or it might have
been 'Rebecca' or 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' or 'Gone With the Wind.'
And the men said, 'Okay, honey,'
and stumbled along— little suspecting
they were going to mislead a lot of
bright, young statisticians into thinking that it was their idea in the first
place.

Lou

Pollock.
[Former eastern ad-publicity manager for Universal, now freelancing,]

What'll the Navy Say?
Hollywood, Aug.

11.

Femme lead in 'Destroyer,' opposite Edward G. Robinson at Columbia,' goes to Janet Blair.
FJinlng is slated for early October under producer Lou Edelman.

whom will fall the honor
of christening the first Liberty ship
which part of the proceeds will
build.
'Yankee boodle Day' has
audience to

been proclaimed by Mayor Fletcher
Bowron.
Frisco Tlenp

'

.

sales

-'

^a>
.

l

i

in

industry's $1,000,000,000' .September
bond drive. He will contact exhibitors \n the Omaha and Des Moines
ten'itories and outline plans In conMemphis, Aug, 11.
nection with the campaign.
Warner theatre will experiment
with morning matinees for war plant
.

convention

plant

employee,

to'

-Harry

Martin,

-

^
'

.

Chi

Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager,. -presided at the confab,
and outlined the 1942-43 product,
which is described as 'the most outstaijding program of films in the
.

history.'

Thirty-four branch, home office,
and western' division execs and
salesmen checked in at convention.

Cohen Pals Help Philly Bow
Philadelphia, Aug.

Ops Extend

Rolls

11.

Ten intimate friends of George M.
Cohan will be the honored guests at
the' opening
showing of 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' at the Stanley -Warner Boyd tomorrow (Wednesday).

If the morning show ''draws well,
said he would try to work
out a schedule of regular a.m. exhibitions for the guys who build the

.

Russel Birdwell's freelance flackery is expanding its. Manhattan staff
guns and planes.
and quarters. Charles Daggett has
come on from the Coast office and
Frances Fenton and C. R. Condon
Connie Mack, vet A's manager and have been added to the payroll.
The expansion is the result of two
fellow townsman of Cohan's from
'Vic new clients, Ted Collins-Kate Smith
Captain
Brookfield,
Mass.;
Guiness, cartoonist, now with the account and the General Motors film
Marines; Bert Bell, owner of Pitts production unit.

McLinn,

sports

commentator;

WCAU

which depict

social

housing,
as bad
poor education and other factors
producing criminals being successsaid
DeBra
ful screen productions,
many such type films had been good
boxofTice.

Block-booking was brought up by
the educators with the interrogation
After exif it was 'altogether evil.'
plaining the term, DeBra said: "There
never was any intended evil in this
as
answer
business practice and the
to whether it 'Avas altogether evil
or -altogether good was dependent
exan
from
upon whether it came
hibitor or from a distributor. When
the so-called Consent Decree was

entered into) the heat went out of
the question.' He said' selling in
blocks of five still is in effect and
be'ifi the change, most exhibitors
came very conscious of the virtues,
of blockbooking and many of them
sales
would like to return to earlier
methods.'
Asked if the films could reveal
Ford, McCormick and the Pattersons as Hearst was revealed in
J. H. MAC FABLANS'S SWITCH 'Citizen Kane,' DeBra said: 'Well,
'Citizen
James H. MacFarland, for years a now, 'was it Mr. Hearst in
MPPDA memfilm publicist, has gone into the real Kane'?' He said the
excellent,
bers have made many
estate business in Jersey.
Point
MacFarland was at one time pub- biographies and that the West
him of
licity dire(:tor of Faramount's As- staff recently had informed
'Ten Gentoria,. L. I. studio. Radio City Miisic how pleased It was with
He said
Hall, Rivoli, N. Y., and has been as- tlement from West Point.'
being
sociated at' various times with Uni- a biography of Henry Ford Is
contemplated.
versal. 20th-Fox and Paramount
'

Thomas J. Labi-um, publicist; Stan
Lee Broza, program director of
Cohan's cronies ^yill 'be dined at Old WCAU, and Powers Gouraud,
Bookbinder's
Restaurant,
Cohan's gossiper.
hangout when he played Philly, then
Gouraud will be 'guest' on his own
they'll be driven in hansom car- program,
interviewed' by Everett
riajges to the theatre.
Callow,
Stanley-Warner publicity
Cohan's 10 Philly pals include: head, on his reminiscences of (I!ohaa.

As to pictures
conditions, such

,

Birdwell Expands

Waugh

burgh Steel'ers; Herman Taylor, fight
promoter; Harry Jordan, ex-manager
of
the
Keith's
theatre;
Stoney

leaders nave iarea™ec(er ai Ine
hands of pictures than business
executives. He described the unions
and labor leaders as relatively 'newcomers' as compared with leaders in
other walks of public life. He felt
that like other professional groups
which have had to wait for public
recognition and acclaim, the laborites also would have to await until
the union has been accepted as an
liistitu'tibn devoted to general welfare.

Chicago, Aug. 11.
Chicago Motion Picture Operators
Union, Local 110, has opened its
membership rolls for the first time
in 20 years, voting to eliminate the
'permit' .system in order to take in
operators as regular members.
Approximately 1^0 of the 400
operators now holding permits will
be admitted. These replace the approximately 200 members who. have
died'in the last 20 years. Previously,
their place was taken by permit

hour.

short time ago.

company's

iT lMi>i »T

Mats for Defense People

that .closed here today (11). The amusements editor of the Commerconfabbers met in the 'Yankee cial Appeal and 'Variety' corresp'onDoodle'' room of St. Francis hotel,- dent, appealing for pix. schedules
heard 'Yankee Doodle' music from giving a break to workers on afterthe hotel orch, and some drank noon and night shifts.
'Yankee Doodle' brandy at the
McCain's letter in print drew
'Yankee Doodle' bar up the street.
pronto
announcement from Col.
The meeting ropm name and music Howard Waugh, Warner manager,
were arranged with the hotel man- that 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' will
agement, but, by happy coincidence, open at 9:30 o'clock Friday morning
the 'Yankee Doodl^' bar opened a (14) rather than at the usual noon men.
.

i

WB Vox Popped Into A M.

>

regional

trt

plane for Des Moines and Omaha in
behalf of the War Activities Committee to sound the keynote on the

cused attention .on himself.

San Francisco, Aug. 11.
Warner execs and salesmen from workers, hitherto untried in
these
the western
territory are
more
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' conscious parts.
Locally, suggestion came in a
than ever, because of the arrangeletter
from
Hugh
E. McCain, defense
ments someone dreamed up for the
two-day

'

'

'

i

"dlenceSii ricaC«s only tha'
the movies alone women rarely do.
But not enough men go alone to keep
any theatre alive except the occasional action house here and there in
congested downtown centres of larger
cities where there are enough male
drifters and time-killers to keep a
grind spot running on a diet of
gangster, adventure and rawer sex

Teachers and supervisors from
over the U. S. attending the Columbia University summer session
who
apparently caflae to heckle the film
business at a roundtable discussion
In 20th-Fox projection room
last

'

.

'
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CHINESE EPIGRAM:
"You can

substitute

a turnip for an egg

only once!^^

AMERICAN EPIGRAM;
"The
feels

box-office always

good when

Lee-O

the

feels

pulse of the publicP
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THE BOX-OFFICE IS
YOUR ONLY YARD-STICK!
The new page written in amusement
The decision not to advance prices

history by amazing "Mrs. Miniver"

for

it!

The phenomenal records set by "Woman of
The consistent business done by M-G-M's

the Year'*—

"Ship Ahoy," "Tortilla Flat." "Rio Rita" and othersPublic response to spine-tingling "Crossroads"

The

recollection of a season that included:

"Shadow

(Bi/I VovodXy

Hedy Lamarr)

"Honky Tonk," "Johnny

Eager,"

& Mr. Hyde,"

Thin Man," "Babes on Broadway," "Dr. Jekyll
"Courtship of Andy Hardy," "Bugle Sounds" and plenty more!
These are FACTS and FIGURES that say:

M-G'M

'•5

V.O

i

1

of the

leads as usual in the final check-up

When you
a

see

flash in the

pan—

REMEMBER!
M-G-M

for 18 years has been SOLID!
During days that rocked the world
Through depressions, bank holidays,
Through Consent Decrees and upheavals
Through thick and thin a friend Indeed!

Your confidence
Is correctly

Just

when

in these uncertain times

placed again in

M-G-M.

^

other folks are taking bows

Alortg comes Leo arm-in-arm with "Mrs. Miniver"

It's

always happened and

it

always will!

FOR INSTANCE! LOOK AHEAD AND
SEE SOME OF THE NEW PRODUCT
FROM YOUR MINIVER MAN!

TELEGRAM FROM HOLLYWOOD
about "Somewhere Vll Find You":
"Clark Gable and Lana Turner take up in 'SOMEWHERE
I'LL FIND YOU' where they left off in 'Hgnky Tqnk.»
Preview reaction last night at Glendale was terrific with

femme

sighs for hottest screen

romance in

years.

Picture

teems with lusty action and packs wallop with timely
max that has them cheering in the aisles."

cli-

TELEGRAM FROM HOLLYWOOD
about "Seven Sweethearts":
"'SEVEN SWEETHEARTS'

is Leo's sweetheart for the new season, vPasternak's first fot
packs a melodious warmth and romantic charm that captivated preview a;udienctf
last night at Inglewood. Kathryn Grayson's velvet voice thrilling. Van Hefliri steps tO
stardom and. Marsha Hunt and all others round out a perfect cast* Frarik Borzage hita

M-G-M

'Seventh Heaven' directorial
love

stride.

'SEVEN SWEETHEARTS'."

Here's one to ring

all

the

bells;

All the world wfll

TELEGRAM EROM HOLLYWOOD
about "For Me and My Gal":
"Start

now

to promise the trade that

'FOR

AND MY

ME

GAL' will be one of the great boxof our time. That's what everyone
agreed last night after Inglewood preview. Judy
Garland rises to newest heights as top musical
and dramatic star. George Murphy has never
been better. Gene Kelly of 'Pal Joey' fame was
office

hits

WEST COAST!

sonality audience

went

for. Picture

new per-

has thrilling

qualce. Sure-fire rouiical whirl*

and crammed with one hit sequence
another. With current Vogue of vaudeville

revival this

is

really

form,

Ann

Sothern

tunes

and

Sothem is a real

brilliant

and a screenful of

musical com-

edy star in a sensadonal film>
ingof the long-run Broadway

talent,

temptxcsies.

stage hitl

As we go to press:
ANOTHER TELEGRAM
FROM HOLLYWOOD:

TELEGRAM FROM

HOLLYWOOD
about "Yank at Eton*':

"Here's a sleeper but it will wake up America.

Last night's sneak preview of 'THE

Mickey Rooney's

"It*s

Ann

wind with Red Skelton in top

something to rave about!"-

Preview at Loew'a

New Rochelle confirnu WestCoast
predictions that "Panama Hattie"
is the most uproarious musical
show in years. Audience literallT
shriek^ with laughter at Red
Skelcon and his comic palt.

audience laughed so hard it
seemed like a California eaith-

timely appeal
after

EAST COASti

Alexandria

Theatre ac Glendale yelled
"Uncle" when boijterout Preview

-

hailed as discovery of the year, a definite

AGAINST MRS. HADLEY'
on everybody.

all-time topper."

It

WAR

«neaked up

packs a wallop you won't

have to see this for yourself
and the sooner the better you'll feci!"

forget. You'll

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

LEO IS GREATEST WHEN
THE NEED IS GREATEST!
Read every word of what follows because then
that the

and

M'G'M

personalities!

Studio in

all its

you'll

know why all Hollywood agrees

years has never housed such a wealth of product^

In addition to the marvelous attractions already previewed and

on the opposite page here are btief flashes of coming entettaiiunent head*
The new Andy Hardy picture "Andy Hardy Steps Out" is timed rdd hot 'to
minute and wowed the first preview audience.

pictured
liners:

the

Robert Taylor, Charles Laughton and Brian Donlevy in a powerful
present war, filmed in cooperation with the
Altowt

is

an early scene sti{{ from

Mrs.

^ famed

U.

S.

isea

Navy, tentative

dr^ma of die
"Cargo of.

title;

Innocents."
best'SeHeT"Random

MINIVER'S NEXT BIG

HIT:"RANDOM HARVEST'

demand of the

to meet the

public that set records for their

"Woman of the Yeari**

"Kismet" goes before the cameras shortly with William Powell in the tide
"Whistling in Dixie"

is

a

sure'fire vehicle for

radio today, whose popularity

is reflected

Red

role.

Skelton, the hottest firecracke^

on

in his current releases "Ship Ahoy/'^'Maisie

Gets Her Man." (And soon "Panama Hattie.")
"Cairo," a smouldering song-filled romantic musical drama starring Jeanette MacE>ona1d and Robert'
Young, is just what the fans wantl
,

Watch

fi» "Tiih," the belbved

Mary Roberts Rinehart

character

On die screen.

•

I

»

Yes indeed, you've teen just part of the M'G-M produa story in the$« pages and
story cv« told in motion picture annals.

And

that old love-affair goes" merrily

it's

the sweetest

on—

UNITY!

*
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PICTURES
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Warners Buy Out Weiland

city manager In Litchfield, HI., for
Frlslna.

Frank Davis purchased the Alamo,
Stewardson, 111., from Omar MasTown has prohibited Sunday
pix but Davis is .trying to break

in Pitt;

FILM BOOKING CHART

sey.

Other Theatre-Exchange Briefs

(For information of theatre and film. exchange bookert Variett presents
a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing comJones at Varsity, Dallas
panies for the current quarterlv period. Date of reviews as given in
Dallas, Aug. 11.
Vawety and the running time of prints ore included.)
Thomas E. 7ones new manager of
Varsity under Paul Scott, supervisor Key to Type Abbreciattojw:
Melodrama; P Conxedy; CD Corned)/of Interstate Circuit's North and East
Western;
Drama; RD ^Romantic Drama;
Musical.
Dallas Theatres.
He replaces Joe Dronw;
Figures herewith indicate date of Vamety's review and running, time.
Jackson, called for army.

down

the opposish.

Tom

ton, succeeding Weldon W. Parsons,
Pittsburgh,. Aug. 11.
to San Antonio to manWarner Bros, closed a deal (or the transferred
Majestic there. Deason has
Weiland theatre here, purchasing it age the
been in theatre business for 15 years,
from the veteran exhibitor, Albert starting as the majority of Interstate
A. Weiland, and negotiating a new executives have, as an usher.
His
long-term lease on the property first job was at the Melba, in Dallas.
from the owners, J. J. Coyne and
Louis Schwartz. Name of house has
Beatty
Bros.
Allied
Centre.
already been changed to the
Reglna, Sask., Aug. 11.
Soisson theatre in Connellsville
P. W. Johnston, associated with R.
sold by Ideal Amusement Co. to
Brown Amus. Co. here. In addition M. Beatty in operation of the Capitol
and Crescent, Red Deer, Alberta, for
to the sale itself, an extended lease
was executed for the premises in- 16 years, has retired from firm, W.
in
cluding the space occupied by sub- E. Beatty has joined his brother
operating the two theatres, having
tenants.

now

being
managed by Mary Seyman, succeeding her brother, Joseph Seyman, into
Lilly,

Liberty,

army

Pa.,

service.

August Gonlin, out of commission
for the last four montl^s because of
eye infection,- returned to work at
Universal exchange, where he's in
Illness left
charge of accessories.
Gonlin with split vision in his left
eye.

Lawrence R-

Monogram

Carettie,

booker, and Ida Faust were married just a few days before his induction into the army last week.

headed by Mark
Goldman, honored Carettie with a
farewell party at the Nixon Cafe

Monogram

staff,

prior to his departure, presenting
him with a gift and a check.
C. C. Kellenberg, formes chief
barker, of Variety Club and' local
20th-Fox biggie, one of officials in
charge of Pennsylvania State Ameri-

M—

W—

'

.'

made

in
Menlo theatre
of
P*i., by C. W. Dickinson.
Mervin Framer, broth:.- of Walt
man and
staff
Framer,
special events announcer, added to
the WB publicity department here in
temporary capiicity, filling in while
J. K. (Robbie) Robertson, assistant
to Jimm^ Totman, ad chief, is .on
sick leave. In meantime, Mitchell

Charleroi,

WWSW

third in command,
to take over some of

Jr.,

moving up

'Robertsons duties.

Tommy

Delbridge,

assistant

at

Penn, oh for Kansas City, Dayton
and Indianapolis to do some relief
managing in Loew houses there during the vacation period.
Arthur Klein, projectionist .at
Pastime, s uffer ed slight burns when

visions to lure

the stand with the musicians before
Earl Hines' band would continue
work at the Laurel Gardens here
Friday (7) evening. One of Hines'
men was clipped by an empty bottle
tors, was last week sworn in as (Chithrown by one of the patrons at a
cago Park Commissioner.
Schoen- dance
for Negro jitterbugs.
Bottle
stadt Was sworn in at City Hall by
Major Edward J. Kelly, who offi wasn't aimed at the sax player it
hit, but the fact that it missed the
ciated at the ceremony.
m.c. it was intended for didn't lessen
thn musician's hurt. He was off the
Parltes'To and Fro
Leon Netter, homeoffice Par thea stand for an hour.
tre' executive in charge of the south,
Hines was all for packing up his
returned to N. Y. Monday (10) after outfit and leaving the spot after the
making a tour of Dixie. He contacted glass flew, but the promoter threatPar partners-^operators in Dallas, ened not to pay
off, so the leader,
New Orleans,- Jacksonville, Atlanta consented
to continue only after po-*
and way points. Sam Dembow, Jr.,
who handles the northern tier of lice protection wasv- secured.

Schoenstadt a Park Comm'r
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Hertry Schoenstadt, one of the Chicago's pioneer theatre chain opera'

i i

t iii

i ll

Mid-State Theatres has just
opened at Montgonjery, Pa., named
the Eagle. Takes its tag from fact

RKO

Service flag honoring members of
the film industry in the service will
be unveiled next Monday (17) on
"Vine street— in the heart of Film
-

Army and Navy

-at"

$1.65 top.
Hypo of the 'Eileen' business indicates that reduced prices are. attracting a wider audience, or lurir^g
.

Promotions
Mike Poller, in charge of RKO's
that Montgbmerv is in the heart of playdate department at the homethe Bald Eagle Mountain range.
.office since 1937, has been appointed
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.

laggard balconyites to sit on the. first
floor, a novelty for them. It is usual
that when managers cut prices they
department in film buying-booktng lower operating expenses, principally
13 years ago, Poller subsequently
by slicing salaries, but that does not
shifted into distribution in various
apply to .'Claudia,' presented by John
capacities, including an aide post
with -Julfs. Levey when latt^ held (Jolden, who is. not- known to have
ever lowered actors'- pay.
Mochrie's present post.
Reducing prices at 'the boxoffice
Two branch promotions made by
Mochrie durifig the past week are is a variation of cut-rating. HereJ. -B. 3rech'een,- Charlotte manager,' tofore Leblang's handled most of the
to same spot in the larger Washing- half-price tickets, for
which it .got
ton exchange, and the upping of Rovy
a fee. That money is saved by the
F. Branon from
salesman's
assistant to Bob
sales manager.

Originally

general

Mochrie,

joining

'

RKO's

theatre

'

23

.

.

-

of the

12

Inter-

.

-Paul

neighborhood theatres in Hous- Elmo,

>

J. Bcal-V. Field
.L. Carrlllo-A. Devlne

C

D

W
M

80

P. O'Brlen-G.

61

,c.

Ford

B. Boyd-A. Davis
SteVens-I. Manning

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/16/42
Prairie

Gnnsmoke

W
M

(Col)

Drums ot .the Congo (U)
Wings for the Eagle (WB) 6/3
Arizona Bound. (Mono) 9/10/41

B. Elllot-T. RItter
CI
85

M
W

S.

Erwin-O. Mnnson

A, Sherldan-D. Morgaa
B. Jones-T. McCoy

58

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/23/42

M
M

Escape from Crime (WB)

6/3
This Above AU (20th) 5/13
Pierre ot the Plains (M-G) 6/17

RD

R. Travls-J. Bishop
T. Power-J. Fontaine
J, Carroll-R. Hussey
J. Paiker-J. Archer

51
118
65

C

HI Neighbor (Rep)

WEEK OF BELEASE
CD

MaU (M-G) 6/17
The Sombrero Kids (Rep)

Jackass

-

.Joan of Ozark (Rep) 7/22
Invisible Agent (U> 8/5
Lucky Legs (Col)

7/30/42

W. Beery-M. Main

80

C
C

D. Barry-L. Merrick
Cavona-J. E. Brown
Massey-J. HaU

80
79

M

MU

J,
J.

J.

Falkenberg-K. Harris.

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/6/42
C

Blondle For Victory (Col)
Crossroads (M-G) 6/24
Smart Alecks (Mono)
Canyon (Rep)
It Happened In FUtbuth (20th)
Pardon My Sarong (U) 8/5

P. SIngleton-R.

RD'

.

CD.

6/3

lake

W. Powell-H. I.amarr
R. Pryor-M. Rosenbloom
G. Autry-S. Burnett
L. Nolan-C. Landls
Abott & CosteUo

34

WC

'

-

Call ot the

C

Brands sold the Elmo, St. Miniatures and a new 'Crime Does
to John Dickson, former Not Pay' short, 'Keep 'em Smiling.'

111.,

W

Bad Men ot the Bills (Col)
Mrs. Miniver (M-G) 5/13
HUlblUy Blltzkrcig (Mono)
Timber (U)
Shadows of the "Sage (Rep)

D

Talk of the

Town

C. Starrctt-L. Walters
G. Garson-W. PIdgeon

133

C

-

WC

-

8/20/42
C, Orant-J. Arthur
B. Jones-T. McCoy
R. Mllland-B. Fields

MW

(Col)

Borders.ot the West (Mono)
Are Husbands Necessary (Par) 6/17
Pri6rlUes on Parade (Par)
7/29
The Pled Piper (20th) 7/8
The Old Homestead (Rep)

CD
D

80
78
84

MU

A. Miner—J. Johnson
H. Woolley-R. McDoweU
Weaver Bros.

C

'

B. Duncan-E. Kennedy
L. Carlllo-A, Divine

B. Steel-T. Tyler

WEEK OF BELEASE

.

well as city officials and
industry figures will speak.
.John McEUan new assistant manager at Trans-Lux,
vice
Jerry
Beaker who enlisted in the Navy.
Dave Weinstein, Cedar manager,
transferred to the helm of the Stua
chair to
managers through direct cutting,
dio, replacing Dick Mayer, resigned. take 'Charge of the Charlotte branch.
which may explain why Leblang's
Stanley Benford, manager of the
has had no cut rates on hand for
Stanley- Warner Colonial,' on
the
Not the Film Booker
weeks.
mend at Jewish Hospital after pneuPhiladelphia, Aug. 11.
monia seige.
ThirS show at $1.65 top, except
The Lorraine, Affiliated house, beSam Solomon, formerly with Ross- ing rebuilt and to be known as the Saturdays, is 'Stars on Ice,' at the
Federal, new manager of the Capitol, Booker.
In the heart of a giant 3,000-seat Center. Original rink reWoodbine, N. J. He replaces Joe Negro housing project, it's named vue there was $2.75 top, but the
Kane, now in Army.
after
the great Negro educator, prices were reduced,
with the reBooker T. Washington.
sult that 'It Happens on Ice' ran
Mtrisches' Takeover
nearly twice as long as was first inMilwaukee, Aug. 11.
5 Camp -Theatres
dicated.
'Stars' opened at the pop
The Hollywood, deluxe nabe, acCharlotte, N. C, Aug. 11.
scale
recently
quired by Harold Mirisch and his
and its pace is close
Five picture theatres are^ being
brother Marvin, and being managed erected at the permanent camp area to capacity.
by Eugene Arnstein, formerly with of the marine barrack^ at Hadnot
Fox.
Point, New. River; according to Col..
W. D. Woods, of Chicago, who has D. L. S. Brewster, post commandant.
Metro's
Shorts
.succeeded Robert T. Smith, deceased, Four of the theatres will have caas branch manage; of the Warner pacity for 1,000- persons each;, the
Bros, exchange here; has announced fifth will: seat 2,000.
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
the promotion of Ben Schwenke to
With 23 short subjects in preparathe post of office manager, with Jack
tion and
being shot and edited,
^
Malone's House
Kaiser assuming Schwenke's former
Metro is currently facing a heavy
job as head booker.
St. 'Louis, Aug; 11.
schedule in this department, headed
The Time, new 700-seater, Sa- by five Pete Smith specialities.
vannah, 111., opened with Vern MaDeason's 12 Houses
Also included in the schedule are
lone, former operator of chain of
Houston, Aug. 11.
A. D. Deason, former manager of flicker houses out of Monroe, La./ five John Nesbitt passing parades;
five
Our Gang -comedies, seven
thf Tyler and the Liberty in Tyler, managing.
officers, as

H

Convoy (Col)
Top Sergeant (U)
FUght Uentenant (Col) 8/5
Tumble Weed Trail (PRC)
Spy Ship (WB) 6/3
Atlantic

vm^tmmmym.

son's

Fhtlly's Service VnvellinK

W

'

Cut-Rate

named supervisor

Drew

-

'

i

state

K. Kyser-E.

.

FUe damaged projector cation Friday (7). Here from Chiand booth and patrons were driven cago for conferences on other matLegit
from the theatre by smoke. Pastime ters is Jules Rubens, operator of the
Great States circuit, controlled by
owned by Mannie Steinberg.
.Continued from page 1;
New house which H. J. Thomp Par.
been playing repeats on the road

Prominent

M. Donglas-J. Crawford

.

Hospital.

Row.

8fi

85

MU

M 67 F. Cravcn-M. Howard
MU 68 Andrews Sis. i. E.'Lewla
them right out again.
M 60
Terry-L. Carrlllo
At Laurel Gardens, in Newark, Fri- Silver Bullet <U) 8/5
W 58 3.D.MacBrown-F.
Knight
RD 82 H. Bogart-J. Manning
day (7), Hines demanded and got The BIc Shot (WB) 6/3
Maenlflcent Dope (20Ui) 6/3
CD 84 H. Fonda-D. Ameche
police protection on the bandstand The
77 D. Lamour-R. Denning
M
Beyond (he Blue Horizon (Par) 5/6
after an exuberant jitterbug hit a
operated the Roxy at Stettler, Al- sax player with a bottle. The fact
WEEK OF RELEASE 6/18/42
berta, for eight years. He sold it to that the bottle
was actually aimed Parachute Nurse
(Col)
M. S. Park, Wetaskiwin, Alberta. at the m.c, who must've
7/29
M 63 M. Chapman-P. Clark
ducked, Riders of The Northlands (Col)
W
C. Starrett.<R. Hayden
Park will operate the Roxy and a
didn't
allay
Hines'
fears.
Cam- Powder Town (RKO) 5/13
CD
V. MacLaglen-E. O'Brien
theatre at Wetaskiwin.
Lady
In
A
Jam
(U)
7/1
Knowles
C
I. Dunne-P.
bridge was too fresh in his memory.
Phantom Plainsmen (Rep)
B. Steel-T. Tyler
Taizah's N. Y. Adventure (M-G) 4/15
More Femrae Ushers
70 J. WeismnUe»-M. O'Hara
M
Police Called
Montreal, Aug. 11.
Cambridge, Mass., Aug. li.
WEEK OF SELEASE—6/25/42
Usherettes in the Palace from MonA barked shin precipitated a riot
day (10) on. Capitol, Loew's, PrinRobber Racketeers (Mono) 7/1
M 65 R. Cortcz-R. Hudson
cess, Orpheum will follow suit in a among 1,200) colored dancers in the
Spitfire Sees Ghost (RKO
70
8/3 C
L. Velez-E. Errol
week or so, according to what de- Elks' Hall here, leaving many casu- Mexican
Ten GenUemen West Point (ZOtIO
RD 104 G. Montgomery-M. O'Hara
mands on their respective staffs have alties, as Earl Hines' orchestra con- There's One Born Every Minute (U)0/3
C 60 H. Herbert-T. Brown
eventuated ot late.
I
Married
An
Angel
(M-G)
5/20
MU 83 J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
tinued playing and at the same time
Her Cardboard Xover (M-G) 5/27>
Virtually all ushers of military age
CD
93 N, Shearer-R. Taylor
attempted to stop the battle. The Malzle Gets Her Man (M-G) S/27
C 85 A. Sothern-B. Skelton
in this town have joined up, palrtly
Stanwyck-G. Brent .
M 108 B. Wlnnlnger-C.
or full time. It has sometimes been fracas started between a soldier and The Gay Sisters XWB) 6/3
Friendly Enemies (UA) 6/24
Ruggles
C 95 C.
difficult to staff a theatre with more a civilian over a woman Wednesthan a couple or three ushers, due to day (5).
WEEK
OF BELEASE 7/2/42
military training calls, and it has
Several persons were slashed with
now reached a point where ^e cur- razors; policemen, military police and Lure of the Islands (Mono)
H
M. Hart
W
R. Rogers-G. Hays
rent staffs are insufficient and have naval shore patrolmen knocked head- Sons of the Pioneers (Rep)
C 68 R. Travls-B. Joyce
Postman Dldnt Ring (20th) 6/3
had to be supplemented by girls.
long, a police matron floored by a Deep In Heart of Texas (u)
C
R. Stock-B. Crawford
Second and third run theatres here
RD 134 G. Cooper-jr. Leslie
Sergeant York (WB) 7/2/41
are in the same plight and presently punch, and a youth sent to the hosall pic houses in this town will be pital after falling 15 feet from a
WEEK OF BELEASE—7/1/42
staffed by girls, These also are not balcony on his head.

manager

DeGro'ot,

CD

They All Kissed the Bride (Col) , S/1
My Favorite Spy (RKO) 5/6
Tbru Different Eyes (20th) 6/3
Private Backaroo (U) 6/3
Dancer in the Padfle (U) 8/5 ~

'

ager for Notopoulos circuit,

—

MU—

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/11/42

Hines' Music
SssContlnued from page

can Legion Convention, which "will
be held here next week.
James Totman, advertising director so easy to come by, since women enTwo police divisions swarmed into
for Warners in Pittsburgh zone, ap- listments are steadily rising,
and the- the hall to make arrests, and the
representative
territorial
pointed
atres may be faced by the same prob- rioting continued
all the way to the
here for Public Relations Commit- lem again in the near future.
police lock-up, only 100 yards away.
tee of motion picture industry's war
According to police, the dance was
effort by Glendon AUvine, secretary
F-WC. Theatre Deals
of the eastern division.
sponsored by the Dunbar Associates,
Los Angeles, Aug. 11.
M. J. CuUen, district manager for
a Negro social club. At 'the same
Fox-West Coast 'reopened the 900- time, local bookers stated -they feared
Ix)ew's, in town for a couple of
weeks looking after Penn, the Loew- seat Rivoli theatre which had been this Was peAiaps the last colored
UA house, while Marty Burnett, dark, two' years. House will run on dance
they would book.
manager, is vacationing in Michigan. a double bill policy with George
CuUen managed the Penn prior-l.to Barber 'as manager. Chain renewed
Forgot to Dank
his elevation to' A district berth tWCf, its 'leases on the Senator in Vallejo
Newark, Aug. 11.
years ago.
and the Mission in San Jose for 10
Police had to' be called to sit on
Robert Long, former Altoona man- more years.
'

—

—

D—

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/27/42
One Thrilling Night (Mono) 7/1
Sunset Serenade (Rep)
Loves of Edgai Allan Poe (20th)

-

7/8

M
W

69

M'

67

WEEK OF BELEASE

W
M
W

Vengence of the West (Col)
Sabotage Squad (Col) 8/5
Arizona Stagecoach (Mono)
Orchestta Wives (20th) 8/12

MU

:

J.
-

Beal-W.

McKay

B. Rogers-H. Parrlsh
Sheppard-L. Darnell

.J.

d/3/42

60

B. EUlOtt-Tex RlUer
B. Beunett-K.. Harris

97

Range Busters
_
„
G. Mpntgomery-A. Rutherrd
.

.

TRADESHOWN AND FOB FUTDRE BELEASE

M
C
M
M

Mokey (M-G) 3/25
About Face (UA)
4/15
Night In

New

Orleans (Par)

Once Upon a Thursday (M-G)
Bainbl

(RKO)

5/6
5/20

5/27

.

Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Calling Dr. GlUesple (M-G) 6/17
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Eagle Squadron (U) 6/17
Tombstone (Par) 6/17
I Live In Danger (Par)
6/17

Apache

Trail

(M-G) 6/24

The Pride

ot the. Yankees

7/1
7/8

(RKO)

7/15
Flying Fortress (WB)
Stagecoach Buckaroo (U)
7/1$
Klondyke Fury (Mono)
7/15
War Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G)

Somewhere I'll Find You (M-G)
The Big Street (RKO) 8/5
Journey Into Fear (RKO) 8/S
Mexican

Spitfire's

Elephant

(RKO>

Tales of Manhattan (foth) 8/5
BerUn Correspondent (20th) 8/12
Iceland (20th) 8/12
Cairo iM-G) 8/12
Wake Island (Par) 8/12
Timber (U) 8/12
A Yank at Eton (M-G) 8/12

7/15

66
118

D

88.

81

M

128
110

D
RD

107

W
W

88

C

68
63
117

CD

M

MU
Mil

D
M
CD

D. Dalley-D. Reed
W. Tracy-J. Sawyer
D. 'Lamonr-B. Denning
M. Hunt-R. Carlson
.(Disney Cartoon)
J.

70
79
101
87

58
88

Cagney-^, LesUe

L. Barry more-P. Dorn
B. Crosby-F. Astalre
R, Stack-D. Barrymore

R. DIx-K. Taylor
C. Morrls-J. Parker
L. Nolan-D.
J.

Reed

Cotton-D. Cistello

(Documentary)
R. Donat-R. Morley

Payne-B. Grable
G. Cooper-T. Wright
J.

ll..Greene-C.
J.

CD

M

8/5

66

M

RD

MU

8/5
8/5

75

W

W
M

.

Pitt (20th)

Footllght serenade (20th)

87

43
70
125
8«
101
IVB
75
73
66

RD

The Maenlflcent Ambersons (RKO) 7/1
United We Stand (20th) 7/1
The Young Mr.

CD

MU
M
MU

Lehman

.

MacBrown-F. Night

E. 'Lowe-L. Fairbanks
E. Arnold-F, Balpter
C. Gable-L. Turner
H. Fonda-L. Ball
J.

Cotton-D.

Del Rio

L. Velez-L. Errol
(AU sUr cast)

V. -GUmore-D. Andrews
B. Henle-J. Payne
J.

MacDonald- R. Young

B. Donlevy-R. Preston
L.

Carrlllo-A. Devlne

M. Rooney-E. Gwenn

•VARIETY'S'

mTERNATIONAL

18

St.

FOR EC(WJOMY'S SAKE

U. S. Film Cos. Reported Mulling

Leeit. lUCgrs., Govt.

London

Discuss

Can't

LONDON OFFICE

«lartla'* Flaea,

Tntfalrar Mquar*

Borrow Players, 20th to Abandon

Theatre Lighting
»

Complete Exit From Argentine As

London, July

27.

Theatrical Managers Association
and Entertainments Protection Ashave submitted their views
to the Ministry of Fuel, which is to

British Prod.;

Laudy Lawrence s Trip

sociation

I Anti-Axis

Fibs Get

Buenos Aires, Aug. 11.
of withdrawing from

Possibility

the Heave-o

Sciiiffriii in

America

the Argentine market is reported
Simon Schiflrin, French film prohere as being seriously considered ducer \yho recently arrived in N. Y.,
by U. S. film distributors as a result
huddling with several
of the offiqial ban of 'The Invaders' is reported
after Nazi representatives squawked U. S. producers on making features
about the anti-Nazi pic. Also the in Hollywood.
fact that the Japs complained about
SchifTrin had both Anatole Litvak
Japan' has
'The Secret
'

a conference to discuss economy in theatre lighting.
The theatrical managers will suggest appointment of a committee of
experts to advise fuel ministry on
individual problems as they arise.

CAFE DE

and Rene Clair .on his staff as difuel to the controversy.
Distributors are said to be par- rectors when he was In Paris. His
wrought up over the easy final production in France was Tort

added

man

which Otto Meyteen, Ger-

charge

d'affaires,

has been able

to secure government action shortly and Michelle Morgan were starred.
after 'Invaders' finished a week's Shiffrin has established his home in
record run at the Gran Rex, one. of N. Y.
Theatre's
the large theatres here.

management then was ordered to
withdraw the film. They point out
that both pictures were approved by U. S. Gives Air Priorities
municipal

the

censorship

and had caused no public
Columbia

and

20th-Fox, respectively, stood the cost of sending 'Invaders' and 'Agent' into Argentina,
plus import duties, print making,
etc., which they have been unable
to recover despite the ban of 'Invaders' and 'Agent.'
Despite this,
it's revealed here that the U. S. embassy to date only has inquired informally.
Actions in banning more and more
Hollywood films is explained simply
as because they are anti-NazL
If
Argentina is barring such product
because they're frowned on by the
Nazis, the question is posed -as to
whether U. S. distribs should continue distributing in this market
Similar methods were iised in
chopping the Charles Chaplin pic-

To Pix for Puerto Rico

ture,

The Great

Dictator,'

from Ar-

gentina screens last year.
Result
that many flocked across the
Plate river to view the film at Co-.

was

Ionia,

Uruguay.

MORALS CODE

FORMHLMS
Mexico

City,

Aug.

11

Made

niness Forces Bebe
To Quit London

ter are

making

their

Bow

West End de-

and-date booking into five local theatres.
Film will be released here
under the Portuguese title of 'Alo
Amigos.''
Deal for showing picture was set

by Bruno

Chell, RKO's manager
territory, after cable

here fOr Bra^
ncgotiiitions
with Fh<l Reisman,
RKO's ^urciBu
nn.v^:>
foreign sales cmei,
chief, who's
la
wuo s in
N. Y. Increased admissions are called.

for

in the deal to play the five
houses.. 'Saludos^ will be released in
the U, S. later this year.

•

Pepperman Safe
UA manager

Lewis Pepperman,

Aussie

his

and

Pictures of the type of 'Young Mr.

27.

Sydney, Aug. H,

'

y.

-

features in England for Paramount
release. First beiiig slated as J. M.
Barrie's "The Old Ijady Showed Her
Medals,' which will be modernized
from first World War background to
the present conflict Par made first

ARGENTINA
SPAIN PIX

IN

PAa

Further Inroads into the foreign
film market threatened this week
with reports received In N. Y. that
Argentina had framed a quota ai-rangement on product with Spain

which is certain to cut into the playing time of American pictures in this
highly profitable territory. By the
quota arrangement, Argentina would
permit importing of three features
made in Spain for one Argentina-

made

picture

shown

in Spain.

While details of the quota arrangelacking, the plan is advantageous to Argentina's film industry because it would provide an
outlet for nearly all the Argentina

ment are

product. Spanish-made films, especially those produced in Spain, always have been popular in Argentina,
which makes U. S. filmites
doubly aware of the threat to playing time.

Jessie Matthews

h

nim

circuits
and the employees years ago, with .Gary Cooper and
union in motion picture theatres, Beryl Mercer as the son and inother.
and stage-show houses has

legit
b.een

successful in calling off the
Australian' theatre strike, at least
temporarily.
Walkout had been
scheduled for Aug. 1.
Both exhibitors and 'theatre circuit chiefs will huddle further with
unions to decide wartime wage-ho\ir
schedule. Virtually all theatre employees are included in union demands for higher wages.

11.
. lAjndon, Aug.
'Wild Rose,' a new treatment of
with Jessie Matthews in the
Marilyn Millar role, opened Aug. 6
at the Prince's. Rlchatd Hearne and
Andre JElandall also have leading

'Sally,'

British Variety Charity

4G

Nets

at

$7.50 Per

London, July

Members

27.

of the variety profession,

parts.
It Is' magnificently produced, and
audience and critics approved the
new version warmly.

music publishers, agents and a good
sprinkling

of the general public
turned up at Grosvenor House July
23 to support the Variety Ball, staged'
annually for the benefit of Variety
London this week after vacationing Benevolent Association. It was the
for aboi)t six weeks in U. S.
largest gathering of its kind in years,
the attendance being 1,300 at $7.50
jper head,' and applicants for another
1,000 tickets had to be refused owing
to lack of accommodation. The fighting services were well represented,
including members of the U.S. and
Canadian Forces.
George Black and R. H. Gillespie
each brought parties from the Hip

Max Milder, Warner's managing
director in Great Britain, returns to

Current London Shows
London, Aug. U.
'AU'a Fair,' Whitebait

'Awake and

limiting Profits to

Sing,'

Camhridge..

'Bit Top,' His Majesty's.
'BUthe Spirit,' St. James's.
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
'Fall Swing,' Palace.

Industry Hail^ Decision

To Drop Bin

which stars Robert Donat and

has 108 speaking parts, are becoming
impracticable in England, not -only
because of the Reluctance of the
Government to grant stars furloughs
for film appearances, but due to the
dearth of supporting players because
of the constant exodus into the
armed forces. Four pictures scheduled for production by 20th in England may not be made, since no

4%

'Gangway,' Palladium,
'Get a Load of This,' Hippodrome.
podrome and Palladium, and artists
'Lifeline,' Duchess.
provided an excellent floor show
'Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
tax
as
a wartime measure. The tax during the evening.
Sydney, Aug. 11.
The party
'Macbeth/ Piccadilly.
The Australian government's de- will run from about 2c to 12c, ac<' started at -10 p.m. and lasted until 4
'Harder Wlthbat Crime,' Comedy.
cording
cision to drop the bill providing
to whether it is a low admis- a.m., the slogan being 'come in day
•
for
Maid of the Monntohu,' Coliseum.
..
..
Zr .1^
l™'.****.""! <>'
vrotA for any or- sion price or the higher scale. It li£ht and go home in daylight.'
No OrehldB for Miss Blandish,'
ganization or company has been gen. is believed here, naturally, that the
Perdval Mackey provided the Wales.
erally hailed by the film Industry cinemas .will pass the additional cost sustaining band for dancing, which
•Bahi,' St. Martin's.
here. The bill 'was found to be un- per ticket on to the public.
had an airing of one hour during
'Rebecca,' Strand.
economical, and major theatre cirthe evening and for which the BBC
'BOTC-Marle,' StoU's.
cuits and- distributors failed to see
paid a fee of $2,000. Vocalists inQalet Wcek-End,' Wyndham's.
Grierson
in U. S.
how the 4% profit limit would prove
cluded Vic Oliver, Tommy Trinder
Knsslsm Ballet, Cambridge.
John Grierson, Canada's film com- and Jack Hylton, Guest relief bands
workable with the present high taxSadler's Welto BaUet, New.
missioner, is due in New York on a were Henry Hall's and the London
ation and overhead in this territory.
'Sky High,' Phoenix.
Situation was further complicated business trip this week from Ottawa. National Fire Service. Both put on
'The Dandag Years,' Adelphi.
by the fact that U. S. distributors
Dilemma,' HayAs film commissioner, his National -a good perfornxance.
'The
Dactor'a
are thus far no^t getting any addi- Film Board has been responsible for
It was one of th? best of the warmarket.
tional frozen com out of Australia, the series of World in Action shorts, time parlies, and the herd working
'The Man 'Who Came to Dinner,'
meaning that ultiQaately the Ameri- which United Artists is distributing, organizing secretary, Harry Marlow, Savoy.
can companies would be unable to Latest of these, 'Hitler's Plan,' has figured he would be
'The Homing Star,' Globe.
to hand
maintain distribution here.
just gone out on release, while over about $4,000' to the funds of the
"Wild Bose,' Prince.
'Warn That Man,' Garrick.
The federal government has de- 'Fighting Russia' went to exhibtors Benevolent Society as the result of
'Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych.
cided to introduce an entertainment early in July.
the evening's Jollity,
.

-fi-

—

.

Due

In

Japan, is due in the U. S. shortly,
being on the Swedish liner Gripsholm, which is bringing back Americans from the Far East, according to
word received last week by Walter
Gould, UA foreign manager.
A New Yorker by birth, Pepperman was one -of several American
film men caught in the Orient by the
Japs.

Ben Lyon stays on minus
spouse. Show has new features
stays for six to seven weeks.

11.

South American
feature made by Walt Disney, will
be preemed here Aug. 24, with dayinitial

ANTIPTHEATR^

Show

but

In South America Set

Rio de Janeiro, Aug.

London, July

DEFER STRIKE IN

ing of a pinvate plane; if possible, to
fly the product here from Miami

lease in England.

Tom Arnold and Jack Hylton have American technicians, directors or
become joint lessees of another West- scripters will be going over.
end house, having taken seven-year
Reported also that Lawrence plans
lease of Winter Garden, owned by some changes in the British distribuBentley & Co., Bradford, brewers,
tion staff under Francis L. Harley.
First show there will be Jack
Waller's "Let's Face It,' currently be-

DAVE ROSE TO REMAKE
WALS' ENGLAND

of Producers & DIstrAutors ofMexican Motion Pictures. Code nixes:
Recurrence of throat ailment has
Scenes that" debase or distort the caused Bebe
Daniels tcudrop out of
concept of the country or matrimony,
or cause disrespect for civic duties 'Gangway,' the Palladium revue, indefinitely,
with lineup now comprisand the law. Scenes that falsify
Mexican history in a way- that dis- ing Vera Lynn (replacing Miss*
parages Mexico, and extoll crime; Daniel^), Ted
Ray (replacing Tommy
ice, hate, vengeance and cruelty,
Trinder due to letter's picture comare strictly out.
mitment for Michael Balcon), and
Jewell and Warriss, comics who
have made name in the sticks. Lat-

'Saludos,'

Joint Theatre Lessees

Though Both Are Feudmg

ing tried out in the sticks. Strangely
enough. Waller and Hylton ace not
possible.
verge of closing, has been alPresent owners comprise Francis on speaking terms, being particularly
leviated by the obtainment of air
J. Francis, millionaire husband of unfriendly since their suit, which
priorities from the U. S. Army. Per- Sunny Jarman,
Reason for
former American was won by Waller.
mission has been granted for Pan- comedienne, and A. R. Guillet, deal is because Arnold is part owner
American Airways to carry, film to liquor merchant. Former has owned of 'Face It.' Lease calls for perlease of the place practically since centage arrangement.
Puerto Rico five times a week for
The 'Face It* arrangement has not
its early career.
Newcomer board
Shipments is Kenneth Hall, Joint managing di- been finalized; it is subject to whether
the next two months.
can't be over 75 pounds each, how- rector of Quality Inns. He replaces 'Sky' High,' the present Arnold revye
F. Stocco, who is interned in the at Phoenix theatre can hold up;
fver.
latter,
With the future uncertain and con- Isle of Wight, being an 'enemy otherwise, it might go to the
alien' and Poulsen.
which is also- operated by Arnold on
tinuance of space on planes dubious,
Understood owners have exten- a long lease.
the Army has granted film com- sive stock
of -wines and spirits, which
panies permission to build up a back- was bought by Poulsen on the outlog here by shipping by boat. Army's break of war, in anticipation that
principal interest in getting the pix prices would advance tremendously.
Present stock is estimated to be
through is the entertainment they
IN
worth $400,000.
provide for the large number of
Rumored Poulsen's executors and
troops on the island.
Stocco received $120,000 for their
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Nothing but war essentials has interests in the cafe.
David Rose, Paramount's managbeen transported to P. R. by -plane
ing director for Great Britain, leaves
or boat for some time. Exchange
Saturday (15) for New York enroute
managers made an appeal last week
to London.
He has been at the
to Governor Rexford Guy Tugwell to
help straighten out the situation.
studio for several weeks.
They were also considering hirRose will' produce at least two

similar to that of Hays office In U. S.,
which the federal film censoring and
supervision department has prepsu'ed,

For 5-Theatre Rio

is

As

the

Twenty-eight leading Mexican film
producers have given their written
word to observe a Morals Code,

1st Disney Pic

London, July 27.
Cafe de Paris, which was blitzed

Cafe

Due to increasing difficulties in
borrowing actors and film technicians from the British armed forces
for film ''production, and the scarcity
of materials and equipment, 20thFox may abandon picture prpduction
in England for the duration, possibly
using funds frozen abroad to purchase occasional British-mad« films
for U. S. release. Laudy Lawrence,
20th foreign head, is due in London
shortly to survey the situattoh and
also advise the ,dritish distribution
staff of product which may be expected from the U. S. this year for rePitt,'

underground, with Rialto
As Need for Soldiers picture theatre atwve it. This was
also heavily damaged and reopens
shortly.
It depends on how^ Rialto
San Juan, P. -R, Aug. 11.
floor, which is the de Paris ceiling,
Shortage of transportation to bring holds up. Should ceiling prove solid
film here, which had many houses on rest of the repairs for cafe will be

'

Caracas, Aug. B.
Americans in Venezuela are often
surprised nt the frankness with
which theatres advertise pictures as
•B' productions, announcing the fact
in letters sometimes larger than
those they use for 'A' pictures.
'A' and 'B,' however, are government censor classifications which
have nothing to do with the quality
of the picture but with its morality.
(Children are permitted to see 'A'
pictures but only adults may attend
the 'B's.'

Arnold, Hylton in Deal

in the attack on London .two years
ago, suffering extensive damage with
many losses of life, including that
of its operator, Martinus Poulien, is
likely to reop!bn in a few months.

officials

disturb-

ances,

DUE

That's Th^t

TO REOPEN

Shadows' in which Jean Gabin

of

PARIS,

LONDON.

Agent of
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News and
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Gossip Abovt
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In

No. 25

Townl

Plans Set for Twin Ifake Island'

ALL-TIM[ HIGH

Previews at Marine Corps Bases

FOR N.Y. PARA

Paramount's

Times Square Paramount's
Biggfist Five Days in 17
Years
Berlin-Sandrich

WOODROU^ON

—

Smash Grosses More, in
Five Days Than Past Hits
Took in a Week
Para
Keeps Doors Open From
8 A.M. Saturday Till 5
A.M. Sunday

—

NO LET-UP SEEN
Paramount's
Astaire

hit,

Bing

Crosby-Fred

'Holiday Inn' did just

'BELL'S'

CLIMAX

Director Sam Wood has completed filming of the spectacular
battle which marks the climax of
Er;iest Hemingway's 'For Whom
the Bell Tolls,' according to advices from Sonora Pass, where
Technicolor cameras are recording
the location sequences of the picture.
Almost the entire action of
'Bell' takes place outdoors.

—three

.Five tanks

Studio-owned

what was expected of it following and two borrowed from the Army
World Premiere ^t the New York
took part in the battle, along
Paramount last week. The Mark with eight military trucks, artilSandrich production smashed all lery. More than 100 extras were
house records for seventeen years
used.
Troupe is this week film-

—

its

outgrossing in five days many previous record-makiiig weeks.
Figures do not, of course, include
the Navy Relief Benefit premiere
take.
'Inn' took in
five days than

more during

its first

'Road to Singapore,'

'Rhythm on the River,' "The Fleet's
In,' 'Nothing But the Truth,' 'Birth
of the Blues' and many another, hit
drew in a solid week. Theatre expects the week which closes today
another all-time record.
Business was to terrific Thursday
and Friday of last week that the
Paramount sent out a bulletin saying it would open its doors at 8 a.m.
Saturday, and play right on through
until 6 a.m. Sunday. Saturday and
Sunday business alone took in more

to set

>C*.eft''.a^glffl^ji*\a

Aunt/ slips Bob
an incident

for

lODU CTI

SMASHES ALL RECORDS

CONHDANTES!

•iKM'nMSil^

19

itePws

how

It

from

(eela

'Charlie's

Hop^RRt Vy^DfKA:#f!lal7W^v^
in <Boad to Morocco.' Sequence la one In wElGn
'Morocco' is the next
of his Aunt Lucy.

even

Hope plays the ghost

pictures;

Hope-Crosby-Lamour 'Road Show.'

'Fleet's In.'

such

sock

hita

as

Victor s List of

Top Juke Box Pops
ft-

RCA-Victor publication for juke'Phono-Graphic,'
lists
three Paramount tunes this week
as among the ten most-played on
the nation's coin machine phonographs.
Trio are 'Jingle, Jangle,
Jingle' from the Technicolor 'The
Forest Rangers' (No. 1 Position);
'Conchita,
Rosita
Lopez,'
from
•Priorities
on Parade,' and 'Be
Careful, It's My Heart' from 'HoUoperators,

Sturges Next
Is 'Miracle

Of

East
and
West
completing
today
dual previews of

for

'Wake

Island', saga of the gallant

stand of U. S. Marines at
Pacific outpost.
Picture wUl
-

openings.

'Sneak previews' of 'Wake' in
California were held a short time
back, and elicited some of the most
emphatic statements of approval
ever given a picture.- Feeling ran
high
previews,
at
both
with
patrons calling it the most powerful film to come out of World War
II.

Brian Donlevy, Macdonald Carey

and Robert Preston are starred in
'Wake,' with Albert Dekker, WiU

—

also.

No, Chinese Japs For
Par's

Clair Gets Tri?ate Life'
Rene Clair, famed French director
whose first picture for
Paramount was the forthcoming 'I
Married a Witch,' starring Fredric
March and Veronica Lake, has
been assigned "The Man Who Had
Furth, In the light comedy vein
Clair proved he could handle so
weli In 'Witch.'

were used on local stations from
July 24 up to and Including open-*
ing night, August 4. These helped
point all the national and tune
plugs
Field

right

toward the

men

will

urge

a

New War FUm

Paramount will use only American character actors to play the
roles of Japs in 'Night Plane From
Chunking,' war film to get under
way soon with Ralph Murphy diFilm

Robert
Preston, Ellen Drew and Albert
Dekker. Decision to use Causaslaii
recting.

is

to star

players in the<Jap roles

was made

note of the story.
In filming 'Wake Island,' Paramount had Jap problems, too, Filipinos were used for the Jap roles,
and the Studio had a hard time
convincing the extras not to drop
dead on the first cinematic Marine
volley.
None of the players
wanted to be anything but dead

opening. Japs,
similar

heavy use of radio In local cam- ARE YOV SHOVING the sale of
paigns for 'Inn' throughout the War Bonds and Stamp* >t your theatre? It's an all out Job!
country.

CBS network, stemming probably
from Hollywood and featuring Fred
Astaire and Bing and Bob Crosby
(with

Time

ork)

in

is 9:30 to

songs of the show.
10 p.m., EWT.

In addition, through more than
two months of advance field work,
Paramount set up plugs for 'Inn' and
day Inn.'
its tunes on 55 major ^igh-Crossley
Phono-Graphic
'Jingle,
labels
network shows and on more than
Jangle' as 'one of the strongest
'The Miracle of Morgan Creek,' a 400 indie stations. These breaks will
leaders of the past two years.'
Preston Sturges original, will be continue to pop right up through

Morgan Creek'

.

'Conchita, Rosita (etc.)'
'a

sensation

issue.'

from the

is listed

as

week

of

first

Comment under

'Be Care-

runs 'Picture breaks this week;
wUl lend added impetus. TAB
THIS FOR TOP!'

ful'

Maestro Sturges' next picture for
Paramount, following completion of
"The Palm Beach Story' and 'Great
Without Glory'— both now just
about ready for release.
Betty Hutton and Eddie Bracken
will star in 'Miracle'; Miss Hutton

national release date, Sept. 4.
Biggest line-up of specially prepared platters and scripts for local
broadcast purposes ever given a picture

was

set for 'Inn'

Thirteen recordings

by Paramount.

— including

a 15-

minute transcription, a number of

was five-minute shows, and a full sked
Don Loper With Ginger
coming by mentioning it on the air of spot announcement records and
were included. Comlast week. Sturges is known to be- 'air trailers'
For 'Lady in the Dark' lieve Betty is one of the screen's pany also dished out script for a
most brilliant comediennes. She fifteen-minute 'Salute to Berlin'
Don Loper, ace stage dancer of has been teamed with Bracken show utilizing commercial discs.
National transcription companies
the team of Loper and Barrett, will three times— in 'The Fleet's In',
team as dancing partner with Gin- 'Happy Go Lucky' and 'Star Span- also cooperated by incorporating
ger Rogers for Par's forthcoming gled Rhythm'.
The team made some of the 'Inn' tunes in their regusuper production of the Moss Hart an immediate hit in 'Fleet'— and lar transcription issues to particihit, 'Lady in the Dark.'
Ray Mil- Paramount Studio says 'Happy Go pating stations. Berlin office gave
land already has been mentioned as Lucky' and 'Star Spangled Rhythm' full cooperation to the entire camtipped ofE

the

story

that

it

—

another
leads.

member

of the trio of male

will build
dously.

its

popularity tremen-

paign throughout.
In New York, spot announcements

that

have
initial showings August 24 at
Marine Corps bases in Quantlco,
Va., and San Diego, CaL Network
broadcasts will stem from both
its

—

—

On

Three Out of Ten for Paramount

the

plans

liam Bendix and Walter Abel
heading the supporting cast.
In
filming the picture. Director John
ing another action high-spot the' Farrow concentrated on presenting
incident in' which Gary Cooper, as a straightforward, literal picture of
Robert Jordan, dynamites a bridge the 'fourteen days that thrilled the
under fire.
world' a picture that could carry
Ingrid
Bergman,
who plays the credit line he gave It on the
Maria, has arrived a^ the Sonora screen—Original Story Written by
location and will begm filming of the United States Marines!'
her scenes with Cooper this week

'

Irving Berlin's thirteen songs (and
his original Idea)—the pair of stars
and Sandrich production all had
plenty to do with 'Inn's' solid hit, of
course;—but Paramount also believes
the intensive radio campaign given
the picture helped put it over big.
Company has takeii one national
broadcast via the Blue net, night of
the New York Premiere; this was a
'Parade of Bands,' saluting Berlin
and the picture. A second Paramount-sponsored show will take the
air coast-to-coast August 26 on the

were

offices

"It's

O.K. for them to get that holiday spirit, but
afraid they're going overboard a little.^'

Fm

.

FILM REVIEWS

fo
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A YANK AT ETON

through scries o( theatrical adventures, until the girl and boy are
'naturally kidnapped by the nazi
chief after Miss Bruce outtalks the
(Continued from page 8)
spy. Pair get loose to break up fie
dltlons in the halls and playing joint and save the situation. Script
fields of glorifled Eton.
gives her several interludes to tulk
Story basically has been tbid a offstage about the strange happenmimber of times before, with Ameri- ings she experienced, splicing her
can military and prep schools for comments in between the di'amatic
badiground. Rooney and young sis- action, mixture fails to jell.
ter Juani^i Quigley ship from AmerOliver H. P. Garrett, responsible
ica to England to join their mother, for the original screenplay and diMarts Linden, who has married Ian rection, is static in bech departments.
Iiatter gets Rooney into Miss Bruce and Ellison are handiHunter.
Eton, and then comes the typical capped in the leads by poor matetraining and adjustment of the ener- rial, while Mather, Sheila Ryan and
getic American to the British sys- Ralph Byrd are most prominent in

tem of education. Belligerent at first,
Rooney finally gets the key -to the
situation, and emerges as both an
honor student and stsur athlete.
Rooney works hard in the lead
spot, providing a solid performance

Walt.

support.

'

HIGHWAYS BY NIGHT
Hollywood,

'
Aug. 6.
nivO pvmluoUun lunl roloaKC. I'Valnre.H
(Tiirlson,
Itiuuliiliili,
Jana
Itkliartl
Jano
D.ir\reJ1. Uai'ton Al:u-I.»ne. '-Dli'O.Meil by Poti'r

that, nevertheless, is unable to overcome the script which sags in a number of spots. Little Miss Quigley and
youngster Raymond Severn catch at^
tcntion throughout with fine performances that provide many light

them, 'I Surrender, Dear,' 'We Did
Before and We Can Do It Again'

It

and 'When Johnny Comes Marching
Home' have been around for some

.

fessor. Hunter, Miss Linden, stepbrother Freddie Bartholomew (upper Grandma
classman who refuses to intercede J.CO EninHun
Uncle Uon
when Rooney is punished lor school Vootfly
Fogarly
violations), Peter Lawford, dispenser KUen Oromwetl.

Jane D:involi
Ilartun MacLaiii'
llxy OolllnH

;

CJordon JonCM
Kence Ilaal
GeorKe Cleveland

of grief for Mickey at school, and JTwUcJns

i-clcase of (Jeorga

duction,

Dun

Jjynn

John James.

ytars
Merrick.

'Med'

.slmrnmn pro-

This Week's

fenturea
DJrertcd by

Ilnrry;

The other, 'All Over the Place' ticorgo ,';iherman. Screenplay, RhJhnrd Mureilllor.
Kdis a newcomer that will do once the phy; cnmerH, lEud Thackery;
Itevlcwoil nt the Xow
waiil .^chi*ocder.
Fro)i.
pluggers get to work.
'42.
Running
York, N. Y.. dual, Aug.

New

Shorts

time.

BUbbermoath' (John Nesbitt
war short, Metro, 19 mins.)— First of
:Don 'Red* Harry five short subjects which Metro
is
John James
making
at the instance of th: GovLynn Merrick.
*Mr.

(i,

Just Off

Uiue, SS HIN8.
Johnny Dnwson

Broadway

-Dawson
Mary Vtallllpn

Dr.

(ONE SONG)
Hollywood, Aug.
LNKIi-Ku\

rrlcimo of Kol

.M.

niK Jim Johnson
Judge I'hilllps
10.

.Mex Cnllam
Joel

I<'rle<1kln

I.loyd 'Mllin' Andi-ows
Ilex l,nas«

I'op .Smith

pro
Itankln.
Marlorlo Ames...'

Wurt7.cl

Lloyd Nolan.
Joe Mctiuinn
•
'Weaver.
DIrcctwl by Merhcrt I. T^oeds. SlierllT
Mcinto >lnntngue
.Screenplay by .\rnauij d'lIy.-Kuu. .based on The Marshal
Frank Ja Hue
.IB Idea by Joo Klshiger.
i^amem, Lucloo
N. Andrlol; OillLor, I.oul.<t I.oerner. Tradeshown In L. A., Aug. 10. '41'.
Running
Conventional western, with cuttime, nn .MI.NS.
and-dried plot sti-ucttire, will get by
Michael Sboyne
r.loyd Nolan
Don
in the usual dual sittiations.
Judy 'I'oyl'or
iMurJorle Weaver
KeutureM

,lui:llon.

Hoy

l.llllan

llubluird

Richard Dorr

Jidin T.oKnn

Ulla

Darling

I'leorge

Jf>an Valerie
Iloa Costcllo
Clutc

Dolithin

Sperry

Chester

I'^nnelH
Plcrlot
tirant Richards

.\rno
District

This one

is

compact whodunit which

will rate attention for dual support

bookings

in- the regular run.c.

Scripter

the top assignment as the
man for a mob of outlaws,
registers favorably in several fast
action sequences!
revolves about a battle t>etween homesteaders and a cattleman
who tries to drive them off the land,
John James plays the part of the
young medico who tries to rouse (he
peaceful citizens against tyraimy and
finds himself arraigned against Barry,
tbc brother who sent him through
school.
Barry finally goes over to
the side of the .law and order, narrowly escaping lynching.
Camera work standard.
Mori.

rhil Sllveni Barry, in
....Janis Carter trigger

irik'glns

Godfrey.
Si:rcenplay by TAnu Itoot and
AUomoy
Frunh Fentun, tnHn ntoi'y by Clarenre ItuU- Judge.'
Ge«rg« .Oarleton
InKtcn Kellnnd; f:inii>r.t. Kobei't i1<- tSm^iio; Count Trbnaclilo
.\lpxander T^ckwoo<1
editor. Jlun7 Marker; .isrit. illrci'tor. .fanieu Walc'hinan
Wlllln-.n
Haade
Tradepbown hi r,. A. .\Un. rt, i:utjc-r
.'VnderMon.
T.eylaml Had.i^son
Itunnln'g llnio, OS .MIUS.
.Stago Uourntan
OFoar O'.Shea
ItU'liard Curli«i>n
Toinjuy Van Steel
J.ine Riindotph
Peggy Krtgarty
Another in Michael Shayne series.

moments. Adequate support is provided by Edmund Gwenn, Eton pro-

THE CYCLONE KID
Republic

dUsseau

and

Director

Yam

ernment, this is a highly intelligent
at nwer to intentional belittlers and
just ,loud-mouthed,
silly,
rumorspreaders olf the home front. It's the
type- of near-propaganda fllm that

me^ures up
propaganda

to the highest "sort of
interpretation because
'

telling the tiuth in

standable.

fashion.

.

simple, under-

Done

John

.in

Nesbitfs typical, direct fashion, the
s-'bject should register solidly with
average audiences while- putting
across the idea that 'vapid chatter
building up the enemy's supposed
greatness not only is uncalled for
but a highly dangerous habit in war-

time.
Nesbitt punctuates his expose of
lying home rumor-mongers with
authentic statistics to prove them as
lust unadulterated liars. He focuses
his camera, on a typicvl 'Mr. Blabbermouth,' the individual in all walks
of life (hie's pictured first as a rich
man la a barber shop, then a man
on the street, 9 day laborer and as a
waiter)
who Is always moaning
Uonocram release ot Scott It. Dunlap pro- about U. S. military weaknesses, pre•lucUon. Veatnres Buck Jones, .Tim McCoy, dicting dire results from the mighty
Ilaymona Ilatlon, 'Silver.'
Directed by enemy hordes. Later, he dolls him
Howard Bretherton; screenplay. Jen Bow- up as a femme in a'beauty shop, still
ers: camera. Harry Neomann; editor, Carl
Plerson. Itevtencd at the New Tork, N.T., dlssemaqatlng his poison over the
dual. Aup. S, '42. Running time,
HINd. home front
Theiflrst argument, aired by the
Buck
,
nuck Jones
'

.Marten
inont Herbert Leeds combined their reTina Thayer, who's overplayed as a Rofxle
Jack Lu Hue spective talents to put zest and exJohnny Llehgr
juvenile valnp.
John Mngulre citement into the picture, with LloydDuke 'Wellington
Norman Taurog does the best he Weiitbrook
Janiea Seuy
Nolan catching' attention' via his
Clinc Clark
can with directing from the inade- Capt. JAnies
Kli strong portrayal in the lead spot
I"aul
quate script and story material pro- Gnbby
Private investigator Nolan this time
Production mounting and
vided.
This is a lower budget program is sitting on the jury in a murder
scenes of the Eton school are okay.
trial when he d'lscovers wide disnralt.
meller designed to fill out releasing
crepancies in testimony plus a courtrequirements, and will hit that niche room murder and decides to do some
Tim
Tim McCoy Blabbermouth character', is the one
»
as filler fodder in the secondary gumshoeing on his own. Ducking Sandy
nayninnd Uattoo about. most ot.the U. S. fleet being
Berlin Correspondent
sheriff guards at jurors' hotel, Nolan Mnry
dtials.
I.iiana Wallers lost at Pearl Harbor. This. Mr. NesSOth-Pox rcleaM of Bryan yoy proilacllon,
bunips into girl friend reporter, Mar- Dave
Da-ve O'Drlen bitt; take^
apart- with factual data
It's an unimpressive offering of the
Fcntnrep Vindnln Gllmon, Dana ,\iHlre\Yfi.
ny Himself
jorie Weaver, and pair start on night Silver.
Directed liy Kiig«ne FonlP.
SkTecnplay,- familiar tale of a young millionaire
(;ienn Rtranne
whirl that goes all over town, but Stella
Sieve FiBher. Jnck Andrews; ramem, VItkII
Sherlir
T,ols A'lstln
Tmde.«:tioim In Whp is forced out into the world to finally comes up with a solution to Burt
Allller; etlltoi-. Krc<l Allen.
.....TTarry Woods
Xew Tork, Kag. 12. 'n. Jtonnlng lime, rub. elbows with th6 common man
what winds up as three murders Pete
Tinii Tj'm'don
Correiit Short Releases
to MINS.
.Kansas Moehrlnjf
before court convenes the next morn- r,nke
John Do4lge
Jack Daley
Karen Hauen
Virginia. Gllmorc and ends up falling in love with the ing.
(Prints la EzeAsBfcs)
Diina Andrews poor but honest maid.
Bill RobertH
Only switch
Maze of clues, suspects and meller
Carla
Mona Mnrls from the stereotyx>ed formula is InAnother 'dandy episode in th'ie
proceedings generally maintain solid
Mai-tln KohIccU
Captain 4*arl vun !<uu
(Compiled by Besa 5hort)
rtoinann jection of trudc racketeering in at- pace for all audiences, and picture series of 'Rough Riders' sagebru.sh
Dr. Dietrich
ttxm of «kc Fleet* (RKO, 17
Welner
Kurt Kntch tempt' to generate added mclodra- shapes as' one of topliners of the mellers, with Tim McCoy, Buck
KrwJn KnlMr jmatics, and boy's drafting of legal
%Ir. nuuen
mins.). Blarch of Time.
Shayne series. Nolan- provides ex-" Jones and Raymond Hatton in the.
.Torbcn Meyoi
MnnaEer.
'Mr. Blabbenataith' (M-G, 19
resources to round up the. mobsters. cellent characterization continuing lead roles. The T^u-ee Musketeers'
Wllllaiii IMmuntts
(IralMr
mins., reviewed in current issue).
Jlann Sclunnt^ Romonce is conveniently set up, and as Shayne, with Miss Weaver dis- theme, as handled in westerns, is
(innther
lOnKllah l*rl8uiier.,..*..
Ixononi Mudle obvious all along theiroute.
Script playing plenty of pep. as the girl' measured for maximum results
John Nesbitt Government - inActor
t
'.'.HanH Von ^Torhart is' unimaginative
and .lacking in newshound..Phil Silvers adds comedy these Monogram productions. Credit
spired short showing danger ot
Doctor
Curt t^irben;
freshness;,
while
direction
static.
for
the
generally
is
smooth'
and
effecT*llrt
Henry Rnxrlanil
moments as photographer, aloi.<j
rumor-spreadtng on home-front.
Richard Carlson has the lead as with Chester Clilte, character juror tive presentation of the commonplace
J'rlHoner.
tTirlfttta'n Hub
'Phuiey
Cronies'
(Col.
le
the young millionaire, with Jane with sneer proclivities. Joan Valerie formula is, of course, largely diie to
mhis.).
El- Brendel-Tom KenFairly satisfactory espionage mel- Randolph in as the girl Both could sings one torchy song, 'Let's Forget the vets in the top acting assignnedy comedy.
ments.
Wolf.
ler will serve okay in the duals. Its show to better advantage with more It," in nightspot sequence.
suitable material. Jane DarweU, BarPerennial Juveniles Jones and Mc'T««'re • Sap, Mr. Jap* (Par.
title is commercial, too.
ton MacLane and Ciordon Jones proCoy, with Hatton in se^o-comic vein,
7
mins.).
Popeye ' cartoon
Yam is in a Berlin setting, revolv- vide
major support.
as the three U. S. marshals who conWan.
comedy.
ing about an American radio news
vene for periodica] get-togethers,
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
'CMea Gray and Can Lana
broadcaster in Germany pre-Pearl
UiiJvr)-!f:il
i-tloase of l*f»» I'ivnr prmlUR- make the yam exciting for habitual
Harbor. Cast is generally good. But
Orchcatn' (WB, 9 mins.). Band
loll.
!{(:ivH I.eo Oat-rlllo,
horse-opera followers.

DOWN TEXAS WAY
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TIMBER

Andy l>ovlne. D;in
musical.
featurcA Hnrjorle T^iO, KtlFar-fetched plot has Hatton franied
nmml MacDoiuId, 'Wmlc .Bolder, Nc»tcr for the' killing of his best'
(WITH SONGS)
friend, a
Dlrectfttl
by ClirJsty Cabanne.
Columbia release of Jack Kler ptwiucllon. I'alva.
wealthy small-town, banker and inimpersonates high ranking Nazi Foaturex Juan Davis, Jinx ValUenkDrK, •St-rconplay by Griffin Jny: oHrIiuI slory by
Ttnrry KCilne and H«n Ctaapmnn
Cdtiicm, dustrialist
Mobsters try to ring in and scenes of the fleet still in action
military officers with scarcely any Joan WoodbuiT, IjrehUa Jt Colilnu. Dlreclcil jRch McKenzlc; editor,
Otto T.wItcIk. Pro- a phoney wife with object of buying on several fronts. Then, there's the
by Cliarlea EartuM. .Screenplay by Albert
change in makeup or voice are hard- Dully
and .Maurice ToinbniKel ironi Al- vlowetl In Htudlo pmjeotlon i-noni, Aug. 7, into- the town. McCoy and Jones ar- one about America losiiig sources o(
'12.
nunnlnic time, OS AIIN8.
ly convincing.
liert Duffy orl<tDul: additional dialog, N<d
oil supply, ammunition and rubber
Ijw» CnrrHlo rive in time to save Hatton from a
Dandy; camera, I'MUp Tannura; editor, Quelier
Director Eugene Forde has, how- Klrluinl
Amly Dftvlne lynching and round up the outlaws. through Jap conquest. This likewise
FantI; a».«t. Ulreclor, (Jeorgo Itheln; Arluina
ever, managed to partially circum- musical illrci:lor,
I>an Dnllny. Jr.
Plenty of shootin', ridin' and fight- is disproved by what the U. S. now
.M. W. Stulufl.
At I'arji- KanfctM
.llariorle IjonI
«.
vent stilted scripting and obvious mouDt. Uruoklj-n. N. Y., week Aug. tt, '-Vi. Tvotte I.acour
is doing.
in'.
Mori;
IMcTTP
Ijirour
KOniuml
MauDnnnld
situations by injecting suspense and llunnlng llnir. «a Sll>'!4.
The oldie that the Axis cannot be
"W.nlft Bolder
Plioebe Weyms
Joan Davlx Dan Oowlny
action footage.
conquered because their troops have
.Itilon b*nlilan
No.slor PnJva
fillbort
iin.t Falkenborg
Story has Andrews getting secret Jerry
trained for years while 'we' are a
Vnut Burui
Kitty Leslie
Joan AVoiiatiury >*op THimor
Fantasmas
Buenos
Joft KnOn'.ty
TiinicA Seay
and highly important military in- Brenda
peace-loving
people and untrbincd
Illuncbe Stewart
.It^nn rhilllpfi
formation out of the coimtry, despite Coblna
Klvin Allman Ann Biirrnwii
next is exposed. Nesbitt poinu to
Bin <:ornin«:k
William nail
Aires
Wlllbm Wright Handy
what the unarmed Chinese have
fact that his script is strictly censored I-t. I'lilllp UUlnc
Wnllf-r Sandc
Knslgn George T.aodcr>i
UolxTt .Stevens
in Bbcbos Aires')
I'Ghosta
been able to do after warding off the
and two Nazi oflicials 'stand guard ,4Jordon
Crouse. ... V.
.Tim itvu..*!
I i iii
Blft'. i i><fil> . litii iiy<jlT « 9 :, \i
6'*>i <f-'
^ a^WmMHU^T'IVi.^
1
«)!B>:wtnpS <wr.
'!f''
been accomplished' by' Russia; rated
spiel. Martin Kosleck, as the Gestapo Dafty Dill..
.-.Waller Sandc
Buenos Aires. July 26.
I>l<'l<
Klllnit outdoor mejodramatics thdt will prochief, puts his betrothed, Virginia Chunilcy.
Arconllna Rono PIIid prtHhu-l lun ami rr- a military pushover by some pesCuoimnnder Jlawr
...t'harles TrowhrhlK'* vide fast and logical action entertainGilmore, on Andrews' trail.
loaso.
Slars I'cpe Aria.*: rralurps '/iilly simists prior to what they did to tlie
Girl Ih^XSJ-..:
Turn Seldcl
Mori>no.
f^arlis
Nazis
last
winter.
succeeds not only in trapping the
Lnsmlln,
Knrl<|ur
Oarcia
•
ment as program supporter in the .^.ilnr.
Julio Uenalo. .Ramon Oaray. Maria
Nesbitt points up the Atflh column
newsman but also incriminates her
This is one of those sleepers that family and nabe houses. Pictiu-e dis- l;sther Bunchlaxxo. Jose A. Paonexsa. Caslactivi^ in the U. S. as being well
own father, who has been working ievery
mlro Bob. Chela C<>rden>. Tito Buira »ni1
once in a while pop out of
against the Nazis.
She eventually the B crop. With marquee streng^th plays the adventui'es of Leo Carrlllo, .\merlcii Marbel. Story. M. Meann.1. M. curbed by the FBI, and how people
turns against her father's torment- 'Sweetheart
Andy Devine and Dan Dailey. Jr., as .Mehasiihe lind B. 5t; Dlscppoln: adapted hy should be on guard af;ainst falling
of the Fleet' would rate
N'Irnliis I'roserplo.
DIrccled liy Knrlnue S. for the German undermining methods
tors, falls in love with Andrews, and
an A label; without it 'Sweetheart' is continuation of scries that previously Dl.wepnio.
ItcvlewNl at the lli-oadway. which contributed heavily to the
escapes with him' by a plane from a good comedy
MINH.
with familiar music had Dick Foran as the straight lead. Uueiius .\lres. nunnlni; lime,
downfall of many European counGermany. This situation is one of (he that should please
the paying custries. The buildup about the 'secret'
Projected against a lumber camp
film's more far-fetched.
With advance interest high and a
tomers pnd get lop billing on the
Camera work on Andrews and duals.
background, story generates topical story that should have been worth Nazi military weapon is also taken
apart, with the forthright declaration
Miss Gilmore is spotty, with need for
more.
'Fantasmas
en
Buenos
interest
Aires'
through efforts of enemy
The
which contains good
that the U. S. always has been leader
more careful approadi, espctually on comedy story,
situations, has Joan Davis as satx>teurs to slow up productivity of '('Ghosts in Buenos Aires'), comic in all scientific developments and
the femme, indicated. Standouts in secretary
Pepe Arias' latest for Sono Film,
and publicist for Tim the enterprise
and stall war produc- turrLS out to be disappointing. It's so that no such secret weapon has been
subordinate roles are Sig Rumann, Ryan's ad agency
who.se ace client tion. Carrillo
developed during the war to date.
is mill boss, with DeErwin Kaiser, Mona Maris and sponsors ^A Blind
Date >Vith Ro- vine In charge of the woods crews. weak, in fact, that trade reports are Final sequence shows Roosevelt
Kosleck.
that it caused a break between Arias,
Mori.
mance* program. Brciida & Cobina
Strange accidents have workers ready one of Latin America's top stars, and speaking before Congress and proare' show's singers whom no one has
to quit, when Dailey arrives as im- Sono Film, the comic having taken claiming his faith in ultimate victory.
seen work because they're so ugly.
B. Wrangell gets credit for trim
dercover agent for the Forestry Serv- ads in a number of metropolitan
Careful, Soft Shoulders
Miss Davis sets a publicity stunt
ice.
The saboteur gang concentrate dailies to explain his differences of tlirection while tucredited editing
which would uhmask the 'Blind Date' on wrecking
HoUywood, Aug. 11.
thhber trucks traveling opinion with the producer. Humor contributes to superb all-round job.
0,1,.. ^
20lh
rcntury-Kox rclcasn nr W.-ili.r Mo- gals at a USO rally for the Navy. down
the moimtainside, but are just doesn't measure up to the usual Nesbitt's narration, of course, is up
riwco pnaluctlon.
Kentures VliKinIa IinHC When she learns why the girls sing
to
his usual high .standard.
Film
finally uncovered through efftH'ts of Arias standards, and the
J.ime.<).
Klllsun.
Direction
story as (di- represents a 'must' on any shorts
and orlulnal in the dark p.a. gets Jinx Falkenburg
sci-eonplay by Olive,, n. V. fiairetl.
rected by Enrique S. Discepolo, who
Cam- and Joan Woodbury, a couple of Dailey.
era, Charles CUrfce; e.Illnr.
Dailey provides a good two-fisted was also one of the trio of writers lineup.
Nick n.'.\IaeKlo.
'Bover's Big Chance' (Our Gang
rnideshown In ^^ A.. Auc. Icl '4'> models, to front for Benda & Cobina. characterization
as
the
straight
responsible,
lead,
never
seems to get going. comedy. Metro, 11 mins,)—These
Jtunnlnir time.
MIN.M
The idea is to have the models fake getting
prominent assistance from
Yarn is based on a tale which was comedies get sillier, and sillier. This
Virginia tlruce the singing routine.whileB&C do the
nTr.'^}." ^V.',"":';"
Carrillo and Devine. Marjorie Lord widespread here a year ago.
Story reaches a new
actual piping off-stage. BtC agree
Mr. Fortune
Auhrey M.iitior
does well with the romantic inter- deals with a beautiful gal who was consumption. low even for juvenile
to bury their professional pride if
About- a new Our
fhelln rtyan
^IK',"
-M,""*™-.'
est, while well-rounded support is seen alone at a local nitery.
A man- Gang dog trying
Klllott Salmon...,,
to get into the
Ralph lt>rd they are supplied with a couple of
provided by Edmund MacDoijald, about-town finally got to meet her, n.ovles. 'Hie dog
SlKUnl Tor gob boy friends, and the plot prois a first-rate actor.
J!""
'Self Defense* (Pete Smith Speceeds to thickQn. For a finish Brenda Wade Bolder, Nestor Paiva and Paul went to her table and during the
.Mr. ..Mdnch
William Jl. Davidson
Bums.
course of the conversation that fol- cialty, Metro, 10 mins.)—Goes semiIpswich
0:,le winter & Cobina elope with their sailors
Script is crisp throughout, and con- lowed soiled her dress with a bottle serious in
describing how selfjust before the benefit and are loof red wine. Later he took her to defense is doubly
important in warThis is a thin and fragile attempt cated in nick of time to save the show centrates on straight-line exposition
of the meller' aspects.
Christy Ca- her home near- the famed Recoleta time. Two experts execute series of
to generate some interest in spies, by singing
^-^ over a local radio
^„ station
om...^,.
The next day, according trick holds and jui jitsu stunts good
and counter-espionage in Washing- wth the theatre picking up the banne's direction imwinds at a fast cemetery.
and consistent pace, while exterior to the yam, he returned, inquired for for overcoming plug uglies. Slow
ton, but goes around in
Tos^cast
and
feeding the house pul>- backgrounds of the
circles to
timber country her and was told that she had died motion makes these tricks underwmd up as minor league film
fodder I'C address system while Miss Fal- add production values to this
Nicely
mod- two years before and that his story standable.
with
gagged
f or filler datings in the duals.
Ikenburg and Miss Woodbury fake it erate
of meeting her was a fantasy. Her comedy. Hates high on the Smith
budgeter.
iVnlt
Virgmia Bnice, daughter of a- for- ou' front
grave was supposedly then opened list.
mer senator, hangs around the WashJoan Davis and Tim Ryan make a
and on her. dress was foimd a fresh
'ir» a Doc's Life* (Pete Smith Speington social and political fringes, smooth working comedy combo that
DORLEVY BACK TO PAB
stain.
cialty, Metro, 10 mins.)— Smith holds
getting coin from a dress shop for should lie preserved. Misses FalkenFilm makes Arias a bank clerk and up different types of people, proHollywood, Aug. 11.
wearing their models to attract pros- burg- and Joan Woodbuty deliver
Brian Donlevy goes back to Par- the gal a stooge for a bunch of coun- spective purchasers of a litter of
pecUve customers. When war hits nicely with lines, looks and some
terfeiters.
When story gets around pups, from the pup's viewpoint.
sjies approached by Aubrey Mather, song and dance in the finale. Brenda amount on a one-picture, commit- that Arias has danced with
a ghost, Gives closeup of different sorts of
German agent' posing to her as an & Cobina garner solid laugh.<i with ment for a featured spot in "The he loses his job, but at the
same time masters the pups might
up with.
American counter-espionage official their faces and voices, and surprise Storm,* current best-seller novel by the president of the corporation, who Lightly humorous with land
the familinr
George R. Stewart.
to get secret Naval plans through with their 'vocals.
is bugs on spiritualLsm, takes him up human-interest touch Smith manag<
James Kllison, playboy son of a ciJules Furthman Is preparing the as a- personal pal. There are plenty to incorporate in such subjects.
All the songs are pops that .slide
vilian official.
The yarn pilots her neatly Into the picture. Three of 'script
(Continued on page 22)
Wear.

Sweetheart of the Fleet

characterizations are h''avily overdrawn and the sequences where
Dana Andrews, as the U. S. commen-
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Full

UA

Product lineup Assured As

New

Film Reviews

Coast Dimout Order Not

jContlnaed from page ZOj

Fantasmas En Buenos

Benny, Korda, Lesser Deals Signed
Hollywood, Aug.

With Jack Benny

week

last

Sir Alexander Korda set to. release
Tolstoy's 'War and Peace* as, well as
other pictures through the same
distributor, Sol Lesser putting 'Stage
Door Canteen' into preparation,
and with several other releasing

UA

steamed ahead
-with an assured lineup of product
during the forthcoming
delivery

deals

still to go,

That 'Something'

11.

join-

ing United Artists as an independent
producer, scheduled to produce two
pictures a year for a six-year period.

season.

Benny plans to produce -^orgy
and Bess' in Technicolor as his secend picture during the first year.
Rouben Mamoulian will direct and
utilize as many as possible of the
original cast of the stage play in
the screen version, Mamoulian di-

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
shouting of an unfriendly sort over the title,
'Something to Shout About,'
adopted by Columbia as a marquee name for a forthcoming

There

Is

musical film. Around the corner from the Columbia lot Earl
Carroll is shouting that he used
the title for a revue in his playhouse-restaurant a year .^go and
is figuring on using it for a tab
show on the road.
Thus far there Is no echo from
the Columbia execs, who have
not even whispered a reply.

rected the stage production and
plans are to have it go into production some time in March, following
the start bf Benny's first starrer in
January.

AMBULANCE DRIVE

.

der the terms of his deal with UA,
is to stsr in one picture annually and produce the other.
Agent Arthur S. Lyons, who is in
the Benny setup, signed contracts
for the corporation with Ed Raftery
and George BagnallofUA, and Lloyd
.Wright was on hand as Benny's personal attorney. Plan is to make film
ill
the $1,000,000. class, with the
Benny interests supplying their own
Anances.
Lyons will meet with
-

to cover the over-all cost of 250

am-

bulances.

and

Exhibitor

distributor

draggy than fast. ZuUy Moreno, in
the chief supporting role, is fair, but
none of the rest of the cast shows
anything special.
Photography by
Ray.
Antonio Merayo is so-so.

co-

chairmen in 31 exchange cities will
be given a quota of ambulances to
raise, predicated on the population
In the territory served by the exchange center.
Agnew's advisory committee is
headed by "Herman Bobbins, chairman. Its members are Tom Con-

Hollywood, Aug.

Picture Grosses
Continued from page 10 ^,^

Still In

BOMBS OVER BURMA
ProOuccrs Relenaing Corp. release of Al-

Stem-Arthur

Alexander production.
Fenturea Anna May AVonff, Noel Madison;
Leslie Dcnison, Nedrick Toung. Dan Seymour, Frnnk Lnckteen, Judith Olbson. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis. Story. Milton
Ralson; nrlaptatlon, Rsleon nnd Joseph U.
fred

Lewis;

editor,'

raphy.-

Ilobert

Charles Henkel, Jr.; photos-

At
Running

Cllnc.

week Aug. 8, ''12.
Lin YIng
Me-Hoi
Sir Roger Howe

Central, duol,
time, 07 SIINS.

Alay Wong
Noel Madison
Loslle Denlson
Nedrlck Young

Anna

Strand

Lackteen
Judltb Olbson

is

A

.

Avenue)

—(Fourai-

(3,400;

15-30-40)
'A-Haunting Go' (20th)
and 'Panther's Claw' (PRC). Good
Last week 'Old California'

$4,000.

(Rep) and 'Moonlight Masquerade'
(Rep), okay $3,000.

FENS GO FOR GEHRIG,

WK^ IN D.C.

$18,000 2D

Dun Seymour
Frank

a warfront programmer of
very minor grade, only value of
which, whatever that may be, being
Cast means little.
in its title.
minor item for cutrate rentals.
The production job, by Alfred
Stern and Arthur Alexander, is a
particularly sloppy one, ytYalA the.
direction of Joseph H. Lewis, who
also helped adapt the trite story, is
jumpy and forced. Dialog is not only
very commonplace but at some points
poorly recorded.
Story deals with intelligence work
on the part of Chinese in connection
with convoying on the Bt^rma road
as well as with enemy spies, notably
a German who poses as a titled Englishman.
The scene leading up to
This

$9,000.
$13,000.

the groove and indiLast week terrific

Washington, Aug.

.

11.

Ned

Depinet,

J.

_

acres.

is

Dan Seymour and Judith Gibson.
Last-mentioned doesn't have enough
to say to fill a piece of paper off a
scratch pad.
Char.
ing

unit.

N.O.'s

Marked Amus. Tax
B.O

Increase Reflects

New Orleans, Aug. 11.
new distribution
months of the
season, outfit wUl have ample prodThis city's amusement tax colleC'
uct and that later on there will be tions hit a new high durinig the first
an avalanche of product coming six months of the war, city officials
from its producers bere that will announced recently. 'The jump was
carry the company through the sea- credited to wartime increases in
son with a larger group of quality salaries and in the number of perproduct' than any seiison heretofore. sons employed, ..attempts of the pubUnder Lesser's agreement with the lic to forget the war through play

UA

getting a more definite interpretaEstimates for This Week
tion of the darkening rules.
Most
OapUol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66) exhlbs feel certain that marquee and
—'Blue Horizon' (Par) with vaude outside lighting will b'e hit by the
headed by Mitzi Green anc^ Hal Le- new ruling regardless of what de-

Red hot .$25,000. Last wee'% vices Kre employed to prevent light
'Jackass Mail' (M-(3) with vauue
from casting an upward beam. Most
headed by Malrtha Raye, buiU to blisRoy.

tering $26,000.

Columbia (Loew)

(1,234;

mtiT^n¥1iii'Wi?fi» iTOfAi^^r, Ta
f
feen he wift turn over a.
above production and distribution
<:osts

Delmer
to that organization.
to write the

Daves has been signed

screenplay. Lesser is now negotiating for nine to 12 Broadway stage
stars, in addition to several screen
end radio names, to appear in the
film. Music Corp. of America ii supplying several top bands.
'Canteen' takes care of the final

good $11,000 for third stanza,
following $23,000. opener and $16,000

'Gay Sisters' Peppy

Buenos Aires, July 28.
P, A, production and release.
Stars
Luis Sandrlnl; features Nelly Herlng, BIsa

}7,500

E,

O'Connor, Rafael Frontaura, Marcelo RugMiranda, Francisco Donadio,
Luda Barouse, Maria Lulsa Notar. Alberto
gen), Osvaldo

wood and downtown Los

in Montreal

Montreal, Aug.''ll.
'This Above AU' runs Into a third

^«g>^'»! fe'!'^»'^^. •'.1|Zi?«^V^tiS»?^a?«
eiitertammeiot^^^^^^*'^^ A;'n»a
Adapted and directed by LqIb
Green.

for the first night, after which they
grow curious and prowl around the
neighborhood in the dimness, fetching their wives and kids with them.
Exhibitors in,'the new areas point
out that theatres in the elder dimout
zones, such as Santa Barbara, San

exposed to the open sea have actually improved their business since the
In
shushing of the bright lights.
some spots there were so many conflicting signs that the prospective
customers were contused.
Theatre Defense Board has announced that the 225 theatres under
its control in the Los Angeles area
have signified their willingness to
douse the glims before the Army

'

'

The

result,

they point out, has been Bayon

in the nature of a windfall for the
city welfare fund, which receives the
taxes.

ouer

Herrera.

Obviously

made

for the general
taste, 'Secuestro Sensacional' ('Sensational Kidnapping'), comic Luis
Sandrini's latest for E jA., is a fast-

Attendance at various taxed amusements shown through the tax collecmoving, well-handled comedy, weak
tions was greater than the first six
in spots but generally likely to be an
months of this year than in the same excellent grosser throughout Latin
period of 1941; despite discontinuance America. It is essentially a cops and
of the Mardi Gras and the 'Night of robbers piece, although 'Qie underly-

Lesser commitment to UA which has New Orleans,' and a sharp reduction ing yarn, involving a father, his
been hanging fire since he moved to in the number of conventions held daughter, her fiance and a secretary,
gives relief from the straight narraKKO last year.
here.
tive.
Pic also serves to introduce
Last Friday (7) It was announced
Collections for the first half of 1941
that Grad Sears had closed a deal were $139,763.19; in the first haU of Nelly Hering, a 15-year-old starlet
With Jules Levey to distribute Frank 1942, $147,687.48, an Increase of 5.7%. who shows plenty of talent, though
not possessinjg the looks which would
Buck's South American jungle picLast month alone the taxes were push her into the top ranks.
ture, 'Jacare.' Levey (Mayfair ProYarr tells about a young girl whose
36.9% greater than in July. 1941, and
ductions) previously bought into' the in
June the collections wer^ 13.2% pop is about to get married to a
picture which Jeffrey Bernerd origi- greater
teacher. She suspects, a kidnapping
than last year.
which, it develops, is really- a plot by
nally promoted.
her father's sweetie and a secretary;
Newest version of the Tolstoy's
finally proves it after plenty
of
•War and Peace' which Korda is to
chasing.
produce, was written by I. Sudakow,
Zero Meets the Lady
Sandrini gives an excellent perdirector of the Malik Theatre Group
formance, being far less hammy and
of Moscow and performed in the
far more human under the strong diHollywood,
11.
Aug.
Soviet capital. Negotiations were
Zero Mostel, nitery and- radio rection of Luis Bayon Herrera. Camconcluded in New York by Helen
era should have been used to make
Black, representing the Press and comic, checks in from New York the film move better, and other playPublishers' Literary Group of Mos- Aug. 20 to maka his film debut in ers, especially Elsa O'Connor and
cow. No decision has yet been an- Metro's high-budget musical, 'Du- Rafael Frontaura, have not been
taken advantage of. The cutting Is
nounced whether Korda will pro- Barry Wais a Lady.'
Roy^ Del Ruth, recently apppinted good and shows plenty of Hollywood
duce the picture in Hollywood or in
director, is lining up 26 showgirls effect, the screaming siren, motorEngland.
cycle cops and so on being patterned
In addition to the Frank Buck as a background for Lucille Ball on the Hollywood model more than
piciure, which
plans to release In who plays the femme lead.
the local.
Ray.
.October,' another early fall release
will be 'One of Our
Aircraft Is
JWisslng,' British-made film bought was released about five years ago
Not Fining Oieefe's Job
by Korda for UA release in Amer- Film is by way of being a Soviet
ica.
'Lost Patrol' In that a group of Red
One merchandising plan now un- Army people are trapped in the desHollywood, Aug, 11.
der consideration for 'Aircraft' Is to ert, etc.
There will be no successor to the
open in five or six out-of-town key
Charles R. Rogers has signed Den- late James O'Keefe, who functioned
situations prior ''to the Broadway nis Day for the male lead in 'Powers for years as business manager of the
showing, although there is a possi- Girls,' for Uhited Artists release. music department at 20th-Fox.
bility it will open at the Rivoli, New Norman ^..awu.^uu
MacLeod is directing,
Work of that department is being
others
ui.^wwMB, wi.i^^o
York, -at "the same time.
In picture including Priscilla Lane, consolidated with the music casting
Korda bought American rights to Carole Landis, George Murphy and section, headed' by Frank Tresselt,
The Thirteen,' an Artklno pic that Benny Goodman band.
| who has been on the lot for 10 years.
.

UA

'

,

>

i

*Angeles

is no fear of darkness at the
have
They
learned,
through the earlier dimouts in the
coastal areas that the first impact of
a dimout keeps custOBiers at home

there

boxoffice.-

(WB), holdover, okay $5,300.
Palace (Loew) t2,242; 28-55)— This
Above Air (20th) (3d wk). .Looks Pedro, San Diego and other towns

like

Secuestro Sensacional
(ARGENTINE^MADE)

of those affected feel that the rules
will
adjust themselves
after trial balloons are 'sent up to
test the severi^ of army regulations
on what constitutes proper precautionary dimout.
Among the exhibitors in Holly-

29-44)— gradually,

second week.
('Sensational Kidnapping')

out with

Only thing that bothers exhibitors

.

UA

own

are' helping':

their way' around to iheir neighborhood houses in the light of the moon
and the stars, without benefit of

angle.

UA

Raftery before -leaving here stated
that, with pictures delivered and to
be. delivered the first six to eight

and

orders

the war effort as they have done
since Dec. 7. The earlier order, in
force since last December, dimmed
the lights along the immediate coast
where the beach cafes with their
neon signs made a perfect background for prowling submarines.
Dimouts in those neighborhoods
caused a few motor crashes and
have, temporarily, slowed up the attendance at film theatres, but the
general result has been a return of
the citizenry to their old film house
haunts.
Picture addicts can find

is heavily femme, who give it good
\vord-of -mouth
on the romantic

.

his

new Army :dith'6ul

street lights or marquees.
Only one new feature in the downThe latest military dimout covers
town, first-run area arid' the Capitol
theabre, with light screen fare but a the whole Pacific Coast from the
good stage show, will benefit from Canadian to the Mexican border and
reaches 150 miles inland in some terthis epidemic of holdovers.
This Above All,' *Gay Sisters** and rains, blighting out the neon signs of
'Pride of the Yankees' are the re- numerous towns which have grown
peats, with the latter baseball pic- rich on the trade of tourists from the
ture headed for a torrid second week, east and ranchers from the nearby
indicating a month's stay at Keith's.
citrus groves and alfalfa and bean
Patronage for the Gehrig biography

'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G). Will nab
satisfactory $5,500. Last week, 'Take
R. Grainger,
Letter' (Par), swell $6,500.
York this week to Ben Kalmenson, Abe Montague, Bill
•Kaftery in New
_
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
•work 'on the banking end of the teodgers, Bill Scully, Grad Sears, and his killing by Chinese workmen 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and vaude headed
deal. Benny is to be executive prO' A. P. Waxman as vice-chairman.. and along the Burma highway is about by Stubby Kaye (2d wk). Reached
director of campaign. The exhibit- the last word in strained suspense.
sizzling $23,000 on first seven days,
ducer of the setup.
Anna May Wong, a schoolteacher and good $18,000 Indicated for second
There are couple of deals still in ors' committee is headed by Gus iS.
who is pressed into service for the stanza.
producer setups Eyssell.
abeyance for
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-55-75)—
The executive committee has L. E. Chinese government, rises way above
here. One is on the fire for Murthe importance of her part and the 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk). On
head, and Thompson as chairman and M. F.
ray Silverstone, former
thin plot,
Noel Madison, who has second seven days will attain gigantic
Herman Gluckman to finance a unit Gowthorpe as treasurer. Its mem- played many villain assignments, is $18,000, Opening eight days, includto be headed by two director-pro- bers include Willit^m C. Gehring, in China's war service posing as a ing' reserved seat premiere, brought
ducers and four writers, which has Harry M. Kalmine, Charles M. Rea- priest. Nedrick Young plays a bus- whopping $22,000.
MetropoUtan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
been in the talking stage for the gan, George P. Skouras, J. R. Vogel driver, doing fairly well, while
others are Leslie Denison, the Ger- •AU Kissed Bride' (Col). Nifty $7,past month. The other likely may and A. P. Waxman.
man spy, and various lessers, includ<- 000. Last week, "Wings for Eagle'
bring Tay Garnett into the fold with
nors,

ii.

Motion picture business and all its
associated trades alon|f th'e' coast are
taking the
in stride

LOUISVILLE
wk).
cates

HRllam
Lucy Dell

American Field Service launches
a campaign in the film industry for
For his first production under the ambulance equipment, next Saturday
UA banner Benny is negotiating (15). Drive continues a whole month.
'With George S. Kaufman and Moss Neil Agnew, named industry chairHart to write an original screenplay man for the drive, is seeking more
Un- than $500,000 or a sufficient amount
for Ernst Lubitsch to direct.

Benny

of complications, with the crooks being finally- rounded up' by the cops.
There is little of the typical Arias
the film is more often

humor and

Slim Jenkins
Pete Draganxa

AGNEW CHAIRMANS

Expected to Darken Theatre B.O.s

Aires

flrst-rims leaves Palace in top
place, with 'Gay Sisters' pointing to
handsome $7,500.

Estimates tor TliU Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

(WB). Pointing to fine
week 'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO), fair $6,000.
Cspltol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and 'Lady
Gangster' (WB).
Nice $5,500 in

'Gay Sisters'
Last
$7,500.

sight.

Last

week 'Cardboard Lover*

(M-G) and 'Pierre of Plains' (M-G),
good $5,500.
Loew's (CS) (2,800: 35-53-67)—
"This Above All' (20th) (3d wk).
Crisp $5,000 ahead, after smash $7,000 for second stanza last week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Happened in
Flatbush' (WB) (2d wk). Pacing for
good $3,500, after good $4,500 last
week.

Orphenm

(Ind)

(1,100;

them have alrtady dimmed

or

^ts

their
their

kicked back into
natural sphere, sunlight by the

Night baseball

new

Is

-

military order.

It

affects not

only the Pacific Coast league but the

numerous Softball organizations
which have sprung up In opposition
to the old
few years.

hard

ball

game

in the last

In production, the film studios are
but not heavily by Lieut Gen.
They cancelled
order.
DeWitt's
night shooting on most of their
scripts last winter and re-arranged
most of their stories for filming by
daylight or Indoors. 20th-Fox Is
considering leasing ground outside
dimout area to use for night shoothit

ing.
Even then they'll run up
30-40-60)— against the transportation problem,

(UA) and 'Winter Car- no small headache
(UA) (2d wk). .Fair $1,800

'Real Glory'
nival'

from

lights to distract attention
lit-up neighbors.

In itself.

probable, after better than expected

week.
St Denis (France-Film)

$2,000 last

(2,500; 30-

40)— 'Nostalgic' and 'Maman Colibri.'
Good $3,500 currently. Last week
'Nuit de Feu'
$3,200.

Sne Roddy

'Wake

Island' Slated

For Solo Sale by Par

and 'L'lnnocent,' nice

^

•

Screening 'Wake Island' today
(Wednesday) for exhibitors, Para-

McDowaO

mount plans

For $36,000 Connnish

ually.

selling picture individ-

Deal

already

closed

on

at the
It for a run
which is now closed.
Mother of Roddy McDowall, 12- House is slated to reopen for the new
year-old film actor, has been sued
season Sept 3 with the Par film.
for $36,000 by the Agents ManageNew York date on 'Wake' will be
ment Corp. Complaint charges that

'Wake'

Hollywood, Aug.

11,

the seven-year representation contract,
breached by Mrs. 'W. L.
McDowall, will earn the moppet
$360,000 during the term of the deal
which
negotiated with 20th,-Fox,
started at $250 weekly: and reaches
a peak of $1,500 weekly.
Amount sought represents 10% of
total earnings.

spots

Rivoli, N, Y,,

pre-release since picture will not be
available generally until late in September, Sept. 18 wiU see 'Wake' prereleased in 25 other spots.
Bob Gillham has set up plans for

two special previews

for marines at

bases in Quantico, 'Va.,
Diego, to be held Aug. 24.
sion will be charged.

and

No

San

admis-

.

\
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THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES
/s

Bmm* mi

LOU GEHRIG
AT THE
NATION'S

BOXOmCiS!

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
IS HAPPY
TO REPORT:

NEW

YORK:
of

New

c/ffni>
its

1000%

Highest weekly grosses under any polity
York's House of Historic Hits!

of the Astojr

own

we MEAH

all

where

it

An

endlesw

continues smashing

time'record!

WASHINGTON: NewVear's business in July and August!
No

ceilings in the nation's capital

on

its

biggest hit!

4

SALT LAKE

CITY:

Higher than Pike's Pedk tor omoxr'

ing house records I

Our Southern
Orpheum's wo//f...ft'<o

'

cousins are bulging the

new

Louisiana Purchase!

in in waves
weeks are topping HrttsU!

overs are rolling

. .

.

and second

THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES b.c«m..th*
PRIDE OF THE NATION OS the porode (olreody
Kansas

City, Buffalo, Boston,

Omoho and

Des Moines, Cleveland,

news
way.

others ore wiring the

taking openings

. .

.

)

gets under

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

of their breath

prMnt$

GARY COOPER
THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES
(THE UFE
ScKin H«» b» !» Sw'rili*
Orlglml Sforr by f««l •«lllc».

H«nii«ii J.

M«nkl«wlai

TERESA WRIGHT
VaOZ

mn4

•

OF LOU GEHRIG)

BABE RUTH

YOUNDA •

RAY NO!

•

WALTER BRENNAN

lORCHISntA

6

'

PICTUBES
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New ODT

'

Wednesday, August 12, 1942

Revisions,

Thus

3 Extras Score With

Far,

Conservation

NLRB

CpBtinned from page 7;

Give Film Carriers a Good Break

nate trailer for houses whose policies
prevented them from using 'em that

PARLEY

ON LA. ECH.

20|tli

long.

While there has been a series of Stolen Prints Turn
new ORice of Defense Transportain
tion orders on trucking service, only
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
the revised Order No. 3 applies to
J. D. Kendis^ president of ConFilm Carriers, This one makes de- tinental Pictures,- Hollywood, is here
liveries easier for the carrier people trying to apprehend those respon-

Up

Minne^lis

Washington, Aug. 11.
In about six months. Bobbins said
Sonja Henie and 20th Centuryhe thought it would be possible to
make comparisons with a view to Fox were ordered to quit discrimdetermining how much film Js being
inating . against three extras who
saved through the measures being
taken at this time. He is now re- have attempted to avail themselves
luctant for that reason to even make of Wagner Act rights when the Na-

a guess as to what it might be.
While printing is subject to the
demands of theatres and the manner
in which bookings are made, Robbins pointed out that prints can be
s'*ifted around between theatres in
g:ven territories, with accounts interchanging them where within a convenient radius. Trailers are now being shipped out to the extent of
New No, 3 order of ODT regulates coming more common here and about 25% in advance while another
highway trucks used as common lower loop grind house exhibitors 50% goes out at about the time of
carrier between cities. Instead of a are being warned particularly to be release, this in turn providing a
cushion of 25% to fill fresh or
75% return load, this requirement on their guard.
theft of prints
And thus far, the sible for the alleged
of some of his pictures which, he
has shown no Inclination to claims, are being shown unauthorunjustly penalize the film business. Izedly at several local theatres. LoThis is best shown in the refusal of cal exhibitors involved say they
the ODT to reduce the total mileage bought the films in good faith from
requirements of trucks used in long- parties supposedly their owners.
Instances of stolen prints are 'bedistance haulings.

,

and exhibitors.

,

.

has been

lifted with stipulation that
trucks may travel empty over a
portion of the route. It also changes
the 100 to 120% capacity on outgoing
load to read simply that the trucks
on such trips must have a fuU load
over considerable part of route. This
has nothing to do with city trucks,
operating entirely within a specified
city radius.
Such city trucks must

JUICERS RUSH

TO JOIN IBEW

sent south, as rapidly as their requests for work are received. Only
regular studio employees are being
accepted in the studio technicians
unit of B-11. The imit already has
applied for affiliation with the conference of studio unions headed by
Herbert Sorrell. Similar action has

been taken by IBEW Cameramen's
Local 1318. No jiction on applications
is
expected untU SorreU returns
from the east.
Producers have submitted a counter-proposal of $2.25 per hour to the
Illustrators unit of the Screen Set
Designer^. Propo'sal is certain to get
<lates.
a firm turndown tonight (Tues.),
Because of the accumulative piling when the illustrators meet to disciiss
up of prints, it is feared that later- the offer. Unit is seeking a minimum
run film theatres will be pushed far scale of $0 per' hour, or $240 per
back in receiving prints. In sum, it week.
ml'ttio •S<ij<.v»a8«ife*8 Tim
exhib IS unable to
eceive prmts trying to locate- -25 -projectionists
when originally planned.
needeid by the army. Operators in-

*

accordance with a stipulation
submitted to the Los Angeles regional office, the N.LJLB. told the
skater and the studio to pay up
$350. each to the extras Barbara
Carabln, Grace Gale and Mary
Taylor who claimed to have been
blacklisted for union activity more
than a year ago. At the outset, both
em2rgency requirements. Every Miss Henie and 20th-Fox denied
the accusations, though later they
effort, of course, will be made to
withdrew their answers and prom
service accounts with the lowest
nu.nber of prints in order to relieve ised to respect the girls' right to
organize. Miss Henie was described
the burden in that direction.
in the final order as 'an agent of
Robbins .also pointed out that conthe studio.
siderable saving of film will be
If any of the trio seeks employrealized in, getting the scenes from
pictures needed for trailer-iuaking. ment in the future, she will reWhere before a sequence wanted for ceive 'equal consideration wiUi
trailers may have run six or seven other applicants similarly sent to
m'nutes, and the entire sequence was apply for employment pursuant to
sent to the laboi-atory, NSS there- the usual manner of selection of
ait'ir cutting out what it required, extra talent,' the order says.
now only the scenes desired are sent
In other actions lately the NX.R.B,
to the lab. In other words, National
certified the American Federation
Screen now cuts from clip to clip of Lab<>r as bargaining agent for
oi.ly what is needed.
office help at Paramount's St Louis
NSS is making many types of exchange and order d 20th Centuryspecial trailers for exhibitors; iii Fox to deal with an independent
fact will make up anything in the group of studio janitors, matrons,
way of screen advertising that an window washers and dressing room
account may want, dealing with the attendants.
The latest A.F.L. vichouse's policy, cooling system, holi- tory in the widespread sparring at
days, special events, stunts, etc. Quite St. Louis was by a 7 to 1 tally, with
a number of theatre, are using trail- two ballots being rejected. In Hollyers urging people to avoid blackouts wood, 68 of 71 voters preferred to
and dimouts by coming to see shows be represented by the 20th Centuryand enjoy themselves while all that's Fox Matrons & Janitors Guild.
going on.
Additionally, National has sold
thousands of trailers, Robliins stated,
where exhibitors are urging people
(25,000
to go to church; thereby maintaining

—

-

—

.

.

executives fail to see how ODT rulings make little difference on between-city hauls (since the Film
carriers are common carriers on
such routes), film Jruck lines are
reducing service to exhibs one or
two days weekly. This is done by
the carriers, at their own instance,
according to latest data available.
Net result of such curtailment is
being felt mostly by exhibitors although ultimately distributors wiU
be effected because unable to liquidate contracts as rapidly.
It also
may force distribs to rearrange play-

Union representatives, on from the
Coast in connection with demands
tional X,abor Relations Board re
for a contract covering all Los Ancently handed down three decisions
geles„ exchanges excepting MonoInvolving enterprises.
gram, will remain in the east until
In

-

curb mileage by 25%,
Another ODT order, No. 6, now
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
reads that trucks which carry nothRush of lamp operators and juicers
ing but film on entirely city deto get into the International BrotherAlso industry
liveries are exempt.
hood
Electrical
of
Workers before
leaders have interpreted the meaning of 'local carrier' in ODT rulings, the initiation fee is hiked to $100
to prevent iurther confusion,' as Saturday 15, has sent membership of
local firms operating entirely within
studio- technicians unit of IBEW Lothe city limits of a community or a
cal B-11 up near the 500 mark, ac25-miIe' radius of said city.
And the Film Carrier situation cording to business manager George
Applications are
also has been clarified somewhat by (Curley) Davis.
Order No. 17, which replaces No. 4 currently being accepte<f for a $5
and 5. This reads that the rules do initiation fee. Davis said that scores
being
sent to deof
electricians
are
not apply to any trucks operated as
common carriers. 'This is significant fense projects, stating an order for
received y^^terday from Las
because it covers all film carrier 250 was
Vegas.
He
said tne union has a
trucks on inter-city or distance
standing order from San Diego
hauls.
plants and that journeymen are being
While, distributor and exchange

.

.

WB PAYS

good will and aiding in the
n intenance of public morale.
Many sp.ecial trailers of a Governmental or war activities nature have
been made by NSS and distributed
local

free to the theatres. -Bobbins stated
that, his company will distribute accessories in connection ' with the
$1,000,000,000 September bond drive
out at less than
that will go
cost. While no plans have mate'rlalj^ed as yet with respect to a trailer
on' the drive, one probably is in the
offing.

Bobbins added.

Story Buys

FOR

Country Towns

.

'

liveries to five and six days weekly
probably won't be fully .known for
another month. But present indications point to the later-run exhibitor suffering by later showings on-

features.

STOCKHOIDERS'

preme Court may not have been
propely tried, as

th.e plaintiffs

inti-

Experiment
mate, does not in any way militate
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
against the finality of the judgment
A staggered film carrier system there entered. The corporation and
has just been announced for the its stockholders have had their diay
Pittsburgh territory, starting this in court, and the result is final.'
week, by Arthur H. Levy, Columbia
exchange manager and chairman of
the local motion picture industry's
THBEE FOR 'COBEA'
committee cooperating with the
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
ODT,
Plan is scheduled for a
Universal
assigned
Jon
Hall,
month's trial, with industry, here Maria Montez and Sabu as co-stars
Pitt's

-

lelimlnating
split prints

.

special
deliveries,
and call-backs in compliatice with
orders.
Levy estimates that new carrier
plan will save more than 25% in
mlleaae' &f least.'
all

ODT

.

'

•

'

Paramount currently has more
than 20 war pictures either in preparation or in story form. If all war
themes bought- by the company were
to be released during the coming
year more than 55% of the Par
sc'tedule would obviously consist of
war films. Understood that, in case
of this studio, although war themes
will form a substantial portion of the
total shooting schedule not all of
the war themes lined up will be released this season. Among war picr
tur.s which Paramount has either in
preparation or in production at the
studio are the following: 'Forth
BeU Tolls,' 'Submarine Alert,'
'China Pass,' 'Lucky Jordan,' 'Hands
of Mercy,' 'Alaska Highway,' 'Aerial
Gunner,' 'Story of'Dr. Wassell,' 'Four

Whom

'

'

'

'

-.

.

changes.

SOEG

of L. A, also wants a union
the members the

covering

shop,

union now has in the various exchanges as well as compulsory membership for
any new employees
*
brought in,
Becently
white-collar
workers
walked out of IlKO, Columbia,
Metro,
Par and United Artists
branches in Los Angeles.
They
agreed to return pending .the outcome of the negotiations now under
way.
Pat' Casey, producer labor contact, arrived in N. Y. Monday morning
together with Herbert
(10),

a decision to curtail raw stock as
much as possible in each individual
case^

with

indication

footage

that

previous recommenpossible ruiiaer previ
dations.

3-Sprocket Projector

Prospect was held out, however,
major reduction in footage
might be feasible via the use of a
proposed three-sprocket projector in
both production and exhibition. This
device, which would slow down picture projection, was discussed last
June in Washington at a meeting
with WPB officials. It was suggested
at the meeting last week that possithat a

•

Frank. Ross acquired film rights to bilities of the new technical equipthe Lloyd C. Douglas* novel. The ment be fully explored within the
Robe.'
;iext six months before any drastic
are
proposals
conservation
Twentieth-Fox purchased the film film
rights to the 'Dixie Dugan' comic adopted.
strip and will give it a 'Blondie'
Industry engineers recommending
treatment.
the use of the new sprocket estimated
that some 500,000,000 feet of celluloid
could be saved annually through its
use. .From SO' to 80 tons of steel
Court Holds
would be necessary for the changeover in technical' equipment, with
Cause for Action understanding that
officials
were inclined^ to grarfl the request
for use of the material.
motion for dismissal of the J. J.
Several producer-distributors, in
Theatres (Jules Joelson) complaint
opposing the percentage-wise cut in
against the inajor film companies, celluloid recommended last week,
Harry and William Brandt and Max claim that normal business would be
Cohen was denied in N. Y. supreme seriously affected if those. proposals
are placed in effect. These distribs
court Friday (7) by Justice Benjaclaim that the use of raw film stock
-

,

•

Jodson

Has

WPB

A

min

F. Schreilier. ,

in

Joelson, owner of the Times theis opposition to several other

atre,

'

houses on N. Y.'s 42d street which
a£e owned by the Brandts and Max
Cohen. He charges the defendants
with violation of the anti-trust law
and claims a conspiracy to maintain

from Coventry,' 'Adopt a Pilot,'
'Hour Before Dawn,' 'Hostages,' a monopoly of theatres in the Times
'Salue for Three,' 'A Tank Named Square area, causing his inability to
high-budget Oriental picture, John,' 'College Goes to War,' 'Hong obtain suitable product. He claims
'Cobra Woman,' to be made in Tech- Kong,' 'Night Plane from Chung- his theatre's gross has dropped from
nicolor in early fall.
king,' 'Come On, Marines,' 'Women $125,000 to $75,000 a year.
Scott Darling is doing the screen of Aberdeen,' 'Fourth Brother' and
Dismissal had been asked by the
play, with George Waggner as asso- 'Wake Island,' which is currently be- defendants on the grounds of failure
ciate pr^sflucer.
" S"
ing tradeshdwri.
to state si cause of action.
in the

Guild,

of $28.80 for typists and
a top of $72,80 for bookers, .whereas up to now the distributors have
not been willing' to grant more than
$22.50 for the lowest-salaried help
and $45 for bookers. Thus, there is
considerable of a differential between demands made by the union
and the counter-offer by. the ex-

Shortage

details

screen entertainment, which threatens to become out of line this year
due to the predominance of war pictures in production at all the studios, is under review currently. With
Metro, 20th-Fox, Warners, Universal
and RKO shooting schedules comprised of from lS%-40% war pictures, question of a varied, film diet
is now of immediate importance,

Employees

Office

minimum

'

PAR WINS ANOTHER

Another minority stockholder suit
against Paramount officers and directors was dismissed Friday (TTin
N. Y. federal court. The expected
action was taken by Judge John
Bright in the suit which had been
filed by Lillian S. Ratner and G. Arthur Peck involving the same issues
as set, forth ia the recent trial lost
In N. Y. supreme court by six stockholders seeking restoration to Para-'
mount corporate funds of $100,000
paid ia ex-labor leader» WiHie Blofl
and .George £. Browne. The dismissal was sought by the defendants
on the grounds of res ajudicata, viz.,
as having already been settled.
Judge Brighfs brief opinion condudedr That the case in the Su-

Screen

acting for front-office exchange help,
including bookers, is demanding a

Sorrell, president of the Conference
of Studio Unions; Glen Pratt, biz
agent for SOEG, and Paul Nostrom,
l>ooker in the Metro L. A. exchange.
Warners has purchased 'Broken Blanche Cole, recording secretary
Journey,' a legiter by Andrew Rosen- for the SOEG, got in yesterday
(Tuesday).
AU will take part in
thal which played three weeks at the
the negotiating huddles.
Henry Miller, N. Y., last season.
Price reported to be about $25,000.
Bette Devis is slated for the lead:
Film
Metro's 'EzMndable'
Continued from pace 7;
Metro is close to setting a deal for
'They Were Expendable,' VilUani L. t]erg, Nick Schenck, Grad Sears, Ned
White yam about P.T. boats, though Depinet and others participated, was

-

Particular in medium-sized country towns will the once or twice
weekly curtailment of service be
felt, according to latest estimates,
which figure such accounts will be
Ghoved' back two or three months
further behind first-run theatres,
this automatic tieup of prints in time
may force such exhibs five or six
months behind the first-run theatres.
Present arrangement of truck services is to eliminate Friday and Monday night deliveries or Sunday and
Honday nights. The Monday elimination means that all prints planned
for Monday night shipment must go
out on delivery Sunday.
Trucks
carry as many prints as before, and
thus far, because of this, get the
same amount of pay. Chief difference is that the routing of prints
must be re-juggled so they can be
chipped on different days.
Final result of cutting film de-*

actual negotiations which will
probably begin immediately in the
hopes of reaching an early settlement
to

of the controversy.

PLAY; DAVIS AS LEAD

Army and Navy

War

a settlement is reached in parleys to
be held with distributor heads of
the various companies. First session,
of a preliminary nature, will be held
today
(Wednesday),
jareparatory

.

cooperation in filming the mosquito boats and other
must first be secured. Also
iH' thfc" deftl U oro poirtrQa'
£
«ja:3sOit.'JaiAr5iy.-(Javy orj
yams with good parts for male tions, since story could have been
which woujd normally be told only with the cooperation of the
terested in getting such a rating stars
should contact business representa snapped uq have been passed up be- armed services.
cause the type of material mostly
live John Swartz, prexy James Brig
Carl Brandt, who is handling the
called for by the studios is for
ham or secretary C. W. Offer.
deal for White, has set a price of
femme leads. Male stars, who have $30,000 on the story, plus a sliding
been lost to the armed forces can't
sc9le bonus on book sales, with
be replaced, and those relatively unknown to the public are not consid- Metro reported having the inside
ered strong enough to carry top roles track against other bidders.
Monogram bought 'Dead Men Don't
SUIT in liigh budget picliires.
overall
balanced Ride,' by Arthur Hoerl.
Question
of
"

.

DEMANDS

•

ODT

IN N.Y.

in Complaint

Vs. Sonja Henie,

both production and distribution

has been held down to a mininym
cotnpatible with volume of sales and
accounts.
BKO, for one, for purposes of economy during its lean
years has held prints down to a point
lower than Bepublic, in ratio to number of showings per print.

Whether

.the

-

recommendations

made at Friday's meeting will be acof
is,
ceptable to
officials
course, uncertain.
Drastic Government decree, strictly limiting use of

WPB

celluloid, is still reported
fire in Washington and may

at

any time.

hanging
be issued

.
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PICTURES

PERMTT SYSTEM ENDED

N.Y.Pirojectioiiists'15%Wage
Rise

Demand

With the threat 'of a strike hanging over their heads, which would

exchange

and

Jailed in Theatre Theft
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.

projection

weU as scattered studios in
N. Y., distributors yesterday (Tuesrenewed negotiations with
day)
rooms as

Fred Bucknell,
held in the

week

of

county

New
jail

York, was
here last

in defaiilt of a $2,500

bond

folU. S.

Victory Over

L
Agents

Question

IATSE Union

OfiFicials

Federal

home-

take projectionists out oX all

White-Collarites Score Decisive

OPEN ROLLS TO

Disturbs Distribs

fi-

office

About Permit Plan Long
in Effect for

—

Men

COIN

ASC GAUNTLET

While the old contract covering
operators expired Aug. 31,
under a two-jrpar deal, the pro-

It

TO iATSE

these
1940,

have been working since
then under the previous scale on

when

the understanding that

agreement was reached

it

a

MEMBERS

new

Union

asking a

is

would be

15%

increase

approximate 300 projectioninvolved. According to Gelber,

ists

not so much the boost in
scale, but the various changes in
conditions,
elimination
of
some
the issue

is

and

clauses

Inclusion

of

others,

which the distribs seek to impose.

Any

by 306, if called, would
without doubt involve the exchange
strike

workers

(backroom)
since
they
wouldn't cress picket line? that are
thrown up, as on former occasions.

WB ALSO INVOLVED
WITH

H.O.

PUBUCISTS

cameramen have been

Warners and the Screen Publicists
Guild together following recent ces-

and deadline for. their withdrawal
has been set for Aug. IS. First expulsion by ASC hit Dewey Wrigley,
who took over the camera from Virgil Miller on 20th-Fox location without approval of ASC board of gov-

is

balk-

Additionally, WB Is insisting on a
straight
two-year contract. Company does not want to agree to a
provision which would reopen the
contract after the first year on wage
scales.

Members
Service,

of the U. S. Conciliation

-

Member FOes

Civil

Abe Schneider, Warner executive
at

in Local 516, Chester, Pa., operators,
Philip Trainer has brought a civil
suit against the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and its president, Richard F. Walsh,
Complaint
to regain these rights.
was filed Friday (7) in the U.S. District court at Philadelphia.

Ratification was unanistenos, clerks, others, were

(10),

when

leaflets

passed out to Par homeoffice

were
em-

Deal reached with Warners by the

MPOE

'

MPOE

.

MPOE

MPOE

'

A

Warners also balked
warrant it.
alMut reopening after one year, but
-

finally yielded.

Increases

granted,

which

vary

slightly as to percentage, run a little
better than 15% in all brackets.

Those earning up

week

will
receive $4 more, while those now
getting $30 to $40 will get a boost
In the $40450 bracket the
of $6.

jump

to $30 a

will be $6, while for employees

receiving over $50 the increase will

^e

$8.

However, for any

lesser

em-

ployees like office boys getting $15
a week, their increase will run bet-

Trainer's difficulties date from Oc1937, when he was expelled

tober,

the union under circumstances
which he complains^ deprived him of
the right -to produce witnesses and
answer the charges brought against
him. Subsequently he obtained reinstatement and', due to the fact that
his family was then in a destitute
condition, 'he claims he signed the
agreement waiving voice and vote.

com

'

from the Coast to direct negotiations the union's grievance' committee.
from the Warner side after Sam
Increases granted under the MFOB
Schneider, another h.o. exec, and contract are retroactive to May 15
Harold S. Bareford, attorney, and last, and Includes 11 days when the
failed to conclude an agreement. strikers were out.
Additionally, a
Neither Bareford nor Schneider at- gesture' by Warners is the payment
tended the lengthy Sunday, (9> ses- of the normal salaries that would
sion but Harry Kalmine, in charge of have been earned by the strikers
Warner circuit operations, sat in while they were off their jobs.
with Bernhard on Ihe negotiations.

'»

Theatre Picketing JTbrcat
Meeting was suddenly set on
Friday (7) when WB learned orders
had gone out from the lA instructing operators, stagehands and lab
workers (member locals of lA) not
to cross picket lines at the homeolTice or the Strand and Hollywood
theatres, N. Y, the following morning
(Saturday).
Bernhard tele-

phoned the lA from the Coast, asking that this action- be held off until
he could fly iti Sunday (9) for the
meeting hurriedly arranged for that
day.

Following attainmenf of a

settle'

Joseph D. Basson, International
representative of the lA and one of
the union's orgahizers, who has been
active for some time in the negotiaand the MPOE*
tions between
sitting In at many of the meetings,
is said to Have planned. the entire
led
to the rapid
strategy which
**
settlement He attended the mem-'
bership meeting held last week after
reached
an impasse
negotiations had
to
stick
and urged the strikers to
'
their guns, telling them that they
could depend on every possible assistance from the lA. This promise
by Basson, while not speciQc due to
a desire not to tip off the other side,

WB

ment Sunday night (9), office work'
er pickets were immediately re- Is t>elieved to have'kept many MPOE
moved from the h-O-, exchange. workers from w.eakenlng.
Strand and Hollywood. MPOE had
The Sunday meeting at the I.A.
Because 'Sergeant York' played been picketing only the stage doors
headed by Walsh as the lA president,
the RKO circuit before and recently of the Strand and Hollywood, but
was also attended by Basson and Vf.
had a return engagement at the were set to throw up a line in front
P. Raoul, assistant president of the
Strand, RKO made a deal with of the two theatres Saturday morn-

DUALFORRKOINN.Y.

United Artists for 'Gold Rush' so
that this one could be coupled with
'York' for extra pull. According to
advices, the dual,, an ordinarily big

.

Service of

closed.'

"Joe fierhT»arcr,~V;p. iairid gieii: service, and- all salary inequities
Sfiagcf -"df -tVarrtCTsrHwr lir «srata&a>^»r»-to-l»a4Mli^

'erai

bers during the Willie Bioff-George
E. Browne regime. It is understood
the Government is especially anxious
to learn how the money was divided
among the Chicago mob backing
Browne and Bioff at that time. The
latter two were taken to New York
several weeks ago from a Federal
prison and have been questioned by
representatives
reGovernment
peatedly since that time.
It was reported from time to time

Beginning Feb. 12, 1938,
one under any circumstances, is doplaint alleges, he has been subjected
being
it's
ing strong everywhere
'
to a series of acts of discrimination
,
negotiating comjnlttee.
In absence and that all appeals he has made to played.
from town of Jonas Hosenfleld, Jr.,
RKO booked "York' last year at
the lA for reinstatement of full
of 20th-Fox, president
all
of its
of the SPG, membership rights, including at^he advanced admissions for
Lawrence Lipskin of Col, v.p. of the coQ^ntion this past June, have been 40 Greater N. Y. theatres (including
union, heads the committee.
Following the conven^ Westchester) and rebought it for the
to no avi4>,
it is
houses
Hearing the case are Harry Win- tion, on June 19 Walsh wrote Trainer entire group. In some
ning and Samuel Spencer, members stating that 'as far as the Interna- playing seven days, in others five.
on
of the U. S. Conciliation
concerned, your case Is Majority of the .engagements are
is
tional
his

IATSE.

ter

meht racket tacked on IATSE mem-

CHAPLIN-TORK' STRONG

costs.

the

NWLB.

Monday

union set up a committee to revise filed a petition for an election In Par
the by-laws so as to do away with to cover the h.o.. Par exchange,
the permit men and open the mem- newsreel and the company's two
bership rolls to new operators. Sit- music subsidiaries, the SOPEG has
uation also was discussed by IATSE been notified a hearing will' be held
prexy Richard Walsh recently when on the matter tomorrow (Thursday)
he stopped over here en route to before the National Labor Relations
New York from the Coast. There Board- David Golden, president and
also has been considerable criticism William Piehl, organizer, will. attend
over the $20,000 salary paid busi- the hearing, together with members
ness representaiive John Smith and o! the Par SOPEG chapter.
the $18,000 stipend given Peter
file MPOE strike against Warners
Shayne to act as president and as- lasted only 11 days, including up to

that Bioff might be offering to 'sing'
in an effort to soften the income tax
evasion, charge still pending against
him on the Coast. Bioff is now
serving 10 years and Browne eight
They
years on extortion charges.
were convicted of shaking down
motion picture companies of several
In addition to seeking abrogation
million dollars on threats to call
signed
in
1938,
he
agreement
of an
strikes in the industry.^
waiving rights to voice and vote,
money in the amount of $3,000 is involved, exclusive of interest and

h.o., and Harold S. Bareford,
company attorney, are representing
WB, while also sitting in is the SPG

the

gotiated.

mous and

calls for a preferential shop^
ployees seeking signed applications
for memliership fh'the MPOE. This with the proviso that any new emunion is known as Local 23,169 and ployees brought Into the company
must
members within 90
become
is
affiliated
with the American
days.
Warners had balked at the
Federation of Labor.
90-day clause, granting merely the,
Thus, the move by the
Is
so-called 'maintenance of memberone which seeks to wean Par whitership' or a majority. As result of this
collar workers away from the rival
union known as Screen Office & Pro- resistance by WB, the union memfessional Employees Guild, a CIO bership, held a meeting last Wednesunion.
Just how successftil the day (5) and voted to then demand a
may be is highly problemati- closed shop. Previously the
cal, but it is depending, as an in- had respected the reluctance of Warfiuencer, on the quick deal it was ners to force some older employees
able to effect with Warners. In that into the union but It still wanted
connection, the leaflet distributed the 90-day provision for newly hired
among Par workers noted that 'the help.
victory was made possible only
Contract runs for two years, but
through the active cooperation of may be reopened after the expirathe officers' of the IATSE, the tion of the first 12 months on the
Teamsters and other
F of L wage scale alone, should, a rise In
unions in your industry.'
SOPEG living costs or changes in conditions
contract

men

- -^misy -lmesk^«tte»', t»e-oW;:»%*M»<i3S-

Snt

who came up from Wash- from

ington to hear the case, are said to
have proposed a 70-30 shop, but that
Warners are resisting this also.
Claimed that 95% of the Warner h.o.
publicity-advertising workers eligible to union membership are al-,
ready in the SPG.

Monday morning.

than 25%.
National Labor Relations Board is
While union sought severance pay
expected to review this week the
up to a maximum of 12 weeks, it
ASC complaint charging the proagreed to a top of six weeks salary
ducers and IATSE with unfair labor
for any employee with the company
practice in attempting to peg a scale
eight years or over.
for first cameramen, after the stu- sistant business manager
of the late Sunday night (9) when settleThere Is to be seniority In the
dios had already negotiated a deal union.
ment was reached in the offices of
with the
event of layoffs,, based on length of
wyogjagaa.?^ l l?(ileinl.aeents,4H3e. 'ow Richard F. Walsh, president of the

'

Understood' that Warners

first to attend an 8 a.m. meeting
(10) for the purpose of ratifying the agreement ne-

but

back on the job at the usual hour
Monday morning. Nearly 450 were
immediate campaign in Paramount. on strike.
First step in this direction was taken
Preferential Shop

ulti-

Due to inability to come to an
understanding Friday (7), another
Against lA to Regain
meeting will be held today (Wednesday).
It
no agreement can be
Voice and Vote Rights
reached on disputed points, matter
will undoubtedly go to the National
Culminating a fight of nearly five
War Labor Board which has the
power to determine what both sides years, during which he has sought
must agree to.
restoration of voice .and vote rights
ing at demands for severance pay
such as granted by other distributors, graduating to a maximum of
12 weeks for anyone employed 10
years or more, and also does not
want to grant retroactive pay to
date when negotiations began shortly after first of the year;

that

11.

against carrying dual union

''tflBftJfi service'ih' air^effori-ta.bYljl'firf't'"*'''''

sation of negotiations.

Scoring a fast and decisive victory
over Warner Bros., with assistance
the International Alliance of
Theatrical Sta|e Employees counting importantly in bringing about a
settlement, the Motion Picture Office Employees is inaugurating an

$80 to $120 per week have been
doled out work permits which had to already has a
with Loew's,
be renewed weekly. These permit RKO, 20th and Columbia, recently
are said to have been taxed 10% negotiated.
in
permits,
the
earnings
for
of
-their
cards in IATSE on pain of suspenSevere resistance to any campaign
addition to the regular dues of $40
by the MPOE to muscle in on Par
sion or expulsion from the American per quarter.
is promised by the SOPEG
(CIO)
Society of Cinematographers, which
After several union officials were which claims its membership inwould deprive them of studio work.
Attorney clude^. 85% of the Par whitercolU.
S.
questioned
by
Action is directed at lensers still reMathias Correa in New York, the larites in N. Y. Recently having
taining membership in tA Local 659,

Hollywood, Aug.

Studio

matumed

ernors.

Trouble breWs on another labor
front for Warner Bros., with no
progress reportedly made Friday
(7) when company executives met
^.With|too members of the U. S. Con-

indicated

died in the last 20 years. Hundreds
of competent operators employed
regularly at salaries ranging from

retroactive to the 1940 date.
for the

was

approxi-

mately 150 of the 400 operators now
holding permits will be admitted to
membership. These will replace approximately 200 members who have

jectionists

WB With IATSE Help;

Seek to Organize Par Immediately

Operators in from

lowing a hearing before a
Chi
Around 150
Ijocal 306, Moving Picture Machine Commissioner on charges of conHold the Permits
Operators in N. Y.
spiring to travel to Pittsburgh to
Meantime, the union which em- rob WB's Stanley theatre of nearly
powered Herman Gelber, president, $8,000 and transport the loot to
DIVISION
to call a strike at his discretion, is Akron, O., James DeLucia and three
deferring action and the ops are re- other men were named in the conHow- spiracy 'charge.
porting for work, as usual.
ever, should negotiations bog down
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Bucknell and DeLucia have also
again, a sudden walkout may be been indicted by the state on a robFollowing disclosure by Governordered.
bery charge.
The robbery took ment agents of the permit system
Seeking a new contract for pfo- place last February and most of the
in lA'TSE's Chicago operators local
jectionists iii screening rooms of the money was recovered two days later.
110, union for first time in 20 years
majors, as well as newsreel companies and eastern Audios, liOcal 306
is opening its rolls to take in outbroke off negotiations a week ago
side operators as regular members.
and immediately held a membership
Permit system which is said to have
meeting at which a strike vote was
involved 150 ops is being eliminated.
taken.

.

2S

the five-day basis.

ing (8) so that operators and stagel«ands could not be forced to enter
through the lobbies. This was also
deferred in lieu of the alarm call
from
for the Sunday parley.
When settlement was arrived at
Sunday evening, the lA sent telegrams to the 38 members of the Exchange Workers union. Local .51-B,
which had been out of the Warner
exchange from the start. Night shift

WB

was ordered back to work immediately.
At the same time Warner
white-collar strikers were notified to
be prepared to come back to work,

union.

Warnerites on the MPOE negotiating committee included Ray Price,
president of the union who is in the
Warner tax department; t,eo Haas,
v.p., who's in foreign accounting at
the h.o.; Charles J. Davis of tlie
branch auditing forces; Sam Kahn,
accountant, and William Starr, general secretary, also an accountant.
Davis and Kahn are on the MPOE
exec board.
William K. Flaherty, A.F.L. organizer, and adviser to the MPOE,
(Continued on page 31)
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78,000,000
MAGAZINE READERS

cufAwmas

WILL SEE THIS FULL

PAGE AD

IN

THE

BIGGEST CIRCULATION

MAGAZINES!
-2=-'";""^„jy KOSTtR
I

On the news stands
from August 25th
through Sept. 15th

Hertare

the magazines carrying this

a4r*

*

LOOK, LIBERTY, COLLIER'S, AMERICAN MAGAZINE, TRUE STORY, FAMILY CIRCLE,
PHOTOPLAY- MOVIE MIRROR, CHARM, HOLLYWOOD, MOTION PICTURE, MOVIE STORY,
TRUE CONFESSIONS, ROMANTIC STORY, GLAMOUR, MOVIE RADIO GUIDE, STARDOM,
SCREEN GUIDE, MOVIE LIFE, MOVIE STARS PARADE, MOVIES, PERSONAL ROMANCES,
RADIO MIRROR, TRUE EXPERIENCES, TRUE LOVE & ROMANCE, TRUE ROMANCES, MODERN
ROMANCES, MODERN SCREEN, SCREEN ROMANCES, SCREENUND, SILVER SCREEN, PIC.
LIFE,

l^MVERSAL PICTURES,

WATCH FOR OTHER NEWS ABOUT
Your
^"Salute

THIS KOSTER HIT

theatre is on the front line of the war in September .ik .

To Our Heroes" Month must

sell

*

a billion dollars in Bonds, and Stampsl

'
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UMPI

Myers Excoriates Arnold on

Allied States Believe* 'Pocket Veto' Is Fate of New
^Predicts Return of Trade Abuses
Selling Plan

—

Washington, Aug. 11.
Justic^'bepartment 'pocket veto'

plan would meet' their views.
Individual exhibitors who talked to

_

A

for the
forecast

Myers,

UMPI

-

distribution plan,

Monday

was Arnold or

by^Abram

(10)

chairman of the board

those interviews they felt encouraged to proceed. A committee of
distributors and exhibitor^ on July 3
submitted to Mr. Arnold and his assistant the plan that had been agreed
upon together with the formal
papers for incorporating it Into the
consent decree.
'The substance of the plan was
outlined to Mr. Arnold by his assistant, who stated that he did not
like it but that it was 'better than
nothing.' This unwarranted dispar-

Assistant

Attorney General Thurmap Arnold
has made it possible for 'certain
circuit operators' to put out 'misleading sUtemenU' about the UMPI
formula and clears the way for the
Ave respondent distributors to play
favorites among customerSj Myers
He asked independent theatre
said.
owners to keep their eyes open for nothing.'
discrimination
and
of
incidents
abuses.

.

.

'

clared.

He appended

to

his state-

ment a tabulation of earnings of
seven companies Columbia, Paramount,' RKO, Loew's, 20th CenturyFox, Universal, and Warners without further comment. Col and U
were not brought under the decree,
however.

—

—

-

the

of

Twentieth-Fox, which in July liegan selling a block of five pictures
in decree fashion, during the past
.week screened six additional new
pictures.

Company

selling

{ilans

'

'

-

.

nm

in his
discussion of the issue, noting that
Congress shelved legislation to outlaw block-booking in the expectation the Justice Department would
kill this practice.
The flve-picture-

throats

TOW

.

what they are buying.
Myers went back 20 years

rammed down the

WANT

in

uation.

-

uies-'rtfar-the 'Oiscntfs wiiT offer v
tures in blocks of 10, remarking that
the stronger films 'unquestionably
will be tradeshown and the exhibswill be able to get a clear idea of

by
and
and

METRO DOKNT

summer home

'

reasons.

conceived

THURS.

his

five of these as group No. 2, while
'Tales of Manhattan,' among those
earnings statement ready, tor stock- screened, will be' marketed singly
holders when the directors meet to- at advanced admissions. Twentieth's
morrow (Thursday). Because of re- second block of five films will emalignment of returns from foreign brace :.-Berlin Correspondent' 'Iceaccounts closed by the war and land,' 'just Off Broadway,' 'Careful.
Shoulder'
'Orchestra
and
higher |;ederal taxes, no definite es- Soft.
timate of second quarter earnings Wives.' There will be no delay in
have been heard In financial circles. beginning to sell this second bunch.
Warner Bros., holding off.. as long
However, it is expected that the
as' possible in hopes of seeing the
n^t profit total -will not be far
UMPI plan in effect, next week will
from. the $841,561. figure shown for commence offering
five new 1042-43
the first quarter if for no other reapictures as a group, also in line with
son than the company has bad
the decree. Company, is screening
money-making features on release thiem tomorrow
(Thursday) and Friin April,' May and June. Earnings
day .(14), films being 'Across the
are figured as being considerably
Pacific,' 'Now, 'Voyager,' 'Despeirate,
in excess of .around $457,000 sfiown
-Journey,' 'Secret Enemies' and "The
in the second 1941 quarter.
Busses Ro6r,'''-A<;tual release dates
on three of these .have been set for
September,'
Understood in- tx'ade circles that
Cohifflbia's Product Deals
this company as well as Vat and
idetro; .were toying -with the idea of
St Louis, Aug. 11.
going" out to sell a group of 13 picTwo -Important film deals 'v/Uh tures such as ^called for under the
Illinois exhibs -were set last week by UMPI plan, 'thus .gambling it would
Clarence D. Hill, manager of Colum- go-*' through, but in each case the
bia's St Louis office. .A two-year -companies decided' that this might
pact for all of^Columbla's product be a dangerous move.
was made with John Marlow, ownerRKO, .which screened five new
operator of the White City ]^ark and season's releases last week, is 're-,
the Marlo.w and Herrln, in Herrin, ported planning to begin selling next
nL, and the Marlow and Libierly in week: Pi(itur<ss already "tradeshown
Murphysboro, HI.
and ready for'' peddling as a group
George Kerasotes, general manager are 'Big Street' ^Mexican Spitfire',"
of Kerasotes Bros, circuit owning Elephant,' 'Wings and the Woman,'
and operating a large string of fiicker 'Journey Into Fear' and 'Highways
houses in Illinois, Iowa and Missouri, by Night.' .
Metro, at present holdings sales
aisO: purchased Columbia's 1942-43
product.
With
headquarters
in conferences^ on the Coast, is discussSpringfield, III., Kerasotes will play ing the immediate sale of five- as a
first
Columbia celluloid in the block out ot the nine pictures which
Senate and second run, 3P days later, it has already screened. All of the
nine fu-e for 1942-43 release.
in the Strand, both in Springfield.
.

atre owners will get cancellation
privileges that cannot be obtained
otherwise. Myers estimated on the

was

MAY BE READY

at

Madison, Conn., but probable that

.

All the safeguards of the decree will
be retained, he noted, and the the-

.

20TH-F0X STATEMENT

.

vacation

he would be willing to interrupt it
due to the urgency of the UMPI sit-

'

Besides being 'burdensome
and expensive,' the decree system
reduced the bargaining power of the
Independents, he said.
The fivepicture method was more favorable
to the distribs th^ the old system,
since 'it enabled them to demand
higher percentages than ever before.
The ^ UMPI formula would be a
distinct
improvement, in Myers-

idea

up product where

go ahead with selling in one
manner or another.
Meantime,
Judge Henry W, Goddard. who
would have to hold a hearing on
the UMPI plan, is on a month's
ing, to

'-.':

hibitors.

theorists' in
the Commerce
Justice Departments, he said,

way back oq

While bombarding T h u r
an
Arnold for action on the United
Motion Picture Industry plan, with
several wires having been sent him
during the past few days, distribu*
tors on the other hand are prepar-

-

idea did not remove the
curse of forcing bad pictures on ex-

package

m

Bracken, HnttoD Teamed

Miracle of Morgan Creek.'

WER'

package

.

Screen Film for Early Selfing

In fact, it's understood that the
eastern sales district, headed by MUt
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Kusell, is substantialljb. ahead of all
Eddie Bracken and Betty Button,
other districts on business. District two comics developed on the Broadis embraced in the division formerly way stage, draw top spots
in the
headed by J. J. Unger, who resigned forthcoming Paramount picture, "The
recently.

27

'If this is what they want, I
guess we ought to let them have it.'
Th"- conimittee left his office confident that approval' of the plan
would be forthcoming. His assistant
indicated that the department would
act on the plan during the .ensuing
Getting extended time everywhere
week so that it could be presented to
Judge Goddard before he left for a .and earning holdovers, Metro is refusing the length ot run on 'Minivi. ition on Aug. 1.
Time elapsed and. nothing hap- ver* that some accourits are anx-.
pened. Arnold and his assistant gave ious to have.- Believed that this is
the first time in the industry that a
no satisfactory explanation.
distributor has refused to grant as
'It was stated that the plan could
not be submitted to the Attorney much time as a house desiresJ
General until the Nazi spy trial was
'While not on record with respect
concluded. The end of that proceed- to the policy, understood that Metro
brought no action.
i:
is refusing length of run' s'o that
'It was stated that acceptance of
there will be something left in .the
the plan might interfere with a picture for subsequent runs when
resumption of the trial of the case they come to.it.
next year when other provisions of
In this connection, estimated that
the decree expire. But if (as is ap•Miniver' could go beyond Labor
parent) Arnold was prevented by
Day at the Music Hall, N. Y., pospolitical influence from trying the
sibly even further, in view of the
case in 1940, when the country was
tremendously consistent pace it has
at peace, how can he hope to overshowii but Metro is calling it quits
come such forces in 1943 when as- after 10 weeks of record-breaking
suredly the country will be at war?' biisiness. This will leave something
With a pessimistic reihark about for the rest of the N. Y.'. houses
the prospects of xeviving legislation
booking it. G. S. Eyssell, managto kill bloick booking, Myers hoped
ing director, is letting the film go,
that some Congressional committee
although under the control he could
'will develop and disclose all the
keep it further; also Metro could
facts connected with this amazing
force additional holdover.
situation.' In view of the war, there
Actually the control figure on the
is slight prospect the legislators will
current (10). week, ordinarily makgive serious attention to such measing another holdover compulsory,
ures as the sidetracked Neely bill, he
hit higher than the control called
confessed, but revelations of what
In a somewhat different position
for the first week of the engagehas motivated the Justice Depart- ment.
than other distributors Since it sold
Canadian'! Boyliic Trip
ment 'would pave the way for effecThe first nine weeks at the Hall
Mitchell S. Bei;nsteln, of Ihfe Bern- this season's product later, plus havtive action in the future.'
rang up. $815,000, while this week stein & Liebenhan circuit of
ing three specials for selling singly,
N£w

The consent decree was a failure,
Myers claimed, and the flve-picture

numerdus

PICTURES

h IKIemma Dne to UMPi Distribs

Out of eastern Century and Skouras
house; for about three-quarters of
this season (1941-42), Paramount still
is said to have lost nothing through
inability to get together with the
two circuits until only recently.

this:

booking and blind-selling.' Arnold
was "Sirred for 'accepting a milkand-water consent decree in 1940
and his inaction in 1942.'
The Allied leader recognized that
the.distribs cannot run the risk of
putting the 'UiMPI plan into effect'
without Justice Department consent
but complained that because of the
escape clause and Arnold's stalling
the indies and the reform element
are 'right back where' they started
many years ago.' There is no curb
on monopolies, preferential franchises, favoritism, and other abuses,
he remarked, commenting on the
'unaccountable attitude' of the antitrust division head.

for

NO LOSS
2-CIRCUIT HOLDOUT

.

'Mr. Arnold sai^ a great many
things that appeared to be beside the
point but his one statement that
convince*', the committee the plan
would be approved was substantially

.

In a lengthy blast, Myers blamed
the Justice Department for 'a scandalous situation' and sought supportfrom 'the countless thousands who
directly and through their authorized spokesmen have joined in the
Aght against the evils of block-

estimation,

mm

'When Pai* finally closed with
Story is by Preston Sturges, who
Skouras and Century^ latter went will also direct, starting Sept 14.
season's releases to pick
it could be played,
whereas in other independent spots
film had been bought and used. Of
course, all this has ma4e liquidation
Company is completely at
slower.
agement was, in a sense, accurate: peace with Skouras-Century chains
the selling provisions of the decree now.
were no longer in force and, putting
Although delayed by current slow
the lowest pdssible estimate on the
mails from .foreign countries, 20thproposed plan, it was 'better than
Fox may have its second quarter

the trade abuses
baclc all
which the anti-trust suit was de-

bring

of

from time

to time reported that as a 'result of

F.
of

stateAllied States Association, in a
'declaring the Federal Government's failure to move for modificadecree will
tion of the 1940 consent

ment

signed to eradicate.
Delay on the part

to his assistant

PAR
ON

Con/s $118,866 Net
Consolidated Film Industries reported net earnings of $118,866, after
all taxes and charges, for the quarter ended last June 30. This is equal
lo 29^0 per share on the preferred

indies.

Concerning the pigeon-holed modification, the Allied spokesman said
the Indfependents felt the UMPI idea
>yould be more workable and also
provide protection against former
abuses. Myers snorted that the plan,
after Arnold indicated
he would

close, as cbmiJareij- witn'^TBJfpHi/'r
on a buying trip: xfiS
lis circuit 01 iz
(9th) week's take of $94,300. Pickup, theatres is principally
located at St.
almost unheard of except on holiJohn.

was due to announcement film
would not remain longer.
Thus, on the 10-week stretch total
days,

Where

there Is any military activity, motion picture theatre biz in
It
gross will be approximately $1,- that part of Canada is- terrific.
also follows the general trend in
015,000.
With plenty of prints on hand at the U< S., with business being off
the N.Y. Metro exchange, company where communities have suffered a
gave the Hall a fresh one each week. population dislocation through young
This does not mean they are worn men going into service and othersi
ouf, however. Far from it. Hall did moving to other towns for war industry work.
28 shows of 'Miniver' weekly.

is

,

^ ,42.43 release,
being screened for exhibs today

j^j^j^j

(Wed.) and selling of it singly will
start immediately.
However, the company has a terrific backlog of '42-43 product al-

ready completed and is planning to
screen IS. of them between Aug. 13
and 19, so that they will be ready
for whatever means ot merchandising is decided upon. Company Is in
good shape so far as film supply for
its accounts is concerned in the near
future since, in' addition to now having its final (7th) block for customers. It has 'Holiday Inn,' sold
^lo.

20th-Fox, First to Sell in Blocks-of-5

stock.

Company, which owns a

controllPictures,

l^riminNW.DoingTerriiicBiz

ing interest in Republic
actually wound up the three-month
recommend its adoption, has been period with consolidated net of
before deducting provision
$224,276
'collecting cobwebs' on the Assistant
ConsoliMinneapolis, Aug. II.
taxes.
Attorney General's desk and the dis- for Federal income
in the
dated figured this at ^105,409
Although the Minnesota anti-contribs have been taking advantage of
''
the helpless situation of the inde- quarter.
sent decree law requiring full-season
pendent exhibs.
deals to include 20% cancellation has
'The independent exhibitors could
been declared' invalid, two major
not risk the time and money, incident Bill Sussittan to
non-decree compar^ies, Columbia and
to protracted negotiations with the
Before Staling Plans Universal, now doing their 1942-43
distributors without some assurance
selling in the state, still are allowing
that the
Before announcing future plans,
plan- when
formtilated
would receive fair, even sympathetic, William Sussman, who resigned this elimination voluntarily. Howis permitted
consideration by the Department,' from 20th-Fox Friday (7), will take ever, the cancellation
Myers said.
He will probably be only in the lower brackets, whereas
a vacation.
'When the plan had taken shape away several weeks. Prior to leav- the state law made it mandatory to
but before it had been put into final ing 20th, Sussman had discussed apportion it equally in all the groups.
form, it was discussed informally plans to shift to Cleveland in fcharge At that it's pointed out that before
between a committee of exhibitors of sales over a large territory sur- the state law's enactment 'Minnesota
independent exhibitors were lucky
«nd Mr. Arnold and his assistant on rounded by that key.
eliminaMay 16. Since there was no formal
For 10 years eastern division sales to receive as much as 10%
submission the officials naturally did manager
recently 4ion' and that entirely in the lower
20th,
he
for
not approve it but certainly they did handled general executive distribu- brackets.'
20lh-Fox is still the only major
not indicate that they would disap- tion duties at the homeoffice, while
prove it.
Andy Smith assumed command of decree company to launch 1942-43
They did not indicate by word or eastern sales. Prior to joining 20th, selling. The first to inaugurate Mingroups-of-five decree selling.
manner that nothing other than a
_ he was a homeoffice Par sales nesota
Fox has been doing landoffice business
continuation of the "consent decree executive.

INDIES

MOVE TO CURB

TWIN

CITIES'

DUALING

'

•

Vacash

,

and continues to report that independent exhibitors, 'without excephighly
themselves
the chance to buy. a
five-block.
U
While Northwest Allied awaits its
convention Sept 1 to decide if it
wishes to sponsor a fight to higher
courts in the anti-consent decree, it's
anticipated that other decree companies, like 20th-Fox, will sell either
groups-of-flve or in accordance with
the UMPI adopted plan when they
start to begin their 1942-43 Minnesota
celling.
However, before the expiration ot the six months' appeal
period or during an appeal, they
could sell their entire season's product subject to 20% cancellation, as
provided by the state law, according
to the opinion' of their counsel who
point out that the distributors' re
lease from the decree is in effect
until 'a final determination' of the
tion,'

pleased

profess
.with.,

Minneapolis, Aug.

A
t(i

11.

Northwest Allied committee was
meet this week with John 3,
Paramount circuit president,

Friedl,

•

Minnesota measure's validity.

tn enlist- hiiki in the- fight against
the rapidly growing double feature
menace in -Minneapolis and St Paul

indie neighborhood situations.
Friedl was to be asked by Harold

committee chaintian and
independent circiut owner, to drop
double features at his downto-wn
Minneapolis Aster and St. Paul
Tower, the only Twin City loop
"first-run houses with
a twin bill
Field, the

policy and the

Paramount

circuit's

lone double-feature theatres in the
two towns. Incidentally, the poMcy
has been successful in both houses
and while Friedl opposes doublefeaturing he has contended that in
these lone instances it is essential
in order to have an outlet for 'B'
and lower classification releases and
under various other circumstances.

'

Wednesday, August
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THEY'LL

BECOME THE TALK OF THE NATrON!

EDGAR BUCHANAN

PRODICTION

AVAILABLE FOR

(he gave you 'Wonan of the Ytar* and Tenoy Serenade')

LABOR DAY

Scnen pby by IRWIN SHAW and SIDNEY BUCHMAN

BOOKINGS

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

1

.12,

1942

.

——

-

Wcilncsdaj, August 12, 1942

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
at Peeksklll. -Louis Brand*;
brother of Harry Brandt, who man-

<Jeorgia Powers, reporter for Press,
officers' trainydcepted for
Moines. Before reporting,
iiife at Des
wrote a series of articles on her

ages the Globe theatre, managed to
obtain a good motion picture story
o£ the camp while serving in the

certificate,

army.

WAAC

;^iperiences.

He

regiment

making

is

it

up

into

a special, reel.
Joe Shea, tradepaper rep in

Hal
(Buddy) Broudy, son of Home's office
at ^Oth-Fox;
Will
ii^ve Broudy, former Stanley thea- Yolen, Warner Bros, h.o.- exploitaork conductor and now first tion head, and Elliott
itr^
McMagnSs,
band
there,
promoted
in
'Violinist
20th-Fox ad sales, were amoiTg^'^fe
iilHai-old

second to
jol t Munroe, Va.

•iipm
'

Peel,

i'jCharlie

flrst

lieutenant

at

fllmites at the
.

engineer at

WJAS,

camp.

Seattle

:

'

,

ConUofent

j.

:

"

ager Majestic, Philipsburg, and'son
of theatre's owner, coast guard. Another son, George, former manager
of the Majestic, now at Officers' Candidate School, Camp Lee, Va.

George W. Otte, former Dipspn

cir-.-

manager in East Liverpool, O.,
and son of George S. Otte, Wheeling
showman, commissioned second lieucuit

tenant at Fort Benning, Ga.

Duke

Moran,

USO Book
Material

For Anny, Navy Actors
Volume

Signal Corps.

Stanley

i of comedy material, comand prepared by the. Writers
Committee of. USOCamp Shows, for use by servicemen, is off the press and being distributed by Army and Navy morale

and' Material

is accused of bungling
of classifying applicants.
with college degrees were
preferentially, practical experience, second'ary.
Specialists mUst
go where " assighed.
They wear a special uni-

job

Those

'

Navy.
This first volume, titled 'At Ease,"
George Seagal, film caster. Army. is a compilation of' 49 'blackouts
John ._ Eckert,
film
technician, handpicked from the recent best in
Army.
legit, vaude, radio and pictures, ar-1
George Segall, film caster. Navy.
Richard Denning, screen actor. edited to fit the limitations and reNavy.
quirements of -the servicemen. Each
Joseph Lewis, film director. Army. sketch includes complete stage diI

ll^qoo" arc expected' to' relieve officers here on desk duty sothat they 'can be sent out with com-

Earl F. Colgrove, film

cartoonist,'

Dudley Early, magazine film

critic,

rections, a simple stage chart, and>

for the

utter novices, the front of

the tome includes a detailed chart

Nrvy.

'

iGi'icr Johnson, studio electrician, of stage positions.. Most of the maNrvy.
terial requires only three and four
William
'V.
cameraman, characters, although ,one skit, 'The
Skall,
Kxvay Air Force.
Sergeant's Debut,' by Howard Dietz,
'Burton Jones, picture house mancalls for 12 people' and a couple

Army.
Bob Shannon, production

ager.

assistant,

Arm'y.

Walter

Arry

many

credits

th6

Every bit
as eight,
author, original cast,

show and producer.
Shenson,

Aii: ,i.Cf'

Kenneth

use as

'

~

C.

film

publicity,

ps
1_
Carter, flm.

editor,

MEDALS FOR ALL
Keimeth Maogowan Among 'Em
Kudos From Bcnador

Toughest job, aside from selecting
and revising-the- i|;aterial, was con-

Medal was bestowed Monday (10)
on Kenneth Macgowan, former 20thFpx producer, for his 'work in pro-,
moting hemispheric understanding.
chief of production for
the motion picture division of the
Coordinator of Int«!r'of
Office
Amorlcan Affairs. Medal was be"stoWed by the Ecuadorian-American
phamber of Commerce in New York;
Occasion was the world preem of
•This Is Ecuador,'' the CIAA's latest
16 mm.' conbibution to promoting
greater knowledge in the U. S. of the
good neighbors to the south. Ecuadorian C. of C. arranged the premiere, which minus the searchlights—was the mccoy in miniature.
It included presence of the stars, the
producer .and..issotted. celebs. and_
an international shortwave radio
is

'

—

vincing the copyright holders that
material woiild not wind 'up broadcast
Borge Hansen-Moller, a Dane, who
being used for profit by persons not
in the service.
To preclude such produced the picture for the CIAA,
misuse, each author signed a license was also awarded a medal during the
permitting the use of their material broadcast which preceded the screenby servicemen and the Army and ing of t%e film at the Museum of
Memphlfiites In
Na,vy are controlling distribution. Modern Art N. Y. Thomas J. WatMemphis, Aug. 11.
protection
includes
a son, prez of International Business
Additional
medalist.
Universal lost its head booker and note on the cover that the material Machine, was another
assistant.
Leonard Andrews and is for use exclusively in Military
Bobby Wilkinson, to the Army last and Naval establishments by personweek. Paramount also lost its book- nel of the Armed Forces pf the U.S.,
Cnffo Performers
er, Fred Curd, to Uncle Sam.
and a note on the flyleaf that This
Jere Prichard, a femme, is taking book consists of material copyrighted
The following performers did cuffo
Curd's place.
Another girl, Celia under U.S. Copyright Laws, and is
Warren, of National ^Screen, replaces available to the U.S. Army and Navy shows for USO-Carap Shows during
Wilkinson, with the senior spot at for a period terminating six months the past week;
John Garfield, Bing Crosby. Phil
Universal going to. Robert Kilgore, after cessation of hostilities.'
Silvers, Bags Ragland, Bob Burns,
formerly with Ross Federal here.
Subsequent volumes, all of which Burns & Allen, Roy Rogers, Phyllis
will probably be called 'At Ease' and
Wells, Four Queens, Three Marin
Identified by a number, include a
Three PhHIy Boys to Colors
Sisters, Gloria Jerome, Wally Boag,
book of two complete minstrel shows Three Reeds, Henry Therrian, Maud
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
with piano parts which wUl be ready Hilton fit Co., Bobby Henshaw, BerJames. Hai-vey,
program depai tmeiit, in the glider pilot training for distribution in about two weeks, nice Clair, Barr Estes, The Routons,
division of U. S. Army Air Corps a compilation of musical comedy Betty Bryant Bert Walton fit Co.,
openings, finales, comedy tunes and Hector and Pals, Beverly Lane, Tom
Reserve.
Sam Bushman, nitery flack, Army. production numbers, all dealing with Howard, Bob Evans, Dorothy Day,
life in the service and many of them Leila Flynn, Joe Tamini, Joe May,
Harold (Buzz) Davis,
prooriginals, a book of monologs and Blossom Sisters, and the orchs of
8iam chief. Army.
dialogs, a humorous quiz book, an- Gloria Parker, Stan Kenton, Irving
other batch of blackouts and' prob- Carroll, Reggie Childs and Snub
So Goes Another Magg
ably some more minstrel shows.
Moseley.
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 11.
The Writers and Material ComSam Jusice, 'Variety' correspon- mittee, which was appointed by
Miss MacDonald's Dualer
dent in Charlotte, N. C, commis- USD-Camp Shows', collaborated with
Jeanette MacDonald, now on a
sioned an ensign in U. S. Naval Re- the Hollywood Writers Mobilization three-week tour of army camps for
serve.
in gathering the almost 4,000 scripts USO, will begin an Army Emerwhich are the core of the material gency Relief tour on Sept 7. She
going to and being prepared for the will have Guiseppe Bamboschek as
_ Jimmy O'Shea, son of E, K. Ted'
USO-Camp Shows fi- her accompanist on the tour.
O'Shea.
eastern -southern
division servicemen.
sales manager for Metro,
of the books and
In air corps nances the printing
Betty Grable and Rita Rayworth
at Ft. Helena, Ark.
the office expenditures of the Committee, which consists of John Shu- hit the road for USO-Camp Shows
bert, Lester Hammel, Charles B. for two weeks starting Aug. 24. Miss
Peeksklll Got 'Em
Maddock, Hal Block, William Brat- Grable joins the 'Hollywood Follies'
Film buslne.ss was well repre- ter, Leon Kellman, Alrn Lipscott, unit and plays through the Carolinas
Jientcd
during the summer ma- Howard E. Reinheijner and Billy K. while Miss Hayworth troupes
ncuvei-.; o£ ihc
12th Regiment, New Wells, all of whom are donating their through Texas with the 'Hullabaloo'

Army

Air Corps.
Jack Briggs, screen actor, Army.
Harry Worth, film player. Army.
Robert
Touyarot,
cameraman.
Coast Guard.

their

.

USO

KYW

WDAS

'

lork Guards, during the past two

services.

show.

teeoff.

tours of picture
planned, this
capital's only
They will be

look-see at the stars.
touring in this territory and some
crop in informally. Four of the
tours are scheduled to wind up in
New York for the monster show
planned in that city for Sept. 30.

may

Maryland, Virginia, Delaware and
Washington exhibitors met here
with Government officials Wednes(5) to plan the September programs.
John J. Payette, of Warner- Bros., and Carter Barron, of
Lij^w's, served as co;Chalrmen. Two
.keynote speakers were Francis' S.
Harmon, co-ordinator of the War

day

.

Activities
Committee, and Harry
Brandt chairman of the War Ac-

Field Committee,
'other speakers who addressed the
gathering included Lowell Mellett,
Motion. Picture Industry Co-ordiliator for the Office of War. Information; Peter Odegard, Assistant
America' $1,000,000,000 War Bonds Secretary of the Treasury; Monroe
drive during the month of Septem- Greenthal, recently of United Artists, but now with the War Producber.
Secretary of the Treasury Morgen- tion Board; Chris Dunphy, 'chairman
thau will be host at a Hollywood of the Motion Picture IJivision,
luncheon to the motion picture in- WLB; Walter Ruth, Maryland state
dustry, with cabinet .officials pres-^ administrator for the Treasury Deent a newsreel setup and a pro portment.. The three-hour session
gram that is designed to £ive the was followed by a buffet luncheon.
tivities

Washington, Aug.

II.

'

Top

stars of the motion picture
industry will arrive in Washington
on Aug. 31 to open the 'Stars Over

.

.

'Crash Dive' Co. Balses 25G
New London, Conn., Aug. 11.

MilitaiT^Band'Withie

Two-hour drive in New London,
members of 'Crash Dive*

Conn., by

fiddleSy^oast Air Coips

Thinks

It-

33%

s Terrific

Pledged

Top industry execs have
banded together as a •'$33,000,000
Commando Committee' with
each member pledged .to sell
from $500,000 to $2,000,000 worth
of bonds by Sept 1 in -connec'

Santa Ana,

C^al.,

Aug.

11.

The Air Corps band that Capt

.

Eddie

bat units.

MacgoWan

seven

D.C. Prepares

Eventually

^

Navy.

the

insignia.'

Initial print

director.

As

'

reserve.

in

•

form with inverted wings

order was- for
with 500 of these being held

officers.
4,000,

Goldsmith, assistant film

-

September drive a smashingcelebrities are now
will be the national

Commission

rated

piled

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Robert Blair, film player, Army.
Wallace Middleton, talent agent,
Navy.
Don Porter, screen player, Army

nearances.

Hill,

that

Comedy

Now Ready

the

sports writer here, into marines as
sergeant for training as a combat
reporter.

Coast EnroUmente

murmurs

'

Press

Associated

liaison field

—

loud

29

Sendoff for Bond Drivo

an exhibitor

as

force in all sections of the country
and cooperate with state chairmen
Washington, Aug. 11
Many veteran Broadway and and Treasury administrators. TIjjs
group includes Claude Lee, Major
Hollywood agents and showmen who
Leslie Thompson, H. M, Richey, Jules
filed applications for the Army Spe- Rubens, P. J. Wood, David Palfrey'
cialists Corps and have heard noth- man, Ed Grainger,
John Payette,
ing are wondering how they rate, Col. Cole, Dave Bershon, J. M. Hone.
Seven tours .will' start simultaneMore than 50,000 filled out applications for these over-age jobs barred ously at seven points; San Francisco,
San Jose (Sept 1); Fresno (2); Dalto those in active service status
las and Waco
Chicago (4);
(3);
and began' to hop6.
Chattanooga (5); PhUadelphla (6);
Executive
order
creating 'the
branch under Dwight F, Davis, for- New York (7), Einfeld is planning
mer Secretary of War, specifically an eighth tour to coven territory adjacent to Los Angeles, making Holstated, that political influence would
lywood an eighth premiere point
not be a factor iOv appointments.
Objective is to sell $300,000,000 in
That stopped senators and reprewar bond sales in the 300 star ap
sentatives from mixing in with rec-

there are
the Specialists
Corps could' stand a look-see from
an iiivestigating committee.
Complaints filed with meThljers say that
only Phi Beta Kappas and Sumna
Cum Laudes need apply for the SpeJohn L. Washburn, general man^ cialists Corps. Others say that the
ager of the Maplewood theatre, New political generals and top ranking
Jersey strawhatter, into the navy as brasshats are preempting the jobs
ensign. Replaced by Irving Cooper. for their friends. Unless you know
somebody with eagles on his shoulders it js said to be useless to hope
for appointment in the Specialists
1st
of
Corps.
Letters
have gone unanswered and the Civil Service

course in radio en-- Avenue Hotel bar, now first lieutengineering for naval aircraft,
ant in U. S. Army in south. Clifford
Louis Perretta, Crescent theatre, Newdshal, entertainer, same spot,
leaving next week: to join U. S.
Mahoiiingtown, army.
Army.
assistant
manPeter Lamproplos,
to take a special

D. C.

In

to D. C. Stall operate

marine as radio operator.
Seattle, Aug. 11.
John Bonaguido, bass player with
Bill
Vandermay, control, and
Joe Vera's Men of .Music at Hotel Warren
McCloy of Continuity "at
'Roosevelt, and Joe Catizone, trumpet
KOMO-KJA,
are
the
late.;t to join
with Max Adkins' house oik at Stanthe Navy. Both are ensigTi.<;.
ley, army.
ommendations'.
Bob Bitner, WCAE technician, left
Bill Duryiea, manager No. 1 Fifth
Today, on Capitol

jji'lerchant

ACTIVITIES

For
sContlnned from page 4:

Fog Due

weeks

for

CPA

Filing

Specialists Still

^Continued from pace 4;

more recently working

but

WAR

WTY
Showmen

billcr

—

Dundstedter has assembled
here^.migtit not have met with the
bppro'yal'-of John Philip Sousa or
Arthur Pryor, but to thte gang here
it's the best doggone outfit in the
service. What the old masters might
have resented are the 16 fiddles in
a military outfit.
Some of the best- instrumentalists
'in' the country are in the band, •to
j)ame a few: Harry Blosteln, exconcert master at Paramount studio
recording orchestra; Serg. Artie
Bernstein, bas? fiddler, late with
.

•

.

Benny' Goodman;
Serg.
Mickey
Bloom, trumpeter with Tommy Dorsey; Priv. Marvin Limonic, violinist
with Los Angeles Philharmonic;
Priv. Martin Weissner, pianist with

Andre Xostelanetz; Serg. Felix

:

.

with the
Heroes' bond
tion

'Salute

Our

tO'

campaign

'

next

month.
special New York Committee of 'Commandos' includes
Stanton Griffin, Nicholas* M.

The

•

Schenck, Adolph Zukor, N. Peter
Rathvon, H. G. Place, Spyros
Skouras, Barney Balaban, Jack
Cohn, H. J. Yates, Jules Brulatonr,
Herman Bobbins,- Will
Hays, Ed Raf tery and Joseph
Hazen.
A Hollywood' 'Commando' group is also being
formed by Henry Ginsberg.
'

'

:

'

!

'

:

Slat-

picture company cast headed by
kin, violinist with Philadelphia SymTyrone Power succeeded tA, raising
phony; Serg. Manny Stein, bass fldmore than $25,000 in a 'War' Bond
with Hay Noble; Priv. 'Mike
campaign.
IBryan, guitarist with Artie Shaw,
War Bond raising drive: -was conand Priv. Channing Bobbins, 'cellist
ducted at the Capifol theatre and
.with Cleveland Symphony.
nearby streets, with Archie! Mayo,
dler

-;

D. IT Canteen
resenting the National Presj Club
took part in the forensics. Others

were the Broadway contingent which
staged the glamorous buffet supper.

Brock Pemberton presided as postprandial director and made a most
amiable m.c. Helen Hayes, who will
head the Canteen in her native city;
Tallulah Bankhead, Selena Royle,
Antoinette Perry, Edna Ferber, Vinton Freedley, Milton Shubert-Hobert

^

Porterfleld, John Xibdge, James
Saiiter; and William. Feinberg' were
iimong the ^speakers.
\
'-'i
Federal JIAanpower -^tZaaMtlaaionei
Paul V. McNutt and.S«9iator/CIgtu«Ie
Pepper from I7orida presented-- the
.

'

who

is

ture,

AnnabeUa (Mrs. Powep)l^Jamea

directing the 20thrt'6x fea<

Gleason,

SSContinued from psfe

'

:

Lucille

Webster;

.

Charles

Grapewin and Mrs; Grapewld assisting the brief campaign J^ebiled by
Power.
''j

ChM^
I

Chaff. P. Skooras'
Los Angeles, Aiig, 11.
California's end of th^ billiondollar .drive for War Bonds In the
film industry will be hanctled by
Charles P. Skouras, chief of FoxWest Coast theatres. Campaign, beginning in September, will have, 15 coordinators, cov;

I

ering
^ast.

country frorn eoaat to
Skouras has already istarted

the

-

.

his organization
California sector.

working

;

In

the

'

!

.

.

Friedl's 2Se Stomp PbiL
Minneapolis, Aiig: IL
Minnesota AmuB. Co. (Patamount)
Only enterr has laimched a war-saving stamp
tainment was provided by the U. S. sales plan which John J. Fcibdl, its
Navy Band orchestra, with Lucy president will suggest that «^ other
Monroe opening the program with circuits and distributors adopt nationally. Every employee and guest
the' National Anthem,
From N. Y, and introduced to take attending«the theatre Chain's daily
bows were: Mrs. Martin Beck, Mar- screenings must buy a 25c war-savcus Heiman, Lee Shubert James ing stamp for admission.
If the Frledl suggestion Is carried
Reilly, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Langner, Mrs. Eu- out nationally by all circuits aiiA disgene Berge^, Mrs. John Lodge, Iso- tributors for every screening it will
bel Leighton, Fred Marshall, Bill help to boost the sale of war stamps
Fields, Florence Marston, Mrs. Brock substantially, he belie'ves.
Pemberton, Solly Pemick, Blanche
Witherspoon, Arthur Richman, OliRep Launches Four
ver M, Sayler, Lily Clarke, George
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Heller and Morris Seamon. 'There
was a' generous attendance of WashRepublic cuts loose with. four new
ington socialites, and the Variety pictures this week, beginning today
Club was represented by Carter (Tues.) with 'X Marks the Spot,' proBarron, Sam Wheeler and Chief duced and* directed by George Sherman,
Barker Vincent Dougherty.
Milton Shubert remains in WashThree' others getting the gun arc
ington to take charge of organization the Jane Withers' starrer, 'Johnny
work, with Mrs. John B. Stone in Doughboy,' 'Outlaws of Pine- Rldge'
charge of the local headquarter«> .It and 'Valley of Hunted Men,' -a conis planned to have the Canteen in tinuation of the Three M^^quiteers
series.
operation shortly after Labor Day.

kudos of

official Washington, '^ith
the First Lady expressing her deep

interest in the project.

;

'

..

j

so

"Wednesday, August!?, 1942

DAYS HATH
September for our industry to fulfill the
Government has assigned us. We can make

Thirty fighting cfdys in

obligation that our
history
Sponsored by the
tivities

War Ac-

Committee of the'

Motion Picture Industry,
1501 Broadway, New York
City

(Room 408), in

cooper-

we

wjlL

to our Heroes."
Stop show 4 minutes. (Write for special

on "Opening

A

ISlight Salute.")

Bond To Honor Every

Mother*s Son In Service" booth

3. $1,000 (Bond) Per

Plate Breakfast to

hop

Men^s Photo Gallery

Service

in

Lobby

sells

Not

bonds! Have

Below are suggestions

For the land

we

love,

to

FIGHT!

Every newspaper ad carries bond drive copy

17.

War Wives

and Sweethearts Nights

18. Honor Departing Selectees— Parade
19. Bond Banks-on-wheels touring city
20. Buy Bond To Honor Boys on Warship
.

named for your City or
21 . War Stamp Matinees

22.

5. Hero Rally in City Square

our goal!

1 6*

Sales

4.

is

two, but something for every day!

own September.

Opening Night "Salute

2* IJnveil "Buy

MONTH

showmanship, but showmanship that

stunt or

War Savings Staff.

bulletin

BILLION -DOLLAR

just

one

h6lp plan your

1.

A

just

you read the Campaign Book?

ation with the Treasury De-

partment,

and

Not

State

Dedicate Victory House in square

'

6* Big Stunt with Department
7« Bond Rally

in

23. Another War Mothers* Night

24.

Churches

8* Luncheon to bond booth

salesladies

Erect sale indicator in square

11 • Labor

Day

Tie up

stores for a

day to give away your

bond buyers
25. American Legion Day... parades... mass
postal cards to

9. Free Ticket To Every Bond Buyer Today

10.

(weekly

Stores

Rallies; cooperate

with labor

meetings

26. Factory Day-payroll allotment promotion
27. Bonds For Immediate Delivery—promote
issuing agent theatres

12.

War Mothers*

13. Dedicate

14. Tie up

Night

28. Only

city service flag

all

radio stations

30w Great

15* Launch third week with city-wide halfTioliday

FIGHT!

whole
all

It's

to go to hit quot?

$_.....-...

,29. Last Stand Battle for Quota

our industiy's

final

rally— uniting all groups and
parade ... rallies

city ; .. torchlight

over town

.

quota

.

.

.Victory.

SECOND FRONT!

.

—

—

'

Wednesday, August 12, 1942

PIGTUBES

Inside Stuff-Pictiires

Mpk-St

White-Collarites

SI

Paul Nabe and SnburlKui

sContliioed from page 25;

Flying back from Hollywood with Carlton Duftus, chief of the War
Bonds Motion Picture division, Treasury Dept., ffn Friday (7), wer«
Eugene Murphy of Universal, Bob Doman of 20th Century, Conrad Krebs
of RKO^ pick Hyland of .Warner Bros, and MerVin Hauser of Paramount. Studio publicity boys huddled with Robert Coyne, director of
Field division. Treasury, Larry Olney and Ralph Engelsman of the
Mocgantlitfu forces. Particular attention was paid to routing' the stars to
war materials factories. Screen Writers Guild and the Hollywood Victory coiij^nlttee have provided the Treasury with snappy three-minute
speech »;ripts for these Hollywood speakers. An organization comprising
at least' liOOO men of the motion picture industry is preparing these
September plans, with all convinced that the billion dollar quota will be
surpassed.

also figured in the Sunday session, as
well as all prior meetings.

WB's CIO Deals in Jersey
Newark, Aug. 11.
CIO field representative Leonard
H. Goldsmith announced here Friday
(7) the completion of an agreement
between United Theatrical & Building Service Employees' Local Industrial Union and Warper Brothers
Corp. covering employees in Wamet
theatres in Passaic County. Frank
Damas, company spokesman, said the
agreement had been reached but not
.

Move

Indies

for

Minneapolis, Aug.

11.

conclusion of the run, as at present.

<

-

.

DISSENSION IN

RANKS OF NW

off

With dissension in Northwest Alranks increasing, plans are in

Day* Cat

Albany, N.

ducted.

Remainder goes

to the

Red

Cross.

Paramount hopes to have nationally known columnists make the Journey to the TWarin^, Corps base at Quantico, Va., for the premiere of 'Wake
Island.'
Caryl N. Odell is in Washington now trying to interest Mark
Sullivan, Raymond Clapper, David Lawrence, Paul Blallon, Frank R.
Kent, Ray Tucker and other syndicate writers in the Marine Corps
special. Opening is set for Aug. 24^
C. J. "Pat' Scollard, executive assistant to Neil F. Agnew, v.p. over distribution, has taken' on the handling of labor matters for Paramount in
addition to various sales duties.
On the legal side, George Barry represents the company on unions. Scollar;! flew in from the Coast Friday
morning (6) after discussing the labor situation on the Coast.

out of the organization as

it

need out of Na'vy

Relief.

the latest to announce his
intention to step out is W. R. Frank,
co-owner of one of the territory's
largest and most successful independent chains and also associated
with William Dieterle and otberK in
He's
the production of pictures.
peeved because the organization has
refused to go to bat for him individually in several Instances involving clearance and other matters. He
feels that the body, is more concerned with protecting the interests
of certain competitors who presently
are regarded as its guiding hands,
one of whom is a high-up officer.
be-

lieve that the body should concern
itself with film rentals, buying and
individual deals, and they charge
that the organization 'no longer has
the small exhibitor's interests at

it

devolves upon every exhibitor to

own

deal.

Northwest AUied will survive, reAdmission scales at army post theatres cut, (effective Saturday (9), from gardless of a few* resignations and
Mc to 15c. and coupon book cost lowered to $1.20 for 10 ducats. The the organization of an 'opposition'
independent exhibitors' association,
books fomttoly sold for $1.40.
declares Fred Strom, the body's executive secretaiT-

An Open Letter To MGM:
THE Lana Turner Blues
WAS COMPOSED

IN

HONOR OF MISS TURNER
- CHARLES GUNTHER

BV:

BlIXY HAYES

"Think your Lana Turner song

U

very good.**

HOWARD

STRICKLINC.
Tms SONG WOULD BE GBEAT; PUBLICIZED WITH HEB
THE COBIFOSEBS.
NEXT nCTDBB.

independents

The

are

named.

RKO,

20th

First hearing Aug.

Engler Bros.: 'Vs. Par
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
Charging thait the Paramount cir49-day clearance here over

cuit's

theatres

their

-

'imreaspnable,*

is

Erigler Bros., owners of the only
two theatres at Hopkin's, Minn., local suburb located 11 niiles from the
city, has filed a complaint 'with Axbitration. They want the board to
fix a 'reasonable' clearance.
Those

named in the complaint are Paramount, Metro, 20tlv Warner Bros, and
•

'
:

4 Other Bldgs. Razed
In Texas Theatre Fire

York Theatres

fact that the
among
fighting

rai..

AVO. 14

'

HOLLYWOOD TEtATBE

AI»o

f^VsL

—

AN Saab mmntt
T«(«> OaIlr.''ts«S-t«
Air C wait l n i
rwar. Hal M. CI. J-SMt.
i

K.\OtO

Tha Mighty Story
of Teday>—Tha

CITY

Ills

Show

ROXY

.

.

MUSIC HALL

TJAMM"

PIED PIPER
Ptaa*
Staae

7«h Arr.

* AMh

Spsctaeular Stoga Praduetions

81.

LOEWS
Storto Thura., Aug. 13

ttaSr

In

SNEARCa
TATLOR
la M-U-ira
'MCR CAaOSOARD

AMBERSONS"

laPmaa

LavEr

In

IV*

-

BILL

LAIBARR
M-R-H'a

"CRSSSReAOS"

RtM.

mk. CAPITOL iiitn.

»

WtWaa PSWCLI.

oaM

Drama

"The MAGNIFICENT

4

^

mmt» Ttar,Aai

STATED
LbI TIaaa Wa«,

ORSON WELLES'
aemiftlloiuil

in

Warner Broa. Buecaaa

AXD HIS OKCBKSTBA

STRAND

aCNEY

IMe IMj

Taikee

Tbe MotwkalBBdi—-TlM BteTMr Mutrn

^

JAMES

As George M. Cfrfum

"The Cay Sisters"
Warner Bros. Now Hit
IN PERSON
Bwtnc uJ Sny WUh
Sammy Kaye

The present administration
has made it clear that it thinks that
negotiate his

WB

17.

;

BARBARA STANWYCK

heart'

In response to question on a preview card issued in connection with
•bowing of 'Wake Island' asking 'Were you interested in the picture?,' one
fan retorted: 'Are you Hddin'?'

Smalley's in Sidney.
Loew's, Paramount,

and

They are molished.

O wsB Bra* • OamiMat ntiSfnH

.of

Spokesmen for the insurgents
Paramount wanted to make a charity fund tieup with the Marines for
Hs 'Wake Island,' but discovered that unlike Navy and Army Emergency
Relief there's no such fund for the Marines. Latter get whatever they

BKC.

-

One

-

.

present-

.Hdwever, principal
functions;
recent resignations, have been largely those of important' circuit owners..
ly

first is

The Schine circuit has filed as
an interveiior, as it did in the first
case Smalley brought on clearance
for the Colonial, in Nonvich, over'

to 3

New

Blabbermouth' will go out to exhibitors at usual, short rentals,,
Metro has announced, with all profits donated to the Red Cross. This
Is the first of five shorts which Metro is producing at the request of the
U.S. Studio overhead and distribution costs will not be charged against
the productions, Metro announces, with only out-of-pocket expenses de'Mr.

the

Y.,

a rival independent exhibitors' body,
S. G. Lebedoff, a stormy petrel who
formerly 'was Iforthwest Allied's
Blinneapolis governor and treasurer,
until retired last year after a tiff
ment of the CtMnese army.
with W. T. Rodgers, Metro sales v.p.,
is one of the prime movers.
track
since
the
Scenes for two pictures have been shot at the Saratoga
Present malcontents, for the most, distributing, companies.
month-long meeting began. George Ackerson, of Warners, had a crew of
part, feel that Northwest Allied now
1942
Trunk.'
The
15 filming local inserts for Edna Ferber's 'Saratoga
track
and
the
scenes, showing the mineral springs, the Broadway hotels
is operated solely for the benefit of
commenwith a crowd in attendance, will be introduced into Trunk' by a
the larger Independent circuit owntator.
Universal also making background shots for an Abbott & Costeoo
ers instead of 'the little fellows' who,
feature.
it's charged, are not getting any good
•

three cases.
The clearance in
14 days; in the other two,

all
30..

San Marcos, Tex^ Aug, 11.
Four buildings were damaged hera
seriously in an outbreak of fires that
Aug. 11.
Former Supreme Court Justice swept over the downtown district
A fire that
Joseph Rosch, as arbitrator, ordered during the weekend.
a' cut to three days in the clearance had its origin in the walls back of
for Schipe's Colonia', in Norwich, a blow fan destn^ed the balcony
over the Smalley's in Sidney. Pres- of the Palace and damaged several
ent, clearance is 14 days.
Case was other nearby stores.
Film operator Xlex Uitchell was
brought last December, a number
of hearings being held. Costs of the severly burned about the hands
arbitration were assessed propor- Saturday when the Texas theatre
caught on fire. Hie fire was caused
tionately among the complainants
Smalley Theatres, Inc, the in- by a broken film in .the projection
tervener, the Schine circuit, and five booth' which «ms completely de!•

the making here for the formation oi

Oneonta, over Smalley's Cooperstown; to Schine's Glove, in Gloversville, over Smalley's house in nearby Johnstown; and to the Schina
theatres in Oneonta over Smalley's
Delhi. 'Maximum relief is sought in

by the time they arrive RIfO.

fore reaching them, according to the
indies' plaint

Minneapolis, Aug.- U.
lied

China wants Hollywood films for the 110 picture'houses still operating
outside of the Japanese occupied zone. Delegation representing the Chinese Government Film Mission, ~ currently visiting picture studios, told
producers that public morale in the Far East demands t^t these few
theatres be kept open with American pictures, suitable to the Chinese
trade.
Film Mission asked cooperation in the supply of films, not only
for theatrical use but for projection by mobile units for the entertain-

worn

at the nabes.
Ifs. bad enough to
have the pictures 'milked' downtown
and at affiliated circuit 'houses be-

ALUED

Paramount, Metro, RKO, 20th-Fox

Twin City independent neighbor- and Warners.
hood and suburban exhibitors are
Hearing dates have been fixed and
demanding a change in clearance so arbitrators chosen in the three cases
that the protection enjoyed by the instituted by
Smalley Theatres of
downtown first runs ove« them will Cooperstown' against the Big Five
start at the end of the first week of involving
clearance
granted
to
the loop showing instead of at the Schine's Balace and Oneonta
in

A Northwest Allied committee now is
negotiating the matter with the disAnglin&ifor film rights to Dmitri Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony by
tributors'.
Hollywood included spirited bidding by Coast talent agents, with the Wil- signed.
Goldsmith said the contract, the
It's charged that the present plan
liam Morris office nabbing the plum via the USSR consulate in Hollywood.
first for the CIO with the' company is 'unfair and arbitrary' because it
Understood' that Dimitri Tiomkin helped swing deal to the MoiTis office
in
the
country,
cashiers,
covers
deprives the subsequent-run neigh-,
as result of his drag via chairmanship of L. A. chapter of Russfan War
matrons, borhood houses of pictures for an
ushers,
porters, cleaners,
Relief.
It excessively long period and carries
chief of service and doormen.
As in the NBC deal for the radio premiere of the Soviet composers' provides seniority rights, grievance tl)e danger of product shortages if
work, wherein the first that.Am-Rus Music Corp., .which has domestic machinery, increased vacations with Hollywood
'production continues to
rights to all Soviet music, knew of the network scoop was when Moscow pay and wage increases of 10 to 22c
be curtailed.
so advisedl the fllm deal was being /handled by Am-Rus in New York until an hour, according to Goldsmith.
Many pictures now run from two
work cam« through that the diplomats had given the Morris office the
The union. Goldsmith added, was to four weeks, and longer, downnod. USSR is insisting upon right to okay final shooting script and will prepared to open negotiations for town, moving from
one house to anprovide any actual war filrn that is required.
employes in Ess^ Hudson, Union other for an extension of the first
and Bergen counties. He said the run and these films now'.do'not beTlnion had filed a petition, for cer- come available for the indapendeht
Where Fanchon & Marco heretofore operated the Roxy, N. Y., on a $750 tification with the National Lat>or uptown and suburban houses until
fee, plus percentage. Jack Partington individually now will thus function, Relations Board, with a hearing on
50 or 60 days from the end of the
as co-executive with A. J. Balaban, in the new management of the the- the union's claim that it represents first run,
depending on the amount
Partington, while a v.p. of F&M. will operate as a free agent, al- a majority of workers in the four
atre.
of protection.
though he still retains his interests in F&M which operates other theatres North Jersey counties scheduled for'
It's claimed that the present plan
and maintains- other activities.
yesterday afternoon .(10)
is costing the independents many
F&M is removing its offices from the Roxy to the Associated Press Bldg.
thousands of dollars a year because
Irving Lesser remains as managing director as
in Rockefeller Center.
people in many instances don't want
does the bulk of the staS, the major changes being on top, with Balaban
to 'Wait so long to see the films and
and Partington to operate the house for 20th Century-Fox Film instead of
also because the 'edge' is worn off
F&M. While Aug. 28 marks the expiration of F&M's deal, latter continues
the attraction and many of the fauntil Balaban can get set, aiid that won't be until larte fall
vorable effects of the good impression and exploitation campaign are
Questioning in recent examination before trial of Robert Riskin, as
one of the defendants in a plagiarism suit involving the production of
'Meet John Doe,'' was objected to in an affidavit filed in N. Y. federal
court.
The original action was brought on by Robert Shurr and Pat
Leonard, authj^s of the play, The Stuffed Shirt,' allegedly pirated by
the defendants which include Warner Bros., Frank Capra and Riskin, respectively producer, director and writer of the film. The affidavit clalins
the plaintiffs querying into the finances, profits, contractual relations, etc..
Is unwarranted since such explanations are justifiably withheld until an
Infringement has been proven.

Qukko' Clearance
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PALACE

themselves, however, is deplored in
exhibitor circles here.
There'll always be a Northwest
Strom. "The organiis bigger than any one independent or any half-dozen of them.
There have been only a comparatively handful of resignations. The vast
majority of the state's independents
are still members and will remain in
the fold. In consequence of the formation of the Central States Conference Northwest Allied will continue to expand an* be more powerAllied,' asserts

zation
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CBS

Bigger Gross, SmaOer Ifet Is Fiscal

RCA s

Story for

First Six

Consolidated Income Statement

Months

:

July

4,

Six Months Ending

1S42 (26 weeks)

June 28, 1841

(26

Gross Income fromDespite the fact that gross income
was $90,095,593 or about $22,000,000
higher than last year, Radio Corp.
of America net profit in the first six
months this year amounted to $3,-

or

024,121,

than

less

$1,076,874

AFRA

Shooldn't

Amnsed About

sale of facilities,
talent, lines, records, etc

Be So

Less:

missions,
returns,

Comcomparable period of 1941.
pany's provision for Federal income
Washington,
taxes totalled $11,907,800 as against
Editor, "Variety':
$5,657,700 in the first half of 1941.
RCA figured normal income taxes at Those amused AFRA executives,
to whom you referred on page 27 of
45% and excess profit tax at 90%.
current issue, might stop chuckHow the decline in net profit af- your
ling at what they think is the sad
fected the common shares is re'Stats of Tomorrow'
plight of radio if they took the time
vealed by the statement of earnings
TRIO
to read interpretative Bulletin No.
applicable to the common. This is
8, as revised in November, 1940, by
Currently In their 13th week at
figured as equivalent to 10.2c per
Kelly's Stables, New York,., and
common share as compared with the Wage and Hour Division.
What Interpretative Bulletin No, continuing Indefinitely.
19.9c a share in the first half of 1941.
Les Paul, of Music and Rhythm
RCA report covering the second 8 says, in brief, is that the provisions said
'This combination
great ...
quarter ending last June 30 shows of labor contracts don't mean a Ihing deserves attention and praise."
net income of $993,133, as against if they are not in line with the Wage
Exclusive Management
$2,178,921 in corresponding quarter and Hour Act or the Rules and RegLOUISE CRANE
last year. Total gross income for the ulations established for its adminis113 West 57th St., N«w York
quarter amounted to $45,320,038, as tration. For all practical purposes,
compared with $36,051,985 in the sec- the Wage and Hour Division's interp'retati6ns of the Act might as well
ond quarter of 1941.
In both the second quarter and the be added, in this respect, to the text
full six months, the report shows of the Act and the Rules and Regu-.
.

:

overtime is to be determined on base
salary alone might welt prove to be

BIRDS-EYE

INTO

SPOtHEU)

.

{leaningless.

30c

IN FALL

minute announcements and
chalnbreaks through Young fc Rubicam.
With canned goods hit hard' by
wartime priorities important developments are expected from the
frosted food field * and there is a
possibility of Birds-^e becoming an
'

all-year-around account In radio.

BRADY COMEDY SHOW
STARTS (14) ON CBS
Chicago, Aug. U,
New musical fSvue, with Fred
Brady as comedian, begins Friday(14) from WBBM-CBS studios In
Chicago. and will be broadcast every
Friday thereafter from 7 to 7:30
P.M.,

CWT.

Talent line-up includes Franklyn
.

MacCormack

as announcer. Gale
Hobbiris, canary, Russ Brown, inale
vocalist, Les Paul, electric guitar
and Caesar Petrillo's orchestra. Les

Mitchel produces the

series.

•

£,576,423.63

$20,556,352.42

expenses and cost of
goods sold
$13,411,214.84
Selling,
general
administraand

$11,487,004.30

'

expenses
.
Provision for depreciation
amortization
tive

4,429,180.58

.

4,236,663.34

and

Miscellaneous
come (Net)

502,051.98

380,717.36

n

I

18,342,447.40

16,104,415.00

$4,083,969.96

$4,451,937.42

•

before Fedincome taxes
Provision for Federal income and
Profit
eral

53,768.54

17,291.64

$4,137,738.50

$4,469,229.06

excess profits taxes
calculated
under the Revenue

—

nue Act of 1941—
Note 1:
Income taxes ...

Columbia's board of directors last
week voted a 3.0c. dividend on Class
A and Class B stock of $2,50 par

$l,062,500.0io

taxes

759,000.00

.

home'' of that station's announcers considerably, to their expressed sorrow.

1,821,500.00

933,859.88

2;316,238.50

value.
'

'take

$1,100,171.69

Excess profits

Supplemental

income

Federal

e X

and

2,034,031.57

$2,435,107.49

pro-

for
estiadditional

vision

mated

c

ess

taxes

profits

chargeable to the
1942 period-calculated under the
proposed Revenue
Bill of 1942, passed

On

tions,

8,475,244.58

$22,426,417.36

Operating

Retnm

Birds-Eye Frosted Food (General
Foods) moves into the spot field this'
fall.
It's buying program participa-

dis-

Deduct:

DIVIDEND

do not Interpret this as
Dividend ia payable Sept. 4, 1042, to
meaning that I, In any way, v/gxA to stockholders of record at close of
discourage stations from signing up business on Aug. 21, 1942.
with AFRA. But AFRA shouldn't
try to kid the broadcasters into believing that signing an AFRA conof 'Shadow'
tract will relieve them of the talent Earlier
fee problem under the Wage and
Hour Act. You can search the Act
Probably Due to Stress
with a fine tooth comb without finding any provisions which exempts
Coal Heat in Wartime
employees having union contract^ in
any respect^ and aforementioned
With the Government urging peoInterpretative Bulletin No. 8 puts, the
ple with oil-burning heaters to Ireclincher on it
place them with coal furnaces be(In luisty parenthesis, may I say cause
of the growing oil shortage in
that the above paragraph must be
the East, D., L. & W. Coal Co. will
modified to point -out that there is probably return "The
Shadow' prosome teniencv in the ouerttme.pro- gram to the air within
the next
visiofis jor those employers holding
couple of weeks,' instead of waiting
union contracts who are engaged in until later
in the fall, as previously
seasonal industries, such as -fruit
intended. Idea is to plug the sale of
packing, conning, etc. "Bv no stretch
Bluecoal. Ruthrauff & Ryan is the
of the imagination could such exagency.
emption be applied to radio.)
Series will presumably return to a
AFRA, I believe, should share our Sunday night- spot on Mutual.
concern about this matter. One si^- Whether or not Bill Tuttle will again
tion that has been hit by the 'gross be able to direct it is uncertain, as
earnings' Interpretation as expressed his duties with the A. & .S. Lyons
by a local Wage and Hour Inspector, agency have been considerably inalready has decreed that no an- creased with the r.ecent departure of
nouncer in the station under any Don Stauffer to head the Ruthrauff &
circumstance shall work more than Ryan radio department Scripts for
forty hours a week—rOn commercials 'The Shallow' are being written by
and sustainers combined. This has Jerry McGill and Sid Sloan.
had the effect of reducing the weekly
Please

allow-

.

CBSVOIISA

lations.

general operating, development, sellHence, if the Wage and Hour Diing and administrative expenses as vision clearly interprets the Act to
compared with a year ago. For ex- mean that talent fees must- be added
ample, for the full six months, this to base salary in determining overItem amounted to $73,063,794, as time in all cases,' those prpvisions of
against $57,217,646 in the 1941 haU.
AFRA contracts which say that

^,134,776.05

record

and

ances
counts

LEONARD WARE

material!;^ hi£;her cost of goods sold,

$30,901,661.94

»

discoCint

and agency com-

Oyertinie,

Says Joe Miller, N.A.B.

in

Time

weeks)

by the House of
*

Representatives,
July 20, 1942
Profit

668,500.00

period..

for

Earnings per share

1,647,738.50

$2,435,187.49

.96

1.42

.$

(Calculated upon the 1,716,277
shares
of
$2.50
par value
stock outstanding at July 4,
'

-

1942.)

Notes:
1.
The earnings previously- reported for the -1941 period have been adjusted in this respect.
2.
The 1942 results are, subject to year end adjustments and to audit
»t the end of the year by Certified Public Accountants.

FRANK

K.

WHITE,
Treasurer.

August

1942.

5,

SALES PROMOTIONIST

AS PROGRAM EXEC

NEW UONICEES

-

Washington, Aug.

11.

John Heiney, sales promotion manMiss
Timmie
Hindman
has
ager qt WJSV, Washington, since
If the Wage and Hour Division changed her name to Timmie Hyler.
She is now appearing in 'Amanda 1938, has been upped to acting prd"makes the overtime-on-gross-earngram director in place of Richard L.
ings interpretation stick, I think this of Honeymoon Hill' for the HumLinkroum, who was called into acmerts.
procedure

PLAN AMBITIOUS

FALL SETUP

°

FOR RIGGS

,will be followed in a great
tive service with the Navy.
many' stations, including those which
No replacement set for Heiney's
have contracts with AFRA.
to get out a special bulletin to advise promotion berth.
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
There are other complications to our members Jiow we feel about this
New formula concocted for
this
extremely co'mplex problem whole matter. I will be glad to send
Tommy Riggs in the Swan eoap
which I hope to have an opportunity you a copy.
GOLF
THEY
summer spot has so impressed Lever
to discuss with AFRA officials at an
Joseph L. JVfiller,
Bros, and Young '& Rubic'am agency
early date. Meantime, we are going
Director of Labor Relations.
Singer, General Manager and Page that there is serious talk of conBoy are WCCO's 1, 2, 3
tinuing the program in the fall as
a supplemental ^ntry to Burns and
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
Allen,
who iesume in early
With a score of 82, Hal Garvin, October.
singer, won the WCCO annual golf
Credit for revived interest in
tournament.
Riggs and his Betty Lou character
W. E. Forbes, station general man- goes to the writing staff, headed by
page boy, Sdm Perrin and Jack Douglas. To
in Billings agerj and Jim Sparrow,
came in second and third.
keep the present setup intact, Y. & R.
has put under agency contract two
stock players, Wally Maher and
Bushleague Steelmakers
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Communist on
Vern'a Felton, an unusual procedure
The Stack-Goble agency has folded,
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
in that it is generally reserved for
owing NBC $120,000 in accumulated Gr.oom for Draft Vacancies
•WCCO gave over time to a mem- name players. Agency is hopeful
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
billings for time, principally on the
Taking a cue; from baseball's big ber of the American Communist that if Swan decides against a
'

'

NBC's Mexican Stations

HOW

San Antonio, Aug. IL
A total of 14 stations in Mexico
have been added to the NBC Pan
American Network now bringing
the total of the goodwill web to 139
stations in North, Central and South

America.
Heading the
;

XEW, key

sta-

which

Is one of Mexico's powerful station's
with a power of 100,000 watts. Other
aflfillates are XEKJ, Acapulco
(250
XEBJ, Ciudad Victoria (100
XEJT, Celaya; XESA,.Culiacan (500); XEBO, Irapuato (600);

watts);
watts):

Minatitlan

J^avojoa
(250);

XEGL,

(250);

XETQ, Orizaba
Piedras Negras (250);

(500);

XEMU,

Agency

Folds;

Owes

•

list is

tion in the Mexican hookup,

XEDW,

.

Stack-Goble

NBC Web

$120,000

WCCO

Lewis-How*

account.

dicated that

it

NBC

has

in-

will seek to coUect

leaguers. Wheeling's Musical Steel-

XETL, Tuxpan (250); XERK, Tepic the money from the "estate of Ed- makers have set up a farm system
(100); XEUF, Uruapan; XEU, Vera ward R.
Goble, who died three to groom replacements for musicians
Cruz (500) and XEGC, Zamora months ago. The. estate, NBC under- lost in the dra'ft. At present, there
are 10 'teen-aged youngsters in the
(100).
stands, was in debt to the agency
fold rehearsing regularly to step in
for a huge sum of money.
Goble
at a minute's notice.
named his
News of 'Chateau Hogail' sole heir. 27-year-old ¥on, Alden They call themselves the Bush
"

Chicago, Aug.

•

The agency was organized

Party, 'Mother' Ella Bloor, 80 years
old and one of its leaders, to appeal
over the air for establishment of a
second front against the Nazis.
'Mother' Bloor was interviewed by
Darragh Aldrich on the latter's daily
women's program. She ad-libbed

WGN

WGN

MORE STATIONS GET

.

most of her dramatic answers.

League Steelmakers.

just 50
Lone Star Brew Adda Show
Hogan,'
comedy years ago. J. L. Stack, senior partLonisvllle's 3d She-Spieler
San Antonio, Aug. 11.
series,
will henceforth be heard ner, died 14 years ago.. Among its
The Lone' Star Brewing Co., heavy,
Louisville, Aug 11.
Thursdays, from 8:30 to 9 p.m. CWT, accounts were Swift 8c Co., Sante
Third local station to 'take on user of local air time, will sponsor a
Fe, Lewis-Howe and Sears Roebuck femme announcer is WINN.
instead of Wednesday evenings.
New new transcribed program over staKenneth MacGregor produces pro- & Co. Many of its executive per- gal spieler Is Barbara Jane Lang.
tion KTSA, to be titled 'Let's Take a
gram; .Bob Trendler and
or- sonnel has already found jobs with
Fan mail for the new femme voice Look in your Mirror.'
other agencies.
chestra supply the music.
has been rathe^ heavy.
Handled through Conroy agency.

'Chateau

11.

double air bill, another sponsor
won't be difficult to line up fbr the
Riggs show.

XLARA,LU'N'EM'
Chicago, Aug.

11.

WBBM-CBS

•Clara, Lu 'n' Em,'.
show, this week adds 28
tions to network.

new

sta-

Debuted on network June 8 with
a 14-station hook-up. They are sponsored by Pillsbury Flour.

1
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NBC BLUE NIX WINE

CBS,
R# Footes

RADIO

,

Slap at Sales Reps

\m

""Iflmer

|||H)TU)1L

at N. Y. Club for Stations, But Brokers

Not Welcome

IS

Davis' Radio Return

OWI

RECEPTIVE

Pardy Depends

Director

On

As

Public Reaction to Idea

Beechnut Packing has during the
Aidiiii^YMCA's Drive William Weintraub
past week been issuing reservation
-Hfor six spots a week, effective Sept. 15,
Canvasses All Networks
•through the Newell-Emmett agency,
Prisoners
for Attitude on Cresca
Washington, Aug. 11.
while station reps continue to be
Rabbit
Is
Elmer Davis, director of the Office
persona non grata with the account.
Blanca
Blue
Instruments
of War Information, may return to
Ralph Eoote, the Beechnut Co.'s adSold Heavily
Air
jected to
Mention of
the microphone in the capacity of
vertising manager, wants every bit
Mutual network is helping Ihe
official Government spokesman— as
ot the proposed business pla'ced
Schenley Control Because
In Texas, Mississippi several Senators suggested, a couple
Young Men's Christian Association
directly with the stations,.
Latter
Identified
Foote's initial step in giving the Friday (14) with a half hour at 11:30
of weeks ago— if there is favorable
reps the cold shoulder was to invite p.m. Meyer Davis will make an apJ. Walter Thompson is spotting public and official reaction to his
peal, on behalf of the Y.M.C.A.'s War
large Ijatches of announcements for appearance Sunday (9) as emcee on
Prisoners Aid, for musical Instru
Brer Rabbit Syrup (Pennick
the CBS 'production crisis' program.
rnents and music.
There are some
Ford) in Texas and Mississippi.
Plans have not crystallized but
the
30,000 Yanks prisoners of war at
MosWof the campaigns start Mon- there is talk in Federal circles about
present.
day (17).
having
a regular series of
station reps took time out fre'Music for Heroes' will include a
It's a concentrated schedule. and
broadcasts—
probably alternating beThe William Weintraub 'agency, the stations will run several anquently during 'the course of
dramatization with Alexander Kirk
tween different chains with Davis
land, and Bob Stanley's orchestra which has been browsing around for nouncements a day.
last week to purr their appreciaas
the
interlocutor
and various key
tion over a letter they had rewith Joan Merrill and Jimmy a network to carry a program plugofficials as guest performers.
At
ging Cresca Blanca wine, a Schenley
ceived from the secretary of Ted
Shields, soloists.
present, It seems unlikely there will
product, is now able to make a comFisher,
time buyer lor the

MBS

Agency

To Send Yank

Brand

Music and

—

Ob

Brer

Syrup

by

Any

Name

With Whiskey

&

On

Other

Hand-

GENERALLY WARY

OWI

—

& Ryan agency.
What had plunged the' reps Into
Ruthraufl

deep and almost tearful sentimentality was the sudden discovery of a time buyer who

went out of his way

actually

•EASY ACES' TO

to.

thank a rep for a chore well

CBS IN FALL

done.
Isabel Gayner, the secretary,
v^rote that her boss had left instructions as he departed for his

vacation that she write the reps
expressing his appreciation for
their coojieration the week before In setting up the Rinso
schedules.. With the reps' help,
said the letter. Fisher was able
not only to complete the 11thhour task but to get away on the
his
prearranged
for
date
vacation.

an extensive

of broadcasters to

list

meet him and Dave Brown,, agency
exec on the account, at the Lotus
Club, N. Y., last Friday evening (31).
Foote's invitation promised that refreshments would follow.
Foote
later explained that the reason he
wanted to deal directly with station
managers was that they could giv%
him quicker' service on availabilities
and also to establish a closer relation of customer and seller. .Some of
the invited station men who couldn't
appear mailed the availabilities to
their station reps, Foote and the
agency refused to give an audience
W**=i5 reps. The latter were told that
they might, if they wished, submit
the availability lists by mail or messenger.

prehensive report to its client. The
only web, Weintraub has found, that
will take the business without any
conditions interposed is Mutual.
Here is how the various networks
reacted to the Weintraub agency's
approach:

The Red Network: Wouldn't even
Consider it

Columbia: The question was put

Home

American

Products will directly to William S. Paley, and he
move the 'iSasy Aces' and 'Mr. .Keen decided that, evien though his nietto Columbia from the Blue Network work had' recently agreed to take
at the end of October.
On CBS beer, providing the copy and pro'Aces' will have the .7:30-45 p.m. gram were acceptable, it would not
period, Wednesday, Thursday and be wise to accept an item of such
Friday, and 'Mr. Keen' will follow higher alcoholic content as wine.

The Blue Network

will

warm up

Raymond

Gram S\ying's entrance
with comedy news comment. The
web is bringing back 'Molasses and
January' (Pat Padgett and Pic Malone) for- a flve-minute spot (9:55
p.m.) across th6 board. The blackface team will also disseminate ad-

such as how to read newspapers in a blackout and' what to do
when a parachute doesn't open.
Swing doesn't start for the Blue

vice,

KDKA

SIMMS, ROSE MUSIC

COMBO FOR MORRIS CIG

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Mutual: This network inquired of
built around GInny its affiliated stations as to how they
Rose's music has felt about clearing a wine account,
been bought by Milton Blow agency and the answer was unanimously fafor
Philip
Morris and
replaces vorable, with no conditions attached.
'Johnny. Presents' as ah NBC entry
beginning Sept. 8. Miss Simms presides as mistress of ceremonies and
'ONE
FAMILY'
will be supported on the whole by
Rose's music and Bombardiers male
SHffT
chorus. Actual format won't be revealed until the opening broadcast,
according to Vick Knight. It airs for
Standard Brands will decide .withthe east at 8 p.m. and repeats for thf
in the next two weeks on what prodCoast at 8:30 p.m.
uct to attach to 'One Man's FamIf Blow moves the other cigaret
ily.*
Also whether it is to remain
shows here, as now under consideraunder the direction of the J. Walter
tion. Knight will supervise producagency.
Thompson
tion and assign a combo writer-proThe
serial had been used to plug
.
ducer to the Simms-Rose opus.
Tender Leaf Tea.

show

UP

MAN'S

LATIN RADIO

MEN HERE

Sept.

26,

for

Garry Moore to N.Y.
For NBC Morning Show
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Garry Moore, for years a Chicago
ether m.c. and comedian, moves to

New York

assume top spot in
NBC's new morning program temporarily titled. 'Show Without a
to

Name.'

Program will be titled by listeners,
each station holding an Individual
contest to pick handle, and awarding local prizes.

Grand prize of $500
war bond wiU be awarded the final
wmner.

Howard

'Petrie,

NBC

announcer.

Will be Moore's straight man; Irving
Miller and his orchestra will furnish
background music. Also to be selectfed will be a choral group or trio,

male and female

vocalists.

is

in

England

NBC.

Lieut. Blair Walliser
Chicago, Aug.

Les Mitchell,
ducer in Chicago,
tor of the

WBBM-CBS
is

the

new

'Romance of Helen

11.
.

pro-

direcTrent,'

succeeding Blair Walliser, who becomes a lieutenant in the United
States Coast Guard.
Mitchell has produced numerous
shows for CBS, including 'Manhattan Mother,' 'Stepmother' and the
war service procurrent
gram, 'The Midwest Mobilizes.'

native lands.
Noreiga, like another Mexicanr
Emilo Azcarraga, of XEW, also now
in the United States, is seeking radio
equipment, of which a desperate
scarcity is developing in Mexico.

of the Pacific Fleet, and General
Dwight Eisenhower, commanding
American forces in the European

theatre of operations.
From several angles, the 'Production Crisis'. broadcast was the showiest

war program.put on by Federal

Certainly from the standpoint of participants, Davis had more
gold braiders and. brass hats than
have been assembled for any similar
feature. Admiral William D. Leahy,
former chief of naval operations
since becoming chief of staff f.ot
President Roosevelt, and Nlmitz' ahd
officials.

Eisenhower have been seldom before^
a mike.
Ever since he took charge of OWI,
Davis has been urged to make frequent if not regular*appearances before the microphone.
Pressure of
reorganization work, plus sohie personsl uncertainty -whether he -should
get out in front, have kept him mum
for the .last six we^ks.
Numerous
officials who feel his popularity with
the radio audience should be capitalized through talks in his official
capacity are hoping he will get back
•

into harness.

WBBM

LUNSFORD YANDEU
Johnson Sl Ditto Expands
Johnson & Johnson is expanding
its list of markets and increasing
the number of announcements in the
various schedules.
Young & Rubicam is the agency.

of
Brazil,
Azcarraga and
Norelgra, of Mexico, VIsltIn; U.S.

and

but

n. V. Kaltenborn

Les Mitchell Succeeds

Frias

Carlos Frias, of Brazil, and Alonso
Sordo Noreiga, of Mexico, are both
Molasses
Both are
January begin their series this Mon- in the United States.
prominent as announcers in their
day (17).
until

The Sunday CBS one-timer was
deemed highly important in government quarters because it was the
first attempt of OWI. to stage a network program oh its own. Previously
program director, Derby Sprbiil. He the Radio Bureau has stuck to fixing
was a captain in the Army Air Force up broadcasts for other Federal agand met death'on the African front. encies. .Significance was heightened
Sproul came to Pittsburgh .in 1937 by the participation of Admiral Chesfrom Denver when Al Nelson, man- ter W. Nlmltz, commander-in-chief

'

idea

to trying to write a rigid timetable.

KDKA

ager of KOA, left to become. head
The' Blue Network: It was agree- of KDKA.
The change is being
able to taking the wine account, but
His productions were fed to the
to get away from the compe
there
was
one
thing
it
Blue network and when Sherman
wouldnit
pertition of Fred Waring and the 'Amos
mit, and that was any reference dur- Gregory followed Nelson as man'n' Andy' series.
ing
the
program
to
ager
of KDKA, Sproul became prothe
fact
that,
For Goodman Ace it will me^n
getting acquainted - all over again Cresca Blanca is a Schenley product, gram director. Later Sproul's father
He has broadcast over the one net- a privilege that Schenley was very died and his mother was alone in
anxious
exercise. The Blue's pol- Denver, so he took a position there,
to
work since 1931.
icy makers decided to taboo the word leaving
about two years ago
Schenley' for the reason that the to become program director of Staaverage person -associates it with a tion KLZ. .Nobody here knew he
whiskey and that the mere mention had joined the army until word of
of Schenley might, convey to mil- his death arrived.
lions of listeners the impression that
He is survived by his wid^w, two
the Blue was allowing its facilities children and his mother.
to be used to sell whiskey.

New

al-

ready, though, there are objections

now

Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
. Station
learned last week
of the death in action of its former

made

Simms and Dave

be any regularly-scheduled programs
for some time but eventually a fixed
feature may be worked out Follow-

up programs are being framed

DIES IN AFRICA

immediately.

FOR PRODUCT

HYE MINUTES OF GAGS
AHEAD OF RAY SWING

DERBY SPROUL

ON OVERSEAS TASK
Lunsford P. Yandell resigned last
as treasurer of the Blue Netto do Red Cross work in England.
Just before leaving Yandell

week
work

busied himself considerably
with the promotion of a little religious book.
He still holds two
titles with the Blue, namely, v.p.

ha'd

New

Turns Copy

Now Okay

at

CBS

and

Sahderson-Crumit

Team on Network Saturday
Starting Oct. 3

To

Nights

director.

In the realignment of executive
duties resulting from Yandell's leave
of absence Charles E. Rynd becomes treasurer.
Rynd will continue to supervise his old job, sales
service manager, even though Ludwig Simmel gets the title. Anthony
B. Hennig has been named assistant
treasurer, Alexai^er D. Nicol comptroller, and Robert D. Swezey assistant secretary of the company.

Columbia has accepted its first
proprietary drug account since it instituted the code of program policies
product is Turns (Lewis,
Schroeder has quit as a in 1935. The
Howe Co.), and it will be a half -hour
time buyer at the Compton agency quiz show (8-8:30) Saturday nights,
San Francisco, Aug. 11.
to go with Blackelt-Sample-Hum- starting Oct. 3, with Julia Sanderson.,
and Frank Crumit heading the cast. Tvey.
ElhngtSii Plate"
Musicians went back to work at mert in Chicago.
The' network had turned down the
KFRC on compromise agreement,
He formerly worked for B-S-H in
Bread Blurbs
same proikict about two years ago on
after having been out a week. StaNew York.
Bond Bread (General Baking) ia
the ground that its then copy was
tion accepted demand of Musicians'
not acceptable. CBS states that the placing schedules of chainbreaks
Local 8 for increased employment
admission of Turns to the network and spot announcements in Pennsylfrom one hour daily, at $40 a week,
'Cheers' Goes
and Maryland through the
list does not represent a change of vania
to two hours at $56, but refused to
General Mo'iors Tias renewed the policy by CBS. What has changed, Ivey & Ellington agency and in New
make new scale retrocative to June
time for its 'Cheers From Camps' CBS points out, is the Turns copy. It York and New England through
22.
Newell-Emmett.
Mutual-Don Lee affiliates were series on CBS via Henry Souvaine. is now acceptable to Columbia.
Many of the orders became effecRoche, Willianvs & Cunnygham is
The new contract takes the pronotified of lifting of ban on remote
'
tive Monday (10),
the agency.
gram up to Dec, 1.
pickups of orchestras.

Lester Schroeder

<

Chicago for Huuunert

KFRC-A.F.M. Settlement

Lester

&

New Bond

GM's

On

BADIO
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MAGAZINES AND RADIO CRITICISM
The

written 'Since morale depends, in part upon maintaining as much as possible of the established everyday life, this certainly would suggest going on with
broadcasting programs much in the accustomed
.', and he adds 'In vie\y of the fact that
manner
most radio programming is at present being paid
for "by advertisers, either directly or indirectly,
there is no good reason why this large expense
should be added to 'the Government's already

regrettable but understandable disinterest of

newspaper publishers in rcsponsibile, serious, bylined, day by day radio criticism has thrown the
function of comment to the magazines where it is
subject to the peculiarities of magazine copy angles
and remote deadlines. Some magazine critiques of
radio have had merit and social as'tringency. Other
Then there is a
pieces have been nierel}* clever.
third type of magazine article about radio which is
too

all

common:

largely

.

.

crowded budgetary requirements.'
American radio averages out pretty well. In
peactime it seldom twice makes the same mistake
and in wartime it is as near foolproof as constant
vigilance inspired by self-interest can make it.
Sponsored radio must remain sensitive to public
opinion. This fact should be kept in mind as highly

the piece that trades in sweeping,

undocumented, generalities peevishly ex-

pressing a prejudice against, while seeking to hide

a basic ignorance of the medium. This type of
magazine piece has a hit-and-run quality. The
writers on occasion privately admit, nay boast, that
they never listen to the radio. This policy of never
listening does not bo'ther their consciences when
they open fire although they would never dream
Cerof reviewing books without reading them.
tainly such writers do not expect to expose themselves t6, and they could not survLve, the test of

pertinent to the best interests of a democratic society. In the confused first years of broadcasting it
is true that prejudiced decisions were rendered in
controversial predicaments, but in the last ten years,
a very careful audit of equal opportunities has genHistorians will especially
•erally been maintained.
not* this when they balance the sides that particiNaturally,
pated in the great lend-lease debate.
American radio will not be found deploring either
advertising or our American business civilization.
Broadcasters do not consider our civilization t
Rather they regard it is as a promise.
failure.

regular, detailed, day by day radio criticism which
would clearly reveal how very little they know the
medium they so enthusiastically flaggelate.

.

course,

now and

may

attempt to throw

self

special

privileges.

again some big advertiser
its

w.eight to secure for

The

glibly

cynical

it-

com-

nionly suppose that the broadcaster in such circumstances is always and completely sympathetic to
the advertiser simply because he is an advertiser.
the contrary.
The broadcaster has been enlightened by ample experience to a realization that
bad advertising or dubious social practices can
never be good' or profitable broadcasting. It is a
rare and very stupid broadcaster who jeopardizes
his own license for the sake of any client.

To

The case for the private sponsorship of radio programs, from the revenues of which the total services

advertising and only advertising that

upon one,

makes

it is

Mr. Nettels seeks to establish advertising on the
air as a social evil, per se, so that he may thereafter
argue that the evil is compounded by the existence

operated, either in peace or war, by a bureaucracy.
Thanks to a quasi-independent radio industry of
over 900 stations the tJuited States is more completely a democracy.
The CQUtrols are scattered
throughout the nation among men and corporations
of evejy region, of varied racial, religious, economic
backgrounds. Their self-interest is the self-interest
of their 80,000,000 listeners. The int^play that is
in constant flux adds up to a provenly practical
methods fdr the ever-needed re-adjustment and
balancing of pressures. Under a system of advertising American radio is able to avoid rigidity of
one control and one viewpoint. Neither the Administration, nor the business world, nor pressure
groups, nor broadcasters themselves can be arbi-

:

vein of- the classic question 'have-you-stopped beating-your-wife ?' he remarks, 'American advertisers
would, no doubt; quickly deny they are spreading
enemy propaganda.' Yes, no doubt, they would
quickly deny it.

American democracy has arranged a
partnership /of the radio licensee, the radio regulator, the radio client and the critical radio listener.
Thus we have flexible, adaptable, infinitely diversified broadcasting.

unknown

to,

No

Curtis

the

occasional

—and

admitted—gaucheries

data

is

offered in support of his bald affirmawar which is the keystone of his

tion about the last

New Republic article 'Tlie
Radio and the War.' Nor does he acknowledge at
any point the temporary and easily curable nature
Ncttels in his recent

of

declares that 'radio advertising in the

United States has tended to obscure the greatness
of the nation.' Again he charges 'During the years
of the advertiser's rule of the American radio the
position of the United States in the world has declined at an incredible rate.' .He seeks to establish
that in the last war which was free of radio influence 'the country then attained a much higher
degree of unity and national purpose than is eviBut
dent today.' These are harsh insinuations.
the Wisconsin pedagog docs not stop there. In the

trary.

overlooked by, or

He

of war.

.

is

subsequent argument that morale

is lower in the
present conflict and that, forsooth, advertising on
the air is partly, if not largely, to blame.

of

.

virtues

of

the

American

There

is

considerable evidence, and

among many

national leaders fairly general agreement, that the
facts about morale in this

war are exactly contrary

to .Mr. Nettels' impression.
attitude

now

is

Certainly the public

less hysterical, less romantic.

no pretense that war

There

a bloody, crazy busfness.
The public gives every indication of deareyed, clear-headed determination to see it through.
No mobs attack aliens today as they did in 19171918 when there was. as Mr. Nettels reminds us, no
radio influence.
The. American Civil Liberties
Union has praised our 'remarkable wartime tolerance' in this radio-blighted year of 1942.
is

radio "modus

operandi are increased, not dissipated, by war since
it is precisely in periods of crisis that our social
safeguards are most useful!.
It is important to

isn't

Prof. Allan Nevins of Columbia University has
written 'That the American people in 1941 were
Ihore national in feeling and possessed a broader
outlook than in 1917, would not be difficult to show.
That,, thanks to schools, radio (sic) cinema, and
travel, they were freer in thought and more liberal
in opinion is equally clear.'

democracy (not

just to the radio business) that
neither nuisance taxes on sets nor grants-iij-aid put

radio under government domination. The men who
are in actual workaday charge of our 900 stations
are not office-holders.

Concetning the control of radio broadcasting in
wartime- Pl-6f. Carl J. FriedriclL of Harvard has

mand

is

pleased,

if

Mr. Nettels

is not.

What particularly upsets Mr. Nettels is that radio
devotes one part of its time to 'trivial products'
while another part reports human destiny. There
is an incongruity in this that he cannot tolerate.
fails to see that a many-sided service to the
demands that radio's schedule shall be inBecause war is grim and serious
shocks him that anything frivolous or light is
included.
Yet most morale experts lean to adequate quotas of sheer entertainment.

finitely varied.
it

One articulate broadcaster put this matter patly
when he said 'When it (radio) is carry the President's trenchant call for courage and sacrifice, when
it is
talking in inspired earnest about why we
fight
then it flies on wings that move men's
.

.

.

.', but 'while doingJthesc warhearts and minds
time jobs radio will go on entertaining, relaxing,
diverting the American public
because wars
aren't won with long faces.'
.

.

.

.

.Sponsorship of radio news programs strike Mr.
Nettels as 'prostitution of the decent impulses of

This is one of the more lurid tiles in his
scowling mosaic. Nowhere in his piece does he
show any knowledge that the very things he is
now worrying about broadcasting regularly docs
something about. Careless intermingling qf sales
copy and solemn war communique is first on the
When
list of things broadcasters will not permit.
he speculates that advertising 'may be presented
more emphatically than the news of the nation's
welfare' he urges action already taken.
people.'

Yes, of course, there have been examples here
and there since Pearl Harbor of bad taste in commercials that clumsily associated themselves with
patriotism. Granted, too, that the jovial-VOiced an-

nouncer is perhaps occasionally the wrong man to
bring bad news to the people. But any tendency
to 'make reports of war news pleasant and agreeable' simply can't be sustained. Nobody no matter
how glamourized his voice, can make the fall of
Singapore, or Java, or Tobruk, or Rostov, anything
but stark disaster. Mr. Nettels overlooks the only
advertisers are interested in sponsoring
is the immense size (i. e. circulation) of their audience.^ So long as the war
lasts there is no need to artificially stimulate the
size of the audiences and indeed a-news analyst's
following would be jeopardized if he should tease

reason

radio advertisers which he rightly deplores while
seemingly not knowing of the existence in the radio
industry of elaborate codes of fair practice and wartime controls which were specifically designed to
prevent, and which regularly do prevent, the very
abuses he fears.
Having disparaged the entire
operating basis of our radio, is Mr, Nettels prepared
to face the alternative? Would he approve one undemocratic consequence of bureaucratic radio in
wartime, namely, that all discussion and criticism
of the war effort could take place on the air only
by permission of a self-implicated officialdom 1

The

Officials in Washington especially value the opportunity to address their messages to the guaranteed audiences of 5,000,000 to 20,000,000 irstencrs
built up by advertisifig-sponsored programs. Far
-from having any apologies to make on the score of
war usefulness radio is in the enviable position of
being able to display its medals. The high com-

.

possi-

ble a broadcasting system that does hot have to be

All this

stations which- are successfully operating under a
generous collaboration of the radio industry and
the Government. "Between 'April 27th and June 7th
alone there were 288 advertising and 259 non-advertising programs broadcast with government
messages to the people.

public

Of

quite undisturbed at the alternatives to support derived from advertising.

great, demonstrable, social good, naimely, that

Government

appeal. Mr, Nettels apparently does not knb.w or
care that radio is the chief channel for these gov-

He

Recent events have again foregrounded this
whole subject of the kind of criticism that is leveled
by whom, and with what responsibility or
preparation. It should disturb radio, and to sonle
extent it does, that liberals who ought to appreciate
a 'free' radio are apparently indifferent and, in turn,

at radio,

of the broadcasters are financed, rests

citizen participation response to every

ernment appeals. He has apparently not been informed of the 'network allocation plan' and- the
complementary 'radio war guide' for non-nct\vork

.

With
oratory

far less parading, brass bands and platform
since Pearl Harbor elicited zealous

we have

news programs, that

with fake optimism and sugarcoating
which must inevitably be exposed almost at once.

his. listeners

As

for the constant taunt that businessmen ttnA

a business-as-usual attitude in wartime, this
overlooks one sharp reality; under wartime condito

tions business-as-usual

is

an impossibility regardless

Unforseeable tax burdens
alone change all calculations.
Necessary, and
mostly' willingly accepted, Goverh'ment priorities,
rationing and conversion orders are just a few of
the multitude of war-dictated conditions imposed
on all business. The job of manag-ement is to carry
on as best it is able under these limitations. After
fulfilling its responsibility to the war effort manag-ement should surely be able, without social
criticism, to give some thought to regular clients
and shareholders and to the question of surviving
through the war and into the better world we all
of anybody's attitude.

hope

for.
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FOLKSY BOND-SALES Vtt AIR
Tictory

FOREieil-BOIIN

KSTP Reports Sending An-

Home

of Ser-

Woman Who

Turned

nouncer to
bian

Is

STIRRED

EllSILy

Over $750 in $5 Bills to
Invest in United States
War Bonds

.

JACK DERUSSY,

Is Scooting

Edgeworth Tobacco (Larus Bros.)
scouting around for availabilities on
night time announcements.

Henry
ager,

Minneapolis,' Aug. 11.

Our Business'

'Resf oration of

«

&

Legler

Scbafter,

KVOA,

is

the agency.

commercial man-

Tucson, becomes sales

promotion manager
KSTP's war bond and stamp sell- Francisco,
Aug. 17.
program over the air, including
deliveries by
announcers, has produced some un-

of

KPO, San

Homelands (Via U.S.)

Used as War Bond Sales Appeal

Our Busmess,' new

Edgeworth

Warwick

OTHER CASES

Is

Chicago, Aug. 11.
series dramatizing contributions of
General Motors employees to the war effort, airs over WGN, beginnmg Aug. 8 from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. CWT.
Weekly program will partially feature news of men and women
working in the Chiciigo area, also music of former company employees now in the armed services.
nri
*
T
Victory

To Foreign-Speaking
The Treasury Dept.

is

38,

using a new
appeals

to
pitch for its War Bond
foreign language listeners. 'The new
slant is embodied in a IS-minute
transcribed show called 'I Knew a
Pleasant Land.' Instead of the apPittsburgh, Aug. 11.
peal to patriotism and 'love of AmerJack DeRussy, general sales man- ica,' this program uses nostalgic
ager for Westinghouse station KUKA, music and chatter about the occuwas inducted into the army here pied countries to emphasize that one
yesterday. (10) as a private. DeRussy, way of restoring the former homewho is 38, came to Pittsburgh a year land is by purchasing War Bonds to
ago to succeed late Bill Jackson.
finance the fight on the oppressor.
No successor has been named yet.
Polish and French language ver-

DRAFTED BY ARMY

Listeners

show

sions of this
(10) on

started

WBNX, New

Returns
& Bowles

Fritz Block!

To Benton
Fritz Block!

is

returnmg

the offer of personal

results.

Station says

that

finds

it

ether

wave announcements, have proved
especially successful among the foreign born who are unable to read,
but who understand spoken English.
One woman, a Serbian, called newscaster Cal Karnstadt after he had
read a stor^r over the air about Gen.
Draja MildiailovitGh and said she
wanted him to come to her home
and get some money she wished to
invest in 'American bonds.'
Karnstedt returned to the station
from the Serbian woman's home
with $750 in $5 bills which the

OF counse its twins...
fu4^

i/te

uMUf

4M fdaM4ied!

woman and her husband had"hidden
in the house. The same amount was
collected by newscaster Brooks Henderson who made an appeal in the
'
Russians' behalf,
Another man
called Henderson and asked him to
'

•

come and pick up $300 in cash before he could spend it.
'I
just
haven't time to go to the bank and
get a bond myself,' he explained.

A

Slight Condition

Children of a settlement house in
St.
Paul's poorest section heard
Corinne Jordan's appeal and saved
enough pennies in a few days to buy
a $18.75 bond' for their house. Stipulation was that Miss Jordan deliver
the

bond

patriotic

and- play
piano for

personally
songs on the

them.

Many
mail,

come

applications

accompanied

money orders

by

in

by

checks

of

amounts up

of various

to $300, it's reported.
letters apparently are

Some

of the

written by
friends or children of foreign born
persons who apparently can't write
themselves.
Appeals in newscasts, principally
those tied in with some vital news
story dealing with the war or production, have proved the most effective in selling the bonds, according to Stan Hubbard, KSTP pres-

ident

NO

SURPRISE

our house)

Six Hours

Twins.

A

KYW

Sold at

One of the largest contracts for
phonograph records was inked last
week by Adam Scheldt Brewing Co.
(Valley

Forge

anybody

else

is

the arrival of the

new Mutual

Now we give you Lowest Cost. Mutual's new
rate plan provides

we

and

Beer)

Will run for an hour,

six

KYW.

you Market Dominance. After

building stronger, better stations where

power counts most, Mutual now ranks

third-

or-better in popularity in all but two of the
cities

tion. These stations alone serve 447" of

U.

S.

An evening half-hour on

as $6,015.

You have

free selection of

Bupplementaries. Minimum network require*

ments are lower than ever and volume

dis*

counts are higher than ever. For additional

unique economies, see Bate Card Noi 10.

of over a half -million popula-

radio homes.

. .

popular in smaller

all

and Mutual is even more
cities.

Up

to four times

days a

will be sup-

plemented by a reppxt.of

give

more for your money than

any other network.

the full network (over 200 stations) costs as

Have you met them yet?

14 U. S.
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.

week and the recordings

(or to

little

First

Week of Records

_

to U6

who's aware of what's been going on over at

as popular, according to recent research.

These are the new Mutual Twins

. . .

Markel

Dominance and Lowest Cost The better you
.

get to

know them,

the better you'll under-

stand Mutual's delivery of

wa^.^ciij^i-;,

Philiy and surrpiinding towns.
mythical 'caravan* will tour the
surrounding area and 'salute' the
war workers of that town.
The deal waa handled through the
Carter-Thomson agency. The show

ties In

A

,

will run from 11:10 p.m. to 12:10
a.m. Donn Bennett will m.c. and Bob
Benson will handle commercisils.

Don

Pryor named San Francisco
representative for news and special
events broadcasts for

CBS.

to

Ben-

& Bowles agency, .New York,
discontinuing the travelling assignment as director of General Motors'
'Cheers from the Camps.'
Henry Souvaine has hired Don
Bernard as his successor.

ion

ing

u.<:ual

Monday

York.

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

—
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MOST AaORS MARRIED, SO DRAFT
NOT YET HURTING CASTING VERY MUCH

Qear Channels'
Vew

Latest Blast

by the Clear Channel group
11-page pamphlet headed 'the 25 American radio
offensive

built around an
stations Hitler likes

is

Operators of the. I- A plants i>oint out how "millions of Ameri.
though widely scattered on the land, are united in the common cause for victory by Clear Channel stations.
These transmitters are described as able to 'sinash one of Hitler's
pet strategies—paralysis of opponent§ by spreading hatred and causleast.'

cans,

An^
'Juveniles' Are Already Scarce
More Draft .Inroads Occur Writers May Have
Use Fewer Male Characters

However,

If It's

a Nice Dream That

to

ing discord*.

Argentine Might Close

Leaks
Strike Silences Station

Because most of the leading radio
actors are married and, in many
have families, the draft has
not yet created as serious casting
diff!cultiei$ in network dramatic pro-

By

cases,

grams as'
However,

in
it's

films

end the

expected

that,

Montgomery,

The

when

.

Besides the fact that most of the
top leading men are married and
have dependents', many of them are

accomplished voice tricksters who
can double in younger parts and
even play full-length juvenile roles
when required. Thus the shortage of
authentic juveniles is further minimized.
With more and more actors being
drafted, the remaining actors are
getting a greater share of the available parts. But if the draft takes too
many of the actors it may become
necessary for authors to write fewer
male parts in dramatic shows. As it
is now, many of the leading ctaaracters

of

serial

programs have been

written into the Army, though they
frequently appear on the air to read
letters home or otherwise participate
In the story.
that way the actors
continue to be used. However, If the
actor supply gets too slim, authors
may have to write most of their male
characters out of the script completely.

AFBA's EnroUces
Complete list of American Federation of Radio Artists members in the
East serving in the armed forces follows:
Richard E, Abert, Wesley Addy, Bob
.

Each, Paul Balan^ne, Jay Barney
(Kleinshmidt), Earl Bart (Breithart),

John Bass, Kenneth -Bates, Kenneth
Bell, Roland BirsdaU, WiU4am M. A.
Brandt, Walton Butterfldd, Tyler
Charles Carroll, John
Carter,
Willard
Gary,
Stuart
Churchill, Lee J. Cobb,' Edward
Condit, Jr., Joseph Conway, John
Carpenter,

A

Cooney, Stephen Courtlei^.
Also Frank Danzig, Vincent Doiio
hue, 'Herbert Degan, John Dooley,
(Bickens),
Paul
(John)
Draper,
David Enton (Frledkin), George R.
V
I

f

Evers, Morgan Farley,- Scott Famsworth, James Farrell, Harry Fleer,
John Foster, Roland Fitzgerald, Hunter Galloway, David H. Gaines,
Everett Gammon,
Tom Gorman,
•

Maurice Gosfleld', Kenny Gardner,
John Graeber, Edward "Everett Hale,
Paul Hammond, Frederic Handschy,

of

ton.

The

station

was

off

the air for

and operation was rewhen non-union men
work.

six hours,

sumed
went to

ones causing trouble.

certain parts. Such an instance is the Blue network sustainS. A.,'
ing serial 'Chaplain Jim,
which uses several 'case stories' a
week, each requiring a number of
juveniles. Air Features, which pro'duces the program, is already having
considerable casting difficulty with
It for that reason.

staff

WCOV

stage.

up married
men for service, the problem will
become more disturbing. Meantime,
programs involving an unusual number of male juveniles are the only

casting

11.

radio
walked out on a
Station
strike Aug. 7. The dispute arose
over wages now being' paid by
the station owner W. C. Coving-

draft boards begin to call

Actors shortage so far is confined
to the age group of about 20-26.
While few of the players of that age
have been in the business long
enough to have established reputations, even in the trade, enough of
them have enlisted or. been drafted
to create a troublesome situation in

Aug,

Ala.,

electrical

to

Our Enemies

RAT JOSEPHS

Time$Ra(lioDea]WithWQXR.N.Y.;

-

Buenos Aires, July 25.
banning all commercial wireless and cable communiPossibility of

News and Pfd. Stock Involved
^»»»»»»*»t»«»

cations with Axis countries is now
under study by the Argentine government, but despite optimistic nip
ups of approval 'in United Nations
Payroll Traffic
capitals^ chances are move will not
This country,
be put into efifect.
which still holds to its neutrality
Philadelphia
Arnold
Nygren,
fence-sitting, is the chief transmis- chief engineer of WFIL, has resigned
sion point for Western Hemisphere- erective Aug. IS to join Ihe Navy.

—

Axis communication. And majority He receives a commission of Lieuof messages for swastika fifth col- tenant in the radio division of the
umners. as well as legit Italian and Bureau of Aeronautics.
German diplomatic activity clear
Nygren's spot will be taken by
through B. A.
Louis Littlejohn, WFIL technical
Fij-st Government move to slice supervisor and vice-president of the
the communications line came in a American Communications Associaletter
from Minister- of Interior. tion (CIO), who is also on the doMiguel J. Caludati to the Postmaster mestic "broadcasting committee of the
v^age boost.
General asking latter to study pro- War Communications Board.
Edmpnd Dawes, director of elevisions of Recommendation No. XL
of the Rio de Janeiro Conference of r. .:>tary music for Haverford TownForeign Ministers 40 required sup- ship,, is new educational director of
pression of radio, telegraphic and the station. He replaces William -C.
telephonic communications between Galleher who leaves to take a post
American republics and the ag- with the Westinghouse chain.
Roy La Plante, announcer, regressor States an^ territories under
their control. It also recommended signed to Join WOL, Washington,
establishment and maintenance by D. C.
Another gabber, Joe Novenson,
license, or other adequate means, of
transmission and reception of all left yesterday (Mon.) to join Army
Washington, Aug. 11.
telecommimications
which
might Air Corps.
,
Persons holding construction per^ jeopardize security of an American
mits for frequency modulation plants State or of the Continent in general.
Salt Lake City— John Powell redon't have to abandon hope of get^
Release of news that Ministry of signing KSL to attend technical
ting their licenses because .of the Interior has asked for a study radio school, from where he will go
general ban agaiiist erection oi'tiew brought a bfg play from London, to the Signal Corps.
stations during the war. .The Fed- Washington and fIsewhere, but those
eral Communications Commission an- best informed here insist that it will
Torkton, Sask.
First
girl
announced last week 'that FM pioneers be a long time before .anything nouncer on CJGX, Yorkton, Sask.,
will be allowed! to go on the air if actually goes into effect.
Sail: Holland was added recently.
they have succeeded In completing
Pointed out that radio and teleconstruction and are capable of ren- graphic communication is still as
Lethbridre, Alia. Norman Botterdering dependable seryfce. ...
free, and easy Axis-ward here as be- ill,
formerly with CKWX, VanPlants that have been held u|) be- fore the' war. Germans don't do so couver, has taken over his
duties as
cause of shortages .pf materials and much on their own but Italcable and riianager of C^OC, Lelhbridge. He
equipment must, however, ask for other groups, especially Transradio, replaces Art Balfour who joined the
extensions of the CP.
which is part American-owned, take ai. force.everythlnjg that's offered and give
customers complete service to anyPrince Albert, Sask. Manager of
where in the Axis territory.
Workers Quiz
CFAR, Flin Flon, Man., G. E. Tonkin
Not so metay takers for retrans- has joined the staff of CKBI, Prince
Bridgeport, Aug. .11.
mission of 'radio programs from
WICC and Loew-Poli theatre co- Rome, and Berlin to Buenos Aires, Albert, as national sales manager.
oping in series of weekly war
as formerly, but danger is not so
Salt Lake City—KSL's Frank Wise
workers quizzes broadcast from much in what appears openly
as to the Army Signal Corps. Has been
stage.
what goes on beneath, the surface, night coordinator. Goes into trainJoe Lopez and Bill Elliott of WICC .it's explained.
ing at Fort Monmouth,
pitch queries.
Winning team gets
B. A. Is the spot through which
$2S in war stamps.
Preem show Axis gets much of its information
Toledo, O.— Al Hayward, former
Monday (3) also Included speeches both for use in Europe and for
technician at WSPD, Toledo, and his
by representatives of management propagandizing.
Axis agents can wife, Eleanor, pianist on the WSPD
and labor of Vought-Sikorsky air- pick up the full UP service by buy(Continued on page 42)
plane plant.
ing a copy of 'La Prensa' of Buenos
Aires, for example, and transmit it
to Berlin, Rome or Tokyo.
Other overseas, twisted, and then air» Akron—Stanley Peyton, formerly news, military info, etc., gathered by waved back. Much shipping news
of WAKR, has joined the staff of
Axis spies c^n be transmitted the leaks out and until recently data on
WJW.
same way with no hindrance from sailings was even printed in all local,
John Leslie Scott, former relief Argentina. Known that U. S. news- papers, from which
it was picked up,
announcer at WAKR, Akron, now at papers arriving here are carefully sent
to Berlin, and then passed back
WTTM, Trenton, N. J.
combed for details which can be sent by code to raiders and submarines.
Threat in L. A.
Hollywood, Aug.

r

.

11.

been made
and KMPC here. International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers is involved.
Union claims general runaround on contract for 25%

A

to

strike threat has

KFWB

'

'

T OKAY OF

-

F-MUCENSES

—

—
_

—

War

'

Timid Do-Nothing Radio Policy On
French Quebec Problem Foreseen

John Harper.

Quebec, Aug. 11.
Also Albert Hecht, A. HfeUer, Dick
French-language radio 'program'
Hogue, 'Charles Holmes, Oliver Wen- producers in the predominantly
dell Holmes, William Hor&e, Don French-Canadian Province of QueHughes, Berl Ives, George F. John- bec,, for years rebuffed by governston, Henry Jones; Procter Jones, ment radio czars whenever they
Roger Kinne, Edward Hogan, Ray presented radical program Ideas deLaws, Perry Lafferty, Ja$k Leonard, signed to make the natives warLeon Ijeak, Robert R. Lindsey, Ken- conscious, now point with admiraneth Loyson, James H. Lynch, An- tion to U. S. radio propaganda job
thony McGee, Alan Manson, Alfred afXd say 'I told you so.'
Marino
(Allan
Foster),
Charles
Opposition
to
conscription
by
(Frank) Maxwell, Richard ll. McKay French-Canadians Is largely blamed
Philip McHugh, Byron McKlnney, on the (kivemment's unwillingness
Samuel C. Monroe, John Mpst, David to permit the production of what
B, Mott, John D. Neill, Louis Neistat, French-language producers believed
Ralph Nelson, Winston O'Keefe, Jack 'effective' programs-programs lined
Orrison, Earl Oxford.
up two years ago and molded much
Also Edward Padgett, Maxwell J. aloiig-the lines of those now widely
Papurt, Burt Parks, Ray Perkins, used In America.
Gileston H. Perry, George Petrie,
Complaining that every time an
John H. Pickard, John.Raby, Kelly
Rand, Richard L. Rider, 'J. J. Rooney,
William Roehrlch, Anthony Ross, Stout, William D. Strauss, Norman
Winston, Ross, Martin Ruddy, Alfred Sweetser, Paul Talbot, Scott TennyM. Scott, John C. Schaefer, Don son, Guy E. Thomajon, William C.
''Helton; Hiram Sherjnan, William E. Tubbs,
Robert Waldrop, Andrew
-irgrove, Fred St^Wart, Norman White, Bert Whitely, Jack Windrow,
-art,
Ezra Stoliie; Willard D. Ed Wragge.
.

idea was
glamorize,

Time, Inc., publishers of Time,
and Fortune magazines, yesterday (Tuesday) moved into radio
via. a deal with
that gave
Time, Inc., 1,000 shares of preferred
stock and representation on' the
board of directors of the Interstate
Broadcasting Co., which operates
the station.
In return, the use of
Time's manpower, to produce radio
programs and access to the publishing organizations newsgathcring
Life

WQXR

.

'

facilities

go

to

WQXR.

According to John V. L. Hogan,
prcz
of
Interstate
Broadcasting,
"There will be no changes in' the
policy of

WQXR.

The

station will

continue to emphasize good music,
and the addition of Time's facilities

now make

~<

possible to supply authoritative news of a quality
as high as our musical standards.'
will

it

The deal is subject to the approval
of the IBC stockholders, said approval regarded as definite. Meantime, Time, Inc., has named David
Brumbaugh, its secoetary, and Frank
Norris, managing editor of March of

Time on

the Air, as its representatives on the board of directors. Publishing org also assigned a group of

people beaded by Norris, Joel Sayre
and Finis Farr, of the -'March of

Time

eclitorial-radio

staff

to

work

with Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR genmanager of. the. station, on the
development of new programs.
The deal, which does not affect the
common stock or ownership setup of
eral

the radio station, figures out as a
profitable deal for all concerned.
The station gets the crack writing,
idea and producing brains that turn
out the March of Time aircasts; and,
i'.i
addition to bolstering its programming, will also spruce up the
routine newscasts.
The mag, likewise, does nicely since it grabs off
audithe cream-of-the-crbp
ences, all of whom are ideal prospects for Time, Life, Fortune and
And, since
Architectural Forum.
the deal does not say anything about
exclusive use, it. is to be assumed
that the March of "Time staffers will
showcase some of their newer ideas
and, if they" click, shift them over to
the networks to plug their mags on
a national scale.

WQXR

COLBYS' 11:45 REPORT

ON BROADWAY PLAYS
Previously the last of radio's dramatic critics to go on the air, Ethel
and Julius Colby return to WMCA,
N.Y., next Monday (17) at 11:45 p.m.,
which. Will make them the first on
the air with flash radio reviews of
the new Broadway plays. Next week
inducts the 1942-43 season when
William Saroyan opens a cycle of his
plays' at the Belasco theatre.
Heretofore the Colbys did their
stuff at 12:15, following Robert Ship-

presented intended to time available if the Government ley over
at 11:50, and Bide
sensationalize or other- had
permitted
Independent pro- Dudley and Howard Barnes over
home the necessity for ducers more freedom of expression
respectively, both at
and
participation the CanaVirtually all war themed pro- midnight.
dian Broadcasting Corp, refused, to grams in
Mrs. Colby, returns from HollyCanada have until now

WEVD

wise bring
all-out

allow

WHN

war

it

oh the

air,

producers

now been produced under CBC

direction.

compare Canada's three-year Indications are, however, that there
achievements with what has been may be a modification of this
policy,
done in the U. S. in seven months. shortly with independent producers
In considering the opposition to to be called in occasionally in concompulsory service in the Province nection with various wartime serof Quebec, French producers point vices programs.
out that for the past 25 years every
On- the credit side of Canadian
major and minor political campaign radio's wartime radio production is
in the Province has been waged on the remarkable' toolness,
a virt'ilally
a no-conscription platform.
Some complete absence of hysteria that
French-Canadian elements feel that prevails in Canada despite that
the Government 'was unduly opti- some 500,000 men are under arms
mistic in expecting a revolutionary and more joining the colors daily.
change of sentiment within a year
Though the French-language proor two, especially since no effective ducers may have diagnosed the
measures had been taken to com- local problem in the Province of
bat a point of view built up over a Quebec accurately, the damper on
period of a .quarter of a century.
'alarmist' or 'sensationalized' proIt Is felt in many quarters that grams in Canada has established
Jean Baptiste has not been evalu- an even keel and temper in public
ated on- a proper basis, 'that he thought which has helped rather
might have been educated in the than hindered the overall war effort.
'

WOR

wood next week where she has been
gathering film material. The Colbys
have nixed sponsorship, considering
it

only

way

to retain full liberty.

Hillpot's'New Position;
Pat Weaver Into Navy
Billy Hillpot is the new program
of the Rockefeller Committee in New York, succeeding Pat
Weaiver, who will become an active
naval officer. Hillpot, former program manager of the Blue, will be

manager

by WlUred Roberts, former
production exec at NBC.
Paul Kruming heads the Latin
division with John Jensen as aide.
assisted

Sprinrfleld,

Mass.— Larry Coney.
leaves this week

WSPB. announcer,
for the

Army

air

corps.
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WASHINin'ON TRIPS
Washington, there has also mushroomed up a crop of fly-by-nighters
and others representing themselves
as 'knowing their way around' and
being able, for a fee, to get 'intro-

PHONEY

formation or has a problem which
concerns more than one government
agency as, for instance, the case of
one of the great oil companies which
wanted to send technicians to a certain foreign country. Instead of try-

government officials. We
have had innumerable examples of ing to make the necessary appointthis sort of thing brought to our at- ments themselves with the seven different government offices involved,
tention,' said Miss Blackburn.
'And the pity of it is that these they went to the bureau and in a few
chiselers and four-flushing 'steerers' hours the whole thing was settled
'Public Inquiries Bureau with not only waste the client's money and they were on their way. If they
but take infinitely more time than if had gone the rounds of the various
29 Field Branches Urges he
were to come to the Public In- offices, they might have been several
Over- quiries Bureau in the first place. days getting their matters cleared,
Citizens
Crowded -Capital Unless Some of these fellows have been the government specialist said.
spotted and are frankly non grata
It often happens that the caller
Absolutely Necessary
around the government offices. They thinks his invention, or plant, or
Four-Flushers Pretend to have a tendency to delay rather than materials have to do with one cerductions' to

ALSO

Avoid

—

Special

Knowledge Actu-

ally Available to All

NO MYSTERY
If you are looking for a govdrn.
ment contract, want a commission in
the Army, seek to convert your plant
to wa^ production or wish to give

sell equipment or material to
Uncle Sam, don't go to Washington.

expedite the business of the stranger.'
Men have told the Bureau specialists that they had'-been in town for
days waiting for action from the socalled agent, and others have said
they had paid largely for service
which had consisted of nothing more
than a collection of pamphlets which
can be obtained at the information
counter, but which the 'agent' had
said he had worked hard to accumulate, the writer was told.
Frequently the citizen desires in-

On investigation
found that they
suited for something entirely different than that which the
d'epartment.

tain

by the
are

specialist, it is

best

owner had in mind. This was illustrated by the case of the owi..;r of
a wood-working shop who wanted
to make trailers. It was discovered
he was equipped to produce' prefab-

'In another instance a man
applying for a contract to make a
certain kind of glass was found to
have such expert knowledge that
the Army hired him as an inspector.
Short Cats

tracts.

of factories available for immediate
work along a particular line. While
he was making his inquiry, another

man

representing a manufacturing
concern was seeking a contract. It
was ascertained by the Bureau staff

specialist that his plant would fill
the bill for the electric company and
before leaving the Bureau, the t*o
were brought together and the ensuing contract will keep the little factory busy to capacity for a year.
'This sort of thing is being done In
the various field offices as well as
in the central Washington office and
certainly seem advisable
it would

CIPHER
San Salvador, July 2S.
With a recent survey here showhow few radios exist in this
republic, a plan is afoot by Ameriing

can business Jiere to install receiver^
in public squares or town halls.
They'd be connected to amplification
systems so that the townsfolk can
gather round and listen.
Point, of course,

anyone contemplating a trip to
Washington to call at the field office
first Such a call may save him time,
(Continued on page 38)

on other con-

.

or

And

don't hire anyone to represent you there, either! Let Uncle
Sam himself be your agent. He wants
to give you person-to-person service

and information on demand. And

it's

all free!

So says the one who ought

more about.it than anyone

to

know
Miss

else,

Katharine C. Blackburn, under whose
jurisdiction is the world's biggest

in'

formation dispensing agency, the
FubliB Inquiries Bureau of the Of
flee of War Information.
,

'The

government

make use

is

anxious

to

of the services of citizens

and groups of citizens in every pos
slble field as soon as it is humanly
practicable to do so,' Miss Blackburn
said, 'and has instructed the repre
sentatives of the bureau through its
29 field offices to give business men
and others as immediate and com
plete service as can' be rendered.

'We frequently find that the visitor
to Washington could have transacted
his business with some Federal of
flcial near his own home .town and
that in a .great many cases he must
ultimately be referred back to that
official.
Then too, there are many
questions on priorities, opportunities
for plant conversion, sub-contracting
and the like which can be answered
by the State office. This makes un
necessary the two-fold discomfort ol
travel to Washington the journey itself and the quest for lodgings when

1 4H»

—

one arrives.
Mail Gets ResulU!
'If the matter can be handled with
In the State, as is so often the case,
the field representative of the bureau
readily can make the necessary ap
pointments for the citizen with the
local official involved and can thus
assure him of a hearing. If, however,
it has to* be taken' further or the
question asked is so unusual as to
require special information or atten
tion,
the -field representative has
available 'to him the entire Washing
ton staff of specialists who are
equipped to render complete service

by wire and
If

bom

"I'm fust a paper match,

where the Army
overhead try to

War Show

is

paclting

to die In taenttf seconds.

them

in.

through stabbing lances of Ifght The noise

slip

is

I

am,

in

fn the big stadium,

sham

as ptanes

battle,

ouerpowering, as a U.S. Amitf

taslt

force re-enacts the real thing.

"A

single

little

match doesn't set the world afire, but multiply

me by 50.000 and

you've got somethingl

"At a given
Its

power

in

signal, all lights

a blackout, a beacon

Cimmerian blackness, the

effect

go out. A voice

is eerie,

neoer

fall to

Yes. Utile

and

Match, your

of us

a match, to fhow

maUhes glow

Army War Show and

mention the Aurora of the Matches and

in Philadelphia

thf crowd to strike

as one. In the

indescribable.

"People go home talking about the

people must come to Washington

tells

50,000

for bombardiersl

mail.'

these days, Miss Blackburn's advice
is go at once to the Information Cen
ter at 14th street and Pennsylvania
avenue, and state their business to
one of the clerks there. The -clerk
will tell them how to reach the of
ficials they seek, how to locate their^
friends in the government departments, what is the shortest route to
take and the thousand and one other
items the stranger wants to know. If
his case requires special attention
the clerk will refer the visitor to one
of the staff of specialists who will
analyze his problem and make whatever appointments are necessary to
forward his business.
There is no necessity for the person unfamiliar with the government
departments and. the intricacies of
their organization to waste his time
and the government's in going from
office to office hunting for the right
place in .which to transact his affairs, or to hire anyone to do it for
him. The Public Inquiries Bureau
Was designed to" save all that trouble
and delay.
'While there are many legitimate
and competent business agents in

Here

Tonh* and ieeps maneuver

brilliant

its

its

mMlt^arloM*

thrllli.

Th«y

strange fascination.!'

performance made conversation at the

later in Pittsburgh. Insiders are also talking

Army War Show

KYWnnd

about the fob done by

these two SO.OOO-uxrtt
KDKA In turn- to promote this patriotic spectacle. The sustained effort of
delivering 50,000-p€oplc-<i-nlght clair
Westinghouse stations unquesliofiably set a pattern for
across the nation.

It

loos the

Army's j>arty. of course. Other media cooperated, and there

u)ord-of-mouth promotion. But

marked a new high

in

ft is

loas

Westinghouse

likewise true that the doublc-tcomi'ng of

much

stoffoitt

shoiomanshlp.

#

WESTINGHOUSE UEIO STATIONS

WOWO

•

WGL

•

WBZ

•

WBZA

•

is

to get U; 5.

shortwave programs to the largest
possible^number of people. One difficulty involved Is that most ml the
sets will have to be battery-operated
as most of El Salvadorlan villages
are not supplied with electricity.

for

life boats and gliders,
and he went- away from Washington
with an order in his pocket and

IS

ASHORWAVE

Nor is it with the government
alone that the businessman is given
contacts at the Bureau. Take for
example the case of one of America's
largest electric companies. Its representative asked if there was a list

ricated huts,

specifications for bids

E SALVADOR

KYW

•

Ise

KDKA
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Dossiers on
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AD

Radio Employees?

Analysis of Radio Students Hotiyes

Useless Trips
^ontlnned (rompats31|

FCC Wants

$200,000

Fund—Opposition

Method Seen as Likely

office

is

sion law department that the special
Intelligence unit which handles complaints and routine investigations
should be greatly expanded to undertake searching inquiries into the
ancestry, character, and personal
background of virtually every individual employed in the broadcasting business.
Request for a supplemental $200,000 appropriation to employ additional sleuths is pending before the
-Commish with the recommendation
that the unit first should be put to
work checking on the personnel of
foreign language stations; Though
the licensees have been ordered to
supply information about their employees, the Commish lawyers feel
a first-hand investigation should be
made, especially, of announcers and

Moseley, news commentator, put himself in the
hole for $7,100 last week whert

Sidney

he announced on his WMCA
program that he'd match the

calls.

was

offical

'

rumors
exist

Zachary, most recently with CBS
production department, as chief of
the new radio production division in
the Radio Bureau of the Office of
War Information.

headed by Zachary will be

Outfit

a blend of the program concoctors
previously working for Office of
Facts and Figures and the more

.

'

makes it difficult for
workers themselves to
of the changes of perlocations of the myriad
different essential offices. Our Information Center,- however, keeps
abreast of all changes and can direct

Sovernment
government
keep track
sonnel and

.

the stranger quickly and efficently.'
Despite all efforts made to keep
people away from' Washington, they
continue to flock in to add to the
boom-town aspect of the city and
they make of the Public Inquiries
Bureau a busy place. More people
came to its counter seeking assist-,
ance during May than called at the
information bureau of the Federal
Building of the New York World's
Fair in any one month, while
thousands of phone calls, telegrams
and letters pour in from all parts
of the country.
These are just a few of the activities housed in the newly erected
building at 14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue in the Capital City.
Its location alone makes- the build-

., .

'

-

Staff

—

"

.

.

United at

'

'

..

.

in One Place

Security Administration, the Treas-

ury's war .bond people, the military
services, and such.
.Actually his
force will do the program preparaWashington, Aug. 11. '. tion job only for such groups as War
'quarters in the Railroad, Jle-, Production Board, Office of Price
.

tirement Building npt only bring aU
units of the Radio Bureau of Office
of War Information together but.
provide more intimajte contact with
_the chief other Federal outfits using
radio to arouse, interest in and support for the war program. Tfie W.
B. Lewis group has shifted from an
Inconvenient apartment house to the
downtown section close by the Office
of Price Administration,
Federal
•

-'Manpower
Production

Commission
Board,

War

and

almost

shadow of Capitol Hill.
Everybody is together in a separate wing instead of scattered bewilderingly.

KITE CHANGES TO KXKX

'

Administration,

Slmms Gaynor Manaeer—Lnkenblll
Program Director

War

of students.

Motivations of Students Registering

For 1942 Summer Radio Workshop
Group

1:

Teachers in Elementary or Secondary Schpols
1. to know how to use radio in the cjassroom

Training:

Group

2:

know how to plan, write or direct radio programs,
using students, on local stations or on school public
address systems
work with student radio clubs
Teachers in Colleges and Universities

Manpower

MIDWEST AIR

War

portation and Office of War .Information. Bo.th live talent and re

corded programs will be prepared
The Belgian Information Bureau,
and directed by Zachary's crew.
which has been using WQXR, N. Y„
Before signing up with the gov- is extending its spot advertisihg to
ernment,' Zachary had .rounded net
the middle west. The bureau is buywork experience. Most recently he ing announcements offering to furhas been- runnin{; the Coca-Cola nish a regular news service about

Training for many of the same things as Group 1, on s college
Also in many cases these people are already, or are to be,
in charge of their college or university radio station, or are to exer•
cise supervision over materials broadcast over the college station;
or are trying to -find out how to put their college or university on
the air as a matter of public relations policy, or promotion, or to
contribute better program materials to their local stations.
on Staff of Some Radio Station
Group 3:
Here to broaden acquaintance, horizons, learn new skills (now
a writer; wants to learn techniques of production, etc.). Will probably return to job at local station, but would probably be glad to
-

.

Now

Group

4:

Representatives of Large Organizations
organizations like Girl Scouts,

(We have had them from

'

New

State, Department of Labor, Junior League, Community ServLearning how to do the radio Job for the orice Society, etc.)

York

ganization.

Group 5: Just finished or Almost Finished College
Hope to break into program department of commercial radiosomewhere, somehow
Group 6: Like Group 5. only a bit older
Group T: Purpose vague. Just generally fascinated by radio
Group 8: Primarily a Free Lance Writer
Wants to learn the problems of writing for radio,

~.

'

(1,5)— Barry, Marie, B^A., Russell*
Sage, teacher of English and dra- Phail School; 'WMIN, St. Paul, Minn.
matics.
(S)— Monte-muro, Gloria Marie,
(5)— Bauer, Joan, major in dra- senior. School of Education, IJYU;
matics. Western Reserve University formerly U. of Iowa.
(5)—Morris, Halee, student, East(workshop secretary).
RochB.A., M.A., man School of Music, Univ. of
Beck,. Frances,
Western Reserve, teacher of Ehg- ester,
(2) Niggli, Josephina, M.A., U. of
lish, Collinwood H. S.
N. Car.; radio script dir. of U. of
(5)—Birnbaum,. Florence, senior at N. Car.
Western Reserve.
Owsley, Kay, continuity edi(3)
(5)— Blair, Elizabeth, finishing M.A. tor, WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Caroin drama. University of North
(2,3)— Paulu, Burton, B.A'., M,A„ U.
lina.
of Minn,; manager, Univ. of Minm
(7)— Bordas, GerUude, secretary, radio station
since 1938.
Washington Irving High School.
Martha M., B.S„
Pelikan,
formerly
Patricia,
(5)—Brach,
Western Reserve; elementary school
Wellesley, senior, Montclair State
teacher, Cleveland public schools.
Teachers College.
tea'cher,
Marian,
Quigley,
(1 )
Bray, Mila, M.A., Northwest(1)
ern University, head of Dramatics N.Y.C. public schools.
Raskin, Dolores, senior, Sch.
Dept., Phoenix Union H. S., Phoenix,
(5)
Ariz,
of Education, N.Y.U.; private teacher
(5)— Buckley, Priscilla, senior at of speech and dramatics,
Smith College.
(6) Schreiber, Flora, M.A., Co(2) Callahan, Jennie, M,A., North* lumbia U.; additional graduate work.
western, Ph.D. University of Berlin, Central 'School of Speech and Drama,
Munich, instructor in speech and U. of Lond6n; drama critic. Players
dramatics. Hunter College.
Magazine.
(5)—Charest, John W., B.S., Penn
(5)— Senior, Charles J., B.A„ Bates
estate, employed West Side Y.M.C.A.
College '42.
(5)— Gulbert, Lucile, A.B., Unicompleting
Sophia,
Soskin,
versity, of North Carolina, '42.
Teachers College, Prin. Cendegree.
(5)— Davidson, Eliz. Margery, A.B„
-

(D—

—

—

WLB

(D—

—

—

-

—
—

—

Academy, Brooklyn.
(3)— Sterne, Leslie, sUfl

ter

'40.

(D—Diflenbaugh, Helen, A.B,,
Wesleyan, graduate work at U. of
III.,
Univ. of Iowa, Northwestern,
Teacher of speech and dramatics.
Green Bay, Wise.
(D—Donald, Lena, M.A., Northwestern, teacher, Hazeldell Teacher
Training School, Cleveland.
(7) Dyer, Diana.
(8) Flaccus, Kimball, A.B., Dartmouth, M.A., (Columbia, instructor in

—
—

WSM.

writei;

Nashville, Tenn.
A.B., Univ.

(5)— Stumberg, Louise,
of N. C. '42.

(5)-^ullivan,

Catherine,' senior.

Hunter College.
(5)—Troy, Sarah

"J.,

senior,

Ben-

nington College.
Vance, Carolyn, M.A„ North(2)
western; other graduate work U. of
Georgia, Wis,, London School of
shows.
PreVi'ous assigninents in- Belgian events to those interested. public speaking, C.C.N.Y.
of
(2) FUrr, Ray A., M.A., Peabody, Speech, asst. prof, of English, U.
cluded the Camel Playhouse, Short The inquiry angle primarily indirector of Jblic relations and asso. Georgia.
iShOPt ,$tory, Lanny Ross, ajid an volves asking for a booklet.
Albert Frank-Gunther Law is the prof, of English, Winthroj) College,
assortment of musicals.
He OrigRock Hill,. S... Carolina.
agency.
inated 'EMety Queen.'
(1)— Gordon,, Betty, M.A., Cornell,
teacher of dramatics and speech,
Garden City H. S., Garden City, N. Y.
(1)—Hodges, Charlotte, B.S., Peabody, ^A,, U. of Alabama, teacher
of English, Phillips' H. S., Birming-

—

•'

—

'

i:

SCHECHTER TO

More OWI Background Material

Designed to Help Agericy, Station and Network Production- Staffs

handlingjthe managerial reins for
the new owner,- -WiSR'CT Xouisviiie,"
Ky., which is acquiring the station
Output of 'background material' to
from a corporation in which 'Plug' help agency, network, and station
Kendrick, Louisville, was a principal'
writers fit their Federal assignments
stockholder.
is
now occupying new into their programs is stepping up.
studios in the Hotel Continental and The rejuvenated Radio Bureau of
continues broadcasting on 1S90 kc, the Office of War Information last
although a petition for different dial week sent out brochures dealing
^rreading is before the FCC.
W. L. with two of the major war issues
Lukenbill is handling post of pro- and expects soon to provide similar
facts
and .suggestions on several
gram director.
other topics.
Latest releases in the O.W.I, seRoland ^rencbard has been ap- ries are pamphlets containing data
pointed p.ai for WAAT, Jersey City. and Ideas concerning the United

KXKX

to

Sarah Lawrence,

Is

-

to

3.

level.

numei-ous kinds of scarcb- materials
(iron, copper, zinc, etc.).
The forset of background material emphasizes the need for a better understanding between this country and
our allies; the latter drives home
the importance of scrap drives lo
overcome serious shortages.
In preparation are pieces outlining jobs women can do in the war,
a -review of Federal moves to prevent inflation, and the urgent need
to conserve rubber and gasoline in
order to overcome transport diffi-

mer

.,

culties.

LEAVE NBC

•

ham, Ala.

Kansas City, Aug. 11.
Radio Station now operating here
under the new call letters KXKX is
the fo;rmer KITE. Simms Gaynor

2.

(D—

BEGIANS ON

Shipping Administration, Office of Defense Trans-

Commission,

'

the

in

-

roll call

find larger opportunity elsewhere.

'Of course we all realize that the
stranger coming to Washington is
apt to ride a pretty wild -merry-goround unless properly directed, but
that is what we are there to prevent. Today's rapid expansion of the

comprehensive Office for Emergency
Management. Most of the personnel
with counter-espionage and running of these two units will be merged
down agitators, traitors, and sedi- under Zachary's supervision.
While a host of Federal agencies
tionists,
the
Justice
Department
agents, maintain they have their will continue on their own as behands full with more important fore—as far as program structure
is
concerned—:it is expected the
law-enforcement chores and can't
be removing every suspicion that OWI crew will become the chief
.may arise about the thousands of producer for the Government. In
addition,
the outfits which are inpeople, engaged in radio.
dependent (like the Treasury, Agriing a focal point lor the visitor's atculture, and Interior) are expected
tention arid" its activities make it
to
confer and consult so their
nerve centers of the Naballyhoo Hoes not run afoul the war one of the
you have to go to Washingbroadcasts, which have much higher tion. If
ton, that's Vhe place to head for
priorities.
get there BUT, says Miss
'Though specifically not a 'produc- when you
Blackburn, don't go to Washington
tion czar,'. Zachary will direct the
work of the script writers turning unless you- have to.'
Lasi;
This is one of the cases where the
out both live snd 'canned programsMountain is willing to go to Mofor the bulk of the war .agencies.
He'll
keep an eye on' Federal haiTiet!

New

and wherever welcome to watch rehearsals, broadcasts, auditions, etc.
The Workshop's Mr. McGhee has created eight classifications (I.e. explanations) and has keyed each- enrolled student according to probable
classification.
The group descriptions come first below,' followed by the

tracts.

Of OWl Shows

including clerical help as well as
microphonists and engineers. The
outfit' al$o would amplify the dope
now on file concerning the owners of
Washington, Aug. 11.
each U. S. transmitter.
Centralization of all program proOpposition to this sort of Gestapo.
Is beginning to develop, with indusduction
by
Federal
emergency
try observers fearful the time might agencies carrying out
various war
come when the FCC would dictate to
management who could and could assignments has become a 'reality atnot be employed. There is apprehen- last with designation of George

OWI Radio

At the request of "Variety* (always curious about everything!) New
York University's Radio Workshop has made a tentative analysis of why
its present group of 50-odd enrolled students are putting In a 10-hour day
during six summer weeks. N. Y. U. students not only have an intensive
course of lectures but also make constant forays to NBC, CBS, Mutual

officials told

and try to add to whatever
may exist and spread
of difficulties which do not
in making government con-

confusion

Chief Producer

would build up a
card-catalog about every regular employee in each American transmitter,

.

government

found anywhere with a higher
sense of integrity and patriotism
than the average U. S. official, and
he is eager to take full advantage of
every idea and service, which can be
utilized in the war effort. It is natural that the persons who victimize
the business man should inalign the-

$21,8Uu.

George Zachary

sion that such an outfit would be
used for political purposes And that
a vicious new form of back-handed
censorship might result.
The proposal was based on the
refusal of the Federal' Bureau of In;,
vestigation- to undertake the job of
checking on certain characters in
the broadcasting business whose
loyalty to the United States has
.been suspected.
Though charged

condititins,

to be

Total bond sale as a result of
that one plug

can so pave the way for you

you will have much less running around to do when you arrive,'
In speaking of the schemes which
have be$n deviised by the unscrupulous' to. take advantage of emergency
that

the writer that they have resented
the implication in the statements of
lobbyists and unrecognized agents
that one must have pull or special
influence to make his way about the
Capital. 'As a matter of fact' Miss
Blackburn said 'there is no person

their offers. First caller offered
to buy a $5,000 bond as soon as
he saw a photostat of a similar
buy by Moseley. Balance of the
$7,100 came from the next two

indicated, the In-

is

purchases of the
three people to phone in

first

commentators.
Ultimately, it
telligence imit

War Bond

total

Miss

'Even though a personal visit to
Washington may be necessary after
consultation at our field office, that

Moseley's Match Bid

Washlngton, Aug. 11.
on over proposals of the
Communications Commis-

Fight
Federal

money and inconvenience,'
to 'Gestapo' Blackburn said.
Pave the Way

—

(1)
Louise, . secretary,
Jannatt.a,
Dept. of 'Visual and Radio Education,
Board of Education, Rochester, N. Y.
(D—Kaplan, Ruth Kay, A.B., N. J.
College for Women, teacher of Eng>\ Mvd.iir.amatio- Springfield, N. J.
senior
at
trt^HSJ.<,''''"-''it;. ileen,

Smith College.

—Keller, Evelyn, secretary and
WPIC, Sharon, Pa.
(5) — Koontz, Mildred, student at
Mt. Holyoke.
(5) —Landsman,
Richard.
A.B.,
Wesleyan,
Gen. Elec. Co,
(7) —Livesay, Mrs. Martha Pace,
Sarah Lawrence.
(4) — MacColl,
Margaret,
A.B„
(3)

staff writer,

'41,

'

Smith; M,S,, Simmons School of So

Work.
(3)— Morreimv

cial

Olaf,

Robert, A.B.,
Northfield, Minn,; also

St,

FOkOWI
Abe Schechter, who is regardedwithin the trade as a standout man

NBC

director of
in his field, leaves as
special events Aug. 15 to
join the Office of War Information.
It is 'no trade secret that Schechter

news and

had not been
programs, and
tunity

to

getting-

NBC

C, L. Menser,

so,

along

with

charge of
the opporservices to the
up, Schechter rev,p. In

when

take his

Grovernment came
signed.

Schechter joined NBC in 1931,
After establishing its news setup he

Mac-became head

of special events.
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OWI

Despite

RADIO
Bushnell

May

Hopes, Stations Not
Montreal, Aug.

—

^

German- American Congress for
Democracy, one of the recent organ !•
zations created to align all Ameri_

I

SOLDffiR
'

cans of
paign to
in the U.

in a

recording a

S., is

programs

transcribed

in

SHOW

SELLS

Houston, Aug. U.

]

WBNX

camps will compete with each othfcr
for. war bond prizes, wUI -make its
i

He was then head of
Hitler's rise.
the radio division of the Quai d'Orsai
in Paris, later coming to the U. S,

debut over the Texas Quality Network, including KPRC of Houston,
Aug. 12. The program will be pre-

Hitler's

invitation

Toronto, Aug. U.
One political faction is demanding
that, in the light of the report of
the Parliamentary Radio Committee,
all members of the CBC board of

most

:

with
•

Distribute Leaflets

soloists, all soldier talent.

The program is being produced by
Lee Segall, creator of the 'Dr. I. Q.'
and the 'Sing for Dough' programs.
Time is being donated by the TQN.

On

Coal Storage Situation

:

i

Brewery

of
this
area
winter!) Is heavily 'playing up
necessity of ample storage of coal
homes because of war conditions:
Some 54 radio stations are printing and distributing reprints of
(Council, announcements on subect.
in

;

;

;

American heroes- from George
Washington to Douglas MacArthur..
Scripted by Walter W. Mead, plat-

of
i

ters

enlist

Roy

Bargy,

of the CBC board of governors who
propose' making Murray the patsy.
In. the^ federal government inquiry
into State-owned radio in Canada,
the parliamentary report suggested
that Murray 'could be used in another capacity than that of general
manager and head of the corporation.'
'

WLAV

to McGillvra

tic in some quarters as to the date
of the meeting,.' the' opinion being
that it should- be earlier. In extenuation, it might be noted that the
members' of the board reside in all
parts of Canada from Halifax to Victoria and that they are busy men,
The board has been asked by the
-

Parliamentary . Radio Committee to
WLAV, Grand RapidSi has named 'consider' placipf Murray In another
Joseph Hershey ^cGillvra as its position. It will not be his first de-

Jordan in acting roles.
Placed by the H. E.
Agency.

national sales rep.

F.

S.

.

Hudgins

'

Station operates full time and
affiliated

with Mutual.

CBC

Is

motion. Some months ago, Anguatln
Frigon, assistant g.m. of the CBC,
took over' the .directional-policy ac-

petent enough to discharge all the.
duties of a general manager without
specializing in one particular phase
of broadcasting. At the time, of the
Plaunt report, the board of governors were not prepareil to agree with
his criticism of Murray; now it seems
as if certain of the members are.
Meanwhile, with Murray losing the
confidence of the board of governors
and destined to be presumably pilloried on Aug. 17, a resultant development has been a considerable loss
of confidence in the personnel of the
board Itself on the part of Canadian
radio-listeners who are closely following both sides, of the question.
Mlssonla, Mont,
and additions at

WHN

to

who

resigned.

GETS RESULTS FOR UNCLE SAM. TOO

^100,000 in

'vE boasted a great deal about

'individuals who were outspokenly
enthusiastic supporters of Hitler before Pearl Harbor.'

WHN's

The Foreign language broadcast-

sell

On

who have sponsored Ger-

man programs
transmitters

-in

various
the past.

off

.

Changes at KMOX*,
W. B. Campbell on Sales
Aug. 11.
Wendell B.

St. Louis,

Sept.

1,

Campbell, western sales manager of
Radio Sales, becomes sales manager
at KMOX, local CBS outlet, succeeding J. Soulard Johnson who resigned
to enter, the Army Air Corps' Officers' Training Camp at Miami Beach.
Campbell, in charge of the Chicago
office for Radio Sales since last May
will also have charge of sales serv-'

promotion and sales mer-

Ice, sales

chandising.

Two

unfiled spots in the execu-

tive staff at the station

have been

created l^j/Jie-4»«w>»S"e^-'C*>*i^^<s^»
'Tiny' Renier, program-director, to
the New York staff of CBS as an
executive producer, and the induction of C. Cabanne Link, publicity
director.

accepted

put

Unde

WHN's

Sam's ehallenge to

selling

power

to

aged their way through a

man-

jammed

switchboard."

work

direct sale

of

War

Persevering listeners continued to

Savings

oril all

night and the next day to

swell the total sales to over |100,000

For exactly two hours and £vc
In

War

Bonds.'

minutes on that date, during our'
exclusive broadc-ast of the Dodgers-

Giants twilight baseball game.

Barber told

listeners

in their pledges to

to

Red

telephone

buy War Bonds

and to send their cheeks to

WHN.

It's

»H yours. Uncle Sam, to help

bujr the things

WV're

we need

for Victory.

hun»b|jr proud to include

among our

clients for

you

whom we

get retultsT

WHN
BW TOMK

-

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Norm McBain,
announcer with CHAQ, Moose Jaw,
has joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force arid George Broatch is with
the Navy. Newcomer is Bill Rapanos.
Jt-iephiAe Fladager added to the
0"siness

Wednesday, August Jth, we

New York

Staff

Elfective

broadcast,

soap and breakfast eereal.

'

Bonds.

dealers

sale.

pledges totaling $58,000 had

in the

situation got additional publicity
with disclosure of the arrest as
enemy aliens of Willy BoUe and
Emil Detzel, Yorkville furniture

No previoM or outside publicity was
given to the

By the end of the
blades,

no situation that re-

of

ability to g«t results— to

Mold in two-hour broadcast

things like cigarettes, razor

quired attention that has not been
promptly acted upon.'
Meantime, the foreign language

we know

War Savings Bondt

staff.

Staff switches

Missoula,

ing staff; and Margaret Leppert Peterson as Vnfi new Women's Program
Director in'place of Dorothy Burgess

'

return to the Reich in 1938.
A statement was issued publicly
New York recently by the Loyal
Americans of German Descent, of
which George H. Shuster, president of Hunter College, is president,
quoting from a letter sent separately
to Chairman James L. Fly of the
Federal Communications Commission.- It cdhsisted of a general blast
against foreign language 'producers
of German radio programs' who are

'

—

KGVO,

Mont.,
Include:
Rod Belcher of
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., as news editor;
Elwood Thompson to the announc-

in

ing
organized,
Control,
recently
promptly dispatched an answering
letter to Fly, expressing the general
.yiew that the Loyal Americans of
denouncing
German Descent were
abuses that may have existed in. the
past, but have already been cleaned
up. Under the signature of Arthur
Simon, of WPEN, Philadelphia, and
Joseph Lang, of WHOM, Jersey City,
Fly was informed 'we want you to
know that our committee has been
on its toes since its formation and

fr.om hie chief,
solely as program

Alan Plaunt, member of the board
of governors, who resigned because
his recommendations were so apathetically received.
(He died two

resign.

music;
Robert Brillmayer, production, .and
Hilda Vaughn, Phil Barry and David
.

the

Murray

Another

should

Meanwhile, Rene Morin, chairman
of the board of governors, has called
a meeting of the board for Aug, 17
when the case of Murray will be
in
(cold
considered. Criticism has been causthe

stations

Baltimore, Aug. 11.
currently
is
airing 'Sons of Freedom," five minute
stretch across the board via WBAL.
Presents dramatic episodes in lives

Gunther

leaving

faction Is as .vociferously insisting
that Gladstone Murray, CBC g.m., is
being unfairly kickeid around not
only by certain members of Com-

Denver, Aug. U.
The Rocky Mountain Radio Council in cooperation with the radio

Gunther's Yankee Heroes

tivities of.

director.

mons' Radio Committee but by or three months later). That was
prejudiced witnesses and members definitely in favor of one man com-

Radio Council Stations

i

•

-

.

sented by a glee club, a 28-plece
band and a small swing orchestra

CBC Board Meets

Geneeally speaking, the parliamentary report is a vindication of that
earlier report presented by the late

governors

.

Among the performers on the recorded series are Theo Goetz, formerly of the Salzburg Festival, and
Ellen Schwaneke, German -actress
who spurned

the

|

'

Ferrand was formerly 'attached to
the commercial department of the
German radio monopoly prior to

of

broadcasting.
He is currently
stations relations and program
supervisor.
Dillworth is the CBC regional
head In British Columbia.

A new quiz program, 'What's •your
German Name, Soldier?' in which army

[;erles of

which the Qillce of War Information
(Lee Falk) is helping- to set oh vailous .stations throughout the country!
Series entitled 'We bid It Before,
and We'll Do It Again,' producedunder the direction of Freedland
(see
Ferrand, is on station
.radio reviews this issue) and is
scheduled' to start next week over
WHOM. Elan is to., get the series
going in predominantly Germanlanguage areas.
Conrad Woelfel, secretary .of the
German-American Congress, states
that the problem of counteracting
Nazi propaganda via German-language-programs is extremely difficult because of the suspicion attached
to any German-language broadcasts
despite that the intent is good. In Milwaukee and Pittsburgh stations have
recently refused to carry any programs in German. Of the 22 stations which are regarded as prospects for the series around eight appear to be interested to date;

one

Bushnell,

Aug. 17 When

popular execs with the CBC, Is
regarded as a likely choice owing to his complete knowledge
of every phase of Canadian

BONDS TO TEXANS

camcounteract Nazi propaganda

German descent

To Decide Gladstone Murray's Fate
11.

Speculation regarding a successor to Gladstone Murray as
general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. currently
revolves about E. C. Bushnell
and Ira DUIworth.

Too Receptive on German Programs

39

Succeed?

America's Most Powerful Independent Station

RADIO

4^
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CHARGE CAMELS, MORRIS COPY PHONY;
TRADE COMMISSION SEEKS TO STOP IT
Both Radio and Printed Claims Are Questionable, Jane Force to Madison
For Marital Proximity
Govemftient Avers First Important .Crack-Down
Chicago, Aug. II.
of Kind in Years—Companies to Fight
Jane Force, continuity writer with

—

.

Washington, Aug.

Two

11.

Another Radio Job

of radio's biggest time-buyof Camel and Philip

— makers

ers

—

Washington, Aug.

Morris cigarets have been charged
by the Federal Trade (Commission
in a copy clean-up drive ot major
significance
with misleading the
public., in both printed and micro-

phoned

advertising.

The

cannot Impress upon
you too strongly the impiortance
of the Junk Salvage campaign.'
This is calandared under the network allocation plan from Aug.

F.T.C.

stating-

is the first important move
against the tobacco companies since
the Government agency back in predepression days sapolloed the 'reach
for a Lucky instead of a sweet'

crusade

putting

two

big

agency handling the. Reynolds account or networks or stations.
The complaints, which are due to
be fought Vigorously, are based on

stark need

of getting

Scrap Iron.
Copper.

L«ad.

lots

Manila rope.

Aluminum

Burlap;

COPY WITH

UNCLE SAM
Washington, Au^.

in-

the

-

'scientific'

statements

Which

were

11.

While two rivals decided to fight
government, makers of Kool
cigarets last week promised to revise their radio, newspaper, and
magazine copy to overcome objection that misleading claims were
made for the mentholated smokes.
the

findings of experienced, trained persons. Reynolds is
hit for using phony testimonials
in some caseis from persons who do
not smoke any brand of fag.
Though no broadcasters are respondents_.in the jjroceedings, the
^ F.T.C. complaint "constitutes warning
~
to networks, stations, and transcription makers that the' copy on behalf
of the various Morris and Reynolds
products should be scrutinized very
closely.
There were 19 specific
Philip Morris claims cited by the
Commish and 29 arguments on bC'
'
half of Camels.
in general, the F.T.C. challenged
the Morris contention "that thelr'fiig^'

not 'impartial'

ere less irritating and the medical
profession has backed up this claim
and hit Reynolds for the ballyhoo
about Camels not hurting the users'
Wind, being the favprite of champions, provide extrr energy, and are
of costlier tobacco.
Intriguing aspect of the Indictment against Reynolds was the flat
charge that voice misrepresentation
occurred over the air. Never be_ lore, though the F.T.C. has been
ogling scripts for nearly a decade,
has any radio advertiser been accused of such an offense. After alleging that Reynolds has published
paid testimonials that are incorrect,
the Commish said the Camels manufacturer has. represented in radio
broadcasts 'that certain voices used
in them are those of persons named
by it and by its representatives
when in fact such voices were not
those of the- persons so represented
by it and such persons were not
present at the broadcasts.'

& Williamson Tobacco Corp.
signed a stipulation with the Federal Trade Commission that kills the
therapeutic claims which have been
the basis of Kool ballyhoo.
Radio puffs will be changed to
eliminate the sales talk about the
menthol treatment giving extra protection and the claim that Kools are
a good treatment for cold. The copy
also will omit representations that
the fags are easier on the throat
and mouth and references to the
medical uses of menthol.
Brown

Montevideo, Uruguay, Aug. 11.
In an outburst of anti-Axis feeling
here Thursday (6), Radio (Jontinental was destroyed by a bomb.
Station regularly broadcast news favorable to the Germans, Japs and
Italians and had aroused much bitter feeling over a period of months.
It was placed on both the U. S. and
British blacklists almost a year ago.
Transmitter is owned by Racine

It was thisaway.
In the afternoon they did a double-header for the
Giants from the Polo Grounds, In the evening.it was the second game of
one of those twilight twin bills from Chicago on the Yanks. Oh boy!
What a day in any baseball announcer's leagu%. It came over
in
the afternoon and
at night.
Who knows whether Allen, or Desmond, stuck through all three games?
It doesn't seem possible.
After all, golf's a nice game, too ^but did you
ever try te play 54 holes in one day? Or what fan of fans could listen
to three games in an afternoon and evening?
It used to be that Ransom Sherman was supposed to be as busy a little
bee as radio had to offer, what with his 4S-minute Club Mattnee followed
by a full hour program that night—both shows written, produced and
supervised by Sherman- and both sustaining. But if Allen and Desmond
are going to be assigned to do three ball games a day then, indeed, their
toughening up process has already started.

—

Decision on a radio program for the dessert and baking powder products
of the Standard Brands account, which was acquired last week by the
Ted JBates agency, will probably be made in the next couple of weeks.
Meanwhile James S. Adams, Standard Brands president, has gone to the
Coast, where he will remain until about Sept. 1.

Likely that the Bates agency's share of. the company's business, including Royal gelatine, Royal desserts and Royal baking powder, will sponsor
only a single show, sharing the commercial plugs. 'The agency is already
tentatively lining up program prospects, but is not yet ready to make a
recommendation.' (Contrary to previous report, the Tenderleaf Tea portion of the Standard Brands business is not being shifted from J, Walter
Thompson tolEtates. Thus, the 'One Man's Family' program Sunday nights
on
wiU remain as ^before.
On Its other new account, Carter's Little Liver Pills, the Bates agency
contemplates no immediate change in the radio setup. 'Inner Sanctum'
will stay indefinitely on the Blue network Sunday nights and the spot
campaign will be continued.
.

-

,

Ellis' agency has completed and is distributing a survey of
the customer traffic in super markets that provides some interesting field
The report, a play-by-play of who
for speculation in daytime radio.
shops when, is based on a seven-day survey of one cash and carry super
market in each of 14 communities across the country. The sample may
be too small to be truly representative, but the data culled and the deductions which it produced are titillating
Thus more than 25% of the total weekly business was done between
noon and closing time on Saturday which, the report deduced, would
seem to make Saturday morning an admirable radio time. Yet the flve-a-

Sherman K.

.

struction of a fleet of several thousand
vicious attacks on the United
by him on a special broadcast over station KEX, Portland, Ore.
Nations and the pro-Axis tone of vealed
Occasion was the launching of the S. S. Harvey W. Scott, at the yards,
much of its broadcasts.
the Oregon Shipbuilding Corp., Portland. Kaiser gave no hint of what
Police are still searching for the of
intended to say on the broadcast, so spectators and listeners expected
he
man who tossed a bomb into the
routine pep talk to the workers. The suggestion of mass-production of
station and escaped in the ensuing a
the huge air-transports was so surprising to the ship workers and others
confusion.
Director of Radio Conthe audience that it almost escaped them. It took them several mintinental is said to be a former em- in
utes
to realize what the proposal involved.
ployee of the Communications Department- whose home was recently
Scarcity
of fuel oil for heating homes and apartment houses this winter
«
raided by a Uruguayan Congresbring a boom in coal advertising. Conversion back to coal-burning
may
sional committee investigating proThe Government is worried for fear of
is said not to be too difficult.
Axis activity here.
heatless situations in the eastern zone.
i:
Perhaps symptomatic of the advertising flutters that may be expected
in this connection is Ruthrauff & Ryan's recent statement on the subject
on behalf of its client, D., L. Si W. Coal. This had special reference to

HIGH SCHOOL

m'S

the radio program, 'The Shadow.'

EARLY TEXAS KICKOFF

Don Ameche comes back to roost on the Chase & Sanborn program
Contracts are being signed by the J. Walter Thompson
in the fall.
San Antonio, Aug. II.
agency and George Frank, agent for Ameche, after the nod was given
undermade an early appear- the film star over Jack Carson, in strong contention: Java show occa-

ance here in the southwest with the
broadcast on Saturday (8) on an
eight -station- network- ol a game
played at Abilene, Texas, between
the North and South high school
football teams, climax of the Texas
High School Coaches association's
SchenecUdy, N. Y., Aug. 11.
annual gridiron school held there.
WSNY has what is believed to be Program was aired over KRBC,
one of the youngest regular an. Abilene; KGKL, San Angelo; KBST,
nouncers in the business, in 15-year- Big
Springs;
KRLH, Midland;
old Bob Wallace. Boy attracted at- KFYO, Lubbock; KFJZ, Fort Worth;
tention during numerous appear- WACO, Waco and KXYZ, Houston.
ances on 'The Little Red School- Ves Box was at the microphone for
house,' commercial quiz over WGY, -the play-by-play account with Tee
He will' complete another year at Casper giving out with the local
Albany High School. nnd will then color.
work his way through Union Col
Broadcasts was sponsored by the
lege, Schenectady, while filling tricks Humble Oil and Refining Co. heavy
at WSNY.
user last year of Texas stations in
Two other youngsters .with whom the football season.

ANNOUNCER

the WSNY management has arranged to attend Union College
Norman Gnnther
while serving at the station are to the announcing
Walter Goad and Bill McVey.
Schenectady.

is

a

new

addition

at

WSNY,

staff

Radio Daffodils

^

Texas University CoUabs

goes a change in format for the new season beginning Sept. 8,
Camel
sioned by the withdrawal of Abbott and Costello for their own
show and the return of Ameche to his former duties as emcee.

wrong"
Cal Tinney (Bayuk Cigars, Mutual) has called himself '100%
concerning Army Post Exchanges, their profits
But the Army Is not moUifled, feelis done with these profits.
damage done to officer prestige was very great, the retraction
'irresponinadequate to the offense. The Army sees this as a matter of

in his previous broadcast

and what

ing that the

and mentions what would happen to anybody

sibility'

who was

service

WIS OPERATES 5 KW.

DAY AND NIGHT NOW
Columbia, S. C, Aug. 11.
WIS now operating on 5,000 watts
day-night schedule instead of 5,000
day and 1,000 night! Expansion construction

begun

flve

SHOW TO BLUE
Coca-Cola

Is

has

bought

the

0:30-

months ago com- 9:55 p.m. period on the Blue network

week

band program
general manager.
New show will

for a

to

begin

'not

have

new name

Sept. 21.
any simil-

arity to Coca-Cola's 'Spotlight Bands'

program which rode Mutual earner

WHOM's

WAGE

C—

Government

COCA-COLA ORC

six nights a

Richard Shafto

On WOAI Bomber

P<(rtsmouth, Va.—Oddest call-letters in the business probably belong to
Tales
a new 250-watter that will hit the air here around Sept. 1. It will be
San Antonio, Aug. 11.
kno-wn as WSAP.
cooperation with the Radio
America already has KALE, KOIN, KOIL, KAVE, KROW, KOY,
House of the University of Texas,
WAVE. WEAN, WHO, WIND, WING, WIRE, and WOW.
station WOAI will air a special series of four broadcasts titled PathDenver—Local spieler received the following from an anonymous
finders of the Sky. Series will be
critic.
'Announcer prevention is worth a -pound of cure.'
a dramatized story of the key men
In this war's bomber crews, the
Charlotte, N.'
Soldiers will be admitted to the radio broadcast and
aerial navigator.
Broadcasts will
floor show at Central prison at Raleigh each Saturday night.
They may
bring out the story of the lads who
bring the lady friend along, but the general public cannot be admitted
set the course of America's great
because
of lack of room.
bombing planes.

in

equally careless.

NBC's Irene Kuhn addressed a record-breaking crowd at the Omaha
RoUry Club last week, calling Japanese attacks on the U. S. 'madness
ol
which she could not understand. Miss Kuhn was under auspices
before
sUtion WOW. .Alex Dreier, will be in Omaha, Aug. 18-19, to speak
the Chamber of Commerce.
,

pleted.'

In

WOR

WMCA

the

15-YEAR-OLD BOY

^

of. radio but It figures
pair of Mel Allen and
to
Connie Desmond. That was the day these boys played around with not
one ball game, not two games, just three games.

Sc Schmidt Co.- It was cited by the
Uruguayan government last March
for the tenor of its broadcasts and
and three-a-week strip shows exclude Saturday airings.
forbidden to use news and comment week
supplied by Axis agencies. That didn't
Proposed plan of Henry J. Kaiser, Pacific Coast shipbuilder, for the conseem to bring a halt, however, to
super-cargo planes was first re-

Football

mm

29, '42

NBC

Ragt.

and Prince Albert (Reynolds) pipe
tobaccos and of the way Morris
wraps up Dunhill cigs.

Not 'Scientific'
Sweeping charges are made

AXIS-PRAISING

STATION

Brass.

.

F.TfC. citations, which list^at great
length the allegedly misleading and
untruthful statements. Morris was
accused ot publicizing 'medical' and

SILENCES

and

Zinc.

ITS

with

affiliated

Rubber.

KOOL SQUARES

that
Philip
familiar
assertions
Morris fags are easier on the throat
and the Reynolds coffin nails help
the digestion and 'give a lift.'
Minor criticism was made of the
copy plugging Revelation (Morris)

will be
in Madison.

She

BOMB

lots of:

Co. alleges that radio listeners were
duped into thinking that persons
prai.<;ing Camels
were before the
mike. The Commish^indictment did
not, however, embrace either the

'

WIBA

6.

Adding that the 'whole war
production program is in a critical stage' Nelson proclaims the

time-

buyers on the defensive because of
claims that their product is superior
for 'medical' reasons, the F.T.C. has
made a direct charge of misrepreThe comsentation over the air.
plaint against R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

son.

'I

24rSept.

come-on.
Besides

11.

Donald Nelson of the War Production Board has written a letter to the radio head of the Office
of War Information, W. B. Lewis,

the Russel M: Seeds Agency for the
past six years, on the Plantation
Party and Reveille Roundup shows,
has resigned.
Writer will join her hiisband, who
is an instructor at the new Army
Air Corps training school at Madi-

Inside Stuff-Radio
may never mean much in the annals
weigh down the New York baseball announcing

July

a

Macaroni Qniz

than that it will use
Blue's ocpopular dance bands.
cupant will have a new format not
this year, other

Chicago Macaroni Co. has started yet fully decided.
new Italian language quiz series,
Show will have 100 outlets on the

'Answer

If

Jersey City.

ment

for

You
It's

Can,'

a

on

summer

the same

WHOM, Blue, compared to the 80 that the
D'Arcy is
replace- Mutual program used.
dra- the agency.

account's

matic strip show on the same station.
The quizzer airs Saturday
Akron, O.— Stanley Peyton has left
Series will be written and prePhiladelphia Ai a stunt for an old record collection drive WCAU nights and is handled by Joe Savoli. WRRN, Warren, O., to become an
sented by members of the U. of
The macaroni concert bankrolls a annnouncer at 'WJW, here.
secured
permission
from
police
chief
of
swanky
Ardmore
suburb
to
send
''Texas Radio House from Austin.
a sound truck on the streets accompanied by entertainers.
Unhappily recorded musical series the other
Howard Maschmeier is leaving
the truck parked outside the Ardmore Township building and the city nights of the week.
WRRN, Warren, to join the Army.
of
Kolln D. Hager, veteran WGY, council, then in session, couldn't hear themselves think. They buzzed the
Norman, formerly
Horace
Under the name of Ray Marshall,
Schenectady, manager, back at his chief of police fast and- the chief sent the cops to end the stunt he had Savoli also handles English language WADC, Akron, is now an Army priokayed.
desk after vacation.
shows on WHOM.
vate at Miami Beach, 'Fla.

—
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GOVERNMENT TO

BUY RADIO
IN
a

TIE

CANADA

Canadian Government will spend
sum variously estimated from

$1,000,000 to $1,500,000 in sponsoring

radio programs over Canadian stations dealing with the national
effort during the

coming year.

war

A

RADIO

GOVTSPONSORED
PROGRAM FOR GALS

Sqaibb on 'The Dream'

ing for.
'There

men

The

10:15 to' 10:30 a.m. indefinitely.

The copy follows:
was a dream
.

to

buy

—

terprise,

product shortages and other wartime restrictions.

JAMES

EP.H.

INU.S.ARMY

have been

rillo,

addetl.

Programs are broadcast from the
stage of the Majestic theatre in Dallas, and present the Showtime Orchestra and Chorus, the Tune TumIvan Wayne, soloist; Jimmy
harmonica soloist, and DuAlexander, former Eddy Du-

blers,

Riddle,

a

Forces at Miami last
first lieutenant Though

Houston.

WGEO

a comparatively young fellow,
James rates as an NBC oldtlmer.
His connection with the network
dates back to 1027.
For over 12 years he headed up
NBC's sales promotion and advertising. When the divorcement between
the Red and the Blue became effective James wound up with authority
advertising
promotion,
over
all
publicity and research for the Blue
Network.
He was born in England.
still

NEWEST

The eventual

so.

news

is

—

—

not

inconceivable

utilized

After

that

it

may be

elsewhere in the nation.
Pearl Harbor, when New

York City had a couple of phony air
raid alarms. Mayor LaGuardia had

WNYC,

the city station-, call the spe-,
events directors of every station
into consultation on how to handle
air raid alarms. At that time it was
decided, that
and the local
cial

WNYC

FCC men would get the alarms from
Army and phone them to the sta-

the

Subsequent tests proved this
plan slow and cumbersome and the
message, etc.
Thus nothing unof- chief engineer of one of the
New
ficial nor detrimental can be aired York
foreign language indies (Pete
and the member stations get feed Testan of WBYN) submitted a plan,
box coverage and don't have to not unlike, 'radio central,' to the
worry about scooping each other or FCC, the War Department, OCD
and
being scooped.
sundry other interested parties. This
Radio Central grew out of a meet- plan was apparently pigeonholed
ing, aboxit six weeks back, of all somewhere do'wn the line and probably
had nothing to do with the
special events directors of New York
stations.
They were worried jbout modus operandi that is now being
what would happen in the event of used.
The executive committee of Radio
an air raid and the possibility that
one of them would go overboard in Central has consisted of A. A.
trying to scoop his mates since any Schechter of NBC (now off NBC) as
misplay, at such a time, would prob- chairman and representative of the
ably affect all stations. So they de- networks; Leon Goldstein of ./MCA
cided to setup 'radio central' and got repping the indies, Morris Novik of
San Antonio, Aug. 11.
KABC will become local Blue Net- General Drum's okay for the setup. WNYC for Mayor LaGuardia and the
Office of Civilian Defense, and Herb
work outlet for San Antonio on Aug.
Financing for the equipment and
16.
Gene Cagle, general manager of lines comes from the member sta- Petty, WHN chief, handling the
flnunces.
the Texas State Network, completed tions in proportion to their wattage
the details with Blue Network offi- with the fees now ranging from $11
cials in New York tile past week.
•Sgt. Swing' on
to $26 per week. The ten major outAccording to the deal KABC here, lets in Manhattan are now in the
Montreal, Aug.
WACO and KNOW, Austin, will join pool with the balance of the smaUer 'Sergeant Swing,' dance and 11.
song
the web. This marks first time that and outlying indies due to signup program on French independent stashortly.
Originally the pool- was to tion CKAC, goes into production
Southwest wiU have a complete Blue
maintain
the
entire staff hut since Thursday (13) for a half hour every
Network coverage. All stations will*
all
the
stations
are
not contributing Thursday evening untU the end of
continue to carry Mutual and TSN
the Army provides coverage, during year. Fernand Robidoux is the Serairings.
days with civilians all approved by geant, supported by Marie Therese
tions.

WGEO

WGEO

DXers

to

Europe and South America

ELEANOB HMSOH'S SIDE-JOB
Cleveland, Aug.

Eleanor

Hanson,

director

11.

of

women's activities, WHK-WCLE, has
been appointed a $l-a-year chairman
of women's radio activities for the

War

KABCSANANTO
JOINS BLUE WEB

AUG.

16

CKAC

to Anstralia

Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 11.
GE's short-wave station
began to beam its daily broadcasts to
the Australia-New Zealand area on a
new frequency Aug. 1. FCC granted
it permission to change to 9650 kilocycles for these DXers because it was
discovered that the signal on 9530
kilos was so powerful that they
blanked out talks by American servicemen in Australia to their parents
on short-wavers to this country. The
latter are arranged by the Australian
Harland Tnoker, legit, film and ra- Broadcasting Commission. The twodio actor of New York, has joined hour seven-day-weekly shows via
the talent stafiT of KGW-KEX, Port- WGEO, which hit Australia andi New
land.
Zealand in choice evening hours for
the entertainment of troops, ride
from here 6 to 8 ajn.'
YORK'S
STATION
is continuing to use 9530
kilocycles, long assigned to it, for

NEW

newsmen, Sgts. William Ellscu
and Bob Eisenbach, who know the
problems of special events coverage
from the station end as well as the
limitations required by the Army.

-

chin songstress.'

(Jimmy) James, director
TQN stations carrying the show
and publicity for the include WOAI, here; WFAA, Dallas;
Blue Networlt, entered the U. S. WBAP, Fort Worth, and KPRC,
E. P. H.

Air

it

NBC

_

San Antonio, Aug, 11.
'Showtime,' Interstate "Theatre Cirweekly half-hour radio show,
now' has largest network hook-up in
the area. "In addition to the stations
comprising the Texas Quality Network,
stations
KRBC, Abilene;
KRGV, Weslaco, and KGNC, Amacuit's

of. promotion

weekend as

same America

the
dream ... the hope . .
the
prayer of the world. Our freedom its dream, out strength
its
hope.
Our swift race
against time
its prayer!
We
must not Sail the world now.
We must not fail to share our
freedom with it afterwards...
Keep Singing, Keep Working,
and Fight for America!'

Radio Show

relle

Army

hard work made

that

— —

Board

'

of an alert or raid, the stations go
off the air this central post takes
over.
Only the Army can clear
or okay a station's return to
the air.
Radio central is linked
with the subscribing stations by
radio line and psivate lines. Thus
the operator on duty advises the
stations, via the p.l., that a fiash
is coming.
Then he sits at the mike,
which Is puf directly on the air
via the member stations and gives
the all clear or a bulletin or a

.

strength, youthful heart, vast en-

Now

in

'radio central' to facilitate the operation of the stations under actual
*
air raid conditions,

ttna/roid.
.

.

stations

objective is to bring
every station in and around New
York into the pool, so as to provide
foolproof protection for both the
Radio Central is located at (cen- military and the stations in case of
an air raid. And, if the setup works
sored) and is staffed 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 'When, in case as smoothly then as it does now it is

.

euening,

at

There was a vrayer .
that
.
each could speak to his oum God
—in his oum church
That
dredm, that hope, that prayer
became
Americo,'
Great

Interstate's

Plans currently' are for the Canadian Wartime Prices and Trade.

choosing.

their

of

.

spots.

to use quarter -hour and possibly half-hour shows in addition
Volume or revenue from
to spots.
this source will offset to a large
extent the loss of business from private industry leaving the air due to

that

.

There was a hope . that men
could one day stroll through
streets

Widen Hookup
Of

.

Air Raid 'Radio Central'

and around
metropolitan New York have organized, with the approval and cooperation of General Hugh A, Drum,
who heads the Eastern Defense
Command and the First Army, a

one day could speak the

thoughts

Prices Board will use this medium
to explain new rulings and old regulations to
the French-Canadian
women of this city and province.
It will also be aired over the
French network of the province.

ment limited appropriations for advertising wartime Tegulations and
other information to the newspapers.
During the past six months the Gov-

Form
Rddio

noted apropos what we're fight-

.

ernment began

With Drum's Okay, New York Stations

Sons sponsor

'Keep Singing, Keep Working for America' on CBS, has
prepared an ornamental wall
reproduction of part of a radio
continuity that> has been muchof

Montreal, Aug. 11.
Sponsored by the War Time Prices
& Trade Board, 'Le Courier du Jour"
(Daily Budget) scripted specially
for women, teed off on CBF, local
French section of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and is programmed for Mondays through Fridays at

large slice of this will go to pri-

vately-owned stations.
For a long time following the outbreak of war the Canadian Govern-

&

Squibb

E. R.

41

Savings Staff of Ohio.

—

the

Army—holding down

the post at Lenoir,

night.

Core of the

'radio central' plan is
the fact that most stations maintain
permanent lines into one of the network stations to enable them to take

DISC JOCKEY'S

and Teddy

diseuse,

Boms

and Arthur Lefebvre, comics. At
present sustaining but with sponsorship by Canadian government promised in faU.

Sponsored by piano dealers, J. E.
Lines run Archambaiilt, Ltee and Parmasse
'radio central' to the nets and Musicale, CKAC, is airing 'Chanthen to the indies. Thus the line sonette de Chez Nous' (Home Songs)
charges are comparatively light with every Wednesday, 8-8:30 p.m., starU
civilian manpower and equipment Ing Aug. 12. Uses French" and EngAlan Courtney, WOV, New York, being the most expensive item;.
lish songs in popular vein with Allan
platter jockey, is selling War Bonds
Army manpower includes two ex- Mclver at piano.
on his program by auctioning
records to the highest bidder among
his listeners.
Courtney spins a
master of the record and offers it
to the highest bid phoned in within
the next 60 minutes. Since the show
runs for two and one-half hours he
usually peddles three records a
night
While top bidder gets the
master the also-rans get copies and
all bidders must purchase bonds tS
the value of their bid before the
record is delivered.

WAR BOND GAC

presidential broadcasts.

from

Although retaining her station afThe first night he pulled the stunt
Miss Hanson plans to visit (Aug. 6th) Courtney disposed of
sections of Ohio to coordinate $1,075 of War Bonds. Top price w^s
women's radio programs in behalf of $200 for the master record' of
the intensified War Bond and Stamp •Travelin' Light* which Paul Whitesales drive.
man and Billy Halliday cut for
'

filiations.

all

Capitol Records.

•

Foster May's Successors
Omaha, Aug.

11.

Replacing Foster May, who resigned as news editor and chief
has named two
broadcaster,
men. Soren Munkhof, who has been
assistant news manager of the sta-

WOW

tion for six years, will be
tor.
Ray Clark will be

news

edi-

the

new

chief broadcaster.

May resigned to enter the primaries for United States senator, the
voting taking place Tuesday, Aug.
18.
This is May's third campaign.
Twice he ran for congress.

Allan Daniels on

KGW

Portland, Ore,, Aug. 11.
Allan Daniels, veteran local broadreturned to KGW-KEX,
Portland, with a four-weekly series,
'Homemade Sunshine,' sponsored by
Portland Loan Co. He does 'a song
and piano show and handles his own
commercials.
Two broadcasts a week are at
12:45-1 a,m, to catch the shipyard
workers arriving home at that hou^;
and the other two stanzas are 8:30caster, has

8:45. ajn.

'
.

,

.

•

.

.

.

•

"WSAI

ihoutt Suzy our Steno.

cdnitani

Our

contact with

personal

who handle your
member of dealer

WSA

'I

product.

It

maintains

men

th*

an

active

associations.

Opener', mailed

monthly to your dealers, keeps

them

Informed

your

of

pro-

gram

— encourages

them to

give

your

preferred

product

merchandising.
"It's

another phase of WSAI's
technique
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demand
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WEAF Ticks Off 20

From

WEAP, New York key

the Production Centres

tN

NEW YORK

CITY ...

Early copy and data has been
dug up to show the changes time
hath wrought

—

—

Jack Alexander's piece on Kate Smith In the Saturday Evening Post
bears the title, 'Philosopher at Work,' and has a half-paee color photoJeannette Say re, ex-Council of Democgraph of the star on lead page
racy, back in N. Y. area alter spell as Macon, Georgia, she-annoiincer.
her husband went into officers training camp up north,... Ed East and
back in four weeks.Polly left Friday (7) for California
Smart Ned Sparks on 'Information, Please' last week avoided the questions, stuck to wisecracks... this Is the washup week of New York University's Radio Workshop. . .Fredericka Barach, secretary of Writers War
Board, taking a holiday...
C. Lawton
Nellie Revell profiles Ford Bond today (Wednesday)
Campbell, ex-Ruthrauff te Hyan, now a major in tH. 5. Quartermaster
continuity head, has new aide, Irving
Garrett HoUlhah,
Corps
Clive Howard, who formerly did publicity with Larry
S. R. Carlin
Stevens on the NTA Radio Workshop, now press agent on own.,.. At
Clifton
CBS tfiey call Dln^Doyle 'The Stage Door Canteen Irishman'
Fadiman in Washington last week conferring with Mexican officials on
Lidice celebration in Mexico.... It surprised few last Thursday when
at last admitted the 'Voice of Freedom' was Rex Stout, leaving
Herbert Agar succeeds him at
the local station for his new CBS series
.

.

WMCA

WMCA

WMCA.

Harry Ackerman, Young & Rubicam production supervisor, back from
month's vacation at Nantucket and to Lake Placid for .fall program hudConstance Collier, Pedro dedles with Ted Collins and Kate Smith
Cordoba, Stan Shaw, Joseph Vitale and Basil Rysdale added to Radio
Registry talent list. .. .Florence Freeman, 'Young Widder Brown'- lead,,
.Peter Donald and Anne Elstwritten out of serial for week's vacation.
ner joined 'Amanda of Honeymoon * Hill' cast. ...Bill Adams commuting
.'Barry
to Washington to announce the Earl Godwin show for Ford
Hopkins, Patricia Ryan, George Baxter and Vera Allen in current 'Mr.
Keen' sequence. .. .Fred Uttal subbing for vacationing Dan Seymour as
announcer of the Dorothy Kilgallen sh^w. .Nelson Case subbing for Art
Millet, who's off the 'Maudie's Diary' announcing assignment because of an
appendectomy
Jean McCoy acting and doing incidental singing on
'Lorenzo Jones,' with James McCallion also added to the cast.
.Robert
Haag joined 'When a Girl Marries,' replacing John Raby, who joined the
Army
John Thoma^ added to 'Stella Dallas' cast in place of Kevin
McCarthy, who went into the Army ... .Clifford Goldsmith, 'Aldrich Family' author, gol&ng at Nantucket.
Ernest Shomo, of the Chicago staff of Radio Sales, Inc., is being brought
Johnny Johnstone, Blue special
into the New York office for a month
events and news director, will spend the next week or two on the Coast
going over local problems
It will be a whole month's vacation for
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., of Young & Rubicam, and after that it will be
Edgar Bergen in New York
another several weeks' stay in Hollywood
during the past week for a vacation strictly.
Elaine Stern Carrington has been doing her recent writing of the 'Pepper
Young; and 'When a Girl Marbles' scripts while whirling through Sun
Valleyl the Pacific Northwest and Hollywood
Ralph N. Weil has replaced Harry Herschel as manager of WQR, N. Y. Weil was formesly
with International Radio Sales, while Herschel enlisted in the Army Air
Corp
Dan Healy may hot start his "The Night Mayor of New York*
series on
until Aug. 24 because of that tooth trouble that landed
him in the Jackson Heights hospital last week. The treatment included
a blood transfusion. .. .Marlin Firearms Co., which also makes razor
blades, has picked the Korn Kobblers' transcription series for shipment
.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

home

ing post pitches him assorted samples
Stout swings, putting'
of Axis lies.
for
about 10 years, have no more into the swat than nls whole
staff
moved to New York City, where soul and nervous system. The Axis
lies are sent one by one over the
Hayward Is now with NBC.
fence and, it may be hoped, out of-

Sunday, 4:30 pjn.

WJZ-BIue, New York
{Morse International)
On 65 stations of the Blue this Is a
commercial known as 'Sunday Toastchi?e Time.' On WJZ and the rest of

the net it's a sustainer billed as 'Easy
Listening' with war messages supcirculation.
posed to replace the commefcials.
PatersoD, N. j.—Bolph Silver, p.a.
It is a program packed;- almost too The
program undertakes to sell
WPAT, Peterson, into aTmy. Jle- packed, with references to chapter crackers, especially
a new line that
and verse, to sharp contrasts between is so short on distribution,
placed by Ruth VeaUr.
with a
facts and claims, between the Axis show that
goes in for hymns and
now and the Axis then. Stout dec- nostalgic stuff.
. The
quartet did
Reno, Nevsd*
Jack Winston^- orates the quarter hour with scorn
manager of radio station KOH, has and sarcasm. It Is fascinating lis- •America the Beautiful,' 'Sweetest
Story
Ever
Told,'
'Sweet and Low,'
enlisted In the Navy. He (las been tening,
devastating counter-propaand 'Now the Day Is Over.' Paul
ganda, an unquestionable service to
replaced by Hugh Kees.
Lavalle's orch handled 'Humoresque,'
the Government and the war effort
on the part of a private individual 'Love's Old Sweet Song,' and 'Beautiful Blue Danube.' Edward MacHugh
San Francisco Frank Feliz, pub- and a private busmess.
Land.
introduced himself right after the
and Blue Netlicity director,
opening number but didn't sing till
work in Northern California, re10 minutes later i^hen he also did a
signed to join the Office of War In- KATHERINE CRAVENS

—

—

'

KGO

fe^w lines of verse.

formation, with headquarters in San Commentator
15 MIna. Local
Francisco.
Snstalnint
Don Staley shifts from account Daily,
12:45 p.m.
executive, KFRC, to local sales rep- WNEW, New York

—

resentative,

KPO;

Here

—

Seattle New salesmen at KIRO,
Seattle are Jerry Crollard, formerly
with Sunset Outdoor Adv., and King
Mitchell, formerly wit'h KMO, Ta-

The talent was so .obviously- tuder
orders to be pleasant and relaxing they overdid it. Leroy Marshall did the production and prob>
ably went nuts trying to feed the
commercial plugs to the sponsored
stations since the sustainers didn't
giet the war messages they were supstrict

one commentator who has
Ray Baker, formerly of KFRC, never worked for a paper or been
was named network sales repre- overseas, one who's purely a radio
product, and shows it with a deft and
sentative for NBC in Frisco.
topnotch script and delivery. As a
is

CBS

posed

to.

comntentator, " sponsored by
Pontiac for two years, she did a news
show aimed at the females. At

BRITAIN TO AMERICA'—No. 3
who With Leslie Howard, Beatrice Llllle,
on the current conflict, yet have
Diana Wynard

WNEW

she's

gone

in for guests

touch
a women's angle, and manages to Talk, Songs, Orchestra
kee]3 the shows interesting and il- 30 Mihs.
luminating.
Sostalning
Rochester, N. T.
Lowell MacOn program caught (24) she guest- Snnday, 6:30 p.m.
millan, 37,
sportscaster, joined ed Dr. L. M. Birkhead, national di- WEAF-NBC, New York
the Air Corps Military Intelligence rector of the Friends of Democracy,
A simple but graphic story of the
ardent
anti-fascist
anti-i$olaand
as a first lieutenant, ending" 11 years
great part that the British woman is
tionist group.
Patter went into the
of sports chatter over WHEC and
playing in the war. The sense'of reof the organization, how
straint and understatement which
WHAM. He was sworn in over the background
it worked with FBI and Government
ran
through the proceedings was, of
air by Major Frederick Tillman, agencies, how
women fit into the
Army recruiting chief.
group, what listeners could do to course, typically British. Everything
Jack Barry, staff announcer on combat rumormongers, etc.. Show was smartly, timed, with each item
morning participation program and kept an Intellectual topic on a mass slipped into artfully-; so that the
whole event had the illusion of a
baseball broadcaster, moves into appeal level without losing strength.
highly interesting travelog.
Leslie
MacMillan's spot, and Foster Brooks, Mentioned names Coughlin, Ingalls, Howard fitted in perfectly as naretc.
^witholit getting vindictive or

coma.

.

.

.

.

.

.

town ...

IN

LANCE, INC.

The idea of this program Is beauRex Sto;it stands at
tifully simple.
plate. CBS' shortwave listen-

Payroll Traffic

Pan! LsvaUe's Strlnv

Orchestra
30 Mins,

Toric

^Contlmied from page 3$ss

overseas to the U. S. armed forces.
Alice Lovejoy, script reader with the Blue Network, Is now clearance
officer on the flying field of the Piper Aircraft Co. at Lockhaven, Pa.
She's a licensed solo flyer but needs a couple hundred flying hours more
to become instructor.
.Jay Sommers is the gag fabricator on the seven
Prescott shows on the Blue.
.George Corey winds up a vacation around
the corner from Vergenies, Vt., to do a broadcast in the "This Nation
at War' series at the latter spot Tuesday (18).
Ken Frye, of NBC, Chicago, speculatively guessed as Abe Schecter's
possible successor at Radio City... Harry Keller, ex-Colgate-PalmoUvePeet p:a., handling Dogs for Defense, Inc.. Harry Feeney, with CBS
press, has 'a father on the World-Telegram and two uncles on the Sun
Harry Frazee's 'Gibbs and Finney,' Blue serial, has added Patsy Campbell
as ingenue. .Dorothy Baxter and Bob Hamilton cut a 'Girl I Left Behind'
record at the Blue recently. .Goodman and Jane Ace to Saratoga for a
long weekend. .Don Francisco held a mass press interview Monday at the
Rockefeller Committee. .Emilio Azcarraga of XEW, Mexico City in
.

son's Quartet,
,

p.iit.

WABC-CBS. Nfew

'

.

With Edward MaoHngh, Will Donald.

Witli Rex Stout
IS Mlns.
Snataining

Sunday, 7

.

— WMCA

*************************************** ******i*^
OUR SECRET TVEAPONr-TRUTH' SUNDAY TOASTCHEE TIME'

McKay.

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: The Junfc Salvage Campaign Ralph
Foote's Snub of Sales Reps—Department of Justice appealing to ASCAP
publishers for affidavits against Petrillo The Army's continuing bum
against Cal Tinnev despite his retTOction.

.

Radio Reviews

sta-

tion of NBC, Is 20 years old and
the matter is not being lightly
disregarded by the staff and John

********************************* ***************

—

WHEC

WHAM

for the- last two years,
replaces Barry. Bob Pierce, 'Old
Sunshine,' takes over Brooks'
morning participation program on

with

Man

WHAM.
Homer
awaiting

Bob

Whv

—

production execs either posed or priming for commissions in the service
and whether the calibre of replacements will affect program quality

WHAM announcer,

'

rator.

The shifting outflow of voices and
Miss Cravens opens with a brief
commentary, closes with a summary sound -effects- took the listener on a
of , news notes slanted at women. tour which demonstrated not only
Since
feeds news every hour how British women were, serving on
she can't very well do a straight the home front but the part they
news show. But she has a formula were playing in uniforms and overBeatrice Lillie got in for a
that clicks and in her choice of sub- alls.
couple songs by. the device of relatject matter is a pace setter.

WNEW

is

call.

Army

,

ing

how

this

particular

was help-

ing maintain morale among soldiers
and warworkers. Quite effective was
the finale. Following a concerto by
ben Rolmqaist, Afhlld Qaerber, the London symphony orchestra,
Frank Mclnerney, E'thel Chllstrom Diana Wynard recited the toast
Auburn, has joined WSAY as au
IS Mini. Local
nouncer.
from 'Cavalcade.' It was her answer
WCCO-CBS, Minneapolis
to the question, what are British
This entertaining hodge-podge of
fighting for?
Odec.
Kansas Clty—rNew secretary to music, song and comedy aims prin- women
Fri.nk Barhydt of KMBC publicity cipally at the large middle-aged
department is Merle Travis McKay. Scandinavian audience in these parts. AN AMERICAN IN BRITAIN'—
-Bill Hamilton, formerly known -as PrincipaHy-nostalgic -in character, it With Joseph Julian

Geneva

office

'SMORGASBORD'

With Waliy Olson's Orohestra, Reo'

WMBO,

of

—

EliAer McElreath, is new member of
the announcing staff.
Jim Whitfield, member of
siness office staff past four years,
has left the station for a position

Hits

the

target

squarely,

North

carrying 30 Mlns.
Tranaoeeanlc
Monday, 10 p.m.

back the listeners to the old days
in the homeland by liberal recourse
to Swedish folk and other songs of
yesteryears. Because the music and
singing are first-rate and extremely
Aviation
listenable and the comedy amusing,

KMBC

.b

bomber

HOLLYWOOD ...

Army

'WHEC

the

of

with

The Radio Trade Is Discussing:
C. A. B. ratings failed to take
that anticipated wartime summer rise {one argument is that radio is
'depression'^ entertainment aTtd there's too much money around to feeep
the war workers at home)
The alarming rate of agency and network

Bliss,

Speas,

in the

singer, has enAir Corps and
Organist Jerry Vogt has been Inducted into the Army.
Robert Arnold, formerly in charge

listed

—

—

losing the point

American

plant.

Mrs. 'Wilma Thiesen is new secretary to Phil Evans, director of farm
service at KMBC.
Louise Elliott has left a position as
secretary to the food service depart-

WABC-CBS, New York
Second episode -of the six Norman
from
write-direct
will
England for CBS Ih America carried
more his- imaginary Yankee visitor (him-

the program's appeal also is
general than is usually the case un'
der
circumstances.
nationalistic

Emphasizing the accordion and
the Olson- orchestra turned
out tuneful polkas. Reuben Holmment at KMBC.
quist a baritone, and'Alfhild Quer
'ber,. soprano,
teamed nicely with
Valsen,' a song of a' home'
Boston
Henry Lundquist, in 'Styrman's
sick sailor on shipboard.
charge of WEEI's defense programs,
Olson performed creditably on the
left t% join the First Naval District violin,
his Scandinavian number,
as lieutenant, j.g., on the public re
'Sunday Afternoon With Your Girl,'
lations staff here..
also introduced by its Swedish title.
violin,

—

Corwin

played
by Joseph Julian)
through various small encounters in
London and thence to Dover, most
bombarded, most exposed outpost of
the Island. It again came through
clearly, it again pictured the British
in all their stolid bravery and calm
self,

standing up to constant danger.
Corwin was impressed obviously,
as who that visits England is not
with the astonishing politeness of
policemen and small officials generally.
contrasts pleasantly as a
Then an 'Ole Bull' medley regis- change This
from, and painfully as a conPittsburgh—Warren Gerard, form- tered. A brief comedy interlude by trast to, our American coppers and
Frank Mclnerney and Ethel Chil- snarling petty tyrants.
erly with WLEU in Erie, Pa., has strom
in their roles of an Irish cop
been added to the WCAE announcing, and Swedish housemaid, was hokey
Shortwave limitations have had the
effect of stripping Corwin down to ai
staff.
dialect patter.
Rees.
calculated simplicity that is not
contemptible as a model even when
for the Travelers' Aid Society
Clem McCarthy made a guest appear- production limitations would not
ance with Blue Barron's 'Show of Yesterday and Today' -broadcast from exist
Land.
Chi
Don Brinkley and Carlyle Stevens, writers, were added to the
continuity staff of WGN. .. .Chicago's AFRA is supplying guest stars for
MARTHA AND HALL
WBBM's 'Victory Matinee,' program dedicated to selling war bonds.
Songs, Chatter
Tom Builta, former
announcer on 'Scattefgood Baines' and 16 Mlns.—Local
'Poetic Melodies,' returns toistation as staff announcer for Columbia's
Sustaining
station in Chicago, W&7C....Neva Patterson, singer at the Edgewater Tn.-Wed,-Th., 6:46 p.m.
Beach hotel,- j'oins
'Victory Matinee' has sold WOY, Schenectady
as staff vocalist
over $2,500 in war bonds during its two weeks on the a^r.,..Mary Ann.
& R flackery.
Martha Lawrence, Southern girl,
George Moskovics now has Meredith Pratt, onetime Hearst promotion Mercer substitutes for Louise Massey on 'Reveille Roundup,' heard over and Hal Bagg, pianist-script writer
after
man, as aide in
sales promotion department. He foH'ows Ed Bucka- NBC, 6:45 to 7 a.m., CWT, while the western star vacations in Northern and arranger, have reunited
lew, recently named station relations rep for the network's western di- Wisconsin. .. .Miss Mercer has been heard on 'Uncle Walter's Doghouse' several years' absence as a team
from the air ways. Bagg, who convision
Jack Benny brings his Grapenuts crew back to the air Aug. 30 . .both are Russel M. Seeds Agency programs.
Hon. Charles S. Dougherty is the new judge on the bench in WJJD's ducts a school in New York, is comfor OWI's Victory Parade broadcast
Charles Brown, NBC sales proing to Schenectady three days a
motion head, fratting with his old buddies at Sunset and Vine
Clark 'Safety Court' broadcasts. .. .Virginia t>ay/ie and Charles Eggleston cele
week for the new series.
Andrews, former producer for Ruthrauff fit Ryan, changes over to khaki brate 10th year as members of 'Ma Perkins' show.... Pat Flanagan,
The format and style of their act
In a couple of weelts
Vox-Poppers Warren Hull and John Cole around WJJD announcer, aided by White Sox pitchers Ed Smith and Bill Dietrich, have not materially changed. Miss
last week sold over $20,000 in war bonds at Sears' southsi(^ store.
for a pair of broadcasts.
Lawrence is still drawling light comIrene Rich fiew to Chicago to celebrate her 10th anniversary with Welch
edy chatter with her 'boy friend,
Grape- Juice and sign a new contract with this firm
.Marion Claire, of between harmony numbers.
Th*
.
. ,.
'America Loves a Melody,' guest-starring on WGN's 'Music That Endures' banter cues into the songs. PleasHarry Canflcld of NBC's Chicago guide staff has been inducted into the concert series this week. .Larry Wherry of St, Louis has been appointed ant, quiet, personable Martha and
Army.... new members of staff include Gerald Ravenscroft and John account executive for the commercial feed account of Quaker Oats by Hall resemble a mixed No. 2 turn in
Jaco.
Condit. ,, .Dorothy Masters of NBC's press department is now a volunteer Sherman •& Marquette agency.
vaudeville's heyday,
this fall.

Don Cope and Esty Stowell shipped out by Benton & Bowles to take
•ver Post Toasties' time while Mann Holiner loafs at Yosemite for a
few weeks. Scripter Phil Rapp also on his midyear sabbatical, turning
over the typing to Sam Moore, John Medbury and Jerry Cady
Don
Clark taken on by Nate Tufts as Ruthrauff & Ryan producer and draws
the Bob Burns Lifebuoy program
Marshal Neal getting facilities in
order for the first peep out of KWKW, Pasadena. He drew the last license
ioT a new station before the freeze set in.. .Dot Kilgallen doing two broadcasts from here and vacationing in-between
Bernard Schubert signed
Louella Parsons for a radio show with an Army-Na-vy Relief angle. All
he's got to do now is to find someone to bankroll it
Peter O'Crotty
moved up at KNX as trade contact, and Andy Kelly back punching out
publicity copy
Sidney Strotz and Fox Case named to the directorate
of Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
Cecil Underwood on his first
loafing spell in four years, producing 'Fibber and Molly' and later 'The
Great Silversleeve' as an added duty. Ned Tollinger subs on the Meredith Willson summer sesh
Jack Sayers, former Coast publicity head
for Young & Rubicam, installed here as western rep of Dr. George Gallup''s"Audience Research Institute. ClarroU Nye' moved up as headman of
.

—

WBBM

FM

WBBM

Y

KNX

-

.

.
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San Francisco Sets

\^^^^^

Season

Its

COMCERT-^OPERA

mmm

Cohstance Hope to

TO BATON MONTE CARLO

Many Mel

Singers Booked

—Jean Tennyson Jn •The

Love of Three Kings'

,

San 'Francisco, Aug. 11
Repertory of 20th season of the
San Francisco Opera Company has
Season will be divided
set.
been

ZINKA MILANOV IN

Weede and Ezio

by the Metropolitan

BUT AVOIDING RIO

B. A.
into two subscriptions, the 'regular'
series of 10 performances and the
'popular' series of four. The season
Buenos Aires, Aug. 11.
The operas for
will open Oct. 9.
Zinka Milanov, dramatic soprano,
the regular series are:
'Aida,' with Stella Roman, Bruna who did the unusual last season by
Castagna, Frederick Jagel, Robert refusing to accept the terms
offered

'

|>lnza.

Stevens,
with
Rise
'Carmen,'
Raoul Jobin, Lucia Albanese. and
John Browiilee.
"The Elixir of Love,* with AlbaBaccaloni,
Jan
Salvatore
nese,
Peerce and Weede.
•The Love of Three Kings,' with
Jean Tennyson, Charles Kullman,
Pinza and Weede.
Traviata,' with Budl Sayao, Rich-

ard Bonelli and Peerce.
"The Battered Bride,' in English,
Marek
Antolne,
Josephine
with
Windhelm, Kullman, Olive Ponitz,
Lorenzo Alvary and Douglas Beattie.
'Le Coq d'Or,' with Antoine, BacAlvary, Beattie and Irra
caloni,
'Petina.
'Faiist,' with Albanese, Jobin, Pinza
and Brownless.
The Masked Ball,' with Roman,
Castagna, Bonelli, Jagel and Antoine.
with Stevens, Jobin,
'Werther,'
Albanese and Brownless. _
In the 'popular' series will be The
Barber of Seville,' with Sayao, Baccaloni, Pinza, kullman and Brownless, repeat performances of 'Aida'
and 'Faust' and the twin bill, 'Cavalleria Rusticana' and 'Paglia'cci.' The
Mascagnl opera wUl be sung by
Roman, Peerce, George Cehanovsky
and Thelma Votipka and the I*oncavallo work by Albanese, Jagel and
•

«

Bonelli.

Negotiations are still going on for
appearance of Lily Pons. If they are
successful, she will be listed for The
Daughter of the Regiment,' which
will be substituted in the- regular
series for The Elixir of Love,' while
'Lucia' will be given on the popular
series in place of 'Cavalleria Rusti'
cana' and 'Pagliacci.'

Lewisolin

^

Comment

.

L^wisohn Stadium, N. Y., closed
out its concerts for the year yesterday (Tuesday) with an 'all reDuring the past
quest program.'
week on Tuesday (4) four American
works featured the program, none
-

.

which had overmuch to deliver
and a crowd of less than 1,000 at-

of

Opera, New
Yo^k, has finished her opera season
here but will not go to Rio as sched
uled.
Singer performed in 'Norma,'
'Simon Boccanegra,' and 'Aida' here
at $1,000
It

per performance.

is.believed that she will concert-

ize in

Buenos Aires and possibly sing

in post season

performances before

returning Jto.the U.
vorite

Always a

S.

fa-

South America, she had

in

been receiving $l,Ooa for operatic
performances here, in Havana and
Puerto Rico.
It is

expected she will sign a

Met contract

And

Bnilt)

Drew Big

Piano Qoartet

Different Audience

Strong draw ot the First Piano
Quartet at its appearance in Lewis-

ohn Stadium, N.

Y., 10

viewed as proof anew

days ago

"of

the

is

power

of radio in building concert draws.

Four ivory-tappers had never before

made

a.

local

concert

appearance,

their buildup in this territory having been entirely by radio.. They
never even had a commercial and,
like all sustainers,
were pushed
around pretty much on the air. They
'were on the Blue.

At Lewisohn Stadium they drew
a crowd of better than 8,000, one of
the big audiences of the season. All
remarked on the -unconcertlike action of the audience, which
Whistled, stam'peJ and yelled for
more after four encores. It was distinctly
not the regular Stadium
crowd. As the N. Y. Times pointed
out, the mob yelled for favorite
numbers ihey had heard on the air'.
Intensive concert .season has been
laid out for the quarte"t in the fall.
They'll play large auditoriums.

'critics

genius of music. Mozart and Tschaikowsky rounded out the bill, with
the poised boy delivering amazing
'

performances.

Thursday

and

Friday,

Johann

Strauss' 'Gypsy Baron' Vjas pre^
sented to 8,000 and 6,000 people respectively.
The performance, considering the handicaps of a lightning
ruined stage was a highly creditable
one, marred only by an attempt to
sing In two languages, German and
English. Singing of the arias in the
original and of the Recitatives In

English made the action slightly
clear to those unfamiliar with
the plot, but failed to compensate
for the distorted continuity which
resulted.
Again, Robert Stolz, this
time conducting the Philharmonic
orchestra, showed he is one of the
great
interpretators
of
'Viennese
music. The veteran conductor held
the performance in a vise-like grip
throughout.
None of the singers
were extraordinary but many were
far more than adequate. Mario Berini delivered his lusty
'Als flotter
geist' with luscious quality
and lyric
beauty in-, the first act, but frequently drove his upper notes too
hard with the result being a tone

more

shaken by vibrato.
Marglt Bokor found much of the
tessitura high and slid from pitch i)ccaslonally, but in the main she sang
weU, if not briUiantly.
Christina
CarroU displayed a fine coloratura
and a good face and figure. Her part
was too insignificant to really judge
'

her vocal abiUtles but from what
was heard the appetite was whetted
more. John Garris and Theresa
Gerson were other principals whose
work was above average.

to

Become

First

New York

TOUR FOR JUGOSLAVS

M

Met Opera

Woman Press
City Institution

Agent of

Constance Hope, who operates •
freelance concert and operatic publicity
agency, will be the first
woman in the history of the MetroConductor started his career with
poUtan Opera Co., to handle the
the Berlin Philharmonic in 1908,
company's public relations.
Miss
Eleanor Steber, lyric soprano of
when he was 20.
Hope will replace Frank Wenker.
the Met, opens her fall tour in Long
resigned.
Branch, N. J., Oct. 6 and will tour
Wenker had been with the Met
the 'middle west, south, southwest and
for 20 years, and a decade ago upon
maritime provinces' of Canada be the. death
of William J. Guard took
fore rejoining the Met. The soprano
over the pubUcity job. Wenker wUl
is among the few artists who saw the
open a publicity office in September
handwriting on the wall and asked with
Paul Morris.
He has Maria
for the same fee she received last
Markan, Rose Bampton and Marseason and did no squabbling about cella
Denya signed and Kerstin
a hoist in pay.
Thorborg and Irene Jessner as pos'
As a result, she has the heaviest sibilities for his office.
concert schedule of her career and
Miss Hope puffs such personalities
should do 30 or more by the end of as Lily Pons, Ezio Pinza,
Laurltz
the year; She sells from $500 to $750, Melchior, Freidrich Schorr,
Erich
Lemsdorf, Lotte Lehmann, Bruno
Walter, etc. •
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
She has not actually signed

ELEANOR STEBER OF
MET SOLIDLY BOOKED

.

ASK$80PEMAN
AT DEU

.

IN

1M3

Boston Symph Booking

Members of the Robin Hood Dell
orchestra are getting set to- ask the
Jeopardizes All Other
of the Dell Concerts to
ante up their scale for next season
on the basis of reports that the conSpringfield Concerts
cert series which, wound up last
night (Mon.) was one of the most
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 11
successful in Dell history. When the
The possible blacklisting of the
union (Local 77, American Federation of Musicians) sits down with Municipal Auditorium was tossed
management reps in the near future into the lap of the City Property
to put together a new pact, the men Committee
this week when it ap,
of the orchestra are going to ask:
peared that the' city might lose about
1.
An $80-a-week minimum In- $5,000 annual revenue from the hall
stead of the present $60.
if the Boston Symphony -Orchestra
plays
there as announced in this
2.
Dell season of eight weeks
year's Community Concert series.
instead of the present seven.
From. Howard Harrington, manRepresentation on the Dell's
3.
board of directors. (Members of -the ager of the Indianapolis- Orchestra,
orchestra were denied a representa- and from Charles L. Wagner in- New
tive on the board for the first time York, manager of the highly popular
Wagner series here, came protests
this year).
Some of the orchestra members to the City Property Committee ask.
ing that their Investments be not
feel that the Philadelphia Orchesjeopardized by permitting the Koustra shouI$l conlbine the winter and
summer season into one 40-week sevitsky orchestra to come. Taking
cognizance of the protest, the city
-

tract yet,

but

is

a conexpected to do so
returns to

when Edward Johnson
N. Y. Aug.

17.

Artisticafly, Fiscally

Cincinnati

Zoo Opera

For 1942

Is

Dismal

Cincinnati, • Aug.

11.

The Cincinnati Summer Opera Co.
closed out its 20th season Sunday

A

(9) with a perfohnance of 'Aida.'
Season was one Of the companys*
worst financially and a reported loss
of over $40,000 was sustained.
Of the performances during the
last week only the 'Rigoletto,' Friday (7) was up to pax with Robert
Weede. Bruno Landl was a tame,
uninteresting Duke and Hilde Reggianl a booty, off pitch Gilda.
Nicola Moscona and Lorenzo Alvary
were above average and Nan 'Meftriseason.'
committee asked Attorney Raymond man wais satisfactory as Maddalena.
The men base their demand for T. King, president of the Community
On Tuesday (4) a dull lustreless
Carmen' with Coe Glade, Arholdo
higher wqges on -he fact that many Concert Association, to
appear, at its
Lindi, Marita Farrell and Angelo
of them worked at salaries 'as low'
meeting this week.
Pllotto
as $18 a week <]uring the lean days
was given.
Perfor.mante
Edwin H.' layman, business agent was second
o.' the Dell
(when they worked on
rate from all standof the local Musicians' Union, has
points vocally and dramatically,,
a cooperative basis) and now that
warned that the A'uditorium will \ig
the Dell is prospering, they should
Wednesday (5), 'Traviata' with
declared 'forbidden' territory should Bidu
be cut in on the gravy.
Sayao as its star was semithe Hub'orclvestra come. The warnadequate with the Brazilian coloraing came after his conversation with
tura, in good, voice, more than comPresident James C. Fetrillo and pensating
for the strong vibrato of
precipitated a -musical civil war in
Lewisohn Loses $40,000
Francesco 'Valentino aiid the unln-•

.

'

.

On

Season; First Fortnight

Attendance

ZLATKO BALOKOVIC TO

.

powerful movements were slightly
beyond, his grasp, but his conducting
In general marked a great budding

Due

new management

this fall.

Unkndwn (Bot Radio

the Diaghileff Ballet in the ie20s,
Fittelberg will be heard during this
summer conducting the NBC orches
tra over the air Aug. 22 and 29.

'

tended.
'On Wednesday (5) Lorin Maiazel,
!2-year-old conductor took over before 8,500 people and gave Beethovens' C Minor symphony a magnificent reading.
Some of the more,

.for

Gregor Fittelberg has been engaged as guest conductor of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and will
conduct the Ballet on its coast-tocoast tour next fall. Associated with

43

Was Poor

the city. Lyman told newsmen tliat
the Junior League, sponsor of the
Community Concerts, persists in its
plan to include the Boston orchestra, the decision will result In a oneconcert 'concert season.'
if

The 25th season If summer concerts at Lewisohn Sta.d.ium, N.'Y.j
closed yesterday (Tuesday) with an Williaffl-Haia-Berkshuring
all request program and include an
William Hain, tenor, will appear
estimated loss of $40,000 for the year. in the Bach 'Magnificat' and BeeIn general, attendance. .held up after thoven Nin.tb Symphony at the
the first couple of bad weeks, but Berkshire Music Center under Serge
with the stage shattered by lightning Koussevitsky Aug, 15 and 16^ He
and a 10-15% drop in the beginning goes to Montreal in September for
on attendance, the Stadium was for- leading roles with that opera com.

teresting singing of Land!.
'Trovatore,' Thursday (6), was the
wprst performance of the week -vylth

Roman veering from pitch to
pitch as Leanora, Lindi tired and
flat as Manrlco, Misa Glade ^leking for lost high notes and gnumbliog for non-exlstant low tones,
and Franuefi'co-'Valentlno alone-,;bpId»—
ing up' his end with a well sung 11
balen.' The travesty was cpnducted
by Fausto Cleva.
The seasons' concluding opera was
Aida' in which Miss Roman again
revealed several methods of ruining
a beautiful- natural voice, Lindi
pushed badly as Rhadsimes, Pllotto
was miscast as Amonasro and ElsaZebranska. as Amneris lacking both
the high and low voice for the part
and acting without much conviction.
Stella

Zlatko Balokovic, violinist, recently named Chairman of the American
Jugoslav Congress, representing over
150,000 Jugoslavs, will begin a tour
of some 30 concerts in October under
the management of WGN.
AU receipts of which will be do- tunate in getting off as easily as it pany.
did.
nated to the Jugoslav cause,
Hain will sing in 'Boheme' In
During the season 11 conductors, Charles Wagner's touring company
10 pianists, five violinists, five sing- during October and November beers and one 'cellist were heard. Over fore going to Cincinnati for appearD. C. Opera Rained Out
5,000 soldiers and sailors were ad- ance with the Symphony. He "has a
mitted during the season, of which number of recitals in the east In
December as well.
about 1,000 were officers.
Washington, Aug. 11.
Opera under the stars here had to
compete with moist weather and
IN
dripping skies. San Carlo company
had just started to sing 'Carmen' Friday night (7) when the precipitation
Shostakovitch's Seventh Symphony
started and outdoor customers ran
may be used as the background music
for cover.
Opera will be presented
of 'Mission- to Moscow' by Warner
again on Friday (14) tor same ticket
Bros'., if current negotiations with
holders.
Saturday night the downgo
Russian music brokers
the
pour continued and 'Aida' was canthrough. The company is reported
celled.
to have sought Arturo Toscanlni as
The concert world's 1}iggest cur- of public 'moral to allow the. units the conductor but the maestro is
Watergate season has fine advance
sale and has been heavily ballyhooed rent headache, whether or not it will to travel.
understood to have refused.
One night stands and hurried
by Washington's music critics, .eager
If 'WB secure the rights job may
be allowed to send its large units on
jumps and fill-in dates may be elim- fall to George Sebastian, Hungarian,
to have something to write about in
the road this fall, may soon be over. inated and re-routing of the com- currently directing the Celanese
the off season.
Rumors from Washington are to the panies may be necessary to assure Operatic Series.
Sebastian
was
effect that Washington officials are as little waste of train accommoda- Radio Director in Moscow a number
Tureck's Fall
tions and precious gas and oil as it years ago, and conducted a numwilling to allow Pullman travel.
With such companies as the possible, but several thousand play- ber
of
smaller
Shostakovich's
Rosalyn Tureck, pianist, opens the
.
Town Hall (N. Y.) Music Forum Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, the ing dates in several hundred cities premieres.
Bac- will in aU probabUity be filled.
Salvatore
Theatre,
series under Daniel -Sadenberg Nov. Ballet
Bookings on the above named
Bandolph Hokanson^ pianist, is in
11.
She will premiere a new con- caloni's Opera Vignettes, Charles L.
Wagner's 'Boheme,' 'Ds>n Pasquale,' companies are virtually all 'filled a tank battalion at Fort Knox, Kencerto by William Schuman.
On Nov. 12 she opens a tour of 15 etc., the 'Nozze di Figaro's company, with managers having assumed the tucky. Edward Kilenyi, another
dates, including N. Y., Syracuse, De- Albert Morini's 'Traviata,Mhe tours position of watchful waiting. It is pianist, recently joined up at Camp
symphony orchestras, the Met believed that th^se managers, if Upton, N. Y. Both were under Cotroit, Chicago, etc., at $750 per en- of
tour, the Chicago tour, the San granted permission to tour, will be lumbia Concerts management.
gagement.
Francisco and other smaller opera instructed to make no promises of a
Norman Cordon, Met bass, flew to
Mildred Dilling, harpist, left by companies tours hanging in the tour next 'year (1943-44). But for
train Sunday (2) for Mexico for a balance, millions of dollars in' rev- the coming fall season at any Ate, it Buenos Aires last -week, where he
series of concerts before returning enue plus entertainment for nlillions, appears that fully 80% of the set will sing' 10 roles in the German and
to start her fall concert tour in is allegedly deemed sufficiently im- bookings v/ill be allowed to 1>e filled Italian repertoire before returning
to the U. S. in October.
portant by the army for the upkeep by the attractions.
October.
I
••
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ORCHS' SMASH HIEATRE BIZ
Men

Cards for Orchestra

'B'

Oby

Paramount Books WeD Ahead

E

With Peniisyhrania Gas Control
PhUadelphia, Aug. U.
SHRIBMAN THINKS TWICE
The State Rationing Board last
week announced that all musicians And DaesDt Leap Colver City Deal

who need

—

fhelr cars to reach engage-

Called

OS

AgalB

ments would receive B rationing
books (eight gallons a week) instead
Sy Shribman's deal to take over
of A books (four gallons) they re- the Casa Manana, Culver. City, Calif.,
ceived heretofore.
agaip .failed to go through last' week
Sbribman had supposedly
In addition, the board said it would after
grant C books to all tooters who play written a check for the initial paycuffo dates for servicemen, so they ment binding the changeover. Second
'could receive ejiough gas to reach guessing, Shribman decided not to
barracks, camps, Navy Yardsj etc., risk ownership of the spot because
it is a fair distance away from centers
where service shows' take place.
The board's announcement follow- of population, and while there is no
ing a brief submitted by Local 77, gasoline shortage on the Coast the
American Federation of Musicians, lack of rubber controls auto travel.
and is the first ruling of its kind in
Once before, last spring, Shribman
the U. S.
had a deal for the Casa on the fire
A. Rex Biccardi, Local 77 secre- and it went cold.
tary, who drew vip the brief setting
forth the need for extra gas for musicians, sent a copy, of the order to
Joseph
A.F.M.'s national counsel,
Padway, Avho is to submit it to the
national OPA office in an efCort to

FOX. BltLYN.

make

the extra gallonage available
to musicians on a nationwide basis
Officials of the American Guild of
Variety Artists are getting set to appeal to the local rationing board for
a similar allowance for actors,

TRYS BANDS

.

Fox

theatre,

Brooklyn, a part of

the Fabian-Par- Warner Bros, pool of

theatres in that area,

FORMS BAND OF

to

make an

experiment with stage shows pegged
on name bands. House opens Aug.
28 with Glenn filler's drchestra for
a week and has only one other show
booked, the Inkspots and Lucky Millinder's orchestra, opening Sept. 18.

BELOW

KIDS

is

DRAFT

Since the Fox is to try stage sl^ows
it's
'not likely' that the Strand,
Broo'klyn, will resume its weekend
band policy. Strand, the Brooklyn
Paramount and the Fox are all in

As Roxy (Maybe Capkol) Looms

As New Broadway Competition

War

Conditions Favor Orchestras of Reputation
Several Phenomenal Boxoffice

Juket Mutt Mute

Stories Reported

—

Paramount

come silent.
The order was issued

MASTERS A SLEEPER

too

For the week ending Aug. 6,
four gross marks were smashed by
top orchestras of the country. Perhaps .the outstanding of them was
the total pyramided by Tommy
Dorsey's 31-piece group at the Earle
theatre, Philadelphia, (which Isn't
air conditioned.).
Dorsey ran up a
gross of $46,700, approximatriy $10,000 above the previous mark set afew weeks ago by brother Jimmy
Dorsey's band, a tremendous increase

the moment,

Nov.

that

week.

Pittsburgh, Aug.

11.

the Fabian-Par-WB pooling arrangeVaclav Klimek, arranger for Ber- ment.
Armstrong's staff orch at KDKA
formerly with Russ Morgan,
Victor Young and Will Osborne, has
Asks
organized a dance band locally com- Georgie
posed of.' 10 kids all under the draft
age. He's also changing his name to
htercede to Protect
Victor King and is batoning during a tour of the south, which
YoDngstown Booking
opened last night (10) at Jungle
Gardens in Charleston,' S. C. Femme
Complaint has been filed with the
singer with outfit is Ginny Smith,
from Qearby New Kensington.
American Federation of Musicians
In organizing outfit, Klimek-King
by bandleader Georgie Auld and his
wouldn't .audition anybody over 19.
Band broke in here at Colonial, a attorney, Andrew Weinberger, against
highway dance-and-dinery beyond the operators of the Mansions,
city limits, before shoving off for its Youngstown,
O. Auld claims the
first
out-of-town
engagement in spot's owners failed to live up to the
,

and

MUSICIANS KID

ABOUT DRAFT
Apropos of the way musicians
have been called into the armed
forces by draft boards all over the

country, Skinnay Ennis' band uses

upset a mark him- ing a placard
His band played Fighting 4-F.'

A JJL

Add

Him

.

'2) and drew $14,000 worth of
business, which gave him $7,245 as
his end on a 50-50 from first dollar

Aag.

reading,

'We're

the

MarceUns Green Latest
Victim of Dance

Glenn MiUer took a healthy
week's pay for breaking an over-all

basis.

week Palace

mark
atres,

Akron, Youngstown, O., with
Count Basie hit a new
thea^e,

$27,000 gross.
high at the

Orpheum

Charleston.

'SYMPHONIZED' DANCE

ORCHESTRA OF 22
Lew

M

is

Room

Albany, Aug. 11.
Gray's 'symphonlzed' band of
playing in the Rainbo

now

of tbe

New Kenmore

Hotel,
Albany. It is built around a string
quartet, first and second, violin, viola
and cello.
battery of French horns,
clarinets, oboe, flute, trombones, bass

A

violin,

drums and piano complete

the instrumentation.

The arrangements are by Edgar
Battle.

NEGRO TRAVEL GRIEF
.Trenton

Haa No Booms for
Wheeler MnslctaDS

the

cause

of

one week he _>vorked, bean argument over extra

hours broadcasting.

'

killed early

to pressure him into doing the broadcasts and he finally consented to four
afternoon and three evening shots,
but subsequently changed his mind.

cersville,

N.

because it. couldn't
find sleeping accomodations
there or
in Trenton.
Band played for an
American Legion dance at Arena,
Mercersville and was to remain and
come in next day. Legionaires drove
bandsmen to Trenton after the hop,
but not being able to get rooms there
e'tner, the outfit entrained
for N. Y.
J.,

cause
freeing the" spot from responsibility
for the remaining three stianzas of
the contract.

Stanley Cebek. is new trumpeter
with Max Adkins' house crew at
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh. He succeeds Joe Catizone, who went into
all the bass player's in- army last week and has been as-.
strument was smashed en route home signed to 104th Cavalry Band loby railroad baggage
handlers.
cated at Logan Armory, Pitt.
.

To top

it

around

uptil

sible

to

satisfy

It

won't
four

all

be' 'pos-

with top

DEMANDS AFM
GIVE BACK
HIS

CARD

Minneapolis, Aug. 11.'
Harry A. Tucker, former orchestra'
contractor and leader, 'who has filed
an affidavit with th« Department of
Justice, Washington,, alleging that
arbltr.ary action by J. C. Petrillo,
A. F. 'M. president, has deprived him
of his means of livelihood, is returning to
York tot a showdown.
Tucker alleges that Petrillo -ex*

New

Sunday

(9)

morning

in

him

-

'

him from the'A.F^M, ruining

because he refused
to break a contract with the Ponce
de Leon ftotel, St Augustine, Fla.,
last January, and walk out of thai
financially,

an auto accident near Chattanooga,
Tenn. Green and a group of Haw- establishment.
Now, Tucker announces, he's rekins', men, four of whom were Inturning to New York to demand rejured, were riding in a car and trail-

instatement by the national officer.
er .'to.wa.t4...Chattanqof a when the
It it's refused,- he- warwBrhell -takr
auto 'went~6fl'the "road on a'wiSe
appropriate court action. He points
dragged the auto
out that his 'men who stayed on
completely from the highway and
the Florida Job with him apparentit hit a rock and overturned. Trailer
ly are back In the A. F. M. good
remained on the road.
graces because they're now workExactly how Green died is not yet
ing In New York. He says he rec .-tain with the Moe Gale office in
fuses to be liiade the 'goat.'
.

•

turn. Soft shoulder
.

.

New

York, which books Hawkins,
but It's understood his legs were,
crushed.
Colored bands travelling
through southern territory are aU

$4,000.

Theatre gross marks which have
stood for years have tumbled in the
surgcT of the last few months, and
in at least two cases twice within a
Jimmy Dorsey set four
month.

now travelling by private car since
buses have been barred and trains
are 'so crowded and connections so
haphazard.

Trouble began when the Mansions
owners informed Auld that his band
was to broadcast seven times weekly straight new high figures in as many
on a small local station at 12:30 to 1 weeks at the Strand theatre. New
In the afternoon, and three times York, went to Washington (Capitol)
weekly, 8:30-9 p.m., In addition to and hit a new high; shifted to PhilaSubseplaying four hours nightly for danc- delphia and did likewise.
ing. Auld refused to broadcast ex- quently Vaughn Monroe beat the
cept during working hours, pointing Washington figure and Iqst week
out his contract called for playing Tommy Dorsey topped the Philadelonly between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m. Scale phia gross.
All of the record-breaking peroverall was $37 per man.
mentioned were done
Leader asserts that the president of formances
coupled to mediocre Alms, with the
the Youngstown local was enlisted

Doc He then claims the local AFM head
sanctioned the Mansion owners' move
one
Doc Wheeler orchestra, colored of paying him only part of the
after giving him notice
outfit managed by Moe Gale, was week's salary,
full four
forced to train back to New York that he wasn't to .stay the
week ago Monday (3) from Mer- weeks. Says the short payoff was behe refused to sign a release

up

the Capitol, now straight films, also
goes into a name band policy, as has

been mentioned.

pelled

Marcellus Green, trumpeter with
the Erskine Hawkins orchestra, was

Los

Angeles, with a gross of $21,000.
The current week, too, is showing
up more record-topping performances. Accordihgr. to 'Variety's' estimates Harry James is setting a new
high at the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Ditto Jimmy Dorsey at the
Riverside, Milwaukee. Ditto Tommy
Dorsey for six days at the Hipp,
Baltimore.
Kay Kyser's recent gross at the
Fox, Detroit, is the all-time theatre
salary high.
He' drew $62,500 into
terms of a four-week contract and the 5,000-seat house, taking out $29,specifically failing to pay him fully 100 as his end on a 50-50 spilt over
for

Jump

Made by Aqtomobile

the-

On

.

set

1,

meh

three days at the Paramount theatre,
Toledo, Friday-Sunday
(July 31-

for the split

ia

approximately normal.
tbecitre bookers are of the
opinion that they can service the
Roxy with top outfits, but point out
that trouble will be encountered if

.

nie

the Roxy
name band

Agency

his

Jimmy Dorsey

into a

Y.,

Strand, lone opposition to the Par at

.

a kidding-on-the-sqiiare gag at the
Paramount theatre, N. Y., where It's
reached by working seven shows
A 'special arrangement' is
current.
daily for six days (seventh, Sunday,
interrupted numerous times while
blacked out by Pennsylvania blue men are removed trom the stand in
laws).
Dorsey was in on a $10,000 one, twos and threes by a 'draft ofguarantee with a 50-50 split over ficial.'
He took out $19,350 as his
$28,000.
Winds up with Ennis alone, then
end.
troupe back, one bearself

N.

theatre,

theatr^ would become Increasingly,
potent for nationally known orchestras. In the past few DNnths this
has been clearly borne out.

is

policy has influenced the situation.'

during the early Sunday

morning hours.

.

move by

contemplated
as a re-

much and

'jiye'

Name bands are bearing out the
predictions of six months ago after
Japan jumped Pearl Harbor, that

York,

faanda until next April

wldcpread complaints of
too loud juke box

sult of

New

theatre,

booked almost loUdly ahead on name
While that
house buys its orchestras month*,
in advance it is seldom that far
ahead and bookers assert that the

Ironton, O., Aug. 11.
Police have notified all places
operating jukeboxes that henceforth when midnight Saturday
arrives, all music boxes must be-

Last Week One in Theatre Without Cooling
Plant

IS

OLSEN RENT LIABLE?
Debate

Oiriciala

State Fair

Responnlblllty

on

Groundi

TOTEM POLE'S FUTURE
DEPENDS ON TIRES
Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,
Mass., will attempt to maintain a
four-days a week policy after Labor
I^ay, but may operate only on weekends through the winter. Gas rationing and its effect is understood
to have impaired 'the spot's draw
since July 22.

.

Detroit, Aug. 11.
Roy Gill operates Totem Pole as
a location stand through the summer.
Kennedy's contention that
is without legal power to
collect from Casino Gardens, Inc. Six of Phtburgh Local
(the George Olsen orchestra), for its
With
use la.st month of Fairgrounds propPittsburgh, Aug, 11.
erty for an outdoor casino was disWitfi signing of Hud Davics, drumputed Thursday (6) by State Auditor General Vernon J. Brown, who mer, with Howdy Baum's band at'
said he intended Friday to formally Merry-Go-Round, and Cliff Hill, bass
request Attorney General Herbert J. player with Nelson Maples' staff
band at KQV, Benny Goodman now
Rushton to bring suit to collect.
Sammy Kaye, Benny Goodman, etc.,
While it is true the Army was has six alumni of Local 60.
have been pulling high grosses outOthers are Buzz Aston,, .linger, and
provisionally in possession of the $3,fits in grades just below and lower
from July 1, no former maestro, who has just been
have been doing well, too. Frankie -500,000 property
until this week, and taken on as vocalist to replace Dick
Masters has proved a sleeper in the lease was signed
the state having Haymcs; Bob Poland,. formerly with
midwest. Gene Krupa's done well, I can't conceive of
the meantime. Hal -Mclntyre; Lenny Simms, who
rights in
and so have many others in full- lost all
Brown said. No one disputes that was with On'in Tucker, who.se outfit
•
week to split-week houses.
the band used the .shell and sur- dir.banded when he went Into the
rounding area as a private- conces- Navy, and John Walton, who joined
Koin Kobblers reopen at the Flag- sion. The profits went to the band. Goodman several weeks ago. Another Ideal lad. Hank MancinI, arI
ship, Union, N. J., Saturday (15), It should pay upon a fair ba.sls.
which has moved to another location. Intend to do my utmost to protect ranger, has just left Goodman to
go witti Vaughn Monio«
the stale's interest.
Old spot burned down recently.

exception of Jimmy Dorsey's Strand.
N. Y. date on which he was coupled
with Bette Davis' hit 'In This Our
Coincidence of booking had
Life.'
.'Whispering Ghosts' with Kay Kyser
Detroit, and Jimmy
at the Fox.
Dorsey at the Earle, Philadelphia.
While the above mentioned bands
and other top-rated crews like

State

Highway Commissioner G.

Donald

the state

Benny Goodman

I

.

.

ORCHESTRAS
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Industries Wait

on

Mike Vallon to Coast

Chi; Neither

WiD Ask for Talks; Radio Bows To
TTiurman Arnold on Strategy

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Mike Vallon, lawyer-manager of
Woody Herman's orchestra, left New
York by train Friday (7) for HollyHarold Oxley, manager of Jimmle Lunceford and Tommy
wood to close a film deal for Her- now spends much of his time patroling the Atlantic coast aroundReynolds,
Martha's
man. Band is understood to have Vineyard and 'Cape Cod. He has a home at Oak Bluffs, Mass.,
and
two offers, from Paramount and a cabin cruiser »hich he captains on patrol as an officer in Coast owns
Guard
Universal.
Its last film was for U, Auxiliary.
with the Andrews Sisters.
Duties are for the duration. He comes In to New York only
a couple

Herman's outfit is now at the Pal- days a month.
ladium Ballroom, Hollywood.

James

C. Petrillo

Victor Waters and Holmes
Baldridge.
Just why the" Justice Department
backed down when the postponement,
aides,

and

th« American Federation of Musiclans entirely to Thurman Arnold,
altorney-general.
U.
S.
assistant
Hadio doesn't propose to make any

Jimmy Evans

Satur-

day (8) with Assistant AttorneyGeneral Thurman Arnold and his

recording Interests, as it became evident during the past several days, is
to leave- the stage management of the
fight ^gainst

who huddled

the two trades

strategy of the broadcasting and

was granted by Federal Judge Michael L, .Igoe was not explained at
the parley but the radio people came
immediate approach to Petrillo, and away with the belief that this is
only a temporary set-back. A few
the industry doesn't thinli that Penegotiators were pessimistic, feeling
trillo will extend any Invitations to

recorders and others that any injunction in September
concerned to come and see him while will be meaningless, but the bulk
associates the
the Government's anti-trust suit is gave Arnold and his
benefit of all doubts.
pending in the courts.
On the other hand, some of the
Broadcasters and recorders appear
huddlers took home the view that
to be basing all their hopes on the
already
has been stolen
outcome of the Chicago litigation. the horse
There is little belief among them that and any Injunction four or five weeks
will be an empty victory.
the court will grant the injunction hence
the
conversations
details
of
Few
that the Government aslcs, but there
still
some possibility, that the with Arnold came out, but it was
is
kiiown that the possible evidence
court's verdict will allow for partial
and
strategy discussed.
surveyed
was
relief.
Meanwhile, recording company of- The National Association of Broadcasters promised to get more conficials and executives' have begun to
show that strain which was quite crete Information about ^he effect of
common among -music men during the anti-wax ultimatum for use of

will resume winter promotions next month in New Haven,
Trenton and White Plains. Promoter operates Sunday afternoon and eve'ning name band and vaude shows at the Arena, New Haven, .and Arena,
,

Thurman Arnold

-

To Argue A.FJW.

Trenton, and uses top name orchestras only on occasional dance dates at
White Plains County Center.
No opening date for either spot.

Bandleader Dick Stabile, a life guard in younger days, made the mistake
swimming too soon after a meal last Sunday (2) and had to be hauled
from the water by Carmen Lombardo. Stabile wai swimming between a
pier and Lombardo's boat at Atlantic Beach, L. I., while visiting with
Jonie Taps, music publisher, when he was paralyzed by a cramp.
of

Case

in

Person

broadcasters,

Chicago, Aug. H.
Fight

against

and the A.

F.

James
M.

of

C.
for

chief of the anti-trust division of
the Department of Justice, who will
come to Chicago for this purpose.
Daniel B. Britt, special assistant
tu the United States Attorney General, won a continuance from Aug.
7 to Sept. 16, to enable the depart-

injunc- case.
the 1940 battle between radio and the D. J. attorneys when the
The recording men have tion plea is debated and the record
will -furnish
piled up lots of masters in advance, manufacturers said they
the Radio Educator in
data
to
help
support
additional
but they still don't relish the uncerpolicy will
tainty of the outlook. The fact that argument that' Petrillo's
Letter to Neville Miller
the Department of Justice had asked restrain competition and thus violate
Sherman
Act
the
for a postponement until Sept. 16, so
Among those putting their heads
Concerning J.M. Case
it could gather evidence to support
Departwith
the
Justice
together
its allegations, did anything but alwere Neville Miller,
lay the -fear in these quarters that ment officials
The Association for Education by
Russell Place, counthis light might drag on as long as president, and
Caldwell,,
NA.B.;
Louis
G.
the
sel,
of
Radio
with headquarters in Chicago
did the one between radio and.
resident attorney for Mutual; Joseph issued to the press this week an open
ASCAP, namely, 10 months.

Open

A

of Columbia; Andrew J. Bennett of .the independent broadcasters, and officers of
several recording firms.

In legal sectors allied with the recording business the impression prevails that the next- major move by

the embattled parties depends upon
how strong a. case Arnold is able to
build within the next three weeks.
If it looks as though the Government's case is on the weakish side,
there is a good possibility, these le-

Stunt

galites predict, that the broadcasters
will not wait for the
court scene, but start making approaches to Petrillo for at least a
general review of the situation.

and recorders

Too Successful
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.

Nearly 100,000 phonograph records
were turned in here last week at a
Record Dance' at William Penn Hotel
sponsored by Pittsburgh Sun-Tele-

graph. Admission price to dance to
N.A.B. Disappointed
music of Sammy Kaye, doubling
Washington, Aug. 11.
from Stanley theatre. Howdy Baum
Though exasperated by the Gov- and Billy Yates, was five discs and
ernment's willingness to have the nearly 20,000 showed up, practically
Initial show-down postponed to Sept. creating a riot in the hotel.
16, radio and record industry repreBallrooR>, where Kaye was playsentatives are convinced the Justice ing, fairly creaked under the load,
Department will go forward with overflow pouring into next-door
admitted misgivings about the even- Urban Roof and Chatterbox downtual result with the attempt to curb stairs, where Baum was appearing,
..the A. F. of M.
This was the im- was practically a shambles.
Only,
pressidn gained' by most of approx thing that saved the day was quick-

—

—

in\3tely

two dozen individuals from thinking

'The Song Of The Hour'

NEED AMERICA

I

(America Needs Me)
* *
All Material Available

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOCAL—3 KEYS

AMERICM

MUSIC,

Inc.

BnDMt Blvd.
noUynood, Calif.

BIOS

of Tom Troy, manager of
the William Penn, who hastily dispatched Yates to the street in front
of the hotel, had police rope off both

ends of William Penn Way and let
the overflow hoof it on the stone
pavement.

Toong,
Helen
vocalist
with
Johnny Long at New Yorker hotel.
New York, 111 and out of band temporarily.
Her place being filled by
Jo and Jean Rogers of Long's Four

Petrillo

Says One Ontario Station Withr $10,000 Monthly
Income Spends Only $200 ior Live Talent

DEL CASINO DUE AT

ment of justice chieftain to wind
up his current affairs in Washington and come to Chicago for the

ASCAP.

Ream and Kenneth Haine

Murdoch of Canada Echoes

Petrillo

banning

recorded music, will be personally
argued' in court by Thurman Arnold,

RAINBOW ROOM, N.Y.
Carmen Cavallero, current band
Rainbow Room, gives away

at the

to

RR

Del Casino who makes his
debut at the N. Y. skyscraper
September. Then Leo
in

nitery

Reisman marks a return.
Thereafter Cavallero

is

booked

in

for a third booking.

against the
Musicians.

'

agree

these are leading
questions, but I think that a very
vital and inherent right of public
Teens.
education has been challenged,
I
can assure you that the Executive
Paul Bnrg, trumpeter with Jimmy
Committee of the Association for
Gamble orch, added to Clyde Lucas Education
by Radio is sincerely op
crew last week in Pittsburgh, where
posed to tht ban which has 'been
latter was playing.
placed upon the broadcasting of
music from the National Music Camp.
This Association promises to assist
in eyery possible way so that the
public may not be denied the right
to hear music produced by the many
excellent organizations in our eduthat

filed

American Federation

VIdo Musso, Aug. 15, Sunset B.,
Carroltown, Pa.; 18, Maryland T.,
Cumberland, Md.; 20-21, Park T.,
Meadville, Pa.; 24, State T.; Uniontown, Pa.
Current park bookings in Pittsburgs include Brad Hunt band at
Kennywood and Clyde Knight- at
West View.

stated that he knows of
one radio station in Ontario which
has a revenue of $10,000 a month,
but never spends more than $200
a month for live talent Other radio
stations fall into the same category
in this 'unfair competition of radio
stations living on recordings.'

EXCUSE BOBBY BYRNE

FOR LOEWS BOOKING
Bobby Byrne's orchestra is to be
week at the Edison

replaced for one
hotel,

a

fill

N.

New York, so that it can fulbooking at Loew's State theatre,
opening tomorrow morning

Y.,

Lee Castle's band shifts
from the Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y.,
(Thurs,).

Edison to All

to the

in.

Byrne has been given a new contract at the Edison, keeping him
there until Nov. 1.

It's

Cute—It's

Different

Terrific

It'a

W

BYE LO BABY BUNTIN'
Hontin')
(Daddy's
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 6038

American Music,

Inc.

9153 Sunset Qlvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

r—COMING UP FAST!

POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA
RECORDED
•

BY:

MARY MARTIN and HORACE H El DT—Columbia
• LAWRENCE WELK— Deoca
• RENE MUSETTE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS— Standard

9

Professional copies available.

COLONIAL MUSIC PUB. CO.,
JIM DURKIN,

Mr.

Orchestration by
les

Ine.

Weat £8

JACK MASOI^

St.,

New

York, N, X.

Bnincli:
7016 HelTMe Ave., Hollywoed, C>l.

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"
RECOBDED DT

HARRY JAMES

(COL.)

JERRY WALD (DECCA)

cational institutions.
'It is also important to note that a
restriction on music also operates as
a crippling restraint on presentation
of any non-concert programs, dra-

which require
Schools and
have much to contribute
enrichment of American
radio
programs.
Any agreement
which prevents them from contributing any program material except
talks, interviews and similar broadcasts must certainly be questioned,
H^re is an issue of restriction of the
freedom of expression as guaranteed
in the Constitution as well as an

matic or otherwise,
instrumental jnusic.
colleges
to
the

issue

of general public welfare.'

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

Dick Jurgens' orch booked into
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week of
Aug.

28.

of

Murdoch

the N.A.B. and signed by Elizabeth
Claude Thornhill, 4u6ust 14, Geo,
Goudy of the Los Angeles public F. Pavillion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 15,
school system. The letter follows:
Sports Arena, Rochester, N. Y.; 16,
(Copi;)
Yankee Lake, Brookfleld, C; 17,
'On behalf of the Association for Sandy Beach Park, Russell's Point,
Education by Hadio which embraces Ohio.
in its membership a large majority
Cbarlle Barnet, Aug. 23, Pleasure
of the workers in this field, and at Beach Park, Bridgeport, Conn.; 24,
.instruction
of
the Executive three weeks, Steel Pier, Atlantic
tije
Committee of the Association, I am City, N. J.
moved to make inquiry on several
Glenn Miller, Aug. 16, Pleasure
points regarding the recent exchange Beach Park, Bridgeport, Conn.
of statements between James C. PetGene Krupa, Aug. 25, two weeks,
rillo of the American Federation of Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
Musicians and Dr. Maddy of the NaStan Kenton, Oct. 9, two weeks,
tional Music Camp as aired in the Strand theatre, N, Y.
press.
Tommy Tucker, Sept. 18, week,
'1. The
Association for Education Chicago theatre, Chicago; 26, indef,,
by Radio would be interested to Essex House, New York City.
know the details of the contract beGns Arnhelm, Aug, 18, Indef.,
tween NBC and the Musicians Union Sherman's, San Diego, Cal.
referred to by Mr. Petrillo in the
Ace Brlgode, Aug. 14-27, Club
newspaper stories.°
Trocadero, Evansvllle, Ind.
'2. hre similar agreements in effect
Ina Bay Button, Aug. 14-17, San.
with other networlcs or with indi- Diego T., San Diego, Cal.; 19-25,
Orpheum T., Los Angeles.
vidual stations?
'3. Since this ban would appear to
Anson Weeks, Aug. 24-Sept. 6,
prohibit instrumental music by school Jantzen's Beach, Portland, Ore,
Gene Krupa, Aug. 17-18, State T.,
and college orchestras or bands from
ever appearing on commercial sta- Williamsport, Pa.; 19-20, Poll T.,
tions,, tlie Association is moved to Waterbury, Conn.; 21-23, Lyric T.,
inquire if some solution may not be Bridgeport, Conn.
Charlie Barnet, Sept. 11, Earle T.,
arrived at to end this conflict wherein
no individual or group of Individuals Philadelphia; 18, Palace T., Clevesuffers more than the school and its land; 25, Stanley T., Pittsburgli.
'I

under anti-trust laws

tion' suit

Band Bookings

letter addressed to Neville Miller of

functions.

Toronto, Aug. 11.
There will be no interference with
the- manufacture of recordings "that
are to be heard in the home but over
8,000 musicians in the United States
and Canada are out of work because of juke-boxes and over 5CD
radio stations in both countries do
not engage the services of even one
musician. That is the declaration of.
Walter Murdoch, president of the
Canadian Musical Protective Association, who has been named by the
U. S. Attorney-General's Department as co-defendant in the injunc-

NOT BLUE
HOTEL ASTOR,

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OV E R YO U
.

NEW

YORK,

SEPT. 12

Bing Crosby
W.ith

Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Deoca

18371)

Ernest Tiibb (Deoca 6958) Dick Robertson

(Deoca

4189)

Bob

AMEMCAN MUSIC,

Atcher
Inc.

(Okeh

6496)
'

•'"h'.iKI.J"''

-
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NO PUB AID FOR ARNOLD
WAAT's

II.F.M.

Newark, Aug. 11.
Not worried over the Petrillo
no-recording,
no-transcription
order, Jay Stanley, music director of WAAT, declared Sat-

SQUABBLE

urday

(1):

'At present

Any Affidavit of 'Damage'
Some Think Petrillp Ban
May Help, Not Hurt, Mu-

May

Quit

MCA

plans materialize Jack-I^ear
leave his post as director of
exploitation and publicity at Music
will

15,000 remusic library,
grand opera to

Corp. of America within the next
week. He will go into a war production berth. Nothing is definite

however.
Lear has been with MCA approximately four years, headquartered in
New York.

Hank D'Amico to Brown
Hank D'Amico, ex-bandlcader and
recent sideman with Richard Himber, joins Les Brown's orchestra
Aug. 22 in Chicago to replace
clarinetist Abe Most, who goes into
service. Ralph Young, vocalist with
Brown before and now with Shep
Fields, rejoins Brown at the same
time.

Brown band goes
hotel.

New

into the Astor

York. Sept.

12.

Mel Adams Makes Good
Sgt. Mel Adams, former head of
publicity-exploitation for RCA-Victor in New York, has been transferred to Ordnance Officers' Traininf School at Aberdeen Proving
Grounds, Md. He is In N. Y. currently.
Adams went Into the army
last January as a buck private, and
was stationed at Fort Riley, Kans.

available to us.
We have the
music, and we'll continue to useit.
We're not worried.'

—

Publishing

Jack Lear

'

we have

cordings in our
everything from
jive.
We understand a. substantial number of recordings made
before Petrillo's ban also will be

Music Publishers Protective
Association Not Providing

sic

A.F.M. Slant

If his

STAY OyTSIDE

— Others

Recall Lessons of

ASCAP-

Radio Fight

A. F. M.

,000

RESENTS

THREATS VIA

IRONY SEEN
The music publishing industry

PRESS

in

New

YoTlc City has indicated to the
Department of Justice that it
want any part ot the fight
as;ainst James C. Petrlllo and the
U.S.

doesn't

.American Federation of Musicians.
Replying to a query from the department, the Music Publishers Pro-

Hollywood, Aug. II.
Musicians dig their own graves by
creating

the

stroys them.

instrument

that

and

de-

first day'*

That wag the theme
by J. H. 'Spike' Wal-

Association
last
weekend of a radio talk
lace, president of local 47 of the
it had no way
knowing how the AFM's ban oh American Federation of Musicians,
phonograph records would damage who was heard yesterday (Monday)
He
the publishing business and that this on station KPAS, Pasadena,
was something that only time could was heard on 'Our Daily Bread'
The pUbs had been asked program, sponsored by the C.I.O.
tell.
through their association to submit and interviewed .by Tom Van Dycke,
an affidavit attesting to what extent C.I.O. rep and producer of the show.
their interests will be hurt by the
opening the program Van
In
federation's shutdown oh recordings. Dycke said, 'In all the controversy
This affidavit was to be used by we have never heard or seen the
Thurman Arnold, assistant U.S. at- musicians' side of the story. It has
torney general, in his prosecution of always been the attack, never a
an injunction action against Petrillo word of defense.'
and the AFM in Chicago. .Trial of
Program was composed mostly ot
the petition has been postponed at quotes from letters of Petrillo, to
Arnold's request to Sept. 16.
Elmer Davis, and James L. Fly,
Mlfht Help Not Hnrt
citing the patriotism of musicians
The MPPA's answer .to the De- and declaring democratic principles
partiheilt of Justice was the result and operation of union.
Wallace chided wax manufacturof a lengthy meeting of the association's board of directors Friday (7). ers for not coming forward with a
The question passed around the solution to the problem. 'They all
boardroom table was how could the sit back and say we will all compassing of phonograph records af- bine. Meanwhile the radio stations,
fect the music publishing business. the recording companies and AdverSome of the older pubishers recalled tising agencies, bring pressure on
the time when the industry -looked Washington to fight their battle.' He
on the income from records as very added, 'The Government has not
incidental and 'figured Its sales of asked the musicians to explain the
tective

wired Washington that

of

mfr.

Ber-

•

We

situation.

per hit

ened through the

•

•

SKIN NAY

resent being threat-

sheet music in the millions of copies

Perhaps, these older pubif
the
of existence
the sale of sheet music
would be stimulated to the point
where a h^t would again sell a mil-

•

press.'

pondered out loud,
phonograph record went out
lishers

lion or

more

a publisher
'

The most that
can get from a phonocopies.

RAY MACE HEADS KDYL
STAFF ORCHESTRA

graph record is l%c, whereas he
can make as much as 8c on a sheet
of music.

The younger publisher directors at
Uiis board meeting also pondered.
They recalled their experience of
recent years
with radio.
They

S.

S.

Salt .Lake City, Aug. 11.
Fox, president and general

manager of KDYL, has hired Hay
Mace to lead house orchestra in replacement of Ed Stoker, who has

been inducted into the Army at Fort
Douglas Reception Centre.
thought that radio could not exist
Mace, a former Salt Laker, has rewithout ASCAP music but radio not
been with Gray Gordon and
only prove3 that it could survive cently
orchestra, also Joe Marsala.
his
but that it could replace ASCAP's
music with an adequate repertoire.
Who knows, asked the younger pubs, consent decree recommended by that
whether the disappearance of phono- selfsame department. The decree
graph records won't bring back the covers ASCAP but many of the pubukelele, which also was an im- lishers on the MPPA board are also
portant cause lor sheet music sales? ASCAP directors and several of

MPPA directors were among
ASCAP directors that the Department of Justice hauled before a
Federal court in Milwaukee 17
months ago on conspiracy-monoiioly
charges and compromised the incichanged situation.
dent with fines. The arraignment in
The music Industry represented In Milwaukee occurred while the fight
wat exchange of wires between the between radio and ASCAP was on,
Department of Justice and the ASCAP music was off the air for 10
MPPA is gtill operating under a months as a result of this battle.
The music publishing business, it
was agreed, has undergone lots of
mechanical Innovations, trends and
epochs, and the wise music man is
he who avoids horoscope and tries
to make the most
out of each,

'

HIS

NEW PELHAM
r

HEATH

.

Featuring

This current run at the ParaNew York, concludes a
personal appearance tour of 17
weeks.

mount,

IN

SEPTEMBER—STARTING FIFTH YEAR FOR PEPSODENTj
WITH BOB HOPE-^LORD & THOMAS, Agency
Personal Management

ORCHESTR/
ORCHESTRA
INN

His Orchestra

CARMENE

these
those

/M Ml
AND

And

—^ALEX HOLDEN

'

ORCHESTRA GROSSES
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Alien Musicians Ousted

Eimis-Spots Boff $85,000 in N.Y.;

Hollywood, Aug.

One dozen

T.

Dorsey Record $23,000

aliens

tossed out of Local
can Federation of

in Balto,

Musicians,

for neglecting to take out citi-

James Jives

Record 38G

S. F. for

zenship papers.

Union has a standing rule that
members must be citizens or applicants for Americanization.

^Estimates /ot This Week)
Bob Armstronir, Buffalo (Buffalo;
3,500; 35-55)—With 'Maisie Gets Her
Man' (M-G). Good stage talent and
'

fair fllm assist should drive in bet-

ter than $20,000, good.

On

the Upbeat

(2d-flnal wk). On
holdover very strong at better than
$40,000, important assistance on draw

(WB)

being lent by the Barnet band.

Blue Barron, Chicago (Oriental; 3,28-33-5a-65)—With 'Atlantic Con-

200;

Gene Krapa plays two weeks at
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar
J., opening Aug. 25.

Count Basie Sets

Two members of Frank Gagen's
orchestra, currently playing at the
El Dorado Room of the Commodore
Perry hotel, Toledo, have left for
They, are Eddie
military service.
Schick, accordianist, air force, re*

Record; Monroe

voy' (Col). It's strictly the
the b.o., and Barron potent
for great $23,000.

placed

by Johnny

band at
enough Kraft, tenor

Fliss,

taken by Corky

Mc-

Cormick.
Tommy Dorsey, Baltimore (Hippodrome; 2,240; 17-25-28-38-44-55-66)—
Looia Bellson, jr., national swing
With 'Enemy Agents Meet EUery
drum champion, of Moline, 111., has
Queen' (Col). Carrying the' whole
gone to Hollywood on a contract
load and banging out socko $23,000
with Ted Fio Hito.
six days,
record
the house,

for
a
for
which previous high was set by Andrews Sisters with slightly better
than $22,000 in seven days.
Sklnnay Ennls, New York (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99-$1.10)—With
Ink Spots, other acts, on stage; 'Holiday Inn' (Par) on screen. Stage show
credited with providing able b.o.
support for the picture, with the
combination pulling extraordinarily
big business. First week, ended last
night (Tuesday), was $85,000, heaviest non-holiday stanza house has
had In nearly seven years of Its pit'

'

band policy.
Benny Goodman, Chicago (Chicago; 4,000; 35-55-75)—With They
AU Kissed the Bride' (Col). Goodman the chief draw here currently
and $55,000 will be terrific.
Horace Beldt-Frsnkle Carle, Detroit* (Michigan; 4,000; 50-65)—With
'Are Husbands Necessary?' (Par).
Film well liked .and gross will be
good $38,000.
Harry
James,
San
Francisco
(Golden Gate; 2,850; 40-44-65)—With
•Affairs of

Jimmy

Harry James

is

Valentine' (Rep).

drawing the jive cus-

tomers at a super-terrific

clip,

Chnck Foster has taken Jean Gordon from Al Donahue's band to sing
ballads, retaining Dotty Dotson for
vocals and novelties' and rhumbas,
plus Ray Bobbins on sweet tunes.
'

Freddy Natrel band opens at

Bill

Green's, Pittsburgh, Monday (17),
replacing Everett Hoagland outfit.
Latter opens Aug. 25 at Hotel St
Anthony, Sen Antonip.

Gloria

singing with .her
Foster, for the last

Foster,'

_

„ ^
_ . .
Band
Hotel
Alvino Rey ....Aitor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Ray Heatherton .Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
Xavier Cugat* ...Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)

.

I?"**
Plityed
,-6
15
'
6

(400; 75c-$1.50)

13

Lanl Mclntire ...Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Glen Gray
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Jerry Wald .....Lincoln (225; 75c-$l)

26
4
18

Cov«ri
Vast

lotQl

Coven

Week Od

4,425

700
2,950
1,075
1,475
2,150

600

Date

23,950
8 875
16,225
27,275
38,675
8,600
12,000

*

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the bond Is the

major draw.

Los Angeles

Strong in Det.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

900; $1-$1.50).

the count to within shade of 5,000 covers.

and Don

sax, awaiting induction.

"Latter's place

at Hotel B. O.^s

(Presented herewith, «u a toeehly tabulation, U the estimated cover
charge business being done by name hands in various JVeto York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacitt; and cover charge. il,arger amount designate; weekend and
holtdav price,)

Johnny Long ....New Yorker

Charlie Barnet, New York (Strand; Grove, N.
2,756; 35-75-85-99-$1.10)—With 'Wings
for Eagle'

Bands

11.

have been
47, Ameri-

Weekend mop-ups easing
in town pulling black

Only spot

tie trade.

Joe ttelchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Relchman and his music well
liked here, so another 4,500 is in the cards. Got another extension and
Connt Basle (Shrine Aud., Holly- will be around for a long time.
wood, Calif., Aug. 9)— Basie broke
spot
with
dancers
record at this
5,900
Chicago
at 75c-85c for terrific net of $4,462.
Don Bestor-Ted Herbert (RaymorTommy Tucker (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). NearPlaymor B., Boston, Aug. 7)—Bestor ing end of stay Tucker has proven himself
in this territory; last week
has following up here and, when held to smart
3,400 patrons.
coupled with Herbert, local, .drew
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Jimmy
1,800 hoofers at 7Sc-65c for fine
Joy is a fixture in the Bismarck and can play it year after year; last week
$1,260.
Chnck Foster (Totem Pole B., Au- came' through with-2,400 customers.
Dnke Ellington (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
burndale, Mass., Aug' 3-8) Foster is
new in this section; oh first six days One more week for the Duke, with Charlie Spivak coming in on Friday
of three-week stay he drew 9,500 at (14). Ellington has' done a good job here, bringing In 4,000 customers
last week.
$1.45 pair for okay $6,960.
Charlie Mnrray (Ma'yfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 min. Sat.).
Clarence Fnhrman (Brookline C.C.,
Philadelphia, Aug. 8)^First time for Joan Merrill continues as floor attraction, with biz holding- to oke 1,500
house band brought 400 hoof- tabs.
ers at $1.10.
Good, all things conEstimates

—

KYW

sidered.

Boston

Carl Hoff-Ted Herbert (RaymorNat Brandwynne (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover). On his
Playmor B., Boston, Aug. 8)— Hoff
has played here many times. Teamed sixth week, Brandwynne continued the fine business with 2,000 covers,
with local localite Herbert, he was with fine dinner sessions.
Jack Edwards (Terrace Room, Hotel Statleir; 450; $1 cover). Edwards'
responsible for good 2,000 draw at
eighth week was his best yet with 97S covers over Friday-Saturday, only
Sid Weiss, bass, leaving Benny 7S-6SC for $1,400.
Vanghn Monroe (Eastwood Gar- late nights.' Dinner 'trade excellent during week.
Goodman's band.
Ray Morton (Oval Room, Copley-Plaza; 300; $1 cover). Jane Pickens
dens, Detroit, July 31-Aug. 6)—Monroe proved ttemendous draw here, shares drawing honors With Morton and on their fourth week played to
Bates
NardI
replaces
George
1,300 covers with similarly big dinner trade.
Quinty on alto sax with 'Vido Musso piling up a gross of $9,400 at 75c.
band.

brother. Chuck
year, joins Shep Fields' band as featured femme vocalist Friday (14) at
Edgewater Beach hotel, Chi.

Rialto Ballroom, N. Y.

The ballroom atop the Rialto thebreakatre in Times S^iuare, which has

Jorgens Getting 19 Air
Shots Wkly. at

N.1 Spot

ing all hous^ records. Due for $38,been shuttered since the demise of
000 gross, which is $3,000 greatec
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Ce-the Fiesta Danceteria, will cgme to
than previous record s^t by Kay Ky'
life aro'uhd Labor Day when a new dar Grove,<»N. J., now affords the
ser. Extra daily' performance neceS'
organization headed by Michael Ac- bands it plays a total of 19 broadsary to handle mobs,
cardi, with no record in show biz, -casts a week, Dick Jurgens, current,
Sammy Kaye, Philadelphia (Earle;
reopens the spot as the. Rialto Ball- has six Mutual shots, six «n CBS,
2,768; 35-46-67-68-75)—Teamed with
one Sundajb afternoon on WNEW,
'Meet the Stewarts' (Col) on. screen room.
(local)
and six locals on
Staff and talent are still pending, N. Y.
and getting good $26,000, with Kaye
WPAT, Peterson, N. J.
credited with virtually the entire
shots, '7t7:30 p.m., stem'
draw.
(M-G). Picture can be discounted from Kay Kyser's recent stay there.
Vanghn Monroe, Cleveland (Pal almost entirely, which means Nelson He wanted all the air time possible
ace; 3,700; 35-40-45-55-70). Newcomer and Miss Hilliard deserve practically
and wasn't adverse to comparatively
to this Lake Erie port, Monroe well all the credit for fine $23,500.
low-watt local coverage.
liked by swing-time set and debut
Faol Whltcman, Minneapolis (Orhere further boosted by 'My Favorite pheum; 2,800; 39-44-55)—Whiteman
Spy' (RKO). Smart $22,000 in sight. popular here and his current orches'Bed' Ballard, trombonist, joins
Oiile Nelson, Pittsburgh (Stanley tra is making fine impression. With Woody Hemtan's orchestra in place
8,800; 30-44-55-66)—With Harriet HllThe Big Shot' (WB) on the screen, of Walter Nims. 'who enlisted in the
liard and 'Her Cardboard Lover" gross will flirt with a big $20,000.
Coast Guard.

Minneapolis
Frankle Gelson (Minnesota Terrace, Nicollet hotel; $l.S0-$2 min.). Dorothy Lewis Ice revue, 'Symphony on Skates,' continues to crock 'em here.
In fifth week still keeping the room packed, attendance averaging around
700 nightly. Gelson (local) orch. helping along the record-breaking engagement.

Philadelphia.
Herby Woods (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; 600; $1-$1.50$2 min.). Biz continues on the upgrade with 1,325 customers chalked up
for supper last week, almost 200 over the previous sesh.

WPAT

'

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

The town"?
B, Hollywood, third week).
and bouncing along for another sockeroo week, on either

Woody- Herman (Palladium
fair-haired lad
side of 26,000.

Cab Calloway (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., fifth week). Hitting
big figures for this spot and won't have any trouble pulling up around
last week's 12,000. Lionel Hampton next.
Jan Savltt (Casino B, Hollywood, sixth week). Catching most of its
(Continued on pa'ge 50)
-
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Milwaukee County Coin Machines
Grossed $3,600,000 During 1941
Milwaukee, Aug. 11.
Juke boxes, pinball machines and

Music Dean Unbends

had a take

Regina, Sask., Aug. 11.
Arthur Collingwood, dean of
music at the University of

slot

devices'

in 1941 in

Milwaukee
county, according to tax returns and
payments made to the office of John
of

excess

In

$3,600,000,

Leenhouts, state, assessor of incomes.
Wilfred Sawyer, who lives at nearby
Lake Beulah, is considered the state's
biggest dealer in inechanized gambling and music devices, his- take on
the year being computed at $180,000,
his net income amounting to $77,535.58— after the split with tavern
and store keepers.

Hubert F. Wagner, of Cudahy, Wis.
head of the G. & W. Novelty Co., is
another example of the Big Business
phase of the coin machines, his take
for last year being in excess of $100,000, his share being $50,421.57 on 140
pinball machines and 60 juke boxes.
The Mitchell Novelty Co., of 'Milwaukee, another distributing outfit,
had ian income of $92,429.23 from its
machiiies, netting its operators Joseph
E. and Edward A. Beck, $31,323.73.
Norman Anderson, a Milwaukeean
who quit a draftsman's job to go
the coin machine game in a
small" way in 1939, expanded his
business until last year liis take
soared to $17(500.
Assessor's audit of returns show
that generally the take is split two
ways half to the xlistributors and
half to the tavernkeeper or propriTotal investetor of the location.

—

ment

is

computed

at close to $1,000-

on machines operated in Milwaukee county alone.
000

Alley,'

which he had formerly

unconditionally condemned.
'Through listening to the arrangements of fine tunes by the
slick technicians of that particular style, many students have
found their way to some of the
best symphonic music,' Dean
.

Came From a

manner
musical

to attend his regular
informals at the uni<

versity.
'It

evil

is

another case of out of

cometh

good,'

he

said.

Record Guild of America
Using Cardboard, Lacquer

For Revised Releases
Record Guild of America, which
a year ago by
Harold L. Friedman, Oscar Blum
and Marvin Rothenker, has switched
from its. original plan of a monthly

was started about

release of a recorded semi-classical

public

domain tune

to

the produc-

WB

15 Best Sheet Music SeUers

ones.

(Week

ALLIES

.

tations

rhymes and dramatic reciaimed at the juye trade and
and birthday
seasonal

recorded

ASCAP

fold.

\Four Wisconsin songwriters who
claim that 'Sweet Eloise' is an infringement of something they wrote

Idaho
....Mills
One Dozen Roses
Famous
Jersey Bounce
Lewis
My Devotion
Santly
Who Wouldn't Love ....Maestro
Careful, Heart
Berlin
Army Air Corps
Fischer
Thr^e Little Sisters
Santly

Got Gal Kalamazoo

lic

Army
Remick

Johnny Doughboy ....Crawford

Broadcast Music,

Domain Tune

two years before were treated last
to an unusual brand of candor
by Shapiro, Bemsteia & Co. In
answering the claim the publishing
firm wrote that the melody of
'Eloise' was a lift but it wasn't from
In
anything the foursome wrote.
fact, stated the letter, 'Eloise' and
the foursome's tune, 'Why,' had a
It
common source.
was Tosti's
'Goodbye.' The latter is in the pub-

Stagedoor Canteen
Always In Heart

FOR PUBLISHER

Inc., is crntinuing its drive to recruit new publisher affiliates.
The guarantees as
against performing rights payments
increase as the quest for additional
material to feed BMI station subscribers goes on. Professional managers of ^ajor ASCAP firms report
that they have been offered guarantees as high as $60,000 a year to set
up publishing firms which would
clear broadcast rights through BMI.
The professional managers admit
that the inducement is a very attractive one, since that $60,000 represents many times the amount that
a new publisher could collect annually from ASCAP. The reason
they give for hesitating Is their
doubt of being able to get material
that could meet the competition.
They point to the 'most played* and
sheet bestseller lists as graphically
illustrating what they, mean. ' The
hits, with rare exceptions, have for
months been from writers in the

oi Axig. 8)

Jingle Jangie
Paramount
Wears Silver Wings ....Shapiro

BMI BIDS HIGH

,

tion of small platters of fairy tales,

Public

bins and Warner Bros, music publishing syndicates, former getting
group three new

Collingwood said.- He added he
had discovered a number of
students had been led in this

nursery,

COLUMBIA PAYOFF

Claimants That His Song, Like Theirs,

authors solo.
He placed them between the Rob-

seven and the

49

Publisher Frankly Informs Milwaukee

Walter
Donaldson
returns
to
Hollywood tomorrow (Thurs.) after
several weeks east during which
time he wrote a number of songs
with John Latouche, Bob Russell
and Kermit Goell, besides those he

Saskatchewan, reports himself
constrained to change his view
point on the output of 'Tin Pan

into

.

Walter Donaldson Wests

BVC.

week

*

domain.

Russ Morgan wrote the melody of
and the strain on which it
was based had been used, according
to the publisher, by Morgan Jin
trombone solos for 20 years. The
foursome that made the infringement claiA to Shapiro-Bernstein
were Walter Zitke, Charles Hess,
Odd Linke and Sam Maaden, all of
Milwaukee. 'Eloise' was published
this year and 'Why' was copyrighted
'Eloise'

Sweet Nostalgia Drips

From Tunes Roused By
Fdnis

From Their Repose

Hollywood, Aug. 11.'
Largely while nobody was noticing
more or. less in the midst of

—and

what seemed to be a musical tantrum in which sharps and. fiats were
hep-catting and jiving around the

—

in

February,

1040.

SLOW GOING ON NEW

scale a new trend in melodic s.e.-.
quences has crept into recent picture production.
It's a revival of
the old-time song with a nostalgic
It may take several meetings .of
sob in every syllable.
To be brief about It, the curre.nt the publisher faction of the ASCAP
tendency In musical effects now i? directorate before the proposed new
from the frantic to the' nostalgic in system of classification is adopted.
Practically 'the "same group of dione easy clef.
There's 'The Pride of the Yan- rectors serving as members of a
kees,' for example,
and its very special committee had last month
helpful theme song. 'The latter is recommended the amended plan but
Irving Berlin's 'Always,' a notable when the directorate met "Hiursday
contribution to the feeling of. the (6) there seemed to be several pubpicture, quite apart from the fact lishers who thought that some of
that it was a favorite of the Gehrigs; the suggested changes ought to be

ASCAP CLASSIFICATION

-

DOWN AROUND

ISr^

Music publishers last week received their statements from Columbia Phonograph and the royalty payoff seemed to be about. 15% under
what it had been for the previous
quarter.
The' differential is considered good in Ught of the restrictions
that the various phonograph companies have had to impose on production because of material priori-

greetings.
Shift ca.me after the
Messrs.* Blum and Rothenker hit the
draft trail and the shellac shortage
crimped production which had to
be huge to warrant distribution via

Current recoi'd production uses a'
cardboard blank and lacquer finish
and is purportedly good for 100 play-

Blank Is a six-incher which
gives about four minutes of enterings.

'

.

.

AFBA

Sid Lorraine, former professional
manager of Southern Music, is with
Abner Silver's Lincoln Music Corp.
as part owner.
The new setup retains Phil Kornheiser as prof.- mgr.

will

Have

chain and department stores.

tainment and effectively nixes use
Additional hooks
of radio stations.
ties.
for th# comic book customers are
Decca is slated to issue its state- the 25c price and color prints which
ment .for the like quarter, ending are stamped onto the face of each
June .30, to publishers within the platter. Adaptations are by Eric
next week.
Lucas, with talent coming from

Lorraine^ With Silver

WGN'S CHICAGO FESTIVAL

AFM

ranks. The latter
and
organization okayed production since
platters are strictly for home consumption.

Record Guild also does promotional platter work, using its cardboard and lacquer formula, for
commercial firms. One of these is
a Pepsi-Cola promotion which uses
crew that Is routed,
a traveling
around the Army camps where they

.

Annual

10,000 Musiclaiu Partlcl-

patln; Ao;. 15

it also was a favorite of the
olden, golden '20's. 'Yankee Doodle
is a better example,
That's one that prot>es down un-

ior
Chicago,- Aug. 11.
Music Festival

Chicago

WGN

Dandy'

gone over again, slowly and deliberately.

Under the revised system accumulated performances would figure
55%, availability, 30%, and seniority,
15%.
Evening radio performances
would have a greater credit value
than daytime performances and
commercial uses would have a high-

broadcasts from
and the Mutual network. Sat., Aug. 15, at .8 p.m. der the waistcoat and plagues the
CWT. Total of 10,000 musicians will emotions with its haunting melodies
take part in festival, while 85,000 of a mellower and kindlier day.
In ^Ine with the trend, Univerpersons are expected to attend at
Soldiers' Field. Profits go to Army sal's revival of the old stage and
screen meller, 'Broadway,' brought er value than sustaining uses.
and Navy Relief.
it 14 old songs, mostly from
with
Festival will feature Festival Symphony orchestra. Great Lakes Train- the 20's in which the play placed
ing Station Choir, a plectrophonic its metier. Sung either in part' or
.

orchestra of 1,000 fretted instru- entirety, on stage and off, were
ments, a marimba orchestra of 160 these hardy perennials:
Other Oldsters
marimbas, and several male and fe'I'm
Just Wild About Harry,'
male choruses and soloists.
'Sweet Georgia Brown,' 'Chlca.go,'
'Alabamy Bound,' 'Yes, Sir, That's
make cuflfo greetings from the sol- My Baby,' 'When Irish Eyes Are
diers to the folks at home. Records Smiling' and 'Three O'Clock In the
are mailed to the folks with Pepsi Morning.' Some of these may lack
benefiting via a credit line on the for the sentimental thump and pang
disc.
(Continued on page 50)
.

SFITALNY HYMNS AS

ROBBINS SONG BOOK
Jack Robblns has signed Phil Spltalny to fashion a '101 Hymns From
the Hour of Charm' for fall publication in folio form.
General Electric, Spitalny's sponsor, will probably take 200,000 copies for Xmas distribution.
"

1

MUSIC
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on Coin-Maclimes

10 Best Seflers

Stuff-Mu^

Inside

Sweet Nostalgia
r «iitiiin»it from pace 49

(Records below are grabbing most ntcfcels this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety.' Names
0} more than one band or vocalist ajter the title wdicates. in order o(
Figures and names in
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
parenthesis indicate the number' of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respectioe publishers.)
1. Jingle, Jangle (12) (Paramount)
2.

Who

3.

Idaho <4) (Mills).

You

Wouldn't Love

4.

An

Wears SUver Vings

6.

Brother Bill (4) (Rytvoc)

7.

sweet Eloise

8.

Sleepy Lagoon

Need

Is

You

(4) (Miller).

(2)

(Shapiro)

{^^

{^^^[-[c^
!

(Chappell).

(16)

By Light of Silvery Moon
^rip Polka (Mercer)....

9.

10.

..

(Shapiro)

(6)

(1)

Harry James

Columbia
Decca
Columbia

Jimmy Dorsey

(Remick). ..Ray

Noble.

Capitol

(These records are directly beloio flrst 10 in popularity.
of icecJcs in parenthesis are lading, others oaining.)

Tunes

Be Careful My Heart

My

(Berlin)..

Take

Me

You Were Here (Yankee)...

'

(BVC)....-.

Wonder When

My Baby

toith

'

Met Her On Monday (ABC)

'

last

week

titled

'Wanted—

isn't a fighting musical diet
The virile and robust tune,' paper further asserted, 'has been at a discount in the United States, where popular music, for a decade or more,
has been written for crooners. Our tunesmitbs are not going to be able
to write inspiring, fighting melodies right off the bat
Most of the attempts at war tunes thus far composed have been pallid and artificial.Even where tunes have been passable, words have been terrible.'

NBC, CBS, Blue Mutual Hugs

a

.

huming 'Every
Meaning All

Little

Movement Has

Its Own,' to be used
in the forthcomint; production, 'Pre-

But though this melody stems
from around or near the period of

Following tabulation of popular music perfomuinces embraces all four
NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—aj represented by WBAF, WJZ.
WABC and WOR, N. Y. Compilation heretrith cot>erj week beginning
/fonWiK throuph Sunday (Aug. 3-9) from 5 p.m. to' 1 a.m., and it
based on data provided by Ac4:urate Reporting Service regular source tor
music publishing industry.

netioorks

—

TITLE
the Cohan songs in 'Yankee Doodle
Okeh Dandy,' it lacks their lilt and zingo Be Careful My Heart— t'Holiday

PVBLiSQER
Inn'

TOTAL

Berlin

and cordial warmth, as of, foy in- Jingle Jangle Jingle
Paramount
stance, 'Give My Regards to Broad- Do You Miss Sweetheart
Paramount
Decca way.' There have been many songs, Idaho
.Bing Crosby
Mills
Shapiro ...
Dorsey
Decca and good ones, about the famous Wears Pair Silver Wings
J Jimmy
BVC
Bluebird street, but none has' lived to chal- Take Me
IKing Sisters
South Wind
Witmark
Dorsey
Victor lenge this one.
( Tommy
Another 'Dandy' number that'll At Last t'Orchestra Wives'
Feist
Decca
(Russ Morgan
never die is 'So Long Mary,' and, as •*Left Heart Stagedoor Canteen
Army
Dorsey
Decca
ijinuny
for its companion piece, 'Mary Is a Ferris Wheel
Melodylane
Benny Goodman. ..Columbia Grand Old Name,' words all but My Devotion
Santly
Dorsey
Decca
(Jimmy
Conchita Lopez t'Priorities on Parade'. ...Famous
fail.
Save only these:
.Victor
...For there is something there, Got Gal Kalamazoo t'Orchestra Wives'. ..BVC
I Sammy Kaye
Humming Bird
'That sounds so square.*
Robbins
Decca
J Guy Lombardo
That wasn't a lyric. It was death- •Love Is a Song— t'Bambi'
BMI
Victor
\ Freddy Martin
Wonder When Baby Coming
less prose.
,
Crawford
...Victor
Miller..
(Glenn
Always in Heart f Always in Heart'
Remick
.Decca
•Strictly Instrumental
Cherio
^ Jimmy Dorsey
I Met Her On Monday
ABC
Columbia
f Harry James
Just Though You Here
Yankee .
iTommy Dorsey ......Victor
Here You Are— t'My Gal Sal'....
Robbins .
Decca
Bing Crosby

37
32
31
27
2G
25
24
19

,

Columbia

.•

.

—

—

-

(Crawford)

an editorial

War Songs,' posed the questitn why Tin Pan Alley doesn't forego slush
and sentimental war ditties in favor of more robust, musical fare.
'What is wanted,' the News declared, 'is songs to arouse the armed
forces,, not to soothe them; to Inspire them to a fighting mood rather
than
with the dreams of the girls left behind. Irving Berlin, a sentimentalist
if there ever was one, .wrote a song for "This Is the Army,' in which
an
aviator soaring through the clouds has thoughts not of the foe but of
his sweetheart on the ground.
This is all right once in a while, but. it

.

Devotion (Santly)

Just Though

I

(Dick Jurgens
(Harry James

(Famous)

of

relics

m

The Newark Evening News

As to that, Metro has gone several
fathoms deeper into the past in ex-

senting Lily Mars.'

number

(13)

ter with the -elderly
prior generation.

a

Johnny Mercer

OTHER FAVORITES
One Dozen Roses

i.<%

(

6.

I

the unforgettable 'Some of
This
These Days.'
However, Warners again did better with its production, 'The Hard
7^^^"
Columbia
Way.' For it had on its shelf sgpif
I ^^^^
V.
Martm
Victor
I Freddy
musical wows from formar Warner
Kyser.
Columbia successes: 'I'll String Along With
{
( Inkspots
Decca You'; the Ginger Rogers song, 'We're
Alvino Key
Bluebird In the Money,'; Al Jolson's 'I'm a
(Benny Goodman
.Okeh Latin from Manhattan' and four or
Fitzgerald
Decca five -others. And it dug these up for
5 EUa
Bluebird rendition in the vaudeville sei Vaughn Monroe
quences, as appropriately portrayed
by the itinerant, third-rate team of
Ke'r'.-./.V.X^c^l^^i:;!
Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan.
It's the kind of stuft that's good for
lasto7^^-.\\-^Btebl^d"
{ 5„^f
at the very least a momentary flut'

(Maestro)

(7)

that go with the poignant strains
of the real 'oldsters.' but at least one
of its numbers had plenty of both.

—

19
18
18
14
15

'.

14

<

—

^ In
w
^
(BVC)
Kalamazoo
Gal
,

,

.

. .

_
„ My Guy
Hes
,

Conchita Lopez

.

Music Notes

/T
J
(Leeds).
^

J

(Tj.,„„,..^

-"X Dinah

Bluebird

Shore

Bessie Bonlel, songsmith, has just
four
intestinal ailment.

left the hospital after'a stay of

months for an

George Plneos, manager of the
Chicago office of Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co., was in New York for a week.

Top seller at the moment in Robbins Music folio is the 'Parade of

One Dozen Roses.
This Worth Fighting For

When

Lights

Go

Famous
Harms

Remick
MiUer

Sweet Eloise

Shapiro.

—

And now, by die same writers — A New

to be sung in 'Presenting Lily Bfars'
at Metro.

ScrcMdc"

sold

200,000 copies

arranged by Carmen Cavallero.

Fnni

THE HUNHING BIRD
Lyric

by Harold Adamson

ductor, checked oiT
after seven years to freelance.

,

Remember You— t'Fleet's

Lovelier'.

. . .

Timtfy

And

HIP HIP

HOORAY

Words and mintc by H^nry Neino and

.

Surprise Hit

I'H STILL
Lyric

Of The

Oliver Drake defied 'Chiquita,' to
ba sung in the next Johnny lladc

Brown-Tex

6
<>

6
«
$

.*

5
^

Marks
MiUer

^

5
S

Southern

Unfair

5
5

Santly
others

licensing;

Army' publishing

arc

via

ASCAP.

.

suhiid. licensed freely to

t Fi'muiicol.

an usen.

.

Jlai

Dnrkin back as manager of in Thursday

Colonial Music.

Mack Gordoa and Harry Watren
songs for
Hello' at 20th-Fox.

w/

from locetfs

Bt:oiitlBaca

bulk on the weekends and geared for 4,000 count Johnny RIdiards moves

writing

'Hello,

Frisco,

(13).

Heary Bum (Trianon N, Southgate, CaL, fifth weAX SlighUy under
week but still solid with S.00O stubs.
Ted n» Btt* (Florentine Gardens N. Hollywood, fifth wed). Holding
by Nils Grranlund's floor show and Mills

last

to around 5,000 payees and aided
Bros, in the Zanzibar Boom.

Faal Sckarf doing- the scores fbr
Capades'
Republic.
'Ice

and 'Chatterbox' at

Danlde

A New Popular Song Editiort Of The Modern American Cfatsie

Amfilfeeatraf composing
scores for 'A Letter to Bataan' and
'We Refuse to Die,' Victory shorts, at

NAHHATTAH SEREHADE

Paramotmt

Music by Louis AH*r

YESTERDAY'S GARDENIAS

Ted Granya and Ben Oakland doing added songs for "Scattergood
Swings It' at RKO.
BUIr GUbeit deSed Don't S*j

ROBBirvS MUSIC

C

Bands At Hotel B.O.

Hitter picture at Uni-

versal.

Music by Kalph Rainier

from Hi* 20th Ccnhiry-Fei pictur* "FeoHiqlit S«rMad«"

by Harold Adamson

is the

6

v.

versal.

,

Lyric

* This

BMI

0
6
K

:

Season

CRAZY FOR YOO

by Loo Robin

t

* Indicates
Legitimate.

.

Melodylane
Chappell
Chappell
Robbins

is

Jiamy Wskcly, Hilton Rosen and
Oliver Drake clelled Uttle Sweetheart of the Rio Grande,' to be sung
in The Old Chisbolm Trail* at Uni-

<•

.

Robbins

Tbree LitUe Sisters
Milt Ebbins

Mayfair
Chappell

Fox

Nightincale

SaUer

Ji

(i

Campbell

Miller

.-

writinf an original Put Put Put
score (or 'Invisible Agent' at Uni- Somebody's Thinking You Tonight
versaL Never Be Another You— t'Iceland'

H.

8
8
8
8

7
7
7
7

Famous

:

—

Terrific

.

fl

Paramount

In'

"Look Out Below.*

A i^ew ffampant Rhythm Smash—It's

.

Blajor and Minor.
Johnny Mercer borrowed by HKO Massachusetts .
from Paramount to write songs for New York Nocturne
Semper Paratus
Was It Worth It
Leanle Hayton assigned to write All the Things You Are
the score for 'Ntvy Convoy* at Dearly Beloved t'.You Never Lovelier'
Metro.
Dont Sit Apple Tree

Music by E. Di Lanaro

.

Chappell
J.

—

I

;

Chappell

Under Strawberry Moon
By Light Silvery Moon.'
Easy To lAJve
If You But Dream
composer-con- Got Moon In Pocket
the Metro lot Vm Old Fashioned i'You Never

Waxman,

-.

Warock
Embee
Famous
Witmark
Remick

—

Outstandinj Novelty /

a

tfUIer

"The Woodpecker Sen)" sold 325,000 copies

"Ferry-Boat

10
lU
9
9

Chappell
Leeds
Lewis
Chappell
Dash

Jupitar'

He's My Guy
Jersey Bounce
Sleepy Lagoon
We'll Meet Again
Harold Arlea writing special songs Careless Rhapsody
for "Cabin in the Sky' at Metro.
Every Night About This Time
Midsummer Matinee.
Bar<«n Lane and E. Y. Harburg Tangerine t'Fleet's In'
deffed Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son,'
Hits*

11
11
11

Maestro
Shapiro

Smging Sands Alamosa
All I Need Is You

Day Dreams Come True
EveiTthing I Got t'By

.

CLP

on Again

•Who Wouldn't Love You
I Came Here For Joe

No* for publication by Irving Mills.

CORPORATION

FreUla

1

Blsh writing original
score for the Pine-Thomas picture,

Submarine Alert*

-

K.

.

i-i

!

^^

MiM

i

I..

\i

IHI

ii

VAUDEVILIiE

Wednesday, August 12, 1942

Jessel Disputes

NED SPARKS TOURS
EASTERN VAUDERS

Vaude 'Comeback/

Cites Differences in

Present Past

Types of Shows as Insurmountable
Jessel,

George

mcing

the

and
headlining
vauder,

two-a-day

Vomen Tabu

•Show Time,' currently at the Curwas quoted In
ran, San Francisco,
drama page interview
a N. y. Times
Sunday (9) as stating that all the
coming back
talk about vaudeville

Via

Aug

Chicago,

Ruling is designed to protect servicemen, from being victimized by
women who sit at bars and ask the
boys to buy them drinks. It is also
taken.
in line with campaign' of .Chicago
United States
Jessel bases the success of 'Show health department.
Time', on his belief that it 'has got Public Health Service and Army and
more class than any vaudeville show Navy medical officers.
I can recall, . . . saying on the basis
of this show's business that vaudeville is coming back is like a guy
going to hear Heifetz and saying 'I
think ril take up the fiddle' ...
vaudeville is not coming back. Eight
shows have been produced and only
two have been successful. Only this
one is real vaudeville, 'Priorities,'
running ili New York, is really almost a revue.'
Stresses Own Sncoess

AGVA PROBES

He

on:

CAFE PAY

The American Guild of Variety
say vaude- Artists is investigating reports of
ville is through, that there is no deplorable salary conditions in the
Harlem
nitery field with an eye toperformers.
place for the top-notch
If a guy is a very good juggler, the ward an organizational drive if the
best in the business, he's never situation warrants.
The
unsavory
condition was vmwouldn't
through.' But 'Jessel said he
nitery
advise all the jugglers to brush oS covered by Nell Dodson,
th^ir equipment and go looking for editor for The People's Voice, Harlem weekly, who charged that
jobs.
getting $17.50 a week,
chorines
were
In comparing 'Show Time* with
two-a-day vaude of the old days, hoofers $25 a week and principals
laid the matter
Jessel pointed up the faults of the as little as $40. She
before AGVA.
biz of that time:
added:
don't

'I

mean, when

I

'

booking licensing laws for tho
State Department of Labor and Ingo into
depends dustry, was fired last week after
on a dicker with the new Clifford he was arrested in a roadhouse raid
Fischer 'Priorities,' when the cur- in which r. stripper was the featured

La Martinique, N.Y.

SUNBROCK TO

rent

STAND TRIAL
Larry (Tough Guy) Sunbrock and
his equally belligerent -business sideyesterday
Andrews,
kick.
Jack
(Tuesday) were bound over for a

N. Y, Special Sessions court trial on
the assault charges being pressed

them by Nat Pressberg, ticket
Pressberg recently testiWest 94th street, magistrates
court that Sunbrock and Andrews
had locked him in a room in their
headquarters in the Park- Central
hotel, N. Y., and then slugged him.
Special Sessions trial will probalily
not be held for six or eight weeks,
but Magistrate Auriello bound them
over in the custody of their attorney,
who guaranteed that he would produce them for the Special Sessions
trial on the charges of third degree
<
assault

against

promoter.

Pressberg testified only briefly
yesterday before the judge became
convinced Sunbrock and Andrews
should be remanded for trial. Thus
it wasn!t necessary to call additional
witnesses, one a sign painter who was
allegedly beaten up for daring to ask
payment of a bill owed him by the
thrill circus outfit-

Prosecuting for Pressberg

is

attor*

ney Joseph G. Glass.
Snnbrock's

Oomph

Poisoning

According to Ross Pepe, the na-

.

tation,

favorite

spots

in

the

lush

as

they are today,

»

although there rains.

in Thursday's papers, claiming that
the finals would be held there.
Neufeld hit the ceiling as did Jack
Lynch, operator of the Walton Roof,
where the finals are skedded to be
held Aug. 20. Lynch is reported to
have paid $1,000 for the privilege
of holding the contest at his night
club.

were some notorious exceptions who

wouldn't, or couldn't, get off In the
tune they were allotted.

New

Revue
mentioned eight vaude Walters Preps
shows produced and only two suq.
cesses, but actuaUy there is
Latin Quarter As
For
a probable third—*Blackout3 of 1942,' current at the El Capitan, Hollywood,
Competish for Rose Nitery
and building. 'Keep 'Em Laughing,
With Victor Moore and William Gaxron. was also a click
As the second most lavish floor
as Clifford C.
^Fischer's first two-a-day at the 44th show entrepreneur in New York,
Jessel

NJ.

N. Y., following the click of
Lou Walters clicked fast with his
his Priorities' at the
46th Street. The
being
two-a-dayers since the current 're- Latin Quarter this spring,
Diamond
vival' started six months ago
have pared only by Billy Rose's'
totaled four—'Topnotchers'
(Fisch- Horseshow revue, 'which had ryn a
er); 'Headliners,'
presented by Al
year. .Now with the latter's new
Bloomingdale and Nat Karson, which fun
'Mrs. Astor's Pet Horse,' as
brotfied
In
Chicago; Ed Wynn's" edition,
readyt^augh. Town, Laugh,' which couldn't stifler opposition, Walters is
'Folies Americaines' for
iceep going at
the Alvin, N. Y., and ing a new
the Ed SuUivan-Shuberts 'Harlem Aug. 18 preem. It's successor to
Mme.
which
Femmes,'
des
^avaJcade,' colored vauder, which 'Folies
Kamorova and Georges Kamorov,
flopped at the Ritz, N. Y.
Wie Jessel show, which Includes who have produced sundry 'Folies
C.
Clifford
for
revues
Jack Haley, EUa Logan, Kitty Car- Bergeres'
London, Paris and
in
jwle ahd The DeMarcos,
will move Fischer
produced to Introduce
into Ne'w York,
probably at the Im- America, first

Several of the contestants, reading
the story in the newspapers, thought
they were getting a runaround and
Neufeld
threatened to withdraw.
cancelled the beauties' appearance
at the rodeo and ordered his atprepara
facts
torney to study the
tory to bringing suit for alleged mis.
representation and 'unfair trade
Lynch has talked about
practice.'
bringing suit for damages against

Nadel's

Temme-Mania*

in September, according to Walters' spot to Gotham.
E. K. Nadel's 'Femme-Mania,' allDr.
SmaU, booker for Finklehoffe.
Slate Bros., Stanley Twins,
girl vaudeville revue opening in Sep
"nly act in the layout not coming to Marcus, The Chadwickes, Paul Hetember, will have four headliners,
aroadway Is Buck and Bubbles,
mes & Toy Boys, and Gil Galvan are split among the stage, screen, radio
Jade
with
Small is also currently trying to the new acts in the cast
and sports field.
ime up a show to fbllovj^Show Time' Ling, a holdaver, as Is the Jbne Wood
Nadel also plans an aU-femme or
at
WaUy Wanger will

J'aul

the Curran, Frisco, probably open,

around Oct

13.

Varsity Sextet
put on the dances.

shifts to Philadelphia

end

Meantime, Walter
this month.
O'Keefe is pinch bitting during Lou
Holtz's three-week vacation from the
two-a-day vauder.
Fischer also has Bert Wheeler In
mind for 'Priorities,' along with
Gracie Fields and Henny Youngmah.
Willie Howard may be retained on
Broadway to bolster the new vaudshow rather than hit. the road with
the edition he's now in. Meantime,
Howard's announced opening at La
Martinique Aug. 13 is off.

attraction.

of

Sharkey was found 'tending
according

chestra.

agents

to

Liquor Board,

of

,

who made

bar,"

the State
the raid

on the Villa Cafe, Parkland,

Pa., a
suburb of Philly.
Sharkey declared he was merely

'helping .out' his friend, Anthony J.
Cortese, proprietor
of the Villa
Cafe, which was charged with selling liquor on Sundays, selling to intoxicated persons, and allowing 'indecent' performances.

Sharkey's firing came as a surprise to Philly performers who had

20MOREHOTEI^
INA.C.TAKEN

BY ARMY
Atl'antjc City,

been planning to' give him a testimonial dinner for his. crack-down
on chiseling bookers. The banquet
had originally been, planned for
Aug. 8, but had been postponed until
early in September because Dick
Mayo, executive secretary of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
(sponsor of the dinner.), and other
AGVA exec "were in Cincinnati for
the general

Aug.

Twenty more Atlantic City

11.

hotels

were taken over by the .Army Air
Forc» last week. Heading list of
'

beachfront hotels are the President,
Marlborough.
Brighton,
Chelsea,
Blenheim, St Charles, breakers and
Seaside. Col. Robert P. Glassbum,
who announced the takeover, said they will be occupied immediately.
President 16 stories, located on
lower boardwalk, operated the Round
the World Room nitery. With little
or no competition along 'walk, it was
doing flourishing night business with
continuous floor shows 6nd dancing,
Two orchestras played in griU and
cocktail lounge of Chelsea.
Other hotels taken over include
Flanders, Crillon, DeVllle, Kentucky,
Stanton
Stevenson,
Holmshurst

AGVA

Penn-Ryan, New Belmont Jefferson,
Pennhurst Arlington and GlaslynChatham.

AFM BOOSTS DEMANDS
IN N.Y. FROM 15 TO 2055

convention.

No one has "yet been named to
succeed Sharkey here, the spot
behig temporarily taken by his asasslstant, Margaret Burke.
After the raid, Sharkey was Held
in $300 baU by Justice of Peace Hobenseck of Doylestown.
Cortese
was held in $1,200 balL

comander,

Jacoby Seeks
In N. Y. for

New

Spot

Ruban Bleu

After Mele Pact Expires
His five-year contract with Theo*'
dore Mele, operator of Theodore's
restaurant on East 66th street N. Y.,
having expired, Herbert Jacoby will
transplant his Le Ruban Bleu nitery
to another Gotham location. Both
were partnered for five years, but
Mele has since decided to run the
upstairs room, formerly housing the
Bleu,, on his own next season. 'While
Mele Incorporated Le Ruban Bleu,
Inc., Jacoby claims ownership to the
teg.

Jacoby, former secretary to Leon
prfe-Vichy French premier,
established his famed Le R. B.
many years ago. He' operated the Paris bolte In summer,
catering to the international set, and
then returned to New York for hia
American counterpart.

Blum,

Previously having asked a reported 15% Increase In scales, Local
802, musicians, at a meeting held
Friday (7) in the office of Marvin
Schenck, Loew executive, increased

demands to 20% for
town stageshow houses.

its

sicians,

downThe mu-

all

going along without a con.
been receiving $105

first

In Paris

Mele
talent

talking to agenta for a
Julius Monks,
setup.
is

new
who

have

formerly worked for Jacoby, may
conferencier the spot Maxine Sullivan looks likely for the first headliner upon reopening next month.
William Saroyan, Incidentally, also
wants to back Jacoby in a Time of
Your Life' nlte cliib, on the west
side, to be run in conjunction with
booked.
the new Ruban Bleu. "Time of Your
Another session to discuss negotia- Life,' play written by Saroyan, will
today
for
scheduled
Is
tions
be recalled as having won the Pulit(Wednesday), this one to be held zer Prize a couple of seasons ago.

traict

weekly.
Increase covers house musicians
maintained by the Music Hall, Roxy
and State, while for the Paramount
and Strand, which play pltband
policies, the contract would cover
standbys when non-union bands are

the office of Gus 5yssell,
aging director of the HalL
in

man

Muslo Haddlei
Washington, Aug. 11.
Sunbrock.
Washington's two picture houses
The show Is drawing fairly well with stage shows, Capitol and Earle,
here, Sunbrock claiming more than and the National theatre huddled
75,000 saw it the first week. He was with officials of Local 161, Musicians
undecided whether to continue for Union, on a new contract Card
a second week. In fact early Sat
boys are asking for a straight 10%
urday, Sunbrock's secretary called increase,
upon the War
based
all newspapers cancelling advertiseLabor Board formula in the Little
ments, and announcing that the Steel case, an increase in the cost
show would fold after Saturday of living since January, 1941.
that
night's performance. But later
Zone Manager John J. Payette, of
day, the order was .rescinded with Warner Bros., and Carter Barron,
word that the show would carry on o! Loew's, conferred with Paul J.
an extra sesh.
Schwarz, of the Musicians, and
George Manning, union secretary.
Picture houses asked that union re-

perial,

mg

show

to
nitery,

fied in

Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
'A vice of old-time vaudeville was
Every act was a world by it- tional rep for Local 5, which covers
Directors of the 'M!ss Philadel
self.
Nobody gave a damn how the New York, the decision to tackle phia' contest are threatening suit
show went; he only wanted his own the Harlem problem hinges on the against Ijarry Sunbrock and his as
performer
act to go.
The average vaudeville availability of a Negro
sociates for alleged misrepresentastar in the days of Eddie Leonard capable of running the oganizational tion as the 'Wild West Rodeo and
thought nothing of acting an hour. drive.
Hollywood Thrill Circus' went into
Previous AGVA administrations its second week at the YellOwHe didn't care whether people went
home without staying for the last have made abortive attempts to or. jackets Stadium here.
act.
ganize the Harlem clubs. Main bone
The threatened suit, now in the
•Now every act is timed. Former of contention, an^ong the colored hands of the beauty contest atly the headliner went on next to troupers are the puny salaries be
torneys, grows out of a story planted
last In this show the curtain is up ing offered by spots which were by Sunbrock's press agent that the
three minutes and I'm out there. My never noted for lucrative remunera
finals of the competition would be
specialty closing the first half lasts tion, even in the halcyon days when held at the rodeo oh Thursday (6).
would
spenders
downtown
the
20 minutes.
Oscar Neufeld, beauty contest di
•The average vaudeville actor in climax the night with a round of the rector, declared that Sunbrock and
the old days never had an idea about Harlem spots.
his associate, Dave Lodge, lopal ad
it, and I doubt if
The top Harlem clubs now are vertising man, had asked him (Neu<
he ever inquired/
How's business?'
Why? Because Small's Paradise, Elks Rendezvous feld) to send a half dozen beauties
where business was good in one place and Murrains, formerly the Club to the rodeo to ballyhoo the show
It was bad in another, and
The Cotton Club, the and put a little oomph into it. NeU'
the cir- Mimo.
cuit made money, and that kept it Ubangi, Connie's Inn and the Plan
feld agreed until he saw the stories
days, are no longer in existence.
Remember When?
Jessel did not mention in the inter,
With the demise of these cafes wages
view that the m.c.-type, of vaude nosedived and the top Negro talent
show he is now doing He also did hasn't played the homegrounds
years ago— and at the Palace, N. Y., since. Biggest name and the best
when it was two-a-day. Also that paid these days is Willie Bryant, who
acts,were timed in the old days just draws about $150 per week at Mur-

Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
Anthony C. Sharkey, agent-la«
charge of enforcement of the theatrical

this:

going.'

Governs

Richman's Cafe Date

Him

Harry Richman's deal

•

60on-to-be-established rule, and that
those old-time variety performers
who take seriously Oie comeback
talk will find themselves sadly mis-

Jessel stresses his own success in
Frisco as diie to the fact that his
material is 'new' to San Francisco.

Triorities'

Strikes.

11.

Ordinance to prevent women from
was quite a bit of baloney. Jessel,
the success drinking at bars was passed last week
in essence,- s(ated that
layout in by the Chicago City Council at the
of the Fred Finklehoffe
which he is playing can be classed special request of Mayor Edward J.
only as an exception rather than a Kelly.

HARLEM

Actors Planned Testimonial for

Henry Frankel, of Lyons & Lyons,
booked him for dates at the Hippodrome, Baltimore; Williamsport,
Pa., and Hartford, plus last week's
Information, Please' program for

Chi Edict Lucky

Sharkey as Pa. State Labor Aide

After He s Snared in Roadhouse Raid;

Ned Sparks, deadpan comic who
has been In retirement from films
for couple of years, is now playing
theatre dates In the east. His health
is reported restored after layoff in
his native Canada.

at Bars

New

ire

81

D.C.'s

of the 'nuisance' clauses
which featured old contract Mar
cus Heiman and' Edmund Plohh ne
gotiated for the legitimate playhouse,
Conferences were pleasant, with
both' factions taking counter-pro
posals and agreeing to come to
gether for mutual discussions later.

move some

'HE

WHO LAUGHS LAST

Joe Beardon

May Laafh

.

Beat »b Be-

ralt et Petrlllo Incident

Milwaukee, Aug.

11.

Joe Reardon, who lost his job as
m.c. at the Tic Toe Tap nitery when
he Jibed at James C. Petrlllo, chief of
the American Federation of Musicians, may still get the last laugh.

Following publication of the- story
in "Variety' last week, the Milwauand
kee papers seized upon the
made much of It, including the fact,
that Reardon was canned by Al
Tusa, manager of the Tic Toe.

yam

Tusa some time ago lost his license
and the new one was
granted by the common council to
Armin Weinberger on the represenat the Tic Toe,

he had bought the spot
from Tusa and that Tusa would no
longer have any connection with it
An official Investigation Is now under way that may close the spot
tation that

VAUDEYIUUB

S3

AGVA s New
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Empire Hotel, Frisco,

Salary Minimuins

Atlantic City Flounders at Mid-Season,

Sold to U. S. for Treas.

To Be Made

Effective

on Sept

San Francisco, Aug. 11.
The 27-story Empire hotel, which
started a vogue here for roof cock-

15

bars with its Sky Room, has
been sold to the U. S. government
for $1,860,000 to be converted into
an office building for Treasury De-

Usually Its Peak; Hotel Chiz by Cabbies
"

tail

The American Guild of Variety Frisco Liquor Board
Ai tists win put its new salary miniSuspends 20 Licenses
mums for Class A theatres and nitpartment
San Francisco, Aug. II.
cipals after that date to receive at

$75

Present

and chorus people

AGVA

niteries developed when the state
board of equalization, liquor enforcelicenses

$45:

scale is $60-$40.

begin to

offices.

move

in.

ment body, suspended 20

new agreements currently and revoked one.
being signed by AGVA, the new
The board also served a 'final ulwage scales apply, but operators timatum' on other grog establishsigning minimum basic agreements
ments to observe state and military
.In

all

are getting concessions permitting
the $60-$40 wage scales up to Sept.

The new. pay minimums

license suspensions range
five days to indefinite periods.

will not

TOP CAFE ACTS

from

now holding term
AGVA, 'notably all
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug. II.
With Gracie Fields opening her

the N. Y. stage show houses and a

STRICT CURBS

number

of the topflight niteries. Any
new theatres and niteries signed up
will, of coufse, have to meet the new
scales.

st\ows,

AGVA

man's Lake House tonight (TuesOthers set- with Price in-

BURLESK

has

have booked strong talGeorgie Price starts at New-

local spots
ent.

submitted for approval to the international board of the Associated Actors & Artistes of America a run-ofthe-play contract somewhat similar

'

Saratoga, last night (10), the other

SEENFORD.C.

.

two-a-day V9Ude

American night club engageat Ben Riley's Lake House,

first

ment

the request of Clifford C.
Fischer, who asked for a change in
contract from his present maximum
six-month booking privilege for his
At-

day).

clude
.Clarissa,
dancer; Patricia

Washington, Aug.

Latin

-

to Equity's.

Gayety theatre, capital's only bur- Brandt's orchestras.
Fischer, who started the two-a-day lesque house, opens for the season
Joe E. Lewis continues to head
Army supervision of the Monte Proser's Copacabana Revue at
revival with 'Priorities,' currently- Aug, .16.
at the 46th Street, N. Y., and who Ninth street area is expected to put Piping Rock.
In support are Don
proposes at least two more two-a- an end to the free and easy strip Loper and Maxine Barrat, EsteUita,
day shows this fall, explained to tease shows of Uie past.
Jane
Fernando
Alvarez,
Betty
Office of the Provost Marshal Is
that it was virtually imposSmith, Carol Dexter, Six Samba
sible to 'hold' performers under his keeping a strict watch on Washing- Sirens, Paul Baron's orchestra and
present contracts as- called for in his ton's 'Little Broadway' and some re- Frank Marti's s^mba band.
Show
agreement with AGVA. His present sorts have been warned .to better is designed, costumed and directed
pact calls for an initial guarantee o^ conditions or else. Too many fights/ by Loper.
two weeks, with a subsequent two- say the' Army M.P.'s, and they haveThe George Hale revue, with the
-week option permissable on on^- been cooperating with' the city's John Powers Models, is at the
week's notice, and subsequent one- Metrot>oliUin police for stricter regu- Arrowhead Inn. Others in the show
lation.
v^eek options, on three, days notice,
are
Estelle and Le Roy, dancers;
Certain saloons 6'n lo'wer Pennup to a maximum of six months.
cylvania Avenue- have also been Victiorla Schools, singer; Patricia
Such a deal, claims Fischer, gives
given -a warning .that unless condi- King, dancer; Deon Murphy, satirthe actor too much of an edge. in deorchestra and
tions improve they may find a mili- ist; Dick Gasparre's
manding sharp salary readjustments tary guard instructing soldiers
to go Dacita's Caribbean orch.
in case the act clicks strongly, plus
Balance of the show. with. Miss
elsewhere for entertainment
furnishing the act too^ much of an
District Commissioner Guy Mason Fields at Riley's Lake House is
oiit in the event si more attractive
maide it plain this week he regards Sammy Walsh, comic; Chapelle &
stage, film or rad^ offer presents itthe
terpers;
ballroom
burlesque shows as 'Moronic exhibi- HannoQ,
self after openiiigin a Fischer -show.
tions.'
He gave this, opinion when Robinson Twins, hoofers; Eddie
'Tlie producer asked AGVA. to give
Farley's orch, ar.d Peter Rotondo's
aisl(;ed to intervene and stop Riverhim as much protection as Equity side Stadium's Walkathon, Mason rhumba unit.
gives a producer. As with Equity, said it was a moronic exhibition but
of course, it would be optional with strictly within the law. Among other
Jay Eggleston, formerly of Washthe producer or actor, or both, things he characterized as attrac- ington, D. C, and l^iami, Fla.; howhether run-of-the-day or optional tions for morons were wrestling tels and clubs, has taken .over mancontracts
would be signed; but matches, boxing as it is conducted agement of the Lounge, a new snack
Fischer is chiefly anxious to rule in D.C. and the 'strip tease' type of bar at the Fort Des- Moines hotel,
out the six-month-maximum clause. amusement
Des Moines.
,
.

AGVA

Among the sketches collected for
the show, to be presented on Broadway at $1 top, will be three contributed by George Jessel, who is
to stage the revue.
Show has its
out-of-town opening at Bridgeport,
'

Sept. 20.

CLICKO VAUDE

TRY AT KEITH'S

American

Ryan, Hollywood
singer;
Galente
and
Leonarde,
dancers; Cal Gilford's, and Eddy

11.

ager of the Fox, Brooklyn, later representing talent, are producing an
all-amateur talent show to be known
It will be a
as 'Green as Grass.'
sort of 'Pins and Needles' of the
Borscht circuit country and will employ local talent from that area.
.

ties.

The

affect those spots

SARATOGA SETS

regulations or suffer, heavy -penal-

15.

agreements with

Atlantic City, Aug. 11

Mid-August, which should be almost the peak of season here, finds
Harry Gourfain, formerly stager practically no night life on the
All tenants have been ordered to
Boardwalk and most of the larger
The lohg-brewing wholesale crackof the shows at the Strand, N. Y.,
down on San Francisco taverns and vacate by Saturday (15), when unit? and Zac Freedman, onetime man- shops selling out or closing up enof the Treasury Department will

eries into effect Sept. IS, with prin-

l^ast

FreedmanV
Gourfain
Borscht Circuit Am Show

-

-

<

-

'

IN

'For Rent' signs are all over
the resort.
Most of the better shops depended
on beachfront hotel trade, and with
the majority of the hosteieries in
the Army now, fashionable shops
have been forced to close.
Soda fountains and salt water
taffy places are doing a land office
business catering to soldiers. This
is -true of smaller business houses,
stores,
taverns and avenue film
houses.
Piers are suffering considerably
except weekends when both Steel
and Hamid's are jammed.
Steel
Pier's highpriced talent and name
bands have been cut deeply the" last
few weeks as compared with top
names of other seasons. .Rain this
past weekend sloughed both piers,
with Hamid's, playing Glenn Miller,
suffering least.
tirely.

'

Niteries

Way

Off

As each hotel has been taken over
by the Army, naturally its griUs and
drinking places have passed out of

mm.

existence.

Babette's Club and Bath and Turf
Club continue as leading niteries in
the main part of town, though both
have slipped badly. Babette's has
The operation was a success and always been a favorite with conventhe patient will survive, partners in tionaires, but there are no conventhe attempt to 'revive' vaudeville at tions due because of a lack of hotel
Keith's theatre here have decided.
facilities.
After a 16- week trial run which
Philadelphia papers last week cardeveloped a steady clientele, Anton ried ads stating that traveling' to
Scibilia, resident manager of the old this resort would have to be curover weekends and that
variety house, has announced that tailed
vaudeville would Jbe its permanent .travelers would have to suffer inpolicy 52 weelcs a year. 'Plans may convenience, delay and lack of comcall for full-time operation this fall fort if they insisted on coming;- 'War
House noW is efforts and transportation of soldiers
if business warrants.
open four days a 'week, Thursday given as reason.
However, that did not deter
through Sunday.
showing
vaude- visitors. TTiey came in droves over
Keith's has been
Three bus comville with pictures at pop prices the past weekend.
said it was all-time high for
panies
since Sam Roberts, Nick Boila and
bus travel to A. C.
Scibilia took opUon on house in'
Indianapolis, Aug.

11.

They have exercised option
on 99-year lease made originally by
Anderson and Ziegler about 40 years
ago. A and Z introduced vaudeville to the theatre, then the Grand
Opera House, and it remained local
mecca for bigtime. variety acts
April.

Beach and Boardwalk were jammed, but, business generally did not
profit by influx.
These midsummer crowds are the vacation crowd,
interested in beach, boardwalk and
a bit to eat, but quick to pass up
the amusement

offers.

Nix Soldier Trade
through- 1910, when Keith, circuit
Most night spots do not encourtook over, until 1028, when house
began checkered 'career of stock, age soldier trade because of possible
Through cooperation
pictures, burlesque, 'WPA and oc- consequences.
casional rentals between long, dark of Army and liquor dealers, plus
Commission,
Alcohol
Beverage
spells.
sell to soldiers
establishinents_who
-...Pr.eseDtjJWP.er5_s.fi{iLrg.4,][j>age.Jr.on».
United Theatres Owners of Cincin- iinRT'they Become* intoxicated', will
tight.
be
closed
up
nati and installed theatre's first air
Remaining hotelmen are comconditioning system, among other
The house, opened I>lalnlng bitterly about recurrence of
improvernents.
This had
in 1875 as the Grand but largely re- chiseling on large scale.
practically wiped out but ^yith
been
built under Keith operation, is oldservice, taxi
est theatre in Indianapolis now In so many' hotels in the
tell prospective guests 'That
drivers
active service.
now in Army, but
City, had been without vaudeville hotel you want is
And
so-and-so.'
sinc^ Charles M. Olson gave up the i can take you to
'

f-Detroit O.K.'s Our First Night Club Engagemeut!
News

Walter Stevenson of the Detroit Times
says, "Laughs are rocli'iig tlie Bowery this
week where 300 pound Billy House, aptly
named comedy star of the road-show com-

Hershall Hart of the Detroit

pany of "Hellzapoppin" which played the

just as

Cass Theater

four helpers with him and they

.

bill.

Billy's

impact

is

late in 1941,

humor

is

far

and

solid

"The funny
Bowery last

much

from

many guffawos

funny

and Bobby Jarvis do a

His timing

traction."-

work spontane-

his

out

the

Billy has

^of it.

hard with plenty of laughs as a

subtle, it's

cellent resp()nse.

is excellent,'

says,

to

remind you very

of "Hallzapoppin," and you will get

throughout every minute of his perforniance.
ous and his mannerisms acutely

House brought

'

Lyric in .September, 1941, until Roberts, Boila and Scibilia reopened
Circle now is spotband shows,, but nm, inKyser, Ennis,' Kaye and

Keith's in April.

heads the huge

screamingly

Billy

night, will

Billy

skit

work

all

result.

He

which got ex-

House

is

a

real at-

'

booking
cludiiig

he collects a fee.
More than 15 visitors who engaged rooms at St. Charles Hotel
were -falsely told by cabbies that the
Then
hotel had been taken over.
so

.

police

were

notified.

The

St.

Heidt, has- had no visible effect on
has since gone to the Army.
Keith grosses, indicatiiig plenty Of
room for both types of sfage .cn-'
tertainment here.

Cross and

Dunn

Charles

In

Lake Tahoe Floor Show

f unnjr."

Reno, Aug. 11.
Ronnie Kemper orch ,.is at State
Line Country Club at Lake Tahoe.
This week they are supported by
floor show with Cross and Dunn,' Eve
The 'Hollywood. Follies' vntt of Lorele, British dancer, and Horace
USO-Gamp Shows which was pro- Perazzi, comedian.
duced on the Coast and has 'worked
its way east, Is being revamped with
France* Fays opened as headliner
four aicts' going out thI6' week and at Mother Kelly's Meadowbrook,
three replacements coming in at Nor- Saratoga Springs, N. Y., last week
folk, 'Va., tomorrow <13). Paul Cer- K7).
rltts, '^vho will double as m.c, and"
the Carr Bros., comedy' rlsely duo,
:

PREDICTIONS OF THINGS TO COME
/ predict that Charlie Carlisle and Harvey
Stone, now at the Bowery, will he our ace
nightrclub' entertainers in the very near
future. Frank Barbara is their "Christop/ter GolmiJ^us."
•

{Signed)

Thanks

to

FRANK BARBARO

for

a wonderful engagement

Billy. House.

are set. Harry Deliuer) Camp Show
producer, will Also replace Evers &
Dolores, wire team, Dave & June
Hacker, dancers; Betty 'Walters, aero
dancer, and Stone Si Itee, comics.
Couple of the old acts were just
so-so while another did a bit that
wag in questionable taste.
-

BILLY HOUSE
With Bobby

Jarvis

and Co.

CAPPELLAiPATRICIA
Aftnr B«Id( Held Over
B
6

Xlmn BOTAI, PALH, Florid*
nmeg CHEZ FABEE, CMcace

Now HELD 6VER It 4 MOHE WEEKS
At the
CLUB, Boa Ftnodmo

UDO

PEG LEG BATES
Held Over Second Week

DlMcdoni JACK DAVIES, 48 West 48th

St.,

New York,

Y.

STRAND,

NEW YORK

DlrMtiont William Morfit Agency

!
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vaudevHiLe
Saranac Lake

Booker Plans Suit to Stop Ken Murray

hm Using
Dan

Friendly,

vauder,

two-a-day
1042,'

'Blackouts' Title

who booked
'Blackouts

the

lunch

on Vauder

Folfies\

Shows

of

currently, at the El Capitan,

For

War Workers, May

'

Adopt Plan for Tonring

the show'^ general manager,

New York

in

is back
and has ordered his

attorney, Irving Erdheim, to

file

suit

for an injunction to restrain further

Erdheim
use of the show's title.
last week addressed a letter to Ken
Murray, producer and headliner of
'Blackouts,' pointing out Friendly's
ownership of the title, but Murray
made, no answer. Friendly's -attoriiey then communicated with a Coast
lawyer

to file suit.

^iendly states that Murray 'cut
him out' of the show after the booker,

tire

formerly with RKO, put. the enshow together himself, titled it

and went out to the Coast and

'

'

Plan now is to work out a tour,
plant managements to pay for the
the amount asked being
nominal.
Cost would approximate'
$200 for the first show and $100 for
each additional performance, if the
plant decided on entertaining the
employees during the rest periods of

set' shows,

At

that time, Murray was partnered with Billy Gilbert,
screen comic, each owning one-third
of the show, and Dave Siegel, Cleveland' lawyer, who also owned one-

the theatre deal.

Jimmy Marshall, who was surPlans are progressing for* 'Lunch
Follies,' variety performances prised by a two-week, vi^it of his
for workers at war plants which daughter, is back on the regular
were excellently received at experi- ozoning routine at his Gabriel, N. Y.,
mental showings, but considerable cottage and doing well.
preparation will be necessary before
Frank Conroy, of Palmer, Mass.,
the movement becomes active. Origi- is a newcomer here.
Formerly a
nally it was proposed that the AFL sax pl4yer with Hal Grove's orch,
and CIO be propositioned to finance Springfield, Mass. Only needs a litthe project, but that was quickly tle rest.
found impractical, with the AmeriA new arrival at the Will Rogers,
can Theatre Wing taking over the Ronny Ryan shot in from the Earle
bacldng until the 'Follies' becomes theatre, TVashington, where she was
Hour

self-sustaining.

It is likely that a
each partner putting up $5,000. several shifts.
After the first couple of weeks, higher fee will be required if the
when the show wasn't quite approx- performers are to get more than the
imating an even break, Gilbert elect- Equity minimum^ of $50. In Enged to step out and Siegel bought up land, where the idea of shows for
war workers originated, players rehis third share as well.
approximately $60.
Friendly was originally pro- ceive
If the shows are given within
grammed as the show's routiner, but N. Y., the agents and managers union
just before Murray allegedly dealt
Is said to^ be jivilling to have memhim out the comic had himself pro- bers serve as volunteers' without pay,
grammed as having entirely 'con- as they do at the Stage Door Canceived, produced and directed' the teen.
Should tours be arranged,
layout.
Siegel is now programmed however, a company manager will be
as 'assgciate producer.'
required end the pay will probably

third,

Murray

said to have originally
gotten the idea of playing in a twois

be the same as for

USO

Earl Carroll's Chi Spot

Adams, New'k, Set For
Sept. Vaude Reopening

Earl

Carroll

of a comeback routine, was visited
by his brother from Staten Island.
Ben Nadler in from Cleveland to
visit his frau,' who is perting up
nicely.
C. S. Cornell, formerly a Schine
circuit manager from Rochester and

new

the

Y., is

front

man

Chicago, Aug. 11.
negotia-

tions

11.

—

now

manages

Tupper

the

,

Crow Law

Hotel Sayoy-Plaza, N. Y.,

War Workers,

Defers to

Schedules Earlier Shows
necessitating

earlier

Agitation

Spartanburg, S. C., Aug. 11.
Despite recent agitation over Jim
law, growing out of heated
political campaign, considerable Negro talent continues to be
shu; Jed into the South,

Crow

state

On
War work

Aug. 27 'Wings Over Jordan'
CBS broadcasting, will give
concert in Duncan Park.

singers,

a

public

hours for patrons figures in the Hotel

However, whites and Negroes will

Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge, N. Y.,

be seated separately.
'Keep Shufflln',' Noble Sissle's allcolored musical revue, is booked for
a two-nighter at Camp Croft this
month. Sepia unit is on USO-Camp

switching into a dinner policy with
Heretofore,
there
entertainment.

were

and

12:30

1:15

shows

a.m.

.as

when

Hildegarde, Dwight Fiske, et
held forth, but no dinner enter-

al,

Shows now

tainment.

will

CHI NOVELTY: BURLEY

SPOT DROPS STRffPERS
Chicago, Aug.

'li.

Long the home
the

of class burlesque,
theatre is eliminating

Rialto

Semi-nudes and tableau

strippers.

Shows

circuit.

Occasionally,

Negro

a

unit

will be featured, but disrobing acts

audience;.
Two recent

events have fanned
heat~ hereabouts the alleged
beating-up of Roland Hayes, Negro
in
concert singer, by
police
a
Georgia town, followed by the arrest
of a Negro soldier who requested and
was refused service in a local white
restaurant last week. Military police
turned the case over to civil authorities and the soldier received a
30-day chaingang sentence. Columnist Jack Button) writing in afternoon
Spartanburg daily, took issue with
the. manner in which the case was
handled.
Negroes must take rear seats in
local and throughbuses in all Dixie
states, must occupy separate sections
on trains, and are not permitted to
sit with whites in restaurants, ball
parks or other public places. 'They
Negro
also are btarred from hotels.
musicians touring this area find few
hotels for colored people, therefor*
miist 'board out** with Negro residents of cities 'In which they have

—

racial

Is being broadened
admit inclusion of picture, legit
and cafe nanes' and trend will be
toward a regular vaude show with
accent on girls.
engagements.

to

.

.

Tracy.

Dave McFadden,
vaudeville team,
holding up nicely

the old-time

of

The
at

McFaddens,
his

summer

camp on Lake Kushaqua.
Murray Friedman and Jules Zwillwho both made the grade here,
vacashing and both receiving OJK's
on their recent checkup.
Agnes Orr, who took 10 days off
from the san to mitt her folks in
Brooklyn, is back ozoning at the
Rogers.
Jack Hughson, newcomer al the
Rogers, is making a nice comeback.
Lou Betz, who left the colony for
his

home

the good

in Philadelphia, shoots In

news

that he

is

oke for

NOTICE !
It

took thought, time, energy and hard work

to create

my new bit **Imitoting My Audience"

work. Did the trick here in less than
a year.
Yours truly mastertJ^ iwo-recentoperations. Thanks for all the telefor good wishes.
Write to those who are well.

grams

ANN CORIO-PATSY KEUY
HEAD FALL VAUDE UNIT
Ann

LATE FEATURES OF "STREETS OF PARIS"

Corio,

from

burlesk,

and

Patsy Kelly, from films, will coheadline a vaude unit .this fall.
Charles Yates, now heading the
Frederick Bros, stage
talent depart'
ment, is producing.
Yates has agented another stage
unit, topped by Frank Fay, into
Loew's State, N. Y., the week of Sept.
Plus Fay, unit includes Una
17.
Merkel, Ann Nagel,- Betty Kean,
Clarence Gaskill and Eddie Parks.
Irving Yates produced the Fay unit.
.

EVELYN

.

TAKE NOTICE!
This bit

is

fully Protected

.

.

to the wise is sufficient

.

.

.

.

LAY OFF!!

3 Chi Spots Stay Shut

KATE

Chicago, Aug. 11.
After being permitted to reopen
last Tuesday by Judge Oscar F. Nelson in Superior Court, the Brass Rail,

MARGO

Hollywood Lounge and Capitol Cocktail Bar were again closed when the
jurist dissolved his first injunction.
Ruling followed petition of Corpo-

ration

CURRENTLY STATE, NEW YORK
(Week Aug. 6)

NEWPORT,

KY.,

FOR TWO WEEKS

Counsel Barnet Hodes,

L. Schwartz and Al Greenfield, owners of the three spots, are owners of
the Rhumba Casino, which is also
closed.

Sam Maceo

to Trial

CURRENTLY STATE, NEW YORK
(Week August 6th)
Opening THURISDAY, AUG. 13, for
(Indefinitely)

'Sam Maceo, Galveston, Tex.

nitery
who had been indicted on
narcotics conspiracy charge, was
for trial on Sept. 16 by

operator

Personal Management
INGALLS-, Joe Flaum Associate

STEVE EVANS

who

pointed out that the Illinois statutes
forbid anyone holding stock in a
saloon that has been closed 1o hold
a license for another place. Milton

Opening Aug. 28, GLENN'S RENDEZVOUS,

MILES

COPYISTS
A word

a.

remanded

order of Federal Judge Eugene Rice
in B decision delivered last week.

is

be at booked at a local theatre, but always
whites occupy main auditorium and
Negroes are kept segregated in gallery.
Annual six-days county fair
herb has had Negro midway units
for years without segregation' of

Lake are out.
House policy

Schine showshop.
Dr. George E., Wilson .took time out
before his trip to Broadway to hand
out good-report and go-home O.K's
to Jerry (Lo^w's) Sager, 'Victor Rockiter, Edna^Ball, Peggy McCarthy, Muriel Eddy (Eddy Sisters) and Conlin

ing,

completed
today (Tues.) to take over
Terrace Gardens in the Morrison
The Adams theatre, shuttered since hotel here for a theatre-restaurant
June, reopens Sept. 4, continuing similar to his Hollywood establishflim-vaude policy of last year.
ment. Gardens will be redone in
House opens with Judy Canova and Carroll style for formal opening in
Teddy Powell's band, and follows September. Deal is both on rental
with Lucky Milllnder's orchestra. and percentage.
Vaughn Monroe "is "set" "foi StW - Last-teirant was-eirfr<n^ C. Fischweek.
er's French Casino three years ago.

Newark, Aug.

day present.
Dick Son tag, who' packs a wallop

here at the local Pontiac theatre,
shows in
replacing A. B. 'Tony' Anderson, who

the army camps. fiS a rule agents
a-day vauder .on the Coast merely and managers are paid $85, but some
as a means of getting another film get $100.
For the war plants and
break. He flglired that $5,000 would agent is not thought to be necesbe a cheap Investment to gain that sary. If scenery is carried stageend.
Now, however, 'Blac)[outs' is hands will be used, but so far only
making money and Murray is said a bare platform has been considered.
to have a couple of film offers beRehearsal
quarters
have been
sides.
fixed up in the LyceuiruJNT. Y„ on the
Friendly states that there are a floor above oflices on the 45th street
couple of bids from film companies side of the building.
for the show's title, hence the suit
to fully protect It.

Despite Jim

nine and midnight, paralleling the
a line girl.
nearby Hotel Plaza's Persian Room,
Peggy McCarthy, doing a mighty where Hildegarde, long established
nifty job with the ozoning routine, at the S-P, opens Sept. 27.
was bedsided by her dad, James
Don Burger, g.m. of the S-P, thus
(lATSE) McCarthy and her ma.
is anticipating his closest competiJohn Eaton, recently sent back to tion, and when Renee DeMarco debed, handed a surprise visit from buts there tomorrow night (13) she
his father
and mother, in from will work dinner and supper. Jodie,
Scranton, Pa.
Normie & Randy, smgers and dancVirginia Brown, former Earl Car- ers, will be with her, vocalizing in
roll
dancing girl, .passed another trio on their own and dancing with
natal day and was handed good re- her later. Roy Ross' band continues.
ports from her medico as a birth-

Tupper Lake, N.

53

South Books Much Negro Talent

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., Aug. 11.
Clayton S. Cornell, who recently
took over management of the local
Pontiac theatre, formerly managed
houses upstate for Schine Bros.
Frank P. Marino, ex-manager of
the Bijou theatre, Buffalo, vacashing and getting a general check-up
via local medico.
Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Holmes, of the Bronx, N. Y., for
gifts and greetings to the colony.
;

and who went out as

Holl3nvood,

'.

Management: PHIL OFFIN

USO

'

.

'

'

.
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YAUDiSVILLE

New

the

Rainbow

chiefly

Acts

music,

chiffon gown, Is a petite danseuse
SKINNAT ENNIS OKCH (15)
who matches her partner's ability.
With Carmene
Couple comes through with a nifty
Paramonnt Theatre, N. x.
version
of the polka, which appears
New
into
This is Ennis" first trip
to Have returned to vogue, and then
York with his band. He Has gained swings into a clever imitation of
national recognition as comedian- George M. Cohan routines backed by
'Goodleader on Bob Hope's Pepsodent surefire Cohan tunes such as
bye. Broadway," 'Harrigan' and 'Over
radio program and the theme of
smart, timely climaxcr
feigned There." It's a
Eiinis'
broadcasts,
those
and winds up to big returns.
anemia, is a running tlieme through
incidentally, is scheduled
(Manor,
the
It's
presentation.
stage
his
to go into the Army within the next
foundation for a tost •of gags that three weeks.)
Mori.
stud tiie show, some duds and others
responsible for much merriment.
DEERINO
JANE
Band is composed of four mx, Ballerina
five
trombones,
three trumpets, two
8 Mins.
rhythm (two pianos), and its a fair Balnbow Room, N. T.
combinaUon. Judging for this apJane Deering (nee 'Juanita' Deerpearance the outfit is not a dance
and show ou.flt. ins when.' with Jose Fernandez at
radio uui a »<i-^u
band, but
DanuL
used here, m-, this, spot last fall) is doing a straight
arraneements
Thp ai.a
e
.
j^^^g ^^^^ fetching and
eluding those of pop melodies like i^^jj^^
over- commercial as a soloist Basically a
'Jingle, Jangle,' are almost all
written and none is played m a way very personable young, femme, her
a opener is the "Vienna Life' waltz.
to elicit special enthusiasm. From
musical sUndpoint the rhythm is its Making an effective entrance down
best section; saxes are fair and brass those stairs, back of the bandstand,
muddy and occasionally ragged. the she gives the show a fast and expert
'
scndofT.
Ennis, himself, however, us
•

Grill,

where they coma

Smith's
the all-English lyrics are a

dance

to

Huss

to

Ex-Broadwayites

good idea, but somehow she has lost
something in the metamorphosis.
Considering our pro-Russe attitude,

maybe a

of that,

little

continued from page 2^

as a

gaged in writing his memoirs, enchange of pace, would put her more
Nature* (in a Morris
As is, she's neither vodka- titled, ''Back To
at ease.
Be
and - caviar nor c'ornbeef-and-cab- Chair), or Why I Decided Not to
a Chicken Farmer.' Mark Hellinger
bage.
Otherwise, Russ Smith's band Is is another, with modifications. He
better than ever, and that goes also lives on the "Side of a Hollywood hill
for the Ashburns with their finished In a setting he describes as 'half
ballroomolqgy and their 9:30-10:30 city, half rattlesnake.'
'champagne hour,' where the customMax Gordon and Edgar Selwyn
ers dance-participate for a bottle of
are incorrigible 'hotelers.' Buddy de
AbeL
wine, etc.
SyTva, at Holmby Hills, is a taxi
jump from Hollywood and Vine. So

BETYA MILSKATA

are Herman Shumlin and Preston
with Beverly Hills adSturges,

Disease
8 MiDS.

Balnbow Boom, N. t.

egg business 'in the film cclony.
Alice Donohue, .widow of
Jack, has land under cultivation
outside Brentwood.
So has Frank
Fay, with Eddie Parks doing a good
deal of the cultivating. Irving Briskin is a chicken fancier at Reseda,
where he raises a specialized breed.
Little Billy, of the Cohan show.s, is
carrying on alone since the .death
of his business partner in farming,
(Jeorge Wats (of Wats & Hawley).
As for Charley Grapewin, he plays
in a picture now only when he feels
the. urge, which i$ not often.
As
a matter of fact he's far too (a)
interested in and (b) .busy about a
big place he has with his wife,
e
former Anna Chance, musical comedy headliner of another generation.
It's a livestock raising business at Corcna, which is neither a
cigar nor a subway stop. It's a place
retail

dresses.
Arthur Caesar is half-city,
one of those Con- ha]f-£unbum. He's at Laguna Beach,
tinental discuses who is apparently communing' with the song of the
aware that the kidding accorded the surf.
torchy Franco-Russian chanteuses by
But these are the few exceptions,
recent funsters compels her to lighten
and brighten her stuff. The deci.eion while those who come under the
was a wise one. Result is a better head of case-examples ere most nuimpression than her debut at the merous, with their number recently
Rainbow Room some months ago. increased in Spite of rubber priori'
beyond Pomona college.
Still, the refurbishing has resulted
ties and the distance from town. out
She's
only in a passive interlude.
Tommy ftockwell, the band^ man,
never socko.Somewhat Irene Bordoniesque, her some time a^o, purchased., a ranch
of
enamored
Monrovia
and
is
so
at
focal point of the band. He does a
An ante-i>ellum number Uter, after routine comprises 'She Wouldn't Say
'Steinbeck*
that^he's practically comnice Job up front, one that the Milskaya does her vocal solo, is No' (old musicoroedy excerpt), 'Bub- the joint
^^^CoBtlnoed (rem pace
customers this show found to their equally effective. Both are class for litchki' and a flnaleing 'sneeze' num- muting between Monrovia' and New
liking. He sings 'Who Wouldn t Love mass appeal, and Miss Deering should ber, easily the best and a strong York.
asked to see some of his manuscripts.
You' and a comical version of click' in the not so recherche boites sendoff. In a polite atmosphere like
Miller** "Taxedo Janctlon*
Abel.
He thought so much of one of them,
•Breathless.'
with the same effect as she does in the RR she gets by.
Glenn Miller is hard by at Duarte "The Red-Winged Blackbird,' that he
Carmenei tall blonde looker, also the snooty Rockefeller saloon.
where, for $45,000 or thereabouts,
contributes a nice job on vocals of
immediately bought 10% interest in
Abel.
BAY ENGLISH
'he has set himself up on a ranch
•Apple Tree* and 'I Met Her on
Comedian
Also a check, needless
Danolnc
it for $400.
he calls "Tuxedo Junction,' after the
Monday,' a new pop with lots of 3 MAKE-BELIEVES
10 BUns.
to say.
song from which his royalties were
possibilities judging from the reBalnbow Boom, N. T.
•Lost' His Wallet
Mimics
aided
was
which
here,
action to it
Ray English takes falb like Niag- so heavy. /Horace Heidt and Al
time, 'Steinbeck' menthe
same
At
Immeasurably by the singers de- IS Mins.
ara. He does 'em flat and pratt like Donahue also are out in the Valley,,
Helslng's Laonge, Chi.
had either lost his
livery. She took several encores with
a carpet. And that hard Rainbow dabbling in citrus, celery and irri- tioned that he
Wood.
The Three Make-Believes are gift- Room
additional verses of it
dance flobr isn't exactl}; a bed gation* ditches, and they say Harry wallet or left it at the hotel, and
ed youngsters who pantomime and
of roses. In between he manifests a James is shopping around for some Cochran came across with $25 in
make lip movements in accompani- Rattish, raffish personality that beCuri'just to tide him over.'
cash
WILUE SHOBE
ment to recorded songs by the stars. speaks of much promise for the ener- place of the sort where a man can
that was all the coin
Comedy, Danolng
They're students of Lake Forest Col.from it all and commune ously enough,
getic youngf man whcr, if still a bit get away
Dankert took out of town, though
JO Mlns.
lege, and have been 'local clicks since
crude, is none the less commercial with his soul among the gopher
Faramomit, N. T.
small unpaid balance on
there
was
a
the close of their, school session in
holes.
and likely for the heights.
Making his first appearance In the June. However, the turn is a close
his. bill at the Fort Pitt Hotel, being
He has some novel ideas of interAnother who has prospectively
east wfiUe Shore is dancine come- copy, along with other siich acts, of preting boogie-woogie ('two-way corcontent to wine and dine with the
dian with material and ability for the one made notable iii recent years set stretch') and the like, and iust to joined the commercial water-raters, local literati and bask in the remeaning people who get a special
the best time existing. When causht by Roy Davis.
recustomers
will
make
sure
the
flected glory of 'his' many books
here opening night he scored big and
The Make-Believes (Marv Hinimel, member him he does those amazing water price becai^e they have over and plays. He passed out autoHeretohad difficulty getting away.
Johnny Russell and Phil Erlckson) comedy falls. The manner in which an acre of ground and dispose of
would consent
fore, his main bailiwick has been' stand before the piike and, with the he. survives bespeaks of hardy train- their produce commercially, is au- graphs at random but
no. interviews, because 'then the
to
the Chicago nlteries..
most amusing extravagant gestures ing, such as comes to an alumnus of thor Erskine Caldwell, who went
Shore opens with some gags that and gesticulations, emote the songs vaudeville and nitery engagements!
book-stores would knbw I was in
for a day's visit in Tucson and came
sell and goes into a novelty sequence of their more famous Ausical conthey'd
hound
me to death.*
town
and
Given an extra cushion, via some back with an estate. He and Mrs.
dealing with the importance of hands, temporaries. They are particularly choicer comedy material, plus
What finally proved to' be 'Steina little
a portion of which is worked with strong on novelty numbers, with odd editing and routining, he's a cinch Caldwell bought the place prac- beck's' undoing was his magnanimity.
tically by flashlight in the dark; and
the Skinnay Ennis band, current here sound effects which they interpret for a production. He clicked here.
Miss
Ball he'd like to do
told
He
'With him.
their house is one that neither has
hilariously.
Abel.
something for her cast on the closr
Top5 with a softshoe dance that
Okay for v^ude and niteries.
yet seen. It's being moved from aning night of the run and wanted all
lands strongly and then does a novLoop.
other spot three miles away, the
el^ bit in which he impersonates a
of the players, and other of his newErskine Caldwells apparently havwaiter, customer, proprietor and
found acquaintances, to be his guests
ing bought it by blue-print
Relief
bouncer in an eatery, using a small VEBA SANOFF
at a late supper at the Fort Pitt.
Old Settlers
table and chair as props. Impersona- Sones
;^=ContliiTied frora pace
They all showed up but Dankert.
But to the Old Settlers of the distions of « pinball machine fanatic, 8 Mins.
they
disappointed,
and
various film stars,' birds, etc., all as Bainbow Grill, N. T.
have something definite to do. trict, who've been off the asphalt and Hungry
still no host.
bits and for laughs, follow. For his
Vera Sanoff, like Betya Milskaya There'll be no 'I'm-so-glad-to-be- into dungarees for high onto a year waited until 2 a.m. but
any food
additional
into
Shore
go^
closing,
at
the
across-the-65th-floor
RCA here.' and take a bow stuff. and more, these are the antics of The hotel refused to serve
dance routines, with the blowofl be- Bldg., is one of those Paris-anduntil it was paid for, so the guests
outlanders,
not
soShow's to be built aroi^nd nine skits, sophomoric
ing Pat Rooney"'s waltz clog, in Viehna discuses, out of Russia, who
straggled out around 2:30.
which he does those bells as well as were someliodies in the European but peppered with plenty of big phisticated in the ways of the soil.
They Come A-Bouncln'
Certainly Billy Grady, the old vaudePat ever did them.
capitals and who may some day re- name-powfer.
Char.
Shore is definite comer.
One of the schemes to raise big ville booking agent now talent head
The next day, Miss BaU's $2,500
peat in America with sufficient pssimilation of Yank showmanship. So coin out of the performance is the at Metro, wouldn't approve of such check came back, along with a note
far it hasn't hapj^ened.
As is. Miss sale of 'Honor Roll Boxes' at $1,000 carryings-on. Grady goes in for the stating that there was no such bank
MANOB and MIGNON
Sanoff made a far better impression each.
Dandnc
Emphasis in seeking the ranch snd farm stuff most seriously anywhere in the state of California.
when Herbert Jacoby first introduced heavy moolah will be on the fact
and successfully. He has 140 cultl- Following
came Cochran's;
i Mins.
that
her at his Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y.,
Glass Hat, N. T.
that with 10,000,000 boys eventually vMed acres up at Cliino, which he check, too. Somebody had mentipnSmooth, lively, neatly-costumed "'t^'Y with a continental' atmos in service the drain on the Army calls the Square Deal Farm and ed to Dankert a few days before
phere,
which
because
of
its
internateam of ballroom dancers gives every
Emergency
Relief will be tremen- which'is said to bring him in a com-, that he didn't look like his picture,
tional
flair
permitted
her
Russian,
indication of making the grade in
French and Viennese songs to get dous.
Army always suffers 'more; fortable income. Jim Conlin and and he also had an answer for that
the' medium and higher-scaled niterover with greater ease,
'I'm a homely fellow, no glacasualties in proportion tp total men Myrtle Glass, vaudevillers, are. over one.
ies.
at Encino raising so much walnuts mour at all, so my press-agent and
Today Miss. Sanoff (1) is no longer than any other branch of service.
Manor, brother of Mario (and Flotorchy, arrestingly somnolent
ria), is slight of built and unusually the
Inasmuch as the Garden show will that they operate on contract with my publishers picked out another
graceful. His interlocking arm rou- Russe, but a blonde, and (2) her stuff come on the final day of the picture the Packing Association. Frank Orth fellow, a mpvie actor's brother, and
tine, wherein he twirls the girl is 100% in English. The change is a
photobusiness' own September drive to (of Orth and Ann Codee) is truck he permitted them to use his
through the air, is handled with ease question. As an entr'acte in a thorfarming in the same, neighborhood. graph with my name.'
end precision. Mignon, In pale blue oughly American skytop nitery like sell $1,000,000,000 in War Bonds, tieRoger Imhof (of Irtihof, Conn &
After vamoosing from town the
in will be made with the bond camwas
paign. At 11:45 p.m., 15 minutes be- Co.), is raising citrus and alfalfa at morning of his party, Dankert
nearby Chatsworth, ..Dave Thursby, picked up the next day (7) in- nearby
fore the month's drive is completed,
an announcement will be made at the Scotch 'single,' Is a grape, and Ligonier, hitch-hiking to Harrisburg.
strawberry fancier at Encino and,
the Garden of the total quantity of
at the same time, is not above usinj
bonds sold. Those present 'will be
hLs friends' farms for experimentaasked to push up the amount, with
tion.
The real theatre-authority on
enough money people in the auagriculture, however, seems to be
dience probably subscribing to push
Jack .oNorton,
The former vaude
the sales generously past the goal.
partner of James J. Corbett has a
Financial setup of the Army Relief
big farm at Van Nuys, where he
show has Joseph Pulvermacher, prez lives with his wife,
Lucille Haley
Sterling National Bank, as treasurer;
(of the Haley Sisters).
and executive finance committee
Du<an*« Broad Acres
comprising George Atwell, Michael
Tommy Dugan (of Dugan Si RaySchimmel and Arthur J. Rieser. The
mond), is at Encino, surrounded by
exec director is Bernard Relin, pubfruit trees and vegetable patches.
lic relations man with New York deArthur Treacher is back from
Laketahoe, Calif.
partment stores.
Broadway and 'Panama Hattie' and
Pertonal Representative!
BlUy Bishop orchestra, with Alice has bought a new t>Iace at Encino..
FRANK VINCENT
Mann, opened, at the Olympic Hotel, Penny Singleton and husband Bob
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Sparks raise chickens and have a
Seattle, Saturday,
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"THEY'RE DIFFERENT"—

Most

DYNAMIC Comedy

PEPPY
Currently

in

Republic's

Latest

"JOAN OF OZARK'*
Thank* to

ARTHUR

SILBER, Hollywood
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Show Business
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PEANUTS
Currerrtly

in

Republic's Latest

"HI NEIGHBOR"
Thanks

to

JACK POMEROV,

Hollywood
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PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

HOUSE REVIEWS

GHIng give a round of American
swing Chinese style, with Danny fid-

dling to his sister's torching. After
Skinnay Ennis Orch with Carmene, several weeks of the absence of amateurs, Gloria Neiss, in a baton-tap
Ink Spots (4), Willi* Shore, Knight routine,
is back as the winner of a
Sisters (2); 'Holiday Inn' (.Par), rerecent
.Monday night discovery show.
viewed in "Variety," June 17, '42.
Hazard then has his turn, and Hattie
Noel, hefty colored mammy with

The Skinnay Ennis band (New husky voice, succeeds him with her
on the Bob Hope radio warbling of pop songs and a musical
program and returning to it this recitation of limited appeal, ending
Acts), long

-

playing Its first date in New the 40-minute stage
York; through this engagement It
fall,' is

should add substantially- to its following: Outfit Is in here with a boxoffice picture In 'Holiday Inn' (Par),
while an added asset, in drawing
customers are- the Ink Spots, also
with a good air following.
Band's vocalist, Carmene, is a click

Quin,

(bill.

ORIENTAL, CHI

Chicago, Aug. 7.
Blue Barron Orch (14),Deon Murphy, Nan Rae & Mrs. Waterfall, Troy
feature of the outfit, being a looker
Jimmy
Brouin, Charlie
Lynn,
&
and having a sock .voice for pops.
Fisher, Billy Cojjer, 'Tiny' Wolf; 'AtInk Spots close, as they did on the lantic Convoy" (Col).
last occasion they appeared here a
then, are

few months ago, and, as
Colored foursome

socko.

is

doing

nimibers, all good but with
'Don't Tell a Lie About Me' having a
slight edge as the outstqnder.
Willie Shore (New Acts), from
Chicago, is making his first profesdancsional appearance in town.
ing comedia'h with excellent material, he will attract plenty of no-

four

A

Blue Barrens musicians have' style.
Unique lighting effects help make the
aggregation a standout. Playing on

many

a black-out stage, with as

as

six vari-colored- spotlights encircling

the

individual soloists, creates a
that has sock audience appeal

mood

and won applause from patrons.
Barron himself 'has a pleasant
Here, when nabbed, he went stage presence, and while he is minus
tice.
over in a very big way and had any personal ability as a performer,
trouble begging off.
he still manages to ingratiate himseU
On early are the Knight Sisters with his listeners. The maestro
(2) with tiieir slick acrobatic danc- keeps his show moving at a fast pace
ing. Scored strongly Wednesday eve- and is generous in allowing encores
•

ning.
before.

Team

has played the house to those who rated it.'
Troy and Lynn are tall, attractive
eccentric dancers who deliver several precision routines comprised of
odd comedy steps, slides and turns.
Their bag of tricks is small and
when they've been on a couple of
minutes, one has really seen all they

Business unusually heavy for the
Wednesday night show, with
standees on all floors at 10:35, when
Char.
the stageshow went on.
late

MUSIC HALL,

A. C.

have.

Fine high tenor is Billy Cover,
pianist of the band, who does standard numbers like 'Donkey Serenade,'
'Wild Irish Hose' and 'Irish Eyes Are
Atlantic Citv. Aug. 9.
Smiling.'
Buster West & Lucille Page, Jack
Band gives out with a medley of
Goodhart, Cabot & Dresden, Walter top tunes from the Hit Parade, varyCong, Chorlte Kemper, Eddie Kap- ing its style from sweet and melodilan, George Haggerty, Dick Dana, ous to loud and hot. Jimmy Brown,
Ben Yost Singers (9), Music Hall baritone, comes in for choruses of
Orch (11); 'The« Raid by Night.'
'He Wears a Pair of Silver Wings'
and 'Jingle, Jangle' to nice effect.
Realperformers are Nan Rae and
Emphasis placed on dancing In this Mrs. Waterfall, who score a solid

<STEEL PIEB)

show headed by Buster West
They romp
Page.
Lucille
through fast moving act of singing,
dancing, clowning and comedy skits
taken mostly from their recent $lm.
The Fleet's In.' Miss Page, in formfltting
cerise
gown, does some

lively

and

and gets big
hand with her cartwheels in slow
motion.
West, in gob uniform, executes
some clever dance steps interspersed
with zany antics, getting continuous
laughs. Duo in hillbilly singing and
dancing number get loud applause.
Cabot and Dresden have much appeal in well dressed dance turn.
Their ballroom and 18th century
waltz, with period music accompaniment is attistic and went over big
at this catching. Walter Long, also
sprightly tprso twisting

-

'

and rhythmic tapster, adds to
dancing bill.
Dick Dana emcees entire show and
plays in comedy skits with Charlie
Kemper, Eddie Kaplan, and George
Haggerty, black-faced members of
Modem Minstrels act. Ben Yost
Singers appear at opening and closing of show in medley of popular
songs and some radio impersonafast

smash with their very funny act.
Ostensibly pulled out of the audience, Mrs. Waterfall (Maude Davis),
with her outlandish clothes, sillylooking pan and cracked voice, scores
heavily in an 'inquiring reporter'
turn.
Outstanding are her doubletalk songs and comedy dances. Nan
Rae plays straight in routihe but acceptable fashion.
"Tiny' Wolf, a giant, does a couple
of comedy numbers and dances like
an unwieldy pachyderm to audience
applause. Clyde Burke, abetted by
,

the Three Blue Notes, kicks 'Sleepy
Lagoon' around in sotto-voice, impressionistic style, following with 'I
Left My Heart at the Stage Door
Canteen.' Good,

Tops

in the

show

is

Dean Murphy,

who wowed

the audience with impressions of the cinema and political
Impressions of (Jharlie Mcgreat.
Carthy, Jimmy Stewart, Lionel Barrymore. President Roosevelt and
Mrs. Roosevelt are startlingly real.
Loop.
Biz exceptionally fine.

Teatro Hispano, N. Y.

tions.

Powell's orch and Alex
Boby Capo,
Migueltto
'Valdez,
Bartha band in Marine Ballroom; Lazara & Castellanos, Machito & his
two films, outdoor circus, and ex- Afro-Cubans; 'Confession' (.Argenhibits also on Steel Pier lor 85c tine).
admission.
Not quite full house when caught'
Although more for nabe Latin
Cart.
Sunday on rainy weekend.
consumption, this house, located in
the heart of Harlem, packs a hardhitting, 45-minute display of AfroK. C.

Teddy
'

TOWER,

Cubana
Kansas City, Aug. 8.
Dick Millard, Danny & Lee Ching,
Gloria Neiss, Hap Hazard & Mary
Hart, Hattie Noel, Herb Six House
Orch with Don Richmond; 'Little
Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20fh) and 'Hello An'

'

napolis' (Col).

antics

and Johnson

comboed with Olsen

tactics.

Cuban

singer

Miguelito Valdez,
formerly featured by Xavier Cugat,
capably heads the show, which is
backed by the -excellent Machito
Valdez, with
rhumba orcliestra.
straight native style, delivers 'Taboo,'

House Is back again to Its recently
successful policy of double billing
films with vaude, as is the case whenever a stage bill- or film of sufficient
strength in its own right is not available for single feature and stage
combo. Thus, quantity is the attraction this week, which seems to be
sufficient unto the boxoffioe, and little else can come in for anything but
'

and other Afro-Cubana
'Babalu'
stuff that would impress anywhere.
As m.c. he fills in comedy lulls by
parading the cast in the aisles and
Spothoking with the audience.

ence.

Lazara and Castellanos, colorful
dance team, are on
Probably the exception on the and fast-moving, Their routines inweek's bill is Hap Hazard, the comic- for two numbers.
volve
ritual interpretations that fall
Juggler-balancer.
While the comic
priand his femme assistant, Maay Hart, short with the audience due
Pair are
are no world beaters, as an act they marily to poor lighting.
well
are more than standard, albeit Haz- good looking and would show
ard runs the gamut from chatter to under more favorable conditions.
Also presented is a rhumba by
luggllng to acrobatics, then back to
chatter,
to . achieve
applause. several performers that leads into a
his
Stunt of balancing on chair legs strong finish that also includes others
Heat generated pracatop a free swingmg trapeze bar, on the bill.

the niche with mediocrity.
Herb Six house band takes over
the opening of the show for a special
working of 'Jingle, Jangle,' calling on
Richmond to vocal.
idway in the show Danny and Lee
•

8S

ners drape themselves around the
top of it. He also balances a ladder
on his upright feet while the girl
Bill Robinson, Steve Evaru, Cole- stands on one leg on the top rung.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 1.
man Clark, Marjorie Gainsworth, The Two Tones' guitar and bull fidOzzie Nelson Orch (13) with Hara
Hylton Sisters, Biltmorettes; 'Her dle effectively offer a bit of musical
net Hilliard, Bob DuPont, Armand*
nonsense.
Corb.
Cardboard Lover" (M-G).
& Lita, Stone & Burton; 'Her Cardboard Louer' (M-G).
Bill Robinson, the perennial, is the
show's topper, going on last and
Radio is still the great show wineasily taking the top honors. There's
dow. Last time Ozzie Nelson was
Bulfalo, Aug. 7.
a six-act show for a change, running
Bob Armstrong Orch with Tiny around, he had no air program and
an hour and 15 miiiutes. Originally
biz was just ordinary. Thisiyear, he
another bill was slated but this one Schwartz; Judy Canova, Linda Ware, and his singing missus, Harriet Hilis fairly diverting because' of the Georgie Tapps, Adrtanna and Chorly;
liard, are fresh off the Red Skelton
strength of the two male singles, 'Maisie Gets Her Man' (M-G).
broadcast and so the ropes were up
Steve Evans being around -in addiat the getaway performance.
That
tion to Robinson.
Aided by the nonpareil staging hasn't been necessary for the NelsonRobinson is telling more stories facilities of this ace presentation Hiliard combo at the
deluxer
-than ever, that infectious smile being showcase and by aii overflow array
here since they were riding high on
an asset in capitals. One of his gags, of outside talent. Bob Armstrong and the late Joe Penner's airer. Ifarquee
about an old colored parson from his crew, favorites of local airwaves, names of Norma Shearer and Robert
Alabama taking a plane trip, and are presenting their annual imitation Taylor, on screen in 'Cardboard
another about the man and wife of a name band' stage show at the Lover' (M-G), may be responsible,
Buff.
This is the outfit's second for some of the heft, but not "that
separation won ready laughter.
Robinson has so much on the ball summer-show offering here and it much.
in the pedal department that he is draws peak rating'-on' the entertainDry-humoried Nelson, who prefstill
nearly incomparable.
After ment side chiefly because the house
some chatter there is a soft shoe is apparently taking no chances and aces everything with a chuckling instepping. Later does some eccentric has definitely subordinated the band troduction, and lovely Miss Hilliard,
tapping and at the finale he con- to an extra heavy lineup of added who grows easier on the eye year by
year,
still make a sock team, and
attractions.
tributes a bit of triple taps.
Armstrong's Is strietly a local their personalities-are such that they
Evans with his Pole stew bit trotted off a winner, too, but it was group with most of its experience in could probably come around with
Its present showing just a couple of ocarinas behind them
his ideas of the various types of broadcasting.
laughers in audiences that won the points up sharply again the differ- and get by handily. She's helpfully
doing the different voices
btist
results, and that principally ence between stage and studio en- introduced,
from the feminine contingent. A tertainment. The band is a pleas- she employs on the Skelton show
third single on the bill is Marjorie' antly mild crew shaping up neces- through an off-stage mike, and mops
Gainsworth, tall, blonde warbler who sarily at a disadvantage in these days up on her own solos as well as in
those
cute
duets
with Nelson.
when
the
prevailing
band show techsuggests class.
She 'opens with
Nelson has never failed to come
'Chici Biri' and slips in a change of nique calls for accent on clowning,
pace with 'Sleepy Lagoon.' Another expert timing -and showmanship plus around with an entirely satisfactory
The band, and the practically new one he
semi-classic precedes an encore, a straight musical dispensation.
(Jershwin tune from 'Porgy and fact that the Armstrong engagement has this time is no exception. Made
follows closely on the heels of Glenn up of four saxes, three trombones,
Bess.'
There ar^ three trio acts to make Miller and Sammy Kaye, both seen three trumpets, piano, bass and
up the balance of the stage program, here "in the past four weeks, is a fur- drums, it's a solid outfit that is just
one being a novelty turn headed by ther obvious hurdle, in the light of a bit brassiet than his previous outColeman Clark, Chicago champ which it is to the local batoneer's fits, biit never so blaring that the
an- credit that the musical contributions eardrums suffer. Guitar and fiddle
ping-ponger.
Nifty-spieling
nouncer calls the game table tennis, of his gang add up as effectively as used to be pack and parcel of a Nela ritzy label that dates from the they do. Only underlined membep son crew, but no more, -and as a retime the game went on a. competitive of the group is tenor Tiny Schwartz, sult some of the sweetness has discontributes
somewhat re- appeared. But there are enough
basis.
Clark certainly does clever who
Musically,
With Bob strained versions of 'Jingle, Jangle' compensatory features.
tricks with the pellets.
general it's sufficient to show off the boyAnderson, a Coast expert, an eight- and 'Stage Door Canteen.'
point contest is made worthwhile stepup In the pace of -the offering ishly engaging Nelson and his missus
watching, while -Wally Sherwin, as would help and will probably be In effectively, and that's, all either Nelson or an audience have ever asked
announcer and referee, is also an order before the end of the canto.
Adrianna and Charly, in'the deuce, of his union help.
asset
Only band member who's spotThe three Hylton Sisters are num- prove that the trampoline Is still a
ber two, a rhythm combo with some fascinating and tricky gadget good lighted is Bernie Jones, saxist who
okay numbers. They sta'rt with 'My for many a howl, especi^y from the clicks' with his songs in a semiLinda. Ware scores Swedish dialect 'Jingle, Jangle' is a
Gal Sal' and then go into the hill- youngsters.
natural
nicely
for him and he follows it up
with
her
emphatic
vocalizabilly 'Friendship.'
'On Our Way to
Hollywood' has the girls as beauty tions of 'Walk WlAout You' and with two others that levels him off
contest winners, good enough tOi win 'Rhapsody in Blue,' although the to a solid smash. Could easily stick
an encore, which was 'I'd Rather Be latter- seems like a tax on her chant- around for a. couple more, but obvia Private.' Opening right ahead of ing ability. 'Embraceable You,' with ously the catalog is absorbed, so he
them are the Biltmorettes, who com- a uniformed stooge from the audi- bows off with a silly little limerick
bine dancing with acrobatics.' Their ence, was colossal with the payees. that could stand a substitute. Misa
routine isn't -widely varied but they Miss Ware, too, could help speed the Hilliard does only 'Blue Skies' on her
own and then pairs off with Nelson
make it click, doing their feats in tempo of the presentation.
Georgie Tapps proved whammo first on 'How About You' and theii
combination with a skipping rope.
with his pert and agile anklings, 'C'mon, Get Up,' in which the trials
Ibee.
adding up his Spanish two-step, old and tribulations ot a wife trying to
fashioned tapster imitation and 'Per- wake up her spouse in the morning
fidia' rhumba ^for a perfect score, are cleverly recounted. For his closgracing the turn with plenty of ing lyric. Nelson comes out In one of
showmanship. Judy Canova, closing, those long old-fashioned night shirts
got a smacko reception. Her 'Benny for a howl.
Indianapolis, 7nd., Aug. 8.
Three supporting acts are all high
'Hollywood Band Wagon' with the Beavei^' and ^Aint Got Nobody,'
Although any fairly regular
Sammy- White Watson Sisters (2), followed by her familiar .hillbilly class.
lingo, were- right on the line with patron of the Stanley could no doubt
Little Fred's Hollywood Dogs', Twin
Tones (2), Orantos (3), Jimmy Rae; the crowd. Clowning rendition' of do Bob DuPont's act from memory-r
'Dark £yes' plus her eccentric dance, he's been around that often the
'Drums of the Congo' (U).
guy's stUl pretty close to the tops in
both comhigh, are also toppers.
Many standees at opening per- antic jugglery and continues to tit
things up consistently. Has one funny
Burton.
Show-wise oldtimers the audience formance.
new bit anyway. Comes but with a
remembers with, kind regards join
Rube Goldberg contraigtion to which
youngsters with loads of stuff to
there's attached a leather booto, and
make another click of this week's
*CH1
every time he muffs a trick, on purvaudeville bill. Sammy White end
pose, the boot kicks him in the pants.
the Watson sisters are still getting
Chicago, Aug. 1.
Amando an^ DeLita are another of
laughs, and plenty of them, but they
Benny Goodman Orch (IS) with those comedy dance teams 'hat start
have to move over to make room for Peggy Lee, Goodman Sextet, Harry
off
in conventional ballroom fashion
Jimmy Rae, an up and coming lad Reso, Ross Sisters (3); 'They All
and go berserk, with the guy losing
with lots of vim, who spends it Kissed the Bride' (Col).
his pants for a closer. Okay, but this
without stint.
His next-to-closing
type of turn's getting too common of
comedy acrobatic routine is tops on
Benny Goodman's tremendous ova- late. Stone and Burton, boy and a
this program.
tion at the Chicago's opening show girl, open with some crack hoofing,
Rae, a good-looking blond with revealed the still intense popularity
showing a lot of novelty and keepdynamite in his muscles, almost ful- of this former Windy City citizen.
ing their routines consistently out of
'for a little encourfills his promise
Goodman's style and method of deCohen,
agement, ril break my neck.'
He livery has been too often and pains- the rutted groove.
falls all
over the stage to give takingly described to bear repetition.
laughs to stunts that begin like Suffice to say he is the jitterburg's
whizzes and then go haywire. His delight, a solid sender who scales
most spectacular flop is an impres- high peaks in' performance and desion of an enemy dive bomber biting livery. The outstanding characterisMinneapolis, Aug. 8.
the dust. Then, to prove he's only tic of the Goodman band Is Benny.
Paul Whitejnan Orch (19) with
clowning, he does a legit back Goodman. He is far its most versasomersault with a double twist that's tile performer and hardest worker, Dolly Mitchell, Martin Bros. (2),
a winner.
As a running gag, he's getting the most glittering results Murtagh SisUrs (3); 'Big Shot:
(.WB).
looking for his brother, who doesn't from his clarinet^

STANLEY, PITT

N. t.
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KEITH'S, INDPLS.

-

—

CHICAGO,

.

—

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

.

show

up.

White m.cs. and gives a classy
demonstration of pantomine and
eccentrici dancing on his own.
His
always good. He tells a few
light is shared with Boby Capo,
jokes
about his imaginary experiwell
does
romantic singer who
ences in> army life, but most of his
presstage
lacking
though
enough

mention.

juggling' there and generally cavorting on his. special apparatus proves
thrUUng. Dick MiUard, tap specialist, fills opening
spot, and then takes
oyer as m.c, from there on out filling

STATE,

stuff is

line is

amusing dumb-show,

like his

imitation of a Russian ballet dancer
disrobing and taking a bath. As an
m.c. he's also o.k.
The Watson sisters get most of

In 'Clarinet a la King,' a solo rendition, and in the clarinet' passagei of
'Jersey Bounce' and half a dozen
other popular melodies, the clear,
high-pitched convolutions and ecstatic trlUing of his flute-like instrument ebbs and flows, highlighting the
tunes and giving them character.
Ross Sisters <3), acrobatic lookers,
are nifties in performance, too. They
nabbed big applause. Standing on
pedestals and bending backward to
the ground to pick up a handkerchief
with their mouth highlights a class

This show consists largely of
Whiteman music plus songs and a
touch of comedy. There is only one
non-musical act puppets, and they
supply the lone dancing in evidence
during the 60 minutes' running time.
And yet, because it's pop music 9t itsvery best the show sizes up as one
of the season's finest here. There's
no regret over the lack of diversified
entertainment and, the minimum of
laughs causes no complaints. Whiteman music alone is more than worth
the admission of price and, in itself,
if necessary, would completely sat-

their laughs by making pointed reA
marks about the bulk of one of them.
Quite a few of their cracks have turn.
Peggy Lee, blonde vocalist, is a
been around as long as the Watson's
acts
Outstanding isfy. Both of the two outside
themselves. But the audience seemed song stylist of merit.
are excellent.
They do are her 'Knock Me a Kiss,' delivered
to like the familiar ring.
In the quality of its tune dispensaa couple of songs,- including a in jitterbug style, and a slow-motion tions, the present Whiteman band
'Where
or
When,'
painsrendition
of
Glad
We're
'We're
patriotic number,
far superior to most stage mutakingly enunciated with slowed-up seems
Living on the American Plan..'
Just right
sical outfits to visit here.
Little Fred's Hollywood dogs are band accompaniment, curiously ef- for ear beguilement is the assemtically, carried the audience into the
out of the ordinary in the way of fective.
aisles.'
five reeds, thre«
Master of stomach convolutions of blage of six brass,
are hefty
fiddles, drums, banjo, piano, bass.
When caught, opening night Fri- canine acts. The mutts
and they the burlesque halls is eccentric
During
the various numbers Whiteday (7), packed house even to SRO bulls of the boxer breed imitation comedian-dancer Harry Reso.
He man particularly keeps his topflight
was attributed to Valdez, whose rep stage a rough and tumble
football, using balloons in- glides about the stage, motionless pianist. Buddy 'Weed,
a wizard on the
via recordings, radio dates and past of soccer
pigskins.
The 'flghf got a above his hips, the lower half of his keys, in the limelight, but also gives
association with Cugat rates high stead of
Current film, healthy laugh. The Orantos are ex- body in constant movement He won plenty of opportunity to other indiwith Latin trade.
applause.
girl.
and
men
a
balancers,
pert
two
the
viduals, as well as groups. Abreast
'Confession,' was incidental to
Biz at the Chicago a sellout.
long
balances
a
fellow
husk/
The
vacated
practically
nabe crowd, who
(Continue on page 63)
Loop.
pole on h)s shoulder while his part•

the theatre after stage fare.
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Variety" Bills

Jack Albertion
Ruth Godfrey
Jimmy Alexander

Ray Bugllah

Alico Tyrell

ContlnentalH
Cava Hero Ore

ToU Arklns
Dorothy Roberts
SacMAsas Ore
Jack Harris Or(^

Ln Kfnrtlnlqae
.Mercodita

WEEK OF AUGUST
Numcnb

Martlnlquoons

14

with bills below Indicate opening day ol
show, vbether fnU or aplit week.

In connection

Ginll Coloman Oro
Noro Morales Ore
Latin Qoarter
Barbara Perry
Jade Ling
Winters
Frank Mazzone Co

Gloria Gilbert

Leia Moore
Usrtel (3)

Loew
KEn' TOBK CITY

Cabaret

FEW YOKE

rrrrBBUBOH
Stanley (14)

Stat« (12)

Horace H«ldt Ore

Bobby Byrna Ore
Oxford Boys
Jan Vurray
H KIne & Arllna

WASHINGTON
C^apltol (M)
Tommy Doracy Ore
Archie Bobbins

Marianne
Norma Luecro

Don

Thomae

Sylvlo

(Contnrr

Oro

cincAco

TOttK CITS

I'liranMMUt (13)
B!:innay Bnnia Bd
Willie Shore

KniRht Sis
Ink SpotB

ChJcaKO (14)
Jimmy Dorsey Bd
Douclae Bros
Pat HennlnR

MIAMI

Olrmphi (U-U)
EqulUo BrOB

MIFFALO

(M)

BoiTalo

Bd

Vacffhn Monroe
I>aul Wlnchell
Pat Hennlng

Gay M'a

Vic Hyde
Elinor Sherry
4

Queens
Reyes

Hotel Edison

Ethel Gilbert
Harry Uonelly
Charlie Ross.
Berhle Orauer
Gay 90's Quartette
Cafe Sodetj

Bobby Byrne Oro
Hotel Essex Hoose
(Casino on Park)
Rich. Himber Ore
Perry Martin
Hotel Lexington

(MMtovrn)

(Hawaiian Km)
Kahala
Tallma
Momikal
Mclntyre Oro

Zero Mostel
Joe Sullivan
Eddie South Oro
Carol Channing
Cafe Society

•

Napna

(Village)

Bflly

laea
Hotel McAlpIn
Dick Robertson Ore
Hotel Kew Tnrkcr
(Terrace Boom)

Lollaitl

Teddy Wilson Oro

Ajnmons

Albert

Bdu-ard Tyler
Pete Johnson
Revuers
Casino Kome

KEW YORK

CITY

Horace Heldt'Ore

Stranil (14)

(7)

Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriet Hllllard
Stone A Barton

Sammy- Kaye Ore
Sterner Sla
(T)

Charlie Bamet Ore
Jean, Jack & Judy

Armando &
Bob Dupont

Senor Wencos
Lev Bates

LIta

ITASHI^GTON

Feir

Earle (14)

PHU^ADEtPmA

Johnny Long Oro
Ronny Roberts

Nina Tarasova
Saeha PollnofT
Michel Ulchon
Nadia & Saeha
Dmitri Matvlenko
Kris Kay Ore
Nicholas Matthey

BIsaell Sl Farley

4

Sterner Sis

pixTSBunaH

Claremont

Roxyettes
Stubby Kaye
Acromnnlftcs

Read

Charlotte

Sla

Marlon Myles

Martha Baye

Anne White
Downey & Gregg

Allan Sis
Larry Ward Ore
Club Samoa
Habelle Rnsaclle
Linda Caiftro

BOSTON

DATION

Keith Beaten (14)

Martha Bare
Charlie Barnot Ore

Acromanlaca
Paul Regan

Colonial (14)

Jan Garber Ore
The Ghezzlfl
Katherine Harris
Howard Nichols

CLEVELAND

& Eaton
NEW BBON9WI0K

Morey

Palace (14)
Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriet BUllard.

Farm

Calta

BIniU (14th aniy)

The Great Lester

Bunny Howard

Wells
Four Fays
Billy

Lncienne Si Ashour
Eddie Eddy
-

Peril la

Stardust era
Hotel Pierre
(CotUllon Boom)
-

Great Daniel
Emma Francis
Norine Boblnson

Arthur Carney
Beverly Whitney

Durkin

Towno & Knott

Banks

Perr-it-

M

Br4l9kln'-

...

.

Montgomery
Roy Fox Ore *

Kkw tobx

cits

Mosle Hnll (18)

HIrlam Lavell
Bo'j Evans
Nicholas Docks

Dedlos Circus
Noel Hytown
Ray & Harrison
-

Ji:ne Forrest
Gsorge Grlltln

(te-lB)

Bd RIekard
Hoo Shee

Muriel Gray
Norma Centner
Irene

&

4 Kit

Jeanne Brldeson

Wahl

"Walter "Dare'-

Ben Tost

Towers (14-14)
Sally, J & Mascot
Harriet Cross

Reeds

3

Harpers Jitterbugs
.C Poster Roxyettes

Prul Ash Ore
40tli St. Theatre
(14)

Lo- Holtz

Wlli:o Howard
T\-\ Baker

Puul Draper
Ha-el Scott
Gene Sheldon
Luba Mallna

Kata

CASfDBN

Jea'nne

Terry & Ralph Bio
Topics !r Rhythm

HARTFOBD

.

Sid Prussin Oro
Club 18

Ben

BrJ -'-layers

^SROOKLTN

Frankle Hyere
Roy Scdley
VInce Curran

Hotel Roosevelt

Lillian Fitzgerald

Diane Fontane
Hazel McNulty
Gnyc niKon
Jerry Blanchard'

Joe Frisco
El Cbico
Dorlta & Valero
Consuelo Moreno
Gloria Bcbnonte
Rodrlgdez 3
Trio Hlxteeo
.

Hotel Tnft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel WaldorfAstoria

Del Doca Ore
V2 Morocco

Sonia

Johnny Valente
Don Lemont
Mary Marlowe
(t lo nil)
S White & Charlotte PHILADBI.pmA
'

Joyner 8t Footer
t Sweethearts
HnytOIr (II)

Hnrlcane

Narlta

Sonny Rendls Oro
Bl CInb

Carman (14-1«)
Tommy Raft
Tenner & Swift
Tubby Hives
Shy Sis
Barbara Lee
Johnny VaJentO'
Marty May
Harriet Brent
Harr Marlowe
t Macks
B White t (niarlotte WILLOW GBOVK Rene Villon
Joyner & Foster
Willow 43roTe Park Sonny Lovett
t .iweotliearta
.(12)

(l«th only)
Swift

Tenner

&

Evelyn Plaza

Ray & Harrison

Judson Cole
1 Byrno Sis

4

Mary Marlowe
Hoy tc Harrison

ATLANTIC CITS
Steel Pier (14)

Smoothies
Walter Long
Sydell

&

Walter Pemer Oreh
Hotel Bavoy Eiaxa
(Cafe Lounge)
Renee DeMareo
Jodie, Normie & R
Roy Ross Ore
Hotel St. Begis
(Viennese Boof)
Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Bparr Ore

Stete (14-M)
Andrews Bis
Chaoncey Grey Ore
Will Osborne Ore
(Starlight Boon
Ctalqulto Ore
INDIANAPOLIS
Xavler Cogat Ore
Fanooa Door
Circle (14-16)
Conchita Martinez
Blue Barron Ore
Sateh & Satchel
Mario & Floria
Larry Adier
<3ood
3 Pitchmen
N Rae & Waterfl Margo
Herman Chlttison
Aotel Warwirh
Val Setx
Carol Lord
LTNBBOOK
(Raleigh Boom)
Tookle Hunter
Lynbroolc (15)
Red Norvo Oro
VIcki George
Jean Roy
Fefe's Honte Carlo Sonde WUliama Ore

L Somen &

."arlne (10)

P

Cutler.

DiOatanos

M

'

Lou Forman

Bldgewood

Stanley Melba Oro
Ho'teT Plaza
(Persian Boom)

Dick Gasparro Ore

'

Joe Termini

Zambein
Boxy (14)

Gaines

Jesse Cryor
State (IS-IB)

(Cafe Boose)
Charlie Splvak Ore

Gary Steven;

Mayo

Pedro Lopez
June Melva

Nellie
Bflly

Sc Sundra
Wilson Lang
Hotel Penuiylvanla

Sybil

Herman Hyde Co

Virginia

Spotty

Teddy Powell Ore
C^nfleld Smith

Ben Tost Singers
Geo Hatrgerty
l>lek Dana
Choa Kemper

BAI.TIUOBE

Blppodrome (14)
rrhree Mnijihy Bis
Dick II Dot Remy
Oeorge B^aity
Vartels Ic Mignon
Beral (14)
Noble Slsale Ore

Shy Sis
Marty May
Macks

Franco

ePBINGEIELD
Onrt Sq. (18-U)

M

&

Howard

Lll

(14)

Green

WATERBITRT
PoU'R (12-13)

Don Bestor Ore

Marten & Florenz
George Freems
3 Stonges

W0BCE8TRB

Plrmonth
3 Slate

Bros

Tim Moore & Miller Margie Hart
S Ponu.
Louise Beavers
Johnny Lee
Bobby Hensbaw
Olivette Miller
2 Deweya

Jack Lane Co

Koletto

Ic

Bardlne

& Deane

Jack Dempsey'a
B'way Beotaorant
Milt Herth 3

'

Sisters

Hotel Belmont
Plaza
(Glass Hat)

Bobby Parks Oro
Bill Johnson
Manor & Mignon
Jack Marshall
Johnson
Bob Parks

Frederlcka
Mona Wlndell

Bogosh

Beryl.

& Cortex
Silva

Hotel Aetor
(Aster Roof)
Alvino Rey Ore

Bill

Bergman

Icaland Bestanraat
Freddie Bernard

Ore
HIchoiT House
Ancll Sweet
Peggy Steveni
Jean Murray
Larry Bennett Oro

(10-12)

RIchardfl-A Dncrs

Lester
& Estes

Warren Ore

Hilda Moreno

King

Ann

Barr

Ore
Bowes 8th A Tin Maya
Don Oilberto
WASHINGTON

Tiny Bradshaw Ore
Peg Leg Bates
Hettor 8t Pals
Tom Ic Rutchle

Th« Whelans

Quinton Ore

Hanaa-Hadrid

MyrU

Billy Vine

Jerry

Louise Stuart
,8taart Ore

Casino

L.cga

Wm's

Abbey^ Ore
Versailles

Dale Belmont

Ann White
Baby Hlnes
Old Roamanlan
Sandle Banks
Freddie- Bernard
Ada Lublnn
Ginger Layne
Joe LaPorte Oro

Bergere Ore
Panchlto Ore
MarJ Galnsworlh
Francis Abella
Rossi

Mlgnar
Kevin

J

Bmll

Blondeil

4aeeo Harr
Vera Novo

Village

John

Karn

Griflin

Cocoannt Grove

Hotel
(Morhio tMi"

Freddio Martin Ore

Eltel'B

Heidellwrg Octet

Hans Muenzer Ena

Oracle Barrio

Dick SUblle Oro

Jimmy

Kellj's

Carter Ic Sharp
Montmarte Boys
Helen Holmes
Danlta Rivera
Margaret Grey

Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Ore
Kelly's Stable

Diane Reed
MilOred

Kaye

Rosalie Gibson
Thelma (^riienter

Bunny Brlggs
>Valtor Fuller Ore
-

La Conga

MoVton Colby
Joey Faye

(Walnnt BiMm)
Jimmy Joy Ore

The Blentons

Carrol Chappelle
Betty Carter
Bill Glass Ore
-

Qoeens Terraca

Dlsne Davis
Alkali Ike
At Robinson

Betty

3 Sharps Ic Flats
Gladys Palmer

.

SInpsy Mnxirs
Ben Blue
Jackie Oleason
Louis Dc' I'ron
Norma Squires

& Day

Miranda

Patricia Page

Garden

Bros

Sugar Gelso
Sonia Lovkova
Jean TIgho
Toni Todd
Dr Giovanni

Graemero 'Hotel

'

'-

.

Sum Lewia
Joe Pluincr Ore
SIteeta of Paris
Art Tatum
Klead 'Lux' Lewis
Winery Manone Ore
Swannee Inn

Loumel Morgan

Ted Flo Rite Ore

Harriett Smith Co
(Glass Hooso Bm)
VUlage Vangimrd
Don Ic Sal Jennings Chandler
Phil Forster
Co
Richard D Bennett
Eppie Bruce
(Tavern Boom)
Eileen O'Hara
Leadbelly
Healy Ic Evana
Mary Sinclair
Edith Lorand
Helen Humes
Agnes Dwyer
Dave Pritchard Ore
Helsbags
Eddie Heywood 3
Jack Allyn
Dick Ware
(Vodvll Lonnge)
Ned Harvey Oro
Wlrel
Bob MarshHII
Grooverneers
(I I Robertson
Annette Shields
Bob Lee
8 Commanders
Rainbow -Grill
Liiyan Deli
Bhckbawk
Now Torkero
Ross Smith Oro
Tommy Haydeb
Novak Ic Fay
Chet Roble
Vera Sanoff
Doris Neilson
Jane Kaye
Aehbums
Chas Bowman Ore Dorothy Pay
Art Jarrett Ore
Rainbow. Room
Theodore Broolis
Ivanhoo
Walton & O'Rourko The Pauiens
Blackstone Hotel
Florence Schubert
(Ballneso Bm)
Barney Richards O
Carlos Ramirez
Vierra Hawallans
ATLAHTIC CITY
Sumner
Helen
Brevoort Hotel
Bobette's Club
(Crystal Boom)
L^AIflon
Cluli .Madrid
Tony It Lisa
Jackie Law
Splros Stamos Ore
Norma
Bob Billings
Gwendolyn Veaasell
Teddy Ic Terry
Arline Chandler
Eddie Roth Oro
Murray & Cumming
Nanette
S & B Carlisle
George Devron
Milton Hutter Oro
Brown Derby
CInb Nonuid
Isobel de Marco
Bath ft Turf CTInb Donna Darnell
Three Ryans
L» Salle Hotel
Thelma Wblte
Tiny Kaye
Marie Austin
(Pan-Am Boom)
Margie Kelly
Bobby Bernard
Jerry Cooper
Jose Manznneres O
Mel Cole Ore
Marl Kim
Lola & Andre
Palmer Honae
Nan Itouston
Colette Ellsworth
DInorah
(Empiro Boom)
Cordon Ic Sowyer
Joe Quintelle Oro
Brie Correa Oro
Tacker
Tommy
Ted Smith
pJUy Dp Wolfe
.Dade. Uanrh
Blahop's-Sarsy
Cfiez'Paree
Bnermnb HoleT
Angle Bond 3
Bill Vaiee
(Celtic CUife)
Benny
Fields
Gary Gray
Breaker's Hotel
Gene Kerwin Ore
Al Bernle
Serenaders Ore
Jaros 61s
(Ship Deck)
Jack Cole
Cowboy Ore
(Panther Room)
Chester Dolphin
Beale St Boys
Gable* Inn
Duke Ellington Ore
Pearl Williams
(BUck Horse Pike) Franklin- Ore
Ivle Anderson
CInb Alabom
Chatean Benaall
Nan De Mar
606 anb
Sid Rose .
Florence White
Marley
Harris
Don
Al Francis 3
Paulette LaPlerre
Rusa Taylor
Oay Knight
4 Stylists
Harriot Norrls
Gables Ore
June March
Cinger Wood
Chelsea Hotel
Herman's Manic
Fay & Wellincton
Del Estes
Billy Van (3)
Bar
Mile Jeao
Allan Coe
Chelsea Trio
Jnneen
Dave Unell Oro
Jimmy Solar
Aloha
Child's ChU Lonnge Jockey'a IKirby Cl'b Eddie Roth Oro
Millie Wayne
Myron Hanley Ore
Coloslmot*
KIkl Hall
Ginger Brltton
Mildred BUnley
Primrose Sc Gold
Feppl Car.man
Jeri Vance
Chez
Workmano
Holene
Midge Fellows
Teddy Keller
Mildred Ic Maurice
SOe GIs
Novelettes
Charlotte Van Dal
Dolly Storllsg
Ruth Martin
Paddo^-k inl'i
Bloise Adair
Sol Lake Oro
Jackie Martin
Zoritn
Jack Prince
Tripoli
Babe Commlngs
Tvonettes Rev
Don Lang Orc'^
Valerie & Susan
(Contlncotal Boom)
Betty Coette
Drake Hotel
Sunny Rae
Tar Beat
Frances C^arroll
(CamlUa House)
Cllqaot fnnb
Willy Dennis
Adrlenne
Geo Scherban Oro
Marie KIbbey
Lenny Roas
Jlmniie Blade Ore
Helen Ortega
Bob Reii
TonI Sorrell
Ruth Warren
Famdlsr Clab
CLEVELAKD
Betty Gaynor
Ford- Bowie- Bailey
Jacque Hill
Bobby 'Gt'ana
Alpine VlUiige
Sloan Sc Gary
Ellalne Bills
Susannah Churchli
Sammy WaOilns O
Ta'o Gunsetts
Club Harlem
CSlrlH ColumbUR Ore
Leonardo Amaresco
Hotel Statlor
Lenox Ave Co
Larry Steele
Marie Bronarzyk
Jules Duke Ore
J Gorbam's Oro
Margaret Welkins
Willie Matthias Ore
La Conga CInb
Jackie Mabley
Gregory Sc Raymond
Penn
Atlantic
Hotel
Manuel D BIbblns O
-Viola Jelferson
Eldorado Clab
(Palm Boom)
Lorenzo Roberson
Undsay'a Skybar
Olga Godec
Helen Finn's Co
Ai Francis Ore
Johnny KallhDl Ore Three BIta Bhythm
Marya Manley
Ilona de Boumat
Pearl de Lucca
BOSTON
Hotel Carter
Monaco's Cafe
Charles Wick Ore
Beachcomber
-Frank & J Hubert
Charlo Sc Dupree
Hotel Clevclnnd
Flo HcCabo Girls
H Morriosey Ore
Jorle Livingston
Bill Bailey
Chico Slmone Ore
George Duffy Oro
Herb Hagenor Oro
Richard Lane
Gail Manners
Hotel Fenway HaU
Regal Glob
Iris Ison
Marlsol
Ducky Malvln Ore
EenrlQuetta Brazil Jules and Webb
Artie Dann
Beach-eharaera (S)
Hotel HoUeaden
8700 anb
Cocoanot Grove
BUnstmb'a
Leon Le Verdle
Mickey Alpert Ore Sara Anb McCabe
Maurice
Maiyea
Sc
Hal
Hall
-Alfred
Pineda
Ore
Peter Bodge Oro
Lorraine Vernon
Don Walsh Ore
Buster Kelm Rev
Boyd Heathen
Billy Paihe
Nathano Bros
Mata
&
Uarl
Stuart Ic Lea
/
DETBOIT

Ore

Palladium

Dorothy Pord
Wlero Bvon.
Deryl Wallace

Floreatlae
Fred Scott

Home

Ohman

Menendez Ore

Woody Herman Oro

Manny Strand Ore
Michel Ortiz Ore

Downbeat Bm
Stud Smith Ore

Burns

Gall

Mills

I/oalslOna

Ramon Ros Troupe
Eddie LeBaron Oro
Macambo Cafe
Phil
Nile

Sc

Gall

Roily Rolls
Shirley Wnyno
Al Normnii
Broriy

Larry Storch
Jean Mona
Mark Talent
Johnny Honnert
<^rlck Stagrbar
June Price
Ascot Boys

Bob Murphy

HcGlnty

West

Bill

Lyons

Jean Meunier
Oeorge Redman
Margaret Padula

Lena

Happy Fclton
LaVonn Moyer

Aurora

.Maxine I,ewls

Ca'rrolls

St Clair

Danny Thomas
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark FIshec Oro

CAL

lairi

Harrj- Carroll

Paul Neighbors Ore
Dick Thomos

Hoase of Marphy

Edge water Beach
'

Sherry Cameron
Crava t

Hollywood Tropica
Yvonne & Wayne

Bowl

The Radio Rogues
The DufCins
Penny Lee
Joe Roichman Ore
Casa Hannna
Cab Calloway Oro

& Sonny

BSS Clab

BEVERLY HILLS.

Jordan

Blltroore

3 Ambassadorettea
Jack Hoist
Dorben GIs

Ray Benson Oro
nbronrch Hotel

Hoffman

Ray Wilbcrt
Jimmy Hay

6

Shop Fields Ore

Petti

Bill

Bill

lies. Bamett Oro
Grace Hayes Lodge
Casey Thompson
Vivian Marshal
P LInd Hayes Oro
-

Dick Winslow Ore

Tie-Too

^ttery

Mary O^nly

Chavo Sherman

Ken Stevens

Andy Kirk Oro

(Pamp Room)

Ilaa

Mne

The CoTO
Don DlDona Oro

Elves Cortes
O Jimmy
Marr

CHICAGO

Sisters

A Barbara

Dot

Doris Abbott

Son

Band Bos

Billy Snyder
Billy Lankin
Bar of Mosle
Ann Triola

Jack Fiehtr

Tremont Plaxa
Duke Lorenzo Oro
-Ambassador Hotel

UarJ Fielding's Co

NEW YORK

Hazel Webster
Hotel Park Ontral
(Cocoannt Grove)
Tacht Clab Boys
Ching
Glover Ic La Maye
Barton & Stone
Dlaasend HoiMsltae Buddy Clarko Ore
Bob Dupont
(7)
Harriet Hector
(Boyal Palm)
Vaughn Monroe Ore W. C. Handy '
Dell O'Dell
Paul Wlnchell
Pansy the Horse
(Tharlle Bonme
Johnny Mack
Willie Solar
Jerry Green
Lee Sis

PnlHce (6)
« Willys
Condoa Bros
Jackie Miles
MartelB Hlgnon

Bailey

Bill

Rubber

Dunne

'

Geo Tibbloa Ore

Tamara Dorlva
PIr-ettes

Mllo A Vagge
Royalettes
Carl Bonner
Wally Johi
Bill McCune Oro
Charmettes Ore
London Chop Honse
Wonder Bar
Caroll Sc Gorman
Aylene Mason
Ethel Howe
Rita Martin
Ruby Ore
Sammy Dllbcrt Ore Ruth McCullough
Olde Wayne Clab Manuel Lopez Oro
Jimmy Clark Ore
Guy Welsh oro

Mary Randolph

Mae Brewster

Jimmy Marr

Nat Brandwynne
Carole Bruce
Hotel Sheraton
(Sheraton Sky
Garden)
Don Dudley Ore

Ann Lowl.s
Beachcombera

Willie

-Ic

LOS ANGELES

& Sandy
Lorraine & Hart

Clarlta
Hotel Rllz Carleton
(RItx Boof)

Jackie Mabley
Kelcey Farr.

Splzzle

Pete Snyder
Jackie Green

Sal

Hotel Lenox
Don Jose Oro

-

VbangI CInb

Caddies

Sheridan

Elsie Houston
Allen Jones
Nell Phllllpa

CInb Congo
Congoettes

Ore

Sleoben'*
(Vienna Room)
Lew Conrad Oro

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
Peter Klllam
Mark Plant
Arlane
Hotel N.o 1 Sth Ave.
Jaye Martin

.

Jerry Baker

Helen Fox
June Uarrelt

Armando & Uta

Nora

Savoy
Lewis

Sabby

Room)

(Satire

Inn

Dolores Colvert

AX,BAMT

Skeets Tolbert

Angel Velez Ore
Snub Mosely Oro
Onyx (Hnb

Betty Wharton
DuIVy A TobiD
Adele Honny

Cronin

& Benson

Joe Ricardel Ore
Clob Carnran

Music Makers

Stanley (14)

3

-

Rube

Mitlzl Crozler

Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

Joe Oakle

Cordoba
IStli Hole CInb
Morion Powers

Lamb-Tokum Rev
Gladys Lamb
Toukum

Bill Groin
Dorothy Dennis
Jean MoutI
Sally Harris
Hotel Fensgote

Baum Ore
Bob Knight Oro
The PInre

Irene Barklev

Simmons

Hal Roberts Oro
Hotel Essex
Bill

Boof

Sid Tomac
Reiss Bros
Cully Richards

Lollta

Bill Davidson Oro
Rusa Howard
Rio Casino
Harry de Angells O
Helen Carrol

Colletto

Chnntlrleera

(7)

(7)

Sammy Kayo Ore
The Nonchalanta

Spl\T*s

Splvy

Arthur Blake
Noble & King
Stork Clab
Grace Reilly

Danny Rogers

Ken

Boom)

Brilliant

Lucnie & J Moloney
Hotel BuoUmlnlster
(National Booni)

Buddy Smith's Oro
Cornelia Cednlbnn O Jack Manning Oro

Charles

'Bobble

Kenny

Gypsy Norma

Mildred Wayne
Golden Pair
Mother Kelly'I

Hllile

(Clrcns

Vladimir Lazaroff
Splvack

Ell

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Bea Wain
ChntcHu Uodrme
Ralph Hawkins Ore RoBnl'd K^acNamarn
Buster Shaver
Maurice Shaw Urc
Bobby May

3 Stooges
Jackie Cooper
Dorese MIdseley

Bogeni Corner
Marlon Froncea
Charles Wolk Oro
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lefcourt Ore Milton George Oro
Hl-Hat
Pete Herman Oro
Frank Petty
Anno Diamond
Hotel Bradford
Rosslan Kretchma

Jean Claire
Pat Rooney, Sr
Ross MncLenn
Harold Green

Norma Luccro
ArcadI Sto^'onnvsky
AdiR KuznetzoR
Nastia Pollakova
Maruala Sava
MIscha Vzanoff

Garwood
Warnoy Ruhl Oro

Jessica

Joan Chapman
Palm neoch
Gus Howard
Wynn Twins
Dorothy Gerron
Saivy (^Tlcchlo On Rhythm Brown
Don Fnblo Ore
H'thorne
Hotel Tendome
Sc
U'Ison
(FUe A Dram Bm) Beverly White
Boyale
Bette Roche
Jimmy UcHale Oro Tropical
Oswald
3
Joleno
Ernie Stanton
Congo Ore
Blla 'Wilson
3 Chords
Uoymarket
Helen Douglas
Rnul Sc Eva Reyes
Carl Sc -Arlene
Blaipe Morrison
Jack Morrison
Gerraaino & Joel

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

'

CmitH'e
Walter Lynch
Mae Bni-nes

I..eo Fuld
Arnaut Bros
Jean Mode
Bobby Tables
Caesar & Roslta

-

KiithskelUr
Luuie & Gang
6100 cnab

O

Mar^' Tallfsy

Roxyettefl

Earle (14)
Stan Kenton Ore

Boom^

Imogene
Ray McKintey Oro

Roberto Ore
Bill's

Franklin

Hazel

Ray Heatherton Or
Hotel Commodore

&

Lynn
Shirl

KKW

Fernando Caney O
Leon A Bddle'9
Johnny Morgan

CITT

Ben Harden Blvlem Joe Pafumy Ore
Chavez Ore
Hotel BUtnore
Pnncho Ore
Heaaley Twins
BlU KeHolottrs
Evelyn Da\r

Lane & Ward

Grace Dryadalo

Fuller £^aod
Alec Pierce Ore

Bifls

Hotel SUUer
Crawtord Boose
Freddy Rubin Oro
(Terrace Boom)
Fox li Hoiuda CInb Jaok Edwards Oro
(Bhnmba Casino
(Cafe Bonce)
Boom)

Mllskuya
Jaiio Decring

Charlie Foy'a Clab
Charley Foy-

Sammy Walsh

i

Walter Johnson
Trianon
Henry Bunse Oro
Troovllle Clab
I,ee

&

Bllllo

Lester
Holiday

Barney BIgard Ore

Jane Keane

HIAMI
BaU

Club

Rhode Chase

Jerry Lawton

Van Kim
Tamara

Oro
Mother KeUy's
Jack Eby Oro
Oro
Earle Hanson Oro
eoe nub
Don Lannhig'a
Paul Mall
Hal Lane Ore
Roberta Sherwood
Marie Lewis
Vanderbllt Hotel
Louise Hatch Ore
Pago Boom)
(Pago
live O'clock Clab
Terry Lj'nn
Stan Early
Gall McDonald
Louise Carlyle
Andro Villon
Bonrbon Sc Bayne
Co
Wanger
Wally
Fabian Storey Ore
D Sehrader Oro
Silver's

Tanyqi

Simpsons

Ballettes a

Tommy Nunez

Jlmiale'a

WInnU'a BIptldo

Myles Bell
Spauldlngs 3
Rous Bros
Luckeyettea 6
Lep Robinson Oro
Kitty DnvU's
Willie Shore

Wlnehlll

Clltr

Ben Perry

June De Voe
Marie Stanley
Patricia Parker
Crawford Parker'
House I,lne 6

.

,

Pam

.

.

'

Verdle Dean

Casa
<

M*w«|ii J

(Theatre-Clab)

Harrison Aulger
Addison Aulger

Elaine Kondos

.

Frances McCoy

Book-Cadlllae Hotel

Johnny Coyle
(Melody Laange)
Lewis

Herb

Louise Sherwood
Billy Kelley
(Maslcal Bar)

Marjorle Oarretson
Copley Plaza
(Sheraton Boom)

Alice O'Leary

Ray Morton Oro

Adrian O'Brien
Clab Mayfair
Ranny Weeks Ore
Don Rico Oro
Jane Welting

Romo

'Vincent

.

Hlldegarde

(Ueny-Clo-Ronnd)

Mark

Gilbert

3

(Book CJaalao)
Ben Young Oro
Jan Martel .
(Motor Bar)
Eddie Fritz 4

BoweiT
'Jerry Lester

Paddy Clin
DIan Rowland
RIgoletto Bros

Copley Sqaare Hotel Aimee Sisters
Donay Sisters
Al EhsForrest
Arthur Ward
Harvey Stone

PHICADXXFjBIA
Alpine Musical

Bar

Connie Howell
3 Tones
CInb Ball

The

Leslies

Jeri

Stratford Garden
(Bellevue Stratford
Hotel)

Walter Miller Orcb
Ken Franklin
Lucille Johnson
Betty A'F Roberts

Boney Murray
Kay Hunt
Herb Woods Ore
Benny the Bum's
Susan Lane
Phylls
El

Foster

Gauchos

,

Carroll's

Ruas Lebeau

Mock
Cble Kennedy
Elolse

.

-

Gaines Ore
Carrollettea

Lewis

A;

Dawn

Van

Lorely
Bett/ Huntingdon

Jewell Elio

ClenUennlngs
Adrian Rolllnl

Johny Paris
College Inn
Loraine Chevalier

Kruger
Peggy Loeb
Glamour GIs
Rose Gftllo
Eddie De Luca Ore
Bopklna'Bothskeller

Renay Allyn
Lee Warwich

Skeeta & Skelter
Kippie Velez

Agnea Barry

Mary Kenny
Dave Gold Ore
Rose'

Lexington Casino
Jackie Whalen
Canfleid Smith
Cleo Barr

Brandon & Barton
U'wood Brunettes
Lanny Vale
Ted Oliver Ore
UHle RathsbeUer
H'wood Brunettes
Johnny Sc George
Ugo Martlnelli
Sid Walker
Barbara Belmore
Victor Hugo's Ore
Lon'a ChanccUor Bal
Skyllners

Dick 'NVade
Minstrel Tavern
Faye Merrill

Sunny Ray
Muni Stewart

Ed McGoldrIck

Mildred* Gllson
Crescent G
Jerry Delmar Ore

Sally

Dl

Anita

Pliitoa
,

Warren Boden
Yvonne Kerr
Jack Belt
Mario Schaffer
Sc Leo

Jesse Altmllle

Jack Ross
Casanova
Ethel Shutta
Cannellta'& Lee
Andre & Francos
Olga Anton

J X,each

Andrew Sis
Don Richards

Ore
Luis Fernandez Ore
Fielding

Alan

Brown

Pedro Blanco Ore

BaU

Roy Swartx

E A

2

Mack

Balllovelles

Jimmy Evans

Carlisle

Brass

Oeimantown Bar
Swan
Don Renaldo
(H WaKon Boot)
Ernie

Harylln

Charlie

Benny Resh Oro

Pat Sherllo Oro

Arthur Blake
Barbara Belmore

Donn Arden Co
Johnny King

Del Parker
Skeeter Palmar

t

Embassy
Zola Grey
Alice Mitchell

Anne Rupert
Grace Hewson
Dorothy Porter
Eihbassylphs 4
Geo

Clifford

-

Jr

Thoma

Foy

Michael Wayne
Margie March

Sissy Olnnle Lofl'4

Ed McGoldrIck

3r

Moravian Bar
Bon-Don Buddies

Sam

Price

Bob King 3
NeU DIeghan's
Rexford
Bill

H

Wallac«

Romano

Duke Art
Barron Twins
Frank Murtha
Geo Marcbelli Orr
.

Old Cklls Tavern
Jacqueline Herni:

Rudy Saxon
Suzettes (4)

(Continued on page 62)
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MIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
RAINBOW ROOM,

Wednesday, August 12, 1942

Diamond Horseshoe, N.Y.

Miles

Fox

White costumes, while Roy
and Sid Prussin's orchestras

alternate in playing the difficult
dispensing' dansapation.
Musically,
Rose's
weakness for
forte music should make a small fortune for the Bromo-Seltzer concessionaire in the lobby. Rose figures
that if it's good and loud the customers will think the joint is jumpAug. 7, 1942; no couer, $1 to ing. Actually it drives 'em either
$'.
out of the place or to drink and
Harriet Hoctor, Herman that's not a bad idea, depending on
Cost:
Hyde vnth Worine Robinson, Ln- how you slice it But there's no
Abel.
ciehne & Vlshour, Potisi; the Horse disputing that sock show.

•Mrs. Asto^'s Pet Horse' staged and
lighted by John Murray Anderson,
presenfed b« BlUy Rose; costumes.
Miles White; dances, Lauretta Jeflerson; decor, Erl Franke; songs,
Billy Rose, Milton Ager, Lorenz Hart
& Richard Rodflers, John Loeb;

show and

o^ed

—

Morton),
Mayo-Nonnie
(Andrew
Marshall Montgomery, Billy Wells &
Willie
K. C.
(2),
4 Toys, Caites Bros.
Solor, W. C. Handy, Perry Bruskin,
(HOTEL MUEHLEBACH)
Virginia Mayo, Billy Banhs, Cynthia
Wm.
Blair & Madeline^ Hughes,
Kansas City, Aug. 11.
Quentmeyer &'Milton Moore, Daniel,
'Ice Revue of '42 urith Dorothy
Tyana, June Meltia, Betsy Lou, £ddie Franey, Don Condon. Harry Douglas,
Eddy Ik'Nellie Durkin, Pedro Lopez, Worman Drolsen, Shirley Fonger,
(.Aina Constant, Gertrude
Perlito; showgirls
Gruber, Lorraine Miller,
Nancy
RoTidoIph,
Lee Mory Bohland; Cafe Society Orch
Ermante
Dodge, Ann Mace, Mildred Hughes, (10); $1 minimum weekdays; $1.50
Mary Douiell) ponies, Dorij Donald- minimum Saturdays.
son, Marct Flynn, Virginia SchoonCharlene
macker, Joy Coleman,
Annual visit by the Dorothy
Tucker, Ruth Rathbun, Gerry Ewing, Franey ice revue turns the Terrace
Kay Evans; Roy Fox and Sid Prus- Grill of the Muehlebach
from its
sin's orchestras.
customary dine and dance operatiop
to semi-club setup fdr next five
Easily the best show at his Dia- weeks, unusually long booking here.
mond Horseshoe, Billy Rose has an- Grill continues on its $1 minimum
nitery
winner that again week days and $1.50 minimum Saturother
blends the nostalgic with the socko days, with three shows daily. Danc1042 production standards, and the ing is provided between shows by
result is a warm, appealing revue covering the ice with a sectioned
with which stager John Murray An- floor, and music for this, as well as
derson has done wonders. The cost the show, is furnished by the Cafe
of the show is in the production, not Society orchestra, a local group
the cast. That's always been a Rose headed by Ben Rothstein.
penchant, and in Miles White's cosAs previously, Miss Franey brings
tuming, Anderson's production and a capable troupe of skaters to furlighting,
and Lauretta Jefferson's nish a 45-minute show on the tiny
peppery dance-staging the sum total floor.
This certainly makes the
is a surefire winner.
show novel and unique, but the
The titular 'Mrs. Astor's Pet sweep and glide expected from ice
Horse' yclept Pansy the Horse, is a skating is all but lost in such conpeg on which to project four stanzas finement.
Drawing power of the
the opening Circus, thence the show is less confined, however, and
Prohibition era, next the Mauve the Grill biz speaks well for the ice
Decade and finally Pansy's Party show.
which is another name for yester
Don Condon opens with a stiltyear nostalgia, keynoting Keith big skate number, followed by Misses
time vaudeville as it was.
Fonger, Gruber. Miller and Boh::iarriet Hoctor, probably the top land as a line.
Miss Franey has her
salary in the cast, lends a distinc- opening niche to exhibit a few fancy
tive touch of class with her ballet turns, and Harry
Douglas follows
terps, but a memorable outstander in a barrel-jumping spree.
A Dutch
is Herman Hyde who is about due to costume number is
run off by Gerbe re-discovered as a zany come- trude Gruber and Shirley ^Fonger,
dian.
His drollery is of the low and Condon is back in an adagio
comedy School, but none will deny turn with Miss Bohland as partits laugh effectiveness.
His props ner.
Douglas has a
turn
as
are bizarre; and in Norine Robinson a
pratt-falling
comic, and Miss
he has a looker for a prima who Franey then solos c(s a sailoralso registers with a neat soprano ette, probably best of her three
and lends suitable contrasting 'class' routines. Sailorette number leads
to Hyde's unashamed hoke. His sen- into a finale involving the complete
sitive four-in-hand tie, which does company in a patriotic theme. Show
nipups at the sight of the undraped Is well costumed and all members
form, is an inspired piece of busi- prove faultless on the blades despite
ness; and the breakaway bull fiddle, the small rink.
As a spectacle exharp, et al., long standards with this pected of an ice show, it doesn't
funster, seem to"have been devel- hold up, but as a novelty attraction
oped to a new degree of effectiveness. for an intimate room such as_Jbis
Andrew Mayo and Nonnie Morton, show fits neatly.
otherwise Pansy the Horse, are ably
Rothstein has brought his band in
foiled by Mtoball Montgomery as for the duration of the ice show, and
the ventriloquial cabbie. Their nocir is airing nightly via WDAF,
It's
tumal peregrinations keynote Rose's standard music and fulfilling the remvertissement.
The Circus Is On quirements of dancers between the
Parade,' a Rodgers and Hart oldie, ice shows.'
Quin.
harks back to Rose's 'Jumbo' show
at the now defunct Hippodrome, and
makes a spirited thematic for the
Cocoanut Grove, N. Y.
tanbark atmosphere. Rose and Mil(Park Central Hotel)
-tan. Ager-hav«~-ttwi.ed out a -good
tune in 'A Star Is Born' for the
The Yacht Club Boys (i). Glover
parade of the beauts, re-creating & La Mae, Bunny Howard,
Boots
Hazel Dawn in 'Pink Lady,' Peggy McKenna Ensemble
(9). Buddy
Wood in 'Blossom Time,' Mary EUis Clarke Orch; $1 to $3 minimum.
Rose Marie,' Irene Bordoni in
Jrt

TERRACE

GRILL,

.

;

.

—

.

The French

Doll.' Evelyn Laye in
Bitter Sweet' and Helen Morgan in
Show Boat,' capped by Harriet Hoc
If P^*" ^sual smart terpsichore.
This penchant of Rosfi's to salute

The big news is that the Yacht
Club Boys are again headlining the

new show,

Leon

&

Eddie's, N. Y.

being well handled by Arki-YavenArnaut Bros. & Nel'ie, Miidred sonne, the room's mgr.
'Wacky' Wayne, Jean Mode, The
Nora Sheridan's risque songs are
Golden Poir, Leo Fuld, Bobby Tables, still a popular feature of the Satire
Caesar & Rosita, Olympics, Johnny Room although they're nothing exMorgan, Line (10), Lou Martin Orch ceptional. She's assisted at the piano
(6) $3.50 minimum.
by Alan Jones, who writes the ditties.
Harry Baker does a turn at
With Eddie (Davis) on a tliree- parlor tricks and Neil Phillips keeps
week vacation, the customers are the piano going. (It's Miss Housbeing made content by a solid 70 ton's show, but the place's atmosminutes built around nine acts and phere, and river breeze location are
a line.
£Iie,
Pard^Leon (Enken) has still the star;:
done a good booking job.
The Olympics, a standard rollerskating act open the show, give way to
Caesar & Rosita, whose Latin rour
tines have been seen at La Conga
Chicago, July 31.
and the Havana-Madrid.
They're
Vincent Bragale Orch., Joe Norfollowed by Bobby Tables (New
Acts), a sepia stepper with a good man Orch, Patricia Ford, Lee Sullinovelty act and a flash finish where- van, Harry Stevens, 3 Guesses, Brucetta, Kay Paige's Six Latin Lovein he carries a table and three chairs
off in his molars.
Leo Fuld does a lies,. 6 American Tip-Tops; no minimum or cover.
fair job with a prop accent and
'When a Gypsy Makes His Violin
Chuck Jacobson and Ralph Berger
Cry,' a medley of Parisian tunes and
'My Dre?.m of Holland' wliich he struck a new idea in presenting the
pipes in his native Dutch lingo; his Lati:i Quarter, IBrst theatre-restaurtricks and gestures pad out a voice ant in the heart of the Loop.
Bright colorful, leather - and that has lost its fine edge but is still
an a":'isnce pleaser. The Golden chrome, second-fioor rendezvous feaPair (New Acts) are on next with a tures two circular cocktail bars, an
elevated stage and dance floor and
fint smooth working acro-balancing
arrangement of royal boxes.
act that is done in slow motion. an
Johnny Morgan, a good, average, Popular prii;es, no minimum and no
hard working m.c. gets in some cover charge prevail.
Dance music is continuous with
comedy patter and impersonations
and makes way for Jean Mode. a. two gbod orchestras, one straight
stripper, who's burley routine has one rhumba, both embellished by
There are three floor
been revamped and polished until it vocalists.
faintly
resembles the classic in- shows nightly, with a matinee every
terpretive posturings of Florence Saturday.
Outstanding aspect of the club is
Denishp.wn. Mildred 'Wacky* Wayne
Its bright newness and the obvious
(New Acts) a iMist^rous hoyden, out
on
spent
appurtenances.
of Chicago, is on next to closing with money
an ad lib style that is best described Mirrored pillars, beige leather accesas screwbaJl comedy.
The Amaut sories and elevated tables are assets
Bros, ard Nellie (5) wrap up the of this combination of night club
proceedings in ti-ue headline fashion and cocktail bar so popular in the
with their famous bird-talk routine. Loop vicinity.
Lee SulUvan, last seen in the
The line work is routine and limited to ?n opening, brightly cos- Georgie Jessel show. 'High Kickers.'
tumed production number during is a pleasant-voiced singing m.c. The
Three Guesses, mimics, do fine inFuld's Dutch song and the finale.
terpretations of Abbott and Costello,
Jerry Colonna, Hitler, Raymond
Gram Swing, the femme member of
the trio offering Hepburn, Edna Mae
(WALTON HOTEL)
Oliver. Bette Davis and many more,
with prevision and skill.
Philadelphia, Aug. 1.
Brucetta' is a neat little contor'

;

'v

LATIN QUARTER, CHI

.

.
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LYNCH'S, PHILLY
Don

Jerri Kruger,

Richards, Earl

and Josephine Leach, Andrew Sisters,
Glamour Girls (14), Helene
Heath,

Orch

Rose Gallo, Eddie DiLuca
(8); no cover or minimum;

dinTters $1.50 aTid up.
It's

.

time no see for Jerri
and judging
way a packed house at

long

Kruger
by the

in these parts,

respect

the

•

Tommy

Bunny

'

dinner up.

John Roy has booked a neat show
for all tastes into the Rainbow Room,
ideal for hot weather divertissement
and of a light calibre which shotjld
obtain generally.
Sometfmes the
Rockefeller nitery's- managing director is inclined a bit to the aesthetic
and, because of his daring in experimentation with something different
for nocturnal cafe fare, he achieves
surprisingly novel results— and some
times he doesn't
.Anyway, this show is a happy
blend for popular consumption. Jane
Decring (New Acts) opens, a fetching, elfin personality, not altogether
new to the RR, having been partnered last season with Jose Fernandez.
Then Mllskaya (New Acts),

who

has improved since her debut at

New

the Room. Ray English (also
Act<;) is a strong potential as a low
dancing comedian who, if fortified
with some choicer small taUf; to

punctuate his

falls,

could go impor-

tant places.

Paul Walton and Michael O'Rourke
are returners with their marionettes,
doing a new routine in their 'Birth
of Swing,' with Ttd Royal as ablft
aide on the primitive percussion arrangements. The puppeteers carry
out their evolution of swing in an intelligent showmanly manner, after
reprising 'Lazybones,' one of
yester-season marionette cre-

first
f.ieir

ations.

Newcomer rhumba band

Js

Law-

rence Andrini's Contini^ntals, with
Nilda Ramos vocalizing, and' holding
over again is Carmen Cavallaro and

The

Eddy Duchin
analogy was apparent when Cavallaro first came to attention out of

his

orchestra.

Washington, and now with Lieut
Duchin (Senior Grade) In the Navy
this just about leaves that pianisticmaestro style wide open for C. C.

He

poise-

emcee

'

'

BLUE ROOM, N.O.

"

Room,

Jane Deerlng, Miisicaya, Ray Eng*
Wolfon & O'Rourke, Lawrence

lish,

Andrini's Continentals (5) with Nilda
Ramos, Carmen Cavallaro's Orch
Harris Ashbum emcee. Dr.
(12),
Sydney Ross; $1 and $2 cover, $3

HAPPY HOUR, MPLS.

-

.

.
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N. Y.

has since acquired more ease and
and may, in time, be able to
the proceedings, although
Harris Ashburn, of the dancing Ash>
bums from the .adjacent Ri^bow
tionist.
Six American Tip-Tops, Grill, still does a suave
and compe*
youthful acrobats, also' got a good tent comjiere chore.
Abel.
hand.
Pleasant and ingratiating, Harry
Stevens sings familiar lines, accomoanying himself on the mandolin.
audience
attempts
get
the
Stevens
to
into singing 'with him and achieves
Minneapolis, Aug. 10.
some measure of intimacy.
International Sweethearts AU-Cirl
Six Latin Lovelies are a sextet of
Orch (15) -uiith AnTui Mae Wenbum,
showgirl lookers particularly en-

Lynch's Walton Roof went for this
bouncing swing-singer, she stayed hanced by stunning costumes.
Latin Quarter should prove once
away much too long.
will
A human bundle of "Vitamin-B is and for all. whether Chlcagoans nite
this good-looking brunet with lots of go for a smart attractive Loop
voice and personality.
When re- spot that is geared to popular entertainment
and limited pocketbooks. If
viewed, she had to give with seven
numbers before the customers would the opening nifht crowd is any
allow her to call it quits. Included criterion, this will be an femiqently
Loop.
were 'Jinple Jangle,' 'Somebody Tkk- successful venture.
ing My Place,' 'Honeysuckle Rose,'
'You're in God's Country,' "Rhum
boogie' and 'Summertime.'
Earl and Josephine Leach, long(HOTEL BOOSEVBLT)
time faves among PhiUy's. cafe set
are back with several new numtters
New Orleans, Aug. 1.
already excellent terps
their
to
Herbie Kay Orch <10), Laurette &
repertoire.
Best in their hpofology ClyTnos, Faludy Troupe, Lorraine
package is their Hawaiian dance. A Daly, Ben YosVs Co-Eds, Ben Purjitterbug and conga routine also nell, JVfaria Louise Lopez; $]J0-$2
score.
minimum Saturdays and Sundays.
The dancing Andi'<jw Sisters, a
couple of attractive blondes with
In the town's swankiest nitety,
plenty on the hoof, are also pleas- where guest dancing and entertainers.
Show is piloted by Don ment is as much a concern as the
good-looking food served, Herbie Kay's orchestra
Richards,
a husky,
juvenile with an excellent baritone. flt<i in nicely.
Richards has plenty of poise and
The band reveals itself as a smooth,
takes care of both his m.c. and vocal listenable outfit for hoofing and
chores handily. He leads off with ^ show. This is the tall maestro's first
patriotic combo of service corps appearance here in 10 years. Comtunes, tapers off with 'Sleepy Lagoon' prising three saxes, four brasses,
and a medley of Vincent Youmans piano, bass and drums, the outfit
songs, winding up with the stirring leaves nothing to be desired in the
way of sweet or swing tunes. The
This Is Worth Fighting For.'
The Glamour Girls has been aug- genial leader knows the dramatic
mented by several new eye-filling value of muted trumpets and sweetdoUs and they're routined and toned moments while playing for
Eddie Detuca's dancing. Arrangements that reflect
costumed nicely.
also
capable octet of musicians provides present-day jive tendencies are
the music for the show and dansa- adeptly handled.
liie show runs around 45 minutes,
pation.
Rose Gallo and her piano-vocals and it's good solid entertaipment
Laurette and Clymas move smartly
fill in lulls while Helene Heath enballroom turns and click
tertains in the cocktail^ lounge at the in several
solidly. They encore with an Apache
midget piano.
got them plenty of adHouse was jammed to capacity routine that
and they
Saturday night with many ditional palm-pounding,
(600)
off opening night
beg
to
had
Govand
Army and Navy officers
The Faludy Troupe of six acrobats
ernment workers in evidence. Shal.
scored strongly in their teeter-board
somersault act. The Ben Yost Co-

being their, first night club
date in about five years. Two new
additions to the comedy warbling
yesteryear foursome, Rodney McLennon and
tradition^is something Billy Dwyer. are solid fits and work
which aU, within the >rade, recog- like oldtimers with George Kelly
nize as a refining influence amidst and Charlie Adler,
remaining pair
tne
commercial
nostalgia
and from the old Yacht Club combo.
nokum which otherwise permeates
Tipoff on the draw of the Yacht
the Horseshoe.
Club Boys (New Acts) and the allNeUIe Durkin
(later
reprising round excellence of this lineup is
vaudeville
specialty that the Grove had its' best opening
^t.
with
Eddie Eddy, as the 'crying' cel- in four years Wednesday (29) night
and Virginia Mayo lead the ProThis show plays lots better than
hibition interlude. The show reaches it reads.
Besides the male quarlis rousing peaks
with a succession tet, it leans heavily on production
well integrated and com- strength. Bill Bobbins has whipped
pactly interlarded specialties in rapid up what he dubs a new edition of
succession from this point on.
'Hitting a New High/ with the
BiUy Banks (colored juvenile) Booth McKenna-trained line of nine
Whams 'em with a Gershwin medley. clicking in three numbers. First is
He introduces W. C. Handy
who one of tho^ phosphorescent deviltrumpet solos his immortal 'St Louis dancer affairs. Next two are the
Biu^ and the great colored song- bell-ringers, one being a sword
smjth again Ues it into a knot. Then dance, with the femmes in Grecian
Hyde kills 'em. Ditto the Caites Bros. garb, and the other a tropical num(2), reprising their concerted hoof
ber with the gals swinging the
ology of yesterseason. Then Emma rhumba. It'^ possibly the most atBoston
Satire
*rancis, easily a sextagenarian, who tractive array of comely youngsters
(HOTEL FENSGATE)
^^'^ before, and she just ever presented here, with every one
u
about tops everything with her song a dancer.
Boston, July 31
Mid-dance specialty, which com
Glover and La Mae, ballroomoloElsie Houston. Nora Sheridan and
Pi?tely stops the proceedings.
easily With four difgists, score
Baker, Neil
The 'Rebirth of Vaudeville' re- ferent dances. Whirling is featured Alan Jones; Harry minimum.
no cover, 90c.
prises
oldtime magicos, flreaters, in most of them, with the waltz con- Phillips;
Rhumbapaper-tearers,
Texas
ceit, midway, about tops.
Off Boston's well beaten track is
Dancers, etc. Prior thereto Lucienne samba affair also registered well.
"Hotel Fensthe
4 Ashour, with their reverse-French
Howard, comedienne- the engagement at
Houston
Apache routine, are standouts. Perry singer, holdover from the May show, gate's Satire Room of Elsie
The
Bruskin as Hizzoner the Mayor continues plenty clickeroo with her Brazilian novelty vocalist doesnt
seemingly
clientele
smart
How
(LaGuardia) emcees the party. 'Uncle soft-toned warbling. 'I Like It
of her or
Samba' is a Yank salute to our About You' and 'Chi, Chi Casten- quite know what to make
accepts both gingerly.
Latin neighbors with a touch of the ango' are her winners. She's also her songs, but
very much, doing
samba routining. Billy Wells and the all to the good leading the Latin- She doesn't giveof no particular apbrief tunes
4 Fays with their fast and punchy esque finale to the show. On 'I Like five
them, a voodoo
~
singing it peal although one of
acro-comedy click throughout.
It,' Howard lass scores by
chant done in candlelight gets a
Throughout, the 10 ponies and six Virginia girl style with a broad rise. However, she manages to get
showgirls (of which Mary 'Stut- southern accent
into her tent through her
crowd
the
which
termg Sam' Dowell is easily the top
Buddy Clark's orchestra,
potent personality. Her English _is
personality gal) parade an assort- plays the show and for dancing, is
bliCSfle te'good enoogrf lbf'a^
Vrear.
mtdt of iiifty and expenslve-lookirfg' solid.
With, deep

show business

grettably doesn't use it. She's in for
a probable month and may catch on,

Grayce Bayron, Jean Serrin, Jessie
Stone, Judy Bayron, Margery Pettiford,- Roxanne I/ucas and Miriam
Carter; no cover or minimum.

This all-gal orchestra Includes
Negro, CHiinese, Filipino and Hawaiians and, as such, affords considerable of a novelty. There's plenty
of musical 'iibS other talent in evidence among them.
Playing for
dapdng and also provluing a floor
show, they come through nicely,
especially for jive devotees,' and have:
no difficulty in following in the. footsteps of Fletcher Henderson, C^arlos

and Ace Brigode at"
popular nitery where, sans
cover or minimum charges, the customer can have much fun for a comparatively small expenditure.
It's a loud aggregation comprising
six brass, four reed and four rhythm.
Their musical effusions are of 'the

Molina
justly

sort calculated to

make 'listeners,

an

well as dancers, swing, and sway and
tap the feet
Anna Mae Wenbum, the leader. Is
an attractive sepian with a slim,
well-proportioned figure and much
personality. She does plenty of 'wiggling along with a bit of stepping
while twirling the baton. The floor
show portion comprises some dancing along with novelty band rtumbers
wiiich call for occasional solo work.
Dance
and
show,
contributions

brought forth

an

enthusiastic

re*

sponse.

There are only occasional lapses
sweet and most of the time
the girls keep time with their bfl-iies
or clap their hands to the jive. Several, apparently unable to restrain
themselves, jump up from their
chairs
and' give .vent to their
rhythmic afTltctions in various body
gyrations. They also btn^t forth into
song at times,
Among those featured in musical
specialties are Margery Pettiford, alto
Eds are a quartet of gals who. know sax; Roxanne Lucas, guitar; Jean
how to make the most of theii pipes Serrin, vibra harp, and Gracye Bayand figures. They missed the dmner ron. tenor stax. Husky-v6iced Jessie
show when the trunk with their Stoh.e, principal vocalist, does much
costumes and music was routed else- with 'Idaho.'
Miss Wenbum also
where. Lorraine Daly, singer with talks tlirough several songs. Gracye
the Kay aggregation, gets her share and Judy Bayron double from the
of the applause for several hit par- band for a military dance routine and
ade tunes, as did Ben Pumell. who the former goes in for some grinds
Is
This
contributed 'Dear Mom' and
and torso twisting during a hot solo
Worth Fighting For.'
dance. A swing sax sextet bums up
The below-the-border touch Is 'GabrieL'
added to the show by Maria Louise
Room completely filled for opening
Lopez, whose Latin tunes garnered midnight show.
Rees.
plenty of bravos. She makes up for
her lack of English knowledge by
Supporting Gracie Fields, wKo
whistling, winking and flirting with
at
Ben
Riley's
(10)
last
night
like
it
opened
to
seemed
who
the ringsiders,
enough. to. bring her back for several Lake House, Saratoga Springs, are
encores. Knows how. to sell herself. Sammy Walsh, emcee; Chapelle and
Kay does a good job of m.c.ing the Hannon, ballroom dancers; Robinson
show.
,
tappers; Eddie Farley's orch
Room fllled, to cajacity at both 'Twins,
and Ptter Rotunds'? Rhythms.
SiJifpW shbW.' ' 'Eiltffc.'
.

AiMifiAA

into the

.
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Cooler Weather, Hotter B.O. for
'Jupiter
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Inside Stuff-Legit

GIVES XLAUDIA' $16,000

S. Jay Kaufman says he could have stayed on as press agent for the
San Francisco, Aug. 11.
Play-hungry San Franciscans, with stock Playhouse, Providence, aAd still has a percentage of the profits pardollars in their pockets, ticipation.
However, the disagreement between the Assn. of Theatrical
way for 'Claudia,' Agents' & Managers and A. Edward Goldberg over Kaufman's evident
which opened at the Geary last week. letout remains unsettled. Goldberg claims the stock has been
taken
'Show Time' continued Its strong over by Ralph Snyder, who operates the Playhouse
with films during
pace at the Curran.
the balance of the year. Guarantee lor actors salaries was deposited with
Estimates to\r Last Week
Equity by Goldberg, who is therelore liable lor the players pay. ATAM
PROFIT •Claudia,'
Geary (1^500; $2.75)—Big has asked Snyder and Goldberg about it, also the status of the manage$16,000 for the first week, with indi- ment's agreement to engage two ol its members
as long as stock is
cations it may get better stilL
Memphis,- Aug. 11.
'SHow Time,' Curran (4th wk) (1,- presented. Idea ol cutting expenses is the reason lor the front pf the
Memphis Open Air Theatre, musi- .774;
mixup, Jerry' Cohen, who was compdhy and house manager, quit
$2.20 weekdays, $2.75 Saturday house
season
cal, wound up its five-week
vaudeville revue soon after Kaufman walked.
Saturday night (8) with a $4,000 and Sunday)—This
got terrific $19,000 lor lourth session.
ATAM regulations for stock outfits calls for the use of a press agent
profit on a $41,000 gross. Now in its
and a combined company and house manager, pay to be $90 weekly.
fifth year, MOAT is still paying off
If the gross exceeds $3,000, however, they are supposed to receive $110.
$20,000 debt incurred in 1939.
Operating under general management of Joseph Cortese, organiInteresting announcement made last week to the effect that Norman
zation used N. Y. production staff,
Bel Geddes, Max Reinhardt, Eddie Dowling and Richard Myers have
with Billy Holbrooke as producerformed a new managerial combination. Latter Is a socialite showman
dance director, George Hirst as conductor-musical director, and Victor
formerly associated with Richard Aldrich, who is a lieutenant commander
Morley as libretto director. Mocley
in the Navy. New bufit has top technical people. Geddes is widely known
also took character leads.
as a scenic designer, as is Reinhardt in the directional field, and Dowling
Total .attendance for the five
as an actor and caster.
performances
weeks,
with
two
'
Several years ago five playwrights combined as producers and started
rained out, was 57,677, as compared
auspiciously, they being Robert E. Sherwood, Sidney Howard, Elmer Rice,
with 57,167 in 1941. Serious drop in
out-of-town trade because of tire
Maxwell Anderson and E. N. Behrman. Howard was killed In an accident
situation was more thah overcome
and last season Sherwood entered Government service. The activities
by increase in local population due
of the company slowed down, but a dissolution report was incorrect.
St, Louis, Aug. ll.
to war plants.
•The Wizard of Oz,' based ot^ L. Playwrights 'are soon to start The Pirate,' adapted 'by Anderson, starring
Frank Baum's story published in the Lunts, to ;be presented In association with the Theatre Guild.
New. production quartet is presently quartering .in Geddes' office. In1900, began a one-week stand in the
'EOeen; Big $9,800,
Municipal Theatre Assn's Alfresco timated that downtown money will finance their projects.

Tun', Each Fine $27,000

•

war-boom

turned out In a big

August started with a
fairly cool weather.

week

of

Result was con-

siderably better business all along
the line for N. Y. legits. Matinees
were especially strong, indicating a

volume.
Monday
(10) saw best business on that day
lor three months.

jump

in

visitor

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C ^Comedv), D (Drama),
(.Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),

CD

M

O

(Operetta).
(Musicol),
Anirel Street, Golden (35th week)
(D-78B; $3.30). One of first shows to
announce Labor JDay matinees; onesetter picked up to better than $7,500.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
New
(81st week) (CD-838; $3.30).
cast, mostly that used on road last
season, has had no adverse effect on
boxoflice; run hit continues to fairly
good business; around $10,000.
'Blithe Spirit,' Booth (39th week)
(CD-712; $3.30). Besumed after one
week's layoff to excellent attendance, with the gross in seven per-

formances (no Monday show) around
$11,000, or more; quite an improvement, over previous pace.
'By Jupiter,' Shubert (10th week)
(M-1,32S; $4.40). Sellout at midweek
matinee even surprising to management; similar attendance Thursday
night, with takings around $27,000
close to cap«city mark.
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (40th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). One of last season's hits expected to play through

MEMPHIS ENDS 5-WEEK
RUN WITH 4G

W

Opens

OK

InSLL;Big47G

For 'Roberta

.

Ends 10-Wk. Hob Run
Boston, Aug.

11.

theatre in Forest Park last night
(Monday). Swell temperature lured
out an opening night mob of 10,600
that grossed an estimated $4,500.
Lead roles are capably handlecl by

rang down at the
proximated $10,500; playing three Colonial on Saturday night after 10 Evelyn Wyckoff, Lee Dixon, Donald
matinees, Monday nights out for weeks (its second sesh in town for a Burr and Edmund Dorsey. In suptotal of 18 weeks) and jostled the port are Patricia Bowman, Helen
summer.
estimated big $9,800. Raymond, John Cherry, Alex Rotov,
'Lite With Father,' Empire (143d jackpot lor
week) .(C-1,082; $3.30). Hup leader Show has been averaging about $8,000 Ruth Urban, Frederic Persson, Al
improved as much as any straight all along and might have stayed prof- Downing and Christine Forsythe.
play and was quoted close to $11,400; itably all summer, but prior bookings
A. Robins and Miss Forsythe, lanky
will hold over into another new sea- prevented.
Popular prices, an air-conditioned acro-tap terpster, were solid scores
son.
'Let's Face It,' Imperial (M-1,450; theatre and a town bursting its but- in their routines, and Edmund Dor*4.40).
Will relight next Monday tons w)th amusement-hungry crowds sey, portly comedian, also was a
click.
(17); laying off one month after com- all helped the b.o.
All are making initial bows
fall;

up somewhat and takings ap-

'My

Sister. Eileen'

'

-

pleting 38 weeks.

'My

Sister

here.

Eileen,'

Beck

.Thirty-six

talented

kiddies,

A

not, inconsiderable source of Income to the
in connection with 'This Is The Army'

Fund

Army Emergency
is

the

sale

of-

Relief

souvenir

If the volume of sales out ol town approximate that at the
Broadway, N, Y., the lund will get an unlooked lor $25,000. Programs
have been netting $1,000 weekly since the show opened. Al Greenstone,
specialist in theatre souvenir booklets, is publishing one for the 'Army'
and he readily complied with Irving Berlin's, request that all profits go
Program sells for 25c regularly, but when models are on
to the fund.

programs.'

the job as high as $1 is obtained.
program of the show.

In addition, there

is

a regular houte
.

,

Soldiers mostly are selling the souvenirs. There is a union of candy
butchers, book sellers and 'checkroom attendants. Union head has- been
importuning Greenstone to ditch the soldiers and put members on the
Publisher refused and early this week the union threatened to
job.
picket -the 'Army.'

none more than 12 years old, conThe Richard Eichberg billed as 'artistic supervisor* of the Carnegie
warbling and terpsing aggregation as an ?xtra added attrac- Hall (N.Y.) operetta revivals— first 'Chocolate Soldier" and then 'Merry
Widow' is a onetime (German legit actor.
tion.He directed 114 films and his Eichberg Films, Berlin, discovered
Jerome Kern's 'Roberta' wound up
and developed such players as Lilian Harvey, Marta Eggert, Danielle
its third one-week stand Sunday (9)
week) ((^3-1,519; $4.40). Probably
The Rich Get Richer
with take of approximately $47,900, Darrieux, Anna May Wong, Francis Lederer, Philip Dorn, Lee Perry,
Jumped more than any other show
Scarsdale, N. Y., Aug. 5.
Alexander polIn town and estimated around $27,000
Comrdy In three acts by Mary itall. Pea- the best gross of the current season. Mona Maris, Hans Albers, Bruno Kastner, Willy Fritsch,
mark; engagement extends into fall lures Elizabeth Patterson, .William Hsrilling, Anton Walbrook, Kitty Jantzen, Muriel Angelus, Felix Bressart.
gan, Neddn, Harrlgan,
period.
Directed by Felix
Metro producer Joe Pasternak- worked In his unit at one time also.
Army-Navy Belief
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (7th Jacovcs; setting by BIwell. Fmsenled for
Gilbert Miller and Kalph Moflanc by the
St. Louis, Aug. 11.
week) (R-991; $4.40). Building up a OIneys
at the Scarsdalo theatre, Scarsdale,
Execs of the Municipal Theatre
rep thSt should keep it in demand N, T., AUK. 4. '42.
George M. Cohan was signally honored by his.jiative state of Rhode
even when new musicals arrive; Monty Montgomery
Kenneth Tobcy Assn., which sponsors alfresco en- Island Monday (3) last week, day being named after him by proclamation
more than $24,000, which is over ca- Annie
Suzanne Jackson tertainment in the Forest Park play- issued by Governor J. Howard McGrath. Celebration centered in ProviClara Draper
Nedda HarrlRpin
pacity.
born. Date
Liz Draper
Elizabeth Patterson house, will donate the entire pro- dence, where a tablet was unveiled on the house in which was
'Stars on Ice,' Center (4th week) Angelica Draper
Violet Barnard ceeds of the performance of 'Show gave rise to some speculation as to whether it signified his natal day and
(M-3,000; $1.65). Primed for a clean Archibald Draper
William Harrlgan Boat' Monday
(24) to the Army and various commentators have digressed on the matter, alOiough July 4 is
up; close to capacity all perform- Hugh«Droper
Richard Clark
Florence auudstrom Navy Relief funds.
Concessionaires, the accepted date and is set forth in the biographical film •Yankee
ances; at midweek matinee there Dinky HlRglns..
HIgglns
George Mathowa looters, grippers, performers, and all
were 90 standees; rated around Sam
Doodle. Dandy.' Picture opened Friday (7) in Providence, with Warner!
George Basaett
K. O, Marnhall
employees of the outdoor enterprise officials present. Cohan, .who has been ill, was represented by Dennis F.
$34,000.
'Uncle Harry,' Broadhurst (11th
There are
lew
farce mo- have been solicited to donate their O'Brien, long time friend and attorney.
week) (D-1,142;- $3.30). Geared to ments in 'Thea Rich gooBRicher.'
evening's earnings.
The performGet
As
operate at comparatively moderate a
satire on the current socio-economic ance is on the regular sked, being the
American Theatre Society and Theatre Gaild may make Washington a
grosses; intention is to stick into new
scene, the play is heavy-handed, con- start of the second week of 'Show
seasott; probably moving to more inLunts jn.The. Pirate; will, be theflrst show
fusing and pretty much a bore. The Boat,' which will close the 12-weelf regular, tworweek stand. The
lor
timate bouse; approached $8,000 last
under subscription auspices and It will remain at the National Theatre
only time that the thing comes to life season.
including
week.
a fortnight, opening in late Sept. 'Pirate' will have a large cast,
is when the characters go through
A
huge bally has been started' to
Added
the antics of a Park Ave. version of
some 50 or more colored actors for background atmosphere. My Sister
attract a record audience. More than
Thla Is the Army,' Broadway (5th 'Yoa Can't Take It With You.'
prices.
popular
at
Aug.
17,
opening
That's
Eileen' is coming in for two weeks,
week) (R-1,942; $4.40). Even Sunin the latter part of the second act. 11,000 persons can be accommodated Comedy has previously played here for three weeks. ATS subscriptions
day's (9) downpour did not prevent
What follows is just about as dull as ^n chairs and on the lawns surround- in Washington have passed the 6,000 mark.
soldier show from selline out and
ing. Scale will be the regular 25c to
takmgs were again $47,600; another the dialog and business which leads
to that isock interlude in the Sec- $2.20.
Cast of '^Show Boat' includes
intimated
two weeks after this but there may up
Shuberts did not give up the Belasco, ,N. Y., although it was so
ond act.
Norma Terris, Jed Prouty, Gladys
be another extension.
Mary Hall, the author, -has obvi- Baxter, Kenneth Spencer, Sammy some time ago. House opens Monday (17) as the 'Saroyan Showcase.
'Claudia' St. James (return enbanks and also the Wmdsor
gagement^ (Uth week) (C-1,520; ously been saturated with the writ- White, Vicki Cummings, Helen Ray- Firm ^Id let the Hudson slide back to the
ings of Westbrook
Pegler.
She
(48th Street), owned by the Joe Leblang estate.
$1.65).
Intention Is to keep repeat
even mentions him In the dialog, mond and Minto Cato.
There appears to be a string to the Windsor fl-ansaction and, If there
date going into new season? making
Shuberts may again
some money; up last week; $7,500, or using him as a sort of medieval exoris a pressure of incoming shows during autumn,
Maplewood's Two-Wk. Closlnjr
cism.
A labor leader' is made to
better.
take the house for operaticm.
tremble with fright when the corMaplewood,
J., Aug. 11.
N.
Bevlvals
nered vittim threatens to 'tell WestBooking snarls, plus a shortage of
•Pprgy and Bess,' Majestic (29th
of
First two members of Equity to enlist in the WAAC, women's arm
week) <M-1,774; ^2.75). Gross again brook Pegler about it.' According star material and first-rate plays,
qualified for the
around $14,C/'3; Management figures to Miss Hall's script, labor leaders were cited by Cheryl Crawford, op- the Army, are Elizabeth Stearns and Jo Tyler. They
on better money on road and will are racketeers. Unions, she contends, erator of the Maplewood theatre, in officers training division and were ordered to report at Des Moines, la.
are pressing employers to the point
•tart tour late in September.
Women's auxiliary corps will be assigned to certain duties now handled
where the latter have no choice but announcing the closing of the strawwidow,' Carnegie Hall to turn the management of their hat playhouse Saturday (8) for two by men, releasing the latter for combat service.
(M-2,760; $2.20). Final and fifth week
plants over to the employees. An- weeks.
lor most successful of operetta reother target of Miss Hall's jag-jabManagement asserted that rather
Mayita Montez,' billed" as the first 'big time* skater from Argentine,
vivals here; estimated around $18;blng is Eleanor Roosevelt. The sub- than accept two fill-in weeks with will go on NBC shortwave beamed t© South America early tonight (Wed).
'The New Moon' next Tuesday
ject may be dated humor, but it oc- so-so
attractions,
it
was figured She is one "bl the features in 'Stars on Ice,' Center, Radio City, and wiU
(18),
cupies much of the chatter in the wiser to shutter
the house in mid- describe the rink revue in her native tongue.
Vaude-Revue
first act.
season until plays already skedded
'Frlorllies of 1942,' 46th St. (20th
Miss Hall's gallery of characters
week) (1,347; $2.20). Slated for the
became available.
swings from the
(85th

week) (CD-1,214; $1.65). Holding to
accelerated pace that accompanied
switch of theatres and halving of top
price; again rated around $10,000.
'Sons o' Fnn,' Winter Garden (36th

Strawhat Reviews

stitute a

—

'

,

.

.

^

caricaturlsh
to
road after three weeks; Philadelphia
clever definition. Hec smartbooked for early September; up acutely
est piece of creation is Dinky Higground $2,000, with indicated pace
gins, the labor leader's blonde cutie
$16,000.
with social-climbing ambitions. Florence Sundstrom wraps plenty of
warmth and talent about this figment. The other highlighted figures
13G,
in the gallery are Archibald Draper,
once proud head of his own plant,
$6,500,
IN CHI but now merely a pawn for labor
leaders; his wife, Clara, who gets a
yen for operating her own restaurant
Chicago, Aug. 11.
on Broadway; his daughter, Angelica,
ast week the town's two shows who adds to the frenzied
doings of
gnued healthy at the b.o., with the second act by promoting a phoney
Night Ladies' remaining in the charity ball; his spinster sister, Liz
lead and still a big profit-maker.
Draper, who worries herself between
investments and getting a first-aid
Estimates lor Last "Week
'flood Night Ladles,' Blackstone course diploma, and his son, Hugh,
(ITSh week) (1,200: $2.75). RoUing who shies from antagonizing labor
leaders.
fjjAtu along to great trade at $13,000
Elizabeth
Patterson,
character
iSm week.
player from films, isn't given much
Slater Eileen/ Harris (12th
waMt) (1,000; $1.65). Fop-priced run of a chance in the role of the spinster
sister.
Whatever laughs come from
f||Sains profitable, coming through
(Continued on page 60)
with another fi,S0O..
.

lADIES;

mEEN,.'

BRISK

^d

.

Mass. Strawhat's Record
Springfield, Mass.,

Aug.

11.

In spite of gas and tire curtailments. The Valley Players, now half-

way
mer

at

are

.their

summer season continued

second

breaking

all

records

for that theatre.

The

Detroit's

sum- unabated last week, thanks to Henry
the Mountain Park Casino, Duffy's one-man stand at the Lafay-

through

Holyoke,

BiUie Burke's 'Vinegar^
'MARffiHA,' OK J14,000
Sweet $8,200 in Detroit
IN L'YILLE DESPITE RAIN
Detroit, Aug. 11.

only

operating this

company

legitimate

summer

in

Western

'Massachusetts, \The Valley Players
are selling the l,ObO-seat house out
well in advance.
Figures released today by Carlton
Guild, business manager, show that
for the first five weeks of a 10-week
season, 17,980 patrons paid a gross of

Victor Herbert's 'Naughty Marietwhich ran six nights ending Sunday (0), ran into bad weather. Wednesday's performance was rained out

tne previous week. Next week the
Duffy presentation here will be Joe
E, Brown in 'The Show Off.*

and balance ol the week was^hinthreatening
by
cloundy,
dered
weather. In spite of this, however,

ta,*

take

'Guest'

9G

in

Newark

Newark, Aug.

11.

'Guest in the House' finished a sixThis compares with a patron- day run at the Mosque Sunday (0)
age of 12,583 and a $6,355 gross for with an estimated $8,800 in the till,
the same period last year.
Total lowest gross since house opened a
month
ago, but still plenty potent.
advance for hall of season, which in'George Washington Slept Here,*
cludes period of permanent gas
'Private Lives* and 'Watch on the
(Continued on page 60)
Rhine* are In the offing.

$9,969.

Louisville, Aug. 11.

•

ette here. Billie Burke, in 'The Vinegar Tree,' rolled into its seventh
week at the house, collecting an estimated $8,200 at a $1.50 top, which
is slightly better than the snow did

,

for

the

week

hit

profitable

$14,000.

Roberts, soprano, made a
impresslbn with the patrons.
Bob Lawrence, Frank Hornaday,
Billy Sully, Nina Olivette, Rolfe
Sedan and (^arron and Bennett, adagio team, also clicked.
'Rose Marie,* the Rudolph Friml
musical piece, is the bill for the sixth
and final week, which opened yesterday (Monday).

Joan

solid

•

Wednesday, Angust IZ, 1942

For

Equity,

First

LEGITIMATE

Time

KSSZ"

in 23 Years,

ON H'WOOD COMPLAINT

Is

Having a Squabble-Free Sununer

Donald

J.

(Don)

De

Army

Draft

T«D on

59

Legit Talent

Presents Problem to Prodncers

Fore, a Coast

was last week suspended for
by Equity after it
had been advised by the Screen Actors Guild that he was ruled off for

actor,

fitie

most

^eara

is

Not since belore the
19.19 have the internal ofthe association been so much

these dog days.
strike
fairs of

.ivery

on the quletur.

succeeding

summ^cJ-as witnessed some
agitation,

a limited period

change ot pace In
evidenced around Equity

Fitting the Fittest

rfidical

within. Equity

either

participated in

sort of

by

it.

or

At the present

time there are no indicated pending
issues or disturbances.

There have

been few matters for disposal by the'
council, whose sessions have principally been routine.
It seems that nothing has steamed
actors of late, only explanation seemingly being the overshadowing importance of the war. Right
after Equity took on stature by winning the strike from the managers,
it was engrossed with succeeding reorganizations of the managers, which
followed the dissolution of the old
Producing Managers Assn., with another strike averted in 1924.
Thereafter followed Equity's flop
on the Coast of its picture strike and
then such issues as control of casting
agents; rigid alien actor regulations;
an uprising of a younger group of
then alleged radicals known as the
Actors Forum; the reorganization of
the Associnled Actors and Artistes of

up the

Barney Bowman, N. Y.

legit

boxoflice man, is in the army
now, but assigned to the cavalry/'
Only explanation of how he
drew that trick was that, in an-

It

swering a draft question as to

option

occupation,
Bowman
wrote: 'Selling tickets at the race
track.' He admits the only thing
he knows about horses was the
occasional peak he got as they
parade to the post
However, he was temporarily
shifted, being In the Broadway,
N. Y., b.o., where "This Is the
Army' is cleaning up.
his

last

ATAM Ask $25
Salary Increases

was an unfortunate break for the
who was evidently peeved be-

actor,

cause Warners had not renewed the

on his term contract De
Fore is "ruled off until Sept 24.
Warners had informed De Fore's
agent that 'the option on his contract
which guaranteed him 20 out of 26
weeks in the studio, would not be
-

For

An

Brackets

supposed

from the managers.
Increases asked are house managers from $100 to $125 weekly; company managers in N. Y. from $1(K)

to $125; on the road, company manr
agers from $125 to $150, and for musical shows a boost from $150 to
$175; press agents in N.Y. from $150
t: $175, with associate agents $87.50
instead of $75; if the same press
manager's
represents
the
agent
voiced that the legit group was de- shows in addition to the specific
is engaged, he
liberately weakening itself, which is show for which he
shall receive $150 for each additional
,Jsot evident.-td^datp
sHowT "Agents lor stocE-WStfiff' g«
$100 weekly and for., repertory -the
pay set is $200.' Rates set forth are
'

.,

minimums.
P.a.'s

ON WPB COMMTITEE

week

are to be paid at least one
prepare press matter for

to

stand, which would be two
weeks in advance of the opening
Iiouls Lotito, general manager for date. Company managers are to be
the Martin Beck, N.Y., has been ap engaged at least two weeks prior to
League is also
pointed to the Industry Advisory the opening date.
Committee, a division of the War asked to be responsible for. its memProduction Board Committee on In bers, to deposit a blanket bond for
dustry, under Chris Dunphy, and members not required to put up a
has been asked to attend weekly bond with ATAM. Also asked that
meetings in Washington.
Appoint- agents and managers are not to be
ment was announced by T. Spencer laid off Christmas or Holy Weeks,
Also
Shaw, director of the division, and even though show is idle.
Lotito is the sole member from the sought is jurisdiction of summer
first

Broadway district
Committee has three problems

theatres.

to
be considered, one being changing of
theatre heating systems from fuel
oil to coaL Another is that of repair
and maintenance, the third being
salvaging of wornout parts, princi
pally metal or wire. Points involved

agreement would be for one
year, or up to the Saturday preced'
ing Labor Day, 1943. Readjustment
of pay scales hereafter to be made
alter notice by any succeeding May 1
and negotiated by Jtme 1, Next
meeting of the mangaers and ATAM

concern

will be held

both

legit

and

picture

New

Monday

(17).

houses.

Only Broadway theatre known to
be using an oil burner heating syS'
tem is the St James. Some of the
others have their own coal burning
plants, while most others are serv
iced by the City S,team Corp.
Several managers who went to
Washington to attend the first hud
die for the local Stage Door Canteen
again cohferred with Chris Dunphy
Friday

War

Industry
Board quarters over production
priorities.
He again affirmed that
if contractors, supply and accessory
firms, filed priorities ~i>n materials
which would be use;^ for new shows
next season, it is reasonably sure
that deliveries will be made, pro
vlded the manufacturers have the
goods on hand.
When showmen
previously huddled with Dunphy he
explained that the shipment of aU
•goods not vital to the war effort
(7)

at

the

,

lln,
Russel
Lindsay.

Howard

Crouse,

'Coant Me In'—Shuberts, Horace 'Schmidlapp, Richard Krakuer, Harry Kaufman.
'JTuile'—Brock Pemberton, Columbia Pictures.

'Aoreas Uie Board to Tomorrow,' Tftlkiiic to Ton'—William

Saroyan.

tract

1 KUIeu the Connt'—Shuberts,
Frank Carrington, Agnes Mor-

At that time the conr
had two weeks more to go. He

accepted a job in 'Sailor Beware,'
which, had a two week stock date in
Frisco. At that point he was advised
to report on the Warners' lot for a
part is 'Princess CRourke,' now in
the making, and it would have meant
at least six weeks more picture
work, but he passed it.

gan.
Iitt

Freedom

—^Youth

Sing'

Theatre, Inc.

The

New Hoon'

Joseph
Bartsch.

S.

(stoek)

Tushinsky,

-

Hans

'

weekly, or approximately $1,200 ad-

expense

for

'Princess.'

Complaint was filed 'with SAG.
Studio, however, asked that the case
be delayed, not caring to force can-<
cellation of the 'Sailor' date and
thereby prevent that cast from earning their salaries, or cause the show

management

Gertie Lawrence Big B.O.

.

embarrassment

draft age will be subject to call to
the colors, especially those without
dependents, and sudden withdrawals
are likely to affect performances. Not
few'''Shows lost yoimger key players last season because of enlistment
draft call.
Reports from Washington are to
the effect that all single men of 40
or less are shortly to be called for
service.
Those nearer the present
age limit will be given army desk
jobs releavng younger men now In
those positions for combat duty.
Actors somewhat older, who have
been getting the brushoS froin'
agents and managers in recent seasons, are now' hopeful of landing in
the new productions and the coming
year or two may see a new heyday

Drama

To Daniel Boone

and

College

Talent

^

.

and thereafter managers were
careful not to engage players within
the draft age.
Another angle to the expected
shortage of younger male talent is
the proposal to present bU-girl
shows, two of which are mentioned.
One is called Temme-MBnIa,' with
players, orchestra and house staff all
call

—

mOON; FLOP

IN

N.Y.,CUCKSON

rORGlTTOTODR
AFTER

THE ROAD

36

WKS.

ON irWAY

the title of 'Gentlemen Unafraid.'
fiop on Broadway but a success
of town is the record of John The drama is 'Eve of St Mark' by
Steinbeck's "Thei Moon Is Down,' Maxwell Anderson, which, however,
since it was .taken over by J. J.
will also be regularly produced by
Leventhal from Oscar Serlin followthe Playwrights. Last season. Wiling a disappointing engagement at
liam Saroyan's 'Jim Dandy' was a
the Beck, N. Y. Show had been preNTC attraction.
sented as a stock, but is now oh a
'Hayfoot,' described as a Civil
been
having
basis,
production
routed by the United Booking Office, War story with a West Point locale,
with Washlngtbn the first stand out will require the payment ot royal(current), Boston to follow.

ties,

percentage not yet determined.

Revival of 'Porgy and Bess* Is In
its final six weeks at. the Majcjstic,
N. Y., having been booked to open
oh the road In Rochester, N. Y.,
Sept 28, with Buffalo and Cleveland
to follow prior to an expe«tt!d in«
definite, date In Chicago. "Porgy' was
one, ot_. Broadway's surprisei Jjast
season and the George Geir&wln
musical play lived up to .ejtj|)ectaIt
tlons by spanning the summer.
'

-

.

that the fee angle was
Most successful date played so far Explained
required because the authors
was Philadelphia, where "Moon* felt
emanated from summer stock, havnot wish to imfairly compete
grossed $20,000 in two weeks, ftxcel- did
who make amateur ing tried out at Maplewood, N. J.,
agents
lent money at the scale for a show 'With play
Ust falL
.pertormaneesi their .axflfiaU<ii)/ ..Au
that' "now •iwstsr consideraWy-iea* t©
the
roy
devote
probably
will
Philly thors
originally.
operate
than
on Broadway when its tour starts; af
to establishing scholarships.
press was good and only in Balti- alties
compared with 14 weeks when the
mielr objectives in turning the colored cast show was originally
more were the reviews unfavorable.
It is believed that had the play re- show over to the colleges is twofold, presented at the Alvin, an, engageceived a .better press in N. Y. it not only as a means of tryout but ment that ended in the red. Nearly
young,
might have gotten across. However, the expectation of developing
all the r^oad 1* virtually virgin terIdea of turning 'Hayfat picture deal of $300,000 placed fresh talent
ritory for "Porgy* and the operetta
foot' over to the NTC was suggested
the show in the big profit division.
more tlian one season.
who has may span
'Moon' was over-touted prior to by Steve Smith, of ASCAP,
One exception is Boston, where the
adminthrough
premiere, mostly because of the at- collegiate contacts
show went after the Jersey showing
memorBurkan
tention given it by book reviewers, istering the Nathan
and before coming to New York,
done
has
Harbach
who predicted a stage success. The- ial scholarship.
revision.
atre parties attracted by the wide most of the script
circulation of the war novel kept the
There have l>een eight college acplay version in the mohey for a few ceptances to present 'Hayfoot' and BERLE IN HAYSTACK'
which it steadily 20 more are in sight Figured there
after
weeks,
-

•

.

are 30 spots comparable to Broadway in stage equipment where the
show can be advantageously presented, and in. a number of places
professional directors are on the job.
Colleges and directors named to do
'Hayfoot': University of California
at Los Angeles, Ralph Freud; Syracuse, Sawyer Falk; Minnesota, C.
Hubert
Stanford,
Lees;
Lowell
by Broadway critics. Conrad Nagel Heflner; Indiana, Lee NorveUe;
now heads the cast only name Wayne (Detroit), Preston Scott;
PalUpton
player engaged. Understood that he Bowling Green (Ohio),
Patis on a guarantee plus a percentage. nier; Scripps (California), Lee

held It at the
two longer than
intended before putting it in his
rotary stock houses.
When the management switches
there were 13 cast changes out of
the original total of 20 players. Ben
Krans restaged the drama and took
a* different slant which eliminated
some of the weaknesses pointed out

TOPREEMXMASEVE

Leventhal
slipped.
Beck for a week or

terson.

belmar Drops Show Plans;
Can't Get USO Leave

$1,500

.

^

somewhat similar situation suddenly cropped up when' KngTand
went to war. It was quiddy apparent that British actors then on tiia
boards over there were subject to

The idea proposed by Charles D. to be 'women. The other is "Moscow
Cobiun of looking to colleges for Belles,' which may have a single
talen^ajs taking form, but somewhat male comic over 40.
dlffermt than he visualized. Two
shows, one a musical, have been released to the National Theatre Conference, which means they wlU be
done In colleges and community
theatres.
The musical is 'Hayfoot
Strawfoot,' by Otto Harbach, Oscar
Hammerstein, n, and Jerome Kern,
which was tried out four years ago
by the St Louis muny opera under

advance sale at $2.20 top, takHarry Delmar's plans to produce
lean six-week engagament.
ings the first night approximating
a Guy Bolton-Eddie Davis musical
diences, at the summer show shop in$1,600. The John Steinbeck drama
titled 'Anldes Aweigh' have been
cluded a big percentage of patrons
press.
good
drew
a
dropped due to conflict with his
who came on bicycles. Gross ap
An emergency sent stage manager duties as production exec for USOproximated $7,000.
Ben Kranz into the Mayor Orden Camp Shows.
.Miss Lawrence returns to New part.
Original plans for the legiter
York next month to rehearse 'Lady
hinged on Delmar's getting .a sixIn The Dark,' which opens its tour
LEW FAEKEE IN 'HELLZ'
week leave of absence to produce
in Philadelphia Sept 28,
With Camp Shows figurLew Parker has handed in his two the show. 35-unit
production schednotice to the USO-Camp ing on a
were and would be subject to emer- weeks'
ule for this fall, Delmar was unable
'Hullabaloo' unit
gency use of baggage and freight Shows'
and had to cancel
to join the 'Hellz- to clear time off
out
pulling
He's
to
applied
same
cars, and that the
his deal with the authors.
apoppin' road company.
touring shows.^

'

A

loss. De Fore, who is understood to have taken the stage job
at small pay, is not known in the

Dennis, Mass., Aug. 11.
Gertrude Lawrence, appearing at
'Moon' Briebt in D. C.
the Cape Playhouse last week, drew
Washington, Aug. 11.
S.R.O. in 'Fallen Angels,' a Noel
'The Moon Is Down' opened here
Coward comedy that was produced
National last night with a
the
it
had
a
on Broadway in 1927, when it

Au-

manpower by

for legit aJcs.

Musical,

monetary

east.

of

the Army and the steady drain ot
young men are causing managers to
shows for tb«
Many actors in th»

use_ care in casting
ne\y~' season.

Warners thereupon bad to hire a
more
getting
replacement
$200

Communists or other radicals. Nor on its national jurisdiction, ATAM
has that ever been proven or dis- explains it' offers a new agreement
proven, but in the light of events aimed to simplify ambiguities and
during the past year the Red issue contradictions in the previous contract and that the increased pay
seems to have evaporated.
However, last sununer some of the sought ties in with increased cost of
outstanding members of council re- living. However, the contract offered
A
signed en masse, fearing that some is a first draft, with the union evi- out
dently expecting counter proposals

NAMED

Reclassification

Rdiiarsal

in

Action'—Oscar Ser-

.

hasn't been cleared up yet to the $2S weekly in all classifications.
Fact that in May the American Fed-,
satisfaction of Equity and other taleration of Labor recognized its jurisent unions of the Four A's.
More recently the Red issue was di'tion in all parts of the country
explain
the
organization's
the major agitation, heightened by may
stance.
the charges of a congressman that
In a letter to the league, touching
Equity's council was controlled by

LOUIS LOTITO

'Strip lor

picked up.

ditional

Association of Theatrical Agents
America, which was immediately and Managers union presented a new
embroiled in the misstep of can- basic contract to the League of New
celling the franchise of the American York Theatres at a formal meeting
Federation of Actors (vaudeville) Monday (10). It had been expected
and the near war with the stage- that a boost in salaries of company
would be
hands, who threatened to dominate and house managers
show business. The vaude situation sought, but ATAM asks increases of

radicals elected to that
body spelled trouble if not disaster
for Equity. Their foreboding seems
to have been groundless, for the association's annual report showed it
stronger financially than ever.
When Equity gave up jurisdiction
of pictures by recognizing and aiding
the Screen Actors Guild, then relinquishing radio (but not television),
opera and concerts to other newly
formed talent unions, criticism was

^ws

60 days because of contract jumping.

Harry Kaufman (Shuberts) will
put 'A Needle in the Haystack,', starring Milton Berle, Into rehearsal
Nov. 1 for a Xmas eve preem on
will mark Berle'f.
It
first Broadway legit since 'See
Laivyer' for George Abbott two
years ago. Comedian has two more

Broadway.

My

My

Deid Body' and
pictures, 'Over
'Margin for Error* for 20th-Fojt,
which go into work a week apart
'Body* starts Aug. 17 and when thaf
over Berle , gets a 'week off before
'Error,' wherein he will re-create
.

Sam Leyene role <(t tha
Jewish cop guarding the Nazi symthe original
pathizers.
Pliil Rapp, who authors the' Maxwell House radio show, is doing the
book for 'Haystack'; songs by Jimmy
McHugh and Frank Loesser. It's the

Broadway musical,
first
latter's
heretofore writing chiefly for Paramount fllmusicals. Bob Alton will
put on the dances, Howard Bay the
scenery, Irene Sharaff the costuming,

Joan Blondell, Reginald Gardiner
and Ann Miller are featured cast
prospects.
Berle will draw $2,000 a
against 10% of tfie^ross. ^ ^

week
.

_

——

——
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capabilities as an acMiss Williams wisely doesnt
attempt to equal Miss Lawrences
mugging, but plays a kind of pseudo-

Whatever her
tress,

Strawhat Reviews
:

dignifled souse.

continued from page 58;

FALLEN ANGELS

The Rich Get Richer

She's a looker

Welles' Shenanigans

who

a Continued from pace 3s

appeared on Broadway several seasens ago, but married and retired series
from the stage except for appear-

of

four

episodes

of

actual

ances as a regular member of the events.
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 5.
the part are almost wholly due to
Welles, however, got so enamored
Cape playhouse company. Only other
Comedy. In three acta, by Noel Cownrd.
her talent for building up a bit of
few .thouOeilrudo Lawrence. .Staged by Ar- member of the present cast- who has of Brazil that instead of a
As the browbeaten cap- Stars Sircom.
business.
FItach. more than a bit is Cora Witherspoon, sand feet he Is said to' have shot
Eugene
.lotting by
thur
italist, William Harrigan seemed to Presented nt Capo playhouse, Dennis, Mass.,
effectively underplays the maid enough film to make 'Gone With
who
the
of
most
be considerably off kilter
Aug. 3. 'K; *-."3 top.
p^rt.
reHe also
again.
the
filled
all
over
Wind'
Harrigan
the
Laiwronco
Gertrude
time.' Nedda
Julia .Sterroll
Arthur Sircom's staging is profiHurry Rllorbe
revised his idea on the picture and
quirements of the dizzy wife per- Frederick Stcrroll
Cora Wllherspoon cient and Eugene Fitsch's single setfashioned Saunders.."
about
fectly, and Violet Barnard
Richard Kondrick ting is unusually decorative for a decided to make It completely
William Ranbury
an easily recognizable facsimile of a Jane llanbury
Murlal Williams strawhat show.
South America, rather than have the
Kobe.
Odec.
Marcel Journet
debutante.
Maurice Duclos
four assorted episodes.

THE DUENNA
Princeton,

R

J.,

Aug.

9.

Revlvnl of comic operctln In three lids
SherliHin.
(nine scenes) by Richard Brinalcy
Mue c _bj
a» adnpl,ea by Ailhur Sireom.
iind AnAlfred ReynoUle, Frederick AusUn
by A\ IItonio Lolll. Production supervised
sloped
Ilam Miles and John Ireya; dnnccs Lnraen;
by John Ireya; settings by Johnnnes Wlllard.
Dorothy
by
costumes supervised
nsaoolaPreacnlcd by BIchnrd Skinner In
Playgoers, Inc.. at
tlon with the Princelon
J.,
^.
Princeton,
the McCnrter theotrt,
Aug. 8. '42.
Charles Nicholson. John Ireys,
Cast:

Raymond

6«lne, Alfred Btc<icverry.

AmUla

Dorothy Sands, R''h%d ^'nip ?.
KSr-Jk
Bo>d,
Barbara Zleglcr. Taniora. Bctlle
Savo, Russell Collins. Greer ^hlre-

Jimmy

chal, others.

When Charles W. Koemer took
over the RKO Studio reins from Joe
Breen, who had hired Welles, he
Woodstock, N. Y., Aug- 7.
burned at the quantity of -film
was
(llvo
scenes)
by
nets
Comedy In three
Scenic designer, Lisa Welles had shot and the aniount of
Joseph Kesaelrlng.
Presented by Robert Elwyn. diJalowetz.
money he had sptnt. He ordered
years later, then disappeared until rector, at the Woodstock Playhouse, Wood'i'i.
sliced from the payroll and
Aug.
him
stock.
N.
T.,
.0,
Gertrude Lawrence resurrected it.
Jocn Arllss tossed that portion' of his Mercury
McGllllgan
The explanation seems 'clear— the Maggie
Mary Farrell
Sndlo Corby
which remained In the
play is an exceedingly thin example Miss Spamce
Phlllppa Bovana theatre staff
Kevin O'-Shea U. S. out of the RKO studio. This
of Coward's work-, much inferior to Blazohoad O'Bannlon
Johnny Heath despite the fact- that the rushes
any number of his more recent Abraham Pratt....
Helen Harmon
scripting efforts. If nothing else. It Maude Pratt
wa^ sending up
which
WeUes
Power
Margaret
Rlc«iarda
demonstrates how much Coward has Gwendolyn
Harry Toung they're in Technicolor-^were proDetective
developed as a playwright.
Policemen.. Felix Herllnger. Edward Durst, nounced 'stupendous, colossal, terDavid Sle^Tes
Impossible as 'Fallen Angels' would
rific' by all who saw them.
be as Broadway material, howThis "is one of those things out> of
BKO In $300,0«0 Spot
ever it is excellent summer theatre
^
Aside from changing
fare, at least with Miss Lawrence an old trunk.
Firing of Orson put RKO doubly
in the leading part originally played names of characters, Joseph Kesselby Miss Bankhead. She's onstage ring hasn't done a great deal to re- on the spot because he went to Latin
almost continuously throughout and, furbish his script of a decade ago, America under auspices of the Ofby brilliant low-comedy overacting 'Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men.'
fice of Coordinator of Inter-Amerand the projection of her spectacular
'Aggie' was released as a picture ican Affairs. It guaranteed losses on
personality, makes it an amusing and In ?33 by RKO.
Since then KesseJ- It's All True' to the extent of
Played ring, as author of 'Arsenic and Old
at times hilarious romp.
$300,000. Government Is legally and
straight, the show would be an un- Lace,' has helped establish new trends
But Miss Lawrence in comedy which make 'Aggie' or technically clear of any entanglement
relieved bore.
shrewdly hokes it almost pft the 'Maggie* look sort of simple and old- or any cost unless 'It's AH True' is
stage, and if the result wouldn't go fashioned.
Play does have passages released. Its contract Is not with
on Broadway it obviously delights a of breezy, even vulgar, dialog for Welles,- but with RKO. And it's not
week of capacity strawhat. audiences. some laughs, but the story of a responsible for the $300,000- unless
Comedy is about two couples gamine who has affairs with two the company releases the film, hanpretty fed up after five years of mar- men, a roughneck and a sissy, and dles it and advertises it as an A
riage.
When ttie Frenchman with makes. both ot them over till each picture and Orson Wcl)es' name is
whom the two women had pre-mari- strikes a happy me'dium', seems a lit- on it as producer.
tal affairs is about to reappear on the tle O. Henry-ish and passe.
Nevertheless, despite; the fact the
scene, they prepare a lavish dinner
Cast, consisting mostly of Woodand,' at his non-arrival, spend the stock regulars, with Kevin O'Shea, CIAA is technically devoid of fursecond act getting plastered on Helen Harmon and Margaret Power ther responsibility, it is plenty emchampagne. 'Things are reasonably among the less familiar faces at. this barrassed by the split between
straightened out in the third act.
Everyone
stand, does a generally lively job. WeUes and the studio.
Neatly all the other members of Joen Arliss makes Maggie a brassy kno^ the Rockefeller group was rethe cast merely straight for Miss but likeable kid, and Johnny Heath sponsible for his going to Brazil and
Lawrence's
skillful
buffoonery, goes through an amusing transforma- the outfit feels a certain responsithough MUrial' Williams, in the sec- tion from shy. country bumpkin to bility to the people and government
ond lead played originally by Edna he-man as one of Maggie's bby
of that nation to see that the pic•
Paul.
Best,
the ludicrous second act. friends.
This comedy was produced in London bvk in 1925 with Tallulah Bankhead and Edna Best in the leading
parts. Noel Coward's 'Fallen Angels'
was done briefly on Broadway two

MAGGIE McGIttlGAN

-

•

.

In spite of a charming production,
Sheridan's little operetta has a hard
time bridging' the years successfully.

Admirers

of

find u
vehicle for his

Jimmy Savo may

a serviceable enough
libtalents, but the humors of the
and
retto itself are pretty attenuated,
there is .nothing in the musical score
by Alfred Reynolds, Frederick Ausbe
could
which
Lotti
Antonio
tin and
called more than mildly agreeable.
The
Although the author of
School for Scandal' penned some
clever lyrics for, 'The Duenna,' they
are not always sung intelligbly by
the present company, and perhaps
because of something in the acoustics of the McCar^er theatre even the
spoken dialog seems, to come from
quite a distance. The general effect
of "The Duenna' is of a rather slow-

moving,
limited

artificial

romp which

opportunities

for

gives

Savos

The fact that Savo himclbvirning.
self favors pantomime and tends to
make his points at a deliberate pace
also keeps the action
coming very brisk.

from ever be-

The sawed-off comedian is seen as
Isaac Mendoza, a swarthy Portuguese, who goes through elaborate
machinations to secure the hand of
a wealthy Spanish senorita he has

.

never seen. Only after he is married does he discover that the girl
has been playing hide and seek with
him and that he has mistakenly martied her duenna instead.
Dotothy Sands, in a hideous red
wig and with alternate teeth blacked
out, makes the duenna quite a fright,
and sings and plays the role in fine
Andzla Kuzak, as the young
style.
lady who evades Mendoza, is vocally
and visually attractive, while TaiTiara, in the role of her friend, Clara,
in a somewhat similar
romantic situation, offers an equally
Ingratiating performance.
At one
point Tamara starts swinging a tune,
but for the most part the music is
treated straight.

also

mixed up

Alfred Etcheverry and Raymond
•eSiActivs pair of
swains; Richard Temple is a vigorous

S'l.'J&ViW 'jgirV*'

outraged father, and Jlussell Collins,
doubling as a servant and a bibulous
friar, is always helpful.
Johannes Larsen is credited with
the fanciful settings, which are
among the show's chief assets, and
Dorothv Willard's costumes blend
with them beautifully. It wouldn't
take much to dress up the production
ior Broadway, but the drawing
power of such an entertainment in
the commercial theatre must be rated
.

doubtful.

Paul.

ilgt.

LOD ClfAITON

'

-

KING
THROW A POSEY TO
Jimmy Slroock for
CohtribiUing Costumes to
Our Men in Iceland
Direction:

WM. MORRIS

get good, before they

H'wodd's 'Fearless 15'

—

—

Falls

from buildings are routine,

because of the accompanying nets,
though here in turn a man must
know how to land or he'll wind up
be a pretty permanent profession. wearing -the net for a shroud.
Some of the boys have been doing
Land on a Dime
their stuff for 18 years.'
In' falling from a speeding car, the
Off With a Crash
good stunt man can foretell, for the
Wolfe, younger than most of them, benefit of the director, within a few
is a born and bred New Yorker of feet where
he'll finish. This' is true
Irish, Scotch and' Turkish ancestry. even with the car doing up to 40
He went to Mercersburg Academy, miles an hour and it may be added
played water. 'polo on the team that, in this type of fall as in most
at the New York A. C. and once was others, there's an accepted technique.
a customers man in' Wall Street,
The trick Is to go into a somerWhen that went blooey, he didn't sault or do a side roll, which is
care what happened to -him, so he
something that's liable to be rather
decided to -become a Hollywood
complicated in the backward-fallr

-.in

stunt nian, acting as human insurance for stars whorn the studios
didn't care to bounce around too
brashly.
Louis Tomei, the Indianapolis

Speedway

racer, is another good
especially with cars,
Steele, scion 'of a Pittsburgh
steel family, is a third, having dfr
cided to make his own way in the
world—while falling out of a window upon his haircut.

Carey Lofton is so good with cars
and motorcycles that, while not
edifying the folks in the third row,
balcony, at Fort Wayne, Ind., he's
on tour of the county-fair circuit

with his own show. Dave Sharpe
has done well, too; -In fact, to a
point where he now is doing a series
of westerns. Another good man is
Dale 'Van Sickle, who, 15 years ago,
came pretty close to being an All

American tackle

at

the University

of Florida.

However,, everybody can't jump In

off-the-balcony,

it.

'

was unknown before she played

'Mr.
And, as another instance,
Walter Pldgeon, her co-star In
'Miniver,' was just another guy in
and out of Hollywood for a goodly
number of years, As an Idea of the
number In question, J.hey say he was
brought here as a singer by Gloria
Swanson; that for a long time he did
no better than fair, finally drifting
east to pipy shows. Back here again;
he attained some measure of success,
as tacit evidence of his professional
and physical stamina. And then his
Chips.'

'

.

patience was rewarded when he
came roaring through to eminence
after getting a socko vehicle, 'How
Green Was My 'Valley,' followed now

by 'Miniver.'
However, about the only thing that
patience usually can coiwt on getting around here Is a sock between
the eyes.

'Oz' In St. Louis
Continued from page
rationing, is 5,397 patrons

and gross

of .$3,614.

Automobile traffic to park stiU
heavy, but buses are also getting big
play. Army men from nearby Westover field are regular patrons of
'Valley Players

Casino productions.

to see the results.

sContlnned from page 3s

purpose of the craft b.eing to provide and make, the stunt-man a guild
when seemingly qualified.
a maximum of thVill with a minimum even
of risk.
Cliff Bergere, the auto racer, found
In other words, he who thrills and that out and therefore failed to
walks away will live to thrill an- qualify in the films, for no reason
other day. And at $10,000 to $12,000 that anybody could put his finger on.
a year for perhaps seven months For the thing comes under the head
work like, say, in doubling for Ran- of that instinctive. Intangible eledolph Si^tt and John Wayne in the ment called timing. And this, in
"Spoilers' fight living has a certain turn. Is divided into degrees and
degree of added importance. As a shadings in which various men are
rhatter of fact, death in the line of specialists.
duty would probably be personally
The< fight sequence, for instance,
mortifying to the averaige stunt man, during "'hich the oncoming punch
since it- might imply- that he had
and the accompanying head-slip
bungled a job for -which hp'd trained must be .synchronized to a splithimself for many years.
second. It must look like the head
Wolfe didn't exactly put It that Is snapped back
by the Impact -of
way in talking about this highly spe- the punch, otherwise the picture
cialized work, but the above seemed
either is spoiled or somebody gets
to be the idea behind his words.'
his hrains knocked out.
'None of the regulars has been
seriously injured in some time,' he
says, 'and there hasn't been a death
a picture stunt in a number' of
years. The fact is that ours seems to

made

Biit, as far as the public was concerned. Miss Garson, as one instance,

do not use star system, but operate
with resident company, which came
here Intact from Rye Beach,' N. H,
where they had been known as The
is
Farragut
Players.
, Director
Dorothy M. Crane.
ture is finished and released.
Only handicap is fact that comIt
renewest
plays
pany
cannot
get
Would be a severe disappointment
to the thousands of Brazilians who leased for stock because they have
lionized Welles and spent hour's not yet played. Springfield, 10 miles
watching him work were they never, away.

shares

stunter here,

Golden Gate Theatre
San Francisco—Aug. 13th

.

.

Tom

YORK
AND

lir.

—

.

c/o Variety, Hollywood

Greer 'Garson, Hedy Ijamarr,
Dorothy Lamour, Bob Hope and Hefin the above lists. They're generally
regarded as come-Iatelles,
whereas the casting experts say
that's the old mazaza; that they wre
around four or five years tryinf^i
Russell,

on-to-a-table

trick;

Of course It's a breakaway railing
and a breakaway table, but that
hardly helps inasmuch as this requires the man to fall out of nothing, land on nothing
and turn over.
That's a tough one, but the motorcycle clash Is tougher, since the
claishee is as -vulnerable as a clay
pigeon.

—

RKO owns the footage which
Welles has shot, but that doesn't help
the studio mvch, In the first place,
finishing the picture without him
would place a legal problem in the
way of Using his name as producer.
And without that, there's no $300,000
guarantee from the RocKefeller crew.
Much worse, however, the only script
which Welles did! his ad lib shooting

Fa. Strawhat Folds

Reading, Pa., Aug.

11.

Gasoline and rubber rationing,
combined with an excess of rainy
weather,

Green

caused

Hills

five miles

Lake

closing of
summer theatre,

the

south of Reading, Aug.

Approximately

five

9.

were

weeks

lopped off the schedule, which had
Ironically
weeks.
seven
run
—after he revised his original Idea
was in his head. So, while the bril- enough, the house closed a day after
in the
liant color footage Is very pretty, it the Saturday Evening Post,
would be almost impossible for any- current week's -story on gas raone but Welles to make sense out of tioning's effects on business in Eastern Pennsylvania, had -given the
it as a feature picture.
theatre considerable space,

Mayer's Idea
A jinx has hit the house for two
Mayer's idea in bringing Welles summers, a long detour because of
the Metro setup includes ac- the main Reading-Lancaster highqmrlng from RKO the 'It's All True' way's reconstruction hurting busifootage.
Whether or not the Gov- ness last summer, and the army
ernment would go iOT transferring draft this summer. Manager-Prothe $300,000 guarantee with it Is a ducer George R. Snell was drafted
moot question. If Mayer and WeUes' two months before the season beagents succeed in closing a deal, it's gan on June 18, Snd the draft cut
likely that the Metro attorneys will in on the personnel of the company.
hedge it so that anjr shenanigans will Snell's wife managed the house this
find Welles outside the gate. It's fig- summer.
ured, though, that he'll probably behave, inasmuch as firing from -a secHarttold Stock Folds
ond studio would pretty well wash
Hartford, Aug. 11.
him
-

into

of

up.
Incidentally, no matter what comes
the picture, the Government

would probably have $300,000 worth
eut of Welles as a goodwill ambassador. , The splendid impression he
created
everywhere
only
was
equalled by that won by Walt Disney
on his CIAA-sponsored tour last
year.

Males Outlast
^Continued from pae* 3;

longed their popularity by shifting
from drama to comedy; Grant, Colman, Irene J3unne and Jean Arthur
being convenient examples; there are
The technique is so difficult that fewer headliners making from four
only four men in Hollywood are
to six pictures a year, not only
reputedly capable of doing it
avoiding knocking themselves out
Lofton, .Wolfe, Allen Pomeroy- and
but their audience as well
Fred Schaefer, who Is currently
There Is a fourth reason, menlaid up. Yet that isn't the thing the
tioned by a studio executive with* a
stimt man fears most; It's the direcgi-eat deal of conviction in his ton&.
tor's unwelcome command:
He claims that nowadays, when a
'Let's do it once more.'
star hits, the effect 'is lasting beThey say that, for some unidenti- cause only definite ability is the
fied reason, half the stunt accidents sesame; that, In effect, stardom is
happen on re-takes. It's like trying the final development of a long-haul
to
outguess a locomotive.
The effort.
second time is liable to be a dead
Incidentally, this explains the Inheat.
clusion of Ann Sheridan, .Rosalind

After an abortive three- week tryout, sumer stock at the Bushnell
Memorial folded Saturday (8). Bushnell venture was said to have been
backed by Max Rosen and Mike
Beckanstein, two local businessmen.
Also linked to the venture was Lee
Shubert, Two Shubert- men, Eddie
Scanlon and Leonard Sang, fronted
the shows as general manager and
company manager, respectively.
House was considered much too
large for legit presentations and bad
It seated about 3,000.
Last show presented was Vincent

acoustically.

Youman's

'No,

No

Nanette.'

Stony Creek Continuing
Stony Creek, Conn., Aug.

11.

Despite several goose-eggs at the
boxoirice. Stony Creek playhouse
will finish out the season as originally planned. Early week biz at this
shoreline strawhat represents a zero
parade, but there's a fair pickup on

weekends.
Currently spot is doing 'Letters to
actress
Lucerne,'
with* 'Viennese
Lotte Stavlsky making her American
stage debut. Following week brings
in 'Bird in Hand,' In Which Lee Shubert is interested as a possible reWeek of
vival for Dudley Digges.
Aug. 24, actor-backer of the outfit,
Kevin Kemble, will present 'Noah.'
.

.

.
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with Hal Kemp, joined Everett Hoagland here at Bill Green's.
Maurice Spitalny already has his

Broadway

band booked for New Year's eve—at
Songsmith Johnny Mercer bioged Elks Club in St Mary's, Pa.
September EsRoss Sisters, who got their start
by Sidney CarroU In
around here last winter, set for new
**
Al*R<>scn, Loew's State manager, Shubert show, 'Count Me In.'
spending vacation at home with the
While Patti Gene is singing with
Joey Sims at Sky Vue, her hubby.
^"Leonard Bergman, recently oper- Bill Ludwig, is drumming with Billy
ated upon, Is-home but still suftermg Yates.
intense pain,
Maurice and Betty Whalen stuck
Chic York and Rose Kln^ cele- around following Yacht Club engagebrate their 33d wedding anni today ment for weekend show at Kenny(Wednesday).
wood Park.
j
Hotel near Penn station advertisJ. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
ing rooips at theatre prices—$3.30 Universal Pictures board, in town
single and $4.40 double.
jast week to address special meeting
Record
Decca
Sosnik,
Harry
of National Mfrs. Assn.
maflttro, spending his sabbatical by

some new tunes.
Announcer Paul Douglas east for
former
bride,
the
deal;
radio
Virginia Field, west in pix.
Charles Stewart, general manager
S^Contlnned from page
for William Saroyan, had infected
the
job.
on
men in^he armed forces were seeremained
le? but
jcrome Kern will tune 'Victor ing pictures on a 24-hour daily basis
Caravan,' the Marian Spitzer-Elliott then perhaps the estimates could
Arnold tale for Columbia Picts.
stand closer supervision.
Frank Law, Belmont-Plaza hotel
No figures on Army-Navy requireand Betty McCormack,
publicist,

writing
•

Raw

Film

I

hotel exec, plan

wedding on Oct

1.

Jacobson, manager of
Bess,' hospitalized last
week with strep tliroat. Okay now.
-Willy Green is director and producer -this season at Hollyw^^.
Country Club, Livingston Manor,
N. Y.
'Skating Vanities' (roller), which
opens In Chicago Sept. 9, formerly

Clarence

'Porgy- and

had a deaf mute

among

its

girl

ments are available,, but raw film
requisitions, either for current or future use, reportedly run into a huge

volume. of footage annually. Cameramen are attached to every military unit including ordnance departments.

'The air force uses aero film,
a special type- of celluloid, differing

f acture of every foot of aero film
'dtncers.'
^,
,
.
»
Robert Gray, production assistant would normally result in manufacof Otto Preminger, goes to the Coast ture of five feet of 35 mm. stock.
to join PremDespite this, industry heads cannot
infier at 20th-Fox.
understand how the armed forces
Mrs. H. Russell Edme, wife of the
can possibly use all the' footage
theatre division manager, is at
following which is ostensibly being requisihospital
Knickerbocker
tioned.
two serious operations.
Consolidated
Wary
v.p.
of
Poucher,
R. J.
Films, back at the homeoflice after
Owing to experiences with other
about a year's work consolidating industries. War Production Board
activities of one of subsids,
officials are reportedly wary of film
S, Gregory Taylor, prexy of St
industry suggestions and inclined to
Moritz hotel, gifted -with a gold
watch by employees to mark the 10 classify trade proposals 'largely as
selfish promotions.
Film producers,
years he's operated hostelry.
Eddie Sherman evidently can take on th e other hand, are inclined to
view
doses.
He
suggestions for drastic
N. Y. now only In small
scrams back to the Coast Friday (14) film curtailment with skepticism as
after less than two weeks in town.
to the vital necessity for such a
J. H. Cooper, who lives on a farm move, and are not convinced that
upstate, was in town during the past government needs are
as extensive
week to discuss theatre matters with as they seem. Opinion voiced in
Par, his partner in midwestern opsome quarters is that if more suberations.
stantial
basis
were
for
established
docFirst Government full-length
umentary film. The World At War.' a closer understanding between the
18.
two elements, mutual benefits would
Sept.
scheduled for release
and 20th tie -derived. It is pointed out that
Metro, Paramount,
will distribute jointly.
although many production men have
Oscar Morgan, Par's ^hort subject joined the armed services, working
sales head, and his son Dick, a Par on army film production, no distriare vacationing at the
attorney,
bution system to obtain maximum
Thousand Islands. Dick Morgan is
coverage for army films has yet
recovering from pneumonia.
.

.

RKO

WPB

WPB

.

'

HKO

Izzy Rappaport, Balto Hipp's opwon't believe he's an a.k.
included himself into a basket

been evolved.

_

Th; four major raw film producers, Eastman, Dupont, Agfa and
in the neighborhood
came out quickly with a
o; 2,000,000,000 feet of positive stock
back.
Leonard Picker, in Columbia's legal annually, of which the film industi-y
uses
approximately
1,100,000,000 exTuesday
department since 1932, left
(11) to become assistant to B. B. clusive of some positive and negaColumbia tive stock in studio production. Last
Kahane, at the studio.
him at Gal- year total sales of negative and posicolleags farewelled
lagher's.
tive stocl: for studio requirements
erator, just

He

ball

game over the weekend and Ansco, produce
wrenched

Gus S. Ey'ssell, president and managing director of Radio City Music
made a member of the Motion
Pictures and Speaking Stage Theatres Industry Advisory Committee of
the WPB.
RICO has three pictures showing
simultaneously in the Broadway
(13):
sector
Thursday
startmg
'Bambl' at Music Hall, 'Magnificent
Ambersons' at' Capitol and 'Big
Street'' at Palace.
Hall,

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

amounted to 127,000,000
would leave more than
feet

of

film

available

Navy requirements.
An all-Found 25%

feet.

This

800,000,000
for Army-

cut on footage, as

has been suggested, would primarily
affect distribution where the great-

volume of

est

mal

life

showings.

celluloid is used. Norof a print is around 40
In case of an A picture,

where 12,000 bookings are made,
some 300 prints are required. If
this figure is arbitrarily cut to 225
prints
then some 3,000 theatres
would not be able to play certain
pictures. Of necessit" the small ex-

Three Nonchalants will soon be hibitors, paying the lowest
Dave Westerlund expects army would suffer.

rentals,

two.

call shortly.

Sam Nixon back
his legH playhouse
late this

in

town getting

ready to reopen

month.

Dancer Gloria LaMarr's husband,
Clarence Trautnian, has enlisted in
the Coast Guard.
Rank Mancini, local arranger, ha?
switched from Benny Goodman to

HoDywood

Robeson's

-

.

'

.

.

.

.

from ordinary 35 mm. From accounts, facilities taken up by manur

tomorrow (Thursday)

•
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will take lepd in 'Time of Your Life.'
Others in cast are Juanita McGuire,
Ralph Cook, Wallace Culver, Jay
Holmes, Milton Daily, Wright King,
Alfred Zeitlin to hospital for op- Thomas Helm, Blanford Jennings,
Mervin ticroy laid up with flu.
eration.
Pauline Lord in from Broadway
Evelyn Sears, Al Hohengarten, Anne
Al Burnet's Nut House club revue Jennings, Joseph Fitter, Robert Mc- for picture work.
resuming
vaudeville
dates
with Clun, Georgine Clardy and Marie
Joey Ray got a fast okay from his
Monty Rose, bis former stooge, as m.c. Rulfs.
draft board doctor.
Shortage of attractions has caused
Jack Oakle back to work after re<
two opposing show spots to play
covery from throat infection.
same attraction concurrently at GlasJoan Bennett hospitalized for th«
gow, where Joe Loss is playing at
jerking of an impacted tooth.
Green's dance hall and doubling at
'Othello'
Charles Ford, producer at MonoMoss' Empire.
gram,
laid up with peritonitis.
s^sContJnued from pace i^^s
Sid Field, the provincial comic who
Sam Ledner, Paramount dance sdrecently won suit against William played it over a decade ago in pervisor, recovering from surgery.
Henshall which releases him from all London.
Edwin Knopf back at his Metro
contractual obligations to this proproduction desk after parting with
There can hardly -be a question his appendix.ducer, has been signed by the Charles
Greta Garbo reported en route to
Tucker office for a show at $520. His that the play would hurl Broadv/ay
the Mayo clinic- in Rochester, Minn.,
top with Henshall was $300.
Election, of officers of American on its practically invulnerable ear. for a checkup.'
Herman Wobber and Bill Kupper
and Overseas Artists, Ltd., has re- Given a theatre with more than
sulted in election of Ben Lyon as three square feet of stage and some- in town to confer with 20th-Fox on
prez, Vic Oliver and Carroll Gibbons, thing besides
closets
for
wihg.s; distribution deals.
Carl Hlttleman moved from the
joint vice-prez, and Teddy Brown, given a hand-picked cast of profeswho replaces' (jharles Forsythe (re- sionals to support the principals, and Columbia production staff to a simipost at Republic.
signed) as secretary and treasurer.
given a little more time for the cast lar
Jean Renoir, Aim director, to Johns
to play itself in, and 'Othello' would
Hopkins hospital in Baltimore for
floor a pulp magazine audience, let treatment of an old war injury.
alone the hand-picked crowd which
lis
Leon Schlesinger closing down his
cheered it last night With Robeson cartoon plant tor the annual vacaBy Lcs Bees
playing opposite a white girl, the tion period from Aug: 28 to Sept. 8.
Dr. Lucian CalUiet arranger for
effect Is electric and this aside from
Old Log (strawhatter) held over
leader
the fact tjiat his portrayal is an Leopold Stokowskl, appointed
'Moon Is Down' for second week.
of University of Southern California
'International Sweethearts' band artistic triumph in any category.
band.
opened fortnight run at Happy Hour
As given last night, the 'play- Ferry Lleber returned to his RKO
mtery.
silences for all time the folderol publicity desk after a good-will tour
Harry Hirsch bringing big wheel centering around
the furious con- of New York, Washington and Chiburlesque into- Alvin starting in
troversy that Othello was not in- cago.
September.
Bob Curwood, chief of Motion PicBen Landy, Columbia's' Omaha tended, as i Negro, and should con- ture Production of Mexico' City, in
office manager, honeyn>ooning .here sequently not be played by one.' town
to confer wKh Hollywood
with his wife.
Fact of the matter is that Robeson's execs.
Hlrsch-Stecher
'Roller
Derby* performance is of such a stature
Jack Carson, Warner actor, was
turning 'em away nightly at Audi- that no white man should ever dare tossed out of a leaping jeep at an
torium and will continue' for six presume to play it again, especially Army camp and required six stitches
weeks.
since it is to be strongly questioned in his leg.
David. Evidon, son of Warners' ad
Fredric March closed a non-profit
sales manager, was fourth in class of that any member of the audience, no deal to act as bus boy at the Stage
88 and received Navy promotion to matter how delicate of sensitivities, Door Canteen when he shifts to New
third class torpedo man ,at Pearl was offended by A single moment of York in autumn.
Harbor.
the action,
Kathryn' Grayson, screen singer,
Engagement of Dorothy Lewis ice
Robeson's performance is a revela- filed' suit for divorce against John
revue, 'Symphony on Skates,' exShelton, film actor, her second such
tended additional two' weeks and tion. He accomplishes the transition action in a' month.
option taken for another fortnight at to the terrible rage of a betrayed
Anita- Loos bacK from Des Moines
husband with a devastating power of and Washington on a tour of material
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota' Terrace.
Harry Katz, erstwhile local bur- expression. His voice, a magnificent for a story based on the Women's
lesque impresario, now a Tank instrument is capable of the utmost Auxiliary Aniiy Corps.
Battalion corporal, and slated for nuance, from the ineffable tenderness
Nelson Poynter, coordinator of the
PEomotion to sergeant at Ft. Lewis, of his troth with Desdemona to the film industry ior Office of War InWash., has passed officers candidates
dreadful gibberish of an epileptic in form&tloii, taking a week off to rest
board.
the throes of insane jealoi^sy.
Be- after huddling with produceric
Sidney Bernstein arrived from
yond that, however, is his terrific
London to trade ideas with Hollycapaci^ for changing pace, and wood producers as film c. J visor to
Philadelpliia
eveiT tortured thought finds its logi- the British. Ministry of Information.
cal expression
By the time his pas- Joan Marsh, film actress, awarded
By SI Shaltx
sion is spent his audience has been temporary alimony of $30 weekly,
pending trial of her divorce suit
Jay Victor has joined WCAU as through the rolling mill
writer-producer.
The far subtler, equally Important against Charles S. Belden, screen
-writer.
Frank Palumbo' has shuttered his role of lago is conveyed
by Jose Fer
Sylvia Ashley Fairbanks .petitioned
20th Century nitery imtll Labor Day.
Dave Blum, Philly rep "lor Marks rer with so much skill that this por Superior Court for $2,900 a month
Music, has been turned down by trait of the world champion heel is pending final settlement of the estate
one of the amazements of the play. of her late husband, Douglas FairArmy docs.
Alden Park Players, society little A devil, but a flendishljr clever devil, banks, Sr.
Mdrt Blumenstock, N. Y. chief of
theatre group, will move into town he is in Ferrer's hands a character
this fall, playing at the Barclay study, with the fascination of i advertising and publicity for Warnhotel.
poised cobra. Witty, urbane, shad' ers, arrived' with bride after the
Celia Villa, daughter of Pancho
before training
bwing the doomed Othello' like an Frisco sales 'sesh
ViUa, Mexican bandit chief, is new
back to New York.
vocalist with Joe Frasetto's WIP evil breath, his insidious manipuU'
tions are perfect!;^ calculated to the
house band.
Betty Hurd Renshaw, ex-news- personalities of his victims. Ferrer
Washington
paperwoman, has taken over WCAU needs more time to pull his charaC'
women's program formerly handled terlzation into perspective, but once
by Laura May Stuart.
he accomplishes it, his lago will be
When Paul Kaln's band finishes its
Nearly 100 yoimgsters had dinner tops.
season at Glen ^5cho Park It jrfives
as guests of Tommy Dorsey at the
to the Maylair.
Uta Hagen, as Desdemona, and in townLaFalce of wamei' Bros, pubRitz-Carlton hotel last week for doRick
nating 75 records to the scrap platter Margaret Webster, as Emilia, haven't lic relations -department took bis
drive.
their roles in focus, although their physical for the Army this week.
work is vastly 'impressive.
Miss
Holdover program- at the Earle
Hagen endows her role with a hobill' gave Harry Anger chance to take a
ty, an inner calm, and a sense of few days i^acatlon at Ocean City, Md.
SL Louis
Jay Canriody, drama editor of the
chasteness that, with more time, will
By Sam X. Horst
prove its persuasion. The same is Evening Star, ready for army InducAnd a dozen are scrambling
tion.
Leon Jardosk^v, Paris, III., exhib, true of Margaret Webster, whose for the desk he vacates,
portrait of Emilia, although uneven,
laid up in a Paris hospice with blood
Marcus Helman down from New
rises in the final scene to an Inspired York to huddle with Paul Scbwarz
poisoning.
Sam Komm, owner-operator of the pitch.
of the musicians union on a new conPrincess, is spending $3,000 alternatThe Important supporting roles of tract for the National theatre.
Local smoke shop donated office
ing the projection room in the house. George Keene, Ernest Graves, RobHenry Budde, former chief sound ,«rt Harrison and William Woodson space to the Stage. Door- Canteen.
Donation brought so many .new cusengineer for the St Louis Amus. Co.,
are
remarkably well handled, while tomers it was paid for in dgarct
now a barrister with a local law firm.
Joe Erber, veteran theatre owner Philip Huston, of the local company
Al Rogell of Republic Pictures
and booker, back in town and has who.se juveniles have not been too
reopened an agency with Benny satisfacrory' in recent productions, dropped into the Treasury departRader.
comes through with a distinguished ment and got the screen green light
for a war bonds se^quence in 'Hit the
Ed Fellis, owner-operator of the bit.
•
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Deck.'
Grand and Orpheum. Hillsboro, 111.,
^^sContlnued from pace
Using the costumes of the Walter
Steve Cochran, former manager of
won the nomination for state senator
Huston 'Othello,' which came a crop the National theatre and summer Immatron of what was actually happen- in the primaries.
Harry Riegeir manager of the Am- per some seasons back, the produc- presario at Olney.'' Md., now with
ing, newspapermen thought.
splendid
against
a
War Bonds division of the Treasury
tion
is
visually
downtown
Fanchon-Marco
bassador,
Vaughn Monroe.
E. Palmer Hoyt of the Portland deluxer, when it closed last May, is
shrewdly designed permanent set by De partm ent.
Bill Beal will manage Art Society
and the Washington Timesconcert series next season.
Andrew -Mack. Margaret Webster's
He re- Oregonian was severly critical of the back at his old stand.
Government hush-hush concerning
Owners of the Ambassador build- diroctlon has pace and terrific inten- Herald will pick this year's 'Miss
places Jim Bortz.
ing, in which the Ambassador theatre sity, and, within the compass of the Washington' iof the Atlantic City
Howdry Hartman- -has left KQV the Aleutian Islands.
beauty pageant Contest confined to
engineering stafiE for Job in the PhilaThe broadcast should serve to focus is located, have spent $8,000 facelift- small stage, astonishingly fluid.
government girls.
builddelphia Navy Yard.
general attention upon Elmer Davis' ing the exterior of the entire
John J. Payette, Warners' zone
Harry 'Candullo, band leader, here recent promise that this is "the ying.
manager, has sold his Sixteenth
Muriel Stryker. who produced stage
with his wife, Helene (and Her Vioncvlv'.-il of Wllllnni flhahoRppare'H 'Othello'
people's war' and they are entitled shows for Fanchon & Marco's Fox
iwo iif'iH, viRhl xrcneit; MinrH Pfiul lto)h- street home to the Dominican Republin), at Nixon Cafe.
fc:ilin''« Ula Tlanen, .Tone l''errpr iinil lic as an Embassy.
He's moved to
and St Louis theatres, is training 24 .Hon:
Frank Ardini's brother, Lawrence, to news.
.Miii'Unri-l XVcbnlcr; dlr«'lc<1 l>y Mlm \V>'1)8his Virginia farm.
out-of-town engage- K-r;
'I wouldn't hire the government as linegirls
for
now batoning a rhumba band at
IVoHciiloil
MttlitKH l>y AnUrcw Mnok
Bea 'Wain took a Peek's engageliy
Ciiniliii(1(;ft
Humrorr Tlicfitri*, Hmtll«
Rainbow Room,
a reporter, because it does a bad job ments.
Garrick theatre, only burlesk house Hull, Cnnilii'Idb'e, Mnnt., vreek of ,Kuis. 10, ment for the Earle stajge in order, to
Jackie Heller sticking on Coast to of reporting the biggest story in
keep company with her husband, Lt
try his luck in pix. He^s signed with history,' was Palmer ' Hoyt's crack. in town, skedded for reopening Fri- U'Hli^rlco
G»or|te jfwno
Andi-e Baruch of the Quartermaster's
Dick 2eislcr due back as f.-iKo
(14).
waiter iKane agency.
!'»"<
I'Vrier
He called way news of landing day
division, War Department
on the Izzy First llr.ib.-intlo.
manager. House
lujlw'i't iriuTlHfjn
Bob' Carter out of action for sevJaps on the Aleutians has wheel.
I'liul ItoboAon
Dtlir llo
Caryl N. Odell of Parampunt here
eral days with a bad ankle. Tore a of the
Krni^itt Cir.ircH to arrange for the premiere of 'Wake
('an.sln
particusubject
of
handled—
a
been
.<!hopping
on
film
Out-of-towners
ligament playing ball.
llohci'l K, i'rrry
Oiiku
Island' at the U, S. Marine base,
region— 'the row include Tom Ronan and Perry I.naovlcn
this
in
interest
J. H. McHugh is new manager of lar
Pblllp ITuatun
W»lln(o Wiail«fo,nl)p Quastico. Hopes to have nationally
Kennywood piark dance pavilion, re- strangest handling of any major in- Hoeffler, district managers for Pub- Qntlano
C'li.irlrK IJoll known
Washington columniati aa
lix-Grcat Lakes from Peoria and .V McwiPiiKer
placing Jack Bowman.
cident of the present war.'
Alinn Toww specKl guests.
Kll'dt S-.nmor
Lee Norton, ope,.'ator of .Strand
Jack McCarthy, former Baron ElWllllfni Jhnili-i'k
Scndlor
Arthur E. Simon, Seattle attorney, Quincy. 111.:
Howard Acton and Phelpc Adams
Dupo and Mas- I>«fldcn)onfl
liott vocalist, now doing
X.'tn
Kiijc^n
a singing representing the average citizen in bouses in Columbia,
William Woridwm of National Press Club working on a
single at VlUa Madrid.
coutah. 111.; Bill Griffin, head booker Montano
that people were for the 16 Rodgers theatres in Mis- Klrnt CiMitlftniin of CyproK. .Charlcn TIell new romantic song. Leon Leonldoff
said
discussion,
the
New edlUon of 'HeUzapoppin,' with
S»rona «rntlfm«n of rrprun. .Bmpiy lUttln has promised to give their patriotic
Lew Parker and Jackie Gleason, dissatisfied with what the press had souri and Illinois,
Tbli'il Gcndrman of Oypruii. .Allan Towor
America,'
Willard Holland, director of the FmlllB
preems at Nixon Sept 21.
given them and didn't know whether
MaiKnrrl 'WflwlJ-r number, 'Wave That Flag,
Loulm KftnRnlrefT a Ra^'o.fjty. Muslclldli BCmJuctiOiU.
Earl Geiger, horn tooter formerly to blame the press or the government Town Square theatre, strawhatter, IllRHi-a
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OBITUARIES
LOU CASS

NOBBEBT

(AL)

SnLLETTE

14 with the old F, G. White Co. In
Indianapolis,
Widow and son survive.

Mrs. BUly Mntb, 37, wife of the
organist at the Worth theatre. Fort
Worth, Texas, died Friday (7) at a
Fort Worth hospital after a short

Lou Cass, nee Castleton, 40, died
suddenly July 27 of a heart attack
In Burbank, Cal. He had ostensibly
been in perfect health up until
the stroke.
Cass was one of the topflight csm-

Norbert (Al) MiUette, 79, circus illness.
and vaudeville acrobat for 40 years,
Joseph E. DeFore, 63, father of.
died Aug. 4 In San Francisco.
MlUette, who obtained his first cir- Don DeFore, legit and film editor,
cus job in 1884, appeared at one died of a heart attack at his home
time or another with practically in Cedar Rapids, la., July 23.
edy acrobats in vaudeville, first In every major circus and vaudeville
M. S. Epstein, 1^, former business
the team of Castleton and Mack, circuit. He retired in. 1924 and had
manager for Joseph Schenck, died in
later Cass, Mack and Owen and fi- since lived quietly in Frisco.
nally Cass, Owen and Topsy. Mary
Survivors are his widow, Dina, Hollywood Aug. 6.
Owen, his wife, and a son survive. and a son, Norbert, Jr.
Cass also had two children by a
previous marriage to a non-pro.
JEANETTE LOFF
Betty Darrow to Bryce McFall,
Cass only recently sold a ranch
Jeanette Loff, 35, former film ac- In Newport, Ky., Aug. 9. He's with
he operated on the Coast as both
an income-producing farm and as tress, died Aug. 4 in Hollywood Everett Hoagland band.
poisoning.
Her
husfrom
ammonia
Hussey to Robert LongRuth
a home between theatre dates.
Burial took place July 30 in Wee band, Bert Frledlob, declared she neckner at Pala Mission, Cal., Aug.
Kirk of the Heather, Forest Lawn had picked up the wrong bottle to 9. Bride Is film actress; he's a radio
ease
abdominal
ailment.
an
agent.
Park, California.
Mydelle Arlmond to Maynard
Actress appeared in numerous picOne of her Baker, in Indianapolis, Aug. 7. He's
tures in the late '20s.
GEORGE H. O'NEIL, SB.
prominent roles was opposite Paul arrangei; for Horace Heidt's orchesGeorge H. O'Nell, Sr., managing
Jazz.'
tra.
in
'The
King
of
Whiteman
director of the Ben]amlii Franklin
Lula Louise Antonoplos to Roland
hotel, Philadelphia, died unexpectBorgenson and Sassa Langas to AnBEN DELEWESE
edly of a heart attack last WednesAntonoplos, in Pittsburgh,
day night <5) while watching the
Ben Delewese, 60, proprietor of thony
named bride and secShow at the hotel's Garden Terrace, the Dublin night club, Columbus, July 30. First
ond-named groom are the children
O'Neil went to the Benjamin O., died in that city Aug. 3. Survived
of Peter Antonoplos, pioneer Pittsby widow, two sons, three daughexhibitor.
hurgh
ters and three brothers including
Dorothy Morris to Elliott Shapiro,
A Solemn AimlTenary Mara on WedSam Delewese, proprietor of the
nesday, Aoguflt 2Atli, at 10 o'clock
York, Aug. 7. Groom is
and Anthony in New
Gloria night club,
a.m., iHU be offered at the Chnroh
executive with the music firm of
of toe Bleased Snorament, on West
Delewese, operator of the Riviera
TIat Street, Jnat off Bcoadwar, Mew
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.
Club, both In Columbus.
Tork City, tor
Babette DeShelm to Oscar Serlin,
KIB. JERE J. COHAN
in Charlevoix, Mich., Aug. 9. Groom
BIBS. HELEN F. COHAN
LUCT HINCHCLIFFE
MRS. JOSEPHINE COHAN NIBM
produced 'Life With Father' and was
concert
Hinchclifle,
80,
Mrs. Lucy
formerly with Paramount. Bride is
contralto of a quarter century ago, production aide.
Franklin two years ago, succeeding
died last week at her home In SulNora Sanders to Buddy Clark,
Samuel Barley.
He started his livan, Mo., near St. Louis. She Aug. 9, In Las Vegas, Nev. Bride is
career at the King Edward hotel,
made her last public appearance five former model; he is radio singer.
Toronto, later becoming v.p. in
0iarge of operations of all the years ago.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs,
United Hotels' chain.
Survived by widow, Bertha, and Lucy Hinchcliffe Rlggan, also a confour .children, Eugene, a publicity cert singer, and two sons, John and
sContlnned from page 1;
man for a "Hollywood film dbmpany; Theodore Hinchcliffe of Chicago,
George' H., Jr., assistant manager of
porting, rather than luck, plus the
the Palmer House, Chicago; Mrs.
BUBENFELD
hint of a pretty good contact in the
Marion Daniels, Hollywood, and
Rubenfeld, 37, vet film sales- White House itself.
Max
Mrs. Dorothy Cooper, Milwaukee.
man, died of a heart attack while
George E. Durno, who has been
on a train en route from Seattle to covering the White House for INS
qABBT BACCOLI
Spokane Aug. 2. He was sales rep for 20 odd years, got a tip Thurs• Harry Raccoli, 71, former operatic
for M-G, covering eastern Washing- day morning <6) that six of the sabbaritone and in later years a teacher ton state territory.
He was with oteurs were to die, while the other
in Milwaukee, died Aug. 6 at his M-G since 1027.
two would get prison sentences.
home In that city. Born near the
Survived by widow and two chil- President Roosevelt was still studypre-war boundaries of Germany, dren.
ing the "bulky testimony from the
Russia and Austria, he came to
military trial and- it was presumed
America with a touring Russian
that he would hew closely to the
HENBT KLEINKAUF
choir, but returned to Europe to sing
Henry Kleinkauf, 56, musician and decision of his special trial commista Berlin and- La Scala in Milan.
sion.
On Dumo's tip, the INS staff
He then came back to the United composer, died Aug. 4 In Wilkes- went to work tracking it down on
Barre, Pa.
States, singing for a time with the
Kleinkauf had conducted, a school the assumption that the saboteurs
Metropolitan in New York, then goeither be hanged or shot.
would'
of music in Wilkes-Barre for seving to the middle west, where he
They were up a blind alley until
spent his later life.
Thursday afternoon, when Vincent
In loving memory of
got a tip from a reliable source that
JOHN HABLET
My Dear Wife
the executions would be carriied out
Pilot Officer John Harlfey, of Edby electrocution;
monton, Alberta, has been killed in
Vincent checked with sources at
acUon with the Royal Canadian Air
the District of" Columbia "jail" "arid
(Aug. 15, 1935)
Force,
according " to
a
report
learned that the electrocution chamreaching Edmontoa He started as
CHAS. INNESS
ber had only very recently been rean usher af the Capitol theatre, Edfurbished after long disuse. The
monton, and was a projectionist at
same electric chair was on hand, but
the Garneau there at the time of his eral years and had been an orchestra other equipment had been brought
enlistment.. Parents, Mr. and "Mrs. leader. He was co-composer of the up to date.
J. W, Harley, live in Edhionton. He song 'Johnson Rag.'
Vincent and Hutchinson then took
Widow and daughter survive.
was a brother-in-law of. W. H, Wil
up an all-night vigil at 'the jail,
on, manager of the Garneau.
which no other newspaperman evidently thought of doing.
In that
GUT li, WONDERS
KENNETH FAT
Guy L. Wonders, Warners' district way they learned of the visit of six
First war time casualty among theatre
manager
in
Maryland, chaplains to the doomed men; they
Hartford showfolk occurred Sunday lower Pennsylvania and West Vir- also got inside information that the
«), when Sergeant Kenneth Fay, ginia, died Monday (10) in Washing- heads of six of the saboteurs had
Tn, was klUed at Fort Bennlng,
Ga ton of Injuries sustained in a fall been shaved, a certain indication
Sergeant Fay was attending Officers' from the seventh story pf the Earle that they would be electrocuted.
Candidate School when he was Theatre building in Washington.
Through a source the INS will
killed while cleaning his rifle.
Further details in Picture depart- not divulge, Vincent and HutchinArmy
officials reported his death
son also learned during the night
as acci- inent.
dental. He had been at the
that President Roosevelt at the last
school
two weeks.
SIDNET BBACET
moment had extended, by 24 hours
Fay was manager of the
Sidney Brac^, 64, who played the execution of the sentences in
Rlalto; Hartford, before being
Inducted butler roles in pictures, died Aug. 5 order to further study the evidence
Into service about a -year ago.
in Hollywood, after ai brief illness. relaiing to one of the Nazis, reFormerly a legit player in Australia, putedly
Chicago -reared
Herbert
EVA LOHNEB
Bracey had been a film actor for Hans Haupt Vincent and HutchinMrs. Eva Lohner, 38, former ac- more than 20 years.
—
son then went back to their office
tress In Austria and Germany, died
His last screen appearance was in and started writing the story, the
In Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 6 after
'The Gay Sisters' at Warners.
first takes going out on the wires
several months illness.
at 8:15 Friday morning, giving the
A resident of Vienna, Mrs. Lohnar
Hearst afternoon dailies a clear-cut
PACE
gave up her career and fled to this
Max Pace, 36, screen hit actor, died scoop on the sentences and type and
country after Hitler invaded Aus- Aug.
place of execution.
3, in Hollywood, from a self
tria.
She and her husband have Inflicted gunshot wound.
At his press conference on Fri
been living with relatives In Rochesday. President Roosevelt was asked
ter since August, 1939. Besides her
by newsmen about the sentences, but
BEATBICE LIEB SMITH
husband, she leaves a sister in
Mrs. Beatrice Lieb Smith, 80, one the chief executive stated he 'was
Germany,
time stage and film actress, died still studying the record.' That was
essentially true, borne out by Vin
Aug. 6 in Los Angeles,
CHABLES E. FOBD
cent's and Hutchinson's Info on the
Charles E. Ford, 43, film producer
24-hour, reprieve.
TALBOT
and former manager of Universal
When the INS story broke, other
Mae Talbot, 73, retired stage, .and
newsreel, died Aug. 7 In Hollywood, screen actress, died Aug. 4
in Glen- Washington newsmen immediately
following an attack of peritonitis.
dale, Cal., following a heart attack. began s vigil at the jail. However,
Ford, awaiting call as an Army ofnone of the dallies took a chance
ficer at the time, of his death, was
with a story similar to that of INS,
A.
a cameraman during the first World
Lew A. Warner, 77, who retired although their reports on Saturday,
War and produced westerns for Re- In 1020 after more than 40 years following the official White House
public in 1038-30,
as a legit character actor, died announcement on the sentences find
Survived by widow, mother and Aug. 3 in Spencer, Ind. -He began execution, bore out in most details
brother.
his theatrical, career at the age of the Hearst news service scoop.
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Next Week

Bills
Mary Morrli

Carmellta

Harry Holly
Billy Haya Oro
Open Door Caf*

Bunny Leroy

«9th St. Bathikener
Elton Brown

Bernardottea 4

Sylveater

Maurle Sweldlow

Thelma Davia

Judl Lee
Ftank Falombo'a
Frankle Schlutb

Betty Campbell
Ferkle Perkins
Tony Bennett Ore

Swan Clnb
Bob Carney
Barney Ijong

Brown & Lee
Iria Wayne

Jeanettea
Gloria Francb

Bob Tolley

Eddie Blum
Carney Sla
Sosmo & Anita

Rnlnbon Terraoo
(Strafford, Pa,)

Qene Eyman Oro

Vincent Rlzzo Oro

Rltz Carlton

Howard Lanin Oro
Grille

Marty Devlne

>

Margie Smith
Town Tavern
Nick Petite
Betty Behrle

Renee Ray
Marty ^^^yna

Danclntr Dave
Dolores & Roautnl

Margie

Hay O'Day
Morae Sla
Gloria Dale
Jack Taon Oro
River Drive Ter
Dick Wharton Oro
Sam'a Cafe.
Jean Wllllama

Fire

Suspect, Freed as Hoat

Danny & Beatrix
Bob krell
Aenes WilllB

De -Wayne

Roman

Roustabout, Nabbed As

1200,000 Ringling

;Contlnaed from pace S6e

Cleveland, Aug. U,

-

A

16-year-old roustabout. Lamadrls Ford, arrested in Pittsburgh,
confessed that he set off the Ring,
ling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey circus
fire here last Tuesday (4), which
caused an. estimated $200,000 In
damages, but later detectives were
convinced his confession was a hoax.

Police picked up Ford off a freight
train and jugged him when they
found circus menagerie meal tickets
in his pockets.
Brought back to

Cleveland,

it

was discovered

that the

boy had been employed by the circus but was discharged on the morn-

iToss

Len Porker

ing of the

Mary Novis

fire

for inefficiency.

Ford told officers he was so disTrana Atlantic Vgt
grimlled over being fired that he
Merry Men
Bill Bennett
and a friend, named as an accomVenloe OrlU
plice, got revenge by tossing lighted
Norma Norton.
clgarets into a pil^ of straw. Story
Marie Lament
Frank Rolaton
was doubted by the police since he
Mary Seville
Don Romero
KInga of Rhythm
Merrill Sis
was unable to repeat his yarn withMike Ray Oro
Don Nicholas Oro
altering it. Suspect was turned
wt
Sdolla's
Weber'a Hot Bran
oyer to the juvenile court for examCamden
Frankle Richardson
-Wade & -Wade
Mart'anlte
ination.
Lillian Bowman
Jimmy O'Loary
Forty-three
animals in the meLew Folda
Bmlle Boreo
nagerie, the only tent destroyed by
Helen Wilson
Smile & Smiles
Gertie Taylor Ore
Temple City i
fire that started only two hours beJules Flncco's Oro
Silver Lake Inn
fore
performance
BIdoradlane
Rathe'r
time, were either
Marlon Uelroao
Dave Pleraon
Col Qeo Reed
burned to death or so seriously inTacht Clnb
D & J HermM
jured that they had to be destroyed
Alice Lucey
Marlene
later.
Diaz & Diane
Tonl EddlngFrank Haasel Oro Dot Sandy
Fifteen gallons of 'FoUle,' a special
Snn Ray Gardeaa Anne Tally
medicant, was rushed by airmail
Kathertne Kins
Jack Hutchinson
Ram & Taps
Victor Nelson Oro
from Philadelphia by John Ringling
North, but it did not save four of
FITISBUBOH
the pet elephants. 'Trilby' died from
Alpine Ix>dge
Kennywood Pnrfc burns twelve hours later, while
'Cass' and 'Ringling Rose' had to be
K Duffy Rev
Brad Hunt Oro
-W Stoeffler Oro
Oeanle Regal
shot when their sufferings became
NOvak & Faye
Juggling Jewels
unendurable.
fourth, 'Rosie,' was
Earle & Fortune
La StelTaa
Gayle Robblns
killed with police machine-gun bulMerry-Oo-Bo(ud
'Arlington Lodge
Howard Baum Oro lets when she went beserk, Frank
Phil Cavezza Oro
Sally Hughes
Braden, vet Ringling press agent,
Balcoii)adM
New Hlllorert
said the loss was not covered by InBob Lazar Oro
George Welle Oro
surance. North said he hoped to get
Dale Spohrer
MIzon Cata
temporary replacements for the meBUI Oreen'a
Al Marlaco Oro nagerie from various zoos to which
E, Hoagland Ore
Bob Carter
Doloree
Helene & Violin
he had contributed animals, and beLee Johnson
Marc Ballerogan wiring them for help.
Margo
Sis
Bine BIdge Inn
Both the main tent and the horses'
Honee
Nnt
Lou Lucky Oro
tent escaped fire because of a favorCozy Harris
Piccolo Pete Oro
Cornell Cooper
Hal ft Dolly
able wind and the fact that they did
Edith Murray
Good & Goodie
not adjoin the menagerie. RoustHank Whitehouae
Ted Blake
'
Jean Rae
abouts also saved Mr. and Mrs.
Orchard Inn
Boogle-Woogle Olnb Bonny Burton Oro Gargantua, the gorillas, by pouring
Clinton Oro
Oasis
water on their air-conditioned cage
Priacllla Scott
Al Snyder Oro
and tent. Within four hours workCecil Groves
Johnny WHea
ers had all evidences of damage
Bobby Marshall
Pines
Boog Sherman
cleaned up or removed.
Evening
Racehorse Wllllama Don Rutter
performance
was practically a
Harry Comorado
Bill LeRoy Oro
Cork and Bottle
stirring tribute to the cool precision
BeddV Cafe
Lloyd Fox
of performers and the show-mustRudy Paul Oro
Colonial
Paul & Quita
go-on traditions of circus business.
J Spltalny Oro
Elddle Palmer
Acts that got the biggest hands were
Eddie Peyton'!
Sqnirrel Coop
the pachyderms whose hides showed
Geo Overholt Oro
Tiny Miller
Bddle Peyton
Dale Harkneea
marks of the fire.
Marlon Mullor
Bddlea Miller
Catastrophe was the worst to hit
Pat McGowan
SI Clnb
Snowboll Jackaon
Ringlings in years, although It has
Max Tarahls
Trelon
been struck by several. Nine months
Pat McCauley
Un'da'-Cotta
Frank Ramoa Oro
ago
eleven elephants were mysteriSally Rice
Yacht Clob
ously poisoned.
In 1918, 84 circus
Torchy Cole
H Middleman Ore horses were burned to death in
Sberrly Lane
Eddie Metcalfe
Margie Norrls
Huntsville,
few years beWhite
Ala.
Danny
Hotel Fort Pitt
Macy & Brack
fore that most of the circus railKen Bailey -Ore
CoUette & Barry
Johnny Mitchell
road cars were burned while on a
Eleanor Teeman
Harry Walton
siding here.
The big-top burned
Sky-Toe
Jessie Wheatley
Paltl Genein 1910 at Schenectady, N. Y;
Hotel Henry
Will Aschey
(Silver Grill)
Final death score of animals in
Joey Sims Ore
Marty Schramm
this fire was four elephants, four
Union Grin
i Kings & Queen
Sammy Walters
lions, two tigers, 13 camels, two
(Gay SO'a)
Frank Natalo
Dorothy Nesbltt
Hindu liamas, two giraffes, three
Mike Sandretto
Hotel Tth Avenne
deer, a puma, nine zebras and two
VUla Madrid
Hany Bigley
gnus.
Etzl Covato Oro
.

A

A

-

Eacorta

Hotel Boosevelt
Joe Vera

Bam

Barl

Joe PetroaelU
Jimmy Glover
Hoter 8chenley_
Billy BInda Ore'
Joy LInd
Hotel
Penn

Wm

Mark Lane
Jack McCarthy
Burton's Birds
Jack & Jerry

Manhattanettes
Victory I,onnsa

Joey Reynolds
Freddy Rose

.

ITebater Hall
Nelson Maples Oro
Fashlonettes

Akron a 2-Dayer
Akron, O., Aug. II.
Ringling-Barnum St Bailey ofset Akron as a permanent
two-day stand after playing to approximately 35,000 on the four perficials

formances. First night the show put
crowd on straw, while last night a
rainstorm at opening time kept the
show
from selling out. Lion, 43d
Aerial Banet
animal lost in the Cleveland fire,
was destroyed here to prevent further suffering.
Last year's menagerie top, shipMr. and Mrs. Charles Buck^ son, ped from Sarasota quarters, arrived
Aug, 1, in Salt Lake City. Father Is Friday morning and was put Into
the
air.
Wagons being repaired and
director of agricultural programs at
while injured
repainted rapidly,
KDYL, Salt Lake City.
animals are still being kept In backMr. and Mrs. Wally Sandack, yard.
daughter, In Salt Lake City. Father
Officials said two new giraffes
is
announcer for KSL; mother is have been obtained from easterii
Jerry Lane, former woman's com- deSler and will arrive on show this
mentator for KDYL.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beck, daughter, in Hollywood, Aug. 2. Father is
Capt At«B OK Again
a film actor.
Fort Worth, Aug. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Schwartz, son, In
Roscoe Ates, now a captain In the
HoUywootl, Aug. 6.- Father is Uni- Army Air Corps, is just ending a
versal cameraman.
15-day furlough during which time
Mr. and Mrs. John Fraser, daugh- he recuperated from an attack of
ter, Aug. 0, in IjOs Angeles.
Father pneumonia.
Is NBC announcer.
He visited here while on his furMr. and Mrs, Hal Tozier, son, in lough, having been in this section
Milwaukee, Aug. 6.
Father Is of Texas playing night clubs when
WTMJ announcer.
he enlisted.'
(Continental Bor)^

Billy Catlzone

Lenox Gordon
Deno Belli
John Fritz

West

-View

Park

Clyde Knight Oro

BIRTHS

.

.

'

'
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Besides

Newspaper SMcdiew

to

Geoiee DeWitt foraei\nianaging
Timeseditor of. the Washington
Herald, returned to that desk Monday (10) foUowing his recent resigjiaUon from Marshall Field's Chicago
Sun, where he served in a similar
capacity, DeWitt quit Cissy Patterson's T-H early in 1941, one of the
reasons being his resentment of the
intrusion of Frank C. Waldrop, chief
editorial writer and foreign editor,
into his

domain.

plenty.

His column goes into the WashPublisher
ington Post this week.
Eugene Meyer will locate it on the
back page of the first section, Post
plans an extensive promotional campaign for its new columnist.
Last week presented a number of
entertaining sidelights to the current

between Marshall Field's PM
the
'Patterson-Patterson-Mcand
Cormick newspaper axis'.
Latter
refers to the N. Y. News (CapL
Joseph M. Patterson), Washington
Times-Herald (sister Cissy Patterson) and Chicago Tribune (cousin
Robert (BerUe) HcCormick.)
Both Capt and Cissy Patterson
tumbled into obvious traps set for
them by PM, while CoL McCormIck
took a beating in public opinion and
prints for an attack on Field's failure
battle

to

Patterson's error
in answering the attack on him

enlist.

was

the .manufacture of

being

(Wide World) of

Capt.

in Congress by Representative Holland of Pennsylvania.
Newsmen
professed to see the hand of
in
Holland's diatribe.
Next day

PM
PM

took

news

^Contlnaed from page 5S;

features

kind in years,
Fuller also pointed out that price it seemingly influenced
gubernatorial
of the SEP, the Ladies' Home Jour- clemency for
the convicted woman
nal and the Country Gentleman had who was given
a stay pending furbeen raised in anticipation of an ther review of her case. Amidst
the
advertising slump, and that adver- wisecracks and
the frank, albeit sortising rates had been raised effective did life
story, Mrs. Henry's esteem
.with the July issue.
for the man who treated her with
Gross operating income for the heretofore unknown respect and who
first six months of this year totalled
finally married her and gave her a
$24,372,019, compared with $26,473,- decent name, got wide attention be477 for the corresponding period cf cause of Chaze's expert reporting.
last year.
Earnings before Federal
taxes had been deducted were $238,Ifcarst Square Cots
332 as compared with' $2,369,590 in'
New photographic .system evident
1941.
in the Los Angeles Examiner, the
Post's isolationist tone and publilaboratory for Hearst experiments
cation of what many people felt was
since the death of the New York
an anti-Semitic series of articles re- American,
calls for routine pictures
sulted in a new editorial manage- to
be printed in square one-two-orment and streamlining How much three column measure.
This is a
the Curtis skid in advertising revenue revolutionary
departure from the
grew out of that is impossible to de- old Hearst idea of illustration
which
termine All niags and newspapers splashed layouts all over
the page
felt a severe decline in ad revenue in strange
ramblings and caused picduring the first half of 1942, bow- ture editors to develop
gray hairs
ever, as consumer goods industries as they hunted
strange type, in the
converted to war work
composing room to fit the coek-eyed
its

-

.

Current idea

.

.

.

came home In 1919. McCormick,
now 62, had a comhilssion as a
major fixed up for himself. Time
stated, by agreeing to retract everything the Trib had said about the
then-governor of

Illinois.
Called to
service on the Mexican border, *he
leased a hacienda, entertained generals, at parties.'
He served as a
lieutenant colonel and colonel in
France and was sent to Fort Sheri
dan, near (Chicago, before the war's
end.

SEP's Big AdVerUsIng Drop
in advertising

is

re

fleeted in the report of the earnings

of

the Curtis Publishing Co. in
Philadelphia •iast week.
The net
earnings for the first six months of
1942 was only $157,929—a drop of
$1,422,644 from the corresponding
period in 1941.
Walter D. FuUer,
president, said the drop was 'a di-.
rect result of the war,
and constitutes a part of the sacrifice which
every one is called to make in the
progress toward victory.'
'Smaller earnings are due to a
substantial loss in advertising volume, and to general increase in
'•osts,' said Fuller.'
'Many' large ad"ertising
customers
have transI'mcd their full productive capacity

times,

all

to save freak
costs
time

money.

'

'

serious

singing,

tie

up the proceedings

plus
in a

chanically
sinced

at

first

show,

has

but

been adjusted for spectacular
com- knot. They have their own version shower effect in Rockets number.
and of 'Three Little Sisters' and it's a Art Brown, at the console, gets the
wow. So, too, is a travesty on grand audience
in jovial mood with a
gowning
-

opera.

Their classy
also EOngalog before the trailers
open.
merits favorable mention. A medley
Sam Jack Kaufman's house band
Another Blast at Boake Carter
of numbers idenUfled with Whitemanprovides smooth accompaniment
The next issue of the Daily Mir- bands brings the maestro forth for a
Standees and lockout at first show
ror Guild Unit's shop paper will con- snatch of violining and Mike Pinga- Thursday (6).
Arfce.
It's

-

ing aU editions with a short-handed
press crew the day before. President George L. Berry, of the IPU,
denounced the action of the local
pressmen's union and directed immediate resumption of work
The Post, in the Scripps-Howard
chain, is linked with WCPO, and the
Times-Star has
as its radio
affiliate.
The Enquirer, sans a
broadcasting station, ties in with
Crosley's WSAI.
Each of the papers utilized their connecting stations to supplement regular newS'
casts with sprinkled 15-minute pC'
riods devoted to readings of edi'
torials. feature and regular columns
and departments, including comic

WKRC

paper.
picking

PM

In

that edition, with
up the story, the unit attempted to prove that Boake Carter
was parroting the Ax's propaganda

for the opening matinee.

editorial

and-

the balcony
Rees.

the

Guild

Casualty
folded another

Dixie

chieftains,

not

War
War has
newspaper.

Circuit Judge A. L. Gaston last
week signed an order placing the
Yorkville 'Enquirer, published 47
years at York, S. C, in receivership.
New daily, Clinton (N. C.) Daily
Press, launched with H. E. Mabe as
editor and publisher.
Sheet has a
woman, Mrs. Taft Bass, as associate

Reported complaint of patrons that
the

newsreels aren't

covering

the

war

fronts effectively is more than
by the current layout
While there is a raft of stuff dealing
with training of fighters, launching
of ships, defense plant operations,
testing of new fighting equipment
army personalities, decorations, etc.,
there's nothing from the actual war
fronts. The nearest to it is an item

justified

fans. He does a nice job.
In the other special clip, Tex McCrary, editorial writer for N. Y. BUrdoes commentary on an exceir
lently-assembled strip of film dealing witii Lt General Dwight D. 'Ike'
Eisenhower, who's in command of
our forces In the British Isles. McCrary retains his exceptionally effective film voice and his commentaries continue to be well written.
Among miscellaneous clips are the
Ringling circus fire In Cleveland
showing some destroyed animals,
building of the Alaskan highway,
Washington trial of Nazi spies on
whom sentence was subsequently
passed, comeback of the horse in
Texas, and roundup of wild ponies
in the west Harlem's toyery with
Ma>or LcGuardia dedicating it with
his usual 'cuteness,' hpge sheep drive
January.
the report is in.
Monica McCall has the script for and beach fashions.
Meantime, the Labor Department
Among personalities caught are
has filed its report on the N'VNG legit.
Elmer Davis, who speaks briefly in
dispute with the Associated Pres.";
connection with a well-done contriover wage negotiations in the N. Y.
LITERATI OBITS
bution by Par dealing with war inAmerican
Milton
Murray,
bureau.
Donglas C. Mattocks, 42, former formation, and Lt. Jack Dempsey,
Newspaper Guild prez and a labor newspaper advertising executive, who shows some gobs how to defend
panels, has asked died Aug. 1 at Santa Ana, Cal., after themselves.
rep on the
Sports items are. conspicuous by
jurisdiction.
to assume
the
three years' illness as result of a
thefr absence.
Should either of these cases make motor crash.
'Great American Divide' (Col), a
R. Joseph BInford, Jr., once avia- travel short, fills out.
the WLB calendar, it will be the
Char.
Philadelphia
Rechas weighed an tion editor of the
first time the
ANG dispute. It's expected the pub ord, died Aug. 5, of a heart ailment.
was
engaged
in
death
he
Before his
iishers will battle any adverse'
business
in
PhilaCourt.
photographic
the
decision to the Supreme
Washington, Aug. 6.
The last time the ANG tangled delphia.
Mitzi Green, Hal LeRov, Leonard
Howard P. DImon, 65, for years
with the AP, in the early days of the
Art Brown,
Wagner Act, the Supreme Court de- theatrical jpnd radio eidtor of the Sues, Marti/ Vthv,
Rockets. Sam Jack KaufRhythm
Atlantic
of
Newspapers
cided the famed Morris Watson case Press-Union
man's House Orch 'Beyond the Blue
City, died suddently there Aug. 5
in favor of the Guild.
Horizon' {Par).
,
attack.
heart
following a
O. L. Campbell, 90, retired iCnoxJaps' 'GWTW'
The little touch of class bom of
ville. 111., newspaper publisher, died
stage experience makes this a pretty
Jap publishers printed more than
All
vaudeville.
ni.
Galesburg,
of
8
in
mtautes
Aug.
slick 56
200,000 copies of her 'Gone With the
Charles A. Leigh, 65, reporter for these entertainers have the 'know
Wind,' minus her permission, and her the Trenton State Gazette, who had how, that pleases audiences, and the
only payoff was a doll and kimono witnessed all 130 electrocutions at result is an abundance of showauthoress Margaret Mitchell told At- the N. J. SUte Prison, died Aug. 7 stopping applause'.
Rhythm Rockets open with a
Miss Mitchell said in Trenton.
lanta newsmen.
southern melodies number that proshe had given -doll to the Red Cross,
William Grant Barney, 77, former vides the only slow teiBpo'Of the bill.
.with hope it would be sold as curio financial editor of Buffalo's CourierComes Marty May with a brace of
and money used to fight Japs. 'Roy Express and Evening News, died nifties to Introduce himself as emcee.
alties of that kind are the finest I Aug. 3 in Buffalo.
Leonard Sues ft^ows with his
could ask,' she said.
Hugh W. Kelly, 64, former owner trumpet. New to^ this town, the
Miss Mitchell, now Red Cross and publisher of the Woodbridge In- brass blower has an easy style and
worker, said she didn't g et a dime dependent-Leader, N. J., died Aug. 2 nifty way of serving his numbers.
Opens with 'Blue Prelude,' follows
from Nippon-published 'GWTW re- In Woodbridge.
Louis Blues' and as an enproductions and that she never gave
Joseph O. DabI, 48. editorial di- with 'St
Earned
'The Rosary.'
yellow bellies her okay for any press re-tor for the Ahrens Publishing Co., core closer,
five bows and could have stayed
runs.
N. Y., died Aug. 4 in Stamford, Conn. longer.
Gagllelmo Ferrero, 71, Italian
Danced on by the Rockets In a
historian, journalist and anti-fascist, spat number, Hal Leroy panicked
Chaie Story Widely Felt
died last week in Geneva, Switzer- this first show with his loose-limbed
Elliott Chazes deathhou.se Inter
Dancer has acquired a
stepping.
view with Mrs. Toni Jo Henry, who land.

WLB

'Times'

ror,

National

WLB

.

•

WLB

CAPITOL, WASH.

WLB

'

'

Broadway theawages, of stagehands and incidental expenses.
$1,200 rent for the
tre,

WB crowd who will be responsible
from Universal which shows planes
dropping their eggs on a submarine for the fliminj of 'Army' arrived in
somewhere in the Atlantic.
New York from the Coast Monday.
Show includes two Embassy-pro- They included producer Hal Wallis/
duced specials which are weekly who will see the show three times
Currently, Waverly Root this week; Casey Robinson, who will
features.
radio news commentator and edistick around as long as he feels
torial writer, is substituting for H. 'V.
Kaltenbom as .analyst, answering necessary, and director Michael Curthree questions sent in by newsreel tjz, who will also spend most of the

editor.

Seattle

music publishing adjunct of
'Army' is included in the initial
$500,000, although the music royalties
are expected to provide Income to
the relief fund for years to come.
Host of the coin derives frotn the
b.o. profits, with weekly grosses running up to $48,000. "That leaves
net of better than $42,000r'Operathig
costs mainly consisting of only '^e
the

N. Y.

(NEWSBEELS)

staffers, edited his copy.

Irving Berlin
^^Centlnued from page Isss

EMBASSY,

line.

In a recent column. Carter inferred
that the Daily Mirror guildsmen had
edited his copy to obtain documentation for their charges.
The forthcoming-issue of the Guild unit's shop
paper will show that the Mirror's

Bnlen Loses
Labor Relations Board
radio sulistitute setup was officials have ordered the disbandgenerally unsatisfactory.
ing of the Seattle Times editorial
and advertising union. United NewsWLB May Hear Guild Complaints paper Employees Union.,
Seattle chapter of the- Newspaper
Two N. Y. Newspaper Guild disputes arc in line for War Labor Guild had charged the uiiion was
Board hearings.- In the Journal 'company dominated.'
American fight over the firing of 13
'Laura' Into Flay
staffers, the U. S. Dept. of Labor
'Vera Caspary and George Sklar
conciliator was unable to make any
headway and has i-eturned to Wash have dramatized their mystery yarn,
ington, where he is expected to file 'Idura,' which Colliers starts seOctober and which
a negative report. The NYNG will rializing in
petition for WLB hearing as soon as Houghton Mifflin will publish in

McCormick's
own war record and compare it with notice

Field's— all to the former's disadvantage.
Time called the Trib's
bringing up of the draft issue 'the
dirtiest punch the Tribune's incredible
Bertie McCormick had
yet
thrown in his bitter feud with the
Sun's fair-dealing Marshall Field.
The Tribune, gloating over Ralph
IngersoU's 'shamed' enlistment in
the Army had blathered:
"The publicity given to Ingetsoll
as a draft dodger has detracted from
Marsliall Fiald as a slacker.
Field
is of age to volunteer.
The term
to fit him- and all hysterical effeminates is coward.'
Time then went into a comparison
of World War I records.
Field enlisted as a private and rose through
the ranks to a captaincy before the
war ended. He was in the hottest
part of the fighting and the Trib iti.self praised his war record when he

world of assurance and polish and
makes the hard taps look ea#. LeRoy, like Ray- Bolger, makes his long
he furnishes mostly legs count, doing rhythms with
done well.
ease, and he has the nonchalant
'Rhapsody in Blue' proves an en- awkward style of the juvenile. His
thusiasm-provoker to start.
'WeU encore was a sitting-down number
Diggers Hoe Down,' one of the bands- which clicked solidly.
men's* own compositions, is plenty
May, vacationing from 'Best Foot
Then Ijaddy NeUI. trumpeter, Forward' prior to its fall tour, is an
hot.
steps out to unloosen pipes on 'Night unctious comic with a smooth deIs Young| and 'Sleepy lagoon,' alter- livery that makes the old ones sound
nating his tenoring with horn toot- impromptu. His impressi9ns of radio
ing. He scores.
singers is straight from the cornfield.,
The two Martrn brothers manipu- as he admits,, but they liked it.
late their single puppets in view of Closes with his fiddle in the familiar
the audience. It's one of the best acts 'June in January* hoked-up melody.
of its sort ever seen here and it has
Mitzi Green begins in slow gear
novelty because the puppets do more
with 'What Do They Think I Am.'
and different things than most such Follows with
'Miss You.'
Really
dolls.
goes to town with impressions of
Dolly Mitchell, the band's feminine
George M. Cohan, SoiAle Tucker and
singer, is a looker in a, sufficiently
Harry Richman. After a comedy exrevealing gown. In a throaty voice
change with May, she romes back for
she has a 'men-I-love' medley that
'Beat Me Daddy,' as Katharine Hepsuits her well.
Four boys from the
band join her in a neat 'Jingle burn and Greta Garbo might do.
Fast worker and she had them eating
Jangle.'
her palm at the finish.
Weed is socko in a piano solo and from
Gene Ford's own composition,
he's followed by another smash, the
Tinsel and
Three Murtagh Sisters, lookers whose 'Rain,' is the finale.
water trimmings went sour meand comic
the
swings

of

The Post and Times-Star, afternoon
papers, were blank Wednesday (5) tinue to hammer at
Boake Carter, tore for his whirlwind banjoing.
and the Enquirer, morning sheet, Hearst columnist, who was the butt a strong closer.
Lower floor completely filled
missed out Thursday (6) after mak- of a previous edition
of the unit's a sizeable
overflow into

.

.

is

which

position,

'

Col.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

clowning,

mortises.

One-Day Cincy Strike
Cincinnati's dailies missed publication for a day last week, due to
what they announced as /an illegal
and unwarranted strike' of the International Pressmen's Union local.

its entire front page to announce 'Capt. Patterson Denies He's
a Fascist.' Page three was entirely
blank except for a Une in small type
in the lower righthand comer giving strips.
Patterson's answer to the CongressNews and radio staffers handled
man; ''Holland is a liar.'
the emergency chores separately and
One unison job
Cissy's reply to PM's sniping was in combinations.
more laugh-provoking.
She can- was by 'WKRC and Times-Star mik
celled lier subscription—which PM ers and writers on a dramatization
of the paper's funnies. No attempt
gleefully announced.
Chi 'Trib's remarks about Field's was made to air department store
failure to enlist (he's 48) drew a or other regular newspaper ads.
Coming without advance warning,
most unusual editorialized reply in
Time mag, which went to the the public took the no-newspaper
development in stride. The shorttrouble to dig up

Wartime drop

House Reviews

one of the most

war mate- graphic syndicated

rials.'

.

Return of DeWitt Is Interpreted by
the Fourth Estate' as an indication
that the Marshall Field-Patterson
skirmish will be livelier on the
Washington front. Drew Pearson,
author of the Washihgton Merry-GoRound, will not sue Cissy Patterson
for the editorial raking he received
in the 'Having a Wonderful Time'
series in T-H. Instead he will reply
Pearson is
in kind via his column.
Mrs. Palterson|s ex-son-in-law and

knows

stated she was a prostie at 13 and a
dope addict at 16, focused national
attention on the condemned murderess.

week
.

at the Broadway theatre.
who not only wrote the mushow but has a part In
anxious to go on the extended

BerUn,

sic for the
it,

is

road tour. Hell have to call it <iults,
however, because he must be in
Hollywood' for a han4 in the scriptis anxious to get it In cans
ing.
as soon as possible. Road tour inay
be broken in the .middle or before
by nec^lty of the cast being In

WB

Holl3rwood for the filming. It's reported that In addition to the regu<
lar soldier cast, many pic names now
In the armed services will be In the
film.

'Army,' Incidentally, may, have its
for another

engagement extended

four weeks. Sensational attendance
continues undiminished and record
net earnings lOr ttie Army Emergency Fund are piling up.
Berlin and A. L. Berman, general
manager of the show, were in Washington, Monday (10), seeking permission for an extension and it is
understood Army heads wlU give
their answer later in the week. In
show circles the idea Is that 'Army*
could play a year on Broadway, It
was originally set for four weeks,
but the demand fOr tickets was so
great that the time was doubled.
.

'

Kanin
sCoDtlnucd from psie

1;

Film Unit and began making morale
But agaiir Government red
films.
tape and disagreement -with his ideas
got in his hair and again he was less
than satisfied with the post So
when it was time to go back, into
the Army, Kanin decided in no uncertain fashion, that he'd have no
more to do with official fllms,'-but
would fight the war with a gun.
20th's 'Signal Corps'

Hollywood, Aug.

11.

'Signal Corps,' a filmed explanfition of what so many HoUwood
execs and techniciiins are doing in
that branch of the service and how

important it is In the general war
program, is slated for eprly produc-

by 20th-Fox.
Production reins have been turned
over to Milton Sperling, with John
Gunther and Michael Urls doing the

tion

script

.
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Hold Wake Over Barrymore Collection

FEAR OF PRUDES

Of Qmcracks to Pay Off Old Debts
It

Grief

Hollywood, Auk. 18.
flight over an open-

artist,

NBC
enough
It

.

a Pris'ner of

Shore),' from

piro, Bernstein

of the number,

'

network

The occasion was the

official

'wake'

Indiscriminately with tawdry
(Contlnlied on page 40)

INTO SEVERAL

NY. HOTELS
Army takeover of certain big New
hotels is a disturbing factor for
bands, restaurants, etc. The identity
ot the hostelries Is secret at the
moment, but the reports are perYork

sistent.

Need for housing for aviation students in the metropolitan N. Y. area
Is

one

Other big hotels, and

factor.

Co., publisher
protested to the

week, arguing that

'

ing in stride a song ot grief as
well as those dealing in gay or
spirited themes.
'Pris'ner of War' was written
by Harry Pease, Ed G. Nelson
and Dick Sanford.

Names

Set

Sun

A

ATTEND HUDDLE
Spitaby Offers
Washington, Aug.
States

BandtoWAACsAsUnit,

radio
Industiiy.Humor for, solwhether broadcast longwave or
shortwave, has dangers because parents also listen in, also because bluenoses
and
prudes
dote
upon

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
'moral' issues. £ven pieces of visiThe Shuberts have torn -up their ble but not audible studlQ. .business,
contract with Carmen Miranda for that provoke meaningful or seemingly-vulgar laughter from soldiers
a cash consideration said to be $60,was must be considered and, if quesperformer
Argentine
000.
eliminated.
brought to thU country three years tionable, should be
Humor. as an item of morale was
ago by Lee Shubert, who signed her
(Continued on page 47)
to an exclusive contract for stage
and picture appearances.
Since her click in 'Down ArgenWay' at.20th-Fox, Miss Miranda
has been trying to buy oft her cona
tract, the deal finally materializing

tine

who

Plus All Radio Profits

ence ,here, last week to discuss
humor with representatives of the
diers,

The Shnberts for 60G

disclosed

All-Girl

18.

Army's Bureau

put up

the coin.

IN FILM

EVEN YANKEE'
TrUE GETS DIXIE ICE

Margaret Matzenauer Into

to prove his famous statement. To a
iiorde of these unreconstructed rebels
a *Yankee Doodle Dandy' sounds like

Phil
Spitalny
contactedl^s.
Culp Hobby, head of file.
Auxiliary Army Corps,
with the proposition of (1) turning over his entire 'Hour of Charm'

Oveta

Women's

orchestra to the

The radio commercial

profits

would

be around $100,000 a year, accord-

.

ALL SIGNS POINT

TO

BIG

SHOW

radio series

may

figure in

idea,

because'

BIZ

YEAR

the
it

would necessitate the band being
The usual pre-season bullish opavailable for commercial broadcasts timism which annually excites
show
from
Des Moines centre.
business is born, of fact this year.
There are indications aplenty 4bai
the Aiperlcan dollar la on the loose,
that spending la free and that a wovr
1942-'43 is in the offing.
Cafe men particularly, who maln«
Broadway play this winter entitled
tain that the public's desires to step
'V for Vickie.' Play will be proout is a sensitive barometer for
duced by Frank Mandel, authored
every other branch of the amuse*
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 18.
by Sig Herzig, N. Y. opening being
set for Sept. 20 after a week in BalGovernor Lehman's crackdown on ment industry, point to the manner
timore and a week in Washington.
Saratoga gambling, which has been in which cafe biz is jumpiri'f aU over
Mme. Matzenauer plays the part running wide open, fell Wednes- the map. Ditto the film and legit
of a refugee prima donna and will, day (12), but the Operators claim It theatres, with operators claiming the
sing.
came too late to 'ruin' the season, current excellent, biz Is but a minor
During the past season she gave a which has only two weelu more to manifestation of the prosperity In
the offing.
Town Hall, N. Y., concert, appeared go for the race meeting.

Veteran of

-

.

The same situation as now governs the Army's nix on Sgt, Erza
Stone continuing his 'Aldrlch Fam-

at 62; Spitalny-WAACs

M^ Opera

Margaret Matzenauer,, 62, deemed
one of the greatest contraltos of all
time, and member of the Met for two
decades will appear in her first

.

ing to trade estimates.

WAACs

SARATOGA GAMBLING

.

CRACKDOWN 700 LATE'

The

sporting

mot>

had

already

been attracted to town and the casinos were ^flle to get a goodly No Need to Flaunt
share of the coin needed t6 enable
them to show a profit on the run.
Ignorance on Radio
Brig. General Zanuck?
Last year, Lehman ordered the'
gambling shutdown just before the
Reported that Col. Darryl F. Za- 30-day racing meet opened and that tfo nation can raise an Army and
nuck is slated for promotion to a spelled misery for ttffe dice and Navy of 10;000,000 men and not pick

Ulysses S. Grant gone Beau BrumHollywood, Aug. 18. . mel, and that ain't cricket in these
Brigadier General.
roulette spots.
Sol Lesser has signed Katharine parts.
Writer-producer Paul H. Sloane
Hepburn, Kay Kyser, Katharine Cor
Many of the usual exploitation
Lehman's crackdown this year was
nell and Edgar Bergen for sequenceis stunts, especially those employed on has been upped to Lieut.-Colonel undeniably the result of the Spa
In the film version of 'Stage Door musicals, are out the window down Sloane, as chief executive producer, being 'too wide open.' Gambling was
Canteen.' Previously set were Helen south on 'Dandy.' Many an orches- at the Astoria,. L. I., Signal Corps in evidence everywhere, wide open
regarded as under Col. Melvin E. Gillette, the even in the corner drugstgres, and
Hayes, Gertrude Lawrence and Ray tra
usually
leader
Bolger. The script Is being rushed friendly to theatres and willing to commanding officer of the Photo- the authorities just couldn't turn
for a production start by November. plug their tunes turns a deaf ear to graphicv Centre.
the other way any longer.
Major Hal Roach has transferred
Radle Harris, who came here from 'Yankee' numbers, afraid he'll get
Lehman called Saratoga ofTIcIals
New York to help set up a Coast boots instead, of saddles for the ride. from Astoria to Wright Field, Day- t) Albany and laid down the no.wing of the Canteen, has been signed Some merchants are leery of ad tie- ton, O., where the air force training
(Continued on page 40)
films are produced.
by Leaser as, tephnical director.
(Continued on page 47)
'

in action.. Both services, it is known,
have loads of good footage. But hidebound brasshats &ave dllTlpulty, despite exhortations of the propaganda
specialists, comprehending how use*
ful it could be to the United Nations'
cause.
Most of the material. It Is believed
by newsmen, could at this time reveal nothing, to the -enemy that ha
doesn't know.
And iurthermore,
the OWI and CtAA haye repeatedly
explained to generals and admirals
that the propaganda value of the
footage, carefully edited', could far
outweigh the aid and comfort. to tba'
enemy that the release of .the film
(Continue! on page 47)

for enlist-

ment as a unit; and (2) donating
the profits from his General Electric broadcasts to a newly created
WAACs Emergency Relief Fund.

ily'

Broadway Show

WAACs

'

the Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, i^ to bl'ait
loose from the War and Navy' departments films of. American troops,

it is, the
reporting

-

Free Senorita From

week ago.It was not

scrupulously

column.'

19

of Public Relations called a confer-

Carmen Miranda Now

is

Government investigation
of a Trib. story on the Midway
battle to which the D.C. brasshats objected.
Unsubtly, the' Sun slugs the
news stories on p. 1, in the fifth

the

'

operatic

of Big

mick) feud being what

18:

One of the toughest problems
by the United States' two
major foreign propaganda outfits,
the Office df War Information and
faced

18.

Chi. Sun (MarshaU Field)
Chi. Trib. (Robert McCor-

vs.

Camps

also certain clubs, are mentioned as
Memphis, Aug. 18.
probable barracks for embarking
Southern exhibitors who sell 'Yanoverseas troops. One or two major
large grosses,
hostelries are also rumored due for kee Doodle Dandy' to
Waugh is doing
Howard
'Col.
as
conversion Into Army hospitals.
week at the Warner theaAlso stated that certain lofty here this
battle all
uphill
an
winning
are
buildings, hotel and otherwise, will tre,
^
be manned ^ith anti-aircraft bat- the way.
In the first place, the word 'Yanteries.
locally wiUi an orchestra, and made
kee' still possesses a certain unpleasappearances
several
ant fragrance in the nostrils of the
throughout the east.
Dixie multitudes, millions of whom
Flock
will never forget what Sherman did

For 'Stage Door Canteen'

Chicago, Aug.

The

—

in

Washington, Aug.

Col.

Department Calls Con-

ference of Radio Industry
to Discuss Role of Comedy
Parents Also
in Morale
Hear Same Entertainment
When It's on Radio as Distinct From All-Stag Stuff

The United

gee-

ARMY TO MOVE

last

U

Americans in every war have
shown themselves capable ot tak-

least semi-sattsfled.

or press review of the late actorls
possessions, before they are sold at
auction, Aug. 24 and 25, and so, of
the mourners present, all save Decker
were professional.
For, beyond any slightest doubt,
they could, 'a tale unfold,' these well
nigh' priceless possessions mingling

laments about it; and so
has barred the new tune, 'I'm
War (on a Foreign
Shaits facilities.

hillbilly

who was John Barrymore's

friend; N. N. Sugarmaii who, as the
auctioneer, was sprt of cast in the
role of. Grave Digger No. 1 for the
interment of all that re'official
mained tangible of the Barrymore
past; and a man from the bank
who was there to see that the outstanding obligations of the estate
totaling roughly $68,000, were at
'

War

thinks that the war is sad
broadcasting
without

CENTS

On Propaganda Pix Nearing a (lisis
The 5th

Enough?

was Np one

faced market In an unfashionable
part ot town. And there In an old,
disused loft stood John Decker, the

25

D. C. Brasshats Skort-Sightedness

EXPRESSED

IS

PRICE

19, 1942

up a few

intellectual dumbells.

does the

Army and Navy need

But
to

expose the latter fact by allowing
men in uniform to appear on radio
quiz shows and reveal personal Ig'
norance that is somalimes stupendous?
"fox example, the sailor who didn't

know

that battleships were named
after states and a soldier who didn't

know who
was.

his

commanding general
'

,

.

.

MISCELLANY

Wcdaesdaj, August 19, 1912

THE BERLE-EVG POINT

Gary Cooper s Goldwyn Coniract
;

Him

Expiring, Others Dicker With

>

t

M
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By Milton Berle
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Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Ah, Hollywood, the home of the 'RAVE" and the land of the 'B'. Where
a blinding sun rise at 6 a. m
then It starts raining at 6.05.
On a clear day 1 can look out of my window and see Jack Benny making JeUo in his bathtub. Groucbo Marx is another neighbor of mine
he's the only
in the world who mows his garden with ad-libs. Grouclio
is the Luther Burbank of the film colony.
For years he's been trying to
cross a himk of halavah and a herring, but it still doesn't <fome out
borscht. Dorothy Lamour is also a neighbor of mine.
She's the only
one In Hollywood who has gophers that wear sarongs, Maxie Rosenbloom came over to my house and we dined on cauliflower. .his. Maxie
ii speaking mucht clearer these days.... he's got a midget sitting in his
mouth who unscrambles the words before they come out
I live so close to Cesar Romero, everytime he combs his hair I get
splashed with oil. Four celebrities live on the left side of me and six
Admirals live on the right side of me. I'm between the stars and stripes.
There's a crazy fortune teller living on my block
every night he sneaks
out of his house and starts to read the life lines on the palm trees.
I received a letter from Jack Zero with all the Broadway dirt Jack
tells me that lie is trying to beautify himself
so he bought an -indirect for<fhead. .. .Broadway -Rose- finally got a job. ...she relieves the
hyena, at the Central 'Park Zoo, when he goes to Lindy's for lunch.
Tommy Manville is going to have a get-to-gether with all his ex-^vives-.
so he. hired Madison Square Garden. Henny Youngman has made a
radical change in his act.... He now plays the violin with only three
strings (Thanks Baldy, for all the gossip. Vm trying to get your scalp
a contract for a new Indian picture they're making out here).
I went to sec the opening of my new picture, 'Whispering Ghosts,' at
Grauman's Chinese. Sid Grauraan escorted
In,... at tlie end of the
picture the TSX escorted me out. My mother laughed so hard
I
stepped out of character in the picture and took three bows. At the end
of the picture everybody got up and applauded. .. .after they played the
national anthem. A strange thing happened as I left the theatre
Bob
Hope's footprints in the fore-court tripped me.
girl came over to
me and said: "Blay I have yoor autograph, Ur. Berle, I enjoyed your farewell performance so much!'
Went to the Florentine (hardens and saw N. T. G. They have a new
innovation there... .they change the -waiters every show. Granny has
been at this place, for so long. . . .all the t'ermitca in the woodwork know
The Mills
his routines backwards and forwards (And can do them)
Brothers, who appear there have a ijew arrangement of 'Shortnin' Bread'
that's out of this world. .. .they sing it a slice at a time. .. .without butShow has a'grand finale that's the talk of the town. My friend
ter.
Granny has a safe wheeled out on the floor. He opens it and takes out
an original gag and tells it
bumped into a door and got it
Went home for a little shut-eye
Woke up bright and early and me and the rooster crowed in unison.
Got dressed in my 'usual conservative manner. .. .beret, yellow slacks,
pink polo shirt and wedgies, and went over to my doctor for a checkup.
As I walked into the doctor's office, a specimen reclining in a jar of
alcohol stuck his head out and shouted: 'Hop in..,.rve always wanted
a playmate!'
The doctor came in, put make-up on my face, and then took an X-ray
picture. He then put a. stethoscope to my heart and after five minutes
excessive
of this he shook his head and said: 'Just as I thought
dandruffT He then said; 'Put your tongue out!'. I stuck it out and fl-ve
goldfish leaped on it and began using it as a diving board into their
bowL The doctor then told me I had a lot of sugar In my blood....
so he gave me a coffee transfusion. As I left the office, the specimen in
the jap of alcohol called, me over. It ain't fairr he yelled. 'How come
you're walking around. . and Tm In here!'
Went over to the studio to start work on my new picture, 'Over My
Dead Body.' They give me the special makeup that I wear in this film. ...
marinated embalming fluid. Mai St Clair Is the director and he is famed
does that mean
as a comedy director. He knows every joke written
In this picture I get to make love to Mary
I have to use new gags
Beth. Hughes. In one scene I take her in my arms, smother her with
-•

ft-

HoUywood, Aug.
Free of

all

18.

contiactual obligation to

Sam Goldwyn,

after completing his

current assignment in Paiamount's
Whom the Bell Tolls,' Gary

'For

Cooper

being tempted with

is

stu-

dio offers and also a pitch by United
Artists

have him join up

to

as

a

producer-star.

Goldwyn

He'll

still

is

pursuing him to

else does

Show 'Em How
Hollywood, Aug.

my

18.

RKO
de

signed Major Alexander P.
Seversky, recognized interna-

tionally as an authority on wartime
aviation, as technical advisor on
'Bombardier,'
Fellows
tlobert
a

,

production.
Filming starts Sept 25 with Pat
O'Brien playing the lead role.

It will cost

sign a flve-year contract, calling tor

one picture annually, but

this

'BeU ToUs.'

on a

Negotiations

UA

deal

are

Spitaby Gets

U

Film

UA WaUDES

'Holiday Inn' (Navy Relief Benefit)
at the Paramount, N.
he got a
phone call from Nate filumberg.
Universal prexy, which resulted in
a film contract.
Picture wiU be

'

PAW-LAW

UA

'

Cfieit Orders Moitli's

V Aiidj

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
them on a regular basis.

Deal Via Par Theatre

'BinHE' 'Johnny Comes Marching Home,'
Allan Jones starrer, with work to
United Artists has signed a deal Sept. 14. Under the deal, the maestro of the 'Hour of Charm,' all-which the
under
Noel
Coward
with
femme orchestra, will realiJie around
latter Is to produce two pictures an(Continued on page 21)
nually in England for UA release.
Coward's first, 'In Which We Serve,'
PENNER'S
is to be preemed shortly in Washington and Hollywood.
British actor-playwi-ight-producer
also has 'Blithe Spirit,' presented oa
Broadway this season, which he will
produce in England either as his
release this year or
second for
for next season's schedule. Coward
nixed nil' offers for the film rights
to the play from-U. S. producers,
jtlanning to p^i^"- it himself abroad.

bw

,

SOPH CAN HAVE
LAST LAFF NOW
Bxiffalo, Aug. 18.
laughs last— and it looks
Sophie Tucker draws the final
chortle a* result of her recent Navy
Benefit appearance here when she
attracted strenuous adverse criticism
for the spicy nature of her offerings

He who

as

if

SUICIDES IN ST. LOUIS Among
St. Louis,

Aug,

defeat

to help now.

expected to get started within three
_ Benefit for Navy Relief
weeks when Cooper and his atlomeT;
Iioyd Wright, return here. The. proposal is said to be on a basis of
Phil Spitalny has concluded that
acting in one and producing one it pays to play a benefit, because di(Continued on page 47)
rectly after the Aug. 4 premiere of

NOEL COWARD'S 2 FOR

money to

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

and

other offers are bing held in abeyance pending the completion of

the chief repercussions of the

event was a public statenient by
Mayor Kelly that he would sj>onsor
18.

George Lewis Vogt, 58, father-inlaw of ^e late Joe Penner, comedian, committed suicide here last
week by asphyxiating himself in a
riudtown apartment house.
Vogt,
who represented a local hardware
company, placed a towel ovfer his
head and, seating himself on a stool,
leaned over a gas stove, two unlighted
burners of which were

.

passage of an ordinance to prevent
broadcasting of suggestive wordage
to a public gathering.
Last week the anti-Kelly Buffalo
Evening Hey/s. assigned a reporter to
cover a political outing advertised as

'Mayor KeUy Day.'

The

scribe, in

a

expo^, revealed that not
only -Was gambling rampant and
a cooch dancing consession featured
at the affair, with members of the
police force in attendance, but that
the m.c.'s comments over a pj. system regarding the can-can exhibition
were strongly on the spies' side. The
reporter didn't omit pointing up the
Mayor's recent threat of legislation
prevent just such suggestive
to
sizzling

.

A

turned on.
In one note he asked that a son,
Sergt. G. L. Vogt,- of Camp Bragg,
N. C, and his daughter, Mrs. Eleanor
Penner,
Hollywood,
be notified.
Business associates said Vogt had
been in a nervous condition for several months and recently went to a
local hospital for a checkup.
The broadcasting.
other- note asked that the Red Cross,
Ninth Division, at Ft. Bragg, N. C,
to Faiibanks'
be notified of his act by wire. He
did not leave any explanatory letto $1,500
ters.
His body is being held awaitkisses, and then she tenderly says: 'Are you kidding?'
Los Angeles, Aug. 18.
pkis) and see a possible remedy in a- ing word from bis daughter.
Sylvia Fairbanks, widow of Douglajroff, which would be th^^rst in
las Fairbanks, -was awarded tempofour years of airing for tliis client.
rary- payments of fl,500 a month
Susan
Double A's are scurrying .around
by Superior Court, pending final disfor a replacer which will be acceptHollywood, Aug. 18.
able to the Wheelock agency.
Susan Hayward is being sought by position of the estate.
Award was the outcome of obFor the first time in their long Al Woods to head the all-femme
careers Amos 'n' Andy are doing a cast in "This Little Hand' on Broad- jections by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and other heirs to the estate Against
half-hour broadcast Aug-. 24 in the. way.
He wants Paramount to release a continuance of the widow's $2,500
Victory Theatre series.
xiramatic
for
her
the
run
of
the
play.
monthly allowance.
play is being written for them with
Harlem newspapers have been
radio picture names in support.
HIS
burning over the clipping of two seGolden Gate 4 Join
quences featuring Negroes from the

Layoff for

Amos

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Amos 'n' Andy have been, ordered
by their sponsor (Campbell soup) to
take a month's rest in the hope that
the hiatus will have a hypoing effect
on their Crossley rating when they
retum. Ward Wheelock agency is
said to be quite alarmed over the
progressive drop of the blackface
team's C.A.B, figures (the latest, 4-

.

.

.

Payments
Widow Cut

.

'

Al Wants

Mo.

Qided Negro Scenes in Bette Davis

-

Pk Draw Harlem Beefs Vs. WB, RKO

A

CANTOR ACTS OUT
LIFE STORY ON RADIO

Golden '.Gate Quartet have been
released by C^BS from their sustafper
contract and join Amos
Andy;SepL 7 for a run. Initial commits

V

-

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Eddie Cantor In
drama and song will be broadcast
on the Philip Morris Playhouse program Aug. 28 from New York, -with
the comedian playing KiinwTf His
only other radio appearance whUe
in New York'wUl be in a guest spot
on 'Star Spangled Vaudeville' next
Sunday (23). Last Sunday Al Jolson
Life

meiit is for liine weeks.

Colored foursome will probably go
into Jlletro's 'Cabin in the Sky' coin
cidentally.

Radio SHD Trying for

&

Ryan agency Was

till. in hopes yesterday- (Tuesday)
of- being able to induce Metro t^i
permit Lionel Barrympre to accept
thp title part in the^ 'Mayor of Our

Town'

J

Dayia pic, 'In This Our
the Him played Regent

last Bette
Life,'

when

Roosevelt, Alhambra and Proctor's
125th St, theatres, all in HarlemElsewhere in New York the se.quences were not clipped. Initial
furore was directed at RKO, which
operates the houses in question, to
that organization's complete surprise,
since the cutting was done by Warn-

ers, not RKO.
Cuts were ordered by top execs
star gucster.
Cantor left for the east Friday to obviate any disturbances since, at
(M), stopping over at Rochester the time the pic was first released,
where he emcees a show incidental some three months ago, there had
to the presentation of a Government been several riots between white and
citation, to Eastman Kodak. Others Negro troops—in the east as well as
in the show will be Helen Hayes, south plus some lynchings in Dixie.
figured it was better to risk cenOlsen tc Johnson and Vincent Lopez
sure than to aggravate the then hairorchestra.
trigger tempers.
One of the scenes was between
Ernest Anderson and Miss Davis, the
Roth Cktterton
other between Hattie McDaniel and
the star. In the former he plays the
Miiie. Frances
2^243 part of her chauffeur and, after she
lies him Into a murder rap, .tells her
A judgment against Ruth Cbatter- off.' In the. latter. Miss McDaniel
her
ton, former film star, in the amount a^ks the star to recant and save
of $2,243 was entered in N. Y. su- son, the character portrayed by
preme court last week, balance of Ernest Anderson.
One result of the beet had the
a debt to Mme. Frances for furs,
'
dresswear, etc.
Apollo, a nabe in Brooklyn's Negro
Although only recently finding its sector, playing the pic last week,
way into court records, the judg- (Aug, 13-16), with the exhibitor
ment had actually been obtained sho-wing the entire film unexpurlast year.
Miss Chattei-ton had paid gated, in deference to customer pres-

WB

which is scheduled to
start this fall on CBS, Wednesday,
S30-10 p.m. The account is Lever
-

of

was the

N-G OK OB L Barrymore
RuthraufT

story

series,

—

Owes

-OS.

The flhn producer declined to
Srant an okay after terms had been
worked out between the agency
«nd Barrymore.

f

•

WHKEBSONS DIVOBCED

•

Reno, Aug. 18.
Mrs. JSstelle Brown Wilkerson has
divorced -William B. Wilkerson, edi
tor and publisher of the Hollywood
Reporter, here. She charged cruelty.
The couple married at Las Vegas,
Nevada, Dec. 11, 1939,

ABBOTT
Now On
in

A

and COSTELLO
National

Releaaa

"PARDON MY SARONG"

—

Mayfair Production Univaraal PictuPM Release
Under Personal Management of EDWARD SHERMAN

$415 of the original debt

sure:

Wednesday, Augnat 19, 1942

MISCELLANY

MAP OFFSET TO STAR LOSS
WALKING OUT ON PALS?

VIA PLAYS,

BIS,

as published in various periodicals, including the Army's, own
'Yank/ tended to reveal widespread confusion as to the involved proprieties. It has become clear that the spotlight on
soldier-entertainers singles them out among the tens of thousands of 'desk job' men for public attention. The Army high
command is. palpably fearful of possible criticism concerning
There is likewise a tendency to
allegedly 'favored' soldiers.
"

^ee boondoggling in
ized, unfairly, in

some

activities

and

this

becomes symbol-

the entertainer.

The Treasury was reported incensed

week when Clark
income tax, was ushered

•

last

At WB, Berlin Huddles on 'Army

Relief.

Meanwhile, Wrigley is sponsoring 'Sfergeant Gene Autry,'
CBS with an air force captain, Hal Rorke, assigned to the
publicity as a military job. Rudy Vallee is becoming a bandmaster with chief petty officer rating in the Coast Guard. The
in Des Moines spurned ^n offer to acquire Phil
Spitalny's All-Girl orchestra.
over

WAACS

Apparently the armed forces have somewhat blurred and distinctly contradictory, service for service, views of publicity
'and those who are best able to. obtain publicity. There is more
than a hint of a desire to eat their cake but not protect the
bakers. Surely what the services themselves have enthusiastically encouraged and welcomed is not now [suddenly disgraceful or in need of apology? The whole Government is organized on a basis of making special provision and special use
of persons with unique talents. These range all the way from
trained purchasing agents and chemists to writers, researchers
and press agents.

Going Into Argiy, Film
Industry Execs Figure
Continue to
Create Stars 'No Interpretative Agency Is GreatStories Will

—

for the studios to feed upon, Hollywood should be able to make up for
the loss of Jtiale stars to the armed
forces, in the opinion of major company execs, through the intensive
development of story material and
of new players.
,

Undeniably important though mar.
quee names may be, 'No interpretative pgency is greater than a creative agency,' stated one executive.
Conversely, steUar strength alone
(Continued on page 47)

RUDY VELEE

iilg

talents to aid

them

in recruiting, in pr^tjg.li'J.oj.^cts* in

Hollywood, Aug.

Fan mags are being
the carpet by the Hays
too

much

18.

called

on

office for
tipoff stuff to readers.

Complaining exhibitors say the
story endings, which
is injurious to picture drawing
power.

cull

mags reveal

certain

marquee names from

within the Army ranks to augment
the present Broadway cast, most of
whom will be utilized in the fllmization.
There are quite a few names
now in the ranks, such as Burgess
Meredith, William Holden, Joe Louis,

Top Pix Faves

(heavyweight champ), but people
Clark Gable will positively not
be 'borrowed' from Uncle Sam,
even if possible.
like

In

Army Camps

The question of color is not a minor
one, since, against the obviousness
that it invariably enhances the gross,

Revealed Soon

is

Army theme—with

the

—

emphasis

on olive drab and it's how much
difference it will make. On the other
hand, certain numbers, such as
'Mandy,' would be enhanced by the

Washington, Aug. 18.
tints.
Army Motion Picture Service, now
Berlin and A. L. Herman, the atthe largest circuit of the Industry," is torney, who is president of This Is
installing machine equipment for the Army, Inc., the trustee corporatabulating star popularity, pulling
(Contlnued on page 47)
power in certain {ireas, and general
interesting Information for exhibitors.
Recording machines will replace much manuel labor, with Gen'l Motors Shudders
camp screen buyers and bookers
At Approaching Rivalry
having statistics available as to star
strength and grosses at the military

Of Hope, Fibher McGee

boxoffices.

Under Robert Bond, Army Motion

STATUS VAGUE

Picture Service has been tabulating
The renewal that Columbia has rethe 'Six Best Pictures of the Month,'
ceived from General Motors on th«
as disclosed by attendance chatts
from the 800 camp theatres. These 'Cheers from Camp' series may not
be good for more than four weeks.
dispute, in some respects, results of
doesn't like the idea of being
In other
the recent Gallup poll.
competition to Bob Hope and 'Fib(Continued on page 46)
ber McGee & Mojly' and if Columbia
can't after Sept. 29 furnish some
other hour for the camp show, the
Mgrs. Can't Get Robesop
motors combine has the choice of
cancelling without further notice.
^Cheers,' which completes its first 13in
Until '43
week cycle Sept 1, occupies the
9:30-10:30 p.m. period. 'McConcert Dates Tuesdhy
£jee' and Hope are the competition

GM

Hollywood, Aug.

18.

McKee & Albright agency is waiting for some definite word on the
Nearly all the branches of our fightine forces have sought future radio status of Rudy Valee,
out and exploited acting, writing, stunt-arranging, music-mak- who was inducted Monday (17) into

making themselves known, .and favorably, to the public' As
a matter of human decency, the several groups cannot now
look the other way and disown their friends and helpers. It
would be rank injustice to let show people take the rap because of any growing public aversion to 'cushy' jobs.. And yet
something very like this seems to be blowing up.

With Hal WaUis, Michael Curtiz
and Casey Robinson, who will
screen-adapt 'This Is the Army* for
Warner Bros., currently huddling
with Irving Berlin in-New York, the
two major problems are (1) Technicolor and (2) casting. Latter will

'Don't Till the End'

Though Admitting; Importance of Marquee Names

er Than a Creative Agency'
Gable, one of its best customers for
into the Air Corps with much publicity at $66 a month. Others
tended to agfee with the Treasury that $150,000 taxpayers
EXPLOIT STORIES
were somewhat absurd as buck privates. This was one Iside
Another was represented by the revised
of the confusion.
As long as there are biographies,
Ezra
Stone,
ruling
on
who
is
now
permisbe
denied
Army
to
Balzac, some 60,000 new short stories
sion to continue in 'The Aldrich Family,' from which Source a year and a few Broadway legit
his large weekly stipend, less income taxes, went, intact, to productions as box office insurance

Army

Come Up

Casting, Color Problems

Whole question of the status of entertainers-become-soldiers
was in the foreground last week. The comment as heard and

the Coast Guard as a bandmaster,
with" the rating of chief petty of
ficer.

The official order said that 'for
the time being he can remain on
the air.' Just how long that is nO'
body knows, but aU available re^

meUo'

Due

To Many

on NBC.

Broadway descended upon PrinceIt is reported that the Blue NeU
placements are being checked if ton, N. J., early this week to see work is shooting for the General Mospeedy substitution becomes neces- Paul Robeson in 'OtheUo' at the Mc- tors business.
sary.
Carter theatre, after the sensational
reception given the colored star at
There_are thousands of theatrical, radio, literary and allied
.Cflrr».ftridc^.^| tost yj>\L. .-T!
talents serving "In tlie'ranks,'totrng 'guiis,"1iy^iiTg'm4ClTiTfesr, doing
Ezra Stone, now^ with the lirvmr seenied t
T!MiRjn
Only a handful of extra- Berlin stage show, 'This Is the Army,' managers to grab Robeson and the
.the regular routine of dirty work.
ordinarily gifted, popular or conspicious individuals have been last week lost Army permission to present acting version of the Shakeseries, "The spearean work, but they came away
Trada Mark Reglttered
partly 'cushioned' so that Uncle Sam can benefit, in dozens of continue with his radio
FOUNDBD BT 8IMB SILVERMAN
Aldrich Family,' his salary from empty-handed.
ways and often in hard cash, from their continued presence in which went entirely to Army Re^
Publl<li«d TTmUt br VABIETY. Inr,
There will bejio further appearSid Bllverman, Preildent.
the spotlight.
ances of Robeson in 'Othello' other
Uef.
1E4 Weat 4Cth Street, New Tork, N. T.
than the Cambridge and Princeton
Corpor»l CUrk Gable
engagements, it was stated by Rob•How about a little official publicity about the obscure reSUBSCRIPTION
Miami, Aug. 18.
ert W. Rockmore, attorney and manAnnual
Foreign
$10
Ill
cruits from show business and radio to put matters in proper
Clark Gable entered the Army ager of the star, and a Broadway
Single CoploQ
26 Centa
perspective and prevent the threatened injustice to show busi- Air Olficers Candidate School here appearance can hardly be expected
IM
No. 11
kick where it hurts wilPBe a poor today (Tuesday) with a corporal's until the season of 1943-44, as Robeness, the perenniai patsy?
Vol, 147
as a son is under contract for concert
reward for all its efforts to help the war, the arnied forces and rating and will be graduated
second lieutenant in 12 weeks. His dates until next April. The Princeabout somebody in Wash- plans after that.^re indefinite. Hi^. ton date had Robeson appearing in
the 'Government generally.
41
Bills
ington big enough to command quotation standing up in public arrival was veiled in the utmost his home-town. Singer-^ctor, how45
;Chatter
and saying a word of common courtesy and thanks to Ishow secrecy; there was no undue dis- ever, attended Rutgers college,
turbance. But the press has been where he was a headline football
32
Concert-Opera
people?
J

ouFa

A

How

INDEX

terrific.

player.

Capi. Maurice Evans
Maurice Evans and Rudy Vallee
both joined the colors this week.
Evans becomes a captain in the U.
S. Army Specialist Corps to concentrate on promoting legit entertainment in remote posts, and Vallee
as a bandmaster in the U. S. Coast
Guard with the rank of chief petty
He will be stationed at the
officer.
Wilmington, Cal., base and will continue to do his 'Sealtest' radio show
on NBC.

plaudits

•Margaret

WB's Wilk Again Pioneering

to

Buy

Film Rigiits Before Producing Plays
-fi-

Warner Bros.
the lead In a

Is

reportedly taking

move

to resuscitate

an agreement with the Dramatists
Guild, which was near the Inking
stage three seasons back, whereby
picture companies wUl acquire In
advance the film rights to plays
which they finance.
Jake Wilk,
eastern story department head iot
Warners, has recently been talking

with playwrights Elmer Rice and
Childs Carpenter, among
others, apparently impelled by the
need for n more f^^tlle legit source

Edward

'or picture material.
Opinion as to the value of advance
purchases of film rights, combined
with outlay in financing Broadway

(Continued on page 23)

Frisks Self In

Frank Fay
Court to Prove He's Broke
Hollywood, Aug.

18.

Frank Fay is within $3 of total
poverty, according to his own adSure Fugits
mission at trial for back payment
of $600 owed his. attorney. He told
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
the court, among other things, he
by glaringly is
gallop
years
That
stocks,
account,
bank
doesn't have a
brief announcement
bonds, property or a job. Asked by reflected in the
that James Kirkthe court to frisk himself, Fay by Paramount
is making his film bow
18,
wood,
Jr.,
brought forth $3.
Can't Live Forever.'
This didn't satisfy hizzoner, who in 'You
who
It's significant to oldtimers
wanted to know if he didn't have
him as a toddling younga wallet in the back pocket. Fay remember
his parents, James Kirkwhen
ster
to
prove
to
flipped back his coat
topflight
were
Lee,
Lila
and
wood
back
have
court his trousers don't
stars.
hip pockets.

in

Webster
is
getting
professional circles for

her work in preparing the present
acting version. She is appearing in
the play in the part of Emelia. Jose
Ferrer, who plays lago, is a Princeton grad ('33), while his wife, Uta
Hageh, plays Desdemona. Robeson
attracted attention
1030 as the Moor.

in

London

in

14

Exploitation

Fihn Reviews
House Reviews
Inside— Legit
Inside— Music
Inside

8
18

42

36

—Orchestras
—Pictures

35

23

Inside

Inside— Radio
Inside

30

Vaude—Nitery

38
16

International

Anderson's

War

Play In

Pasadena, 50 Other Cities

Tempos

Pasadena, Aug. 18.
As a 25th birthday celebration, the
Pasadena Community Playhouse is
producing The Eve of St. Mark,'
Maxwell Anderson's war drama,
Sept. 28. Play will be iltaged in 50
other' theatres from coast to coast
on the same day.
Last year's honored guest author
in a similar hookup was William
Sarbyan, whose play faded after the
widespread premiere.

42

Legitimate
'

Literati

Music
Night Club Reviews
Obituaries
Orchestras
•Pictures

Radio
Radio Reviews
Strawhat Reviews".
Vaudeville

War

Activities

DXILS VARIETY
(Fubllahcd In Hollywood b7
Dally Variety, Ud.)
TIO a yoar 112 forolgn

—

44
36

38
46
33
5
24
26
44
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An

See

9,000,000 to 10,000,000 Soldiers

Indkatioiis Fcnnt to Sept's

Films Every Week; Cut to 12-15c
Making 'Em Pay

Washington, Aug. 18.
Taking advantage ot the film industry's generosity, the U.

S.'Army

has developed into the largest single

motion picture exhibitor in the
world since launching the draft
Byslem toward a standing military
force ot 7,000,000 or more men.
The War Department's film distribution service, an offshoot of the

recently created Service of Supply,
is playing to audiences estimated
between 9,000,000 and 10,000,000
weekly.
Admissions are nominal,
the scale just having been cut to
15c cash or 12c if coupon books are
used.
Formerly the charges were
20c or 14c.
With all major producers making

available prints of latest Hollywood
features, the Army already has distributed approximately 3,500 Olms.
Exact number of features is not
known^ since the number of prints
Is not the same every time.
At the expense of the majors, any
feature picked by the Army is refilmed immediately on 16-mm stock;

since the War Department decided
early in the war that standard 35mni reels were too bulky lor handling, particularly in supplying overseas posts and - in view of the

shipping difficulties. Sturdy 16-mm
projectors were devised and have
been supplied to all military units
abroad.
The 35-mra stock stiU is
used at stations in this coimtry.
The military circuit, which a
couple of years ^go was a mere
handful of more important and rereservations, now embraces
Weekly operations
theatres.
Scores of
include 3,500 showings.
theatres have been built in the last
two years since the Army began exand
projectors
while
panding,

mote
5,404

sound apparatus have been installed
in recreation buildings, auditoriums
and other structures at some of the

smaller camps, and forts.
In addition to entertainment films,
the Army is making increasing use
of special educational reels such as
the cartoons by '^alt Disney, illustrated lecttires, morale and propa-

—

ganda

WHITEMAN'S IDEA

Top

The phenomenal record of Abbott
Costello on their current war
bond tour, during which the comics
have already sold a total of $40,000,000 of the Government securiti

Gable

Belle Baker, appearing at the
Long
Country
Club,
Lido
Beach, L. L, this past weekend, puUed a switch on the re-

pa'ign.

She finally sang nine request
numbers and wound up with

Army Camps

Crosby Ut Balse Funds
It°

the Brush

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
While playing the Orpheum here,
Paul Whiteman came up with the
suggestion that Clark Gable and
Bing Crosby be utilized by the
Government to head touring the-

quest-song routine by tying It
to a War Bond-selling cam-

up^

bond
checks
for
totalUng $201,000.

a|id

Dally Gives

atrical

purchases

companies, playing theatres

and array camps, proceeds to the
Whiteman
Government or USO.
believes the pair could net $10,000
a week or half-a-million a year.
He would have Crosby make perluccasfful "wesk,
sonal appearances with a 100-piece
1942" at the 46th
members of the

WIMJE HOWARD

to Test

Twenty-fourth

Shows

m Field Houses

"Priorities of
Street Theatre,

New York.
Devastating Imitations."

band comprising

army, navy, marine, air corps and
coast guards.
He'd be willing to
WILELLA WALDORF,
conduct the orchestra and would inN. Y. Post, March 3, 1942 clude Dinah Shore in the personneL
".
Wonderworker of comic
To facilitate entertainment sched.
'The stars would perform gratis
ules, the Army has devised and is greatness."
and the proceeds from a unit like
JOHN ANDERSON,
letting contracts for the constructhat probably would hit a million
N. Y. Journal-American, March 3, '42 bucks in a year,' says Whiteman.
tion of a stage unit to be erected in
"". . . A great comedian."
field
houses.
The largest Army
'Is that better than having the stars
YORK DAILY MIRROR, gc in as privates? Doctors don't
theatres sect 1,038, but the field
March 13, 1942 throw away their tools and say to
houses are like sports arenas, except
that they h«ve no stage or raised
heck with their profession and then
enlist as privates.'
platform, and can handle 3,500 men.
Commenting on the suggestion,
The first stage wiU be installed on
however, Cedric Adams, Star Jouran. experimental basis and, if the
ndl columnist, had another angle.
design clicks, they will be set up at
^'Inside the Gables and the Crosall camps.
"Bys there ifiust be that urge to get
The plan to Install stages in .the
Adams.
pitching,' says
in there
field houses prob'ably stems from the
'Then, too, there's always that possuccess USOrCamp Shows, Inc., had,
sibility of a Gable or Crosby appearvia increased attendance, with the
ing in front of the public urging
outdoor stages they offered to the
enlistment only to have a heckler
camps playing their shows. These
Washington, Aug. 18.
shout, 'Why ain't you ii\ there, you
were designed by Emil Friedlander
Meeting in offices of zone man. big bum?' Maybe that's what sendsand USO-CSI offered the plans for
an all-wood stage, plus $500, to any ager John J. Payette of Warner them in as privates. It all makes
camp that wanted the outdoor unit Bros., Maryland, Virginia and Wash- foi a very lively discussion and
and would provide the balance of ington exhibitors pledged to buy 10 you'll probably find as many points
ot view as there are people present.
the funds necessary to complete the
ambulances to be presented to the Try it on your group tonight.'
installation.
Offer was made for
one month early this spring and was American Field Ambulance Service.
Variety Club agreed to provide the
snapped up by 38 camps, which set
up 60 units, some of the larjser en- funds for two of tjjese field maU. S.
campments installing more than chines; two more will come from

Seating 3,500 Soldiers

".

.

.

.

NEW

EXHIBS BUYING

lOiyneuLANCES

.

MAY SHORTWAVE

one.

LEADERS FOR CAMP SINGS
Fox

Presents

Tentative

List

to

General OsborB

shorts.

Bilfion-in-Bonds Going Over

Ytaxrj Fox, of the Music Publish-

exhibitors of the District of Colum
bia, three from Maryland and three
from the exhibitors of Virginia.

SHOWS TO SERVICEMEN

ties,

has created optimism that

show

business, in its 'Remember September' drive, will easily achieve the
$1,000,000,000 goal, if not exceeding
it While the results of A.
C.'s
tour, which was arranged months
ago, wUl not be included in the allout show biz drive, their achievement augurs well for the great contingent of Hollywood stars and starlets who'll troupe the country from
coast to coast next month.
A.
C. wind up their tour Sunday (30) at a monster rally in Patterson, N. J., Lou Costello's home

&

'

&

town.

While the $40,000,000 toUl up to
was positive, the
'Sunday
(16)
comedy team achieved immeasurable results in th^r appearances at
war plant centers, where they
stressed more the regular 10% payroll deduction plan than outright
bulk purchases. The Treasury Dein fact, made it a point
to route them through those war
factories where the payroll deduction plan had not been meeting with
much success.
Meanwhile, In N. Y., show business is mapping extensive plans for
the September drive. The film biz
(Continued on page 23)

partment

American Theatre Wing
stage Door Canteen Capers

NEW YORK

They were dancing.

Said the sol-

dier:

'Do your eyes bother you?'
'No,' said the 17-year-old.
'Well,' said he, 'they're killing me.'

worker at

Jean Maim, a

stalwart
the Theatre Wing Workroom and the
canteen, reports this conversation
between her niece and namesake,
Jean Cheney, and an unidentified

Emergency Council of the Legiti- sergeant
mate Theatre, N. Y., convened last
When radio's Happy Jim Parweek to listen to a plan whereby
sons and hla wife entCTtaiiied at
armed forces in remote points and
the eantecB thb past week, their
in other lands could be entertained.
UNIT STICKS IN ASTORIA Proposal calls for recording of legit corporal-tcchnlolan son, an fnrlooKh from Arkansas, dropped In
performances, mostly musical comto catch the act. Neither Ma nor
edies, on discs wbich would be sent
Washington, Aug. 18.
Pa knew he was there. A memthe men.
With reports here that Major Gen- by shortwave radio to
ber of the entertainment eommitProposal comes from the Special
eral Dawson Olmstead, Chief Signal
tce spotted the oorporal and
Service Division of the Army in
Officer, will go to Astoria, L. I., late
bronght.hlm on stage for a bow
Plan was outlined by Qapt.
in September to install the first per- N. Y.
at the finale.
CBS,
manent motion picture Signal Corps, Charles Vanda, formerly with
The home-folks touoh wowed
in charge of the radio division of the
this is seen as scotching the rumors
the boys.
coimcil.
that the Photographic Corps would
An, oddity, in the general program
move fror-. New York to Hol^wood.
Mrs. BroL* Pembertoit-tdto o/ the-slrafgEf play sug'"These reports were born (1) be- is "that"'the only
That three RAF toys she met at the canSister Eileen.'
cause of Col. Darryl F. Zanuck's ac- gested is 'My
show was ready to tour the camps teen. One had rnjured his toe. Mrs.
tivities on the Coast and (2) because
last season when orders from USO- P. insisted that he go to her doctor.
of wishful thinking by the rank-andSeveral days later the boys called

LOOKS DEFINITE U.S.PIX

'

DOUGLAS TAKES TIME
OUT FOR M-G EILM
Mdvyn

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Douglas, currently work-

ing for the Government in Washington, ((ets time off to co-star with
Ani^' Sother'n in "ThiTee Hearts-for
Julia' at Metro, to be produced by
John W. Considine, Jr.
Eddie Buzzell directs from a
•creenplay by Lionel Houser.

H'wood Eases Rigors Of
Training for Desert Lads

LUe

of the

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
tank troops traia
is being

Army

Ing on the California desert
relieved of

some

of its rigor

Desert Battalion,

by the

a
of film
gals commanded by Mrs. Edward' G.
Bobinson as an adjunct to the United
Service. Organizations.
For months
the soldiers had been rumbling over
sand dunes in tropical heat without

«ny recreation
.

troop

ers Protective Association, has sub-

mitted to Brig. Gen. F. H. Osborn,
chief of U. S. Army
a list of musical personalities who
could be used to lead camp sings;

special services,

The recommendations had been requested by the general.
There are 25 names on the list
Van Surdam has been commissioned a-oei>teii»-^';in •ttjs Army's
morale division and assigned to direct ensemble singing.

Hunt Already on Job
Camp Shows cancelled it at the last
filers at Astoria, many of whom are
was
Spartanburg, S.C, Aug. 16.
from Hollywood, and hence would minute. 'Technical difficulties'
Arthur B. Hunt, New York City,
the alleged reason, but it was never
prefer being headquartered on the
has been routed itjto Dixie to teach
denied that the cancellation came
Coast
mass warbling to soldiers.' Curabout after certain members of the
rently at Camp Croft.
clergy reached Washington brassLonage to Get Preem
Hunt now with USO-YMCA, has
hats, complaining that 'Eileen' was
toured, U. S., Canada and British
The trade press editors who are too sexy for soldiers. Bit later the
Isles as concert singer and lecture- outfitting the lounge for the enlisted comedy was. played at the Biltmore,
recitalist.
Fo*rmer Music director. men at Astoria, will probably stage N. Y., at a Ipecial jitney matinee for
Greater
Federation
Y.
of a little shindig to coincide with the highschool kids.
N.
Churches, he directed weekly NBC official installation ceremonies preBefore the disc recordings will be
musical program.
;5ided over by Gen. Olmstead.
made, the plan must be acted upon
by the managers and Dramatists
Guild.
Council Includes showmen
and all the craft unions of the theatre except musicians, who did not
join for some unexplained reason.
•

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

L. A. to N. Y.

to relieve their leisure

Phllo Hlcley's Spot
hours.
Now they can dance on
Washington, Aug. 18.
weekends with young picture players
Philo Higley, until recently under
chaperoned by Mrs. Robinson and
Mrs. Allan B. Wilkinson, whose hus' a writing contract to Columbia Picband Is a physician serving with the tures, has joined the Office of Price
Administration as chief of the latU. S. troops in Egypt
Dances are held in Joseph M. ter's Film and Radio Section of the
Schenck's mansion at Palm Springs, Consumer Division. His position is
whfch has been turned over to the primarily that of supplying ideas for
radio
and screen writers so that they
USO for the duration. The house
can work OPA angles into their
Is within easy reach
the
of

training

•rea.

$1,565 for Camp Gags
Publication of the first volume of
material for use by service men in
their

own camps

Shows a

cost

USO-Camp

total of $1,565.

This covered office expenditures
as well as cost of printing and binding the 4,000 books, or about 40c per
copy.

'

ber the Day.' Latter last season was
fihmed by 20th-Fox.

Edward Alperson,

Ronald Dawson, 'Chicago radio acinto U. S. Air Force at Enid,
Oklahoma.

Roy

tor,

Barbara Britton.
Eddie Cantor.
Ned Depinet

,

Harrington.

Ben Kailmenson,
Vick Knight
Chet LaRocbe.
Bill Lawrence.
Carl Leserman.
David Lichine.
David Loew.
E. K. b'Shea.
David E. Rose.
Arthur Schmidt.
Hazel Scott.

NEW TALENT SETUP
AT N.Y. STAGE CANTEEN
Entertainment committee setup
the American Theatre Wing's
Stage Door Canteen has been entirely revised, new plan being devised to eliminate as much detail as
possible.
Committee's office in the
Sardi building is out entertainment
branch being moved to the Wing's
headquarters, 730 Fifth avenue, with
James E. Sauter in charge. He is
also executive secretary for the
United Hieatrlcal War Activities*

W. R. Ferguson
Mose Gumble.

Tom

'

for

Disney.
Philip Dunne.

Lindsey Durand.
Bollywood's Contingent

Hollywood, Aug. 18,
John
film
technician.
Eckert
Army.
script Higley Is also acting as liaiLeo Miller, Warners theatre de
between
son
the Consumer Division partment Army.
and other Governmental departSeymour Friedman, assistant di.
ments which have their own radio rector, Araay Signal Corps.
programs.
Arthur Klein, soimd technician,
Higley, who settled his contract Army.
recently with Columbia, had sought
Gene Berkhoff, film house mana commission with the Film Unit of ager. Navy.
the Army, but the latter failed to
Stanford Tischler, sound techcome through. He's been writer for nician, Army.
other Hollywood film companies in
Don Jacques, Pathe News, Army.
addition to several advertising agenRussell Hoover, cameraman. Navy.
cies, and is the co-author with PhUip
Jimmy Henderson, press agent,
Dunning of the bit Broadway play Air Ferry Command,
produced some seasons ago, 'Remeipr
(Con.Hnued on pMe .23)

on Mrs. P. at Theatre Wing headquarters to say thank you. It was
a sultry day. Mrs. P. asked them
they were going to amuse
themselves over the weekend, and
whether they'd like a swim. They
uiould.
So she called- her- good
friend, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett, and
arranged for them to go to' the Tibbetts* place in Connecticut
Jane Tibbe'tts' children luere on
hond when the RAF lads arrived
and a tennis party ensued. Then
(Continued on page 21)

how

Committee,

through

which

most

'

other entertaijament for soldiers and
sailors clears.

Several of those on the original
committee are out, or not presently
active.
Sauter, who has two paid
(Continued on page 23)

Si Seadler.

N. Y. to L. A.

Spyros Skouras.

John Steinberg.
Sidney StrOtz.
Lewis Allen Wjels?..

Joe Glaser.
Irving MlUs.
;

^ ^

.B.ernac(^ L. Scjiuber^,

,

,
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VARIABLE PRICES FOR
BOTH WAK AND MORALE T
Film

Arnold s Cautiously Worded Edict

Washington and Hollywood

CQjiservatioii continues a

headache.
it

—

Number

So it's erroneous to purvey the impression of film entertainment as a non-essential. Films only become non-essential if
the basic stock is injudiciously used; if it's wasted on trivial
themes.

tells the story.

One Way

Cos. on

fllm executive announced
he is- going to enlist in order to
avoid having to attend endless

meetings.
The increasingly tedious conthat take picture people
their regular tasks
are no longer a gag.

fabs

prices,

in 'place

of

standard admission
ture

the

tariffs,

currently
as e pic-

house operating policy, with

MYERS' BLAST

prices changing frequently in rela-

fllms, is engaging attention within
Washington cannot overlook that— and probably doesn't. the
Certain distribution
industry.
Nor can Hollywood for one moment relax. Its war effort will and theatre operating executives see
be judged solely by the quality rather than the quantity of this as a means of coping with higher
"

rentals, as well as the fllm conservation problem, which is regarded as
likely to get worse before it gets
better.
Important exhibs in various parts

Raw Film Stock

AT ARNOLD ON

20%

Washington, Aug.

18.

of the country, according to reports
Possibility that the flve consent
sales execs in the field, concede decree signers may yet put the
that frequent changes In admission,
UMPI plan into effect was suggested
prices with a radical upward re(Tuesday)
by Abram F.
today
vision in scales for expensive prodMyers, chairman of the Board of
ucts, may become necessary as an op-

which
States
Association,
Allied
erating policy due to curtailed probacked the rejected proposal to
duction at the studios.
modify the compromise.
With most of the major studios
'From
the nature of his objeclikely to limit production next year,
Assistant Attorney General
tions.
and increased overhead charged up Thurman Arnold seemingly has left
against- fewer pictures, stiU higher the
door open for each of the mapercentage terms and more pre- jors to sell in 13-picture packages,
ferred playdate allocations for A or less, it this is done individually
product is regarded as virtually in- and if the tradeshowing practice is
.

Cut But No Quotas; Users to Register
-H-

Washington, Aug.

AU

raw

film

stocks

are

Hyman OK Again

18.

being

.

frozen for the duration of the war
under a Government order which

Hollywood, Aug.

18.

Bernie Hyman is recovering after
a nervous Collapse at Metro, where
he Is a production exec.
Medicos ordered a couple of weeks'
rest, finding no alarming symptoms.

evitable.

continued,'-

$115,032,268 IN

ADMISHTAXES,

„
„
Under the terms of the order it is
understood that film will be frozen
on the ratio of 1941 usage and that
there is to be no cut in the use, by
picture companies, of negative fllm
which has already been curtailed
around 25% on the Coast.
Supplies of fllm for amateur photography users may be cut alto-

-hujt,-,

RECORD HIGH

gether, affecting some 40,000 dealers,
though use of fllm for X-ray purposes will be allowed. No film will
be available for advertising or commercial use.
Under the new order, permits to
buy or use raw fllm stock can be

$115,032,268.

The complete Treasury Dept. report on 1941-42 intake also showed
the tax on radio sets and phonographs, which also was stiffened by
the 1941 Revenile Act, rose $12,209,Buyers of these articles
226.15.

held back if the user is considered
In the unessential category.
Major
fllm companies, who would also register, could expect deliveries. No individual quota basis for the various
picture companies has been set.

All 5 Consent

Majors Selling

Hathaway Draws

,

2i% on

'cfverair

stock

'Army

to Russia.

'42-'43

Films as Par, RKO, Metro Set Groups

kicked in $19,144,408 toward meeting
increased costs of war.
Hopper's Coast Powwow
The two new levies on records and
produced a
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
musical instruments
While hoping for action by ThurHarold Hopper, head of the mo- total slightly in' excess of $3,250,000. man Arnold's office but till then
tion picture division of the War Pro- Buyers of platters handed the Govlacking any direct word on the
duction Board, met here today with ernment $968,390 and the levy on
United Motion Picture industry plan,
the fllm producers group to advise Instrument sales brought $2,325,320.
three more of the five majors, tied
them of what to expect in the way
in on the plan, decided to go ahead
of Government regulation regarding
week.
last
selling
1942-43
with
the use of raw fllm stock. Hopper Is
Sarge Nearness of September and necesreportedly satisfied with cut of apsity of getting new season product
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
proximately 25% below the 1941 figMetro
Paramount,
prompted
assignment on 'The moving
Directorial
ures in the use of negative film at
20th-Fox goes and RKO to announce first batch
the studios, and it is therefore un- Immortal Sergeant' at
Hathaway, with Henry of pictures, with selling started or
likely that the freezing order ex- to Henry
about to get under way. RKO was
role.
pected from Washington will affect Fonda in the lead
John Brophy novel is being the final one to set trade screenings,
use of negative fllm any further.
Trotti.
with 'Here We Go Again,' and anOverall cut of 20% below 1941 fig- screenplayed by Lamarr
nounce national release dates runures is expected'.
ning into October.
It is reported that the WPB would usage but retained the privilege to
Now that Arnold has nixed the
have cut the use of negative stock decide for itself in what way it
plan, indications yesterday
Other UMPI
also, by arotind
20%, if the UMPI would reduce consumption.
(Tuesday), less than 12 hours after
selling plan, nixed by Thurman Ar- companies yant a ceiling of 300
the trust-buster's ruling, were that
nold, had gone through.
prints for A product established for Warners, RKO, Par, Metro and 20thMetro, meantime, is still battling all distributors.
Fox would sell in blocks of flve and
the establishment of a lower print
Necessity for drastic conservation
tra'deshow them since this Is in line
celling. Company,
using from 360 to of raw stock is reportedly due to the with Arnold's new opinion. How380^ prints for A product, said it terrific amount of fllm going to the
(Coifirnued on page 23)
would cut
and

Arnold

is opposed to so-called blindwhile also clearly noted that
any uniform method of merchandising film would be frowned upon. In

this

connection,

while

the

decree

called for a standard means of selling-H3r
rather
perrnitted
It
the
Judge Thacher decree of nearly 15
years ago is recalled to mind, which
invalidates the old uniform exhibition contract and the Film Board of
Trade method of arbitrating disputes.

GOLDWYN

IN

WRITING

'Vox Pop' Protects Self

On TIe-Up

With Bob Hope Fllm

& Ryan

agency is taking no chances with the Aug. 31
broadcast of the 'Vox Pop' program,
Ruthrauff

Bearing in mind the Thacher decree, the U. S. anti-trust suit brought
by Arnold and the armistice resulting from that with the so-called Big
Five, believed that reluctance of the
D. of J. to officially rc.-ommend
UMPI selling Is actuated by the fear
that at some subsequent dai.e the department might find itself in an embarrassing position in the t vent evili
developed under the plar. Strong

public
and other pressure was
brought against Arnold, to force tbe
distribs into some othor means
selling or back to the decree.

Myers commented.

In addition to reduced production,
Remarking that Metro previously
producer - distributors ar^ also said it would use the UMPI formula,
obliged to make up for the elimina- the Allied spokesman said, "There is
tion of most foreign markets, and no reason why other distributors
the frozen rentals in others by ex- cannot announce groups of tradeacting maximum returns from the shown pictures up to a maximum of
domestic marliet.
13, with -cancellations not less than
Only avenue whereby exhibs can those agreed to in UMPI, without
meet higher prices, which are being risking, prosecution by the departpushed still higher by the increasing ment,' if they don't put their heads
disparity between supply and de- together,
mand, is ostensibly via flexible ad'Arnold's comment the decree did
mission scales alid extended runs. not contemplate 'non-competitive'
QQfe'SttOir' "Of" feasibility --t^— scale- i-upervisian -by- irtd-astry- cotsncife'^
changing has reportedly come up in the Government drew Myers' laughevery review of impending product ter. The flve-picture arrangement
curtailment by some of the major resulted from 'concerted action' under Governnvent auspices,' he jibed.
company heads.
Some distributors, however,^ are 'It also btought 'greater uniformity
not yet quite agreed as to a'dvis- than had ever existed before. The
Washington, Aug. 18.
radically trust buster's statement this week is
prices
boosting
colof
tax
ability
Federal
on
returns
Final
unduly for big an implied denunciation of Justice
lections in the fiscal year which and extending runs
ended June 30 show the yield from money pictures. Though this policy Department action,' he added. 'Legally, Arnold makes the sky the
the admissions levy, due to wiping in the long run brings greater revdistribution, limit for the distribs, in Myers'
immediate
an
Oct.
enues,
last
1,
exemptions
on
out
(Continued on page 23)
(Continued on page 46)
mounted $44,069,174 and the bite on
ticket buyers brought in a record

has been drafted and looks likely
to become effective within the next
48 hours. Described as a 'directive,'
effect of the decree would be to
formalize the plan submitted by the
film industry for cutting the use of
raw stock by approximately 20%. It
will also require some sort of registration with the WPB by every
user of film so that anyone needing
stock will have to obtain a general
clearance from the WPB in order to

However, study of the Arnold
manifesto wQuld .suggest that certain
restrictions, strongly Inferred by it,
must be borne in mind in the formulation of sales policy.
Obviously,

—

'DOUBLE-TALK'

from

For Duration Expected in 48 Hrs.;

While T'hurman Arnold, assistant
attorney general, has declined to
give the United Motion Picture Industry plan the blessings of the Department of Justice, his cautiouslyworded statement issued Monday
(17), in opinion, leaves several avenues open to distributors in the sale
of the 1942-43 product.

selling,

•

Gov't Order Freezing

Sales

By ROY CHAKTIER

to Solve It

One

away from

tion to the b.o. standing of individual

product.

To Consent

and prolonged conferences and

PROS AND CONS
Adoption of a variable scale of

the credit of Hollywood, the record of recent film quality,
goodas manifested by the grip on the American public and as
will-getters around what is- still left of our civilized world, best

To

its"

Leaves Several Avenues Open

GET UPPED SCALE

were only a question whether the nitro-cellulose in film
should be used strictly for entertainment or strictly for bullets
against the Axis, there'd be no controversy. Hollywood would Industry Can't See Why This
Shouldn't Work Out for
willingly lay down its tools for the duration.
All Quality Product EsBut that's not the issue. It's a matter of judicious applicapecially As Productions
tion of film and/or bullets. The issues of morale for the nation,
May Become Fewer in
while at war, have been debated and settled' long ago.
If

S

Check With Each Other

of

'

Thus, while the decree companies
Paramount, Wrrners, 20th
and ,RKO are expected to check

—Metro,

—

each other as to what they are going
to do, in order to avoid uniformity,
policies to be determined no doubt
will vary sufficiently
to avoid con'
flict

with

tlie

DJ.

Presumption of the Arnold opinion
that distribs may operate under
the UMPI plan to the extent of sealing blocks of 13, with cancellation
is

XgpaUnufia..ja^l(ai, 7afcB^

KORDA HAS 4 PICTURES
IN VIEW

ALTOGETHER

Sir Alexander Korda has two
more productions under consideration for production this year in addition to a new version of Tolstoy's

'War and Peace' and 'The Thirteen,'
remake of a flve-year-old Aussian
flicker for which he made a deal
with Artkino.

•

Understood that Korda will likely
resume production activity In Hollywood instead of going back to England.
Producer has several times
queried the British authorities about
producing in England and has been
advised to continue making pictures
in the U. S.

'

•

Franklyn Warner's

18 Fine Arts Pictures

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
have Parks Johnso«,
Franklyn Warner is returning to
fresh from three-week vacation, and the production field with 18 features
slated
to
be
made
and released by
stars,
Warren Hull quizzing the
director and producer of the new Fine Arts Productions at the old
blvd.
Bob Hope pic, 'They Got Me Cov- studio on Santa Monica
Warner
is
due
in
New York this
ered.' Nate Tufts has a written committment to insure the appearance of week for conferences with J. D. McFederation
Guire,
president
of
the
Sam Goldwyn, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour, Lenorc Aubert and David Bank & Trust Co., who will function as president of Fine Arts.
Butler.
New company, incorporated at
Program has, in the past, received
the short end in picture tieups not- $1,000,000, will produce on the lot
ably the time the program went Into once known as Educational Studios
New Orleans to air the preem of and operated at one time by Grand
Pictures will be released
'Birth of the Blues' with the picture's National.
stars promised but not appearing for by Fine Arts Exchanges Corp., organized with a capital of $100,000.
the broadcast.

which

will

-

—

'

'

.
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Moider for Qazer

It's

Film Fimis Would Guarantee Profit

Hollywood, Aug.

Own

Every Stadio to Try Out

Pet

18.

Edward G. Robinson, Geraldlne

To Book Pubfishers for Rights to Pix
Film firms are working on various

Sfodio Contracts

plans to help solve the story sbortage. Most of the majors will keep
close tab on Broadway's new plays,
Holljrwood, Aug .18.
but that source will not be sufficient.
Robert Emmett Dolan renewed as
New idea is to make deals with
Butbora and book publishers where- composer at Paramount.
Bruce Liangley's' player option liftby the latter are guaranteed a profit;
2Cth is in the van for such a plan, ed by Republic.
reported having made several conArthur Phillips' writer ticket retracts for biographies,
newed by Paramount
SOtb'^ agrees
to purchase 3,000
Lewis Jacobs inked writer pact at
ccpies of all siich books agreed upon, Metro.
that being a profitable margin, it beLeo Robin and Ralph Rainger
publishing
ing
understood
that
break signed 20th-Fox contract

houses must

Fitzgerald

draw top spots in The Pentade,'
nurder tale slated as the third prbtlucer.
assignment for
Benjamin
Glazer at Warners.
Filming Is slated for late fall, following 'Deep Valley'.and 'Broken
Jpumey* on the Olazer production
slate.

PIX BUSINESS'
CENSUS IN

rights to the' writers. Expected that
a sliding scale of film rights money
tj the authors will be worked out,

Lynne Baggett drew player

ticket

Irwin Braun handed scripting contract at Metro.

,

-

Ops

Nsr. Teializes'
Pest-^uette on Ads

By

RKO

members employed in RKO and
Loew's Theatres in N. Y. Action is
based on the alleged fraud peipe^
trated

fendants in their negotiations with
George E. Browne during his reign
as lATSE president which 'illegally,
Pittsburgh, Aug, 18.
.
unlawfully
and wrongfully' inJohn J. Walsh, manager of Shea's fluenced his discretion and judgment
Fulton here, 'penalized' Post-Ga- so that he would withhold necessary
^tte last week for Harold V.Cohen'f authoriiatioB to Local 300 in exer" Viifavorable
review
t>t,.
'Eagle cising its right
to strike.
Squadron' by cancelling all extra
The Union cites testimony given by
advertising for that paper on picNicholas M. Schenck during the exture's holdover. .Allotted increased
ortion trial of Willie BioS and
budget by distributor to iianiHA loGeorge E. Brovime (pps. 240-249)
cally, Walsh spent the dough in two
which discloses payments made to
afternoon sheets,' Press and SunBrowne in the amount of $150,000.
Tele, placing big spreads there to
Testimony revtels ihaX $100,000 and
announce h.o. and cutting off Post- $50,000 made its
way to Browne
Gazette with single inch.
through Charles C. Moscowitz of
While none of the three notices Loew's and Major Leslie
E. Thompfor 'Squadron'
could have been son of RKO, respectively. The comtermed favorable, Walsh held that plaint charges the
payments were
P-G pan was too severe and that made by the defendants under an
Press and Sun-Tele driticism were agreement and an
understanding
less- unfavorable.'
First time in with Browne that he would deprive
years around here that a local thea- Local 306 of its legal right to strike
tre has hit back at a newspaper against proposed
reduction in wages.
for a bad review, although it's \reai
The Union, making no claim
threatened many times.
against the legality of the contract
What burned Walsh partlculady seeks $3,000,000 for past damages due
was a sentence in Cohen's notice re- to imposed reduced wages and
ferring to Quentin Reynolds' solemn- $750,000 for the contracts
continualy-spoken foreword as 'sounding just tion from 1941 to 1945.
like a phonograph record running
down.'
..

-

•

.

DICKERlfilG
De.F

'

DRAW UP SLATE FOR
NEW SAG OFHCERS

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Howard Benedict was assigned as
associate producer on 'Passing the
Buck,' second of the Ritz Brothers
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
comedies at Universal.
Screen Actors Guild appointed
Filming starts Aug. 24, with the Paul Harvey chairman of
a comStudio still rounding up rest of the mittee to nominate
candidates for the
cast.
annual election of officers in Sep' tember.
To be elected are president,
Extras Boiling In Coin, Too
first second .and third vice-prexles,
Hollywood, Aug 18.
recording secretary, treasurer and
July was a prosperous month for II members of the board of directors.
film extras, who collected $388,000 in
On the nominating committee are
wag^ an increase of $100,000 over Ralph Byrd, Charles Boyer, Joan
•Tune and a similar jump over July Bennett Carole Landis; Pat O'Brien,
last year.
Lynne Overman, Ralph Bellamy,
Figures released by Central Cast- Hattle McDanjet Marjorie Main,
ing Corp. show; a total of 32,000 job Ethel Waters and Margaret Hamilplacements during the month. Aver- ton. Understood Edward Arnold is
age dally number of workers was so busy with war activities that he
1,139 and average dally pay was will not be a candidate for reelection as president

Ned
York

DEALS

with Fox-^est Coast—2«tbFox with Chains

-et

by representatives of the de-

For Pan FQm Review

THE BUCK TO BENEDICT

But Columbia, experiment-

filters.

ing with "The Desperadoes' in color,
says it has gotten what it wanted
by bringing up background

via filters

house and
heightening

street-

and

lights,

makeup on the

by

prin-

cipals.

Republic says successful filterins
depends on the cameraman, and
that's Coltmibla's story, too. But Universal so radically disagrees with
both that lit is putting an entire cir-

cus on a sound stage, for night sequences in 'Flesh and Fantasy,' and
is

getitng in all

shots

its light

on 'Sin Town' and 'Shadow
Doubt'

now
of

Depinet

last

week

returned

to

New

following huddles on

the Coast with Charles Skouras

on

RKO

product deal for Fox West
Coast' theatres. Understood that negotiations are to be resumed In the
east with Skouras scheduled to arrive here around the weekend when

an

a deal will likely be closed.
five

of

First

RKO's new product lineup

are ready for selling

Samuel Goldwyn pictiures are being sold separately by RKO, with
producer asking 50%and single billing temjs for 'Pride of the Yankees.'
'Yankees' is, being singled In the

dimout orders Thursday

a

Century-Fox-

eastern

Clarence

accompanied

imposed upon

light-

ing effects.
One of the lots, 20tb-Fox, is thinking of going inland beyond the affected area and buying property for

a permanent location where nighttime scenes can be shot in the normal way.
However, that studio

On orders
coordinator

went

off,

with no more light per-

mitted

than that given
candle in a square foot.

off

by a

'

Reopening of Mastbanm

And/or Erianger,

Fhilly,

'

WB

'

—

—

.

constitute,an unofficial request.

No Upward Glow
Permanently extinguished will be
or neon lights that cast
their glow upward.
This includes
exterior flood and, decorative lighting, roof signs, vertical signs and the
fronts and tops of marquees.
Soffit lights, on the under side of
marquees and in lobby archways,
all electric

wUl be dimmed but not

extinguished.

..

filed.

One of the
in the action,

main points involved
it

is

believed,

whether there

question

is

the

enough

is

product available to supply another
first-run house in central-city Fhilly.
Goldman maintains that there is
enough product to go around; Warners points to the difficulty it has to
obtain enough features for
ing first-runners.

its

exist-

The opening of the Mastbaum will
and county serve to bring this
question to a
cooperating head.
with playhouse managers on techBoth the Mastbaum and the
nical details ,of soffit illumination,
Erianger have been refurbished. The
candle power and reflection. I'he
Mastbaum, known as Warners' white
idea Is that soffit lighting must, not
elephant is skedded to open either
reflect more than* one-foot candle
late this month or early in Teppower at any point on the theatre tember.
sidewalk.
committee of 45
engineers

city
is

'.

many of their night exteriors
inside all along.
Warners plans to use Stage 21, the
biggest sound stage in Hollywood,
big enbugh to hold an indoor ocean
a few years ago in TTie Sea Wolf.'

in the city. Terrific results are Indicated at Louisville,
\

(15).

Keil,

RKO

Warners has spotted the
George Bl Cohan feature in a number of its own theatres to see If the
$1 admish is justified.
Understood
that the company will compare the

The Ck)han musical opus has a
powerful week in prospect at Cleveland, according to reports from 'Variety' correspondents, but some patrons complained at the $1 scale. Picture is only falrly'good In its second
week in Providence, Cohan's home
.town, with the comment tt>at It
likely would have done as well at
lower scale and that not many outstanding pictures do around $20,000

Saturday

sun arcs; Columbia and Re- against
by William Goldman,
public are shooting with filters in Indie exhib, who has d lease on the
the daytime; and Metro says itH huge Erianger.
cross this mental Rubicon when the
The Erianger, a former legiter, is
time comes.
located one block from the MastM^nwhile, explicit detailed in- baum on the western end of Market
structions setting forth just what street Goldman apparently ran into
constitutes an official dimout has difficulty when he sought to obtain
gone out to 225 theatres in Los An- product for the house, and although
geles county, with Fox-West Coast he has had a lease on the house for
circuit relaying the conmiunique to about a year, it has not opened.
all its houses in the affected area.
Although neither Goldman,' nor his
Theatre managers have been In- attorney, William A. Gray, would
formed that the regulations are to make any comment it is known the
be obeyed to the le.tt«;_ttat, Juti^erj^ §Vit has beei^ .'p, preparation for th?
they have" been established by"mitl- past six months. A brief has already
tary law and do not In any way been drawn up, but has not yet been

ing on the studio lots. But Warners
and Paramount do not think so. At
Paramount it is said that the new
development wUl bring no problem
at all, inasmuch as they have been

business on 'Dandy* in these test
spots with that done by 'Sergeant
York' in identical cities.

lights last

of theatre civilian defense activities,
all houses bowed to the Army regulations ahead of the deadline.
All verticals and marquee signs

their

While early indications point to
satisfactory results, Warner Bros,
probably will not have full reaction
until the end of thi^eek on 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' playing at $1 top
scale.

San Francisco, Aug 16.
San Francisco theatres jumped the
gun on the Army's dimout decree,
which is not mandatory until Thursday (20), by dousing their exterior

Augurs

The severity of the restrictions implies great difficulty or outward disability in the matter of night shoot-

Hill,

with what they're

Jumps the Gon

stands alone in the production field
Legal Headaches
in feeling that perhaps the only way
to beat the thing is to leave town.
This lot seems definitely opposed to
Philadelphia, Aug. 18.
daytime shooting, with filters over
Scheduled reopening of Stanleythe lens to produce nocturnal effects. Warner's $5,000,000 Mastbaum, after
Of the others. Paramount Wi(r- more than six years in the mothners and Universal plan to do night balls, is foctasing the attention of
exteriors on their sound stages;
PhiUy'^ film industry on an antihas worked' out a canopy effect for monopoly
threatened
suit
long

him on this trip.
WB's $1 Test on 'Dandy'

assistant,

Frisco

from Edward D.

dimout problem licked, that of
shooting night sequences under the

lighting

Twentieth

(20).

sole

rigid restrictions

satisfied

doing.

The producers, on the other hand,
seem to feel they've already got their

A

sales manager A. W. Smith, Jr., is
siiending two day's in the Albany
territory also closing the 1942-43
specials trade shown so far with .the
Schine Circuit in Gloversvllle. His

eminently

"

We»i Coatt circuit /ailed to show
any appreciable hoxo^ice weakness due to dimmers.
The entire Coast goes under

tions last

the picture on this basis.

18.

Coast theatres got the fint
taste of a reputation dimout over
the weekend, hut business was
little affected.
A check on receipts in 145 theatrei in the Fox-

New York

territory, some 15 situaweek being reported using

Aug.

Hollt/toood,

In

other words, disagreement Is
general except on one point: AU are
.

In

director.

^,750,000

ion that with this, being a nation of
camera hounds, it's impossible to get
satisfying and convincing night-time
effects by daylight shooting through

'

Actual start of collecting statistics
the industry's census likely will
Clyde De Vinna contracted as get under way within the next 10
based on the number 4)f books over
cameraman at 20th-Fox.
days, with questionnaires going out
the 3,000 level that are sold.
John Hubbard inked two-picture to exhibitors. The special committee
One of the writer-publisher dealsby 26th is with Random -House, contract with Republic
named by the eastern Public Relawhich is to publish a work on VicFreddie Slack's orchestra signed tions Committee, con4>TisIng Hal
tor Hugo being v,TitteD by Matthew for OTe picture, with options, by
Home, Maurice Bergman and Robert
JosephsoD.
Similar arrangement is Columbia,
Gillham, has decided to employ an
said to have be^ made with DouMichael Duane, stage and radio
expert statistician to conduct details
bleday Doian for another tome.
player, drew a ticket at Columbia.
Thomas Mitchell drew exclusive of the survey^
Ztth's. Boy
This committee, which will superacting contract at 20th-Fox.
Hollyvroad, Aug. 18.
vise the film business census, is
Wally Cassell, legit player, con20th-Fox is going in heavily for
starting to check theatre details bet)0(dc names and Technicolor. New tracted by Metro.
cause figuring these are lacking in
production schedule calls for 13 plays
Kay Williams, Powers model, many sections of the country. Much
based on well known literary works, signed by Metro.
other material wiU be obtained from
«n increase of five over last year.
Talbot Jennings inked writing con- the U. S. Department of Commerce
Nine' films, atn increase it three
(Nathan D. Golden's division) either
tract with Paramount.
over the previous season, will be
data on hand or /hich can be obJohnny Johnston's player ticket
shot in color. "Fhe tinters are aimed
tained from department sources.
to make up for the former lavishness renewed by Paramount
The market research Idea, which
wiped out by war restriction on set
was under consideration by the PRC
mateiiaL
for a couple of months, has been
:tOtti-FOK cut loose with four major
tabled for the time being for the
Browne-Bioff
Echo
Broductions this week and announced
census idea. That is one explanation
atarting dates for seven more before
given, although the cost and differSuit
In
the end of September. Four leaving
ence of opinion among different
the post this week are The Seventh
companies as to wliat should be
Cobunn,' 'Quiet, Please^ Murder,'
Vs. Loew,
sought in such market analysis also
'Over My Dead Body' and The Cisco
is reported to have contributed to
Kid Bides Again.*
shelving.
*
A damage suit of $3,750,000 against theIn temporary
Other August starters are "Brasher
the meantime, different major
Dubloon,' 'Iddy at Large,' 'Ftoject Loew's, Inc., Marcus Loew Booking
companies may employ individually
47' and 'Women With Wings.' "Slated
Agepcy and RKO Service Corp. was such market .analysis workers to
to hop oil in September are The
ferret out dubious angles in the
Immortal Sergeant' 'Coney Island,' filed yesterday (18) in N. Y. supreme
court by the Motion Picture Machine trade that may arise.
and- 'HeUo, Frisco, Hello.'
Operators Unim, Local 300 and 400

Pitt

.

Fred Avery renewed by Metro as

cartoon

.

^

18.

policy of production-asusual at the studios is being manifested here as the industry makes
ready for Hollywood's Night of the
Big Blank, come Thursday, when the
official dimout of the area sets in
for a distance of 150 miles inland,
from- the Canadian frontier to the
Mexican border. The exhibs are a
little agitated because they
don't
know what's going to happen to busiopti^nistic

Long enough, anyhow,- until a
town, which normally gets about at
an automotive gallop, starts seeing
what it can do about feeling its way
through^opaque streets.

DAYS

10

at Warners.

.

.

Hollywood, Aug.

Some mild trepidation on the part
of the exhibitors but by contrast an

-

necc.

sell 2,000 copies to

even.
Advance payment to the
writers is split between the picture
company and publisher, and there
Is an" agreed figure for the film

Idea in Siootn^ Pix Under Dimmers

and Sydney Greensfreet

Although Goldman keeps mum, it
is believed that he will reopen his
house about the same time.

Michele in Fddman's
letters' Package at

U

doing

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Chafles K. Feldman signed Michele

Morgan

to star in 'Letters From Luwar yarn, as part of a

a

cerne,'

package deal.

in which the Swiss Alps
Understood picture -will be made
were simulated for 'The Constant at and released by Universal
Nymph,' also is available. RKO,
currently experimenting with dimout
conditions In production of 'Seven
It' for Lanfidd
Miles froin Alcatraz,' fully believes
it has solved everything
with its
Hollywood, Aug 18.
night shots of the tank at Culver
Paramount assigned Sidney. LanCity. It is using an over-all black
canopy, 200x200, and clllms it is get- field to direct Its film version of the
tin'g the effects it wants in pictures, Broadway musical, 'Let's Face If
whUe the' Government is getting as a starrer for Bob Hope.
Filming starts in the. fall when
what It wants in illumination (or
lack of same).
Hope completes his current Goldwyn
20th remains stead^st in its opin- picture, 'They Gpt Me Covered.'

Stage

7,

Tace

•

.

Wednesday, Angnst

.19,

1^42

A

Fear of BlindiSelling HigU^hts

Thurman Arnold's Nix
Washington, Aug. 18.
Desire of the five majors bound
by the IMO Consent Decree to
pbsndon tradeshows provoked Assistant Attorney General Thxirman
Arnold to a sour rejection of the
Industry
United Motion Picture
plan Monday (17), and drew a stern
admonition against further attempts
distribution
'uniform;
out
a
work
to
The. Justice Department
sclieme.

m DMPI Plan

Dragons Fly for Rep
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
taking advantage of
new conditions in tha Far East to
schedule The Sky Dragons,' a sequel
to 'Flying Tigers,'^ dealing with the
American Volunteer Group of air
Republic

Is

warriors following their switch .from
the Chinese to the American Army.
Sequel is being produced by
also' warned the signatories
Edmund Grainger, who is trying to
still
he
that
pact
'settlement'
the
to
sign .some of the returning Tigers for
only soluis wo'ndering whether the
a brief Interval to reenact some of
tion to charges they restrain com- their actual experiences.
petition and injure independent theatre-owners is not 'divorcement and

Ripley

Toledo, Aug. 18.
Jack Lykes, manager of the

W

RESIST

%

ON
?RIDF

Independent exhibitors
are determined

ritory

stamp of Government approval on

In

BKO

and Metro
20th Century-Fox,
before the Federal Government will
agree that the integrated companies

18.

the ter-

to

resist

the Yankees,' respectively, according to Allied. Although 'Reap' has
done a terrific business in its down-

a standard licensing system.

More and more competition must
be shown by Paramount, Warners,

iii

Paramount and RKO for percentage
terms and advanced admissions for
'Reap the Wild Wind' and "Pride of

U^. Theatres

Net operating ^ profit of Warner
Bros, and subsidiaries rose nearly
11,000.000 in the first 39 weeks of th«
company's llseal year, as compared

Before DarioKssFaDs

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Paramount beat the dimont dead- ivijh the previous year. Statement
line, scheduled for Aug. 20, by re- to stockholders last week revealed
arranging the working schedule for net operating' Income of $5,371,975,
The Crystal Ball' to shoot outdoor after all charges and taxes, as comnight scenes on the «ompany's ranch pared with $4,433,445 in correspondat Chatsworth.
ing period of the .previous year: Acr
Ray Milland appeared in two night tually the net profit from operations,
airplane crashes, originally slated for ^before Federal income and excess,
the last week in August.
profits taxes, amounted to $9,471,875^
as against $5,491,445. in the comparable 30 weeks of the last fiscal year.
Difference was accounted for, but

Nat'l Release

not pointed out in the company's
by an Increase of about
$3,000,000 in both typea of Federal
.

statement,

For DIoscow'

town first-runs and engagements at
the Par Affiliated neighborhood cir-

Held

Too

Off;

Strong'

cuit houses, Twin City independents
continue to refuse to book ii No
bones is made of the fact that an.
Omaha, Aug. 18.
The story of the tremendous role individual boycott is under way.
•Moscow Strikes Back,' the Artplayed by Nebraska theatres and
Independent leaders say they've kino pic current at the Globe, New
film men in the_ recently, successful determined to have a showdown York, and thanks to critical raves is
drive for scrap meta] is now being now on the matter of percentage doing well, has been nixed for -natold.
More than 250 houses com- and advanced admissions. They de- tional release by every major displetely turned their resources over clare theyll have none of either if tributor in the field on the basis
not been- accom- to the drive which
netted many tons, they can possibly help themselves
that the picture is 'too strong' for

tossed

all

into

the

common

state

which reached a grand total of
and is still rolling along.
Joe KInsky, district manager of
Tristates, and Joe Jaicobs of Colum-

any 'industry council'

rules for conduct of the
motion picture business.
Screenings for Customers
The escape clause frees the delay

•

let

to

67,000 tons

down

bia Pictures here, did a great deal.
Mrs. George Grimes lent valuable
aid in speaking to the exhibitors and
distributors about the plan for scrap

five-picture,
the
from
collection and in getting them ormethod of licensing, ganized. The theatres reacted splentradeshow

fendants

Arnold acknowledged, but there still didly, turning their houses over to
is no reason why the major disspecial talks, ' scrap matinees, etc.,
tributors should not continue pri- in a 10-point program all aimed to
vate screenings for their prospec- get as much metal in as possible.
indie

Argument of
exhibs that modification Is the only
way they can get more liberal cancellation privileges and other protection against Tevival of old abuses
carried no weight with the head
trust-buster. - Nothing in the decree,
he commented tartly, prohibits the
defendants from widening the rejection clauses and if they want to
provide real competition, the decree
signatories ought to be glad to vie
with one another in providing the
maximum latitude to turn down untive customers.

.

Much

of the success of the drive in
66 of the state's 92 counties was due
to the attitude and work of show
business.

Ten

BUDGET LIFTS FOR

3 Libs, to Crash Gate
Easton, Pa., Aug. 18.
theatres in Allentown and six

MOROSCO AT 20TH
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
20th-Fox hoisted Walter Morosco
A producer class with 'ArcConvoy' as his first job in the
upper bracket. Story was written by
into the
tic

Gene Fowler and his .son. Will, and
deaU with a front-page war topic.
Morosco has been doing a number
of low-budget features, some of
which are still on his story list, and
will be permitted stronger casts and
higher financial rating.

Specialing 'March'

Sales v.p. Tom Connors is studying
iron drive by staging special mati- a special approach to merchandizing
nees, when three pounds of scrap "March of Time,' wMch 20th Century-Fox
has just signatured for disiron was required for admission.
.
..
Fred Osterstock, manager of the tribution.
As an important short feature,
Wilmer & 'Vincent interests in
wanted features;
figures
Conners
it merits important
E|ston, was in charge of the Easton
probably start
handling
and
will
Fix Biz Still on Probation
drive,' and Charles Bierbauer, manissue.
The most significant point in the ager of the Colonial in Allentown, of selling with the September
statement was the stem reminder the Allentown drive.
probathat the major's still are on
NoUntil
tion in the DJ.'s eyes.
300 Tons In Phllly
'
vembSt-; 1943, fhg Federal" aul'noriPhltadelplflff,-*i«'- 18ties will- not make any final decision
More than 300 tons of scrap were
whether in their estimation the turned in by 138 Philly theatres,
underlying
public interest an.d the
The
and independents.
affiliated
Washington, Aug. 18.
theory of the Sherman Act neces- campaign tested here by the War
sitate severing the relations between Production Board was pronounced
On Nov. 20, 1940, in an antitrust
producer distributor companies in a success and will probably be suit against the eight major distribupictures, a consent
motion
tors
of
the exhibition wing of the trade.
spread to other sections of the
No penalties will be sought be- country, officials 'Said. AU persons decree was entered against the five
theatre-owniiig distributors. / That
cause the five defendants huddled to
bringing three pounds of scrap to
suspended further prosecudraft the UAIPI scheme.
Any fur- the theatre were -allowed in gratis. decree
tion of the suit against the consentther
putting
of
heads together, Most of the metal was brought by ing defendants for an experimental
tboi^gh,
matter.
will be another
period of three years.
:children.
Arnold emphasized that 'any agreeThe purpose of the decree was to
Larlng the Kids
ment or concerted action' to bring
determine whether the industry
Youngstown, O., Aug. 18.
could be restored to' competitive
about a distribution plan followed by
Two downtown houses, the State conditions without invoking the
all of the quintet will be closely
Park theatres, are aiding in the remedy of divorcement of distribuwatched and will be taken into con- and
tin can salvage drive by offering tion from exhibition and dissolution
sideration when the'*pact terminates
admission to youngsters a,t spe- of the distributor-owned circuits of
next year. The decree is simply an free
It was not the intention
cial 9 a.m. performances Thursday theatres.
'experiment*' the D. J, executive inof the Departftient to sanction non(20).
sisted, with the Federal Government
competitive control of the industry,
reserving all rights to renew the ineither by an industry council or by
.
Martin, Jr., Quits
junction campaign at its expiration.
the Department itself. The decree
provided a quick remedy for arbiThe trust-buster gave four specific
Sept. 1 tration with respect to certain xmFilm
reasons
for. nixing
UMPI
the
It also proformula and throughout his statePhil Martin, Jr., for several years fair trade practices.
of feature picment referred to the fact that a sub- a producer and technical chief of hibited blind selling
tures and limited their block-bookstantial part of the 1942-43 product Government films, has handed In his
in<» to blocks-of -five* for the 1941-42
already has been completed.
In resignation as of Sept. 1. He is cur- selling season, a one-year period exview of this latter situation, there rently studio superintendent for the piring on Aug. 31 of this year. These
is further general
objection to the films division of the Office of War blind selling and blockbooklng Umlproposed modification, he said. His Information In New York. He was tations terminate as of that date beunable
chief objections were:
absorbed into the OWI recently when cause the Ifepartment was
,
like decree against the
1. Tradeshowing is 'desirable' and
that agency was formed to take oyer to obtain a
defendants
non-consenting
has lifted the quality of screen en- all Government informational activi- three
prior to June 15, 1942.
tertainment.
He had previously been technities.
present
exThe only limitation at
2. With approximately 100 of next
cal head of the Office for Emergency isting with respect to features reseason's films ready for marketing, Management Film Unit in New York leased and contracts made on and
.there can be no reason for abandon- and its various predecessor agencies. after Sept. 1, 1942, is the general
Martin's future plans are imcertain provision cif the Sherman Act preing tradeshows, and producers with
faith in the merit' of their pictures at the moment.
He has been pre- ventlng concerted action to establuh
A plan
should be glad to show the line to ceded out of the OWI unit by virtu- non-competitive practices.
for selling the features of the five
prospective buyers.
ally all of the former OEM sUfl, incompanies during the
George consenting
Kanin,
3. For the Government
Garson
to sanction cluding
selling season, known as the
a return to blind
Sam Spewack 194!2-43
InPicture
Motion
selltag would be a Gercke and others.
(United
UMPI
contradiction of the original Justice was recently named chief of OWI dustry) plan, was presented to the
Department contention.
film production, with WiiUam Mon- Department In July of this yegr with
the organcancellation concessions— tague, Jr., assignment editor for par- the approval of most of
To
independent exhibitors.
ized
(Continued .on
amount News, as his aide.
in

Easton cooperated in the scrap-

\

\

the public, especially outside
N. Y. city.
Artkino could if necessary book
the picture in about 400 indie theatres, but is holding off in the hope
that one of the majors will take the
picture and give it the exploitation
that goes with a national release.
Understood that Washington politicos rate the picture as a -propaganda
must and would like'to see it get a
major release deal but will not attempt to pressure any company into
making a deal
Oddly enough Artkino finds the
same firms that shy away from a
national distribution deal 'willing to
give the picture a circuit release.
Aside from the expert exploitation
that a national release would provide, Artkino wants to avoid the
expense and worry of, enlarging its
own publicity staff to proinote the
picture as it would hav^ to do if
the best it could get were the circuit bookings.
Last bidder for the film was purported to be Warner Bros., suposedly
with the idea of releasing the picture as an aperitif to its forthcom^.
ing 'Mission to Moscow.' This deal
folded over the weekend.
'

pile

,

pose

FuO Text of Amolfs Statement

•

taxes.

Warners

taUed

$1,058,000.

set' aside $4,100,000
for Federal taxes, including $l,'50D.00O
for excess profits taxes, while In the
first 39 weeks of the previous fiscal
year provision for Federal taxes to-

Corporation's gross income, after
eliminating intercompany transactions, amounted to $87,790,224, or an
increase of approximately $11^180,000
over the first 39 weeks of the previous fiscal year.
Warner Bros,
showed cash in the U. S. on May 30
last amounting to $8,605,455, as compared with $10,202,288 on hand' as of
of FA. 28 this year.

are not suppressing competition between independent exhibitors and
affiliated houses. That was the chief
point in Arnold's statement, which
wound up with a flat declaration
the decree, while bringing sorn6 im-

provement, has
panied by all the reforms the trustbusters think essential.
Furthermore, Arnold warned, the
Federal Government does not pro-

Profit showing was nude despite
the fact that the company m^de an
additional provision .for contingen-.
cies amounting to $1,225,000 in respect of the net. assets of subsids operating in foreign territories, Warners figures the earnings as equivalent to $1.37 on each of 3,701,090 common shares. Report revealed the
company as about $33.68 in arrears
on dividends on preferred, despite
recent divvy payments on these
.

-

shares.'
in listing the inventories as of the.
May 30 date, -WB revealed that $8,477,^1 was tied "up iii"prdauctions
'

"

completed but not

PhU

Govt

•

page 21)

Making

carry out that plan, the Department
was asked to consent to an amendment to the decree approving the
sale of pictures in bloclcs of not
more than 13, eight of which could
be sold with no more identification
than a reference to a star or featured player appearing in the picture or the title of a book or play
on which it was based. Such identification is the kind of blind selling
the. Department complained against
when it filed its suit. The. plan also
provided for a certain \mlnlmum
cancellation privilege which was not
offered for incorporation in the decree but which each defendant
represented itself, by a letter to the
Department, as being wUling to incorporate in its 1942-43 contracts.
All of the public groups which comn^unicated their views to the Department opposed the plan a^ did
the
organized
independent producers, and a number .of independent
exhibitors.

Foor Seasons

The Department has decided
it

that

cannot consent to the proposed
to the decree for the

amendment

following reasons:
(1) Experience under the decree
has persuaded the Anti-Trust Division that tradeshowing of motion

pictures before their sale

is

while

WB ANNUAL

EABNINGS. V»l9-tS
Net profit
$7,074,831
1930
*7fll8,605
1931
•14,095,054
1932..
•6^91,748..'
1933
•2,5304»14
r.....
1934......
674,159
1935
3,177,313
1036
6375,183
1937
1,929,721
1938
1,740,908
1939
2.747.472
1040
5,429,302
1941...,.,...;
t
(1041 bH Quartersy
$W7fi,3l8..
-Fijst- quarter

—

.

•

ireleasfsd,

$5,386,748 ;was in released products at
cost less amortization thus far.

—

—

May 30

-If

A

Minneapolis, Aug.

Being CoUected

Prods. Not Released as of

for 11 years 'when die actually
is over 12, ^The picture CHrs.
_Mihiver') is so good I am etacloalng SOc to make up the difference in the admission price.
Patron.'

dissolution.'

Plenty of Scrap

klDdes$8,477j)5iriedUpinNew

'Here is a little conscience
money. Last night I took a child
Into your theatre, passing her

official

In a blunt 800-word statement, released without advance warning, the
head trust-buster declared the Justice Department 'cannot consent to'
any scheme that would mark a return to blind-selling or put the'

WBs$5^1^5 Net for 39 Weeks

Esquire, received this letter the
other day:

desir-

Such tradeshowing tends to
encourage the production of better
and thus confers a substantial benefit on the public.
(2) There are now tradeshown or
ready for tradeshowing approximately 100 of the features which
the consenting defendants will release during the 1942-43 season.
Competitive practices should lead
these distributors to tradeshow these
completed pictures rather than sell
them blind, insofar as each has faith
in the merit of its product.

.

1.506.228
Second quarter
I,fl50,901
Thhrd quarter
995,857
Fourth quarter
(1942 by Quarter*}

$2,070,801

First quarter

•

Second quarter....^... 1,723,654
l,588„62(r
Thhrd quarter.,
Fourth quarter
.,

* Deficit
:

•/

Chiang Kai-Shek Tribute
In Rep's 'Flying Tigers'
Hollywood, Aug.

18.

Foreword for the Republic picture,.
'The Flying Tigers,' has been volunteered by Chiang Kai-Shek, chief of
the Chinese armies, to extol the '«Vork
of ^e volunteer American aviators
in ChinA, Message reads:
'Since the Flying Tigers first
spread their wings in the skies above
China, the enemy has learned to fear
the intrepid spirit they havc^ displayed in the face of his -.superior
numbers. They have become the
symbol of the invincible strength of
the forces now upholding the cause
of justice and humanity. The Chinese
people will preserve forever the
memory of their glori.ous achievements.'
'

able.

features

.

Put

Down Stampede

Hollywood, Aug. 18,
the Paramount shooting
schedule shoved True Ut Life' ahead
of 'Calgary Stampede' for an early
September start, with George Marshall directing and Paul Jones pro«
ducing.
Dick Powell, Mary Bilartin and
Victor Moore, originally cast In
(3) To expressly sanction blind 'Stampede,' will co-star in True,' a
(Continued on page 21)
comedy with music.
Shift

in

FnLM REVIEWS
ACROSS THE PACIFIC
NOW, VOYAGER

8

Hollywood, Aug,

of Hal B. Wallla

Warner Bro», relca««
proUuctlon. Btai-s Belts Dnvia; (eatursa Paul
Ilenrled, Claude Ralna, Bonlta Orsnvllle.
Screenplay,
Directed by Irving Rapper,
Caaey Roblnaon, from novel by Oliver Hlgglne Prouty; camera, Sol Pollto! editor.
Warren Low; dialog director, Edword Blatt;
asst. director, Sheny Shourdc. IVadesnown
In N. T. Aug. 14, '12. Running time,
17 M12^6

)

Charlotte Vale..
Jerry Durrance
Dr. Jaqulth
June Vole
Lisa Vale

u"","?,
"^i;.'!
Paul Henreld
Claude Rains
Bonlta Granville

i;-""*
Gladys Cooper
Jonico Wilson

Henry Vulo

Jlre.

Tina Durrance
Elliot

Deb

Livingston

Lee Patrick
Franklin Pnngborn

llclntyre

3ilr.

Thompson

Dr.

Dan Regan

Dora PIcktord
Prank Mclntyre

^fary

Wlckes

'i"",'

''2!'

.David

William

Clyde

Prank Puglln

ilanoel

14.
Jerry Wald-Jack
Stars Humptircy Bogart;
Aator, Sydney Orcenntreet.
rolo.ise of

features

Mary

Directed by John Huston. Screenplay by
Richard Mncuuley from Satevepoat serial
by Robert Cnrson; camera, Arthur Edeson;
Adolph
editor,
music,
Prank Mageo;
Doutsch, conducted by Leo -F. Forbsteln;
special eftects, Byron Ilaskln and Wlllnrd
Van Enser; montages. Don SIcgel; asst.
director, Lee Katz.' Trndeahown In L. A.
Aug. la. '42. Running time, 88 MIN9.
Humphrey Bogart
Rick Leiand

Mary Astor

Alberta ifnrlow
Dr. Lorenz
A. v. Smith
Joe Totsuiko
Sugl

Sydney Greenslreet
Charles Halton

Sen Tung
Roland Got
Lee Tung Foo
Frank Wilcox
Paul SUnton

;

Sam Wing On
Amee Contain Morrison

.Sllchoel

Leslie Trotter

Warner Broa

Saper produotlon.

Colonel Hort

Lester Matthews

Canodlan Major
Court-Martlal President
Unldcntincd Man
Captain Harkneea

John Hamilton

Tom Steven.son
....Ilolnnd Drew
Monte Blue
Cheater Oan
Richard Loo

Dan Morton
Captain HIgoto

Boxoffice
Voyager.'

Here

is

dynamiti

-that's

'Now,

drama heavUv steeped

in

the emotional tide that 1t?s swept its
star, Bette Davis, to her present
crest, and it's the kind of drama
that maintains Warners' pattern for
boxoffice success. 'Never break up
a winning combination' is an old
sporting axiom, and the brothers
Warner have again demonstrated
their accepUnce of that truism in
linkiag Miss Davis once more to a
never-ending
of seemingly
story
tragedy.
If the story gets a little unwieldy
In spots, that's something for the
more critical-minded to determine.
But since these are casual filmgoers
who will pay their ways through the
turnstiles— and not the hardened
newspaper critics—there is every indication that 'Voyager' will also- find
considerable receptivity from an
audience standpoint It has almost
everything for excellent entertainment and boxoffice plenty of romance, stark drama, expert direction
and photography, a fine production
and a strong supporting cast that
features Paul Henried, Claude Rains
end Bonita Granville.
'Voyager,' an excursion Into psychiatry, is almost episodic in its

—

writing.
It affords Miss Davis one
of her superlative acting roles, that
of a neurotic spinster fighting to free
herself from the shackles of a tyranspinster still renical mother.
calling the frustration of a girlhood

A

love.

Tliose first scenes don't form a very
retty picture, being an object lesson
n Perc Westmore's artful makeup.
They show Miss Davis as dowdy,
plump^ and possessed of a phobia
that fairly cries for the ministrations
of a psychiatrist.
And it's a psychiatrist who's the means of her social rehabilitation and, ultimately
and indirectly, her romantic complications. Treatment by the doctor,
played by Claude Rains, transforms
the patient into a glamorous, modish,
attractive woman who. soon finds
herself, after, long being. starved. for
love, confronted by not one, but two,
•

.

.

First Officer. Miyumn

Keye Luke
....Kam Tong
.ipenccr Chan
Rudy Roblea

Steamship Onice Clerk
T. Okl
Chief Engineer Mllsuko
Filipino

Asanaeln...:.'

'Across the Pacific' is a well-concocted and suspenseful melodrama
of timely interest that, will hit profitable grosses as solo or billtopper
in the regular runs. Picture reunites
Humphrey Bogart, Mary Astor and
Sydney Greenstreet and director

John Huston whose combined talents
were mainly responsible for the surprise click of 'Maltese Falcon.'
Picture will give further impetus
to Bogart's draw as a solo star, in
addition to pointing up the ability
of Greenstreet to dominate any and

Wednesday, August 19» 1942
One of the agents is
radio- show.
Ruth Terry, who has every dime tied
Quintet is captured right oS and up in transcription which the hero
taken before Aajmond Massey, a breaks when someone shoves him
Intelligence officer.
The onto her lap.
boxoffice in .this latest Bette
r'ntet escape, however, and go
Stuck for. an idea she notices Hall
ough such daredevlltry as pilfer- Is a westerner and adlibs her way
Davis drtima. Grade A producing German uniforms, riding in into a deal predicated on the protion all the way.
Coerlng's private car almost into gram emanating from her ranch with
'Across The. Pacific'
(WB).
Berlin, talung a side trip to blow the cowhands doing the
vocals, 'phe
Suspenseful meller sustainingup an incendiary bomb plant and packer, still a cow poke at heart, ininteresting pace' for profitable
numerous other such escapades. vites hlmseU out to the ranch
an
biz in regular runs.
They finally come onto a British audition. Since she has no for
ranch
'Secret Enemies' -<WB). Standbomber which the Nazis are getting Miss Terry takes her troupe out
to
ready to use against England. By a the town she heard Autry mention
ard program' melodrama, with
trick they capture that and fly triFBI agents routing out another
find rents what turns out to ^e
umphantly home except that out of Autry's ranch, to their mutual surGerman spy nest'.
the five only Fl}rnn and Reagan are prise.
'Desperate
Joamey*' (WB).
left The others are killed, one by
Topnotch action thriller, starringtntlmately Hall and Autry get toone during the numerous advengether and, using the radio equipErrol Flynn, destined to get
tures.
heavy coin all along the line.
Cast, all the way through, is ex- ment brought on for the broadcast,
cellent Top role is a pushover for trap the conniyer.
'Basses Boar' (WB)r IneffectFlynn, just the type of thing he's
The chase sequences are all logical
ual meller turned out on minor
cut out for. Reagan, who has come and legitimate, such as having the
league budget. Filler for secondalone splendidly under the Warner heroine take the buggy into town
ary duals.
coaching in the past year cr so, is to meet the sponsor and, when the
'Call of the Canyon'
(Rep)
excellent as usual, combining plenty buggy runs away because she has
(Songs). A topnotch Gene Autry
of thesplc talent with bis aii^ of free- never driven a horse before, the hero
westerner that' 'should surprise
hand cocksureness. Hale's humorous gallops to" the rescue. There is very
touches serve to space the tense- little gunplay and it's not missed.
at the b.o.
ness, while' Massey makes himself The one big fight scene comes when
' Smoking
G n n s ' (PRC ).
just as despicable as he was like- the rogues make their getaway, and
Buster Crabbe starred in a'
able when he played the Canadian since the hero is battling three men,
Strictly for
thirdrate western.
soldier in "The Invaders'.
it is logical when he gets licked.
the grind duals.
Warners hasn't spared anything
The music, thanks to the radio
'Moscow strikes Back' (Artanywhere along the line in giving angle,
slides into the story in unkino).
the film top production, including
Best newsreel docuobtrusive and enjoyable fashion.
splendid flying sequences at the bementary from Russia, covering
Autry handles 'Boo^ and Saddle,'
ginning. Picture should be particumentary from Russia; good b.o.
'Somebody
Else Is Taking My Place'
larly strong with kid audiences, for
and
splits 'Montana Skies' with the
it makes of Superman and the other
Sons of the Pioneers, who also do the
work for him. Faye Emerson sirens comic strip wonders just runners-up instrumental
work while Ruth Terry
FBI
to
a'.flvesome
joins
the
of
flyers.
latter
Stevens but
does a swell job with 'When It's
pal
member of the orAlan

Miniatore Reviews

Sock

(WB).

'Now, Voyager'

proposition to disclose American
military defenses and aircraft around
The yarn's major love crisis fo- the Canal. After handing the info
cuses on Miss Davis and Paul Hen- over, Bogart. is slugged, but recovers
ried, the latter unable to upset the In tun? to prevent the Japs from
conventions of a complicated marital using a hidden plantation for a plane
life. The remote satisfaction of their attack on the Gatun locks.
Bogart provides a particularly
love, via the emotionally unstable
daughter of Henried,- upon whom strong and convincing portrayal as
Miss Davis lavishes a. mother's at- the army officer assigned to a dantention, is, perhaps, a rather qi^es-. gerous mission; with Miss Astor
-tioDsble conclusion, but it's the-kmd clicking in the^romantic lead, Greenof drama that demands little cred- street's characterization of an Occiibility; it wiU win audience reaction dental under the spell of Jap phiby its high-powered emotional Im- losophies is vividly etched. Balance
pact alone, particularly from the of cast is Incidental to the prominence of the.ttiree pivotal players;
Vromen.'
with
Hal Wallis hasn't spared the purs»- over a number 'of Chinese taking
characterizations for the Japs
strings on his production. It has all
required. Jerry Wald and Jack Saearmarks
of
money
spent
wisely.
thte
per provide expert production guidIrving Rapper's direction has made
,

DESPERATE JOURNEY

Warner Bros, release of Hal B. Wallis
production. Stars Krrol Flynn. Ronald Reagan; features Raymond Mossey, Alan Hale,
Arthur Kennedy, Nancy- Coleman. Directed
by Raoul Walsh. Screenplay by Arthur T.
Herman; camera, Bert Olennon; editor
Rudl Fehr.
Tradeshonrn In New Vork,

Warick

Walter Brooke
Harry Lewis
»Don Phillips

Nothing will cause so much comment about 'Desperate Journey', in
the trade and out. as its similarity to
Tllie
Invaders', the English and
Canadian-made film which Columbia

recently distributed in this cotmtry.
This time the EngUsh flyers are returning home from Poland through
Germany, Instead of German subinarine crewmen making their way

'

TITLE CHANGES

;

Hands

of Mercy' at Paramount
'Fighting Frontier' is release tag
of 'Arizona Legion' at RKO.
'Five of Spades' at
changed
to 'The Avenging Rider.'
'Crime Reporter' is release handle
on 'Homicide Sqiiad' at Monogram.
Warners shifted from 'Action in
the Atlantic' to 'Action In the North

RKO

Atlantic'

on

'Secret Enemies' Is strictly a pro,
of cops-and-robbers teX'

gram meller

—

ture with a ring of -German agents
substituted
for
what previously
served as the gangster crowd. Fol
lowing familiar pattern, it will suffice as a dual supporter In the subsequent and action bookings.

Craig Stevens

who

is

tries to assist

a young attorney
Frank Relcher in

Features
Bishop,
Charles Drake', Eleanor Tarker, Elisabeth
Directed by D. Ross Ledermon.
Screenplay by George R. Bllson and Anthony Coldewey*. original by Coldeney;
camera, James Van Trees; special eftects,
Edwin A. DuPar: editor, James Gibbon;,

all scores'.

Yam

flntls
a bomber crew of
eight assigned to a most desperate
task in German Poland. When the
captain is wounded, foolhardy Flynn
is left in command and disobeys orders, resulting in the success of the
mission but the crash of the bomber.
Two men are killed when the plane
cracks up and the wounded captain
dies a short time later. That leaves
flve-rFlynn, American-born Ronald

getting -latter's wife out of Germany;
but Robert Warwick moves in to get Reagan, Canadian-born Arthur^Kena release on condition that Relcher nedy, grizzled char»»4*» —""> •Mmio

trade,

dialog director,

Harry Seymour; asst. director. Bill KIssell.
Tradeehown In L. A.
Aug. 14, '42, Running time, B9 HUI8.

Sergeant Ryan
Rebd RIchRrda
Eddie Sloan

Norma
Betty
Dick Remlck
Hoir
Detective Qulno
Sunshine
.
Jerry Sllva

Danny
The Moocher
Nick Stoddard
Mrs. Dipper
Henry Dipper
First Old Maid
Second Old Maid

Tamenlto

Richard Travis
Bishop

'....Julie

...Charles Drake

Eleanor Parker
Elisabeth Fraser
Richard Fraser
Peter .Whitney
Ftrank Wilcox
Wlllfe Best
Rex Wllllama
Harry Lewis
Bill

Kennedy

George Meeker

Vera
Harry

Leah

I.*wls

Jack Oreenhaigh; editor, Holbrook N.
Tedd. Reviewed at New York, N. T.. dual,
Aug. 12, 52. Running time, 6« MINS.
Billy
Buster Crabbe
Fuzzy
Al St. Jotin
Jeff
Dave O'Brien
Morgan
John Morton
Dr. Hagen
IKlton Klbbee
Sheriff Carson
Ted Adams
Hart
Karl Hackett
Carter
Frank Ellis
Roberts
Slim Whitaker
Rancher
Budd Buster
Dickie
.....Tori NewAeld
Mrs. Howard
..Joan Barclay
era.

.'

A

routine, uninspired horse opera
second slot on twin
Gan headed for the
Buster Crabbe, Al St. John
bills.
and Dave O'Brien cannot carry -the
subpar plot and production, though
St. John gathers a few laughs with

])alrd

his

.

pense in real ten-twent'-thirt' fashion.

The three boys are minding their
affairs but always running into
sheriiTs who mistake them as part of

own

the Billy the Kid gang. There is a
crooked sheriff and a phoney, cooperative association, with the ranchers being cheated by the association,
which rims the local store where
they have to buy their supplies at
top prices. 'And every time they try
to bring in their own' supplies, the
wagon is wrecked and the driver
killed.
The plot has ranchers raising crops, not cattle, with the three

heroes working without their sixguns through most of the film.
The big gunfight finish, between
the ranchers and the thugs, had the
audience coimting aloud every time
one of -the mugs bit the dust. Fran.

Moscow

Strikes Back
(BUSSIAN-MADE)

Artklne Pictures releaae of Central Newsreel Studios production.
Spoken commentary, Edward G. Robinson; written narration
by Elliot Paul, Albert Maltz; editor. Blavko
Vorkaploh; music, Dlmltrl Tlomkin; In
version,
American-produced
chaifre
ot

CALL OF THE CANYON
(WITH SONGS)
Republic release ot Harry Grey- producStars Gene Autty; teatureo Smiley
Burnette.
Sons ot the Pioneers, Ruth
Terry, Thurston Hall, Joo Btraucb, Jr., Cliff
Nazarro, Dorothea Kent. Directed by Joseph Santlcy. Screenplay by Olive Cooper
from original by Maurice Rapt and Olive
Cooper; camera, Reggie Lanning; editor,
Edwarcl Mann. Tradeshown In N. T. Aug.
14,' '42. Running time, 71 HIMS.

Nicholas Napoll. Previewed In Projection
Room, N. T., Aug. 12, '42. Running time,
S5 mIns.

tion.

Gene Autry
Smiley Burnette
Sons ot Pioneers
^uth Terry
Thurston Hall
Joe Straudb,

Jr.

Nazarro

mugging and familiar comedy

tactics.
Cast and direction match
the plot, with the audience hissing
the villain and laughing at the sus-

-

Cliff

of the

Producers Releasing Corp. release ot SIgNeufeld production.
Stars Buster
Crabbe; features Al St. John and Dave
O'Brien.
Arected by Sherman Scott.
Original screenplay, Georgo Milton; cam-

Bradley
Lottie Williams

ing place there until it gets outsidefor the inevitable chase finish. Early
footage consumes too much time intimately introducing the passengers
going aboard; and it goes arouiid in
circles to -such as extent nobody will
care what happens later.Bomb
finally gets into the bus after a few
false starts, and then there's the
chase to overtake it before the explosion. Naturally all are saved antl the
(lerman and Jap agents captured!
Picture looks like a short-budgeter throughout. Cast indicates studio used the filler for program purposes and to give some of the contract players a chance to show their
abilities.
They'll need better material than here provided.
'WOXt.

Themselves..
Kit Carson
Orantrey B. Johnson
l^dPole
Pete Murphy
Jane Oakley

None

mund

C.

Chester

gone
J^o»

in Chile.'

is
identified '.and only
has any chance for the pop
Fran,

SMOKING GUNS

Fraser.

-,'

Sgt.

PI.

Evans
Kenton

SECRET ENEMIES

•

'Chilly'
15.
release:

production and
Richard Travis, Julie

Down

composers'

Hollywood, Aug.
Bros,

.

'

Republic switched from 'Chatter
box' to 'Youth on Parade.'
'So Proudly We Hail' is new tag on

Chilly

BUSSES ROAR
Warner

This Is a wildly Incredulous meller,
developed with too many static episodes, and pretty dull and elemental
Aug. 13, 1942, Running time, 107 MINS.
material
all the way.
It will have
PI. Lt. Terrence Forbes
Errol Flynn
Flying Off. J. Hammond
Ronald Reagan to suffice with filler bookings.
Major Otto Baumelater. .Raymond Massey
The foreign agents again Inject
Kaethe Brahma
Nancy Coleman
PI. Sgt. Kirk Edwards
Alan Hale themselves, here— to use a night
pasPlying Off. Jed Forrest.... Arthur Kennedy
Preuaa
sig Ruman senger bus as carrier of a demolition
S/L Lane-Ferris
Patrick O'Mooro
PI. Sgt. Lloyd Hollts
Ronald Sinclair bomb to start a fire in Coast oil' fields
Feldwebel Gertz
as° guide for a Jap sub to shell from
,.. Louis Arco
Capt. Coswick
Charles Irwin close inshore. Picture is virtually a
Richard Fraser one-set affair, with
^iV Commander
getaway in the
Wing
lister Mathews
Robert O. Davis bus station, and aU of the action takS.™^-.-"^

through Canada. The Warner film
Is nerve-tihgling adventure,
excelance.
lently done, and will ring up heavy
the picture move along briskly, and
Although picture does not quite hit grosses everywhere.
the cast, down to the most remote
the edge-of-seat tension engendered
Errol Flynn and Ronald Reagan
performer, has contributed grade A
for
the
by 'Maltese Falcon,' it's a breezy and
marquee will help consider{jortrayals.
fast-paced melodrama that will catch ably at the b.o.; although
For Henried, perhaps, this Is his plenty of- attention from the paying sence of a femme name the ab(Nancy
top role in American pictures; he customers. Huston directs deftly from Coleman has a one-reel
role) may
neatly dovetails and makes believable thrill-packed script by. Richard Mac- not be an aid. The tightness
of the
the sometimes-underplayed character auley, and production backgrounds
?***y•.^,^9,'^^*^®^ despite its fantastic
of the man who finds love too late. and technical mounting is of top incredibility, wUl be the
major sellAs the curer of Miss Davis' mental grade throughout.
mg factor. Yarn is an extreme strain
Walt.
Ills, .Claude Rains gives his usual reon anyone's credulity and yet it's so
strained,
above-par
performance.
excitmg, so angled to keep one more
Miss Cooper is the domineering
off than on his seat that the
pre.
mother, weighted by Boston's Back
posterousness of it all is only someBay traditions, and she's also within
Holljrwood, Aug. 15.
thing to be thought about on the
her metier.
Bonita Granville, as
Warner Bros, production and release. way home from the theatre.
It
Directed
Jt)y
Ben
Stoloff.
Screenplay
by
Miss Davis' niece, suggests a little of
WUl be only the sourpusses who look
her past 'brat' roles, while Ilka Chase Raymond L. Schrock; camera, James Van
P,"^ures too Uterally who
Trees; editor, Doug Gould; dialog director, "'•iV*?
the sophisticated sister-in-law. Harry Seymour: special effects, Edwin A, will
is
find fault.
John Loder is the second 'romance' DuPar; aaat. director, Don Page. Trade,
Aside from the shift of locale and
and Janice Wilson contributes a mov- shown In L. A. Aug. 14, '42,, Running time, nationality, the major difference
being characterization as Henrled's E8 MINS.
Carl Becker
;....Cralg Stevens tween the two films is that between
young, neurotic daughter, whose Paula Fengler
Faye Emerson British and Hollywood screen techmental illness, also bom of a dom- John Trent
;'^..,John RIdgely nique.
WhUe 'The Invaders' had
inant mother, creates a common bond Jim Jackson
Charles Lang much of the slow
deliberateness that
Dr. Woodford
Robert Warwick
between her and Miss Davis. Naka.
Henry Bremmer
Frank Relcher marks the work of English directors
Hang
....Rex Williams (Michael Powell in this case), 'DesCounter-Esplonage Man
Frank Wilcox perate Journey' Js played for every
Rudolph
George Meeker bit of action,
suspense, drama, huFred
Roland Drew
Travers
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Addison Richards mor and foolhardy heroics with which
Capt. Jarrett
Cllrt Clark it is possible to milk it.
Director
'House of Mystery' at Universal Hugo
Monte Blue Raoul Walsh has done a fine job
became "Night Monster.'
-

-

.

—

romantic situations.

German

-

—

Dominion artillery. Turned
down, he gets passage on a Jap
bound for Panama and the
Major passengers met are
Greenstreet and Miss Astor and Bogart strikes up an immefdiate romance with the latter.
Docking
briefiy in New York, it's disclosed
that Bogart is on an army intelligence mission—particularly directed
at Greenstreet as a Jap agent After
further voyage down the coast to
Panama, bogart accepts Greenstreet's

Ronald

—

.

freighter
Orient.

stripling

,

and
every scene in which he appears. when his
Miss Astor is in fast company here, ganization is murdered. Subsequent
but holds up her end particularly murder of two more -FBI agents
sends Stevens and John Ridgely to
well.
Warners had a problem in trans- New York to eventually raid a hotel
ferring the Robert Carson Satevepost used as the German spy headquarserial to the screen. Original, under ters. Warwick and oth'er Nazi agents
title of 'Aloha Means Goodbye,' de- escape to a hunting lodge upstate,
picted a spy melodrama on ship that which provides suitable background
finally reached Hawaii but after the for a rousing gun battle in the moonwar's start and studio purchase light and roundup of the gang.
scripter Richard Macauley had to Stevens then moves back to New
change thing? around to conform York to capture Miss Emerson, who's
with current events,
Result is disclosed as the wife of Warwick.
Raymond Schrock's script mainswitch of locale from the west to
east coast and the yarn never gets tains good pace for the meller uninto the Pacific Ocean, despite the folding, while Stoloff manages to get
title.
Latter misnomer is a minor standard amount of suspense into the
fault however, and will easiliy be piece with his direction.
Stevens and Ridgely are okay as the
overlooked by audiences, although
critics may take pot-shots at the two Federal agents, while balance
of cast is satisfactory for the parmisdirected handje.
After Bogart is court-martialed ticular roles.
Walt.
out of the Army coast artillery, he
shifts to Canada in attempt to enlist
in the

and

Hale

Sinclair:

.

(With English Narration)
This comprehensive compilation of
Soviet newsreel coverage on the current struggle with Germany achieves
a new peak for documentaries of this
type. 'Moscow Strikes Back' is the
first real closeup American audiences have had of the bitter campaign last winter when the Russian
army hurled back the Nazi armed
might It is graphic and brutally

Dorothea Kent realistic, especially in many battle
..Edmund MacDonald scenes.
Unfortunately, the • editing
Maro Lawrence
John Harmon job falls to measure up to the suW^ly Hitchcock.
Jobn Holland perb photography. Good b.o., despite
this weakness, particularly where
This is one of the better westerns. teamed with .a sturdy No. 1 feature.
The material used here, which was
The story is believable, the music
collected by the -Central Newsreel
Is good and smoothly interpolated,
Studios of the Soviets, bears vivid
the acting, especially by Thurston witness to the way Russo newsreel
Hall, is up to snuff, and a couple men went right into the thick of the
of the camera shots are beauts. It's fighting to record the war.
one of Gene Autry's best
,'
Sweeping charge of dark-coated
The plot has the cattlemen, led by Cossack cavalry over snow-clad ter.
Gene Autry, getting a bad deal rain is 'qiiite breath-taking and
from Edmund MacDonald, who is the something that could be duplicated
Then
local purchasing agent for a packing .only
in
a super-feature.
company. The agent is in hock to a there's a thrilling scene when whitebookie and hopes to pay off by short- clad paratroops take to their chutes
pricing the cattlemen,
Autry goes from transport planes, and swiftly
into town to -see HaU, the head of the go into action with machine guns
packing company, but can't get or speed to attack on skis. Episodes
through the radio agents who are where mopup squads enter a village
(Continued on page 2^
waiting to sell the packing pasha a

Thomas McCoy

Horace Dunston
The Pigeon

'
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Smash

Chi Riding Crest of

N. Y. Rainy, but

(Subject (o Chmiae)

Dorsey-'Horizon Terrif $56,000,

J.

Rons on Broadway

First

B. 0.;

Week

9

6.0^ Happy: 'Bambf

of Aug. 20

Fine $97,i0. Tiper Terrific $79,000,

Astor—The Pride of the Yankees' (RKO) (6th week).
(Retrfeued in 'Variety' July 15)

Whiteman Hypos 'Convoy'

to 23G

Capitol—The Magnificent Am(RKO) (2d week).
(RetHeued in 'Variety' July 1)
Criterion

—

75)
"Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure'
Chlcago, Aug. 18.
the stages (M-G> and 'Jackass Mail' (M-G).
Predominent juve trade sending dual
and top flickers on the screen, the to hefty
$15,500. Last wedt, 'Crossloop houses are pounding out great roads'
(M-G) and 'Vanishing Virgrosses week after week. This has
ginian' (M-G), ditto.
been one o( the biggest money summers in the history oi the loop, with
only the bonanza-days of the Century of Progress surpassing the coin
marks of the current season.
Oriental has come up fast on the
outside with walloping orchestra and
stage names, with the result that the
gross has upped 60% and more over
April and May. Chicago is riding a
crest based on combination of topflight pictures and hefty moniker

as Buff.

$15,000

personals.

Currently

Jimmy

Dorsey's orches-

Continues Boffo

tra in the Chicago and Paul Whitein the Oriental are tlie answers
to any question about trade^ in these
houses. Biz .is terrifico, with turn-

man

—

'Invisible

(Reoteued In 'Variety' Aug.

S)

Globe—'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (2d week).
(Reviewed in current issue)

—

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (13th week).
(Reuleioed in "Variety' June 3)

Music Hall

— "Bambi'

(RKO)

(2d- week).

(Ret;<ewed in "Variety? JMay 27)
,

—

PanuBonnt

Inn'

"Holiday

(Par) (3d week).
(Retrfeuied in "Variety'

::::*-The

June

27)

Gay

Sisters'

(WB)

(2d week).
(Reuleuted in "Variety' June 3)

Buffalo, Aiig. 18.
over being the only problem for the
Another smacking session is commanagers.
^Kings Row,' "BJrs. Miniver,' This ing up for the current canto, with
Above Air and "Pardon My Sarong' the tallies soaring to tall takes at
all
cinema
centers.
hold-overs
in
the
Iood,
are the four
Vaughn Monroe, at the Buffalo
and four smash coin collectors: Abwith 'Calling Dr. Gillespie," is top for
bott and Costello flicker is so strone
the town. 'Miniver,' in its third
it Is forcing the pos^nement of
frame, is riding for a dandy marker,
'Pride of Yankees' for an additional
week. 'Miniver' holds *em out on the and second rubber of 'Pride of
sidewalk even on weekdays and Yankees' is potent at the Century.
EsUmates for This Week
looks to roll on and on.
Batlalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—'Dr.
Estimates far Tkls Week
Gillespie' (M.G) and Vaughn MonApollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-«5-75) roe orch. Plenty of velocity for
—'Kings Row' CWB) (7th wk). StiU probably over $24,000. Last week,
a winner at $8,000, after having Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) add Bob
Armstrong orch, rosy $23,000.
snared brilliant W,900 last week.
Gremt Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 44-65)
Chlcaco (B&Kr(4,000: 35-55-75)—
*Mrs. Miniver* (M-G), (3d wk).
"Blue Horizon' (Far) and Jimmy
Dorsey orch. Mostly the draw of the Still champ tugger, over $15,000.
3. Dorsey gang and wow $56,000 is Last week, continued to bi^ the
Last week, Benny Good- barriers for nearly $20,000.
ln> sight.
Hipp
(Shea)
man did likewise, smashing through
(2,100;
30-45)We Go' (20th) and
to $55,100 with 'Kissed Bride' (Col). 'A-Haunting
Garrlok (B&K) (900; 35-S5-65-75) 'LitUe Tokyo" (20th). Maybe nice
—Take Letter' (Par) and 'Mokey' $8,000. Last week, 'Wings for Eagle'
(M-G) (2d wk). Good for $5,500, (WB) and 'Sweater Girl" (Par) (2d
qfter having come up with excellent wk), very nice $7,500.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
$7,000 last week.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33- —'Private Buckaroo' (U) and "Tough
44-55-65)— 'Butch Minds Baby' (U) as Come* (U). Looks like lof^
and Paul Whiteman orch. Whiteman $10,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith to
(Col)
(reissue)
Is the attraction and turning in bie~ Washington*
and
$23,000. Last week. Blue Barron orch 'Alias Boston Blackie' (Col), gloomy
pushed grQss to hot $22,500 with 'At- $4,000.
20th Centnry (Ind) (3,000; 44-65)
lantic Convoy' (Col).
Pride Yartkees" (RKO) (2d wk).
PaUoe (RKO) (2,500; 33-11-65-75)
'Pardon Sarong' (U) and 'Men of Will pay 'off dandy $13,000. Last
Texas' (U) (2d wk). Will go three we^s, great $21,000.
weeks easily and only pressure 'Of
'Pride of Yankees' wul shorten its
stay.
Came in with roating $22,100
on initial week and will garner '$18,000 curr&tly, powerful.
Boosevelt CB&K) (1,500; 35-55-65$7,000 IN
75)—'Sweater Girl' (Par) and 'Flight
Lieutenant' (WB). Fair take in the
Seattle, Aug. 18.
oSing at $8,500 currently. Last week,
'Miniver' is continuing its socko
'Friendly Enemies' (UA) and 'Annie
run at the Fifth Avenue. Town, in
Rooney' (UA), so-so $9,100.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-65- fact, is flooded with h.o.'s, all doing
75)— 'This Above All' (20th) (2d wk). okay.
Estimates tor This Week
Smash coin maker for any theatre,
Bine Monae (Hamrick-Evergreen)
zooming to $23,000 currently ^fter
30-40-58). .^ 'Blue
(*00;
Horizon'
opening to great $26,700.
United ArtWa (B&K-M-G) (1,700; (Par) and "Dr. Broadwsly' (Par) (3d
Expect good $3,200.
Last
35-55-65-75 )-^lCniver' (M-G) (5th wk).
wk). Continues amazingly, holding week, nifty $3,900.
Fifth
Avenue
(Hainrick-Everto $19,000, after having turned in
grecn))
30-40-58)
'MrsJ
(2.346;
$20,200 last week.
Miniver' (M-G) .(5th wk).
Indi»
cates great $7,500. Last week, socko

Week

'

Astor-"Pride of the Yankees'
(RKO) (7th week).
Capitol—"The Magnificent Am'
(RKO) (3d week).
^Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (3d week).
Hollywood
'Yankee D6odle
Dandy' (WB) (14th week).
Hasic HaU— <B^bi' (RKO)
(3d week).
bersons"

—

—

—

,

-

—

—

Paramount
'Hpliday
Inn'
(Par) (4th week).
Boxy—"The Pied Piper' (20th)
(3d week).
Strand
'Thie
Sisters'
(WB) Od week).

—

Gay

$26,000 IN

'SERENADE'TUNEFUL

SEATTLE

•

—

WAn

$10,000.

$26,000,

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
'Gunga Din' (RKO) and 'King Kong'

SMASH IN NEWARK
Newark,_Ailg.

IS.

'Holiday Inn* is blitziniefall records
at the Paramount and is climbing to
a monumental ^000, heftiest bio.

mark any

local house has touched in
Primed by big press and radio
campaign, pic got off to terrific start
and hasn't been headed since.
Estimates for This Week

ages.

BrMford (Wfe) (2,800; 30-44-55-60for Eagle' (WB) and
Blopdie Victory' (Col) (both 2d
wk). Getting $13,500, all right, after
grabbing off powerful $18,000 in
opemng round.

(RKO)

(reissues) (2d wk-flve days).

Look

for $4,000,
$7,800, big.

Music Box

okay.

Last week,

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

—

30-10-58)
'Jackass
MaU'
in Flatbush'
(20th) (5th wk). SweU $3,100. Last
week, $3,500, excellent.
Music Hall (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,200; 30-40-58)— 'Footlight Serenade" (20th) and 'United We Stand'
(800;

(M-G) and 'Happened

Anticipate $7,000, which
(20th).
will be record for house since its
Last week, 'Favorite
reopening.
Spy' (RKO) and 'Bug Goes to Town'
(Par), very good $5,900.

Orphean
(2.600;

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-58)—'Lady in Jam' (U)

and "Night New Orleans' (Par). ExCapitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44Last week. 'Big
SO)— 'Beyond Blue, Horizon' (f>ar) pect big $8,500. wk)
and "Powder
(WB) (2d
and 'Gentleman After Dark' (UA). Shot'
(RKO) (1st wk), good $5,800.
On way to comfortable $3,100. Last Town'
Palemar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-36*?ek, -Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Juke
58)— 'Young America' (20th) and Al
Girl' (WB), ditto.
Pearce unit Indicate great $10,500.
'
(Adams-Par) (2,000;
B. J'/^"*"*""*
and
83-45-55-60-75)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) Last week, 'Men of Texa?" (U)
and Dudes tif^ Pretty People' (UA). Faith Bacon personal, big $9,800.
Paramoant (Hamrick-Evergreen)
CUmblng to record-breaking $26,000,
'Maisie C^ts Man'
after ringing up $4,000 opening day (3,039;' 30-40-58)
of Plains' (M-G)
' to set new
weekday getaway mark. (M-G) and Pierre
Anticipate okay $4,500
Last week, 'Husbands Necessary' (2d wk).
week, $10,"Sweater GIrV (Par) (both in five days of h.o. Last
l?**
2d wk).
700, great.
pretty good $10,000.
23-40)—

—

M

rn

OIKO)

(3,400; 35-44-60-

Boosevelt (Sterling) (800;

Kong' (HKO) and 'Fantasia' (RKO) and 'Magnificent
Gunga Dm' (RKO). Cpuple of hefty Dope' (20th) (2d run). Expect good
(30-40-58), 'Juke

whimSo

$21,000.

Last week,
$3,000.
Girl" (WB) (4th wk), excellent $3,300.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;

HUB

B.O.

.

stage. 'Magnificent Ambersons' is heading for
neat $30,000 at the CapitoL
'Holiday Inn,' backed by a sturdy

stage layout including the Ink Spots

and Skinnay Ennis band at the Paramount, got an astonishing $78,000 for
the second week concluded last night
(Tuesday).
Film and show drew
record $85,000 on initial session.
Saturday saw the biggest business
in years. The weekend was credited
with arouna $30,000, terrific in view
of rainstorms.
Strength shown by Trlde of
Yankees' at the Astor also "Is outstanding. -Holding close to the- previous week's pace it's getting huge
$26,000 in its fifth stanza at the
Astor.
Rivoli

others

Strand ^WB) (2,756; 35-56-75-8599-$l,10)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
Sammy Kaye band heading stage
show. Soaring to $54,000 or thereabouts, very big and holds.
Last
week. Wings- for Eagle' (WB) and
Charlie
Barnet band
wk),
(2d
.

copped

solid $40,000.

Giant $32,000 in Wash.;

30G

Hiniyer' Sockeroo
Washington, Aug.

With

18,

Tommy

Dorsey's band at the
Capitol and 'Mrs. Miniver' at the
Palace, half a block away, Loew's is'
overcrowding F. street,
Shirley
Temple demonstrated strong box
office pull by cracking the opening
day's record at the Columbia, with
'Annie Rooney," Keith's is still packing them In with 'Pride of the
Yankees' on third session
Estlmatea for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-30-4466)—'Calling Dr. .Gillespie' CM-G)
plus Tommy Dorsey band on stage.
'

House packed with jitterbugs from
opening show, and towering $32,000
in sight Last week, 'Blue Horizon'
(Par) with Mitzi Green. Hal LeRoy
on stage, bang-up $26,000.
CoIntabU (£«ew) (1,234; 29-44)
'Annie Rooney* (UA). Headed for
a, smashing
$7,500, after cracking
cracked house record opening day.
Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G),
is

Sept. 1, of 'Wake Island,' proceeds
going to the American Red Cross.
Regular run of picture starts the fol- robust $6,500.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
lowing day.
'Big Shot: (WB) with Ralph Haw-,
Estimates for This Week
kins band headihg stage show. SatAstor (Loew's) '(1,140; 55-65-$l.iq) isfactory
through
$18,500
heavy
—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO-Gold- soldier patronage. Last week, 'Gay
this
wyn) (5th wk). Still great,
Sisters' (WB) (2d wk). neat $19,000.
week (5th) being wham $26,000.
Keith's (RKO)
40-55-75)—
-

slightly

ahead of

this figure

on

fourth session at $26,500.
Capitol (Loew's) <4,620; 35-55-85'Magnificent Amber$1.10-$1.25)
Orson Welles' prosons" (RKO).
duction is heading for nice $30,000
and holds. Last week, Tarzan's Adventure" (M-G), fairly good at $25,000, but stayed only the single week.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.062; 35-4455-75)— 'Invisible Agent* (U) (3d
Starts third session today
wk).
(Wednesday) after fine $12,500, or
better, for second week, on top of
great $23,000 opening stanza.
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-7585)— 'Moscow Strikes Back' (ArtHeading for big $21,000, or
kino).
'Eagle
and holds,
thereabouts,
Squadron' (U), in ahead, finished 9

—

Boston, Aug.

18.

There is a slight slip in. film biz
here this week, but most of the. bills
are holdovers, which caught more
than their share last week.

RKO

Boston, which got its new
stage-screen combination down the
ways with CharUe Barnet's band
boosted by Martha Raye,Ms getting a
big play.

.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-55-65-75)
—'Flight Lieutenant' (Col), Martha
Raye and Charlie Barnet band. First
stage show this season is getting ter- days of sixth week at extremely
»
rific $30,000.
Last week, 'Invisible good $10,000.
Agent' (U) and 'One Born Every
HoUywood (WB) (U25; 83-$1.10Minute' (U), $11,500.
$1 65-$2a0)—'Yankee. Doodle. Dandy'
rettway (M-P) (1,373; 30-44-60)— (WB) (12th wk). Slipped a bit on
'Above All' (20th) and 'Happened this week, doing $9,800 on Saturday,
Flatbush' (20th). In from the Met Sunday, Monday of present (12th)
for a third time at bat and comfort- session. Last week, ending last Friable 9t..$S,000. I^t week, "Gentle- day, collected sturdy $20,700 for 11th
men West Point' (20th) and 'Night stanza, rfepresenting a pickup over
New Orleans' (Par), $6,500.
previous week,
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30-44-55Palaee (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-5.^
60)— 'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk). 65-75)—'Big Street' (RKO), World
Last week, preem impetus helping this to fine
Right proud $26,000.
powerful.
$28,000,
$12,500, but does not stay second
Last week, '(Sold Rush' (UA)
30-44round.
HetropoUUn (M-P) (4,367;
55-60) 'Beyond Horizon' (Par) and (2d run) and "Little Tokyo, U.S.A,'
Only new (20th) (1st run), fine $10,000,
'Sweater Girl' (Par).
doubleheader in town, and lackaday
Fanmonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85Last week, 'Above AU' 99)— 'Holiday Inn' (F»r) and, on
at $22,000.
(20th)
and 'Happened Flatbush' stage, Skinnay Ennis, the Ink Spots,
(20th) (3d wk), lusty $19,000.
others (3d wk). Third session starts
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 40-65-70) today (Wednesday), Second stanza
-'Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk). Still on showed little letup from record pace
the beam at $25,000. Last week, $33,- of first week and got socko $78,000.
Opening session, $85,000, was top
200, a whizz.
Paiamennt (M-P) (1300; 30-44-60) non-holiday week of pit-band'poUcy.
Badio City Mnsle HaU (Rockefel—This Above All' (20th) and 'HapShunted
in
lers)
(5,945; 44 - 55 - 85 - 99 -$1.65)—
pened Flatbush' (20th).
from Met, and eloquent at $13,000. Bambi' (RKO-Disney) and stage
Last week, "Gentlemen West Point' show. Very big a^ near $97,000 and
or two. liast
(20th) and "Night New Orleans' stays one more
week, 'Miniver* (M-G) plus stage
(Par), fine $16,000.
Slate (Loew) (3,600: 40-65-70)— show, amassed terrific $97,000. in 10th
for record
'Mrs. Miniver" (M-G) (3d wk). Wan- weeks, totaling $1,031,000
Last nip.
ing, but plenty lively $16,000.
BUIto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
week, $22,400, great
Translu (Translux) (900; 17-:28- A-Haunting We WiU Go' (20th) (3d
44-55)—"Smart Alecks' (Mono) and wk). About $5,000, plenty oke for
'Convoy' (RKO). Good $5,000. Last third sesh. Last week, neat $7,000,
week. 'Bombs Over Burma' (PRC) with fine $8,500 on initial stanza.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-65and 'Parachute Nurse! (Col), $4,000.

—

^ek

Lois Andrews Will
'Dixie

Dugan'

Be
at 20th

Hollywood, Aug.

(1^30;
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (3d wk).
Clicking for $15,000, Earlier 'sessions
$22,000 and $18,000rtreniendous.

were

Metropolitan

(WB)

18.

Title role in 20th-Fox production
of the comic strip character. 'Dixie
Dugan,' has been assigned to Lois
Andrews (Mrs. George Jessel).

28-44)—

(1,600;

'Flight
Lieutenant'
(Col).
Okay
$7,500 in sight. Last week, 'AU Kissed
sizzling
Bride'
(Col.)
on
$7,800

second run.
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
Mrs. Miniver* (M-G). All that the
house can hold at regular prices,
with lobby. lockouts prevailing ttwA
early afternoon,' Wfil furpaiss- $30.000, heaviest takings since '(Tone
With Wind.* Last week. This Above
All' (20th), bowed out after third
week with swell $13,000, making
$52,000 for 21 days.

JITOOHIGHINPROVJO
dandy; 17G 20, NO WOW
Providence, Aug.

18,

Though 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'

•

is

a holdover at the BJaJestic, a breakdown of the figure shows that the
$1.10 price for all seats is too high
hereabouts and house is only doingaverage biz, "Pride of the Yankees'
Albee, 'uid 'Mrs. Miniis big at
ver' is still going strong on its fifth

RKO

downtown week.
Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO) (2,300: 35-40-55)—
PreTride of Yankees* (RKO),
showlng press ballyhoo and ringlngin of old-time baseball greats, with
pages giving a hefty play,
promising spot one of bieRest weeks
ever .with a slugging $19,000, Last
week, 'Fliiftit Lieutenant' (Col) (2d
wk) and 'Frisco Ul' (U) (1st wk),
good $7,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 30-40sports

50)

— 'Mrs,

average

(M-G)

Miniver'

downtown wk).
with

(5tH

way pbove

Still

nifty

Third

$4,000.

stanza took in great $5,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000'; 30-40-50)—
Top Sergeant' XU ) and vaiide. House
offering a well-balanced bill, which
should rake in nifty $7S0O, Last
week, 'Little Tokyo' (20th) and-

vaude, good $7,000.
Majestic (Fay)

«1.10)

(2.200;

—

Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) (2d
Price is too steep for average
flimgoers despite fact that this is
(Chan's home town. Current week
wk).

expecting fairly good tl7.000.

Ooen-

99)-'"Pied Piper' (20th) and stageing week took in $22,000. which,
show (2d wk),. Second stanza sta^ broken down to number of people,
(Wednesday).
today
First week was only average biz.
rang up sensational $79,000, biggest
State (Loew) (3.200; 30-40-50)—
here in 13 years outside of initial 'Tish' (M-G) and 'Sabotage Squad*
week of 'Alexander's Ragtime Ban'd' (Col). Looking for average SI2.000.
On previous week, 'All Last week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) and
(20th).
Kissed Bride' (Col), took good $39,- 'Meet Stewarts' (M-G), nice $16,000.
000 in six days of second session.
Strand (Indie) (2,000: 30-40-50)—
S'uie (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-75- 'Sweater Girl' (Par) and 'Submarine
99-$1.10)— 'Crossroads'
(M-G) (2d Raider' (Rep). House his hit Its
run) and Bobby Byrne orch;- vaude stride and is ridine along to sweU
on stage. Plenty of draw attributed $9,000. Last week, 'Henry and Dizzy*
Stout $26,500 or. near. (Par) and 'Moonlight Masquerad**
to picture.
Last week, 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) (Par), hefty $9,000.
.

Monday and Tuesday nights
S^ss considerably. Last
onl ir.%PP^"^ ™ Flatbush' (20th) 20-30)—'Kings Row' (WB) and 'For
°'^n't RioR' (20th),
ok?,, .^S^Sl^'i
18.500, despite lack of marquee Keeps" (M-G) (3d run). Look for
Walter Morosco produces from
Usual two nights of vaude big $3,600, Last week, "Tuttles Ta- screenplay by Lee toeb and Harold
h™„
i
njjoed bill plenty,
hiti'
(RKO) and 'Dangerously We Buchman.
state (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-50-60- Live" (WB) (3d run), big $3,400.
S,<!lv"?J^*

$54,

Robinson,

•

Z2:?5)—TKing

Vo^t2*'^,6«t^'"«
vaude

Strand is set for great $54,000, or
thereabouts, with 'Gay 'Sisters' and

Only

•

,

fairish

Bill
$21,000.

T. Dorsey-'Dr. Gillespie'

theatre i<eopens for fall
season with a reserved seat preem,

TANKEE' SOCK

run).

.•(2d

'Pied Piper," brought in a day
earlier than usual Roxy openingf also
is standout, with a sensational $79,-,
000 in sight, biggest for this theatre
in 13 years excepting the first week
of 'Alexander"s Ragtime Band.' :

Sammy Kaye band on

of Aug. 27

'

Globe

Despite
extremely humid and
rainy weather, downtown N. Y. deluxers are up in the top brackets
again this week, with new attractions at the Music Hall, Roxy and
Strand doing particularly weU.
'Bambi/ Walt Disney's latest cartoon feature, is very big at the M. H,
with close to $07,000, following the
record-breaking 10-we^ rim of
'Miniver.' Night biz is not as big as
the 'Bambi' mats, but holding well.
It goes a second session, and possibly
third.

Boxy—'The Pied Piper" (20th)
(2d week).
(Reuleuied in 'Variety' July 8)
Strand

Swnp% Kg

Agent'

(U) (3d week).

With name bands on

miniver 3d

'Skters'-Kaye

bersons'

.

VcdHeaday^ Augnet 19, 1942
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L'NIVERSAL PICTURES

Your theatre is on the front line of the war in September
To Our Heroes" Month must sell ajbillion dollars in Bonds and Stamps.
. .

"Salute

.

Wednesday, Aagurt 19, 19it

PICTUBE GROSSES
Wraps
Up Fine Lincoln Take

'

11

'Sarong* $3,500,

TrideYaiikees'llotaWll

Tankee Doodle

Record 149,000

to

Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 18.

Leader; 'Crossroads' Smasli

22^

Theatre biz continues to hit the
clouds,- in spite of the fact it's vacation time in fhl? college town. When
adiool starts
weeks hence house

For 2

^x

know adiere (hcyH put
the customers:
Wtess' orch played to two
d»B a< packed houses at the Stnairt,

L. A. Spots;

Tales Manhattan'

heads don't

an

TM

San Frandieo, Aug. U.
The Golden Gate theatre ]» In flie
chips, with 'Pride of the YuAxeE*
plus stage show, cUmbine to a nuge
$31,000.

m» We*

^

The Fpx, pacing the

straight film-'

.Total

......4S34N

Aeotm)

(Based «a

U

Girl' '(Par). $82,500, hefty.

40^

Golden Gate (BKO) (2350;
YankeesT (BKO) and

fl5).^'Pride of

Smasheroo $31.1>00,
show.
second largest gross at this house in
stage

many moons. Last week, -'Affairs
Jimmy Valentine' (Rep) plus Harry

.James orch on stage, broke allliouse

with James outfit mainly

responsible for $40,000, terrific.

Orpheom' (Blumenfeld) (2,440;^^
v 40-55)— 'All Kissed. Bride' (Col) and
'Call Ellery Queen' (Col) (3d wk).
Third round wUl get modest $7,200.
Last week, $11,200, better than
expectations.
Paramount (F^WC) (2,470; 35-40-

55)— 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G)' and
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th). Great
Last week, 'Sgt. York' (WB).,

$16,000.
$12,000.

disappointing.
Francis (F-WC) (1.475: S5-4055)—'Big Shot' (WB) and ^Sweater
Girl' (Par) (nioveover). Holding up
Last week, "Wings for
to $7,500.
Stand'
Eagle' (WB) and United
St.

.

We

(moveover), $7,001^ bif.
United ArUsta (UA-BInmenieid)
(1.100; 35-40-65)—'Friendly Enemies?
(UA) and 'Alias Boston Bladde'
(Col). Clocking $7,000. last week,
'Annie Rooney* (UA) and.'Vlondie's
Blessed Event* (CoU (Sd wk). $5,200,
(20th)

fine.

ing almost as wen. "Ft^otlight Serenade' is aDother plenser.
UMate* far lUs-WcdL
UaealB (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503:
.

10-30^)

BIG

mim

House

«.
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$1,7*44«0
(Based on 26 cities, 167 theatrea)
.

Cooper-Par)
— H.
'A-Haunting WiU

and 'Spy Ship' (WB).
SotM tlJML XASt week. 'Swamp
Woman (Aster) and 'Bom Every
CeOlh)

18.

Warner

the

at'

theatres,

.

.

the wedttnd when figures
started zo)Ung in oi» the first week of
nrankee DoodI« Dandy.' Whopping
$4S;000 seems assured, with the tariiF
hiked to 75c on matinees and $1.10
at idgUa. Pldnre may stick around
three
at boOt booses.
Alter hitting a tremendous $6B,500
at five theatres day-and-date on the
flrse
week, lUes of Manhattan*
racked up a het^ $22,000 at the
small Four Star ^ut the Wilshire
efitt

This Week
.$U2M8*
(Bo^ed on 28 cities 176 Oestre«, cMe/lv Hr'st rum. mentta0

Nebraska
(J.
(1,236; 10-2»-2g)

wa^
'

'

-

MHnnte*

(tJ), poor $800.
Stale (Noble-Overman) (888; 1025-30)—"Sing Worries Away* (BKO)
and "Girl. Guy -and Gob* (BKO).
Bxpect tair $1,100. La^t wetic, 'Joan
, Louisville, Aug. 18.
Good percentage of the crowds on ot Ozark* (Bin) and IVagedy at
file streets are khaki clad boys fran lOdni^ (Bep), ao-^ $1,000^
Stnri (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,850;
Jlpit Knox, which now has a population of about' 70,000. ..Quite a swarm 10-30-44)— Pardon. My Sarong* (D>.
of these descend on Fourth Avenue Loob well on way to exccUent
on wedc-CDd leave^ and the result is $3;^. Ted Weems' orch on stage

records

Downtown and Hollywood

playing day-and-daie;, took' a beating

CMal Gtaat

Csttaaatad

$1,500.

Go'

Los Angeles, Aug.

Key Gty (dnsses

—

'Footlight
Serenad?
(20th). Figures to snag very good
$3,900 this week. Last week, 'Mrs.
Miniver* (M-G), ran three days to
close 17-day stand. Held up all the
way to close last half -week wIUi

.fUl
^w«tres)

Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-55)—
'CroMroads' (M-G) and 'AfTairs of
Martha' CM-G). Another winner at
S2SL500, to top straight Aimers. Last
week "Big Sot' (WB) and 'Sweater

records,

Gnm

Gmb SaM Wetft

Laat Taar.

session.

'

.

OBaaed o» 12

'Crossroads'
Is in the groove oh
'Mrs. Miniver,' at the
at '$22,500.
Warfleld, is still terrific in its fourth

ers

Estimates for This

^€ EOa in 3 Houses/Serenade' 26G

fidawcd by 'Pardon'My Sarong,' do-

EsllMtei XMbI

DANDY' SMASH

and United Artists in second sessions.
Trade generally took a slight dip
over -the weekend for no apparent
reason, thoueji state American Le^

$2S,000INa£VE.

gion convention may have hurt
estimates for This Week
Casthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 35.44-S54B.75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (4th
wk). Holdfaig strong at $8,500 {(fter
trim 18,500 In third stanza.
Chtaese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 3344-55-85-75)—'WhiqMxIag Gh«sts»
(20th)
and T«AUkht Serenade'
(20th). Fairish flOJOO in prospect,
last
Tales Manhattan' (2Qth),
Pkn^ jMwerfol.at 917^00,-

Cleveland, Aug. IB.
b.o. traffic at the downtown lor two days with 55c top, drew
Yankee Doodle Dandy* is beiatlng
houses. "Yankee Doodle,' at $L10 top. excellent $3,000 coupled with 'Hapin Flatbush'
(20th).
Last up the Hipp's top take of tlie year,
is keeping the cashiers busy at the' pened
week, 'Private Buckaroo' (U), was although the increased' scale (75Mary Anderson.
disappointment
at
in
five
$1,700
days.. $1,10) raised some kicks: frbm its.
Sumnfer opera season at Iroquois
VarsKy (Noble-Overman) (1,100; regular clientele.
Clrcused , local
Amphitheatre closed Sunday (16)
10-30-44)—'Flight Lieutenant' (Col). preem lopked like carnival day, and,
alter the most successful six-week
run in ibe five-year idstoiy ot the Not very interesting $2,000. Last with seven dally performances over
BawirfawB (WB) OJOO: 33-44-S5w»ek, 'Gay Sisters'^ (WB), good the smash weekend, it's banging
shows. BlngUng-Bamiun
Bailey
85-75)
*Yankee Dqodle
Dandy'
away towards $25,000 mark.
Circus played a two-day engagement $3,200.
(WB). Heading for a.«nash «IS,000.
(11-12).
'Flight Lieutenant' plus Ozzie Nel- Last week,
SUen^ <WB). (2d
son's orch with Harriet Hilliard, not wk), substantial JiMO.'
EstlaMlcs far TUs Week
feeling the opposish much, building > Four Star (UA-WC) (800:
Brawn (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
up Palace trade excellently. 'Twin 55-66 )-''Tales TtlanhaUaD* (20th) and
(1,400; 15-3B-M)—"Maisie Gets Kan*
Beds^ is being kicked In its pajamas, 'Man Wouldn't. Die*. (a8th> (2d wk)."
(M-G) and Tlight L.>utenant' (Cdl).
bat ^Pride <rf Yankees' is holding up Looks like good X5.008 after first sesMoveover looks like falridi $1,700.
admirably for AUen.
sion brought $6.000.
Last week, 'All Kissed Bride* (Col)
Hawaii (G&S) (MOO; 33-44-S5-i95-'
gsHMstrs far TUs Week
and 'Sabmarine Raider* (Col), ctmped
Memphis, Aug: 18.
AUen (BKO) (3.000: 35-40-45-55)— 75)—"Reai-Giarv' (UA) (reissue) and
good $2,500 on
oveov er
It*s "Yankee Doodle Dandy' aU the 'PwidK at YankeesT (UA) (2d wk). 'Flying With Music" (UA) (2d wk).
Loew's State.
way. in Memphis this week. With Hitting out another two-bagger on Still attf.ictive at $2,200 after initial
Keatacky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25) o^ed admishes and a terrific exsweU' $11,<NW, aftw nabbing 'week of $2,900.
—•Gal SaT (20th) and "Great Van's pliJitatlon- Mmpaipi, (Zagnoy -Cohan h.0.,
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 33-44-55proud $17,000 in initial stanza.
Lady* (Par). Average $1,800. Last patriotic coupler, ts running wSd.
(Warners) (3,700; 75-$1.10)— 65-75)— Yankee Doodle' (WB). Terweek, 'Courtship Andy Hardy* (Mhouse records for grosses at the Yankee Doodle Dandy* (WB). Ifs rifle $24,000. Last week, 'GSv SisG) and "Broadway* (U), medium $1,- local Warner seem a duich to the
,
blgb^ .'gate. .house has ever terar (WB) (2d wk), nice $8,501).
700;,
if^S
(D'tdwn) (2,200: 33-44tumble .'
charged aiid getting some, criticism
Lmw** State (Loew's) (3,300; 15Loew's State Isn't doing badly with for it Powerful enough 'to bag In 55-«5>^'yokel Boy! '(Rep), .with
30-40>—"Jadoss Mail' (M-G) and "Footlight Serenade';' Loew's Palace neighborhood of $25,M0. Last frame, Chlco Marx band on stage. An okay
"Grand Central MUrder (M-G). In- is holding 'Crossroads' for a second
Above AU'' (201b): (2d Wk), $15,0(10 -in proapeeti last- -weelTj
TDrums Congo* <0) and 'Sweater
dications are for usual nice draw by wedc.
^
extra nice $10,000.
Beery, probably $8,000. Ijtst week.
Estimates for TUs Week
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-55) Girl' XPar), with Yvette Dare top"Maisie (^ts Man' (H-G) and "Fli^t
Womer (WB) (2,000; 25-7M1.10>— —This Above AU' (20tb). Kicking ping vaude, modest tlXSOO.
Fantarea
4«-5545t75)—
Howard
LaentenaiA (0>1), robnst $11,000.
Doodle*
(2JU2:
'Yankee
(WB).
up good '$3;000. Last' ga]lop:-*I!en
Marie Andeman (Llbson) (1,000; Waugh had a terrific opening en this Ctaitlemen' (SOtfa) <3d vikX fairish 'Flight Lientenant*. (Col) and ^Mcet
Stewarts' (Col). WIU post Ukewarm
15-3»^>—"Yankee Doodle Dandy' one, deq)ite town's usual dislike for $1,400.
Last wedc 'Xade Sanadron'
(WB). Going solo at this house, advanced prices. Might, get great
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 35^0^45-55t.
d wk) and 'Bloodje
(Col)
opening Friday night (14) with a $15,000. Last week (10-33^), 'Gay 70)— Flight Lieutenant' (Col); with S,000.
(1st
came throiagh with $7300.
$1.10 premiere to solid house, and SlstersT (WB) (2d wk). $4,200, fine.
Ozzie Nelson's orch and Harriet HQfollowing through with a'
9-Mt55.
Male* (Liftman) (2.800; 10-33-44) liard. .Swinging to SweU $27,000 oo
a$-7S)— 'Ai%^,Binbawb Neeeaby'
pace. Matinees are a strong factor —"Pardon Sarong' (II), held over strength of stage show. Last
(PW)
(2d,
wit)
and
Doctof Vway'
in the b.o. result, at 75c a head, and four days, ''and 'Are Husbands. Nec- 'Favorite
Spy' (RKO) with Vaughn (PU) (Ist wk>.
Loots like oke^.heavily exploited film is turning on essary' (Par), three days. Uiiusual Monroe's orch, better than $26,000.
500.
Last week; Hndiand^ and
the speed to ride to indicated $14,000, split arrangement looks to fairish
State (Loew's) (3.450: 35-40-45-55) 'Night -irev
Last week, 'Pardon Sarong'
terrific. Last week 'Sgt. York' (WB), $3,000.
Twin Beds' (UA). In danger of faJr $13j888. Orhaoir <Par) (Ist-wk)i
in return at pop prices, nifty $6,000. (U), $11,000. huge, w^y over expec- sliding below
ordinary.
$10,000,
Last
PsramMHt i Bj assi (F«M) (!.'
Bimit* (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; O- tations.
we«k, 'Hlue Horizon' (Par), bke $11,- 409; 44-S5-flS-7$)— 'AnOands Neces30-40)—"Footlight Serenade' (20th)
ralacc (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)— 500.
sary' (Par) (Sd wk) and TDocto'rt
and "Little Tokyo* (20th). Weekend ^OoKKOadE* (M-G) (2d wk). PoweBStniaua (Loew's) (1,872; 35-40-45Moderate
biz is made up of 50% wldier trade, Lamarr appeal ought to bold this one 55)—"Blue Horizon* (I^r). So-so $4.- B-wav* (Par) (1st
coming up. lia weej^H ug$5,700
steady at $3,000. Last week, $7,000, OQOk. .Last ,witfik,,3inssMftS£J(H:ili^
'
bandJi'
^"ihty nice.
flne$7JS0O.
(Par) (1st wk), chCdcied' out with
.very pleasing. Should connect for
State Woem) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
$8500.
exceUentpJOO. Last week, 'Eagle "Footlight Serenade* (20th). Mifiica]
HJIlstieet (RKO) :(2372; 33Squadron' (0) (2d wk). fine $9,000. going along okay to very good $BfiOO. Lady*s Man' (Col), three days, bLast wedc, 44-55-65)-^ 'FlIght Lleutesanl* (Col)
Stoaad (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; Last week. This Above An* (20th) dicatetf good $1,800.
'Blondie Vlctoiy* (Col), three days; and 'Meet Stewarts* (Col). Geared
15-30-40)
"Are Husbands Neces- (2d wk). $3,000, alt right
.SInad (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22- 1 Was Framed* (WBV, one day; and at $13,500, so-so. Last week. 'Eagle
sary?* (Par) and "Dr. Broadway*
Squadron'
-(U) (3d wk) and 'Blondie
(Par). Medium $3,000. Last week, 33)—"Butdi Minds Baby* (U), three "True to Anny* (Far) (2d run) and
•A-Haunting
Go' (20th) and 'Pan- days; 'Frisco Lil' (U) one day; "This 'Miss Annie Booney' (20th) (2d run), Victory' (Col) (Ist week), good
$10,200.
Gun Hire' (Par) (2d run) and 'Not $1,500, f>kay.
ther's Claw' (PRC), good $4,000r
Stata (Loew-WC) (2,204; 33-44-5565-78)
'Footlight Serenade* (20th)
(20th).
and 'Whispering Ghosts'
Should do acceptable $15,500, Lqst
week, Tales Manhattan' (20th) and
'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th), excellent
$23,000.
t
'
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Warfleld <F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-55)
—Mis. Miniver' (M-G) (4fh wk).
Still in the big money at $18,000.
Last week; $20,000. socko.
Tlvoll (Blumenfeld) (1.5B0: 45-50)
—'Attorney in Carter Case' (Bep)
end stage show, About $8,000, Iiast
week, 'Submarine Raider (CoU and
Stage

H^p

AU

,

'

M

O

'

'

•

.

.

mis

-

:

.

bill. $5,600, fair.

'

.

W

N.G.

PIX CUT MPLS.

.

OKAY $10,000

SIS'

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
film quality
is reflected 'currently in correspondIng boxofc6 decline.
None of the
new offerings has been favorably received by the reviewers, 'Gay Sisters'
and 'Beyond the Blue Horizon* both
taking a lambasting but both doing

Sudden sharp slump in

'

'

well, especially 'Sisters.'

As

a^

matter^ of fact, a holdovtf,

.

VMoiT
wkX
-VnmuHmtAFUHrOjm:

^ong

we^

—

H

wkV
^

-

dow^iwnf*'is "'^se^^

'Se^i^iGS

best gross. Another holdover,
tasia,' also Is breezing along.

Tan-

Estimate* (or Tkte Week
Aste* (Pdr-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
"Hope Schuyler' (20th) and "Powder

Town' (RKO)

runs). Heading
for satisfactory $1,200 in five days.
'Submarine Raider' (Col) and 'Mexican Spitfire S«es Ghost' (BKO), also
dual flrst-ruDs; open Thursday (23).
Last week, "Sunday Punch' (M-G)

.

(first

and 'Girl from Alaska' (Bep) (1st
runs), split witl^ ^Gambling Lady'

(WB) and OCennel Ifnrdo(WB)

(reissues),

•

•

Case'

good $S;000 in nine

days.

^ Century (^-S) (2,«N): 30-40-50)—
•Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk). Moveover
from State stili a boxoffioe standout

.

.

We

.

.

—

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

.

(WB),.big

Oifheot

$3,600.

39-44-55)—

third Washington session and neat $11,000 for second
Cleve. -week.
•Miniver* stiU Is running-like an .unbeatable colt' It
Is $18,000 in its fourth Frisco wedc, terrif at $90^)00
in .Washington, nice $16,000 in its third Baltimore sedi,
strong in tliird Indianapolis week, $41,000 for twp'
Boston spots (third week), $24,000 in third PhOly
week, record in Montreal, $15,000 in third Buffalo
week, fine on moveovers in Pittsburgh, Providence
and ISinneapolis.
'Holiday Inn' (Par) is tooling the most optimistic
forecasters with a tremendous $78,000 at the Paramount in N. Y. In initial outside date, it Is setting a
new house record of $26,000 in Newark. 'Bambi'
(BKO-Disoey) is reaching to close to $97,000 in its
preem at the vast N.Y. Miislc HalL
"Footlight Serenade* (20th), of the newcomers, looks
fairly promising. Getting a fine $26,000 in offish h. A,
in two houses, trim 9G in Portland, $7,000 in Baltimore and great $8,500 in LouisviUe. 'Pied Piper'
(20th), is getting a superb -getaway, currently at the
N."Y. Boxy, record $79,000. Also .$9,200 in Omaha.
"Flight Lieutenant* (Col), teamed wiQi bands, is collecting a great $27,000 in Cleveland and smash $30,000
in Boston. Fairly mild in several other qpots. Beissues got a nice break during the week, with a revival
of Top Bat' (BKO) proving profitable $13:000 in
Brooklyn. Reissues of "Gunga Din' and' 'King Kong'
(both RKO), WiU get $21,000 In Newark, fine.

Very good $8,000 through Wicket following chunky $12,000 last week.

"Sarong,* latest AMjott-Ctostello

comedy,

is

measuring

(P-S) (2,800;
week
^lue Horizon' (Par). CriHcs' pan- up to most, optimistic expectations ot its first
nings will hurt this one, tut it will with resounding grosses in several new spots: On its
grab, a neat $8,000 despite this. Last second week in Baltimore it is doing smash $16,000
week,
"Big
and after going way al>ove forecasts on its initial session.
Shot'" tWB)
great in its second
j5!J^« Whiteman (39-44-55), terrific It's fine at $11,000 in Indianapolis,
$19,000.
K.C week, robust h.o. in Memphis and powerful
.«ate (P-S) (2.400; 30-40-50)—'Gay
$18,000. second (Siicago stanza.
Sirf«-s' (WB).
Heavily advertised
in several spots outtested
being
Doodle,'
Yankee
and Stanwyck a cast name here, but
Dad notices making going heavier side of N.Y. (where it's still big on its eleventh week),
in two
inantrnticipated. Beaching for good is uniformly strong. It wiU hit a record $49,000
co$10,000.
Last week, His. Miniver' L.
theatres, also record $20,000 in Memphis, is
(M-G) (2d wk), very big $12,500 lossal at $42,500 in Philadelphia, fairly good at $17,000
Louis$20,<K>0 first in second Providence week, terrific $14,000 in
week.
at
Bunnmg
Cleveland.
in
$25,000
powerful
and
ville
> W.IOO; 4tt-50)—-Reap
w!?5*5S™iP»f
Wild Wind' (Par). First nahe show- same level in other test spots generally.
to its fine
ing and, with admission
"Pride of Yankees' also is stacking up
boosted 15c
than
should reach big $5,000. Last week, showing of previous weeks, appearing in more
limders' {Col) (S0-4Q), good $3,400. eight cities reported by 'Variety' correspondents. Beweek atthe
sides the standout $26,000 for its-fifth50-55)—-Fantasia* (BKO).
FranAstor fitoi is doing a smash $31,000 in San
"?5«.,w>m CentuiT. In favorable
in
vikco. with stage show; husky $26,000
$7,000
21°*. *"i?»i« *5.000 anticipated. Last
vaude,
with
coupled
in Baltimore
Row' (WB) (3d wk). $24,000
Bu?alc
second
in
$13,000
dandy
sesh,
*2,400, making nearly. $25,000 in k.C. second
at 15G in
for
$19,000 in Providence, chckmg

Moved NY

J^ea

three-week run.

(2,100; 33-44-5.'!-'15)

—'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and /Man
Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d wk). Fine
$a,00O in sight after hangup $10,500
tar first week.
^

A

:

•

VA (UA-WC)

'Yankee Doodle,^ Abbott-Costello,' *Pride Yankees^ and
'Miniver' Getting Buljk of Top Coin Currently

great $8,200.
Last week, "Fantasia'
(RKO), big $6.000..
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)— 'Private Buckaroo' (U).' Has cast lineup
calculated to attract younger set that
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO), 'Pardon My Sarong* (U)
favors this house.
Despite mixed 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) and continued sensaopinions regarding Its merits, should tional business for 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) highlight curhit good $3,200. Last week, 'Larceny,
rent reports from 'Variety' correspondents in key cities.
Inc.'^

BKO

—

week, sock

^^'^^^

'

'

-

Wllddre (F-WC) (2,206: SS-H-^65)—Tales Manhattan* (20th) and

Man

Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d wk).

Tarzan'-'Jackass'

I^I^ice

$14^ in Dull Jersey C.
jersey City, Aug. 18.
Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure,' at
,IiOew*s, is palling big juve trade this
week and looms as town's heftiest
tugger. Biz otherwise varies from
mediocre to -ilain bad.
Estlmafea far This Week
I,eew*s (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-4055-60)—Tarzan's Adventure' (M-G)

and

'Jackass Mail' (M-G). Comfortable $14,500. Last week, 'Oossroads'
(M-G) and 'Vanishing Virginian*
(M-G), bright $15,000.
Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-50-6070)— 'Men otTexas' (U) and 'Favorite
Spy' (RKO). Pointing to average
$l£p00. Last week, 'Wings for Eagle'
(WB) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par), lusty
$18,000.

Stata

(Skouras)

(2,200;

30-35-55»

60-70)— 'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and
•Through Different Eyes' (Col). Will
be lucky to get weakUh $11,000. Last
week. 'This Above All' (20th), disntal
$10,000.

'

.

.

-
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Same stars, same
same producer, same wonderful action
.

.

.

as "Maltese Falcon'

and the same company,

WARNERS!

'
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PICTURE GROSSES

Raining Violets in Philly; 1)andy'

It's

Terrific $42JO,

Tarzan' Chesty 9G

$8,800, Nifty in Portland

Biz Upbeat Continues in Pitt;

Portland, Ore., Aug. 18.
"Footlight Serenade' is strong at
the Paramount this week, and 'Jackass Mail' is pulling crowds to the

'Crossroads', $17,000, 'Spy

Broadway.
'Miniver,*

Philadelphla, Aug. 18.
Dripping skies continue here in
Pliilly, but the film rialto Is doing
boom town biz. Heaviest gross in
almost a dccaUe is reported at the
Boyd, with $42,500 coming up tor
the initial week of "Yankee Doodle
-

Dandy.'
Casualty of the

the Fox,

is

to close Sundtty (16) on
account of a defective water pipe,
which flooded the theatre building.
House, however, reopened yester-

which had

day (Monday).
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (Sablosky<) (600; 35-4657-68-75)—'Gone With Wind: ^M-G)
(2d run) (2d wk). Continuing okay
for S3,600, after good $4,000 last sesh.

(WB)

Boyd

Dandy*

Doodle

•Yankee

75-1.10)

(2,569;

—

(WB).

advanced

at

week,

IRKO)

prices.

(Fox) (2,525; 30-40-5060)—Tales Manhattan' (20th) and
"About Face' (UA). Huge $18,000,
doubling usual average at house.
Last week 'Lady in Jam' (U) and
'Private Buckaroo' (U), fine $10,000.

Orpheam (RKO)

(2,600; 30-35-40-

50-60)—'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (2d
wk). Fine $10,000. Last week, big
$14,000.

Paramonnt (Fox)
(WB) and

(2,200;

'Was

"York'

Magnificent

Ambersons
four days of

second week.

(WB)

Earle

(2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
Girl' (Par) with Jackie

—'Sweater

Cooper, Stan Kenton orch and Three-

$10,000 and holding.
H.O.'s rarity here. Last weelc, "Old
(Rep) and "Moonlight
California'

Huge

(WB).

for $24,500.
Stewerts' (Col)

'Meet

week,

and Sammy Kaye orch, fine $28,000.
Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-67-68)—
'Take Letter' (Par) (2d wk). Nicked

by

$6,000.

YANKEES' PLUS VAUDE
BIG $24,000 IN BALTO

Combo good

Stooges.

Last

30-45)—
Framed'

Last

fair $6,000 for

'

full-day's closing

Sunday due

to

Plentiful h.oj are giving a clear
The Pride of the Yankees,'
at the combo Hipp, and 'Footlight

(WB)

Karlton

(1,066; 35-46-57-68)

run

lar

slightly

at

upped

$5,800.

Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-685Horizon'
(Par)
•Blue
(2d run).

Getting fair play with $4,500.

'Above All'
$5,500 for second run.

week,

(20th),

Last
good

.

Stanley (WB) (2,816; 35-46-57-6875)—'Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk). Continuing hangup biz with. $24,000, in
addition to solid $3,000 for 'gravy'
show at Earle Sunday. Second sesh

week was smash $30,000,
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)

last

—'Tarzan's Adventure'

(M-G). Fine

Last week, 'Saboteur' (U),
zingy $7,000 for third sesh.
$9,000.

"Reap' Harvests Hefty

Sarong' at Keith's.
Estimates (or This

great

$5,000.'

Fifth

$6,500.

LAMOUR LURES GOOD

New

Record in Mont'l
Montreal, Aug.

18.

Week

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17Miniver'
'Mrs.
28-35-40-55-66)
(M-G) (3d wk). Holding nicely at
after totaling rosy $49,900
on previous brace.

—

m St Loo;

1 Married Anger 19iG
St. Lotlis,

Aug.

Kansas City, Aug. 18.
Frequent rains and cooler weather
here this week has not dampened biz
in the downtown houses. Two holdovers are holding up nicely, 'Pride of
the Yankees,' at Orpheum, and 'Par-

don

My

There is plenty of attractive screen
fare this week and biz stlU is on the
upbeat. Fox has upped its scale 10c
for 'Reap the Wild Wind' and 'Night
in New Orleans' and is doing socko
biz to lead the towi>.
Eatlmates for Thb Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,172; 30-40-50)
'Married An Angel' (M-G) and
-"TSvAt -Beds'—f!JA). Nice—oj^iniKo
points to a swell $19,500. Crlx didn't
rave over either. .Last week, "Tar,

.

—

New York Adventure' (M-G)
and 'Her Cardboard Lover' (M-G),
exceeded estimates for sweet $18,000
zan's

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-4050)—'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and
'Postman Didn't Ring* (20th). Back
to old admish scale and good $13,000
in sight. Last week, 'Eagle jSquadron'
(U) and 'United
Stand' (20th)
(2d wk), slumped a bit but finished

We

at

oke

Fox

$9,500.

(F&M)

40-50-60)
'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Night
New Orleans' (Par). Upped scale
will enable house to cop $20,000 and
lead the town. Last week, 'Pardon
My Sarong' (U) and 'Old C^aWornia'
(Rep), sock weekend biz boosted
take to $20,000, much better than
expected.
Missouri (FicM) (3,570; 30-40-50)
—'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and 'Joan
of Ozark' (Rep). Good for $7,000.
sturdy. Last week, 'Big Shot' (WB)
and 'Blue Horizon' (Par). $5,500, just
above average.
(5,000;

Sarong,' at H^quire-Uptown.

—

St. Louis (F&M)
•Wings for Eagle'

Above AH'
take.

(4,000;

30-40)—

(WB) and 'This
(20th). Indicates a $5,000

Good. Last week,

(WB) and 'BuUet

Scars'

'Sgt. York'
(WB), soUd

$5,100.

tales; ZOWIE $18,000,
ON DUAL IN DENVER

tork;
OMAHA

-

.

—

weakie and twlnner of 'Ellery Queen
Meets Enemy Agent' and 'Drums of
Congo' will barely pay the rent a't
latter.

Estimates tor This

Week

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 35-44-66)—
Squadron'
(U)
(2d wk).
Should have no trouble banging out
okay $7,500 on h.o. Opening session,
'Eagle

$3,000.

SUnley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66)
(RKO) and Horace
Kay Kyser in the picture
and house should chalk up $28,000

—'Favorite Spy'
Heidt.

at least, fine. Last weelc, Ozzie Nelson-Harriet HiUiard and "Clardboard
Lover* (M-G), profitable $22,000.

Warner (WB)

(2,000;

40-44-66)—
here

'Mrs, Miniver* (M-G). Brought
after three big weelcs at Penn

and

smasheroo still has plenty of stuff
to get at least ^10,000, hefty, on

left

present session, which will roll picture's flrst-ruh gross to around $86,000 so far. Last week 'Annie Rooney*
(UA) and "Pierre of Plains' (M-G),
surprisingly good $6,000.

.

—

A C BOND SALES UP
TO $11,000

IN

(14), Nate Blumberg, president,
mained in N. Y. for huddles on

Indianapolis, Aug. 18.

for business on

Prospect here is
most downafter two days of rain
slowed trade last week. Old averages
no longer seem to hold here, since
8:45 closing of department stores
has made Monday night good for
slightly higher levels at

town houses

,

biz.

Estimates for This

Week

(Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 30-40for 'Victory' (Col) with
Blue Barron band, Larry Adler and
other acts on stage. Stage show is
big draw, making strong bid for
Last week, 'Blue Horizon'
$17,000.
(Par) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par) took
good $9,700 at 28-44 scale.
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,200; 28-3344)— 'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and
'Tough as Come' (U). Backed by
publicity on -current bond tour of
state, Abbott and Costello film is
clicking for very satisfactory $11,000.
Running well ahead of last week's
combination. This Above All" (20th)
and 'Different Ej-es' (20th), which
Circle

55)—'Blondie

took $9,000.

)—'PrisKeith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-44
of Japan* (PRC) with unit
Pulling 'em in at $4,000 clip on fourLast week, four days,
day run.
'Drums of Congo' (U) and stage
unit, got $3,900.

re- Oklahoma'
(Mono),
and
"Ghost
dis- Frankenstein'
(U) and "Mexican
with Billy Scully, sales Spitfire at Sea' (RKO). Good $900.
Joe Seidelman, foreign sales Last week, 'Below Border' (Mono),
and *3. Cheever Cowdin, chair- 'Favorite Spy' (RKO) and 'Missisman of the board. Blumberg plans sippi Gambler' (U), triple, split with
to leave for Hollywood some time '6-Gun Gold' (RKO) and "Arkansas
and
'Dynamite
Judge'
(Rep),
this week.
Canyon* (Mono) and 'Syncopation'
Scully returned to N. Y. Friday
(RKO), aided by Saturday stage
(14)
from an extensive swing show, pretty good $1,000.
through principal key cities, while
Cowdin also came in the same day
from Washington, where he had appeared before the Senate finance 'Wings Eagle/ 119,000,
committee on the 1942 tax bUI. Cowdin appeared in behalf of the'ComRides High in B'idyii
mittee on Government Finance of
the National Assn. of Manufacturers,
Brooklyn, Aug. 18.
of which he is chairman. Seidelman
Both Fabian downtown deluxers.
returned to N. Y. over the weekend Paramount and Fox, are garnering
from London, where he went on most of the coin^thls stanza. Parabusiness for Universal about three mount is in second week, with 'Big
Shot' and 'Sweetheart of Fleet,"
weeks ago.
Prutzman will stay on the Coast while Fox is In initial stanza with
'Wings for. Eagle' and 'Yokel Boy.'
about 10 days, and then start on his RKO Albee is sluggish with Top

tribution
chief;
chief,

-

vacation in Colorado.

.

Hat'

aim 'Aeal Glory.'
Estimates for This

Reaper Reaps Twice

'Eagle Squadron'

Hoge

$32,000, Tops Detroit

%

Sis'

Bangnp

|

25G^

-

"

Pittsburgh, Aug. 18.
Death struck twice in just a few
days at the same local theatre last
Denver, Aug.- 18.
,
week
when
McLaughlin, stage
Joe
"Tales
of Manhattan,' coupled with
,
About Face' at the Denver, is packLoew's (Loew's) (2,450; 34-45-55)— manager at WB's Harris-Memorial
ing 'em in for a huge take. "Tales' 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk). Big- theatre in McKeesport and a show
wiU move to Alladin for second gest film grosser of season still run- business veteran of more than 30
Week.
ning strong for probable $10,000.
Estimates for This Week
Could stand another week, but hold- years, passed away just 72 hours
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-60-70)— over not likely. Take last week, after his assistant, Walter At water,
in show biz for quarter of a century,
'Married Angel' (M-G), after week $12,700, best in town.
at Paramount.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,850; 28-33- died.
C3ood $4,000. Last
week, 'Eagle Squadron' (U), fine 44)—'This Above AH' (20th) and
In addition to being co-workers,
$5,000 after week at Denver.
'Different Eyes' (20th). Combination both men were close friends and
after move„ Broadway <Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40- doing mediocre $3,500
had been at the Memorial almost
50)
'Eagle Squadron'
(U), after over from Indiana. Last week, 'Fa- since that house opened nearly a
week at each Denver and Aladdin. vorite Spy' (20th) and 'Our Russian
decade ago.
Fair $2,500. Last week, "Magnificent Front' (Artkino), $4,200.

^

Only Harris and Senator arent
sharing in general prosperity. 'Invisible Agent,' at former house, is a

.

OVER MAP

oner

stanzas in some time after playing
three big weeks at the Penn.

'

m, GOOD

show

from indifferent notices.
'Eagle
Squadron' is doing well enough in
second week at Fulton to insure a
third, and 'Mrs. Miniver' is cracking
open Warner for one of its best

(WB), okay

Estimates for This Week
Esqnire and Uptown (820 and 2,Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
'Pride 043; 11-30-44)—'Pardon My Sarong'
17-25-28-38-44r55-66-75)
wk). Stm pulling in fine
Yankees' (RKO) plus vaude. Looks (U) (2d
style;
$6,000. Last weelc, smash $10,IN
like sock $24,000, with second stanza
500 in nine days.
in the bag. Last week, 'Enemy EUery
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 11-30-44)
Queen' (Col) owed it all to p.a. of
Omaha, Aug. 18.
Mail' (M-G). Expect nice
„
.
Tommy Dorsey for record-smashing —'Jackass
Pied Piper' and 'Private Bucka$8,000. Last week, close to $9,000 for
$22,800 in six days.
roo,' only major new pictures in
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17- 'Malsie Gets Her Man' (M-G) and town, are
good at the Orpheum, but
'Pardon Sarong' (U) 'Pacific Rendezvous' (M-G).
28-35-40-55)
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 11- the 'best record is being set at the
(2d wk). Smash $16,000 on h.o., after
smaller Brandeis, where 'Pride of
30-44)—
Horizon'
(Par).
Djjr'Blue
wham $19,200 on opening round.
the Yankees' is- in its second week
bringing
othy
Lamour
se^n
$8,000,
20-40)—
Mayfair (Hicks) (980;
fine.
Last week, 'Wings for Eagle* and still big at advanced prices.
•Miss Aiinie Rooney' (UA). Getting
(WB), nice $6,500.
Estimates for This Week
fairish response at possible $3,500.
Orphenm (RKO) (1,600; 11-44-59)
Orpheum (Trlstates) (3,000; 11-35Last week, 'Dr. Broadway' (Par),
—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk). 50)— 'Pied Piper' (20th)
$3,100.
and 'PriNice $7,500 after nifty $10,000 in first vate Buckaroo'
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35- week.
(U).
Fine $9,200.
(20th).
Serenade'
'Footlight
44)
Last, week,
'FootUght Serenade'
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,110; 11-30) (20th) and 'Almost Married'"
Nicely spotted and cashing in at
(U)
'
—'A-Haunting
We
Will
Go'
(20th)
Poe'
$7,000. Last week,- 'Edgar Allan
.
$8,500.
(20th). given 'world premiere' build- and 'Moonlight Masquerade' (Rep)
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1.500; 15plus vaude. Satisfactory $7,500. Last 40-55)—
up, held modestly to $5,300.
'Pride Yankees (RKO) (2d
SUnley (WB) (3,28K 17-28-40-55) week, 'Little Tokyo' (20th) and wk). Good -$6,500, after tremendous
wk). "Hello, Annapolis' (Col), with vaude, $8,500 last week.
(Par)
(2d
—'Take' Letter'
Maintaining good pace at $8,500, brisk $6,000.
Omaha (Trlstates) (2,000; 11-35after strong $15,900 in opening round.
50)—'Sgt York' (WB) and 'Gold
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17Rush' (UA). Headed for big 19,500.
28-44-55)—'Pierre of Plains' (M-G).
U EXECS ALL
Last week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) and
Getting fairish $3,000. Last week,
'Kid Glove KiUer' (M-G), $8,300,
"Affairs of Martha' (M-G), $3,800.
FItttInK Hither and Yaa from H'wood very good.
-Town (Goldberg-)- (1,400; 11-20-30)
To "Londo'n
^'Underground Rustlers
(Mono),
While
D.
Prutzman,
C.
chief coun- 'Submarine Raider' (Col) and "Mob
PIC
Town' (U). (1st run); triple, split
sel and vice-president of Universal,
with "Bad Men HUls' (Col), "(Say
shoved
off for the Ck)ast last Friday
INDPLS.
Vagabond'
(Rep) and "Back to

$16,000,

—

in biz is continuing
week. Marquee draft of William Powell and Hedy Lamarr is
helping 'Crossroads' at Penn recoup

$3,500.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)-^ 500. Last week, third of "Mrs. Mini'Butch Minds Baby' (U) and "Juke ver" (M-G), fine $18,500.
BIt(
(WB) (800; 30-40-55—"Sgt.
Jenny' (U). Fair $2,700 in sight.
Last week, second 'Real Glory' (UA) York* (WB) .(2d wk). Second week
and "Winter Clamival' (UA) (reis- here, after week at Wairner. ExSected $2,20() is at least, a few hunsues), weak $1,800.
red better than a flrst-nm twinner
St Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 3040)— "Si Tu Reviens' and 'Petit averages here. Last week, around
$2,700.
Jacques.' Should gross good $4,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55—
Last week, -'Nostalgic' and "Maman
"Drums
Congo'
(U)
and '"Queen
Colibri,' good $4,000.
Meets Agent' (Gol). WiU have to
hurry to get $2,000; poor. Last
week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col), on
moveover from Harris, aUrlght at
tiper;.?9,2oo,

.

18.

18.

Sharp pickup

this

swell $13,000, exceptional considering the heat and fact that this spot
isnl air-cooled.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)—
'Invisible Agent' (U). Maybe $6,000,
poor;
Last week, 'Men of 'Texas'
'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and 'Fingers at
surprisingly good at $7,500.
Window' (M-G). Good $4,000 in (U),
Penn .(Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40sight.
Last week, repeat 'Big Shot' 55)—
'Crossroads' (M-G).
Nobody's
(WB) and 'Happened in Flatbush' going
to complain much at okay $17,-

-

^20,000, Best

Pittsburgh, Aug,

$8,000 IN ROBUST K.C. Box

scale.

re(UA) (2d wk). Extra good action is alsoofbeing
'Pardon
okay Sorted for .second sesh
Opener

$4,000.

TWiniver,' $16,000, Setting

—

week got big

28G

,

still

Turnaway biz at Loew's for 'Mrs.
Miniver' will boost take to recordMayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- breaking $16,000 and will probably
500; 35-40-50)— 'Real Glory'
(UA) hold the pic here until end of sumand 'Sleepy Time Gal' (Rep)/ In mer. Balance fair.
line for nice $5,500. Last weiet. 'Old
Estimates for This Week
California' (Rep) teamed' with Al
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 35-50)—
Pearce unit, strong $9,000.
'Wings of 'Victory' (Esq).
Opened
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) yesterday
(Monday).
Legit house
35-40-'50)
'Blue Horizon' dark last week.
(1,800;
(Par) and 'A-Haunting We Will Go'
Palace (CT)
30-45-62)—
(2,700;
(20th) (2d wk).
High $7,000, after 'Gay Sisters' (WB)
(2d wk). Sighttopping the burg with 'Fly By Night' ing nice
$5,000, after very good $8,(Par) last week for whopping $10,- 000 last week.
000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
Paramonnt (Hamrick-Evergreen) 'Syncopation'
(RKO) and 'Suicide
(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Footlight Seren- Squadron'
(RKO). Pointing for okay
ade' (20th) and 'Night in New Or$6,000. Last week, 'Wing Eagle' (WB)
leans' (Par).
Going over for hefty and 'Lady Gangster' (WB),
$5,500.
$9,000. Last week, 'Wings for Eagle'
Loew's, (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
CWB) and 'Henry and Dizzy' (Par), 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G). Heading for
five days of second week,
good socko $16,000 and long
run here. Last
$5,000.
week, third sUnza 'This Above All'
United Artists (Parker) (900; 35- (20th), nice
$5,000.
40-50)—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (6th
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
wk).

.

Fairish

stanza,

.

Pulling

Baltimore, Aug. 18.

^
field to

burst water pipe. Six-day take for' Serenade,' at the New. Former, off
stiU
good
at 412,000.
holdover
a sellout $1.10 reserved seat
Opener hangup $21,000, plus $2,000 to
preem, is' clicking strongly on regufor bonus Sunday showmg at Earle.

—'Annie Rooney'

sixth

$8,000.

Denver

Hypoed by -top-notch exploitation
and advertising and getting superb Masquerade' (Rep) good
$42,500

in

Ambersons* (RKO) a.nd 'Kid Glove strong.
Estimates for This Week
Killer'
(M-G), -after
week at
Orpheum, fair $2,500.
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-40Denhara (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-40- 50)—'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and 'Af50-60)— Take Letter' (Par) (3d wk) fairs Martha' (M-G). Strong $8,800.
and 'Night New Orleans' (Par) (2d Last week, 'Cardboard Lover' (M-(i)
wk). Fine $8,500. Last week, fine and 'Calling Gillespie' (M-G), good
$8,000.

week

13

'Serenade,' 9G, 'Jackass,*

Week

Detroit, Aug. 18.
Business is continuing at a high
peak currently, with "'Eagle ISquadron' topping a dual at the Fox, -war
out in lead with rousing $32,000, and
approximately $11,000 ahead of last
week's take. 'Gay Sisters' also is
doing strong business at the Michigan while 'Miniver* Is keeping close
to the record pace of the first week,
popular prices, at the United Artists
for its second session.

Estimates for This Week
Adam (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'Sabotage Sqliad' (Col). Looks like fair
$7,000. Last week. This Above All'
(20th) and 'Mad Martindales' (20th>,
hefty $8,000.
Fox (Fox-Mlililgan) (6,000; 50-65)
—'Eagle Squadron* (U) and 'A'

Hauntlng

WIU Go*

Veir
way ahead

(20th).

strong $32,000 in sight,

of last week's total, and probably
holds. Last week, "All Kissed Brid^
(Col) and "Atlantic Convoy' (Col),
fairly good $21,000,

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
50-05)—'Gay Sisters'
(WB) and
True to Army' (Par). Sock $25,Last week, "Are Husbands
Necessary' (Par) and Horace HeldtFrankle Carle band, rugged $46,000,
000.

considerably higher than estimates.
Palms-SUte
Detroit)
(United
(3,000; 50-65)—"Blue Horizon' (Par)

V

(UA) (2d wk). Trim
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55) and "Mr.
—'Top Hat' (RKO) and 'Real Glory' $8,000 after oke $10,000 in first
(UA) (reissue). Heading for flabby session.
$13,000.

Last

week,

'Gold

Rush'

United

Artists

(United

Detroit)

(UA) and Tokyo, USA' (20th), satis- (2,000; 50-65)— Miniver' (M-G) (2d
factory $16,000.
wk). Smash $25,000, following terFox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55) rific $27,000 on first stanza. Open—'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and 'Yokel ing week even topped optimistic
Boy'
(Rep).
Boxoffice
booming;
$19 000. Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Dr. Broadway^ (Par),

snappy

$16,000.

(Loew's) (3,618;
—Met
'Tarzan's Adventure'

30-40-50-55)

(M-G)

and

forecast.

Johnson's Two-Ply'er
Hollywood, Aug.

18.

'Men of Texas' (U). Good $17,000 in.
Nunnally Johnson draws a double
view. Last week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) chore as producer and film playand 'Friendly Enemies' (UA), firstwright on the Helen Deutsch war
rate $18,000.
Paramount (Faoian)
30-40- story. The Last Best Hope.'
(4,126;

Production starts at 20th-Fox as
50-55)— 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'SweetStrong soon as Johnson winds up his preS''
ent Job on Tlie^Mpon .Is poyfn!^
$2§,900t

heart Fleet' (Col) (2d wk).
$18,000. Last week, stunning

_

,
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Frivolous Press-Agentry

Kalmenson Back East,
Mort Bhunenstock Due

Toned

Ben

Fidd and Wpdcott Named to CSC;

Warner Bros,
from the Coast
weekend following con-

Kalmenson,

sales chie^ returned

Down As
Fails;

Guile Succeeds

18.

that, since the morning
1941, drastic' and withal

seems

It

7,

valid and perhaps, needful changes
haiVe set in with the once, frivolous
and haphazard profession of studio
press-agentry or Hackery the lattei being a beautifully descriptive
sound, as of an emp^ bag heating
Itjj
head against nothing. This distinguished craft had changed' and, in
fact, is still changing so fast that

—

some
say,

old,
fell

broken down

—^who,

out of work four weeks
conceivably return to
liaison with the gold-

ago—might
find
en,

flack

'

no visual

meUow

blur

that

suffused

his

halcyon past.

Anyhow, that would be possible
with some studios, which were a
little backward in catching up with
the general trend toward a 'specialized' and 'personalized' market even
'

before war priorities and streamlined

newspapers

made

inevitable.

this

of course,, they're all going about
their fladdng on pretty much the
above basis, with this general ef-

Now,

.

ferences

with studio

officials.

photos there, meantime, has come
16 x 20 to 8 x 10.

Hlxlnr Vp tbe Atkproaob
Of course, while the objective is
the same, the approach \rarles according to the whims ^of individual

ANYWAY, irS OK

down from

Warners prints

department heads.

now down

to 8 x 10, with the II x
being completely di^ontinued as
soon as advance orders on them are

are

14's

filled.
But Metro still likes the old
size when it feels a client is entitled
to especial consideration, and, when
they really want to con the guy into
a state of mind, they, even mount the
danged thing.

PUBUCnYFOR
COLUMBIA

But, in general, the trend is' away
Washington, Aug. 18.
ostentation, except as an occaColumbia Pictures has been showsional gesture. Columbia, for example, has instituted what it fondly re- ing Tilk of the Town' to legal
fers to as the taUor-madc' treatment, groups in Washington, preliminary
which means tightening color and
to its premiere at the Eorle, Aug.
lab ^tuff down to .its merit; shortenBarristers have become critics.
ing stories and so acutely trimming 21.
client lists that it feels able to cater They don't like the fact that Ronald
to personal demands.
Colman, as an Associate Justice of
Warners says it has been' doing the U. S. Supreme Court, is turned
this latter for upward of four years, down by the girl Jean Arthur)

from

.

not only eliminating many unneces- who chooses Gary Grant, without a
The day of mass production in sary names, but now insisting that job and prospects. Legal fraternity
and optical new requests for mailing privileges thinks it nonsense for any girl to
typographical
«ral,
rhetoric is gone, probably not to re- be certified.
reject a Supreme Court Justice with
That is the real proof' of how far all the social position, financial seturn,
The publicity approach now Is Hollywood publicity is going with its curity and eminence of a top rankThey thhik Columbia
with the rapier instead of the retrenchment. It's even cutting down ing jurist
should remake the ending with the
bludgeon; with the quick, artful on the phonies.
orange blossoms going to Colman.
thrust at a given and selected tarFrank La Falce, Warner Bros, pubget; with guUe instead of galL
licist, replies that love does strange
hundred or so men no longer sit
thin^.
down and glibly dash (?ft so rnany
Colman's
Incidentally,
Ronald
lines of given drop of v^t similarspeech on the majesty of the law
ity on much the same siVbject.
and its application is being disThat way, a great deal of amtributed to Washington law students.
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
likewise
wasted;
munition was
Blackstone had nothing
money, even including 2c stamps.
New Coast section of RKO's ad- Disciples of
They used to operate like a dam- vertising and exploitation departs but praise over the way director
phool hunter who stands off from ment went into operation here yes- George Stevens handled the Supreme Court sequences, both for acthe forest and blazes away on the terday (Mon.) with Elliston Vinson
and technical details.'
theory that he's bound to hit aome-" in charge under general supervision curacy
thing, if only leaves. Today, they're of Perry Licljer, publicity director.
all sharpshooters, first stalking the Functions of .the new staff will be
quarry and then letting him have coordinated with 'those of the home
Pours Oiit
It right in the slack of his lap, a office in New York.
posture favored by many journalUnder the new setup Vinson wUI
$6,000,000 in
'
ists.
prepare advertising and exploiting
drives,
based
on
the
ideas
of
Charles
the
In effect, they're gone from
N. Y. 'Dandy'
.lavish to .the McTavish (or from W. Koemer, v.p. of RKO in charge
MUt. Howe, head
botch to Scotch) in one easy, home- of the studio.
planter under the old regime, was
spun lesson.
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
upped
to studio publicity manager,
The Fsvorea
It was a photo finish but Hollytaking
part
the chores forfect:

'

A

VINSON HEADS COAST

RKO ADV. BALLY SETUP

OAer Ikatres and Exchanges

He

also attended the company's regional
sales session in San Ffanclsco.
Mort Blumenstock, head of eastern ad-publicity, is staying at the
studio for talks with S. Charles
Einfeld,' director of advertising and
publicity. Probably will return by
the end of this week.

Mass Rhetoric Gone Forever

Hollywood, Aug.
of Dec.

Where GaO

over the

.

-

HoOywood

Bonds To

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
Came back with a Pearl Harbor
As representatlvcf^ on the Central woimd rtrlpe, having suffered
States Conference, newly organized shrapnel Injuries in his wrist and
coordinating body for six state Inde
arm on Dec. 7. Mullen enlisted In
pendent cxhibitoriE* organizations in the Army near^ two years ago.
this section, the Iowa association has
John Kallstein one time manager
named Harold Field and Leo Wool of Harris-Ferry, has joined Republic
cott, circuit owners. South Dakota's exchange staff as assistant booker,
unit wOl be represented by A. P. replacing
Ruza Zebra, recently
Sorenson, Chamberlain, and Leo upped to chief bookeic's berth when
Peterson, Rapid City. Wisconsin and 'Joe Daugherty resigned to take deMinnesota-North Dakota have not fense industry job.
Jack Malafsky, of Warner booking
yet chosen their delege^tes.
The Conference will aim to pre' department, resigned Saturday (15)
sent a more united and more power- to become manager of Manor theatre
ful front for the territory's Inde- in Wilmington, N. C.
Max SchafleV ex-Beaver exhib,
fight
for
pendent exhibitors in the
lower film rentals, in opposition to and Edward H. Goldberg, former
percentage, elimination of alleged Brushton theafre owner, formed
unfair trade practices end for the partnership here for manufacttire of
protection generally of independents', oxide and expect to be turning out
10 tons of it daily within the next
interests, It had been announced
two months.
Snider in Coast Guard
Waadward t* Shea
.
Portland, Me., Aug. 18.
Zanesville, p., Aug. 18.
Ralph Snider of Boston, owner of
John T. Woodward, publicity and
the Sfrand, Empfre and Cinema
here, is now Chief Bos'n's jylate advertising manager of the Zanes*
ville
Theaters,
Inc., Zanesville, O.,
Snider of the U. S. Coast Guard.
Turned over his yacht to the Coast has become manager of the Midland
Guard for the duration end wiU and Auditorium tbeafres at Newark,
O., operated by the Shea interests.
serve as CJ'.O. aboard it sans pay.
George Cronin, manager of Uie
RES de luxer 'Strand here -for the
B.
Newest
past year, transferred to the EmOklahoma City, Aug. 18.
Shift explained
pire, Providence.
Robb Rowley's fourth McAlester,
due to aciite manpower shortage in Okla., theatre now imder conR. L; also hint of a DJl's job there struction, will be known as the Star,
in the offing.
seat 400, to be opened about Sept
-

'

.

-

-

*

&

1.

iBlcrsiate'*

Shlfto

San Antonio, Aug. 18.
E. E. Collins, city manager for Interstate, announces several promotions and changes in personnel at
the local houses caused by key men
inducted Into the armed forces.

At the Majestic, ace Interstate
downtown house, finds Robert
Nelson, assistant manager and John
T. Floore, manager soon to be Inducted into the Army. Weldon Parson of Houston succeeds Floore.
James Herman Sollack promoted
from assistant of the State to manage the Highland, replacing Norman
Schwartz off to the Army. Lionel
Stiglets made freasurer of the State
while Beulah Greene named assistant manager. J. E. Reynolds new
manager of Fort Sam Houston; Mary
Grimes named assistant of the
Prince.
Call has gone outJter usherettes
to replace ushers at the Aztec.

..

'personaI">Hsits,'Teei£H>irf''

out their individual wants. Certain
key, papers, which get individualized
stories and pictures, and the syndicates ar^ blandished with attention

On

me

.

circulation

are

unlikely

to

maintain ehgraving plants, because
of the shortage of metal.
So the
caper now is to keep the stills on the
publicity desk and, in many cases,
make mats of the best available subjects.

I

Moreover, the daily "spot news'
letter th£re has been dropped, with
the realization that the boys many
times were 'stretching' for stories;

I

present indications that a separate
will be arranged for each.

campaign

The N. Y. meeting, which was attended by somtf 50 reps of various
ParaL-jount

subsid

theatre

circuits

and
homeoffice
staff
members,
framed a thorough analysis of all
merchandising

channels

preem of the picture
theatre, N. Y., Sept.

1.

the
for
at the Rlvoli

The whole-

hearted cooperation extended by the
result is a weekly letter, summariz- U. S. Mqjrines, tlie Marine Corps
The client list has l.ague and the American Red Cross
been pared, nay. 'amputated. It used marked initial discu^ions.
Alec
to be SOO-odd. Ifs now ISO, reduced Moss presided at a general session
to a legitimate, fundamental, busi- of Par field exploitation men in N. Y.
nesslike minimum. And the number yesterday, which brought exploiteers
of photo prints made on the lot have heri from virtually every part of
been cut by is much as 50%, with tUi U. S.
these featuring blow-ups intsead of
the continuity stuff tliat Life and
.

for a time made popular.
Metro, Warners and RKO made
quite a point of finding out what may
be «n the key clients' minds by sending out field men for contact pur-

poses every six months. At Univernow said that, following an
intensive survey, while news space
has been curtsied everywhere, the
cut has been proportionate through
all parts of .the paper, leaving the
drama page fairly open. Open, however, for pictures, more than for
type. Publicity stories of any length
go out from the Universal lot only
to about 20 papers.
The size of
sal, it's

.

No Need

for Banko

Dallas, Aug. 18.
Rialto theatre here is now a
recruiting sub-station. Man-

Now

Hamilton, O., Aug.

18.

The Paramount, largest of the
three Northio units, which has conducted
Sweepstakes
continuously
since April, 1937, without having
missed a single week, thereby establishing what is considered a record, now has discontinued the game,
which it is felt has run its course.
The Rialto, another Northio unit,
likewise
has
discontinued
bank
night, in operation at that house for
a number of years.

ager

first week a total of
signed for service.

During the

Kari Howe Vypcd
Karl Howc^ formerly salesman at
Kansas City, has been named branch
manager at Omaha by Robert Mochrie,

C.

RKO

sales chief.

W. Allen, recently

HOwe replaces
resigned.

PAR GETS 2D B'WAY
SHOWCASE VIA RIVOLI
Paramount Pictures obtained what
amounts to a new Broadway showcase for Its product
through a pact signatured Wednesday. (12) by United Artists Theatre
vfrtually

circuit and Par In the operation
of the RivoU theafre.
Agreemefat
for a term ot^ years gives Paramount Pictures participation in the
house's operation.
circuit will
continue to manage the theafre, but
'

UA

in conjunction with a committee
composed of two representatives of
each company, George Skouras and
104

- jyilliaA)Lj?v..PhlUip.!Lfoi_U)e theatre
circuit, and Leon
D. Netter and
Robert M. Weltman tof Paramount
Deal gives Paramoimt first call
on product going Into RivoU, thoui^
Hollywood is the birthplace of the
the andounced future policy is for
picture preem, so Uncle Sam figplaying Par and other product long*
ured it might be a good idea to pull
run.
Arthur
4>ne in its old home town.
'Wake Island* set to reopen the
Ungar ,editor of 'Daily. Variety,' was
RivoU, Sept a, for the fall season,
picked as coordinator of the Bond
wiU be first Par film under the new
drive, and coordinated the HollyStrictly for the Workers
deal to play the house.
wood preem in' front with $5,800,000
RivoU Is
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 18.
undergoing elaborate refurnishing
in early returns and several scatIico Carrillo, Jane Frazee, Donald and redecoratiiig under' the new
tering precincts to be heard from,
which will fetch the total up close O'Connor and Grace McDonald are management plan.
visitors for
Hollywood
aimounced
as
to $6,000,000, a new world's record
the opening of the Times theatre
on any bond selling track.
in Alameda, newest link in the
Warners' Hollywood theatre was growing Robert L. Lippert chain.
scaled from $25 to $25,000; idea was The house, formerly the Regent, Deane Elected Eifitor
that anyone could contribute to the wUl be operated on schedule to suit
building of three 10,500-ton Liberty the convenience of the thousands of
Publicist Service
ships by the California Ship Build- defense lyorkers in Alameda yards.
ing Corp.
Albert Deane, Paramount's foreign
Jack Lykes' New Post
ad-publicity director, was elected
Toledo, Aug. 18.
Jack Lykes, manager of Loew's editor of the International Film ReTied Piper' Leads L. A.
Valentine and Esquire, Toledo, for lations Committee feature service at
the past two years, resigned to join a meeting held Monday (17) at the
v^bich Hays office.
Inc.,
Theaters,
Associated
He succeeds David
Another Quin
operates the Colony, de luxe neigh- Blum, Mefro foreign secretary and
borhood bouse in Toledo. He will ad-pubUcity chief, under the commanage the Colony, succeeding mittee's arrangement of rotating
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
George Aylesworth, fransferred to editors.
I'ive-theatre showings of imporMost of session was oc'the Imperial, Cleveland. Formerly
tant pictures have struck a vogue manager of Loew's Stillman, Cleve- cupied In talking over various storied
in Los Angeles and a third such land, for eight years, Lykes is chair- the IFRC committee members have In
day-dating has- been set for 'Pied man of the theatre, group Civilian preparation for the Office of War
Piper,' by Charles Skouras, prez of Defense Committee in Toledo and Information.
The IFRC consists of
National Theatres, for Sept. 3. With county co-chairman for war bond alt foreigh ad-pubUcity managers of
dimout regulations operative, upped and stamp sales in theatres.
U. S. major comp&nies.
scale premiere will be held night
Progress was reported on the new
Sherbinc's Itekeover
before at the Chinese and the proradio project being framed in coPittsburgh, Aug. 18.
ceeds donated to Naval Aid AuxPalace theatre at South Fork frans- operation with the radio division of
iliary.
ferred from Mrs. Marjorie' Crissey the Inter-American Affairs comParade of quintuplet showings to George P. Sherbine, newcomer in mittee, Fortunat Baronat, of Unistarted with 'Mrs. Miniver' and fol- exhibition.
versal, and John AgeU, of Columlowed soon after by 'Tales of ManLarry Leonardi, of
theafre bia, citing sfrldes taken. Carl Milhattan.' Same arrangement has been booking office, upped to manager of liken, acting foreign manager for
made for 'Piper,' with the picture to poster department; a post he held the Hays office, told the IFRC about
hold over at United Artists, Wil- once before a couple of years ago.
tho War -Department cooperation in
Sgt. Pat Mullen, former assistant
shire and Four Star after teaming
manager of Capitol and Hilltop thea- skipping films- to Puerto Rico.
up with Chinese and State on the ixes, home on a IS-day furlough IFRC will not meet again until
first week's run.
from Camp Douglas, Salt Lake City. Sept 14.
'

smart guys

ing, developments.

Look

in that terrain, piling up
a total of $5,570,000. That's it, the
said, and nothing like it
will ever happen again.

preemed

Is/

Following the completion of Paramount's one-day cotltab on national
•even diys in every week.
handling of 'Wake Island,' Robert
The rest get run-of-the-mill stuff, Gillham announced yesterday (Tuesbut the mailing list is not as large day) that additional sessions will be
as it was, because Metro now queries held in the futinre by Paramount
many clients via postcard about the theatre ad executives land the Par
service, and, if no reply is forthcom- exploitation staff
Pattern of the
ing, the guy is read right out of the New York huddle will be followed
party
at these meetings.
At Paramount it has been discovFrom 40 to 60 prelim dates are
ered that papers in towns of 60,000 to being set up on 'Wake Island,' with
75,000

The
Navy
'

a Beernitins S^Uon

Louis phaminsky has- been
made co-chairmen for the 'Navy
in north
wood beat New York in the coast vs. Call -to the Colors Drive'practically
booth
Texas.
The
coast Bond Selling Derby' entitled erected' in the on the 'main thourWhen afare and in the lobby is manned by
Dandy.'
Doodle
'Yankee
average
officer.
An
petty
naval
a
Charles Einfeld pulled it on Broadenlist a day.
way it was the biggest thing ever of 25 to 30 young men

over
of
At Metro, as an instance, it's rec- merly handled by Vinson.'
ognized that there are only about 90
big, worthwhile newspapers in the
country, and they study these very
narrowly from a distance and ply Par Exploiteers Hot

them "with

Klalto

Preem

Top

•

Melnberg Now Aot. Mgr.
"
Newark; Aug. 18.
Murray Wemberg,' formerly freasurer Branford, upped to assistant
manager. Leo Goldman, who' takes
over as. freasurer, was assistant
manager of Savoy, nabe house.

men

"

Joins the Opposition
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 18.
Ted Krohn, for three years associated with the Lincoln Theatre
Corp., was hired by the opposition
Westland Co. as manager of the
State, succeeding Dean Davis. Davis
left to join the Army.

•

.

Of

.

Preem

To

.

'

WB

.
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MR. GABLE AND MISS TURNER
ARE KISSING AGAIN!
And pulses are popping in
And lovers are sighing in
And turnstiles are turning in
And money is flowing in
So watch those

fROHT

Harris^

burg, Reading, Dayton,

Atlanta,

New

Orleans

and

test runs in

SOMEWHERE

BOHD
,SECOHD

Baltimore, Norfolk^ Rich-

mond, Wilmington,

is

a

New

I'LL

FIND YOU

Reason Hit from

Metro-GOlONiim-Mayer!

M

hml Maintaini

Washington, A-ug. SO.
Apprehension by the Army of Hawaiian Senator Sanjl Abe for illegal
possession of a Japanese floc lost
week brought ddinands the Wor De-

Of Large-Scale Rctore Production
Despite War; Newsreels Big Factor
Regardless of «VJiat they hftve to
do without iii wartime, the Russians
are not cutting doTvn much on film
production, from accounts reaching
the U. S. Newsreels in particular
are officially regarded as ranlcing in
importance with newspapers, with
result that there has been an enpansion in this branch of production.
Reels are now produced weekly instead Of every two weelcs and production of special features based on
the headlines, such as "Moscow
Strikes Back', has been increased.
Sharpest contra t between American and Soviet approach to photographic coverage of the war is that

men are treated as war correspondents there instead of official
representatives charged with the
duty of filling Government archives
picture

with celluloid records. Soviets have
over 100 leisers, all ,of a war correspondent status, in%e front lines
who are shortly to produce a film
entitled 'A Day At War', which wiU
provide a complete record of warfare in combat zones from the White
Sea to the black Sea.
Soviet film production, meantime,
hai been shifted entirely into Asiatic
Russia, east of the Urals (newsreels
excepted), with result that the flow
of product destined for the Ameri-

can market remains unimpeded although total Russian feature production has been cut approidmately
S0% since the outbreak of the Russo-

German

Inn

Foreip

No

Biz There

Anyway

Forthcoming blackout of Unocca
pied France to American films, an-

Confab will be run by
the Committee on Cinematography,
with topline Soviet producers, direc-

Aug. 21-22.

and performers readipg papers
on the subject, an exhibit of Hollywood stills and portraits, and the
screening Of two or three unidentified American films which were
tors

probably obtained via the U. S.
Since

all

Em-

sUch governmental spon-

the Russo film leaders

who

discuss Yankee pictures are a
few known to Hollywood. These include Zoya Fyodorova, who did the
feminine lead in 'Girl £rom Lenin-

wiU

grad'; Serge Elsensteln,

director of
'Alexander Nevsky' and author of a
book of film technique just published

by Harcourt Brace

titled

The Film

Set

Up Own

1%;

last

to

Soldiers in Aussie
Melbourne, Aug.

week from under Premier

to

73,00& It is expected 'Simon Boliproducers whatever advice they can
var' will far out-gross even 'Ay
oh marshalling existing equipment
Jalisco No Te Rajeo,'- Mexican picto best advantage and wiU report
ture which so far holds the all-time
back to the Rockefellerites the minrecord, olthough latter did not do
imum needs for added equipment
exceptionally well in its first showCIAA will endeavor to obtain this

equipment

with

although

present

limited production of such material

may be

it

SHORTAGES HIT

feller

Committee).

'Gangway,' Palladium.
Francis Alstoi^c, CIAA " topper,
'Get a Load of This,' Hippodrome.'
promised full support tov/ard getting
lllellDe,' Duchess.
cooperation of the Army on shipping
'Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
priorities for film. He also- declared
Piccadilly.
•Msuibeth,'
Itlnrder Wiihont Crime,' Comedy. tliat his office would do everything
possible
to
obtain
priorities
on
'.^laid ef the MoontaioB,' Coliseum.
'No Orchids Sor Miss Blondiob,' equipment and then on shipping
There's a
space to get It south.
Wales.
shortage of some equipment in the
'Baiii,° St Martin's.
U. 'S. as well as in Latin America,
'Bebeeea,' Strand.
Inasmuch, as the factories which
'Bose-Marie,' StoU'a.
make projectors and parts have
'Qalet Week-End,' .Wyndham's.
either been converted to war work
Bnssian Ballet, Cambridge.
or are engaged on Army orders.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
Rockefeller group is anxious to
'Sky Htgb,' Phoenix.
Iceep films going to Latin -America
The Danelng Tears,' AdelphL
The Doctor's DUemmar' Hay- and houses there operoting inasmuch
as it considers motion pictures, parmarket
The Maa IVlie Camo to HHiaeo?/ ticularly newsreels, top U. S. propaSavoy.
ganda weapon. While shortwave raThe Morning Star,' Globe.
dio is picked up, audiences number"Wild Bese,' Prince.
ing no more than thousands and
°Wam That Btan," Garrick.
longwave rebroadcasts there by only
°Wateh on (he Bblne,' Aldwycb.
htmdreds of thousands. Films are
seen by 40,000,000 Latinos a week.
Alstock also took the occasion to
explain to the foreign managers the
CIAA's new policy of concentrating
.

very difficult

Oo

Four
rectly

Iioaa
of the technicians went dito Mexico City from Los

Angeles and the other from Nbw
York.
They were loaned to the
Coordinator's office by the companies for which. they work, but are
imderstood also to be receiving
modest per diem fees. In 'the group
are Edmund Bertram, superintendent of technical operations and chief
engineer of DeLuxe Laboratories,
N. Y.; Victor Chrlstensen, supervisor of cost control and production
exec at the 20th-Fox studios; William Fendei*, studio manager for
Charles
R.
Rogers Productions;
Frank Fouce, operator of Spanishlanguage theatres In Los Angeles,
and Sidney Bowen, 20th-Fox production manager.
To aid Brazilian picture-making,
Coordinator's office has sent William

Murray to Rio.
some 10 years

Murray was for
assistant Suropean
chief of Fox-Movietone News. Much
of His work during that time consisted of setting up and training
native camera crews in many countries of Europe to keep Movietone
covered.

Murray'' 'arrived

"

Ri6""about

in

three weeks ego and will remain at
least six months.
He went down
at the request of the Brazilian Department of Press and Propa'ganda.
His task is to set up and train within the department' a unit capable of
turning out shorts and newsreels.
One of the toughest jobs'the Rockefeller group has had to face has
been getting decent films about
Latin America.
Most of those it
has obtained so far have been made
either
like

by professional travelogers,
JuUen Bryan (16mm) and

Patrick (theatrlcol), or from
U. S. tourists.
In aid of the Chilean industry,
the Coordinator's office has sponsored the presence In this country
of Jorge Guinle, son of a Chilean
producer. Guinle was In New York
for a while studying operations of
homeofflces, laboratories, etc., and
is now on the Coast where he is
working part time at the 20th-Fox
studios, learning various aspects of
film-making. It is expected that his
return to Chile will result in odditlonal production there.
Latin-American production in the
past has been pretty much limited
to Mexico and Argentina.
"Hiere
has been a little in Rio and some
in Santiago by the elder Guinle.
on getting its ideological product
Cuba
has made a few pictures, too,
than
theatrically
rather
shoTVn
but that's about aU.
The whole
through the 16mm. projection used thing
has never amounted to 100
In the past. Foreign chiefs promised
pictures a year.
Theatres are alto aid in every way. in getting picmost 100% dependent now on U. S.
tures shown and named a committee
product tvith French, Carman and
to handle details of this and a survey
Italian production all but completely
which the CIAA will have made of cut off.
equipment needs. First meeting with
the committee was held Monday (3).
Fits

.

for

Yank

Due to Local laxity'

18.

went

and Caracas, third.
The second highest first-run gross learned. They will survey studio
in recent years was 'Sangre y Arena'
and other mechanical facilities for
CBlood and Sand'), which drew production. They'll give
Mexican
tal

Shows

'Fall Swlni;,' Palace.

they ask or

if

experts

under the auspices
of the Coordinators' office, it was

the trek to Great Britain in
the past few weeks and may be the
forerunner of junkets by other
managers, if and when travel arrangements can b*e made.
Seidelman,' Unlversal's
Joseph
v.p. in charge of sales, arrived in
England more than three weeks ago
and returned to N. Y. this week.
Phil Reisman, WtO's foreign chief,
signified this week that he may make
Not only the difficulties of getting
the trip to Britain if travel ar- shipping priorities on films
for Latin
rangements could be madei Others .America, but
war-created shortages
also may go to London, where the
of replacement projection equipmmt
situation seems to warrant o lookfor houses there is bothering foreign
sen because of various problems
managers of major U. S. distribs.
there confronting all Yank comCarbons, vacuum tubes and other
panies. Lawrence will Inspect eight
needed parts are getting so scarce
branches in Britain.
in lAtin countries that a large number of theatres may be forced to
shutter within six months unless relief comes.
Current London
Darkened houses, of course, v/ould
be a severe blow to U. S. film revenue from Latin Amerira, already
London, Aug. 10.
suffering by the shortage o| shipping
'AU's Fair," Whitehall.
space for pictures, so the majors
'Awake and Sing,' Cambridge.
here are directly concerned with
•Big Top,' His Btojesty"!!.
keeplnjg'the theatres operating.' They
•BlUhe Spirit,' St James's.
toward that end in New York
met
Princess.
D'Oyly Carte Opera,
lest week with execs of the film
'Flaropaih,' Apollo.
division of. the Office of Coordinator
'Fine and Dandy,' Seville.
of Inter-American Affairs (Rocke-

Shows

Because the Victoria government
Dunst ji was althe warfront area was the arrival in legedly lai: regarding the opening of
Australia of a batch of lost prints. cinemas on Sunday in Melbourne,
These included some 10-12 features, American morole officers say they
destined for Tava and Indo-China, ere no longer interested in the
v/hich were apparently lost when Sabbath shows, and point out tliat
Japan declared war. Because most of arrangements have been perfected
the prints bore Dutch and French- for the -operation of more than 60
Buperlmposed titles, about the only picture shows in U. S. troop camps
thing that can be done with the re- nightly.
covered prints is to melt them down
The Dunstan government first
for future productions in Arzac v/anted two Melbourne cinemas open,
but exhibitors refused, saying that
orlntln£ laboratorlca „

Other development

manager

facilities

last

THEATRES

VOKS, the USSR's Society for
Cultural Relations with Foreign
Countries, wUl sponsor a conference
on '.American Films' in Moscow on

ya

'Value of the franc currently means
this will not run beyond $300,000.
this part of France is
omoll even ia normal times, and now
(with oldie subjects) is reported to
be running at the rate of less than
$BOO,000 per year for the eight U. S.
major companies.
By the 'Vichy order, some pictures
^111 be pulled out of clrcUlatios on
Sept ao, another batch on Nov. 15
and the last on Dec. 3i,

production

var). It ran in. the Avilo and Prin- require help.
cipal theatres the first week; ConFive technical
tinental, the second week; ContinenMexico
week

UTIN-AMERICA

MOSCOW

Sense'; V, I. Pudovkin, director of
last week to become fully 'Storm Over Asia'; Alexander Doveffective recently, will have little zhenlco, producer of 'Arsenal,' and
Ehrenburg, who wlU read
effect on total foreign' business of
V. S. distributors because such biz is paper on Charlie Chaplin's The
rated infinitesimal. No new product Great Dictator.'
De^ite
the lack of U. S. pix for
has gone into this market for about
two years, many dtstribs in France general release, the Soviet film execs
keep posted on foreign films via the
playing pictures several years old.
respective
embassies, which bring in
American distributors iiave been
able to get small sums of money out pictures for their own entertainment
of 'Vichy France from time to time and often make them available for
Soviet
edification at private shows.
but several are reputed to have several million francs tied up there now,

Bevenue Irom

sales

10.

Development of local picture production in Latin American countries
beyond the present limited scale is
on the agenda of the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-Amerlcon Af(Rgckefeller Committee) as
fairs
another way to aid the Good Neigh-

this city, birthplace of Baliyar, the bor Policy.
Definite steps in that
South American liberator.
direction were taken in Mexico last
The four-hour production grossed v/eek, following help already given
100,218 bolivares (over $30,000) in in Brazil.
Chile is also on the list
three weeks and looks as if it will for advice and instruction and other
have drawn 110,000 by the end of its Latin nations will be aided: to set up
fourth week (about 38c. ta the boli-

make

nounced

.

Safe arrival this week of Xiaudy
20th-Fox foreign sales
London marks the second

American foreign

U.S. FILMS IN

Among

1

Washington, Aug.

Lawrence,
chief, in

American.

Blackont on Uo

-14-

ing.

CONFERENCE ON

—

Fix Fa3s to Stir Yanks;

to Good-Neighbor Pofic

Call for the probe, which accompanied congratulations for Lieut

sentence for theft of film equipment
against this country.
and being an accessory to theft by
'Senator Abe was for years assoothers, has resulted in the High
ciated with the Japanese Consulate
Court at Pretoria setting aside the
agents in Hawaii as Japanese propaconviction.
ganda moving picture film exchange
William Boxer, managing director agent This fact alone should make
of Alejcander Films, who was also the officials check his past associaconvicted on the same charges, was tion with Jap officials,' Haan desuccessful In his appeal against theft, clared.
but his appeal against the second
Abe was arrested Aug. 2, and holds
count was dismissed. The sentence dual citizenship in both countries.
of four months' imprisonment on the
latter was confirmed. Boxer applied
for appeal to Appellate Division.
Boxer's appeal against the fine of 25
pounds (about $75) on the first count
was granted, but the SO pounds fine
Film
American
on the second count was confirmed.

discussions get ^lash pickups
including those producing projectors In the Soviet papers, the confab carall beyond easy reach of Nazi
ries definite propaganda values, to
bombers.' According to one of the
the Russians in that it will give the
Russian studio workers writing to massed somettiing new and pleasant
a relative in the U. S.,- earthquakes to discussT' -And since only four U.S.
Instead of bombs occasionally dispix were released in USSR last year
turb the quiet countryside!
CCSiampagne Waltz' and 'Give Me
The Mosfilm and Lenfllm studios This Night' from Par; Metro's 'Great
have been moved respectively from
Waltz,' and 'Three Musketeers' from
Moscow and Leningrad to Alma' 20th-Fox), and all of these were
Ata .Ad Kazakhstan. The Kiev stumusicals, the conference will widen
dios are. now in Tashkent, Uzbethe proletarian sawy of things

My

As Aid

Gen. Delos C. Qmmons, military govCaracas, Aug. 0.
ernor of Hawaii, was made by Kilsoo
Cape Town, July 20.
The Mexican picture 'Simon BoliK. Haan, head of the Sino-Korean
The appeal of Norman Iiourie, di- Peoples' League and author of re- var* has smashed the all-time local
rector of Alexander Films (So. Afrirecord for first-run attendance and
Japanese
eswarnings
about
peated
largo audiences in
ca), Ltd., against his conviction and
and military scheming is still drawing
pionage

war..

kistan.

Uo So Picture Prod, in Latin»Ameri

partment investigate his past association with Nipponese offlcinls and
find out about his activities as Japanese propaganda film agent in Ha-

B®. Afrie® CoHivieftsem

end equipment manufacturing plants, sored

.

to Discuss

waii.

Military requirements have taken
about 50% of the film industry workers in Russia,, but thl year's releases
in the U. S. will number approKimately the same as in prevloiu seasons. Due here shortly are five new
Russian films entitled, 'Defense of
Tzaritsdn', (now Stalingrad), 'Siege
of Leningrad', 'Seamen of the Black
Sea' (dealing with the defense of
Sevastopol), 'Swineherd and the
Shepherd' and 'Mas^ika'.
Introduction of 16 mm. film, an Ina—.-a'tlon for ibs Reds, has made
possible regular screenings for Russian troops all along the front lines.
Snemy prisoners are also i>ermitted to attend Rowings.
Soviets have their own raw stock

^mmittee

Rockefeller

Some Semblance

the same conditions os In Sydney
should opply.
This would have
meant the troops coming in at iialfprice and able to bring a civilian
friend along at the week-night scale.
(aovcmment now has agreed, but
there's now ho interest from the
Americans. It is believed that with
tte American camps operating their
.own cinemas the Sabbath tsado
throughout the commonwealth will
drop mostly to Aussie troop patronage. Majority of exhibitors would
be happy if the Sabbath idea folds as
any profit derived therefrom would

have gone

to charity.

m

A. Lo Pratchett
¥.
-A. L. Pratcliett Poromount's Latin"Wild Wind' Smashes
American manager, orrlved In New
Theatre Mark in Aussie York this week from a tour
Melbourne, Aug. la
•Reap the Wild Wind' (Par), playing at the State, largest theatre here,

every record -made
since the house was built.
Reported to be doing around
$6,500 weekly and has finished its
eighth week.
has

smashed

-

most
American

of

Central

South
and
been away

countries. He's

more than two months.
Problem of getting features and
newsreels through on schedule in
South America is likely to come in
for
major consideration in his
home-office huddles.

a
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STATE,

Mrs. W. goes into a dance, ending
N. Y.
with a split, in which position she
is carried oft the stage by a couide
Oxford Boys (3), Jon Murray, King
ushers. Their gags register weU
'Dear Diary" produced by Florence of
Arline, Grace Drysdale, Bobby
bill which isn't crowded with
on
a
Rogge, settings by Bruno Maine, cosByrne Orch with Dorothy Claire and
humor.
tutnej, Marco Montedero and
Barron features a vocalist in all Jerry Scott; 'Crossroadir (M-C).
Bogge; lighting, Eugene Braun; with
numliers. The warmest recepIrene Zambelli, June Forrest, George band
The State has an outside band on
Burke for his
Gri^n, Glee Club, Nicholas Dales, tion was given Blyde
podium this week, but it's about
nifty singing of "Sleepy Lagoon' and the
Muriel Gray, Norma Gsntner, Oscar
sled in Hawaii.
'Always in My Heart' Tiny Wolfe, as necessary as a
Uishey, Ballet, Miriam LaVeUe, Bob about as broad as he is long, is the Hardly tbe best of musical aggregaEvans, Rockettes; Robert Kitain vrith
orch is up
cut-up ot the band, malcing Ught of tion, the Bobby Byrne
orchestra; Richard Liebert at organ;
against an unflattering xomparison
his weight in a parody on 'You Must
neatMarch of Time's 'Men of the Fleet
Been a Beautiful Baby.' The with the Oxford Boys, three
and 'Bambt' (.Disney -RKO) relieved Have
who do better with
big boy is fast on lus feet Billy looking youths
than the 15*
<n 'Variety' May 27, 1942.
Cover gives the customers a touch of vocal musical imitations
romance with 'Johnny Doughboy,' piece crew can deliver with actual
instruments.
It's to be expected that, after 10 supported by the Blue Notes. FinalThe Oxfords at least give the show
Treeks of 'Mrs. Miniver,' there must ly, Jimmy Brown makes a hit for
be some letdown at the Radio City himself with 'He Wears a Pair of some idass via their imitations of
Music Hall, and this wedc sees it Silver Wings' and a sul>dued version bands in the top-money brackets,
With' Walt Disney's 'Bambi' back- of 'Jingle, Jangle.* The voices are such as Henry Busse, Kay Kyser,
logged for months, waiting to reach all to the good, but the band could Fred Waring, Wayne King, Guy
It's
llie de luxe screen, the supporting stand a soprano for variation.
It Lombardo and Jimmy Dorsey.
ctage presentation seemingly got goes into a patriotic finale to tbe all good for sock applause, delivered
Result tune df 'Any Bonds Today,' with a in showmanly manner by the three
stale champing Qt the bit
Is a marathon 'Dear Diary,' a so-so q)ecial backdrop showing flocks of boys.
Show has three other dick turns,
variety presentation, whidi, if noth- planes in flight
and one of them, Jan Hurray (New
ing else, should be the ciHiTincer to
Corb.
Biz is good.
Acts), should be beard from. He's a
Messrs.
Elyssell, LeonidoB, et bL,
comi^T-in appearance, a nic^-looking
that you can't go wrong with a
Henny Youngman.
dumb act at the mammoth HalL
Y.
N.
King and Arline, tap-dancing
TUis, a No. 2 act like Miriam Lamixed team, get over solidly with
Ve&e is the next-to^osing sock of
an artless Boy-Meets-Girl presentaCower A Jeanne, Jeanne Bridesom. their iitterbug routines in duo. King
tion.
WaUer Dare Wohl. Ben. Tosfs Vi- himself slaps in one good rhythm
Tbe sight values again are the de- Kings (8), Harper's Jitterbugs (1«), solo in between the two numbers
termining factor and thus any panto Goe Foster Girts, PBuI Ash's House with the nice-looking, wellrbuilt
novelty, whetiier it's of the tffe Orch; The Pied Piper" (20th), re- brunet
Grace Drysdale, with her hand-doll
tath as the late, great Joe JacksHu viewed in 'Variety* July *, '42.
routine worked from behind a minior a prctty-pret^ acro-contortive
ature ctnlain^ supplies a neat and
dancer sudi as Miss aVelle, is a
The facade of an old southern likeable little novdty. Young femme
cindi to wham 'em.
for
batidrtqi
serves
the
as
makes
the doUs dance in snappy
mansion
The paradox is that gab acts of
the type of B(A> Kvans likewise dick, the current week's stage presenta- fashion and ^e's evidently as good a
where bis ventriloquial crossfire is tion and the producer makes excep- bet for theatres as she is for niteries.
Bjrrne's orch is going nowhere.
the basic ingredient, but still there's tionally skillful use of the material
notiiing.as socko as an out-and-out at hand in whii>ping together 45 min- Medioiere in its own innings, it also
The omtradictions are utes of entertainment. The show is leaves much to be desired in its playsif^t act
many because the Hall's acoustics fast and varied, and about the only ing of the show. For King and Axand hiddtt mike ^stem are sudi place that it bogs down is where line it was way behind the dancers
that the lyrics come throu^ per- Jeanne Brideson is interpolated for at the flnish, with the duo off and
fecUy, so seemingly the answer to some fancy fiddling alter making I>ack-on for their bows by the time
the orch banged out the last note.
Miss LaVelle's particular click lies due obeisance to Stephen Foster.
Iffis Brideson is quite talented as
Two vocalists are with Byrne, one
Jn a mass attitude to lean back and
appreciate the sight values with a a violinist; but the Roxy's customers fair and the other good. Jerry Scott
minimum ot effort. Thus, also, may seemed divided on the question of the baritone, shows little vocmly, and
be explained the consistent 'whammo Whether she siionld have followed up those dirty-white oxfords with a blue
of the Rockettes, apart from their her sweet little Foster medley with suit make him lo<^ as though he's
Cute, blmde
that somewhat .lengthy passage of wearing snowshoes.
nltinuite in precision routining.
'Dear Diary" theme is projected intricate bow woiic. As against a Dorothy (^aire is in sharp contrast
via an animated caption between murmur of restiveness which accom- to Scott, with her voice on par with
Irene Zajoa- panied her glissandcs there was a a nifty appearance. However, she
seven scenes.
ttie
belU sets the boy - girl idea with loud and sustained salvo to greet her could pick some newer times than
J u'n e at the finish. As usual, the Roxy's the already tired 'Jingle, Jangle' and
her Cupid interruptions.
Forrest and George Griffin are regulars express their sentiments the very dated 'Arthur Murray.'
Biz pretty good Thursday night in
the cmtral figures who take .'^e rirfit from the shoulder.
What stands out in this show is the view of the rain.
Scho.
presentation through tbe Dancing
It coaIjcsson, Nicholas Daks clicking as wealth of good dancing.
the dancing wy^'^r in a well-staged sumes perhaps 75% of the running
tiie
perlcs
every
bit
it
time,
but
of
cmiceit Miss Forrest employs "My
in
this
field,
of
Tops
attentimL
Schwartz
Bridal Gown' by Arthur
and Albert Stillman as the theme course, are Gower and Jeanne. In
Kansas City, Aug. 15.
for The Shower.' During Griffin's this pair youth seems to have readied
Poppy, £lmcr
Ethel Sisson, Les
of hoofing versatili^ and
the the
Dinner,*

MUSIC HALL,

N. Y.

A

H

ROXY,

.

TOWER, K.C

peak
badied by
*Badidor
Glee Club, they drag in 'We Must the Boxy

Eroaenole'

and

tine as well as other smartly contrived bits, and Harper's Jitterbugs,
a mixed Harlem trolipe (16) that

symphl
out Biz

opening night Abel.

girzltng

Robert Kitain violin solos the

mi

of

f&ir

first

'Sympttonie
Lalo's
Dinicu-Heifetz's

CIRCLE, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Aug. 15.

Blue Barrcm Orch (14), Larry AdMrs. Waterler. Vol Setz, San Bae
Jbll. Clyde Burke. Jimmy Broun,

k

Billy Cover,

Tiny Wolfe, Blue Notes
VicUnyf (Col).

<&); 'Blondic for

'

Blue Barron hits a happy medium
fn band shows in the currrat at- for
Orchestra
'at the. Cirde.
plays with plenfy of life but doesn't
try to blow the walls down. Mood
Js |>leasantly subdued, whether mu
sic is sweet or hot Non-performing
maestro presents bis iour vocalists
and high-calibre extra acts with tact
and sldll and uses lights to good effect in creating atmosphere
for
traction

tunesL

Larry Adler, harmonica virtuoso,
Adler, a dapp.er youth

Is big dick.

fat striking contrast
to ragamuiOGn
getup usual in harmonica acts, does
.not play down to his audience, yet
wins a sock reception with a swell

performance of Ravd's 'Bolero,'
badced by the band. He also feaa. swank arrangement of 'Begin
the Beguine' and strikes a 'more
popular level with 'Blues in the
tures

Night' and 'Beat Me, Daddy.' The
act is dass, but not too high-minded
for the mifltitude.
Val Setz is as dever as ever in
his amusing manipulation of assorted
objects ranging from Indian clubs
to silver coins. His topper is a stunt
in which he kicks four silv^ dollars,
4»e at a time, off his toe and catdies
them in the air, one in his teeth, another on his forehead and one in
each eye He also juggles his bat
and cigar while removing his eoat.
There's always a laugh in his trick
of .rolling a ball along to his finger
tips and back under the palm of his
liand with no visible means of sup-

port

Nan Rae, strictly business, comes
to the micnqphone to conduct an
inquiring reports interview, and'
Mn;. Waterfall rises from, the audience to be the victim, lbs. W. has
all ,the wadty answers, while Bliss
Rae plays straight. After singing
Tasket.' In douBle talk,
'A TJskdt.

A

time in his career c<»nes Cleve plays 'Glow Worm' as blonde
Odec.
to work on a horse.
and shapely partner does a threepart modified strip^'tease, finishing
with false-front business which gets
a good hand. One ofl-color line
HIPP,
used by Cleve the opening night
should be out, considering Tower
Bpltimore, Aug. 15.
family trade.
Hden Macey, a Tower 'Discovery
George Beatty, Dick & Dot Remy,
Murphy Sisters <3), Martels & Mig- Night' winner, walks on to sing
non (4), Felice lula House Orch; Hero,' which is followed by 'Smoke
Gets in Your Eye^ as encore.
•Pride of the Tonfcees' (RKO).
Seven Ffedyscws, balancing act,
Layout packs a nice entertainment closes the show, and their fast roupundi. It's built just right to round tine of difficult feats alternated with
out the hard pull on the emotions comedy is good for a loud hand.
The Laurd and Hardy flicker
built into the picturizatioh of Lou
should help house gross for the week
Gdirig's life.
(Seorge Beatty is a pleasing emcee, considerably, but the second feature
weaving in and out with strsughtfor- is none too strong.
ward announcements and good gagging in addition to holding down bis
own ^ot next to dosing with a
lunny stew bit and a comedy vocal,
Bill opens with Dick and Dot Remy,
Miami, Aug. 14.
slim lad and oversized femme who
Vic Hyde, Billy Reyes, Equillo
turn, in some sock aero .stuff to good Brothers, Elinor Sherry, 4 Queens,
response and considerable laughter. Harry Reser House Orch; 'CrossMale member paces turn well and roads' (M-G).
the'first

BALTO

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

contributes some flashy tricks himself including a handstand on skates
Despite absence of any marquee
which rings the bdl histily.
voltage, stage lineup has its moSisters are a promising ments, and parlayed with engrossing
^ Murphy
trio of harmony singers utilizing screen fare it provides better-thangood arrangements and sdling to the average summer entertainment.
very hilt every note and gesture. Do
Vic Hyde is back for the ump'Won't
Go Dancing.' Gershwin's teenUi tniie, and stiU solid with this
affording house. Hyde is so corny be crackles
'B-I-Bi/
'Summertime,*
some,good vocal .impressions, and, for when he walks, but nevertheless
a rousing encore, 'Jingle, Jangle.' continues to wow 'em with his brass
Halted proceedings when' caught and section ambidextrpusness.
He's ^
have the makings for further devd- parlcr version of a circus one-man
opment
band, imitating hall dozen combos
Following Beatty 's turn, Martels with a specially rigged bandstand,
and MSgnon; three lads and a gal, are and ttien cutting loose on three
in punchy adagio featuring flashy trumpets and a sliphom simultanethrows and lifts.
ously. Only new note injected into
Btirm
act since last out is a takeoff on
Biz very forte.
'

mimics

Chatter is moderatdy amusing, but
has tendency to go too blue for a
family bouse. Once he hits his stride,
thou^, he's gopd for plentr of giggles. Handles emcee chores nicely.
The Equillo Brothers are also an
English unportation' and retain distinct music-hall flavor. Pair pull a
switch on.familiar acrobatics by singing while perforating their lifts.

Reebtered strongly here.
Elinor Sbeny is a petite songstress
with appealing pipes and pleasant
manner. She served a session on
Mutual, but this is her flirst season on
the road, and it will take time to esChoice of
tablish her b.o. value.
tunes is okay and she sdls them

N. Y.

3, '42.

the long running time

Because

of
of the accompanying film this show is
cut to the bone. The 44 minutes allotted the show gives the Sammy
Kaye band comparatively brief opporttmity.to show itself and its personaliti^ since there are two outside
acts and Kaye's 'So You Want to

Lead a Band' ideal But what it does
is done in crack stage style. It all
adds up to a fast, entertaining
session.

Kaye is one of the most able of
when it comes to riding
herd on a stage show. He handles
bandleadera

himself, his men and mx. duties in
smooth fashion, getting. the most out
of the comedy by-play that's standard with his coDUM) of four sax, five
pers, tbe Four Queens work hard but brass, six rhythm (two pianos, two
lack flash.
Routines display UtUe guitus). Hii direction of the byort^nall^ and execution is ragged. now widdy known 'So You Want to
Poor cosnmiint too.
Lead a Band' interlude, in which he
House full when caught Friday (4). awards prizes to youngsters from
Leslie.
tbe audience for the best Job of
batoninft the band, is expert Kaye
has a Imadt of making the questioning of contestants a harmless, entertaining sequence. As a nile the
solidly.

A mediocre, quartet of femme tap-

.

CHICAGO. CHI

Chicago, Aug. 14.
embryo wand-waving adds more
0''ch, .Bob Eberty, hilarity.
0*ConneU. Pat
Henning,
Trom a musical viewpoint the
Bros.; 'Beyond the Blue band is doing a fine job. Kaye's
Horizon' (Par).
commercial style lends itself to stage
appearances, and here his stuff is
dressed
up with outstanding lighting;
greets
storm
of
applause.
that
The
his every appearance, the mob of it's also well paced. Perhaps the best
kida waiting patiently outsdde the production number is built around
stage door for his autograph they're 'Stardust,' an ingeniously lighted bit
the best indicatioDs of Junmy Dor- utilizing large luminescent stars

Jimmy Dorsey

Helen

IXmglas

—

set's standing in the jive world. worked by the bandmen into neat
His c«»nbo is still one of the smooth- gattems. Another, flag-waver, is
uilt around liOt's Bring New Glory
est, smartest and liveliest in the
to Old Glory,' tune from the band's
business.
For the jitterbugs,. Dorsey brings forthcoming 20th-Fox film. Remainin a couple of eye-bpenen in the ing tunes are pops.
Band's singers, who are plentiful,
persons of Bud Robinson and Nealy
Bahen, jit 'diamps' from Richmond, get only one tune apiece. Nancy
Va., who tear the floor apart The Norman, neat looking recent addition,
kids are good and got great reaction. does 'Wonder When My Baby's
Coming
Home' in nice voice. She's
Hden O'Connell and Bob Eberly
reare too well-known to' require ex- no', yet at ease onstage and it's
Got
tensive description.
Both are per- sponsible for a cold delivery.
however. Don Cornell,
sonable in appearance and each sings good response,
doing 'Stage Door
well as individuals and in duo, hav- guitar, is on early
in cf deep baritone. He's
ing an easy, ^dous stage presence. Canteen'
ill at ease. Billy WilEberly's version of Tangerine' won also new and
liams is the singer brought from
particular applause.
Texas by Kaye to sing his own tune,
Two colwed Douglas Brothers are 'Where
Meet Sky,' and he
Mountains
speedy hoofers with a unique collecon it Tommy Ryan
job
fine
dott
a
tion of steps, falls and splits. They
solidly with 'Begin Beguine.'
work hard and garnered a fine re- clicks
Arthur Wright, tenor, was cut from
ception.
the show to shorten it At other
Pat Henning is a screwball comic times there are the Three Kaydets
fresh and
His
.

-

'

Quantity again is
wedc, and qualify is
basses -«>Pi-4M. to.a^.W^t

and Hardy in 'A-Haunting We Will
commotion these folks put Go' holding their own both as laughon, but the stuff is niftily fitted into getters and crowd-pullers.
the production.
Herb Six
After snappy cqoener
Ben Yost's Vi-Kings (6) work in- and house ordt. unbilledbym-C. on offdividually aind in concert throughout stage, mike takes over, bringing on
the presentation. The turn is com- Ethd Sisson, cnyon-sketch artist,
peted of young men who are apt who does landscape in six colors,
with either romantic or bravura dit- while ordi flays background music,
ties. The Vi-Kings do especially well
then Les and Poppy follow with
in a medley of Foster numbers.
comedy-style tango and other fast
For comedy rdief there's Walter hoofing. Both <^ to fair hands.
Dare Wahl and his half-pint stooge;
Elmer Cleve, then revealed as offthe^ get the maximum returns out of stage mje., comes on with bis partner,
The Mairilyn Heller, and xylophone. After
their acrobatic shenanigans.
ac^ has its novd toudi; Wahl perhaps some~ gagging good for nice laughs,

STRAND,

Sammy Kaye Orch (16) with
Nancy Norman, Tommy Ryan, Don

considerable road work before setBilly
Cornell,
Williams,
Arthur
tling in the stage groove again. His
Wright, 3 Kaydets; Sterner Sisters
juggling is meidy incidental to a
rambling mono during which he (2). 3 Nonchalonts; 'Coy Sisters'
in 'Variety June
various screen personalities. (WB), retnetocd

material is
of merit
funny, particularly good .being his
version of how various pic gangsters die and Lon Chaney as The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.' Betty
Raye, a cute blonde, has little to do
the rule this as his assistant but does it charm
Come«]y highlight occurs
OJC, too. Nice ingly.
d^^ when Henning, 'overcome* by audi-

h Marilyn Heller, Helen
mob gives the act all it can Cleoe
Macey, 1 Fredytons, Herb Six House
Vigilant' CAm^can Patrol'), in an>Iause. iOso important factors Orch; 'A-Haunting We Will Go*
and thence Miss LaVelle and Evans in the dancing department are the (20th) .and 'Mooiilight Masquerade*
do their respective specialties. 'The Gae Foster Girls, who click oS a de- (Rep).
cidedly clever military precision riHiWedding' finales.

Be

movement

Harry James that's good for a heavy
palm response.
An English comic juggler, Billy
Reyes, has been working on the
sound lots of late and wul require

'

ture of iiis public.'
Smash biz 'accredited

^nt groups.
shapdy blonde

and choir work by
Sterner

Sisters,

diflr

lookers, contribute neat, tap work in
two early routines, one rhythmic

and other

fast,

and come back

for kick routine

number.

Their

plenty.
~"

later

the 'Stardust'

in

appearance

helps

*

Nwchalants form a sock
are very
^t>S}y>^Aii\f.''A-:-."A<aveaXs
similar to the Jean, Jack and Judy
to Dorsey. act here last week virith Charlie
Loop.
Barnet Combining smart, laughable
chatter with outstanding Uft stunts,
the turn' makes a sliarply distinct
impression on audiences and has to

PALOMAR, SEATTLE

SeaUle, Aug. 13.
Ripples Rejane, Kay Perry. Hines,
Will
Gladys Aheorn, Joey Rardin,
Faith Bacon, Al Vhleaf House Orch
(6); 'Men of Texas' «7).

A

Faith Bacon's fan dancing is bringing the customers in goodly numbers and she's not backward at all in
posing the form divine.' However,
show was not too wdl planned.
Ripples Rejane opcms the proceedings with tapping while swinging her
drum-majoret baton. Wears q>angled.
and flashy abbreviated costume and
gets over a military tap routine okay.
.

Kay Peny Hines

is on next and
'Everybody Smile' for an
opener. Has a powerful voice and
got a good hand with 'Smile' and her
-version of !St Louis Blues.' Ripples
Rejane back 'Qien for a well-routined
aero dance.
Will Aheam opens the three spot
with a comic rendition of 'Rancho
Grande' and goes into 'Along the
Santa Fe TVail' as Gladys Aheam
comes on twirling a lariat She takes
over for a qiecialty, toe dancing
while spiniiing the rope, with Will
coming back for a session of jokes
while twirling a lariat Pair wind it
up nicdy with a waltz together
while they keep within the cirde of

sings

Wood.

Biz good.

FOLLIES BERGERE
(MEXICO CITT)
Mexico City, Aug. U.
Paco Miller, Janette Hackett &
(8), Agustin Lara, Pepe

Wampas

Guizar, CTielo Flores, Ray Smith,
Rul^ Ring, Eddie >& Dorothy, Donate,
Lois Penny, end London's Midgets
(6); J. de Leon Paniagua, musical
director;

produced by Paco Miller.
a day; $3 top (Mex) (6Sc

Two shows
U. S.).

is old-time vaude—
pageant induding
sinooth
the old diversion gags and
sawing the 'gal In
half, ventriloquist and his wisecracking diunmy, acrol>ats-and tumAll
blers, singers and funny men.
that are seemingly missing are the
miimni acts.' Show ruiis a little over
two hours, in two parts, with a brief
Biz is good and the
intermission.
customers are going for the old stun
on a big scale.
Impresario Paco Miller tops the
biU. He's a neat-working magician
and ventriloquist, popular in t>atin

This show
-

swift,

nearly
Stimts

all

—^magician

America. His act, comprising sevthe spinning hemp.
Joey Rardin, who resembles James eral numbers, goes over well, though
Cagney to a marked degree, opens his material and business are somewith a song which indudes vocal what dated. Agustin Lara, romantic
imitations of various musical instru- songwriter, pianos bis latest compomrats. He then does a hilarious bit sitions to a four-string accompaniimitating the horns of ^ical auto- ment Singing is by Chelo Flores, a
mobile drivers. Scored particularly looker. Ray Smith, the American
with way a lady driver would punish marioneteer, is smash. He has played
tbe bora button. Next does a scen^ here and elsewhere in Mexico for
from the Cagney film, .'Angds With several weeks and is solid with the
Dirty Faces,* for good re^Mnse, and pubUc.
Janette Hackett the vet American
finishes singing The Same Old Shevauder, and her eight dancers fealalagh.*
Miss Bacon on for final act, drift- ture a snajppy cancan. But its effect
ing on stage in dinging draperies is marred by poor costuming'. Girls,
spot, but drapes ^e
soon discarded for fan routine in
displays herself in a variety of poses.
Al Uhles emceed from the pit to
good house at second afternoon show
Reed.

under lavender

which she

however, can dance and sdl' their act
Scoring

defi-

nitely in a smart roller-skating

num-

on sheer terp
tier

ability.

are the two American blondes

billed as Eddie and Dorothy.' They
are leokers, skilled performers who

(Continued

ojt

page 40)
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Par s H.O. Execs, Field Men And
Theatre Reps Conclave on 'Wake

Red Cross Preem
Paramount home

office

tives, district advertising

execu-

represen-

and theatre representatives
ended a two-day cortfab yesterday
tatives,

on national plans for advertising
and exploitation of 'Wake Island.'
was held at the Pierre,
Monday, with field men meeting
again yesterday.
First sesh

. . .

SARONG

...

AND PEEKABOO

BOB'

B 0
IN SIX

figIiiies

Set for Rivoli

stooping to cheapness in any way,
has made of 'Wake Island' one of
the most striking pictures of the
year.
It will do dandy business
everywhere.'

N. Y. Paramount's 'Holiday
Inn' Gross Sticks Right at
Level of House -Record

Opening Day, Day After
Day; First Day of 2d Wk.
Just $21 Below Opener

Popular reaction to the picture,
in two sneak previews on the West
Coast, were even more striking;

TO GO

5 WKS.
comment cards were written in
strong language, with heavy underannouncement was lines.
Under 'general comment,',
Paramount's 'Holiday Inn' rolled
would gets its some wrote 'Kill me a Jap'; a
right on smashing records this week
first public showing beginning Sep- woman wrote 'God, if I only were
at the big N. Y. Paramount on Times
tember 2, at the Rivoli, in New a man'; all comments were em- Square and every
indication today
York, with a gala Red Cross Bene- phatically favorable and packed was that it
would keep it up for a
fit Premiere night of September 1.
with emotion.
Four different solid five weeks.
Decoration of the theatre, plus people
question
answered the
All hands concerned knew that the
renovation
inside,
is
complete
'What shall we cut?' with under- combo of Irving Berlin tunes, Mark
under way.
scored capitals reading 'NOT ONE Sandrich production, Crosby songs
Ever since first screenings and SINGLE INCH!'
and Astaire footwork couldn't fail to
sneak previews of 'Wake,' ParaNew Yorli Premiere will hay4 .cli* big—but even Paramount was
mount has known it had something 200 Marines as guests of hon)(r; rocked on the heels a bit by how
very special to handle. Trade re- Barbara Britton, featured in the big.
views last week bore out this con- film, will come East for the event.
In the first place, 'Inn' smashed
viction; Film Daily called it 'the
Premiere at the Rivoli will mark every non-holiday record at the
first full-blow epic depicting with the first use of this house by Para- Paramount lor its 17-year history on
pulling mount under terms of an agree- opening day— and by a comfortable
without
realism,
and
punches, the story of our fighting ment inked last week with the UA margin. Then it moved on to build
men under fire.... it doesn't pull theatre circuit, whereby the two even more sensational records.
punches, but it will pull irresist- companies will participate in opSecond day's sross was 2 percent
ibly at the boxoffice, and in so eration of the theatre. Agreement nnder opening day.
Meanwhile

-

made

that 'Wake'

—

•

'

doing it will make of stronger
heart and moral fibre the millions
.who view it.' Other reviews were

provides that the UA theatre circuit will continue to manage the

*»n"te«r<S.~"'C*or'gfe Skouras and
indeed the most dramatic, the most WUliam P. Phillips will represent
gripping, the most thrilling and ex- UATC on the board, with Leon D.
citing story to come out of this war; Netter and Robert M. Weitman
it's a stirring inspiration for every representing Paramount
Theatre
American who sees it and every is to get a redecorating.
American SHOULD see it!'
Speakers at the Monday ad ses'Variety,' in case you missed it sion Included Captains Daniel W.
last week, said: 'Paramount. .took Bender
and Remsen J. Cole,
on a grave responsibility in setting U. S. M. C; Chris Cunningham, naout to reproduce this story. The tional commandant of the Marine
studio has borne its responsibility Corps League; S. J. Cohen, represplendidly. It has not only been senting the Retail Advisory Comminutely faithful to the facts, and mittee, U. S. Treasury, and others.
magnificently caught the spirit of
A second session was held yesthe brave defenders, but, without terday with the field men.

—

.

Third day's gross (Sat.)
open ing day by SI jtr.TC:

Monday

tojpped opening

day

TOPPED FRIDAT!

—and

Tuesday Was a shade under openbut well above Thursday.

—

—

Wednesday beginning of the second week pulled a gross that was

—

re three

of seventy-one

major film

FOR MARTIN,

POWEU

Paramount will go into producSeptember on "True to
Life,' romantic comedy based on
tion first of

just f 21 under the terrlflc take o( the
the doings of a radio 'soap opera'
opener.
serial team, it was announced this
Throughout the first nine days, the week.
Mary Martin and Dick Powdaily gross of Inn' stood in the flvcell will be teamed, with Victor
flgure bracket; nine-day total was in
Moore sharing spotlight billing.
six figures.
Talk is of possibility of a second
In the process, 'Inn' smashed all
top male star to be added to the
second-day records; all first-week
head of the cast sheet.
records; all records of any kind you
'True to Life' is an original by
could think up to compare it with.
Ben and Sol Berzman and Bess
National release of 'Inn' comes for
Tafel. It concerns a writing and
Labor Day weekend Sept. 4 and
acting soap opera crew who get
with the figures in on its New York
stuck for material and take up
cleanup, you can be sure exhibs
everywhere are licking their chops lodging in a boarding house to try
to cop ideas from the boarding
in anticipation.
house folk.
Complications ensue
when the two males fall hard for a
Pine-Thomas Sign
femme boarder.
Harry Tugend, who did 'Caught
Kirkwood, Jr. in the Draft' and 'Birth of the
James Kirkwood, Jr., son of two of Blues,' Is shaping the screen
the best-remembered stars in the adaptation.
Pic will be the third
film galaxy (Mrs. Kirkwood is Lila teaming for Powell & Martin; they
Lee), will make his film debut under are linked' in 'Happy Go Lucky'
the aegis of the William Pine-Wil- and 'Star Spangled Rhythm,' both
liam Thomas production company, pix still to be released.
according to Coast advices.
The
'

—

—

Up

James

young Kirkwood will appear in 'You
GEVA
PAR SIGNS
Can't Live Forever,'- Pine-Thomas
Tamara Geva^ Broadway musical
actioner about the boys who truck
dynamite. Chester Morris and Jean star dancer, has been signed by
Paramount to play a spy role In
Parker are co-starred.
Senior Kirkwood appeared in a re- 'Night Plane from Chunking,' Ralph
into procent Pine-Thomas picture; his son Murphy-directed pic to go
Robert Preston,
has been a West Coast movie door- duction soon with
man since graduation from high Ellen Drew and Albert Dekker in
top billing. 'Night Plane' will be
school. He's 18 now.
the second war film to feature
Preston and Dekker together; their
work in 'Wake Island' is expected
'Reap' Records
to give 'Plane' a good head start at
Cecil B. DeMIlle's 'Reap the
the B.O.
Wild Wind' has closed its 8th
week at the State theatre, MelOUT OF SIX FOB FAR In
bourne, Australia, with all house
the War Dcpt.'s poll of Army movie
records shattered, and will play
requeslsl 'Beyond the Blue Horizon'
at least two more, JoRn W. Hicks,
and 'Take a Letter, Darling,' were
in charge of Par's foreign deamong the top six pIx that Army
partment, reports.
Other Ausmen asked for, Ed Sullivan revealed
tralia reports are slmUar.
In his Dally News coluiun Monday!

TAMARA

Add

TWO

we Ihink perhaps you'd better wear a different
pair of glaeaefl .next week
they say the
Audiences come out fightin' mad!"

—

stars appearing in super-mnsieal.

topped

above opener,

ing day

Paulctte Goddard, Dorothy Lamour and Veronica Lake, shot lastweek as they filmed their sensational song number for 'Star Spangled
Khythm'—titled 'A Sweater, A Sarong and m Peekaboo Bob'. Trio

INGRIDr BERGMAN

FOR

Ingrid Bergman will get twentyeight days of shooting without respite on the location for Par's Technicolor 'For
the Bell Tolls,'
studio advices indicated today. The
28-day stretch wiU be followed' by
five straight days of studio shoot-

Whom

^

ing.

Major outdoor scenes for the
Gary Cooper starrer have been
shot on Sonora location; most of
what remains is Bergman-Cooper
scenes. To make sure all decks are
clear and all goes without hitch,

Sam Wood is having Wally
Westmore, makeup head; Edith
Head, costume designer, and Karl
Struss, who shot Bergman's color
Director

tests,

accompany her

Navy

to location.

to Supervise

*WasseU' Sea Fight
Cecil B. DeMille will use scenes
of the famed 'Battle of Macassar
Strait' in the opening of his film,
'The Story of Dr. Wassell' (tentative title), according to Coast advices.
This section of the picture
will be made under Navy supervision.

The nine
shepherded

men whom
to

Dr. Wassell

from Java

safety

when the Japs arrived had been
wouhded in the Macassar Straits

many of them were
Some had been
cases.

engagement;
stretcher

the cruiser Marblehead,
others on the Houston.
James Hilton, author of 'Lost
Horizon' and 'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,'
is writing the 'Dr. Wassell' screenplay; Interviews with the men actually involved In the story have
been completed by Hilton and De-

aboard

Mille.

GET SET
Month'

.

.

for 'Salute to
.

plan

now

Our Heroes

to strove the
in

War Bonds and Stamps
your lobby during September .
sale of

participate in iQcal rallies!

.

.

—
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Angle'
(Robert
Man's
'The
Benchley comedy, Par, 9 mins.)
Genuinely funny N. Y.-produced
Benchley
dissects,
Here
and idiosyncrasies of the
feminine sex. He shows what happens at home whjn his wife starts
Then
phone.
the
over
talking
Benchley enacts the family man's
self-contained rage when his spouse
tears a^art the bit Sunday newsreads
it.
Most
uphe
before
paper
roarious is iis mistake in taking
the wife along on a hat-buying exDeftly produced and dipedition.
The
by Leslie Roush.
rected
Benchley comedies are among the
current few with marquee lustre,
and this Is his best of recent vintage.
'Terror on the Midway' (Super-

man cartoon in color, Par, 8%
May be appreciated by
mins.)
Considerably improved
youngsters.
over recent issues, with implausibilities curbed, and voices and script
About a gorilla who runs.,
better.
berserk at a circus. Uproar under
Big Top is grim reminder of recent
Sound par-

circus fire in Cleveland.
ticularly good.

BiS of Goods For

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Paramount switched Charles
Brackett and Billy Wilder, pro-

this a 'must' iji spots needing something new in cartoons.
•Trouble Spot'
(Variety Views,
Universal, 8 mins.)—Travelog of

ducer-director-writer
team,
from
of (^ods' to 'Five Graves to

Ceylon
showing
importance
as
source of much tea and cinnamon.
Excellent photography and smart
editing help take away some of the
sameness found in -travel topics.

'Bill

Cairo,' a war tale with
Tone in the top male role.

Franchot

Brackett is associate producer and
Wilder director of 'Five Graves,' on
which they ere collaborating as
scripters.
'Bill of Goods' has been
series .in which pop music back- set back on the production schedule
grounds string of events fitting into because of casting difficulties.
musical buildup. Here it's a colored
jive band made; up of hep cats, de-

7%

mins.)

—

picted as black cats. Five members
^0 into a war factory when their

'Three

travagant mounting and sufficient
swingeroo material, it shapes as the

U

best from

band

in

line for

Film Reviews
:Coi»tlnued from page Is

grimly

also

is

the editors jump from
scene or shift from the
fierce front-line fighting to the factory scenes every few seconds that
the film slows up. Showing of frozen and mutilated dead bodies, not
only of Nazis but Russian soldiers
and citizens, also is too lengthy for
most audiences. That holds good for
a group hanging scene shown in
It is

when

scene to

No fault can be found.jwith
showing the results of the barbaric
by Nazis, but it's been prolonged
beyond the bounds of good screen
taste for a documentary.
Dubbing ol sound also sometimes
not well
is flighty, and in other spots
closeup.

cartoon

Hopper's

synchronized with photography. Inipeace
tial footage showing Russia at
in 1940 is too long because it has

Hollywood

been done (the same scenes) repeatedly in other Russian subjects.

(Par, 10 mins., reviewed

necessarily thin story
Picture shows how the Russians
were attacked in 1941, and ho\y all
either
classes rallied to the colors,
for front-line duty, guerilla fighting
or home front duty. The part that
the Russian women played, i auxideliary services, especially in the
fense of Moscow, also is vividly

this one.

'Hong Kong' (Indie, 10 mins.).
Walter Bilbo Travelcade.
'Slam' (Indie, 10 mins.). Bilbo
Travelcade.
'Algeria'

(Indie,

10'

mins.).

Bilbo Travelcade.

shown
G.

Edwai-d
the

in

Pacific

northwest.

tary

is

Robinson's

commen-

crisp, gaining effectiveness bc-

Hunt for monster clams weighing as caiie of quiet but bitter dignity.
much as a duck is unusual Gal
Written narration by Elliot Paul

who raises turkeys to get feathers
for party gowns, Alaska totem poles
and a Georgia coiintry newspaper
going to press are included.
better subjects in group.

and Albert

One of

'Hedda Hopper's Hollywood No.

Malt.z

is

of high order.

Wear.

CONFESSION

5'

(Par, 9 mins.)—Maybe it's the vacation spirit, but this is as dull as.
\they come.
Way below Hopper's

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
Areenllnn

by
MoEla

ifleasMl
."iono Film proiiucilon
nli<" l'<l l»Film, ot Te«a»

Carill; fen-

nett

.

,

I

immediate selling of

when

the official

this

group

;

word came from

Arnold oh UMPI.
If having sufficient product ready
"Let's keep on
'No,'
said he.
dancing. I want to lose 40 pounds.' for screening, all distribs may add
to the groups ready for sale, or on
sale in the face of the Arnold posiMerle Oberon, who appeared
tion. Thus, accounts not already sold
on CBS's Stage Door Canteen
on 20th's two groups of five each,
program last Thursday night,
may be offered the 10 at one clip.
As is
visited the canteen later.
With big backlogs of pictures comthe custom for a visiting celebpleted. Par and Warners are both in
rity, she cut the birthday cake
an excellent position to immediately
and presented a slice to a sailor
tradeshow and offer as many as 13.
nearby.

continued from page 7;

motion pictures would be
to take a position inconsistent with
the position the Department took
selling of

the institution of Its antitrust
proceedings.
as the cancellation
(4) So far
privilege sought by the independent
exhibitors is concerned, there is
nothing in the decree which prevents the distributors from competing with each other in giving
cancellation privileges equal to or
Metro, already .having screened eight
'Say,' qnerl'ed the gob, 'weren't
in excess of those proposed in the
new ones foK 1942-43 delivery, and UMPI plan. Such a grant should
you at the broadcast a few minRKO are in a less enviable state on not be conditioned upon express
utes ago.'
film.
Departmental acquiescence, in blind
'Yes, I was,
I read a poem
selling.
The existence' of the large
Variable Blocks
on the program,' offered Miss
Whether or not distribs may stick backlog of features already comOberon.
pleted, referred to above, will perto the decree method of five film; at
'Of course," said the sailor, as
mit the consenting distributors to
a time, or go to a maximum of 13L seU in
lightning struck him. 'You read
block as large as 13,
as provided for \mder UMPI, ther^' grant the
I can't tell you
it beautifully.
cancellation privileges
is obviously nothing to prevent a
they have represented themselves
how miioh I liked it. By the
block of six, seven, eight, nine, 10, 11 as willing to grant in selling blocks
way, my name's Roberts. What's
or 12 instead, depending on film In- of that size, and still trade show
yours?'
licensing.
them
before
ventory, but providing all were
'Oberon,' said the film star,
t
'<\:^ The
Department recognizes that
screened.
I'm glad you like poetry.'
Immediate reaction among dis- the preparation of the plan Invflved
concerted
action by the consenting
One of the girls from the Ubangi tributors and exhibitors to the stand defendants and organized groups of
Club came'down to swing it for the taken by Arnold, though leaving exhibitors. Such concerted action,
Her pianist /ailed to show. loopholes, is expected to result in however, was necessary to the
boys.
The m, c. called for a tiolunteer. early and open criticism of the DJ, presentation of the amendment and
Unrehearsed, the couple put on a especially among organized exhib therefore will not be maHe the basis
good show and gave several en- groups whose great majority wanted of any action by the Department.
at

.

'

.

'

oow, the yirl turned to tier
service man accompanist and said:
'You sure con hoop it up, white
boy.' 'So can you,' said the service
man, 'and I'd like to. play for you
next time you come to the canteen.'
'
final

iSchicfclepruber, please

Rosemary
a $10

bill

Tiofe.'

.

expression .-of - -disappointment will
probably be more of an imofficlal
character since great care has been
taken up to this point in not incurring any displeasure with Arnold or
the DJ.
Escape Clause

For this reason, distribs have
veered away from taking to the open
Horace road oh selling that is provided for
Mean- under the 'escape clause' of the de-

Rice, junior hostess, lost

on the dance

Braham announced

floor.

the

loss.'

while, some of the boys started to cree.
Unde^ this clause, since the
go around and take up a collection D. of J. was -not able to bring
of nickels to make up the $10. But United Artists, Columbia and Unianother group scavengered around versal into the decree, the Big Five
was free to sell 1942-43 film for deand found the bill.
livery starting Sept 1 without restricting blocks to five each and
without having to tradeshow pic-

Spitainy

Store Hugo (IM
Bjirlh.
Continued from page 2;
with Constance Ben- turf. AZno
A"Vlln. Allta nomun.
MINb.
and youngsters the sole bright iro
Hlspano, -NV T. Aunnlng time, 8,
If it reaches
$75,000 for the chore.
:Spot.
Robert Bruce photography Is
that total, as the contract terms inSuperb, but wasted.
Given a minimum of production
'McFarland
Orchestra' values and little else to help, this dicate, that's probably a new high,
Twins
obvious
picture.s.
(band musical. Par, 8V4 mins.)—Mc- feeble film', flavored with
for bands in
Farland band and glee club shows Hollywood technique, maintains the
The mathematics entails $7,000 for
better in this trim, snort than in re- comparative poor standard of prod- railroad . and Pullmans for his 30
cent stage appearances.
Introduc- uct emanating from S, A.
girls to and from Universal City and
tion of 'Jingle Jangle," sung by the
Hugo del Carril, flourishing Ar- back to -New York. The 30 girls
CO. maestros with Bob Lyons and gentine singer, carries the stellar
Betty Engels is a selling point for role supported by Alberto Vila, bari- get $280 weekly each, union scale,
the three-week
exhibs.
Especially since the oldie tone, who was recently given a while recording, and
stunt of bouncing .ball and per- Hollywood try.
Also featured is film chore may stretch even further,
mitting the audience to 'join in slng- AllU Roman, a Danielle Darrieux la addition, Spitainy gets a personal
jng is made a novelty ending. type with looks, voice and person- fee, so that, on a graduating scale,
Screwy comedy arrangement by the ality. Direction by Mogia Barth, he's a cinch to hit 75G.
band (plus vocalization by twins and however, makes the least of her.
Another proviso, and unusual in
clever Danny Hollywood, tuneful
The story presents eight tearful
contracts, is a guarantee that
warbling o£ 'Home' by Lyons and songs in a setting that involves a band
orchestra
the outfit's glee club and the infec- down-and-out but aspiring band Jed Spitainy and his femme
The outfit v/ill have at least two full specialtious 'Jingle Jangle' are included in by del Carril and Vila.
Imeup. Sharply photographed, the is joined by Miss Roman as a run- ties—one vocal (the choir), one inHollyfine recording of this short backs away, lending the romantic interest, strumental.
nixed
Spitainy
up Leslie Roush's imaginative di- splitting the singers who both fall wood offers in the past because of
rection,
for her.
his dread of some comedian or a
.,
„
.'Pigeon
Eventualities have del Carril im- dance team fronting or interruptPatrol'
(Lantz 'Homer
Pigeon' cartoon comedy in color. prisoned for gambling which had
ing his orchestra, thus dissipating
Universal. 7 mins.)—Handed cold- been resorted to on the sly for mainadvantages.
shoulder by his sweetheart because tenance of the girl and .the band. his best show
uniform, 'Homer Pigeon,' Vila, who' had made good since the
stuttering yokel-boy pigeon, unsuc- splitup, takes over the girl's care
Into Their Nightmare
ce^ully tries to join the Pigeon although he remains alienated from
Aug. 18.
Hollywood,
for
love
girl's
t^atrol.
The
Accidentally gets a chance his comrades.
however, and
to carry through
Filming started yesterday (Mon.)
vital messages de- Carril proves true,
spite a giant-vulture (depicted as after the jnil sentence is served, a at Universal on 'Nightmare,' cobrings starring Diana Barrymore and Brian
having Jap characteristics).
First reunion is staged which also
o
"I a new series, with 'Homer Ploeon' the two pals together.
Donlevy.
bird character Ulking almost like
Pace is slow and the song renTim Whelan is directing and
«ea Skelton. Original twists, fast dition? are spoiled by persistent unDwight Taylor producing.
action and superb animation make favorable closeups.

tisual standard,

.

,

Text

start
sit-

i'ttSi-"T4j'ilit'^r'ialf%' iTi''^'

stance Benjnett and youngsters in

hunters

Back

realistic.

acts

'Hedda
5'

Strikes

and rout straggling Nazis

'Soldiers of the Sea' (RKO, 10
mins.). Marine recruiting short.
'Picture People No. 12' (RKO,
10 mins.). Jane Randolph's debut
in pictures.
'

Solid for most spots.

Moscow

comedy.

No.

Superb

all.

;Contlnued from page 5-

screened.

'

some

Wear.

9 mins.).

fables

above

Arnold's Cautious Edict

order to end the -manner of selling
they indulge.
Less than two weeks ago, when
3 Who SUUed at First
Arnold was continuing to stall, it
the decree distributors, on
Three*
of
Mrs. Tibbett called her netphbor,
was reported three ma)or distribs
authority, are said to have regood
Clare^Boothe Luce, and suggested
were mulling the idea ot going out to
sisted coming along oi^ the UMPI
that she invite the boys for lunch.
sell a block of 13 pictures regardThe boys toent over to the Luces plan, but were finally persuaded to less, but also in hopes the UMPI
formula would be approved. Howand - at luftcfi met Lily Pons and do so in the interests of unity.
Unable to wait any longer on Arn- ever, they thought better of it, again
Gladys Swarthout.
old, 20th-Fox already had started
because It was Scared tills might
As a result of their sortie in Conselling two different blocks of five court the displeasure of Arnold and
necticut, three boys of the RAF
in addition to one singly. Tales the DJ.
each,
Companies were said to
have dubbed Mrs. P. 'Maggie, the
Manhattan.' Warners this, week have been Metro, Paramount and
Magnificent' and each has reqtiested of
began selling a package of five, while Warners.
an autographed photograph.
Par announced an initial block of
four
and
Metro
eight.
one
of
RKO,
Two-hundred and twenty pounds
of U. S. Navy tripped light-heartedly which early in August screened five
Full
on the toes of a junior hostess for new season's films, was prepared to

records, this short obviously carries
potent exhibitor appeal. Given ex-

fectiveness.

Smart Saps' (Col, 17
Three .Stooges comedy.

'Foney Fables' (WB,

Debunking .the

A.

-Continued from page <-

ferent, and on patriotic side.
Trumpet Serenade' (Harry James
band musical. Universal, 14 mins.)
With James' band recentl;,- cracking

cording contributes to all-round ef-

in Argentine.

L

privileges, as long as the pictures are

Canteen Capers

band instruments are taken away
for war supplies.
Experiences in
the factory provide the numor. Dif-

this

musical.
mins.).
'KItohen Quiz' (Col,
Ed East" Sc Polly novelty. '
'Journey to Denall' (Col, 10%
mins.). Travelogue.
'Argentine Horses' (WB, 10
mins.). Review of famous horses

-

in

still

in

—

(Compiled hy Besa Short)
The Squawkin' Hawk' (WB, 7
mins.). Cartoon comedy.
'The Man's Angle' (Par, 9
mins., reviewed in this week's
Benchley
'Variety').
Robert
comedy.
'Trumpet Serenade' (U, 14'
mins,, reviewed in this week's
Harry James band
'Variety').

Tradeshows

Los Angeles, Aug. 18.
shying away from tradeshow rimbfits of pictures
in Los Angeles exchange screening rooms after a year's tryout. Attendance generally amounts to a handful except when there Is a whispered buildup, in which case the exhibs come for enjoyment instead
of business.
There is practically nobody around when *B' produce
tions are shown.
One exception is the Paramount tradeshows, held at the Ambassador
hotel, where there are trimmings as well as pictures.
Exhibitors are

'Yankee
Doodle
Swing
Shift'
(Walt Lantz color cartoon comedy.
Another

Universal,

'You Made Me Love You'
time.
'Unusual Occapatlons No. S' (Par, and '1-A in Army and A-1 in My
10% mins). This, issue is about Heart' are standout tunes in subject,
cowboy and cowgirl tactics being plus James' fapcy trumpet work.
Hardin-Simmons
U, Eight swingeroo dancers,, four girls
at
taught
Abilene, Texas, and the Goe-duck and as many boys of 'teen age, contribute some fancy jitterbug stepping. Trumpet playing of James is six successive dances.
highlighted throughout, since most
Said the hostess: 'How about
Cnrrent Short Releases
devotees of this maestro go to hear ting the next one out?'
sound re-

(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

StiO Cool to

Brackett, Wilder at Par

i

>«>>*««><<«

«

short.
foibles

mins.).

I
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»

trlbutors to put Into operation any
uniform method of selling their
1942-43 features will be viewed by

the Department in the light of its
effect upon competition in the industry and with particular reference
to its. effect upon the ability of independent exhibitors to compete.
In the judgment of the Department, the motion picture decree has
not yet succeeded in accomplishing
Its operation must be
its objective.
remaining
the
during
watched
period before a final decision is
made as to whether it, affords adeInvoking the
without
relief
quatc
.,

remedy

tures.
However, a fine point might
be raised in that the 'escape clause'
did 'not say the Big Five could go
back to the old full-line merchandising, though this has been the

presumption.

Meantime,

in

served that Col,

the trade

UA

and

it

U

Is

continue

on a full- line basis and are
p-jcticising the very blind-selling
which Arnold v^arns the others
against attempting. This could mean
that Arnol' may be planning a new
offensive against the Little 'Three in

Drops 'EDery' After
Tiff

With

Title

divorcement

'

and

dis-

Nix

UMPI Plan

^Continued from page

1=

which were not proposed for incluaion in any amendment to the decree
—can be extended voluntarily l»y
obany signatory.
,

to sell

Col.

of

solution.

Owners

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Dispute bel'veen Colpmbia and
the copyright holders-ijt the EUery

Queen stories wound up .-^rith the
studio cancelling further filming of
the series.
Understood (^lumbia
wanted to cut the group to two pictures a year whUe the title owners
insisted on four per season.
Three of the four on the current

Noting that the purpose of the
decree was to find out whether
'competitive conditions' can be restored without more drastic steps to
sever connections between cbrcuits
and Hollywood, Arnold ultlmatumed
the majors that 'in the judgment of
the department, the motion picture
decree has not yet succeeded in accomplishing its objective. Its operation must be watched during the remaining period before a final decision is made as to whether It affords adequate relief without invoking the remedy of divorcement and
dissolution.'

The statement was construed generally as final evidence Arnold and
his associates have laid on the shelf
for an indefinite period the. charges
originally brouj^t against the smaller trio. Col,
and UA. The Justice
Department has said nothing for

U

months about reviving negotiations
schedule
have
been
completed. to bring them into any general
With the fourth dropped, William agreement nor about resuming the
Gargan and Margaret Lindsay, un- sidetracked drive to have them
der contract for four, wiU be shifted bound by a court order based on a
to another detective story late this conviction they have violated the
month to satisfy their pacts.
Sherman Act in the past'.
.

•
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what

Here's

FOOTLIGHT

SERENADE
HAS DONE

IN

THE FIRST 23 ENGAGEMENTS

SAME THEATRES! SAME NUMBER OF DAYS!

of

106%

SUN VALLEY

MY GAL

SERENADE

SAL

105%

108%of
SONG OF

THE

ISLANDS

Another Triumph from

ID

CENTURY-FOX
• Are your plans
'Ve

ccir.

c;nd

MUST

sell

a

set

Billion

for

Our Heroes Month "2
Bonds during September:

"Salute

Dollars

in

to

— —

'
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PICTUBES

Inside Stuff-Pktures

SOEG HOPE TO

been huddling with Tom Connors, 20th-Fox v.p., on
which goes under his
details attendant to his takeover of the Roxy, N.
operation effective Aufi. 27. ActuaUy, Balaban and Jack Partiieton, his
associate, won't have thehr initial show in before November and maybe

SET TERMS

A.

Balaban

J.

not until

Xmas,

hjis

in

A matter of a $150,000 facelift, including makeover of the large rotunda,
chairs;, drapes, eta, is the immediate problem (these are already proby advance orders) and it is hoped that no shutdown'of the Broadway deluxer, which is to become 20th-Fox's No. 1 showcase, will be necessary. For another thing, the click of 'Pied Piper,' currently at the Roxy, auguring a long run, indicates a huge backlog of
product, which is a problem for the company, anxious to get its new
However, Talcs of Manhattan' is one which
pictures out on release.
was previously sold a'way. It goes into Radio City Musical Hall.

:Contlaaed from pace

THISWEEK

20th-Fox has bowed out of
asking $150,000.

its

option in the screen rights to 'By Jupiter,'

which Music Corp. of America,

musical,, for

Broadway

selling agent, is

Several studios are r^orted- bidding.
to 'Warrior's Husband,' legiter on which the
is asking $50,000 for its share of any deal which may be

which owns the rights

20th,

musical

made.

based,

is

"zero hour" conter-

ence between, titular Jieads of the
majors and reps of the Screen Office
•

'

'

ing -was their last. Employer reps
had agreed on a minimum pay base

exploiteers

have ar-

$1,000,000

of $23.50 but balked at setting

worth of War bonds, are

and
Stanton Griflis, Nicholas M. Schenck,
ranged a full schedule for the month
Adolph Zukor, N. Peter Rathvon,
to keep public Interest at a high Hermann G. Place, Spyros Skouras,
pitch.
Charles Skouras; Barney Balaban,
The American Women's Volunteer Jack Colji, H. J. Yates, Jules
Brulatour, Herman Bobbins, WUl
Services, already prominent in bondKays, Ed Raftery and Joe Hazen,
selling via the maiming of theatre
lobby and sidewalk booths since last
H'wood Mobilizes
May, will figure importantly In the
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
thejitre

Sept

Plus the theatre booth
Hollywood is mobilizing its biggest
the uniformed femines army of film talent under the ausbe utilized as color guards, pices of the War Activities Com-

drive.

pitching,
will also

mittee for seven nationwide tours as

for parades, etc

Hollywood
'Stars Over America.'
Some 450 AWVS women are on Victory Committee is rounding up a
duty in theatres on Broadway be- list of stars and cooperating' with
tween 42d street and .12Sth street
alone. Not constantly, of course, but
alternating on different days and
nights.

Some Ftcarcs
At a midnight confab at campaign
Paramount
the
headquarters
in
bldg., N. Y., last week, a phone
call from S^ Charles EInfeld on the
.

.

.

the studios to learn which players
will be free from production work

up job

classifications and definite salaries for
each slot since any deal with the

Coast

exchanges would naturally
affect exchanges elsewhere in the
country. SOEG reps have threatened
to pun the studios unless employers
made a deal.

tributors going ahead, ^vith
son sales plans.

Army.

Cairo, ni.,

-

.

After sorting to

Myer's Blast

Fhllly Canteen' Broke
Philadelphia, Aug.

rontlnued from pace

$2,350,$1,250,-

Though there

will be *a

great

.

New

Jersey,
$250,000;
000,000 for September.

Ne*
tives

of the $33,0010,000

Committee' named
during

$35,-

'Commandos' Meet
York group 'of picture executo sell

"Commando
war bonds

September drive meet
tomorrow (Thursday) for luncheon
the

at Toots Shor's restaurant.
Among
those attending, each pledged to seU

XWd THZATBE
MAHAGEICEIIT

EXECUTIVES

One or both
available.

On* or more
thaatras.

types of

Strapped by lack of

.

QtmttBS

'

.«•» Itf

VARIETY
Mew

Yaill

.

might otherwise remain unproduced.
Yet it Isn't in the cards that commercial or -Wjier Worthwhile plays
will lie around indefinitely, passed
up by stage producers, waiting for
the picture companies to dust them
off'

spite the tact that

most of

its

at which the
hostesses will be spotted
intersections in the city
urbs with collection cans.

do

so.'

it

is

all right -to

the canteen.

As George ML Cohan

Warner Brm, 8ncce«s

OBCUKSniA
TUr H<«i<Kr ShUn

STHAND

HOLLYWOOD THEATBE
Kir

ouTV.

—

SHU RtMlW

All

CtHH\uu4.

^^rT

Tho Mighty Story
T,ha

of To«l«y

in

'TaHkee Doodle Daidy
T»lM

Daltar.

Shi SL

B'wiy,

i-M'^-Al

CI,7-»«I.

MUSIC
HALL
MEUt OVHK

"BAMBr

pepiPffi

.Sp«ot»cular Stpg* Production!

nil At».
Mill HI.

A-

LOEW'S

Marti

'*

nw..

Ait.

M
'

'Thurman Arnold is an able, clearheaded man and can make himself
Aim is to
understood when: he wishes to do so. raise $25,000.
in 1938
is the v{ay he talked
The local canteen was all set to
when he was in dead earnest about sell radio program, which would
When he
the motion picture trust
have brought enough revenue to
wants to throw sand in a visitors meet expenses, hut this project was
horse
eyes, he jumps on his verbal
scotched when the parent canteen
and gallops off in all directions. in New York sold a commercial
the
That is the way .he was about
show to Mazola via CBS, and the
consent decree in 1940 and about local crowd was ordered to stop
submitthe UMPI plan after >it was
ether deal
'No one hi the its
ted,' Myers snorted.
The canteen campaigu will be
money
future .will waste the time or
Klein, ad agency
undertak- handled by Phil
to engage, in cooperative
and Fred S. Spellissy, v.p. of
head,
bearings that can have the sUghtest
Bank,
untu the Market Street National
ing on competitive pracUces
Sullivan,
Livingston
president
whose
Mr Arnold tells them, str^ght from is one of the leading figures behind
the -shoulder, that

CndldMcd

aCNEY

JAMES

-

I-'ltzKerold

Sammy Kaye
ANI> HIS

Thd K—<lHil»»t i

irELD OVKIt Snd

'The MAGNIFICENT

AMBERSONS"

In Vejwi

BtMr
Till

ALACE

B

ASTAIRE •

HOUKRt

WAV &
47th St

«<

louli

HAYW'RD

A

Sallli
D>k
Billy H«iiK

B*n

M«T«jr

Llii<i

Ufry

Kj^ a NaMI

I'lOUBATDOr

m

"TOP HAT"
— nnfl
"DUKE OF WEST POINT"
FOHT*INE

Jn Person

Bm> A Orch.

OiM

Jmm

Hmtt KlDf A Arilm
Arm PrywIi U

CAPITOL Sl«tST.

-0

o'suiiitrM

"CRDSlROADt"

A

iilngcr

mturtu

MEDY LAMARR

Vi

Vrcil

JHHiity W«limiillir

WILLIAB POWELL

Druma

SenHaLional

"TARZAN;*
Hiw ytrk AtmtuN"

STATE
'rLvl TlMl WmI.

ni<; YfKtSJUl

ORSON WELUES'

Canteen'
at busy
and sub-

That

OiniMlne

Swlntr aad Swary tVllh

food

peal to the public for funds.
A series of 'tag days' will be held.
9-11,

Brnt

"The Gay Sisters"
IVarnar Bros. New lilt
IN PERSON

18.

and services are contributed, Philly's
Stage Door Canteen is going to ap-

Sept

8KCOXD fCKKK

BARBARA STANWYCK
Ccorcs

finances,- de-

.

VITED

block

sell its first

There may be some value in that
agreeinent,' one story department
heed stated, though I can't figure
out exactly what it is. I'm inclined
t) think that most of these sudden
urges to back plays are largely a
matter of e^o which picture men
want satisfied. They, like to feet
that they are helping the living
theatre by. bringing out plays which

James

view.
month; LltUe Rock,
recrunmation,
deal of griping and
000; Memphis, $3,000,000 for month;
in Arnold's statement preNewark, $1,000,000 in six hours dur- nothing
selling of the whole line,
hig star visit; Trenton, $1,000,000 vents blind
to affiliated chains on
for the day; Reno, $250,000 in ad- preference
denied indie exhibs and other
dition to rally at Carson City; Hxiiit- terras
distributor domination.'
Ington,

WB's Wilk

.

'Variety'

Dunne, Alice Faye, Henry Fonda, [
rantlnngil'frnm page
.
Greer Garson, Janet Gaynor, Paulette (Joddard, Hugh Herbert. Miriam secretaries, has worked out a plan
Hopkins, Dorothy Lamour, Charles whereby nightly shows at the CanWires received from members of
Laughton, Joan Leslie, Herbert Mar- teen will be supplied from single
the '$33,000,000 Commando Comshall, Dennis Morgan, Thomas Mit- sources, that is one evening the Wilmittee' showed several sales of $250,chell, Norma Shearer, Alexis Smith, liam Mdrris agency -will supply the
000 with indications that the $33,Margaret Sullavan, Gene Tierney, bill, NBC, CBS or other radio offices
000,000 figure would be m^t
Franchot Tone, Jane Wyman, Rob- or night clubs supplying the shows
Estimates are that an additional ert Young and Vera Zorina.
on subsequent dates.
$250,000,000 will be xaised via paySauter is acting without compensaFilm tourists will cover seven
roll deduction sales, raising tiie flgon the
appearing in 300 cities and tion in both posts. Those
ure to $375,000,000 for the month, routes,
were likewise
and making side trips into original committee
while another $75,000,000 in bond towns
who made personal cdnvolunteers
neighborhoods as yet xmtrodsales is
nearly rural
anticipated from
were
credand
performers
with
tacts
den by Hollywoo"'d celebrities. Mass
9,000 theatres qualified as official
ited with doing an excellent job.
meetings are being arranged from
issuing agents.
If balance of the
Radie Harris, one of the most active
auditoriums to bams and open
tours measure up in response to civic
the Coast
to
assigned
was
volunteers,
emissaries under comthose advance reports from Einfeld, cornfields by
C^teen entertainment
to handle
Charles Einfeld, field, dith" committee figures on another mand of S.
The tourists there.
of the tours.
$200,000,000 in bond sales from that -rector
Understood there was some frichave set a target of $300,000,000 as tion with the general committee at
source.
biUion-doUar
Max A. Cohen, N. Y. State chair- th^ir share of the
the (^nteen, which was attributed
man, states N. Y, wUl definitely hit quota.
to zeal in conforming to the rules but
Its quoU of $168,000,000.
which led to the switch in the enOther advance reports listing actual pledges
tertainment management.

rally;

..

the provisions incorporated under
the UMPI discussions,' was intersContlnurd from pace 3;
preted on the- Coast, where he made
the annoimcement, as an easy way stage plays, remains divided among
to prelude formal statement by the the film company story departments
Department of Justice that the while the Dramatists Guild is skepUMPI plan was killed. The eight tical that any new agreement will
pictures announced in the group al- be evolved in the near future.
ready have been shown to exSome of the majors, including
hibitors.
Paramount Warners and Metro, apPar's First BI*ck
pear likely to become more activ*
Par's first group includes The In play production' and Anancing this
Major and the Minor,' Ginger Rogers season, regardless of any new
starrer; 'The Glass Key,' 'Priorities agreement
Others fail to see the
on Parade' and 'Henry Aldrich, advantage In advance purchase of
Editor.' First-named goes into N. Y.'s film rights to unproduced plays. It's
Paramount after 'Holiday Inn,' while th'.' plan which backfired three years
'Priorities' already .has played the ago when the Metro and Warner
theatre.
Tradeshowings are set for legal departments balked at various
Aug. 27 tod 28, but there is nothing clauses aX a time when adoption
to prevent the company from going o( the agreement appeared immiahead on selling before then, which' nent
it is doing.
Advaataces7

pledges, covering the first 10 cities
on each tour, or pne-third of the
total number of star-rallies.

$500,000
000 for

Hattic,*
will b«

Syracuse,

day).

Rodgers,'
F.
that William
sales chief, announced eight
pictures as being sold 'now under

Warner Bros, tradeshowed fivefeatures last week and has set the
release date on four of them. They
are 'Across the Pacific,' £tumphrey
Charles Gore, film house man- Bogart starrer, released Sept 5;
'Desperate Journey,' Errol Flynn
ager. Marines.
starrer. Sept 23, and 'Busses Hoar,'
Bob Garred, newscaster. Naval Sept. 19.
'Now Voyager,' Bette
Reserve Air Clorps.
Davis* latest starring vehicle, likely
Clharles Minor, Jr., film house will get a late October or early Nomanager. Army.
vember release date.

Jimmy Henegan, former

Providence,

in

Fact

^

Bill Shirley, screen playier.

tested

Metro

U. S. Roll Call

^^sContlnued from page

"Panama
from the Broadway musical,

NashvUlc and Rochester the week ot
Aug. 27.
The 'Somewhere' dates
next sea- •will start the week
of Aug. 19 (to-

of five last month, 20th-Fox also has
its second block lined up for seUing
mugg, upped to corporal.
during September.
George Reineking, International in the 1942'-43 season, dnd is not deTo date the volunteers are Walter News photo manager. Army Corps. laying sales plans on it
Abel, Edward Arnold, Lynn Bari,
Besides- setting Aug. 25 as the diAe
Frank McGrath, film player. Navy.
Joan Bennett,
Robert" Benchley,
Bill WaUing, cameraman, Na-vy.
CarriUo,
Leo
Cagney,
ColRonald
Colbert,
Claudetle
man, Laird Cregar, Bette Davis, JLa

In various localities are as follows:
PhUadelphia, $2,000,000; Easton, Pa.,
$1,000,000
bond rally; Scranton,
•

-

'

.

sCoBtlnned from pace

We Go

for trade screening of 'Here

definitely

Employees Guild, which started yesterday morning (18) in New York,
panned out to the extent of the
union men agreeing to stay over antion in joiiung the procession and
other day and resume discussions starUng 1942-43 sales brought all
this (Wed.) morning. The snag was five Consent Decree 'blocks-of-flve'
companies into the lineup of disstill money, with the SOEG reps of-

fering to comprise on the wage scale
dnd the employers still adamant
Al Jolson while in N. Y. likes to .wear the khaki shirt and pants about the request for classifications.
It looks enough- like
that he works in while entertaining the troops.
With the employers represented by
regulation to fool the unseasoned officers, and a young second lieutenant
the men -who have the final say, and
started to bawl out the comedian in the middle- of Times Square, Tuck
your tie in!' (he wears It out), when he recognized the comedian and the union prepared for drastic action,
the agreement to confer again today
apologized.
was interrupted as indicative of a
partial meeting of the minds with a
The Hearst papers are still sensitive so far as Orson Welles is concerned settlement probable by the end of
(remember 'Citizen Kane'?) so Lee Mortimer, N. Y. Mirror film critic, the week.
played it safe on Welles' •Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO), currently
Labor delegates, who came on
on Biroadway, and merely reprinted excerpts from 'Variety's' trade review from 'the Coast to huddle over
of the flhn.
wages and working conditions for
Coast exchange office crews, had'
served notice that yestci-day's meet-

Sept. Billion-in-Bonds Drive

be

flot

sales

WB

tected against priorities

The scheduled

a matter of in-

policy and Again,' Edgar Bergen-Plbber McGee ic Molly feature, RKO this week
determined
listed 'Big Street,' 'Mexican Spitfire's
Elephant" 'Wings and the Woman'
and 'Bandit Ranger' for September
and T»r Tee Oil
Botb Warner Bros, and Paramount release. 'Here We Go' and 'Highways By Night' are scheduled a*
began selling their first groupS; October releases.
last group, as the latter company
Metro announced that two picannounced its first' group of four tures in the group of eight already
for 1942-43. Metro announced eight have been set tor important test
'Somewhere I'll Find You,'
group on runs.
first
ita
features as
Gable-Tutner starrer, will have nine
Thursday (13), the day after Par set pre-release dates including the CapRKO's apparent ac- itol in N. Y., while
its first five.

might

company

for another week.

new

•

Ml 5 Consent Majors
would be

ever, this

dividual

order to give themselves a real bolt sendoff.
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75-Year-Old Salesman

Adantic Out of Football Sponsorship;
Spent $500,000 on East Coast
Philadelphia, Aug. 18.
Atlantic Refining will not sponsor
the broadcasts of football games this
season because of the shortage of
gasoline, rationing, lack of sales, etc.
This will crimp stations all over the
east, and means the loss of a nice
chunk of revenue to eastern colleges,
as well as to pro football teams as
well as a few high schools.
Atlantic has been the bankroUer
for more football broadcasts than
any other advertiser in the U. S.,
having sponsored the airing of 185
grid contests last year. Although
neither the company, nor the agency
(r. W. Ayer) handling the shows
would confirm any figures, radio
men estimate that the "oil company
had spent upwards of $500,000 yearly
lor the airings in fees to schools,
line
announcers,
time,
of
cost
charges and the like.
Colleges received from $5,000 to
$20,000 for the priyelege of allowing
their games broadcast.
Atlantic sponsored broadcasts of

games from Maine

Pity the Utilities, Upset

By War, Plea

in Series

Of One-Minote Discs
Connecticut Bus Co.

is

following

making

*«4

salesman, last week celebrated
his 75th birthday anniversary.
Station employees surprised him
with a studio birthday party and
a huge birthday cake that bore
75 candles.
C. J.' Lanphier,

WEMP,

included

manager

It is

of its public patronage and to
expand public good nature where
service is faulty due to war condi-

of

among a mul-

.

Made

.

.

In Lining

—

Up

O.W.L Spot Ads

London!'

&

Wilson

Haight,

Hartford,

was

the agency.

a

WCAU

will broadcast the games
ef the University of Pennsylvania,
sponsor or no. Temple will be aired
via WIP.

Washington, Aug.

CONGRESSMAN'S

VEILED HINT

MARSHALL ENDS

ON DISSENT
Washington, Aug.

18.

Kicking radio commentators and
newspaper publishers, editorial
writers, and columnists around the
halls of Congress is becoming a popSince a handful of Sena'
tors let go their ire a month ago, the
fashion has spread to the House of
Representatives,
Direct poke at 'radio announcers'
whom he did not identify was
made by Rep.. John J. Delaney, New

—

SOLDIER HELLO'

—

Democrat,
Monday
(17)
Brooklynite said -the time is fast
approaching
newspapers,
magazines, radio, announcers, and
others dispensing news will be subjected to blackjack or black-mail' if
.they don't express views or opinions
in consonance with the viewpoint of
their readers and listeners.'
Impli'

York

when

STUFF
18.

Personal messages between troops
Bt oversea stations and friends and
relatives In the U. S. 'whether by
^>i^5J>MS'vave broadMst6r.^sDpr^
Sisks, has been abolished by Xien.
George C. Marshall, army chief of
staff, acting under Orders from the
secretary of war.
Stating that' the practice of sending personal messages by the fqrm
covered in the order has been 'found
dangerous to the national security,
end is an unsatisfactory .^^eans of
personal communications, since there
Is no assurance that messages so recorded will reach persons for whom

they are intended,' Gen, Marshall
served notice that spoken messages
v^ould
be 'discontinued' in the
future.

MOGOLEFSKY, WBYN,

18.

Initial assignments to a handful of
spot advertisers being brought into
the expanded plan to 'allocate' Government radio messages are going
out now and the first attempt to use
non-network programs to win support for the war program is sched
uled *eek after next

cation was that anybody •critical of
the Administration or finding fault

with the war program must expect

*S»1i"^^

—

—

'WW-

AFRA CERTIFe TO
REP KDKA SPIELERS

_

_

messages on either 'Victory Food' or
war bonds to the Group A spot advertisers.

First use of the non-network sponsors affects those using live talent.
These are requested to air the Federal plugs, sometime during the week
Washington, Aug. 18.
of Aug. 31. Recorded messages will
Recognition as collective bargain
ing agent for stafi announcers' at go out during the week of Sept.~21.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, was ordered In view of the desire to have three
granted the American Federation "of groups, this timing indicates the
Radio Artists last week. The Na- O.W.I. planners hope to have enough
in line to assign diftional Labor Relations Board certi- other sponsors
for each of the two
fied a payroll check showing that all ferent themes
.weeks to different noneight microphonists employed by the intervening
programs.
Westinghouse outlet during June network
wanted tp be represented by the

AFL

unit.

There was no

election, since par-

Pabst to Air Dodgers'
9 Grid Gaines on

WOR

ties agreed to abide by the informal
canvass.
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer will sponsor nine professional football games
more flagrant violators
Fred Patterson, assistant program over WOR, New York, this fall. Five
of
the
Defense. Communications director at KOMQ-KJR, Seattle, is from Ebbets Field, four out of town.
Board regulations is Samuel P. on a leave of absence, from the sta- The team being followed Is the
Mogolefsky, old-time
of tion to play a- bit in Columbia's Brooklyn Dodgers.
sponsor
Will broadcast
radio programs in the Yiddish lan- 'The Commandos l,and at Dawn,' Sunday matinees starting Oct. 11.
guage, currently financing a Sunday now being filmed on 'Vancouver
Connie Dvmond will call, the
afternoon show on WBYN for his Island.
plays.
Three Lucky Sevens' emporium.

AD UBS

of the

Show has the station executives
plenty worried since the sponsor in
sists on doing his own commercials
which poses a pretty problem since
the emir works adlib. La^t Sunday,

out,

'Women—things

of interest to men.'

.

Office of War Information
are going forward with their
desire to drag the spot sponsors into
the organized propaganda drive, the
response to appeals from W. B.
Lewis, director of the O.W.I.'s Radio
No figures are
Bureau, is- slow.
available regarding the number of
advertisers who wiU make up 'Group
A'— though- it is said that 'everybody
whom we asked' is willing to go
along, Two subdivisions of the first
group are being organized, so that
two themes can be plugged simul
Uneously, \yhile the sponsors using
live talent are being weeded out
from those depending on transcribed
announceinents.
Only meagre information is avail
able at this stage concerning the
amount of coverage O.W.I, expects
to get via the first group of spot messages. There has not been time, according to Radio Bureau officials, to
analyze the responses showing just
what stations are used, so it. is possible there will be duplication one
of the things the plan is designed Lo
prevent in the early stages.
-With the comment 'we have enough
to start' Seymour Morris, aide to
Douglas. Meservey, assistant director.

Though

officials

ular sport.

IN RISKY

Mutual and Feen-'a-Mint are making an occasion of the 100th broadcast
'Double or Nothing' this Friday (21).... An elaborate brochure of
Was supplied all stations, and the front page of Mutual's
over,;..N. Y, XJhlversity Radio Workshop gave real
diplomas for first time when 1942 class 'graduated' Thursday night at
.There were gag honorary degrees for-- -various guest
Hotel Brevoort.
lecturers, including Lyman Bryson, Earl MdGill, John MacDonnell, Ben
Grauer, Robert J. Landry
Bill Kelso, from Pacific Coast, co-emcee
of WNEW's Milkman's Matinee along with Jack Lescoulie. ..This station,
has. new sales promotion manager, John 'V. Sullivan, from Blue network
Maurice Dreicef started a 'Tudor Forum' (from Tudqr City)
Friday over WHN, with Ed Berhays and Roger Baldwin leading off
'Stage Door Canteen' for Aug. 20 has Helen Menken, Ed Wynn, Bidu
Sayao and Harry James.
George Wells, J. Walter Thompson staff writer on the Lux show, is on
a fishing trip in Colorado. He had been visiting the agency's New York
office
WEAF (N.Y.) treated the press to drinks Saturday .night (15) at
Club 21 following the station's anniversary broadcast over NBC.
Muriel Pollack, 'organist on 'David Harum' and 'Stella Dallas,' celebrates Her ninth anniversary in radio this week. .. .James Monks has been
assigned the role of 'Carter Trent' in. 'Pepper- Young's Family' (NBC)....
Ted Donaldson, serial actor, who becomes nine years old tomorrow (20),
has spent, five of them in radio. .. .Larry Elliott, who usually announces
Adelaide Hawley's 'Women's Page of the Air* with the sentence, 'News of
women, and things of interest to women,', stumbled last week and it came
publlcitjr material
folio was given

tions.

Irene Beasley .recorded a series of
eight one-minute singing announcements in N. Y. for the bus company.
They'll be heard on these Connecticut outlets: WELI, New Haven;
WDRC, Hartford; WNLC, New

Local stations
scramble to find new sponsors for
broadcasts, but have promised that
if no bankroUer is found they'll air
grid shows On a sustaining basis.
Only outlet to find an 'angel' for a
grid show is WFIL which last week
signed Pabst Beer to sponsor the
broadcast of the 12 games of tfie
Philadelphia Eagles (pro) games,
home and away, with Byrum Saam,
free lance gabber, to handle the
show.
_

One

.

of

the young feller.

Progress

M *««««>««*»« « ««« <<«>«

CITY ...

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: The frustrations of war-wlnninp
proposal! in the domestic foreign langitage field— the presence of Sir
Cecil Graves, BBC head -man—the refusal 'of cigarette companies to
take Government criticism—the oppearaTice of Russelt Ctevenger, who
knows plenty about broadcasters, as publicist of the FCC— the ^im'^
minent appointment at long last of a CBS director of sales promotion.

titude of gifts a leather pouch
containing 75 silver dollars for

advertising to reduce the vol-

ume

NEW YORK

IIS

example of numerous regional
phone and other utility companies.

-the

Washington, Aug.

From Ae Prodnetion Centres

18.

the

to Florida.

are

A^.

Milwaukee,

Ben Wolff, champ time seller
of WEMP, -who claims the distinction of being radio's oldest

Carters Litde Liver

Pills

Demand

IN

HOLLYWOOD ...

The Radio 'Trade is Discussing: War Department crackdown on too
radio acttvity at Santa Ana air force trathing center,, actioated by
Lieut-Col. James Higgs, former time but/er-^The hustle and bustle
around the Young & Rubicam oj^ice -with Chet LaRoche and Tom Harrington both on the scene That headachy 'Tuttle' show for Rinso—

much

Amos

—

'n'

Andy's desperation

to

climb out of the C. A. B. depths.

Walter Johnson, MCA's Coast radio head, confident he'll have a buyer
(at his quoted figure) before another fortnight for Screen Guild Theatre
Joe Parker, former NBC producer, now heading radio department for
California Shipbuilding Corp
Pat Weaver around for a last visit with
the old gang before moving into the Na-vy
Dick Marvin in town to set
up the Abbott and Costello show for (Camels with Eddie Sherman...."
KNX losing its -two top newscasters with' departure of Bob Garred and
Knox Manning for the Sfervice, both as commissioned officers
Johnny
Guedel named Coast manager of Russel Seeds office
Sam Hayes, newscaster for Sperry Flour on NBC, and the Wings surpriser, 'People Are
Funny,' set. for another quarter
Paul Rickenbacher's- resignation as aide
to Danny Danker, at J. Walter Thompson necessitated a double shift
Notman Blackburn from publicity to Rick's talent buying spot, and Harry

—

Kerr

to the publicity post in addition to his duties as scripter for C. B.

DeMille on Lux Radio Theatre
Clark Andrews,- who left radio production for pictures and marriage to Claire Trevor (recently dissolved) now
a private in the Army
Lou Holtz, Mildred Bailey and Producer Marx
Loeb here for three airings of 'Time Out For liSUghs'. .. .Lewis Allen
Weiss east for Mutual board meeting.... Bobby Brown around for a brief
respite from his duties with CBS In Chicago. .. .Bob Redd writing and
producing a weekly program for civilian observers of aircraft warning
service over NBC.

iNxmc^
NBC

Jack Eppler of
guide staff has enlisted in the Navy as a cadet
flyer.... Alex Droier, news commentator, addressing Purchasing Agents
of Chicago this week on 'Global Aspects of War'. .-^.Jack Ryan,
pix
editor, suggested to Mayor Kelly that brass and bronze cornerstone on
public buildings be converted to war effort. .. .Judith Waller, radio public
service director, to Jnterlochen, Mich., for meeting this week of Assn. of

NBC

Education by Radio.

WBBM

producer, has joined the Army Air Force
Ed Abbott,
Jess
TVGN announcer, acts as model for the Treasury Dept.'s new
poster, depicting him as auto mechanic. .. .John Guedel, writerproducer, has been made -manager of the Hollywood branch of Russel
Seeds, Chicago agency. ., .Quiz Kids are engaged in a fo.ur-day battle,
with Breakfast Club ra.c. Don McNeill in guest appearances on Blue netKilpatrlck,

war bond

work

starting

Wednesday morning.

Cyril E, Wagner, formerly, a radio press agent, now private in Army
graduates the Weather School, Chanute Field, Rantoul, 111., this WednesGene Daly, former publicity man for the state of Indiana and UP
d.ay
staff member in Chicago and Indianapolis, has been added to the
news writing staff
Guy Savage,
announcer, had his second song,
'Texas Star,' published this week, t,ou Jackobso'n to Camp Grant 111.,
today to produce the Chicagoland Church Hour
John' McCormick and
Fahey Flynn,
announcers, will act as narrators on new 'Masterworks of Music' series beginning Aug. 16.... During Chicago's blackout
last Wed. nite,
special events man and sound crew circled city in
airplane describing sights
Jimmy Cagney, Paul 'Whiteman, Eddie Peabody, Betty Lou Gerson, Irna Phillips, Barbara Luddy and Eileen Palmer
guesting on WBBM's 'Victory Matinee' open house, week of Aug. 17....
Del King, with -Russel Seeds as casting director on Coast, now back in
news
Chicago §waiting induction into Army. .. .John Holbrook,
commentator on vacation in North Woods, subbing for him are Holland
Engle, Jack Brickhpuse and Guy Savage.
.Newscaster John Harrington
last w6ek started -a new series of open-air broadcasts from WBBM's
sidewalk news booth on the Boule Mich.

WBBM

WGN

WBBM

WGN

WGN

.

.

.

for example, he adlibbed a commer'
cial based on the fact that it was
raining at the time he wasi on the

Conditions, Stations Not Receptive TEXAS

NEW

ACT'S

BILLING

-air.

DCB regulations prohibit mentioning the weather and adlibbing.

NBC PRESS MAILING

Former Llfht Crast'Donghboys Now

Within three weeks of acquiring
the spot end of the Carter's Little
Liver Pills account the Ted Bates
John Cooper to
agency has run into difficulty over
Pittsburgh, Aug. 18.
stalion contracts.
Several stations
John Cooper, publicity director at have 'rejected the contract fofms
KDKA who came here from Boston offered them by the agency because
couple of years ago, is leaving next the latter insisted on including 9
week to join NBC's special events clause that permitted the account 'to
department .in New York. Cooper cancel at any time and without prer
was connected with WesUnghouse vious notice. Tiie sta'ndiard spot constation in Hub at time of his transfer tract requires that the station be
to Pitteburgh to replace Kay Barr, given a minimum notice of two
who Js now with hla and KDKA's old weeks.
Bates also Ins'ei'ted three other
boss, Al NeUoA on the coast
Cooper^E supcessor here hasn't been clauses into the Carter contracts, two
of which were generally waived but
named yet

NBC^

'

-

'Coffee Grinders'

-

'

FOR ARMY PERIODICALS

-

the third of which found some objectors. The two clauses that the staSan Antonio, Aug. 18.
tions considered fair and reasonable
Duncan Coffee Co., of Houston will
were (1) that no other spot ancome three begin new series daily over the Texas
nouncement would
Quality
-Network
and several indeminutes before or after the Carter
blurb and (2) that the Carter an- pendent stations replacing current
nouncements must remain adjacent series titled 'Missing Persons.' New
programs
wiU»have
Parker Willson
to the program stipulE^ted in the
contract. The clause that some and His Coffee Gi;inders (formerly
broadcasters are shying away from the. Light Crust Doughboys), origi-WFAA,
Dallas.
nally
from
makes it binding upon the statign
Account Is handled through the
not to spot a competitive product 20
minutes before or after a~ Carter's Steele Advertising' Agency^
announcement Broadcasters are inGeorge Case, last with WGN, Is
clined as a rule to allow for a leenow a director at WBBM, Chicago,
way of 14 minutes.

NBC press department released
the -first bateh of a
regular mailing- of news, features,
mats and prints prepared exclusively for U. S. Army newspapers.
A special masthead is used for the
No. 1 page for each mailing. Between the silhouettes of two soldiers there's the 'inscription. To U.
Friday (14)

S.

a

Services from

NBC

Included in the initial batch is
piece by H. V. Kaltenborn In

which he

dojibts the existence in the

United States after the war of «
conscript army.

.'
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News Wanted About-

B[l

,

letters.

An

Perfection in Reverse

RECORDED

James G. McDonald, who does a news commentary daily at 2:30 p.m.
over the Blue.. network, puts more than ordinary emphasis on what
listeners are interested in and what they think. He carefully checks

The advertising manager of a large packaging organization last
week caused much surprise among' colleagues when he congratulated
himself on having an ad agency that couIdn't<>write selling copy. The
executive pointed to some copy that had just been submitted by the

E

analysis of his audience mail recently reveals the thoughtmost curious about:

ful public currently

Reprisals against

Germans

for their murdering of hostages and

I'l-

If

nocent people generally.
Relations of the V.S.A. with Vichy.
Rattonino.
The Women's Auxiliary.
What kind of peace we will win.
Negroes and the Army.
Allotment of land and colonies after war.
Probable length of war.
Where is Germany getting her oil.
The Atlantic Charter ond the Orient.
Japs in the Aleutians.
Russia's- port in peace,
U.S.-Finnish relations.

agency and described it as the sort of stuff that wouldn't sell anyadded the advertising manager, that was a break as far
was concerned. The one thing that he wanted to avoid
wds accelerating sales -to the point where it cleared goods off the .shelf
and this badly phrased copy, he said, would certainly serve that purpose. The agency had unwittingly solved what the ad manager had
expected to find quite 'a problenv
The advertising manager explained that the companies can't hop*
to supply, the trade because of material, thre and other shortages, but
it did want to keep its trade name before the public at all events.
With that ;purpose in view the account will spend as much for advertising in 1942 as it did In 1941 and It has already committed itself
for a radio campaign extending through early 1943,
But the copy
must not' be of the want-stimulating kind.

thing. But,
as the firm

Soldiers Also Sing
Strum Guitar They'll Do

—

Their Stuff Intended for
'"114 Stations in Central

and

-

American

South

2S

Countries

•

SHUN SHORTWAVE
'Human

CBS ACQUIRES

Red Skelton

CBS has consummated a contract
with the Edison Electric Illuminating
Co. of Boston for the purchase of
WEEI, Boston. It won't be necessary
Communications.
for the Federal
Commission to pass on this transaction because, as CBS disclosed yes-^
terday (Tuesday), it (the network)
has been operating WEEI for the
past six years as a licensee, anyway.
The FCC's records up to 1939, at
least, showed CBS as being merely a
lessee and the Edison Co. as licensee
and sole stockholder. CBS did not
reveal just w)ien the change in the
Sale belicensee status occurred.
comes publicly effective Aug. 31.
The FCC hasn't permitted a network to buy a- station in over six
years. The last deal of this sort that
passed the commission was Coluatbia's taking over of KNX, Los Angeles, for the then record price of

Of

Network Returns; Nelson,

WEE BOSTON,
OUTRIGHT

Earliest

HOliard Working West
PittsTjurgh, Aug. 18.
Because of early start set this year
for resumption of Red Skelton radio
show, Ozzie Nelson. and Harriet Billiard have been forced to cut short
their p.a. tour, and are already working their way back to the coast.
Skelton resumes Sept. 15,. earliest
getaway so far for a big-time airer,
and Nelson and his band and Miss
pHilliard will be back on
again,
oroadcast resuming original format.
Couple went from Stanley theatre
here to Cleveland and then play
Dayton and Milwaukee, breaking the
jump from there to Hollywood with

a

Day

Labor

Davenport,

weekend

stand

in

la.

DOROTHY THOMPSON
ON BLUE IN FAU
bringing
Trimont
Clothing
is
Dorothy Thompson back on the Blue

Network

this fall.

It will probably be the Sunday
Wh«a-CBS.-.assumed- the .operation 9:45-10 p.m. period.

fl,250,0OO.

•:orWEEI-ffi-19J8-lt-Wis rcportetf-thatthe network agreed to pay the EdiA
YES,
son Co. $200,000 a year for the bare
walls. Columbia has made quite an
Wayne
.That
TJnfoanded
Investment in the station during the Report
run of the lease. It is adding more
Doesn't Flay Football
space at the end of this month so
that it will have three -floors in the
Detroit, Mich.
Edison Co.'s building.
Editor, "Variety':
May I take exception to one of
your statements In the Aug. 5 issue

WE HAVE

G.

W. lohnstone Searches

News Rooms for Blue
Web Commentator Material

Coast

Hollywood, Aug.

,

.

18.

Course charted' by G. W. 'Johnny'
Johnstone, director of news and special events for the Blue network, in
his quest of commentators is taking
him through the newsrooms of metropolitan dailies. After summing up
the crop of potentials, by and large,
he has come ,to the conclusion that
editors and editorial writers are best
suited to the task of interpreting the
war news culled from dispatches.
Retired -military officers are also
rated highly by Johnstone. College
profSlire not on his blue plate special.

Freedom Hoose Discs Go

To

AFM

moving towards >'discs
narrated by Arnold Moss
and longwave rebroadcasts, since it Veiller,
and directed by Philip Barnson with
is realized that few Latin Americans
everyone working on the cuff.
have shortwave, receivers and fewer
Donald Flamm; ex-operator of
of them listen to them.
There, as
WMCA, conceived and produced the
here,' reception of local stations is
show with ^he approval of Herbert
much better than shortwave and Agar, prez of Freedom Mouse. The
more of a habit And inasmuch as transcrip'tlons are available, through
these outlets gladly grab for good Columbia Records at $1.25 per with
shows on discs—often using the same the" only profit to anyone being a
one a number of time^the waxings' birief mention of Freedom House in
are a preferred propaganda medium.' the opening line. Platters are also
Spanish-speaking soldier transcrip- being prepared in Spanish and Portions will be made, as far as possible, tuguese languages for South American
at camps around New York.
That distribution.
there are plenty of men in the Army
The last time Donald Flamm dabwho can habla Espanol was de- bled with a station sign-off was
termined before the idea was fully about four years ago at
formulated through a survey by the when he prepared the closing sigWar Department and a nose-count- nature that is still used by that
ing_by the Coordinator's office itself. outlet.
Arnold Moss and Philip
The Arihy ls cooperatingiin the .pro*; rBaiT.tefinrdid. the .narraMpn-and.direc^
tion then as now.
duction and will approve all scripts.
shortwave,

.

Back

of the decision of the

CIAA

produce this type of show was
an analysis of broadcasts to Latin
America. It showed that not- enough'
attention was being given to description of everyday life in the U. S.,
whether it be in the Army, the home,
to

U.

met with the same

Treasury

Willing to Allow

'

Wynn Wright New Head

NBC

Of Production at
Ottowa,'Aug. 17.
The fate of Gladstone Murray,
Wynn Wright is new production
general manager of the Canadian manager of NBC, succeeding Ray
Broadcasting (3orp., will not be Nelson, returned to spieling.
handed down today (Tuesday) as
C. L. Menser, NBC veepee on proexpected. Action on the parllamen- grams. Is tossing a small dinner for
try investigation will be delayed.
Wright at Club 21 tomorrow (ThursProbably will be clarified next day) and will encourage the press to
week.
have suggestions.

Lee network^^ One of the

oldest

com-

mercial accounts along the Pacific,

have started Its 16th year
with 13 of those
NBC.
Two programs were moved off Don
I<ee when that network was unable
to clear non-competi't'lve time. Sym-.
phony alternates between here and
oiler will

on the

air,

Frisco.

WHN's Dick

BOAKE CARTER'S SISTER
ON WHK, CLEVELAND

Seeb Sponsor

Gilbert

Win Talk

Directly,

To U.S. Bond

Ehiyers

A

chance to talk directly with radio personalities will be the special
-ladueemeat^ -oBvfj^ listeners in a
.

10-day war bond selling campaign
which Dick bilberti WHN's -singing
disc jockey, will start this afternoon

.

During his daily plattec* ses(1-2:30 p.m.) and Saturday
sions
night shows (10-10:45), Gilbert and
his guest stars will accept phone
calls in the studio from persons
(19).

wishing to order the Government
'securities.
In addition, sales will, be
lencouraged by the identification of
buyers over the air, in keeping with
War Dept. regulations.

To avoid clogglhg the station's
switchboard, a special battery of
phones has been installed in the
studio.
They are equipped with
lights, instead of belln, arid will operate on direct wit'es.
Guest telephone order-takers will
Include Dick Todd, Joan Edwards,
.

Harry James, Margo, Sammy Kaye,
Bea Wain, Xavier Cugat, Dick^tabile. Grade Barrie and others, who
actually ivill be heard on the air
as they accept war bond orders over

Some

WHN
Direct Salesmansliip of war bond drives
Other

programs

also starting

this

week

are

George H. Combs, Jr., daily at 7:30
p.m., and Adrienne Ames, TuesdayThursday-Saturday at 7 p.m. Red
tribute their services for guest occa- Barber also is scheduled to put on
sions. These arrangements are the another war bond promotion withiii
same the prevailed when first Tex- a few weeks similar to his highly
baseball
broadcast of
aco and later -Bendix sponsored the successful
network 'Treasury Hour'. last season. Aug. S, which netted over $100,000
Texaco did the underwriting on CBS in sales.
during the summer of 1941, with the
program running 60 minutes. BenPERTUSSIN USING
dix's backing was on the Blue Network and on the basis of a haU hour.
The commercial treatment in Will Spot 'SIngIn' Neiglibor' Program

Product—Full Hour Program Sought

cess that the first

.

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Standard Oil's' two Coast programs,
Standard Symphony and School of
NBC late next
month after, two years- on the Don
the Air, return to

the phone.

Now

sort of suc-

team did— undefeated and unscorcd on— we have had
a team and have met such a high

ON COAST

WMCA

the gridiron each fall since that time.

Although our recent teams have

BACK TO NBC

-

Cleveland', Aug. 18.
the school, the factory, or anywhere
WHK-WCLE has signed Sheilah
It's felt that this program will
else.
Carter, sister of Boake Carter, to beprovide some of that aspbct as well
series of flve-a-week broad-'
Propaganda as give the Latinos the human side gin a
Monday,
Sept 21.
casts starting
Can Be Popular' wherein you laud of the war effort interestingly and
She's first Manhattan personality
<
Wayne alumnus Frank TelforB entertainingly.
to be transported to the Cleveland
'at Wayne University
you state
'There is a
months.
scene in many
which ha*s a radio workshop but no
Edward L. Robinson has been ap- strong possibility that she may
That, Sir, talis for
football team'
pointed New "Vork publicity repre- eventually be given a Mutual assigna firm rebuttal.
here
originate
own
to
her
General Electric ment of
Wayne University first saw the sentative of thetelevision and elec- after WHK-WCLE leaves the Blue
Company radio,
light of day in 1917 as Detroit Junior
network.
tronics department.
College. In 1924 JC became Detroit
City College and in 1934 DCC became Wayne University. During the
1918 season the school had a football
S.
team and has been represented on

not

OIL

-

of 'Variety?'
In your story 'Counter

The 1942 squad will be the Silver
Anniversary Team.

STANDARD

Interested Stations

At Mannfactdring Cost

display such other vocal or instruFreedom House, which attempts to
mental talents as they possess. Pro- do for democracy what the Brown
gram will be something of a Latino House did for nazism, will offer staMajor Bowes affair with a military tions, at cost price, a transcribed
camp background.
sign-off that carries a punchy war
Show will be recorded 'and shipiied effort message. The sign-off, which
uses
out on wax to 114 stations below the runs four and one half minutes,
Smallens orch (with
border, rather than be shortwaved. the Alexander
the Eva Jessye
approval)
Inter-American Affairs office is getBess' legit
'Porgy
&
C3ioir
from
the
ting away as much as possible from
show, and was written by Anthony

TEAM

While here Johnstone is talking to class of competition as Michigan
several downtown editors, and ex- State, University of Detroit, Ohio
pects to put at least one on the net- -University, Cincinnati. Ohio Weswork. He declared that the Blue is leyan, Toledo, Akron, Buffalo, etc.
building up its commentator staff to
That, Sir, by no stretch of the imaggive It top rank among 'the networks.
ination can rightfully be called
Before returning to New York he no football team.". .'
goes to Frisco for a few days to
Ceo. B. Sherman
strengthen his departments there.
Director of Sports Publicity,
Wayne University.

Murray on Limb

side' of the war effort'
will be given Latin Americans by the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican AtTairs~-in a new series
of airings to start shortly. Half-fa«ur
shows will be huilt around Spanish-,
speaking soldiers in the U. S. Army.
They'll not only be interviewed, but-

U.

S.

Treasury Department would

like to team up with a national advertiser for the revival of the network 'Treasury Hour' series of last

season.
section

A

representative of the radio
the department's wat

in

bonds and savings stamps division
last week made the rqunds of major
advertising agencies requesting that
they submit to their clients the
treasury's new plan for sponsoring

such a series. It would now be
agreeable to the Government department if the account Included some
direct selling copy In the program.

WAX

After Oct. 26

either case was strictly institutional.
The refiner merely mentioned its

trade

copy

name and Bendix
to

products.

confined its
references to peacetime
The impression gathered

The Treasury Department would by the ad agencies Is that an adverpermitted a
like to make it' a full hour's show. tiser would now be
The sponsor would pay for the net- reasonable amount of time during
work time and such basic talent ex- the program for a direct pitch about
also
get comwould
product
He
chorus
his
mixed
orchestra,
penses as
and regulai: vocalist, while film, me):cial credits at the openin.g and
radio and stage names would con- closing of the program.

Pertussin, a year-in'-and-year-outer
the cough remedy fraternity
radio, is going in for recorded
It will be thre6five-miifute transcriptions a week
and the program will be titled,

among
In

music this season.

The
'Singin' Neighbor.'
starts Oct, 15, will

which

campaign,
be for 20

weeks.

Erwin-Wasey

Is

the agency.

^
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TOBKEST WnXIS

AL JOLSON
With Walter O'Seefe, Block
Alec Templetaii; Jackie
'Gnaer, Kaymaid Ta\gt't
<Star Sptnrled Vaadeville*

cm

Onh

AJLBANT
INGS BANK

St Mlna.

FJLEISCUMANNS TEAST
NBC-WBAF, New T*rk

WABY, Albany

Snttalnliiy

iriark.

Vaudeville,'
a
"Star
Spangled
Fleischmann summer replacement,
has been reviewed before with its
different acts, but takes on big
league, permanent stature with talent such as Jolson; Jesse Block Sc
Eve Sully, with their standard. siUydilly crossfire; and that comedian of
the Steinway, Alec Templeton, who
was especially good with hJs zany
••Mozart a la Mode,' I^uie Armstrong

swingology, etc.

is

keyed in a

restful,

sen-

presented broadcasts of ' the type.
Feature resembles the Tony Wons
type of 'show, although there are
some differences. Willis reads poetry,

•Mormn and dap'
Gal«

Wltk

TmmX,

16

Ule

MUa.

Mule

Friday, S pju.

WABC-CBS. New T«rk
Fred Brady

will

have

to

keep

try-

ing.
By never re-using any of the
gags he used Friday night (14) he
will at least be sure that all his
future mistakes arc new ones. People will forget last Friday^ ItH be

ceed last winter.

LABBT KOHLKK
WHk Dav* Perrjr
Saaca umi

From a

Dixie pickup. Mutual
This is a long throw from a cliff- brougbt In T^rry Kohler,
pleasant
hanger, the kind of procram that batrtone -who may, in short"
order
tradition identified with 6:15 pjn. desert his Kentucky
Here is a daily quarter-hour Of Aided by Dave Perry athome base'
the Novahymns, neighborhood village kindli- ,chord, Kohler's vocalizing
of old and
ness. There isn't a grouch or a heel
new
tunes included 'I'll Find My
or a plot complication in sight Just
Way,' the theme of MBS' daytime
the familiar downeastem drawl of
serial; "Love Is a Song' from 'Bambi'Parker Fennelly, radio's most suc•When Children Pray,' a new and'
cessful merchant of sheer loirability
very worthy ballad credited to Beawith quaint

humor to match. To his
and makes passing easy.
philosophizes
comment on topics of the day. The
Arguments may rage in given in- 'Dad' there is the 'mother' of Effie
rewards of the fundamental virtues, stances as to whether a comedian Palmer, who may be described as a
the kindly acts, along with some war is very funny or just funny. The female Parker Fennelly.
The Aeighbors pop in for some
Willis argument about Fred Brady last
messages, are emphasized.
employs an unusally slow tempo and Friday night is whether he was songs in the parlor, where a wheezy
a measured cadence. Organ music pretty unamusing or terribly un- organ pro'vrides the accompanimenl
There are poems, chin-up advice,
provides background.
amusing.
whimsicality, joshing. It's basically
Brady seems to have a fertile religious in appeal and in overtone.
The advertising (institutional^ was
woven through story-philosophy, as mind, a to pical sense, even fair tim- So much goodness, warmth, homeWillis ing.
WBBM, Chicago, thrust him folksy may well be a welcome item
well as in direct plugging.
also spiels for current drives: col- upon CBS confidently; agent Bernie to radio listeners who are 'newsrotic'
lection of old phonograph records, Schubert signed him up hopefully. from the war, the every-hour-onauspices may
have seen the-hour diet of anxiety.
"These
etc.
'lyiother and Dad'
Program probably has an appeal Brady perform' under other and
the
may associate him Seth Parker tradition preserves
for housewives and older persons better conditions,
of the waterwith other and better gags. Their melon-size heart with a penchant for
Jaco.
generally.
enthusiasm may be base*- on due the oldtime songs sung in group harUn- mony. Nicely realized under Tiny'
sufficient
evidence.
and
on real stature with headliners such fortunately, there was too little edit- Renier's direction.
Land.
as Jolson this week; Cantor next, etc. ing, too little of firm guidance last
Jolson is due back on a regular Friday. Instead there were blurred
self-conscious •CIVILIANS AT WAIl'
and
tedious
commercial for Colgate's Toothpow- and
over-engineered
routines
which
With
Florence Herman, Panl Boardder early In October with a variety
nun,
Vern
Curnow, Barbara
program. There, as here, he will studio laughter did not help. The
Peters,
Jfaefnellne
Thempsan,
have Martin Freed pianoing for him, comedy did not come off. And, since
Catharine FUycr, GU Verba, Ernie
doing an expert accomp job. In toto, it was a comedy show, that means
Robinson, JHUtan Shrcdnlk arRaymond Paige batoned the show tune-outs.
chestn
expertly and with consummate suavfeusically it was okay. But music

Fender, and others.
Kohler rates better than daytime

trice

slotting.

'

intros;

—

Kelk did the incidental en's vocals can't make a comedy 3t Mins. Local
Ben Grauer the commercials. show. Only ^ comedian can do SasUlnInc
Abel.'

hand.

that

Thursday, 9:3( p.m.

Abel.

THE BLUE THEATKE'
With Jaan Bankt, Santas Ort«xa,
Frank Lovejayv Elbel Owen, Man~
del Kramer, Jaseph Stajtak arch.
3« Mlns.
Sastalnlnc
Sunday, 2 pjn.

WJZ-BLUE, New Yark
This entry in the dramatic sweepis off the beateq bath because

,

The theme takes

N*TMlMnl

15 HIm, WeC
HBS-WOB. New Twk

KIS yji.

Daily,

WABC-CBS, New T»rk

The click of this Sunday night- variety half-hour has inspired keen interest within the trade as to the'
likelihood of other vaudeville shows.
Actually, this program is a cumulative offshoot of a Saturday morning ity; Jackie
vaude show which Jim Ameche em-

ralBitr. Itekcr remaelly

Franklyn MmeCanaack
Gats, Soncs>
3> Hiiu.

timental, folksy philosophical mood.
It is the first time a local bank has

—

ribean, his manner of songmanship
and showmanship is something which
is as close an affinity for the air as
a commercial sponsor. He*whammed
'em Sunday night, segueing his
dramalet into 'California Here I
Come' (with a show-must-go-on motif), and finally the heart-throb ballad, 'Sonny Boy," which now tops the
mammy -singer's 'Mammy' asatrade-

« COUNIT SAV

Daily, 9:15 ajn.

Program

Al Jolson guesting with "Star
Spangled Vaudeville' only inspires
one thought why has Jolson been
off the air so long? Even if he's been
globetrotting, bringing entertainment
to the boys in Alaska or the Car-

XKED BKADT
WUh Cenr reirilU •rchertra,
•bliliu. Bus Vrawn, Les

HiDasophy, Paetiy
15 Mlns.—Local

Mc Sallr,
Ktelk. Ben

stakes

Joan Banks, Santos Ortega and Frank
Lovejoy get featured billing each
week as a stock company. Naturally,
as with all stock companies, the effect
varies week by week by script.

The program reviewed (9) was a
by George Slavin and Georfje
UUed 'Lefty Strikes Her
Frank Lovejoy is a portside
who quits his team the day
first World Series game to
plane to Hiami, where the team masfarce

Dowell,

Out.'

pitcher
of the

cot needs an operation but 'won't go
until Lefty says the word.
Joan
Banks is a rich deb, who jilts the
Cotmt (Santos Ortega) because he

has a pet snake.

KOA, Denver
jrhis is a production effort of the
in

Hocky Mountain Radio Council

cooj)eration with KOA, the local
Office of War Information and the
Colorado Council of Defense. The
title and the auspices together spell
out the program's intentions. These
are nicely realized in a production

of considerable fire and punch,
especially commendable for a local

All the action,

aside from the final clinch, transpires
on a plane boimd for Miami, with
Owen as the deb's atmt stealing
the show, thanks to the best lines and
a May Robson delivery.

Ethel

Lindsay McHarrie did an okay job
of directing, and the three-star team
did well, even though the supporting
Owen) had the cream

player (Miss
lines.

production with volunteer actors.
The KOA. house orchestra under.
Milton Sbrednik helps a lot in 'PRESERVE THESE NATIONS'
threading and holding together the With Gene LaValle, Dick Rase, PUI

aimed to drive
the importance of citizen •at-

I'ecture-in-dialog

home

toward

titude'

salvaging

Lewis

is

rationing, sharing,
Jack Weir
so on.
both writer and director of

and

Miller,

Narman

Miller,

Lawsan

Deminc, Ecktar Paul, Abe Kranencr. Jack Foley
3* Mlns.— Local
Sustaining

Wednesday, 7:30 pjn.
Some minor flaws might be men- WGAR, Cleveland
Most energetic of the local underOne segment of the script
was over-long as a commercial ts takings to dramatize various phases
sometimes over-long. But on the cC civilian action needed to prosewhole the program stands critical cute the war successfully is this "halfhour program under guidance of
inspection well.
Punchy, fast-moving
Carl Mark.
and in words of one syllable, show
'ARE YOU A GENIUS?'
holds attention and Interest of listWith Ernest Chappell, .^red Felbel wer and clearly focuses what all-out
15 Mina.
war means to folks at home.
the series.
tioned.

of radio at

how to get more out
20% to 40%. less cost I

Sustaining

Office of War Information suggested
title for week's program, and John
James, war plant worker at National

Dally. S pjn.

WABC-CBS, New York

Perhaps you're an advertiser who has nevei' used radio hefore.
^'^l^nraiKryuUrUc^a

tiifi

ehflyer'^ ^mMBt^-niamUin-^o^

market coverage for one or more accounts in the face of

you may be an agencyman 'with a
unique new program idea 'which has been approved hy a.
client, but ".vhich muiit be presented much more economically
than you had originally planned.
Yrar-cuTtailed budgets. Or,

If

any of these problems are yours,

today for a free copy of "BIG

made while eating hamburger at
comer cafe may result in vsduable

who are addicted to puzzles, brain-twisters and
own learning or memory. It's a standard strain in American entertainment of the parlor
variety.
The correct answers follow immediately after a slight musical luU.

"BIG SALES IN SMALL PACKAGES", is a 30-page booklet

In these 30 pages

Feibel, at the organ, m-ovides bridges,

cues. Ernest Chappell is the voice.
William Spier directs.
Program is put together in a man•ner likely to intrigue the interest of

iests of their

This is smart. Nobody is compelled
to wait or suffer or work. « Land.

packed wnth sound, authoritative facts on the short>timo
period. It is deliberately slanted to meet the needs of a nation

Dkk

WOR tells you candidly, clearly

singing

Lango

and briefly how economically-produced 5 and 10-minute programs have obtained amazing results for a variety of sponsors;

Gilbert, WHN,
York,
disc
jockey, renewed by
Wines for sue 15-minute

New

periods weekly.

"BIG SALES |N SMALL PACKAGES"
brings

you such

"TYPING" A

—how

this

one step should be taken

—

PROGRAM

program spotting for

Bary, act of

effective.

"listener types."

COMMERCIAL SLANTING

—the obvious Bui important

16%

actual coses

on how sponsors

cleverly aimed their commercials
towQiil specific audiences.

WrHe, Wire or Phone
for

your copy of

people

WOR

U

JE

M

JIvK

Jt

.

]0'-F

t H

:«

'MUTUAL BR

Yvilc

6 A

1>'NC

JOHN BLADl/-^

PE 6-8600

A

S T

Music for the program is arranged
by Grant Wilson on the electric organ: Art Hanes is the announcer.

£

N O

tliia

Population
active

listen

to

growing

most

.

.

.

KDYL

NOW

New

—

cast.

maricet through the station

of identifying the artist with tli»
product or service on the shorts
time period.

1410 Broadway, in

in

Reach

trick

"IIG SALES IN SMALL PACKAGES"

(U

is.

SAIT LAKE CITY

OTAH'B

ovir
MBO
StMtlOB

SYSTEM

Clearly porhow diatter

information going to Axis agents.
Last week's broadcast spotlighted
FBI's activities in captiurmg eight
saboteurs, with brief life.history of
J. Edgar Hoover.
Ecktor Paul did
excellent job of Hoover as boy. Six
programs- alifeady featured efforts of
each of the 29 nations now united in
global war; evils of gossip; need for
buying war bonds; Civilian Defense
in case of Cleveland bombing listeners warned this was only broad-

SiTicc 1940 CeTisiu

ARTIST IDENTITY

—

trayed, for example,

Salt Lake City Gains

describes the simple, but neces*

to malce the short-time period most

the street

5000 WAHSl
MY AND W«r

vital information as:

TIME SELECTION

man on

and

ybungsters and oldsters

WOR urges you to send

SALES IN SMALL

PACKAGES."

at war.

He

this Acme Co., writes script.
brings
.dai'ly^uarter.J]ouE..{llng.<i.j)uestioiis^ JiilO_t^e program a personal and
not at studio participants, but at the analytical observation of need of coIn [Detween, Fred operation betw^n worker, soldier
listener direct.

Cut down from a half-hour,

'
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RADIO

THIS FALL

IS T.N.T.
It's

ELUDE

EIIIIL J.

IONS

Mexico

litical

TRADE

Sure to

City,

Aug.

18.

with hour daily of composers music rendered by ace
Mexican players and singers.
University is North America's
oldest

from

—Latter

Be Peevishly

Ready for Radio-Rapping
•EDIT CAREFULLY'

seat

of

learning,

to

(Mustint

here at

with records.

dating-

KMOX

is

Augusta, Ga., Aug.

It

will not be

ordinary

the

Intention

is

to

disc

a

put some

SPOKANE MEET
Seattle, Aug. 18.
Sales majjagers of- the 17th Disthe National Association of
Broadcasters will hold a two-day
meeting in Spokane beginning Fri-

home.
Stations sidetracked

trict of

war and

allow heavy
ethering of humane appeal. Currency, checks and small change
politics

ginger in the period, Hughes doing personality yarns and informal
biographies on the platter performers as he gives them the needle. Objective, of course, is sponsors.

pointed sales manager for KMOX,
St. Louis, taking over his new duties
Hughes formerly did his- 'Hughesimmediately.
reel' nationally, and has also done
Campbell has been western man- commenting, sports and announcing
ager of radio sales for WBBM, at for various programs and stations on
Chicago.
both coasts.

NAB. SELLERS

18.

Stations WRTJW and WGAC,
with cooperation of local press,
raised $2,170.26 for wife and
nine children of Audley Cawley,
farmer, who died in a well cavein.
Money deposited in local
bank. Mrs. Cawley plans to buy

18.

KWK

"routine.

Campbell at

Louis, Aug.

St.

do a daily two-hour

Rush Hughes
tual)

1553.

Chicago, Aug. 18.
Wendell Campbell has been ap-

Neighborly Gesture

RUSH HUGHES GOES
TO KWK, ST. LOUIS

17-22,

Between Po-

Candidates

Week

Moutfipiece of the National
University of Mexico, XEXM,
is presenting Chopin Week, Aug.

Especial Need in Fall Elections for Radio Stations to
Avoid Any Appearance of

Takings Sides

Chopin

poured

briefly

to

day, Aug. 28.

Harvey Wixson, commercial man-

in.

ager of
president

KGA-KHQ,
of

the

Jack Leonard, guitarist on KOINKALE, is in the army. Replacing
him is George Baker, former vaudeville and showman from San Fran-

district,

cisco.

tinuity writer at

Spokane, is
salesmen in this

which includes Oregon and

Washington.

John Lindsay

is now
WTRY,

Washington, 'Aug. 18.
Broadcasters must exercise supercaution , in handling political conThis warning
troversies this fall.
was sent out last week by Earl J.
Glade of KSL, chairman of the National Association of Broadcasters'
code complaince committee, in a

statement noting 'the recent vigorous
consideration' of the matter of radio's fairness in Congress.
Warning against permitting sponsored commentators to inject political issues

into

their

discussions

of

news was given by Glade with the
reminder that

if

the ip-^v.-'ry f„i]s

to take elaborate precaf..c .s there
is danger of punishment at ihe hands
of the government. The N.A.B. code
clause singling out commentators
and newscasters was italicized to
tone up his words of caution.
'An American radio station is presumed to have no editorial policy.
However, the mere selection of a
news item for broadcast is an exerThe
cise of the editorial function.
choice of each feature, therefore, has
a direct bearing on the character of

news period,' Glade said. 'Senews material for broadcast

the

lecting

is considered so significant by
as indicating the sym
pathies of the station management,
that extreme caution must be con
stantly observed to keep the station
free from the charges of bias. This

ing

listeners,

appears to be more necessary with
radio than with the press.
'Nothing is more repugnant to the
radio industry than to have to in
terfere with complete freedom of
speech as far as that freedom applies to well known news commenta
tors and others of recognized stand

''ADVERTISING IS

Station managements would
naturally prefer to edit, merely, but
not to censor. Responsibility of the
station under
the law, however
necessitates a most careful follow
through. All of the networks and
all
well
managed stations have
clearly defined policies covering the
entire handling of this vital issue.'

oyik l£SSE-K)N£S.

Commeico

American
'LOW MAN'

IN

HIGH

AN

ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT
OF A FREE SOCIETY"

ing.

advertisers

of tha

-S«cieta]:/-^i»!

UNTTEO STATES.

have done, are doing and

many

a highly effective job of proving ihe

vre are sure will conlinue lo

do

values of advertising lo a free nalion

H. Allen Smith Writing, Announcing
'n'

H.

fighling for

Everything

ils

freedom.

Allen Smith, author of 'Low

Man on

a Totem Pole' and m.c. of
the recent 'Swap Night' program on
the Blue, has been subbing for Milton Cross on the 'Basin Street' show
during the letter's vacation.
His
chores called for writing as well as
m.c.ing the show since Jay Somers,
the regular scripter, was swamped
by the sudden spread of the Allen
Prescott show 'to six 30 minute ses
sions per week. He winds up on the
show tonight (19) although there is
talk of having him continue to script
the show, i.e., except for the Zero
Mostel material, which continues a

"If

there were no other reasons

why

the Department of

vertising, the contributions to speeding,

an

essential ingredient of a free society."
To

Iheit whoi* ioriilud* in lol*l

wu

'Basin Street' slays in

Aaerlcui enUnixut *nd dcBocnoy

(irom i leiiet lo ih« n.

,

.

.

Ihli

ipic*

U

New York

for his

Spartanburg,
caster,
•

—

John L.
WSPA-WORD newsS.

C.

has resigned to join the
Spartanburg Herald news staff. He
succeeds Thomas Boynton, resigned
to become editor of the Bronxville
(N. Y.) Review-Press.

believes in ad-

and the radio

i.

a. a., jun*

29,

d»die»led by Th* Nalion'i lldlon.

when Zero Mostel goes

Thomason,

press

iddi aneUiM ihonl el dtUanet lo Iht tntmiei «l bt*

headache.
to the Coast
Metro picture deal, with the
comic being piped-in for his two
spots. Network is on the prowl for
a scripter to concentrate on his material with an eye toward setting
Mostel on his own show.

Commerce

war work, which the

of

the country are making, would be sufficient explanation of our faith in advertising
las

27

WLW

««)

^

chief conTroy, N. Y.

AAtillO

28
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WHIiRG THE MSffGR IS

WABC COUNTS

NDHBLE

i

US

OR THE CASE OF WBYN, BROOKLYN
WBYN,

Brooklyn, is bie station that was made out of four stations. In
the days when the four stations each went its way they tangled with ihe
Federal regulatory authorities and the resultant mass and mess of litigation went by the nicknarae.'mo further away than in these columns, of
the 'Brooklyn chop suey case.* That is now history.
of today is
an operation in the foreign language Aeld. Is It an operation in the public
interest?
This is the question that iSj.put today concerning all foreign
language stations and in WBYN, as elsewhere, the answer is a mumble.

WBYN

WBYN

foreign language stations
has practically no national
advertising accounts. The payroll is met through local mercantile and
miscellaneous sources. Most of these buy announcements, few actually
'sponsor* entertainments.
There is the inevitable monotony of records
and blurbs. The records^^assume nationalistic flavor, the blurbs vary in
language. .Products slightly vary, too, by nationalistic characteristics.
Spaghetti tor the Italians, matzohs for the Jews, discos for the Spaniards.
Stanbach for the headaches of all.

Like

all

WBYN

are repetitious from language to language.
Hungarian or Lithuanian or Greek or Russian there isn't much change
except in the announcer. Only in Yiddish and In Italian are there touches
of uniqueness or personality.
Hardly at any point in the schedule (as
monitored last week by 'Variety') does the station, as such, assert itself
in any language, although it may .possibly do so in English (these monitoring reports ignore English activity).
Of social-mindedness there is
not much 'beyond the routine war bond announcements, references to naturalization schools, an occasional word on, say, air raid precautions.
of

For the minds of its listeners WBYN provides little beyond some recorded music which is sometimes first rate, as in the Swedish service, and
sometimes narrowly confined as in Italian where too many Carlo Buti
records are played.

'THE JEWISH

The schedule is marked by lots of newscasts, but almost always In EngIn the Hungarian sessions there was reference to^hose who can
best be reached iii their own tongue,' but this was nearly the o^y hint
caught in a week'ti time of station policy as stated on the air by the station. It seemed incongruous in one Yiddish stanza to have the DodgerGiant game for soldier benefit ballyhooed as it is generally thought that
young Jews seldom listen to such Yiddish broadcasts and elderly Jews
seldom attend baseball games.
This was the way they galloped Monday last on the Yiddish period anlish.

nounced by Ruben Goldberg:
8:15—Disc.
8:18— Grossman shoes, DeKalb ave.
8:19-f-'The Married Chasan'— Disc.
8:25—The Three Lucky Sevens—clothing.
8:26— 'Sug fur wus' Disc.
8:28—B. C. Headache Powder.
8:29- 'Suleika'— Disc.

MARK TWAIN'

8:45

'Loving Hearts'

—Stanback.
—
—Insignia
—Musical

announcers tend to pronounced courtesy to each other. One
Italian announcer is hailed as a great comedy star; a Yiddish announcer
Is characterized as a genius.
The station has a Yiddish story teller who

Banks

Savings

— Disc.

D. Tarcher.
Vick, 'Music of Today,' Morse-In-

Bermingbam,

booklet.

theme.

WBYN

bam.
B.

Remedy Company, Arthur
W. Hoyt.

C.

Godfrey, Charles

White Owl
has
as

(General Cigar Co.)
decided on Raymond Clapper
successor to Raymond Gram

Swing when the letter moyes over
to the Blue from Mutual.
Swing
finishes up for White Owl Sept. 28
and Clapper moves into the Mutual
10 p.m. period Oct.

clusively

WLIB.

It

is

without significance.

The Ukrainian

same evening revealed nothing not straightaway
The Spanish half hour on Wednesday crammed these plugs into
two minutes flat: War Bonds, Rhumba Palace, Hernandez shop, Romero
pharmacy, Aurora Oil. The Greek interval was devoted to the interests
of the Atlas trading post in the Manhattan forties for Greek phonograph
discs .and other items. Hungarian imports of Paprica of Second avenue
ranged from national recordings to national meats. The Hungarian innouncer was feminine identified as 'the charming hostess of the airwaves.'
Perhaps WBYN doesn't bother much about the war or democracy because so many radio stations and all the radio networks take care of the
problem rather nicely.

ELLA FITZGERALD

ON BLUE NETWORK
who dropped

Moe

Gale,

Miss

Fitzgerald's

STATIONS

Back Before Farewells
Have Died Out

38,

Jack DeRussy, 38, KDKA sales
manager, is back on the job again at
local Westinghouse station, having
been turned down by army physicians
on eve of his departure for svvice.
DeRussy, originally okayed, had resigned his post, been given the con-

-.

.

WOL

and parties by

his fellow-workers and was all set to
shove off when the last-minute nix
came.
In fact, James Rock, station manager, was expected to announce
DeRussy's successor within Just a
few hours after he showed up himself
with the news that Uncle Sam didn't
want him.

ANY

»j*r mM. Wire »Imk* t writ* WM.
DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORIGINATING FROM

.

a

political

refugee.

a couple
Wisconsin.

weeks

of

fishing

in

ment

to

made

as a

mits

radio

the

communications

WASHINGTON.

D

C

MUTUAL BROflDCflSTING SYSTEM

Minneapolis— John Sherman has
resigned as
technical director to accept a commission as first
lieutenant in the Army Air Corps;
He reports this week at Miami
Beach lor preliminary training.

WTCN

law,

war emergency, only perbroadcasts

in

Spanish

and English, with French tolerated
to .a certain extent. But broadcast
preference is naturally for Spanish,
Mexico's official language.

man-

DRAFT EMBARRASSMENT
DeRussy,

ventional farewells

B.

tuni,

between now and then, which will
be played with Doc Wheeler's Sunset Royal orchestra, also handled by

Singer will have two or three
shots weekly on the Blue and' will
not do any other work for the time
being.

RAD/O PEkSONALITY ON THE AIR
CiinnUr t^nmti tmjn •UU«ni, FalUn
Ltwii, Jr. I> anllmklenr •MiiMnMy avtr
YOUK STATION, at TOUR OWN ONE
TIME QUARTER HOUR RATE PER
WEEK. Tkli OmuU W Uw aailtit Ihinc

TM

her

He was visiting the network's Chicago offices yesterday (Tuesday) and
it was his intention to spend today
only by the Four Keys, begins a se(Wednesday) in Milwaukee and then
ries of sustaining shots on the Blue
make for the fishing country.
network Monday (24). Miss Fitzgerald has several one-night dates to fill

so highly regarded.

Dara-

Mexico City, Aug. 18.
Anglo-Free French Alliance of
Mexico has news over a national
web of 36 stations. Uses 'Carmen
de Alba.' She's Baroness Alba Ber-

ager.

NOW ON 180 MUTUAL
THE LARGEST HOOK-UP OF

Dialects Banned (or
tlon of War

Indian

merous Indian dialects of Mexico,
Niles Tramitiell in Chi;
even such well-known and earMay Do Some Fishing pleasing ones as Aztec and Maya.
Ceijsors hold that the amendNiles Trammell, NBC prez, may
do

Ella Fitzgerald,

other commentator in the history of radio

ac-

ex-

Radio censors have nixed broad-

full-size orchestra late last week to
work in the., future accompanied

has had the distinction of being quoted so greatly
in the Congressional Record.
100% of Fulton
Lewis, Jr's. broadcasts pertaining to his investigation of the synthetic rubber situation have
been inserted in the Senate proceedings. Surely,
is

broadcast

casts of material in any of the nu-

12

other radio personality

2.

FRENCH ON MEXICAN 36

routine.

nx>

previous

have been practically
on the Blue.

half

eled into all-English
program earlier the

No

.

RAYMOND CLAPPER TO
SUCCEED RAY SWING

tivities

hour on Mondays (9 p.m.) appears to'be a fugitive
from the former WCNW, which has ftow been rechristened and remod-

SENATE

&

N.Y. State Bureau of Milk, WomM. Mathes.
N.Y. Telephone Company, 'Music
of Today,' B., B., D. & O.
Studebaker Corporation, Eric Sevareid, Roche, Williams & Cunnyng'

Clapper's

„ODH COMMCNTATOK I

Castleman

Pierce.
an's Page, J.

DITTO, DITTO, DITTO.

RUBBER PROBLEM.

State,

&

Ryan.
Manhattan Soap, News, Franklin
Bruck Advertising Corp.
Maryland Pharmaceutical, 'Personally It's Off the 'Record,' Joseph

frey,

PANEL OF WISE MEN

PAGES lii ONE ISSUE OF THE
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD WERE
DEVOTED TO FULTON LEWIS, JR.
BROADCASTS bN THE SYNTHETIC

Kies-

N.Y,

Aunt Jemima, SherK, Ellis.
V. LaRosa, Woman's Page. M. H.
Hackett, Inc.
O'Sullivan Rubber, Arthur God-

•The American Court for Peace and Justice' is perhaps WBYN's piece
de resistance. It is currently sponsored by a matzoh manufacturer, but
Spiritually this one is 'Good Will
is sometimes a participating program.
Court' all over. In Yiddish and with nobody bothering much it can be,
and sometimes is, pretty candid about the facts of life and sex. On this
occasion the human equation in ethics concerned seven children who
cannot support a father of 86. 'Peace and Justice' uses a panel of Jewish
businessmen. Often they are advertisers on WBYN. The program also
has a women's auxiliary that digs up and attests the 'cases' and brings them
before the panel of wise men.

FULTON LE WISjr

of

Woman's Page, Ruthrauft

man

solicits funds for a home for aged
One Yiddish program on
rabbis.
It includes blessings for the President of the United States and
his aides.
There is a discussion of Jewish family problems, somewhat
akin to WEVD's 'Jewish Philosopher.' There is a prayer for peace and
a plea to help the Government. It all adds up to unobjectionable, rather
unimaginative routine stuS, delivered by an 'adviser' who has been
soliciting fpnds for the aged rabbis' home over various neighborhood
stations fo^ years.

The Russian

Page, Erwin

Penn Tobacco, News, H. M.
wetter.

'

WBYN

Woman's

Wasey.

Smith Brothers, Arthur Godfrey,

8:46— Three folk songs.
8:55
Tango.
8:57
8:58

.York, Columbia key,
new local accounts
the followln>'

its

week and made

this

ternational.
Quaker Oats,

,

8:42

took stock of
Ust of them:
Musterole,

J.

—Modern Industrial bank.
—Molly Picon record.
—White shoes, Delancey street.
8:38— 'Intermezzo' — Disc.
8:41 — Insignia book.
—
8:32
8:34
8:37

BLESSINGS

WABC, New

Katz.

—

OHEN REPEATED
The schedules

shines as 'The Jewish Mark Twain.' These are items of human Interest
in an otherwise pretty dull unfoldment day in and day out.

WW

P^I^Y

VeJnesJay, August 19, 1942

MORE SETS AND

•They Tell Me' Sponsored by Canadian Governmeiit

GRlMBLiNG IN

Montreal, Aug.

Canadian Marconi station

SO.

Capetown, July

10.

South African Broadcasting Corf.
1941 report gives a total of 311,051
license holders, an Increase of 27,932
on the previous year. License fees

pounds, showing
485,723
105,480 poundSj^

were

There is still opposition against
the yearly license of one pound 15
shillings, especially because elimina-

London program.

tion of

SOME HOUR-CUTS MAY BE REQUIRED

CFCF

will pun a

It

quarter hour five

Monday through

times weekly,
day.

Local news-sheets frequently carry
against the
strong condemnation
wh\)le radio outfit.

'Town Ball of the Air,' in from
Pacific Coast, will be at Milwaukee
Aug. 20, and on Aug. 27, from
Chautaqua, where the topic will be
•The Church and the War.'

Early Recognition
Kansas

^

Fly Deprecates 'Alarmist Talk*—But No. Practical
Method Assuring CpntinuajK;^ of All Present Stations Now in Sight

City, Kans.

Editor, •Variety':

Fri-

a

profit of

29

EQUIPMENT SHORTAGE CLOUDS TRADE;

18.

teed ofl Monday (17) with a program of indefinite duration sponsored by the Canadian Government
Department of Finance titled 'They
Tell Me,' with Claire Wallace and
Tod Wallace.

AFRICA

RADIO

DEPT. OF FINANCE SERIES

-

With reference to your "You
Can't Do Business With HiUer'
story on page 38, Aug. 5th issue,
you may be interested to know

Washington, Aug.

that:

Humble

Oil s 9tli

After

first

permis-

obtaining

from author,- Douglas Miller,
and publisher, Little-Brown &'
Co., KCKN read the entire book
on the air in daily 15-rainute in-

sion

And

Biggest Yr.

stallments.

The

first

installment

was broadcast on Sept. 29, 1941,
and the book was completed on

Of Texas Grids
San Antonio, Aug.

Oct. 23, 1941.

For the ninth consecutive year
Oil will sponsor the playby-play broadcasts of Southwest
Conference football games on the
Texas Quality Network. Schedule
gets under way on Sept. 26 and carries through until the latter part of
December.
Account was placed
through
Franke-Wilkinson-Schiewetz, Inc. Kern Tips, Hal Thompson,
Tee Casper and Ves Box are expected to again call the plays .at the
various regional and local games.
Broadcasts are to be aired over

are

drastic

rendering permits, time-sharing or

Ellis Atteberry,

narrowing of radio service on the
ground much broadcasting is 'non-

General Manager.

essential' to the

other form of rotation of service.
Stories that radio industry may
have to reduce operations drastically
were termed 'alarming' by Chairman
James L. Fly. Though there admitting there is concern about keeping
plants on the air, commish head insisted 'no measure has been suggested by anyone in the Government
or in the industry which is not aimed
toward establishing and maintaining
stability and durability of broadcasting service and coverage.'

supplies

STATION KCKN,

18.

Humble

tion Is plugging the scheme, but officials
seem Increasingly dor.btful
any substantial supply of replacements is on shelves of stations. While
waiting for full returns from survey
Communications Commission but of tubes by War Communications
mounting war demands for critical Board, various officials are pondermaterials threaten to force some cur- ing changes in engineering standards
tailment of operations. Shortages of that might lengthen life of present
tubes and other replacements are apparatus, shortening the operating
causing wide concern and officials day, permitting certain plants to
concerned with production of war close down indefinitely without sur18.

Opposition to any scheme for conserving broadcasting equipment that
would seriously affect present service is being put up by the Federal

agitating

war

for

effort.

Varied suggestions to avoid shut-

down of large numbers of transmitters are being weighed. Equipment
pool idea launched several months
ago appears to have gone by the
WWPC;, Lake Worth, Fla., joins boards, though National Association
the Blue Network as a member of of Broadcasters still hopes that
the Florida group Oct. 1.
swaps of surplus equipment will
With
the Blue's affiliate greatly ease shortage of necessary
list adds up to 131.
parts and equipment. Trade associa-

WWPG

in Florida

Web

Linked to Blue

WWOG

TQN

stations WOAI, here; WFAA,
Dallas; KPHC, Houston, and WBAP,
Fort Worth.
In addition to the

broadcasts over the

TQN

web,

Hum-

ble will also air games over the
Lone Star Chain and Texas State
Network as well as using networks
of independent stations to air sectional games of importance.

RUSSCLEVENGER

NEW FCC

P. A.

Washington, Aug.

18.

Russell R. Clevenger, former pubBroadcast Music, Inc., succeeds George C. Gillingham as information director for the FCC. Aplicist of

there s

a

simpler

way

With programs
Navy, Five Slot

far

piece.

like

a

Sydney

like

news periods

I

to

men -

news analyst*

few/.. .with

Johannes Steel

The

it's

Goodwill

Final,

Hour, Americono Quiz
tion

,

like

New

York

on

now mak-

hour...WMCA

a powerful impression on
York radio

is

listeners.

O/fermg odverlisers

iheir first

opporfunify (o buy, ol very

I'ng

New VofJ;

/ow

icheduh

slolion

TOPS

N. Y.

WITH

hour before nridnlght. Time for

of

staff

WJR.

Ferueful

with those melodies

perhaps,

to

hum. Or

Maestro's

Night, with the romance of that
joke program on
until the

WOR, New

York,

this year.

end of

first

Or America's
Music, with tunes that Uncle Sam whistles
evening at the concert

hall.

study of the
Co-operative Analysis of Broadcast
gives this show a rating of 17.2,
which is higher than that scored by

while he works.

any network program

sky are for all

Americans. Especially, they

are for those

who

The

York

latest continuing

in

the

New

area.

keep the America

joke experts.

late vigil for

through the night to produce the weapons
for victory.

Wherever the powerful voice of
reaches out, there

ment in the
spirits, to

air all

Is

WJR

big time entertain-

evening ... to

lift

are sacrificing

evening

the

speed the hands, to relax the

minds of an America carrying out
stars in the late

These brighter

Joe Laurie, Jr., Senator Ford,
Harry Hershfleld continue as the

distant

outpost ... for that other army, laboring

Grandma used

Kirkman Soap has renewed for
'Can You Top This?' participating

news from some

ing

shows prepared and produced nightly

Valley,

17.2

evening with her... for the family keep-

another of those special late evening

by the expert

with regular

ing

o

It is the

New

Columbia Gas & Electric, and
York Curb Exchange.

'CAN YOU TOP THIS'?
.

the

cost,

Clevenger's background includes
with the New York Times,
Including a period in Europe, and
public relations work for many inincluding Warner
firms,
dustrial
Bros., Texas Corp., Baltimore & Ohio
Phonograph
Automatic
Railroad,
Chase
Association,
Manu(acturers
National Bank, Consolidated Edison,
five years

and

Moseley
.

Times bulletins every hour

New

pointment was made last week after
prolonged search for someone to fill
the vacancy resulting from GiUingham's departure for active duty with
the Chemical Warfare Service. Recently Edgar Jones, personal assistant to Chairman James L. Fly and
former trade paper reporter, has
been subbing as Commish mouth-

its

biggest job.

most to

we know. They arc for

the boy in uniform, spending his

last

impressive, quolily progromsi.

'The
AMERICA'S

UADINQ INDfnNDENT

winca
W««Utn

Rt».: VIrill RtlTcr

A

Two

STAIIOK

Co..

ChlcMO

'Chez

Montreal, Aug. IS.^
sponsored by the
will go on the air
im-lnpendent station

Colette'

0x0 Company
French
CKAC, Aug.
over

Old Gossips'

31,

8-'-

Mondays' through

Friday's, for 26 weeks.
Commcrc;'
It will have 'Los Deux
(The two old go.^sips) Madame

Colette
Alarie and Juliette Huot and
Brossard, French-Canadian comic.
Scriptcr is Omer Duranceau.

BASIC STATION., COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
G. A. Richards, Projidont

.

.

Leo

J.

Fitzpatrick, Vice President

and General Manager'

Edward

Pelry

& Company, Int.

National Representative

.
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Insule Stuff-Radio
David Brown, account executive on Beechnut Packing In the NewellEftunett aeeocy, wants to assume all the blame for the social freezeont
accorded to station reps several weeks ago. The operators of quite a
number of stations were Invited to the I«tus Cluh, N. Y., of which Ralph
Foote, Beechnut ad manager, is a member, to discuss time availabilities
and be treated to some refreshments. Brown, telephoning from Birmingham, Ala, Monday (17), declared that he was the one tbSt extended the
invitation and that Foote didn't attend the party because he had a cold.
(Foote, added Brown, has nothing against station reps. It's only that he
(Brown) lilces to get. together directly with station men.
Foote was out on the west coast last week contacting the stations for

He

available time directly.
Also being hosted.
scheduled for him in the middle west

was 12%. the listening Index of the Co-operative Analysis of Broadcast- Dick Dorrance With
ing was also off in June and Hay, as regard to both night and daytime
Under Phil Cohen
listening. For Apr3 the downbeat apj>licd solely to night listening.
An interesting sidelight on comparative listening audience Is to be
Washington, Aug. 18.
found in the column of strictly musical shows. All such programs are
Dick Dorrance, short story writer
considerably up over last summer, when ASCAP's music was oft the and formerly with FM Broadcasters,

has several big stops

networks.

Pedlar it Ryan agency and the Blue Network are in the midst of discussions regarding Dinah Shore's (Bristol-Myers) nejct spot Her present
time, Friday, 9J0-45 pjn, has been tentatively included by the Blue In
its deal with Coca-Cola and the problem now facing the network Is to
And a satisfactory sul>stltute period. This might require moving still other
accounts.

The Coca-Cola order

calls for

broadcasts.

Dorrance has turned out the
weekly newsletter for the Broadcastthe 9:30-9:55 p.m. segment across the ers Victory CoimclL

board.

The Office of War Information has finally gotten 'You Cant Do BusiThe translations were urged
ness with HiUer" into foreign languages.
six

months

new waxes
in

ago.

Foote and Station Reps

They now appear

permit

WBNX

in Polish, Carman and Italian. These
in the Bronx, for example, to carry the series
title-slogan 'You Cant Do

four tongues and announce the revised

—

Business with Hitler' In Any Language.
films) has been
22nd L«tter' program at
Mutual network, which, as a cooperative, derives sustainers only from
CBS with an eye towards
available any of their material that
was suitable. Last week the program had a sequence that was lifted, its member stations, has been prodded by Tom Slater, its director of
word for word, from the Artkino fll^^This Is the Enemy,' current at the specials, to plan more war shows and cooperate more aggressively with
Stanley theatre in New York. In the picture the episode is called '100 the Office of War Information.

For weeks Artkino Pictures (they distribute Soviet

trying in vain to contact the powers bebdnd

Inc., is assistant to Phil Cohen, the
government liaison man with the
OfUce of War Information's Radio
Bureau! He will help with scripting and ideas in connection with war

.

The

'

'

Dallas, Aug. IB.
Editor, 'Variety':
In your issue of Aug. 12 you
stated that in connection with my
activities advertising manager for
the Beech-Nut Packing Co. that I
refused to deal with station reps.
Nothing could be further from the
'

truth.

I

am

constant^in touch with

On the program it was 'SO for one.'
reps.
In fact, the week beKRNT and KSO, Des Moines, carrying a daily series of broadcasts from station
What Artkino can't understand is why the program waited till it origfore I left the city, my entire time
inated on the Coast before using the sequence since the film has been the Army Aug. 16, 17, 18 and 19. One was roundtable discussion by three was taken with representatives of
former network announcers, now attached to the American forces. They
at the Stanley theatre for over six weeks.
radio stations.
are Bert Parks, CBS, Bob Waldrop, NBC and George Fuller, Mutual.
for One.'
~

Compton agency has shelved the transcribed version of 'Against the
Story broke last week that commentator Boake- Carter had adopted a
Storm' (Procter Sc Gamble) until it receives written approval covering
use of the discs from the American Federation of Musicians. The snag religion based on the Jewish and was observing kosher dietary laws.
A wag at WOR, New York in response to somebody's remark they were
has been caused by the fact that all clearance requests for commercial
transcriptions must go through the Ctucaso office of the federation and hungry cracked 'Send into Boake's studio for a matzoh:'
the latter is without sufficient clerical help. Agencies with branch ofFrank McCall, aide to A. A. Schechter, who resigned as director NBC
fices in Chicago have found that they can get quick action by telephonnews and special events, is filling his ex -boss' spot until a replacement
ing their clearance requirements to the AFM's local office.
The 'Against the Storm' platters have been running on several stations is set
two weeks after the same episode had been aired over NBC.
Agent Herman Bernie has a radio package show which his brother,
Listening is still on the downtrend. During the month of July, 1942, Ben Bernie, would emcee, utilizing some other band as the backgroimd.
the 10 leading programs averaged 10%, whereas a year ago this average Talent to include Bert Lahr, Hazel Scott and Joan Merrill.

I am now on a coast-to-coast tour,
visiting various cities in connection
with business for the Beech-Nut

Packing Co. In my judgment, it is
to the advantage of my company to
have personal contact with station
owners and managers, in addition to,
and not necessarily instead of. contact with station reps.
I shall continue to maintain these relationships.
The N. Y. reps visit not only our
office in New York, but the agency
(Newell Emmett), every day and
every week.
Most of the mail I
have received since I left home has
been from the very same reps.
I did not invite any one to the
Lotos club the night of July 31, the
evening of which you spoke , . sent
out no letters ... did not attend
any dinner there
made no statement of any nature . . hence, did
not refuse to deal with station reps.
.

.

.

.

.

Only in the

interests of truth

and

accuracy would I ask you to give
this statement equal prominence and
space to that of your statement of
last week.

Polph Foote,
Advertising Manager
Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Stan Shaw, Disc Jockey,

From

WNEW to WINS

Stan Sha w, of 'Milkman's Matinee'
WNEW, N. Y., has connected with
Y., starUng next Monday

on

WINS, N.
(24).

Shaw and Don I)unphy

will oper-

ate from 2-6 p.m. afternoons in a
straight records, gab, participating

announcement

session.

Called 'Aft-

ernoon Frolic'

Irish

Gaines on

WJJD

Chicago, Aug. 18.
Broadcast of the 1942 Notre Dame
football games over WJJD has been
arranged, starting with the Notre
Dame-Georgia Tech. game on Oct. 3.
Other games played will include
Oct 10, Stanford; Oct 17, Iowa Air
Cadets;

Oct

IlUnois;

24,

Oct

31,

Navy; Nov.

u„ aie very

'

,„,l,

14, Michigan; Nov. 21,
Northwestern, and Dec. 5, Great
Lakes Naval Training Station.Broadcasts will be sponsored by
Sinclair Refining Company, through
Hixson-O'Donnell, Inc., N. Y. Jack
Fitzpatrick will announce.

SS"^

Chainbreak^

Phillips'

Phillips Delicious Soups

Packing Co.)

is

(Phillips

buying chainbreaks
markets through

in several eastern

the Aitkin-Kynett agency of Philadelphia.
The schedule calls for a minimum
of six blurbs a week.

l^otthv^est
for
^

Shirley Ten Eyck has been appointed traffic manager of WSNY,
Schenectady, N. Y.

]'''\.^hat succeed^'

„v kno^l^^^^

^

^ fine

•

ocW^*

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
• PRODUCER

FRITZ
H

BLOCKI
-

Columbia

c,rto\^^^^

NEW
YORK

QTY
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Medford's Predicament

Payroll Traffic
BMt«n-^ack Mannins, WBZ an- and KRNT now have 15% of their
nouncer for past four years, has left staffs in the armed services.
take an appointment as CivUian
t
miadclphla. John R. Newhonse,
Administrative Assistant and Public
Relations counsel for the Signal formerly of WENY, New York, joins
WFIL as an announcer.
Corps, U. S. Ar.ny.
Hugh Chambers, former spieler on
Bob Sanford, formerly -with
publicily depart- WGBF. EvansviUe, Ind., new addiand WMCA, N.
nient,. has taken over similar job at tion to WIP staff, replacing BiQ
WORL, Boston, recently vacated by Campbell free-lancing.
Stepher Manookian, who has stepped
Carol-Jean Shepard h as left RCAinto a position as local publicity Victor to take post as WIP record
herd of the U5.0.-Camp Shows; Inc, and transcription librarian.
replacing Maxwell Fox, who moTed
to New York Citj for same organSeatUe^Helen Champagne is the

—

Medford, Ore, Aug. 18.
Radio technicians are so scarce
here that the Blue Network outlet KMED has been forced to
abandon five broadcasts on Sun-

ment

—

Ray

McGulre.

WNOEi New

formerly of
has joined

Orleans;

announcing

siatf

of

KSFO.
from

switched

Taylor

George

KTA, to program manager, KSAN, succeeding in the latter
position Lou Keplinger, who went
salesman,

Denver.

to

—

who has taken over the poblie relations job at a plant in J^ersonvillev
Indiana, en g aged In war production.
W. L. Lukenbill, script writer,
taking over the new program dtreo-.
tor post at KXKX, Kansas City.
Formerly handled continuity at
-

WGRa

aide in the publicity departat

KIRO.

that station to join Allied AdvertisCleveluMl. Albert Rajnicek has
LonlsvUIe. Layelle Waltman, for- ing Agencies:
aucceeded Vernon Ii. Baumgardner,
Eunice Steel, transferred as orengineer at WUK-WGLE, who has merly program director at KROC,
Rochester, winn is new to the an- ganist from KFRC to KSAN.
gone into government service.

—

nomidng

New T»rt

Cl«r.—John W. Powers,

of the Sherman K. £Uis agency, has
been appointed- director of research
for the firm. He was formerly- with
Moody's Investors Service.

E Spire as Radio link

Washington, Aug.

remains as government liaison

18.

staff

at

WAVE.

Other

—

CIlnlMi, Iowa. Roger Patridic, forchanges include Ray Marcus, annomicer, who joined the Army, and merly of WCBS, Springfield. TtL, now
Bin Sherman, WAVE news editor. announcing at KROS here.

——

RAY NELSON RESDMES
AS NBC ANNOUNCER
C

production staff... He has taken Ray
Nelson out of the job of prodnction
manager Ol the eastern division and
asdgned bim back to amoooncing
plus the derelofKneat of program
idcasL* Ndson'a post is norw filled by

Wyim Wri^t, who bdd a

similar
in the network's central division
(Chicago).

title

Chaiics Urqulfiirt, flssxstant production manager in Chicago;, has

UescTTcy, assistant director of the been moved into the vacancy left by
Radio Bnreaii.
WrzgbL
Ken Dyke, borrowed from NBC.
steers all campaigns and drives in
Jack McCartfey covered for the
the role of chief «t the OWI B-irean of Campaigns. Spire will be Bine neiwDik; the running of th*
the link, between Dyke's outflt and Hambletooian Stakes, light hajmess
the broadcasters; but Fhll Cobcn classic; at Goahen, K. Y.

—

New announcer at
Bob Dixon, formerly of
Holyoke,
Stanley CrowWMEX, Boston, has

Worcester

WTAG

is

WHNY,

hurst, lately of

WTAG

room

staff as control

joined
engineer.

—

Schenectady
Andrew Kay, of
WGY, has reported tc Camp 'Vpton.

San Antonio

WOAI

—

Henry Guerra,

newscaster, has left the sta-

tion to become candidate for the air
service.
Succeeding him at the
newscasts on the station will be

Jerry Lee.

PittsbBTcb—Dorothy Wills, who
used to h^ve her own piano program over WJAS here, has joined

KDKA.

publicity staff at

—

Mllwankce Bob Hanson, an announcer for four years on WTMJ,
has resigned to become a lesearch
engineer with GIobe-TTnion, Inc.,
which has large governmental defense contracts.

—

San Antanis WOAI has Claire
Nieschwietz in the continuity department.
KABC has added Charles
Salik
at the transmitter.
He Veplaces
Francis St. John.
Dwight Bourn, fornver musical
director for station WOAI has been
commissioned a First Lieot. in the
Army Air Forces and wiU report
for duty in Florida.
Dolly Schurmacher, traffic chief
of station WTSA has resigned her

AT THE AGE OF TWENTY

K

post to join her husband at Fort

Oklahoma. Replacing here
Ruth Huntington.

Bostan—Howard C. Enyard
left

WORL

to join

technician,

WEEI

to mir the

has

mems trmthfmit^ mmd trt^emtt^ mm

m mm it hmppemm^

as studio

Robert

replacing

who

Hart,

t9 perforwm a public aermiec wtlbcmeMr ik^ Mccut
occurs or the oppartumUff aitmrds*.

Sill,

Mary

is

De-

now

studying at Mass.
Institute of Technology in the government service. Enyai;d was formerly
and
with WNAC:

0,to offer tKmiijf the finemt in mtl realmm ot rmMm
entertainment*

EUis (Dicrdoff), for past
two years WCOP announcer, has en-

. .

is

WAAB

WLAW.
Irvin

Amiy.

listed in

Art King.

WEE! announcer for
Amy.

past five years, has joined the

to drmmf on itm tmeititiem mmd the immgimmttom
of itm people im everg mmg thmt might eontriB"
mte to Ameriea'm mmr effort mmd the Vtetorg*

Mo«se Jaw, Sask.—Sam HiQier,
news editor and studio pianist of
CJRM, Regina, has moved to Moose
Jaw. Sask., for a position with the
Wartime Rrices and Ttade Board.

—

DesMofaiei Bill McCrory has been
added to the announcing staff of
KSO-KRNT. Des Moines. Iowa. He
formerly with KTHS, Hot

was

it

enters

it's

twenty i-firsi year,

tbcsc continue to be WEAF^s guides
for action.

Today

WEAF

tbanfes its

advertiserE for their support of these

Springs, Ark.

Carter Reynolds.
annouikcer,

As

left

KSO

this

and KRPIT

wedc

for the

army, Tom' Dyer, of the promotion
department o* the two stations,
leaves the first of the month. KSO

aims

in the past

to working 'with

and looks forward

them

in maintainii^

the highest standards in broadcasting.

AUGUST I6i
6€0KC

1922

AUGUST
501,000

16,

1942

WATTS

AVAILABLE
A

.

creative

navo
Bnotrn:

anne
For

<Irac.ii«t

'Bag'

tup
atty«Hie

^vrltcr-dl^ecto^;
network
rnnktnf?

convinced that a

ol H«-Sbe ]ok«» docK SOT
radio .show,
work for

make

a.

VVrtte

B«

m

'»» money.

49—Varfrtir, Woods
CUCUKO.

Bidit.

man

Centralized control of* -aH- 'cam- and will have charge of distributing
paigns from money-raising to jtmk- transcriptions for different Federal
collecting ^bas been established in cup-rat tIezsL
the Office «f War Information in a
move to cut out overlapping appeals
to the public and prevent waste effort on the part of over-enthDsiastiG
volmiteeis. The Broadcasting industry win be tied directly into the
new organization with plans and
timetables for microphones appeals
L, Menser, NBC v.p. fn charge
being worked out tbrofigh tfa« Radio
of programs, has again reshuffled his
Borean.

Hugh Sutton, formerly with
Formerly with WHAS, and a reader for the AmeriAppointment of WiHiam Bt Spire;
WTCN, Minneapolis, and KWAL. can Printing House for the Blind, formerly with the Office for Emerrecordiiig the talking books,' is now
Wallace, Idaho.
on the staff of WAVE as news edi- gency Management and earlier on
the McCann-Erickson payroll, was
Tray.—Bob Lewis resigned as an- tor
annoonced last week in the first
nouncer at WTRY.
moves to set up machinery to be^
Saa nucbeo.^A. D. Fried re stations and networks arrange monSanuats, Flaw—John B. Browning, signed as salesman at KROW, Oak' orderly campaigns to solicit public
former Sarasota Herald-Tribune ad- land, to become manager of KLX, aid for war work. He has the title
vertising manager, has been name I Oakland.
oj coordii^tor of pampaigyv^
and.
Loa Simon, KYA salesman. left works directly
manager of WSPB, Sarasota.
under
DooglaE
new

San Frmachcc

With W.

M OWI 'Dimpa^'

days.

The situation has other stations considerin.; femmes to take
places of those in service or soon
to be called.

WOR

ization.

Ken Dyke Heads

31
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HAPPY

Young Singers More Acute

Deartth of

Relies on Veterans—Many With Company 20 Years ^Artistry Sustains Them

Met Opera

—

Philadelphia, Aug. 18.

Ballet Grosses

$5,900
18.

'

LESSER SINGERS

TOGETAXEAT

are as great as they ever
were vocally and dramatically,
others are hanging on by dint of
artistry and the fact that no replacements have been developed for them.
The Met has tried ^lousands of
young singers over the past eight
years through auditions and actual
.

performances but iew

have come

MET OPERA

As the Met management prepares
and mails its contracts for the forthcoming season a great many singers
on the roster are sitting In their

summer homes mumbling

-

A

'

Augmented

A

have been 'on a weekly basis will
bo iihifled to a per performance basis

Springneld, Mass., Aug.

18.
thus eleminating the chances of a
Smith college girls and the
singer receiving $2,000 for a season
arrive there to the
and making one or two appearances
ot 900 in October will find
for that money.
Northampton a town 'pretty much
The big artists will not be efwithout music. The reason is the
fected other than being asked to acblacklisting of the college by the
cept cuts of two to 10% in fees, but
American Federation of Musicians
the smaller ones are sitting and
because of the hiring of the nonwatching for the mail man with
ur-on Boston Symphony orchestra.
fearful hearts.
"'v the edict, the annual Smith
crl'c^e concert course, one of. the
most popular in this area, will be
'out' until peace is made between the
Concert
Bostonians and the AFM. Already
announced for this season, in addition to the Koussevitzky orchestra,
PHILHABMONIC

All the

WAVES who

weather,

ent

.

number

blackouts,

gas

with a combined audience ot 191,450,
approximately 36,550 more than last

and

all

made up

in

advance by pri-

vate contributions.

This season's record was set in face
of 13 postponements, 12 of them because of rain or threatening weather
and one because of a /State-wide

blackout

made
on

All

the

up, however,

concerts were
by presentations

'free nights.'

Top draw

the

Rochester Philharmonic
orchestra, the Cleveland. Symphony
orchestra, Jascha H ifetz, the twopiano team of Bartlett aijd Robertson, and the Brazilian soprano, Elsie
Houston.
The ban also puts a serious crimp
In social life, since tHe college itself
hires the orchestra for two of the
three dances. For the spring dance,
the dormitories usually hire a band
of their own choice, and these would'
not come under the ban.
A further problem is the request
by naval ofAcials, connected with the
WAVES, to have the college provide
m"?ic for the navy women. The
college has two large hialls—JTohn M.
Greene- and Sage hall— viihere concerts are given. Greene hall is used
lor the concert courses, since it is

much

larger.

College professors who are members of the union will not be forbidden to give concerts, Arthur S.
Fretz, president of the Northampton
local, said, because the concerts are
given without charge.

Emmanuel

List,

Met

basso,

will

give his first Town Hall concert in
a decade Oct. 18. List,, at 51, has
been a member of the Met for 10
yearo.

Trenton Opera's Fibn

and

season and an operating deficit ,of
less than $15,000—lowest in history

for the season

was

the

Trenton, Aug, 18.
A teaturette aimed at schools has
been shot here by the Trenton Opera
Association of 'Pagliacci,' using the
recorded' disks for the orchestra and
soloists and a number ot young
singers who appeared with the company last season to act out the parts
in synchronizing their motions to
the recorded voices. Film is not Intended, for public release.
Back ot the venture is Michael
Kuttner, conductor of the Opera
'Company, with Armando Agnini do
ing the staging. Singers are Dorothy
Carlos
Kirsten,
Earl
Wrightson,
-

all-Gershwin concert with' Oscar Alexander end Alan
Levant and Anne Brown as soloists,
and Edwin McArthur, conductor.
This combo drew a crowd of 14,250—
largest in Dell history and more than
twice the normal seating capacity of

MET

IN

Carelli.

Second largest crowd of 13,000 attended the LUy Pons-Andre Kostalenetz
concert
Other concerts
drawing 10,000 or more; George
12,000

Szell,

(record

for

all-sym-

phonic concert); Marian Anderson,
11,500; Alec Templeton, 12,000; Jan
Peerce and Jarmila Novotna, 11,200,
and PauJ. Robeson, 11,000.

Stranded Finn

To Conduct Duluth

Spphony Orch

when

the

City

Property

Committee on Friday (14) by a two
to one vote decided not to bar
the
Boston

Symphony

or-

chestra whose coming in 'March
is
thought certain to cause the blacklisting by the A. F, ot M. of
the
Municipal auditorium.

An attempt by Charles L. Wagner, New York manager of a highly
successful course here, to solicit the
aid of J. P. Hayes, nvanager of the
National Symphony Orchestra, due
in the "VMCA series, came a cropper.

Wagner wrote Hayes asking

to supplement already filed protests to the city committee.

MONTI

SEPT. 17-25

FOR

•On the contrary,' wrote Hayes, 'I
urge you (the city committee) to
stand firm in this matter. To give
In to the outrageous threat
Petrillo would be appeasement
the worst kind.'

To back up

his opinion,

Hayes

ot
ot
in-

formed the committee that Constitu-

OPERAS

home of the unionized
National symphony, is on the federation's, blacklist, yet not one word
is said when union orciiestras
play
there.
The Philadelphia orchestra,
Montreal, Aug. 18,
which has been suggested as an acNothing so ambitious has been ceptable substitute for _the Hub orgiven in Montrieal tor many years, chestra here, plays six concerts a
if at all, as the' nine 12-day, opera year
in Constitution hall, Hayes
season to be put on in this city by wrote, without any difliculty.
the Metropolitan Opera Company of
Meantime, verbal brickbats
New York with a full roster ot name tinued. The Springfield Union conhas
singers under the batcWot-WHfrld teieii" peppering Petrillo
with three
Pelletier.
Season is from Sept 17 and four editorials a week
since
to Sept. 25' and^is an indication that the dispute started last
month. SatMontreal is now definitely included urday (15) the paper suggested
in the company's new program de- Springfield concert goers
unite with
signed- to extend its opera season to Smith college, already blacklisted,
encompass the whole year. The in a united front against Petrillo.
operas will be performed at the 'Those who were called upon to
-2;500-seater St.- Denis -theatre in -the forego eh:jbyh\enr of the
concerts
east end ot the city, o'therwise oper- could console themselves in
the
ated tor pix by France-Film, who knowledge that they were taking
are the sponsors here ot the opera sides against tyranny ot the most
season.
complete find detestable kind.'

12

tion hall, the

•

List ot singers includes a number
The Dally News, not exactly emot Met's best-known artists and bracing PetriUo, took the stand,
takes in such popular name^ as however, that between the Boston
Lawrence Tibbett, Grace Moore, orchestra and all other, available
-

Charles Thomas, Bidu Sayao, Ezio music

therfe

was only one

''practical'

Pinza, Nino Martini, Giovanni Mar- choice. Replying yesterday (17) to
tinelli, Salvatore Baccaloni, Thelma cUticism from Boston writers
and
'Votipka,
Kurt
Baum,
Richard columnists, who held it wouldn't
Crooks, Robert Weede, Jan Peerce, hurt much to defy Petrillo, the
Rene Maison, News parabled: 'Suppose a man
Symphony orchestras.
Kerstin Thorborg,
In addition to his duties as con- Julius Huehn and Gladys Swarthout likes fish, wants it and orders it
ductor ot the Duluth orchestra, Han- Contracts have already been signed^ knowing that his doctor has told
nikainen will direct the Duluth' with all the above and only the im- hjm he is allergic to it and that eatJunior Symphony orcliestra and the portant roles ot Don Jose in Car- ing it may be fatal. He has a right
Duluth Symphony chorus of 300 meii; -Gilda in Rigoletto, and Nedda to eat the fish, but those who advise him to do it have an obligation
voices.
in Pagliacci remain to be filled.
Some 40 singers from the Metro- at least, to attend the funeral and
to maintain a discreet silence
politan chorus and 20 dancers from
dur-

ARMANDO AGNINI GOES
TO SAN FRANCISCO

the corps de ballet will be brought
here under the direction of Laurent
Novikoff. Desire Defrere will be the
regissbur.
to be repeated from last
season will be 'Boheme,'
and 'Carmen.' Novelty will
be matinee performance of the 'Bar-

Operas

STMPHONT

Carnegie
Go Washington, D.

year's

'Faust'

tered Bride' in English. Others will
be 'Tosca,' 'Cavalleria Rusticana,'Pagliacci,' 'Barber of Seville,' 'Rigo-

off.

,

it.'

Tristan and Isolde' With

Helen Traubel Opposite
Melchior Is in View
TrisUn and

Isolde,' which was the
'Thais,' 'Louise,' and 'Samson Met's- most successful
-opera at the
and Delilah.'
b.o. for over five years when KirSeason has been projected in view sten Flagstad was in this country,
of the great success of last year's will be revived during the 1942-43
five-day, seven-opera season under season with Helen Traubel singing
the same sponsorship and direction. Isolde. The American soprano has
been termed the greatest Wagnerian

.

turned

mg

letto,'

Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., presented
Washington, Aug. 18.
ZILIANI A CASUALTY
its
annual all Gershwin concert,
The Carnegie Hill troupe of light
(Tuesday (11), with the ever-present Oscar Levant as soloist in the opera singers comes to the Potomac Meanwhile Lauri-Volpl Reported a
piano concerto- and 'Rhapsody in Watergate with 'The Chocolate SolColonel in Italian Army
dier,' listed to open Wednesday (19).
Blue.'
The orchestra itself with Alexan- Helen Gleason sings the lead role
Alessandro Ziliani, lyric tenor of
der Smallens conductmg, was in ex- of Nadina, with Robert Shafer of
La Scala, Milan, who is well known
cellent form.
Levanl surpassed in the St Louis Municipal opera in the
in the U. S. through operatic apthis appearance any other recital he
role ot Bumerli.
pearances with the Chicago and San
has given locally in years playing
Supporting players will "Include Francisco Opera companies, is rewith rcckles fire and a abandon that
swept the capacity audience. Miss Franlc Hornaday, Detmar Poppen, ported killed in action in Libya.
Frohman was applauded almost Florenz Ames, Helen Lavin and Ziliani was about 35. years old.
equally as well for her singing of Ethel
Barrymoce. Colt
Edward
The tenor was the husband of
'Summertime,' The Man I Love,' 'It Scanlon is stage director;- Pierre de Matalda Favero, lyric soprano, who
Ain't Necessarily So,' and two en- Reeder, musical di.rector and Carl sang one season at the Met and was
cores, 'I Got Rhythm' and 'Embrace- Randall, director'
of -dancing.
re-engaged but prevented by the
able You.'
Fortune Gallo -is making the busi- war from coming.- It was said that
The singer's radio technique was
hardly of a class to be compared with ness arrangements with Tom Bar- the Met planned to engage Ziliani
For the as well tor the 1939-40 season but
the concert and operatic personalt- rows handling publicity.
ties who have stood on' the same second week, attraction will be "The was halted by the war.
platform but she possessed oodles of Merry Widow.' Hans Bartsch listed
Another well known tenor, Gipersonality and delivered her lines as producer, .in association with acomo Lauri-'Volpi, who sang at the
with a' dean cut diction many opera- Blank & Silverman, Inc.
Met from 1923-33 and was retic artists ^M)uld do well to follow.
At the 50 cents to $2 scale light engaged for 4he 1940 season but
The Gershwin night, an annual af- operas can gross in excess
of $30,000, failed to come, has been appointed
fair at the Stadium usually ranks
provided the weatherman provides a colonel in the Italian army. 'V'olpi
close to the top in draw, and it
wotfld not hurt to give two such moonlight and keeps the sky spigots served as a captain In the last war.
£dd]/.

nearer

non-union

.

Duluth, Aug.^lil"""
Tauno Hannikainen, conductor of
the Helsinki Symphony orchestra,
stranded in, this country by the war,
has been its^olnted conductor ot the
Duluth Symphony orchestra to succeed Paul Lemay, now serving as a
captain in the army air corps. Hannikainen came to tha United States
January, 1940, to- conduct two concerts ot the Boston orchestra at the
invitation of Serge Koussevitzky. He
has appeared as gueat conductor of
the Detroit, PhUadelphia and NBC

Armando' AgninI, stage director ot
the San Francisco Opera Co. and
for 17 years stage director ot the
Met left Saturday (17) for Sari
Francisco to train the chorus of the
opera company for the forthcoming
20th season opening Oct 9.
Agnini spent the summer in N. Y.
N.T.
teaching a number ot the Met perWith Oscar 'Levant and Jane Froman sonnel.
Lewisohn SUdium, N. Y., Auff. 11, '42
All Gemiwln Prograini
Closing out a dismal financial seaHall Operettas
son with the largest crowd of the
year, 19,743 paid admissions, the
to
C.

evenings ovdk' the sesKSon.

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 18;

The showdown between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the Springfield Community
Concert Association drew one step

him

the al fresco amphitheatre.

Review

were

Status Ignored
Local Daily Blasts Petrillo Every Other Day

The season wound up

prayers.

While no definite indication can be
secured from the management as to
its policy, it is 'rumored that a great
many artists now on the roster will
not be there this season.
One of the financial headaches of
the management during the past seasons has been the fact that of the
100-odd singers on the roster only
a few can get into as many as 10
performances over a season, The
Met . hires many performers on a

through. When these veterans fade
Irom the scene as time will- eventually force them to do, the cream weekly basis and if these singers
of the operatic crop, already at a low are paid $100 or more weekly the.
ebb will be gone. Then.it will either total is terrific at the end of a
be a question of securing singers year especially when some ot these
from Europe or .giving a brand of singers wi'l appear once oV .twice
full 20
<»pera which would make todays or sometimes not at all.
mediocrity seem like the golden age singers on the roster made no appearances last year and there were
of song.
a like number whose appearances
ytrere limited to five or less;." The Met
IS reported planning to drop between
Smith College,
20 and 25 artists, mostly singers of
smaller roles, who have been held
Foresees foi developing purposes or for emergencies.
saving of $25,000 yearly
Sahara of Musical Talent can thus be effected. Others who

By 900 WAVES,

to Springfield

Debated—Non-Union

was by

tire rationing.

Portland, Ore., Aug.

Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo
merous European singers in their
vocal prime would be members of swamped the big Portland Audithe company if it were possible to torium last week in a one night perWith admish from
secure their services but the war has formance (11).
eliminated that possibility, and in $1.10 to $2.20, show grossed $9,900.
the past half dozen years few if any Auditorium seats, 3,400 in main secgreat singers have developed to aid tion and ticket sale farced managethe veterans who constitute not only ment to open side wings accommothe great part of the artistic success dating additional 800 people. Troupe
of the house but the b.o. draw as manager reported it was the best
indoor appearance they'd met on
well.
Topping all others In length of current trip.
Alexandria
Danilova,
premiere
service and setting a new record for
consecutive years of service is Gio- ballerina, christened a 'Liberty ship'
vanni Martinelli, whose debut took which was launched at a local shipplace in November, 1913, and who is yard the afternoon of the troupe's
appearance here.
starting his 30th successive season as
leading dramatic, tenor of the Met.
Martinelli came to the house when it
was 30 years old, so at the conclusion
of this season he will have sung
there half the Met's 60 years of existance. A number of other singers are
celebrating their 20th anniversaries.
These include Elisabeth Rethberg,
Karin Branzeli, Armand Tokatyan,
Lawrence Tibfcett and Fredrich
include
veterans
Other
Schorr.
Lauritz Melchior, 16 years; Ezio

Some

Issue Hotly

of its 13 year history despite inclem-

Dearth of good young singers to
replace veterans is an annual headache of the Metropolitan Opera- Co.
It is pointed out by officials that nu-

etc.

Hood DeU Conwhich ended last Tuesday
far the most successful

1942 Robin

The

cert series

Spphony

Boston

Best Seaion Despite Rain,
DImout, Gas and Tire Dearth

Had

(11)

Pinza, 16 years; Grace Moore, 14
years; Gladys Swarthout, 13 years;
Lily Pons, 12 years, etc. Others who
may not have been there as long,
but who arrived late in their artistic
lives are Richard Bonelll, 11 years;
John Charles Thomas, 11 years; Lotte
Lehmann, 11 years; Helen Traubel,

THE DELL

IS

He

is 49;

•

"

-

soprano developed In this country'
since the days of Lillian Nordica, and
spent the entire summer in California studying the role with Ernest
Knlch, 77-year-old conductor.
Lauritz Melchior wilt sing Tristan
opposite Traubel and it Is also possible that Giovanni Martinelli may
to sing a performance in
this, his 30th year at the Met
It
so it will be Martinelli's first German role at the Met. He sang it
three years ago In Chicago.

be allowed

Alexander Kipnis, Fredrich Schorr
and Erich Leinsdoft will be the
others In the cast.

Ensign Richard Korn
Builds Guard Orch
Richard Korn, 'young American
conductor, serving as an ensign in
the Coast Guard, has formed a concert band of 50 men in his outfit
stationed at Manhattan ^each, N. Y.
Giving series of Saturday atter-

ncon concerts

there.

•
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ORCHESTRAS
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REQUIRE DA1A ON AMATEURS
Picture Cos. Continue to Sign

Up

Bands For Termers on Unprecedent
Scale; Offset to Loss of

.

Picture ^companies are sewing up
name bands on an unprecedented
scale this year in a move to set up
stellar strength in films to off-

new

set the loss of top male stars going
into the armed forces. Majors, find-

known bands

ing that

are a 'potent
are handing out term deals

b.o. asset,

to the lesser orchestras as well.

orchestras whicli have been
for -picture work are such
as Jimmy Dorsey, Tommy
(for seven
Dorsey,'. Glenn Miller

Among

signed
naipes

A.F.M. Chicago Meeting oh Strategy;

TO

lF.M.fLllTIONS

All Radio Stations Must Report Under Oath the Sums
Broadcasting and recording circlet
50,000 OLD RECORDS
Paid for Professional Tal- Raymond Scott at Work;
His Unit Is Incomplete were speculating yesterday (Tuesent and the Amounts of
Bat What Services Get In Return
day) as to \fhat major developmentj
Isn't Made Pnblio
Raymond Scott went to work MonFree Talent on Stationmight stem from the meeting of the
(16) at CQS studios in New York
FCC Questionnaire Re- day
with his six-piece band still incom- executive Ijoard of the American
Philadelphia, Aug. 18.
Station WCAU is reported having
flects Complaints Raised plete. He used Mel Powell, piano; Federation of Musicians in Chicago
Billy Taylor, bass; George Johnson, the past several days. The gathering
piled up 50,000 old records in its
by Petrillo

current drive. The gutta percha and
shellac salvage is turned over at
scrap prices and the scrap prices in
turn used to buy new records for

AID FOR

D.

OF

alto sax, and three others to fill in
for Cosy Cole, drummer, who's to
join next week; Barney Bigard, clarinet, also coming in next week; Em-

J.

service men.

Missing in WCAU'S publicity are
a second the sums of money involved for the
Washington, Aug. 18.
50,000 old discs and the number of
Broadcasters are under obligation
new discs that will be acquired, and
large amounts of
whether the latter are to be ac- this week to furnish
quired at retail or wholesale prices, statistical data about their programand from what company.
ming and labor relations for use of
has been touring the resi- the Federal Government in the ingotiating for further assignments. dential districts with a mobile unit junction suit sought to prevent the
Among the latter is Dick Jurgens, in charge of Russ MullhoUand, one
American Federation of Musicians
talking a five-year deal with Metro. of its announcers.
from carrying out the boycott of
Metro, with Louis K. Sidney and
Arthur Freed strongly favoring mutranscriptions and recordings for
sicals. Is one of the studios most accommercial use. Detailed questiontive in signing bands for future use.
naires were sent every licensee Satusually taking exclusive options on
urday (15) by the Federal Commuservices within specific time limits.
nications Commission as a means of
An Instance of failure to retaih
getting factual information for Ashold on an orchestra is in the resistant Attorney General Thurman

Cugat

is

scheduled to

make

Columbia while Freddie
Slack has one scheduled for the
same studio. Bob Crosby is set for
Metro's 'Presenting Lily Mars." There
is a long list of others who have
been used in the past and are ne-

Helping Arnold Prepare;

Waxers Idleness Becomes Dull

Male Stars

and Benny Goodman. Xavier

years),

NAB.

picture for

had been hurriedly called for a survey of the entire situation to dat«
and to decide on subsequent strategy.
mett Berry, trumpet, ditto.
The various assistants to the presiCole is now with Cab Calloway;
dent were simimoned from the
Bigard Is with Duke Ellington, and
AFM's New York office for the occaBerry is with Teddy Wilson.
sion.

.

WCAU

That Gal
BiDie,'

lations

between

Jimmy

Dorsey.

'Fleet's In'

cessful of
'

Paramount
Dorsey's

,

Our

Is

Arnold

him signed for the one job only,
though they had 'first refusal' (i.e.,
Since
a good story) on a second.
Par didn't come forth with a suitable
script, Dorsey couldn't be prevented
from going over to Metro. He begins his first picture for them soon
on terms approximately the same as
his Par deal which paid him and his
men about $75,000- for six weeks'
work.

and

his

trust-busting

col-

Sworn replies are due back
within five days after receipt.
Meanwhile the National Associatioa. of Broadcasters is analyzing
similar'dope received from over 600
stations and is preparing to Intervene in the Justice Department's injunction proceeding In Chicago as 'a
friend of the court' Application to
file a brief on behalf of the radio
leagues.

Warns

Capitol

.

Hollywood, Aug.

18.

that Petrillo

Gean-up Depot
For Servicemen
Hollywood, Aug.

18.

^express

will

move pending

Columbia

and
recent

was one of the most sucband films, but Par had

While broadcasting and recording

company execs

Musicians Plan

confidence

make no

trial of

drastic

the Govern-

ment's anti-trust action, there have
been inklings from within the federation

that the executive board

and

Petrillo will proceed to act on plans
previously formulated in connection
with the campaign on 'canned music'
On hand for the board meeting is
Joseph Padway, AFM's counsel In
the anti-trust proceedings.

Meanwhile NBC, the Blue NetThe Musicians Union is pushing a
work and Columbia are busily preproject tor establishment of a cleanparing the affidavits which Thuring-up depot for servicemen on furman Arnold, assistant U. S.' attorney
lough here.
Union officials are
general, has asked them and others
hunting for a site where soldiers
to submit for the Sept 16 trial. The
and sailors will be able to shave, National Association of .Broadcasters
wash, shower and press clothes when asked
the Federal court In charge'for
they hit town.
permission to Intervene in the cas«
This is the first such project ol on the side of the Government It
it; kind in the country and the lead
was reported last week that the inis expected to be followed in other
phonograph record com-

Columbia Records has notified
Glenn Wallichs' new Capitol. Record
outfit here that it must not release
Paul Whiteman's recording of 'Trav*
dependent'
elling Light,' or be sued for using a industry, will be made this, week cities.
^
panies Were showing some relucColumbia recording artist 'without with the approval of the Justice Detance toward furnishing Arnold with
permission.
Columbia claims that partment
affidavits concerning how the AFM's
the vocalist with Whiteman, called
ban<on musician employment would
Comprehensive reports on the use
KING
One of the longest term contracts Lady Day on the disc, is actually
damage them, If It will, but counsel
made of live talent, transcriptions
written between a band and a stu- Billie Holliday, who is contracted to
and recordings, house orchestra's and
(Continued on page 35)
dio ,w&s that which tied Glenn Mil- its Okeh label. It's understood here
standbys, are demanded by the FCC,
ler to 20th -Fox for seven years call- that Columbia has also warned Miss
which also requests notarized stateing for a minimum of one film a Holliday against repeating the inments about any tiffs with the lAuChicago, Aug. 18.
year with a- progressively high salary. fraction of her Coluiribia contract
Wayne King was last week apSome time ago Columbia can- sicians union and information about
Studio can ask for a second picture
contractual relations with the James pointed 9 captain in the Army
each year, however, at the same celled the contract It had with John
Financial data, Specialists Corp.
C. Petrillo forces.
price as the first Similar contracts, Kirby's small jazz band because It
some of which also has been furBand leader will have charge of
but for less period of time (five claimed Kirby accompanied Una
nished the Commish by the Industry, all music for the Sixth Corps Army
years) have been mentioned as be- Mae Carlisle on a Blue bird release
without permission.
KIrby subse- is requested', obviously to help the Area.
ing mulled for other outfits.
Justice Department attorneys .back
Rudy Vallee was Inducted Into the
Most band-picture contracts being quently moved to Victor to cut uncontentions that te ban on waxed Coast Guard Monday (17) in Calimade at the moment, however, call der his own name, and with Miss up
fornia.
(Continued on page 36)
for one film with options for one Carlisle.
Glen Gray's Casa Loma orchestra,
or two more.
which began the pit band poIi(^ at
the Paramount theatre, N^w York,

WAYNE

BECOMES
AU.S.A.CAPrAIN

GRAY'S FIRST

STRAND DA11

•

SETTLE WITH THORNHILL
So

ViunitAble

Script

.

Psramonnt

. • . Wherever you find a weU
formed showman • •

NcfotUtea Settlement
Claude ThomhiU's band will not
go to the Coast to begin work on a
film for Paramount, which was to
start Monday (24). Last week Buddy
OeSylva, head of the Par studio, tore

up the script for the film Thornhill
was booked for because It wasn't
suitable. Par officials in New York,
and Tom Rockwell, head of General
Amusement Corp... which books
Thornhill, got together Monday (17)
to work out a settlement of the
band's contract
ThomhiU is now on a string of
one-night dates to Chicago, from
where he was scheduled to train
later In the week for California.

Ted Lewi*

to

partment Lewis
midwest
Eddie

Cantor

currently In the

is

is

MCA, foUowlng Al

another

gone

Jolaon, both long

with Morris, C^tor, however, because of his radio renewal by BristolMyers, continues with the Morris
office untU the expiration of that
contract
•

'

Xmas-New Year
straight
gesture.

.

January
• . .

You are sure to find

AJA»iErr..

. . . Specicd Editions ca:e impressive because their extraordinary editorial features create a lasting impression with oil showmen . . .

...

MCA

Ted Lewis orchestra has shifted
agency allegience to the Music Corp.
of America, with which Lewis signed
a booking contract last week.
liCwls had been booked by the
William Morris agency almost since
the inception of the latter'i band de-

in-

during the Christmas holidays In
'1933, has been booked to play ttie oppbsitlon Strand theatre. New York,
for the first time. Gray was an an-'
nual fixture at the Par over the

That's

Strictly

why VARIETY'S

forthcoming

For The Buyers'

years,

as

holidays for six
an anniversary

was

broken

when' Gene

Krupa

String

last,

took'

over.

Strand date is for three weeks, beginning Nov, 27. Gray Is currently
at the Pennsylvania
hotel.
New
York, where he stays until the first
week in October when Glenn Miller
returns.

Joe Glaser to California
Joe Glaser headed for ClaUfornia
Saturday (IS) to be available when
three of his bands start work during
the week in that area. Louis Armstrong's

band

film

starts

work on

Metro's 'Cabin in the Scy'; LloAel
Hampton opens at Casa Manana,
Culver City, Cal., and Stuff Smith
opens at Club Trouville, Los An-

Band Talent

^

Issue

geles.

Is

an

exceptionally

good advertising buy

your space reservations

now ...

.

.

In

.

New

..Make
York at 154 West 46tii Street ... In Chicago at 54
West Randolph Street ... In Hollywood at 1708 No.
Vine StreeL

. .

Glaser
weeks.

will

be

gone about two

Oavies to Be N. T. B«p
With Joe Glaser anxious to estabhimself end make his permahome on the Coast, the band
manager has engineered a deal with
Jack bavles to haqdle his N. Y.
lish

nent

business.
his own
offic*
Oavies retains
while servicing Glaser's clients,..

'
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Add: Wartime Jumps

Kaye Great

1%, Both

Big

$54,000, Ennis, 2d,

Al Donahue*s men rode almost
40 miles two weeks ago from
Vermillion, O., to Cleveland in
the back of a truck they hired.
Musicians and instruments. were
simply plied into the body and
the trip took two and a half

in N. Y.; J. Dorsey, 56G,

'

Chi

Wow, Nelson Fme 27G in

iEstimates for This Week)
Charlie Barnet, Boston (RKO Boston; 3,200; 40-55-65-75)— With 'Flight
Lieutenant' (Col) and Martha Raye.
Combination of Barnet, Raye and

war

film is terrific for this spot's
stage show of the season and
clipping torrid $30,000.
Bine Barron, Indianapolis (Circle;
2,600; 30-40-55)—With 'Blondie for
Band, plus Larry
Victory* (Col).
Adler and other good acts in support, looks for excellent $17,000.
first

Bobby Byrne, New York

(State;

—

Plus
39-44-55-75-99-$l.l0)
•Crossroads' (M-G) and vaude. Screen
attraction regarded as the draw,
stout $28,500.
3,450;

Cleve.

Band Bookmgs
Loa Breese,

Sept.

4,

week, Stanley

Pittsburgh.

T.,

Guy

Loinbardo, Aug.

Aad., At-

20,

lanta, Ga.; 21, Maxwell Field, Montgomery, Ala.; 22, Aud., Birmingham,
Ala.; 26, Empire B., Allentown, Pa.;
27, Lakewood Park, Mahanoy City,

CarroUtown, Pa.
McFarland Twins, Sept. 7, indefiDempsey's Restaurant, New

hours.
In West Virginia soon after
that Donahue hired two pleasure
cars and a truck 'for the instruments for a short hop. All went

well uniil the state line, was
reached when the truckman
stopped and refused to go fur-,,
ther because he wasn't licensed
to cross state li|ies. Everything
T.-ent into the two cars (average
band uses four cars and instru-

ment

York.

Summit

Inn,

holiday

price,).

_

• Asterisks indicate

—

35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
With B., New York.
(WB). Soaring to great
Mitchell Ayres, Sept. 5, Conven
or thereabouts, with Kaye tion Hall, Asbury Park, N. J.; 10-16,
and picture credited equally Loew's State T., New York; 17-20,
for b.o. appeal.
Victory T., Bayonne, N. J.

'Gay

Sisters'

$54,000
outfit

-

Stan Kenton, Philadelphia (Earle;
35-46-57-68-75)—Teamed with
Jackie Cooper and Three Stooges in
person and 'Sweater Girl' (U) on

Jimmy Dorsey, Sept. 4, Sports
Arena, Rochester, N. .Y.; 5, Walde
meer Park, Erie, Pa.; 6, Yankee Lake,
Kennywood, Park,
screen.
Whole package drawing Brookfleld, O.; 7,
11-24, Sherman H., Chigood $24,500, with credits about PitUburgh;
cago; 29, six weeks, Palladium B.,
evenly divided.
Chico Marx, Los Angeles (Or- Hollywood;

2,768;

pheum;

2,200;

33-44-55-65)

— With

'Yokel Boy' (Rep) on screen. Band
rates bulk of $15,000 draw, slightly
over wartime normal.
Vanghn Monroe, Buftalo (Buffalo;
8,500; 35-55)—With 'Calling Dri Gillespie' (M-G). Band show with attractive supporting talent keeping
the b.o. buzzing and building up to
.

Woody Herman, Sept.
pheum T., Minneapolis;

11-17,

Or

Dance-

18,

Cedar Rapids, la.; 19, Val-Air,
Des Moines; 20, Palomar B., Kansas
land,

Frankie Masters

pounqe, Bristol, Conn.
Ozzle Nelson, Cleveland (Palace;
Carl Hotr, Aug. 22, Iiakeside Park,
35-40-45-55-70)—With 'FUgliUjBarnesviUe, Pa.;. .26-27, ppli _ T.
Lieutenant* (Col) and Harriet Hil- Waterbury, Conn
liard.
Band's recent comeback on
Lou Jordan, Aug. 25, Armory,
Red Skelton program counts for Charleston, W. Va
plenty at b.o.
Swinging to swcU
Clyde Leas, Aug. 28, Dunbar Cave,
$27,000.'
Clarksville, Tenn.; 29, Castle Farms,
PanI Whlteman, Chicago (Oriental; Cincinnati; 30-Sept. 8, Forrest Park,
8,200; 28-33-44-55-65)—With 'Butch St. Ix>uis,
Minds Baby* (U). Whiteman is the
Dick Bogers, Aug. 24-26, Palomar
attraction on this combo; big $23,(H>0.
B, Norfolk, Va.; 28-30, State T,
,

.

Pluggerk Donate Pianos
Chicago, A'ug.

18.

Professional Music Men, Inc., Chicago branch, this week donated $300
t? the purchase of two pianos for
thi-.Chicago Service Men*s Center.
Mayor Kelly will accept the pianos on behalf of the service men
In a special dedication, Aug. 31.
Erwln Barg and Morton .Schaeffer

Solidly

.

Hartford, Conn.
Vido Musso, Aug.' 28-29,. Capitol T.
Wheeling, W. Va.; 30, Keith-Albee T.
Huntington, W. Va.
Tommy Beynolds, Aug. 28-30,
Gypsy Village, Louisville, Ky.; Sept,
4-Oct. 16, Rainbow Rendevu, Salt

Lake

2,900
1,900
1,400
2,123

7

14
27
3
19

19,125
29,175
40,075
10,625
12,700

700

is

the

Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900; $1-$1.50). Through the groove for
another 5,000 covers and settled for a long run amid the cocoanuts.
Joe Belchman (Biltmore: 1,200; 50c-$l). He's more than just another
guy named Joe to this spot and again running close to 3,000 tabs on the
week.
.

Tommy Toeker (Empire R.pom, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Tucker
has done a fine job in this room for his first time In the territory. He
has established himself firmly with the listeners and customers. Last
week again clicked off good $3,700 in view of the Wednesday (12) blackout

(Estimates)

Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck

Hotel; 300; $l-$2 mln.).

Joy

roll-

(There was an error in crowd re ing along here and will be likely year-after-year
repeater In this spot.
ported in. 'Variety' at Broohline
Rigthly so. In view of fine trade, hitting 1,700 last week.
Countrv Club, Philly, on Aug'. 1
Sake Ellington (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 800; $l-$2.50 min.).
Hoofers checked in to dance to Joey
Keams orchestra was 577, not 377 as Ellington dragged in bright 4,600 customers on .finale session. Charlie
Spivak orchestra opened with wallop Friday (14).
printed:)
Charlie Murray (Mayfair Room, Hotel Blackstone; 350; $2.50 mln. Sat.).
Cooni Basle (El Patio B., Reno,
Biz okay at
Nev., Aug. 12). In spite of wither- Carlos Ramirez replaced Joan Merrill as floor attraction.
ing heat Basie pulled strong 1,700 1,400 Ubs.
here at $1.
Ella Fitzgerald (Brookline C. C,
Boston
Phila., Aug. 15). First shot here for
Nat Brandwynne (Ritz Roof, Ri'tz-Carlton Hotel; 350; $1 cover). Carol
Fitzgerald gang drew neat 735 dancBruce headlines the new show that opened Friday (14) and is credited
ers at $1.10.
Chnck Foster (Totem Pole B., Au- with two sellrout evenings. Brandwynne's seventh week. Covers upped
to 2,300, plus excellent dinner biz.
burndale, Mass., Aug. 10-15). FosBay Morton (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). Hildegarde takes
ter's
second week better; 10,000
top honors for drawing 1,300 covers on four days, having opened on
hoofers at $1.45 couple for excellent
Wednesday (12). She was originally booked for three weeks, but on
$7,250 gross considering lack of gas,
basis of terrific opening. Manager Chauncey Depew' Steele picked up
etc.
Erskine
Hawkins (Nu-Elm B., option extending engagement to Sept. 16. Jane Pickens' two closing nights,
Youngstown, O., Aug. 12).
Haw- Monday-Tuesday usually slow nights, accounted for 225. Dinner trade
Morton's fifth week and. continue^
kins piled up a great gross here of big.
Jack Edwardfl (Terrace Room, Hotel' Statler; 450; $1 cover). Edwards'
$2,200 at $1 and $1.20, an unexpected
ninth was good with 850 covers on Friday-Saturday, only, late nights, with
surprise.
fine dinner traffic,
Carl Hoff (Raymor B.,
Boston,

City; 21, Shrine Mosque, Springfield, Aug. 11). Hoff is now accepted draw
Mo.; 22, Castle B., St. tarns; 23, Hub in this area; he accounted for 1,100
Evansville, Ind.; 25, week Circle admissions at 75c-65c for fine TuesT., Indianapolis.
day total of $770.
Glen Gray, Aug. 23,. Lake Com
Frankie Masters (Fort theatre.

8,700;

rolal

Covers

Chicago

Draw

-B.,

fine $24,000.

CoTCra
Fast

riayed Week On Date
7
4,200
28,150
16
650
9,525

a supporting floor show, although the band

Jimmy

2,756;

.

Week!

Band
Hotel
Alvino Rey ....Astor (1,000; 7Sc-$l)
Ray Heatherton ..Biltmora (300; $1-$1.50)
Xavler Cugat* ...Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Long ....New Yorker (400; 75cr$1.50)
Lanl Mclntir* ...Lexington (300; 75c-$l.S0)
Glen Gray
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)..
Jerry Wald . ... . XIncoln (225; 75c-$l)

Los Angeles

Ersidne Hawkins,

nite,

Bob Astor, Sept 4-7,
Baltimore.

(Presented herewith, «u a wtekly tabulation. Is the estimated cover
chargt busfneM beina dona by name band* in various New York hotels.
Dinner busin«8* (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weehend and

major draw.

truck).

Pa.; 29, Sunset B.,

Bob Crosby, Oct. 8, three weeks,
Dorsey, Chicago (Chicago;
Cedar Grove, N. J.
4,000; 35-55-75)—Plus 'Blue Horizon' Meadowbrook,
Sonny Danham, Aug. 21, Casa
(Par). Mostly the draw of the DorLoma B., Charlestown, W. Va.; 22,
sey crew, getting wow $56,000.
Sklnnay Ennls, New York (Para- Lakeside Park, Dayton, O.; 23, Southmount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99)—'Holiday ern Mansion, Indianapolis; 25, ParaInn' (Par) and the Ink Spots (2d mount T., Anderson, Ind.; 26, Sandy
wk) make this a whale of an all- Beach Park, Russell's Point, O.; 27,
round bill. Second session heading Ocean Beach Pier, „ Clark's Lake,
for tremendous $78,000, after record Mich.; 28, week, Kastwood Gardens,
$85,000 opening week.
Detroit; Sept. 3, Fruitport PavilUon,
Horace Heldt, .Pittsburgh (Stanley; Muskegon, Mich.; 4, Palais Royale B.',
3,800; 30-44-55-66)— With 'My Favor- South Bend, .Ind.; 6, Paramount T.,
ite Spy' (RKO). Kay Kyser In film. Hammond, Ind.; 7, Eagle's B., MilLooks like fine $28,500.
waukee; 8, Avalon B., La Crosse, Wis,
Sammy Kaye, New York (Strand;
Bob Allen, Sept. 6-Oct. 1, Roseland

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

Rock

Isle, 111., Aug. 13-15).
Masters
has been doing exceptionally well in
this area and on this stand broke
another house record; piled up gross
of $5,821 on last-half three days.
Alvino Eey
(Convention Hall,
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 13). Rey
did nice job here, drawing just imder 2,000 admissions at $1.10.
Ctonde Thornhlll (Empire B.,' Allentown, Pa., Aug. 12). On second
or third stay here Thornhlll did
okay, making money for all concerned; 1,400 or so at $1.

Band Reviews

Minneapolis
Frankie Gelson (Minnesota Terrace, Nicollet hotel; $1.50-$2 min.). Going stronger than ever In sixth week, Dorothy Lewis ice revue, 'Symphony
on Skates,' wlU remain here another fortnight. Attendance zoomed to
new high, reaching 780 nightly average. Gelson (local) orch. plays for
show and dancing.
-

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

Woody Herman (Palladium
that 26,000 customers was
now it's getting to be
Malneck comes in (16) as
dated for the main stand

B, Hollywood, fourth, week). It used to be
just something the management dreamed about,

an every week occurrence with Herman. Matty
intermish band for six weeks, with Abe Lyman
Sept. 1, following Herman.
Cab Calloway (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., sixth week). Closing
figure around 11,000 and pushing the six-week aggregate to around 65,000,
which calls for a count on the house record. Lionel Hampton opens

but

Thursday.
Henry Basse (Trianon, B, Southgate, Car, sixth week).' Plenty of heft
left and bowed out with strong count of close to 8,000. Count Basle moves

In Wednesday.
DICK JVEGENS OBCH (14)
Johnny Blchards (Casino B, Hollywood, first week). This lad moved
With Buddy Moreno, Harry Cool
in from the beach and has yet to demonstrate what he can do in the city.
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
If this isn't the most commercial May pull around 3,500 customers.
Ted Flo Rlto (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, sixth week). On
band
in
the
business
it'll give any
v/ill represent the Professional Muoutfit an argument for the title. either side of 5,000 payees and secondary to the draw of Nils Granlund's
si: Men.
After the IS-Week Olympics Hell Jurgens and his mob of zanies, be- floor revue and Mills. Bros, as a bar attraction.
City.

PAUL TREMAINE
Join a Service

'Pm going

to

move

to

The Outskirts of Town"

Columbia Record No. 36601

COUNT BASIE
Met;

Per.
Dir.

ARMY

Band

Paul Tremaine, once one of the
country's most popular dance band
leaders, is in the Army, stationed at

Quartermaster Replacement Training

AND

"Basie Blues"

And

IN

His Orchestra

MILTON EBBINS

William Morris Agency,

Center, Camp Lee, Va. Tremaine en,
listed July 29 and entered the ranks
July 31 under his real name, Eric,
He will join a Camp Lee post band
as soon as basic training Is com'
pleted.

Artie Shaw, who entered the U. S.
Naval Reserve recently, is stationed
at nearby Newport News, Va. He is
completing basic training, and spends

part of his time leading a band' for
various functions.

turning out smartly paced,
pleasant dance music, never cease

sides

(Chicago)
Baddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Benny Fields headlining and account for beaucoup trade. Franklin continues to hold and biz
musicians might good at 3,300 last week.
^
And they make
Art Jarrett (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 min.). Jarrett~^as done well during
everyone like it.
current stay and last week brought in okay 2,300 patrons.
This is Jurgens' first trip into the
New York area. He's a Chicago fave
who gained a reputation via long appearance and. delivery make a hit
stands
at
the Aragon Ballroom with the girls. Harry Cool also does
there; he's the equal in name value worthy vocal work, although he
to any of the country's top bands in
doesn't project the personality that
that area. This summer he's, spent Moreno does. His style is not half as
in the east, clicking solidly at the intimate,
a fault ho probably could
Write us regarding possibU
Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, easily correct
to his advantage.
•ngagements.
(New room
Mass., a success the leader is likely
Wood.
to duplicate at this spot.
openi .in September.) State
.Jurgens' combination of four sax, ED HOELTZ OBCH
past engagement* and give
(9)
three trumpets, two trombones, and With Shirley Cherer
complete details.
four rhythm is not the equal in Hotel Continental. K. C.
musicianship to a great many outfits
After considerable booking of
that don't enjoy equal popularity, bands on a trial and error basis the
New York
250 Wett 43d Street
but with this band that's not a point
(Continued on page 36)
to argue. It .plays cleanly and enthusiastically and is directed with a
great deal more thought than the
average leader applies, and the result
is topheavy in its favor. In the early
evening it dishes .p smooth ballads,
light rhythm arrangements simply
written and novelties of all types that
bt4ng out .the comic talent among the
men. ..Later there' comes muted medAMD HIS ORC:-ltST!'A
leys of old-time faves, with dimmed

making things happen when they're
on the stand. They kid one anotjfier,
kid the customers and do everything
that a group of
ordinarily avoid.

—

--=^^^==
ATTENTION

''NAME" BANDS!

'

HOTEL DIXIE

NOT YELLOW
HOTEL ASTOR,

NEW

lights.

YORK,

SEPT. 13

Even Meadowbrook's younger

trade, generally known for its drive
inclinations, swallowed the latter
baif with gusto when cau|[ht.
Buddy 'Moreno, guitarist-vocalist,
does a swell job on vocals and his

r .

(',i:.\rp,'M.

.\,'^:'?.'^^:Mr'.NT

corp.

:
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ORGHESnUS

Inside Stiiif-Qrcliestras

DESPITE DRAFT, REPLACEMENTS

Band b'>okere are constanUy complaining these days re the shortage of
orchestras available for bookings, not particularly because there are fewer
bands but because of the healthy, state of the business and the increased
number of opportunities for outfits of all types. This despite the Inroads
etc.).
of war (tiaqsportation,
Agencies are eyeing especially the situation in regard to the t«bor Day
weekend, when business normally hits a high peak. So far there is no
period will be, but if it is normal (summer
that
how
of
clear picture
bookings usually reach a crescendo for Labor Day, after which most spots
for dates will far exceed the supply
fold) agency men fear the demand

\

Autograph Fees For

USO Benefit b Idea Of

•

Hey.

Plan to enlarge the coffers of the
has been broached to band leadby Will Rowland, manager of
Benny Goodman. Rowland has circularized about 150 bands within the
last week, asking them to come in
with him on a plan whereby they
will charge lOc for every pictiure of
themselves oc personalitiea In their
band, the dimes to be turned over to

outfit

and bad no argument with the men.

paign Division of the USO, Is ban'
dling the idea for the service organ!New York counterpart of Washington, D. C.'s 'Spotlight Club,' early zatioa He has set up an Orchestra
^'morning spot designed as a musician meeting place, will be titled Per- Picture Fund, address the Empire
formers and Musicians Guild and wiU opien at the lite of the former State Bldg., New York.
~. Mirador Club, at 51st street and Seventh ave., Sept. 1.
It wHI have a
small orchestra and floor show.
(^Idie, headwaiter at the Edison hotel, New York, is to be involved in
.

PATHE FUMING

'

Its

operation.

Ray Herbeck orchestra played C^apitol theatre, Williamsport, Pa., on
week after he left towp the New York office booking the
Aug. 3-4-5.'
house got a wire from the manager asking for the maestro's address.
Seems they'd found tiiree checks payable to Ray Herbeck and totaling
about' |250 which had been kicking around the theatre since he'd left
town. And apparently Herbeck had not missed them.

A

Roger Kaye, said to be a kinsman of All Ibrahim, Egyptian plutocrat, is
rehearsing a new band in New York. Kaye, a-jazz devotee, has assembled
a combination of seven pieces which will work without arrangements. It
is a mixed outfit of white and Negro musicians.
in Cairo but spend most of his later yedri In Paris
Leader was
befwe the present waiT- He's 22.

bom

not going to replace Jack Lear, who resigned his exploitatlon-publicify post Saturday (15), as expected. Lear
He had been with MCA four
left MCA to go Into a war production job.

Music Corp. of America

is

years;

Latest

Cause of Friction Is Alleged 'Fix' of Popularity
Contest Won by Brand-New Band

'

The Music Corp. ol America, encouragement they can to the fight
ballots.
^hich handles all phases of the over the drugstore
Bandwagon, has declared Ken Hara comparatively new Geiger in Quick Change
Iccal band, as the winner of a driig•tore contest and the guest on the
Hoj^ifland to N.Y.
coming Sundays (23) broadcast.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 18.
Steve Swedish, who, according to
It was a short, swift stretch for
MCA's count, got 1,1» votes to Earl Geiger, trumpet man formerly
Harvey's 4,091, charges that all votes in Hal Kemp's orchestra with the
J»eTe not picked up and that a per- Everett Hoagland band -here at BiU
«nal tabulation showed that he Green's last week. Geiger joined the
(Swedish) got
over 3,300 votes. Hoagland 'outfit on a Saturday night
Swedish had retained Attorney Rob- and four days later was on his way
•n A. Hess with the view of ask- back to New York to line up a smpll
ing the Federal
court for an in- outfit of his own for a spot at the
unction against Harvey, Fitch and Hotel Astor.
J'BC. .Swedish has also complained
a result, Hoagland played out
w the local Better Business Bureau hisAsengagement at Green's with a
•nd the Blilwaukee Pharmaceutical local musician and left town mln)is
AMocUUon has protested to the one horn tooter. Hopes to pick up>a
«tch Co. about the way that the man at his next stand, San Antonio,
votmg was handled.
where, he opens Tuesday (25) at St.
As for the feud between the two Anthony hotel.
vey, leader of

From

RECORDED BY:
•

army

•

Pref«»«i onal copiea available.

COLOIIAL MISIC

PM.

CO..

Orcheittration by

Im

Wot

168

7>1S

a

Mrifo—

JACK MASON

St.,

New

LeRoy,

service.

down

up
and then

called

several months' ago

Jacques LaBelle,' who
picked to front LeRoy

number

leader's

had

Britach
Aw*., B«Urn-oo<i. Cnl.

midw^

particularly in the
via the
induction ir enlistment' of leaders;
(2) the ever-growing number of
youngsters influenced into instrument -study by the popularity of
dance bands and star musicians over
the past seven or eight years, and
(3) by the virtually ciJmplete absence of the formation of new bands,
which formerly
absorbed
newcomers.
These youngsters are beginning to
be felt In nationally known orches-'
tra^ many of which list teen-age
instnunentalists among
personneL
Since Sonny Dunham created comment a couple of years ago with 1«•year old tenor sax play^ Corky
Cccbran (becoming the youn^er's
guardian as a means to his use)
miany other name leaders havfc acquired musiciaiu fresh out of high
school, occasionally imder the same,
guardianship
arnifgement.
And
lately their iiiflux- has' increased
sharply.
There is one fairly well
known band now using a drummer
said to be Only 19-years old.
Heretofore the youngsters would
make connections with embryo
leaders striking out for themselves
after years of expfrience :playing
with other outfits; In this way they
served an aiqtrentlceship' which -frequently led to big-mon«7 jobs with
th« best bands In the country. Now,

howevcr,^the'war and

its effect

outfit

originaiUy

posts -with established groups.

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE

FOR MATERIAL

been

when
turned

up, will take over the baton.

Another batoneer hereabouts to
receive his marching orders was Joe
Vera, whose four-piece combo, Men
of Music, has been at Hotel Rose-

STANDOUT SONeS FROM

velt's Fiesta Room all summer.
It
wiU probably mean the end of the
Vera crew since keyboard wiz has
been its backbone and bassist, Joe
Bonaguido, shoved oS weeks ago.

On

the Upbeat

GrlS WilUaBS orchestra is current
Will go
at Blue Moon, Wichita.
from there to Palmer house, Chicago.
Skii^py Denlr, alto sax, from
Georgie Auld's band, joins Woody
Herman at the Palladium Ballroom,
place of Sam Rubinwitcb.

NEW YfflK'S SELLOUT SHOW

"STARS ON

IGE''

NEW MUSICAL ICETRAVAGANZA
presented by

at

SONJA HENIE and ARTHUR M. WIRTZ

tk CEinER THEATRE,

Rockefeller Center
YORK.

N^W

Calif,, in

Goy
Del

DIek, arranger-pianist, joined
in place of Sandy
Tony Borelli, trumpet, vice
Robertson.- Courtney Is at

Courtney

Bailey;

Kenny

Baker

hotel,' Dallas.

Jahony 'Seat' Davb signed for a
Paramount short subject, to be
aimed Aug. 31 In New York.

Bob Matthews, vocalist with Sam
Donahue, Into the Army. Donahue
gives way to Hal Mclntyre at Glen

New

Tommy

^ BIG BROiD

(I

^LIKE A LEAF

Carlyn

SMILE
^GW RUMMY

ALiniE JACK FROST

LOVE VOU)

Rochelle,' N, Y.,

week.

band

opened

week's, engagement last night (17)
at Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh, replacing Brad Hunt outfit

FALLINfi

IN

THE BREEZE

MUTUAL MUSIC SOCIETY,
1

2 7 0

SIXTH

A

V

r

NU

E

.

-

on

the band business has., discouraged"
the formatimi of new bands and .the
youngsters are Jumping' right Into

Saxist

Fee Wee Irwin band at the Cabanas Club near Springfield, O., this
week.
ft

plentiful, a condition brought about
(1) by the break-up of a considerable number of territorial bands,

-

for physical reasons,

to get oiitfitted for khaki.

this

Yoifc. S. 1.

tion on the anti-AFM side of the
fence' are basing their hopes of success Inlhe-Govermnent's'suit not so
much. on the strength of the legal

phase as on the patriotic angle. These
lawyers figure that if the court
throws the complaint out oii the basis
otthe U. S. supreme court's dedsioh
in
the
Hutchinson
(carpenters^
union) case the dramatic repercussions will be such as to cause. Con-

SERVICE

had hia classification' changed recently and shoves off late this week

Island Casino,

MARY MARTIN and HORACE HEIDI—Columbia
• LAWRENCE WELK— Dccca
• RENE MUSETTE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS—Standard

had asked at a meeting in his office
Aug. 8, but that since this was a
matter being prosecuted by the Government, Diamond said, he ctiuldn't
see how he could reveal the aid being
extended by Decca,
Counsel for commercial organiza-

maestro on half salary during his

the-

FOR STEADY REQUESTS!
POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA

no shortage

Is

for these companies refused to conof manpower so far,' according to
firm, or deny the rUmor. One lawyer, Milton Diamond, of Decca, re- leaders and personal managers who
marked that his company was giving at first feared such a situation. Aa
a
matter of fact replacements are
Arnold the co-operation he (Arnold)

HALF-PAY VOTED UROY

turned
18.

armed forces there

BAND SHORTS

first

brothers, the names are Jimmy DeInjunction proceedings may halt vine, -of the Modernistic ballroom,
tbe broadcast
which the Fitch and George Devine, of the Eagles
"The latter is Harvey's
Bandwagon (NBC) has scheduled ballroom.
'
for this Sunday night' (23).
The present location, while Sw'edisb
argument that is raging about this plays at the Modernistic. The bit
of
the two
particular program has to do with ter business rivalry
a popular!^ contest, a bandleader brothers has often brought them be
who claims that he didn't get an fore the American Federation of
honest count and an' overlapping Musicians as complainants or defeud between two brothers who op- fendants over some personal feud
erate the two leading rival ball- that had a band in the middle. The
Brothers Devine are lending all the
rooms of the town.

Milwaukee, Aug.

for Swing..Careers

Despite the number of musiciaua
who have been drafted into the'

sContinueil from pate 31^

gress to amend the anti-trust law to
tLe extent of bringing labor within
its purview.
Na Lave Lest
Where the pretent shutdown on
recording. Is beginning to have its
afiect Is among the personnel of the
Pathe Newsreel is making its first phonograidi recording companies.
musical shorts, utilizing chiefly name Kcecutivea, technicians, arrangers
bands. Krst orcha filmed were John- and whatnot are being maintained
on the payroll, but there isn't much
ny Long's and Jerry Wald's. ...
Some 13 shorts in all will be made, for them to do but ait around and
but no other bands have been defi- look at one another, and they are
nitely set as yet First release will getting tired of that.
The recording men .ar« getting
be in Sept.
scant sympathy from the music- publishers and the latter'* professional'
men. The latter recall that when
the fight between ASCAP and radio
was raging in 1940 the recording men
IN U. 5:
did not refrain from rubbing it into
them, urging .the music men to buck
up, that happy days were ahead and
Pittsburgh, Aug. 18.
after aU they shouldn't complain
Bill LeRoy's band, a fixture at ahout
a little uncertainty and idle»
Pines, local roadhouse, for last sev- ness.
eral years, has voted to put the

WHILE

Brothers in Ktter Ballroom Rivairy

A.F.M. Chicago

ers

Bs

the

—

More Youngsters Studying

USO

Hitherto highly regarded bandleader whose band- is now playing a the USO.
It's figured that in the
southern hotel suddenly went haywire last week, showed up on the job course of a year a considerable sum
drunk three or four nights running and made such a disgrace of himself can be realized from orchestra fans,
that the management of the hotel insisted that he leave. Calls back .and since almost every band,- big or
agency
in
New
finally
brought
York
a southern rep' small, ships large numbers of porforth to his booking
resentative of his bookers, who took the batoneer.in tow.
traits to fans.
band stayed on, leaderless, because the hotel management asserted
Robert Kelly, head of the Camliked

y'

No New Bands Being Formed, Various Secondary
Groups Broken Up by Induction of Leaders Also

Goodman's Rowland

of bands.

Alvino Rey's band is a possibility to return to the Astor Roof, New
York, sometime in December to start that room through it's first winter
season. Contracts aren't signed, but it's 'probable' that Rey will get the
assignment.
While Robert Christenberfy, director of the Astor, had been mulling
yrar-round operation nothing definite came of it until reports on Rey's
^^return. Latter band finished a run there Saturday (IS), being replaced
by Harry James. Les Btown follows James; then, if all goes well, comes

EASY FOR DANCE ORCHESTRAS
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MUSIC

36

British Best SeUers
(Week Ending July 31)

NBC, CBS. Blue. Mutual Plogs
FoIIotoinp tabulation o} popular tftusic per/ormonces embracet all four

networks— NBC, CBS, Blue and Mittwil—as represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR, N. V. Compilation herewith covers week befltnninjr
Monday through Sunday (Aug. 10-16) from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is
based on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service regular source lor
music publishing industry-

TITLE
Be Careful My Heart—t'Hollday

My

Idaho

TOTAL

PUBLISHER
Inn"

Santly
Shapiro

30
28
27

Paramount

27

Berlin

Devotion

Wears Pair Silver Wings
Do You Miss Sweetheart
At Last— f orchestra Wives'

26

Feist
..Mills

^.

...26

••Left Heart Stag'edoor Canteen
••••Army
Got Gal Kalamazoo—t'Orchestra Wives'... bVC
Jingle Jangle Jingle
This Worth Fighting For

on Parade'.

...

:

Though You Here
Wonder When Baby Coming
Take Me

Just

BVC
.

,

Silvery Moon
•Love Is a Song t'Bambi*
There'll Never Be Another

By Light

,

,

Morrig

'.
.

Famous
Cherio
.Shapiro
Miller
Chappell

Sweet Eloise
All I Need Is Vou
Dearly Beloved t'You Never Lovelier'
He's.My Guy
Put Put Put
,

—

,

Humming

.

f -bmI

—

Instrumental

•Strictly

'.

.

Kemick

One Dozen Roses

Bird

.C-C

Basin Street Ball

Tried to Say -I Love. .Cinephone
Sua
Apple Tree
Sterling
Jersey Bounce
Wright
Jealousy

Chappell

Moonlight Coclctail

21
19
19
17
17
16
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
1*
Harry Link, general professional
12 manager for Leo Feist, Inc., Is con12 fering with executives of Metro, for
12 whose music his firm is the exclu12 sive outlet, on forthcoming musical
11 productions.
11
Besides setting exploitation cam11 paigns on .new musicals for the fall,
10 Link will also discuss with M-G
10 producers music for the name bands
10 the studio has signed, including
9 those of Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy

'

'.

.

.

.

8

Dorsey,

Leeds

lington,

."

MUler

James.

—

Serenade in Blue t'Orchestra Wives'
Sleepy Lagoon
Under. Strawberry- Moon
Heavenly Hideaway
Army Air CorpsJersey Bounce ,

Require Data
8

Chappell

Several of Walter Donaldson's oldies, such as 'Back

music will cause actual damage to

Fischer

the broadcasters.

Lewis

Complete

figures

on

Jack Bobbins has a corner on some of the new bands with their theme
songs, including jtmong 'em 'Blue Ray' for Alvino Rey; an original tune
by Jerry Wald, as yet .untitled; ditto Carmen CaVallar6; Vernon Duke's
'New York Nocturne' for. Bobby Byrne, 'Blue Sentimental Mood' for Teddy
Powell, an untitled original by and for Stan Kenton. In the past, ot
course, such famed thematics as 'Moonlight Serenader; for Glenn Miller,
'Moon Comes Over the Mountain' tor Kqte Smitti, et aL, have been
Bobbins .publications.
'

in

'A Song Is Born,' by John Latouche and Walter Donaldson, was written
honor Of and dedicated to the memory ot George Gershwin.
is a tribute, by inference, wi'thdut actually naming

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines

operations

using music during the week of April
by the Commish.
The questionnaire covers the total

Shapiro

5-11 are required

'Leeds

KQle
Santly
Major and Minor.
Famous
After It's Over
Barton
Everything I Got t'By Jupiter'
Chappell
Every Night About This
Warock
t'Seven Days' Leave' ..Southern
t Get Leg Chicken
Crawford
Johnny Doughboy

Kille

hours devoted to both commercial

and sustaining programs where mu
5 sic—whether on transcriptions or on
5
recordings or provided by live tal
5
ent or irom networks made up 'the
5
entire program,' was 'an integral
5
part of the program' or was 'an'inci'
Mori'is
5
Yesterday's Gardenias
Data
dental part of the program.'
5
Ypu Never Lovelier t'You Never Lovelier'. Harms
must be broken- down to cover both
commercial and sustaining broad• Indicates
BMI licensing; others are via ASCAP. t Filmusical. casts according to the source of
••
'This Is the Anfty' publishing subsid, licensed freely to all
t Legitimate.
ii)usic.
users.
To get an over-all picture that
probably will be the most compre
;

—
—

,

—

—

Band Reviews
— Continued'! rom pace 34—
Continental has at last found a
musical organization more In keeping with the entertainment idea of
Although
its Sky-Hy Victory Roof.
the room is atop the hotel and
abounds in ether and space, the
musical groups based on brasses and
jive have just not hit the mark here.
The brassless Hoeltz orch therefore
seems to be at least one answer to
this problem,' and the perk in biz in
the Sky-Hy is quickly noticeable.
Hoelfz's band is not particularly
outstanding, but the instrumentation
is more in line for rooms like this.

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week In jukeboxes
throughout the' country, as reported by operators to 'Vanety.' Names,
of more than one bond or vocalist after the title 'indicates, in order of
Figures and names in
pppularttv, whose recordings are being played.
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective

Wears

2.

Jingle Jangle (13)

3.

All I

Thai's Catching ¥a»tl

A New

Departure

m

Stock Anangements,

Essentially it's a tenor-fiddle combo,
the three tenor saxes and three
violins supported by Hoeltz at the
pi!.no, plus basic drums and bass
fiddle for rhythm.' Personnel has
mastered the intended type of music,
and it makes for pleasureable danc-

Mainly

a sweet rhythm, but
doubling on clarinets and some
special ivory-thumping by the leader
group gets a good beat out of the
torrid pops as well.
Garnishment is department of
ing.
\ ith

It's

Wings

Silver

Need

Is

4.

Who

9.

Idaho

week with network and non-web

6.

Sweet Eloise

sustaining and commercial shows
and report separately the time de-

voted to oiT-the-line -'recordings.
Besides general financial data
about aggregate revenues, net income', and the usual dope required
annually—the special questionnaire
calls for estimates of the percentage
of net income attributes to musical
programs using recordings or transcriptions. The figure must be broken
down to give a clear idea of the cash
vblue of waxed music to the industry.

Incidental information desired by
the Government includes the names
of 'the library services to which
broadcasters subscribe and each station's 1941 outlay for recordings and
.

transcriptions.
To find out the"ext6ht to which
stations are compelled to hire union

(3) (Sha'pifo).

(Paramount)...

You

(5)

(Miller).

You

Wouldn't Love

Abe Lyman
Kay Kyser
(Key Kyser

(

Bluebird

I

Columbia
Columbia

\

Freddy Martin

(

Ella Fitzgerald ....... .Decca

/Miiio

(6)

(8) (Maestro).

Columbia
Decca

Inkspots

Bluebird
fAlvhio Rey
^Benny Goodman. .Columbia

T""

.

(Glenn Miller
Kay Kyser
Johnny Mercer

(Shapiro)

(7)

.-.Victor

(Vaughn Monroe.,.. Bluebird

}Kay Kyser
^

Victor

Columbia

I

7.

Strip Polka (E. H. Morris)

8.

By

Light ot Silvery

9.

Be

Careful,

.

A Terrifically Cute Tune

publishers.)

1.

hensive ever sketched by the FCC,
stations must state the number of
hours on the air during the sample
•

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO DO TONIGHT

in Tennessee'

for the sundry service agencies.

Jewel

ABC

1 WHAT

Home

'When You're a Million Miles From Nowhere' and 'Jubilee; In My Old
Kentucky Home,' originally published by Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, and
now a Mills' Music property, with WBS' demise, are up for copyright renewal this year. The songsmith, while in N^w York,- made arrangements
to switch -them over 'to Bobbins Music Corp.
Incidentally, Donaldson's World War 1 song hit, "My Buddy' (with the
late Gus Kahn), which sold 2,000,000 copies, has inspired Jack Bobbins to
get Donaldson to write a World War 2 'Buddy' song. It's called 'Longing*
and wiU be rushed out pronto.

sContinatd. ttom page

Witmark

-.

The lyricist went off on another 'ot his periodicals, and hasn't
been heard from for weeks, despite his heed for funds and the guaranty
ot a grand if be could straighten himself out for a couple of days, in."
cidentally, he is the last of a heritage of old-school Irresponslbles
Younger «lement attracts criticism for the lesser vices ot playing the races
seeing all the ballgames,. etc. ,Bnd not overworking "themBelves, content
that their ASCAP money will give thein a good enough cushion regardless
ot their current song output
week.

'

aBC
...... BVC

A

A

lyric writer, known for his profligacy and irresponsibility, borrowed
$5 from a music publisher the day before he was offered $1;000 advance
royalty if he set the wordage to a certain tune and got it in within the

Herbert Marlc^ of E. B. Marks Co. is handling a 'Victory Committee'
which he thinks other music publishers might emulate within their ranks.
Has to do with collection of books, periodicals, phonograph records, etc.,

Miller

'.

Inside Stuff-Music

The lyric content
Vaughn Monroe, Duke El- Gershwin.
Dick Jurgens and Harry

Bobbins

Day Dreams Come True
I Met Her Ok MOnday

Boy in-KhaW
I Came Here For Joe
Keep Smiling, Laughing

Chappell

ON FILM SONGS, BANDS

Crawford

—

Boat. ...... .Chappell

Blues in Night

LINK'S METRO POWWOW

Harms
famous
Witmark
Yankee

•At the Crossroads
Marks
I'm Old Fashioned t'You Never Lovelier'. chappell"
Smging Sands Alamosa
Remick
•When Lights Go on Again
Clp
•Who Wouldn't Love You
Maestro

My Dream

.'23

Piaramount

—t'Priprities

Conchita Lopez

South Wind

23
23

London, Aug. 1.
Maurice
Green Valley
Chappells
Anniversary Waltz
.Southern
Heart of Texas.
Camp.-Conn.
Miss You

My

Moon

(2)

(Remick).

Capitol

.Columbia
Decca

.Ray Noble.
Bing Crosby

.

Heart (1) (Berlin)

wonder When My Baby '(Crawford).... {'^^^^
ST.'.-.-.-.'.V.'S

10.

OTHER FAVORITES
Tunes with

(These rtcords are directly below

number of weeks in parenthesis are
T-«
/in\ /ni
lis
Sleepy Lagoon
(17) (Chappell)

My
Just

first 10 in popularity.fading, others gaining.)

{Jimmy Dorsey.

Devotion (Santly).

...... .Decca

Vaughn Monroe

Victor
Victor

X

Tommy Dorsey
Russ Morgan.

tAxin\

f

Guy Lombardo

Decca
Decca

'

\

Freddy Martin

Victor

Though You Were Here (Yankee).

Met Her On Monday

Columbia
p^,^^

(Harry James
'^jj^^'y j^^^^^

Gal In Kalamazoo (jtvrt

J

jGlennMiUer
I Jimmy Dorsey

Victor

Decca

Decca
musicians, the Commish included
J Jimmy Dorsey
Take Me (BVC)
^
'
several questions about relations
^ Benny Goodman. .Columbia
Columbia
Plus the Shirley Cherer, featured songstress, with the AFM. Besides wanting the
(Harry James
/T.^j„i
who gives out in the lower registers, figures on hours when live talent was Hes My >,„„
Guy (Leeds)
Victor
Regular Dance . .
i Tommy Dorsey
and Hoeltz, who baritones in ballad used during the sample week, the
Decca
style. Harvey Samuels, Bob Block
J ^"'B Crosby
data showing Conchita Lopez (Famous)
(FamouO
and John Stanley handle the tenors. investigators call for
Victor
|Dhiah Shore.
David Chausow, Louis Poppilo and the number of staff musicians emHoward Gottlieb, fiddles, Ben Korel, ployed at present and during each of
drums and Arlie Cooper, string bass. the past three years, the payroll for instances where the
held a gun
Band is out of Ohi and has worked talent during -1941 and the first seven at any station's head. Two final inThe Hour*
'The Song
the middle west and south since its months of the present year, and the
Buddy Baker
outgrowth of
origination within the year. Firom number of hours of musical pick-ups quiries are direct
chjirges that broadcasters don't dare
Arrangement
here dates take crew toward west
I
in the specified week.
defy Petrillo, for fear of being boycoast.
Quin.
Free Talent
cotted, picketed, or denied the right
(America
The Commish is seeking to answer to pick up remotes. Licensees are
Irving Mills trained out of New
* * *
York for his return to Hollywood Petrillo's beef that union members ordered to teU whether in the past
three years they have been ultima*
denied
are
employment
because
of
All Material Available
Friday
following
..(14)
a business
Professional Material
tumed against using amateur musivisit with his brother-partner, Jack the .amount of free talent available.
BAND
Stations are'directed to give the same cians or allowed to air scheduled
Available
Mills.
DANCE ORCH.
information about non-professionals programs only after hiring unused
3 KEYS
including such organizations as the standby performers'^ The blank also
American Music Publishers
Dr. MIklos Bozsa named musical Army and Navy bands as is sought asks if any affiliates have been deAUERICAN MUSIC; Inc.
director for the Jules Levey feature, with regard to
nied network servic6 'for reasons be1609 N. Vina Street, Hollywood
tunesters.
•183 SuiHt Blvd.
'Jacare,' to be released by United
Other Petrillo squawks are ac- lieved to have' been connected with
Calif.
Hollj-n-ood, Calif.
Artists.
acknowledged in' the questionnaire. a labor dispute Involving musicians.'
Stations must state whether they
now employ Negro musicians or had
any- on their payroll in the past
Bins Crosby
V
five years, submit any written conWith Bob Crosby's Bob CaU (Decca 18371)
tracts with
locals, or summarErntst Tubb (Dacca 6958) Dick Robertion
BECORDED BX
ize existing verbaji agreements or
^'i[D;eeca-^4189)
Bob Ateher (Okeh 649is)
understandings, with the union.
JAMES (COL.)
BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JERRY
Although
(DECCA)
Petrillo in effect has
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
fl53 Sunui Bl«d„
MUSIC, Inc.
challenged the Commisison's jurisHtUmntd
PUBLISHERS, INC.
diction, the industry must report any
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Need More

Thaiir

COAST WRFIERS OFFER
SONGS FOR CAMP SHOWS

Songs to Win

Radio Doesn't • Lend Itself to 'Arousing Patriotic
Fervor Over Tune
New

Royal,

York.

Seebach, et

how

al.,

some rousing Radio Victory

Editor, 'Variety':
It was with considerable Interest
that I read your account of W. B.
Lewis' talk before the Songwriters'

about
Rallies

staged by thousands of people for
millions of people? It can be done,

Sylvan

Tapliri^er.

While I
Association.
'Discover' a Sonr
much that Lewis had to
Union, N. J.
say and feel that we do need at
least one great new patriotic song Editor, •Variety';
Every orchestra leader, singer and
to serve as an inspiration for all
to work and flght to the utmost for entertainer in the country should
ultimate victory, it will take more take upon himself the duty, as a
than a talk to the members of the citizen, to discover a patriotic song
SPA; more than all the skill our best that would fit the Government's need
songwriters can put into a- song; as did 'Over There' in the First
more than publication by big pub- World War.
The Army has requested the prolishers; more than the most intensive plugging to become the song we fessional songwriters of the nation
admit we need.
to try their best to turn out a hardHow is the song to be made? Let's punching, spirited patriotic' song, and
look back to the last war and the while -these composers may be the
song of that period— 'Over There.' logical ones to write, such a number,
Radio and talkies were hardly more there are dozens of unlinown, amathan a dream so no plugging via teur writers of songs in all parts of
those media. But there were count- the country who probably have good
huge mass meet- patriotic tunes tha't have not as yet
less victory rallies
ings conducted with unrestrained been uncovered.
An entertainer, in
enthusiasm, bands playing and flags the course of his travels, is in a
flying this- sanie spirit was carried good position to listen to these tunes
on to hundreds of vaudeville stages written by unknown songsmiths, and
by big stars and then, too, soldiers to turn them over to the government!
marched off to war to the music of
Kobbl^rs.
military bands and cheering crowds.
'Over There' was played and sung
BBC Bans 'SInsby' Songs
on all these occasions -and swept
An AP dispatch last week to the
the country along with the patriotic
N. Y. Times trom London reads:
fever.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
Today we have rallies to be sure,
banned some of the most popular
but unfortunately, they are too few
British and Ameri(ran songs from the
In number ond conducted much too
air tonight as 'sentimental slush,'
synthetically.
Entertfiiners -are too
and the tunesmiths said they would
^.interested in their 6wn performances
flght
back, suggesting that even
to let the 'audience participate in
sung
Today vaudeville, 'Home, Sweet Home' could be
the proceedings.
in an undesirable way.
as it was known tlpen, is gone. ToAmong those on the forbidden list
day soldiers sail oil to war under
issued to band leaders and singers
cover of darkness shrouded in quiet
was 'Miss You,' which placed third
and secrecy.
compilation of the 10
What do we do next? Well, un- this week in a
most popular tunes on the networks.
questionably it's up ..to radio but
Others banned were 'Singing Sands
not radio as we hear it every day.
Alamosa,' 'Homecoming,' 'I'll,Just
We can't have it announced as 'the of
Eyes,' 'Moonlight Coclctail,'
DArt number on our program' and Close
'You Walk By,' 'Autumn Nocturne,"
expect it to register, for no matter
how stirring the song, its rendition 'If You Haven't Got Dreams You've
Got Nothing at AH,' 'Mandy Is Two'
cjan^t prove much inspiration to the
average listener, who sits in the and 'Good Night, Daddy.'
peaceful bliss of ',his home reading,
playing gin rumiiiy or talking small
Protective

agree with

—

.

—

—

Kom

.

Hollywood, Aug.

—

,

—

'

My

with guests. Hardly the kind
of a setting to get him worked up
in any kind of a fervor. But— radio
telk

can overcome this pli^cidness and
arouse his enthusiasm, not by placing mikes in Madison Square Garden, on the Sub-Treasury steps or at
whatever patriotic rallies that happen, but by staging its own special
kind of rallies aimed directly at the

.

.

listeners.

With proper production

the spirit of the thing can be gotten over and ^latriotic songs can
'benefit by such presentation as well
as serve as instruments of inspira-

WAR

15 Best Sheet Masic
(Week of Aup.
.

Sellers

,15)

.

,

Sleepy Lagoon'.

Who Wouldn't
My Devotion

Robbins challenges the statements

Army

is

unable to take over the
'

International building.
Radio City, because of priorities on
materials. Romberg discovered last
week that he would, have difficulties
with telephone and other installations.

Remick

-

The SPA

will

remain

Idaho
Mills
Careful Heart
.....Berlin
Jersey Bounce
Lewis
Worth Fighting For
Harms

Take Me

Coast for

Monthly Luncheons
Songwriters

luncheons

will toss monthly
for its members in

beginning with Sep-

tember, It's all part of the drive,
launched by Proxy Sigmund
to pep up the membership's interest in the organi-

Romberg,

The SPA luncheons

will figof 10 a year.
members one'
one luncheon a year.

maximum

ASCAP

gives

dinner and

its

of

"

17.

'first

a catalog on the!
time.
She's Sandy

Weiss, now a private in the army.
She's a sister of .Eddy Oliver, band
leader,' and for years was knoWn as
the 'Harms Girl.'

New
ASCAP's

zation.

ure a

Hollywood, Aug,

has been put in com'-

Oliver And has been named Coast
manager of Harms to succeed Sam

Protective

New York

Association

USO.

OF HARMS, LA.
charge

members

may

have an opportunity this -fall to vote
on a new system of classification.
The special committee which had
been working on a plan is now ready
to submit its recommendations to the
'writers' classification

Robbins argues, however, that the
public may evidence heretofore unsuspected discrimination by endorsing patriotic songs (such as 'God Bless
America'), if not wholly accepting
rah-rah, war songs. There's a distinction between the two types songs
and these titles, from the MetroRobbins syndicate (Feist, Miller and
Robbins companies) tell the story;
'Ballad for Afnericans' (by John
Latouche and Earl Robinson); 'Uncle
Sam Gets Around' (Leo Robin-Ralph
Rainger); 'I Hear America Singing* (Mitchell Parish-Peter De Rose);
"The Two Americas' (Mary Carolyn
Davies-Domenico Savino); 'Uncle
Sam Stands Up' (Ben HCcht-Ferde
Grofe);
'The
American's- Creed'
(William Tyler Page-Hugo Frey);
'My Own America' (Alli& Wrobel);
'Me and My Uncle Sam' <Will A.
Dillon);
'Franklin.
D.
iloosevelt
March' (Irving Caesar-William H.

Woodin); 'March for
(Ferde Grofe), et al.

Writer Plan
Writer

by a committee of the top

Crosby, Vallee and Barry
Wood, and donate everything to the

...BVC

A woman

out.

Shore,

GIRL IN CHARGE

plete

his 'firm puts

10 dance maestros and outstanding
vocalists such as Kate Smith, Dinah

Famous

in its

present quarters in the RCA building and add some space across the
hall for the clerical staff.
Romberg decided that with big
entry of E. C. Mills, former ASCAP
executive, into the association much
more office space would be re-

The

tion or

Air Corps ...... .Fischer

the

songs

Furthermore, Robbins, for. one, proposes to publish any 10 songs selected by the office of War Informa-

Santly

One Dozen Roses

The Songwriters' Protective Asso-

patriotic

Chappell

Love ....Maestro

Always In Heart

STYMIED

in

By OWI

In answer to the diatribe that th«
music publishers only favor war

made at the Songwriters Protective
Assn. meetings by listing a' fiock of

Army

Left Heart Canteen..

NEW OinCES

out

10 Picked

songs with a boy-girl attitude, playing down the martial spirit, Jack

.Shapiro

Paramount

Jingle Jangle

Johnny Doughboy ....Crawford

ciation

SPA; Offers

-If

SONGWRITERS'

elaborate quarters that Sigmund
Romberg, the president, had picked

at

committee. The

Americans'

FLORIDA MAY
REVISE ANn-

quired. Though as yet he isn't collatter probably won't meet until
lecting any salary from the SPA,
mid-September.
Mills has undertaken to find ways
If the plan is adopted it will be
and means of building up the assothe first timie that ah ASCAP writer
ciation's income outside of memberclassification committee has elected
ship fees. The principal mechanics
to base its 'determination of a memhave already been suggested and
ber's royalty share on a definite,
ASCAP's management has been
that is, a 10% commission on memathematical formula.
advised that a broadcaster commit*
chanical licenses issued on behalf' of
fee in Florida has agreed on an
writers.
amendment
to the. Florldfa antlWhat the SPA would like is an years to go and the pubs doubt
arrangement whereby film pro- whether the SPA can legally im- ASCAP statute which would permit
ducers, for instance, would have to pose any changes in the mechanics the Society to resume doing business
in
that
state.
The committee will
obtain
a synchronization license of the standard writers' contract
from two different sources, the pub- during that period. Where the pub- submit its recommendation <on the
lisher and th^ writers. Under such lishers and the. SPA would probably amendment to th'e state's broadcaster
association.
a system Harry Fox would continue meet head on in the near future
to act as agent and trustee for the will be in the proposed attempt of
It's over four years since ASCAP
publishers
and the SPA would SPA counsel to press for the. adop- was outlawed in Florida, and the Soserve as licensing channel for the tion in the copyright law of an ciety has deferred returning to its
writers involved. For this service amendment granting writeils divisi- members the performing rights for
The bUity of copyright. By divisibility that state because of the possibility
the SPA would deduct 10%.
price would go up for the producer, is meant the right of the writers^f compromising the strictures of
since Fox makes a deduction of 10.% to assignment specific rights accru- the law.
before he turns over the proceeds ing from a copyright to various perfrom the sync'sale to the publisher, sons individually, in contrast with
'TITWIILOW-PETEJLLO'
who, in turnjsplits with the writers. the current method of assigning all
Major publishers declare that they rights under a copyright to a sinThe obviousness of rhyming
can't see where the iSPA can go in gle publisher.
Few writers have Petrillo with Titwlllow has Inspired
tor this commission-collecting de- made an exception to this general a number of Gilbert
Sullivan
vice for tlie next four years, at conveyance. The late Victor Herbert parodies that are making the. roundi.
lei:st.* The present contract between reserved
control of some - of the
Outside of the play on the phrase,
the SPA and publishers has four rights.
the comedy ends there.
.

Cleveland, Aug.

18.

Another ]uke-bQx war broke out
when LeRoy Robinson, partner in

the automatic music-machine firm of
Meckley
Robinson, was arrested in
connection with the bombing of
Samuel Pinkus' night club.
Another . suggestion,
Robinson was chargedi with blackTraining
camp broadcasts of established pro- mail by Pinkus, who said that the
grams such as Bob Hope, Burns St rental-man had warned him to junk
Allen, Fibber McGee
Molly, etc., a juke box installed by a rival or
are great' and should continue, but 'you'll have trouble.' Defendant dewhy not take a cue from 'This Is the nied that he had ever talked to the
Army' and- let the boys in camp cafe operator or his wife.
Exploactually participate in more broad- sion partially wrecked cafe, causing
casts to the people.
They'd have damage estimated at $1,500.
peat fun In doing it and would,
It's the third bombing attributed to
in a sen^e, act as our cheerleaders. juke-box trouble in the last four
It's the old college spirit on
Mae's Cafe, located next
a grand months.
scale biit just the kind of spirit we door
to Pinkus' spot, also was
need Jtoday.
bombed twice on. March 30 ^nd.
What do you say, Messrs. Paley, May 4.

&

tion.

.

&

—

%
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V

To Publish Any

ASCAP LAW

BOMBINGS IN
JUKE-BOX

War Song Charges

Wears Silver Wings

'

'

Jack bobbins Cballenges 'Boy-Girr

18.

Hollywood songwriters have offered
their
service;
to
Writers
Mobilization Committee to aid thewar effort In penning ditties for
camp shows and the projected
'Lunch Hour Follies' for workers in
defense plants.
Entire membership of Coast wing
of Songwriters Protective Association has been placed at disposal of
Mobilization Committee,

37
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Every Big
^^ik-^^

PubMer
^^^^^

Thtnkt to Ch»rltt 7V|'*s forjfirning this long ov*r to uf.
Old to Tht Mtrry MtcW^^'whoit Decc« Rttord (18436)
it irtaUna "t»lh" from Coiit - to - CoMt.

Tried To Get It/

MILLER MUSIC, INC.

Miller Music Has

1629 Broadway,

N«w

h/

York

I
^

BEN GILBERT,

Prof.

Mgr.

§

.

.
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adds up to aodc entertainment and^

New Act

biz.

Miss Bruce, from stage and film
musicals, leads off with ^Jingle,
Jangle," follows with "Sleepy LagoOn.'
a medley from 'Porgy,' "This Is Worth
Fighting For' and encores with "New JAS
She has the voice, the. C»wteMr
personality kid at the door, in itseU Orleans.'
no «mall asset nowadays where the presence and the looks to click any- IS'Mins.
Baritone Johnny EUiott Coew's SUte, N. Y.
maltre d' must know the 'right' peo- where.
This kid is brand new and okay,,
Renee DeMarco with Jody Butchi- ple. Loreiizo (Garlasco), of -course, works hard with a betty batch of.
lease
the
with
tunes to -go over also.
He's a flip, fast comic in the Milton
ton. tlOT/ny Latorence, Bandy Simon- holds over and .goes
Biz good and likely
The debs (and they are exactly: Berle-Henny 'Youngmata ' idiom and
ettc; Roy Ro«s OrcTiestrn; '52 and $3 as chief aide.
Abel.
that) are Nancy Bernard, Lucy and has evidently made it a point to get
to get better.
TOtnimtmi.
Nancy Cochrane, Eleanor Frothing- fresh ntateriaL Some of his gags,, in
bam. Peggy Hangarter, plus Bunny fact, are .so good, plenty, of other
The Cafe Lounge of the Holcl
Wa^a. one of iBroad way's and comics probably win be using them
Savoy-Plaza has £one into a modiMiami's champ lookers and show- .soon.
(COPLET-FLAZA HOX£L)
fled policy, shifting away from the
girls.
She augments the debs who
He got a roar here with one nifty:
Boaton, Aug. 15.
are getting plenty of free space.
•"You'll have to lau^ faster— I'm in
two post-iheatre shows and openMorton
Oroh
They try hard with a produc- l-A.* II age is any criterion, that
(7);
Hildefforde, Ray
ing for dinner, in deference to thetion -on a colonial theme and tryi may be kidding on the leveL
corer.
$1
wartimes. This has been brought
again later on with sarongs and a
When rapid-firing tlie gags, Murray
about by earlier hours, with many
First time up to the plate in the fake palm tree.' No pros need pass does a super job. However, hie imdoing civilian work for the war ef- Hub, Hilde^Fde is batting the local a sweaty hnnd over a worried brow' preasion of the diction-perfect singer
fort, which gets them up early or, nt trade silly in the Plaza's solid Oval. at the competition.' but the girls are is just about his -weakest bit, so he
least, forfends the late hours as Room.
perhaps would be best off not using
E^blished for years as the as tasty to look at as they come.
Georges and Jalna, ballroom team, it up so close to his finale..
heretofore. In addition, the S-P un- town's polite restaurant, the Oval
doubtedly has in -mind Its neighbor- Room is no nitery and doesn't go tor snaffle much of the enthusiasm with
Murray got over strongly here and
ing
Hotel Plaza whose Persian assorted acts, but a name vocalist their by-now standard, excellent should be able to fit a comedy order
Room, soon due to reopen, redeco- like Jane Pickens (just finished three routines, while Brandwynne's oil- in any situation.
Scho.
rated and with much fanfare at- big weeks here) or Ufldegarde keeps chestra furnishes the music 'for the
advent,
Hildegard^'s
tendant
to
the 300 pews warm for at least 1.200 show and dancing in its usually comhas long operated on a 9:15 and covers a week with fabulous week- petent fashion.
Biz has been of the turn-'em-awny
midnight show policy.
ends.
The change is lor the better in
By Happy Beoway
Hildegard's ability to gauge .her variety, and hotelier Al Wyner is
It staggers the
several respects.
audience and act accordingly holds very happce.
concentration of business which was her in good stead here. I^astefully
Saranac, N. Y^ Aug. 18.
the prime thought that the new man- got up, she presides at the elevated
Donald M. Nelson, chairman of the
aging director, Don B: Burger, had Steinway, wanders around on the
War Production Board, and Dr. Edin mind.
stage built for her ad-libs from cues
(PAUIER. HOUSE)
gar Mayer, former chief medico of
To' achieve this he brought in tossed her by the diners, and sings a
sanatorium, were guests of
the
Renee deMarco who now terps with shrewd assortment of pop tunes and
Dr. George Wilson at the Will RogChicago, Aug. 12.
a male trio for background vocal novelties. Her chatter ranges from
Tommy Tucker- Orch, Billy De- ers. They took time out to mitt memand dancing and manages a neat the quick to the dead but never
Wol/e,
Amell, Nick Brodeur, bers of the colony.
score.
oversteps the limits of good taste.
The Nelsons, Valerie Thon, Jeanne
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Farmer of
It's a different Bene^ deMarco,
She opens with 'Bowl of Cherries'
however,, so far as outward aK>ear- and. 'Jenny,' then changes her pace Guest, Wart Lynn, A-bbott DoTicers,- Chicago shot in and l»d a bedside
ance is concerned, since ^e- had with her nostalgic theme song and Pedro d« Leon <b His Rliumba Band. chat with Cliff (Warner Bros.) Farmer, who is coming back nicely at
something done to her schnoz. It follows up with a new tune called
Geared to pleasant, sul>dued en- the Rogers.
has taken away from her individ- 'World'
Is Waiting to Waltz Again.' tertainment of a style suitable
Tweniy-flve years ago Ed Lamy
to this
uality in some respects but hasn't
Latter is staged with blue spots and Class
dinp-and-dance rendezvous, was featured at the old N. Y. Kppodiminished her artisti7.
rings in a half dozen Viennese
She works hard, doing 1. Concen- waltzes in the verse. If s timely, well the Empire Room show is a bright drome in a skating act In the chorus
and pleasing presentation. It com- was a little dancer, Dottie Hutchintrate on You,' a Spanish soniarranged and plen^ lush, and takes
fandango dance, 'Shady Lady Bird,' the crowd for a sentimental tour bittes dancing, mimicry, music and son, from Paterson, N. J. They met
puppetry in modest amounts suf- and married, and now they're cele'Romantic Guy I,' and In the Hood,' without slopping' over.
,
ficient to please the average palate.
brating -Qieir 25th anniversary here
makine- for a zingy blend of songAnother change of pace flnds the
Tommy Tucker's music is swingy in this actor colony. They have two
and-dance; Boy Boss' band clicks covers bellowing
'Daisy,' 'My Bonny,'
with the dai^pation and Boy DoWn by the Old MiU Stream' and and rhythmic, yet not blaring as be- sons and two daughters.
fits ..this type of nitery which caters
Cordie McLean, last seen in 'All
Buskin, ex-Stork Oub captain. Is tbe 'Over There' in
a spontaneous song- to a mature clientele.
Amell's the Comforts of Home,' a Shubert
fest In all, she works about three- singing is catchy, her personality one production, is a new arrival at the
quarters 9f an hour, and really gives. of considerable charm and she reg- Will Rogers. Needs a little rest
Ray Morton!s band offers capable isters pleasingly with the dinner
Thompson, member of
Ifajor L.
support, with Leo Kahn, Hildegarde's guests.
the Will Rogers Fimd, ^ot in from
arranger and accompanist, standing
Hit of the show is Billy De WoUe, Lake Placid to mitt the gang at the
out as her second. She's gracious in whose impressions strike a high lodge.
directing attention to band and ar- peak in caricature. His mimicry of
Stanley Rausch, who did the trick
ranger, and accepts the attention she "Mrs. Murgatroyd,' an uncultured up" here, in for a vacash and gengets with becoming modesty. She's housewife having her first snifter in eral checkup. Medico haflded him
got the stuff, and the Hub Icvcs It a local tavern, is a classic De Wolfe oJc papers.
o much that manager Chauncey also impersonates a European dance
Prof. William Lyon Phelps handed
Det>ew Steele has renewed her for team, a haughty
girl doing a the colony a IS-minute talk over losix weeks.
And the slick manner -routine, and a cheap cafe m.c. sing- ftl radio stetion WNBZ.
in which he slaps on tlmt $1 couvett ing 'I Love Tto Kiss You (3ood Night,'
The Len Grottes liave arrived bag
at 9 sharp, even to the dinner with gestures and dramatic monolog. and baggage at their Oesent Bay
Lake Tohoe, Cidif.
crowd, is a great gross-booster, but All are excellent.
camp for a month's vacash. Then it's
no customer complains becau!^ of
Tbe Nelsons, a youthful couple, back to "Voew's Prospeit, Flushing,
Paraenal Rapi«aantativ«i
the value.
EUe.
offer three realistic and vivid clari- N. Y.
VINCENT
onet characterization an acrobatic
W. George Hayes, formerly of
Bavarly HMU, C«lif.
turn, a tear-drenched Pagliacci and Gaffney, S. C„ and an ex-ozoner,
a superb drunk in a high hat. This writes from Mexico City greeting the
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EARLMtl
opena hia b«w llieatre>Rct.
kumnt in Chicago, Thursday Evening, Sept. 24ih.
It is being bnUt in the
'

MORRISON HOTEL,
HadiaoB and Clail^ in
the very heatt ^A the Lo«p,
A duplicate of the worlds
fainouB Eail CarreU lliea-

at

in

tre-Reslaarant'

fabnlous

^amoroHS

that

Holly-

how playing

woodf
fourth

its

year

in

city.

Saranac Lake
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Amy

A
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-

now

can

offer

succesBful

acts the following astonnd-

ing bookings:

3 monlJu jh ducagol
12 monthainHoUyuiood!!!
& month* on tottrn

An

aniatiing total of nearly

two years work.
An en*
gagement unparalleled in
show businessr*;
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R

EARL CARROLL
name
new Chicago,

the finest

will present

l^ands in this
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RITZ ROOF, BOSTON
(BITZ-€AKLTON HOICL)

MAYRIS

CHANEY
.

DANCING WTIA

JDUO ALVABEZ
AT

CAL-MEVA lODGE
AU"
LAKE TAHOE, CALIF.

"THE CAaru IN THK
IHrectIm:

WM. MIHWIB iUKSCS

last is a honey; the manner in which'
the jeep tipples from his bottle and
finally knocks himself stiff is comedy
Botton, Aug. 15.
Carol Bruc^, Georges 9c Jalna, at its best
Valerie and Jean, two personable
Xohmiy EUiott, American Beauties
(S), Nat Brandwynne't Orch; $1 gals, offer a daAce routine re^^lete
'with high kicksy somersaults and
cover,. $1.30 minimum SaturdUiya.
back-bends a clean-cut exhibition.
With Its root as its major attrac- Nick Brodeur, boogie-woogie pianist,
tion,
the socially conscious Ritz does several numbers, best being
would do business with a string Gershwin's 'Rhapsody In Blue'
quartet; but on -the theory it's got to played at high speed.
Mefriel Abbott Dancers are a
keep up with the Joneses (in. this case
the
Room of the Copley Plaza, well-trained, competent line of girls,
Their
wblch has- lEldegarde currently as young and fresh looking.
act in sport' skirts and.
its plum), it's brought out a new opening
routine with Carol Bruce as tiie vo- blouses which they remove, to dance
calist
and a half dozen Junior In tasteful shorts, and their routine,
Leaguers -as the chorus line. Plus in soft pink gowns -with flashing
Johnny Elliott, Georges and Jalna, green underskirts are attractive.
Sid Nat Brandwynne'a orch. It all routine with a male line -of middle-

—

.

O^

A

aged chorus .boys
Biz excellent

is

an

oddity..

Loop.

gang.

Write to thos/who are

Seymour

Heller,

IlL

GAG,

Two

Theatre.

orchestras

—for show and

be used

will

Both Bands
he featured in die most

for dancing.
will

unusual'

hambtands ever

created.

Two

casts ni^tly.

local broad-

Three Coast-

to4^oast -weekly.

Into U. S. Coast Guard
Seymour Heller, location and small
band booker at (^eileral Amusement
Corp. headquarters in New York, has
the Coast Guard.
He
severed connections with GAC Saturday (IS), and enters' the CG today
(Wed.) at Detroit, where he -will go
enlisted in

int<v basic training.

Holler is tbe first GAC en^Ibyee
to go into serviM. He has been with
the agency less %an a year, and -was
jnarried about six months ago. He
formerly managed Teid Fio-Rito's

EARL CARROLL
has always been noted for -i'.e
beaoty of Us glrla. He wDI pteent totty-elfkt et tke prettiest
in Chicago en
Clrb in the

wwU

the night of September 24th. Glrb
heuld apply:

IN

orchestra.

HOLLTWOOD

Earl Carroll Ihcatre
2Srd at S TM.

Aacut

IN CHICAGO
MarriMM Hatel

hside-VjiHdkyi^SKer^

Earl Carroll was in N. Y. from Hollywood last week, his mission being
to start preparations for the new theatre-restaurant which he will open
at the Morrison hotel, Chicago, and which will be along the lines of his
Coast spot, tie arranged for costumes and lighting equipment among
other matters. Showman was able to procure a number of lamps, which
are something of a variety since prioritleis became an Important factor
In Show business. That purchase was arranged at much less than market prices, dealer making a concession in return for favors done him

FM.

mHotel
NEW TOKK
Aster

now acknowledges

the^baslc truth of the Barnum 'There's
a sucker bom every minute' philosophy. Little showman, who is known
as a 'Wise .guy, was taken for 30 bucks with ease recently. Day of the
Bingling, Bamum tc Bailey fire in Cleveland, he received a supposed
long distance phone call from that city, the caller saying he was Johnny
North, the circus' managing director. Message was to the effect that
because of the fire 'an elephant expert named Henderson with, tattooed
arms was- needed in a hurry and would Rose give th6 fellow (30 for
transportation.
Soon a mugg with arm decorations appeared at the
Diamond Horseshoe and Rose readily gave^lm the coin.
Last week North visited the Horseshoe and Bose said, 'Hello, you owe
me $30.' The circus man countered with *What 30?' When Ross related
the story of the phone call. North said 'it was a phoney and explained
he had an office in N. Y. to take care of such matters.
Billy Rose,

Aagnst 2«th at S

Aagnat SBth at S

VM.

XatI Camll tnterriem •vary yams
lady .penanaUy. Kneritan uaect*nary.

-

lanlmnm

aoIaTy, fifty doI1sT«

evary wa«k.

EARL CARROLL
wants new. acts and
novelties for Chicago

and Hollywood.
for

bookings,

by

tions,

son,

communicate With

Carroll's late' brother. Major James Carroll.
Billy Rose planned to duplicate his Diamond Horseshoe at the Morriand congratulated Carroll for making the winning bid.

.

.

•

Two femme

chirpers, Hildegarde at the Copley-Plaza, and Carol Bruce
ths Ritz-Carlton, are currently opposing each other in Boston at the
re^ective hostelries. First time these Hub hotels have gone in fot^such
costly draws. Miss Bruce still has a Broadway musical in negotiation,
and HUdegatda reopens th& redecorated Persian Room of the Hotel Plaza,
N. Y„ the end pi September,

t

For

informatioii, for audi-

MILES BVGALLS
Hotel Astor,

New York

City

—
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VAUDEVILIJB
Gravatt Donates Blimp
Landmark to Gov't Sci
Scrap

I^git Nitery Operators Collaborate

Atlantic City, Aug.

In Cleveland Drive Vs. 'Cheaties'
Cleveland, Aug.

18.

competish
Threateneff by stiff
from scores of speakeasies that have
sorung up in war-industrial sections
era
of bootnew
a
auguring
here,
legging, owners of legit niteries are
collaborating with poUce.ln a.drive
business.
of
out
'cheaties'
the
run
tfTwo crusading, prominent bonl-

the

don't

'cheaties'

Iliese

'Ethics?

meaning of the word and

consideration,'
deserve., any
one tipster in defending
'They don't have to put
hii actions.
out $1,000 for likker permits, they
gei going at 2:30 a.m. just when
we ha^e to pull down the shutters,
and they never pay union scale for
What parentertainers like we do.

Mull Radio Reps

declared

.

ticularly burns us up=I mean the
type of impresario who runs a re^ectable cafe and observes all laws
—is that some of these flourishing

Of Jewels

75

WEEKS SPUT

owned

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug, 18.
Frances Faye, headlining the floor

show

BY2US0 UNITS

'm

at Mother Kelly's Meadowhere, last week, reported to
Chief Patrick Rox the theft of
valued at $2,500.
She had
them in a bathing cap and
tucked it away in her room at a local
hotel.

brook,
Police
jewels
placed

As Advisors On

USO-Camp Shows

The only difference between the duo, outside of
their classification, is that the small
shows work without a. line of girls
and stick to the camps sans outdoor
for the big shows.

stages.

As planned by Victor Leighton,
USO-CSI transportation manager,

USO - Camp

the

idea

of

Shows

its

In Protective F3&s

talent

&

.That's
torted an

phony

rationalizing,

re-

exec in the Cleveland As/sociation of Night Club and Hivern

'

.'

~

'

.

.Owners. Legit spots which have to
pay the heaviest fceight should be
given a better break, he said, instead of the 'speaks' which are milknot giving
ing the business and
Uncle Sam his cut on sales tax. As.>
sedation is lobbying for a new state
law, as a wartime emergency measure, that
would permit licensied
boites to stay open until 5:30 a.m.
Instead of 2:30 a.m.
That, the
ANCTO believes, would spike the
bootleggers and solve the entertarnnent problems of Cleveland's heavy
quota of defense workers.
.. Situation
Is also being recognized
by film exhibitors, several of whom
arc reaping ^ood coin in 'early-bird'

or 'defense-workers' owl
Warners' Hipp inaugurated
a 0:25 a.m. matinee for war-factory
men Saturday (15) with opening of
•Yankee Doodle Dandy' at $1.10 top,
and is closelv checking the take to
see if it will be profitable enough.
Louis Swee's Knickerbocker, first
here to try out the idea, is making a
weekly institution of it and so are
the two Drive-In houses.

matinees

$hows.'
.

-

'.

•

America; Lou Wolfson, William
Morris office; Charles Yates, Consolidated, and Ben Kuchak, Herman
Citron office. With reps from few
remaining artists bureaus and station

program

Camp Shows

depts.,

expects to be able to get performers

Zeke Manner^ of WNEW, Harry
Hershfleld, Senator Ford and Joe
Laurie, Jr., of WOR; Joey Nash of
like

WHN, Ed

UTIN QUARTER
IN

AGVA CONTRACT

The Latin Quarter nitery in New
York last week (12) signed a closedshop pact with the American Guild
of Variety Artists. Deal calls for $60
niDimums for principals and $40 for

EUROPEAN SHOWMEN
PLAN REVUE SERIES
A

New York by

planned for

formed

outfit of

a newly
European showmen.

East and Bud Hulick of
Head of the organization, as proAllen Prescott of the ducer,
is Anton Nelle, who's done
Blue, plus the vocalists and choral revues in London, Paris
and Berlin
groups which are now practically in addition to producing stage shows
untouched.
in Los Angeles and New York.
Others in the group, include Carl
Tucker, composer, who's written
music for French stage musicals and
Settles
Frisco Cafe
films;
Jean Herbert, lyricist, and
Andre Hudiakoff, designer, formerly
Claim with Moscow Art Theatre, Ziegfeld,
Shirley Deane
Nikita BaliefT and Oscar Hammerstein.
Sketches are being conSan Francisco, Aug. 18.
tributed by Ben Gross, N. Y. News
Joe Merello, of the Club Modeme, radio columnist, among others.
yelled 'uncle' on the longstanding
Shows for which no theatre has as,
salary claim of Shirley Deane, sing- yet been set pending securing of
er, when his show was held up for
more production coin, would run for
an hour one night by Matt Shelvey, 20 weeks on a two-a-day basis at
executive secretary of the San Fran- $2 top.
cisco local of the American Guild of
Variety Artists.
Shelvey waited until the club was 3 Nonchalants
packed, IS minutes before the show
was to go on, and then walked in
.,N. Y. Theatre Conflict
and told Merello there would be no
performance, unless
There was a considerable to-do
After an hour, Merello Inked a last week between the Paramount
$650 check for Miss Deane, for a and Strand theatres. New York, over
two-week booking she came out here the Three Nonchalants, act now
from the east to fill in February only playing the Strand with Sammy
to find Morello's club had closed.
Kaye. Trio had been committed to

WEAF, and

Man

Pay

'

Paramount
show following
the

On Sept. 15 the minimums
per week for the -former
$45 for the latter, as per a new
contract signed last week
W.lth Gotham class
niteries and
the line.

tise to $75

Chi Cafe

Md

Man

Ernis-'Holiday

Fined

A

theatres.

Chicago,' Aug.

AGVA

Lawrence

Phillips

On

Mend After Pneumonia

18.

Sisters.

reports

Boshes,' 38,
Royal Frolics Cafe, raided on July
30, was last week fined $150 and

by Judge Nuncio Bonnelli on
charge of presenting an indecent
performance.
Dawn O'Day, 22, whose dancing
act 'Beauty and the Beast' was concosts

denying

published

(not in 'Variety') that it
its material protective files

had sold
to

is

Ole Olsen

(fit

Johnson).

tract that gave the leader
tion on their services for

sive theatre engagements,

a con-

no opsucces-

Kaye

in-

on having them with him at
Strand though Music Corp. of
America had committed them to the
Par. Agency had no alternative but
demned, was fined $50 and costs. to convince Par officials that Kaye's
Marion Peters, 23, was fined $25 and contract gave him first call on the
act.
costs on charge of soliciting drinks.
sisted

A

checkup at the

indicated

NVA by 'Variety'

that the files have not
for the past four years

been touched
and are still

M

Prov.

Yande Rcopener

' Providence, Aug.
18.
HIT .
Metropolitan- theatre will reopen

poif

^

""'^

band-pic

and

city

started
selling

cracking
liquor

to

Domsky was the
heat of the drive

first

to feel the

when

the

gen-

selling drinks to

unions,
Bracht's band.
The strike also affected the Secor,

draft registration card in the case
of young men, or a birth certificate,
in the case of youthful appearing
dolls.
Kids who don't have docu-

mentary proof must swear to affidavits that they're of age before
they're allowed to enter.
In this way, Domsky feels, he'll
be in the clear if any minors are

found at his spots. The onus will
be on the kids for swearing falsely.
If the trick
works, other nitery
ops are expected to follow suit.
Domsky has placed ads in all the
papers warning youngsters to either
haye proof of age with them, or stay
.

away from

his establishments.

Colnmbas Fqtsch
Columbus, O., Aug. 18.
Putsch started by Lieut.-Col. O. M,

commander of the Ijockair base, against 71. beer and
liquor permit holders is scheduled to
begin Thursday (20) bef6re the state
board of liquor control. Meanwhile,
Columbus City Councilman William
Lehman introduced a resolution
which would suspend. for the duration
all 'dance
permits in
the
NVA
city where intoxicating drinks are
sold, following action by the Franklin County Tavern Keepers Associathe members who availed themtion in requesting a midnight cur-,
selves of the service.
few on liquor sales In the county and
The NVA admits that it would the elimination
of strip tease shows
like to get rid of the material,
and dancing for the duration. Closwhich takes up much space. It was ing hours of drinking
places now
suggested that the only legal way
range from 12:30 to 2:30 a.m., deto do that, would be by burning if
pending on the type of permit.
in front of a responsible committee.
Billy Marble is now custodian of
Tonivstown BeVocatlon
the files.
Baldinger,

boume

.

Youngstown,

['Variety,' too has TTiainfained for

Oil,

Aug.

18.

Liquor license of the Mahoning
years a Vaudeuille Protective
JVfateml Dept., and in latter years Country Club has .been revoked for
a Radio Protcctiue Materials Dept. the unexpired term, when the Ohio
Board of Liquor Control charged
Ed.]
Peter M. Wellman, owner of the
club, with selling liquor on Sunday
and displaying gambling devices.
Indie Actor Group Urges
The clu1) is open to the public several days a week, and operates a
Kelly for Pa. Labor Job private golf course some days and a
public course and a night club on

many

was inauffurafed

—

Philadelphia, Aug. 18.
Members of the United Entertainers Association, indie actors' organization, -are bombarding Harrisbnrg
with telegrams urging the appointment of Thomas E. Kelly, one-time
secretary, for the post of enforcement officer in charge of the
theatrical industry for the Employment Division of the State Department of Labor '.and Industry.

AGVA

others.

RICHMAN TO TOPLINE
NEWrRIORITIES'INN.Y.
Harry Rlchman

is

Clifford C. Fischer's

set to star In
Trioritles'

new

at the 46th St. theatre, N. Y., Sept
The job has been made vacant by 15. Bert 'Wheeler, Johnny Burke^
the firing of Anthony C. Sharkey, The Bricklayers, The Acromaniacs,
who was found tending bar In a Trudy McGce line of girls, will be in
Parkland (Pa.) roadhouse by State support.
The present 'Priorities'
strip

tease

State officials, however, indicated
that Kelly would not get the job
because of his turbulent career with
the
and his scraps with local
booking agents when he was an

AGVA

AGVA

official.

Louise Beavers Doing
Comerford Personals

folds in N. Y. Sept 5 and goes to
Philadelphia on the first lap of a
road tour. Rlchman Is on a percentage and guarantee basis.
Jack Bertell, who agented Richman for Music Corp. of America, Is
also trying to line Up Carol Bruce,
for the show. Henny Youngman and
Gracie Fields, previously mentioned
as joining the Fischer layout are still
in doubt.

Wow

Louise Beavers, colored film acplaying three weeks for
is
Comerford Theatres through Penn-

'Show-Time'

sylvania.

San Francisco, Aug. 18.
'Show-Time,' two-a-day vaude revue, was showing few signs of faltering in Its fifth session at the Cur-

tress,

Opened

Monday

at

Feeley,

Hazelton,

(17).

•

harness for another 10 days.

since

jitters

spots

minors and they're watching .vith
interest an experiment tried by Sam
Domsky to prevent teen-age kids
from entering his three spots.

intact.

NVA

the

Others arrested in the raid were
.-Lawrence PhllUps, exec, v.p., of
Toledo Strike Off
Mayor Edward Kelly
discharged.
usO-Camp Shows, Inc., has been out
has revoked the cafe's license.
"Toledo, Aug. 18.
action for the past week with
The Rainbow Room of the Willard
Hearing for the appeal of the
pneumonia.
liquor li- hotel here, closed by a strike of the
Medicos say he has passed the Rhumba Casino, whose
and
Cooks
Waiters
cense was revoked on a charge of bartenders,
crisis but won't
be able to return
minors, is slated behas reopened with Harley

w

Olsen

himself has told intimates that he
made the purchase.

But Liquor, agents while a
was in progress.

no contracts had been signed.
Act has been on the road play-

manager of the ing theatres with Kaye under

Harry

Negotiations were handled by Ross
"epe,
national rep In charge
of N. Y. local, and signatured by Lou
Walters, the L. Q.'s operator.

.

for its next stage
the current Skinnay
Inn'
combo, with

Tony Pastor-Andrews

AGVA

NVA

The

started the service around
25 years ago, with actors filing their
material so that they could prove
ownership in case of a dispute. It's
acknowledged in the trade that the
files should be extremely valuable,
inasmuch as it's a collection of
chiefly comedy material that would
come in handy to writers or comics.
presumed, however, that
It's also
could not sell the files, inseries of topical revues, similar the
to those that were presented on the asmuch as the material does not beContinent before the present war, is" long to the now social club, but to

Key To

N. Y.

Sale of Scripts

mulling

is

enlarging

On

.

'

'

the

authorities

down oh

darmes iswooped down on his midtown boite, Lou's Moravian Bar,
During the night or the. following and pinched Domsky and his staff
morning, while Miss Faye was work- when 45 under-21 youngsters were
ing at Mother Kelly's, the door of the found guzzling.
The U^O-Camp Shows route for hotel room was forced, she said.
To prevent this from happening
this' winter and next summer, which
in the future, Domsky has stationed
is up for Army and Navy approval
a private detective outside each of
concurrent with the new winter
hLs
three
spots— Moravian
Bar,
production schedule of 35 shows, inChancellor Bar, and Germantown
dicates that there will be 46 weeks
Bar.
Anyone who looks under 21
of work for the small units and 20
must show proof of age, either a

IN

the small shows will lose seven days
in traveling around their 46 weeks
while the big units will sacrifice
clubs. agents advisory committee to inby men who
only 10 days to cover the 29 weeks.
They use the latter only to steer clude radio station- reps. Purpose Aside from the loss incurred
by
customers to their 'cheat' spots after would be to enable Camp Shows to travel there are no
layoffs on camp
legal closing hours, by promising tap radio talent for cuffo spot book- shows following
final approval by
ihem they can drink all night.'
ings at ammunition depots, hospitals, the military.
.-v^
Operator of one of these 'cheaties,' isolated posts around New York
The current summer shows, of
who makes no bones about it, claims City and on warships.
which the seven big ones are dubbed
h4 is doing workers in local war
Present committee
consists
of 'Series '30' while the eight smaller
plants a ^service by offering them Mark
Leddy, chairman; Leonard ones are called 'Series 40,' play un'good likker at fair prices and some Romm, General Amusements; Joe til Oct.
17, when they fold and there
entertainment they deserve' when Flaum, of the Miles Ingalls office; is a one-month hiatus until
the new
every other place in town is' shut- Henry Frankel, A.
Lyons; schedule gets started.
S.
tered.
Larry Puck of Music Corp. of
secretly
have licensed

wild-cat joints are

in Saratoga having

NVANixes Report

don't

.

Philadelphia, Aug. 18.
Operators of Phllly niteries are

Frances Faye Rohbed

state

hammer.

know

To Keep Out Teen-Age Customers

D.C. Hotel Meller Troupe

Washington, Aug. 18.
Yukona Cameron, former partner
of Al Trahan, joins the Willard hotel
troupe presenting musical meloanonyremain
want
to
who
faces,
mous for obvious reasons, frankly dramas, stepping Into 'Ten Nights in
Barroom' for a bit pait
admitted to 'Variety' that they have a
Hotel thespians have been attractbeen giving cops tips on the locations of new 'speaks.' Five more of ing good patronage, combination of
week
Deplast
by
and drinks proving a magnet
raided
tables
were
them
uty Inspector Mike Blackwell, Cleve- with those who like to 'kid the
land's No. 1 nemesis of bootleggers actors.'
and racketeers, who does, most of
his talking with a 15-pound sledge

.

Ops Eye Experiment

18.

The big blimp that was long a
landmark over the Steel Pier has
gone into government service.
Frank Gravatt, president of the
amusement center, donated the huge
advertising marker, containing much
rubber in its fabric, to the rubber
salvage program.

Ynkona Cameron Joins

Philfy Nitery

39

Honor. Dr. Thorek

on

$18,500 in Frisco 5th

ran, grossing a terrific $18,500 at •

Detroit, Aug. 18.
$2.75 top last week.
Dr. Max Thorek, head of the
Aug. 25.
Perry and American (^itteatrical hospital, was
Hollywood Cocktail Lounge, Brass Hillcrest, Commodore
Bfaomboogle BesUarant, Inc., hav
Meigs hotels, bnt only the Wil- last week presented with the DisRail and Capitol Bar, which were Fort
shut down its bar. An agree- tinguished Citizen Medal by 'the been chartered to conduct a restauclosed at the same time, then later lard
extending to April Veterans of Foreign Wars at a din- rant and cafe business in New York
reopened by special injunction, are ment was signed,
City.
ner in Detroit
30, 1943, upping wages.

fore the License Appeal Commission

now

all closed.

'

—

.

—"
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HOUSE-REVIEWS

40

and
'Dozen Roses' with the Four V's and

FOLLIES BERGERE

teuse,

doin^

furnishing
sell well. Pair has played top niterRuby Ring
lei here this summer.
does a five-minute act ot contortions

and acrohatic hoofing that went over
Nothing particularly new in
big.
her work, but it's worth watching.
Eccentric dance climaxing with a
pleasing strip tease

is

the specialty

of-

Penny, blonde looker. CustomLondon's Midgets, ^ve
a f emme, represent the Argentine. They have played here befor^^d elsewhere in Latin America.
Thej^ do a fast tumbling number.
Theit head man, Victor Black, sings
a couple of songs in a good baritone.

liOis

ers liked her.

men and

Act was well liked.
Donato is a lazy-type comic, found
by Miller in a tent show up north;
he's making his debut in the metropolis.
He and his straight man are a
definite cUck. Donato doubles in a

comedy turn with Eddie and Dor-

a

Wings'

'Silver

goodly

Pittsburflh, Aug. 14.
Horace Heidt Orch (16), Franfcle
one of the added turns, is a slick Carle, Fred Lowerv, Ollte OToole,
tapster and his staccato and intricate Mimi Cabanne, Don-no ife and Her
footwork riveted ihe stubholders. He Don Juans (3), Steve Merrill, Charlie
has been seen here to better ad- Goodman, Bemte Mattifuon; 'My Favantage minus His present over- vorite Spy" (RKO).
dressing and 'sophisticated' billing.
The Lee Sisters, formerly the he
Heidt format remains the same exAhn Sisters when with Horace
Heidt, are neatly in the groove and cept for his finish. Last time around,
drew smacking salvos, but their when he was doing the 'Pot o" Gold"
harmonies in 'Star Dust' and 'Jingle program, he worked a miniature ediJangle' sounded slightly fuzzy at the tion of the radio show from the stage
edges, maybe the rault of the mike. for his finale, but this time he's comZiggy Talent i^ one of the big bined several audience participation
On the
moments, his 'Arthur Murray,' 'Sam, stunts for okay resiUts.
You Made Pants loo Long' and 'Ants strength of such" antecedents, howin Pants', vocalizations and jivings ever, it couldn't miss. For his audigarnering riotous applause. Monroe's ence participators he uses three girls
chanting of 'Worth Fighting For,' and three boys, service men (addi'My Devotion' (with the Lees) and tional insurance) if he can get them,
'Johnny Doughboy,' choired by the and to the winners passes- out crisp

Mack,

Two trumpet solos aje ren- entire ensemble, Aie especially strik- new dollar bills. This afternoon, the
dered to good eflect by Chino Ibarra, ing. His encore of 'Old Man River' dames left empty-handed, the coin
all being distributed among two sailpitman, who has done so well that he cut the high slot of the runoff.
Paul Winchell is back for the ors and a soldier. Heidt's not only a
is a holdover from other Follies pro'steenth time with many noticeable showman, he's also a. sma(t one,
ductions.
material
and smart enough perhaps to realize that
improvements
in
Show closes with a neat spectacle double
talk.
Since
last caught, he his frequent milking of the audience
state,
hardy
and
glorifying Jalisco
some excellent impersona- with regularly-spotted questions,
beautiful western zone, and Mexico lias added
tions for himself and dummy with 'are you enjoying the shoW so far?',
in general. Act is directed by Pepe
poise doesn't become a guy with his rep.
Guizar, pop-song composer and cousin top effect, and has developed a
and presence which make him a
For first time, Heidt is giving his
of Tito Guizar. He sings several- of
valuable addition to any of these crack
(and
composer).
pianist
his latest Act features 16 gal look
proceedings.
Frankie CJarle, equal billing <narers in 'China Poblana,' costume numthe mercury aboil outside, quee now reads' Horace Heidt with
With
ber. Act closes with a bit of relig
the
tee-off show had standees strain- Frankie
Carle and His Musical
ious propaganda, spotting backdrop ing
Burton.
at the barriers.
C^rle
is equal to his
Kniehts
and
Guada
Lady
of
portrait
of
Our
of a
newly-received' importance with a
lupe, Mexico's patron saint.
lO-minute session at the keyboard
All thfr American acts on the bill
that's a jim dandy. Plays a medley of
were booked by Ramon Reachi
his better-known tunes and whams
(Ramon & Renita), who recently
the cash mob. Big applause-getter
opened a local booking office.
Boston, Aug. 14.
Show is operating on an $80,000
Mdrtha Rave, Charlie Bamet Orch is still Ollie OToole, former Pitts(Mex) ($16,500 U.S.) monthly budget with Huck Andrews, Frances Wayne burgh radio performer- and anDou0.
and Peanuts Holbnid,- Acromantocs nounced as picked up here by Heidt a
couple
of ye ars ago while QToole was
'Flight
Lieutenant'
(Col).
(3);
worldng at WWSW. He cracks 'em
No way of telling who's pulling -wide open with his sharp impersonathem in to this show, but it's a fair tions of the great and near-great and
Washington, Aug. 14.
guess that it is pretty evenly divided also gets plenty of laughs into his
RoZph Hawkins Orchestra, Bea between Martha Raye, always strong first appearance with Mimi Cabanne
Wain, Bobbv May, Buster 5haver here: CHiarlie Bamet's band and the and Donna as one of the 'Three Little
uiifh Olive OTid Ceorpe, Joe Lom- timely angle on 'Flight Lieutenant' Sisters,' which Heidt builds into a
(WB)
'Big
Shot'
Orch;
with Pat O'Brien, <who's also potent first-rate production.
bardi's House
On the vocal end, Heidt remains
in these precincts. At any rate, it's
Harry Anger crossed up the guess- clicking for fair, and, as it's the RKO very well fortified, with two crack
ers this week. He brought in Ralph Boston's first time out this season, it balladeers in Gordon McRae and
Steve Merrill, an eye-flUing looker
Hawkins and his Cross Roads or- points to a big fall session.
ch^tra from a suburban night club
Barnet debuts behind a flimsy cur- in Mimi Cabanne, who knows how to
and located them on the pit elevator, tain with a big rotating record fac- use both her eyes and her pipes, and
with Joe Lombardi's house orchestra simile, and does a hodge-podge of his Donna and her Don Juans (three
on the stage as melodic background. best-selling discs. It's a trick effect men), who back up the regulars 'with
Maestro Hawkins has a seven- and good. Vocalist Huck Andrews some okay harmony. Also still a
the
J)iece swing outfit Instrumentation offers 'Just As You Were Here' and show-stopper is Fred Lowery.
s piano, mandolin, bass viol, saxo- 'Sleepy Lagoon,' registering lightly, blind whistler, who has added 'Rhapphone, trumpet and trombone, with and the Acromaniacs, a knockabout sody in Blue' to his repertoire this
the maestro spotlighted on drums comedy trio, scores right off the season and does a hangup job on the
and percussion. It's a new <tutflt backboard. "They do a jitt«>rbug free- Ciersh'win number. Heidt has anthat has. been scorching a neighbor- for-all and a comedy ba'.anci.ig turn other singer, an unbilled youngster
who does Tangerine,' but not so
inj bistro and has been heavily to click big.
touted by the critics. It looks new
Foregoing his wild-man ...yle for forte and over to plenty palmto stage work and plays as if self- the nonce, Barnet does 'Rockin' and pounding only because the maestro
conscious. Opens with a pop medley Rhythm' on the alto sax, achieving a brought him on with one of those
with solo by mild killer, and making way for old Gus Edwards-Benny Davis' ('the
Idaho,'
featurir.g
anandolinist being 'Stage Door Can- Frances Wayne to do 'All I Need' kid's trying to make good and how
teen.' Other numbers feature torrid and 'Cheating on Me.' She does all he does here depends on whether he
trumpet- and stick manipulation by right, too. After a riff session with sticks with us') buildups. Another
'Hawkins. Original composition by Peanuts Holland, colored trumpeter, thing that doesn't become a guy of
pianist Eddie Finkel is featured, but the band" goes into a production Heidt's rep.
Cohen.
entire 12 minutes lacks novelty and blackout featuring the brass with
variety in routine. Hawkins just luminous mutes. It's an okay gag.
wants to be 'lot but he's not quite
Paul Regan, as nifty a mimic as
ready;
they come—which
is
frequent
Back to the stage where Bobby catches a dandy reaction which he
May uncorks a° good brand of brings to a boil with his solid murWashington, Aug. 13.
juggling, winding up with a drum der routine, ringing in Boyer, Robin
Tommy Dorsey's Orch- with Frank
bounce standing on his head that son, Grant, Welles and, inevitably, Sinatra, Buddy Rich, Ziggj/ Elman,
should defy imitators. Bea Wain F.D.R. After a fast and flashy setup Jo Stafford; Pied Pipers; Archie
ambles, on in yellow chiffon for a of 'Cherokee' by the band,
Robbins, Lane & Ward; 'Calling Dr.
Martha
gi'oup of Hit. I^ade tunes. For an Raye is. turned loose.
GUlespie' (M-G).
encore "Deep Purple; got fair reShe does her tamiMar "Grpaf Day.
Makes 'holesome appearothy.

—

—

RKO BOSTON

'

EARLE, WASH.

.

.

CAPITOL, WASH.

sponse.
Manana' and 'Mr. Paganini,' tears
ance hut would do better with more into the audience
There's a new Tommy Dorsey setwi^fi wisecracks
judicious .choice und taster numbers. (getting
on the .stage this week. Instead
as good as she gives); and up
Socko of this program is Buster releases enough energy
of the heavy iccent on brasses and
to. propel a
S"'aver with the remarkable Olive General
maestro introduces a
Lee tank. The audience reeds, thefiddles,
and George. The watch charm loves-it
l>attery of
bass viol and conElie.
midget has developed into a most
cert harp in a string section for
Yet the
graceful ballroom dancer, and with
softer precision ..lelooL,'.
Shaver and George scores heavily in
demonstrative hepcats in the audi
N.
Y.
Mae West imitaadagio routines.
ence control the program, serving
tion is close to the censorship line,
noisy- applause for blare and rhythm
(NEWSBEELS)
but they like it. 5hav?r is an expert
and demanding an overflowing
salesman and gives his miniature
of jive.
Analyzed Individually there Is portion
aides flashy costuming.
There is some condescension to
Running time: 45 minutes. Attend- nothing particularly striking about those who like their music sweet and
ance first show, capacity on lower the sundry newsreel cUps assembled low with melody strings, but .the
for
current
release.
There's
the
Arke.
floor but room in balcony.
opening-day audience really poured
Paramount clip,- circumscribed by it on when Ziggy Elman was melting
official censorship, about the six
his blistering trumpet arid for Buddy
saboteurs sentenced to die in the Rich's acrobatic -Kyrations with the
electric chair, including a shot of a
drumsticks. The Dorsey tromlMne
clergyman coming out of the death also came in for shrieking approval
Buffalo, Aug. 14.
Vautjhn Monroe Orch featuring house, an ambulance carting the and noisy palm-beating.
and the miUtary witMarili/n Duhe, Ziggy Talent, Four bodies
Routine was considerably upset
V'f,
Lee Sisters; Paul Winchell nesses present at the finale. Par, when Frank Sinatra checked in
'Calling
Dr.
Johnny Maek;
Gillespie too. covers the Stephan treason case opening day with -a bad case of
in Detroit.
Fox has a few stock tonsilitis. This necessitated a quick
(M-C).
shots of India, touching on the cur- change, for Sinatra closes the show
After a round year's absence, rent uprising via shots of the last with a budget of pop tunes. JitterVaughn Monroe is back at th^ Shea, one.
bugs took the indisposition announceAnother clip is. about new 25-ton ment with a chorus of groans, indideluxe cinema with his mellifluent
collection of brasses, a full carj^o of transport planes "(Par); Universal cating that Sinatra, were he present,
regular and added talent and his covers the speedup in manufacture could have had the nomination by
of
cargo
planes;
Fox
has
a
few
shots
acclamation.
own ubiquitous and pleasingly tradeSpecialties include the clever soft
marked baritone. Though amply full- of tractors being used in invasion
bodied on the brass, this crew's tactics.
shoe stepping of Bobby Lane and
ThereV an innocuous bit (U) on Edna Ward, climaxed by smart acro<
niusical merchandising is liquid as
ever in style and its harmony bears U. S. Navy men on a sight-seeing batic routine. Jo Stafford leads the
the distinctively dulcet quality which tour of London and a Filipino regi- Pied Pipers in 'Embraceable You'
ment in training in the U. S. for the and other gems from the George
Is-' largely responsible for its radio
and recording popularity. Added to day when they can avenge the at- Gershwin melody album.' Scrim
this, it jiumbers several in the en- tack on their homeland,
comes down for a lively patriotic
German-American kids (Pathe) number with some rabble-rousing
semble whose vocal ability and
comedy sense would be assets in any are pictured buying war stamps and films of the Army and Navy in
stage -band, while the maestro's pledging allegiance to the American action.
String section contributes its best
languishing eye and romantic in- (tag, and Admiral Leahy (U) quietly
tonations furnish a final fillip for the Doints out that America and the A1-' efSoH to a slick arrangement of
femme fans. At a time when stage lied nations licked the Germans 'Sleepy Lagoon.' Archie Bobbins, a
band shows are beginning again to once before and will do it again. fast worker, slips over a few Joe
run toward stereotyped patterns, Ute President Roosevelt (Fox) gives Millers in.a staccato monolog punctuMonroe B'ssemblage in its instru- Queen Wilhelmina a sub chaser and ated with, some comedy lyrics. His
mentation Dnd personnel, still has a lonely- ship (Fox) Is shown .sink- encore brings out Stan Ross for
inn slowly in the Atlantic, a sub some double feature Impersonations,
something unique to offer.
Mori.
one' doing' the voice, the other exMarilyn Duke is featured chan- victim.
-

EMBASSY.

A

SHEA'S,

BUFFALO

aw^

'

.

'

-

'

-

Character

acting.

Scored solidly.
^.
,
,
^
Jo Stafford, doing a single for the
first time, as pinch hitter lor Sinatra,
—continued from page
punches over 'Blues in the Night' In
a special arrangement and 'Man I gaws, picked up nobody
knew where
Love.' Band does its best brassblasting, with spotlighted soloists, on by a man who apparently saved
•Hawaiian War Chant,' 'Tallulah' and everything except his old
sleeve
'Jersey Bounce.' In all, 46 minutes of
intergarters.
good Tommy Dorseyianp,
spersed with whistling and cheers
There stood, for example, the verfrom constituents whp. all sway and
tebrae of a whale, not 16 feet from
swing the jazz wfiy.
Attendance at first show capacity, where reposed under glass a collecwith solid lockout jamming the
tor's item.
It wis- a $5,000 Froissjmt
Arfce.
lobby.

Barrynore

asset for the
Little

latter. V's also contribute '3
Sisters' to fine effect. Johnny

and

pressions

STANLEY, PITT

-

first

KEITH'S, INDPLS.
Indtanapolls, Aug. IS.
'Smart Set Revue, with Jack LeonYouman Bros. & Frances (3),
A Chuckle Hess, Emmttt OldBrwcettes (6), Nies»
Co.
(2),
A
field
Trio; 'Prisoner of Japan' (PRC).
ard,

Jim

week

Vaudeville at Keith's this

^

from the 15th Century,

edition

beautifully engraved and hand paint-^
ed on vellum. But it showed signs ot
having been left out in the ralh.-The
in

a

had used

it

actor,

moment

of abstraction,

as a door stop on windy

nights.

There was a very fine Barrymore
head in marble, done by Paul Manship, and also the original letter
from President Lincoln to Grandmother Louisa Drew, signed 'Yours
tr.. A. Lincoln.' Thiese were bequests

runs on even keel, with six wellmatched acts in smooth flowing show
though there isn't a standout to sock
customers. One fault is in running to the actor's children, but they are
order, for Niess trio is good trampo- going with, the rest in an attempt to
line turn but hasn't enough flash for satisfy the indebtedness of the man

Bill further handi- who made millions, kept only these
last-minute
l>ooking personal
by
effects
(worth
perhaps
$200,000) and will wind up settling
Jack Leonard throws all his ample for less than $25,000
at the auction.
bulk into solid performance as m.c.
Time was when the Barrymore bed
and headliner. He salves other acts
an Italian renaissance piece might
neatly, kids the audience and sparks
show with his gags. Pulls amusing have brought halt that amount just
odds and ends out of comedy grab- on the basis of associations, or some-

rousing close.

capped

changes.

—

in his own turn, specializing in
imitations of an elephant, Veronica
liake, a humming bird, jailbird, stool
pigeon, Mussolini and .Fred Astaire.

bag

thing.

.

—

On

the same ground, there

was the fragment from Ucceloa",
painted by Barrymore with John
He's an amiable, good-natured clown. Decker. The former coyly inserted a'
The Youman Brothers and Frances Rabelaisian touch to this scene from
offer a diverting musical novelty the Crusades; the detail, however,
with a nifty instrumental combina- hot being evident until studied at
tion, violin, clarinet and accordion.
some length.
They, go in for imitations, too, givThe collection is more than reaing ihipressions of top name bands
easily identified through theme mu- sonably prodigal of items with valid
sic. , On their own, they play .color- merit though often enough this is
ful arrangements of 'St. Louis Blues' forgotten in the contrast
of seeing
and Liszt's 'Liebestraum' for a classic strangely related pieces of
no value
touch. The lad on the clarinet can
make it talk. There used to be four at all.
brothers in the act; two now.
There are 400 stuffed birds from
Jim and C!Buckie Hess, dance team, Barrymore's .former aviary, a stuffed
offer a couple ot novelty routines, crocodile he shot, a stuffed Kodiak
the best being their precision taps
bear he shot a rare -fossil print of a
while bound together by the ankles
with chains. They also do an old- fern, miUions of years old; duelling
fashioned sand dance, which is all pistols that nre museum pieces, a
right if the nerves are good. Sounds combination toot rest and cuspidor
like fingernails scraping on a black- in needlepoint; an ^oil painting of a
board.
lady being measured tor a chastity
Six Brucet^es, young Amazons who belt and a mounted sea gull, with a
look good enough to be in a chorus, wooden leg.

put lots of pepper into their athletic
act They make it lively with whirl-

wind handsprings, cartwheels and
other acrobatic stunts.
They also
build statuesque pyramids that also
look good. Emraett Oldficld and his
partner are acrol>ats, too, but comedy
is their strong point.
They work
their arms and legs into all kinds of
impossible tangles but finally unwind to do a couple of tricks legit.
They have their own ideas of what's
funny at>out an acrobatic act and
they go over big. The Niess trio
comes last on a bill that's overloaded
with acrobats.
They vary their
bouncing around on the bedspring
with some aerial stunts. One of the
trio

is

a

comedian who loses

pants for a laugh.

his

Corb.

MUSIC HALL,

A. C.

(STEEL riER)

There is the safe in which reposed
the costly liquors of the late John
Drew; a rare second edition ot 'Alice
In Wonderland,' an arbelest, which is

an

English cross-bow used during
the Crusades; filgreed- silver, some
almost priceless glassware; a study
of Barrymore
of shriveled

by Sargent, and

human

a pair

heads.

These are mounted behind a curon a tiny stage, like a Punch and
Judy show. The hair has^ntinued
And it's said that John
to grow.
once called in a barber, but thought

tain

better of

it.

There's a program from the Drury
Lane Theatre in 1621; some pastels,
beautifully delicate, a silver crucifix;
a picture of himself, by himself,
playing Hamlet; a phonograph record. The Shrine ^of St. Cecilia;* a

photograph of Barrymore and WinAtlantic City, Aug. 15.
The iSinoothies (3), Paul Sydelt & ston Churchill; a pirate chest with a
Spotty, Walter Long, Canfield Smith, lock mechanism more complicated
Dick Dana, Charles Kemper, Ed than that on the front door of -the
Kaplan,
George
Haggerty,
Ben Federal Reserve- some flawless china
Yost Singer (9), John McConneU'i
as fragile as a wine glass and a
Orch; 'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th)
stuffed pet vulture.

—

—

This was by no means all. It was
with unusually good .performance of enough, however, to prompt local
the built-up Moidem Minstrels Act, writers to state with unahimity that
top nice bill at Music Hall this week. the collection -was an index to the
Smoothies please with Three Little man's character, which may have
Sisters,*
"Kalamazoo,* and 'Jersey been so. But U an index was what
Bounce,* among others, taking four
they wanted, they needn't have gone
l>ows at performance caught Saturin at all. They could have stood on
day.
Minstrels feature comedy skits, the other side of the street and rewith Dick Dana, emcee, straighting flected upon the fact that all that
for
George
Haggerty,
Charlie was earthly of the la.te John BarryWent 'more was being exhibited in a dusty,
Kemper and Ed, Kaplan.
great with this mob.
Ben Yost disused loft over an open-faced marSingers open show 'with "Great Day*
and repeat their pronounced success ket in third rate part of the town.
of few weela back when they did
patriotic songs such as "We Did It
Before,' This Is Worth Fighting For"
and 'Johnny Doughboy.'
Singers,
dressed in khaki, received tremenSsCOBtlaued fram pase '
dous hand on this number. Jimmy
Kavanaugh, one of Yosters, who luQi' gamblipg dictum, insisting that the
been soloing i>ach week, does nicely state laws be vigorously enforced.
with three spots this week.
A good many of the casinos run
Paul Sydell and his dog, 'Spotty,'
went in
give fine exhibition ot well trained nitery adjuncts and they
balancing.
Canfield Smith dra'ws heavily for name talent this season.
plenty laughs with his ventriloquist Had Lehman's order come one week
banter and clever voice-throwing. earlier, they, too, would have faced
One bf the best received acts of this the eight-ball.
kind seen here in some time. Walter
Joe E. Lewis is currently headLong, in neat tap number, continues
lining at Piping Rock, where Monte
as a holjlover from last -week. Cart,
Proser has his N. Y. Copacabana
Billy Leach, Pittsburgh singer who show. Gracie Fields is toplining the
left
there to join Raymond show at Riley's Lake House and she
Scott jKveral months ago, 'will be alone represents a salary nut of
Guy opubardo's new male vocalist $2,500 weekly. She opened. Aug. 10
when. Royal Canadians resume next to:- two weeks, closing Aug. 24 with

The

vocalling Smoothies, together

,

Saratoga

.

KOKA

week

after

two-month

layoft.

the season.

.
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Mbtliar EeDj't
Mildred Fenton

Variety Bills

Ell Splvack

KuznetzolT
Naslla Pollakova

21

Sawdust Trail
Splvy's Roof

IStb Hole Club
Marlon Powers
3' Caddies
Angel Velez Ore
Snub Mosely Oro
Ouyr Clnb
Bobble Dunne
BIssell & Farley
Dale Belmont
Peter Klllam
Ann White
Mark Plant
Baby HInes
Arlano
Old Rounanlan
Hotel N.o 1 Sth Ave. Sandle Banks
Jaye Martin
Freddie Bernard
Anne White
Ada Lublna
Downey Si Gregg
Ginger Layne
Hazel l^ebster
Joe LaPorte Oro

'PetV Johnson
Revuers
Caalno Basse

Loew
NEW TOBK

Nina Tarasova
Sasha PoUnoff
Michel MIchon
NadIa St Sosha
FITTSBDBOH
Dmitri Matvlenho
Stanley («1)
Kris Kay Oro
Paul Wlilteman Ore Nicholas Matthey

CITY

State (ie>

WASHINGTON

Lalage
Lowe, Hlt«

&

Tony Pastor Ore
& Ralph Rio
Jimmy Rae
Terry

Raye & Naldl Rhythm Rockets

Mtfry

'

King
King

(19)
En;ils Bd

Sklnnay
Ink Spots

Knight

Hylton Sis

3

Sis

'

Jimmy Bdmondson
Ray & Harrison
Bill Ames

CHICAGO
ChkaKo

Sis

MIASII
Olympla (19-22)

Willie Shore

(21)

&

Adrlana

Alvlno Rey^Oro

4

Chanticleers

Uodeme
Rosal'd MacNamara
Maurice Shaw Oro

& Arlena
Senor Wences

Faramoont

Mary Talley
Chateau

ParamoDot
TORK CITY

NE1V

Walter Lynch
Mae Barnes

Cherly

Andrews

&

Bartoli

(21)

Stone

Barton

Bob Dupont

Palace (21)
Horace Heldt Oro

Jan Garber Oro
The Ghezzls
Katherlne Harris

CLKVELAND
(14)

Perllta
Virginia

Nellie
Billy

Howard Nichols

Mforey

MarJ Fleldlng's-Co
Rossi Sisters
J MIgnac

-

Tails

Vera- Sanoll

Village Barn
John GrlfHn

Martha Errolle

Lawn

Oro

Anclflnl

Deertng

Ja'ne

Continentals
Cavallero Ore

Room)

Alkali Ike
Al Robinson
Village Vanguard

Richard D Bennett
(Ballnese Bm)
Leadbelly
Johnny DuKy Oro
Helen Humes
Psttl Clayton
Eddie Heywood 8
Brevoort Hotel
WIvel
(Crystal Boom)
Bob Leo
Lllyan Dell
Tony & Lisa

Bob

Billings

NEW YORK

BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.

Hotel Bavoy Plai
«(Cafe Lounge)

Diane Fontane
PITTSBDRGH
Hazel McNulty
Stanley (21)
Paul Whltem^n Ore Oaye Dixon
Jerry Blanchard
^lurtagh Sis
Joe Frisco
Martin Bros
£1 Cblco
(14)
Horace Heldt Ore
Dorlta St Valero
WASHINGTON
Consuelo Moreno
Gloria Bclmonte
Earle (21)
Roxyettes
Rodriguez 3
Shea & Raymond
Trio MIxtcco
Edward Roecker
Del Duca Oro
Lyda Sue
El Morocco
(14)
Chauncey Grey Ore
Roxyettes
Chlqulto Ore
Bea Wain
Ralph Hawkins Ore
Famons Door
Buster Shaver
Satch & Satchel

CITY

Strand (21)

Oro

The Nonchalants
(14)

Sammy Kaye Ore
Sterner Sis

The Nonchalants

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (21)
Glenn Miller Oro"
Wally Brown
(14)

Stan Kenton Ore
3 Stooges
Jackie Cooper
Borese Mldgley

Bobby May

Margo Good

Herman

Chittlson

Carol Lord

NEW YORK

CITY

Moelo Hall (20)
Miriam Loivell

Bob Evans
Nicholas Docks
June Forrest
George Grinin
Muriel Gray

Norma Gentner
'

Irene Zambelll

Boxy .(21)

Narlta

Sonny Kendls Oro,
81 Clnb
Raft

& Dot Remy

Dick

Martels & Mlgnon
State (20-21)
Betty Donnelly 3
Al Flosso

Tommy

Tubby Rives
-

Queens

4

(28-2«)

Ferris

St

T

Roberts

Bert Walton

CAMDEN

Tower* (21-2S)
J Hoist & Milady

Gaines & Jeanne
Bddle Blum
Jeanne Brideson
Walter 'Dare' Wahl Shy Sis
Marty May
Ben Tost
4 Kit KaU
Harpers Jitterbugs
HABRISBrRCI
Foster Roxyettes
State (24-26)
Paul Ash Oro
Dick Jurgens Oro
4«th St. Theatre

O

Lou Holtz

Willie Howard
Phil Baker

Paul Draper
Hazel Scott

Gene Sheldon
Uba MaJIna'
Lou Forman

Buster West

Page

PHILADELPHIA

AKRON

FaUce

Carman

(21-24)

(21-24)

Therrlen
Tommy Dorsey Oro Henri
Stone <: Lee
Paul Regan
Dance Fables
& Ward
(20-27)
ATLANTIC CITY 2 Karolls

Lane

^^Steel Fler (21)
Charlie Barnet Oro

Aeromanlacs
Byrne Sis

Val Selz
5 Stooges
Louis Prime Ore
Ben Yost's Singers
George Raggerty
Charles Kemper
Dick Dana

^BALTIHOBE
Hippodrome

George Beatty
3

Murphy

(21)

Sis

St Mason
Bob Howard
4 Qu eens

Faye

YOCNG9TOWN

Palace (2B-27)
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Paul Regan

& Ward

I.ane

NEW TOEK

Bills

CITY

Ben Harden Riviera Bernle Oranor
Chavez Oro
Gay SO's Quartette
Pancho Oro
Lynn

&

Bertolottl's

Daw

Marianne

Norma Lucero
Shirl Thomas
Don

Sylvia

Roberto Oro
Bill's

Oro

Gay

Annie Kent
Betty Jane Carlton
Lounle Grace
Minnie Allen
Oay SO's 4 & Ore

SO'*

Bthel Gilbert
Harry Donelly
Charlie Ross

Cafe Society
(MIdtown)
Zero Mostel

Joe Sullivan
Eddie South Oro
Carol Chonning
Care Society
(Village)

Teddy Wilson- Oro
Albert

Normie

& R

S

Peggy Stevens
Jsan Murray
Larry Bennett Oro
Hotel Astor
(Astor Roof)
Alvlno Rey Oro
King

Slaters

Hotel -Belmont
Plaza
(Glass

Ammons

Edward Tyler

Rich.

Hlmber Ore

Perry Martin
Hotel Lexington

(Hawaiian Bm)
Kahala
Tallma
Momlkal
Mclntyre Oro

(Terrace

Room)

Carllele

Ann
Barr

Van

Billy

Lester
& Estes

Jerry

Child's

Iceland Restaurant
Freddie Bernard
Jack Lane Co

Grade Barrio

Jimmy

La Conga

Alice Tyrell

uha Mallna

Ray

Terrell

abrlclle

Rasha & Mirks
Leon ft Eddie's
Johnny Morgan

Archie
Stuart

& Lucille
& Lea

Casa

Hanona

(Tiieatre-Club)

'

Harrison Aulger
Addison Aulger
Xoulse Sherwood
Billy Kelley
(}Ioalcal Bar)
Alice

0'T,,eary

Adrian O'Brien
Club Mayfuir
Ranny Weeks Oro
Don Rico Oro
June Welting
Sylvia Froos
Frank & J Hubert
Flo

McCnbo

Girls

Bill Bailey

Richard Lane
Iris Iflon

Henrlquella

Brazil

Cocoanut Grove
Mickey Alpert Ore
Alfred Pineda Ore
Buster Kelm Rev
Billy Palno
Sanders BroH.

Joan Tapper

May

Ortiz Ore
Flonntlne Garden
Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Gelse
Sonia Levkova
Jean Tlgho

Oror

Tonl Todd
Dr Giovanni

Chandler Oro

Charley Foy
St Irene

Dade Bancb

Florence White
Paulette LaPlerre

Bin Valee
Gary Gray
Serenaders Ore

Cowboy Ore
Gables Inn
(Black Horse Pike)

Nan Ds Mar
Marley
Russ Taylor
Gables Oro

Bar of Mnslo
Roger Roland

Herman's Muslo

Bar
Solar

Klkl Hall
Peppl Carman
Helene

Teddy Keller
Paddock Inll

Herbert
Cassandra

Gene Kerwin Oro
Chas Splvak Ore

Eddie Roth Oro
Coloslmos
& Gold

Primrose

Workmans

Mildred & Maurice
Charlotte Van' Dal
Blolse Adair
Jack Prince

Don Lang Ore
Drake Hotel
(Camilla Honse)
Adrlenne
Ray Benson Oro

Edgewater Beach

Zorlta

Yvonettes Rev
Betty Coette
Frances Carroll
Willy Dennis
Marie KIbbey

Bob Bell
Paradise Clnb
Ford-Bowle-Balley

Bobby Evans
Susannah Churchill
Chris Columbus Ore
Lenox Ave Co
Margaret Watklns
Penn Atlantic Hotel

Hotel
(Marine Bm)

Shep Fields Oro
3 Ambassadorettes
Jack Hoiat

PHILADELPHIA

Casifl

Hl-Unt
Pete Herman Oro
Frank Petty
Anne Diamond
Hotel Bradford
(CIrcns

Kenny

Boom)

Brilliant

Lucille

Uotel
(National Room)
Hal Roberta Oro
Hotel Essex
Bill Cronin
MKlzl Crozlor
mil Groin
Dorothy Dennle
Jean Monti
Sally Harris
Hotel Fensgnte
.

(Satire

Nora

3

Geo Scherban Oro
Belen Ortega

Room)

Sheridan
llouslun

Donay Sisters
Harvey Stone
Bonn Arden Co
Johnny King
Chnrlle

Carlisle

Benny Resh Oro
Brass Rail
Del Parker'
Skoeter Palmer

Roy Swartz
Jack Ross
^ Casanova

Jorle Livingston

Herb.Hagenor Oro

Ethel

.Sliulta

'urmellla

Andre

&

St

Lee
Frances

Ore

Baymarket
Mllo Sc Vagge
Mary Randolph

Caroll

*

Boyd

St

Chapman

Marie Holtz
Music Hall Gls

Itic

& Jo-Ann

Kf^nedy

Lillian Fitzgerald

Lanny Valo

ICdillo Scharrc-r

Barbara llelmnre
Vlptor Hugo's Ore

Gerron

fxiu's f-hnnrrllor

Nut Jaffe
N
'

Jeanettes
Gloria French

Rainbow

Terraic*

(StraflTord, Fa.)

Gene Eyman Ore
RItz Carlton

Howard Lanln

Or*.
Grille

Gloria Dale
Marty Devlne Orch
River Drive Ter
Dick Wharton Ore
Sam's Cof*
Jean Williams
Cecil Alexander

Jerry Marcella
Kings of Rhythm
Mike Ray Oro
Sclolbt's

Frankle RIciiardso*
Sc

Wade

Katherlne King
Geo Krlnog
Gerlle' Taylor Ore
Silver Lake In*

Marlon Melrose
Col Geo Heed
D
J Herman
Alice Lucey

f

Agnes Willis

--—

eoth St. Rathskclle*
Elton Brown
Sherldans 2
JoyettoH

Il'wood Brunettes

Boyole

Brown Sc Lee
Iris Wayne

Ray

Rose' Gallo

Johnny & Gonrge
Ugo Martlnolll
Saks &- Cumbeth'

Wynn Twins
IJorothy

Mauris Swoldlov
JudI Lee
Frank ralombo'*
Franklo Sehluth

Eddie Do Luca Ore Katherlne King
Lorraine
Uopklna'Bathskeller Grace Lynn
Bob Krali
Lee Warwich

Cleo Barr
H'wood. flrunettes

Don Pablo Oro

.

*

Ted Oliver Oro
Mttle Rathskeller

Palm Beach
Ous Howard

.

6

Moro & Chlia
Frank Hassel Oro
Bun
Garden*

Gorman

Krnle Stanton

Ray .Morton Oro

Andrew Sis
Don Richard*
Kruger
Peggy Loob
Glamour Gls

Dilbert Ore

Sc

Howe

Ruby Ore

Sammy

Bernardettes

Wade

Lexington Cnslno
ord 6t Jnnis

Olde Wayne Club
Jimmy Clark Oro
Joan Chapman

Horry Holly

Billy Hays Oro
Open Door Caf*
Bunny Leroy

Joe Jovanelly
Bill Kelly

{

Pat Bherlln Oro
flermantown Bar

Nlles

London Chop Hnffse

Oswald

I'alr

Embassy

Esther Burke
Agnes Barry
Dave Gold Oro

Wally Johl
Charraottes Oro

Cangoettes

Lambs
Wayne

"olden

'

•

Pedro Bianco Oro
Grace Edwards
Anne Rupert
Grace Hewson
Dorothy Porter

I

Sc Arlene
Jack Morrison

Jessica

Jesse Altmllle

Zola Grey

Embassylphs
Geo Clifford

De Wnyne

Roman

Jerl

Clarlta

'Wacky'

Olga Anton

Marl lee Echo
Duke Art
Barron Twins
Frank Murtha
Geo Marchetti Ore
Old Falls Taven
Frank Reynolds

Ohas Sc J Traver*
Sandy McPherson

Lee

Midge Williams
Don Renaldo
(H Walton Boof)
& J Leacb

3700 Club
Leon Le Verdls
Hal Hall
Don Walsh Ore

Garwood
Warncy Ruhl Ore
Club Congo

Jones

Boden

Sc

Louis Scott
Gloria Mann

Club

Ducky Malvin Oro

Ethel

Warren

Jimmy Evans

Hotel Slatler

Regal

Foy

Michael Wayne
Margie March
Sissy Glnnls Loftu*
Bd McGoldrlck Sr

Suzettes (4)

Josephine
Jerry Delmar Oro
DI FIntos

Brown

Jules Duke Ore
L« Conga Clnb
Manuel D Blbblns O
Lindsay's Bkybar
Three Bits Rhythm
Marya Manley
Pearl de Lucca
Monaco's Cafe
Charlo Sc Dupree

Uotel Lenox
Don Jose Oro

Phillips

Sally

Lola Clair

Allen
Nell

Vee Austin

Ed McGoldrlck Jr
Anita Thoma

2

Marie Schafter

Carl

Cliff

Leslies

Yvonne Kerr
Jack Bell

U Gary
Sammy Watklns
Sloan

Bowery

Paddy

8

BuU

Carroll'*

Yar Rest

Jerry Lester

J Maloney DIan Rowland
nigoletto Bros
Ouckmlnlster Almee
Sisters

Buddy Smith's Oro
Jack Manning Ore

Elflle

Jaros Bis
(Feather Room)

Book-Cadlllae Hotel Splzzle Sc Willie
(Book Casino)
Rhythm Brown
H'thorne & H'Ison
Ben Young Oro
Beverly White
Jan Martel
Bette Roche
(.WdTor Bar)
Tropical 3
Bddle Fritz 4
Congo

&

Tones
Clnb

Walter Miller Orch
Ben Franklin
Johnson
St F Roberta

DETBOIT

Room)

Marlon Frances

Charles Wolk Ore
Milton Gcorgo Ore

Shirley Lloyd
Ulnstrel Tavera

Alpine Hoslcal

Bar
Kenny Shaffer
3

Elolso Mock
Garry Stevens
College Inn Models Fred Swift
Little Joe & T Loo
Carl Marx
Frankle Belasco
800 Club
Dawn Lovely
Oalnea Oro
June March
Carroilettes
Paul Mall
Betty Huntingdon
Suzan Shaw
Janine Camp
Clendenning*
Bobby Joyce Sc
Adrian
Rolllnl
Diane Ray
Johny Paris
Leo Voyer
College Inn
Fiorenza
604 Gls
Sunny Ray
Dolly Sterling
Pepper Garat
Sol Lake Oro
Frank Hall
Tripoli

Oro

-Sands

Chick Thomas

Betty

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village
Gunsetts

Two

Hy

Mar Dano

Pal

Sanchez Ore

Honey Murray
Kay Hunt
Herb Woods Oro

Cafe)

(Celtic

Earle Hanson Oro
Kitty Davis'*

Tommy Nunez

Lucille

Sherman Hotel

Cal

BaU

Club
Irene Wolf
Ballettes 8

^

De Cola
Mike Doyle
Clover Club

Moravian Bar
Alan Fielding Oro
Luis Fernandez Ore Bon-Bon Buddies
Sam Rrlce
Stratford Garden
(Dellevne Stratford ConkIe*Wllllams
MelL DIegban'*
Hotel)

Norman Oro
Palmer Honse
(Empire Boom)
Tommy Tucker
Nick Brodiire
The Nelsons
Abbott Gls
Billy De Wolfe

Del Estea
Allan Cos
Dave Unell Ore

.

Felix

Balllovelles

Joe

D De Houghton

Holiday

John' Hale

The

Lee Sullivan
Tip Top Gls

Basle
Trouvllle Clnb
& Lester

Barney BIgard Ore

Arthur Blake
Barbara Bsimore
Susan Carol

Guesses
Brucetta

3

Walter Johnson
Trianon

Lee

MTAMT

Salle Hotel

Jose Manzaoeres
Latin Quarter
Hsirry Stevens

.

Mead 'Lux* Lewis
WIngy Manone Or*
Swannee Inn
Loumel Morgan I

Blllle

Tim

Vlerra Hawallana
Helen Sumner
L'Alglon
Splros Stamos Oro

La

Pron

Count

Charlie Foy's Club

(Fan-Am Boom)

De

Joe Plumer Oro
Streets of Paris
Art Tatum

Ted Flo RIto Oro

Commanders

(Melody Lounge)
Herb Lewis
Marlorlo Garrota^n
Copley I'tnzn
(Shkrnton Konm)

Hhcphprd'.H

Coletta Ellsworth
Joe Quintelle Oro

-

Ted Arklns
Dorothy Roberta
Sacassas Ore
Jack Harris Ore
L» Martinique
Mercedlta
Martlnlqueena

Remos

Bvnie

Al

Jack Cole
Chester Dolphin
Evans Adorables
Franklin Ore
Club Alabam

Kim

Marl

Leonardo Amaresco
Mario Bronarzyk
Willie Matthias Ore
Gregory & Raymond
Eldorado Club
(Fa.lm Boom)
Olga Godec
Lorenzo Rpberson
Al Francis Oro
Johpny Kallhul Oro
Helen Peon's Co
Ilona de Bournat
Hotel Carter
BOSTON
Charles Wick Ore
Hlldegarde
Beachcomber
Hotel Cleveland
(Merry-Oo-Bonnd) George Duffy Oro
H Morrlssey Ore
Oro
Chlco SImono
Mark Gilbert 3
Hotel Fenway Ball
Artie Dann
Copley Square Hotel
Jules and Webb
Beach-charmers (B) Al DeForrest'
Arthur Ward
Hotel Hollenden
BUnstnib's
Crawford House
Sara Ann McCabe
Peter Bodge Oro
Boyd Heathen
Freddy Rubin Oro Maurlee St Maryea
Lorraine Vernon
Evangeline
Fox
Hooofls Club
&
The Rutons
(Bhnmbo Casino

Marlon Colby
Joey Paye
Jack Albertson
Ruth Godfrey
Jimmy Alexander

Galvau

Smith
Cbes Faroe
Benny Fields

Viola Jefferson

WIthce
Leonard Ware 3
Dlanne Reed
Rosalie Gibson
Thelma Carpenter
Walter Fuller Oro

Paul

Lenny Rosa
Tonl Sorrell

Clnb Hnrlcn
Larry Steele
J Gorham's Oro
Jackie Mabley

Jerl

Helen Carroll
Varsity 6
La Vie Parlslenne

Cllqaot Clnb

Ellalne Ellis

Montmarte Boya

Oil

Sunny Rae

Jacque Hill

Helen Holmes
Danlta Rivera
Margaret Grey
Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Oro
Kelly's Stable
Nelda Duprle

Stanley Twins
The Chodwlckes

Susan

Betty Gaynor

Kelly's

& Sharp

"ay Carroll

St

Ruth Warren

Dick Stabile Oro
Carter

Babe Cummlngs
Valerie

Ted

Bobby Bernard

Jimmy

Mildred Stanley
Chez Farce
Novelettes
Ruth Martin
Jackie Martin

Bogash & Bardlne
Koletto & Deane
Jack Dempsey's
B'way Restanrant
Milt Herth 3

St Terry
Nanette
Clnb Nomad
Donna Darnell
Tiny Kaye

Cktl-Lonoge Jockey's Dfrby C!

Myron Hanley Oro

Frederlcka
Mona WIndell

Law

Teddy

(3)

Chelsea Trio

Bergman

Qulnton Ore

Warren Ore

Napua
Leo Fuld
LcllanI laea
rnnut Bros
Jnfin MoQo
Hotel HcAlpIn
obby Tables
Dick Robertson Ore Cncaar & Roylta
Hold New Yorker The Olympics
Johnny Long Oro
Ronny Roberts

& B

Milton Huber Oro

Bath St Tort Clob
Marie Austin
Jerry Cooper
Lola & Andre
Dlnorah
Erie Correa Oro
(Starlight Roof)
Bishop's Savoy
Augle Bond 3
Xavler Cugat Ore
Conchlta Martinez
Breaker's Hotel
Mario & Floria
(Ship Deck)
3 Pitchmen
Beale St Boys
Hotfl Warwick
Pearl Wlljlams
(Bfilelgh Room)
Chatean Benanlt
Vlckl George
Sid Rose
Sonde Williams Ore Al Francis S
4 Stylists
Hurricane
Chelsea Hotel
Billy Vine

Hotel BUtmore
Heasley Twins
Emll Coleman Oro
Hazel Franklin
Noro Morales Oro
Ray Hoathcrton Or
Latin Quarter
Hotel Commodore Doc Marcus
(Century Boom)
Slate Bros,
Hotel Edison
Bobby Byrne Oro
Hotel Essex House
(Casino on Park)

Jackie

Arllne Chandler

Margie Kelly
Mel Cole Oro
Nan Houston
Milton-Ann
Cordon & Sawyer

(3ob Madrid

Clob

Baliette's

Norma

Hotel St. Regis
(Viennese Rdof)
Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Ore
Hotel Tatt
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel WaldorfAstoria

Havana-Madrid

Imogene
Ray McKlnley Oro

Cabaret

Evelyn

Louise Stuart
Stuart Ore
Fisher's Oay. OO's

Hat)
WILLOW GROVE Bobby Parks Oro
Willow Grove FBrh Bill Johnson
Manor St Mlgnon
(2Sd only)
Jack Marshall
2 Karolls
Bill Johnson
Henri Therrlen
Bob Parks
Stone & Lee
Joe Pafumy Oro
4 Queens

•

„BIII

Barbara Lee'
Harriet Brent

Rene Villon
Sonny Lovett

Franco St Beryl
Canslno St Cortez
Myrta Sllva
(20-22)
Hilda Moreno
Harry Howard's Co Maya Oro
HARTFORD
Don Ollberto Oro
State (21-28)
Latin Senorltas
Jackie Coopbr
Hlokoiy Hoase
Ella Fltcgerald Ore
Ancll Sweet
Peg Leg Bates

Lucille

Bricklayers

Jodie,

Roy, Ross Ore

Tookle Hunter
Red Norvo Oro
Fefe's Monte Carlo
The Whelans

Independent

Michel

Rm

Makebelleves
Yorkers Ore
Chet Roble
Jane Kaye
Ivanhbe
Florence Schubert
Barney Richards

Thelma White

ATLANTIC CITY

Renee DeMarco

Lillian Fitzgerald

NEW YOBK
Sterner Sis

Manny Strand Ore

Gwendolyn Veaussll
Murray St Gumming
George Devron
Isobel' de Marco

Frankle Hyers
Roy Sedley
Vlnce Curran

Brady

Bill

-

Squires
Patricia Page

Sam Lewis

New

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Durkln

Norma

Wayne
Norman

Al

Louisiana
Bddle LeBaron Or*
Macambo Cafe

Lena Horne
Phil Ohinan Oro
Palladium
Woody Herman Or*
M Malneck Ore
Slapsy Mnxle*
Bon Blue
Jackie Gleason
Louis

& Day

Aurora Miranda

Helslogs
(Vodvll Lounge)

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Banks

McGlnty

llnlly Rolls
.Shirley

Eileen O'Hara
Sinclair

Three Ryans

Gall

St Clair

Oraamere Hotel
Honse Bm)

Billy

Sc

Gall

Happy Folton
LaVonn Mover

(Glass

Mary

West

Dorothy Ford
Wlere Bros.'
Beryl Wallace

3 Sharps & Flats
Gladys Palmer

Brown Derby

Sid Prussin Oro
Clnb 18

Sammy Kaye

Downbeat
Stuff Smith

Eddie Roth Ore

BOOKING THE NATION'S I£ADING INDEPENDENT

M Montgomery
Roy Fox Ore

Warner

RathskelLir
Louie & Gang
SlOO Clnb

8
3

Mayo

Earl Carrolls

.

Ashburns
Rainbow Room
The Blentons
Walton St O'Rourke Diane Davis

Ray English

Heidelberg Octet

Hans Muenzer Ens

Gls
Don & Sal Jennings Magley
Mark Fisher Oro
(Tavern Room)
885 Club
Edith Lorand Oro
Collette Lyons
Blackhawk
Larry Storch
Mark Talent Ore
Novak. Sc Fay
Johnny Honnert
Dorothy Dale
Jerl Sullivan
Garrick Btogebar
Art Jarrett Ore
June Price
Blaelistone Hotel
Ascot Boys

Blondell

Bob Murphy

t^sa Mannna
Hampton Ore
Cocoannt Grove
Freddie Martin Ore
Lionel

Danny Thomas

Hadley Gls

Kevin

Ilsa

Mae

.

Perry Bruskln

Baton

It

(Persian

Great Daniel
Emma Francis
Norlne Robinson

(14)

Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet Hllllard

Carroll

Mary Oanly

Pedro Lopez
June Melva

Stone

St

Paul Resan

Emll Petti
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)
Jimmy Joy Ore

Luclenno & Ashour
Bddle Eddy

Armando & Llta

Charlie Barnet Ore
Aeromanlacs

Orlli

,

Dick Thomds
Honse of ilnrphy
Jean Meunler
George Redman
Margaret Fadula

-

Joe Relchman Oro

Dorben Gls
Eltel's

Herman Hyde Co

CeloDlal (21)
Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet Hllllard

Wesson Bros
(M)
Martha Rave

Bergere Ore
Panchlto Ore

'

Four Fays

BAYTON

Will Osborne Oro

(Pomp Boom)

Russ Smith Oro

Harry Carroll
Hollywood Troillea
Maxine Lewis
Paul Neighbors Or*

Penny Lee

Versailles

-

Willie Solar
Calts Farm
Billy Wells

Bob Dupont

Sla

Grooverneers

Dick Gasparre Ore

W. C. Handy
Pansy the Horse

Armando & LIta

BOSTON

Keiths Boelon

Agnes Dwyer
Jack Allyn

Triola

Hoffman

Harris Sc Shore
The Stappeltons

McFarland T Oro

Ambassador Hotel

&

Ann
Bill
Bill

Jimmy Kay

S

CHICAGO

Bailey

Leslie

Les Barnett Oro
Grace Hayes Lode*
Casey Thompson
Vivian Marshal
P Llnd Hayes Oi«
Sherry Cameron
Cravat

Jordan
Larry Burke
Dick WInslow Ore
Dlllmore Bowl
Ray Wllbert

Tie-Too

Rubber Legs' Wm's
Abbey Ore

Rogers Corner
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lefcourt Ore
Jean Claire
Pat Rooney. Sr
Tommy Hayden
Ben Cutler
Ross MncLean
Doris Nellson
DIGatanos
Harold Green
Chas Bowman Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
RossloD Kretchma Theodore Brooks
Walter Pernor Orch Vladimir LazarnfT
The Pa'ulens

Diamond Horseslioe
Harriet Hoctor

'

Jane Keane
Harry Burns

Snyder
Lankin
Bar of Hosle

Jimmy Marr

Beachcombers
Bill

Band Box

Billy
Billy

Cortes

Pir-ettes

Ruth MrCullough
Manuel Lopez Ore
Guy Welsh oro

Pets Snyder
Jackie Green
Mae Brewster
Geo Tibbies Oro

The Cave
Don DlBona Oro
Jack Fisher
Tamara Dorlva
Elves

Bill Davidson Ore
Russ Howard
Pee Wee Russell

Wally Bong

Ned Harvey Oro
Rainbow

Ann Lewis

-

Rita Martin

LOS ANGELES

Marr
A Dram Rm) Jfmmy
Doris Abbott

Ken

Cbongl Clnb
Jackie Mabley
Kelcey Farr

Epple Bruce
Kealy & Evans

Claremont Ina
Bunny Howard
Charlotte & Benson Sybil & Sundra
WUson Lang
Joe Ricardel Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
Club Caravan
(Cafe Rooge)
Jerry Baker
Charlie Spfvak Ore
Helen Fox
Gary Stevens
JuDe. Barrett
Stardusters
Dolores Colvert
Marlon Mylea
Hotel Pierre
Allan Sis
(Cotillion Room)
Larry Ward Oro
Arthur Carney
Club Samoa
Beverly Whitney
Mabelle Russells
Towno & Knott
Linda Castro
Stanley Mclba Ore
Ching
Hotel Plaza

(Fife

Helen Douglas
Elaine Morrison

-

McCune Oro

Bill

'Steuben's

Jolene
Ella Wilson

Joel

St

Royalottes
Carl Bonner

Rube Youkupi

Hotel Statlcr
(Terrace Room)

Wonder Bar
^va Reyes Aylene Mason

St

Betty Wharton

Jliqmy McHale Ore

Skeets Tolbert

Phil Forster

Dell O'Dell
Charlie Bourne
Jerry Green

'

RKO

Bob Knight Ore
The Place

Irene Barkley
Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

.

Raul

Germelne

Jack Edwards Oro
(Vienna Bourn)
(Cafe Rouge)
Xew Conrad Oro
Salvy Cavlcohio Ore Howie & Davles
West & North
Hotel Vendome

Noble « King
Stork Club
Grace Rellly
Charles Baum Ore

Hotel Fork Central
Queen Moiy
Vera Nova
(Cocoannt Grove)
Carrol Chappelle
Tacht Club Boya
Betty Carter
Glover & La Mays
Buddy Clarke Oro Bill Glass Oro
Qoeens Terrace
(Royal Palm)

Oruttl't

Capitol (21)

Stan

House

Silly

Linda Ware
Smith & Dale

'

1 Chords

Duffy & Toblo
^dele Henny
Savoy
Sabby Luwls Ore

Garden)
Dudley Oro

Don
.

Arthur Blake

Jalna

Hotel Sheraton
(Sheraton Sky

O

Splvy

NnmcnilB In Mnneotton with bills below Indlmto openiog day ot
how, whether full or- qiilt week.

&

Qeorges

Bunny Waters

Marusia Sava
"Mlscha Vzanoft
Cornelia Cedolban

Lollta Cordoba
Florida Beauties
Manny Gates' Ore

Rio Casino
Harry de Angells

Carrol
O Helen
Lamb-rokum Rev
Gladys Lamb

Nat Brandwynne
Carole Bruce

Adia

Danny Rogers

Joe Oakle
Hllde Simmons

WEEK OF AUGUST

Hotel Bite Curleton
(ftltz Roof)

Gypsy Norma
Norma Lucero
Arcadl Stoyanovsky

Sid Tomao
RelSB Bros
Cully Richards

Bono

.Tohn

Betty Campbell

Tony Bennett Oro
fiwnii Club

Bob

Carttey

Barney Lohg
Pat I'urrell
Eddie Blum
Carnr.y Sis

Bosmo

Sc

Anita

Vincent RUzo Ore
MarKlc .Smith
Town Tovern

NIok Petite
Murlol Brooks
Onfly Furlong
'ct« Wills
imn Olcott

Mary Nov,'s
Dor Trans Atlantic I/ga
JoTner LAtnetti

(Continued on page 46)
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Shows

B way Still on Upbeat; Torgylmnps
•

The

Rehearsal

in

Pirate

•

—

Inside

Stuff-L^H

Playwrights,

Theatre Guild.

To

$16,000,

miss' Healthy

bott.

In'—Shuberts,
•Count
He
Olsen & Johnson, Harry Kaufman. Horace Schmidlapp, et al.
'Janle'—Brock Pembertor, Columbia Pictures.
Oscar
Action'
'Strip
for
Serlin, Lindsay & Crouse.

Upward trend in attendance con- terially last week, when the takings
tinues along Broadway, Last week were quoted over $16,000; big for colthere was rain almost daily, which ored cast operetta, which is dated
may have helped, but the humidity out-of-town late next month.
was high and continued over the
The New Moon.' Carnegie Hall
Two Saroyan. playlets, (M-2,760; $2.20). Third musical re-weekend.
first debut prior to the new season, vival in q>ot never used for legit
opened Monday

(17).

—

'I
Killed the Count'—Frank
Carrington, Agnes Morgan.

More shows shows

.

before; shows have been faring excellently; played The Merry

'Let

are in rehearsal, but next premiere
not due until end of month, or early Widow' five weeks.
September.
Vsnde-Bevuc
EaUnutcs for Last Week
'PrIorlUes of 1942.' 46th St. (21st
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), week) (1,347; $2.20). Vaudeville outCD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), fit due to depai't Sept. 5; even with
one or two names out, business last
(lHusical), O (Operetta).

M

'Across the BittTd on Tomorrow
MomtaiK,' TVilltliiK to Ton,' Belasco
(D-l.OOO; $3J0). Presented by William Saroyan; written and staged by

same; opened

Monday

(17);

so-so

'Ansel Street,' Golden (36th week)
(D-789; $3.30). Perked up with the
field and credited with better than

completed.

-

'This Is the Army' Broadway, N. Y., has drawn enthusiastic plaudits
press, public and armed services, but so far as the latter are
It is the Marine Corps,
is one division that is puzzled.
which feels that it should be represented in some way, as is the Navy,
for wherever there are sailors there are marines.
First act finale of
ALFRESCO
week went up; $17,000 estimated. ST.
'Army* provides one of the show's thrills when the Navy is supposed t^
'Beat the Band' dated to open
'take over.' The matter of the marines was called to the attention of
Oct. 14.
Irving Berlin and it is understood that he plans to write in a bit which
St. Louis, Aug. 18.
will bring on several soldier-actors in Devil Dog uniforms.
The Alfresco theatre of the
Fact that the Marine Corps is in the van, of the invasion of the SoloMunicipal Theatre Assn. in Forest
mon Islands in the south Pacific would make their inclusion in the show
BIG $15,000
Park wheeled into the home stretch

from the

'SHOWBOAF WINDS UP

L

concerned there

SEASAN

lOON'
IN

and

WASH. AT $2 TOP
Washington, Aug.

18.-

and Old Lace,' Fulton
John Steinbeck's 'Moon Is Down',
week) (CD-«93; $3.30). Pace also
advanced for this stayer and gross with a $2 top, drew $15,000 in eight
was claimed around $11,000; opened performances at the National theaMonday (17) in Los Angeles with tre for great mid-summer ouslness.
original cast.
House spent $800 for a battery of
'Blithe Spirit,' Booth (40th week) large fans,
but the weatherman was
(CD-712; $3.30). Playing seven per- kind.
Critics liked Conrad Nagel,
formances (no Mondays); pace better but notices generally were lukethan before laying off and night at- warm.
tendance virtual capacity; rated over
'My Sister Eileen', which arrived
$10,600.
Monday (IT), came in with a healthy
Jupiter,' Shubert (llth week)
•Arsenic

last

(Monday),

night

when

the'

especially timely.

"

Kern-Hammerstein operetta, 'ShowShul>erts were originally scheduled to be in on the San Carlo opera
boat,' began a two-week stand to
season at Washington's Watergate, but. .when- the rains came, according
wind .up the 24th consecutive season.
to Fortune Gallo, they boWed out.
Precipitation washed out four perPresented three times previously.

formances, with the promoters stuck for the salaries of 31 musicians,
22 of them from Local IQI. Union made a $5 concession on the $12 perperformance rate, but Gallo wants more. Rained out operas were given
later, with the season extended, and attendance tip-topj 9,000 watching
the 'postponed 'Carmen,' under auspices of the Newspaper Womens' Club.
In 'Barber of Seville,' singers hooked up lyrics and script, with such
estimated $5,000.
It was the best
words as 'Scram' and 'This is a helluva night for romance.' Music critics
opening night of the season.
were shocked at the modem streamlining.
Two of the original players are
repeating the roles created. Norma
Interesting sidelight on 'Count Me In,' musical show which originated
Terris, as Magnolia, and Sammy at the Catholic University, Washington, and which is being produced by
'By
advance sale of close to $6,000, con- White, as Frank. Jed Prouty socks the, Shuberts, Harry Kaufman, Olsen and Johnson, Richard Krakuer, John
(M-1,325; $4.40). Boxoffice strength! sidered fine for the
$1.50 top. WiU over the role of Captain Andy. John Cohn, Horace Schmidlapp, et al., is that the dominant personality of the
indicates good chance to hold its own
here
be
for
two
weeks.
Tyers, subbing for Kenneth Spencer, original presentation was Father Gilbert V. Hartke, 37-year-old faculty
against newer musicals in fall; ratcj
Regular season at the. National Negro baritone who became ill, member. He is a theatre enthusiast, stage director, former all-American
around $27,000.
'Jonior Miss,' Lyceum (41st week) scheduled to open Sept. 7 with 'V clicked in his rendition of 'Old Man football player and a foremost philosopher. He will make frequent visits
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Went upward more for Vickie'.
River.'
Other warbling stints are to N. Y. to advise on the staging of 'Count' and will probably attend the
than $1,000 last week and the gross
capably handled by Bob Lawrence, Boston debut next month.
went close to $12,000; should ryn into
Gladys Baxter and Vicki Cummings.
winter period.
In support are Vincent Vernon,
John Oberg, a California writer not connected with pictures, may
'Life With Father,' Empire (144th 'Ufiies\ 13G, 'Eileen',
Ruth Urban, Frederic Persson, Al figure among the coming season's dramatists with a comedy peculiarly
week) (C-1,0S2; $3.30). Right up with
Raymond. entitled 'Don't Lose Yotlr Mister.' Young writer was east recently and
and Helen
straight play leaders; last week's
in Chi Downing
$6,000
Minto C^to, Negro soprano, Is re- the script was turned over to Richard (Dick) Madden, play agent..
gross claimed to have topped $12,000.
peating in the role of Queenie, as
'Lei's Face It,' Imperial (M-1,450;
Oberg won a writer's contest with a playlet submitted in the Jean
Chicago, Aug. 18.
$4.i0). Resumed Monday (17) after
she did in '38.
Hersholt 'Dr. CKristian' radio competition. There were 7,000 contestants,
laying off four weeks; currently it is
Town is -quiet on the legit end.
The 'Wizard of Oz' wound up its prize being $2,000.
In 39th week; pace just prior to susSunday
Same two shows, 'My Sister Eileen' seven-night engagement
pension- aroiyid $25,000.
rain
record,
(86th and 'Good Night Ladies,' are still (16) with a swell b.o.
Among the new plays slated for next season is 'Adam's First Wife,'
<aiy Sister Eileen,' Beck
more
week) (CD-1,214; $1.65). House wiU holding on until the new season ar- all dayJSaturday (15) hurt, but
by Harriett Hinsdale and Walker Wear, latter being the son of D. Walker
Piece atthan 10,000 attended.
get The Pirate' some time in fall; rives.
Wear, a N. Y. state boxing commissioner. He and Paul Gordon are on
tracted 72,000 persons and the take
meantime, tongstayer making good
Estimates for Last Week
the Coast in the Warners studio.
profit with low scale; around $10,000
'Good Night Ladies,' Blackstone was approximately $45,000.
Gordon, who will present the play, was formerly connected with the
again.
(18th week) (1,200; $2.75). Big winTheatre Pigalle, Paris. Show is said to have the backing of Edward
'Sons o' Fon,' Winter Garden (37th ner despite weather, and again betRothschild, also a refugee.
week) (CD-1,519; $4.40). House may tered $13,000.
get new tenant in autumn, but if
Broadway
on
Date for 'Claudia' at the Auditorium, Oakland, Cal., here has been
present revue stands up in should week) SU^er Eileen,' Harris h3th
(1,000;
$1.65).
StiU , here,
play into .winter; around $27,000
canceled to permit extenfion of the San Franc^co run at the Geary until
though threatening to leave; at
claimed.
Sept. 12 or 26. Al Spink, ahead of the show, will be relieved Aug. 22 to
$6,000, okay for run and scale.
.'Star and Garter,' Music Box (8th
Across the Board on To< return to N. Y., where he is slated to go out for 'Lady in the Dark.' John
five
One
of
-week) (R-991; $4.40).
Pollock may go west to take over 'Claudia.'
Morning
musicals with $4.40 top getting real
coin; standees in most times and the
Flrat of two playleta presented at the
J8,500, Winds
takings top $24,000.
Belasco, N. Y., Monday, Au(r. IT. '42. by
Juanita Juarez, Miriam Le Velle,
William Saroyan; written and atased by
'SUra en Ice,' Center (5th week)
Engagements
'Beat the Band.'
him: show Is billed as thp Saroyan Theatre:
(M-3,000; $1.65)..Holding great draw,
8-Wk. Detroit
Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Essettlnga (or both by Cleon Tbrockmortun
-which principally comes from Ra'dio
ts.ao top.
telle
Winwood, William Le Massena,
'•Linda W'atkins, Gwenn Anderson,
City crowds; quoted over $34,000 last
Lola Banncrmnn
Harptst
"The
Pirate.'
Lee
Canada
Detroit,
Elper...
more
Aug.
Thomas
weak; house cant ge.t much
Howard St. John, Margaret Wallace,
Bill Cliallee
Henry Duffy, at the Lafayette Jim
at scale.
Edward F. Nannary 'Janie.'
John Callaghan
'Uncle Harry,' Broadhurst (12th Sunday night (16)
Irving
Morrow
took George Horry Mnllory
Leonore Thomas,
Lois Wilson,
Another
week) (D-1,142; $3.30).
Jane Jeffi-^ys
Helen
Kelly's 'The Show-Off," sUrring Joe Pefffn^
June Haj-ford Sandra Holman, Robert Allen, Adri- U. Theatre, D.C.,
strai^t show that is drawing satis...Carol Marcus enne Marden, Harry Ellerbe, Eileen
Lois
factorily, if not big business; rated E. Brown, out of wraps.
Arthur Grlrtln
R. J. Plnkerton
Open to Road Shows
around $8,500 last week.
Clarence, Loring Smith, Wade Dent,
Going on the evidence of opening Pablo
C. Gilbert Advlncula
Sam .Sotelo Carella Alden, Conrad Janis, Milton
night reaction, Brown may do even Poncho
Added
Lorry Bolton
belter than Billie Burke in The Sammy
Dan Barton, Ed.'Tills Is the Arm^,' Broadway (6th
Lillian McOulnness Karol, Joel Maston,
Rhinlander 2-8182
Washington, Aug. 18.
Lewis Charles ward Hudson, John Campbell, Bob
week) (R-1,942; $4.4d). Business so Vinegar Tree,' which closed eight- Frlu
University
theatre, seating 1,500,
week
run in house with estimated A Poet
Maxwell Bodenhelm
big that the Army show's date has
Lawrence, Ebner MerWilliam Prince Henry, Peter
Callachan Mallory
will soon throw open its doors and
been extended another four weeks, final tally of sweet $8,500.
rion, 'Junior Miss,' Chicago company.
will
be
available
for concert booktaking it through September; $47,600.
Katherine Anderson, Lynn Arlen,
Mix the two playlets in any fashion
ings and limited touring attractions.
'Claadia,' St. James (return enand it's still Saroyan, indicating that Peggy Romano, Marion Edwards,
gagement) (I2th week) (C-1,520;
Primarily built for the activities
Xlandia' Big f 17,000
the Coast author, whom some critics Edgar Mason, Guerita Donnelly, Pat$1.65). Spotted in large capacity the- University,
of
George
Washington
m->-i ---in- rick Barry, Herb Kelt, Eric Woodley,
call brilliant, is on'» cf
atre, repeat engagement doing proffusing writers of .the day. Author, Charles Schneider, Rupert Baron, playhouse will be union-operated.
itable
business and management
In 2d Frisco
who is his own backer, stager, etc., Sid Conrad, John Winter, 'Jimior Stage has .60x40 opening and there
mentions possibility of even bigger
own
of
his
plans
series
shows
a
of
is
an
Counter,
adequate fly loft.
house early in fall; more than $8,000.
plans a sei'ics of shows of his own. Miss,' Boston company.
weight system that will probably
San Francisco, Aug. 18.
Bevlvals
Charles Butterworth, LueUa Gear,
announced for two
limit touring attractions to one-set
'Claudia* was on the upgrade in its Present bill was
Voigj and Bess,' Majestic (30th
Mary
Healy, June Preisser, Milton
week^. wMch .should be n'anty.
second
week
at
the Geary theatre.
shows.
There is no backstage
week) (M-1,774; $2.75). Jumped maOrdinarily there would have been Watson, Mellissa Mason, Hal Le Roy,
Tallied estimated hefty $17,000, at
a general retreat from the house, Gower and Jeanne, Jean Darling, switchboard and lighting system will
a $2.75 top, and gives promise of a
virtually a steam room. There were Joe E. Marks, Welles Claire, Jeanne be operated from a portable setup.
long run.
--v >>ut
a num":er of walker;.
Sisters, Dethey were caught in a downpour, the Tyler, Jack Black, Ross
like of which N. Y. has been treated bonairs, 'C^unt Me In.'
Jose Ferrar, CoUette Lyons, Uta
Lederer N.G.
in Toronto to daily for more thrn a wcrk. so
they stood under the canopy and Hagen, Taylor Holmes, Margaret
Asked the signifi- Matzenauer, Charles Halton, Frank
talked it over.
AND
cance of one baffling character, a Conlon, Red Buttons, Edward Glover,
Toronto, Aug. 15.
replied:
'I
With Francis Lederer reviving his promineiit showman
'V for Vickie.'
role in S. N. Behrman's 'No JTime haven't the slightest idea, and he
Keenan Wynn, Joey Faye, Billy
for Comedy,' which he did two sea- was not alone in that estimation.
Koud, Murray Leonard, ]3oo La Von,
It
Is probable, that the
exodus
sons ago with Katharine Cornell,
Golden Cats Theatre
summer season at the Royal would have started sooner, but for Jean Carter, Charles Kaye, Murray
San Francisco Aug. 13th
Alexandra here saw Czech actor the fact that some first-nighters have Friendman, Leslie Barrie, Owen
grossing estimated $4,100, n.g., in a certain- degree of respect for Sa- Martin, Arthur Tell, Tommy Farrell,
royan, with a nod to their favorite 'Strip For Action.'
1,551-seater scaled at $1.50 top.
reviewers.
Many of the speeches
Ethel Brltton played opposite.
Doris Dalton, Clarence Derwent,
Alfred Lunt for
Qthers in cast included Ruth are so long that often, especially Louis Hector, Ruth Holden, Le? Rol
LOU OLAXTON
BuS'Boying al the
Conley,
Ollie
Burgoyne, Loring those uttered by the colored player Operti, Edgar Kent, Ethel Mor^son,
Canada Lee during curtain drops, the
e/o Varfety, Hollywood
Stage Door Canteen
Smith, Dean Norton, Mack Itiglis.
Bertram Tanswell,
performance becomes utterly boring. Rafel Corio;
Direction: Wm. Morris
The Belasco has one of the most an- Robert Allen, James Gannin, 'I
Benefit for Injured Player
cient cooling systems in the world Killed The Count.'
and there tasn't much ice fed it, reYellow Springs, O., Aug. 18.
Cooper,
Jill
Gladys
Esmond,
A vaudeville show, was staged sult being that the first-nighters Brenda Forl>es, Rhys Williams,
Sunday (16) at the Mauntz summer melted while they wondered.
SINCE leso
Saroyan certainly likes to write Nicholas Joy, •'The Morning Star.'
theatre in aid of Martha White,
Jessie Royce Landis, Clay Clemabout saloonltics. "Those In his
$1ZSM cash Rnd (oml commlssluD t<>
, AUTHORS' REPRESfllTATIVE
leading lady of the resident stock, of Your Life' were
fin
httneHt ptnAa vlto Is ofHclally
colorful, but in ent, Herbert Berghof, Dean Norton,
Plan hr eMc 'strrn'Mi Ra4i,
connected with th« tlifutrv, op«ni or
who was injured in a fall. Benefit 'Across' they all seem to
psycho- Jayne Cotter, Twelve Midnight.'
motion plctnre producers wlin rnn lirli>
a Wat 4>tli IMI. Nm V«*
netted $390.
pathic cases, ^ene is a restaurant
me u«II nn InterMtloK musical piny.
Jock
Whiting,
Romo
Vincent,
Toni
III Wot Ttk Rkwt. Ln Mftn
Address Box 20. o/o Variety. Wooilh
That take, with contributions, with a small bar, and those who do Oilman, Eunice Healey, Jerry Lester,
Thea. BMg., Chlcaco.
brought the fund to around $450.
(Continued on page 44)
Susan
Miller,
Tommy Wonder,
(82
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Sing*—Youth

Freedom

Theatre, Inc.

With play scripts by name authors most scarce, it is kno\yn that Eugene
O'Neill has two completed plays which he declines to release for pro.
duction. They are 'The Ice Man Cometh' and "Through the Long Night,'
Both scripts have been sent east frorg his northwestern home and were
read, but returned at his order and placed in the O'Neill archives.
Understood that the author has been in ill health, the reason why he
has not completed his 'Disinherited' saga or cycle of nine plays. The
series starts in New England in 1812, with subsequent locales throughout
the land, all having to do with 'the same family. Expected that when
the saga is completed it will be dated 1944 or 1B45.
O'Neill's idea is
that .the two additional plays are not to be produced until the saga is

-

press.

$8,000; okay profit at the level
indefinite.

Band'—George Ab-

'Beat the

$12,1

1930-34-38, the piece has drawn more,
than 350,000 payees.
Cool breezes and some ^ew faces
in the cast brought out an opening
night mob of 11,000 that grossed an
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COOKIN' WITHOUT GAS
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'Macbeth' Feud Slightly Shatters

August Legit B.O. Continues Big;

The Surprising Quiet Around Equity
Although quiet prevails around
Eouity lor the first time in a long
while, there is or was a sort of private feud between five players who

Producers Optimistic on

T

.

Dimouts, Tire' Conservation
Also Keep Patronage
Away Stocks in Cities,
or Near Populated Centers, Fare Better Than
Rural Spots

—

.

As
against the 'Macbeth' decision,'
to the mag's article, the majority of
the players said the article 'is not
only in material respects false as to
fact, but by -direct inference unjustly
accuses all of us who did appear of
participation in an attempt to un-

VARIABLE CONDITIONS

ests.

Broadway's August business continues to boom and last, week saw

Charles Butterworth, in 'Count
In,' plays the part of a fellow
young for the first world war
and too old for the present

Me

too

global conflict

Last week he walked into rehearsal with his draft .questionnaire, a personal sitiic^on that

was both

.

'

ironic

and humorous.

Clinic is 42. Management Is considering the -possibility of a replacement player.

Gas rationing, tire conservation
and other wartime difficulties have

GAS-TIRE SNAG

KEY TO MD.

considerably hurt business At strawhat theatres this summer though
business has been bettier than had
been feared, with conditions variable

25% OF EQumrs

at different stands, depending on local factors and the b.o. draw of the

MEMBERS IN

various shows.

admitted by

It is.

PAY SNARL
An

arbitration over summer theacontracts was heard last week,

all

New Season
1

Not Prophetic

Mark Wilson Hart

Philadelphia, Aug: 18.
Mark W. Wilson, vet Philly press
were in the Maurice Evans-JudithAnderson 'Macbeth' and the balance agent, was injured when he was
the
show
"When
struck
company.
by
an
auto in Atlantic City
of the
played an army camp in the spring, last week. Wilson, 55, suffered scalp,
there was a difference of opinion arm and chest injuries, none of them
among the quintet about the Idea. setlous..
Wilson Is publicity director of HaThere was sonte sort of complaint
made with Equity about it and a mld's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic
about secret vote, City, as well as for Shubert interrule adopted

when a show played outside performances cuffo or not.
The quintet wrote a yam for the
Equity mag titled 'Double, Double
Toil and Trouble,' that, in addition
to the rule, steamed up the others
Balance of the cast
in 'Macbeth.'
thereupon wrote their side of the
matter aiid demanded it be printed
in the Equity monthly as a 'protest'

:

further

material

increases

in

tak-

ings.
It created an atmosphere of
optimism for the new season. Management of some summer holdovers
were especially surprised and are
counting on their shows sticking into,
'

the fall period, or longer.

As there is unusual production acthis time, showmen are
speculating over the possibilities of
getting desired house bookings. If
there is more than an average number of clicks among the new shows,
it is "not impossible that a house
shortage will crop up before winter.
Almost seasonally of late' there
is talk of too few 'theatres, but the
law of averages has taken care of
that especially when new material

tivity at

Is under normal. There have always
been some unlighted- spots on Broadway even at the height of the sea-

sons.

strawhat op-

erators that gas rationing has hurt
business the most. Tire conservation, not yet such a drastic matter,
has had less effect, it's figured. Occasional practice blackouts have had
negligible effect, it's believed, but

Straight shows which topped that
division last season are still in the
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum, Imvan.
proved at least $1,000 and is best at
'BUfhe Spirit' Booth, which
%l2flOf).
resumed after a week's rest set an
excellent pace, with nightly business
approximately capacity most evenings.
'Life With Father,' Empire,
run-leader, is up with the straight
leaders, and 'My Sister Eileen,' B«ck,
at pop prices,, is .not far behind.

UNIFORM

Approximately 25% of Equity's
having strict dlmout regu- paid-up membership is in the armed
have found theatre attend- forces, mostly the Army. At the
last count the total was 618, of
750 from Steve Cochran, whose sum- ance severely cut
As Expected, strawhats in heavily which 97 were of the chorus branch.
mer stock at Olney, Md., was one of
parently contained In them.
the earliest strawhat-- casualities. populated communities, or ones that Exact percentage of Equityites in
Willlnrly at Camp Meade
are
Ruth Chatterton, have moved to the city for the sea- comparison to the total number of
'The fact that 17 Equity members Claimants
Musical strength is also evident,
son, have generally done much betin the 'Macbeth' company partici- Ralph Forbes and Madge Kennedy.
male members has not been comNovel defense set up by Cochran ter business than those remaining puted, association not having broken 'Sons o' Fun,' Winter Garden, makpated in the presentation at Camp
Meade willingly and without the was that he made the contracts with in smaller towns. As anticipated, down the figures as to the number ing the best comeback recently and
is credited with nearly $27,000.
'By
slightest hint of coercion and intimi- the players long before there was the train, bus and other means of of women and men on the active
Jupiter,' Shubert eased off then
in
the cities has list
dation is in itself an answer to the gas rationing and tire shortage. He transportation
hopped back close to sellout busiallegation of 'undemocratic' activi- pointed out that the stymied transpor- helped the b. o. while the theatres
Number of people in the other ness. 'Star and Garter,' Music Box,
ties
the expense money which tation conditions prevented patrons battling it out in their regular rural talent unions now in the services is
we received for the four days we from visiting the theatre, midway spots have had to depend on the de- expected to be compiled soon. Of has been cleaning up from the start
Top bracketed musicals are This
were at Can^ Meade was substan- between Washington and Baltimore, creased auto patronage.
the Equity bunch, two are femmes
Several spots operating in war
Is the Army,' $47,500 out In front
tially equal to Equity's minimum and the season abruptly folded after
who joined the WAAC's.
since opening, while 'Stars on Ice,'
pay for the three performances a few weeks. House and adjacent production areas have found the atCenter, approaches capacity with
given and, incidentally, was far cafe were extensively remodeled tendance from war workers disapbetter than $34,000. Latter Is $1.65
more in excess of the expenses during the winter. Cochran's backer pointing. Reason is believed to be
that factory workers don't care for LIflLLE
top, but tbe,.other musicals are $4.40
which anybody could possibly incur being a wealthy icecream maker.

"dermine

Equity conditions
and
intimidation by the management....
nor were

tre

we permitted any oppor- when Equity, on behalf of
name members, sought a total

tunity whatever to rebut the falsehoods and malicious insinuations ap-

three

of $1,-

localities

lations

-

.

.

—

WINDS UP

while living at the Army Post."
'As .to the camp date: 'It was one
of the most thrilling experiences
that any one of us ever had; the
reception by the soldiers was a
glowing tribute to the legitimate
theatre and an impressive demonstration of the

need for

fine

Ada McFarland, Ernest
Graves and Alfred Paschall. Others
of the company could not be contacted, but were declared in
symKeats,

pathy.
It is understood that
Evans paid
the players expenses to the tune
of
around $2,000. He proposed touring
the camps next season, but Evans
has been inducted in the Army, with
a captain's rating and will organize

camp shows at remote posts. Evans,
an Englishman, became a U. S. citizen last fall.

LEGIT MGRS. BUSY SKED

WITH SHOW BIZ UNIONS
.

face

a

SAROYAN DOING 1-MAN
JOB WITH NEW PLAYS
William

Saroyan

of New York Theatres.
second
session
with the Association of

A

Agents and Managers, who seek a
pay boost of $25 weekly, was slated
for Monday (17), but was put over
until today (19).
League sUted that the voluminous

opened

his

double-decker, 'Across the Board on
Tomorrow Morning' and 'Talking to
You,' on schedule Monday (17). It
is the
first legiter of the oncoming season, consisting of two playlets.

Author-manager-director calls his
venture the Saroyan Theatre, but
does not entirely eliminate the noted
showmen identified with the house,
bottom of the daily ads identifying
it as the Belasco
Friday (14), after a bargain preview, Saroyan blew a fuse and fired
most of the managerial staff, including David Lowe, a youngster identified with a summer theatre Iqst year,
proving he was not the backer as
reported. Saroyan's explanation of
the temperamental explosion was
that 'I have to do the work myself.'
For the opening night the show was
$4.40 top, scale thereafter $3.30.
Saroyan, who sought to formulate
a pr&duction outfit in which nobody

busy would make any

several weeks, during which new or
revised contracts with no less than
four stage unions are expected to
be negotiated through the League

legit theatre fare for after-hours en-

preferring dances and
rotary- stock
ventures in Hartford and Bridgeport,
Conn., have flopped. What was intended as a regular stock policy at
the Bushnell auditorium, Hartford,
closed Saturady night (8) with 'No,
No, Nanette,' after only three weeks
tertainment,

films.

stage

entertainment in the camps.'. The
communication was signed by Miss
Anderson, Thelma Chandler, Ralph
Clanton,
Staats
Cotsworth,
Alex
Courtney, Paul A. Foley, Viola

Broadway managers

Because of the manager's explanathe decision has been delayed.

tion,

an angle
on the
boards, appears to be on his own.
He originally posted $1,000 with
Equity to guarantee salaries, at
which time he mentioned a letter
from the Shuberts to assure all
players' pay, but no such communibeing

to

get

profit,

many

plays

cation was received. Saroyan later
put up around $2,500 to cover salProduction
aries for two weeks.
cost around $12,500 or around 40%
more than he figured.

document which ATAM calls a new
agreement had to be. digested. That
work was completed Monday on their new deal with the League. An
which day, the managers sent back increase and some concessions were
a set of counter proposals. That
the agreed upon sometime ago, but the
showmen were not in accord with matter of the new scale being jnade
the ATAM ideas is certain, managers retroactive has not been settled.
classifying the changed pay and conDeckhands will hold a union meetditions as too drastic.
ing Sunday (23) to act on the manLeague committee huddled with agerial response.
Next week the
musicians union yesterday (Tues- managers are carded to treat with
day), demands from that direction
the Treasurers and Ticket Sellers
seeking a 20% pay boost. The stage- union in regards .to more pay and
hands are still angling to complete other objectives.

.

For

.

instance,

Musical comedy reof operations.
vivals drew favorable press comment, but failed to draw business.

How

Dimoata -Hart

and, with the resumption of "Let's

BEST OUTDOOR SEASON
Louisville, Aug. 18.
Six-week summer season of oper-

p'roduced under the generalmaiiagership of Frederick De Corettas,

dova

at

Iroquois

Amphitheatre,

wound up Sui^day

(16) in a blaze of
glory with a resounding $18,500
gross, topping all previous records,
'Rose Marie' was the piece, and did

Example of how dimouts, added to even better business than
'Blossom
gas and tire shortages, have clipped Time,' which
held the record 'until
attendance is seen at the Cape play- the final week.
house, C^nis, Mass. Spot is on the
Season was the most successful
seacoast, so there are severe regulations about lights.
As a result, au- from a financial standpoint in the
five years of the Amphitheatre histomobile traffic is further curtailed.
tory.
Season got underway July 6
The theatre has always been largely
with 'Vagabond King,' followed by
dependent on auto trade, so grosses
'Sweethearts,'
'No
No Nanette,'
have been disappointing. Business
'Blossom Time,' 'Naughty Marietta'
was distinctly better recently with
and closing with 'Rose Marie.'
Gertrude Lawrence appearing in
'Blossom Time' grossed $17,400.
Noel Coward's 'Fallen Angels.'
'Rose Marie' was most lavish proMaplewood Behind
duction of the season.
Principals
Maplcwood (N J.) theatre has been were Edward
Roecker, Marthe Errunning consistently behind last
roUe, Dean Dickens, Walter Donayear's business, the biggest take
hue, Gordon Dilworth, Nina Olivette,
coming from the recent 'Watch on Donnell O'Brien and
Edythe Benvthe Rhine,' with Mady Christians.
nett of the team of Garron and
Grosses have generally been dependBenriett
ent on the show, with auto patronage reduced, but many spectators
copie by train and bus. Gloria
Swanson disappointed in 'Reflected is highly variable, depending on the
show. Fred Stone pulled the best
Glory,'
Tallulah
Bankhead also

Face If Monday (17) at the Imperial
after
a four-week layoff,
there are five shows at that sckle.
That was not thought possible during summer.
'Porgy and Bess*
jumped last week, while the business at Carnegie Hall, with musical
revivals, is still a real surprise.

Among the ticket agencies it Is
claimed that business is the best In
nvany years, another surprise. There
are more shows running than In recent summers, but that doesn't explain the best agency trade since
the times when $5.50 and $6.60 top
revues h.eld the boards and brokers
could name their own price.

.

.

lOON' TO OPEN EARLY

Pin SEASON

AUG. 31

Pittsburgh, Aug. 18,
Town's lone legit site, Nixon, baa
pushed up its opening a week and
will launch new season Aug. 31 with
'Moon Is Down.' House 'rarely gets
going before mid-September, and
usually around first of October. Getaway show originally waS to have
been the Howard Lindsay-Russel
Crouse tryout of .'Strip for Action'
Labor Day night (Sept 7X

^'S'trip' figures it needs several days
of rehearsing on a full set and as a
gross so far this' summer in "You result won't preem until Sept
10,
Can't Take It With You' two weeks spending first part of the week in
ago,
but 'Petticoat Fever,' with dress rehearsals.
It'll
stick here
Princeton, which didn't operate
Michael Whelan and Haila Stoddard, through following week.
last summer, is doing well on a
started slowly.
four - nights - a - week policy, Jane
Scarsdale (N.Y.) theatre did more
Cowl having done the best busines.')
G.O.H.,
in 'Old Acquaintance.'
Attendance than capacity $9,500 several weeks
ago with Ethel Barrymofe in "The
is largely local, with a few people
Corn
Is Green,' but business there
coming from Trenton and New
Chicago, Aug. 18.
Next
uneven.
biggest
week
has
been
Brunswick, but few from PhiladelGrand Opera House, for years the
phia or other more remote com- was the opener, with Gracie Fields outstanding legit house here, and
vaude bill.
originally owned by the Four Comunities. The theatre expects to set heading a
Last week the spot had a tryout hans, has been leased as a picture
its season's record the week of Aug.
when Paul Robeson plays a 'The Rich Get Richer,' by Mary Hall. house to Galos Bros., group of nabe
17,
Reports from such scattered spots exhibitors.
This further cuts the
seven-perfOrmance engagement in
as Abington, Va.; Chatham, Mass.; number of available houses in the
'Othello.'
Bucks County Playhouse, which Woodestock, N. Y.; Stony Creek, city.
In recent years Chicago legit has
has moved for the season from its Conn.; and Cambridge, Mass.; have
regular stand at New Hope, Peu, to borne out the fact that strawhat biz lost the Adelphia, Woods, Garrick,
the Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Phila- on *the average is markedly >'below. Apollo, United Artists and Playhous«
to pictiires.
delphia, is getting by, but business last season's figures.
.

failed to draw in 'Little Foxes.'
'Pal Joey' was okay.

But

ChUoPii

.

.
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Liberty, whose management will be
separate and distinct from that of
the parent company. Liberty Magazines, Inc., is the name of the new
holding firm. Present size, format
For the first and' price (10c) of Liberty will be
the Will Hays code.
time the code will be published for maintained.
public edification.'
No changes in staff are contemplated, at least npt immediately.
Haddon Folding for Duration
Hunter, incidentally, continues as
Haddon Craftsmen, Inc.,- of Cam- publisher of Screenland Magazine,
den, N. J., one of the country's large Inc., which brings out Screenland,
book printing concerns, is liquidat- Silver Screen and Movie Show, all
ing and will close. down by the end fan publications.
of the year, according to announceMatthews, Trlple-Threater
ment Aug. 11 by C. E. Nicholson,
general manager. Speaking of it as
Herbert L. Mattheftvs, N. Y. Times
a 'war casualty,' Nicholson explained foreign correspondent in India, is set
one of the reasons for the step is for a three book deal with Harcourt
because 'we cannot compete with Brace.
Pact calls for a book on
war industries to get labor.'
Spain, which has been completed,
Representing .an investment of one on Italy which will be completed
$1,000,000, the platit has about 700 in India, and a Anal tome on Ghandiemployees and a yearly payroll, ap- land wlien he returns.
proximating $1,000,000.
Matson & Duggan set the deal.
'We feel that it is the wisest thing
to do, to liquidate at this time,'
Bradford's B. A.. Book
Nicholson said. 'Things are becomSax -Bradford, ex-staffer of the
ing increasingly worse in the print- Seattle Star, Is doing 'Buenos Aires,
ing industry, as it is impossible to 1942' for Harcourt Brace and then
compete with war industries.'
joins the Navy.
Although for years the labor turnHe is fresh back from B. A. where
over at the plant was virtually nil, he was on the U. S. consulate staff.
Nicholson said, 'Lately there has
And GetUng It
been a virtual, parade of workers
going from us into war industries,
Elmer Roessner, ex-PM city editor
where they have been attracted by and .currently with the Publications &
higher wages and overtime.'
Graphics unit of the OWI, waived
Many of the plant's employees have all exetnptlons to get a lA rating
been working there since the busi- from, his draft board.
ness started iii 1920. Por a number
He has a son in the armed forces
of years, Haddon Craftsmen printed but craved action.
many of the country's leading magazines, but in later years the business
LITEBATI OBITS
was changed to the exclusive manuWilliam E. Donahue, 66, newspaEacli year the perman, died Au"g. 12 In N. Y. He
facture' of books.
plant turned out more than 5,000,000 had been a court reporter for the
books.
N. Y. City News Service before Its
Nicholson said_ the sales and service dissolution last Feb.
John Patrick Lally, 50, novelist
organization located in' New York
and newspaperman, died Aug. 11 in
would be continued.
Chicago. For the past 10 years he
Combat Writers Finish Training had been fiction editor of the ChiFouirteen Washington newspaper- cago' Daily News.
Alberto L. Sohweyer, 40, Cuban
men have completed their training
as combat correspondents with the. journalist, died Aug. 12 in Havana,
They carry Cuba. He had been a director of
U. S. Marine Corps.
military Pais, Havana newspaper.
plus
typewriters
their
equipment, and photographers are
Charles B. Hill, 65, publisher of
assigned to work with them. Ger- The Rankin Independent, weekly
man Army 'follows this policy, as- publication of Rankin, III,, died Aug,
signing combat reporters with im- 15 in. that city,
portant military units and writi(jg
Alfred Anderson, 73, Negro author
what will be eventually incor-- and editorial writer for the Chicago
porated into an official Berlin his- Defender, died Aug. 15 In Rochestory of the war.
ter, Minn.
Washington Post men with the
George G. Felgl, 75, editor and
Marines are Seicond Lieut. Earl J. publisher of the former N. Y. PoliWilson, former assistant city editor; tical Review, died Aug. 15 In New
Samuel S'tavisky, photographer Irv- York. He -was author of the book,
ing Schlossenberg, "Alfred Lewis, 'Life of Tammany.'
John Gerrily and Robert Kirby.
Winslow Mead, 78, former editor
From the Washington Star are Jere- of the Rochester, N. Y. Democrat
miah A. O'Leary, Jr., and Jlichard and Chronicle, died Aug. 15 in Palo

Literati
Reward

Cissy's

for Informer

Eleanor (Cissy) Patterson, publisher
of the Washington Times-Herald,
has offered a $1,000 reward for the

anonymous letter
writer who has been soliciting advertisers to withdraw lineage from
Identity

an

of

Also promises to prosecute the culprit under Criminal Law
which provides a $5,000 fine and not
th6n
ten years imprisonment
more
for conspiracy.
The offending letter, received by
an advertiser and relayed to Cissy,
Eaid in part:
has
'The New York newspaper
been exposing for some time the
axis line used by the publishers of
News
Y.
the Chicago Tribune, N.
the T-H.

PM

and Washington. Times-Herald. PM
has printed not witty little essays
or theoretical fancies, but documented proof that a definite dangerous parallel propaganda of de.

featism exists between the editorial
page of these three papers and the
official Axis propaganda eminating
from Berlin and Tokyo.
'New^apers, good and bad, exist
mainly from advertising revenue.
Advertising makes the newspapet.
Take away advertising and the paper becomes flaccid and impotent.
As an important company which invests thousands and thousands of
dollars in advertising, your firm is
in a position to do important harm
to a newspaper by withdrawing Ms
It
planned advertising lineage.
would not be too difficult a matter
to shift advertising or at least a
bulk of it— from one newspaper to
another; it would be a striking blow
to the newspaper losing the lineage.'The Times-Herald has a large cirtulation indeed, but why select advertising-media on the basis of -cirYou wouldn't adculation alone?
vertise in a German bund newspaper
-

'

—

Worker or a Ku Klux
Klan publication. Why place your
advertising in a newspaper that does
everything in its power to light the
President and his direction of the
or the Daily

war program.
'Hitler

is

our enemy.

Don't aid

who

those

money

Stop giving
aid Hitler.
to Hitler's helpers.'

Conple of

OWI

Switches

.

.

•

.

.

'

Strawhat Reviews
EVENING RISE

a sort of curator of the works of
Shakespeare. Occasion is the birth
anniversary of the bard In April
1942, and a few guests assembled
are celebrating In appropriate Elizabethan garb. A mysterious coffinshaped box has arrived and placed
in the cellar, and while guests are
In another part of the house, a gangHarmon, Don McHenry, Mary Farrell, ster who had occupied the place in
Mary Orr, Harry Young, Johnny Heath, prohibition days slips in looking for
Clalro Luce, Harrison Dowd, Bruce ^Inne, the box, thinking it to be a shipment
David Slevers, Cervt" Slaughter,. Edward of booty that had been sent
to his
Broadley ni.J Elizabeth K. Grlmball.
old address by mistake. Box turns
but to contain the earthly remains
While no great originality can be of Shakespeare.
'Evening
Rise'
proves
claimed for it,
The bard 'comes to life, woos the
to be an entertaining small comedy
professor's daughter and among other
in which the background, at least, Is
things .^ttles a controversy between
not hackneyed. Also in its favor is
the prof and a colleague on the
that it offers Claire Luce a service- Shakespeare-Bacoh question.
able role for her "return to the AmerExpert staging keeps interest alive
ican stage, which hasn't seen her
two-and-a-halt-nour span of
for
since of 'Mice and Men.'
play and scenic effects lay a proper
Story is the fairly familiar one of foundation. Fine performances are
a showgirl taken up by a fast-living turned in by the troupe. Lawrence
society crowd arid alternately being Dobkin, in the role of the bard,
assaulted by the men and snubbed convinces that there is a place in
Id the end the girl the theatre f<)r this lad.
by. the women.
Robert
puts her social 'superiors' in their Hartung, as the professor; Nancy
place by demonstrating that she Lee Keith,
daughter;
John
his
knows more about good sportsman- Fletcher, his colleague; Bert Greenship than they do.
berg, Scotland Yard man, all handle
A rustic fishing lodge in the Cats- major support capably. Author
kills and the banks of a trout stream Rablner effectively underplays a- deprovide settings for the lightweight tective sergeant tor good laughs.
Bone.
plot Lingo of the characters has to
do with files, spiders, Spinoza rods
and other technical terms associated
with angling, and everybody, except
the heroine, who calls herself April
Day, would rather fish than eat. The
^^cbntlnaed from page 4.'^%
authors seeni to know their stuff pis-

Woodstock, N. Y., Aug.

Comedy

relations director for the Office of
Price Administratioiil Horton, former
Scripps-Howard staffer, who has
been bossing all publicity for emergency war agencies for more than a

—

—

.

took

.

charge of publicity for the
numerous units making up the Office
for Emergency Management. When.
his tar-flung press organization was

publisher of the N. Y. Post, refuses
to confirm or deny that she contemplates a libel suit against the Washington Times-Herald (Cissy Pattersplit up by President Roosevelt this son) because of the raking she took
spring, he moved into the job .as in the T-H's Sunday feature, 'Having
boss of Davis' press information
Wonderful Time.*
®
lorce.
The ''Wonderful Time' feature in
T-H is Cissy Patterson's way of getting back at her 'enemies,' princiStory Assist to Metro
Warner Bros, story editor, Jake pally interventionists who have been
critical of her isolationistic stance.
Wllk, gave a Chilean whodunit theme
Sunday feature has
Idea to Bennett Cerf, president of 'The lengthy

A

WB

Play on B'way

catorially,^

Corporal

Charlotte (N. C.)

Hargrove,

News

feature edi-

tor and now staffer on Yank, Army
newspaper, who authored book on
army life, entitled 'See H^e, Private
Hargrove,' columned for the News,
while training at Fort Bragg, N. C,
and used some of newspaper material
for his book.
Guy "V. Miller, former editorial
least.
writer on the Pittsburgh Press, Ras
been promoted to the rank of^ lieuLiberty's Publisher Switch
A subsidiary company to Macfad- tenant colonel and made a member
den Publications, Ihc, has been of the general division staff at Fort
formed to talie over the management Jackson, Columbia, S. C. Long ac
of Liberty Magazine. Paul C, Hunter, tive in the National Guard, MiUef'
who for the past 10 years has been was called up as a captain when the
head' of Screenland Magazine, Inc., Guard was absorbed by the Army,

Random House, who in turn gave it minced no words in attacking Henry
to Elliat t'aul, author.^of RH's cur-, R. Luce, Ralph Ingersoll, Walter
rent best seller, 'The Last Time I 'WihcHell and Mrs. Barker," with
Saw Paris,' Paul, in two days, came others to come. Some of the alleged
back with the mystery meller half 'inside stuff' printed In 'Wonderful
completed and will finish it up on Tirne' has been startling, to say the
the Coast.

Being under Metro contract, that
first reject on Paul's .whoalthough inspired by a WB

dunit,

executive.
'With a Hays Nonny-Nohny' is the
of Elliot Paul's forthcoming
book, primed for the Xmas trade, reprising six tales from the Old Testitle

tdifient; dohfe 'oVti'"t6-

6oWfoM

'wltli' is the

new

president dh(l'pUbIlthei"of

and

paint

an .amusing

Board on

morrow Morning

•

ond stanza, but she has designed a Maxwell Bodenheim, who has one
comfortable lodge interior for I and raving speech.
They kept him in
IIL
shadow.
Paul.

TALKING TO YOU

Smith of Stratford
(TALE DBAMA DEPT.)
New

Fantasy

In

Second and concluding playlet on the
Saroyan bill, scened In a basement room
oh O'Farrell street, San Francisco.

Haven, Aug.

13.
three nets by Charles Rablner.

Directed by Frank McMullan; setting by
Frank Bevan; technical production by Ed"^^
"KhUns by Stanley Mc
Candlcss. S""'
Presented at University theatre
is' Department of Drama, Yale Schoor
or Fine Arts. Aug. 12-14. "42

?""2,

"'"'ert
Hartung,
T.r£fi'"r.9'L""'"
laabol Erichsen, Nancy Lee Keith, Berent
Priele -John Fletcher, William P. Sheldy

^'"""°'

Chirles'sawSerr'""'''

Lois Bannermnn
Peter Beauvola
Irving Morrow

The Dream Dancer
The Crow
The Tiger

Canada

Blackstone Boulevard

The Deaf Boy
Fancy Dan
Magglr
The Midget

l>ee

Jules Irfnl

Lewis Charles
McOulnness

Lillian

Andrew RatousheR

If the audience dfdn't know what
first playlet was about, it certainly wasn't enlightened about the

the

second. Some with an insight on inMarking an innovation In Yale volved writing may think It deals
theatrical history, Eli drama depart- with evil forces which are unnecesment climaxed its initial summer sary. Fair enough.
semester with a major production
Canada Lee is aeliin-the main man,
that provided a nice workout for this time a heavyweight boxer trainmugg in that city, rated the cover, a large personnel. University's ac- ing for a boxing match. He percelerated program due to war con- spired enough during the first sketch
as well as a six-column story, in
ditions offered a six-weeks summer and cerUinly shed fluid in 'Talking,
last issue of Bulletin-Index, Pitts- term
as a speedup for department's hut had it.^1 over those out front
burgh class weekly.
curriculum.
Ijecause he'piMx wore trunks.
Bob Madry, veteran North. Caro
Original as to conception and
Playlet coulff^have been called
lina newspaper man and now direc
amusing
as
to
accomplishment, 'Hold That Tiger,' for there is a charSmith' presents a pleasing inter- acter called The Tiger, who Is a
tor of the University of North CaroIts commercial blind fellow in love with Maggie,
lina's official news bureau, has been lude of escapology.
.possibilities, however, may be limit- who has no lines (a familiar Saroyan
elected mayor of the university viled by the fact that its appeal is trick). There is a runaway kid who
lage of Chapel Hill, N. C,
primarily, to the intelligentsia, to is deaf whom Blackstone Boulevard
former
Marion

.

studio has

acts,

Topicture of life among this trout-nutty. Across the
Plot, as Indicated abo^e, has less to'
recommend it in the way of freshness, though it turns up an occasional lively episode, particularly in
the second act where April's misad- most of the talking also do most of
- The
theme line is
ventures while 'frying to learn fly the drinking.
In one or
casting achieve the sparkle and pace 'Gimme another drink,'
which the rest of the play frequently two of Lee's long-distance pnonologs.
Jack and Charlie's place (21 ) is menlacks.
tioned so often that it was- thought
Miss Luce, who ^vas trouping for they have a piece of the show.
the armed forces in England up till
There are also such lines as 'people
a few months ago, makes April a stink' (maybe he changed his mind
forthright and a highly attractive
about "The Beautiful People'), At
young lady. Her appearance at one one point a fellow says that, accordpoint in oversized fishing togs bor- ing to tomorrow's paperp, everybody
rowed from her host lends an ap- is dead and have been for 1,942 years.
pealing comic touch to a generally The street (East 52d) has disapspirited performance.
The men in peared, just after a girl enters about
the company figure mainly as foils
She exits to the
to have a baby.
fpr Miss Luce and receive adequate kitchen, where twtf Filipinos act a^
representation at the hands of Ivan delivering doctors. , Few minutes
Triesault, Johnny Heath, Don Mclater the infant is grown to manhood.
Henry, Harry Young and Bruce Anyhow, there is a miracle and the
Winne. Mary Orr, who under the street is supposed to reappear. Charname of Ann Caswell is listed as-co- acters leave the chief protagonist
author, plays a secondary role grace- alone in the joint, until an indicated
fully.
In an adolescent part which prostie arrives and rescues the felcould easily become objectlouable, low. Through it all Lois Bannerman
Dickie Van Patten comports' himself sits in an elevated alcove and strums
with saving humor. Edward Durst is her harp, now and then. Irving Morgood as a sullen butler, Harrison row speaks most of the theories,
Dowd scores in a brief bit as a jus- whatever they are. Only excuse for
tice of the peace, and Mary Farrell
Alto, "Calif,
the title is at the close, when the
Wesley Barr, 61, associate editor, does a venomous portrait of April's bartender tells the taxi driver that
Los Angeles Herald-Express, died jealous hostess.
he has a tip on a horse -called ToStaging limitations keep Lisa Jalo- morrow Morning and the mugg says
Aug. 18, in Glend'ale, CaL He had
bien with the sheet 30 years as city wetz's outdoor setting, the river he will play it across the board. Cast
bank, from allowing all the necessary of the playlet includes the one-time
editor
public relations head and
scope for the action in script's sec- 'flaming' -Greenwich "Village writer,
political writer.

Washington TimesMurphy.
Herald contributed John White, William Frank, Samuel Shaffer, Sidney
Epstein
and Arthur E. Meilke.
Washington News suppliM P^ter
year.
Margolies and Francis J. Acosta.
Smith,' who became director of the
Gen.
Robert L. Denig,
"Brig.
Navy's press staff last fall, was given UlS.MiC, originated the idea of havIWargaret Wade, 82, society releave of absence and returned to in- ing such a division of combaf porter in the N. Y. Times' Washactive status to take over the job writers.
ington Bureau, for over 40 years,
of chief of the OWI news bureau.
died Aug. 16, in Otisville, N. Y.
He has been on duty with the rank Kaufman, Hart Vice Versa Profiles
of lieutenant commander. Under the
CHATTER
Moss Hart has 'profiled' George S.
recent consolidation and transfer of Kaufman, and GSK dittoed a pen
The Raleigh (N. C.) News & Obvarious emergency outfits. Smith will portrait of his favorite playwriting server has sent 22 men Into the miliestablish general news policies and collaborator,. as the keynote of Ran- tary service since war was declared.
supervise issuance of releases for a dom House's forthcoming 'Six Plays
William geabrook's 'No Hidin'
large group of Federal units.
by Kaufman & Hart,' to which Place' which Harcourt Brace Is
Horton first with the Maritime Brooks Atkinson, the dramatic critic, bringing out this fall is an autobiog,
Commission after leaving S-H about has written .the foreword.
not a biographical work as prefive years ago
has been a key man
RH is also publishing S. N. Behr- viously reported.
in publicity for war agencies since man's new play, 'The Pirate'; HowRobert W. Mitchell, editor of the
Grouse's Rutland CVt.) Herald, elected presi1939. He headed the public relations ard Lindsay and Rufsel
staff for the old National Defense 'Strip for Action,' and Sidney Kingsdent of Its publishing firm, the HerAdvisory Commission, shifted to the ley's new play, tentatively titled 'Mr, ald & Globe Association, succeeding
Office of Production Management, Jefferson.'
William Field, resigned because of
where he supervised production of
his enlistment. In the Army.
some of the first propaganda films
Harold "V. Cohen, drama editor of
Mrs. Backer Non-Commiltal
put out by the Governrtent, and then
Mrs. George (Dorothy) Backer, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and '"Variety'
J.

thre«

-

"

Major changes last week in Elmer
newly created Office of War
Information put Paul C. Smith, editor and general manager of the San
Francisco Chronicle, In the top news
«pot, and the simiiltaneous transfer
of Robert W. Horton to post of press
Davis'

14.

four scenes, by
Reginald Denbnm and Xnn Caswell. Scenic
Presented by
Lisa Jalowetz.
designer,
Woodstock playhouse, Robert Blwyn, director, «l Woudetock. N. Y., JCug. 13,
Edwnrd Durat, Phlllppa Bevans,
Cast:
Ivan Triesault, Dickie Van Patten, Helen
in

and'

latfei-'ljeiiafe'e'-rt 'tflaitir.-

'•'•'

whom it offers, if not a substantial
meal, at least a very satisfying desPlot not only gets to first base,
it even touches second and third—
but is tagged out on the slide for
the plate.
Whatever else may be an outcropping of this work, ft does establish the fact that Charles Rablner

sert.

(Lee)

adopts as his

little

brother,

Is white. The
a Mexican guitarist with
Dan Is a felon just out
threatening with a gun

though the youngster

Crow

is

lines. Fancy
of jail and is
for -a time.
"

He leaves but comes back chased
by a midget, representing the law, or
maybe the Gestapo. The small percan create interesting situations and son also has a gun but Instead of
write clever, as well Bs sentimental, using it on the bad man he shoots
dialog. He wields a pen that spouts Bldckstone, who tries to aid the
with equal facility laugh lines of quaking fellow called Fancy Dan.
the Elizabethan period and humor Midget Is Andrew Ratousheff, clever
in the modern idiom.
Passages little Russian who was a favorite or
mouthed by a character representing the late Morris Gest and showed
the shade of the immortal bard com- with a troupe at the World's Fair.
-

bine with a romanticism that

is

cap-

tivating.

Play is laid in the N. Y. hon)e
of Prof, Hartley, authority on 'and

Title Is based on the numberless
times that the fighter asks the deaf
can hear him, .
kid whether•'he '•'•
"

'

"

•

Ibce.
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P^RiEff

&nd Us manaffer, John Maganottl, to
Jersey Ar '
xouple of weeks «f

New

fishing.

ae Weber
being

ill

CHATTER
strawhat stand

London

'

Sid Jacobs, WB district manager,
back at his office altpr in Harrisburg helping his parents
Joe (Will) Collins (& Grade) confor months.
celebrate their golden wedding anni- fined to his home with ulcerated former

home

at

prez J. C. Stein plans spendYork this lall.
ing more time in New

MCA

versary.

stomach.'

Melanie LeBeau will be Casino's
Lew Stone band playing return
stripper when house gets date at Green's Playhouse, Glasgow,
going again next Vreek after summer for month of February, 1943.
Proser at the Piping Rock, Saratoga. shutdown.
Death reported of Frank Day, a
niMi-Bernadette
Marlier,
Singing BiUy Sherr and his
sister
of
Sheraton hotel George Marlier, Harris circuit artist, Pilot Officer in the Air Force, and
dolin clicking on
son of Nat Day, the vaude agent
appointed to WAAC officers school
roof.
Broadcasting of Tom Arnold's revue, 'Sky High,' by BBC has upped
Maior John Zanft, head of A. & S. at Des Moines.
for
Ex-chorine Claire Cupps to Camp grosses from $8,000 to near $12,000.
LyoSJ N. Y. office, to the Coast
Edwards, Mass., to join her better
Dow Biegun, first cousin to Edtwo-month stay.
40th half, Lieut. Tom Rice, former r Jes ward G. Robinson, is attached to the
Bobby Caark; celebrates his' next
manager at Wm. Penn hotel,
stage
local Zionist organization as lecthe
on
anniversary
Jackie McCarthy, formerly with turer.
Wednesday, (26).
IQaron Elliott has replaced Ted
,
After Leven weeks absence, Forlieutenant
a
appointed
Miley
Jack
Perry as featured singer with sythe, Seamon and Farrell are back
reserve and ordered to acArthur Brown

is assistant

Monte opening

to

in naval
(17).
tive duty Monday
One N. y. agent is getting a terpals because of
rific ride from his
the torch he's carrying.
Donald Davis, younger son of
Owen Davis. Sr., is an ensiga Owen,
the army.
Jr., is already in
Bad eyesight will probably keep
Harry Kichman out of the flying

which he's trying.
Hie murdered gambler, Robert B.
Greene, was slated to take over the

renewing

ar ound the old
at

WWSW here

him.

Baenos Aires
By Bay

service for

new Panama

casino of a

hotel.

home
when

acquaintances
town. He was
Heidt grabbed

Josephs

Comic Pepe Arias signed by Luml-

'

ton Films.

San Miguel finished 'Sendas CruzaMose Gumble back in New York
midwest and Coast biz das' ('Crossed Paths').
Harms, Remick & Witmark.
Francisco Alvarez renewed twoCarroll saw This Is the year pact with Sono Film.
write
to
him
Army," which inspired
Indie San Bias contracted with
a lyric entiUed The Belles of St, Sono Film for distribution deal.
Mary's.'
Company of Jose Leon Pagano
A national weekly has ordered opened at Comedia with 'Cartas de
'Baked Alaska' autobiog piece by Al Amor.'
following

trips for

Earl

Jolson, detailing his igloo trek recently.
After filing his application in 1928,

Maria Soffici to Concordia for exon "Tres Hombres del Rio'
(Three River Men').
Tino Hosetti, pianist, signed by
Comedia
Cordoba for series
bership.
Paul Murphy, manager of Loew's there and in interior.
Ziegfeld, on extended leave of abWiUredo Giminez, Chilean writer,
sence due to illness. No successor signed with Lumiton for pic to be
teriors

bandman-songwriter Ray WjQkerhas
just been elected to ASCAP mem-

Teatro'

yet appointed.

directed by Carlos

Hugo

Christehsen.

The Saratoga slough on gambling
Piccoii puppets completed longview of reports of
term run here~after more than 500
wide open, more consecutive
performances at Teatro

was inevitable, in
'eveisdthing being

than ever before?
Last of three Satevepost stories on
the Hollywood 10%ers, by Alva
Johnston, salutes Abe Lastfogel for
his

Army camp

shows.

Pvt Ben Washer, recently drafted
and- assigned to 'This Is the Army,'
go out in advance of the show.
He's a veteran theatrical publicist
'Ice-C^pades,' first rink revue of
season, opens at Madison Square
Garden Sept 4. Same spot gets the
annual rodeo championships Oct. 7.

'will

.

Casino.

passed 200-performance
mark at Liceo with company of
'Sixteen'

Maria Gamas and Socorrito Gonzales.
VLas played several other houses before moving to present location.

Amanda

Ledesma

and

Alberto

Vila started virork on 'Manana me
Suicido' (Tomorrow I'll Commit SuiMegging by Carlos
cide') at EFA.
Schliper with story by Enrique C.

Tunon.

Carlos Borcosque started work at
Arthur Willi, RKO talent scout, on
Vermont and New Hampshire Sono Film on 'Incertidumbre' (Unstrawhat trail. Last trip this season. certainty') with Pedro Lopez. Lagar,
Maria Duval and Carlos Cores. Story
'So- far has found nothing startling.
Enrique Araorin and Roman Goby
Judy Canova planed to the Coast
yesterday for story confab at He- mez Masla.
Luis Saslavsky began work at
public; due l>ack east Sunday to
pick up her vaude tour in Boston.' Baires on 'Cenizas al Viento' ('Ashes
to the Winds') with Berta SingerEddie Cantor has shifted -to
after being long with Wm. Morris man .(debuting in fllms)^ Olinda Boagency. Cantor's sbh-in-law, Jimmy zan, Maria Duval, Santiago Arrieta
JifcHugh, Jr, is with
on the and Tita Merello.
Luis Cesar Amadorl shooting 'Bajo
Coast.
Mark Wilson was hurt in a motor- un Angel del Cielo' ('An Angel Came
car accident in Atlantic City last Down from Heaven') for Sono. It's
week, but this week will return to adapted from French comedy, 'BiPhiladelphia, where he press agents chon,' of Jean de Letraz. WUl star
Shubert shows.
Zully Moreno and French actor Louis
Cniet Wood and Bob Forrest, ex- Jouvet
Metro songsmiths, have authored a
new operetta which agent George
Wood has up for Broadway managerial consideration.
^ Washington
Cosmopolitan for September has
yarn by Victor Rosen on 'The LindHelen Hamilton reopens her class
says,' Howard and his wife, Dorothy
Troika nitery with Cynda Glenn as
Stickney, who are
the

MCA

MCA

•

.

>

in

"Life

With

Father* (Empire, N. Y.).
Vet songwriter Joe McCarthy reported feeling
at bis upstate
N. Y. farm, where he has been resting. Music biz touts Joe, Jr., as havhiggreat lyric-writing talent
Theatrical colony at Lou Samuels'
Sea Glades, Atlantic Beach, including
the Jimn^ Stroocks, Irvin Marks
and Lee Shubert, gave a birthday
party Sunday (18) to Mudgy Bloom.

OK

headliner.

William Gordon of RKO studio
huddled this week with Army and
Navy on new features.
Edgar Bergen, without Charlie McCarthy, huddling with Marine Corps
over assignment in the service.
Milton Shubert losing weight lining up 750 for committee to run
Washington's Stage Door Canteen.

National theatre installed its own
cooling system. Blew in $800 on
monster fans which did a nice job.
Bernie Harrison, drama editor of
Times-Herald, gets 60-day deferment
Helen Hayes, Charles from his draft board pending Navy
.MacArthur and flock of names will commission as "ensign.
Bill PowelL an^ his wife, Diana
be on hand.
Lewis, slipped into town quietly.
Were caught by the autograph

Bernard Shedd and WilTGeer in

charge of talent arrangements for
Ttockland Riot,' to b* given at the

Clarkstown country
Saturday

Y,
War ReUet

N.

(22),

club,

Nyack,

for Russian

By Hal Cohen
Howard Addelsberger subbing for
Bob Taylor at Senator

vacationing
theatre.

Stanley
dickering with Jackie
Cooper for a week but no deal's
been set yetJim DiMauro, former Vintondale
and Jerome exliib, now a bombardier
in Australia.

Annual Variety Club goU tournament set for 'WUdwood CC next
Monday (24).

Henry Miller, arranger for staff
band at KDKA, recovering In Passavant ho^ital from an operation,
manager of Loew's
e.i^?'*.
Providence, R. L, home
„i
visltlngthe folks on his vacation,
^''o married dancer

rr
Key
Taylor before he went into the
Army, is now stationed in Hawaii

<3uy Wonders' death a shock to his
nock of irlends here. He was first

""^apM

local Stanley theatre had.
Covato, Villa Madrid owner,

the

entertaining

-

45

repre-

Hollywood
Jacobs Bond celebrated her

Clarrle

drama school man- 80th birUiday.
Ed Cole's shoulder.^.
Bela Lugosi

Yale

agerial duties on

from Miami Air Force school and

to Chicago to play
'Dracula' on the stage.
Cecil B. DeMille observed his eiet
birthday by working as usual.

transfer to
Harrisburg.

business sessions in Ne^jv York.

Word comes to Capt Thornton
Wilder's home here of his graduation
Intelligence

school

.

Herbert

at

Abbott and Costello to play Labor
at Steel Pier Music

Mark Wilson, p.a. for Hamid's
Million Dollar Pier, suffered scalp
laceration when struck by auto Fri-

Yates returned from

Eugenie (Jinx) Falkenburg Is how
Jinx Falkenburg by an act of Su-

Day weekend
Hall.

J.

Robert Sterling, film actor, hospitalized with throat infection.
Ruth Clifford, star of silent films,
working as an extra at Warners.
James Ellison laid up with flu after
collapsing on a set at 20th-Fox.

Atlantic City
By MUdred CarUr

day

perior

Court

(14).

-

-

-

-

'

St

'

'

.'

—

New Ha?en

Radioman
daughter.

Bill

Farley has a

New Rainbow Room

theatrel.

By Harvld H. Bane

new

hounds at La Salle du Bois.
Don Cossacks booked for Hamden
Mary Healy and June Preisser, Auditorium Sept 21.
soon going into 'Count Me In' for the
Frank McMuUan holidaying from
Shuberts, called at Catholic U., Yale drama department duties,
where the musical originated.
Ronnie Hammond mulling a second
Tliey could have used traffic cops tryout for his nearby Stony Creek
on F street Thursday, where "Mrs. strawhat.
Miniver' and Tommy Dorsey's band
I. J. Hoffman and Harry Sliaw coopened in the same Loew block.
chairmaning show biz September
Tommy Dorsey's band drafted for bond drive.
a bond-selling concert on the District
Sherman Germaine has taken over
building steps Monday (17). Tony assistant manager's post at the ColPastor's band scheduled for similar lege theatre.
stunt Aug. 31.
Jimmie Cook handling vaude end
Edward Arnold and Fay Bainter of' big Police Field Day today
coining to town for the Capitol's (Wednesday).
world premiere of 'War and Mrs.
Paramount manager IiOU SchaeHadley,^ scheduled for Sept 24. fer's boy. Bob, on duty in the
They're featured in pic.
Australia-Solomon rumpus.
C. C. C^ppell is one of the busiest
Removal of 'WICC's local station
men in town. Running his own con- will probably kill off Yale drama
cert bureau and booking classical department outlet this fall.
singers
and instrumentalists for
Burial services held here Saturday
Camp Shows, Inc., circuit
(15) for Oliver Edwards, former
Eddie Keller and Percy Booth, at manager of S. Z. Poll theatres.
Shubert manager Leonard Sang
National boxoffice, passed out $2,500
in tickets on openmg day of sale for hopping into New York these days,
bookings for the new
iteboards
arranging
•My Sister Eileen.' With p?
scaled at $1.50 top it meant a busy season.
Milton, ^l^«fers,e;kr9f;l^tion pf,b^
day.
.

Ivoryton

Frank Scully campaigning for Lucien A. Sauvage for a Hollywood
assemblyma.n.
Betty Stockfleld, stage' and screen
Lieut James Stewart transferred
Army
Air Forces have taken over
actress, married in London July 14
Runnymede hotel on Park place and from California to New Mexico as
to Commander A. St John Edwards Richfield
hotel on
S.
Kentucky bombardier in air force.
of the Royal Navy.
Maureen O'Hara left the hospital
avenue
Mrs. Churchill and 10,000 others
Warner theatre, 5,000-seater on to recuperate from surgery.
attended baseball match between Boardwalk, will be scene of 'Miss
Marshall Ross resigned as head -of
Canada and the U. S. at Wembley America' beauty pageant Sept 8 to Republic's studio legal staff.
Stadium Aug. 3 in aid of the Red 13. Bob Russell will emcee.
Patricia King, film actress, diCross.
Max Kendrick reojpened 500 Cafe, vorced Louis King, screen director.
D'Oyly C^rte Opera Co. is claim- formerly operated by the late Phil
Hobart Bosworth, star of early
films, celebrated his 75th birthday.
ing. $40,000 from Government for Barr as 500 Club.
wardrol>es and scenery damaged in
Norman Newman shifted from CoSylvia Froos heads new revue
one of London blitzes nearly two which opened at Bath and Turf lumbia exchange to Warners theatre
department
years ago.
Club Saturday (15).
Lionel Atwill re-indicted on a perLeslie Abbott, son of John Abbott
Glenn Miller to plav Labor Day
of Francis, Day & Hunter, has been weekend on Hamid's Pier. Mai Hal- jury charge in connection with a
granted a commission after serving lett began week's engagement SuU' wild house party.
overseas with the RAF, being now a day (16).
Buster CoUier next week starts
pilot officer.
Samuel Gumpertz. general man- agenting for William Morris on a
Ronald Frankaii has complete re- ager of Hamid^s Pier, ordered all move from Feldman-Blum.
Grcorge Bagnall moved his United
vue all ready to staf himself and employees fingerprinted,
wife, Benee Roberts. May be sponGeorge A, Hamid, Jr., son of pier Artists quarters' from the Goldwyn
sored by Leslie Grade, the agent, for operator, commissioned an ensign lot to General Service studio.
Edgar Bergen made arrangements
the West End.
and left for active duty Friday (14).
News of Fay Compton's fourth
CoL Robert P. Glassburn, com- for a tour of Alaskan camps through
marriage has leaked out.
New- manding officer of Army Air Forces Hollywood Victory and the U. S.'
comer is Ralph Michael, 9 young ac- here, issued statement asking civilians Navy.
Joe Nadel moved Into General
tor who has returned to the stage not to buy drinks for soldiers in
Service studios as production mananiterles on the ground such wellafter a spell in the RAF.
Charles Coborn celebrated his BOth meant hospitality usually gets the ger for Charles R. Rogers on 'The
Powers Girl.'
birthday digging in his vegetable soldier himself into trouble.
Alberta Dawn, film actress, drew
garden and singing his. The Man
$100 weekly temporary alimony,
Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo'
pending trial of her divorce siUt
Loois
at a concert given in his honori
against Jack Dawn, studio makeup
Edie Wakefield, Douglas, jr., and
By Sam X. Hnrst
man.
Gracie, wife, son ..and daughter of
Jeanette MacDonald, back from
Douglas Wakefield, brother-in-law of
Max Bernstein, native harmonica four
weeks of Army camp appearGracie Fields, expected back from player, has joined 'Roller Vanities
of ances, preparing for a fall concert
Hollywood after two-year stay.
1942.'
tour of 12 cities for the Army EmerElizabeth Allan and Rosalind BoulEarl Carroll gave a local 0.0. to gency Relief Fund.
ter lead all-femme cast of Thousands several candidates for
places in his
—
of Summers,' a play on the lonely revue soon to open in Chicago.
wives of fighter pilots in the RAF.
Dick Zeisler in town preppirg tor
Set for London production in Sep- the opening of the Grand, sole bur'
Miami
tember.
lesk liouse here, on Friday (21).
Although announced nearly two
By I.eslle Burli
Henry Hoffman, asst. mgr. of the
years ago that Willilam O'Bryen Municipal Theatre Assn., exhibiting
a
(Linnet & Dunfee), a Major in the membership card in the Lambs Club.
Coburn Clark's band now at 600
Army, is out of firm, his name has
Thugs blew a safe In the ^st St Club.
only just been deleted from all firm's Louis office of the local I,B,E.W. last
Tom Williams now managing
activities.
w.eek and escaped with $700 in cash. Clover Club.
Sydney Howard to appear for first
Frank Malone appointed news' ediProducers Releasing Co. now in
time in years in farcical play, for new quarters on film row.
Noah tor of WIOD.
Firth Shepard who, contrary -to ru- Bloomer, BellevIUe, HI., exhib. Is the
Mme. Zaza now headquartering it
mors, still has him imder contract, local franchise holder.
the Club Bali.
with Rene Ray to play one of the
Jack Anderson is new radio editor
Wearing a corsage made up of radio
lead femmes.
tubes presented by a soldier, Jean- of Miami Herald.
Geraldo has been appointed hon- ette MacDonald- gave a two-hour
Pago Pago Room has folded. Only
orary musical adviser to the Mar- concert for soldiers in training at bar remaining open.
quess of Queensberry Club, which Scott Field, 111.
Several beach pubs reported ready
has taken over the late London CaJohn Ward, business manager for to throw In the sponge.sino to give free entertainments to the Mimicipal Tlieatre Assn., will
Phil Napoleon handling stick comall connected with the Service.
take a short vacation before return- bo at Frolic's dance hall.
Michael Redgrave given leave ing to the Mimicipal Auditorium,
Arthur Sichwartz is new assistant
from the Navy to appear in a new where he heads the b.o. force.
manager of the Olympla theatre.
Patrick Hamilton play, 'Duke In
Army Air Corps mum on Clark
Constance 'Bennett held a short re<
Darkness,' which after z provincial .imion with her husband, Gilbert Gable's arrival and future' plans,
tour will be presented in the West Roland, now a corporal in the Signal
BiUy Heed handling entertainment
End by Linnit & Dunfee. It has an Corps, in training at Camp Crowder, for Opa liOcka Naval Air Base.
all-male cast.
Elinor Sherry will go into Fiv*
Mo. She made a personal before the
Lee Ephraim is reviving Somerset soldiers.
O'clock after closing at Olympia.
Bali Is only nitery attracUng much
Maugham's 'Home and Beautyf
Out of towners shopping on film
which opens in Edinburgh Sept. 7, row included Mildred Hauth, RoUa, civilian trade. All others are solely
touring sticks for six weeks, after Mo,; Sam E. Pirtle, Jerseyville, HI.; military.
Peggy Simmonds doubling for her
which it comes to the West End. As- and Gus Diamond, associate of Tilsociated' with him. will be- Bertie don Dickson of Crystal City and St vacationing mate as Daily New*
amusement editor.
Myers, making his comeback to Clair, Mo.
Stuart Eggyleston, formerly with
show biz after seven years.'
CBS in Chicago and lately witb local
First vaudeville unit under aegis
WQAM, is seriously iU.
of American Overseas Artists, Ltd.,
Mexico City
Humphrey Doulens, formerly with
to entertain American troops comBy Doaclas L. Grahame
Columbia (^'ncerts, promoted to
prised Burton Brown, Freddy MorCorporal and in Officers' Candidate
gan, Len and Bill Loew, Eva May
Actor Julian Soler became a father ScI)ool.
Wong, six gals and small orahestra,
a boy.
with outfit touring one-night stands
Xavier Villaurrutia unanimously
Several units
in north of England.
elected president of the pic critics
lined up to follow.
union.
Lauritz Melchior smash in recitals
at the Palace of Fine Arts (National
opens her*

Mickey Ross' WJAS staff band.
again in Ireland
OUie OToole, here with Horace American troops.
Heidt,.

in

sents the first time he's done that in
13 years.
Major Boyd Smith's active duty
assignment has piled some of his

Septs.

Carlos Chavez has resumed conFred Bartow, Paramount district
ducting the Mexican Symphonic or- office publicist, to New York to help
chestra here.
devise special exploitation campaign
Pedro de Lille, announcer of local
'Wake Island'
XEW, back on the job after pro- forTwo
Paramount salesmen left th«
longed molar trouble.
fold tills week, Benny Elrod going
Sindicato de Compositores de Mu- to Warners in Milwaukee and Lou
sica (Music Composers union) cele- Goldberg to Republic. No replacebrated its third birthday with a ijtents as yet.
banquet
Edward Arnold a Chicago visitor
Dimltrl Mitropoulos, guest con- from Coast. On way to New York
ducting the Mexican Symphonic or- for a couple of broadcasts, then h*
chestra, was feted by outstanding starts in Dallas on Sept 1 on first
Mexican and foreign musicians and leg of bond-selling campaign,
music patrons.
Jack Kirsch of Allied im underOrlando de Cardenas, Cuban eX'' taken a national poll of 'film exponent of tropical music, resumed hibitors to determine the difference
semi-weeldy series at in hours of nmning time per week
halt-hour,
XEQ. Rafael de Paz, orch leader, between a policy of single and
and Martha Triapa, singer, are on double features.
the same program.
Mrs. Edward G. Robinson, CaliStars of the Ballet Theatre, which fornia chairman for the USO, stopped
opens its second 1942 season In Mex- in Chi en route to New 'York and
ico at the Palace of Fine Arts (Na- Washington for conferences,
On
tional theatre) Aug. 27, were guests same train, Jake Wllk, Warners
at cocktail party socialites tendered eastern story editor, en route home
from Coast.
in the Hotel Reforma.
'

Tito Guizar home from bookmgs in
Brazil to play the lead In 'Que Lindo
es Michoacan' ('How Beautiful Is
first feature pic in color
to be made in Mexico. Roberto and
Ismael Rodriguez start this production abo,^t.Sent l.,^

Michoacan'),

.

,

Jimmy Cagncy

arrives' in

Chicago

Sept 1 to start month's bond-sellhig
campaign through Illinois and adjacent states in behalf of the motion
picture industry, which has taken
over the war bond sale for that
fapi>tl^ witlv $l,00(l,q00,0Q9.^ itf.aqfl.

.
-

—

'
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OBITUARIES

barber shop In Glasgow. Took over
the .Did Royal theatre, Sprlngbum,
then leased the Queen's and bought
the Metropole, Glasgow, his concern
Had eight
still operating the latter.
cinemas, recently buying the Black
Cat in a Glasgow suburb.
Survived by widow and three
'",

PHILLIPS

HOLMES

Phillips Holmes, 33, former stage
and screen player, who had been a
member of the Royal Canadian Air
Force since last December, was
killed Aug. 12 as a passenger on one
of two plan-Js that collided shortly

after taking off near Armstrong, OnHis rank of Leading Aircraftsman in the R, C. A. F. had only re-

tario.

cently been awarded.

Holmes' most important screen
work was the stellar role of Clyde
Grifaths in 'An American Tragedy,'
produced in 1931. His first film assignment came in 1928, when a screen
won him a part
, test by Paramount
in that company's production, 'VarOther films in which he apsity.'
peared are 'Her Man,' 'Broken Lullaby,' 'The House of a Thousand
Candles' and 'The Devil's Holiday.'
Educated in this country and England, Holmes, as a student at Princeton, had starred in several Triangle
Club shows. In Winnipeg, Manitoba,
he had once appeared in a stage play,
'The Great Necker,' with his father,
Taylor Holmes, veteran actor.
As an absentee from Hollywood
for the past several ^ears. Holmes
had occupied himself with foreign
lA. Solemn AnnlTcnaiT Ham on WedIneodsT, Ansae* 290t, at 10 o'clock
a.m., wlU be offereU at the Chorch
lot the Blessed Baerainent. on -.West

Broadnar, Now

Street, Jnst off
I York City, tor
ImR. JTERE J.
1 71st

COHAN

I
I

MRS. HELEN F. COllAN
JIRa JOSEFHINE COHAN NIBLO

films on frequent trips to England.
In this country he occasionally made
appearances in stock company plays.His last stage work was last summer
at Pawling, N. Y., when he played
That
In 'The Philadelphia Story.'
Slimmer he also toured in 'The Male

Animal.'
Besides his father, he's survived
by his mother, Mrs. Edna Phillips
Holmes, and a sister, Madeline
Holmes, both actresses, a brother,
is PUot Officer Ralph
Holmes, RCAF, husband of singer
Libby Holman.

also an actor,

GOIDO VOGEL
Guido B. Vogei;

79,

music com-

St. Louis theatre orchestras for more than 60
years, died Aug. 10 at his St. Louis
home. Son of Benjamin Vogel, also
a prominent St Louis conductor,
Vogel made his first public appearance iii St. Louis as a violinist at
the age of 13. Taught by his father,
he was regarded a child prodigy.
Vogel later organized his own orchestra, which played for the opening of the Grand Opera House and
the King's, Imperial and American
theatres in St. Louis. For five years

poser and director of

he played
in

at the

Shubert there and

broke

with

months

ago.

organization

that

azine and newspaper contributions.
He was also the author of a novel,
Poolroom.'

WALKER WHITESIDE
Walker Whiteside, 73, veteran
stage actor whose show business
career covered- 47 years of his life,
died Aug. 17 in Hastings-on-Hudson,
Cerebral hemorrage caused

N. Y.

his death though Jie had been ill for
three years.
Whiteside began his stage work as
a Shakespearian actor, playing such
oles as Hamlet, Othello, Richard III,

Shylock and' others before the age
of 20. He played Hamlet with his

own company

in his N. Y. debut, at

former Union Square theatre
when he was 25. He followed it with
the

A. OBOLENSKT
Prince Alexis Obolensky, 59, concert singer, died Aug. 16 in Butler,
N J., of heart attack. Prince Obo-

PRINCE ALEXIS

lensky,

a

had come

basso,

to this

sContlnocd from p«K« Bs

Pvt.

J.

'

English

country in 1924 after several years of prices in two downtown theatres Soils, Aug. 17, in Coeur d'Alene,
in Europe following the Russian rev- for ordinary attractions or at ad- Idaho. Bride is screen player; groom
olution. He studied singing in Italy
vanced prices at a third for a special is concert pianist.
his concert debut in LonDoreen 'Tallman to Barry
:n
Omaha used to charge Regina, Sask., Aug. 1. He .Wood
attraction.
don. He joined Dame Nellie Melba
was an11 and 30c to 6 P.M. and 44c nights, nouncer- with CKCK, Regina, now
In a touring opera company later.His activities in this country, be- but now gets 11, 30c to 1, 35c to 6 and production manager of CJ'VI, Vicsides stage appearances, included 50c nights; with 11 and S5c to 2, and toria, B. C.
lecturing and teaching.
Ethel Coleman to Sam Shain, la
Orpheum used
Widow and four children survive. 50c rest of the day.
New York, recently. Groon> is edi-'
to get 11, '30c to 2 and 44c from then tor of Motion Picture Daily
,and
RUSSELL PHELPS
on, but now gets 11, 30c to 2, 35c to formerly with 'Variety,'
Lotte Marcy to Corp. Jack Klotz,
Russell Phelps, 51, newspaperman 6, and SOc to closing.
and picture press agent, died Aug.
Brahdels with 'Pride of the Yan- in New York, Aug. 15. She's a non14 in Veterans' Hospital at Sawtelle, kees' has upped from the regular 10- pro; he's former agent now with
Vet- 2.S-35-40 to 55—40c to 6; 65c nights, Army air forces in training at
Cal., after a lingering illness.
eran of World War No. 1 he had with a Sunday schedule of 40c to 2, Miami.
Janet Nicol to Barv Arrlngton, in
worked on various newspapers in the 55c rest of the day. Impression is,
midwest and Pacific coast. In Hol- the house will go back to regular Chicago, Aug. 1. Bride is In
lywood he served as publicist for prices after 'Pride.'
Orpheum's program dept.; groom is a private
United Artists and other studios.
policy has always been to Increase in the Army Air Force- Training
Surviving are Ills widow
son. for stage shows, but this is first time School at Chanute Field, Hi.
Anne Edmonds to William Hernin a long time that upped prices
MAISIE ATLING
have continued over for regular pic- don, in Yuma, Arlz,7 Aug, 1, Bride
is a screen player; groom is authors
-Maisie Ayling, 47, for years a ture programs.

and made

.

.

.

&

Savage.
Whiteside retired from the stage
in 1935 after a final tour of 'Master
of Ballantrae.' His last N. Y. performance, given in 1932 at the
Lyceum theatre, was in 'Three Men

and a Woman.'
Surviving is his widow, and a
daughter, Mrs. Rosamond W. Pettibone, formerly a singer with the St.
Louis Opera Co. services will be tomorrow (Thursday) at his home, 3
p.m., with burial at Sleepy Hollow
Cemetery.

FRED

ROSS

G.

Fred G. Ross, 64, veteran actor
and former business manager of

WBBM

^d

popular British vaudeville comedienne and 'principal boy' in pantomime, died at her home in Hove,
Sussex, England, July 29 of heart
disease.
Survived by her husband,
Sydney M. Hymarr, veteran variety
agent, who was for a long time booking manager for the South African

now owned by

I.

Widow

survives.

GEORGE

R;

MORGAN

Clrcusman George R. Morgan died
suddenly Aug. 7 at a Wilmington,
N. C, hotel.

Born in London, Eng., he served
in the Canadian forces during the
first World War.
He was long an
employee of the Ringling circus.Surviving are a sister and brother.
-

FRANK
Frank P.
maestro,

PASQUALE AMATO

P.

NUTTING

Nuttiiig, 75, violinist and
Aug. 14 in West

died

Springfield,

Mass.,

where he 'was

Pasquale Amato, 63, baritone and born.
former member, of the Metropolitan
Nutting was a former leader of the
Opera Co., died Aug. 12 in New Springfield Philharmonic Orchestra
York.
and had been employed In the local
•

_A

Next Week

BIRTHS

daughter,

Joe Arenee

Jack Moss
Edith Lambat
Temple City 4

W

Blue BIdce Ina
Ix>u Lucky Oro
Cozy Harris
Cornell Cooper
Edith Murray

.

mLLIAU

WB

A

-

'

Wm

Frutin, a Russian
tu Scotland In 1908

d'Alene, Idaho.

Continued from page 41;

Jack Lewis

<>

say,

Soils, concert pianist,

Mr. and
in Hollywood, Aug. 12.
Father is radio announcer at KFWB.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Sheaffer, son,
Father la
in Pittsburgh, Aug. 6.
-Venico Orlll
trumpeter with Herman Middleman
Tom Osborne
Marie Lamont
Jules Flncco's Ore
band.
Don Romero
Raths'r Eldoradlans
Mr. and Mrs.. James Shea, son, in
Merrill. SIB
Dave Plerson
Don Nicholas Ore
Taoht Clab
Pittsburgh, Aug. 12. Father is manWober's Hot B»D Dotty Brennan
ager of Webster Hall hotel, PittsDot Sandy
Camden
Diane Cooper
burgh.
Myrtle Dunedin
Anne Tally
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Granby, son,
RIcardo & Norma
Jack Hutchinson
in Pittsburgh; Aug. 13. Father is anBill Bllger
victor Nelson Oro
nouncer at WCAE.
PIXTSBUBCrH
Mr, and Mrs. ,01is Eaglln, son, in
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5. Father's with the
Alpine jA>da»
Betty Smiloy
Pee Wee Walker
M-G exchange.
K Duny Rev
3 Mllos
Stoetrier Oro
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mann, son,
James Evans
Cy Landry
in New York, Aug. 13,
Father is
Merrr-Oo-Ronnd
Paul Du BolB
Roberta, King & M Howard Baura -Ore arranger
formerly with Charlie
Gayle Robblns
Sally Hughes
Spivak's orch.
Arllnston I«dB«
New Blllorest
Mr. and Mrs. Al Flnestone, daughPhil Cavezza Oro
George Wells Oro
ter, Aug. 17, in Jackson Heights,
BalcomadM
MIxon Cafe
N. Y. Father Is with Motion Picture
Bob Lazar Oro
Al Marlsco Oro
Daily.
Dale Spohrer
Bob Carter
Violin
Helene
BUI Oieen'f
Clark
Coleman
Oro
Freddy Na'gel
Bob & Maxino
:

sicals.
,

Gale Page, filn^ actress and radio
to Count Aldo' Solito de
Aug. 17, Couer

singer,

tion

Bills

JOSEPH McCarthy
for

.

Burial in Kensico Friday (21) under Actors Fund auspices.

agent.

Schlesinger.

Joseph McCarthy, chief checker
Metro in the Albany district,
died in an automobile accident near
Keesville, N. Y., last week. He had
been
promoted from checker on the
A native of 3an Francisco, where
he began his theatre career as a Adirondack Mountain staff of Metro
to chief checker a yebr ago.
utility man in the Grand Opera
House, Ross came east in 1882 and
appeared in Shakespearean plays
with Edwin Booth and William E.
Other, stars with whom
Sheridan.
he had appeared' include James
O'Neill, Joseph Jefferson, Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Florence, Adelaide
Neilson, Ada Cavendish and 'Mrs.
John Drew. His activities previous
to retirement had turned to business
management of stage playis and mU'

big
the

of the Wahoo bomb loading
Upplant 25 miles west of town.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Meehan,
ward pix trend, with noticeably inson, in Hollywoo.d, Aug. 11. Father
creased grosses, seems to be folmanager of Talisman Studio.
CHARLES I. McFADDEN
lowing general business improve- is
Mr. 6nd Mrs. Scott Dilworth,
Charles Ivor McFadden, 54, pio- ment.
daughter, in Terra Haute, Ind., Aug.
neer film actor and producer, died
Nabes are doing well too. An out- 1. Father is chief announcer for
Aiig. 14, four months after the cfeath lying house is holding a. picture over.
WBOW, Terra Haute.
of his wife. His picture career be- Diindee (Goldberg) is keeping 'FanMr. & Mrs. Edward C. Cunninggan as a heavy with William S. Hart tasia' three days overtime.
ham, son, in Chicago, Aug. 9. Father
25 years ago.
For a time he pro^
is
NBC sales traffic manager in
duced silent 41ms and in later years
Chicago,
played minor roles.
Mrs. Jimmy Slattery,
circuit

such stars as Lillian Russell, Fritzl
Scheff, Margaret Anglin and Henry

Miller, died Aug-. 18 in Amityville,
L. I. He had been a guest of the
Percy Williams Home in East Islip,
L. I., since 1932.

single squawk from anyMore and more money is now
town from a lot of
war orders and particularly from
payroll at the Martin bomber
assembly plant -here and construc-

Not a

one.

In evidence in

A

'

'

'

.

he had been
Macfadden Publications as editor of True Story magazine until he

to

—

HOWARD

Since

Lake

Helen

while the picture is still hot—at only Smith, in Pittsburgh, Aug. 9.
She's
sli^tly higher or the usual scales a Playhouse actress, and he
was 4he
recommends itself as a means of actor-press agent at Pitt community
quicker liQuldatiou of investment,
theatre before his Induction into
Army nearly a year ago.
Marion. Kalson to Alfred Katz, in
Omaha, tor .Instance
Pittsburgh, Aug. 4.
He's manat r
Omaha, August 18.
oi WB'S Centre theatre, Pittsburgh.
Public isn't kicking about upping
Gale Page to Count -Aldo ^Solito de

Jerri Gale
Not HoDSO
Piccolo Pete Oro
Hal & Dolly
native of Italy, Amato had Poll theatre orchestra as a violinist
Good & Goodie
Whitetaouso
Hank
Ted Blake
toured Europe and South America
Jean Rao
Master of both classical and pop- before making his debut at the Met
Orchard
Inn
Boosle-Woo(lo Olob
SHAFTER
Benny Burton Ore
ular music, Vogel played before in 1908, singing the role of Germont
Clinton Oro
Shafter Howard,
dilettante Priscllla Scott
79,
Oasis
President Cleveland in 1887 and be' in 'Triviata,' which had served as his
Al Snyder Oro
fore Prince Henry of Prussia and Italian debut at the Teatro Bellini, composer, died Aug. 16 In Santa Cecil Oroves
Johnny Wiles
Marshall
Theodore Roosevelt in 1902. For Naples, in 1900. Other operas in Barbara, Calif., from injuries re- Bobby
Boog Sherman
PlAes
Prince Henry he composed "The In-, which he appeared are 'Armide,' ceived while working his quick- Racehorse Williams
Don Rutter
ternational Rag,' which gained wide 'Carmen,' 'Otello,' 'Rigoletto,' 'Ger- silver <mine in Santa Ynez valley. Harry Comorado
Bill LeRoy Oro
Cork and Boltl*
Jacques La Belle
popularity.
His other well known mania' and 'Girl of the Golden West.' Best known on the' Coast for his
Bohemian Club musical contribu- Lloyd Fox
Bodd>s Cat*
compositions Included 'Up and Down
Colonial
resident of Baton Rouge, La.,
Rudy Paul Oro
tions,
which included an opera, J Spltalny Oro
the Pike,* symbolizing the St. Louis Amato had been teaching
voice cul
Evelyn Jackson
'Yankee Doodle.'
Eddie Peyton'!
World'i Fair in 1904; 'Battery A ture at the Louisiana
Fran Diamond
State UniverEddie Palmer
aeo Overholt Oro
Boys,' dedicated to St. Louis solr
sity at the time of his death. Widow
Eddie Peyton
Bqnlrrel Coop
WILFRED HATCH
diers in the Spanish-American war,
Marlon Muller
survives.
Tiny Miller
and 'College Boys,' dedicated to St.
Wilfred Hatch, 81, retired presi
61 Clob
Dale HarknesB
Louis University students in the
dent of Hatch Music Pablishing Co, Max Tarsbia
Eddies Miller
HATTIE WILLIAMS
Pat McGowan
Pat McCauIey
80s.
Hattie Williams, 72, retired musi- of Philadelphia, died Aug. 12 in Linda Ootta
Snowball Jackson
Surviving are his widow, Rachel, cal comedy actress,
died Aug. 17 in Glendale, Cal., where he had lived Sally Rice
Trelon
two sons, Guido, Jr., and Dr. Ben- N. Y. after
Torchy Cole
Joey Reynolds
an illness of several for 21 years.
Slierrly Lane
jamin M. Vogel, and a daughter, Mrs; months.
Freddy Rose
Margie Norrls
Irving Stein of Chicago.
-racht CInb
DOROTHY SILK
Hotel Fort FIU
Miss Williams began her career at
H Middleman^ Ore
the age of 19 as a chorus girl,
Dorothy Silk, British concert Ken Bailey Oro
Eddie Metcalfe
Mitchell
JOliROAN RAPP
Among the more successful produc- singer, died at her sister's home in Johnny
Danny -White
Harry -Walton
Juvelya
William Jourdan Rapp, 47, play- tions in which she appeared are Worcestershire, England, July 30.
Jessie Whoatley
Collette & Barry
wright and v.p. of C. D. Morris -Asso- 'Fluffy Riiflfles,' 'Decorating ClemenHotel Henry
Sky-Tue
(Silver OrUl)
«iatesT Inc., radio producers, died tine,' and 'The Doll Girl.'
Other
PattUGone
Mother, 79, of Moe Silver, zone Marty Schramm
Aug. 12 at his summer home in Lake plays and musical comedies in which
Will Aschey
4 Kings & Queen
Joey Sims Oro
in Pittsburgh zone
(Gay BO'S) she performed and toured- include manager for
Mononk, N. Y., of heart attack.
Union Grill
Nesbltt
Among several plays credited to 'The Girl from Maxim's,' 'The died at her home in Chelsea, Mass, Dorothy
Sammy
Walters
Hotel 7tii AveDoe
Frank Matalo
Happ as co-author are 'Harlem,' Rogers Brothers in Harvard,' 'Vivian Thursday (13) after a long illness. Hany
BIgley
In addition to the theatre exec, she
Hike Sandretto
•Whirlpool,' 'Hilda Cassidy,' 'Substi- Papas,', and The Girl from Kay's.'
Escorts
Villa Bladrld
Her last appearance was in a leaves three daughters, all married.
tute for Murder' and 'Holmeses of
Hotel Roosevelt
Etzl Coyato Oro
Baker Street.'
Joe Vera
'Harlem,' written va-jdeville sketch, 'A Slice of Life'
Mark Lane
Jack McCarthy
Arthur Harris Smythe, 91, man Sam Barl
with Wallace Thurman, was pro- "by Sir James M. Barrie.
Joe Potroselll
Burton's Birds
brother survives.
ager of the 'Streets of Cairo' at the Jimmy Glover
duced in N. Y. in 1929. He had
Jack & Jerry
Chicago World's Columbian. ExposiBfoadway Debs
Hotel Schenley
•written numerous radio scripts and
tion in 1893, died Aug. 11, at Berke
Blll^'> Hinds Oro
~ -Vletory. I.ODn(e
at the time of his death held the
BERNARD FRUTIN
Joy LInd
subordinate post of chief editor of
Victory 3
Bernard Frutin, 56, Scottish film ley, Cal,
Hotel
Penn
over 30 religious publications issued exhibitor, died from a heart attack
(Continental But)
Webster fiall
by the Cook Pub. Co., Elgin, 111. July 29 while on vacation at RotheWilliam Baohehhelmer, 50, music Billy Catlzono
Nelson Maples Oro
Lenox Gordon
Fashlonettes
Scotland.
1926
associated
voice teacher, died

-with

Geraldlne Manus to Bill' Anson,
July 18, in Chicago. Bride is radio
comedian; Ke Is Chicago dancer.

.

a tour of classical repertoire.
Plays in which Whiteside starred
at the height of career include 'Typhoon.' 'Mr. Wu,' The Melting Pot,'
and 'The Master of Ballantrae.' He
produced most of the plays in which
he appeared, with few exceptions,
when in association with -such proCo., George C.
ducers as Lieber
Tyler, Lee Shubert ind Henry W.

1917 took over direction of the

orchestra 'which played 20 years at
the American.
He also organized,
but did not direct, the orchestra
which played at the St. Louis Mu
nicipal theatre from 1923 to 1937.
In the latter years he retired to devote his time to European travel.

six

Beside his stage and radio writings,
his activities included mag-

MARRIAGES
Variable Prices

conductor and
Deno Belli.
by birth, went Aug. 11 in Jlollywood following a John Fritz
Kenoywood Pack
and started a short illnes?)^
Tommy Carlyn Oro

West Vletr Park
Mickey Ross Oro
Bob Eugene Troupe

Top Pix Faves
^ssConttaiaed from

jytfo

words, some features, designed particularly for women have developed
amazing pull at the military b.o.
Camp bookers proceed oh the theory that in civil life women generally pick the pictures which males
will see and, left to liis own devices, the soldier wlU take the he<
man and vigorous action features.
In a good many respects this rule
of thumb holds true, but there have
been exceptions, and the machines
will pick thegi out
Expected that
Army Motion Picture Service will
also be able to annoimce—after a
year's operation with the Army
the 10 top ranking stars -with the
men in uniform.

Paramount won two of the six
Army's poll of July
product as- determined by receipts
from 800 camp theatres patronized
exclusively by servicemen.
Dorothy Lamour, a favorite with
places in the

the boys in imttorm, is crtdited forthe pull which landed 'Beyond the
Blue Horizon' in first place for gross
receipts.
Others were: 'Wings For
the Eagle'
(WB), 'Cross Roads'

(M-G), 'This Above AU' (20th),
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col), Take a
Letter, Darling' (Par).
Announced unofiicially that 'Pride
of the Yankees' and 'Mrs. Miniver'
have done sensational business
limited booking and are certain to

m

be among the August champions.
Army Motion Picture Service is
installing new recording machinery
and, at the end of 1942, hopes to
release a list showing the '10 Favorite
Motion Picture Stars of the

Armed

Forces.'

-

—

—

'
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tMere may be a big noise on the
question soon, but whether it will

4

Map

Offset to Star Loss
Continued from page

not always ah assurance of boxthe recent
oflSce power, »s some of
Nonna Shearer and Greta Garbo
pro'ducUona have ahown.
Contention in Uiese quarters is
business
that the hlstorr ot «how
proves stories ha^e made the stars
It's
in almost every Instance; that
is

where an Edward G.
Robinson would have been without
•Little Caesar,' song and dance man
Eugene
without
Huston
Walter
O'NeiU, Mickey Rooney without the
AHardy series, Walter Pidgeon without 'How Green Was My Valley' and
questionable

currently 'Mrs. Miniver' and others
too numerous to mention. And ininstances of faded stars lifted into
the front ranks again via an an>ropriate vehicle (Lew Ayres in tte Dr.
Kildare' series and "box. office poison'

Katharine Hepburn via ThiladelpBia
Story') are not cbnstdered unusual
either.

—

ew

,

.

bihitors, noted'

by

partments a year or

distribution de-

more before

the

war started, ficv more manpiee names
in productioii schedideaL Click com-

.

'

bhiatlona ot story, casting and direction indicate fiiat loss of stars such
as Clark GaUe; 'Jamer Stewart,
IVrone Power and others^ though
certainly xepjietentinc loss of assured
revenues, can be ctnapcnsated for
while new marquee names are
'

I
.
'

simultaneonaty created.
Studiois at an timef, of course,,
tried to get topOiglit material-^tbe

more important the star the more
careful has been the. selection and
treatment of the atoiy. But consensus of opinion Is that once the
story, is at band actors can always
be found .to play flie parts called
for.
Despite the perennlsil lament
over the demise of vaudeville and
burlesque as a training ground for
talent, new recruits continue to be
found in the niteries, the borscht
circuit, etc.,

and

there's still

enough

of a reservou: to fill requirements.
Bessie Clayton was a sensation in
her day when she did a buck-andwing on her toes, but virtually any
unknown out of a standard dancing
academy today can handle
routines that Miss Clayton never
dreamed of. James Stewart, once
presented ,as a flnd to Ernst Lubitsch, was turned down because
thi- director said he'd never make
the grade with that big lower lip
and the lugubrious expression on his
pan.
Another topnotch director,
nixing Melvyn Douglas after he was
found, in stock, topped, it off by
lampooning Douglas' exaggerated
'

.motions as being 'all elbows.' Clark
Gable, the late Marie Dressier, and
any nurtiber of others all got the red
signal for years until' some director
took a chance. Thus, it is pointed
out, talent

«an be found if producers
and directors are obliged to hunt
bard enough.
Meantime, as -a means of underwritlhg the\loss of marquee names,

.

either'

through

to

the

'

armed

intensified

or
competition
forces

..among studios for both femme and
male leads remaining, a tendency
has been noted this season among
various, companies to exploit their
story properties.' 20th-Fox has already adopted thU method f<Jr the
current production schedule
and

.

.
'

been more or

others will likely follow.
Insofar as war stories are concerned, *We want as qtany war picr
tures as possible—but good ones,'
stated one stoiy department head.
'Sex, bed: and triviaKies can't deaden constant public awareness of the
Implacable facts of war. We must
have good war pictures which wiU
'M'ive home the message that it's

less a hit

has- failed to malce

Not one

something else again.

Whole

.subject brings to the fore
again the extent of power Roosevelt has given Davis over U. S. in-

money.

A

'

:

—

B

'

Clean Radio Fun for Army
;

Continued from page I5

exhaustively considered at the confeience, with Lt CoL &d Kirby,
alumnus of the National Association
of Broadcasters, reminding the industry of possible kickbacks from an
incautious or ill-policed policy.
Amusement on the stages of various Army camps throughout the
country has been tree from too much
censoring,' it was admitted. But this
only because comedians were
is
playing to an all-male audience. It's
different when gags are broadcast
throughout the United States and to
any countries abroad which can
pick up the wave-length.
Some 19 reps of NBC, CBS, the
Blue and Mutual, on hand for the

Army heart-to-heart,
the War Department

agreed

a
toi

t-oad, officials

begged broadcastc<-s

remember that the

feelings

of

American soldiers may be different
wheu'they receive familiar programs

While a .inajQrity
radio entertainment programs 're-

in a foreign land..

of

n ain popular with the men,' broadcasters must remember that 'certain
aspects of commercially sponsored
radio programs popular with troops
prior to embarkation can produce
negative results when heard by the
same troops on the fighting fronts.'
Contrasts Invidious
-ivlng conditions end surrounding
enyironment^-eve.'i though good
have- been changed and 'may be

changed more
moment,' the

with

at

any

pointed

out

drastically

Army

Aiso,
while American
soldiers,
that some efwherever they are, remain faithful
to tighten up
to their favorite programs; comand doubtful

fort should be made
on' double-entendre
mercial sponsors should remember
jokes before the ..Blue Nosers gang that 'lush
descriptions' of American
up on radio to.iSccuse- it of lewd delicacies might
affect the morale of
and^, VlsiiifUg^,,j9|P<r$..jj^d<aD effort troops
who might be on ratidns^r
to undermine morale.
eycn 'Ihnlted rations.'
further
Studio audiences, do not comprise wai-ning was that any
progiaips Ih-.
soldiers; when they originate in the tended for the
ears of Amoican
But 'radio artists can't troops abroad 'also reach the ears
bipt studios.
of
help getting that feeling that th^ friend and foe alike^ regardless
of
are putting on a he-man show for audience target'
the Army ramps,
Result is that
'i^hpse attending- (he Washington
some of the most innocent gags are conference, were: C, !«. M'enser, viceaccompanied by mannerisms visible president in charge ot. programs.
only to tbe. audience wbicta give NBC, G. P. Maulsby, assistant to dithe impression that sonjething off- rector of broadcasts, CBS: Tom
color has been said-.' And this bap- £»:>tcr, jlircctor ut. special features
pens despite the care which the and sports; MBS; William Burkescript department may have given to Miller, eastern jtogram -mawver,
KBC; Bd Hits, areistant to vicethe show before the broadcast
president in charge ot' sales, NBG;
Pradlshness
The Army and the web exec^ Dorothy Kemble;- -editor continmty
agreed that trie best solufion was acccptimccv Bhie Netswrit; Warren
ti avoid any prudlshness over the Ambrose, aaslstttu; -editor continuity
comedy fare wbidi radio 'is trying acceptanoit:; BHue -Network; Harold
ti give its' soldier and sailor fans M. Wagter, assistant program servbut to adhere to the same stajodards ice manager, MBS; I>wis H. Titteras apply to the rest of America. ton, manager, script division, NBC.
Same agreement should go for — Bay -Nelsoot- former eastern pro-'
ducHon manager, NBGr Stoditon
short-wave broadcasts.
Numerous other subjects were dis-. Selffrlck; matager,' conttauity accuKed during the two-boor pow- veptanee. NBC; Bugene Jusier,. assistant
manager, continuity -acceptwow between the Army -and the ininduding the important ance; KBC; Albert B- Pertins;. direcdustry,
question of inviting soldiers back tor, script department CBS; Roy
lerguson.
acripfc
manager. Bltie;
from the combat zones to participate
Itoy Ttazee, Slue pcjadaetlon hianin radio broadcasts. ITiree absolute
'musts' were laid down by Kirby and ager; Thomas Velotta, assistant dire
^r,
news«iid special features.
his staff to the network representaBlue;
Bin
Slocmn,Jrv commeroial
tives, as foUgws:
(1) Contact must he made with editor, CBS; Cecil Carmichael. M;
the commaTiding general, theatre of and O. stationi, NBC.
soldiers
diswhere
operations,
the
Hugh
Lieut.-Gen.
emborle either
Drum iii the East; or Lieut-Gen.
John H. DeWitt, in the West.
"
(2) Appearance
of the soldier
* ttan page '
must be cleared with the War Department before the broadcast goes picture yearly over a period ot seven

production plant, there must be some
person to decide' whether the manA
by diversioii of employees'
attention is more than counterbalanced by !the propaganda value of
the films. The Anny, and Navy have
,aever been able to make such evaluations, their answers always being a
yatrdage. Other war product ^baring' Hat 'No' or budc-passing until everytop money ^ in the past few weeks :one^s exhausted and gives up.
has been Warner Bros.' 'Wtngs for
the Eagle,' Universal's.'EaglC Squadron,' 20th-Fox*s 'Shores of Tripoli,'
and litis Above All,' not to mention the just starting 'Pied Piper.'
SfMOaatc* fkMB pace 3sis
also 20th-Fox.
Also dbiBg fairly
weU have, been
lavadaif (Gol) Uon for the Army Emergency -Relief
and *10 Gentlemen from WtA Point' Fund,bave gottoLan OK from' Washthat the show may stay still
ington
(20th). Even .reaching comparatively
good figures' earlier this summer another four wedo, marking the seewere such doubtful critical can- -ond extension, or 12 weeks In all, on
It ei^ds Sept. 26 at the
Btoadw^.
didates as the British-made 'Mr.
and 'Ships and Wings,' both dis- Broadway theatre, lays off a week
to give the boys a little respite, and
tributed by United Artists^
fbrtnight
opens
for
at the Natioiial,
a
Balancing of the world aflame in
celluloidia currently, are such pure- Washington, thence to Chicago and'
ly escapist -moolah-grabbers as Tales probably directly to Hollywood from
extensive road
there,
instead
of
an
o* Manhattan,' "Pride of the- lankees,* "Pardon My Sarong" and "ERHi- tour. "Das, it is 'admitted, means no
small problem for both civilian moday. Inn.'
rale, due to the vast national interest, plus sucb'Otber taacy War Dept.
ideas as spnding the entire company
to England and Irdand to entertain
C.
the
troops there.
^sCaalInae<
page *
On the pther hand, getting ihe film
would bring, .admitting that it might into the can for a possible Xmas repossibly revctal sometiiing of valuei lease, and thus 'afford the widest posWhat the OWI and CIAA are faced sible distributiGn, is something that
with is topnotch German battle film, can't be slighted
while all that *hey have been able to
Meantime^ director Curtiz has gone
offer are pictures of war production
back to Burbank; producer Wallis to
and troops training. The latter look
Washington on further confabs with
very pallid against shots of hardU. S. Army pfflcials; and scrlpter
hitting Nazis tanks and Panzer diviRobinson will follow some time this on,
years:
sions overcoming United Nations
week, after lingering a few extra
Cooper -Is said to 'be' Insiistlag on
(3) Script of the soldier's remarks
fighters on various fronts. Dr. Goebdays.
a-.mi uiuium gijarmust be reviewed bv War Depart- a peircefatage
bels' gang, of course, take extreme
antee on two outside, starring picArmy
show
for
the
the
Ahead
of
representatives.
ment
care in editing their films so that
tures) annuaUy,
Walter
Col.
Sullivan,
His current value
wiU
be
Lt.
sent
Wanting
is
being
out
local
to
it always looks like a walk-through
liason officer contacting public relations officers against their per picture is pegged at aroiind
who
will
,for the Hitler boys.
corps area commanders, so that the clearing such talksi
The Army $2qO,00(r, 'wlth several studios ready*
John Ford's 100,000 Feet of Film
men in the 'Army' will be quar-. officers pointed out that regulations to take him Op at that figure. 'Actor
More than anything else, of course, tered either at camps or nearby. call for appearance of all officers on has it figured that on a guarantee
the United Nations need some good Col. Charles H. Johnson and Lt. network or commercial shows to. be- based pn that figure be AoaU get
victories.
Lacking that, the propa- Col. Mitchell will- organize citizens' cleared through
Radio
Branch, up to 15% of the gross on his proganda people think that the least committees for the sale of tickets. Bureau of Public Relations, 'War De- ductions Income.
to be done is to make capital of Nat Dorfman will generally super- partment, Washington, and that the
.Under this arrangement flgiwlng
the wins we have achieved. Best one. vise advance agents, all assigned appearance of enlisted 'men mist nohnai biz after the war, he would
likewise be cleared, except when prove one of 'the industrjr's top coin
of course, is the Midway battle. And from the Army.
they are on leave and appear on earners, Jt i^'undentood' that' other
Commander John Ford is said to'
their own tree time without dis- stars with deals com'Ing lip are figurhave better than idO.OOO feet of hot
9S Top In D. C.
cussing
anything of a military ing on a minimum- guarantee against
The Navy keeps sitStuff on this.
Washington, Aug IS.
nature. Script writers and continuity a percentage of the inss.
ting on it, however, and Ford is
First road' date for "This Is the departments
likewise
are
being
said to be as burned as anyone, alUnder war condltlcms, and with
will be the National, tentative cautioned that 48 hours •must be al'
though forced by -Navy discipline to Army'
top male -names growing scarcer,date set week of Oct. 4, with 10 lowed for clearance, to be certain of
curtail giving vent to his feelings.
major producers are said to look
performances scheduled, including meeting broadcast deadlines. Radio
Getting film to combat the Nazi
with txvot on sueta anangemoits.
two Sunday matinees.
Branch appreciates having even
product is extremely important to
IfVing Berlin and A. L. Berman more time In which to inspect copy.
the two propaganda agencies. OWI's
Stants Not Wanted
job is to' reach the neutral' popula- inspected the l,se2-seat house and
Eicplaining to the group why the
iR IHxie
tions of Europe, Africa and Asia. decided, because of the limited caWsr Department requests producers
CIAA covers the Latin American picity, scale will be fixed at $1.50 to not
d fraa w*f* >5:s
to try to grab Army talent for
countries; virtually all of which have $5. At these prices the Army show
stunt broadcasts or mere showmanups. All cock a weather eye oiv sebroken relations with the' Axis, al- can gross $03,000 in the 10 perform- ship
reasons, Kirby pointed out that
In other dates, and where
cession pr^udioes before taking cothough their populations are far from ances.
'the Army is NOT in the show
operative action.
being in 100% accord on the subject. larger auditoriums and theatres are business.'
Further handicapping Wamermen
A great many of the neutral Coun- available, thejop is expected to be Program policy board, passing on
on this big- time extravaganza is the'
tries outside this hemispere, as well $3..
all requests, is using one yardstick
utterly
Cohan

any

doubt

as to what

is

meant

'Mrs.

Miniver,'

of coOtee,

is

,

the- hotira lost

prime example ot hqw wrong any
film exec was who thou^it war pix
wouldn't do business^ Its proof at
the same time that a good film on
any subject will hit high ticket,,
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'Yaikee'

as the Latin American nations, are
largely concerned with being on the
winning sifle. Ideology and other
such considerations don't bother
them; all they know is that they want
to be in a favorable position to trade
with the winner when the war is
over.
major propaganda technique,

A

therefore, must be to convince them
that they have the long end of the
either our country and our lives or bet when they put their money on us.
the enemy's.'
Elmer Davis Going to Bat
Elmer Davis, OWI chief, it is unWar Stan
derstood, is preparing to go to bat
Despite
a widespread opinion on the film matter. He's had hjs
among, film execs six months and a hands so full of fighting generals
year ago that the big wartime payoff and admirals on the other matters
would be on escaplsnt, thafa proved of news policy, however, that he
lar from true.
War films have been hasn't had a chance yet to take up
coming out of the studios in larger fillns. Nelson Rockefeller, boss of the
and larger quantities recently,
and Inter-American Affairs setup, is also
most of them have been nicking the about ready, it is believed, to take
jackpot.
Pact, is, every important
the film matter over the heads of the
^
war picture with a
war angle has Army and Navy professionals. So
-

.

is

President Roosevelt so far has shown
distinct reluctance to contradict the
service chiefs on news policy.

That's not to say that America
doesn't want escapism, too.
glance
formation. Whether Davis is supreme
at
'Variety's'
National Boxoffice
Survey wiil. show that plenty of. over the Army and the Navy has
never been clearly defined, although
films entirely foreign to the world
it's very definite that results so far
conflict are sharing the heavy coin
prove he has not. been. ,It will probwith war pix. The principal lesson
ably be a point on which Davis' conpointed is an old one; a good pictinuance in his present job hinges,
ture, on no matter what' subject,
for it is certain that he will only
will reap a jingle, jangle; jingle on
battle so long with the armed forces
the b.o. 'silL
Not only the Important war films, before throwing up his hands.
That Davis a man whose discre-^
but, the B's as well, are marquee
honey.
In every case, tite minor tion certainly can be relied upon
entries are doing better than the should' have such power is pretty
generally
agreed: One official must
.westerns and aetioners on assorted
subjects which they displaced. Most be in a position to weigh>° respective
of the
adventure stuff being given values and give liiltimate de(fisions.
Dr.
Goebbels'
setup,-^though not so
a war angle- is pretty bad if the
critics are to be heeded. Tet view goo<l as vaunted, has proved that.
the business being done by Uni- 'When a aewsreel company wants to
versal's. 'Secret Agent' currently, if come -in and take pictures of a war
il-.ere's '

Producers consider 'BIra. Miniver'
one of the best answers to what studios can accomplish witbout.4he use
of topflight marquee nameK In this
Instance Metro bad virtually no
The
stoi'y either, to begin with.
screen treatmait has UtOe ot the
original except the title ^incidenttitle.
gwid
boxofficea
not
ally,
Itiere- -was no lira. Miniver rose* in
the orl^nal story and Ifae hat incl-dent was dismissed hi about a single
paragraph in the boA.
THra. Miniver' also answers the
ever increasing demands- from ex-

do any good

'3;

for
Plans for the screenine of the mili-

all applications requiring
participation:

Army

'Will it help win the
show wpre discussed over the
war?'
weekend by War Dent, o'floials anfl
'Not that It expects any radio
executives of Warner Pros; Hal
program to win the war,' an Army
Walll.s, producer: Michael Curtiz. dispokesman
pointed
out, 'but in recogrector, and Casey Robinson, who will
nizing the many ways radio can help
pdant the s'-riot for the screen, hud- foster- the Army's objectives,
comes
Irving

tary

Hle-t

with

Br>''.Td!pr

J. Phiilinson. C1I.

lor

and other

Op^flral

John Thomas Tay-

officers of

Army Emer-

"pncy Relief.
Studio would like to bolster the

Armv show with a couple of hiehmwercd marquee namei!. but the
War Dept. wants to stick to ar allAmone other things
iinilorm cast.
discussed was the, minimum of pro-

is
fact that George M.
unkiio'wn in the south. Oldsters cannot remember that Cohan ever
toured Dixie after he became a name
star. Also, he lacks the usual Holliy-

wood background that
portant in a
that tiiinks of

is

pret^ im^

film-conscious sector
as a distant

Broadway

recognition that the Army cowpatb where the' city
cannot .indulge in broadcasting ac- thrive.
Add one more stumbler; The un>ed
tivities that do not help foster these
price.' Mason-Dixon states don't Ilka
objectives.'
There will be fewer occasions to pay extra for their entertainment
when officers and enlisted men will They want things standard, feel that
movie Is a movie and should get
leave their posts to appear in radio
broadcasts in adjacent or distant pix tariffs. IVhen you switch around;
it
confuses them, interferes with
cities, the Army pointed out. Before
such appearances are made 't must other pleasures. They no like. Ordibe evident that the officer or soldier narily they won't go, either, except
would be doing more good on the for a 'Gone With the Wind.'
But this 'Yank' Is different thank*
air than he would be doing by stay-

slidier.'^

parallel

duction time to b" allotted for making the picture. 'This Is the Army'
(i^pects to play 20 weeks on the road.
Under present plans the picture ing at the post ii-. training.
On the subject of commercial
would be ready for national release
short
wave programs to troops
in the early .spring of 1043.

'

to shrewd salesmanship In Memphis,
and the town seems to be going over,

board- for It

.
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00^ to reduce 4^^^^.^
If you must reduce your advertising budget

then the

And

first

place to reduce

that's a job the

BLUE

it is

.

.

at the tmste-Wnt.

can do for you.

Indeed, whether or not you are faced with

a budget cut, your advertising

may

need

"reshaping" to reduce waste caused by today'^
fast-changing conditions.
too, the efficient

BLUE

And

for this job,

provides the proper

waste-reducing treatment.

The

BLUE

coast

carries

your message coast-to-

—but without costly excess coverage,

and with a mininium of overlapping
between

stations.

The

BLUE

enables you to

concentrate on the 561 counties that do
of the nation's retail buying

80%

—yet gives you

plenty of plus coverage besides.

The

That's half the story.
is

The

BLUE

new

the

BLUE

backs

other half

program
its

policy.

sponsored programs

with original audience promotion that has

proved

its effectiveness in

Moveover, the

BLUE

the past six months.

surrounds these spon-

sored shows with sustaining programs that
utilize

the competitive showmanship of leading

independent producers.

Combine the two

More new
this year

WELCOME TO THE BLUE!
halves,

advertisers

and here's the

have come to the

result.

BLUE

than to any other network. Because today,

New

advertisers

Cream -^f Wheat

on the

air or signed for Fall

General Foods

Mills
General
e
.

more than

ever, the Blue

Network

delivers the

most listeners per dollar.

Why

not

lel

— in BLUE and white. You'll find
thrifty to

do business with the

-

Minit-Rub.

Paramount Pictures

our representatives give you the facts
it's

easy (and

BLUE.

Blue Network Company. A Radio Corporation of America Servico

the blue network

.

Hall Brothers

.

^

Mail Pouch

Ford Motor Co.

Electric Boat.Co.

Socpny-Vacuum

•.

Minneapolis-Honeywell
Dr. Earl S. Sloaa

Texaco

.

:

RADIO

rubllnhed Weakly at 1S4 Weat 46th Street,
Entered aa Second-claaa matter December

COPTBIOHT,

VOL.

iJap

147

NEW

No. 12

Diwy of Yank

(The /ollott>in0 is by the for'Variety' correspondent in
Japan, u>ho, along with many
other Americon internees, return e<l to the XJ. S. yesterday
from the Far East as per^ the
Jap-U. S. exchange accord.)

By W. R. WILLS

By

T

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Jesse Lasky will make 'Life of
completing 'Boy
Churchill'
after

Hardly had the first bomb dropped
on unsuspecting Pearl Harbor when
the Nippon government-controlled
Nihon Eigasha (Japan Motion Pic(Continued. on page 55)

GoMwyn's

RKO

to

It

RKO

under-

is

it

must

re-

The picture was brought

War Department's
many protests due

May Go
Yanks

—$2,000,000 to $5,000,000
Grossers

Than

Mexico

City,

Aug.

25.

Prospects are considered excellent
local legal circles of the American
owners of the once-famed
casino and sporting resort at Agua
Calienle getting back their property
which the Cardenas government expropriated as a public utility some
years ago and converted into a fedeval industrial school.

The supreme

court ruled that this expropriation
was unconstitutional In granting
Henry S. Heidart orders to set aside
the Cardenas action.
The court set a precedent in this

(Continued on page 54)

to the
attention after
controversial

to

subject matter which had to do with
American troops battling native
troops to quell insurrection in the
Philippines. Matter was referred to
Lowell Mellett. then Coordinator of
Government Films, who ordered
to take it off the release sheet.
agreed, as exhibitors were apprehensive of audience reaction to
the reissue.
The greater part of prints, made
up in advance, did not reach playreing time, with result that
mains debited for the amount of film

Rodeo Because Auto
Stunts Waste Rubber

RKO

Opening months of World War II
find
individual
picture
earnings,
rentals for the producerdistributors and in takings at theatre wickets, heading for the highest
levels
approximately
in
15
years, from field and key city reports now pouring into New York
home office distribution depart-

during a

visit

became
Mexico.
She

'Salome,'
to

was given a serum injection and the
paralysis

followed.
the Coca-Cola

Guest on
the coming

iting on the ground that its operaimpede the war effort. On
Saturday
(22),'
Federal
Judge
Knight issued a temporary restraining order in U. S. District Court
here against Jack Kochman's Rodeo
4 Thrill Show scheduled to open
(Continued on page 27)

James Melton, with Nadine Conner slated to appear on the Sept.
13 broadcast, Oscar Levant on the
Sept. 20 show, and Melton repeating

Sept.

27.

Sunday

(30)

Program

is

series
will be

directed

by George Zachary and written by
D'Arcy is the
cieorge Faulkner.
agency.

AU

Et

1st

The idea

snide

Can-

remarks now coming

(Continued on page 27)

See Government
Taldng Over All

plane.

USO

also
marks the first
Overseas Unit, although by the very
nature of the distinguished names
It

(Continued on page 18)

a

it's

troupe,

'Mrs. Miniver' Excerpt

Shortwave Radio

super-duper,
unpay'roUed
doing voluntary work in

Prospect of Government takeover
Yankee-brand talent to
troops.
(Miss Oberon, of of all shortwave facilities, rumored
for some time, now appears much
is British, and her inclusion,more likely.
far the Government would go in such .action and
what the new setup would involve is
uncertain, but that some move in
Jolson, individually, it adds
that direction is certain Is indicated
(Continued on page 25)
in a series of meeting being held in
New York this week between a
group of shortwave broadcasters
and representative^ of various GovB.R.

bringing

Yank

In Radio Campaign Talks

course,

How

apart from the obvious s.a. values,
was also primed in the interests of
Anglo-American amity.)

25.

For

In using the quotation to empha-

GULEnE AGAIN TO

size the

body,

— No

would be

defer every

actor, says

but to spare the top names the

Reach A£F many

by entertaining American
troops 'somewhere in Ireland' Sunday night (23). It was the same day
as their arrival abroad by bomber

not to

and

effort,

considered phenomenal even in
the lush days of the late '20s, and
that time attributed largely to
of sound, while not commonplace today are no longer a

WORLD SERIES ON MBS
Gillette Safety Razor Co. will once
again sponsor the World Series over
Mutual. Hookup calls for 300 stations
in U. S. and Canada, shortwaving
overseas to the troops and airing of
a Spanish version for Latin America.

Supper Show

When Audience Too

War Bonds and main-

Is.

hoofer, singer
tor,

novelty

Disappoints Store

han'

Bob Hope, Abbott & Costello, Kay Kyser or anybody of that
calibre all of whom are more Imtaining morale than they

USO Show

Unit to

at

Minneapolis, Aug.

than

gun,' said the 51-year-old
'Well, the same analogy holds

true for

—

000,

PERVERSE TOMMY DQRSEY

in

War Production Board
dling a
star.

as doughboys.'

Picis, of course, far higher.
tures grossing $4,000,000 or $5,000,-

more than a year, will make her
professional return Sept. 6 as guest
on the Andre Kostelanetz-

performance

CENTS

President Roosevelt is the one
person, in the opinion of Eddie Canwho can take the heat off the
top names of show biz who are sticking to their work and reaping the
wrath of the public for not being in
uniform.
Cantor figures the chief
executive can best explain, possibly
in a chat, that the top performers,
by their influence on public morale,
are as important to the war effort
as, say, Donald Nelson,
'After all, Donald Nelson, as the
beiit purchasing agent in tbe country, is more important heading the

portant selling

hits

Lawrence, operatic soprano, who has been paralyzed for

Albert Spalding program on CBS
She will do her
for Coca-Cola.
singing from a wheelchair.
Singer, who scored a sensation at
the Met several seasons ago with

originally.

Jolson, Merle Oberon,

Th« good A picture, classified
Al Jolson, Merle Oberon, Pntrlcia
as such on the basis of a high
budget and or the stellar strength Morrison, Frank McHugh and Allen
Jenkins made theatrical history, and
in the cast, is today grossing $1,marked another chapter in show
250,000 or better, while the average
take for the season's outstanding business' contribution to the war

war work cut out for everyhe says: 'Many of you (his
listeners) undoubtedly have seen this
great picture.' Its an unusual gratis
plug for the film.

Marjorie

25

tor,

ments.

credit.

WHEELCHAIR COMEBACK

ill

BufTalo, Aug. 25.
time in history, the

Givot's last appearance on the
screen was In a rootin'-shootin'
western, 'Leather Burners.'
Givot was of the Jewish faith

MARJORIE LAWRENCE'S

hei

the

at Boxoffices

Lt.-Gov. C. Elmer Anderson of
Minnesota, running for reelection, is
quoting from the concluding 'Mrs.
Miniver' speech in his. radio campaign talks and giving the proper

Government has enjoined an
amusement enterprise from exhibS.

—

failing to get into circulation.

soloist

U. S. Writ Halts Boff.

sador of Good Will,' goes into
war as a militant clergyman.
Stage and acreea comedian enlisted in the Army and moved
into the Los Angeles Baptist
Theological Seminary for a
course of study aimed at a commission as Army chaplain next

More Common
More
'20a

Lush

both In

RKO
RKO

in

in

Percentage Deals and increased Spending Hypo

May.

a reissue of the
Gary Cooper starrer 'Real Glory,'
will
the amount of print stock
use during 1942 will be considerably reduced. Sam Gorldwyn origin
released
'Glory'
1939
inally

Goldwyn

PRICE

26, 1942

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Georg* Givot, known In show
business as "The Greek Ambas-

STATIC PROFITS?

Philippines.'

the

told
lease 200 prints.

Caliente Casino,

Individual Picture Earnings
at B«>t Levelt in IS Years

'Real Glory/

With Philippine Locale

stood

tion will

RIGHTS RESEBVEO

FILMS EXCEED Cantor Feels Actors Doing Morale

Take

throug United Artists.

first

ALT.

INT.

Reissue

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
a consequence of the withdrawal from distribution of 'Yank in

film outfits.

For the

by Variety. Inc. Annutl nubacrlptlon, HO. Single eoplea 2S crnia.
Poat UiTIca at New Tork, N. Y., under tbe act oC Uarcb 3, 1S79.

T.,

tlia

Jobs ShouU Not Be Judged^ackers

Scouts of America.' Script must first
be approved by Winston Churchill
before filming can get under way.
No one yet set to play the Churchill

War DepL K.O^

STAGE

Chaplain Givot

Usky's XharchiD' Pic

After having cut a wide swath for
a number of years in Japan's much part.
culture,
centuries - old
vaunted,
American motion pictures on Dec.
8 (Jap time) made a hasty, yet
orderly, exit from a field which they
had comfortably dominated year
Of
after year, thus leaving to the picture-loving Japs not only a yearning
for the kind of p^x fare they have
been brought up on, but also a fistful
of coin which just about represents
the net profits, to date, of all the
As
operations there of the American

U.

at

BT VARIETY,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Pic Spofls Told

t7ier

Back

Tork, N.

190S,

1B4S,

Man Freed From Nippon JaO

7ariety'

Resort

New
22,

MUSIC

Small

Price, as usual, is $100,000 to the
ball clubs, plus time and announcer
Baltimore, Aug. 25.
Dorsey, by refusing dur- charges. No announcer is set as yet,
ing his appearan'ce at the\Hipp two although Red Bamer may get the
weeks ago to make a sched^d ap- nod, despite the fact he's currently
pearance in the record department working on WHN. For Gillette it'.s
of Hutzler's department store, has the fourth consecutive time they've
made it tough for future band ticups aired the series over MBS.
with that commercial outfit. HutzThere has been considerable agitaler's, one of the biggest shops of its
tion recently for a longer than usual
type in town, had taken large space World Series, the teams to tour the
in the dailies advertising Dorsey's country, with the take of the extra
scheduled p.a., with the manager of games going to Army and Navy Rethe store himself personally calling lief. Gilletle may thus wind up sponat
the theatre. soring a 10 or 15-game series instead
for the maestro
'of the usual best four out of seven.
(Continued on page 54)

Tommy

I

>

ernment Agencies. One such confab
(Continued on page 18)

Bochanan's Comeback In
Film Based on and With

Maestro Pairy

British

London, Aug. 25.
Jack Buchanan, after absence of
over six years, is making comeback
into

film

production.

Yarn

deals

with rise of a band leader, and is
based on true life story of Harry
'

Parry, local stick wielder, who started from bottom.
Parry, with his Radio Rhythm
Club Sextet, standard vaudeville and
nitcry attraction, will be featured in

which is based on idea submitted by Bill Elliott, Parry's manager.
Buchanan will star as well as direct.
Shooting starts early in January.

pic,

«««
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MISCELLANY

Robeson Sees

'Glory Road' Song,

Tales Film As Insult

1912

THE BERLE-BVG POINT

I

By Milton

to Negro Race

26,'

Hollywood, Aug.

Princeton, Aug. 25.
Paul Robeson last week acknowledged the criticism being leveled at
him currently by the Negro press

%1 Burley Sans

peelers.

money

(with

in

when

it)

fleeing crooks drop

from

it

Inspires 1st

.

vMl cost money

to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you
to help now.
It

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buv them on a regular basis.

Time Pickup

Of a Pro Entertainer
Unusual for March of Time's
dramatized newscast is the pickup

a set of
a plane.

Up

.

$152^28

time that a pro entertainer has been
thus singled out as a newsworthy
is
that
subject.
Time's stance
Kyser's intensive

Bond

rallies

•Wake Up America'

in '41-42;

$180,000

in

Needs

Coming Year

Annual meeting of the Actors
and Fund of America was held May 8,
but the annual report was first published last week and revealed that

talks fit in excellently
with America's current
war effort and general morale.

the total disbursements for charity
Chet L.aRoche, head of Young & during the 'fiscal year ending May 1,
Rubicam, became impressed with 1942, amounted to $152,228. Apthe maestro when hearing him in- proximately $150,000 plus $30,000
formally in Hollywood recently, and expenses will be needed the coming
also during his public war bond year.
The total estimated income
rallies, and made Kyser fly east this amounts to $149,460, so that $30,340
past weekend to ad lib on a record- is expected from bequests, donations
ing his attitude on the war effort. and other sources.
Y&R producer Tom Harrington
Biggest single item of income is
thence boiled it down to fit the M(3T rent from the property at 515 Fifth
program tomorrow night.
avenue, N. Y. (Spaulding's), which
.

Barrymore's Relics
Hollywood, Aug.

25.

Close friends of John Barrymore
have bid up and took away many
relics of his collection at public aucClarence Bergen, brother of
tion.
Edgar, paid $185 for a pair of

human female heads
shrunken
picked up by the late actor in Equa-

by Barrymore

John

brought $250. Sevwere purchased by
and Anthony Quinn

Singer Sargent
eral gimcracks
John Carradine,
paid $250 for a
'

by

portrait

suit of armor worn
in his performance of

'King Richard 3d.' Brother Lionel
took away the Paul Manship bust
in marble for $160; J. Carroll Naish
bid $15 for an overnight bag; and
an interior decorator purchased the
Lincoln letter to Barrymore's grand
mother, Louisa Drew, for $325.
Crowded auction room with over
700 attending will require another
day and night to dispose of the large
collection.

March Back

By

to

B'way

Skin of His Teeth
Hollywood, Aug.

Fredrtc

Broadway

March

25.

to the
stage on completion of his

returns

current pictui-e chore in "The Adventures of Mark Twain' at Warners.
Eastern shift means that the
£tar will not be available for Warto Moscow.'
Understood March has a financial

ners' 'Mission

the

Interest

in

•Skin of

Your

Is

slated

for

legit

brings in $45,000 yearly. Interest
from the Niles estate is $34,000; an
endowment fund brings in $15,000;
the Roi Cooper Megrue foundation,

Saroyan Not Wacky?

dor.

Barrymore

New

Annual dues amount to
$8,000.
$9,000, while special performances
by legit shows, as required in all

York.

Editor, "Variety":

Having

witnessed the 'plays of
venture to state these
are 'wacky,' but not
wacky enough. Why don't he take

Saroyan'

I

'productions'
'10

Nites

in

Bar-Room,'

cast

a

Equity

amounted

contracts,

to

around $25,000. Fund's share from
the Theatre Authority, which collects
a percentage from benefits, plus miscellaneous

donations,

amounted

to

Broadway chorus boy as Tom Mor- $10,000.
Payments made
gan the drunk with Kate Smith or
Eisa Maxwell as 'Little Mary'? Ob- players amounted

direct to destitute
to. $51,975; Cali$13,877; hospital and
and
$23,612; burials

the moral of Saroyan's '10 fornia relief,
would have to be 'Drink all other cases,
you can get.' No doubt such a show cemetary upkeep, $7,559; maintewould pack his theatre with 'Wacky nance of the Fund's home at Englewood, N. J., $25,066. while the total
Patrons.'
of direct relief disbursements was
Bob Mock.
$126,702.
P.S.:— Also an actor.
-Alfred P. Lunt Is credited with

viously,
Nights'

—

giving the largest donation, $3,844;

Katharine Cornell, through the sale
Dot Gilchrist's Try
of photos, $1,058; Elizabeth MakarofI
Dorothy Gilchrist, redheaded in- donated $100 in memory of Otis
genue daughter of Connie Gilchrist, Skinner. Total received from befilm character actress, has come East
to crash the Broadway stage.

quests, $11,984.

Ftmd invested $104,000 in GovernShe was a child actress and has ment and War Bonds during the
appeared from time to time in pic year, 35% of the assets now being
turcs and legit on the Coast.
represented by federal securities.

—

—

.

.

.

Walt Disney's 3 Menaces
The Columbia Pictures flackery
had a pet stunt bounce back at them
last week.
Publicists, with Boris
Karloff and Peter Lorre working in
'The Bogeyman Will Get You,* had
Ihe bright idea of using the gimmick Metro had worked with 'Mini-

with

i.e.,
asking the pic critics to
select the 10 best menaces.
Plan was tested on the Coast and
wickered in a hurry when the re-

ver,'

Sept. 27.
SAG appointed Cagney Its representative on the advisory committee
now. being organized by the film
Industry to unify ts various war ac-

viewers

Functions of the committee will
be to investigate and advise the
numerous committees now working
war program.

M-G

Radio

Paramount has waived its usual
18-month radio production protection
clause on 'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat,' filmed
Bs 'Are Husbands Necessary.'
Film company has given Henry
Eouvaine rights 'to offer the yarn for
commercial radio sponsorship.

Js

a radio'

comedy

writer.

them by placing
in the

'Snow
"Three
cat in

Sets Dick Jurgens

On

.

Charlie

ABBOTT
Now
In

A

and COSTELLO

on National Release

"PARDON MY SARONG"

— Universal

Mayfair Production

Undir Personal Management
•»««»«MiiMt<i<«Mr».

of

Picture* Release

EDWARD SHERMAN
'

? ;7:? ';TOrt

t..>«h»,> ii ,<.i,, wwM»w,^i

,

,

<».

I
.

Bamet

plans

to'

step out

band he's now frontand join the Coast Gaurd. Leader
has signed himself and his cabin
cruiser to that branch of the service
as leader of the

ing

for sea patrol prqtection against sub-

marines.

He

has not yet been endepending on
He will not

listed officially, all that

physical examination.

have a commission.
Barnet is committed to five or six
weeks of theatre dates, hence will
not leave the band until then. Meantime he is searching for someone
to take over the outfit It's felt that
it would be unwise to disband since
there is a considerable amount of
Morly
tied up in the outfit.
Davis, Barnet's road manager, wa$
Inducted into the Army Monday i24).

Fire-Ficture Deal money

Dick Jurgens orchestra was officially set Thursday (20) on a fivepicture deal
with Metro, though
contracts haven't been signed. Terms
call for five films within five years
on an option arrangement, each film
to take four weeks of the band's

ZI?JNZA'S CHOKE
Sid Zellnka trained back to the
Coast yesterday.
Will huddle with Universal on
adaptation of his original which tbey.
purchased for an Allan Jones rou-

crossed

three Walt Disney characters
top slots.
The witch of
White' was first, wolf of
Little Pigs' second, and th^
'Pinocchio' third.

in the general

He

.

MAESTRO BARNET YENS
TO SLUG A NAZI SUB

'

tivities.

'.sicaL

.

.

•lection set for

'Cugat' for

.

Uil?'

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Next Screen Actors Guild prexy

nominated

Dimoat

he

to succeed retiring Edward Arnold
will likely be James Cagney.

been

In

—

Out-Scare Karloff, Lorre

has

•

.

.

Lnmlnous Panhandlers

Cagney May Be SAG Prez

He

.

But I still love Hollywood, even with the dimout we are now experiencing.
I caught a panhandler putting luminous paint on his hand so
that it can be seen in the dark when he stretches it out for a touch
It was so dark the first night of the dimout, fellows walked along the
street kissing their sweethearts .... and someone else's too
I walked
down Vine street and ran into Maxie Rosenbloom, who showed me his
new invention for 'dimouts
a neon racing form. .. .Maxie tells me that
he is ready to make a comeback. .. .but Elsa Maxwell can't make the
weight.
The first night of the dimout went off with a bang
I collided with
another car.... I decided to go to the Palladium to see the jitterbugs
jitterbugs that's a zoot suit with a motor
The management likes to
have jitterbugs with those long zoot jackets come there. .. .they dance
and sweep the floor at the same time.
Woody Herman played such intoxicating music
his instruments began
to stagger
1 love the Palladium
you get a better grade of broken
ankle there when you dance
The highlight of the evening was When
they released balloons with money in them from the ceiling. I grabbed
one, .opened it up and found a note saying: 'No luck, Berle.' I opened
another and found the same note. I finally opened a third balloon and
found a note saying: 'What's the matter, Berle don't you believe us?'
Decided to go home and on my arrival found another letter from my
New York correspondent. Jack (baldy) Zero.... Jack tells me he has a
new job he books uninvited guests into homes. .. .Jack tells me that
Broadway Rose has opened a 'Lonely Hearts' dub.... for lovelorn squirrels
and it's the nuts
There's a fellow in New York who has a very
unusual claim to fame .... it seems he was only engaged to Peggy Hopkins
Joyce
Jay C. Flippen combed his hair the other day and out came a
Jap (from the song -'Jap Hands, Here Comes Charlie'). .. .One of Al.
Siegal's singers got caught in one of his complicated arrangements....
and had to hire an Indian guide to get her out of it.... Thanks for all
the dirt. Jack, and when I get back tb New York Tve got a gift for you ....
a toupee with personality.
Had a few days oft on my picture so I hung around the house puttering
....Did you ever putter
quaint, isn't it
Jack Benny came over for
.showed me his Crossley. .laughed and left. .A fan magazine
a while.
writer came ctver for my life story. I spoke for hours.... and he got all
the highlights down on a piece of confetti ...My mother came over and
she made me, tell a few gags so that she could laugh and keep in practice.... I just learned that my mother has been made 'scrap-warden' at
her card club.... she collects old bridge rubbers.
Sat down and started to read the script of the show I'm going to do in
New York, 'Needle In the Haystack'
I never play^ a needle before
Carmen Miranda will be in the show with me and she will have a
new innovation for her opening. .. .canned fruit on her hats. .so she can
eat them or wear them.... I can see the opening night now. .. .lights,
music and creditors
My brother (the one who got caught smuggling
counterfeit halavah) came over for a little visit. He tells me through
the courtesy of my wardrobe, he's been elected the best dressed man at
the Social Security pay window.... I left the house and took a walk over
to Groucho Marx. Groucho wasn't feeling well
he only pulled 2.000
ad-libs while I was there. .. .Left Groucho and walked down the street
commiming with nature and gasoline, when a gopher walks up to me and
says: 'Mr. Berle, you are my favorite comic. .. .will you autograph my

production,

Teeth,' In which
the top role.

.

.

Actors Fund Paid Out

Kay Kyser from Hollywood tomorrow (Thurs.) night, the first

of

like manna from heaven,
(Continued on page 18)

J.

.

.

The money,

Close Friends Bid

the

Kyser's Patriotic Pitch

Moor

'Othello'
Shakespeare's
in
vith an otherwise white cast.
Robeson and Ethel
In
'Tales,'
Waters play the sharecroppers in the
fiiinl sequence who find a dresscoat

into

cipals

"And if they picket the film when
opens in N. Y.,' he added, 'I'll

join the picket-line myself.'
Robeson also explained his refusal
'Glory
Road' at Robin
to
sing
Hood Dell, Philly, last month (he
called it then 'an insult to the entire Negro race') and incidentally
answered composer Jacques Wolfe's
subsequent letter of surprise and bevilderment in "Variety' (Aug. 12).
Robeson discussed these matters
frankly and at length in an interview backstage at Princeton's McCarter theatfe, where he acted the

Company moves

Music Box Sept. 30 with 30 prinand 25 chorines.
Show will be titled 'Swing Shift
Revels.'
Going on nightly at 8:30
and 1 a.m., at $2 top.

said.
It

wv

bott

admitted it was justified. The film
does reflect on his race, Robeson

25.

This Is the second week on my picture 'Over My Dead Body,' and I
worked so hard m." mother lost 10 pounds....! do a scene with a talking
horse.... between shots he gives me diction lessons
He's a very clever
horse. ., .every Sunday he goes 'nan-back' riding in Griffith park..!. In
one scene I
supposed to cry, but couldn't, .. .then I remembered my
vaudeville tour. ...it was simple then... .After one Very important scene,
my director, Mai St. Clair, said: 'Berle, this picture will gel you .an
Academy award. .. .riding academy.'
.They have discovered a brand new way to light me in this picture. ...
Indirect blow torches.... Ybu know you've arrived in Hollywood as an
.why did I get a midget?.
actor when they give you a stand-in.
.1 had
I was supposed to portray
a very simple scene to do the other day.
anger, passion and laughter
with my forehead. .. .Some visitors came
on the set as I was talking to blonde Mary. Beth Hughes. One of them
pointed to us and said: "There's Goldi-locks and Lox!'....The studio presented me with a lovely portable dressing room.... a pushcart, with a
shower curtain (they shouldn't have gone to all that expense).
The first time I walked into the dressing room, a mouse said to me:
'Berle, ain't this murder. .. .how are we both going to dress here at the
same time?'.. .They tell me that wherever my pictures have played
they've broken the theatre's record .... for giving away dishes. .. .One
exhibitor wrote in saying, 'Whenever one of Berle's pictures plays my
theatre, the patrons absolutely refuse to accept dishes.
.unless there's
a "scoop of ice cream on them'. .. .Another wrot^ in saying, 'Whenever
Mr. Berle appears on the screen he does something to the girls in the
audience.
.they fall more in love with their own sweetheart.s.'

Strippers

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Harry Abbott, brother of Bud Ab(& Costello), is introducing
Hollywood to burlesque without

lor his part in the (orthcotning film.
•Tales of Manhattan' (20th-Fox) and

i

Berle

Col.

Takes McKinney

Columbia Pix inked Duane McKinney, legit juve, to a routine
seven-year pact with options. First
picture will be opposite Linda Dartime.
Jurgens closed at Frank Dailey's nell in City Without Men' after
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., which he does one of the leads in
Sunday (22) night and follows 'Life of (General) Billy Mitchell."
Sammy Kaye into the Strand theatre,
He was seen on Broadway last .seaNew York.
son in Walk Into My Parlor.'

—
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MISCEU.ANY

WAR SONGS

FOR
Have Broken

Flock of Radio People

Out in a Rash of Legit Playwriting
Radio people have recently broken
out in a rash of legit playwriting.

One show currently in rehearsal is
co-authored by a former radio executive, and at least four others on
Broadway schejdules are by wellknown radio people. In addition,
there are numerous other scripts
known to be written or in preparaby those familiar in the radio

tion

trade.

Now
for a

in rehearsal and scheduled
Broadway opening Labor Day

week, after a road tryout. is 'Janie,'

which Brock Pemberton is producIt is co-authored by Josephine
Bentham and Herschel V. Williams,
from the former's novel of the same
ing.

Is

He

Kiddin'7

New Music
palatial

Beverly

Jr.,

with his sister acting as hostess
in the owner's absence.

The other

day, Laemmle got
a letter from a soldier: 'I wish
to thank you tor your generosity and great kindness in
permitting your estate, swimpool, and everything to
be used by the boys on leave

armed
th'ere were more
you, life would be
lads.
The food is

Screen juvenile prospects these
days, unlike pre-war times, are
deemed assets if they have

Step Toward Setting Liai
son With Every Branch of
Show Biz Including Films,
Radio, Bands and Legit

some minor
ailment
which
would make them not likely for
immediate war duty. That's why

services.
If
civilians like
easier for us

name. Williams, until recently head
of daytime radio at the Ruthrauff &
Ryan agency, is now a Captain in
the Army. 'Janie' is localed at an
Army camp.
Tentatively scheduled for an October opening on Broadway is The
Indian Sign,' a' comedy about show Pons Insistence on Doing
business, by N. Richard Nussbaum,
a staff director with NBC in Chicago,
Met Opener Cues Incia'
George D. Gersene is tiie producer.
Topsy,' a musical version of 'UnAs Premiere for 1942-43
cle Tom's Cabin,' has been adapted
by Yasha Frank, of the CBS musicpiroduction staff. Hallmark ProduC'
The Metropolitan Opera Co. will
tions has announced it for fall preS'
open its 1942-43 schedule with 'Lucia
ent^tion in New York.
"Needle in the Haystack,' Milton Di Lammermoor,' which was off the
Berle's musical comedy slated for boards ]ast season.
Opera will be
midwinter premiere on Broadway
brought back into the repertoire
by the Shuberts (Harry Kaufman),
has a book by Phil Ra^jp, regular with Lily Pons as its star and either
comedy writer of the Fannie Brice- Jan Peerce or Giovanni Martinelli
Frank Morgan program for General as the lead tenor.

Government

plans

to aid in

for

recently by William B. Lewis,
Hillbillies Substitute
the office of War Information
Bureau, to be a major psychological
For Goldwyn Troupe
need are shaping up and may be
submitted to all branches of the
'Vox Pop' Program
music business within the next fort
said
of

—

On

Initial

steps to frame

were taken today

a

program with Ruthrauff

going the rounds.
Entrikin and Howard
Breslin, well known radio writing
team, also have a comedy that was
given a strawhat test last summer
and has been on the verge of New
York presentation since then,
Dave Levy, director of 'We. the
People' for the Young & Rubicam
agency, has just completed a play
about the radio business.
Ann
Louise Barley, radio writer now
with the War Department in Washington, also has a partly-completed
comedy about the broadcasting biz.
Lynn Stone and Addy Rlchton, coauthors of the current 'Keeping Up
is still

orchestras.

Geo. TouDg, in Cleve.
Cleveland, Aug.

FOR SPITALNY SUN. (30)

As a

With
Rosemary'
program
and
numerous other shows, likewise have

a

legit script localed in

on WEAF-NBC for General Electric.
She will talk from the WAAC Camp
at Des Moines, probably interview-

member of the organization
who had been commissioned that
ing a

morning.

Regular

portion

of

the

will originate in New York.
Kay Wynn, of the B. B. D.
O,
agency, goes to Des Moines to arrange details of the pickup. David
White directs the series.

show

&

the studios.

And Helen

Walpole, scripter of the
'Backstage Wife' and 'Stella Dallas'
scripU for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York, has completed the
first draft of a stage drama.
Norman Corwin, currently doing
'An American in England' by shortwave to the U. S., has been working
off and on for about two years on
a legit play. Kenneth Webb, writerdirector at the B. B. D. Si O. agency
and co-author of 'Gay Divorcee' and
numerous other legit shows, pictures
and sketches, has been working on
a script for Broadway. Arch Oboler

Reinhart Moves to Metro
Hollywood. Aug.

25.

Wolfgang Reinhart, former associate producer at Warners, drew a
contract at Metro, with 'Next of Kin'
a; his first production.
Picture, written by Gina Kaus and
Jay Dratler. is slated as a starrer for

Joan Crawford.

25.

who
Broadway

tribute to a Clevelander

helped pave the
Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, director
WAAC, will make her first
a commercial program Sunday night (30) on the Phil
Spitalny 'Hour of Charm' broadcast

appearance on

M-G

.

Pic

.

the w.k. jingle-jangle. Only excuse,
and they figured this out themselves,
is that the picture, 'They Got Me
Covered,' must be behind schedule
ai\d since 'Vox Pop' would air from
the Coast at 5 p.m. Goldwyn would
rather skip the plug than the shooting time.
Origincil
program- and written
agreement called for personal ap.

pearance of Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Goldwyn and David Butler,
director. Replacement program will
come from Branson, Mo., where
Parks Johnson and Warren Hull will
quiz a troupe of legit hillbillies.

POWER

JOINS MARINES;

FONDA, 37, INTO NAVY

way

to

is

credited as the man
& Costello

who

discov-

Detroit, Aug. 25.
Shortage of war workers here—

not to mention the fat salaries being paid in the Detroit arsenals
finds plenty of show folk red-eyed
these days working double shifts.
as

Typical of what is going on her*
performers mingle war produc-

tion with what they refer to as
'maintaining civilian morale,' Mel
Snyder, m.c. at the Haymarket, is
doubling at the Secco Laboratories,

where he works from 8-12 hours
war materials.
Another one beating but double-

daily in charge of

time, is maestro Lowry Clark, who
leads his band nights and puts in
a full shift at a war plant. Several
of the small-time acts which played
for peanut money as compared to
what a mechanic can earn with his

overtime have was'aed out their acts
the duration.'

'for

Situation is becoming acute in the
matter of 'lines' in the Jiiteries. Since
most of the femmes aren't up to
the demands of working two shifts
is a choice between show biz and
helping win the war, at a better
it

It
actually doesn't maka
much of a choice of it and plenty
of niteries are beginning to feel the
shortage of the hoofers as the girls
head for production.

salary.

Estimates here are that before the
year is out there will be upward of
75,000 femmes employed in the Detroit arsenals which also has created
shortage in rthe lower-salaried
waitress field. That situation has become markedly acute with the
downtown restaurants here planning
to go on five-day weeks and swinga

around arrangements to tide them
through the shortage of girls. Niteries, which need the more competent
waitresses, are in worse shape since
unskilled

soup

help is apt to spill the
the soup-and-fish any

over

moment.

By

the looks of things here musical shows and such will be plenty
jittery playing Detroit. They're apt
to loose a good chunk of the chorus
for what girl can resist $125 a week
as compared to $50— not to mention
the patriotic appeals that the plants
here are putting out for-help in winning the war.

Tyrone Power enlisted in the U. S.
Marine Corps in Washington Mon-

Camp

at

Calif,,

Elliott near San Diego,
for b.asic training.
The 20th

star hopes to be assigned to a Glider unit.
Last April Power applied for a
specialists rating in the Navy, \but
before this application was acted
upon he decided to join the Marines
upon completion of his current

Autry's Ex-Agent Sued

by introducthem to New York agents.
Boys didn't forget the favor. Tour-

Trade Mark Reglatcred
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INDEX
Bills

49

Chatter

;

Angeles. Aug.

25,

alt,
7.e\.

of

press agent, against Harry Wurltalent

agent, charging violation

an oral contract made

in 1936,

Goodale charges he was Autry's
man in February, 1936. and
persuaded him to sign an agency
contract with Wurtzel on the lattei's promise to turn over to him a
percentage of the cowboy .star's
publicity

earnings.
Action declares Wurtzel
has collected $50,000 in the last two
years and demands at least half thai
amount.
Wurtzel recently settled
his managerial pact with Autry for
$20,000 when the Republic cowboy
star enlisted In the Army Air Force.

53
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Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
House Reviews

25
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Lo.s

Gene Aulry Ls in the middle of a
damage suit filed by George Good-

iBr.

Bid Sllvermnn. PreildenL
1S4 We«t iilh Street, New Tork, N. t.

Inside

ered Abbott

ing for the Treasury Department's
Defense Bond drive, they rearranged
their schedule so they could spend
two days in Cleveland with their
old friend. Appearances a't this tiny
theatre were not commercialized, but
newspapers gave it such a terrific
ballyhoo as a sentimental gesture of
two stars who earn approximately
$400,000 each yearly that the house
had customers figuratively hanging
on the rafters.

Both

in

day (24) and was granted- inactive
status until October when he reports

& Costello climbed
up on the burlesque rostum of picture,
George Young's Roxy last week to do
Henry Fonda, screen star, joined
the Navy a.s an apprentice seaman
a 20-minute show in his honor.
Monday (24) and is scheduled to reIt was about seven years ago that
port for duty after five days. Aged
the film and radio comics made their
37, Fonda enlisted on the sly, not
appearance at the 800-seat even notifying his press agent, He.
last
burlesk emporium. Young, operator is the father of three children.
well
the
Club
as
of Back Stage
as
Roxy and several other interests,
for them, Abbott

Although they had originally intended to take a brief bow, they
ended up by doing their baseball
has had a play going the rounds forskit and reviving their original burRochester. N. Y., Aug. 25,
the last two or three seasons. And
Jose Ituvbi, pianist and conductor lesk routine. Only thing they missed
Gertrude Berg, author-actress-pro- o; the Rochester Philharmonic or- was Lou Costello's classic 28-minute
ducer of 'The Goldbergs' serial, is chestra, will add film acting to his monolog of their trials and tribulasupposed to be adapting material repertory.
tions on this tour of .70-odd cities,
from the program for a comedy for
He'll play him.^elf in 'Private Miss which panicked reporters at their
John Gplije^i,.
party for thejocal press.
Jj[pnf s" for, Metro.

Iturbi in

the

Century-Fox

Knowles

of the

handling

(Tuesday) at a

get-together
of
all
Government
agencies concerned in whaoping up
public support for the war effort and
sustaining national morale. This is
the first move toward designating
some particular agency or individual
as the liaison with music publishers,
songwriters, the" broadcasting and
film
industries,
legitimate theatre
producers, dance instructors and

WAAC'SDIREaOR GUEST

written agreement
& Ryan, ad agency
'Vox Pop' program,
Sam Goldwyn took a powder from
the broadcast scheduled for Aug. 31.
Following last program, which
airs on Monday, the agency checked
with film producer before bringing
the radio crew to the Coast and got
the

Despite

night.

&

a summer theatre
season and has been seriously

OK

the

and encourage
war songs-

With a hearty response to his re
cent N. Y. speech calling for tunes
Opera, a favorite of Miss Pons,
The Legend of Lou,' on which will be given because Miss Pons is that ^ill hypo American pulses,
Lewis is seeking to sell to Federal
Empire Productions, a new firm,
understood to have insisted on an
officials the importance of not nig
took an option last week, is by
opening night for her over execulecting this aspect of psychological
Stephen Gage Gross, director of 'Our
tive protests. It was pointed out to
Gal Sunday' and "Lorenzo Jones,'
warfare.
He has been crusading
the soprano that opening night 'al
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
serials.
ways sells out and since her per around various departments with
Gross previously authored 'One Good
huddle
formances do so anyway, it was not enough success so thbt the
Year' and collaborated with Jack
was called.
desirable to lose two sold-out per
Lait on The Hookup,' the latter a
In the near future, it is likely
formances. But the soprano, entercomedy about radio.
Both were ing her 12th year with the Met, was another N. Y. meeting will be held,
failures.
with all branches of the music busiadamant,
Max Wylie's PUy
Peerce would normally be the ness invited to attend. Everybody
Max Wylie, former v. -p. and radio choice to sing opposite Miss Pons, interested in songs, those who pur
director of Blackett-Sample-Hum- but the Met may consider Martinelli
(Continued on page 44)
mert, Chicago, and previously script as an honor choice since he's starteditor of CBS, collaborated with ing his 30th successive season as a
Milton Geiger, radio writer, on a leading tenor at the house, Ettore
A.
C. DON'T FORGET
play about a hypothetical invasion Panizza will conduct.
of New England by the Nazis.
It
CuBo For Their Old Burlesque Boss,
was given
tryout
last

talent scout delighted in
the prospect of testing a juvenile who was married, had
two children and an aged
mother and father dependent
upon him.
To top this, another eastern
talent scout found joy in unearthing a strawhat prospect
who was
excepting that he
'had bum gams, sure to keep him
ou( of the draft.'

the writing of rousing

Foods.

considered for Broadway production
by severaL managers since then, but

one

Washington, Aug. 25

Comprehensive

swell.'

Laemmle

got the letter
while making a 20-miIe practice march with full pack, on a
in
blistering
hot day down
South
Carolina,
where he's
known as one of the hardest
working soldiers in the outfit
Pvt.

Looking for Cripples

Hypo Ameri

RATED MAJOR NEED

ming

the

to

can Pulses and Sustain
National Morale
First

—

estate

Hills

owned by Corl Laemmle,

from

Some Performers Double

FIGHTING TUNES

Soldiers and sailors on leave
are now enjoying the use of the

War Work;
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WAR

Show Kz on
But

Trial With

D'Artagnan

pledged

meet

When the
execs, each
million in bonds,
1 breakfast
in

Commando'

to

for

a

sell

the

Watertown, Mass., Au*.
Editor. 'Variety*:
I saw 'Mrs. Miniver'

Sept

Griffis' apartment in New
is expected that fulfillment
this pledge will be announced.
dozen of the 'commandos' have
already reached their quota, John
Bolaban, of Chicago, being the first

Stanton
York, it
of

Spirit

may
Berlin Turns

Over 500G,

1st InstaDment on 'Army'
Profits, to

Army

Relief

-

Next Monday
genthau
stars in

(31) Secretary

will host a group of film
the U. S. Treasury dining

Broadway,

N.

Major

to

Y.,

Gen.

Irving J. Phillipson, on behalf, of
the Army Emergency Fund, was
part of KBC's weekly 'Army Hour'
Sunday (22) afternoon. The money
represents the show's first profit jn-

'Command Performance'
War Department's 'Command
Performance' will be recorded
In Washington, Aug. 30, before a
distinguished gathering which
may include President Roose-

stuUment.

which

it

is

now

-

1942"

New

tha

at

Mrs.

York.

"The boUowtnB sound of Willie
HuwHrd'K operatic style were and

— BROOKS
Times.
niaRnlflcont- — tremend-

Immortally

•.Always
ously funny

oomlc."

ARD WATTS,
'One of the
Amertr.in

the

VESTER, New York

Daily News.

Model

AD SmaD Towns

.

Producers & Distributors
and 12th man to enter the
service from this MPPDA office.
Parks was an assistant to Carl Milliken. acting foreign manager. Lieut.
Picture
Assn.,

Frederick

Col.

SPEWACK'S ROUTE
and RqssIa to Arrance
Steady Flow af Govt Films

the

Army

Fourth

Samuel Spcwi.ck, head

of

the

early this year.
officer is Li^ut.

Government's picture

production unit since he wants to
certain of
conslaiil supply of
latest documcntiiry and news films
Xrom abroad.
Part of Spcwiick'.s t;i.«k in recent
weeks has been to establish such
Sask. Theatrcman Into RCAF
flow of film i-idlcrial. Another part
Regina. Sask.. Aug. 2.S.
of his job lias cen to readjust the
.Tames H. Killer, manager of the
old OEM setup into his new re- Auditorium, Indian Head. Sask.. into
vivified
establishment.
This also Royal Canadian Air Force.
likely will mean ultimately the leallfinment of all Government film
Nisoe OriSIs' S»*l
producing units which make pic
Nixon GrifTis. son of Stanton Grif»« p^t-im<mi.t'y TXMTOtU-*; co ipmtt*"'"''"-'H7'TrrT"'^Vf<Miirtrr'''r TYh'^'l'"!!
fee

Mrs. Dockray Jains WAAC's
Mrs. Marion Bai'nes Dockray, sec
retary to Ed Hiehle, city manager of
(he five Shea theatres in Zancsvillc,
O., has joined the WAAC. has re-

(Continucd on page 55)
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I

Times

Sq. Troop'

.

joint body.

American Theatre Wing
stage Door Canteen Capers

NEW TOBK

south's contribution to the
dollar drive.
Brought together at the Peabody
hotel, theatre owners, circuit managers, and Film Row heard Doddridge Nichols, couinty war savings

chairman, and Harry Martin, amuse-

ments editor of The Commercial
explain that 'you'ri definitely on the spot,' chide them for
failure to pull together in the past
0.1 civic matters, and then call for
action.
The trade responded with alacrity.
Former refusals to serve because
so-and-.so was running the show
Appeal,

An

all-time record last Saturdaynight—4,200 service men. The place
was jumpin'. To commemorate the
occasion, genial Dick Moon, who was
on the door with his brother treasurers, handed the 4,200th man, a
sailor, one of his favorite brand of
cigars a Corona-Corona.
Razzed by his confreres for his ex

—

travagant

way.

taste,

Dick explains

it

this

'It

when

were no longer heard. To a man,
the crowded room pledged its complete
tion

•

was a habit
I worked

I

acquired as a boy
Sweetheart Al

for

tamed to
wha were

several
enterlnr

sol-

and

stU:
Whai'll I do with her?'
'Send her back ta Broaklyn,'
eharused (he soldiers.
'The
CsU inside are swell. They're
(Continued on page 25)

cooperation.

went from

Charles Bastin.
Mort Blumenstock.

Emmett

Callahan.

Judy Canova.
Jack Cohn.
Jinx Falkenburg.
Janet Planner.
Dorothy Gilchrist

°

Marsha Hunt.
Willi

show

sizeable

bu.<:iness

tional
all

from
and addirecruits being lined up from
a

branches

contingent

already
of

the

in

amusement

Regiment of the N. Y.
State Guard Is becoming known as
the Timcc Square Troop.
Milton
Kramer, Edison hotel operating director.
a lieutenant. Louis Brandt
Jaseph Shea, Elliott McManus, Will
Yolcn and John Palumbo are from
field,

the 12lh

prLse in the hinterlands, where the
film editors are going all-out for
war. activities in every form.

Industry's

bond

R

regiment with armory headquarters
li the mi<ltown N. Y. sector.

sales In particular

have received full cooperation from
the bulk of the press in the west
and south, with picture departments
especially going overboard to back
the patriotic efforts of the trade.

Mitcliell Leisenatl.

Abe Montagu.
William R. Rogers.
Connie Russell.
Abe Schneider.
E. L. Sponable.

Rhys

William.s.

N, Y. to L. A.
Annabclln.

Sammy

Fain.

John C. Flinn.
Templeton Fox.
Y. Frank Freeman.

Kay Kyser.
Tyrone Power.
J.

C. Stein.

Morgan Wallace.
Bob Welch,
Sid Zelinka.

York.

Editor, 'Variety':
On the front page of your Aug. 12
issue, I read through a story regard
I
in,;
most peculiar nit-wit.
a
reached
the
end and su(]denly
realized that I was the peculiar nitwit in question. In the ordinary
scheme of things there is no great
h: rm in such trade-paper reports.
In these times, however, and in my
present position, such an account is

d ngerous, detrimental, and most
embarrassing. I am sure no harm

was intended.

To begin

Carl Leserman.

L<;

the film business,' while Edward
Black.. of the N. Y. Journal dramatic
department, also ticlongs.
Kermit
.MoiS, of WNEW, N. Y., radio station
sl;iff, also is a member.
Some 15 others from the picture
industry are expected to Join up in
ihv next few weeks.
It's the only

The mobiliza-

there.

Tom W. Young, 20th-century Fox
branch manager, agreed to act as
general chairman of the all-out September sale. Under him committees
were quickly established and put
to work.
That story in a recent 'Variety'
headed 'N. Y. Film Critics ^Brushing
Off Bond Drive' provoked no sur-

New
L. A. to N. Y.
Dewey Barto.

Jackie Gleason.

Herbert

who rose from the ranks as a
commissioned
status.
private
to
Fifth is David Phillip, a lieutenant
Charles Murin aviation of Army.
ray, clerk at the Hays office, joined
the Army recently. Others from the
MPPDA office in N. Y. in the Army
arc Corpora) William Cote. Dick
Morningstar. Spt. Eric Stone. Sgt.
'hile Charles McClinton Allen.
Donough and John F. Conrow both
arc in U. S. Marines.

don and Russia to arrange a steady
flow of factual, informational films
from Great Britiin and Russian
sources. Trip is pan of his realign-

Memphis, Aug. 25.
It took the Motion Picture Industry's September War Bond Camadd new ones.
paign to bring the entire trade of
will
have
committee
board
or
New
this town together/ on a project for
five appointed by the Wii\g and five
Wing the first time in years.
by the Canteen volunteers.
Past jealousies and bickerings
conceived and finances the Canteen,
went out the window^ diverse inardent
but recognizes the right of the
terests in distribution and exhibition
workers in the servicemen's oasis
mobilized to put over the midto have equal representation in the
billion-

Mdinc.

in

foreign

Doll,

of the Of-

fice of War Information film producing unit, leaves this week for Lon^

ment

Herroo.

Bond Sales Drive

rules or

Haally
diers

tec chairman, assigned to the photographic division' of the U.S. Army
at A.<^oria.
New a.<u>ignment follows
training in North Carolina and also

Of

blamable on too many zealous persons attempting to interpret the

—

—

manager, was commissioned on ac'
tive duty about a year ago while
Kenneth Clark became a major in

—

Eneland

L.

Exit in Favor

of instances of

Wood.'
The sailor didn't get the point but
he sure appreciated the light Harry
Nelmes offered him, and he went in
smiling and puffing like tbe wolf in
Spartanburg. S. C. Aug. 25.
the legend of Little Red Riding
Films
like
kitchens
keep up Hood.
with soldiers in the field.
Huge outdoor screens and mobile
A ullar thawed up al tbe
projection machines aie being used
doar the other nicht with his
to provide pix for thousands of sol
The treasnrers told
Clrl friend.
diers on maneuvers in Carollnas.
liim he coHldn't bring her In.
Followed a conversatian bewith cab
tween cob and
(Cttlng the worst of H. The gab

Unck Sam s RoD Call

Solicitation calls for $20 insertions.
Ittb Hayslte In
Letters explained thai, in order to
Calling up of Thomas Parks as
eliminate bookkeeping, a ° 'reliable captain in the quartermaster corps
messenger service' has been engaged recently makes the fifth commisto can on the actors and pick up
sioned officer to go on active service
their checks.
Head of the 'news- duty from the N. Y. office of Motion

Peeves

the Canteen, apparently

in

Pix Foflow the Troops

Actors in Broadway, shows are in Grossinger's playhouse was by
mystified over the .solicitation of ads war bond. The summer resort has
to appear in so-called army camp
sold $250,000 in bonds thus far this
paiwrs.
Professionals
feel
they
should not be asked to support such summer, with the bulk of that
publi<:atl'ons in light of their con- amount
coming via the Prescott
tributions to the entertainment of show.
men in the services. Letterheads
carrying the title of 'Army Newspaper Group' were received last
week, outfit having a N. Y. address,
but the weekly tor which the ads
ere being sought is called 'First Call
end is supposedly printed for Camp
Dix, at Pemberton, N. Y.

Is George Green, according to the letterhead, he being
represented by Lorcnzen & Thompson, publishers agents.

number

to correct a

Bond

May Be

to the Prescott broadcast

MempUs

It has been decided that a joint
Herald board of 10 is to operate the American Theatre Wing's Stage Door Canteen in N. Y. That plan was chosen

friction

mated

paper group'

OPERATE N.Y. CANTEEN

men of
— BOB SYL-

funliy
ataB<."

(jreat

will reach $5,000,000 from the
Seffing
Peaslee's
itself, the motion picture versale of songs and records.
Plan
a
Berlin said that 'Army's' proflt
the first seven weeks was $321,817
and he estimated that when the
For
show finales on Sept. 26 in N. Y.
Crosby, Dinah Shore, Kay Kyser,
it will be $531,664 in the black. The
James
Charlotte
Greenwood,
Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
half-million-dollar
check included
Cagney, Charles Laughton, Hedy
Because of the great success entbe $250,000 advance on the film
Lamarr, Marian Anderson, Abjoyed by E. L. Peaslee's theatre in
paid by W&rners and it is figured
bott and Costello and Frank
Stillwater, Minn., a town of 5,000,
that the picture should net $3,000,Black's orchestra.
in selling war bonds and stamps, the
000
Stated that the expenses to
War Activities Committee here is
dvXe amount to onl.y $20,557.
recomnfKoding that other exhibitors
'Army' will not have a week's
room in Washington, teeing off the
throughout the territory adopt it.
drive with
'world
premiere.' layoff after the Broadway date and
a
Under the Peaslee
women's
Among those at the luncheon will Li now slated to open In Washing- groups are organizedplan,
to supervise
bt Greer Garson, Hedy Lamarr, ton Sept 29 at $5 top. Date at the the bond and stamp sales in the
theIrene Dunne, Ann Rutherford, Vir- National will be approximately two
atres.
Each group takes oyer on a
ginia Gilmore, James Cagney, Ab- w«eks.
different night 'The women are in
bott & Costello, Charles Laughton,
charge of booths and also actively
Edward Arnold, .together with high
solicit purchases.
The groups repWashington officials and members
resent various organizations.
Grossinger's $250,(K)0
of the industry's campaign commitOn certain nights in the Peaslee
tee such as Si Fabian, Francis Harhouse every liurchaser of a $25 war
mon and Oscar Doob. After the
Allen Prescott 'originated his Blue bond receives a free theatre admisluncheoh 'a^.^nd and stamp selling network broadcast Saturday night sion^ The record
amount of bonds
rally will b^^eld on the steps of t22) from Grossinger's, in the N. Y. and
stamps .sold under this plan in
(Continued on page 29)
Cdtskills, as a hypo for War Bond a single night at the theatre was
sales.
Feature of the program was $44,000, believed a new high for any
Eddie Cantor, who tied in from showhouse in a town of 5,000 popu.
N. Y. with a special message on the lation.
town of Liberty, near Gro.ssingcr's.
and how it got its name 135 years

I

JOINT BOARD WILL

— RICH-

throuBhout."
JR, N. Y.

Tribune.

sion,

Admish

Harritigton
(770 Belmont St.)

ATKINSON, New York

show

ago.

Thomas

46th

esti-

ARMY CAMP

spoil our lives.

wa*k,

luceauful

fifth

"Priorities of
Street Theslra,

velt as participant in a personal
message to troops overseas.
In talent lineup will be Bing

PAPQtSSOUCIT ACTORS

19.

the matter with our theatre managers?

HOWARD

WILLIE
Twenty

:irn

Presentation of a check for $500,000 by Irving Berlin, author and
producer of "This Is the Army,'

Mor-

is

that stamps may be purchased in the lobby of the theatre.
If they would do this, I defy any mother or father to pass by the
war stamp booth without emptying his pockets to buy war stamps.
The picture shows just what may and can happen to us if we do not
get behind our fighting men 100%.
Please do not ignore this letter. You can sell this idea "to every
theatre manager all over the country.
I am a mother of a girl. She must live to enjoy the peace that is to
follow this \yorld slaughter. We can insure the peace and liberty for
our children by buying war stamps. Let's get in this fight together,
mothers and fathers of America, and 'Variety.'*
Wake them up! A short talk will not spoil the picture, but no talk

A

to reach his $1,000,000 objective.
While advance reports from other
Purees indicate that the $1,000.000.000 goal will be reached, it Is
cautioned that It will be no cinch
and may yet fail.
All <how biz
feels it's on trial with Uncle Sam

What

They missed a great opportunity to be of service to our country. Millions of war stamps coiild_be sold if they gave a short talk before the
picture is thrown on the screen reminding the people In the audience

Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
Exhibitors who have been unfriendly and at loggerheads for
years, fighting
each other in
competitive situations, now are
quaffing from the same loving
cups at regional war bond and
stamp .sales meetings being held
throughout the country preliminary to the big September drive.

job of pre-selling.

rific

Mndver' and War Bonds

ms.

Unde Sam,

Sept Looks No Cinch

ffillion in

With five days to go before the
opening gun in the motion picture
Industry's campaign to send the
September $1,000,000,000 war bond
diive over the top, all the showmen
involved already have done a ter'$13,000,000

yednesday, August 26, 1942

AcrnriTiES

I

with, the story says that
'it's easier to fight

have decided

the

have
have

war with guns than films.' I
decided no such thing nor

I ever indicated any such deI have always believed that
films, from both an educational and
an inspirational standpoint, had a

cision.

great deal to contribute to the war
I think so now.
Obviously,
each one must fight the war in the
way he knows best making use of

effort.

whatever experience and

ability

he

may have, and dedicating it to our
great cause. For my own part. I
hope to be assigned to some film
unit simply because I seem to be
better with a camera than I am with
a gun. I've tried both.
The story further states that I 're(Continued on page 25)

PICTUBES

Vcdneaday, Aaguat 26, 1942

Post-War U.
Brit

May Be

While American
still

Fdm

S.

film

await some action

Coin Unfreezing Basis

companies

by the

Brit-

in unfreezing some
ish treasury
distributors
S.
of U.
$50,000,000
coin tied up in England, the purpose of the visit by R. C. G. Somervell,

Undersecretary

to

British

Board of Trade, to Washington this
week, remains cloaked in mystery.
Though ostensibly coming to the
U. S. to conclude a new monetary
pact, N. Y. trade generally is asking what prompted him to make the

long trek, and many are skeptical
of overly optimistic London reports
that both the frozen millions and
future remittances are to be handedover to U. S. distribs in the immediate future.

There
film

is

Holdover Power

Production In

Benny Now

in

Business

Sacramento, Aug.

Possibilities,

Benny,

Loyd

Wright

and

Myrt Blum

as directors. Capitalization is 5,000 shares of stock at no
par value. Company will produce

motion pictures and cartoons for
Lnited Artists release.
Another company filing papers
was Sydney M. Williams Productions, Inc., designed to engage in all
forms of public entertainment. In
addition to Williams, the directors
are Eugene S. Goodman and B,

Burger.

as
in

to

potentialities

Somervell's visit.
wrapped up
Not likely to be officially divulged
just what he has In mind, but American picture officials don't believe
the trip is simply to signature a
impounded
presently
of
release
funds or agree to the free flow of
V. S. film coin from England in the
future.

While not professing to know Just
what Somervell will say or offer in
Washington, foreign sales managers
would not be surprised If an at*
tempt is not made to link the frozen
coin situation with Britain's quota
film production, particularly in Its

post-war r .miflcatlons. Just whether
or not the $50,000,000 now impounded in Britain would be made
a trading point to force American
companies to enlarge their quota
film-making in England after the
(Continued on page 27)

'Indignant Exhibitors

Fomm'

of Cincy lists

Sundry Indignities

KOERNER RULES
OUT PRESTIGE

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

Prestige and high cost artistic fea
tures will be ignored in all future
plans of RKO, and company's entire production setup will be aimed
to supply commercial and salable
pictures to benefit both the exchanges and theatre customers.
Definite policy for studio and production operation of
was admitted by Charles W. Koerner, head
of production, who stated that ar
tistic and prestige films of dubious
boxoffice merit are out for his reEastern heads of the com'
gime.
pany are stated to be In fullest ac-

RKO

cord with Koerner, as officers have
checked over the books and discovered red ink returns on artistic pro

Koerner was sent to the studio
from the RKO theatre end last
March, and after making survey of
the production situation, was asked

up a program for the 1942
This job was completed
within four montlis and Koerner ap
few
ducers-distributors for excessive film pointed head of production.
rentals and increased admission pictures carrying over from previ
ous company commitments appear
prices.'
on the RKO releasing schedule, but
The group also approved the reso- these deals, most prominent being
lution recently adopted by directors
the Orson Welles features, contln
of the Allied States Association of
ued from arrangements made by
Motion Picture Exhibitors at Pittsformer company officers.
burgh, protesting 'high film rentals,
Commenting on his commercial
terms and coriditions imposed on exKoerner
policy,
production
film
hibitors.'
stated that his entire studio organWillis Vance, who has four houses,
ization was geared to that procedIs chairman of the lEF.
Other memure, while his long film buying and
bers are Frank W. Huss, of the Asbooking experience in the theatre
sociated Theatres (6); Harold Bernfield impressed the value of headstein,
Plaza, Norwood; Charles
liners and important personalities
Ackerman, Sunset and Glenway
as boxoffice necessities.
theatres. Price Hill; Victor Keflel,
the Esquire, Chevwood and Woodlawn, Western Hills; and Mike
GRIFFIS
Spanagle, of the Maurice White
chain of nabes.
D.C.
Indignations listed by Vance are:
1) Over the way distributors have
increased film rentals and preferred
Stanton Griffis, chairman of Paraplaying time for percentage pictures. nount's executive committee, left
2) Concerning non-operation of the New York last Monday (24) night
consent decree that is 'contrary to for Washington, where he joins Col.
the wishes of the U. S. Government William J.
Donpvan's Office of
to line

43 season.

A

STANTON
FOR

and affects availabilities of pictures
contrary to contractural relations. 3)
In the matter 'that distributors and
producers, through the operation of
the consent decree, are making more
money at the exhibitors' expense.'
Vance reported that the lEF filed
Indignant protests about availability
dates with Paramount on 'Beyond
the Blue Horizon' and with Universal
on 'Eagle Squadron.'

WilUcie's
WendeU V/illkie,

Hop

Strategic

chairman

TO

WAR EFFORT

Lee Marcus to

—

CURFEW PLAN

WOULD

CUTCREDITSTO

Griffis still is
Services.
of special events activities

ernment

officials should think of
theatre closings.
Last week at a meeting in which
representatives of the
air con
ditioning,
copper,
plumbing and
heating divisions and members of
the film and legitimate theatres in-

WPB

advisory committee participated. It was indicated that cur
tailment of theatre operations should
be anticipated owing to difficulties
in connection with air-conditioning,
copper and fuel oil supplies and the
conversion of heating equipment
dustry

from

oil to coal.

Save Raw Materials
of those attending the
were of the opinion that
shortages in materials ne«ded by the
entertainment , industry would become 9cute before long. In ot-der
to maintain operations on as near
normal a basis as possible for the
longest period of time, N. G. Burleigh, chief of the services branch
of the WPBi again pointed out to
Majority

session

the exhibitor to shorten his show
a larger- turnover Is possible
and essential, Friedl points out.
Both Friedl and Field feel that the
vast bulk of fans don't care a whoop
who's responsible for the costuming
or even the authorship, etc., are actually bored by the lengthy introductions and, at times, become impatient
for the story to get under way. Friedl
says he himself never remembers the
names of those mentioned in the
credit lines and that his managers
say the same goes for patrons.
Minnesota Amus. theatres' now post
the names of the cast in their lobbies
for the benefit of patrons who wish
to refresh themselves regarding, certain roles. If the credit lines go off
the screen they could be posted in
the lobbies along with the cast for
all who might be Interested, Friedl
poIntS'^uT'

where

KORDA

Sir

Flamm, Sclunidlapp
In

has been preceded
by his wife. Merle Oberon. Whether

ex-prexy
Flamm,
of
York radio station, has

WMCA, New
piece

of

the

Howard

setup.

Schmidlapp, an officer in the Rowland Corp., put in most of the dough.

Patterson the

RKO's

Key-Man In

Brit. $2,0Q0,000

Richard C. Patterson,

Alexander Korda came into

Pic London, where he

has a release deal with Producers
Releasing Corp.

Donald

LONDON

N. Y. from the Coast over the weekend and immediately planed out for

On Rowland

Bill Rowland's
indie producing
firm, shooting a musical in the east,

a

IN

May Prodaoe There—Deal

as Metro
Producer Alse Beported

(Continued on page 30)

Jr..

chair

he will produce 'War and Peace,'
Tolstoy classic, In England remains
problematical, liiough he could line
up an impressive cast including
Vivian
Leigh,
Laurence Olivier,
Richard Richardson, David Niven
and others if he should be so inclined.

Meantime, Korda's name is being
linked in connection with production under the Metro banner. Under
thtterms of his contract with
United Artists, Korda can make two
outside pictures.
When the M-G
deal will materialize is also uncer-

Establishment of regular transportation facilities to expedite shipments, an early stumbling block, of
the United Newsreel to 'on-thefence' foreign countries is reflected
in recent reports received,. in Nr.Y.
from nations where thie reelSlita
been received on schedule. Re^i^^
from such spots as South Africa, the
Gold Coast country, Portugal and
several other foreign lands shows
that the fourth and fifth Issues ot
United Newsreel have come through.
It is expected that, as shipping
schedules become more routined.
N. Y. headquarters will get reports
on more recent editions of United
Thirteenth edition Is
Newsreel.
slated to be printed this week. The
reel is Issued every week in some
11 different languages.
While first issues contained toa
many marching men, according to
the requested criticism from different nations getting the reel, that has
been remedied with lighter material
for contrast to the usual coverage of
United Nations military preparations.

Subsequent editions have carried
a diversity of material to point up
that, while the U. S. and other
United Nations may be girding
themselves for armed conflict, the
normal course of life in a Democracy
was not being eliminated by the vast
war program.
Metro, Paramount, Universal, 20Ui-

Fox and RKO, the five companies
distributing newsreels, are handling
the United Newsreel in various
countries where it Is shipped,' each

company
markets.
is

laid

assigned

being
Thus,

down

in

specific

when the newsreel
Sweden, Paramount's

distribution facilities see that the
red gets to exhibitors. When it armay see that
rives in Turkey,
similar distribution is accorded. Not
revealed just which distributor has
certain countfles but the entire for-

RKO

Navy Relief, but his active man of the RKO board, it is re- tain since Korda is expected IQ be
work is completed since the full vealed now, was influential in get in England for four or Ave weeks
program of events has been lined
and possibly longer.
ting the major portion of the com
eign market supposed to be covered
Since he became chairman,
up.
Insofar as production abroad is by United Newsreel is covered company's coin in Great Britain unthe Navy Relief raised close to
concerned, though studio space is at pletely by such setup.
frozen.
$n.ooo,ooo.
Other important film execs made a premium in England, with Denham
remains

of the

.vith Par
Griffis' status
unchanged, although he remain.s

off

company payroll, status which
f
has prevailed since he removed himself last Aprjl to enter full-time
activity with Navy Relief organizaHe also is chairman of the
tion.
•

chairman of Madison Square Garden directorate,
20th-Pox directorate, is scheduled to
and understood this relationship still
hop off for Russia within the next is unchanged. Reported that Griffis
week or 10 days on a Government fians carrying on his duties as Par
mission.

Pictures with major production
20tli
and location problems, some already
In preparation and others scheduled
for production this year, will likely
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
20th-Fox has placed Lee Marcus be set back indefinitely at some of
under a producer contract and is the major studios. Questionable, also,
scheduled to take over films orig- whether all the pictures made this
inally slated for Ralph Deitrlch who year will be released during the
1942-43 selling season, this having
goes Into the Signal Corps.
11 P.M.
Marcus had been with RKO for yet to be determined, as at 20th-Fox,
several years and recently made in relation to the holdover power ot
product already on hand.
Possibility that picture houses will 'The Spoilers' at tjniversal.
Companies such as Paramount,
have to consider shuttering one day
Warners and 20th-Fox. where studios
weekly, as in the last war, or otherhave hit the formula for turning out
wise curtail operations possibly by
a si>ecific percentage of A product,
shorter programs and limited hours
are already geared for tightened proof exhibition as in England, came
duction schedules.
closer last week as War Production
Barney Balaban has backed prac»
Board officials in Washington gave
tice of going in mainly for top budnotice that keeping all theatres open
get pictures and curtailment ot B
during the war 'will become in
budgeters as an effective means of
creasingly difficult.'
At the same
coping with current Industry detime increased tempo of war production, with added siphoning off of
velopments. Warners and 20th- have
electric power to defense plants,
followed suit.
Of the four major
further pointed to development of
producer-distrbis Metro remains the
a serious problem.
only company still retaining large
Minneapolis, Aug. 26.
Shortly after war broke out opinB production units.
Exhibitors
and
the
public
alike
ion was voiced by some elements in
20th-Fox, with 30 pictures defiwould welcome the elimination of all
official D. C. quarters that it might,
nitely scheduled for 1942-43 release,
before long, become nece'ssary to the credit blurbs that now start off
(Continued on page 29)
all films. This is indicated here where
pool picture house operation in vari
the
proposal,
advanced
in
the
Interous parts of the country with the
est of film conservation. Is indorsed
object of darkening approximately
by
John
J. Friedl, Minnesota Amus.
Foreign
On-the-Fence
one-third of the theatres in the U.S
Co. (Paramount) president, and Harso that the remaining two-thirds
old Field, independent cli'cuit owner.
could stay open. The report, pub
Nations Favor Lighter
One
good
effect of the proposed
lished last spring in 'Variety,' was
then considered fantastic by show- elimination would be to curtail a picUnited Newsreel Shots
men unable to understand why Gov- ture's running time and thus enable

Increasing Difficul-

sible

Electric Power, Part
ties'
Replacements and Other
Physical Necessities a Factor As War Qoes On

SAVE FILM

PKATRKO

ductions.

Cincinnati, Aug. 25.
Newl^ formed Indignant Exhibitors Forum, whose members operate
84 nabes in- Greater Cincy, at its
second weekly meeting Aug. 22, went
«n record 'to resist in all legal and
effective ways the demands of pro-

To Be Held Back Due to Conservation

to 'Pos-

EXHIBS

considerable awareness In

circles

Due

Curtail Pix

Production Skeds; Troblem' Film

WPB Cues Industry on These

25.

Jack Benny Productions, Inc., filed
papers with the secretary of state,
listing

ALIERNIITE IDEA

May

B

executive

committee

chief

besides

unsuccessful try at thawing out the
in frozen currency, but
Patterson had the aid of Secretary
$2,000,000

Henry Morgenlhau,

Jr.,

for

whom

Patterson served as a $l-a-year

man

on war financing.

RKO

was
Patterson's reward from
a new contract, with considerable
salary boost.

RKO had $3,500,000
and had applied (or $2,600,000 to help
financing, but only was OKd

He may attend a meeting of 20th- his new Washington post, which he new
Fox directors before leaving N. Y.
tht
accepted as a wartime duty.

in

$2,000,000.

England

the only studio available for outside producers reportedly booked up
16 months in advance, this would

present no problem to Korda
he decide to produce over
Korda, who built the Denham
from accounts has priority
ciliites If he should decide
them.

should
(here.
studio,
on fato

use

There is also a possibility that
Korda may undertake some special
assignment

ment

service.

in

the

British

govern-

Col. In

on GU

Miller's

London Play, 'Lifeline*
Columbia is reportedly buying Into
the New York legit production of
Gilbert Miller play now
Understood that
deal to cover picture rights is also
pending.
released
year
last
Columbia
Miller's 'Ladles In Retirement,' produced by Lester
'Lifeline,*

running in London.

^^aa

-
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WPB Ratings on Raw Film: Newsreels
Come Fffst Then Anny and GovL Pix,
War Features, Then

Showfolk on the Wing

SrSprocket Pirojector Idea Entaik

By GEORGE FBOST

Too Many Headaches to Be Practical

The most unusual spectacle in the
multi-colored whirl of filmland press
agentry was struck at New York's

LaGuardia Field not so many hours Giveaways Get Gate,
ago when a squad of showfolk, led
on Its
S.C. Biz
by Al Jolson, embarked on a flying
Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 25.
foreign for a \vorld total of 121,325,270 boat to carry American entertainBoom biz has erased jackpots,
Washington, Aug. 25.
Film industry heads were today feet; Columbia (no newsreel) re- ment to American soldiers stationed bank nites and all give-away schemes
more or less told by War Production quired more domestic footage than in Northern Ireland (as detailed from the Wilby-Kincey list Cancelled at all local houses.
Board officials how raw film stock RKO or Universal in the following elsewhere).
domestic and
98,834,712
Thousands of soldiers and civilians
Is to be divided up, and more or less quantity:
With Jolson were AUen Jenkins,
the industry agreed to the proposed 20,551,841 foreign for a world total Merle Oberon, Frank McHugh and have been wanting to just see a
managements
Cave
the
split Though not embodied in any of 119,386,553 feet; United Artists Patricia Morison.
Jolson also took show,
formal decree as yet, the WPB di- used 46,095,882 domestic and 9,747,027 along Martin Freed, who, as Fred learned.
rective, which places regular enter- foreign for a world total of 55,842,709 Martin, has stt-ummed the piano for
AtlanU Nix
tainment film production in the feet.
the mammy-singer these many years.
Monogram took 16,899,242 feet doAtlanta, Ga., Aug. 25.
fourth and last priority category,
Kay Francis was skedded to make
mestic with no figure on foreign
Jackpot and bank nites at neighwill have to stand.
the trip, too, but a last-minute difNewsreels, however, emerged vir- footage as foreign rights sold to ficulty in the, technical procedure of borhood theatres are violation of
Republic, Protually unscatched by the temporary other distributors.
visa approval caused her to miss the anti-lottery ordinances in 1942 city
classification, and will get all the ducers Releasing and state righters cloud-chaser.
code and will end after lucky numfilm they need ahead of all others, had no figures available when the
A mess of friends came down to bers now in pots are drawn, authoriincluding the Army and Navy. In report was made to Hays office. Fig- the marine runway to wave 'so ties have announced. Ban ordered
addition, newsreels will get film ured that of the 1,054,075,941 toUl long,'
including
Jimmy Cagney, by police department
footage
needed
in
1942
for
domestic
automatically without being obliged
Ralph Bellamy and Prexy Ken
to file application through any Gov- feature and newsreel prints a likely Thompson
of the Screen Actors
ernment or industry agency. Neither reduction of at least 200,000,000 feet Guild.
will the reels be limited by any re- will be made to comply with War
Marsha Hunt, the Metro starlet,
Production
Board
film
conservation
strictions resulting from the indusbreezed into the Airport-on-the-Parkproposal.
try's 19.7% cut in film.
Above figures will serve as a way, Saturday (22) aboard a TransFollowing the newsreels the Army
continental & Western Air rattler
gets first priority on any prints basis for dealing out cuts at the con- from Los Angeles, tq.her husband,
needed. In the second category falls, servation meeting in Washington to- Lieut Jerry Hopper, riot so long ago
day
(25).
first,
film needed for any of the
a crank-winder on a Hollywood lot
armed services aside from the Army.
who is now utilizing his camera
In order to get stock for this purknowledge in the photo division of
pose, requests have to be_ made to
the Signal Corps, stationed at the old

Thirdly

the Rest

OK

Own

NEW PAR HIGH

.

ON CONTRACTS

the

WPB.

If

the request for film to

Nod (ho^ Stage
Plays at

agencies, such as the Office of
War Information, etc. Requests for
film in these instances will have to

—

its own initiation
which constitutes the bulk of the product.
requests for stock for this purpose
must come through the 11 distributors recognked by the WPB.
No footage or percentage quotas
foi producers or distributors have
yet been determined. For the time
being the indu:.try's overall conservation proposal, cutting raw stock
usage by approximately 19.7 stands,
with llkelihod that the
will in
due course determine to what extent
raw stock availability is to be re

RKO

Hollywood. Aug.

29.

Original itories, written directly
for the screen, form more than 70%
of the 1942-43 production schedule
at
under the new policy outlined by Charles W. Koemer.
Old system of adapting stage plays
at high cost Is passing out Of the
45 features on the new slate only one

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

Paramount signed Loretta Young

WPB

Freezing Order. Priority

raw stock domestically

in

Mary Elliott inked acting contract
at Metro.
drew

Francies
Gladwin
ticket at 20tfa-'Fox.

Nancy Walker, Broadway

player
player,

signed by Metro.

W. Guy Pearce renewed as chief
makeup department

of 2t)th-Fox

Ross Ford, little
signed by Warners.
pictures a year at

theatre

actor,

to play in

two

RKO.

Harry Tugend renewed by Para-

mount

Ratings, Prelude to Rationing

WPB

ising.

Aside from the fact that a changeover in the industry would be a
complicated process and industry
engineers have estimated that 80
tons of steel would be required for
technical equipment, it is not likely
that the WPB would wait six months
or longer for study of what is essentially
but an experiment, before
adopting stringent film conservation
measures.
Studio Masterminding

order to conserve film under Government edict and wartime conditions changeover must be made in
projection
standards
via
threesprocket pulldown per frame, rather
than present four, thereby saving
minimum of 25% in film footage per
print.

Although studio officials and othare listening to the proposal,
engineers who have had intimate
contact in the field and with tarn per
ings of film standards that involve
changes in the thousands of projectors in use in all theatres of the
country, figure that this is not the
propitious time to inaugurate, such
an involved changeover.
Utilization of three Instead of four
sprockets per frame would necessarily slow down speed of film going
through projectors from the present 90 feet per minute to approxi'
mately 67 feet per minute. Techers

nicians

Marjorle Hoshelle inked stock conat Warners.
Margie Stewart handed player

25.

Engineers, technical experts and
studio heads are giving consideration to the idea advanced that in

would

admit

that

result in less

slowdown
wear and tear

this

on prints, giving them longer booking life.
Projector motors* would
not have to be readjusted) while
by RKO.
photographic
quality on the screen
Marie McDonald's minor contract
would
be
within 10% of present
purposes with Universal approved by Suti'act

ticket

purely for stocking up
By MOBI KBVSHEN
With the freezing order on raw rather than Immediate ~ needs. In- perior Court
stock issued last Wednesday (19) stead of the usual small number of
Pappy Cheshire's player
prints ordered when a film first goes
picked up by Republic. '

Qlm

Indosiry Figiires
on hand are not further depleted for
Hollywood, Aug. 25,
Government rationEight major film companies and the time being.
stock for film production and
1,054,075,941 feet ing of

wiU be instituted shortRationing has been taken out of
the hands of the 11 film companies,
whose efforts to establish a uniform

1941 distribution

which, added to 142,151,718 feet consumed in the foreign market, raised
the grand total of stock consumed in
world wide to 1,196,227,659 feet
Raw stock aggregating the latter
figure, used in foreign market of
films distributed, represented stock
produced in those countries and not
ahipped from U. S. Five newsreels
distributed N. Y. Loew's, Paramount,
RKO, 20th and Universal accotmted
for 200,601,635 feet of the domestic

George Montgomery handed new
two-year player pact at 20th-Fox.

Kent Smith signed

in Washington by the War Production Board purely a stopgap, applying only to 'shipments,' so that stocks

Monogram used up
of

to

AU

duced.

projector was
discussed at a meeting of
and Industry execs last June
it was originally reported in a
Washington dispatch to 'Variety.'
No great hopes were then held out
that it could be brought Into the industry in time to ease fllni conservation, and reports from engineers
since then are not any more promofficials

Hollywood, Aug.

Know

WPB Fdm

The three-sprocket

first

when

106

Holl3rwood, Aug, 25.
banks, Sr., who TWAed for the Coast
Paramount's studio contract roster
Friday (21) in time to get to Norma
reached a new high of 106 for the
Shearer's Sunday (23) wedding to
year with the signing of half a dozen
officiate as matron-of-honor.
new players. Latest additions to the
pact list are Christopher King, Alice
Kirby, yvonne De Carlo, Maxine
Ardell and Marcella Phillips.
She'D
Par Better

a starring contract calling for
two pictures annually over a period
RKO
of years.
Actress Is a comparative stranger
on the Paramotmt lot,
having
worked there only once in her film
Currently she is co-starring
is based on a legit drama. Six are career.
In the final priority classification derived from published books and with Brian Aherne in "The Frightare pictures made by the industry six more on magazine stories.
ened Stiff* at Columbia.

0:1

adjustments in some 17,000 theatres.
Question of what will be done with
reissues, and the problem of finding
sufficient skilled mechanical labor
to turn out required equipment,
must also be considered.

Astoria studios.

Another aerial voyageu'r these past
seven days was Mrs. Douglas Fair-

ment

be cleared through Mellett
Featores With War Ba«kgronnd
Third broad category embraces
films touching on the war but not
made at the request ot any Government agency.
Presumably this
would inclute all entertainment pictures with a war Iwckground or
theme. Here also, requests for film
would be cleared through Mellett.

WITH

Originals Given

be used for some bralich of the
armed forces comes from a studio, it
will have to be endorsed by the
Government agency requesting the
film. Next in line in this third category come films fnade or wanted by
Lowell Mellett, or other Govern-

No offset to film conservation
problenis via the adoption of a
three-sprocket projector is foreseen
within the industry, due to the technical problems involving equipment

ly.

basis

have proved

fruitless.

The

brief

into releiase, while distribs are estimating potential bookings, initial
orders were in many eases larger
than windup orders. Huge orders
were coming in from non-industry
sources as well.
The freezing order was issued to
limit sl)ipments 'for the time being'
to 1941 figures so that available supplies woiUd not be seriously curtailed.
Despite that the buying rush from
within the industry in recent months
brought on the freeze, the move was

spell of conservation on the honor
system, considered satisfactory as far
as it went, is over, and industry requirements will hereafter be regu- taken by the Government in order
(b protect the industry, which conlated by Government decree.
A maximum ceiling figure on tinues to be regarded as 'essential' to
prints, to be fixed by the WPB, is the war effort, for morale piuposes
regarded as virtually certain, end both on the civilian and fighting

fronts. All companies must now retotal. Metro's use of 169,962,228 feet there have been reports that some
port holdings of raw stock on hand
for feature prints and 46,477,544 feet companies may be asked to cut down
to the WPB.
for newsreel releases for total do- on total number of pictures, but no
The order does affect some 260
been
dehas
yet
curtailment
specific
mestic gross footage of 216,439,772
private laboratories throughout the
acting
Hopper,
Harold
cided
upon.
topped all studios and again led list
country, mostly making films for
in foreign market with 27,723,126 for the Government, has asked all film

world consumption companies to submit figures show- commercial purposes for which
ing not only how many pictures were stock is no longer available. WPB
made and total footage used since may later eliminate use of 16 mm.
1940, but the number of bookings for film for amateur puposes, saving an
each print Meeting held in Wash- estimated 150,000,000 feet of film anington yesterday (25) between mem- nually^ or approximately 15% of the
and 18,848,596 feet in foreign market bers of the Industry's advisory com- film industry's total requirements,
for a world total of 202,044,435 feet mittee and Hopper was to decide on including foreign markets and newsHiird highest consumer was 20th- a'urlority basis to be used as a yard- reels. Savings thus mad^ will help
maintain Hollywood production but
Fox with 103,774,008 feet for domes- stick for future rationing.
tic features 54,531,000 feet for newsThe freezing order issued last week on a basis substantially lower than
pre-war years.
Without the
reels, which is highest in that divi- by the' WPB was directed at manu- in
sion, and 16,295,831 feet for the for- facturers of raw stock only East- freeze there was a strong possibility
eign market for a world total of man, Ansco, Agfa and duPoi>t and of much more drastic and immediate
174,600,839 feet Warners, Sans news- has no direct bearing on the conser- curtailment for industry usage than
reel, used 112,282,260 feet for do- vation formula being worked out for any- rationing plan which is to be
mestic prints and 19,067,108 feet for the film industry.
worked out.
foreign footage adding up to
The freezing order does not limit
Stoeklng Up
131,349,368 feet overaU.
The freeze was brought on by the manufacture of raw film stock. If it
Other studios consumed raw stock industry itself to some extent be- were possible for the four major
In following quantities: RKO 88,601,- cause of the large and unusual orders stock producers to expand produc074 domestic feet, 27,683,619 for which were swamping the raw stock tion, every foot of film produced
Pathe Newsreel and 14,331,053 for- manufacturers who reported the sit- would be snapped up by both C>oveign for world total of 130,616,346 uation to the Government It be- ernment and film industry users.
feet; Universal 85,334,499 domestic, came evident that large reserve sup- Expansion in this field is limited by
30,403,635 newsreel and 15,587,136 plies of film, were being requested
(Continued on page 27)
feet for grand
244,162,898 feet

Paramount, next heaviest consumer, with fewer pictures, but requiring 131,690,561 feet for domestic
features, 51,505,278 feet for newsreel

—
—

clarity.

But there! are many bugs in the
idea, according to a detailed surVI of film engineer opinions. Forepact at most is the necessity of between
Columbia.
80 and 100 tons of steel out of
Ann Summers handed Columbia which would have to be made, via
toolmakers and precision machinacting ticket
ists,
around 200,000 new sprocket
v-heels.
Even if the material were
I
de available, big problem Is securing the large number of skilled
'Abie' Cfick on Radio
machinists for several months work
Reviyes Film Interest in fashioning the new sprockets,
which, under present wartime conditions, might be available one day
Ann Nichols, whose 'Abie's Irish but blanked cut the next. A repreRose' returns Sept. 12 to its Satur- s:.ttative of a manufacturer, who
option

Mary Halsey inked player

day night spot on

WEAF-NBC

first

for

stated his

company was

r>re-

pared to turn out the required
(Drene shampoo), sprockets, later admitted that there
new could be no assurance that prefilm edition of the comedy.
Click cision machinists that ml^t be assigned to handle the specific job
of the radio version last spring
would not be pulled off the Job at'
brought the authoress several Holly- any point to do more important war
wood offers and she's mulling the work under government orders.
Procter

& Gamble

also has tentative plans for a

idea of selling the rights again or of
producing it herself and releasing
through a major studio. Although

the

comedy was filmed

in 1928

Paramount, Miss Nichols retained

remake

by
all

rights.

There's also a chance that Miss
Nichols may revive 'Abie' for a
road tour, as recent seasons have
demonstrated a number of instances
in which plays that failed to draw
on Broadway
pulled
profitable
grosses out of town.
So although
'Abie' failed as a revival in 1937,
Miss Nichols figures it might have
chance on the road now.
When the radio verskin of 'Abie'
returns to. the air for its second season, it will again be scripted by
Miss Nichols, with Axel Gruenberg
continuing as director and virtually
the same cast intact. Kastor is the
agency on the show.
Meanwhile, Miss Nichols is at her
place at Bay View, L. I., resting and
getting ahead on scripts.

HARDY HELD
AT 20TH FOR TWO MORE

LAUREL,

.

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

SUn Laurel and Oliver Hardy
were optioned by 20th-Fox for two
more pictures on the 1942-43
schedule.
Fibns are tentatively titled 'Back
to the Front' and The Roaring West'

JESSELS SIVOBOED
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Lois Andrews' was granted a divorce from George Jessel here Monday (24). Grounds of jealousy and
age difference brought on the action taken by Mrs. Gefbldine Gurley for her daughter, who is a minor.
Jessel, 44, married Miss Andrews
w^en she was 16 April 13, 1940 In
Detroit
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TOPPING

What

Tkaf s
In the
theatres

first

Doing!
same

— same number of days, the re-

ceipts are 105% of

106% of

It s

23 engagements,

"My

"

Sun

Valley Serenade,"

Gal Sal," 108% of "Song of

the Islands," 117% of "Charlie's Aunt"!

John

PAYNE

Betty

Victor

GRABLE MATURE

•

•

JANE
JAMES GLEASON

•

Directed by Gregory Rafoff
Screen Play by Robert

BIlit,

The

WYMAN

PHIL SI<!VERS

•

ftobi

Produced by William LeBaron

Helen logon ond lynn Starling

Slory by Fidel to Sorbo ond Kenneth Fort

•

SI/
sin

lese

COBINA WRIGHT, JR.
•

Bated on a

Ooncei ilaged by Hermei Pan

'"gerSo,

Vedneg^Uy, Aognat t6, 194§

" "TerrificI

Business at the Rox/,
years
with single exception of "AlexN.Y., standout I Biggest in 13

ander's Ragtime Band"

—Variety

mmm.

MIGHTY STORY OF TODAY

NEVIL SHUTE'S
35,000,000 peep/*
hove read it
in
.

"Collier'i",

.

.

"Reader't

Digest" and the besttelling novel

MONTY

RODDY

ANNE

WOOLLEY-McDOWALL-BAXTER
..d

Otto Preminger

Frodvted

oitd

WriH^m

for tht

•

J.

Carrol Naish

Scr—n hy

NUNNALLY JOHNSON
Directed by

IRVING PICHEL

su

THE TR"^

^^'^

rex

STAN

OLIVER

LAUREL

HARDY*

. . .

CENTURY-FOX

mix m/rfh

w/f/i maqit. in

Sheila Ryan

•

a howl of a

john Shelton

•

hit

. .

.

DonCostello*ElishaCook,Jr
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ADVENTURE OP
MICHAEL SHAYNB,.

"THIS

DETECTIVE, IS

TOPS FOR THE

—

SERIES".
A1. P.

Herald

LLOYD NOLAN

in

JAMES

BRUCE

•

ELLISON

AVBREV MATHER • SHEILA RYAN • RALPH BYRD
C tMti br O'l.tr H P. CarnU • Proii>t*i by WoHw
Marjorre Weaver '^Phit Silvers • lanis Carter

Richard Darr • loan Valerie • Dor Costellt

M

Wurlitl • OirMin/ by
f xeci/tive Producer Sol
Nerbtrfl Utdi • Sttttnflorbi Armaid'Uimv
"JH.Ae>l

Mgyw"

crMitf tr

i»"

MMsy

MoroKO

•

OrlS'nel
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by OI/v«r H.

P. Gorrtll
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BILLION DOLLAR SALE OF BONOS

AND STAMPS DURING SEPTEMBER!
the Home Front's "Salute to Our
Heroes" on the Fighting Front I
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PICTURES
WHO

Divorcement Threat a Bugaboo
Question

Whether

New
Threat of divorcement, implied in Thurman Arnold's veto of the
UMPI plan is understood to be the major factor which will keep
consent decree companies.selling mainly in blocks of five. Though the
escape clause ostensibly allows decree companies to deviate from the
tradeshowing and limited block selling provisions, as of June, 1942,
none of the consent companies is resorting to the 'escape' provision.
Decree selling is viewed by the majors as a lesser evil than calling
down divorcement proceedings from the Department of Justice.
Contention In some quarters is that Arnold's edict could be successfully fought but that the film industry is certainly unwilling to
start any new hostilities with Government agencies at a time when it
is beset with other wartime industry problems.

It's

the

Old

or

Most Decree Majors

St.

Selling 1942-43 Films in Blocks-of-5

Louis, Aug. 25.

A

knotty problem has been tossed
into the lap of the local
by the
Marre Theatre Co., which recently
debuted in the local exhib field when
it refused to renew the lease of the
Rivoli, a small downtown flicker
house, that had been operated by the

AAA

Marvin Amus. Co., owned by Julius
Leventhal and Charles Goldman.
The quizzer is whether run and
clearance privilege remain with the
theatre, or may be carried by the
to

'unreasonable,

In light of Thurman Arnold's debarring the* United Motion
Industry plan, indications
week were that most of tha

to Life

cision

Picture

Hollywood, Aug.

Powers

'The

Girls,'

this
five

25.

Consent
Decree
companies
would tradeshow and sell 1942-43
product in blocks of five as done in
the first year of the Decree. Whila
none of the five majors, excepting
Metro on its first block of eight, have
come out * with any cancellation
priveleges, some cancellations probably will be permitted on certain
individual deals with different ex-

co-starring

Priscllla Lane and George
rolled yesterday (Mon.) at

Murphy,
General

Norman McLeod

Service studio with

directing and Charles R. Rogers producing for United Artists release.

Featured are Benny Goodman and
orchestra, Carole Landis and

his

another house.

An

Mag Cover Comes

and

arbitrary

Dennis Day.

unfair' clearance beef against Para-

But Practicafly

s

It

Still

NSG

fi-

mount, Loew's, RKO, Vitagraph and
20th-Fox was filed last week. LevGoldman and the Lyric and
Senate theatres, owned by Marvin

enthal,

hibitors.

NW INDIES HOT

also were named as interested parties in the complaint.

Amusement,

Move was again reported under
way this week to rouse exhibitors

Three

Is

Par Here

FOR 5-BlOCK

Bosecan Loses, Appealing
Al Rosecan, owner-operator of the

throughout the U. S. to the elimination of dual billing on a wide scale.

Princess, South St Louis nabe, last
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
week lost his bout against Vitagraph,
Paramount sends three new pic- Paramount, RKO and 20th-Fox for
tures into work this week, starting relief from
'unreasonable and insufficient product'^or double bills,
with 'Night Plane from Chungking,' definite' clearance. .The only solace
theatre operators will continue dual- first
production by Walter Mac- Rosecan received
was when Arbiling because of the long record of
Ewen.
trator Kenneth Teasdale of the local
Minneapolis, Aug. 23.
.
disastrous experiences wherever sinOthers are 'Buckskin Empire,' a AAA board decreed that the costs
gle-billing has been attempted.
Minnesota independent exhibitors,
historical western on a high budget,
Top industry theatre execs have and *You Can't Live Forever,' a in the case should be equally borne who bought 1941-42 product tmder
by Rosecan, the film distributors and
found that double bills, theoretically Pine-Thomas production.
the Cinderella and Gravols theatres, the state law requiring distributors
undesirable, bring in more money

rationing
film
unless
reaches the stage where there is in-

However,

Records in cities as
than singles.
widely separated as San Francisco
and Boston show the fallacy of single billing without simultaneous action in all other theatres in the territories involyed. Top pictures opening in San Francisco at the time
single-billing was tried out in one
of the key houses there brought less
coin than the' same pictures registered in Oakland when shown with a
minor supporting feature. Similar
results have been recorded in the
past in southern California (as recently as last week with 'Pride of
the Yankees'), in the New England
states and wherever else the proponents of single-billing have been in
the vanguard of this policy.
It

Doera't Fay Off

Circuit heads who have long been
cohvinced of the advantages of single billing under proper conditions
are unalterably opposed to it unless
it is adopted in all theatres in any
given area. For the time being the
second feature is regarded as the
'vaudeville' or extra portion of entertainment which the public has

learned to expect.
Stripped
to
essentials,
theatre
policy is analyzed in some operating
quarters in relation to the 'amount'
as well as the quality of entertainment for a given sum of money.
Grosses show that majority of theatregoers will pay sooner for two
and one-half or three hours of piC'
ture entertainment than for 90 miU'
utes, and the house witTi the latter
policy in most all situations cannot
compete on favorable terms with the
dual bill.

No GovL Decree
Single billing, if established either
voluntarily or by Government decree, is considered an entirely different problem.
There are no Indications, however, that the Government intends to regulate bills at
picure houses by decree though
singling is more Ukely' to materialize
due to wartime shortages in man
power and essential materials needed
in film production and exhibition
which win indirectly force theatres
into a single bill policy.
Meantime, Fred Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illi
nois, this week issued an appeal to
the meml>ership of his organization
asking for support in eliminating
double and triple feature programs
as a 'war conservation measure.'
Wehrenberg fears that unless exhibs
voluntarily cut double features there
.is a possibility that the Government
will step in and make the action

BUYING

to sell their entire season's product
He's appealing.
Rosecan charged that unreasonable subject to 20% cancellation, continue
clearance had ' been granted the to
get more tastes of purchasing
Princess (Fred Wehrenberg) and t~he groups of five and,
according to local
Gravois (St. Louis Amus. Co. nabe) branch managers, seem to like the
both of which intervened as inter- plan.
ested parties.
Following invalidation of the state
law, 20th-Fox was the first company
Clearance In Flint
to sell the" five blocks in Minnesota
Detroit, Aug. 25.
under the consent decree.
There
filings,*
After a long dearth in
was no resistance to the policy and
the Michigan Theatre Co., of Flint, sales were extremely brisk.
Now
has filed a clearance complaint In Warner Bros, is selling its first group
the Detroit tribunal against Para- of five and meeting with equal sucmount, Loew's, Warners and 20th- cess and RKO is scheduled to folFox. It charges tliat three of the low suit this week. AH selling at
majors grant first-run houses a 74
this early date is outside the Twin
day clearance over their house and Cities.
give 14-day5 clearance to the second
Independent leaders now take the
runs. Loew's was cited as giving 67
position that they don't care how
days to the first-runs and a week to they buy if the product is good and
the seconds. The complaint asked the deals are
fair.
the reduction of first-run clearance
to 30 days and not more than one
D's 18
day to the second runs.
Naming 18 features set tor release
In the next four months, William A.
Mpis. Clearanoe Squawk
Scully,
Universal sales manager,
Minneapolis, Aug. 25,
yesterday (Tuesday) announced that
Because they allege that their
the company had set releases of new
business and properties may be efseason product through next Decemfected by any clearance change inber. First of the new '42-43 product,
volving the Hopkins, suburban house,
Minnesota Amus. Co. and the inde 'Between Us Girls,' is for Labor Day
pendent St. Louis Park theatre, an- release. Next on the lineup will be
Walter Wanger's 'Arabian Nights,'
other suburban situation, have intervened in the Arbitration action first of four color productions U will
brought by the first named against make in the year. Other throe in
tint
are 'Phantom of the Opera,'
Metro, 20th, RKO, Warners and
'White Savage' and 'Cobra Woman.'
Paramount.
Included -in this batch of pictures
The Hopkins, located 11 miles west
scheduled
for distribution before the
.of Minneapolis, charges, that the 49
day clearance now enjoyed by Min- end of this year are 'Forever Yours,'
nesota Amus. houses here over it is 'Shadow of a Doubt,' 'Who Done It,'
next
Abbott-Costello
comedy starrer;
'unreasonable.'
It asks Arbitration
Action,'
Howard
in
to fix a 'reasonable' clearance.
The 'Corvettes

interveners.

GOLDWYN'S TRIDF
OFF-AND-ON SINGLER
Samuel Goldwyn's 'Pride of the
Yankees' (RKO) is noyr being genbooked for dual bills. 'Pride'
played single in approximately 12
situations but it is understood that

erally

the picture, instead, will be set as

a

billtopper

for the

RKO

circuit,

and that singling will be the rule
in other deals around the country.

AAA

'

Diuler to Hypo Pie
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
RKO and Pantages. theatres
brought in Universal's There's One
Born Every Minute' as supporting
feature with 'Pride of the Yankees.'

Samuel Goldwyn had

on a
10c tilt on admissions for the booking and insisted on solo billing for
his picture with result that it had

weak opening

a

in the

insisted

RKO

houses.

Management had previously informed Goldwyn that past experience had shown that regular prices
must be maintained for solo attractions or a supporting feature added.
Single billing has never panned out
where it has been tried in the past.
'Pride'

RKO

Reopens Cincy House
Cincinnati, Aug. 25.

Shubert,

shuttered

during

rhe summer, reopens Sept. 3 with
a special 9 p.m. screening of 'Pride
of Yankees' (RKO) on a reserveIt
seat basis with a $1.10 admish.
will be a premiere for the pic's run
at

pop

scale.

House will hold to flickers for
some time before adding flesh, a
policy adhered to in recent years.
It's Cincy's only vaudfllm theatre.

'

same com- Hawks

NOT EVEN WAR CAN
SHAKE REP'S TYPING

ASSURES METRO

CO-OP ON 'EXPENDABLE'
Metro was last week advised that
necessary cooperation from the U. S.
military authorities would be forthcoming in filming They Were Expendable.' yarn by William White
revolving about activities of John
jgulkeley and T. P. boats In the
Phihppines.

Hollywood. Aug. 25.
Republic studio, home of galloping
pictures, stays risht In the "groove in

the

production of a

new War De

partmenl Training Film,
alry

Rifle

through

Platoon."

the

to

Academy

The

Cav-

be

made

Research

Council, of which Col. Darryl F.
Zanuck is chairman.
Most of the shooting will be done
on location at the Cavalry School.

Fort Riley, Kans., with Les Orlebeck
Metro closed deal for the picture directing and Lieut. Col. Charles S.
Simultaneously
Jack rights, to the book, which has been Stodtcr as War Department liaison
Kirsch, Chicago, head of the AUied pending for several weeks, as soon
officer.
Theatres of IlUnoIs, reported to as word was received that the extenWehrenberg on efforts being made sive Government assistance required
to eliminate double and triple fea- in making the film had been agreed
tures in the Chicago area.
Headin' for the
Upon.
Among other yarns Metro is dickering for is 'See Here, Private HarHollywood, Aug. 25.
Henry Holt publishes the
grove.'
Monogram
slarled
yesterday
book.
(Mon. ) on the final gallop of its
Hollywood, Aug. 25.

mandatory.

Bam

^

Dragons Drag

Republic
is
header out of
title,

'Sky

China.
Studio

will

On

making a double
newly registered

its

Dragons,'

the exploits of

dealing

with

American aviators

make

a

In

feature.

"Yankee Sky Dragons.' to be followed
by a serial, 'Sky Dragons.'

pic; 'Sin

Town,' 'Nightmare'

Louis Park is in the
petitive area as the Hopkins and, 'Pittsburgh,' 'Get Hep to Love," 'Give
with its higher admission scale, has Out Sisters,' with the Andrews
Sisters; 'Moonlight in Havana.'
clearance over it.
It also was announced that Universal would release two 30-minuto
St.

Dragon' and
during this

fcaturettcs, 'Eagle vs.
Navy, Roar,'
'Roar,
period.

Tom

Connors' Additional !9

Announcing the

U. S.

to Continue

Lessors

lessee at the expiration of his lease

Up Again

Idea

Single-Biiliiig
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INHERITS CLEARANCE?

titles

of 19 addi-

on the 1942-43 lineup,
Connors, 20th-Fox sales chief,

Cancellation is a matter of individual sales policy, but cancelling
out of a certain percent of product
offered seems likely in certain cases,
and can be logically expected in
view of the flexible cancellation
priveleges installed in accordance
with tbe Trade Practice plan. Immediately prior to the Decree.
It
is logical to expect some such cancellation of 10%
or thereabouts,
especially when a distributor is trying to swing a deal.
RKO, Warner Bros., 20th Fox and
likely Paramount will sell in blocks
of five.
Only four features are
listed in Par's initial block.
Warners last week also announced its
second group of five releases for
national tradeshowing Sept. 17 and
18.
20th-Fox already is set on its

-

second group of

five.

BKO's Block

RKO> announced this week that
five pictures will be offered for sale
in a block starting yesterday (Tuesday), following the tradeshowing of
'Here We Go Again.' Others in the
group, previously tradeshown, are
'Big Street,' 'Wings and the Woman,'
'Highways By Night' and 'Mexican
Spitfire's Elephant.'^
Warners' second group consists of
'George Washington Slept Here,' Tha
Hard Way,' 'Flying Fortress,' 'You
Can't Escape Forever' and The Hidden Hand.' Warner Bros, already
is actively selling its first group of
five.

20th-Fox has tradeshown its flr;t
two groups of five plus Tales of
Manhattan' which will be sold 'separately.
Par Is selling its initiul
group though tradeshowings are not
There
scheduled until this week.
is nothing In
the Consent Dec. ce
now to prevent this, according to
-

interpretation in the trade.
However, the attitude of major companies Involved Is that tradeshowings and selling in blocks of five will
go ahead as in the current season,
with no exhibitor forced to buy until
after he sees the blocks if he desires.
Metro's first block of eight was announced before the Arnold ruling
on the UMPI plan, and It then, was
stated that this group would be s;ld
In accordance with provisions in-

corporated Into UMPI discussions.
Whether the second block will be
efght or a smaller number likely will
not be determined until Metro has
the next group lined up. William F.
Rodgers, Metro sales chief, stopped
off in Chicago and Washington on
his way back from the Coast, and
likely will not arrive in N. Y. until
today (Wednesday).

GUNS

mSLAZE

fl(

tional features

Tom
Inst

week pointed out

pany

presently

Is

that the

further

SIX BIGGIES

AT 20TH

comabend

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
War forms the background of six
high-budget pictures for this year's
program at 20th-Fox. Latest addithem already having bcci Iradc- tions to the warlike schedule in the
upper brackets are 'Tin Fish.' by
shown.
are Jacob Nelson,' and 'Battle Stations,'
features
Seventeen
other
Jack Andrews.
either being edited or are in the by
Already slated are Texas Volunactive shooting stages. Rc.<:ult is the
teers,' 'Crash Dive." 'Signal Corps'
studio is so far along on producand 'Never Say Die.' Program alsd
tion that it Is readying production
before contains numerous Army and Navy
not
intended
for release
service films In the 'B' class.
spring-summer next year.
WB's 'Doodle' Dates
booking
plans
Warner
Bros,
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' In about 30 'Mission' Next Biggie
additional Warner houses by Labor
Day. using the $1.10 night and 75c
For Cortiz at Warners
matinee scale, according to Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager.
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Warners had tested the George M.
Michael Curtiz is assigned to the
Cohan musical In several Warner
circuit houses during the last couple director job on Warners high-budget
Moscow,'
'Mission
to
of weeks at this scale to ascertain production,
based on the memoirs of Joseph Z.
If the upped admissions were warwith production than at the start o(

any previous selling season. Connors

named

the titles for
scheduled for 1942-43

30

pictures

relea.<;e,

11

of

1941-42 production program when
Scott R. Dunlap gave the gun to the
eighth of his Rough Rider westerns,
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Davies, former American Ambassa'West of the Law,' with Buck Jones, ranted.
Republic contracted 1942-43 prod- dor to Russia.
Al Rogell has signed as producer- Tim McCoy and Raymond Hatton In

Al Roirell at Bep.

director at Republic.
First assignment is 'Hit Parade of
1943,'

high budget musicaL

the saddle
Studio's schedule calls for 32 features and 16 cowboy pictures.

uct with Interstate Circuit, operating
35 houses in Massachusetts, New

Hampshire

and

Vermont.

Picture

precedes

'This

Is

Army,' also slated for Curtiz's
rectorship.

the
di-

PICnmE GROSSES
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Yankees $33,000

'Pride

Vedneaday, August 26, 1942

USRiEff

in

Two L A.

'Ambersons' Meagre At

Memphis

$6,000 in H.O.

Memphis, Aug.

Houses, Below Early Hopes;
Fine 36G in

Dao ly

2d Dimouts Don t Hurt

is

Warner (WB) (2,000 25-75-$1.10)
—'Yankee Doodle' (WB) (2d wk).
Despite disadvantages of title and
;

Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
Slout weekend trade is helping
business here. It figures importantly
In 'Pride of Yankees' day-dating at
Pantages and RKO Hillstrect at advanced 10-cent scale at all shows.
Picture failed to hold up before
weekend mob moved in. and operators of two theatres became panicky and ordered second feature
Total for two
starting Tuesday.
houses fine $33,000, but under rosy
Fast turnover posanticipations.
because of short program
sible
proved saving grace once crowds
started coming.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' is holding
Arm at the two Warner houses and
may get past $36,000 In second week,
which assures one or two more stanEas.
No adverse effects felt because
of dimout regulations, with some
managers hinting a slight upbeat
due to curious on streets.
Estimates for. This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 3344-55-65-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G)' (.5th
wk). Very good $7,500 in sight following fine $8,100 last week.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034: 3344-55-65-75)— 'Jackass Mail' (M-G)
and 'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G).
Mild $9,000 in prospect. Last week.
(20th)
and
'Footlight
Serenade'
'Whispering Ghosts' (20th) polled
fair $9,300.

Downtown (WB)

(1,800;

33-44-55-

65-75)— 'Yankee Doodle' (WB) (2d
wk). Swell $18,000, on tap following
initial stanza

of terrific $24,000. de-

upped tariff of $1.10 nights
and 75c at mats.
Foor SUr (UA-WC) (900; 33-4465-65-75)— 'Tales Manhattan' (20th)
and 'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th) (3d
wk). Now soloing and pushing for
spite

after

$5,000

collecting

last

$4,700

week.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6575) 'Lady in Distress' (Indie) and
•Escape from Crime' (WB).
Weak
$2,200. Last week, 'Real Glory' lUA)

—

(reissue) and 'Flying With Music'
(UA) (2d wk), $2,400, oke.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-5565-75)—"Yankee Doodle' (WB) (2d
wk). Nifty $18,000 coming up after
initial stanza sizzled with $24,000.
running almost dollar for dollar with

Downtown,

Orpheom (D'town)

(2,200;

33-44-

65-65)— 'Shut My Big Mouth' (C-il)
and 'Alias Boston Blackie' (Col),
with Ina Ray Hutton's bVind and
Borah Minevitch's gang on stage. An
okay $16,000 being tilled. Last week.
•Yokel Boy' (Rep) with Chico Marx's
band on stage, acceptable S15.000.

PanUges (Pan)

(2.812; 44-55-65-75)

—'Pride of Yankees* (RKO). Plenty
chunky at $15,000. Last week. 'Flight
Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col), fair $9,000.

Paramoant (F&M)

(3,596;

33-44-

85-65-75)— 'General Died at Dawn'
(Par)
(reissue)
and 'Tombstone'
moderate
(Par).

000.

Heading for
Last week, 'Are

S12.-

Husbands

Necessary' (Par) (2d wk) and 'Dr,
Broadway' (Par) (1st wk), meagre

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Orosi
$423,000
This Week
(Based on 12 theatres)
ToUl Gross Same WecK
$389,900
Last Year....
(Based on 13 theatres)

price, should knock off $6,500 on
holdover after grabbing record $15,first week.

000

Maico (Lightman) (2.800; 10-33-44)
—'Private Buckaroo' (U), four days,

IN DET. 2D WK.

We

Palace (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
Critics liked
'Ambersons' (RKO).
this one, but only mild $6,000 is
'Crossroads'
likely.
Last
week.
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,200, fine.
SUte (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d wk).
Due to bring good $3,000 on retainer.
Did $7,200 the first week, bullish.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-2233)
'Virginia' (P&T) (reissue), three
days 'Drums Congo' (U), one day;
and 'Girl Alaska' (Rep) with 'Escape
Big
Hongkong' (U), three days.
week at $1,800. Last week, 'Butch
Minds Baby' (U), three days; 'Frisco
•Lil' (U), one day; 'Gun Hire' (Par)
(2d run) with 'Not Lady's Man'
(Col), three days; $1,600, good.

'SISTERS' BIG $15,000

IN

MUDISH BUFFALO
Buffalo, Aug. 25.

Extended

—

—

V

fast $9,000.

United

Artists
(United Detroit)
(2.000; .50-65)— 'Miniver' (M-G) '.'3d
wk). Still a great $20,000 after $25,000 last week.

grosses

had

tres, chic/ly /Irst runa,

mcxii^tng

N. Y.)
Total Oroaa
Last Year

$1,660,000

(Based on 26

The three new bills, 'Flight Lieutenant' at the Orpheum, 'Tarzan's
New York Adventiire,' riding the
Paramount's screen, and 'Lady in a
Jam,' at the United Artists, are all
doing well, 'Lady' is giving the UA
its best week's total of recent weeks.
'Pride of Yankees,' plus stage bill, is
still torrid in its second Vveek at the

Sam* Week
cities,

170 theatres)

gate— $25,500.
Estimates for This

TAIKOFTOWN'

20th Centurv dnd.)

(3,000; 44-65)
—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO). Still
strong at over $10,000.. Last week

potent $14,000.

Paramoant Hollywood (F&M)

groove.

Golden Gate (RKO)

(2.850; 40-44of Yankees' (RKO) and
(2d wk). The 'Pride' is
a terrific wallop with
smash $25,500 for s<>cond week. Last
week, $:31,000, scorching.

65)— 'Pride
show

stage

Washington, Aug. 25.
bell ringer here is 'Talk of

New

providing

the Town' at the Earle, and threatening new 'high gross for the day-andAmbassador.
neighborhood
date
'Mrs. Miniver' continues red hot on
second stanza and .'Pride of the
Yankees' is hefty for its fourth week

Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2.440; 3540-55)—'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and
'Meet Stewarts' (Col). Hitting a nice
pace at $14,000
Last week, 'AH
Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'C.ill EUery
Queen' (Col) (3d wk). $6,800, okay.

at Keith's.

Some surprises in last week's
'Annie
Temple's
Shirley
Rooney' gave the Columbia its best
gross since 'Gone With the. Wind.'
while Pat O'Brien's popularity with
patronage boosted 'Flight
soldier

Paramoant (F-WC) (2.470; 35-4055 )— 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure' (MG) and 'Fly by Night' (Par). Clicking at $16,000. Last week, 'Cardboard
Lover' (M-G) and 'Po!>tman Didn't
Ring' (20th), $14,500, fair.
St. Franols (F-WC) (1.475; 35-4055)— 'Big Shot' (WB) and 'Sweater
Girl' (Par) (2d wk of holdover). Will
tab $6,000 for five days. Last week,

Lieutenant' at the Metropolitan.
Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 28-39-4466)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) with Tony
Tip top
Pastor's band on stage.
Last week, 'Calling Dr.
$25,000.
with
Tommy
(M-G)
Gillespie'
Dorsey's band on stage, smashing
$29,000 with gross held down by
heavy cut-rate soldier patronage.

$7,000, big.

United ArUsts (UA-Blumenfeld)
(1,100; 35-40-55)— 'Lady in a Jam'
(U) and 'Drums of the Congo' (U).
Smart $11,000. Last week, 'Friendly
Enemies' (UA) and 'Alias Boston

ColumbU (Loew) (1,234; 29-44)—
'Blue Horizon' (Par). Swell $6,000.
Last week, 'Annie Rooney' (UA),
Shirley Temple's power got towering $9,000 and broke the opening

Blackie' (Col), $5,100. disappointing.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2.650; 35-40-65)

-•Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (5th wk).
Leveling off in its fifth sesh at $13,Last week, $15,000, socko.
Tlvoll (Blumenfeld) (1,590: 35-4055)— 'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and
'Call Ellery Queen' (Col) (moveover
after three weeks at Orpheum). This
house dropped its vaude-pix policy
and becomes moveover theatre for
Blumenfeld circuit Will do $4,000 on
Last week,
first straight pix bill.
'Attorney in Carter Case' (Rep) and
stage show, $5,000, sad.

boxoffice irecord. Best gross
here since 'Gone With the Wind.'
Earle (WB) (2,210; 28-30-44-66)—
'Talk of Town' (Col) with vaudeville. All the house can hold at the
scale. Sizzling $23,000 which means
holdover.
Last week, 'Big Shot'

day's

000.

(WB) with Ralph Hawkins band on
stage,

mild $18,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 40-55-75)—
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (4th wk).
Nifty $12,000. Third stanza brought

'Crossroads' Topper

$8,000. Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col). Stupendous $8,800, much

In

it soldier patronage.
(Loew) (2.242; 28-55)—
Palace
wk).
'Mrs.
Miniver'
(M-G)
(2d
Away out in front with $26,000 indicated for second seven days. Last
week, all the house could hold at
regular scale. $29,000 which meant
capacity on all shows.

of

Minneapolis. Aug. 25.
Business continues to boom here,

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

RKO

UA

•Whispering Ghosts' (20th).
So-so
$4,500.
Last week, "Tales Manhattan" (20th) and 'Man Wouldn't Die'
(20th) (2d wk), good $7,400.

Hall Seek« Release
John

Hall,

ductions

who

abroad,

financed film prois

New York

in

with his first Hollywood pic. 'The
Captain.' for a confab on a re1ca.<;c
deal.
Production has cast headed
by Albert Basserman, Eric Blore and
Mary Brian. Story has an anti-Hitler theme based on the ancient Euro-

pean legend about the- man who
couldn't vvork without a pas.sport,
and couldn't get a passport without
having a job.
.Attorney Willian; H..Fi^lson.hantflitig tlife

dicker.

'.

.

,

pictures just being offered for booking are find-

ing the going tough because of extended runs accorded

strong product previously released. Abundance of big

money films, probably the greatest of any summer in
modern exhibition history, is keeping distributors
working overtime to get fresh productions the essential
key playing time.
Current week is typical becau.<:e 'Bambi' (RKODisney) and 'Talk of the Town' (Col) are clamoring
for space. Both look like winners. 'Bambi' is still gomg like a house-afire in second session at Radio City
Music Hall, N. Y., with strong $90,000 on tap. Getting
a rugged $13,000 in Cincinnati, and is credited with
beating both 'Pride of Yankees' and 'Snow White' on
opening day in Portland, Me. 'Talk of Town' is torrid
$23,000, aided by vaude, in Washington; $11,000, Louisville: strong $16,000, Providence; strong in Omaha and
topping K. C. with great $13,000.
While 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G), continues to roll up
baffling totals, no4r largely on extended dates, 'Pied
Piper' (20th) and 'Pardon My Sarong' (U) shape up as
latest money-making new entries. First week in important cities for 'Piper,' though racking up a hefty
$68,000 in Its second N. Y. week. It is oke at $11,500
in St. Louis, grand $26,000 in D. C, helped by band;
nice $11,000, Pittsburgh. The Abbott-Costello comedy
is topping Seattle with a terrific $13,500, leading also
in Louisville at $13,000, big on Indianapolis moveover,
$12,000 for third Baltimore session and great $14,000 in
third Chicago week.
'Gay Sisters' (WB) also received additional playdates
this week, being snappy $16,000 in Jersey City, ditto
$17,5g|0, Pitt; big $15,000, Buffalo; giant $48,000, second
N. Y, stanza at Strand; fine $16,000 in Detroit Typical
of great biz for 'Miniver' is the $18,000 on sixth week
in Chicago, $13,000 on fifth in San Francisco,. 26G on
second Wash;. sesstotii. top biz. In Newark and Jersey

to

garner respectable grosses.

its

fourth

week downtown,
continues

In

'Mrs.

sensational.

Min-

Two

newcomers, 'Crossroads' and 'They
All Kissed the Bride,' are giving
good accounts of themselves, former

being the town's leader but 'Bride'
dipped after opening.
Another holdover, 'Gay Sisters,'
moved from the State to the World;
'Maisie Gets Her Man' is attracting
attention at the Gopher.
City; $13,000 in fourth Balto week, $20,000 for third
Estimates tor This Week
Detroit sesh. $30,000 in Brooklyn; $18,000 in fourth,
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
Philly; and $16,000 on second Montreal stanza, where it
'Submarine Raider' (Col) and 'Spitwill likely hang up an all-time city record.
fire Sees Ghost' (RKO).
In for five
'Holiday Inn' (Par) is confounding the experts by
days and big $2,000.
'Drums of
nearly equalling its second week with a third session's Congo' (U) and 'About Face' (U)
take of $77,000 in the N. Y. Paramount. It is doing opened today ('I^lesday). Last week,
huge biz in Jersey City, and has a sock $18,500 for 'Hope Schuyler' (20th) and "Powder
second Newark week. 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB), Town' (RKO), big $1,800 in five days.
Century (P-S) (2,600; 30-40-50)—
doing $18,000 in 12th week of two-a-day N. Y. run,
has fine $36,000 to show for second L. A. week (two 'Mrs, Miniver' (M-G) (4th wk). Still
rolling along and stirring amazement
spots), solid $36,000 for second Philly session, and
by its boxoffice prowess. Fine $6,800
strong on second Cleveland week.
after big $8,500 last week.
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) now is largely in second
28-30)—
Gopher (P-S)
(2.600;
and third weeks. It is smash $24,000. with vaude, in 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G). Red Skelsecond Frisco session, huge $12,000 in fourth Wash, ton's presence, played up in ads,
frame, huge $22,000, third Boston week; fine in second helping this.
Grabbing for fine
Providence week, ditto at $18,000 in Baltimore, fine $5,000. Last week, 'Private Buckaroo'
(U), big $4,000,
third sesh in Buffalo.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)—
Typical of the large amount of sturdy product Is the
'All Kissed Bride' (Col). Fair $6,500
experience currently of 'Wings for Eagle' (WB), in
prospect Last week, 'Blue Hori'Crossroads' (M-G), 'Reap the Wild Wind' (Par) and zon' (Par), good $8,000.
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) in getting choice dates.
30-40-50)—
State
(P-S)
(2,400;
'Wings' has a great $55,000 in Chi, aided by band; fine 'Crossroads' (M-G). Powell-Lamarr
Jogging
$17,000, Baltimore; big $12,000, Denver.
'Crossroads' combo oke boxoffice here.
along at swell $11,000 clip.
La.^t
is topping St. Louis with sock $18,500, nifty $40,000 in
two Boston spots, and great in Indianapolis. 'Serenade' week, very big $11,000 for 'Gay Sis-

—^Bambi,' 'Talk of Town'

Product
New

and even film offerings are able

iver'

Surplus of Strong Films Makes Going Hard for Fresh

I

$5,800 in sni days.
Hillstrect (RKO) (2.872: 3344-55-65)— 'Pride Yankees" (RKO).
Geared for lush $18,000. Last wee^.
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Meet
EIrwarts" (Col), nice $13,500.
SUte (Loew-WC) (2,204: 33-44-5565-75)—'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and
•Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G).
Oke
$16,000.
Last week. 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and 'Whispering GhosU'
<20th), good $16,000.
(UA-WC) (2,100; 33-44-55-05)
—'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and
•Whispering Ghosts' (20th).
Won't
get past $4,600.
Last week, 'Tales
Manhattan'
(20th)
and
'Man
Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d wk), nice
takings at $9,500.
Wllshire (F-WC) -(2.296; 33-44-5565)— 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and

Mpls^ Big $11,000;
'Kissed Bride' $6,500

(1.-

44-55-65-75)— 'General Died at
(reissue) and 'Tombstone' (Par).
Trying to cash in on
Gary Cooper pull and hoping for
mild $7,500. Last week. 'Are Husbands Necessary" (Par) (2d wk) and
'Dr. Broadway" (Par) (1st wk), so-so

Dawn' (Par)

(2d wk).
For last five
run, this combo will hit
Last week, $22,000. in the

its

$12,000.

23G, D. C.

$6,700.

409;

(M;G)

tha'

HOT

Week

(F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-55)—
(M-G) and 'Affairs Mar-

Fox

'Crossroads'

days of

showing strong lure, around $9,000.
Last week, 'A-Haunting We Will Go' hangup $14,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)
(20th) and 'Little Tokyo' (20th), fine
(WB).
Corking
—'Gay Sisters'
$9,000.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3.300; 30-44)
(Col)
Convoy'
and
'Atlantic
and 'Jackass Mail' (M-(3). Big $14.- 'Blondie's Event' (Col).
Moderate
000. Last week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par) $7,500.
Last week. 'Private Buckaand 'Mr.
(JJA) (2d wk), neat roo" (U) and 'Tough as Come' (U),
$8,000.

San Francisco, Aug. 25.
Preponderance of holdovers pushed
down here, but the dimout
little affect on the boxoffice.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gres»
$2,2S1,S0«
This Week
(Based on 27 cities, 178 thea-

totals.

holdovers and lesser
film offerings are hurting totals this
round. 'Gay Sisters.' dualed at the
New bills, developing nicely, are Lakes, is showing its heels to the
'Blue Horizon.' topping dual
'Joan of Paris' and 'Jackass Mail' at field.
Palm-State and 'Flight Lieutenant' St the Buffalo, is doing well. Third
and ''blondie for Victory' at Adams. canto of 'Yankees 'at the Century
is robust.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban)' (1,700; 50-65)—
35-55)—
Buffalo (Shea)
(3,500;
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Blon- 'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'Fly By
Great $8,500. Night (Par). Fair $10,000. Last week,
dle Victory' (Col).
Last week. 'AH Kissed Bride' (Col) 'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G) and
and 'Sabotage Squad' (Col), fair Vaughn Monroe orch, fancy $23,000.
$7,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65) —'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'Escape
'Eagle Squadron'
(U) and 'A- from Crime' (WB). Geared for bullLost week (44-65c),
Haunting We Will Go' (20th) (2d ish $15,000.
wk ). Big $23,000 being tucked on 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk.), high
$16,000.
last week's powerful $32,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— 'Mrs.
Michigan (United ArtisU) (4,000»
Still
50-65)— ^Gay Sisters' (WB) and Miniver' (M-G) (4th wk.).
'True to Army' (Par) (2d wk). Fine
$16,000 being added to first stanza's
sock $25,000.
Palms-SUle (United Detroit) (3.000; 50-65)— 'Joan of Paris' (RKO)

Key

Yride' Terrif 2S1/2G. 2d Wk.

'Pardon Sarong' (U), held over four
days, and 'Are Husbands Necessary'

—

Detroit, Aug. 25.
With all the major first-runs holding this week, Detroit's two switchover houses came up with fresh bills
here. Fox,
grosses
to join the strong
with a second week of 'Eagle SquadWill Go,'
ron' and 'A-Haunting
well exploited, has topped grosses of
'Shores of Tripoli' in its first stanza
and will lead the town in the second
week. However, greatest strength is
at the much smaller United Artists,
which is challenging the lead in
third week of 'Mrs Miniver.' Making it a record for all three of the
top houses to hold, the Michigan is
adding a second figure on 'a second
stanza fpr 'Gay Sisters' and 'True to
the Army.'

$11.(I()0;

and 'Men Texas' (U), four days.
Ought to manager $5,500. Last week,
(Par), three days; $5,000, nice.

'SQUADRON' 23G

ladyin Jam' SnKUtfriseo Newcomer,

25.

coasting this week with a
couple of holdovers, with 'Magnifibest newcomer.
cent .^mbersons'
Doodle
'Yankee
kept
Warner's
Dandy' a second session and Loew's
State is doing likewise with 'Footlight Serenade.' Loew's Palace with
'Ambersons' is mild.
Estimates for This Week

Town

Likely

Newcomers

(WB),
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)—
'Tortilla Flat' (MrG).
First neighborhood showing, (?ood $3,500. Last
week, 'Deap Wfid Wind' (Par), first
neighborhood showing and admission
upped to 40-50, big $5,000.

ters'

has a fine $22,000 in Philly, is good in Montreal. 'Reap*
IS tabbing a great $16,000 for second St. Louis week
and is leading Cincinnati at $18,000.
'Tales of Manhattan' (20th) also is slowly edging
into the key cities. It has $11,000 for two K. C. theatres and is fine for moveover in two Denver houses.
'Lady in Jam* (U) will do great $35,000, with band,
to lead Cleveland, and is big in Frisco.
'Eagle Squadron' (U) continue; to do well. Film still leads Detroit
with f23,0Q0 though in its second stanza. It has $7,000
•

to

show

.

for third Pitt weeli.

.

.

.

.

.

World

.

(Par-Steffes) (350; 30-40-50-

55)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk).
Moved here after big week at State.
Good $3,500. Last week, 'Fantasia"
.

(IlIfOK (Jd^.wkX; good
big |5,MriBili4rw«li

t2,m

.after

M CfeAtUry.

•
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PICTURE GROSSES

'Wings Eagle -Rey Rohist $55,000

h

Runs On Broadway

First

Week of Aug. 27
Astor— 'Pride of the Yankees'
(7th week).
(Revieuied in 'Variety" July 15)

(RKO)

dn; Motage'-Ellington Fine

Capitol— 'Somewhere I'll Find
(M-G).
{Reviewed in 'Variety Aug. S)
Criterion 'Pardon My Sarong'

15

ILO.sFa9toDimBorNewYorkB.O.;
'Bambi' $tOOO, 'Piper' $68,000, Both

Tlou'

—

21G,'AboveAH'High20Gin3dWk.

^mash

(Reulewed In 'Variety' Aug. 5)
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (3d week).
(Reuieuied in 'Variety' Aug. 19)

Uy^

2i larz'-Vaude Nice

in

(U).

—

Chicago, Aug. 25.
Business Is bright, despite the
tough current handicaps of torn-up
streets along the midway due to sub-

way

construction.

On

Saturday

(22),

for instance, it was impossible to
cross Randolph street, which was
This has parsolidly barricaded.
ticularly hurt the Roosevelt, but
other theatres are also affected. In

view of this, biz is hot.
Again the bands are turning

in big

Alvlno Rey with 'Wings
business.
for the Eagle' is heading for a walloping $55,000 at the Chicago, while
Ellington
with
'Sabotage
Dulce
Squad' is getting a fine $21,000 at the
Oriental.

'Pardon

My

Sarong'

still

at $14,000 in its third

is

week

strong
at the

Palace, while 'Miniver' at the United
Artists is amazing with $18,000 for
the sixth session. This Above AH'
is continuing torrid with close to
$20,000 in sight for a third session at
the big State-Lake. 'Sarong' is being
pushed out because of the pressure
to get 'Pride of the Yankees' started
at the Palace, having been pushed
back one week already to give the
Abbott-Costello picture more playing
time.
Estimates for This Week

I

oke

after

$5,500,
$8,000.

Orphenm (RKO)

opening
(1,600;

week's

11-40-55)

of

'Spitfire

wk).

$4,800.
(3,200; 28-33-

June 3)
Music Hall— 'Talk of the Town'

(Reirietued in 'Variety'

tions and third week at these upped
figures is outstanding.
Currently
good $6,800 follows last week's $7,-

(Col).

(Reviewed In 'Variety' July

—

Tower (Fox-Joffee)

11-30)

(1,110;

29)

Paramount
'Holiday
1 n n'
(Par) (4th week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety' June 17)
Boxy— 'The Pied Piper' (20th)

500.

Bachelor'
(RKO) and
(RKO)
Rides High'
with vaude. Usual family trade for
Last week,
this policy, oke $8,000.
'A-Haunting We Will Go' (20th) and
'Moonlight Masquerade' (Rep) with
variety biU, $7,500.

—'Bashful

'Scattergoad

week)

(3d

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Julu

Strand— The Gay
week) (28).

8)

Sisters' (WB)

(3d

(Reviewed in Variety June

3)

of Sept. 3
—Week
'Pride of the Yankees'

Astor

TALK OF TOWN'

(RKO)

(8th week).

Capitol— 'Somewhere I'll Find
You' (M-G) (2d week).
Glohe 'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (4th -week).
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (15th week).
Mnslc Hall— 'Talk of the Town'
(Col) (2d week).
ParaiAonnt
'Holiday I n ii'
(Par) (5th week).
Boxy—The Pied Piper' (20th)
(4th week).
Strand
'Across the Pacific'

—

BIG 16G, PROV.

Providence, Aug. 25.
'Pride of the Yankees' is still
slugging along in its second week
Also big are
at the RKO Albee.
'Talk of the Town' at Loew's State,
'Ten Gentlemen from West Point' at
Apollo (B&K) 6,200: 35-55-65-75) Majestic, and 'Night in New Orleans'
—'Kings Row' (WB) (Bth wk). Get- at Strand, in that order.
ting bright $8,000 currently, follow
Estimates for This Week
Ing hangup $8,500 last week.
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 35-40-65>—
Chioaro (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk)
'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and Alvino and 'Sing Your Worries Away'
Rey orchestra on stage. Another (RKO) (1st wk). StUl hangup biz
wallopper at the wicket with $55,000, after one of biggest first weeks theais great in view of Burma Road set- tre ever had.
Swell $12,000. First
ting of State street at present Last week, sockeroo $19,000.
week Jimmy Dorsey band with 'Blue
Carlton (Fay-Loew) ( 1,400; -30-40Horizon' (Par) had 'em on. the raft- 50)— 'Tish'
(M-G) and 'Sabotage
ers throughout to get a remarkable Squad' (Col) (2d run). Nice $3,000.
$58,000, way over expectation.
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G)
Oarrlok (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)- (5th downtown week), sock $4,000.
'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'United
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
Stand' (20th). Combo is aU right at 'Mad Doctor Market St.' (U) and
$5,600.
Last week, 'Take .Letter' vaude. Good $6,800. Last week. Top
(Par) and 'Mokey' (M-G), finished Sergeant'
(U) and vaude, nifty

second week here at good:

—

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (14th week).

Yankees' (RKO) and
Sees Ghost' (RKO) (3d
Film started under expecta-

—'Pride

—

—

—

(WB)

Aug.

'Variety'

IB)

TALK OF TOW FORTE
$8,500 IN MILD OMAHA
Omaha, Aug.

26.

the Blue Horizon' and
True to the Army' are big at the
Orpheum. Brandeis with Talk of
the Town' and 'Escape from Crime'

'Beyond

is

only a step behind for top coin.
Estimates for This Week

Orphenm
35-50)

$7,500.

(4).

(Reviewed in

—'Blue(Tristates)
Horizon'

(3,000;

(Par)

U-30and

OrlenUI (Iroquois)
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 30-40-50)— True to Army' (Par). Sock $9,800.
44-55)— 'Sabotage Squad' (Col) and 'Ten Gentlemen from Point' (20th)
(20th). Last week, 'Pied Piper' (20th) and
Duke Ellington band on stage. and 'Magnificent Dope'
'Private Buckaroo' (U), very big
Strictly the orchestra currently, and Nothing to complain about here,
bettering expectations.
fine at $21,000.
Last week, Paul nifty $14,000. Last week, 'Yankee $9,600,
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1.500; 11Whiteman orchestra took care of the Doodle Dandy' (WB) .(2d wk), so-so 30-35-50)—
'Talk of Town' (Col) and
money situation in great style at $22, $17,000 at $1.10 prices.
'Escape Crime' (WB). Strong $8,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)—
900 with "Butch Baby* (U).
Last week, 'Pride Yankees' (RKO),
Faloce (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75) Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Blondie
(Col).
Stepping off to last 10 days including three days of
-'Sarong' (U) and 'Men of Texas' Victory'
Last week. 'Tish' second week, smash $0,500.
(U). This makes it three weeks, and strong $16,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 11-30leaving only because of demands of (M-G) and 'Sabotage Squad' (Col),
35-50) 'Gun for Hire' (Par) and
'Pride of Yankees' (BKO). Sparkling good $14,000.
Modest $6,500.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)— 'Moontide' (20th).
$14,000 after collecting powerful $17,Last week, 'Sgt. York' (WB) and
'SuiOrleans'
(Par)
and
'Night
New
700 last week.
'Gold Rush' (UA), big $9,400.
ftaoscvelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- cide squadron' (Par). Comfortable
Town (Goldberg) (1.400; 11-20-30)
75)—'Dr. Gillespie' (M-G) and 'Post- $8,000. Last week, 'Sweater Girl'
'Dust on Sage' (Rep), Telling Me'
man Ring' (20th). Not much at $7,- (Par) and 'Submarine Raider' (U)
and 'Yukon Patrol" (Rep) triple
(Rep), strong $9,000.
000. Last week, 'Sweater Girl' (Par)
split with 'Bandit Trail' (RKO), 'Hit
and 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col), mild
Parade' (Rep) and 'Drifting Kid'

—

—

$8,100.

SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700;
75)— 'This Above All' (20th)

36-55-65-

(3d wk).

Rolling right along to hot $20,000
following wow $22,900 last week.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65:75)
'Miniver' (M-G) (6th
wk). Amazing $18,000 after big $19,300 last week.

'Horizon' Bright

Denyen Hfings' $12,000

—

Talk of Town' losty

f

13M Sets
Tales'

IIG

K.C. Pace;

m

2 Spots

Kansas City, Aug.

25.

•Talk of the Town* at the Midland
of Manhattan,' day-anddating the Esquire and Uptown, are
grabbing the tall coin this week.
Tales' will get neat $11,000 at the
two Fox houses and likely holdover.
Talk of Town* is the K. C.
standout with a great $13,000. In
other house holdover is the 'Pride
of the Yankees' earned a third
week's run at the Orpheum.
Hot weather arrived in full force
last week but rain came to rescue

and Tales

.

later.

14^,

Denver, Aug.

25.

Business is strong in ail flrst-rims
with 'Beyond the Blue Horizon at

(Mono), 'Klondike Fury' (Mono), 'In
Old Califorhia' (Rep). Fair $800.
Last week, 'Underground Rustlers'
(Mono), 'Submarine Raider' (Col)
and 'Mob Town' (U ) triple split with
'Bad Men Hills' (Col). 'Gay Vagabond* (Rep) and 'Back to Oklahoma'
(Mono), 'Ghost Frankenstein' (U)
and 'Spitfire at Sea' (RKO), aided
by Saturday night stage show, nice

MIdtown

Manhattan is crowded
with visitors and others taking a
final fling before going back to work
from vacations or into the service.

only two weeks because of product
piling

'Talk

up.

of

Town'

Picture hung up a brilliant $68,000, or close, in its second
week concluded last night (Tues.),
after smash $78,000 initialer. Popularity of the novel, plus stalwart exploitation, credited for way this film

has clicked.
Inn,'

racked up another

30-40-

(Par).
Huge
Horizon'
EstlDiates tor This Week
$14,500. and is holding. Last week.
Esqnlre and Uptown (Fox-Mid- 'Take Letter' (Par) (3d wk) and
west) (820 and 2,043; 11-44-55)— 'Night New Orleans' (Par) (2d wk).
Tales Manhattan' (20th). OiT to a fine $8,000.
rousing start on a Wednesday openDenver (Fox) (2.S25; 30-40-50-60)
ing and at these uiiped rates may —'Wings
Eagle'
for
(WB) and
hit a neat $11,000 or thereabouts. 'Murder
Big House' (WB).
Big
I^st week, 'Pardon Sarong' (U), $12,000, and may stay for a second
played full second week for good session. Last week, 'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'About Face' (UA),
$6,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 11-30- huge $18,000.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 30-35-4044)—Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Atlantic Convoy'
(Col).
Three-star 50-60)— 'Maisle Gets Man' (M-G)
power Town' doing its work and and 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure'
giving this big house one of its best (M-G).
Surprisingly fine $12,500.
weeks. $13,000. Last week. 'Jackass Last week, 'Pride Yankees' (RKO)
Mail' (M-G) and 'Submarine Raider' (2d wk), great $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-40)—
(Col), regular Wallace Beery take,
'Sergeant York' (WB) and 'Was
$8,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 11- Framed' (WB) (2d wk). Sturdy
30-44)—'Blue Horizon' (Par) -t2d $7,500. Last week, <same combo,
wk). Usual Lamour-sarong trade. giant $10,000 for opening week.

Ahead was a record non-holiday
week mark of $85,000 (opening session) under present policy.
Badio City Mailo Hall (Rockefellers)
(5,945; 44 - 55 - 85 - 99-$1.65)—
Bambi' (RKO-Disney) and stage
show (2d wk). Heading for sturdy
$90,000, after very big $96,000 in
opening frame. 'Bambi' limited to
two-week date because of product
jamming up, with Talk of Town'
(Col) opening tomorrow (Thursday).
Blallo (Mayer) (954; 28-44-55)—'I
Live on Danger' (Par). Good $7,000;
with 'Just Oft Broadway' (20th)

week

third

its

sesh. Now looks probable the Irving
Berlin hit will run six weeks, with
a change of stage show for the last
two.
Strand also continues in the big
money with a great $48,000 on Its

second week with 'Gay Sisters' and

layout headed by Sammy
Stays for a third stan'Magnificent Ambersons' is get-

stage

Kaye's baM.
za.

ting fairly good
Capitol frame.

second

in

$22,000

State, too, is cashing in
for stage shows, with

on the yen
vaudeville

pushing Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure'
to nice $24,500, or better.

Eatimatea for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; SS-6S-$1.10)
of Yankees' (RKO-GoldContinuing sock
(6th wk).
business, current (6th) week getting
Fifth week, nifty
great $25,500.

—'Pride

$9,000 for third stanza
at this house.
Roxy (20th) (9,886; 40-55-65-7585-99)— 'Pled Piper' (20th) and stage
show (3d wk). Third week begins

today (Wednesday).

Second stanza

hung up

brilliant $68,000, or thereabouts, after bagging smash $78,000
on the first frame.
Initial week
rated biggest here since 'Alexander's

Ragtime Band'

(20th).

.State (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-95-75.
99-$l.I0)— Tarzan's N. Y. Adven.
ture' (M-G) (2d rte) and Smith St
Dale. Billy House, Linda Ware.
Mary Raye & Naldi, others on stage.
Leaning heavily on vaudeville layout for nice*$24,500 or better. Last
week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) (2d wk.)

and Bobby Bvme orch, stout $28,000.
Strand (WB) (^,796; 3S-SS-76-99$1.10)
'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
Sammy Kaye band heading stage
show (2d wk.). Holding up welt
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85- for great $48,000, and stays over a
'Magt>iftcent Amber- third session.
$1.10-$1.25)
Last week, first, wai
Welles' pic- rousing $53,000.
sons' (RKO) (2d wk).
ture holding up fairly well on second

wyn)

—

$26,000.

—

session for $22,000, or better, after
$30,000 on initial week. 'Somewhere

Find You' (M-G) comes
morrow (Thursday).
I'll

(Loew's)

Criterion

My

55-75)— 'Pardon

Latest Abbott-Costello

(1,062;

Sarong'

in

to-

35-44(U).

Last week,
(Wednesday).
'Invisible Agent' (U) (3d wk), stout
today

CINCY LEADER

two

$9,000, following fine $35,000 in

"

earlier stanzas.

35-95-75Strikes Back' (Artkino) (2d wk). Going for near $15,000 on second stanza, after $18,000
Initialer
was
opening week.
in
In
strong, but below forecasts.
ahead, 'Eagle Squadron' (U) got good
$10,000 in nine days of sixth week.
HoUyweod (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.10-

Globe

'REAF$iaO0O.

comedy opens

(Brandt)

(1,250;

85)— 'Moscow

$1.65-$2.20)—'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
(WB) (13th wk). Continues swinging along, with $9,660 on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday of present
(13th) week, about pace of previous
session.
Last week, ending Friday,
gross was good $18,000. At present

Cincinnati, Aug. 25.

Business at

downtown houses cur-

rently shows a' hefty

tilt

over

last

week. Chief .magnet is 'Reap Wild
Wind,' which is racking up a terrific
opening mark at the (^apitol, which

banner seven-week
engagement with 'Mrs. Miniver.'
Walt Disney's 'Bambi' is strong at
the Albee and the Palace is on tha
right sid/e with 'Are Husbands Necjust concluded a

essary?'

Other major stands.are doing okay

$48,000 in Philly; 'Dandy'
May

Philadelphia. Aug. 25.
Name bands continue to be dynamite draws here with the current
Earle attraction, Glenn Miller or-

ler orch.

chestra and 'Spy Ship' likely to beat
the terrific gross of. Tommy Dorsey
two weeks ago. Looks like a sensational $48,000 or near.
Also keeping the cash registers
tinkling are holdovers of 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy,' 'Mrs. Miniver' and
initialer of 'Broadway Serenade.'
The Aldine, shuttered all summer,

fine $24,000.

tomorrow

reopens

(Wed.)

with

'(Crossroads.'

Week

Estimates for This

Arcardia (Sablosky)
57-68)— This Above All
run).

35-46(20th) (3d
Still plenty of profit at $3,200.
(600;
'

Last week, 'Gone With Wind' (M-G)
of second

wound up second week
run with

Boyd

fine $3,400.

(WB)

(2.569;

7S-1.10)—

'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) (2d
wk.) Riding high with solid $36,000
at jacked-up figures, plus teriff $4,000 for extra Sunday showing at
Earle.
$45,000.

Earle

Initialer

(WB)

was

spectacular

(2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Spy Ship' (WB) with Glenn Mil-

Albee

Record
366

2d

top Dorsey's record

with great $48,000.
Dorsey's take
was $46,700. Last week, 'Sweater
(Par) with Stan Kenton orch,

Girl'

Jackie Cooper and Three Stooges,

Fox -(WB) (2.425; 35-46-57-68-75)
—'Footlight
Serenade' (20th). Fine
Last week. Take Letter'
(Par) (2d wk.).
Hurt by Sunday
closing because of defective piping,
but okay $11,000 for six days of
holdover sesh.
Karlton.(WB) (1.066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Allen Poe' (20th). First-run for
this opus dissappointing $3,500. Last
week, 'Annie Rooney' (UA), fair
$4,000 for holdover semester.
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)
—'Saboteur' (U) (2d run).
Poor
$3,000, hurt by long stay at Stanton.
Last week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par)
slightly better with $3,500.
Stanley (WB) (2.916; 35-46-57-6875)—'Miniver' (M-G) (4th wk.). Still
plenty healthy with $18,000.
Last
week, socko $23,000.
$22,000

SUnton (WB)
—'Tarzan's

(1,457; 35-46-57-68)

Adventure'

(M-G) (2d
smooth

wk.). Skimming along with
$7,000 ^fter hangup $9,500 for
last

week.

(RKO)

(3,300;

Week

.

33-40'90)—

'Bambi' (RKO). Very good $13,000.
Last
week,
'FootUght Serenade'
(20th). big $14,900.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 40-44-55-60)

in

week

(1.750;

(1,700: 28-35-44-SS-

with holdovers.
Estimates for Thla

'Tales

(Cockrill)

(RKO)

Palace

which today goes
Paramount,
terrific total on
coming in Friday (28). Last week.,
at about $77,000,
A-Haunting We Go' (20th) (3d wk).
hardly any difference from second plenty nice
'Holiday

into its fourth stanza at

G. Miller Pushing 'Ship' to

Denham

(Wed-

starting today

session

third

nesday).

with 'Maisle Gets Her Man' as dual
topper, are not far behind in coin.
Estimates for This Week

din, fair $2,500.

starts

there tomorrow (Thursday).
Roxy Is holding 'Pied Piper,' with

$1,000.

50)— 'Blue

Thanksgiv-

ing or longer.

65-75)— 'Top Haf (RKO) and 'Duke
West Point' (20th) (both reissues).
Consequently,
continues Popularity of Fred Astaire-Glnger
business
outstandingly strong despite the mass Rogers oldie lifting this to fair
$8,000.
Last
week, 'Big Street'
of holdovers, all of which are stand(RKO) (Ist run), solid $11,000.
ing up, at the Music Hall. ParaParamount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-8599)— Holiday Inn' (Par) and. on
mount, Roxy, Strand and Capitol.
'Bambr is strong in its second stage, Sklnnay Ennis, the Ink Spots,
others
(4th Wk).
Fourth stanza
stanza at the Hall, with a sturdy opens today
(Wednesday).
Third
$90,000 In sight after a very big $96,- session, concluded yesterday, was
However, Walt astonishing $77,000, little difference
000 opening week.
from second week's sock $78,000.
Disney feature was booked in for

the Denham topping the town and
holding. House is packed most of
the time. Denver, with 'Wings for
Eagle' topping a dualer, and Orpheum

AUddIn (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)—
Manhattan' (20th), after a
at Denver and day-and-date
with Broadway. Fine $5,500. Last
week, 'Married Angel' (M-G). after
Paramount week, good $4,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 30-35-4050)— Tales Manhattan' (20th). after
week at Denver and day-and-date
with Aladdin, Good $3,000. Last
week. 'Eagle Squadron' (U), after
week at each the Denver and Alad-

gait, flgured to last until

bow-In

—•Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Initial,
ing run with a whopper $18,000. Last
week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (7th wk)
bowed out with a terrific $7,000 at
17-40-44-60-cent scale, grossing close
on the 49-day engagement.

to $75,000

(RKO)

Family

(1,000;

17-28)—

Kid's Guns' (PRC) and 'Night New
Orleans' (Par), split with 'Hillbilly

(Mono) and 'Men of

Blitzkrieg'

Quentin'

Same

(PRC).

last

All

right

St.
$2,100.

week on Texas Way'

(Mono)

and 'Submarine Raider*
divided with 'Top Sergeant*
(U) and 'Escape from Crime' (WB).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Footlight Serenade' (20th).
Moveover from Albee for second week.
Strong $6,000. Last week, 'Pardon
My Sarong' (U) (2d run), great
(Col),

$7,500.

Keith's (LIbson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
for Eagle' (WB).
Transferred from Palace for Eecon3 stanza.
Fairly
good $5,000.
Last week,
'Crossroads' (M-G) (2d run), fair

—'Wings

$4,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 28-33-42)—
Pardon My Sarong' (U). Second
switch for third week on main line.
Good $4,500. Last week, 'Men of
Texas' (U), fair $3,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-90)—
'Are Husbands Necessary?' (Par).
All right $10,000. Ditto last week for
'Wings for Eagle' (WP).

'

PICTUBB 6R08SB8
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Wednesday, August 26, 1942
$16,000 after

smash $26,000 garnered

in first stanza.

'Wings for Eagle Soars to $17,000

"Spy

Missouri (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)—
'Pardon Sai'ong' (U) (2d wk), and

-Andrew Sis-O^bome Huge 30G

Good for
'All Kissed Bride' (Col).
Last week,
$6,500, above average.

In Balto; 'Pride'-Vaude 18G in H.O.
Baltimore, Aug.

25.

With practically the entire first
run sector here in potent b.o. of
htrong product, lone new entry of
'Wings for Eagle' is faring extremely
well at the Stanley. Valencia, util
ized as a moveover spot for continuation of downstairs Century pi(^
tures for extended playing time, is
udting some outside product because
of extended playing of 'Mrs. Miniver.'

Business is generally okay considering repeats prevailing.
Estimates for This Week

Century

(Loew's-UA)

(3,000;

17-

28-35-40-55-66)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (MG) (4th wk). Holding nicely to indicated $13,000 after ringing the bell
u'ithasolid grand total of $62,000 for
previous three weeks.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
17-25-38-44-55-66-75)— 'Pride
Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk) (plus vaude).
Maintaining strong pace to $18,000
after a very hey-hey opening round
at $23,300 which included a sell-out
re.ierved seat preem at $1.10.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406;

17-

28-35-40-55)- 'Pardon Sarong'
(U)
(3d wk). Still going nicely at $12,000 after totaling potent ^4,800 on
previous two sessions.
20-40)—
Mayfair (Hicks)
(980;
•Annie Rooney' (UA) (2d wk). AU
right in h.o. with $3,000 possible
after okay initial sesta at $4,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-3544 )— 'Footlight Serenade' <20th) (2d
v'k).
Very steady at good $5,000
after bright opening round to $7,200.
SUnley (WB) (3,286: 17-28-40-55;
Lone
—'Wings for Eagle' (WB).
new entry nicely spotted for rosy
$17,000. I^st week, second of 'Take
Letter' (Par), very solid $24,400 for

other smash $16,000 in sight after
lush $16,500 last week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and 'Paci-

Rendezvous' (M-G).

fic

Last week, 'Jacka.ss Mail' (M-G) and
good
Window'
(.M-G),
•Fingers
(Ind) (1.100; 30-40-60)—
'Favorite Spy' (RKO) and 'Powder

Orpheum

Weak

Town' (RKO).
$2,500.

Denis (France-Film)

St.

40)— 'La

Citadelle

du

(2,500; 30-

Silence"

and

Neat $3,800.
Soeur de Lait."
Last week. 'Si Tu Reviens' and 'Petit
•Ma

Jacques,' fine $4,300.

'Sarong' Terrif
$13,000, L'vffle;

Town' Hefty IIG
t,ouisville, Aug. 25.
Pardon My Sarong' at the Rialto
and 'Talk of the Town' at Loew's
State, only two major films here,
are copping bulk of the coin. The
Abbott and Costello comedy Is

pacing the

at the Rialto at a

field

we^

the specials.

EsUmates for This Weak
(Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

Brown
(1,400;

nade'

—

15-30-40)
'Footlight Sere(20th)
and 'Little Tokyo'

Continuing for okay sesh
(20th).
after moveover from Rialto at $2,500.

8iG

Last week, 'Maisie Gets Her Man'
(M-G) and 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col),

Indianapolis, Aug. 25.
Business ts levelling ofl In most
•pots as average attractions are on
list this week after series of bellringers.
Heavy competlsh from
Ringling circus was felt at boxoHice
in some situations.
'Crossroads,' at
Loew's, is leading picture parade
vith a nifty total.

Kentocky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
—'This Our Life' (WB) and 'Wife
Takes FUer' (Col). Fair $1,700. Last
week, 'Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Great
Man's Lady" (Par), average $1,800.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 1530-40)— Talk of Town" (Col) and

Great 9^, 'Wings'

light $1,700.

Estimates
Circle

This

for'

(Katz-DoUe)

Week

(2,600;

28-33-

44 >— 'Magnificent Ambersons* (RKO

Ozark'

In Hub; 'Crossroads 40G in 2 Spots

Above

'Gay Sisters' Snappy

of Fleet' (Col). This
to have plenty on the
Impetus of strong getaway will
carry to healthy $11,000. Last week,

'Sweetheart

combo looks
ball.

'Jackass 'Mail'

in Pitt;

(M-G) and 'Grand

IIG, Squadron'

—

Tiper'

7Gm 3d

—

Texas' tU), good $17,000.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40

50-55)— 'All Kissed Bride' (Col) and
Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
-'Atlantic Convoy' (Col).
Profitable
weather and rain over $18,000. Last week, 'Big Shot' (WB)
weekend kept everybody around in and 'Sweetheart Fleet' (Col) (2d
this non-rationed gas era, with re- wk), oke $18,000.
sult that biz boomed. 'Pied Piper,'
with some rave notices, is lighting
the fires under the Harris again to
give that house first h.o. in sometime. 'Eagle Squadron' at Fulton, in
its third, is still showing surprising
strength and likely to hold again.
Paul Whiteman and 'Are Husbands
Necessary?'
shooting
are
above Stanley's regular average.
EsUmales for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 35-44-66)—
Eagle Squadron' (U) (3d wk). Still
Seattle, Aug. 25.
merry at b.o. Should grab at least
Dimout is not hurting film theatre
Probably means an- biz here, with twilight baseball fig$7,000, swell.
other h.o.
Last week 'Squadron,' ured a help rather than detriment
fine $7,500.
'Pardon My Sarong' is heading for
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)— a terrific $13,500 or better at the
'Pied Piper' (20th).
Swell notices Paramount, and it stays for at least
for this one, with plenty of follow- one more session. 'Invisible Agent'
up comment, and knocking out a also is rated strong at the Orpheum,
great $11,000. Holds over, first pic- while 'Footlight Serenade' is forte in
ture to rate more than a single week ita second session at the Music HalL
here since This Above AU' (20th)
Estimates tor This Week
more than a month ago. Last week.
Blue Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen
at (800; 30-40-58)— 'Blue
n.s.h.,
Invisible
Agent*
(U)
Horizon' (Par)
$6,000.
and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par) (4th wk).
Pcnn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40- Going for indicated oke $2,700. Last
55)—'Gay Sisters' (WB). Crix don't week, same dual, nice $3,300.
like this one. but will do a robust
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40$17,500, which means a h.o. at either 58)—Tarzan"s N. Y. Adventure" (MWarner or Ritz. Last week, 'Cross- G) and 'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G).
road.s' (M-G), about the same.
Mild $6,500. Last week. 'Miniver*
30-40-55)— (M-G) (5th wk) socko
Bit!
(WB)
(800;
$8,600 on
Crossroads' (M-G) (2d wk). Would nine days.
have ordinarily moved to Warner,
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
but with 'Miniver' (M-G) doing so 'Kukan' (UA) and 'Ellery Queen
well there, Powell-Lamarr meller Meets Agents.*
Headed for good
was shot into this small-seater. Do- $6,700.
Last week, 'Gunga Din'
ing average $2,800. Last week, 'Ser- (RKO) and 'King Kong* (U) (reisgeant York' (WB), after opening sues) (2d wk), in five days oke $4,week at Warner, $2,100. not so bad. 100.
Senator (Harris) (1.750; 30-40-55)
Hosle Box (H-E) (800; 30-40-58)—
—'United We Stand' (20th) and 'A- 'Miniver* (M-G) (6th wk). Hot reHaunting WiU Go' (20th).. Merely lease from Fifth, where it had great
average, around $2,750. Last week, run. Big $4^. likely. Last week,
'Drums of Congo' (U) and 'Ellery 'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and 'Happened
Queen Meeta Agent' (Col), $2,600.
Flatbush' (20th) (Oth week downStanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66) town),, nifty $3,800 on nine days.
—'Are Husbands Necessary?' (Par)
Mnsle Hall (H-E) (2.200; 30-40-58)
Nice —'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d
and Paul Whiteman band.
lure.
the
Whiteman
with
$22,500,
wk) and 'LitUe Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th).
Horace Heidt and New pix rated helping other film
week,
Last
'Favorite Spy' (RKO), big $32,000. on its second session, nice $4,600.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-44-66)— Last week. 'Footlight Serenade'
'Mrs. Miniver" (M-G) (5th wk). Sec- (20th) and 'United We Stand" (20th),
ond for smash hit here after three very good $6,800.
big weeks at Penn, and still doing
Orphenm (U-E) (2.600; 30-40-58)
knockout biz at $8,500. Last week,
'Invisible Agent* (U) and "Lady
'Miniver' terrific $12,000.
Gangster* (WB). Robust $8,000. Last
week, "Lady in Jam* (U) and 'Night
Cooler

mm

'SYNCOPATION'

New

FWE

—

LAMARR-POWELL LEAD
SMASH

(1,800;

$4,000.

'Miniver* Great $16,000

On

Second Monti

Week

Montreal, Aug. 25.
Based on weekend returns 'Mrs
Miniver" will gross little less in hold-

cver currently than in first week
when the take was $16,500 with another smashing $16,000 In sight. This
will be a record for the house and

the

city.

EsUraates for This Week
His Majesty's {CI) (1,600; 35-50)—

•Wings

of

Victory'

(Esq).

Weak

SL Louis, Aug. 25.
Spell of cool weather and attracis keeping grosses at
the deluxers nicely above the average. 'Reap the Wind' and Night in
New Orleans' at the Fox are strong
on their second sesh. 'Crossroads'
and 'Meet the Stewarts' are best in
tive screen fare

town

at Loew's.
Estimate's for This

—

'Little

'Syncopation'

Tokyo.

j

'Night New Orleans' (Par). Riding
along towards satisfactory $6,000 in
second week. First week, robust

State.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200: 40-55-65-7585)— 'Favorite Spy* (RKO), Andrews

and Will Osborne's orchestra
to
socko $30,000.
Last
week, Martha Raye, Charlie Barnet
band and 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col).
Sisters

Pointing

$33,500.

Fenway (M-P)

Week

Loew's (Loew)

(3,172; 30-40-50)—
'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col). Nice getaway plus Monday night hypo when retail stores
remain open until 9 p.m. points to
sock $18,500. Last week, 'Married
an Angel" (M-G) end 'Twin Beds'
(UA), nice $18,700.-

(1,373:

'Beyond
Horizon'
'Sweater Girl* (Par).

30-44-60)—

(Par)

and

Limped

in

from the Met for anemic $4,000. Last
week. 'Above AU* (20th) and 'Happened FUtbush' (20th), S5.500.
Memortal (RKO) (2,900: 40-55-6575)— 'Pride Yankees* (RKO) (3d
wk). Still scoring at walloping $22,.
000.
Last week. $26,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 30-4455-60)— 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and
'Postman Didn't Ring* (20th). Lacka.
dalslcal $15,000.
Last week, 'Blue
Horizon' (Par) and 'Sweater Girl'
(Par), $19,000.

(Loew)
—Orpheam
'Crossroads*
(M-G)

(2,900: 40-65-70)

The

Face* (UA).

snappy

and

best In

'About

town

at

(3d

week, 'Mrs.
wk), $24,000,

Paramonnt (M-P)
—'Blue
Horizon' and

'Sweater Girl'

$22,500.

(M-G)

Minive^'
great

(Par).

Dismal

'Above

All'

Last

(1.800; 30-44-60)

Last week,
and 'Happened

$9,000.

(20th)

Flatbush* (20th). nice $12,000.
State (Loew) (3,600: 40-65-70)—
'Crossroads* (M-G) and 'About Face*
Snagging a jtasty $17,500.
(UA).
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d

wk), $16,000.
Translnz (Translux) (900; 17-2844-6S)—'Night Train' (20th) and
'Top Sergeant* (U). Doing better on
second try, $4,500. okay. Last week,
'Smart Alecks* (Mono) and ('Convoy'
(RKO), $4,500.

%

Street'

h

LishlSiG

Newark;

Uliiiiyer'

$26,500,W18i2d
Newark, Aug.

25.

'Mrs. Miniver,' in the first week
of a four-round stay at Loew's State,
is riding to a terrific $26,500. House

has packed them In all week, with
matinee attendance especially bright.
'Holiday Inn,' at the Paramount, is
set for a sock second session followrecord-breaking
opening
ita

ing

frame.
Estimates for Tills

Week

—

(H-E) (3,030; 30-40-58) 'Broadway'
FalrUh
Last
—'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and 'No week, 'Blue(U).Horizon' $2,700.
(Par) and
Hands on Clock' (Par). Terrific $13,- 'Gentleman After Dark' (UA),
okay
500, and stays at least one more .<%s$3,100.
slon.
Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man'
Paramount (Adams-Par) (2,000;
(M-G) and 'Pierre Plans' (M-G) (2d 35-45-55-60-75)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par)
wk). in five days, good $4,700.
and 'Dudes Pretty People' (UA) (2d
Booscvelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40- wk). Looks like sock $18,500 second
58)— 'Lady in Jam.' (U) and 'Night tune
after record-breaking
New Orleans' (Par) (2d wk). Hot $25,500around,
in first stanza.
moveover from Orpheum, swell S3Proctor's (RKO) (3,400; 35-44-60'"'^^ (23-40). 'Fantasia* 70-85)
'Big
Street'
(RKO) and
!^;,J^*'
(RKO) and 'Magnificent Dope' 'Man Wouldn't Die* (20th).
Two
(20th) (2d run), $3,100. big.
nights of vaude will help this pair
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800: to okay $18,500. Last week. 'King
20-30 )-Tortilla Flat'
(M-G) anci Kong* (RKO) and 'Gunga Dit?
'CoD (3d run). (RKO) (reissues), potent $21,000,
Last week. 'Kings Row' aided by vaude,
and Tues(WB) and 'For Keeps' (M-G) (3d day nlghta. HouseMonday
will tilt afternoon
run), $3,400.
and night scale starting this week.

—

State (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-50-60-

75)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G). This

Looks

oke $7,000 and moved to Music Box.
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)
—'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and

been in years with the temperature
hovering In the high 80s day and
night
Despite this, the Andrews
Sisters with Will Osborne's band
and Kay Kyser"s picture, 'Favorite
Spy' are hitting a hot pace.
'Crossroads' is toothsome $40,000
for combined take at Opheum and

Orleans* (Par), $8,100, big.
Bnnferd (WB) (2,800; 30-44-55Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 30-4058)— 'Kl(Dndike Fury* (Mono) and 60-75)— 'All Kissed Bride* (Col) and
'Canal Zone' (Col). Weak start and
'Unseen Enemy' (U) plus vaude.
doesn't figure to top $13,500, poor.
Oke at near $8,000. Last week (23- Last
week. 'Wings for Eagle' (WB)
40-58), 'Young America' (20th), but
and 'Blondie Victory' (Col) (2d wk),
stage show the reason for marvelous
oke $13,500.
$11,800, house record, with Al Pearce
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44and gang mopping up.
50) 'Private
Buckaroo' (U) and
Paramonnt

U.S.A.'

like great $6,800. Last week,
'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'A-Haunting We Will Go' (20th) (2d wk),

Boston, Aug. 25.

lADY IN JAM' SOARS TO
$35,000 IN CLEVELAND

proving

a

real

b.o.

is

killer-diller,

torrid
since

$26,500, best house has had
'Gone With the Wind.* Last
week, 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure'
(M-G) and 'Jackass Mail' (M-G),

bright $15,500.

Cleveland, Aug. 25.
Horace Heidt's orch is making 55)—Closed Saturday (22) for regolden musK at Palace's b.o.. push- decorations, with 'This Above All*
Untted ArUsto (Parker) (000; 3540-50)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G). Still ing 'Lady in Jam' into flr«t place for (20th) (3d wk) winding up with
this stanza. H.o. of 'Yankee Doodle good $1,800.
rolling, good $5,000 in a seventh
Dandy' also is doing a whale of a
Palace (RKO) (3.700; 35-40-45-55week. Sixth week, great $5,500.
biz for Hipp.
75)—'Lady in Jam* (Col) plus
EstlmslAo for This Week
Horace Heidt orcji on stage. Despite
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 35-40-45-55- terrific
weekend rainstorm, par*Miniver'
$30,000,
75)— 'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (3d ticularly sweet $35,000.
Last week,
wk). Third lap should get a still 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) with Ozzic
Best in Mild Brooklyn robust
$6,000 after corrallng $8 500 Nelson oreh and Harriet Hilliard,
Brooklyn, Aug. 25.
last week.
about $25,000.
Bulk of coin is coming to Loew's
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 75-$1.10)—
State
(Loew's) (3.450: 35-40-45Metropolitan, where' extraordinary 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) (2d 53) 'Husbands
Necessary'
(Par).
biz is being done by 'Mrs. Miniver.' wk).
Although expected to take a Modest $11,000. Last week. 'Twin
Estimates for This Week
spankin? because of ."stiff admish Beds' tUA) ditto.
Albce (RKO) (3.274; 30-40-50-55) -scale, holdover Is excellent jit
Stillmnn (Loew's) (1872: 35-40-'Big Street' (RKO) and 'A-Haunt- $17,000. Last round approximately 45-55)— 'Twin Beds'
(UA)
(2d wk).
Ing Will Go' (20th). Mediocre $14,- "^noo.
Okay S4.600. Last week, 'Blue Hori000. Last week, 'Top Hot' (RKO).
I>ake
(Warners) (800; 35-40-45- zon' (Par), $4,500.
'

fJ.SOO. House shutters after this one
Falace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
Kissed Bride' (Col).
Pacing
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40nice $6,500. Last week, 'Gay SIster.s' 50)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A<WB) (2d wk). good enough $5,000. Haunting Will Go" (20th). Return to
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)— normal admish scale will hold take
•Footlight
Serenade'
(20tb)
and down to $11,500. Last week, 'All
Thru Different Eyes' (20th). Good Ki.-iscd Bride" (Col) and 'Postman
$7,000.
Last week, 'Syncopation' Didn't Ring' (20th), disappointed at
(RKO) and 'Suicide Squadron' $10,.')00.
(Rep), okay $6,000.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 40-50-60)—
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)— 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Night
rMrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d wk). An- New Orleans' (Par.) (2d wk). Great

•All

35-40-50)

(RKO) and

I31/2G

—

FOR PORTLAND

s

PACES

SEAHLE.

Central Murder* (M-G), good $8,500.
'Flight Lieutenant* (Col). Orson
Mary Anderson (Llbson) U,000;
Welles -film version of novel set in 40-75-$1.10)
'Yankee Doodle
Indianapolis is playing at $8,000 clip,
Dandy' (WB) (2d wk). H.o. stanza
not so good, in Author Booth Tark- is getting off slowly. Raised admlsh,
Ington's home town.
Last week. which patrons here don't like even
Blue Barron band with 'Blondie Vic- for the good ones is blamed. Intory' (Col), sturdy $16,000 at slight creased price
received quite a dresstilt in prices.
ing down from Boyd Martin, vet
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,200; 28-33- film critic here, and this hasn't
44)— 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and helped.
Currently pacing for medium
Tombstone' (Par). Town's defense $5,000. Last week, not quite up to
$6,800
workers helping to nice $8,500. Last expectations with good $11,000.
week, 'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and
BlaHo (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Portland, Ore., Aug. 25.
Tough as Come' (U), terrific $13,000. 30-40)— 'Pardon My Sarong" (U) and
Only new show in town Is 'SyncoKeith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-44)— 'Un- Top Sergeant'
(U).
Abbott and
teen Enemy' (U) with vaudeville. Costello continuing as b.o. dyna- pation,' drawing great response for
Holdovers are still
Orpheum.
Stage show -with Ken Maynard and mite. Did turnaway bix over the the
by 'Miniver' now In a
hor.se luring kids; good $3,800 in weekend, and pacing terrific $13,000. topped
the UA, but 'Jackfour-day run. Last week, 'Prisoner Last
week.
'Footlight
Serena(le' seventh stanza at
Japan' (PRC) with unit, fair $3,500. (20th) and 'Little Tokyo" (20th), fine ass Mail' is pulling a high score in
its second week at the Broadway.
I.oew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44) $8,500 and moveover.
—•Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Blondle's
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
Estimates for This Week
Event' (Col). New attraction here 15-30-40)— 'Men of Texas' (U) and
Broadway (Parker) (1.900; 35-40carrying combination to healthy $9,- 'Rubber Racketeers" (Mono). Oke 50)
(M-G) and
'Jackass Mail"
eOO.
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' $3,500. Last week, 'Are Husbands 'Affairs Martha' (M-G) (2d Nwk).
<M-G), great $10,100 for third ses- Necessary" (Par) and 'Dr. Broad- Going over for high $7,000, after a
cion
way' (Par), mild $3,000.
surprise first week at terrific $10,000.
Mayfair (Parker - Evergreen)
Lyrie (Katz-Dolle) (1,850; 28-33
44)—"Pardon Sarong' <U) and Tough
(1,500; 35-40-50)— 'Real Glory' (UA)
and 'Sleepy Time Gal'
(reissue)
Come' (U). Rugged $6,000 on
(Rep). Holding up to nice $4,500 for
moveover after smash first week at
First
week, good
second week.
Indiana. Best trade here In weeks.
Last week. This Above All' (20th)
$6,500.
ST.
LOO,
$18,500
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
Orphenm
end JDifferent Eyes' (20th), average

and

(Rep)

Satisfactory
v2d wk).
$13,000.
Last week, hefty $19,000.
Met (Loew"s) (3,618; 30-40-50-55
65) 'Mrs. Miniver" (M-G).
Prices
upped, but film destined to bring in,
beautiful $30,000.
Last week, "Tarzan'^* Adventure" (M-G) and 'Men of

Boy"

$17,500

(reissues),

mild $13,000.
The definite lag In biz here this
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55) week can be accounted for by the
—'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and 'Yokel weather, which is as torrid as it's

All' (20th),

$5,000.

$2,000 likely.

Last week. 'Butch Minds Baby' (U)
'Juke Box Jenny' lU), fair

and

sesh.

1

gross $5,5U0, neat.
Eagle' (WB) and

of

30-40)—
and 'Falcon
Expected to
Last week, 'Wings and 'Real Glory" (UA)
(4,000;

(RKO)
(RKO).

$4,000.

Valencia

or

St Lonls (F&M)

Fine $4,500.

tremendous $13,000. 'Yanliee Doodle
Dandy' in its second week at the
(Loew's-UA) (1,450: 17- Mary Anderson has slowed up. the
28-44-55)— 'Shelock Holmes, Voice
$1.10 scale rated as not helping.
Terror' (U). Fair $3,000. Last
Local patrons don't like to pay more
mUd
$2,800.
•Pierre PUins' (M-G),
than the established price even for

two

•Sarong' (U) and 'Joao
(Rep;, sturdy $8,100.

'Syncopation'

Takes Over'

$9,000.

Huge

—
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HOAD TO MOROCCO'

Tone-Martin Teamed

TO

ALL

know

we

we've ahowB yon plo-

BE REPRESENTED

Dona

Drake, who's
Hope, Crosby

«>llta

Md Lm-

moor - iB
Mereoco.'

Hoad

t*

Bnt so for

Armed Marine Corps

Sen-

tries to. Flank Rivoli;

New-

from readers

Morris

bold

to Present
to

Commemorative Plaque

N. Y. Marine Corps
League; Entire Program a
Pattern for Subsequent
'Wake' Playdates

RED CROSS BENEFIT
With two military previews alheld at Camp Elliott. San
Diego, and at Quantico, Va., Monday
night, plans wer,e all set today for
the public World Premiere of Paramount's 'Wake Island' Tuesday night
at the renovated Rivoli Theatre.
TuW proceeds of the premiere will
go to the Red Cross; subsequent run
of the picture at the Rivoli will be
ready

at popular prices.

m

STAYS IN

FOR SOCKO
6THWK.
Paramount's 'Holiday Inn' con-

making

tinued

history

boxoftice

week in the three spots where
has opened doing more business
than a month of Sundays in evecy
this

—

It

location.

The Irving Berlin-Mark Sandrlch
sensation will stay in the big Times
Square Paramount for at

least six

weeks, Manager Bob Weitman has
'Inn' has broken so
announced.
records
It completed
It's hard to list them.
its third week yesterday, with business setting an all-time third week

many Paramount Theatre

Story was head-

military preview.

ed

'8,000

CHEER 'WAKE

and ran in Tuesday's

QUANTICO,

Va., Aug.

More than 8,M« United

2«.—
Stotes

Marines cheered to the echo at
four preview showings here
this evening of the new Faramonnt film, 'Wake Island,' soon
to be released throaghont the
coontry.

With

unrestrained

enthusiasm the officers and enlisted men at this huge Marine
training post gave their approv-

DOUBLE

al to this film, which depicts
In realistic terms the heroic
defense of the small Faclflc Is-

land during the desperate two
weeks following Fearl Harbor.
Fresent at the second showing was Barbara Britton, Paramount starlet, who has an Incidental role In the flimr She
was Introduced to the Marine
audience by Major General H.
M. Smith. The soldiers cheered
Miss Britton almost as enthusiastically as the film.

Out For

'Salute to

Our Heroes' Month

theatre is on the front line during September
Uncle Sam wants us to
'Salute to Our Heroes' Month!

Your

sell

a

cett's

and

Jimmy

Starr,

Herald

Express.

Advance promotion and adver'Wake Island' is leaning
heavily on radio, a checkup of actising of

Par's success with
tivities shows.
recent air campaigns on major pictures has led to increased use of
radio all along the line, and 'Wake'
follows the trend.
GU Lamb, ellnehee la the. Daley
Paranrtount will take spot andouble Nelson above, learna that
nouncements for the Rivoli opening
eateh-as-CasSHMla when BUsi
of 'Wake' on seven New York sta- it's
It's
tions, running up to and perhaps Daley tokes a fancy to yon.

—

.

duplicated in

many

cities

tor

—

from

'Star

Spangled Bhylhoi.'

in their regular
shows. This is expected to be extended to cover other sections.
Plugs will give day-and-date tieup
to local bookings.
Miss Britton is plenty busy with
air engagements during her stay in
New York. This afternoon she's
on the air twice at 2 p.m. on
WOR's 'Martha Deane* show and
at 4 p.m. on a WJZ War Bond Drive
show. Tomorrow night she's on
•Parade's Weekly Review' (WHN,
Friday it's 'Double or
10 p.m.)
Sunday
Nothing,' as mentioned.
she hits two Blue network shows—
'Show of Yesterday and Today' at

on

the

picture

'

—

2:30

Game

p.m. and the
at 5:30 p.m.

Army-Navy

sub-

ISLAND.' sequent openings of 'Wake Island.'
The premiere has been planned in

the business done In the third week
by the combination of 'Boad to
Zanslbar' and Benny Goodman's
ork!
Other two spots were 'Inn' is currently playing show similar sensational business. Paramount, Newark, di4 nearly double the business
of 'Zanzibar' for 'Inn's' first week;
U. S. Theatre, Paterson, did double
both 'Zanzibar' and 'La. Purchase'.

was

Times; Edwin Schallert. Times; AI
Kaho, City Editor, UP; Carl
Schroeder. Annenberg Publications;
George Shaffer. Chicago Sun Bureau Manager; E. J. Smithson, Faw-

late editions

as follows:

.

help

announced end of, last
week. Tone will share top
honors with Miss Martin, Dick
Powell and Victor Moore. Pic
is his second for Par under a
new contract; first was in the
still-to-be-released super musical, 'Star Spangled Rhythm.'
Word from the Coast Is that
Tone will also have a top role
in the Charles Brackett-Billy
Wilder opus now preparing,
titled 'Five Graves to Cairo.'

—

TIMES

-N.

business
for the Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire
starrer has been in the flve-flgure
bracket every day but three for
nineteen days. .on these three days
It dropped into four figures by a
matter of a few dollars only.
First day of the third week was
only S14 nnder opening day!

All

ture True to Life.' comedy
dealing with the people who
make radio's soap-operas, it

—

HMHE

New York Paramount

total

.

A contingent of 200 United States
Marines will attend the Rivoli premiere, which will have Barbara Britton, sole feminine player billed in after opening day. In addition; tie'Inn' In in London
the cast of 'Wake Island,' as guest. up broadcasts have been arranged
Miss Britton will be host to a num- with a number of top-Crossley proBritish Isles go for the comber of New York relatives of men grams. First of these was Monbination of Irving Berlin, Bing
who were on duty at Wake, in a din- day's "Vox Pop' show, which went
Crosby, Fred Astaire and Mark
to
ner immediately before the pre out over 75 CBS stations from the
Sandrich, too, according
West Coast military premiere. Anmiere.
cables received by David E.
Rose, Managing Director for
A plaque commemorative of the other comes through Friday, when
Paramount in Great Britain.
stand of the Marines at Wake will 171 stations will carry a 'Salute to
'Holiday Inn' has gashed all
be presented to Commandant Will- the Marine Corps' and personal aprecords of London's' Plaza Theiam F. Gaynor of New York Detach pearance of Barbara Britton on the
atre and has settled down for a
ment Number 1, Marine Corps 'Double or Nothing' show. 'Battle
long run. League, by Newbold S^rris, presi of the Sexes' show on premiere
night will carry three Marines and
dent of City Council.
including Barbara
The premiere will be a 'public' three girls
CHEERED'
premiere with no special guests of with hefty plugs for 'Wake.'
Just arranged first of this week
honor announced in advance. How
Y.
ever. It Is understood that ranking was a tieup whereby, 17S stations
officers of the Army. Navy. Marine which now carry Marine Corps programs in the northeast section of
New York Times special cor^ Corps and Coast Guard will be on the United States, will Include copy
respondent reported that Quantico hand.
Arrangements for the New Yotk
Marines cheered Par's 'Wake Is
ppening, it is understood, will be
land' 'to the echo' at Monday night's

record.

Third week

Lamb s Gambol

Franchot Tone will play opMary Martin In the
forthcoming Paramoimt pic-

was

we've IumI bo complaints

No. 27

Besf Shows in Town!

ffie

posite

torei before of

IT

BILLION in War Bonds and Stamps. Get busy!

such fashion that the pattern it sets
can be duplicated everywhere. Ma'
rine Corps League and other organ!
zations have prepared to cooperate
in

every locality where they have

branches.

New York newspaper and press
association representatives who attended the military preview at Quantico returned to the city yesterday,
Among those to make the trip were
Bosley Crowther of the Times; How
ard Barnes of the Herald Tribune;
Alton Cook and Ed Hill of the World
Telegram; John McManus of PM, and
G. E. Blackford, of the Journal
American.

SHOOTJNG
GALLERY

Ji,

nm PONLEVY

•

Washington correspond

ents joined the party at the nation's
capital.

At the Camp Elliott showing 10,000
Marines were on hand for the pic
ture and the dedication of an amphitheatre. Male members of the 'Wake
Island' cast were guests.
Among the correspondents on the
Coast trip were Hal Church. Acme;
Jim Lindsley, AP; Bill Pepper of
Hedda Hopper's office; Bob Wachsman, Hollywood Reporter; Charles
Juddson, L. A. News; Gene Wither.
Herald Express; Virginia
A.
L.
Wright. L. A. News; Alex Campbell,
Herald Express; Harold Hubbard,
News; Ollie French,
Citizen
L. A.

^Gentlemen,

you keep
be able to

if

this picture five
retire for life!"

more days VU

.. .
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FILM REVIEWS
HERE WE GO AGAIN

WedneBday, August 26, 1942
him by deputy warden Charles Mld-

Miniatare Reviews

(SONGS)
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Dwnn prutlurilitn,

RKO

Here We Go

rele.iM of Alliin

SinrH I'Mkut Hoifrcn
by Dvan.
McCarthy), FHilxr MrGoo A M^lly:
Hurold Peary CQroHi OIliteiHlcvo').
<;inny SImms, Ray Noblo on-hCHlrji. ricn'onlilay by Paul Oemrri Smith und Joe Itl^olow: 8(ory by Snillb: mnierliil for Fibber
^Molly by Don Quinn: I'dmera. Frank
Walker:
iC'Hlmun: operliil efTccla, Vt-rnnn
iMUhir,
Ruy \\>lil>: ipuhUmI i)lret>tor,
dlriK-iei]

cUUor.

Iie.''m"nil

Auk.

Running

'-^^

ilino.

7fl

MIN8.
?ln>
M:ii litn

Jdi-tinn

.

iMk'.ii"

H»*i'-;en

.

.

.

.

t'linrlo

J':in
AVimjilp
1 'iKlwiilndrr

iiMi'dnn
K:iv N.»l)l0
.IhiiIm-I U:in.lnlph
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.
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Here We Go Again'

iRep)

Weaver

Bros. &. Elviry
in a B mellcr that will do for
the duals.
'Men of San Quentin' (PRC).
Unsatisfactory prison meller for
the short end of duals.

the jjecond
starring Edgar
is

New

Shorts
rtsj

There's little point in going into
the plot of a minor whodunit, particularly when the title telegraphs
the general outline. In this cast- the
yarn is a concoction of fantastic as-

'America Sings With Kate

(USO Commun'ty Sing
9'/^

mins.)

—

,mith'

special. Col,

Superbly

produced

short, with Kate Smith's vocalizing.
Jack Miller's trim orchestra and
chorus putting it over in wham

fashion. A short that is certain to
mean considerable vvijth exhibitors
and convenient coinci- because of Miss '>mitirs huge radio
dences. As usual EUlery Queen is popi larity and oddly enough one
the slightly thick-skulled hero who that should build on word-of-mouth,
is represen.ed as a genius of deducif such is possible on a short. 'We're
tive sleuthing, but somehow wanders All Americans,' 'Caisons Go Rollstupidly into a succession of embar- ing
Along,'
'Marine Hymn' and
His equally 'Americ^b, I tK>ve You' are the foiur
rassing predicaments.
dimwit secretary, partner-in-adven- strictly Yank songs warbled by the
terland spols.
ture and romantic foil is equally
Owan, slumsy. But both are finally rescued cheery-voiced Kate Smith. AudiAllan
Producer-director
ence is invited to participate in
cueing this one from reception of by the dynamite-knuckled marines singing second chorus on 'We're All
'Look Who's Laughing,' plays the and gobs.
Americans' and 'America, I Love
radio f^es as listeners generally
Whatever the original story may You,* latter the weakest of fourknow them over the air. There's
script was some. This angle is not* overdone,
completed
the
been,
have
no attempt to get out of the grooves
hodgepodge. The pro- and even when the words flash on
obviously
a
gang
identify
the
that
and specialties
the screen, it is only after Miss
Bergen trots out duction is mediocre and the direc- Smith has sung the first stanza.
via broadcasts.
And
Despite the presence
Mortimer Snerd as a hunting guide; tion uneven.
effective players, it never becomes long, drawn-out
and liberties are taken by Dwan of several normally
picture is a pretty haphazard and like so many community sings.
with both McCarthy and Snerd in the
Hobe.
transparent affair.
Newsreel shots illustrating phases
having midgets double for both in a
of
each tune give variety to the
few long shots—adding life to the
singing. Opening scene, shows Miss
pair with some running around.
Smith as sort of m.c, asking the
Story iB lightly set up, with accent
audience tp join songfest, oackon the various abilities of the vari(WTTH SONGS)
grounded by the large Miller orMolly get
ous individuals. Fibber
i-PlfofO
lit
.\riiinii>l
S«-h:tef«MRi'|iul>lU'
chestra, Ted Collins, who runs the
major footage at the opening, and pruUuctlim, .St;ir« W<*uv**r llrut*. ,v Ulvlry; Kate
Smith broadcasts and who
tlien move to Silver Tip LodgMMturVH UI"-k l*ur«fll. Jwl I'muly, Anno
supervised this, has a brief spiel at
J>lr<s'H'd
.liTffrcyH,
Wrixt'ii.
by
.MhfIh
mountain hostelry, where the rest
th: start. Playmg of the Miller agFibber I'^nutk Miicl>onnlil. Orli;ln:il fti-n'('ii|i1iiy liy
the gang are vacationing.
i-aliifra.
.Mft'iovvun:
gregation, on her radio show for
l>urr«;ll
anti
Stuart
spreads himself too much on ex- Knioflt MMIf^r: c<lltur. .\rlhur JtnhritH; itiii- years,
comes through even better
penses, with Gale Gordon persuad- Hlral iIlr*-t-tlon, I'y I-'cupi-. Trmli'^liown In
and more crisp than on the broadKunnltiK iliilr. tiX
ing him to get Bergen to invest in a N. v., Aug. 21.
casts. Band does a suave jo:
Unrevolutionary chemical formula for MIN'K.
billed
producer-director
really
I.otin
\Vf-av<M'
motors.
After the idea backfires, AIin>T
Kruiik XWmvit makes the short click, being a highBergen finds it great for softening t'Icero
luiu- WVavt-r
Klvlry tAIayor)
class job throughout.
Short was
newly discovered moth cocoons so Scarf Leiinli)
Ui<'k l^jircll
made by Columbia Pictures' crew
foil
Truuty
Finish t'ounrlhiKin JIcll
threads can be unravelled.
at Movietone in N. Y.
Aniiit .Icflrry.i
winds up in a rig and wagon race up Cdlillc
Maria WrlXiin
.1"
Wp;iv<-i
'Fbony
Cronies'
(El
Brcndel
end down mountain roads with cli- MarjllnlK-rl fNinivay
l-'rftil
Slitr;;an
comedy. Col, 17 mins. )— Predominmax at tb« edge of a precipice.
I.imta llrvnt
Uunny
ance of moss-covered gags mars
Specialty sequences are tailored
what otherwise might have been a
directly for the various radioites,
A routine meller with a good plot llrst-rate two-reel comedy. Capable
with plenty of laughs generated.
Bergen and McCarthy are spotted idea, stymied by a 'B' production clowning of El Brendel. Tom Kennedy, Monty Collins and Dudley
for severed routines, best being an budget, leads "The Old Homestead'
Leon and Elviry Dlckerson (colored lad with posoldie but still good of the tame to the duals.
sibilities)
is
submerged under a
bear that routs the pair from their Weaver do a nice job in straight
welter of goshawful slapstick. Harry
tent Pair also sneaks Into an In- roles that are a far cry from their
Edwards directed his own story and
Weaver
vaude,
and
Frank
days
in
dian reservation where Bergen sescreenplay, which usually is bad. It
cures a rare cocoon he has been tries to provit^e the laughs as a mute
is here. Idea of lot having a femm.e
hunting In the district. Charlie is hicktown cop. Dick Purcell and Jed
in the film also is a mistake as Mack
projected amongst a bevy of beauU Prouty are plausible, which is more
Sennett probably could have told
for some< antics with the girls, and than can be said for Robert Conway
provide the this producing staff. Hokum tricks
sits at the piano to'talk a comedy and Maris Wrixon, who
in a weird museum furnish the most
romance.
tune. This Delicious Delirium.'
amusement, but even that is worn
Elviry is the mayor and Leon the thin.
Fibber tc Molly are provided with
some solid material, and spotted ex- chief of police of Farmingtun. To
'Scrap for Victory' (America Callcellently in the unreeling.
Their stop a crime wave that has the town inp series, Thomas J. Brandon prochaEBcterlzations are mainly carbon talking a recall vote, EWiry mas- ducer, indie release, 12
mins.)
copies of their radio personalitie.s, querades as a crooked politico and Produced in cooperation
with the
and both deliver in fine style. Har- brings Purcell, a clever mobman, Civilian Defense volimteer bfflce of
old ('The Great Gilderslceve') Peary into town to clean out the opposi- Greater N. Y., this short serves
its
continues as Fibber's nemesis: while tion. Once he has taken over, Elviry purpose aptly.
It
stresses
what
Ginny Simms is- mainly in for dec- ngures to tip him off that the heat salvage on the homcfront can acorative purposes and to sing one is on' and let him leave town. But complish in overcoming
shortages
tune, 'Goodnight While 1 Live Aqain.' the mob affiliates with Jed Prouty, in raw maverials such as rubber, tin
a good number by Mort Greene and a crooked councilman, and Elviry is and steel. Use of charts helps point
Harry Revel. Ray Noble appears as really on a spot .since Robert Con- up what volunteer salvage work by
a vacationer at the resort, but slicks way, as a ci-u.sading newspaper edi- every individual in a community
around to do one piano solo with his tor, puts on the heat with front-page will do towards winning the war.
band as background, and a couple of editorials. The police chief saves Nicely scored, well produced and
brief dance tunes.
the day by arresting Purcell, Prouty with trim narrative by Gregory
Direction by Dwan keeps things & Co. lor violating the sugar ration- Abbott, „,.^
ace of Paramount's
r aiauivuiii » ncwsnewsmoving at a fast clip, and he takes ing regulations, thus breaking the reel staff, it is an okay documentary
advantasc of every laush opoortun- crime wave without injuring the for such purpose intended.
Ity based on the talents at hand. Script mayor.
And. with the crime wave
'Shock
Troops for Defense'
by Paul Gerard Smith and Joe Bige- gone.
Elviry s
daughter
(Maris (America Calling series. Thomas J
is compactly packaged lo hio[hWrixon) and the crusading editor Brandon distributor, 121/4 mins )—
lisht the various episodes for maxi- stop their feuding and clinch.
Work of Auxiliary Fire Fighters in
reaction. Able support is proThe tunes are incidental to the Ne* York City keynotes this subvided by Bill Thompson. G -'" Gor- plot one is a singing radio commer- J^t on Civilian Defense. Made in
don and Isabel Randolph.
Walt.
claL another a nitery 'production' cooperation with the film bureau of
tune, with 'In the Town Where I the Greater N. Y. Civilian Defense
Was Born' serving as a romping Office and with technical supervi.sion by N. Y. Fire Dept, it drives
Ellery piece for the Weaver family, frtin.
home the need for extra Bremen in
case of air blitzing.
Film is in-

of a package .series
Bergen ('Charlie McCarthy") and
Fibber McGee fit Molly, with Ginny
Simras and Ray Noble's orchestra added magnets for the radio folPicture can duplicate or
lowers.
show b.o. increase over its predecessor which means good grosses in
the keys, family bookings and hin-

sumption

—

—

THE OLD HOMESTEAD

&

'

—

—

—

is

'CajoDs of the Tcche' (Col, 10
Travelog of Louisiana

Teddy

Powell's

Jam

'JIvIn'

Orehestre'

Band short

(Col, 10 mins.).

Session'

,

BlBokout

Joe'

look ridiculous.

(Col,

6

Comedy.
'Community Sing No 1' (Col,
Pan-American num-

mins.).

than he could afford, he added, to
buy himself out of thj contract, so
he went through' with it.

10 mins,).
bers.

'lU

Explains 'Glory Boad' NIx

A

Dog's Life' (M-G, 10
Pete Smith specialty.
Dnektators'
(WB,
8
mins.).
Cartoon 'comedy.
'W«U Bowed Harvard' (20th, 9
mins. ).
Ed Thorgerson sports.
'WeddtBff In Bikaser' (20th, 9
mins.).
Magic Carpet travel.

As to 'Glory Road' episode, Robeson explained that .there are several popular folk songs or ballads

mins.).

'The

that picture the Negro as Ignorant
or crude, or even savage, and so are
Certain Negro elements
even resent the spiritual, a.s a reminder of the Negro's downtrodden

.

distasteful.

With FIdo' (20th, 7,
Lucky Duck cartoon

'Life

mins.).

the sharecropper

Robeson said he didn't realize the
scene's import until the shooting and
then tried unsuccessfully to get producer Boris Morros to change the
script It would have cost him more

14

(U,

Sonny Dunham's orch-

'Old

among

divided

community to bring them all joy.
Robeson says that this sequence of
the story was so utterly incredible
and fantastic, that it made the Negro

'cajuns.'

estra.

This Week's

A weak

draw patronage.

else to
dualcr.

Besa Short)

mins.).

mins.).

Slinnta

(

Paul Robeson
SsContlnued from page

(Coiiipited by

IVory

'rhninp.-'on

Hill

Nqblc
Mi'?<. Upplnirrnn
ll-'idinor Snord
)t:.y

series

The Old Homestead'
iSongs).

.Ionian

tilnny

,

biz.

Meet

Ellery
Last of the Ellery
lightweight.
is

Qaeen' (Col).

Mtr;ir(hy'

I|:in>lil

i;mit CillJemleevo.

ok

attract

Agents

'Enemy

Queen

footage Involves the
new order under Hughes,
goes to work on a humanitarian
His experimental proceedings
are .brought to the test when a
hoked-up scene has him singlchandedly quelling a prison break.
Cast, including Eleanor Stewart as
the
warden's wife, Dick Curtis,
Charles Middlcton, Jeffrey Sayre and
George Breakstone, make the most
of their performances.

who

bat^is.

other

plus

Molly,
will

radioites,

.Tnhn
Muivh: attfilHliinl to
(Ilrerior.
iiMt.
Itrwlurer. EthvartI Dt'imhi>r: hopkh l»y Moil
Trii«lPf-hi.\vn in L. A.
<:recnf». >lnrry Hovd.

ril.hrr McGep.
M-.Ily
K<l);ar J^erui'n
rliHtlle MfCiirthy.

&

McGee

Mnrquede;

Remaining

prison's

(RKO>

Acain'

Conrent Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGE)

dlcton.

Edgar Bergen, Fibber

(Songs).

14'hurlle
T«vi(urMi

liuknlelnlkoff;

—

.

past.

But In these popular songs, Robeson said, there are aIso'descripti\-e

comedy.

terms which a Negro dislikes. He
resents a white man using these
Pix
terms; he even resents them from
another Negro.
sCoatlnned from page 1;
Robeson admitted that he had
rarity.
'Sergeant York' (WB) has sung such songs, but with changes
hit $4,500,000 or over, 'Mrs. Miniver* made in the descriptive terms which
(M-G) is a cinch for $5,000,000 and offended.
'Shortenin' Bread' was
'YanXee Doodle Dandy' will likely one of those songs whose terms he
top 'York.'
Sam Goldwyn (RKO) changed. But there were too many
expects to take around $2,000,000 such terms in 'Glory Road,' he said.
with 'Pride of the Yankees.'
In addition, the song mocked the
While the '20s produced some big Negro throughout, Robeson said.
groasers (The Big Parade," 'What Lines Uke 'And dey call Hoo-ec,'
Price Glory,' 'Ben Hur' and, with particularly annoyed him.
the advent of sound 'Jazz Singer'
The music is swell,' said Robeand 'Sonny Boy') these were spread son, answering one of Wolfe's quesout over a period of several yeai^ tions.
'Let Jacques only set it to
No single 12-month period made a different lyrics, and I'll be glad to
ccmparable showing with top money sing it'
grossers current such as 'York,'
Robeson admitted that Wolfe pub"Mrs.
Miniver,'
'Tripoli,'
'Yankee lished the song in 1928 at Robe.son's
Doodle Dandy' all being released sugRestion and dedicated it to him.
within approximately one year.
But Robeson said that he had never
And besides, what
'Eagle Squadron' is heading for sung the song.
$2,500,000 gross, domestic; Abbott Si might pass in 1928,'\yould not today.
'When I started out on a singing
Costello's 'Pardon My Sarong' looks
like nearly $2,000,000; 'Hellzapappin' and acting career,' said Robeson. 'I
will hit close to $2,000,000, domestic wanted merely to further my art.
Anything that developed my art
and foreign.

Boom

B.O.

Higher Terms

Boom in rentals Is due to higher
percentage terms and greater number of percentage and preferred
playing time deals fixed by major
dis'trlbs for A product during the
past year. The boxoffice hypo is attributed chiefly to increased spending, due to the tremendous expansion In war plant employment
Demand for picture entertalnmeiU
is. in many situations, unparalleled.
Film such as Pied Piper,' with

Monty

Woolley

and

Roddy

seemed right' Then his .social consciousness developed and his people
pointed out to him hgw certain
'Negro' songs slurred hfe race.

He

has dropped such songs from

his repertory as he saw that they
stirred up animosity among his propie.
Robeson also added that he
would like to get other w.k. singers
of such songs, like Lawrence TIbbett
and John Charles Thomas, to drop
them from their lists.

Mac-

OX Takeover

Dowall, neither of whom are considered top b.o. 'names,' opening Wed.
Aug. 12 at the Hoxy, N. Y., broke the

^Continued from page
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Queen
A standard pri.son-rcform theme
'Enemy Agents Meet Ellery Queen' rightly winds up with a sticks this one into a lower-dual
clas.sification.
Incoherent .story and
rousing slugfcst between some sail- poor direction arc keys
to the poor
or^ and marines and a gang of Nazi b.o. pro-spects.
spies.
It's a slam-bang brawl and
The yarn unconvinclngly sets forth
provides virtually the only life to a the reforms in a corrupt prison by
feeble washup of what had become a Warden Jack Holden, played by
tired scries. So the picture may do a J. Anthony Hu.shcs.
As a guard,
little business on the "Enemy Agents' Hui;hes is given the warden job after
the finale of the Ellery

series, this

'

Bart of the

title,

but there's

little

an altemot has been made

to

frame

i^"i1fa'n'dV^i'S."'llU^fa7f'L^t'Ju:.
teer firefighters.
Training course
and actual work at a big N. Y. blaze
highlights the subject. Firefighting
sequences are so well done, the
average audience will go tor this
short Harry Glass' musical score,

theatre's all-time opening day biz
record, topping 'What Price Glory'

place
took
(Tuesday).

and 'Cock-Eyed World.' A revival
of 'King Kong' in Newark played

According to one unofficial report
War Information
Office
of
the
would assume direct operation of all
Another- possibility,
transmitters.
stressed by officials of NBC and
CBS, would involve close cooperation by the OWI, the FCC and a
committee of shortwave broadcasters in the operation of the stations.
Also suggested that the present

S.R.O. business.
'Mrs. Miniver,
grossing $1,015,000 in 10 weeks at
the Radio City Music Hall. New
York, could easily have stayed two
or more weeks l ;iger but for previous bookings.

to

Some
Pictures
Tripoli,'

$2,MO,(0« Grogseri

such

'Yank

as

'Shores

in the R.A.F..'

of

How

average in rentals.
Tom Connors,
20th-Fox distribution head, had to

overcome considerable resistance

to

percentage terms on 'Tripoli' earlier
in the season, when he took over
the sales spot and has set up new
terms generally for 'A' pictures.
'Holiday
Inn,'
(Par),
which
hou.se records since 1926 in
first
five days at the Paramount,
N. Y., Is assured of a bigger take
than the average $1.2.'>0.000 regarded
as certain for most of Par's A

smashed

product
Leo Seltzer's direction and camera
Extent that increased rentals will
work and Gregory Abbott's crisp
spoken narration make this Brandon be reflected in the net profits of the
major film companies is problematiproduction- a slick article. Wear.
cal, however, depending largely on
the tax schedules now being set up
by the House Ways and Means ComTheatre Setup mittee in Washington and the
Treasury's response to any modificaE. L. Alperson, general manager tion of Secretary Morgenthau's origof RKO theatres, last week divide inal proposals.
circuit operations into three diviTypifying the relation of wartime
sions under direction, respectively, taxes to profits, are reports from at
of Charles McDonald, division man- least two circuits that net prpfits
ager, Michael Edelstein, district man- this year will not be higher though
ager; Louis Goldberg, division man- gross receipts are from 15 to 20*;%
ager, and
district
manager John higher than a year ago. Based on
Hearns; Russ Emde, division man- 1941 tax schedules, these and other
ager and Edward Sniderman, dis- circuits doubt that they will be able
trict manager.
to increase net profits under heavier
Alperson also appointed Harold taxation, which Is inevitable for
Miri.sch head buyer and booker for 1942, even If gross receipts increased
the circuit
Eohiewhat

New RKO

shortwave
siderably

Green Was My Valley' and This
struction
Above All' will gross over $^000,000

yesterday

facilities

expanded

afternoon

might be conby the con-

of a number of new transmitters, the whole system then to be
run according to a closely Integrated plan.

Those reportea urging outright
of the existing shortwave 'facilities are said to
want the OWI, under its director,
Davis,
operate
the s^tup.
Elmer
to
Apparently this would call for the
Government to pay the present
owners a flat price or a rental for
the facilities for the duration, however long that might prove to be.
Some of the shortwave operators

Government takeover

who have most
Government
facilities

vigorously opposed

acquisition

in the past are

of-

their
to

known

have relaxed their stand. Others,
among them CBS, are reported still
insisting on retaining major^conlrol.
NBC. which goes along w'ith Columbia in a desire to retain its
commercially-sponsored
shortwave
broadcasts, is said to be less strongly
opposed to an extension of Govern-

ment authority in the picture.
It's figured the Government may
decide to program WGEO, General
Electric station in Schenectady, and
WRUL. Boston, directly out of the
OWI office in New York. The NBC
and

CBS

facilities

would probably

be taken over by lease. In any case,
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs Office (Rockefeller committee) is almost certain to have a
Important part In the U. S. shorl-

wave

setup.
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EXPLOITATION

20

Wotta Parlay

'Chmg' Alieii. After 17 Years inOmalia,

KnoxviDe Seen Finally Bowing
Fort Worth, Texas., Aug. 39.
Skelton, theatre operator
Rockwell, wants to know
what's next
His theatre burned on Thurs-

Don

To Sunday Fix on

To

at

Modified Basis

N,0. for

UA; llieatres-ExclKi^es

.day.

Memphis, Aug.

Next night

25.

Botsford Leaves

Knoxville, fourth largest city in
Tennessee, appears on the verge of
okaying Sunday films at long last.
Under the Tennessee law, local
municipalities may decide for themselves to permit Sabbath openings

May Return

20tli,

to

Pk

Prod.

service.

20th-Fox
on returning to the production

The measure must

still

run

the

at a

gauntlet of a final reading this week.
But it is believed that the six-five
ratio will hold.

the
city

first

If so,

it

will

mark

studio.

films.

HEAD UA EXPLOITATION
Block Sunday Stktnte
Columbia, S. C, Aug. 25.
Longhair forces already have
.launched a drive to block extension
of South Carolina's present Sunday

Announced
to head up
Artists,

Jimmy

Gillespie
eftiploitation for United

that

under Dave (Skip) Weshner,

is now publicity and advertising chief, batting for Monroe Greenwho is in service for the durafield exploitation forces
tion.
have been disbanded for the time
being, pending alignment of next
season's product. Gillespie was forexchange in Atmerly with the

who

law, which allows films
and baseball at certain hours on
Sundays in cities adjacent to military or navaf establishments if authorized by mu^clpal governments.
Unless extended, ihe law will ex-

amusement

thai,

UA

pire next filay.
Rev. Albert D. Betts of Orangeburg, executive secretary of the
South Carolina Federated Forces for

Temperance and Law Enforcement,
has urged leaders of his group to
rally support in the Aug. 25 Democratic primary for legislative candidates opposed to extension of the
statute.

UA

lanU and previously exploited Paul
Whiteman and Vincent Lopez.
Wilma Freeman, WB promotion

FOR DETROIT NABE SPOT

pictures.'

members,
Spartanburg's
and city council kayoed
widely-advocated Sunday film proposal during stormy session.
Only one councilman, the newest
and the youngest, WUllan Coan, cast
his ballot for Sunday shows. Mayor
Jennings L. niompson was among

mayor

those casting 'no' ballots.

(M Beaot Meet

For CoL's 'Coyer Grl'
Famous magazine illustrators, In^uding McClellan Barclay, Jaro
Fabzy,' Dean
Cornwell,
Gilbert
Bundy, Al Parker, Michael, Tom
LoveU, Ray Prohaska, John Holmgren, Bob Harris, Arthur SamolT,
Earl Cordrey, Bill Reusswlg, E. M.
Jackson and John Falter, have been
.

snickers,
titters, etc,

Washington, Aug.

church

Metro

25.

will present a print of 'Mrs.

Ken Cbrk's

featured in "Cover Girl."

Each

artist is expected to bring his
favorite model to the Stork and
try to get her picked as the Cosmopolitan Cover Girl. Judges are the
art directors of the country's 12 largest advertising agencies who will select the winner out of seven finalists.
The winning girl will probably appear on the. cover of the December
Issue of Cosmopolitan.

•wn

%iBance7

Lima. O., Aug.

25.

Temporary injunction has been

Under the revamped U. S. Army
Bureau of Public Relations setup,
I
ade recently, Kenneth Clark, formerly public relations chief at the
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Assn. New York office,
figures importantly. Col. A. Robert
Glnsburgh becomes assistant di
rector under General Alexander
Surles, in charge of the Service of
Supply Section.

This means that Clark handles
supervisory liaison since he is 6n
Gmsburgh's advisory staff. Clark
was commissioned major early this
year and assigned to Service of
.^-jpply in Washington.

is-

sued In the Allen County Common
Pleas Court against operation of an
outdoor theatre south of Lima.
Six residents of the vicinity peti-

two

belly

laughs,

11

pro-rated per film.

George

Robert Well, formerly with Metro
tioned the action, charging the thein Europe, has been made president
atre, operated by Horace and Eimlce
of the City Newsreel theatre East
^book, was a nuisance in that It In14th Street, N. Y., and Scoop News
terfered with their sleep.
reel theatre, Louisville, Ky. He has
managed the City Newsreel since it
Drhre-lB Folds
opened early this year. The theatre
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 25.
in Louisville has a special affiliation
Allen "Theatre Corp., Fort Wayne, with WGRC, .radio station there,
kas closed its Drlve-In theatre here with both the station and theatre
sold the equipment back to cashing in on the close proximity.
Well now is muUbag thiB pd^blllty
kCA- The outdoor bouto.;.^MIl remain dar1( fOr the dtmtidd Hi^use of opening, two' aijlilti^iial newned
of the tire; and gasoline slUiatlM), aH-^ houses in the rttd^liresti and possibily
one friore in N. Y.
Bounced Cedl Welch.

may

Eastmans

has'

Huntington, W. Va.
Ralph Mangello, former local exhib ai^d father of Tony and Dom
Mangello, Burgettstown and Slovan
exhibs, accompanied his daughter,
Rita, to

Hollywood where

last

week

she married William Burns, an army

man from

who

Bridgeville,
stationed on the Coast. Wedding reception was arranged by Chris-Pin
Martin,' actor and a close friend of
Mangello's.

provide the answer.

Belersdort formerly 20th-

Fox manager in Dallas, in New York
first of this week on his way to assume his new position as Great

Pa.,

Is

L,awrence Wiltrout assistant manager and p.a. for the Orpheum in
ConnellsviUe, has resigned to manage a restaurant and grill there.
C. W. Marsh has closed the Lyric
theatre in Glenvllle, W. Va., but still
has his Pictureland in the same town
in

operation.

Elmer Dattolas are now grandparents, a daughter having been born
to their daughter, the former Aurora

Dattola, who was booker for her
father's Miami theatre, In Springdale, Pa., before her marriage last

year.

Bill

EobiaoB to Seattle
Seattle, Aug. .25.
is new house mgr. of
(Sterling),
where Jerry
gen. mgr.
He succeds Mat

Robison

Palomar

Ross is
Knighton, resigned to enlist in the
navy.
He was formerly mgr. of
Arabian and Woodland suburban
houses for John Danz. Herb Stuart
moves from mgr. of Qiieen Anne
(Sterling) to succeed Robison at
Arabian and Woodland. Dock Reed
comes from Spokane, where he was
with Evergreen as asst mgr. at Or-

Beiersdorfs division Includes supervision of Chicago, Milwaukee and

pheum, to manage the Queen Anne.
Another Sterling Chain mgr. turnover is at Florence and Circle, subssequent nms downtown, where Glen
Bldridge is succeeded by San Palo.

JJetroit

Eldrldge

Tom
on

GradsNowinMgr.

Pa.,

MPTOA,

called what S. J. Hyman, presldtnt
labels a 'vital and important* meeting
for Sept. 2 at the Hotel Prichard in

Belersdort* Takes Over

Herman

Springs,

West Virginia Managers Associa-

quarters in Chicago. He arrived in
N. Y. Sunday (23) and huddled with
Connors, company sales chief,

0 Lucas-Jenkins Femme

his

new

duties.

Bosenblalt Bcopens
Watervliet N. Y., Aug. 25.
,The new Strand has opened under
management of Samuel E. Rosen-

is

now

army.

in the

PhUly'a Sarrlee Flag

Aug. 25.
Congressman James P. McGranery
Phlladellphia,

The theatre was was chief speaker at ceremonies last
of Albany.
gutted by a fire last wjnter on Frl Tuesday (IB) marking the imveiiing
of a service flag on Vine street honday, the 13th, less than a week aftfer
complete refurbishing had been oring film Industryites in the armed
undertaken. Rosenblatt who leased services. Other speakers were Mrs.
Edna Carrol], chairman of the State
it from John Christie, veteran ex
hibltor, in the fall, tore down the Board of Motion Picture Censors;
parts of the walls standing after the Jay Emanuel, prominent indie exhib.
blaze. He then put up a new theatre and Al Davis, 20th-Fox, representing
David Barrlst, exhib
with larger seating capacity. The exchanges.
Strand, which was one of the first leader, acted as m.c, with Oscar Neuin this section, is located In lower feld, chairman of the flag committee.
The S-W Aldine will reopen toWatervliet
The Family and the
Grand are the other hoyses in the morrow (Wed) with 'BambL' Roy
Robbins will manage the house.
city, site of an arsenal employing
Warners' Richmond will imdergo
thousands of people,
extensive refurbishing..
Johnny Roach, manager of the
IU, Bat Army Takes Him
Ardmore, inducted last week.
Easton, Pa„ Aug, 25
this school.
Herman Gable new student salesBruce H. Bailsman resigned as
manager of the Victoria theatres in man at 20th-Fox.
Femme Doormen
George
Aarons, UMPTO secretary
Lansford, Pa., and Mahanoy City,
Montgomery, Ala,, Aug. 25.
Pa. ni health was given as the rea- and counsel, still in Graduate hospital.
care
son,
Bausman
being
under
the
R. B. Wllby theatres here are beLatest Wamerltes in the service
of a physician.
ginning to feel the effect of youngLast week he passed the examina- are Harold Albright Kenneth Ansters going into the army. Yesterstine and Roy Topper, all of the Ritz,
tion for Volimteer Officers Candl
day women were installed as door date training, and expects to report York, Pa.
keepers. W. N. Wolfson, city man
for duty in October.
ager for the Wilby interest here, says
Tcaehner to Toleda
Ted Morris to Coast
Toledo, Aug. 29.
women geiting the jobs must be over
Ted Teschner, formerly manager
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 25
40. So far no changes in the staff of
Ted Morris, exploitation man at of the Bijou, New Haven, Conn., has
male ushers is expected to be made.
M-G office here for past year, trans, become manager of Loew's Valenferred to studio for unspecified as- tine here but will operate the Essignment
Reports on Coast this quire until the former hottse reopens
following remodelling. He succeeds
S. G. Alexander Joins
week.
Frank Moneyhun, formerly adver- Jack L^kes, Who became manager of
Col. as Lipton Aide tising executive with 20th Century- the Colony, Toledo, on Monday (24),
Sidney G. Alexander joined Co- Fox In New York office, is learning replacing George Aylesworth, named
lumbia Pictures advertising depart' distribution end of biz In local ex- manager of the Imperial, Cleveland.
ment this week following his resig' change.
nation from Weiss & Geller ad
agency, of which he was v.p. Agency
handles the Columbia account.
Alexander reported Monday (24)
as assistant to David A. Lipton,

Weil's Newsreelers

field

Roaring

its

house.

Lakes division manager, with head-

Jobs
Miniver' to the National Archives,
in order that posterity can scan the
motion picture with the strongest
Atlanta, Aug. 25.
box office pull in times of global
Ten women who graduated recent'
Print will be stored with
war.
'Gone With the Wind,' also pre- ly from the Lucas St Jenkins women's
sented as typifying the motion pic- managers and operators school here
ture which attracted the greatest
now are holding down jobs formerly
number of patrons in history!
held by men in 10 neighborhood the.
On recent visit here, Jan Struther atres here. Due to shortages of male
made arrangements with Archibald labor, the school trained a carefully
MacLeish, Librarian of Congres- selected group of approximately 30
sional Library, to present the origi- women
to fill operators and mananal proofs of her story. With the gers posts. An original class of more
newspaper galleys came this ex- than 200 was whittled down to a
planatory letter: 'I wrote it in the mere 50 at the opening of the school.
London Times office on assignment, As the program progressed, 20 more
every three weeks or so, and I am dropped out
afraid that the 'copy' went the way
One theatre, the 700-seat Russell
of all flesh in the composing room.'
Other
is entirely staffed by women.
The proofs are of the English edi- theatres formerly managed and oper
tion published in London in 1939,
ated by men are being taken over
mostly in page form, but partly in gradually by the women trained in

Invited to gather at the Stork Club,
today (Wed.) to select the galleys. On them appear many of
model who will represent Cosmopoli- the author's manuscript corrections,
tan magazine in Columbia Ficts' revisions and instructions to printforthcoming Technicolor production. ers.
The Cover Girl,' starring RiU HayAvorth. Jinx Falkenburg has arrived
from Hollywood to attend. She's
Post

N.Y.

with

of culture througH films and
in 1922 and subsequent benefactions, reduced its theatre interests
week by selling iU $548,000 mort-

dream
music

ArduYes for Posterity

representatives who stated they rep
resented more than 16,000 opposing

Tbeatre a

of Rochester, which
got into the theatre business in con-

manager *of the
LaRose,
Joe
gage on the RKO Palace here. The
Eastown theatre here. Is success- mortgage, which had been reduced
fully meeting the competition of from $1,143,000 by payments sine*
was assigned to the Equitable
plentiful bingo by asking his cus- 1930,
Life Assurance Co. of the United
tomers to gamble on the house's States. The Palace was built in 1928
on the site of the old Gordon theatre,
bills.
owned by Eastman, and additional
Filling up his lobby with question
property owned by George W. and
marks instead of stills, LaRose is Libanus Todd.
The university still owns the Eastfilling up his house by keeping the
man and Century theatres. Latter is
customers guessing on what they leased to Paramount
He advertises his Blank
will see.
Gas Station Owner's Logic
Nights as 'Take a Chance Night*
Clifton Springs, N. Y., Aug. 25.
He doesn't run off any trailers on
G. Edward Walters, gas station
his pix. His screen come-on consists manager and former projectionist
of such appeals as 'If you like l^ingo. has bought the Palace theatre here
Bank Night and Horses Take a and plans to reopen it Sept. 6. The
since
Chance Here. Who Knows? You house has been shuttered
it back to the former
Might Win.' He's doing better on his Schines turned William
Williamson,
Mrs.
unknown bills than on those with owner,
three months ago under the court
the customary ballyhoo.
With gas rationed in this
order.
Another gag that he pulled off area, Walters figures the amusement

HAiiiiyer' Into National

Stork

Sell Pal, Rocnesler, Mortgace
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 25.

nectron

to

cuit

Uon, affiliated with the

The University

manager, has resigned to go to
United Artists starting Sept. 1. She
had been with Warners about nine with big results was the Issuance of
Laugh Ration Books with a pair of
years.
comeAes. Full of coupons the ration, book entitled each customer to

Nix Sfartaabwf Shows
Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 25,
Blitzed by ministers and church

coming to Omaha.

fore

last

JIMMY GILLESPIE WILL

time in history that the

has bad Sunday

major

field

Omaha

sented RKO in AtlanU, Jacksonville,
Dallas and other southern cities be-

NOVE BAUYHOO OKAY

their blue laws.
a modified statute permitting Spyros Skouras became president of
pics from 1 p.m. until 6 p.m., to avoid
Detroit, Aug. 25.
the company.
interference with church hours, has
Botsford was a producer at ParaWhat's bingo got that we havent
passed the Knoxville city council mount for years before he joined the
got? Take a chance on our next two
on first reading by a vote of six to
home office and is figuring
five.

in

.

Sidney

settling his contract which had two
years to go. He had been shifted
from New York to Westwood when

Now

three times since then.

Nemacolin (Pa.) theatre, owned by
the Buckeye Coal Co., has just been
acquired by Peter Preflli, Vestaburg
and Fredericktown exhib.
Jim Zearfoss, manager of the ComHe was replaced by Karl
Artists.
Howe of the RK<9 office in Kansas munity theatre in Austin, Pa., has
Alien previously had repre- been transefrred by the Blatt cirCity.

a draft board
notice for Skelton to report fqr

And now comes

representative

junked

Hepinger took over his present house
in August, 1012, and has enlarged it

Sattirday (22) when
he gave up his post-her^ as local
branch manager to go to New Orleans in a similar capacity for United

RKO

too!
25.

25.

Clarence W. 'Ching' Alien broke
a continuous 17-year association with

The car was recovered but five
were missing, good ones,

Botsfofd, advertising and
director for 20th-Fox unKent and later studio
for the distribution
department, cheeked off the lot after

der

Omaha, Aug.

tires

A. M.
publicity

theatres, under certain restricTwo years ago Knoxville defeated a Sunday film ordinance by
a close vote in a referendum, although nearly all the other large
cities of the state have long since

of

was

stolen.

Hollywood, Aug.

tions.

his automobile

lumbia ad-ptiblicity director.

Co

blatt

'

,

BKO

Pittsbarich Promotion
Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
Gould, the local girl who
received nationwide attention last

Maym

year when she launched an 'Oscar
for Autry' cahipaign, getting around
50,000 signatures to her petition for

Names Branon

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 25.
Rovy F. Branon has been named
branch manager of local RKO office.

He's been with

RKO

for past 11

years.

Dunn

an Academy award to the cowboy
to 20th, Chan^)ion
star, has been named assistant manPitt Preem for
Pic ager at WB's Enright Lately she's Into Rivoli^N.Y., for Far
been assistant to Eddie Ritenbaugh.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
James Dunn, formerly ad-publicity
First Producers Releasing Corp, 'Seek Hawkins' of Scrlpps-Howard
chief and assistant manager at the
picture to get a major booking here Press.
Alton Rea, manager of WB's Re- Rivoli, is scheduled to Join Hal
will be 'Yanks Are Coming,' which
gent in East Liberty, has been pro- Home's publicity staff at 20th-Fox
is slated for an early world preera
moted to managership of a bigger early next month. Dimn will handle
at Warner theatre because of local house, circuit's Rialto in Charleston, special N. Y. planting, and work on
Interest involved.
W. Va., replacing CMarlle Alley, re special openings of 20th-Fox pictures
Film was produced by a Pitts- signed. Before going to Regent Rea in New York.
burgher, Lester Cutler; it features was assistant to Charlie Eagle at
Burt Champion. Is handling the
anolher local boy, Uttle Jackie Hel- deluxe Stanley.
Lewis V. Hepinger, veteran Clarion opening of 'Wake Island' at the
ler, vand the title sou^ was penned
-exliib who ' operates the Orpheum Rivoli, which reopens this hotise
I)7^^ony Stert, chief booker for WB there, celebrated his 30th anniver- Sept. 1, and may stay on as the
chretdt locally.
sary in show business last week, theatre's regular publicity man.

PRC

'

'
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''M-G-M exhibitors are

start-

ing the season of 1942-'43
''WW

doing Miniver business with

'Somewhere

I'll

Find You/

That gives you an idea of

our

New

Season releases/'

GREAT EIGHT FROM M-G-M!
(Our

CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER
Opening business

in four of

in

First

Qroup

"SOMEWHERE

in 1942

IlL FIND

43)

YOU"

runs fceat "Mrs. Miniver/* In other three spots slightly behind where
Miniver played advance prices. Being held for 2 weeks in all Loew engagements (some even longer!) America is
flocking to popular Clark*s latest with lovely Lana.

"TISH"—Test

first

seven

test

engagements top biggest

hits of the season!

Comedy

sensation!

Another proven success to start your M-G'M year. Three cities were selected for test runs: Houston, Atlanta, Providence. These tests are literally astounding! They beat such tOp^rossecs as "Tortilla Flat," "Ship Ahoy," "Courtship of
Andy Hardy" and "Rio Rita." Mary Roberts Rinehart'slSeloved chltracter; played by Marjorie Main, is audience rioti

"PANAMA HAHIE"
When you

starring

RED SKELTON,

ANN SOTHERN

engagements will have opened. Our prediction based on the uproarious Preview*
East and West is that box-office history will be made. The big Broadway musical comedy is packed with stars, song*
hits; teaming with talent and hilarity. Extended run for your SRO sign!
read

this,

the

first test

"APACHE TRAIL"-A

great

WesUm

Production on

a Big

Scale!

Let the trade critics descrtbe it: "Big classification"— Box Office Magazine. "Meat for {ms'* —Film Daily.
recommend without reservation"— Showmien's Trade Review. **Bang-upiob all ATOund"— Hollywood R^orter.
invades the Western field he does it in style!

MICKEY ROONEY

in

"You can

When Leo

"A YANK AT ETON"

When

Mickey as an all'American football guy gets into swank English Eton School it's the high-spot of his comedy
career. "Gradc-A entertainment"— S/iotvmen's Trade Review. "All out for laughs'^— Hollywood R^orter, "Should bring
Rooney fans to box-office in droves"- Film Daily. "Howling piece of merriment"— M. P. Daily.

"THE WAR AGAINST MRS. HADLEY"-as neu;su;ortHy as

''Mrs. Miniver

on Kate Smith program, September 24th, as part of high-powered World Premiere promotion. (Every picture launched on this nation-wide hook-up thus far has leaped into the million dollar class!) Timely,
thrilling with unforgettable performances by Edward Arnold, Fay Bainter, Richard Ney {of Miniver fame) and others.
Selected for big radio tribute

JEANEHE MacDONALD, ROBERT YOUNG

in

"CAIRO"

witli Etiiel

Waters

A new twist in spy melodramas that hilariously kids the menaces. The stars at their best with torch-singer Ethel Waters
and a production that spares nothing in magnificence.
"Audiences will enjoy thoroughly."— Dai/y Variety.

repeating her stage triumphs
hit songs,

and

sultry sirens.

"SEVEN SWEETHEARTS"— with Kathryn Grayson, Van

Heflin,

De luxe show, with roster of talent,

Marsha Hunt

the nationwide publicity as M-G-M conducts survey for the seven most romantic cities (those with
sweetheart of a show with romance and gayety,
the most marriages) for simultaneous World Premieres.
gorgeous singing and those seven seductive sweethearts.

Watch

A

M-G-M BEST

in

the

LONG RUN!
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HOUSE BETIEWS
STATE,

ideas.

N. Y.

They open with a clever

soft-

then do a
of
two high
imitation
jitterbug
school kids at a junior prom. Their
style is different. Mane Hollis continues to be a marvel of flexibility
and speed in her acrobatic routine.
The lithe and limber little lady is
fast on hands and feet. Her stuff includes a nifty step to 'Tea for Two
on one leg and n dance on her hands,
after which she tips her high hat
with her feet to acknowledge apThe Royal Whirlwinds are
plause.

shoe number in

full dress,

CHICAGO, CHI

STANLEY, PITT.

worker with lome good patter for

hU

tricks.

.

,
Kugenla^Baird on for three numbers, 'Idaho,' Tell It to the Stars' and
Pittsburgh, Aug. 21.
Chicago, Aug. 21.
Smith Si Dale (4), Billj/ Housp and
•\n I Need Is You.' Nightingale
fiobbv Jarvis Co. (4), Linda Ware,
Paul Whitemon Orch (18), MurAtuino Rev Orcn, Skeets Herfurt, forgets about the mike and net result
Mary Raye It iValdi, Lowe, Hite &
Bill Schallen, Dick Morgan, Senor Is her warbling falls to penetrate to taoh Sisters (3), Martins (2), Dolly
Stanley (3), Lalage; 'Tarzan's New
Wences, Harry King and Arlina; far reaches of this vast house. Rock- Mitehell, Buddy Weed, Larry IVeill,
York Adventure' (M-G).
Mike Pmgatore; 'Are Husbands Nec•Wings for the Eagle' (WB)
ets on for zip-zip number in front of
essary?' (Por).
the scrim. Ralph Rio, with his wife,
One of the most enjoyable straight
Alvino Rey's electric guitar pacps Terry Howard, push on the grand
vaude shows to be presented on
this excellent combo of musicians. piano for 10 minutes of tomfoolery,
Just as there's still magic In the
Broadway in many moons virtually
Leader is a quiet, reserved m.c, with highlighted by the femme's baby
Whiteman name, there's magic still
every turn a sock in its field from
his playing of a high order. What's talk.
Smith and Dale's classic and still upJohnny Morris' manipulation of in the Whiteman music, too. Of
who more, he's got a good bunch of acts
roariously funny 'Dr. Kronkhite' skit a pair of trick roller skaters
around him.
Art
it isn't quite the band the big
course,
seven
drums
Is also clicko.
his
swings
gent
The
show.
the
to the superb ballroomology of Mary open
Harry King and Arllna. show Brown's organalog puts the house in boy had back in the days when he
picks
Raye and Naldi. It all runs off with lady close to the fioor and she
openers, are a facile pair of hodlers good mood before the stage show.
Corb.
Jazz, but the outfit needs
precision, eclat and balance. Strength up a hanky with her teeth.
who can really step. Especially
Attendance at first show capacity, was Mr.
and will stack up with
apologies
of the stage lineup in entertainment
no
clicko is a jitterbug routine In tap, with a lobby lockout
Arke.
pret^ nearly the best of the name
values, though not necessarily in
accomplished with a variety of
organizations. From opening strains
standout marquee names for the
C.
seemingly original steps.
usual picture house trade, compenof the Inevitable 'Rhapsody in Blue,*
Herfurt,
Skeets
Dick Morgan and
(STEEL PIER)
sates for the screen filler. Tarzan's
played brilliantly at the piano by
members of the band, offer 'Strip
New York Adventure.'
Buddy Weed, to the closing blare of
with Herfurt doing the
Polka,'
'Wabash Blues,* with Mike PingaComedy department is unusually
ittlantic City, Aug. 22.
comedy song while Morgan In
Miami, Aug. 23.
tore*s fingers streaking across the
strong, with Billy House and the
Three Stooges, Acromaniacs, Val tousled blonde wig, effects a fake
like greased lightning, it's an
banjo
Hylton Sisters, BiU Ames, Adrlana
Bobby Jarvis Co., Smith and Dale Setz, 3 Byrnes Sisters, Dick Dana, strip with undulating hips and leerhour of melodic excellence that the
and Lowe, Hite and Stanley all bat- Charle* Kemper, Ed Kaplan, George ing expressions.
very funny turn. & Charly, Jimmy Edmundson, Ray k
House's Haggerty, Ben Yost Singers (9);
ting way above average.
Harrison, Harry Reset House Orch; enduring 'Pops* is batoning at the
Baritone Bill Schallen sings per- "The Gay Sisters' (WB).
deluxer.
routine is based largely on material John MtConnell'8 Orch; 'Berlin Corsuasively and in an intimate manner
he used in 'Hellzapoppin'— the prop respondcnt' (20th).
He hasn*t forgotten the symphonic
favorites like 'A Pretty Girl' and
shrub that grows Into a tree and
jazz
with which the Whiteman
'Heart at Stage Door Canteen.'
Neat but not gaudy package of trademark was once synonmous, nor
then shrinks into a shrub again when
This is a well-rounded bill headed
One of the best ventriloquists standard vaude turns, a welcome has he neglected to take cognizance
a dog runs across stage; the stooge
wackiest
histrionics
distheir
switch
after
weepy
around is Senor Wences, who creates
wandering from one side of the by the 3 Stooges at
of the new musical idiom that has
roll
impersonate,
attraction.
cinematic.
played
in
dance,
of
doll
with
his
hand,
sing,
the
head
left
that
They
a
house to the other to announce
come into being in .the meantime.
House's singing lounds just as bad on the floor and slap each other at plus two onyx rings,, some lipstick
Hylton Sisters are solid senders Result is 60 minutes of pleasant
from there, etc. It's all delivered in terrific pace and leave audience and a tiny red wig a tremendously though their marquee vahie is memories for the old-time brigade
House's familiar vein and remains howling for more. At performance life-like and amusing creation. The problematical, at least in these parts; and complete contemporary contentexcellent standard material assured caught Saturday, they were greeted doll is impudent and funny with a from an entertainment standpoint ment for the moderns. Whiteman's
with big hand and called back with definite character and voice differ- they have plenty to offer.
Gals brightest stars remain Pingatore and
of healthy audience reception.
ent from that of its originator. break up standards with plenty of Weed, who has considerable to live
Smith and Dale, last on Broadway whistling and shouts.
Senor Wences also has another head novelties and are okay for sound and up to from his planistic precedessors
In Ed Wynn's recent 'Laugh, Town
Three Acromaniacs put over neat
gr^at sight
a box that sings opera.
with the King of Jazz, and does.
now playing vir- job of balancing and feats of in
Laugh,*
are
act.
tually to a new generation but con- strength and draw big laughs with
Bill
Ames is known largely new and mighty attractive starlet is
The Four King Sisters make a
Dolly Mitchell, a singing lady who
tinue terrific winners with their long jitterbug acrobatics. Val Setz scores pleasing
appearance and neatly sing, through' his radio activities and has listens as well as she looks.
It's with excellent juggling and comedy
standing 'Dr. Kronkhite' skit.
numbers they've recorded.
Es- yet to get in stage groove. His vocal
a panic even with those who have chatter.
material
mimicry
clever,
the
is
but
Band currently is made up of five
pecially effective Is their rendition
seen it before. Unbilled male singconga,
is
weak.
Ames
possibilities,
has
and
rhumba
saxes, three trombones, three vioOpening with
of 'My Devotion' and the comedy
ing duo with the act, delivering first the Byrnes Sisters change to mili- number, sung
with straight iaces, however. His characterizations are lins, three trumpets, bass, pLlno,
a couple of Italian numbers and then tary tap to show nice team work. 'Let's Keep Smiling.* They finish the nearly all fresh, and equipped with drums and banjo, and folowing
swinging into 'Jingle, Jangle' and Ben Yost Singers go nautical this show with a sock 'Idaho,' assisted by sockier dialog he ought go places;
'Rhapsody,' which might wisely be
'Band Played On' as a foursome in- week.
In trim Navy blues, they Herfurt, who flutes in accompanyreverse English exponent shortened, since it's rather long for
cluding Smith and Dale, impress as sing 'Anchors Aweigh," 'I Joined ^e ing their harmony. Business hold- Jimmy Edmundson's b.o. has been an opener, or else spotted later,
a good straight singing turn on its Navy,' interspersed with novelty ing up fine.
considerably bolstered lately by ap- there comes a crack arrangement of
Loop.
own. They cleaned up here and songs.
pearances on several net shows, another old-timer, 'My Blue Heaven.'
helped wind up the act for a smash
demonstrating ability to spell and With a bow to the kids, 'The WellDick Dan9 emcees show and
6nish.
Lowe's Hite and Stanley,
chatter backwards. When caught, a Diggers Hoe Down' follows, and then
for comedy skits featuring
giant, average-sized guy and dwarf, straights
10-year old moppet provided him Larry Neill, trumpeter, steps down
Kemper, Ed Kaplan, and
click nicely, as usual, with nifty Charlie
with a routine that would be sure- to sing 'Night Is Young' and 'Sleepy
George Haggerty. Kaplan has top
comedy and dancing.
Quality of Neill's pipes is
fire with a permanent plant in the Lagoon.'
turn
Boston,
comedy
Aug.
doing
21.
week,
spot this
his projection is poor, with
Mary Raye and Naldl combine from the aisles.
Andrews Sisters, Will Osborne's audience. Kid piped up and asked okay but
lively music with their smooth, ashim to spell and pronounce a 27 resalt that half of the lyrics, despite
Full house at show Saturday (22). Orch toith Marianne and Dick Shasured terping in a series of routines
nahan; Miller Brothers & Lois (3); letter medical term backwards. Re- a mike, are just a jumble.
Cort.
that are seemingly matchless for
Martins, two boys in jet-black enWesson Brothers (2): 'My Favorite quest kayoed Edmundson for a motheir impeccable grace. They bowed
ment but he covered with some fast sembles, score heavily with their
Spy' (RKO).
off to big returns.
ad libs and finally strung out the marionet act, especially a tiny clown
Linda Ware, blonde singer, does
word.
midget turned out to who practically looks and acts like
Up against a stretch of the foulest be son Mental
well in the sole vocal spot. She deof a local medico who had a human playing in and around a
dog-days in seasons, the
Bos- caught the act earlier and primed suitcase in which he's brought on the
livers an operatic piece and such
Philadelphia, Aug. 22.
ton is dishing up a powerful stage the kid to give
pops as 'All I Need Is You,' 'EmEdmundson the biz. stage. The finish, with two blackbraceable You' and 'Can a Lady ReGlenn Miller Orch toith Marion and screen combination.
House was still hanging on their faced wooden figures, is the weakest
sist,'
holding her audience aU the Hufton, Skip Nelson, Modemaires
The layout' opens witR the Os- seats when he made his getaway.
part of the turn. *Whiteman follows
way. Miss Ware picked a gob out (4), Tex Benekc, WoUv Broum; 'Spv borne band in a clambake called
Comic duo of Ray and Harrison Is them on with his latest femme singer,
of the audience to play straight for Ship' (WB).
'Fire Dance', which sets a wicked dated and
routines need renovating. the Mitchell gal, a filly with plenty
the 'Resist' number, a bit that clicked
pace for the jive set and brings on Spine-tingling acrobatics
of Adrlana of oomph and salesmanship who
heavily.
the
Miller
Brothers
and
Lois,
cola
Philly's jitterbug set is out in
and Charly are familiar, but never- sells 'Idaho' and 'Jingle, Jangle,'
Lalage, blonde femme aeriallst, force again this sesh to listen to the ored tap trio whose stuff is okay. theless
spectacular. Always a sure- latter backed by a male quartet andwent over easily In the opening slot brand of swing purveyed by Glenn They catch on at their entrance with fire opener.
herself as well. Mob went for her
with her acrobatics on the ropes and Miller and his cats and the jive a top-gear tap routine and follow up
big and she could have stuck around
Best summer biz in years. Leslie.
In the rings.
Series of one-arm devotees are coming in droves.
with whimsical intricacies on a high
for another one or two.
twirls, for the climaxer, cinched it.
musically rig which spots them nicely. The
Sock arrangement of 'I Found a
okay
show,
an
It's
Mori.
band goes into 'Sorghum* Switch,'
New Baby,' with Weed again disspeaking, that Miller's crew puts on.
K.
C.
brings out Marianne for a
playing his keyboard magic, is the
Good arrangements; clever staging; then
couple of vocals. Her style is plenty
next 'Whiteman item, and then the
fine instrumentalists.
acceptable.
Murtagh Sisters, three of 'em, come
Kansas City, Aug. 22.
Skip Nelson, Miller's new male
Then follows a trio of band imLou Ashe, Lewis & Lorraine, Twin on to clean up. When last around at
vocalist does an adequate job with pressions, with Glenn Miller, Guy
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 22.
tunes like 'Skylark,' 'Sweet Elolse' Lombardo and Gene Krupa getting Tones (2), Bridges Sisters (2), The the Nixon a couple of seasons ago in
'Hodge Podge with Ken Maynard and the like, but the lad is still a the onceover not very lightly, the flalabanows (3), Herb Sir House the touring 'Hellzapoppin,'' Murtaghs
Orch;
'Bashful Bachelor* (RKO) and were just an okay but conventional
ft Tarzan, Sid & Peggy Page, Monroe little unsure of himself.
parody on Lombardo being a killer.
harmony trio; now they're a showBros. (2), Marie Hollis, Troy & Lynn,
Marlon Hutton is still her zingy Dick Shanahan on the drums does 'Scaftergood Rides High" (RKO).
stoperoo on anybody's bill with their
Royal
Whirlunnds
'Unseen self as she jives her way through the Krupa stuff, and he's all right,
(2)
crack novelties and incidental comEnemy' (U).
'Kalamazoo,' 'Saturday Night* and but his chore lasts too long.
The
This one fits the usual niche of edy. Crowd wouldn't have minded
In the Wesson Brothers snap the show back Tower
'Chattanooga Choo-Chdo.'
vaude at the 3Dc admish, if gals had doubled their four numKeith's makes its first bid for kid latter tune she's teamed with Tex into the groove with a half-dozen under the recent policy which plays bers. They had to beg off. Tallest
comedy impressions, all new here, two features with stage show for of the trio is a corking comedienne
trade since opening in spring with Beneke and the Modernaires.
personal appearance of Ken May
Only outside act is Wally Brown, and surprisingly enough finish off drawing the quantity family trade. and will probably find herself starnard, western film star from Colum- who has a fairly clever, fast-talking with an F.D.R. -Eleanor skit which Forty minutes run through
the usual ring in a Broadway show if she
isn't their best
bus, Ind., and his white horse. Tar
act.
quartet of imported acts, amateur doesn't watch out
zan, on this week's bill. Show made
Maxine, PattI and LaVerne An- winner and the Herb Six house
House was almost filled to capacity
orch
For a finish Whiteman goes through
fast start, in spite of circus competi'
drews take over at this point, doing with an average result Six outfit
Shal.
at Saturday dinner show.
a medley of songs he's introduced
tion, for juveniles.
Filmer is sur
'Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,' '3 Little is called on to lead
off with special and made famous, even picking up
rounded by strong line of vaude acts,
Sisters,' 'Pennsylvania Polka,' 'Ap- arrangement
of 'Idaho,'' and from the fiddle himself in one of them.
leaning heavily to comedy but livple Blossom Time* and a socko nov- there show moves under
direction of Curtains close in at end of Pinga-Ing up to unit title/ 'Hodge Podge,'
elty by Johnny Mercer called 'Strip Lou Ashe, doubling
as m.c.
tore's banjo exhibition.
with plenty of novelty on side. Sid
Polka,' which unhorses the audience
Ashe fits nicely into the workings
Cohen.
Biz just fair.
Page sparks the program with
for an ovation. Their showmanship
Washington, Aug. 21.
as m.c, a post that has given some
smooth m.c.ing.
is superb all through, and they're
cause
Eduiard
for
worry
Roecker,
Shea
Raymond,
and
It
extra
considMaynard and his trusty steed are
given a solid send-off by Osborne
out of their element on stage, but Lyda Sue, Roxyettes, Joe Lom- and the band which, although not eration here of late. Later he has
N. Y.
kids like their stuff even if adults bardi's House Band; 'Talk of the known in these parts as a jazzero6, his own inning to warble a caval(NEWSBEELS)
find It tiresome. Oats star enters in Town' (Col).
can get its feet off the ground if it cade of Berlin songs, but his best
work is along the introductory line.
saddle, makes Tarzan curtsy, exhas to.
plains to fans that horse is. son of
The Boston was bulging with cus First standard act Is Lewis and LorThis 'Jingle, Jangle,' revue of
Newsreel fodder this week may not
raine in a series of solo and duo
•original
Tarzan,' then puts him Harry Anger's Is a well-staged 38 tomers at the opening show (Fudaj
spiced
with as much hot war
be
taps, male member of the duo carrythrough his paces.
Elle.
Tarzan shows minutes of punch.
Smartly pro- a.m.).
ing off the honors on nimbleness and news as some fans would, like, but
how he unties knot when Maynard duced, it's a nice breather for the
variety.
tapability.
In second spot Twin it certainly offers a wide
Is roped by villain, tells his age by lengthy screen feature.
Tones carry off audience approval Of 44 clips only eight are clear of
stomping foot 12 times on floor and
Roxyettes are on for two smashdeservedly with their fooling around any war angle, and one of these, a
gives horse laugh. Maynard tells a
ing
They open with 'Jinon bass fiddle, guitar and novelty baby parade (U), tells of war bonds
few jokes while fooling with lariat, gle, numbers.
Jangle' in one, go to full stage
songs. It's string music plunked for as prizes.
then goes into musical routine with for
Washington, Aug. ^SO.
stair routine.
Attractively coscomedy effects and fairly well
Paramount Is out In front with
fiddle and Tony Valero, Mexican
Tony Pastor's Orch, Eugenie Baird,
tumed in cowboy outfits, they
two goods .sequences that ties onto
guitarist who also sings.
Act isn't demonstrate corking precision steps. Stubby Poster, Johnny Morris, Terry satisfies.
up to house standard but has some Then
Bridges Sisters have been previous the headlines. One, on the United
comes
Lyda
Sue, late of 'Hell- & Ralph Rio, Jimmy Rae, Rhythm
Nations, raid
on Dieppe, covers
novelty value.
for about five minutes of Rockets, Art Broum, Lynn Allison, am winners, coming back again with training of British and American
Page jumps in and out of lariat, zapoppin,'
fancy kicking:, climaxed with some Snm Jack Kaufman's House Orch, their aero routine. Ashe then has Commando units.
Commentary is
too, but it's only a side line with him
his singing chore, and closing is
•Pied Piper' (20th).
He and Peggy Page start with fast nifty body twists.
taken over by the Three Balaban- particularly good. The second timely
Edward Roecker, from radio, with
line of tried and true gags, then go
ows in a round of accordion squeez- clip covers the attack on the Solointo Indian magic show routine, good a good baritone offers 'Rangers Song,'
Jive hounds are out in force tKs ing.
Femme member doffs her mon Islands, with most of the foolfor plenty of laughs.
Their non 'Old Man River' and 'This Is Worth week for 43 minutes of brassy blare stomach pincher to turn in a toe age showing the Marines setting up
Could have stayed and rhythmic tom-tom by Tony Pas- dance tap and some modern terping bases and rehearsing invasion landsensical bungling of tricks, in every Fighting For.'
deceptionist's
repertoire,
is
Opening routine cut while her male partners give out on ings.
good but bowed off. Then the Roxyettes tor's band.
showmanship. There's a lot of rope in a beautifully lighted fan numljer short by fibsence of Stubby Pastor standard size instruments and. later
Pathe has some interesting stuff
in this show. Eddie Miller of Miller on full-stage steps. Shea and Ray- through indisposition.
change to midget accordions.
about Army outposts in the CaribBros, pulls old one of dragging long mond are corking dance comics.
Trailers open with Rockets (line)
Stage and double film fare is hav- bean, Army planes being delivered
line of hemp across stage, then run- They present contrast in types and perched on the band stools with the ing its usual effect of steadying biz. by Navy airplane carriers, and the
ning behind drop and coming out on their four routines are rushed over audience wondering whether maes- and management here, as at other training of an Army mountaln-climFive tro has gone suffragette. Steppers houses in town, report
other end of it. Audience takes it without coming up for air.
a noticeable ing unit Metro has a good clip on
b^. The Millers get as many laughs bows and a short thank you instead come down stage for rhythmic intro- stabilizing and upward, if slight, the N. Y. Stage Door Canteen even
with their incidental clowning as of an encore.
duction of Pastor and band. Jimmy trend in biz generally. Combination though it's practically a shill for Ray
Joe Lombardl's house orchestra Rae, a Baltimore amateur unveiled of Scattergood Baines and Lum and Boleer and the 'By Jupiter' musical;
they do with their popular trampoplays it all smoothly. House capacity by Gene Ford in 1934, makes his first Abner on the screen in two films is Pathe gives some space to Chile and
line routine.
There's an amusing touch to the with six rov;s of standees for open- Washington bow as a professional, good magnetism for this house, and Colombia, obviously out of deferdance work of Troy and Lynn, smart ing show. Program holds over for a with four minutes of fast dance tum- screen fare is thoughtfully billed as ence to the Coordinator of InterArke.
bling and eccentric falls.
Speedy a 'Folksy. Festival.
Fran.
boy and girl team with some new second week.
Quin.
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Invadm^ ffiz

Buenos Aires; Does Over
Official

Buenos Aires, Aug. II.
ban on Columbia-distrib-

uted 'Invaders,' announced just . as
film was completing its first
week, was relaxed olliciaily to allow
the Gran Rex to continue showings
over weekend following. Result was
that the picture, which ran up a
practically all-time high of 60,000
pesos (over $15,000) during the first
stanza, gathered In 38,000 ($9,500)
during the four-dt.y period following the official ban.
tlie

•

In
$15,000

CEILING RENTALS SEEN

UKEY

IN

AUSTRALIA

.

Sydney, Aug. 25.
The Federal government here is
expected to set ceiling rentals as a

y. s. COS.

s[[

Yank Film Firms
Of Jap

'

BHD PREDEDLNT
Iiiter>American Affair* ConH'
mittee Creates DUturbanee in Intent to Foster
Production in Chile and

15

HURT

Feel Weight

Saiufl)ag

IN FIRE SCENE

OF GUIZAR PIC IN MEX.
Mexico

City,

Aug.

23

18.

on Frozen Coin

It now appears that the American
film business is going to be left holding the sack on Japanese distributlon coin, totalling $460,000 to $500.000, which was tied up in the Yokahama Specie Bank, San Francisco,

when the war broke out, according
to recent checkup by foreign executives.
At least there seems little
sequence in Mexico's first feature- chance of getting the money in
American dollars for some time, and
length pic in color, 'Que Lindo es
It may not t>e available to U. S. disis
Michoacan'
('How
Beautiful
tributors until after the war.
DISTRIB' Michoacan')
which the Rodriguez
This money represents distribution
Bros, are producing at Lake PatzAlberto J. Lautaret, theatre owner, April, 1942. This is taken to mean
cuaro, Michoacan state. The victims revenue of eight U. S. major compersonally went to President Ramon that all future contracts will be set
panies, collected in Japan, for over
not pretending to criticize suffered burns and other hurts.
While
S. Castillo to secure permission to on the figures in force last April.
two years and totalling about $950,the announced program of the Inter.
Tito Guizar, who fiew home from
finish the weekend, pointing out that
American Affairs Committee, because dates in Brazil to play the lead in 000 originally when placed in the
ticket sales were so great and pubGovernment-sponsored, and financed, the pic, helped carry, the Injured Frisco bank as per»agreement with
lic opinion such that if the film were
major company foreign managers in- men to the emergency hospital. He the Jap government three years ago.
not permitted to play off the advance
No major company redeived either
wardly are intensely perturbed at the was not working in the fire scene.
sale, serious trouble might result.
the December or February payments,
initial efforts to establish native film
'Dumbo' (RKO) finished the weelt
the third such distribution, due early
production in such coimtries as MeX'
Other estimates, all given in
in last Decemt>er, being halted by
ico and Chile. In a word, they fear
Argentine pesos, currently at about
the outbreak of war with Japan.
the precedent such a move estab
27c 17. S., follow:
lishes and the threat to their own
Since then, the major distributors
Ambassador (Lautaret tc Cavallo)
distribution' business not only In
have been trying to force the tfank
'Secret Agent of
Latin-America, but in other foreign
to pay up. It now appears that the
(1,400; 2.50; 2.00).
Yanked after three
Japan' (20th).
countries. Once teclmical aid is pro<
Japanese banking institution was
loaded' with Jap paper and securidays. Estimated 7,000 for the period.
vided in trying to establish a strong
production end of the film business
ties prior to Pearl Harbor, and it is
'Song of the Islands' followed. Last
there is nothing to
proving a slow process to collect
week, 'Woman of the Year* (M-G),
Foreign managers of major film in one country,
from
foreign
nations
sufficient cash in American dollars
not bad 14,000 on second run.
prevent
other
companies will huddle early next
according
to
demanding
similar
help,
handle this film industry payIdeal (Lococo) (970; 3.00; 2.50). week at the Hays office to appraise
Y.
ment
since there are other U. S.
to
opinion
in
N.
'Saboteur' (U). Two-house opening the raw film stock situation in line
creditors to the bank.
This ultibrought 20,000 to this theatre. Last with the War Production Board's
Foreign managers always have
mately
may be worked out by the
week, 'In This Our Life' (WB), nice freeze order.
Voluntary reduction frowned on such production encourDavid Rose, Paramount's manag- bank liquidating outstanding loans
9,000 for third week.
in the amount of film stock used agement, and with good reason
ing director in Great Britain, is re- due the bank from Japanese firms
Rex (Cordero, Cavallo & Lautaret) seems likely although no specific ref- Steady flow of native-made product
in the U. S. But until the bank ob'Invaders' (Col-dis- erence is made to pictures shipped ultimately cuts into the available turning to London with intention
3,305; 2.50-2.00).
tains additional funds from its clitributed). All-time 38,000 for four- to foreign accounts in the WPB playing time of American product. to make two quota feature, producU. S. distributors have been willing tions there before next spring. He ents, the picture business must wait
day period. No estimate on 'Jumbo' order.
its turn.
The U. S. government attitude to to take their chances against such
(RKO) which foUowed. Last week,
scotched
any
possiblluy
Par
that
date has been to maintain a steady competition, but the foreign execs
Peculiar part of the situation is
'Invaders' ran up 60,000.
and uncdrtailed flow of American
American
film
companies
could see why such efforts would abandon 'quota! film-making that
Ooean (Coll, Gatti St Cia.) (2,800; screen product to foreign nations not never
should be encouraged or given back- in Britain, and indicated that other thought the notes held in the Frisco
2.00-1.50). The Bugle Sounds' (M-G).
only as a vast morale factor, but also ing. It is like a packing compahy
American companies would make bank were protected fully by U. S.
So-so 18,000.
Last week, 'Adven- as a medium of maintaining United
ctirrency as per original pact.' But
explaining how a meat-packing plant
tures of Martin Eden' (Col), weak Nations
every
effort
live
quota
to
up
to
law
solid
front
against the should be established, furnishing capover the period between when the
15,000.
enemy. Consequently, it is dubious ital for a native group and then ex- requirements as far as physically agreement was made and the money
Normandle (Lococo)' (1,400; 2.00- if there will be any crack-down on pecting to compete with the finished possible.
became due to the eight majors,
1.50).
'Reap the WUd Wind' (Par). raw film stock supplies to the foreign product there and elsewhere thereplenty of Japanese paper and curRose
told 'Variety' that Paramount
12,000.
Last week, 'Sons of the Sea' market.
rency seemingly was loaded on th«
after.
would start first on *The Old Lady bank—as now believed, in full anFor Australasia and part of the
(WB), n.sJ». 7.000.
It Is why foreign managers gener.
Latin-American
market
the
raw
Sir James ticipation of a Pearl Harbor attack.
Monamental (Coll, Gatti Sc Cia.)
making deals to Shows Her Medals,' the
stock supply problem is strictly up ally have fought
(1,300; 2.00-1.50).
'Sendas Cruzadas'
handle native product, since such pic M. Barrie story originally made as
to the manufacturers of film stock
(San Miguel, Arg-made). Weak 8,such as Eastman Kodak since U. S. tures naturally would be competing a Gary Cooper starrer, with Beryl
000.
Last week, 'Gone With the
companies print up the necessary with Hollywood-made product. After Mercer, imder the title of 'Seven Lawrence Seeks
Wind' (M-G), smash 15,000 for
Up-to-date script is
positive prints in Australia, New all, they contend they are out to dis- Days Leave.'
fourth week of pop-priced run.
Zealand and Argentina. Supply of tribute pictures and make a reason being finalized on this, he said, and
To Cottiplete Fox
Yanked only because of previous raw film
stock to Great Britain, able profit. The more outside prO' he hopes to. start shooting picture
commitment for nationt.. but .due representing nearly
50% of all for- duction that comes in, the less play within 90 days. Rose stated he hoped
Deal With
back.
eign business presently, also is a mat- ing time is made available for U. S. to start production on Barrie's 'AdOpera (Lococo) (2.400; 2.50-2.00). ter entirely up to film manufac- screen fare.
mirable Crichton' before ilext spring.
•In the Navy" (U). O.K. 22,000. Last turers since Eastman
Kodak and
Peculiar part about the situation Is
London, Aug. 25.
Actual starting date of second
week,
'Dangerously
Live' other
They
companies make the raw that the aid is supposed to better the quota production will depend on
Laudy Lawrence, 20th-Fox foreign
(WB), fair 18,000.
stock in England.
It is merely a Good Neighbor policy. This is not un
ability to get studio space. Rose also sales chief, is in London primarily to
Snipaoha (Lococo) (950; 3.00-2.50). matter of U. S. distribs getting their derstood by the rank and file in these pointed out that presently it is more finalize the Gaumont-Britlsh deal
'Saboteur' (U). 14,000 at this house master or purple negatives to Eng- foreign lands. They figure the best difficult than formerly to get players with Arthur Rank, it is reported auon the doubler. Last week, 'Reap land and then printing up the large goodwill from the U. S. film Industry and technicians, since the armed thoritatively in tiondon film circles.
the Wild Wind" (Par), neat 8,000 for number of positive prints abroad, comes from more and better Ameri
forces are not inclined to excuse This deal has been on the fire since
and there seems to be little question can pictures. Further goodwill, ac
fifth and last week.
them for work In screen vehicles as early this year. Rank, who is chief
about sufficient supply from film cording to general opinion in such
backer of General Film Distributors,
they did at one time.
Broadway (Lautaret 8c Cavallo) manufacturers
thus far.
from
can
come
establishing
lands,
seeks to buy 20th-Fox interest in
(2,863; 2.00-150) 'Los Chicos Crecen'
For other foreign countries, com new industrial plants or giving them
Gaumont-British.
("The Kids Grow Up') (Lumiton. prising
a negligible portion of the more favorable breaks in trade pacts.
Arg-made). O.K. 9,000 for second total foreign consumption, American
Completion of any arrangement
Reaction to Orson Welles' visit as a
Current London Shows
week. Last week, neat 15,000.
for sale of 20th-Fox Interest was
companies ship positives already producer in Brazil was anything but
delayed last March by the death of
made up for sending to various ex goodwill-building, according to inforSidney R. Kent, president of 20th.
changes.
Any heavy shipments of mation brought back by different film
London. Aug. 29.
Ostrer brothers sold out their G-B
raw stock to Argentina or Mexico by
Noel Coward Sells
officials.
'All's Fair,' Whitehall.
interest early in 1042.
U. S. film manufacturers would be
Just where the production advice
'Awake and Sing,' Cambridge.
strictly for native industries there.
Thus far the deal tias not been
and encouragement of the CIAA
Spirit' Film
'Big Top,' His Majesty's.
Foreign managers also will receive
sanctioned by 20th-Fox, and it is
is to stop is another worry for
group
'Blithe Spirit,' St. James's.
a first-hand report from Joseph H.
understood that conferences on the
Mexico is
If
foreign managers.
'Danolag Tears,' Adelphi.
Seidelman, Universal foreign sales
Riglits for 120G,
transaction are to start early next
support, Cuba will seek
given
such
'Doctor's Dilemma,' Haymarket
chief, on his recent trip to England.
week.
similar treatment. Then if Cuba gets
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.
Lawrence also Is discussing tha
London, Aug. 25.
the production hypo, Brazil is bound
'FUrepath,' Apollo.
possibility of raising the price of
to want a like break. They fear that
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
Two Cities Films has closed a deal Wins Right to Present
film rentals, reportedly as to low
ultimately such distant countries as
'Fall Swing,' Palace.
with Noel Coward for 'Blithe Spirit,"
under present operating conditions.
Australia and New Zealand might
'Gangway,' Palladium.
'Arsenic-Old Lace' In
Reported that he also will investigate
with film to be made some time next
logically expect some government
'Get a Load of This,' Hippodrome.
the feasibllty of seven-day showings
year. Coward Is to direct but will
agency to bolster their production
'Lifeline,' Duchess.
per feature instead of six days as
Mex. After Arbitration setup.
'Light and Shade.' Ambassador.
not appear in the picture. Underwartime measure via Prices Commissioner Copland. Wartime measure
is being adopted only after an appeal by Aussie exhibitors.
Understood that the government
will peg rental fees at the level of

Mexico

— See

Possibility

of Plan's Extension

Fifteen

men

extras

were

injured,

four of them seriously, during a fire

'WOULD HURT

RAW FILM CUTS
WONT AFFECT

2

FOREIGN

BRITISH QUOTA

FIX

MAPPED BY

PAR

.

IN ENG.

Rank

^the

%

stood that the picture

company paid

$120,000 on account, with a percent-

age

of

Coward.

from

profits

Play

is

film

going

to

currently a Broad-

way and West End hit.
Minimum of $800,000 must bb spent
on the s(yeen production of 'Spirit.'
Although refusing to discuss the
matter, it is understood that Sam
Smith, head of British Lion Films,

who 'acquired an
'In Which They

interest in Coward's
Serve," has an interest in 'Blithe Spirit"

at present.

'Macbeth,' Piccadilly.

Mexico City, Aug. 18.
Exclusive rights to a Spanish version of 'Arsenic and Old Lace' in
Mexico were won by Maria Teresa
Montoya, dramatic actress, whose
company is current at the Teatro
Fabregas here under a federal subsidy.
Management of the Teatro
Ideal, another local legit house, had
also bid for the privilege, and the
case had to be decided at an emergency meeting of the national actors
and dramatists union. The original
'Arsenic' is a current Broadway hit.
Play is to be presented this fall.

Powers Back in Aussie
As U.S. Army Major
Sydney, Aug. 25.
William Powers, formerly a top
executive with National Theatres
(20th-Fox subsid) and often here on
film matters, is back in this .zone,
this lime as major attached lo the

Army.
Powers came

U.S.

to Australia the first

time to rearrange the Hoyts circuit
managerial alignment more than a
year ago.

'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy.
'Mornlns Star,' Globe.
'Murder Without Crime,' Comedy.
'Maid of the Mounlalna Coliseum.
'No Orchids for BUndish,' Wales.
'Quiet Week-End,' Wyndham's.

Spanish Pkge. Fix Deal

'

'Rain,' St. Martin's.

'Bcbecca,' Strand.
'Rose-Marie,' StoU's.

Russian Ballet, Cambridge.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
'Sky HiKh,' Phoenix.
'Wild Hose,' Prince.
'Warn That Man,' Garrick.

'Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych.

Pan American Associated EnterLatin-American talent agency,
is huddling with Metro on a package deal for Spanish language pix
for
Sudamericano
release,
with
Hugo Del Carril end Libertad Lemarque, stage and plx names south
prises,

of the border, for the leads.
Another deal would bring Del
Carril to the Coast in American pix.
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Yes! We've got no Variety!

EVERY REPORrS THE SAME... ALL TERRIFIC!
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FILM BOOKING CHART CCanteen Capers
sCouUuued from

(For injormation of theatre and film exchange hookers Variett present*
a complete chart of feature releases of oil the American distributiny comDate of reviews as given in
panies for the*current qtiarterlv period.
Variety OTid the running time of prints are included.)

from

west

Inside Stuff-Pictures

page

and

Brooklyn

of

Hollywood producers and studio executives are hoping that the Imsooth of > the Bronx.'
pending shakeup in the War Dept.'s Bureau of Public Relations will giva
them a new military contact. Executives are continually irked at one of
Judy Abbott, daugliter of George, the Army's brasshats. with some authority over production, who seems
was junior hostess to a nicC'Ioolcing to like to say 'no. Recently he went to Hollywood on Army business.
Melodrama; C Comedy; CD Comedv- bou from Fort Monmouth.
While The grapevine word got around and studios rushed representatives here
Key to Type Abbretiiations:
Western; D—Dramq; RD—Romantic Drama;
Musical. thev were dancing, the bov asked with scripts to be okayed. The substitute Army officer Is not congenitally
Dramo;
her name. She told him. The sol- against Hollywood and gave them courteous treatment. They are hoping
indicate
hereurfth
date
Variety's
review
and
Figures
running time.
of
dier took a double take:
he will win the regular assignment.
'Do you mean you're the daughWEEK OF BELEASE—6/25/42
Difficulty of Major Lynn Farnol, formerly with United Artists, over
Wait till I tell the fel- saboteur (?) photographs recently released, emphasizes the War Dept.'s
ter of Bud?
lows back at camp!'
M 65 R, Cortez-R. Hudson
Rubber Racketeers (Mono) 7/1
aversion to exploitation and promotion. Secretary Stimson made it plain
5/3 C
70
L. Velez-E. Errol
Mexican Spitfire Sees GUost (RKO
'Wait till I tell my old man,' that the War Dept is sticking closely to conservative public relations
Ten. Gentlemen West Point (ZOtli) 6/3 RD 104
G. Montgomery-M. O'Hara
quipped Judy.
policy, where tradition and regulations rule and there is no deviation.
6U
C
Thrre's'One Born Every Minute (U)
H. Herbert-T. Brown
Ml)
83 J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
I Married An Angel (M-G) S/20
Army Emergency Relief, while intimately associated with show business
CD 93 N. Sbearer-R. Taylor
Her Cardboard Lover (M-O) 5/27
When Sergeant Horace R. Huggins and the sports world, disclaim responsibility (or some stunts devised for
C
65 A. Sothern-R. Skelton
Maizle Gets Her Man (M-G) S/27
tied
with
Prithe
Infantry
272d
of
A. E. R. by civilian groups.
M 1011 B. SUnwyck-G. Brent
The Gay Sisters (WB) 6/3
vate Alexander of the U. S. Marines
C
95
Friendly Enemies (UA) 6/24
c. Wlnnlnger-C. Ruggles
in
Lucy Monroe's song contest
H. V. Kaltenborn, reporting from England, over NBC, on the operation
WEEK OF BELEASE 7/2/42
Arnold Reuben, the restaurateur, cut by the American Red Cross of the Grand hotel in Glasgow,
Scotland,
the knot and offered to supply anstated that afternoon and evening motion picture shows on Sunday were
M
M. Hart
Lure of the Islands (Mono)
other $25 book of War Stamps.
arranged for U. S. soldiers. However, no publicity was to be given the
R. Rogers-G. Hays
Sons of the Pioneers (Rep)
both
singers
The
boys
were
swell
C 88 R. 1'ravls-B. Joyce
Postman Didn't Ring (20th) 6/3
film program in Glasgow papers.
Kaltenborn mentioned the Scottish
and it was luird to choose between Presbyterian influence, which edicts Sunday
C
R. Stock-B. Crawford
Deep In Heart of Texas (V)
Entertainment.
The noRD 134 (i. Cooper-J. Leslie
Serecant York (WB) 7/2/41
them.
publicity-in-Glasgow-dailies policy was adopted lest Sunday Alms 'cause
a^ clerical scandal,' said Kaltenborn in a mock-serious tone which ended
WEEK OF BELEASE— 7/S '42
The busboys are telling this
with a laugh. Kaltenborn told listeners that for the first time the Red
story
of the
Scotsman who
Cross was charging for services, although the prices represented only a
M
Atlantic Convoy (Col)
J. Beal-V. Field
came to the canteen and asked
part of the cost. Meals are served for 20c,
Sergeant (U)
L. Carrlllo-A. Devlne
C
for five hostesses.
fop
D 80 p. O'Brlen-G. Ford
light Lieutenant (Col) 8/5
The Grand hotel, a grand place, has accommodations tor 500 servicemen
'Five hostesses,' said the puz88 J. Cotton-D. CtsteUo
The Magnificent Ambersons (RKO) 7/1 RD
nightly.
Kaltenborn found that the head of the Red Cross staff of five
M 62 c. Stevens-I. Manning
zled Selena Boyle.
Spy Ship (WB) 6/3
was a former director of recreation In bis (Kaltenbom's) native state of
'Yes,'
said
the
Scotsman.
Wisconsin. The commentator added that American soldiers, who for some
<Fonr of my mates couldn't get
Week of belease—7/16/42
time had been stationed in Northern Ireland, like to go to Scotland on
furlough and I'm pincbhilting
furlough.
W
for them.'
Prairie Gnnsmoke (Col)
B. ElUot-T. Ritter
M 61 S. Erwin-O. Mnnson
Drums of the Congo (U)
M 85 A. Shcildan-D. Morgan
Wings for the Eagle (WB) 6/3
Then there's the top sergeant who
Second Motioh Picture Letter (August Issue), published by the Public
W 5« B. Jonts^T. McCoy
Arizona Bound (Mono) S/10/41
could double for Louis Wolheim. He Relations Committee, eastern division, of the film business is going out to
looked glum and the captain of the the original mailing list this week. First issue, put out by the PRC, was
WEEK OF BELEASE—7/23/42
hosts asked him whether he'd like to issued about four weeks ago after nearly six months preparation.
be introduced to a hostess,
M 51 R. Travls-J. Bishop
Escape from Crime (WB) 6/3
Status of the second issue was revealed at the usual weekly meeting of
RD 118 T. Power-J. Fontaine
ThlK Above AU (2«th) 5/13
'Sure,' said -the top kick, 'But make the PRC last Thursday (20) at the N. Y. Athletic Club. S. Barret McCorM 63 J. CarrollTB. Hussey
Pierre of the Plains (M-G) 6/17
her short, pretty and able to get mick, chai'man of the PRC presently, presided at the meeting while David
W 61 T. Holt-R. Whitley
Thundering Hoofs (RKO)
along with a7it/one.'
C
J. Parker-J. Archer
HI Neighbor (Rep)
Lipton, chairman of the group's bond drive committee, conferred with
Enter Helen (o/ Troy) Ford with Oscar Doob on organization problems of the film business' huge September
•
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WEEK OF BELEASE

Jackass Mall (M-G)

CD

6/17

C

M
MU

'

red roses in her hair.

7/30/42

~D.

80
79

J.
I.

J.

Barry-L. Merrick
Cavona-J. E. Brown
Massey-J. Hall
Falkenburg-K. Harris

WEEK- OF BELEASE—8/6/42
C

Blondle For Victory (Col)
Crossroads (M-G) 6/24
Smart Alecks (Mono)
Klondyke Fnry (Mono)
7/15
Call of the Canyon (Rep) 8/19
It

Happened

My

>ardon

In

FUtbush

Saropg (U)

RD

34

C

(20th)

W H
w 71

6/3

CD
C

8/5

80
83

P. Slngleton-R. Lake
W. Powell-B. Lamarr
R. Pcyor-H. Bosenbloem
E. Lowe-L. Fairbanks

G. Autry-S. Burnett
L. Nolan-C. Landls
Abott & Costello

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/13/42

W

Bad Men of the HUIs (Col)
Mrs. Miniver (M-Q) 5/13
Hillbilly BUtzkrelg (Mono)
Timber (U) 8/12
.
The Old Homestead (Rep) 8/26

D

C. Starrett-L.

Talk of
Borders

Are Husbands Necessary (Par) 6/17
PrloriUes on Parade (Par)
7/29
Bambl (RKO) 5/27
The -fled Piper (24th) 7/8
Shadows of the Sage (Rep)

CD
CD

MU
D

W

Walters

G. Garson-W. Pldgeon
B. Dunrjin-E. Kennedy
L. Carrlllo-A. Divine
Weaver Bros.

133

C
C
C

WEEK OF BELEASE
the Town (Col)
M
of the West (Mono)
W

8/20/42

Thrilling Night
Calling Dr.'GUlesple
Loves of Edgar Allan Foe (20th)

7/8

M

80
78
70
84

67

C. Grant-J. Arthur
B. Jones-T. McCoy
B. BUUand-B. Fields

A. MlUer—J. Johnson
(Disney Cartoon)
H. Woolley-R. "McDowell
Three Mesqueteers

J.

WEEK OF BELEASE
*

W
M
W

Orchestra Wives (20th) 8/12
Across the Pacific (WB) 8/19

MU
M

Vengence of the West (Col)
SaboUge Squad (Col) 8/S
Arizona Stagecoach (Mono)

The Big

Street

(RKO)

CD

8/5

Sunset Serenade (Rep)
Bells of Capistrano (Rep)

.

Mexican

Spitfire's Elephant. (RKO) 8/5
Berlin Correspondent (20th) 8/12

Give Out Sisters (U>

86

H.

Fonda-L.

C

63
70

L. Velez-L. Errol
V. Gilmore-D. Andrews
Andrews Sisters

WEEK OF BELEASE 9/1.7/42
Thundercloud-D. O'Brien
W
M 92 A. Neegle-R. Newton
Careful, Soft Shoulder (2Stli) 8/12
M 70 V. Bmce-J. BUlson
Halfway to Shanghai (U)
Hervey-K. Taylor
M
One of Our Aircraft Is Missing (U)
M
G. Tearle-E. Postman
'

1.

TBADESBOWN AND FOB FCTOBE BELEASE
New Orleans (Par) 4/ 1
Once Upon a Thursday (M-G)
S/20
Night la

Apache Trail (M-G)
United

We

RD

W
M

W

6/24

Stand (20th)

The Young Mr. PIU

7/1
(20th) 7/1

FooUlght Serenade (20th)
Tlie Pride of the

M

7/8

Yankees (RKO)

7/15

Flying Fortress (WB)
7/15
War Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G)»

8 '5

Find You (M-G)

8.5

Somewhere

I'll

'
•lourney Into Fear (RKO) 8/5
Tales of Manhattan (20th) 8/5
Irel.md (20th) 8/12
Cairo (M-G) 8/12
Wake Island (Par) 8/12
\ VanU .If Eton (M-Gi 8/12
•thrliw.ivs Bv Night (RKO) 8/12
•M Off r.-n.tclway (ZOtli) 8/12
•-sit- -:.tA .innrncy (WB) 8/19
-J
..nirs (WB)
8/19
v,:,^„ (VB) 8/19
„.
r.-> .\».Tin (RKO) 8/26
'
I

M
M

MU
MU

MU
D
M

D
RD
M
CD

MU
MU

D
CD
M
CD

M
M

^^,

fused to accept a commission.' The
is, I have never been offered a
commission. As a matter of record,
fact

my

application,

which

I

made

at

the suggestion of superior officers,
has been on file for several months.
Next, it says that 'other complications of the Army's way of doing
things also made me unhappy.' To
anyone in the service, the Army
way is the right way. Along with

my

fellow-soldiers,
I
have done
I've been told to do, and

whatever

has

certainly
'unhappy.'

it

made me

never

Lastly, regarding the films which I
the direction of the
Office for Emergency Management,
I know nothing of the 'red tape and

disagreement with

my

ideas.'

The

Film Unit provided only help and
cooperation. I had been assigned to
work there until Aug. 1. When that
date came, I reported to Qamp Upton for active duty as planned. At
this moment, I await my transfer
an assignment.
My dissatisfaction is certainly not
with either the Army or the Government, but rather with myself
fo- having contributed so little up
1

t-

now.

75
66
125
101
log
75
73
66
66
118
81

128
110
85

D. Lamour-B. Denning
M. Hunt-R. Carlson
J.

B,
R.
R.
C.
L.

(Documentary)
J.

68

J.

88
62
6«

D

167
58
117

r

73

Payne-B. Grable

G. Cooper-T. Wright
R.
E.
C.

117
79
101
87

Cagney-J. Leslie
Crosby-F. Astalre
Stack-D. Barrymore
Dlx-K. Taylor
Morrls-J. Parker
Nolan-D. Reed

R. Donat-R. Morley

107

Private Carson Kanin.

Jolson
;Continued from page 1:

Albert-M. Chapman
H. Iloward-G. Roland
J. Hubbard-M. O'DriscoU
R. Rogers-H. Parrish
G. Autry-S. Burnett
F,

King of the SUlUons (Mono)
Wings and the Woman (RKO)

Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Eagle Squadron (U) 6/17
Tombstone (Par) 6/17
I Live in Danger (Par)
6/17

4

Ball

G. Montgomery-A. Rutherrd
H. Bogart-M. Astor

9/10/42

67

M
MU

from page

'

M

W
W
W

B. ElUott-Tex Ritter
B. Bennett-K. Harris

Range Busters
8R
97

CD

Youth on Parade (Rep)

Sheppard-L. Darnell

9/3/42

60

WEEK OF BELEASE
Spirit of Stanford (Col)
Isle of Missing Men (Mono)

Kanin Vox Pops
j^j Con tinned

Walt Disney is drawing a lot of unsolicited publicity for his cartoon
feature, 'Bambi,' through an editorial attack by a magazine dealing with
hunting and other outdoor sports. Editorial complains that the picture
casts aspersions on the sportsmanship of American hunters who are not
supposed to pester fawns or does with 30-30 slugs. The campaign resulted in publicity breaks on daily editorial pages and columns far removed from the ordinary run of film comment. Disney studio's reply is
that the picture is a fantasy, filmed without intent to asperse the technique of huntsmen.

Film companies are dickerii^g with the Screen Actors' Guild to waivo
clauses in their contract -calling for first class railroad train accommodaPullman berths, on trips to distant locations. Under wartime conditions, with large numbers of military personnel traveling, the
passenger trains are carrying all the cars allowed by law, and it Is Impossible to add special cars for location companies. Nearby locations are
covered by bus, but several pictures require overnight lumps by rail.

tions, including

According to Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount short subjects sales chief,
nearly 2,000 exhibitors have' contracted for the company's four victory

made under

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/27/42
M 69 J. Beal-W. McKay
(Mono) 7/1
M 84 L. Barrymore-P. Dom
(M-G) 6/17

One

bond, drive.

W. Beery-M. Main

80

C

The Sombrero Kids (Bep)
Joan of Ozark (Rep) 7/22
invisible Agent (U) 8/9
.ncky Legs (Col)

Greens-C. Lehman
Arnold-F. Bainter
Gable-L. Turner
Cotton-D. Del Rio

(All star cast)

Henle-J. Payne
MacDonald- R. Young
B. Donlevy-R. Preston
M. Rooney-E. Gwenn
Randolph
L. Nolan-M. Weaver
Regan
Flynn-R.
E.
S.
J.

R. Carlson-J,

•

C. stevens>F. Emerson
B. Davls-P. Henreld
E. Bergen-McGce & Mollie

another di^linction to an already distinguished pioneering, having previously done one-man shows for
U. S. troops in Alaska and the Caribbean.
Jolson's insistence that be
be continued in this sort of entertainment in foreign outposts, whereever there may be American soldiers, almost caused him to nix the
new Colgate Toothpowder commercial on NBC starting Oct 3.
In
fact, it wasn't until 24 hours before
taking off at 5 a.m. Saturday morning that he formally signatured the
deal.
And with it was a mental
reservation that if his present fourweek stay abroad is extended, or if
Washington asks him to go to Australia or some other place to entertain, he'd rather forego the radio

shorts.
.

,

Done as part of the Industry's cooperation with the Government, released one per month, 'A Letter From Bataan' goes to exhibs the middl*
of September.

Diplomacy, in the form of. split billing, is preserving peace among the
topliners in 'Here We Go Again' at RKO. Under Edgar Bergen's contract
he is entitled to first billing on half the posters and credit sheets sent out
Molly' are tops on the other half. In tho
by the studio. 'Fibber McGee
invitations wired out for the press screening, the top billing was alterMcCarthy.
Moll/ and one set for Bergen
nated, one for 'Fibber

&

&

&

Spurred by wartime necessities. Producers Releasing Corp. galloped
through the production of six westerns in 10 weeks. Idea was to finish its
schedule of 18 oaters before the actors were called away by bond selling
Buster Crabbe, Art Davis and Bill 'Radio
tours or military service.
Rambler' Boyd have left on bond and camp trips, and Dennis Moore is
awaiting a call from his draft board.
Rights \o Maureen O'Hare's services are heading toward a clash between RKO and 20th-Fox some time in September. RKO held the original
O'Hara contract but sold half of it to the Westwood studio in April, 1941.
Since then she has played in four Fox features and none on the old home
Now both studios %re announcing assignments for the gal next month,
lot.

on conflicting dates.
Spotlighting a quote from a recent N. Y. Daily News editorial, on somt
is reissuing 'Top Hat,' Irving Berof the 'best' pictures of the past,
fllmusical grosser with Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers starred.
lin's top
Another Berlin musical, 'Holiday Inn' (Par), currently releasing, has
Astaire starred with Blng Crosby.

RKO

RKO

Around 25,000 film workers will receive identification cards early next
Shorly after the distribution is completed, Hollywood studio
month.
heads will set a deadline for refusing admittance to those without cards
bearing photograph and fingerprints.

dancing school, gave out an inter- anew in tlie pioneer talker star since
view that his daughter would be his recent war effort entertainment.
part of the first overseas USO show.
Jolson Crowds In One
This caused the unit to be shifted to
An idea of the great secrecy at- a Newfoundland Itinerary instead,
London, Aug. 25.
tendant to departure of shows for and the convoy had to safl from an
The first USO-Camp.-ifhows continforeign shores is' evidenced by the eastern seaport days ahead of sched- gent to play for the AEF got into
manner in which oil the components ule, just in case of sabotage intent. London Monday (23). Jolson wasted
of
this
troupe
were instructed Even with plane departures, where no time and, while the rest of the
merely to 'be ready for departure at cargoes, super and freight, aren't troupe rested, slipped away to do a
an hour's notice, if necessary,' thus an issue, the secrecy is maintained solo chore of entertaining the troops.
[USO-Camp Shows shelled out
keeping them anchored in N. Y., to the hilt.
about $7,500 for round .\.rip fares for
none knowing when the clippers
Jolson's Film Bid
the troupe.— Ed.]
were taking off.
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Understanding Is that American
A previous attempt to send abroad
Johnny Hyde of the William Mor- units ar,e to be sent over at the rate
a USO show, headlined by Wini
Shaw, Yvette and Sid Marion, was ris agency, is handling an Al Jol- of one .monthly before long.
Elsie Janis headed the first overstymied when the father of one of son film deal with a major studio.
have become interested seas imit during the last war.
the chorus, who runs a Cleveland Several

commercial and do

that.

J
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dramatic musical subject yog

continue to
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after
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Canada's

Job

PICTURES
Aug. 28-30, 1st of 4 Meets

On Propaganda Function ofGoyLPix
WPB

Tb make the public

realize that
theh United Nations are fighting the
bloftdiest war ever known against
tough foes, and to make them avpreciafe that a, shittover to full wartime

bads from nonAal peaceful pursuits
to ultimate victory, are the
aims of documentary films produced
in Canada, according to John Grierfilm commissioner.
son!,. Canadian
GrjVrson, whose 'World in Action'
shorts have attracted widespread atteixtion in the V. S., told 'Variety'
is eifsentlal

recently, when he was in New York
on business for the Commission, that
it is up to government film agencies

message.
Grierson admitted that he has employed a different psychological approach on the subject in projectinq
He adthe: government's message.
mitted that he was able to show people actually being killed on the
screen, something that certain* documentary experts and propagandists
to put across this

said

was bad.
answer

'My

Grierson said,

to
'is

such

that

it

protests,
is essential

to show the terrific odds we are up
It must be explained,, peragainst.
haps grimly at times, that the enemy
is

a

bitter

we must

foe and that

toughen up and fight him with every
available weapon. In that way the
general public will rise above the
bloody scenes and will be willing to
After
flglit to the highest degree.
all, we want the people to appreciate
what a hard-bitten foe opposes us
and what a tough struggle it is going
to bei"

drierson pointed out that in his
'World in Action' series he bad gradually increased the tempo in each
succeeding subject, starting with
Island'

'Churchill's

and

'Food,

Weapon of ConquesC going on to
more bitter and realistic films

the

such as 'Inside Fighting Russia' and
'Inside

FighUng China.'

TwoteM Objeet
He explained the function of documentary subjects made by the government as being to help make the
population make up its mind and

having intelligence.
Grierson indicated he
portant for

all

felt

it

im-

documentary produc-

won on the production front
and pn the home front. His feeling

Forthcoming

Issues in

this

series

are 'Inside Nazi Japan' and one on
the 'War of Nerves.' In this, he will
try to analyze Major A. de Seversky's
plan of air attack, the reaction to
bombings In different nations and attempt to answer whether a country
really can be conquered by such
means. In this, he also will outline
how Nazi propaganda operates and
attempt to interpret whether Hitler
rea}Iy can sell his ideas to conquered

—

'

'

&

even

if

more

they

heavily on turning out a larger proportion of top budget pictures than
currently.
RKO, for one, with 38
exchanges, has an operating cost of

BasU Wright.
director,

N. Y.

who

British docuiAentary

recently

arrived

from London, is-c'etuming

in

to

termine whether

Train Fenmies

For Theatres

stay in business.

Hopper's requset for figures showing the number of bookings tor
every film distributed by each of
the companies Is an Indication that
he may fix the minimum number of
bookings per film as well as the
maximum numl>er of prints to be
allowed each company for various
grades of product. Figures on bookings per print range from 30 to 42

may

decide

on

that

U. S. stops Rodeo
;

Continued from page Is

that day in the Civic Stadium enjoining races and other thrill and
stunt acts which involve the use of
rubber-tired vehicles.

formance, including contests between
persons or against time, distance or
previously established records.'

distribution
not. If so,
it should be paid in full.
After that
question is settled, the matter of
tree flow of rental money in the
future or any other topic, including, future quota plans can be discussed.

coin

around $50,000 weekly on exchanges
alone. Reduction from 45 to 39 or
30 pictures would make it difficult
to offset the nut. These companies
maintain they need B product to

major theatre

Chicago's

'

circuits

will shortly inaugurate schools for

training

theatre jobs.
to release

for

armed

them

to take

over

Purpose of schools

men from
.

routine

all
is

work

services, girls filling in as

ushers, treasurers, ticket-takers, as

rightfully

this

due or

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

pire,*

Cal.

will work
with the Canadian film unit and reedit the 'World in Action' series foi
Britain release.

anything but pictures released by 11
recognized producing and releasing
organizations, created a brief panic
in

Hollywood

end of last
week, but things soon settled back to
normal Insofar as general studio procircles the

duction was concerned.

^B

and Government officials are
understood to have previously made
an exhaustive investigation of raw
film manufacture for the past two
years at the source, and checked figures secured against those of footage
actually used by the recognized film
distributors.
Result, It Is reported,
in excess of 1,000,000.000 feet

found

of negative and positive stock unaccounted, for to balance.

Investigators then delved Into the
special trailer services, «dvertising
film producers and minor organizations scattered around the country
that were using various amounts of
film footage for pictures outside of
the entertainment category. In order
to conserve this huge amount of foot-

age and Its correlated materials and
manufacturing
requirements,
the

WPB

issued

film freeze order.

its

Inquiries last weekend at the ofof raw stock distributors hers

fices

by various users of raw

film

dis-

closed that there, wer^umerous in.
divlduals and outfits that were pe<
rlodlcally picking up small footage
of from 1,000 to BjOOO feet for Isolated
work, but the year's overall of this
type of business would also run Into
sizable figures.

'

AT

CAMERAS

ON

Cantor

.

liners are attempting to get an offifrom major politicos
in Washington.
EUdie Cantor had a date with
Steve Early, FDR's secretary, today
(Wed.), but had to cancel it when
Ed Sullivan requested him to ap
pear at the Harvest Moon finals at

cial statemejit

Hollywood, Aug.

2S.

The
Director job on 'School for Sa- film tMotleggIng developing.
tew film laboratories operating on
botage,' a Bryan Fox production at
the Coast have already Indicated they
20th-Fox, goes to Edward Ludwig.
will not process or print any film for
Picture, based on a story by
Michel Jacoby and Ben Rodman, companies outside of the 11 who get
immediate permits, without first redeals with a Nazi institute for saporting facts to the WPB offices and
boteurs., a.!; disclosed
the recent
by

.

military

Director Switch at 20th

Em-

for

25.

mm

The present frozen money agreement with Britain expires near the
The Legal "Leven
end of next October.
No - repreThe 11 producers and distributors
sentation has been made by the inrecognized by
for immediate
dustry for a new pact, although fig- permits
allowing withdrawals of
ures have been compiled to show negative
and positive, but not in exthe American film business' atti- cess of 1(HI1 purchases,
in clude Partude. This undoubtedly will be tliat amount RKO, Columbia,
Warners.
no rental coin should be frozen in Universal. United Artists, 20th-Fox.
Britain in the^tur^ Other indus- Metro, Republic. Monogram
and Protrial firms gn their money promptly ducers
Releasing. Until film with,
after delivery In England.
drawal permits are transmitted from

trial

of

eight

German

spies.

western picture, 'Buckskin in

Hollywood, Aug.

Film freeze order of the War Productlon Board, which prevents use of
39
negative or positive stock for

Complete picture of the monetary Washington headquarters of WPB,
sistant managers, etc.
At end of situation in Britain as it affects the these companies will be allowed to
war, these girls are pledged to re U S. distributors was brought back get film -from the suppliers as re.
from
London by- Joseph Seldelman, quired.
turn the Jobs to the men.
Universal's foreign sales manager,
Wildcat film production or activU
Participating in the idea are Bala'
returned last week. He informed top
ban tt Katz, Standard Theatre Cir- film executives on the situation at ties of producers who have been
making pictures in the past without
cuit Great States Circuit Essaness, <) meeting
at Motion Picture Pro- advance releasing deals, are dried up
and several more.
ducers & Distributors- Assd. head- by the WPB edict There have been
quarters last Friday (21)..* Course a few Indie producers turning out
Toogb OD Coast
of action naturally was mapped out quickies for exploitation in smaller
following this session. Approval for theatres imder state rights release
Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
Impending start of a new- school release of some $2,000,000 of RKO's who will be either forced out of bus.
year is causing an acute personnel frozen in England was given last mess or required to make advance
problem for film house operators, week.
releasing arrangements with one of
with hundreds of youngsters, who
the 11 recognized producer-dlstrib
have l>een working on special
organizations.
Elimination of any
permits over the summer vacation,
further quickie independent produc
PROD. BULLISH
U,
ttelng called back to their classes.
tlon will also result in eventually
Problem is further complicated by
closing a number of state right exthe general exodus of film theatre
GRIND
8 changes that have been operating in
employees to military or defense
various distribution centers.
work.
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
WPB officials figure that the freeze
Universal will have eight pictures order will save upwards of -1,000,0(10,.
In work this week, with three new- 000 feet of film annually, with 300,.
comers added to the five before the 000,000 feet of this conserved by
elimination of adfilm production and
lenses.
S^sContlnned from pafe
Additions are 'Passing the Buck,' release prints.' Companies affected
with the Rltz Brothers a.<i toppers: by the film freeze can appeal to
their way because the public doesn't
'Nightmare,' co-starring Diana Bar- Harold Hopper, chief of the photorealize they are as much a part of
rymore and' Brian Donlevy. and Rranhlc and motion picture division,
thr war effort as the industrial or
Marlene WPB, with final decision to be made
'Pittsburgh,'
headlining
mercantile exec parked behind a
Dietrich, Randolph l^cott and John by Lowell Mellett in Washington.
desk in Washington as a dollar-aNo Boetlegf lor Threat
Wayne.
year-man.
It Is admitted that there are probShow biz Itself cannot go to bat
able hundreds of thousands of feet of
for these stars, since any organized
negative
and positive scattered
campaign would be pap for the same
Coed by Dead Saboteurs around Hollywood in the hands of
Congressmen who blasted Melvyn
Individuals connected with the busi.
However, sundry headDouglas.
ness, but there U little likelihood of

Madison Square Garden tonight

Lesley Selander drew the director
job on Harry Sherman's high-budget

Freeze Edict

WPB

Chicago, Aug. 25

girls,

is

Selander's 'Empire'

Canada with Grierson. He

part).

Chi Circuits

Fdm

Coin Unfreezing

10 eastern exchange managers and
loBttnoed (rem page S;
20 executives and department heads
of the homeoffice distribution de- war is not officially divulged, but
partment Out-of-town reps are due it's viewed a distinct possibility by
picture execin N. Y. tomorrow (Thursday) night foreign department
A. W. Smith, Jr., eastern 'sales utives.
Present Slatas
StsUsUei
manager, will conduct 20th-Fox New
At present, U. S. film companies
l^e film industry used approxi- York regional, with Spyros Skouras
mately 1,100,000,006 feet of ceUulold and Tom Connors set to outline sell- must produce one feature in Englast year, including newsreels, but
ing problems for the 1042-43 season land for every feature distributed
exclusive of approximately 190,000,- In addition, they will present a sur- (with leeway granted on monetary
000 feet for foreign markets. In ad- vey of product possibilities, previ- schedules and present wartime conditions).
It is no secret to foreign
dition
approximately
127,000,000 ously announced by the production
feet of negative film is used an- department, for delivery this winter sales chiefs that the Board of Trade
and spring. William J. Kupper, ex- in England has been mulling postnually in production.
war production possibilities in BritVarious estimates are that Army ecutive assistant to Connors, is exain for the last six month.s.
and Navy requirements will be as pected back from the Coast In time
Sommervell is highly regarded in
great or greater than film industry to attend the N. Y. confab.
Next regional opens in Chicago N. Y. and is reported friendly torequirements. In the event that inAug. 31 and continues for three days. wards American producers. Neversufficient stock is available for both,
Dallas regional has been set for theless, present plans of the U. S.
military requirements get priority,
Industry is to gd ahead with the
Sept. 3, 4 and 6 for southern branch
and the cut in industry production
es, while the meeting in Los Angeles program for dislodging their revenue
distribution
will
proand
be
Sept. 6-7 will be for six far-western in Britain.
portionate.
Attitude of the American indussales offices.
WiUiam C. (Sehring,
ta various discussions with Hop- western sales chief, will preside at try is that the frozen money repper, some of the producer-distribu- these meetings.
resents revenue derived from detors have made it clear that any
Chicago meeting will be next to livering the goods (films), selling
drastic cut on total number of pic- the N. Y. confab In size, calling tO' them and being paid for them. Sole
tures would work a terrific hard- gether 64 exchange reps and nine catch is that they have received
ship.
Companies such as Universal, from the N. Y. homeoffice.
only half or less of the total money
Columbia and RKO, which are the
derived from a legitimate business
P stores of tiie industry, are
A
transaction.
not currently geared to handle only
Industry slant in ^11 negotiations
a limited number of film annually,
for unfreezing this money is to deconcentrated

Paramount release.
Troupe, headed by Richard DIx
peoples.
and Jane Wyatt. start work this
Grierson claimed that the future of
week in the hills near Kernville,
shorts in the U. S. appears bright,
what with unusual attention given to
documentaries (shorts for the most

Releases K.O.d by

paie

was that these triumphs were essential to Anal victory and that they
probably would have to suffice beIn a complaint filed by the U. S.
fore it would be possible to show Attorney and supported by affisweeping battlefront victories on the davits of memlwrs of the Attorney
screen.
General's office in Washington, the
U. S. Differs from Canada
show was declared to be in hinAcknowledging that the documen- drance and restraint of the U. S. War
tary film problem in the U. S. differs effort and in preventing the confrom Canada, he explained how all servation of equipment and supplies
branches of the Canadian govern- needed for the successful prosecument are given equal share in screen tion of the war. The rodeo which W£s
subjects.
Thus in 'Food,' he ex- scheduled to continue through Aug.
plained, Canada's conservation pro- 30 failed to show Saturday aftergram, the price control setup, agri- noon due to inclement weather and,
culture department and other eco- as result of service of the injunction,
nomic bodies were represented with- was dark Saturday night also, pendout any one being slighted.
ing an attempt to obtain permission
Grierson praised the activity and for the use of the stunt automobiles
effprts of Lowell Mellett as film co- without tires.
ordinator, saying he has done a fine
It was explained that as result
He also lauded the of Executive Orders Issued by PresiJob to date.
'March of Time,' the 'World Today* dent Roosevelt, Director of Defense
(also 20th-Fox) series and what he Transportation Eastman had banned
called Jack Chertok's fine shorts ef- automobile racing of all kinds efHe was modest fective July 31. In granting the reforts for Metro.
about his own 'World in Action' se- straining order. Judge Knight enries, although it's understood that
joined the operatOEi 'from conductUnited-~^rtists, which distributes in
ing any show which Involves the use
the U. .S.,"si>tainect some 4,000 acof automobiles or other vehicles or
counts within six months. Grierson
any automobile or vehicular race or
gave full credit to Stuart Legg, Who thrill show or exhibition, contest or
heads his production, for the 'Action' competitive trial of speed or perseries click.

Wildcatters, Shoe-Stringers lifiAout

hurdles, lack of essential materials, and conversion of
equipment to war purposes not by
Government decree.

ers and shorts producers to bear in
mind the vital necessity of stressing
victories

11

20th-Fox yesterday (Tuesday) set
a series of four regional sales confabs, the Initial one to be held In
New York Friday, Saturday and
Sunday (28-30) at Hotel Astor. Eastem sales meet will bring together

construction

people in thinking. His approach to this is to convince the public that the government is taking and Hopper
than into its confidence while at the basis.
same time giving them credit for
assist

Ratings

II

KsssCoBtlnacd from

27

20tlhFox'$N.Y. Regional,

Grierson Gives Ideas

Hollywood, Auc.

Switch

Tarzan's

New Mate

23.

directors at 20th-Fox
placed John Stahl on The Immortal
Sergeant' instead of Henry Hathaway, who moved over to 'Tampico,'
originally assigned to Stahl.
Both pictures start late in September, with Jean Gabin starring in
of

'Tampico' and Henry Fonda and
Mitchell topping the cast in
person-

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
New Mrs. Tarzan Is -Frances Glfford, borrowed from Paramount by
Sol I^esser to play Johnny Welssmuller's screen' wife In 'Tarzan
Triumphs,' succeeding Maureen O'SulPicture,

slated

for

RKO

release,

into production on the RKOPathe lot with William Thlele di-

went

'Sergeant,' to be produced
ally by Darryl Zanuck.

recting.

freeze order. He stated that at the
present time, order only applies to
stock, and neither eight nor
positive and negative is af.
by the order.

mm
mm

35
16
fected

Hopper planed
Sunday in "order

to

Washington

last

to be east for im.
portent meeting of major company
today
heads with
officials
(Tues.) at which time film execs will
present Industry plan for saving of

WPB

llvan.

Thomas

go-ahead from that source.
In meeting called by Hopper la.st
Thursday in offices of Eastman
Kodak, studio and laboratory managers, purchasing agents and lab officials
were given details of (he
i;!etting

film, footage, in line

requirements.

with government

.
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Differential

PICTURES

m Film (^^^^ Fiscal Yrs.

Two Midwest
Warner Theatre

May

Hit

Some Harder on U. S. Taxes

companies

Picture

whicli

having

Fewer Pix

fiscal

end two

to

years
; Continued from page 5;
months before the close of 1942
may find it unnecessary to release
over provisions in the
are alarmed
many more this season, though there
House-approved Federal Tax bill, arc some 10 or 12 likely properties
other industrial and several look as if they have to
and they, among
fiscal bo made due to elements of timelicompanies, hope to have the
ness if heavy writing off on story
out by the
^ear restrictions tossed
material is to be avoided.
As the House Uxation
With most major topiine product
Senate.
forcprovisos
this season holding over in many
stands,
measure now
subsequent
as well as key situations
abandon its fiscal
ing business to
20(h-Fox, for one, may find these 30
penayear system would so severely
pictures' sufficient for the entire
fiscal
with
corporations
film
season.
lize
financial

six

Meetings

circuit

years

different

from

year alignment would actually mean
the companies would have to jump
from 1940 tax payment schedules to
by
1942, according to Interpretation
picture tax officials.
Current tax law permits companies
having a fiscal year ending near the
end of August, like Warner Bros.,
to pay Uxes at the 1941 tax rate be-

Soft Shoulders.'
With 'Iceland' set
for release around Oct. 2. also likely
going into the Roxy, the booking
situation will become even tighter.
'Tales of Manhattan' is scheduled to
go into Radio City Music Hall following Columbia's 'Talk of the Town.'

Among picture's which may be held
back from early production are
year started in Au- Sioux City,' novel by Marcus GoodSeptember ot 1941. rich which presents considerable lo-

Understanding is that the new House
tax requirements would force such
companies as Warners and Metro
to pay at the 1942 tax rate on eight
months, and use the 1941 tax schedule only for four months (September, October, November and DeFor a company like
cember, '41).
Universal, winding up fiscal year
near the end of October, 10 months
at the 1942 rate and two at the old
1941 rate would be required.
While on the surface not seeming
unfair, different companies say it
will cut deeply irtto net earnings.
Chief reason for such belief is realization by film executives that such
arrangements would give them a
lower rale for the first few months
of their fiscal year but load on
the heavier '42 schedule In the final
months of the corporation's fiscal
12-month period.
It is in this final period of the year
that nearly all companies make yearend adjustments which often deeply
pare net earnings.
Just what this
will do to the financial structure of
the average company already has
been outlined to the Senate Tax
Committee. It is being pointed out
that such compaines have planned
their taxes on a fiscal year basis.
Consequently in many instances it
has made insufficient provisions to
pay the tax load under the House-

plai).

Besides Warner Bros.-. Metro and
Universal. Columbia Pictures also
follow the fiscal year plan, closing
its financial year at the end ot June.

Ratoff Boys 'Leave It/

Dickers for Stage Leads
Gregory

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Ratoff Productions ac-

quired

screen rights to 'Leave It
Me,' former Broadway musical,
for filming at Columbia early next
year.
Three of the original New

to

York cast, Mary Martin,
Gaxton and Victor Moore,
in Hollywood and efforts
ing mad« to sign them for

William
are now
are bethe pic

ture.

Currently
directing
Ratoff
is
'Something to Shout About' at Columbia and is slated to handle
'Scorched Karth' before he takes on
'Leave It to Me.'
Stage play was

cation-transportation problems, the
Clare Booth opus 'Margin for Error;'
'Blind Date,' with the Glenn Miller
orch which William LeBaron is
handling, and several others.
With such properties on hand as
Hugh Walpole's 'Blind Man's House,'
'r.,ast Best Hope.' a Red Book serial;
Ben Hecht's 'Star of Scotland,' 'Quota
Girl' with Sonja Henie, 'Police Gazette Girl' and
special with a

a

Damon Runyon

Washington -background, long term production plans

zone.

Dandy.'

The Warner Canadian
ing, originally

sales meetslated for today and

000 miles of travel in 30 days. Sept.
15
has
been designated
'Carole
Lombard Day,' as a tribute to the

SEE

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
An unfair labor practice complaint
is being Issued against
Walt Disney
by the National Labor Relations
Board.
Specific charge will be the studio's
flrmg of Art Babbitt, animator, because of tinion'acUvltles in behalf

Oscar A. Doob. public relations director of the film industry's war bond drive, yesterday
issued a warning against overconfidence and misplaced optimism to state chairmen and
.

'This Is the

Army' Oct 26

others working on the campaign.
Doob stated that even the U. S.
Treasury department has doubts
whether the industry can send

Philadelphia, Aug. 25.
September bond sales to the bilThe giant 5,000-seater Mastbaum,
lion - dollar
mark
a
point
Stanley-Warner's $5,000,000 'white
reached only once before, in
elephant,' opens Sept. 4 with The
January, directly after Pearl
Tales of Manhattan.'
The house,
Harbor.
built in 1929, has been closed since
the late Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel
Doob revealed that the Treasfailed to make it pay during the
ury might announce a lower of1934-35 season.
ficial quota for the month, but
Originally run on a stage presentaadvised state chairmen to notify
tion-film policy, under the new setall workers not to be confused
up It will feature' first' run pictures
by any official lowering of the
only.
quota. The industry is still after
The Mastbaum, named after Jules
that billion.
E. Mastbaum, onetime head of the
Stanley Co. of America, has been a
great headache to the Warner or star who lost her life In the service
"
ganlzatlon.
It was reported that It ot her country.
Last Thursday (20J top film execcost the chain upwards of $5,000-3week to keep it. closed. Decision to utives meeting in New York pointed
reopen the long-shuttered deluxer, out that the picture industry for
was the result of the terrif upturn in Se)>tember becomes the spearhead of
film biz due to the great influx of the
bond
drive.
$1,000,000,000
war and Government workers here. George J. Schaefer reviewed the
The house will be managed by Al progress of the industry campaign
Rer, who transfers from the Stanley, along with Joe Hazen and Richard C.
It will be supervised by Maurice Patterson, Jr.
Highlighted Avas the
Gable, district manager of the cen- fact that 4,104 theatres for the first

—

FOR

—

Too Much

Abe Goldsmith
Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
In many rural communities and
small towns in Minnesota and North
and South Dakota, the more elderly

will

be moved from

25.

Sam Katzman bought 'The Old
Gang,' Satevepost story, for Monogram production.
Lester Cohen sold his industrial
yarn, 'Women at War,' to Columbia.
Metro purchased 'Two Against
Tomorrow,' by Peter Viertel, now In
the Marine Corps.
'Broken
purchased
Warners
Andrew
by
comedy
Journey,'
.

Rosenthal.

WUliam

I,,

White sold his Philip-

pine stoiy, 'They
to Metro,

Were

Expendible,"

Move Off Lot

cast

early fall shooting at

result was a heavy
on the cash registers in the
and bars.
At the studios the shooting scheduels of several pictures were hastily
rearranged to beat the gun on the
dimout regulations. Warners rushed
night shooting on 'Desert Song.'
'Mark Twain' and 'Princess O'Rourke'
and completed outdoor filming be-

The immediate
play

re.staurants

fore official darkness fell. Universal
did the same with 'Sin Town' and
After-dark
'Shadow of a Doubt.'
sequences In 'Flesh and Fancy' on
the same lot will be filmed under a
circus tent.
Is using a 200x200foot canvas to cover a lighthouse
exterior for 'Seven Miles form Al-

RKO

For the premiere of. "The
Pied Piper' Sept. 2, 20th-Fox will
erect a tent over the forecourt of
Grauman's Chinese theatre to per*
catraz.'

mit flashlight photos of celebrities.

Meanwhile, Aim stories are being

to shift exterior night scenes
Indoors wherever possible.

lo Portland
Portland, Ore., Aug. 25.

The West Coast got
Going

Toledo. O., Aug.

Thursday

(20) all theatre

spotlights,

neon signs

Charging that certain films were
not exhibited at times specified by
contract, 20th Century-Fox has filed
for $1,341 against R. E. Young,
Perrysburg, described as the operator of the Shoreway, Point Place;
Strand, Maumee; and Palace, Perrys.suit

burg.

—

dimout

into effect

marquees,
anything

casting a bright sign or an upward
glare were ordered out or heavily,

—

dimmed.
Night spots are out for the duraand the dog races were fortunate in just concluding their season prior to dimout order. Jaritzen
Beach Park, big amusement spot at
edge of Portland, will remain open
with all lights dimmed to meet re'

tion,

Park
as

advertised
fun in

'more

its

the

dark, anyway.'

of the increased pace in production,

show

Frisco Unaffected

about 30% above the output at this
San Francisco, Aug. 25.
time last year.
Dimout has not, generally, had'
Nine completed pictures are in aay noticeable affect on show biz
the final cutting process and seven here, with theatres and niteries' still
more In production require daily doing boomtown business under the
shearing.
dimout blanket.

One reason

Hinterland Mich. Indies

Form Booking Combine

is

that

San Franciscans

have been getting conditioned to war
restrictions for a long time, and another restriction, more or less, doe*
not change their spending mood.

Detroit, Aug. 25.

Outstale
filiated

exhibitors

here,

unaf-

Cassidy, exhibitor,

new

Eastman Drops

with either the Cooperative

Mutual associations, have met
to form their own booking comThe meeting was held at
bine.
Midland, Mich., where William A.
or

is

instigating the

setup.

$3,000,000,

Cuts Dividend to

$1^

Decline of about $3,000,000 In net
income during the first six months
this year is blamed for Eastnia'n
Kodak reducing its common dividend to $1.25 per share recently
Corporation has been paying $1.50
per share since the' first of 1939.
New divvy is payable Oct. 1 to stock

Sentiment Is that the.se days the
of record. Sept 5.
independents need as much strength
Eastman's net profit for the
av possible in their buying and those six months totaled $7,462,336,
a: present unaffiliated with any of net profit was $10,460,425 In
the older combines can

advantages by forming a

gain

new

more
asso-

Early, plans would call for $1 a
fees from each of the
theatres with the group sharing on
the expenses of setting up an office.
More than 75 houses were reprepreliminary with
at
the
sented
the Schule Circuit of Detroit the
only local group at the meeting.
Mo.st of the other hoases are located in the upper part of the lower
peninsula of Michigan.

day bo(iking

25.

Its

orders last week.

amusements
23.

re-'

vamped

Columbia is leasing nine cutting
No indoor amusement or
rooms outside the lot to take care spots expect to lose trade.

Metro.
organization probYarn, deling with the adventures ciation. The new
of a Supreme Court justice on vaca- ably will gain some strength from
tion, was written by Isobel Lennart small independent offices at present booking for theatres in the bigand William Kozlenko.
ger cities in Michigan.

FOX SUES EXHIB

25.

shadow on

Its official

quiren^nts.

Hollywood, Aug.

Pathe Scores Pomt

ing,' slated for

Story Buys

Cutters,

the Waverly, a nabe, to the Karlton.

people in many instances are attending films for the first time in their
In Soit Vs. DuPont
lives, according to reports brought
back to the exchanges by pix salesDu Pont Film Mfg. Corp. was ormen covering these situations.
dered
by Judge Simon H. Rifkind
Many of these elderly people can
(20)
in
N. Y. federal
afford pictures for the first time In Thursday
consequence of greatly boosted farm court to submit records, books, etc.,
Income or remittances from sons or relating to production cost of film
grandsons in the armed forces or in to Pathe Laboratory, Inc., for in
war industries in the metropolises. spection. Records called for are to
Hitherto, they hadn't enough pur- be dated from Feb. 3, 1925, to Sept,
chasing power, or, at least, didn't feel 30. 1936.
Pathe has sought the information
they could afford the movies. Others,
with their children serving Uncle In reference to a $610,000 damage
Sam in the armed forces or war in- suit claiming breach of contract
dustries, are seemingly lonely or de- dated Feb. 3, 1925, which was to repressed' and go to the films for an organize the price of raw film, to
escape, film salesmen declare.
Pathe's com'A cost plus 30^i.'
Attendance of these. elderly people plaint alleges the defendants reis helping to offset the loss of the
fused to deliver film under the
young fellows who have moved out agreement as of October, 1936, deMeshbesher,
temporarily, says Ben
manding payment of 1% per foot in
Republic salesman, whose territory excess of the stipulation.
is northern Minnesota and northeastern North Dakota. Youngsters also
are going more to the pix in these
Justice Takes a Hofiday
smaller situations, he asserts. As a
result, theatre business is getting
back to normal In most such spots
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
and many exhibitors, Iif fact, are doRobert Sisk draws the producer asing the best in years.
signment on 'Mr. Justice Goes Hunt-

Hollywood, Aug.

NLRB's Disney Charge

Mastbaum SepL 4; Then

Over-Confidence Warning

Much
are currently unpredictable.
will, of course, depend on the contime had become official bond isBorros Morros tral-city first-runners.
servation -situation.
At the same time it was announced suing agents, thus placing theatres
and S. P. Eagle have under consideration a yarn about the Russian by Warners that the Mastbaum will for the first time in the same
be taken over by the Army Emer- category as banks. It was referred
marines.
gency Relief for a couple of weeks to as a new dignity for the theatre
starting Oct. 26 for the presentation and a great surprise to the banking
of 'This Is the Army.'
Industry.
FIRST TIME
PIX
Reh's old spot at the Stanley will
be taken by (George Balkin, manager
Hinterlandcrs Lonely Also Now Can
of the Aldine, Roy Rollins switches
Afford the Entertainment
Col. Fihn For
from the Karlton to the Aldine and

written by Sam and Bella Spewack,
with tunes by Cole Porter.

«f the- Smcn.Cat1bonlst: ,GuUd..

Umiout

town's boulevards and show
business took It in stride.
There
was no visible slowing of pace in
the film houses, niteries or jive jints
where the boxoffice continued to
register high voltage.War has stepped
up the evening tempo, with so many
defense workers drawing high wages
on swing shifts in the neighboring
factories, and they can all find their
way to entertainment in the dark.
Night baseball is out for the dura<
The Hollywood Stars and the
lion.
Los Angeles Angels have shifted
their remaining games to a daylight
schedule, and any other outdoor
sports requiring outdoor lights have
been eliminated.
First result of the dimout on Hollywood__Blvd., Vine Street., Sunset
and other night haunts was an increase of foot traffic, sightseers who
were curious to learn how the bright
streets would look in the darkness.
this

from page 4:

the

In addition to 'Pied Piper,' which
measure, that uncovered the damIs scheduled to complete a run of
aging restrictions on interest paythree and possibly four weeks, the
ments changing allowances for debt
Roxy also has coming 'Footlight
retirement as well as the provision
Serenade,' 'Loves of Edgar Allen'
against fiscal years. SUpulation that
corporations abandon their old fiscal Poe,' 'Orchestra Wives' and 'Careful,

approved

Hollywood. Aug.

Bond Drive
; Continued

Kalmlne left for Chicago over the the Treasury. Following this rally
weekend and will be joined today by thr stars will scatter to the starting
Leonard Schlesinger. cirevit execu- points of their tours. Other stars
will start Sept. 1 from San Frantive; W. Stewart McDonald, assistant
treasurer, and Harry Goldberg, ad- cisco, Fresno, Dallas, Chicago, Chattanooga,
Philadelphia
and New
publiclty director.
Besides huddling on new product, York City to begin bond-rally tours
covering 300 cities and Involving 21.the two sessions will discuss .handling and openings of 'Yankee Doodle

Roam Streets

Trade Booms as Curious

(Wednesday) in Milwaukee, including managers in the Wisconsin territory, while the second, in Chicago
on Thursday, will cover the Illinois

in Deusual ordinary year ending
cember that many figure to wind
with heavy losses instead of a

cause the fiscal
gust or early

Coast Takes Dimout in Stride, Nite

managers

are holding two meetings in the middlewest this week, with Harry M.
Kalmyk assistant general manager,
heading homeoffice executives in
charge.
First confab opens today

Currently the Roxy, New York, tomorrow in Montreal, has been
20th-Fox showcase on the Main postponed until the middle of next
Stem, is so jammed up with ad- month.
vance bqpkings that all theatres in
the New York metropolitan area
up
will have to wait for 20th product
profit.
Tales' Reopens Philly
committee, hold- longer than had been anticipated
It was the Senate
earlier
in the year.
House-olcyed
ing hearings on the
financial

29

WB Circuit Managers Hold

first

but
the

Despite $97,539,half of 1941.
272 in sales for the 1942 period, an
mainly due to
increase of 33%,
higher volume of sales to the Government and in acetate rayon yarn
and plastic molding compounds, the
increase of about $11,000,000 in Fedfirst

income and excess profits taxes
$20,853:766 cut deeply into net
profits.
Actual operating profit, before these taxes, amounted to nearly
$10,000,000 more than 1941.
eral
t-^

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
'Hotel Adlon' Is release handle on
•Yankee Intelligence' at 20th-Fox.
'Homicide Squad' at Monogra'm
'*'*.'•
.

became

''Crifniftal' -Investigator.-'

——

WedBeaday, August 26, 1942

so

Threat

2 Strikes

(rf

SAG WARNS EXTRAS

m Industry As

Shutter

Prodocer* Diaiatlsaed WUh the Type
of Caraal Flayer

1

Day a Week?

sCoadaacd ffOB page is

SOEG; Set Designers Ask New Deals

Hollywood, Au«.

importance of achiev- ingenuity to either get along withing the greatest possible saving in out or patch up what they have on
raw materials consumed within the hand.
entertainment industry.
Philosophy governing the is.suanca
Meantime, movement is already of permits to purchase and use buildunder way in some parts of the ing materials will apply In helping
exhlbB
get replacement parts and
cotmtry for earlier theatre closings.
Fred Wehrenberg, nabe circuit oper- repair supplies, the committee learn,
ator in St. Louis, president of the ed. Exhibs in areas where Federal
Motion Picture "Theatre Owners of authorities consider there are suffiAmerica of Eastern Missouri and cient amttsements are unlikely to get
Southern Ilinois, is asking for sup- mtieh hdp; those in places wliere
port of other exhibs in his territory population has mushroomed because
for closing 11 p.m. instead of mid- of war industries or military and
night
naval activities will receive more

showmen

25.

tfae

Extras have been warned by
Screen Actors Guild that they are
agreement or arbi- jeopardizing, closed shop aereement
by
not attending strictly to the work
Threat of two strikes hung over
Even though the majors agree to they are hired for and wandering oS
Screen Office
film Industry today.
Employes Guild has called a special arbitrate, Casey and SOEG repre- sets while shooting is in progress.
membership meeting for tonight sentatives are expected to continue Such practices, they are told, might
(Tuesday) at which time a deadline their efforts to work out a contract
paoducers making demands
will be set for work stoppage in acceptable to both sides in an effort result in
event wage demands for exchange ti completely eliminate any pos- for non-Guild members.
Arbi- sibility of interference with produccollarite.s is still unsatisfied.
Studios are complaining that, even
tration of differences is indicated, tion.
after assenting to raise the ante on
however.
Fearing walkout would be ordered calls from $5.50 to $10.50, they have
Wehrenberg also points out in liis
At its meeting Monday (24) night in the studio many lots had called not been getting a better class of
Screen Set Designers ordered its in extra painters at double time atmospheric workers. SAG is mak- letter to members of his association
negotiating committee to take what- in order to get sets completed. Boys ing a close check on violators and that youngsters would l>e off the
ever acti on necessary to enforce drew double pay for Sabbath holiday will prefer charges in flagrant cases. streets by 10 p.m. if they attended
contract demands for studio illustra- and enjoyed a day off today.
the first showings
nabe houses
tors.
which would end by 9:30 p.m. Wehrenberg coupled his plea for earlier
Many exchanges are working
SOPEG In N. T.
closings with a movement to inaunights and weekends to get records
The Screen Office & Professional
gurate single billing in his territory.
and billings in order should walk- Employees Guild continued active
out disorganize offices.
on the National Labor Relations
Shortage of Materiab
Wage deal between the major Board front in N. Y. City.
Washington, Aug. 25.
companies and SO£G was cooking
Following failure of H. J. Yates,
Monday <24) night with probability prexy of Consolidated Film IndusGrowing difficulty keeping theatres
both sides will agree to arbitration tries, which controls Republic, to regoing must be expected by exhibiIf an agreement is not reached by 6
tors, with replacements of mechaniply to the SOPEG letter requesting
pjn. tonight
Pat Casey conferred a bargaining confab for home office
cal and electrical equipment steadseveral times with business repreily more scarce and Uie fuel shortage
staffs of the two companies, SOPEG
sentative Glenn Pratt and secretary
bound to be felt sharply. Unvarfiled with the NLRB for an election
Bernard Lusher of SOEG. also disat both Republic and Consolidated.
cussing the situation with Herbert
Chicago, Aug. 25.
Petition covers about 75 white-colSorrell.
prexy of Conference of lariles.
Showdown
in the problem of perStudio uhions.
Tigliten^
Meanwhile the NLRB hearings mit holders who will be admitted to
It
is
understood both company
into SOPEG's request for an elecmembership In the Chicago Motion
representatives and Guild officials
Washington, Aug. 25.
tion at the UA home office is conmade some concessions in an effort tinuing with the discussions aimed Picture Operators' Union, Local 110,
Conservation of critical mateto reach an accord, but tiwt two
Executive '* rials was tightened Friday (21)
at determining which staffers are takes place this week.
groups are still apart on wage minivia a new War Production Board
to vote.
The lA, inciden- committee of the M.P.O. will meet
mums for the six dassiflcations. par- eligible
order forbidding civilian industaUy, after fliing an intervening with Felix Snow, 6th International
ticularly dassificatioiis four and five.
try to obtain any more ateel,
petition dropped out when it was v.p., from Kansas City, and Frank
Nearly two-thirds of coast Exchange
many grades of lumiber, nuunable
to produce any membership Stickling, lA.. representative from
workers are listed in Classifications
merous metals and chemicals.
cards.
Elgin, 111., to devise manner in which
4, 5 and 6.
The flhn industry, especially
Likewise the NLRB hearings into members will be admitted.
production, is liable to be seTtiere was a
possibility negothe Paramount situation continue toMeeting is a result of order given
verely affected by the latest
tiators could get together on the
day with SOPEG claimmg the home all locals at conventioB of Internamove to overcome shortages
lower bracket, although the Guild
office, exchanges, newsreel and mu- tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
hampering production of muni1: still insisting on $2e.Sp for that
sic publi^ing staffs. Die lA is rep- Employees of U. S. and Canada, held
tions, weapons,
group, with company rejiresenlatives
vehicles,
and
resented via Local B51, whidi covJune to clean up
oilier supplies needed by the
offering $23.50.
Main differences, ers tbe film handlers in exchanges at Colmnbus last
the membership problem. The trouarmed lorces.
facwever, are over Classifications 4
and DOW wants to include the ex- ble in Chicago was tiiat operaton
and 5, where the original SOBG
List of items termed 'insuffichange collarites; and BIPOC, the lA were not going to give any considcient for essential needs' indemands called for increases of mbre
federal union whidi recently won a eration to the stagehands.
than $10 per week for some emcludes aluminum, brass, bronze,
strike at the Warner Bros, home
ct^per,
ployees.
magnesium,
molyb<^ce, which wants to represent the
St. Lm Orgaaialiig
denum, nickel, tin, etc. Only
Casey is scfaedulel to confer with Par home office, newsreel and muSt. Louis, Aug. 25.
less critical are rarer metals.
SOEG representatives again today sic pub white collar staffers. BSl
Supply of shellac, rubber, nylon,
li a final effort to reach an agree- will prid}M>ly get on the ballot since
A charter from Richard F. Walsh,
certain
textiles,
rayon,
silk,
meot If the two groups are un- it has (n<oduced member^p cards, International prez of lATSE, has
certain oils, and more than a
alile to get together, producers are but HPOE. still with no cards, may been received by Louis D. Lovato,
half-dozen kinds of lumber la
certain to agree to the Guilds' de- not make the score sheet.
biz representative of Local B-L.
in the 'insufficient' category.
lATSE, who has been tiring to or-

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

mand

an

for

tration by 6 p.m. today.

m

—

CHI OPS UNION

SHOWDOWN

IN

ON PERMITS

WPB

Up

sympathy and

customers with high priority ratings,
which will enable them to turn iii
certificates
tories were

—

But

it

York Theatres

raUtD WBKK
BARaARA STAMWVCK
Urorgv Brent

Saw mma

Bftrmr

Wltb

Sammy Kaye

AMI HI8

As George M. Cohan in

Taikee Doodle Oaidj
U'amer

OBCIieSTR.t
AlflK

CwHUaB^

JAMES CACNEY
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"The Gay Sisters"
WarrwT Bro«. New Hit
IN PERSON

STRMID

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Smu Ruwmd

AM

JjaT »t.

It

6ro». Succena

air

Cn<IUtn4.

,-

TwiM

B'my,
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Slit Bt.

CI. 7-3549.

RADIO
'

MUSIC HALL
•TALK OF
THE TOWN"

The Miglity Story
of Today Thu

HED

PIPER

SMi;. BOXY

\VaIt«r
la

M» Va« Munrtim"
Jfthnny

TOCr

4 Dale. Billy
Mum, LIntm mmrn.
Mvy Ran A NaMi

PALACE

47;li SI

Mama

>i|i^i1i]nn

•

TIrmilH

PMcoan

M-e-M'a

hit

MBS. MIMTEB'
In Perioa

£4

SuNlvaa

Hamat Maan

nd
Oaata

Wlanan: Olhan

OVINGS FOR THE EAGLE'

— and

CIVE OUT SISTERS'

Midnight
Featara

'BRILLIAMT— A

•AMUCL OOLOWYN PUCBENT*

GARY COOPER in
THE PRICE OF
THE YANKEES
(mDi MO-Mtto-rMara. IM.

ASTORfa

new

local.

Mir—*ii4at«aa.

&

50c $1

at
A

n«nl«

NKW

lavn.-Aa.

$1.50

(LM
MCMCAL ICKnAVAC.AMCA

Nliht>

twinla

Plaa Tan
sot. t»
Arthur M. WiTtt pt«nnl

Dab

&

STARS ON ICE

CEKTni mcATIIC,

«l«li«ttHar «aiBar

«0. J-M74
Only Tr«

Huiatn
mfm
w^WH.M
Partraaah «L«AV«

Aaadrira*'*

M.BM.tsN

Na MaMay

vs.

CIO

IB

replenish
invenbelore the WPB.
plain tiieatres can-

M

A

forms \And hoped this arrangement
will prevent small houses from being forced to close for varying
periods whilO'Waiting for repair and

maintenance parts.
Those attending the huddle were
Carter Barron, Loew's, Washington;

Paul Biesman. American Theatre, St
Joseph Bemhard, Warners,
York; Newton Barakadon and
G. S. Eyssell.
C. Music Hall, New
York; Tlimnas Gorman, RKQ, New
York; WlBlam S. Cockett and Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA; Simon Fabian,
Fablao llieatre^ New York; M. A.
Rosenberg, Allied States Association;
and Lewis Letito, Martin Beck Tbeatre, New York.
Louis;

New

R

PHOTOGS-IBEW

DiSHOWDOWN

HUDDLE

port of the directors of photography.

essential materials.

A

Other Equipment
wide variety of problems trou-

bling exhibitors was taken up, with
officials talking about the situation
regarding air conditioning,

JudeU's 'Hitler' Pic

WPB

electrical equipment, fuel, plumbing
fixtures, building materials, etc. The

PUIIy

—

Ltiggipg

Hollywood. Aug. 25.
with him the print of

'Hitler,

Dead or

hopped

off for

Alive,'

Ben

New York

Judell

to negoti-

of cooperating in
not ate a releasing deal
Story is based on a recent offer of
helping publicize—Federal
The International Alliance of The- Salvage campaigns was stressed, with $1,000,000 by American business man
atrical
and
Stage
Employees exhibs being warned to use their for the Fuehrer's apprehension.
necessity

(lATSE)

last

week

set

up an

merely

or<-

ganization to combat the inroads
Office
Professional Workers in organizing
the personnel of film exchanges.
At a mass meeting in the Broadwood hotel Friday (21) the lA
formed a local to be known as 'B-7'
to organize office workers not under the jurisdiction of the B-4 local
(shippers, bookers, winders, etc.).
Speaker at the meeting was Lou
Krouse, national secreta^ of lATSE.
Officers chosen at the meeting
were Esther Rudo, Columbia, president;
Emma Cull>ertson, Metro
vice-president; Mildred Rudo, Metro,
secretary, and M. N. McBrlde, Metro,

&

made by the CIO's United

Weliimullv

MaurMR O'Sulllvan
In Pcnon
Bnlth

Ann

employed in
That organi-

It
zation is known as B-1, lATSE.
was originally planned for the front
office workers to join Local B-1. but
that plan was ditched to create the

Philadelphia, Aug. 25.

am. 27
OnrwB,

iTIrarf.,

CLARK GABLE
LANA TURNER
They're Oynonitte in M-C-ATs

TIL FIND

clerks, inspectors, etc.,
film branch exchanges.

lA

LOEWS

laid

film exchanges. The new local will nlshed warning was given
by War
be known as F-1, lATSEl, and officers Production Board officials Thursday
Hollywood. Aug. 15.
and an execi^ve committee will be (20) at an educational session with
elected at a meeting soon to be held. the industry advisory committee of
The. current trip east by Fred
Lovato said that, with the exception film .and legitimate theatre operators. Jackman, prexy of tha American
of office workers in the 20th CenThough all Federal authorities Society of Cinematograpbers, for
tury-Fox, Universal and Loew's ex- concede the desirability of keeping
changes, many have joined the new theatres going in order to provide discussioni with J. Brown, head of
Brotherhood of
organization.
V relief from war strain, uphold
pub- the International
Several weeks ago stenographers, lic morale,
transmit
information Electrical Workers, is expected to
typists, bookkeepers, etc, in the Parabout the war effort, and plug vari- result in a showdown in the lATSE
amount and United Artists ex- ous war activities, the industry adfight for onion control of all studio
changes voted for representation in visory
crowd was given an immiscameramen.
Local No. 17707, an AFL affiliate.
takable impression that film and
Film row hears that members of
Talks wIH center on an open char,
legit houses cannot qualify as 'essenLocal No. 17707 will be transferred
under which ASC members
tial to the war effort.' The commit- ter
to the new organization.
are
affiliated with IBEW and to
tee was advised to do everything
St. Louis is the first city in the U.S.
learn
whether IB International can
possible to conserve materials so
to organize a union for shipping
be
depended
iq>on for all-out supoperators will not be calling for non-

Spectacular Stags Production*

7Ui Art.

and

was made

not expect high priorities and the
committee was urged to undertake
selling of the PD-IX system which
aiithorlzes supply companies to
maintain 60 or
days' stocks and
fill orders from proprietors of legit
and film houses.
small committee
to convince suppliers to come in on
this plan is contemplated.
Dunphy instructed the committee
on the proper way to file PU-IA

ganize the front ofAce help in local

New

assistance.

Wails that suppliers are reluctant
fill orders from theatreowners—
preferring to save theii- stocks {or

to

Mt^»

the

ZERO
I

treastirer.

Concentration of the CIO organization on Film Row is at tbe TJniversal ext^ange. A scattered tmmber of workers at the other ex-

changes are also CIO memben.
Both imions are plamitng tjiliited
campaigns, with the final problem
•f jurisdiction

Labor Board.

headed for

tta«

War

MAKE THE ABB

b Your

BEMEMBER SEPTEMBERi
AO Set Jor tiie Big Push?

Theatre

SI

yVe Thank You,
Un€le Sam
Thanks You!

aii4

7.
SCREEN service/ WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER TO EXHIBITORS TAKING PART IN OUR INDUSTRY'S GREAT

BltUbN-DOLLAR

WAR BOND AND STAMP

16^ each
1,} ».»
>i
Honor Your Heroes")
•

("Buy Bonds

. . .

f

,

Government postal cards for bond buyers. Gralh
(Order only what you feel sure you need)

"Showmen
War" Campaign Books (No.
Q
^* No.
which
above are
at

FOLLOWING ACCESSORY
AT PRICES BELOW COST?

IN SEPTEMBER, THE
VICE

O

^*

DRIVE,

UshisrV Sashes

SER-

2). In

all

illustrated.

1

and

Gnfm

Manutatturw arm providing matmrlah brnhw

NOTE

le

•

2

Trailer for use

that

*

card offer to bond buyers.

One

*

cost, (and

Natloaul Screen

It

provUlnt

dlt"

tributlon grotit to our committee. Thonktl

have been quali35 ft.' 75*.

fied ds Issuing agents for bonds, app.

4.

6

by theatres

*

3

5

on the "Salute to Our Heroes" drive, for/
use starting September 1st. App. 55 ft. Price $1.10

Trailer

I

sheet Poster on drive, explaining postal
...
..
54 each!

14"x22" window card

.

.

.

.

.

(Same design as

,

1

w

•och

•

-sheet)

8"x36" Marquee Valance Drape ("Day and Nighty
War Stamps and Bonds on sale here") .-. $3.75
.

l8"x24" Burgee >j
("Buy Bonds i.vHonor YoOr Heroes")
.

^

Are'you set

85/

for the salute at 9.00

Are you ready

for

|^M./Septembe^

a whole month of bond

selling efforts?

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMinEE, MOTION PlCim
1501

BROADWAY

•

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

INDUSTRY
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RADIO

S2

Benny Tees Off

Army Puts the Arm on H'wood Radio
Influence at Santa

Ana; Clips

Season From

Wings

Its

Jack Benny

do

will

New
U. of Minn. Grid
New York

ys

Nuts Flakes broadcast of

5. out of New York.
The following three shows will be
picked up from service cariips tn th

Sked Not Yet

War

Typical of Oil Cos.'

Grape
the com-

first

Sold;

Position

ing season, Oct.

Hollywood, Aug.

Corrupting Art

25.

There'll be fewer programs coming
force training center
nearby Santa Ana; now that the

out of the
at

War Department has decreed thai
much air force radio is coming
from one point.' All manner of rumors have been making the rounds

'too

following the dispatch here ot Col.
Arthur I. Ennis by the War Department to look into the situation. Best
guess is that the heavy concentration
of Hollywood radio talent will be
broken up and many of the personnel
moved to other bases. One report
immediately spiked was that Capt.
Eddie Dunstedter's crack band would
be severely diminished in number to
form the nucleus of camp tootlers

east.

Cleveland, Aug. 25.
This being the slow dog days
in radio,

John

WGAR

Patt,

counter.
Of course,

if

Lieut. -Col.

time

James Higgs, one-time
buyer, had ambitious

for the end book now. However, nothing positive can be stated
until the War Department acts on
SufCol. Ennis' recommendations.
fice it to be said at this time that
there will be fewer Santa Ana originations on the air and more from
other points. What happens to the

personnel

the big conjecture.
In the program pruning process was to farm out Sgt.
Gene Autry's broadcasts, although he
is stationed at Santa Ana.
Understood he'll do his shows away from
the base until such time that the
diminution treatment has been properly applied.
Army spokesmen are
agreed that Autry is doing a fine recruiting job for the air force, and
there is no disposition to discontinue
his series, despite the general apathy
in military circles toward part-time
First

is

-move

soldiering.

Morgan Going
Abroad

in

Sept

On OWI Chore

HAWK'S SPOT

FOR

they want to leave the mike permanently to go into sales, they
will have the opportunity.

Hollywood, Aug. 20.
Abbott and Costello get the spot

Win

lights Out'

under way to publicize the
SantH Ana base on the airlanes, but
all that's

A.&C. WILL GET

announcers find

el.-sewhere.

radio
plans

man-

ager, has sent his announcers
out into the cruel world to contact station clients in order to
get the 'other side of the picture,' and consequently know the
problems which sales people en-

Bob Hawk on
Thursday nights some time in

currently occupied by

NBC

Be

Horror

1st

has

Products

horror stories,

than

NBC

its

of the 'Lights Out'

the Office of

War Department,

the

The

MAG STAFF DOniG
NEW PROGRAM ON WQXR

TIME

stricter

but the netnix in the case

Members
will

19.

will

fly

ot the .U. S.
in

London and Robert E. Sherwood,
OWI, In Washington.

Among Morgans
England

will

assi0lments

be handling

On
HOLLES CBS NEWS ED,

GORDON MOVES TO OWI

ordination

broadand consulting on

propaganda broadcasts to Germany
and the occupied countries. His experiences of

some

years' residence
in Germany and France will be
valuable in the latter duties.
Morgan wound up his CBS pro-

produced by Robert Louis Sbayon,
who recently transferred to the CBS
executive - producer
ranks
from
won, N. Y.

Between now and his departure,
Morgan will rest and tindergo dental
treatment. His wife wlQ remain In
the U. S., at least for the present

ot

Inter-American

Af-

'

Standard WiH

Get

New

'GO GET

Regional Network

ft-

England

affiliates

have

set up their own regional unit It's
to be known as the
England Re-

Karl Schollinger Into

New

gional Network, with WBZ, Boston;
WTIC, Hartford; WJAR, Providence,
and WC^H, Portland, as the basic
stations,
and WFEA, Manchester,
N. H., and WDRO, Augusta. Me,, as
Mueller Macaroni starts a 'Morning the supplementary outlets.
The reglonal's operations will be
Market Basket* series three times
a week on the Blue Network Sept. administered by Lee Walles, of West21.
It
will be the 10-10:19 a.m. Inghouse, operator of WBZ; J. J.
period and a hookup of 20 stations. Boyle, of WJAR; William H. Rlnes,
of WCSH; Thpmpson Ouernsey, of
Duane Jones is the agency.
The agency had obtained a con- WLBZ, and Paul W. Morency, of
The reglonal's main office
Tt on
the business from NBC, WTIC.
win be in Hartford, and Weed
it learned last week that the
Co.
was off.
will be its national rep.

MUELLER MACARONI ON
ftLUE AFTER NBC CANCEL

&

Aff Force as 1st LienL
Karl Schullinger, director of the
radio department in the N. Y. office
of the Lord & Thoma* agency, enters the Army Air Force with a
lieutenancy this Friday (28).
Ed Cashman, who has been directing the Kay Kyser program
(Lucky Strike) for the agency,
will take over SchuUinger's spot.

Akron
merly
is

now

Ted Bates agency Is considering
the purchase of The O'Neills' serial
for one of the Royal dessert produpta
of Standard Brands. Deal is highly
tentative, however, because of the
unavailabilify of what Tom Revere,
Bates radio director, considers desirable network spot
'O'NelUs' Is owned by
sociates.

Procter

It

&

last

Ed Wolf Assponsored .by

Head

DepL

at

WCAE,

is

moving from

So Upping Theatre'
Budget; Guest
"Theatre

of

Today,'

Names
Saturday

noon dramatic series on CBS for
Armstrong Cork, is substantially increasing its production budget starting next week &nd continuing indefinitely.
Change will involve
booking of top guest names, instead
of semi-names, as previously. Reason is that the fall Is the big selling
season for linoleum, plus the tact
that the account has saved a substantial amount by operating on a
production
the summer.
curtailed

budget

over

Hearst station to KDKA next week
First of the names to be booked is
as publicity head. He replaces. John
Ralph BelUmy, for the Sept. 9
M. Cooper, who is going to N. Y. to
show. Helen Hayes guests the foljoin NBC's special events departand
12,
lowing
Sept.
week,
ment
Madeleine Carroll the week after
Before moving into sales promothat Sept 19. Kenneth Webb diMurray
director of
tion berth,
was
press relations at WCAE, entering
radio work from a sportswrlter's
berth on Pitt Post-Gazette. He takes
up his new duties Sept 1. So far
his successor at
has not been

WCAE

tor B. B. D.

&

O.

LATHAM JOINS MBS AS
ASST. SALES MANAGER

named.

Jack Latham, former vice-president of the American (FM) network
and president of the American Cigar
& CIgaret Co., has been appointed as-

New C&S Canary
Hollywood, Aug.

New warbler
bom program
who

show

rects the

25.

on the Chase & Sanwill be Dale

did radio and nitery
the east

Evans,

work

in

sales manager of Mutual.
Edward W. Wood, Jr., is sales man-

sistant

ager.

Appointment was announced last
Edgar Bergen, star ot the java week at a Mutual executive mcelincJohn Leslie Scott for- show, reports for his physical upon in which plans were outlined for exannouncer at WAKB, returning from the Aleutians, where pansion of the network's sales dt
WTTM, Trenton, N. J.
he is entertaining servicemen.
partmeiit and its N. Y. qunrtcrs.

—

relief

at

was

Gamble.

Armstrong Saved Coin,

WOR

motion and also an occasional sports-

Affiliates

R^ht

ing 'Got Get
tion novelty

KDKA,

Own

Set

ir DIREaiON

GOES TO AL WILLIAMS

James Mnrray

England

Is

pro-

educational

Sportscasting still remains a stepchiid of broadcasting as far as the
Peabody awards are concerned.

caster

6

NBCs New

Tune

Outstanding

gram.

Expands

Y&R

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
This season it's Young & Rubicam's
turn to chaperon "The Second Mrs.
Burton' on the air. Account has al-

i

say.

1942

Albert N. Williams is now directIt,' audience-participaWednesday nights on
Washington.
WOR, New York, for Krueger beer
He succeeds
(Compton agency).
Robert Louis Shayon, who resigned
Schaefer
staff to become an
from the
-'Schaefer Revue' has been ex- executive-producer at CBS.
panded from twice to three times a
Williams, a freelancer, was formweek locally on WEAF, N. Y., by erly radio director of the Council
Schaefer beer. Variety series is for Democracy and was previously
now heard 7:30-7:45 p.m., Monday, a member of the NBC production
Wednesday and Friday nights. David staff. He is also a writer.
White direcU it for the B. B. D. &
O. agency.
Guest list for the show Includes
Felix Knight, tonight (Wednesday);
to
Ray Heatherton. Friday night (28);
Ray Eberly, Monday (31); Dick
Pitt, Press
Byrer, Sept 2, and Harrison Knox,
Sept 4. Latter two were formerly
PitUburgh, Aug. 25.
in the chorus on the program.
James Murray, chief of sales prowill have charge of the comevents setup in
mittee's special

last

the network's news and special
events head.
Morgap's other procram, "The Commandos,' will be

for

He

ternated between Benton & Bowles
and Y « R.
Tees up Oct 1 for Sanka.
week. Hereafter, 'Report to the Nation' wIU be
Sieve Madge, Muttul salesman,
directed
by Worthington Minor,
former CBS television director who moved to the Blue wltti the Cocawas recently switched to the regu- Cola business. No rq>iacement, as
lar production staff. Series will be yet, at MBS.
imder the supervision of Paul Wblte^

ducer assignments

Awards

fairs.

the United Press.
Gordon has gone with the Office of
War Information.

'Bnrton' to

Inter-Amer. Affairs

Ted Church, once of CBS and of
late an advisor to the British Broadcasting Corp. on programs designed
for American listeners, has joined
the Rockefeller Committee for Co-

Army and Navy shortwave
casts to America,

WTCN, WLOL and WLB

Football broadcasting setup here
is unique. The U. ot Minnesota does
not sell the privilege or charge anyner.
They will be annoimced in iWng, .but -B.ecmits_-aU._sUtions toMarch, 1943; or limnedlately after broadcast from the stadium. Howthe advisory commi,ttee has made its ever, no commercials are permitted
selections, and the presentations will during the contests or between the
be made at the New Orleans .conven- halves. The companies sponsoring
tion of the National Assn. of Broad- the broadcasts get their plugs durcasters, providing it's held. Ifs been ing shows that immediately precede
the custom to have' the announce- and followed the detailed running acment surrounded by boiled bit>s.
counts ot the games. WLB, the U.
The closing date for this year's ot Minnesota station, which also
entries is Dec. IS and the awards broadcasts all contests, is non-comwill be made in at least six cate- mercial. KSTP feeds the games to
gories.
They are:
a chain of northwest stations.
1.
For program or series of programs aired by regional station during 1942 which ranked asioutstandinf contribution to the welfare of the
community the station serves.
2.
The same circumstances applying to a local station.
3.
Outstanding reports of the
'O'Neills' If
news.
Outstanding entertainment in
4.
drama.
Outstanding entertainment in
.5.
e.

in

matters with British Broadcasting Corp., arranging- pickups of U. S.

staff

'World Wide

Church Joins •Committee

Army and

OWI

Bamiiiet Setdng

music.

York) Sunday nights,

to

of the

For'42WoDlHaye

•

tbeie, hell

port direct to General Elsenhower

Time mag

series,

Review,' at 0-9:15 pjn. across

Ionized Yeast series,
'Good Will Court' on WJZ-Blue (and

15
Edward R. Holies is replacing
work out Matthew Gordon as CBS news ediEmbassy and will re- tor. Holies was day cable editor tor

When

of the

do a new

New

shudder opus.

other'

Peabody Awards

The Peabody

London some time between Sept.
and

7:30-8 p.m.

the board, on WQXR, New York,
Continuity Department at CBS has
starting next month. The presentalooked at and okayed scripts for the tion will be in a modified Time mag
proposed series show will start Oct. 6 style, with Frank Norris and Finis
the "March of
in the same Tuesday night spot now Farr, co-scripters of
Time' series on NBC, in editorial
occupied by 'Missing Heirs.' It will
charge. Norris is now sitting in on
be written and produced by Arch the WQXR board of directors. Time
Oboler, who followed Wyllis Cooper mag having acquired a financial inas author of the series on NBC terest in the station.
Lisa Sergio, returning Monday
some years ago in Chicago. At that
(31) from a month's vacation, will
time the program was owned by
resume her old WQXR spot of 10NBC, but Oboler subsequently ac- 10:
15 a.m. six days a week. She had
It will be the
quired the rights.
also aired a comment series in the
first time Oboler has ever had a
9-9: 15 p.m. time following the resigregular series on CBS.
nation of Quincy Howe.

WMCA, New

by the network to

is

AFRA-CBS Renewal

won't be presented at a formal din-

will continue.

man In England lor
War Information and

and the time for the

case,

bought

In that regard,

work has relaxed

the sponsor in

Dick Marvin, William Esty agency's radio director, arrived here
yesterday (Monday) to lay out the
A. & C. program with their manager,
Eddie Sherman.

Lights Out' to replace the current
'Board of Missing Heirs* for Ironized
CBS has always banned
Yeast.

being much

is

eastern broadcast

on CBS

Series
sterling

either

Brewster Morgan, CBS executiveproducer, who has been given an
indefinite leave
become liaison

Camel

Octobier.

Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
It's only a month before the University of Minnesota football season's
start, but not one of the five
Radio
Federation
of
American
Artists has signed a renewal of its Twin City radio stations broadcastannouncer and assistant director ing the games has sold its football
contract with WABC. New York. show yet This is an unprecedented
New pact expires Nov. 11, 1943, at situation in one of the nation's
the same time as the union's com- hottest gridiron center's, where the
mercid and sustaining deals with the football shows always have been the
easiest to sell and in such great denetworks.
Terms are similar to those in the mand that they've been grabbed up
previous contract, except for a pro- many months in advance.
Reason for the present delay in
vision for cash payments for overtime, instead of crediting the time closing'deals is not because the war
has lessened interest in Minnesota
on subsequent weeks.
football, although the absence of
many Gopher rooters now in the
armed forces may be a factor. The
main trouble, it's pointed out, is that
the oU companies, which have been
the principal customers for the
shows, now are out of the market
The shows are long and expensive.
Regardless of whether or not they
sell any of the football shows, the
stations that have been putting the
Minnesota games on the air will
continue to do so, as sustainers if
necessary, heads of WCCO, KSTP,

.

\vk Again 'Gok^

Overboard'

On

Spots-And fooadcasters Hope
'40. '41

Fizzles of

Monday Now 2d Best Lbtening Night,

SEIinLE UN

According to

ON AIR

HEAVY

Won't Repeat

Bouncing the Quiz

broadcasting picture last
week with its customary routine.
There was that letter about 'going
overlpoard In spot' this season and
calling on stations to rush in their
The broadlists of availabilities.
casters complied with the request,
but not without recalling what
rush-orspot
similar
happened to
ders in 1940 and again in 1941. Reminiscent of 1940 was- the flurry over
year
last
'Gone With the Wind,' and
Canit was 'The Nichols Family.'
cellations followed reservations, and

nautical

the spot

The

versa.

vice

superstitious

The producer of a quiz show
was assembling his participants
before broadcast time last

Just

week when one of the group
cracked, 'How about throwing

me

a fish?' 'AUright, hep guy,'
rejoined the' producer,' and what
might that mean?'
'Just slip me the answer to
a tough one so that I won't
look altogether dumb,' explained
the participant.

ele-

ment among broadcasters now knock
on wood as they submit their availabiUties to Vick.
~
time—war-^ted"The" lellCT
Aug. 18 and it was signatured by
Richard Nicholls, radio director of

Une Forms For

Ihlr

the Morse International agency.
read as follows:

Pal^t Account;

It

year the Vick Chemical
'going overboard' in
la
and this year more than ever
should call on you for availBut transportation diffiabilities.
culties, plus the fact that Vick be.gins is schedule on Sept. 14, compels me to use Uncle Sam's mail

This

AD

Company
spot,

In

on Pitch

we

Instead of trains.
'As a result we

shall

appreciate

very much indeed if you will ad
vise us as soon as possible what
one-minute spots, 9, 10 and 15-min'
ute packages—daytiine or evening
It

you have available. Remember, we
aim at the woman's market
'We are looking forward to seeing you when you are in New York,
Don't forget to call us up. In the
meantime we are waiting to hear
itrom

you on

availabilities.'

Nicholls appended a postscript
which read: 'We are sending this
note air mail, special delivery, because we are what you would call
'anxious buyers.' So come through
with some good stuff quick.'

—

Hollywood, Aug.

29.

Agency executives from New York
continue to pour in to set up an
auditions program for Pabst Beer.
Latest arrivals are Paul and Jack
Warwick, of the Warwick & Legler
agency, S.

J.

Andrews, of The Len-

&

Other ad
Mitchell agency.
agencies that had put in their pitch
previously are- Lord & Thomas,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Milton Blow and
McKee & Albright. Also in line are
such talent agents as Bernard Schubert and Hal Hackett, of the Music
Corp. of America.
The show which Dick Mack, of the
McKee & Albright agency is offering,
includes
Groucho Marx, Donald
Dickson, Louella Parsons, Joan Bennett,
Virginia O'Brien, a mixed
chorus and Robert Armbruster, con-

nen

and

Teamatef

—S tress

Unions

Strong Exception

Co-operative

The Hixon-O'Donnell agency,
which

is

report

FCC Okays New
Station in Alaska

KOL

To Reach Troops

The Aeronautical Mechanics'

union,

which includes most of the thousands
of workers at the Boeing Airplane

Aug.

a broadcasting station in Ketchin,
Alaska, using 920 kc on one killowat
power unlimited time. Call letters
will

be KTKN.

The

license

was

granted

upon

direct request of the Office of War
Information to provide news and
programs to troops and the civilian
p pulation of the territory.
C. B. Arnold, former manager of
KINY, Juneau, will'be in charge and
is

LAWYER SUES BRUNTON
BROTHERS FOR 1124,660

The title for this one Is plants. Is also using KRSC, sponsor(Continued on page 38)
'Hollywood Party.' Andrews is to
San Francisco, Aug. 25.
audition two shows.
Suit for $124,660 against Ralph,
Blow is offering a program headed
Sherwood & Mott Brunton was filed
by Pat O'Brien; Hackett's chief canhere last week by Elmor W. Pratt,
didate is Jack Carson, while SchuWashington attorney, for legal servbert also presented Miss Parsons.
ices for the two Brunton radio staCoa$t radio men consider this the
Uons,
and KJBS, from Jan. 4,
most feverish pitcH in' years. "It
1034, to Dec. 31, 1941.
started when Pabst announced that
Pratt, who represented the Brun-

0NNBCSEPT.18
Shinola has apparently solved its
shoe polish packaging problems, so
will probably return its 'Lincoln
Alghway' half-hour dramatic series
to the same Saturday morning spot

on WEAF-NBC, starting. Sept. 18.
Account will probably use a slightly
smaller station lineup, but will continue the

same

policy of guest

name

actors.

'Highway' Is freelance-scripted.
Director for the resumed series
hasn't yet been selected by Benton

&

Bowles agency.

BARREn TO COAST
FOR LYONS ON RADIO

RIGGS

KQW

was in the market for a Hollywood
glamour show.

'ABOVE ALL' LAUNCHES

LUX ON 9TH SEASON

Infor the ninth successive year.
augural dramatics will be George
Wells' a'daptation of the film, This
Above All,' with Tyrone Power as
cast topper.
Same production crew as in previous seasons will handle the soap
show. Sanford Barnett resumes as
director; C. B. DeMille, produceremcee; Wells, scripter; Lou Silvers,
music director, and Harry Kerr,
writer of the DeMille speeches and
interviews.

Information.

NBC

Gets

mione! Repeat

Tommy Riggs show, currently
summer-subbing for Burns and Al
len for Lever Bros. (Swan soap)
Tuesday nights on CBS, will probably be continued by another spon
fall.

Young

&

Rubicam

before the FCC, says in his
complaint that only $11,340 of the
$136,000 bill of his legal firm for the
eight-year period has been paid,
leaving the $124,660 still owing.
Brunton Bros, offered to compromise the claim before the suit was
filed, but the offer was not accepted.

Tranbnan

CAMPANA COMEBACK
WITH

New

Radio

Dir. of Bothwell Agcy.

placement.

WSSm PENDS

Campana is looking around for a
half-hour network spot in which to
deposit its 'First Nighter' series for
the coming fall-winter series.
The negotiating so far has been
solely with NBC and the Blue Network.

Incloding Upton Close

Chicago, Aug. 25.
Chicago, Aug. 25.
Upton Close has been signed by
Art Jacobson, leading man on the
'Lone Journal' serial on NBC for the W. A. Schaeffer Pen Co. for a 52Procter & Gamble, has resigned to week newscast, 'World News Parade,'
join the production staff of the local featuring this and other foreign news
NBC office. It's his first regular commentators over the full 125-sta-

General Foods has dropped its re- directing attempt.
Peat of 'Young Dr. Malone' on CBS
He'll continue in the part until
will air the serial's repeat on Fred Weihe, new director of the
WEAF-NBC starting Monday (31). show, finds a substitute. BlackettRegular broadcast is heard 2-2:15 Sample-Hummert is the agency and
P-m. on CBS.
the John Gibbs oftice the producer.
Benton & Bowles is the agency.
Program is written by Peter Michael.

for

resume
the

of the C.A.B.'s

listener

checking

day, 38.6%; Tuesday, 33.8';i; Wednesday, 31.9%;
Thursday, 34.2%;
Friday, 29.7%, and Saturday, 27.3%.
During the previous season Tuesday ranked as the highest weekday
night and several years prior to that
it had been Thursday.
The C.A.B.
thinks that Monday night rose to its
present listening eminence because
President Roosevelt appeared on a
couple broadcasts,
'The Bill
of
Rights' program and his 'Report of
Progress to the Nation,' on Monday

LOUIS DEAN TO

MAXON AGENCY
Louis Dean joins the Maxon
agency Sept. 1 as radio director. He
vlll, however, retain an advisory
connection
with the Rockefeller
Committee for the Coordination of
Inter-American Affairs in the special
events department Dean has been
with the committee for almost a
year,
coming from the Arthur

Kudner agency. His

original assign-

r.ent with the committee placed him
in charge of U. S. network contacts,
which involved the production of
such programs as the Bob RipleyGood Neighbor series and 'Adventmes of the Sea Hound.', This
'

phase of the committee's operations
ends with present commitments.
Maxon's active radio accounts are
Ford, Gillette Razor and General
Electric. Dean was with GE's WGY,
Schenectady, from 1926 to 1929. His,
initial agency job was with Camp.'
beU-Ewald.

tons

agency has such a deal pending for
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
it.
Walter Thompson puts Lux
J.
Program drew an unusually favorRadio Theatre back on CBS Sept. 14 able response for a summer re

FROM

War

FALL SPONSOR

sor In the

Richard Barrett, currently in the
& S. Lyons office in New York,
heads for the Coast in a few weeks
to handle radio affairs in the Los
Angeles offica.
Barrett was formerly a partner in
ACTOR TO DIRECTOR
the Sherman K. Ellis advertising
agency and will plug the gap in
Jacobaon Switching from Greasepaint
Lyons' coast organization by the
to NBC Production In Cbl
shift of Nat Wolff to the Office of
A,

MAY GET

it

Broad-

25.

ductor.

SHINOLA BACK

of

nights.
Seattle,

The FCC has issued a license to
Edwin Kraft, of Seattle, to operate

leaving from here this week with
a complete staff of engineers, program men and announcers. Opening
date is set tentatively for Sept. 15.
tunities in this field, which has been
Kraft also owns KINY.
hard hit by great number of workers
leaving for higher paying war industries.

Analysis

(700,000 completed interviews) done
between May 1, 1941, and April 30,
1942, shows that the average listening for Monday was 35%. For the
balance of the week it ran: Sun-

So far the tieups for Sinclair
are strictly collegiate.

25.

A

Monday.

games in any Atlantic seaboard area where rationing ap-

to

plies.

Aug.

to Sun.

Ing night of the week, next to Sunday, during the 1941-42 season was

doing the football booking for Sinclair Oil, has disclosed that It is not interested
in buying the broadcast rights

PRO TALENT, SCRIPTERS
Seattle,

FM;

to

casting has found that the top listen.

Labor's
of

Aims and Low Rates
Pay

Unions in this booming town are
using the radio to do a job of public
relations. Brimming treasuries allow
hiring of professional scripters and
talent to showcase messages to best
advantage.
The Building Service Employees
Union^ Local 6, is using two stations
'a{ presenii'spohsoring Howard Costigan,
news editor, in a Ave times
weekly stint titled "The State of
Washington and the War' on KOL,
Mutual outlet
Recent programs
have plugged the union's drive to
collect scrap metal from buildings,
hotels and apartments, with very
good results. Chief aim of the sponsorship of the programs is to do a
public relations Jobs, with Costigan
given a free hand in his choice of
interviewees and in writing the 15minute programs. This policy is creating a labor-management tieupt to a
certain extent, as the Apartment
House Operators' Assn. and building
managers are cooperating with the
union in the drive.
The Building Service organization
also sponsors a twice-weekly 15 minutes on KRSC, used to tell the public
and unionists of the reasons the
building workers need a raise. Programs are also used to plug oppor-

Due

Ran Next

Last Yr. Tues.

Strong Public Relations Job
by Building Service, AeroVick Chemical skipped back into

CAB„

AD AGENT SUES FOR lOG
PffiACY

OF RADR) DEAL

A suit claiming $10,000 In damages
from Marcus Loew Booking Agency,
Samuel Faust, radio time sale.sman
for WHN, and Central Advertising
Service, Inc., was disclosed last weelt
in N. Y. supreme court
Action was
instituted by Edward R. Black, ad-

tising Agency here.
Trautman, for
past several months, was copy writer
and publicity chief for the Bothwell

vertising agent, who claims a conspiracy by the defendants in pirating
a radio program deal between his
client Barricini, Inc., and
through Central Service.
Included in
the
damages are
commissions of 15% of advertising
revenue derived through the Barricini
program since its com-

outfit.

mencement

Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
H. B. (Bad) Trautman, former
press agent and continuity writer for
WWSW, has been appointed radio
director of W. Earl Botwell Adver-

He succeeds Virginia (Mrs. Earl)
Bothwell, who will devote her full
time to consumer research. Also advanced by the Bothwell outfit was
Jean Albright, who is now assistant
art director in place' of George Platacz, who enlisted recently in the
Marines, the fourth Bothwell exec to
go into the service.

WHN

in 1940.

Coleson Heads

War DepL

Coast Pablie Relations
Washington, Aug.

Raleigh Ups Budget

Chicago, Aug. 23.
tion NBC network.
Raleigh cigarets is intcn.cifying its
Programs will be heard Sundays radio campaign, having added .seven
from 3:15 to 3:30 p.m.. Eastern war new NBC stations to its program
time, starting Sept. 20.
Russel M. network.
Seeds Agency, Chicago, set the deal.
This account now h,n.<! a full netNo decision has been readied as to work of 12r station.s, including
place where broadcast wiTTemanate. Hawaii.

WHN

I

25.

Robert C. Coleson, formerly administrative officer here and previously N. Y. director, takes charge
of the new West Coast office of the
radio branch of the War Department Bureau of Public Relations. He
was radio director of San Francisco's
Golden Gate Exposition.
Glenn Wheaton, writer and coprodi
hast been advanced to post
of di ..dor of 'Command Perform,
once,' the variety broadcasts which
ore short waved to troops abroad.

RADIO

34

ednesday, August
*

Popular Obit?

Worlds Continuous Fightfor Freedom

Theme

Minneapolis, Aug.

New WJZ-Blue Program

of

'Schoolroom for Democracy,' halfhour patriotic music and ^Uiz series,
starts Saturday night (29) on the

29.

KSTP reports that it came out
100% on an unscheduled coincidental survey of its 5:45 p.m.
daily 'Highlights in Headlines'
news program. In reporting the

Rheiogold'sWJZ Games

Fordham University football games
'Angel over WJZ, N. Y., thU fall.

the name of the leading candidate for the job.
Brooks Henderson, the newscaster, hardly had the words out

Paul Douglas is being mentioned
as the play-by-play caller.

mouth when every one of
the Ave other candidates, scat-

WJZ-Blue.
It will have original
songs by various composers, with
Vincent Price, currently in
Golden, N. Y., in the

Street,' at the

the
singing-quizmaster
role
of
'schoolteacher.'
There will also be
a children's chorus. Leonardo Bercovici will write and produce the

Rheingold Beer will sponsor the

Earlier

of the songs Introduced on
initial broadcast will be Harold
Rome's "The World Is a Very
Small Place,' which combats the
Other songs on
isolationist theory.
the first and subsequent programs
will be by George Davis, Baldwin
Two-piano
others.
and
Bergerson
accompaniment will be by Davis and
Bert Shefter. Davis also plays the
piano accompaniment and composes
special songs on Bercovici's daytime

One

J.

fourth

serial, 'Help Mate,'

WEAF-NBC,

series.

in

a

series

'preview' shows.

of

Idea

is

educational
to

show the

by analyzing U.
casts frorti the

Script

tered through the county of 600,000 population, called in to protest the exclusion of their names.

wave

Is

to

S.

shortwave broad-

German

years.

Two

the

ing Sept.

As title Implies, the program will
characters will De young Nazi offibe a documentary dramatization of
cials who are intelligent in their
way, but have been infected with civilian defense activities. Scripters,
the Goebbels theories.
They will who work as a unit, with everyone
listen to a shortwave broadcast from taking turns
on research and writAmerica and then discuss methods'
However, their
of combating it.

for

The show

initial

%z n«ff

Director Yet Set

liisM

For Kate Smith Show;
JeDo Gets Plug This Yr.

up w«nf iwn of fhe j^ii%»f<Ki» ond oMei^
Young & Rubicam

hasn't yet assigned a director to the Kate Smith
program, which returns Sept. 18 to
regular 8-8:55 spot Friday nights
on CBS for General Foods. George
McGarrett, who directed the show
at the close of last season, may continue on it, but depletion of the
agency's production staff by the departure of several men into the
armed forces may require shifts in
asignments.
Harry Ackerman is
production supervisor on the stanza.
Product for the show this season
will be Jello, instead of Grape Nuts
and Grape Nuts Flakes, as previously. Cast will be the same as before, with Miss Smith, Ted.> Collins.
Olyn Landick, the Smoothies and
Jack Miller as, conductor. Guest on
the season's fl'rst broadcast will be
Ray Milland.
Series will continue to originate
from the CBS Playhouse No. 2, in
West 45th street, N. Y.

its

BM&O. NOW

SOLO

fl»Hwor1(f

Itie

ON 'HORIZON' FOR LEVER
B. B. D. Si O. agency, which formerly shared the 'Bright Horizon'
Young & Rubicam, now

fii49fS<^

astute odkrArtiser*

xinm CB$

network ^hoi

J5%

programs alt «

^gn^

b5»e#^

net discotNif 1o.aclvf|^$(^l^^

7 to"47 <wiNr<i-»*^tl^(^,^^i^'^

ixleled
fraction,

the rat* cacd <iMit«.

serial with

-•

has the show outright. Instead of
the commercial copy being divided
between Lipton tea and Silver Dust,
05 before, the plugs are now entirely
for the latter product, with a hitchhike announcement for Fairy soap.

Program
Bros, and

is
is

sponsored

by

More

IjmpbrtaAt

still'-^fb

udhwrtlyers,

Wv^^'mAkii

by making better programs availoMitisfri

Lever

spotted at 11:30 a.m. on

CBS.
Charles Underbill is now B. B. D.
6 O. supervisor on the series, with
W. f. Tibbals directing and Robert
Presnell assisting.
Latter two recently joined the B. B. D. & O. production staff. Tibbals was formerly
with the Blow agency and Presnell

was

at

Young & Rubicam.

'Horizon' was originally based on
the character of Michael West,

which was taken from the 'Big
Sister' serial, also a Lever Bros,
show. Rights for the character were
bought by Y. & R. from RuthraufT
& Ryan, which has 'Sister.' Ted

Maxwell writes

'Horizon.'

Donahue H'wood Agent
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Joe Donahue checks in Sept. 1 to
handle the Myron Selznick client list
for radio. Last time hece he was
Coast radio head of William Esty
agency.

Bruce Powell looks after Selznick
clients for radio In

New

York.

costing r$ inef«asfng Ifftemng, inoieatt^'

jncfece^'ihtt^itotfonwic^

ing,

are

Ben Bengal, Peter

Martin,

reasoning will demonstrate the basic Art Miller, Paul Peters, Myra Page,
illogic of the Nazi credo.
Clinton Norman Rosten, Barry Stavis and
Johnston will direct the show.
Brett Warren.

broadcast Saturday night, the program will skip a
week, after which it will be aired
several times in the Saturday spot
and then probably move to another
time on the schedule.

No

start-

1.

principal

listeners.

After the

department, has

be located in a shortprovide a weekly quarter-hour
propaganda

intended to appeal to both adult

and juvenile

story

War Information okay
new radio show, 'Heroes on
Home Front,' with Mutual set to

for a

listening post of the

ministry in Berlin.

Idea for 'Schoolroom for Democracy' originated with Davis' 'Songs
for a New World' on the 'Help Mate'
series.
It is aimed to show that the
present war is not an isolated incident in history, but is part of a
continuous fight for freedom going
is

eastern

an Office of

point of view.

Old Dutch Cleanser.

back to earliest times.

A group of N. Y. writers, headed
by Peter Martin, editor of Universal's

essential flaw in the Nazi philosophy

Dinah Shore will, elective Sept.
More Hilk
25, do her quarter-hour Friday night
broadcast for Bristol-Myers on the
San Francisco, Aug. 25.
Blue Network it 8:15 p.m.
Marin Dairy Men's Assn. has
The account agreed to move for- signed for 52 more weeks of 'Budda's
ward from 9:30 p.m. at the network's Amateur Hour.'
Miss Shore's present
suggestion.
Has been sponsored on KFRC by
time will become part of the new the dairymen for eight consecutive
Coca-Cola

of

has written a novel propaganda program to be aired by the
network Friday night (28) as Qie

program.
tlie

AT HOME IDEA

director

television,

of his

Dinah Shore

SALUTE HEROES

CBS

Seldes,

Gilbert

death of Edward GofT, Hennepin
county attorney, the newswriter
inadvertently
mentioned only

26, I942

PUTUNG ONUS
IN MOUTHS OF NAZIS

SELDES

M*^ilt\im^M
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NIX HOPE'S

Benny Show Direction
Bob Welch, of
cam production

Uncertainty of facilities
the deand transmission influenced
Hope wants to do a couple
cision.

Thomas.

o( broadcasts

from army camps there

down to Seattle and
way back here by easy

and then drop

work

his

stages via camps en route.
full
his
Regardless, he'll take
troupe to Alaska for a couple of

camp shows before the Pepsodent
series starts.

son

wiU

estabs.

the

Young & Robi-

staff,

has been as-

gram.

Helps

Him

to Senate Nomination

Seeds agency in charge of three
Brown & Williamson shows, he
also continues in his capacity
as V. p. of Dan B. Miner agency
in charge of radio.

New

All his airers this sea- Benny and his writers. Bill Morrow
from military and Ed Beloin, on plans for the pro-

Radio

25.

John Guedel. Recently named
Coast radio director by Russel

Woodbury

emanate
•

Hollywood, Aug.

33

Busiest agency exec in town
is

signed to direct the Jack Benny proit returns to the air for
General Foods.
He directed the
As if that weren't enough to
IMdie Cantor show for Bristol-Myers
keep him occupied, he's packagMurry Bolen, who
season.
last
ing his own show, 'Band Wife,'
directed the Benny series last seaauditioned this week at
being
RuthraufT
Ryan
to
son, switched to
&
KNX. It's a serial with music.
handle the Edna May Oliver program for Lever Bros.
How long Welch will be able to
continue the Benny show is uncerto Spot Test
tain, as he may enter the Special
Shaver in 4 Markets
Service of the Army with an officer's
commission. He's currently underWoodbury wili soon start a spot
going dental treatment in N. Y. in an
test for its new liquid shaving cream
effort to meet the Army's physical
The present inrequirements. He intends going to in four markets.
the Coast next week to huddle with tention is to use announcements in

gram when

Now

In Radio By Accident

Seeking Army Post, Gets

ALASKA AIRING
HoUywood, Aug. 25.
Bob Hope's proposal to entertain
the Aleutians on the
the soldiers in
been
new season takeoff Sept 22 has
Lord &
by
nixed
temporarily

Johnny Busyboy

Bob Welch, Who's Also

COSTE MOVES FROM
AGENCY TO COCA-COLA
Felix Coste, vice-president and radio director of the D'Arcy agency,
has resigned to join the advertising
department of Coca-Cola, the agenAlfred N.
cy's principal account.
formerly Coste's assistant,
Steele,
succeeds him as vice-president and
radio head.

_ No
plated

immediate change is contemin the Coca-Cola radio ac-

Besides its current Andre
Kostelanetz program Sunday aftertwo markets and local programs in noons on CBS, the account starts a
six nights a week dance band series
the other pair.
Lennenr & Mitchell is the agency. Sept. 21 on the Blue network.
tivities.

Omaha, Aug. 25.
Nomination to the United States
Senate on the Democratic ticket of
Foster May, newscaster and special
events chief of station WOW, brings
out the story of his accidental break
into radio. May defeated Harry Coffee,
incumbent congressman from
Chadron, Neb., by a three-to-two
vote and now must face Kermeth
Wherry, Republican nominee, in
what is likely to be an unusually
hard fight.

May was working at a fair in Lincoln during the depression of 1933
when someone asked him

if he would
ike to try his luck at broadcasting.
His voice registered at once and he

was given a job. He
following and made

built up a big
capital of his

radio personality to run twice for
Congress and now for the Senate.
He lost on his congressional tries.
May is the second radio man in
Nebraska to cash in on a radio personality.
The other is Representative Karl Stefan, of Norfolk.
May's
campaign is built almost entirely
upon promises to go all out in support of F.D.R. to win the war. State
labor men are favorable to him, too,

which

helps.
In an off year and
a light vote cast, he polled
close to 40,000 ballots.

with

WAR

FIRMS GIVE

RADIO NEW
REVENUE
Cleveland, Aug.

New

avenues

of

revenue

25.

to offset

war
by
and WGAR,
huge indus-

advertising leases caused by the

program

have

been

Cleveland stations

WHK

which have sold time
trial

their

realized
to

concerns willing to broadcast
receiving Navy E Awards,

Treasury Department Payroll Pennants and the Army and Navy
Burgee for production excellence.
which
Typical 6t the, splurge
plants are willing to undertake was
illustrated recently when the White
Motor Co. shifted from a half-hour
local program over
to a 128station outlet over the Blue
hookup to publicize a Government
announcer
local
kudo. Instead of a
and speaker, the program mushroomed to include a bevy of big

WHK

NBC

names, including Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
m.c, and Undersecretary of War
Robert P. Patterson as featured
speaker.

WCAU, PHfliY, BUYS
ITS

OWN RADIO COLUMN

Philadelphia, Aug. 25.
A new idea in radio promotion
was launched la.st week by WCAU.
Stunt is an ether news and gossip
column titled This Is Radio,' running daily in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

The column has the format and
typography of the Inquirer's regular
columns and is spotted on tbe..J.?{ijo_
Except for a small slug
page.

marked

there
nothing to distinguish This Is Radio'
from the Inquirer's own columns.
Idea is to run news not only from
parent
chain,
CBS,
its
and
but also items about NBC, Blue and
Mutual shows. Since there are no
'advertisemerUJ..,.

..

is.,

WCAU

daily radio columns in Philly (last
one was conducted by Ray Gathrid
on the Daily News), WCAU execs
feel

that their idea will benefit not
own station but radio in

only their
general.

is by-lined 'Leroy Hayden'
written by Ken Stowman,
is
publicity director of WCAU. and
Harry Murdock, newly appointed as-

Column

and

sistant.

Change of Monicker
Donna Readc. former Chicago
who recently
actress
radio-legit
moved to New York, has changed
her name to Donna Kcath. Idea is
to avoid confusion with Donna Reid,
iri(;eniie under contract to Metro.
Heade is the .iclrcss' real name,
while Held was given the latter by
the studio for profc.«5ional reasons.

—
.

8«
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Lawrence, Pedlar & Ryan agency's west coast rep, was in town last
week, going over plans for the fall with the home office
Atherton Hob]er has been upped from president to board chairman of the Benton &
Bowles agency, and Clarence B. Goshorn was elected president. Chester
Bowles, who went on a leave of absence to become OPA administrator
for Connecticut, has the newly-created title of vice-chairman.
Fred Weihe, Blue network staff director, goes to Chicago to direct the
Procter & Gamble serial, 'Lone Journey,' for the John Gibbs office, succeeding Ted McMurray. "He'll probably join the NBC staff there
Neal
Hopkins, NBC staff writer, spending his vacation writing the 'Star Parade'
recorded series for the Treasury Department. He's also scripting^ the new
'Canteen Girl' series with Phyllis Jean Creore, starting Friday night (28)
.... Bert Prager, of Benton & Bowles, expects to become a father any day.
Robert Haag joined cast of 'Young Dr. Malone,' succeeding John Raby,
who went into the Army. Dixie Dugan casts the show for Benton fic
Bowles
T. Wells has replaced Addison Smith as director of 'Hobby
Ix)bby' for the Ted Bates agency
Igor Cassini, Washington-Times
Herald columnist, and hia wife, Austine McDonnell, doing 'Behind the
Washington Scene' chatter, series on WHN. .. .Alfred Ryder, regular cast
member of 'The Goldbergs' for the last 13 years, goes into the Army next
week, so the character he plays is being written out of the script
Eddie Dunham, NBC staff director, now handling the major remote
pickup for the 'Army Hour' every week
Bruce Kamman, NBC assistant production manager, vacationing at Pt. Pleasant, N. J., but commuting for the Philip Morris 'Johnnie Presents' show Tuesday nights. ,. .Jack
Johnstone directing Mutual's new 'Dark Destiny' series, scripted by Robert
Bill

Albert and David Kogan. It's Johnstone's first sustainer job.... Ted Sills
joined Blow agency as assistant to Vick Knight on the Coast.... Max
Ford Bond replaced Hugh
Ehrllch writing scripte for 'The Shadow'
James as 'America the Free' announcer. .. .Lew While subbing for the
vacationing Dick Leibert as organist for 'Second Husband' and 'Mr. Keen'
Florence Robinson
Brown'
Widder
'Young
and for Charles Paul for

added

'RED NETWORK'

to 'Stella Dallas' cast.

Timmy Hyler Joined 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' company and Raymond Edward Johnson, Frances Carlon and Eva Condon added to 'Young
Jackie Kelk newcomer to 'Lorenzo Jones' troupe
Widder Brown'
Kenneth Daigiieaa Carl Maiden, Venezuela Jones, Juan Hernandez and
Ann Teeman joined 'Our Gal Sunday'. .. .Wilfred Lytell added to 'Mr.
Keen' company and Richard Gordon and Marion Barney joined 'Second
Lt. George McManus. husband of Marion McManus, singer
Husband'
on 'Manhattan Merry-Go-RouriS,' returnfed after two-year absence from
Richard Porter, Jr., joined WOR engineering staff, succeeding
show

WOR

Army

artists'
Alfred .E. Roth, of
Jr., publicity -promotion diPaterson, N. J., into the Army
station rep, joined the
Herschel Williams, formerly daytime radio head of
WJZ sales staff
Ruthrauff & Ryan, commissioned a captain in the Army.

Gene Posey, who joined
bureau, into the

the

Army

Ralph

rector and sports announcer at

Silver,

S.

WPAT,

Roy Witmer, NBC v.p. In charge
week advised the trade

of sales, last

a circular letter that the words,

in

'Red Network,' are to be completely
dropped from the jveb's lexicon
after Aug. 31.
NBC has been using the term 'Red'
in its promotion and advertising for

Slocum Chapin, formerly with Howard Wilson,

over 15 years.

Donna
Consuelo Lembcke did two 'Aunt Jenny' shows last week
Reade and Alan Bunce co-sUrred Saturday (22) in Armstrong's Theatre

Cooke in Schneider's
Program Post at WRUL

Last Wednesday's (19) episode
of Today,' a sappy story nicely played
of 'Against the Storm' was tastefully scripted, but not well produced or
Previous Wednesday's (12) Installment about The Invasion of
played.
'Lonely Women' last Wednesday (19) was cornDenmark was a pip
laden. .. .John Loveton djrecting 'Big Sister' during Tom Hutchinson's
Clinton Johns'ton directing a previous 'School of the Air'
vacation
series for CBS.... Jerry Cady adapting the Mark HeUinger material beMann Holiner returns from vacaing used on the Frank Morgan show
tion next week to direct and Phil Rapp also resumes scripting. Don Cope
was subbing as director and Sam Moore and John Medbury as writers.

Fannie Brice also returns to the series next week.
John Gibbs, producer of 'Against the Storm" and 'Lone Jourhey,| to
Betty Connor, in charge of casting for the Gibbs
Chicago this weekend
home
office, back from five- week vacation at her Melrose (Mass.)
Everett R. Holies, formerly with UP, named CBS news editor, succeeding
Charme AUen succeeded the
joined
the OWI.
Gordon,
who
Matthew
series.
Dad'
'Mother
and
the
Mother
in
the
part
of
Palmer
in
Effie
late
AFRA last week sent its members a booklet containing terms of the
union's contracts with networks, sUtions, etc.... Radio Directors' Guild
will hold its first general membership meeting of the season Sept. 14.
.

.

.

.

•

fiV

Blue

NBC DISCARDS

Dwight
Douglas

Cooke

has

Schneider,

succeeded

gone

OWI,

as prograrn director of
the short-waver.

to

the

WRUL,

retains*
Cooke
his
production
chore on the Drew Pearson newscast each Sunday eve, planing to
Washington to do this show.

'My Prayer Has Been Answered'
'

Cleveland, Aug.

25.

'My Prayer Has Been Answered,'
Hollywood
dramatic
production
signed by Kurtz Furniture Co. over
WHK for 19 minutes Sunday. Programs are transcribed and are presented in this area under supervision
of Edward Kibshman and Associates.
This makes the third Kurtz radio
program, other two being daily newscasts.

HOLLYWOOD ...

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: That agency free-foT-all to grab off
the Pabst account— The yen of the high Crossleyites to pitch their proffranu in Aleutians, Ireland or Honolulu and petting a fast 'oh, yah'
from their agencies Possibilttj/ of heavy increase of name bond programs from here, what with topliners of the juke circuit piling in for
picture toorfc and not at all ouerse to making their homes here.

siipl

—

lost little time getting into the spirit of the (^oast Guard,
he is a bandmaster, by writing a new set of lyrics for 'Harwhich will be used as a marching song. Not bad for a Yale
Carlton KaDell around again after acting in serials back east for
Ray Buffum who used to write skits for 'Big Town,',
the past few years
now writing and producing 'Hawthorne House' out of Frisco with DonThompson
Don Lee's top music entry, Betty Rhodes and Dave Rose's
music, have been launched in a new series over KHJ....Mel Williamson,
erstwhile Coast radio director for Russel Seeds, back in the air corps as
.Phil Sjfitalny will do four 'Hour of
a captain. He flew in the last war.
Charm' broadcasts from here while working in the Universal picture,
Jack Runyon searching * the
'When Johnny Comes Marching Home'
town over for a Spanish producer to handle live and recorded programs
for his Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. ' He's now dowa
to one director, Jaime Garzon, recent station manager in Bogata, Colombia,
John Swallow taking his
having lost Jaime del Valle to the Army
tells
annual midyear breather around his old diggings at San Diego.... The
Jordans (Fibber and Molly) tired of whipping the mountain streams and
Amos 'n' An^y still
off to Chicago on the last lap of their vacation
shopping around for their pinch hitter but 'so far the Ward Wheelock
agency hasn't seen eye to eye with them on their candidates. .. .Ed CashIn
man, producer of Kay Kyser Lucktes program, has gone for one of those
.Bob Coleson now parked here permdnently as
trick Hollywood getups.
director of the War Department's Coast, public relations bureau, radio
of
vice-president
reports
branch. Glehn Wheaton continues to direct 'Command Performance'....
newsRadio gang tossed a going-away shindy for Bob Garred, ace
Iowa's largest cafeteria
He's a lieutenant assigned
caster, who starts flying soon for. Uncle Sam.
Dick Connor, .-coordinator for Southern California
to combat duty
Broadcasters Association, got an okay from Fighter Command for beacon
With over a million people in their
Command
lights on transmitters, getting around the dimout regulation.
trade-area, Des Moines stores reguagreed to blinkers serve as an aid to aerial navigation.
larly draw shoppers from towns 60,
SO or even 80 miles away. Noon or

Rudy Vallee

in which
vardiana,'

Imagine a network Bigning up eight famous
sponsors

— and

man

then keeping the good news

secret!

That's what we did only

last

week

in these

.

very pages. Our advertisement

listing

new

.

BLUE sponsors... and those signed for Fall...
was short the names of eight recent

—

So here they are

^in

arrivals.

•

good bold type.

WELCOME TO THE BLUE

KmC

whom we've already welcomed—

Mail Pouch

Hall Brothers

IJV

Electric Boat Co.

General foods

General Mills

Minit-Rub

Paramount Pictures
Socony Vacuum Texaco

Minneapolis-Honeywell
Dr. Earl S. Sloan

CHICAGO ...

Every employee at WJJD-WIND has joined the 10% club— turning
over 10% of weekly pay check for the purchase of war bonds and stamps
Bob Elson and Guy Savage will air WGN's broadcast 6f the annual
Chicago Bears-All Stars football game at Soldiers Field Aug. 28, proCharlotte Symons, Chi opera and radio
ceeds to Army and Navy Relief
star, to Washington to sing leads in 'Faust' and 'Pagliaccl' for Fortune
Howard Earl, formerly with Transradio Press Service, added to
Gallo
publicity and special
staff of
news room. .. .Stanton Kramer,
events writer, enlisted in the Army; stationed at Enid, Oklahoma air base
announcer, elected to Board of Directors of
.Jess Kilpatrick,
Medinah Athletic Club, Chl....WBBM Is opening special school to train
speakers in microphone technique for purpose of selling stamps and
bonds. .. .Ward Quaal, 23, WGN's youngest announcer, reports to U. S.
Navy for officer's training at Notre Dame U, Aug. 31.
Marilou Neumayer^
actress heard on 'Painted Dreams', gets lead
in film short, 'Registered Nurse' being produced by American College of
Surgeons. .. .Victory Matinee, 60-minute open-house variety show on
WBBM, has sold )20,000 in war bonds in last 20 dbys. Guest on this show
yesterday (Tuesday) was Mrs. Lou Gehrig, formerly Eleanor Twitchell
of Chicago's South Side.... Joe Kelly's 18-year-oId son is NBC's newest
page boy.... Carson Pirie Scott & Co. has renewed sponsorship of its
early morning musical potpourri, 'Wishing Well'. .. .Dick Elpers, Chicago
salesman and sales research expert for CBS, reported to Camp Grant
for army service. .. .'Record Reveille', featuring Bob Andover over WGN,
has been signed for 52 weeks by the George H, Hartman Agency, with
Local Loan Co. of Chicago sponsoring.
Adrienne Marden, film-legit-radio actress, will do radio stints during
her local engagement in the No. 2 company of 'Junior Miss,' opening here
Sept. 21.... Watson Humphrey, radio director for Russel M. Seeds, takes
over directional duties on 'Reveille Roundup,' succeeding Jane Forse, who
has joined WIBA, at Madison, Wis
Kenneth D. Fry, head of NBC news
division, in Omaha supervising Alex Dreier broadcasts from there..
B. A. McDonald, sales manager of KYW, Philly, a Chicago visitor..
Everett Mitchell, Blue announcer, will m.c. the National Championship
Hillbilly Jamboree at Memphis this week.
has launched a five-day-a-week bond-selling drive over the

WGN

WGN

Frankly, things are happening just that fast

on the BLUE. Our ads can go plumb out of
date between the time theyVe prepared and

you ^at more new
the

BLUE

in '42

how

.

.

.

WGN

WGN

the time they're printed.

You'll imderstand

it is

advertisers

when we

'em

they come"

. .

.

Cream of Wheat

"KRNT
and

I

Autocar Co. Coca Cola Gilbert & Barker
Jenkins Brothers
Lance Inc.
Trimount Clothing
Wheeling Steel
White Motor Company

Ford Motor Co.

—

what's cooking...

New advertiBers on the air or signed for Fall

and these,

.

tell

have come to

than to any other network.

Blur Network Companj, A Radio (W(>oration of Anwrica Servio*

the blue network

WMAQ
air, S to 5:15 p.m., utilizing the cream of the station's
WBBM and WGN provided the radio talent at festivities

talent.

..

—

evening,- when hunger calls, many
of these visitors head for Bishop's,
Iowa's largest cafeteria,*
Sam Park, Vice-President of Bishop's, reports that "time and again,
guests tell us Bishop advertising on
KRNT has stirred up an appetite for
our crisp salads, special desserts, or
our Iowa prime ribs of beef. We can
seat 486 guests at once. We like to
have these seats flUed. And KRNT
is doing a lot to help fill them."
Each week-day since September,
1941, Bishop's have used the KRNT
Women's Club of the Air, conducted
by Betty Wells. Even more eloquent
than Sam Park's comments, are three
consecutive 13-week renewals of
Bishop's contract for. this KRNT
feature.

*

Bishop's also have large cafeterias

Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Peoria,
Rockford, Sioux City and Waterloo.

in

KSO

KRN

.WMAQ,

held in the Grant
last week, celebrating a huge naval induction ceremony,
with Lieut. Commander David N. Goldenson officiating.
:Bob Burns is a
Chicago visitor for several days, following three weeks of touring in USO
camp shows. He will train for the Coast later this week.

Park bandshell

.

.

On

MtliiH Bulittr

a

Tribune

Bepresenled by The Kais Ageocy
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Write 'Em Tough

G.NI..

.

TD

XERA Owner Wins a Pomt

Mexico City, Aug. 25.
Orders to its contract composers to lend .greater cooperation in the Government's allout war effort, by writing only
music and songs that avoid the
somber
and
stimulate
good

BE
Thompson May Become
New General Manager,

Rev.

with Murray Possibly as
Frignon
Program Head
Retain French Network

—

to

cheer,
optimism and patriotism, have been issued by local
station XEB, owned and operated by the Buen Tono Tobacco Co., French enterprise.
has called upon all Mexican composers to follow the
example of its writers. These
are no times (or tearful tunes,
this station contends.

XEB

Back His Mexican Station
Mexico
Expropriation

City,

June,

Aug.

25.

of
(180,000 watts),
most powerlul in Mexico, at Villa
Acuna, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex., has
had yet another echo, a strange one,
in Mexican courts.
The supreme
court has just granted Ramon D.
Bozquez, former owner of the station, an injunction against the expropriation on the ground that the
confiscation order was issued against

radio station

in

1941,

XERA

operating company, Compania
Mexicana Radiodifusora, instead of
Forces
against himself. The court had previously rejected an injunction suit
Mexico, to
against the expropriation brought by
Montreal, Aug. 25.
Bozquez in the name of the company.
Mexico City, Aug. 25.
The present suit was in Bozquez's
First effect of the serious situation
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. govown name. But his is but a technical
ernors ended a 'routine business' of the lack' of bulbs and the dif- victory,
(or a presidential decree issession Tuesday (18) and will re- ficulty in obtaining them is the sus- sued some time ago- ordered payment
a^emble Friday (28) to consider the pension of service by station XEKJ to him of $250,000 (Mex)— $52,500—
indemnification
for the expropriaas
report of the special House of Com- (250 watts) at Acapulco.
Station,
tion. That sum was decided i^on by
mons committee on radio broadcast- manager of which is Ramon Ortega, government experts who had evaluing and its recommendation that the had served a wide sector of the ated the property.
whether the Mexican Pacific Coast
consider
governors
Practically all small stations in
services of Gladstone Murray, CBC
Mexico, several of which are here,
Vickl Brace, wife of band maestro
g.m., could be used in some other have had to sharply
curtail service Carroll Gibbons, made her radio
capacity.
because of the bulb situation and the debut in BBC feature, 'Workers'
Prime Minister Mackenzie King's scarcity of other equipment
Playtime.'
nationwide radio address Wednesday
night (19) also will have repercussions on the governors' next meeting.
The Prime Minister forecast the
early centralization of the call-up of
men under the National Mobilization
measure and the disposition of those
called under Labor Minister Humphrey Mitchell and Elliot Little, diThis
rector of selective service.
would leave to the Minister of War
Services, Hon. Joseph TTjorson, the
chance of undivided attention to
the whole field of public relations,
including the CBC, censorship and
the press services in practically all
departments of the government.
the

STRESS

PROPAGANDA

Equipment Lack

XEKJ,

'XEW Always

At Law, but Won't Get

Suspend

Now

First'

-Mexico-City, Aug. 25.
it has three new 500-

enterprising Emillo
Azcarraga 150,000-watt station,
XEW, will take another progressive step:
A 0«itera[ raise in advertising
all,

BBC ORDERS END

that

seat studios, a total of 16 studios
in

the

raft.

BBC OPENS

D.C.

OFHCE;

EBSEN NAMED MANAGER

OF MUSIC GRAFT
London, Aug.

'arrangements' racket which ranges
from $16 to $40 per arrangement.
Whichever way it is extracted, the
Broadcastmg Corp. has
opened a Washington office, with BBC is determined to stop it To
prove
it means business this time,
Annette Ebsen as resident manager.
BBC
has ordered Geraldo and Jack
The office comes under^ the authority of Lindsay Wellington, North Payne, its own bands, to tell Tin Pan
Alley
the
graft has been going on
American director of the BBC.
long enough and that it has to stop
finally and for good.
While music publishers are ready
and willing to lend an ear to any
Canadian Stations Begin
proposal that would eradicate the
graft they feel BBC might look into
Chopping P.M. Operation another
little racket which is quite
prevalent on its own doorstep. That
is the tendency of some BBC proOttawa, Aug. 25.
First Canadian station to sign off ducers to try their hand at songearly
under wartime orders is writing and palm these off to pubCHNS, Halifax, now cutting pro- lishers with the promise to get these
grams at 11:15 p.m. instead of mid- over the air.
Sudden BBC cleansing effort baa
night.
Insiders say all Canadian stations led to talk of reviving the Song
British

will soon be off the air at II pjn.

Pluggers' Ass'n.

Other Chaogea Humored
There are persistent rumors that
impending shakeup the Rev.
Thompson, principal of the
University of Saskatchewan, is to be
made general manager and also
Dr. J. S.

controller of the nation's
outstanding propaganda machinery.
Another feature of proposed changes
financial

that Gladstone

Murray

is

to

be

relegated to the minor position of
program manager, with headquarters
in Toronto, and that Dr. Augustin

now assistant g.m., is to be
with control of the French netas well as religious broadcasts.
is strong feeling in the prov-

Frigon,
left

work

There
ince of

Quebec that French-Canada

has not been fairly treated in the
way the story of the war and of
Canada's war effort has been told to
that section of the Dominion. Failure of the French network to do this
was aired before the Commons committee and Dr. Frigon gave reasons
why he thought the performance of
that task was exceedingly difficult
Ihe people do not, however, want

...up
204

stations covering

enumeration of difficulties, but solution of them.
There is also widespread feeling that the management,
policies and services of the

CBC

should be fitted to the needs and deof the whole nation and
should not be dominated by sectional
or other consideration.
There will be frequent and important use of CBC facilities during the
remaining months of the current
year by cabinet ministers, since the
government feels it has a large
morale-building campaign to wage.
The CBC, as a potent means of
reaching the people, cannot be overlooked in any such campaign.

to

date

83% of U. Sr Radio Homes cost:

ONE HALF-HOUR EVENING* FOR ONLY

^6,015

mands

FIVE

FRITZ
BLOCKI
NEW
'Mediocrity it not f
requisite /or «uee«n.'

YORK

QTY

QUARTER-HOURS DAYTIME*

FOR ONLY

•

THREE QUARTER-HOURS EVENING* FOR ONLY
* Net 52 week

It all

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
• PRODUCER

adds up

15.

British Broadcasting Corp. is making yet another effort to clamp down
on the song-plugging racket. There
are two methods of graft. One is a
'straight' fee of $8 for non-vocals and
$12 for vocals, and the other is the

In the

is

37

^10,950

basis

to the Biggest Bargains in

Broadcasting,

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

RADIO

S8
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NEW ARGENTINE

RESTRICTIONS ON

SEEN FURTHER SNAGGING DEMOCRACIES
Rules Ostensibly Aimed at All But Axis Has Little KSTP BARN DANCE HELPS
Trade Closely
to Lose Under Circumstances
FAIR SET RECORD
Studies Effect Upon News Services, Talks

—

Buenos

Aires,

Aug.

Prensa was one of the first
newspapers in the world to set up its

ers.

9.

New series ot regulations further
straight-jacketing "radio were announced here this week by the Director General de Correos (postmaster) Horacio Rivarola. Move is generally regarded as a sock at the U.S.
since U.S. news agencies, especially
United Press and Associated Press,
supply the bulk of material on which
local newscasts are based. Authorities, while unquotable as usual, give
out with the fact that they are simply trying to press down on Axis
broadcasts, but fact remains Axis
news on
and

local outlets
that any rules

own broadcasting

news plant, and its programs are
generally carried on Radio Municipal, the city-owned station.
Nacion,
No. 2 a.m. daily, carries broadcasts
on several stations and Radio del
Estado. Mundo. owned by the Editorial

Hayncs

interests,

which also

operate Radio £1 Mundo, L R 1, does
not give its news to any other sta-

Minneapolis, Aug. 2S.
With KSTP's 'Sunset Valley Barn
Dance' gang as its featured attracChicago (Minnesota) county
fsir set an all-time attendance record over the week end. The 'gang'
broadcast two half-hour programs
from the grandstand Saturday night.
tion, the

had

to

be

news transmissions and limit their
scope actually hit at democratic news
more than anything else.

in this classification.)
2. Every station broadcasting foreign news is obliged to also include
Argentine news in proportion ade-

quate to the circumstances and with
the importance of foreign news.
(Local newspapers and radio stations
concentrate on foreign news. Newsmen generally believe Argentine
readers are more interested in foreign news than any other group of
readers in the world, and La Prensa,
No. 1 B. A. daily, has for years used
more U. P. news than any other
paper anywhere.)
3. Argentine newspapers in Spanish which now broadcast Argentine
news by radio must continue broadcasting these services in the same
as at present.
(La Prensa and
La Nacion and El Mundo currently
are the chief newspaper broadcast-

form

;

Continued from page 33;

men

as
thousands, and particularly at
6. During the transmission of news of
including many
unionists,
there can be no interrupting or in- novice
jections of advertising in any form women. Comparatively low rates of
which will break the continuity of pay are also given a going over.
To OBset Bad Publicity
information of the same character.
Seattle,
always a strong union
The only commercials must be between the sections of the news war, town, has had much unfavorable publicity along labor lines in the past,
weather, crops, etc.
with the town split wide open dur7. In the transmission of news, stations must rigorously comply with ing some jurisdictional disputes and
regulations and whatever rules are strikes.
So one of the long-range
adopted for the future. They are aims of present programs is to exobliged to give assurance of the ex- plain and interpret ideals and funcactitude, seriousness and inpartiality tions of unions to the general public
of their information.
to foresail possibility of future misOne bf the chief inferences taken understandings.
from a preliminary examination of
Union officials seem pretty well
the rules by the trade was that Ar- agreed that radio is the way to reach
gentine news originating from for- this public, pointing out that, while
eign sources could not be carried. dailies will carry union advertising
U. S. correspondents frequently have explaining the position of individual
a chance to send out more complete unions on various matters of public
dispatches about local politics, inter- interest, that too often the sheets'
national
affairs,
etc.,
than local coverage of union news and activities
writers who are further hampered is sketchy.
by the state of siege. Frequently
The Teamsters Union an empire
B. A. papers and stations would then in its own right with Seattle as its
rebroadcast what the New York western strongholdi under the direcTimes or other foreign papers said, tion of Dave Beck, western v.p. of
as a way of getting around what the international organization, went
they themselves' could not say.
back on the air Monday (24) with a
number of other local stations half-hour dramatic show, 'Curtain,
have also carried broadcasts from America.' This is fed to the Mutual
London which of late have been par- Don.Lee network from KHJ, Los Anticularly strong re Argentina's al- geles,
with a professional cast; but
legedly lax attitude on permitting Beck, with
headquarters here, has
escape of Graf Spee sailors.
been one of the moving spirits in getting the Teamsfers back on the air.
Philadelphia.
Herb Newcomb, One aim of the program is to generformerly of NBC and CBS in N. Y., ate all possible labor support for allnew spieler on WCAU. He takes out production to whip the Axis.
Some critics declare that current
spot vacated by Wally Sheldon, who
union radio programs here, as well
enlisted last week, 19th WCAU'er in
as various public service programs
the armed services.
aired by local stations, indicate a
Bernie Barth replaces Roy La-

—

—

—

A

,:4 ]''"":'':•

'

I

—

mm

.

Plante on

LaPIante

WFIL

left

announcing
for WOVf N. Y.

Radio Salesman

Wanted

staff.

availability crop, implying that his client would buy at least 14 spots
a week. When the fellow got through picking, the orders averaged
four spots a week.

W49

Wkly. Radio Payroll in

Topped

bcrease

'40;

one who knows th^ rO'

• . .

the advertising agencies

. • •

the field in general
Box

Our
of

123,

VARIETY, New York

entire organization has been Informed

the

insertion

of

this

advertisement

and networks with tha Federal Communications Commission. Using the
of October 12, 1941, as a base

$122,775.

period, three national networks, five
regional chains and 817 standard
broadcast stations reported that 23,-

15

week

666

persons

roll ot $1,138,249.

Greenville, S.

this was a gain of 2,020 in personnel
and an increase of $121,883 in week-

ly salary total over the similar 1940

Except
coats,

for

period.

Exclusive of executive personnel,
tha average weekly salary of the
national radio chains was $57.41, a
dip of 14c from the year before,
while the regional network average
climbed $6.81 to $48.39 and the individual station average was boosted
Covered by these
$1.13 to $38.88.
figures are the staff musicians and
artists employed full time, but not
those hired by radio departments of
advertising
agencies
or program
sponsors.
The eight broadcasting

systems had 4,009 full time employees and the rolls of the individual stations accounted for the remainder.
Major network executives drew an
average weekly salary of $258.83, as
to $201.68 for 1940. Among
the regional networks, executives'
average weekly salary advanced
from $91.90 in 1940 to $137.57 in
1941, while that ot non-executives
rose from $41.58 in 1940 to $48.39 in

the

getting

it's

around the

C, Aug.

25.

swish

ot

a

lonesome

bit

petti-

offices of the Greenville

News-Piedmont and the newspapers'
radio station,

Forty-seven
tered the

WFBC.
employees have en-

armed

forces, the dailies
in a full page spread included in a special memorial edition,
honoring Greenville county men in
the service.
Of the 47, 15 were
em-

announced

ployees
E.

C.

WFBC

—

Charles A. Batson, Jr.; J.
Brunson, Jr.; James L. Capps, Jr.;
M. Chapman, Paul Chapman, Jack

Ben Eberhart, Edward L. MarA. Lee Parsons, Phillip Pollard,
Frank Santor, J. Edward Schmidt,
Verner F. Tate and Robert W. Youmans. They Included tormer exec-

Cole,
tin,

utives,

advertising

salesmen,

an-

nouncers and engineers.

compared

1941.

Full-time employes of the 817
standard broadcast stations earned
an average of $45.15 a week, an increase of $1.84 over 1940.
The

number

ot employes was 10,567. Ot
these, 2,426 were in the executive
class drawing down an average of
$89.46 weekly, which was a boost
ot $5.04 a week over 1940. The remaining 17,141 employes below the
class ot executive had an average

weekly income ot

$38.88,

SPACE
TO-LET
Inquire

HERB SHRINER
CAMEL CARAVAN

an increase

ot $1.13 over the year before.

From

the payroll angle the report

showed northeastern unlimited time
stations in a mora favorable position than
southeast.

similar

stations

in

KPRC,
Worth;

S. C.

STATION IN SERVICE

For tha industry

through WOAI here and the Texas
Quality Network each Thursday on
a series of 'Labor for Victory'
broadcasts.
Weekly broadcasts are
intended as a morale program and
will be sponsored by the Texas Federation of Labor. Will 'portray the
function and activities of Texas
labor in helping win the war,' according to William B. Arnold, editor
of the Weekly Dispatch, the official
voice of the Federation.
Martin writes a daily column of
homespun philosophy for Texas
newspapers. WOAI will feed TQN

WFAA, Dallas;
WBAP, Fort

FROM ONE

were employed on a
weekly pay-

Texas Labor Takes to Air
San Antonio, Aug, 25.

stations

Part-time employees In the industry during the base week was
with a weekly payroll of

3,978,

full-time basis with a

the

Average weekly full
growing trend toward cooperation
among union and non-union groups, time salary in unlimited time staand a recognition by broadcasters of tions In the northeast was $62,40,
the role that radio can play in' the while in the southeast It was $37.98.
life of the community.
Illustrative
of this was the broadcast on KIRO
Friday (21) by leaders of the state's
Old Age Pension Union.
Tliis
broadcast, with time donated by the
station, was used by the pensioneers
to reply to Governor Langlie's recent radio blasting of an initiative
to liberalize pension payments. The
Old Age Pension Union for a time
sponsored a weekly program on

Houston, and

with a

stations.

by

Tom Martin, 'sage ot the sage
country,' with Pat Adelman, Texas
radio personality, will be heard

dio stations

Emplopent

fair degree of evenness among the
various operating departments of the

stations

reports, filed

KOL.
• • .

in

'41

The increase in employment in the
Washington, Aug. 25.
The radio broadcasting industry industry was due to an Increase in
the number ot stations from 765 to
showed increases In both personnel 817, but it was distributed

financial

sible facts,*etc.

straw

The agency man's quest has been chainbreaks. At each stop he
prevailed upon th« station to submit the cream of their chainbreak

and average salaries during 1941
over 1940, according to tha annual

Labor's Pitch

ing four programs a week. Live air5. To be considered an Argentine
news organization, interested stations ings are 6 p.m., Mondays and Fridays, with transcriptions rebroadcast
must conform to the following:
Official decree, which came as a
ll:is p.m., Tuesday and Saturdays,
a. They must be legally consti- at
surprise
local
radio
stations,
to
tuted or inscribed in the public to reach swing-shifters. Bob Hillis is
stated: 'In the transmission of news
doing the scripts for this show, with.
register of commerce.
and information services, radio staMallon, editor of the union pab. Their legal headquarters must Mai
tions must adjust themselves to the
be in national territory, together per, at the mike. Eddie Jansen, profollowing rules:'
with the principal business office. gram director for KTBI, Tacoma,
1. Argentine news transmitted over
on several broadcasts for
c. The proprietors must be na- subbed
local radio stations must emanate
tive Argentines or naturalized with Mallon recently when the labor edifrom Argentine news agencies and
not le.ss than 10 years citizenship. tor was ill. Programs are directed at
journalistic
organizations.
(Not
There is also a reference to ruding Boeing workers and their families,
known if U. P. and A. P.. whose local
this audience running into the scores
out
founders.

organizations are established as Argentine entities, are included or not

There'g a lot of headshaklng going on among broadcasters in he
of an agency man who has just made a tour ot a goodly section
of the country lining up spot availabilities. The station men are wondering how one guy can talk so big and deliver so little.

wake

repeated

after 11 p.m. for the benefit of hundreds who had been unable to crowd
into the grandstand and infield.

4. In whatever case, every station
broadcasting news must be responsible for the notices it broadcasts and
must not broadcast rumors, irrespon-

less

Delivery

The crowd was so large that the
performances

tion.)

than S%
which hinder

is

station within the

Champagne Talk-Beer

NEWS

'

-X

',

PRODUCER-DIREaOR
TounR man, ten years' experience
aiaRe and radio, now employed, seeks
connection In production or program
direction.
Address Box tO, c/o Variety. New York.

.
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•WHAT'S

YOVK NAME,

SOLDIEBT'

7:30 P-ni.

WOAl-TON. San Antonio
Here is a brand new radio
•how produced over

Schenectady
Arthur Carter, mayor of City of
is doing a news commentary for this new station. Carter,

WOAl, by and Amsterdam,

?SjeVfor soldiers of the 8th Servwith a smooth sales
Ice Command,
as weU gs to
talk directed at them
dv^ans in the interests of War

who

has displayed alert, aggressive

showmanship in campaigns and durBonds and Stamps. Entire program ing his administration has made
£^ Idea of Lee Segall. originator of political radio addresses and filled a
'Sing For Dough' few ad lib guest dates on local comthe 'Dr L Q.' and
who
has
mercials. 'Diis however, is the first
national networlt shows,
contributed the program and his attempt at news reporting-commen^o tary. His principal appeal probably
services as director each weelt

—

as a community 'name.'
He is
not polished in the field of commentary or of mike technique, although
he strives with a degree of success,
Soldier audiences are invited at a note of homey sincerity.
cials'
for each
One subject on which Carter
to the studios of WOAI
broadcast A soldier orchestra (it would be spotted as an expert is
bands among state politics.
Nevertheless, he
Is expected to rotate
the army and flying fields) plays se- touches upon this only briefly prepersonsoldier
by
requested
because it packs too much
sumablylections
se- potential dynamite.
A 'thought for
nel. The soldier whose song is
lected receives a $2 prize In War the week:-r4n exhortative homily on
Savings 'Stamps, and a chance to win various phases of the war effort is
delivered with considerable feeling.
$10 additional.
Program as a whole was fairly en- A pretty fair writing job is done on
tertaining and shows promise. Fine this, albeit is rather long. The rest
i(A on the musical program was of the IS minutes is mainly a roundturned in by Corp. Henry Balashl up of the n^W^ international, naand the Brooks Field band, with an tional and statfr^=>^hich per has a
Carter
listener /interest.
outstanding trumpet version of Hot certain
needs to develop( more flexibility of
Lips'.
Sgt Will Douglas Dougherty is voice and delivery^
program m.c, and did a conunendThe introduction nicely handled
i^Ie Job. Col. C. R. Tips, head of the
does not identify him as a mayor.
Jaco.
War Bond Office, delivered an inthe

War Bond

It's

strictly

is

Office.

a soMier show, with

Pat Flaherty.
the only civilian being
wlM> gives out with the 'commer-

—

—

—

—

teresting message
soldiers alike on

to

civilians

whv

and

should

they
ONLY'
buy the bonds. OfTicial greetings 'FOR
were given by Col. C. B. Rucker, With Betty Hurd
Chief of Staff of the 8th Service Chatter, News

WOMEN

a

Command.

Wing

Miss Hurd knows how to mix up
her subjects to make her stint interesting. On show reviewed, she told
of a girl bull-fighter; two
battling for sheriff in a

femmes
nearby

gave
news from
Jersey
town:
Brice Disque, Jr., assistant manPhilly's 'Third Front' (civilian deager of the script department at
fense); gave advice on how to pack
NBC, reports' for duty in the U. S. lunches for war workers, and a

Army Air Force next Thursday
He has a captain's commission.

(3).

Brice at one time directed 'Gang
Busters' and 'Mr. District Attorney.'

brief spiel

•

see.'

MIns.—I.ocal

Vocals lending aid in presentation ABBOTTS DAIRIES
of songs played were Corp. Otis T. DaUy, 9:1S ajn.
Craig, who sang nice arrangement WCAC, PhUadelphU
of 'Irish Eyes': Corp. Ellmo Vinas
Miss Hurd, a former ace newswho (Md well with 'Make Believe, paperwoman, ha.<> replaced Laura
while outstanding was the singing May Stuart in this early morning
by Corp. C. J. Robinson of 'Ole Man 'for housewives' show, and she
'
River.'
brings with it a wealth of backTQN Is donating the time.
ground, well-written copy, plus a
Andy.
crisp and pleasing mike voice.

Disque, Jr., Takes

IT'S SHOWTIME'
•MEET TOUR NAVT'
With John Fan! Goodwin, Ourrelle With Eddie Pcabody, Service Orcha
IS HIns.
Alexaader, Ivan Wayne, HarAeld
and Choir
Sustaining
Wecdin, Tune Twisters, Showtime 30 MIns.
Moo. threngb Frl., 9 p.m.
Orchestra and Chorus,
JImmr Frl., 10 p.m.
WqXE, New York
BMdle
HALL BROS.. INC.
WJZ-Blae, New York
This news slot, with Albert Grobe 36 mliio.. Regional
{Henri, Hurst & MacOoiinId)
subbing for ihe vacationing Lisa INTERSTATE THEATRES, INC.
Sun., 3:30 p.m.
Sergio, is the first .WQXR program,
Hallmark greeting cards, la.st on
WOAI-TQN, San AnUnIo
since Time, Inc., moved into the stathe nets with Tony
Wons, have
(Segall & Weedin)
tion, to use material prepared by
boarded
a show that figures as a
From the stage oi the Maje.^tic in
th; mag. Time takes no air credit Dallas, the home of Interstate The- natural thanks to a heavy cargo of
since its crew, Frank Norris, Finis atres, comes this series of weekly prime entertainment, seven months
Farr and Joel Sayre, are 'still ex- Sunday afternoon airings to the sta- on the net to build an audience,
perimenting,' but there is no miss- tions of the Texas Quality Network and a natural commercial slant via a
'drop a card to the boys' approach.
mg the Time Technique,
and independent stations KRBC, Program
has been a Blue sustainrr
Program makes no attempt to Abilene;
KRGV, Weslaco. and since January,
originating from tiie
cover or comment on the days news, KGNC, Ama'rillo. Airings are car- Great Lakes Naval Training
Station,
concentrates instead on interesting ried on one of the largest regional where thousands
of 'boots' get their
background data, newsy features, webs in this area.
initial
training and furnish
the
and intimate word pictures of the
Show is a fast moving one with talent for the broadcasts.
Conse- heavy emphasis on music and song.
personalities
mentioned.
The program reviewed (21) was a
quently the show is more educa- There is only one overlong comnewsy. Commentator mercial, but that can be overlooked professional job right down the line.
tional than
Grobe has a deep, authoritative in the light of the high contents of The brass combo, led by Frank R.
Mettlach, did a job reminiscent of
voice that matches his material, but the program.
John Philip Sousa. The boys from
the program would make better
Vocals are handled' well by song- the
ranks who spice the show were
listening if it carried a Time mag stress
Durelle
Alexander.
Ivan
credit line. With the opening and Wayne is male vocalist and also topnotcb, one of them, Henry Grad,
having
vocalcd
with
the
Riiss
mentioning
closing announcements
okay. Tune Twisters, male group
'additional important facts supplied nicely sang a medley of old favorites. Morgan and Art Jarrett orchs. Lt.
Commander Eddie 'Peabody was his
by our own exclusive news gatherM.c. is John Paul Goodwin, who
ing facilities,' and profuse mentions turned in a neat job of keeping the usual deft self on the banjo and
correctly spotted in the next to
of cabled info throughout the pro- broadcast moving. Commercials are
gram, it's confusing to hear non- read by Goodwin and Harfield closing slot. The choir, 200 voices
directed by Chaplain Hjalmar Hannewsy news.
Weedin and concern the coming at- son, did a powerful and impressive
Program reviewed (21) covered tractions on stage and screen at all job of closing the show with a.
the Russian front via 'our Moscow Interstate houses.
Good spiel on simple hymn, 'Eternal Father.'
correspondent cables,' with the Time War Bonds was also included on
The commercials were dignified
mag touch providing a slant on the airing catighL
and limited to brief institutional
Wehrmacht's fuel requirements in
Commercials stress the fact that
Russia. Likewise an analysis of. the it's a good rule to forget the war mentions at opening and closing.
Dieppe raid te^ off with 'one of for a few hours in the land of make- The only sales copy, and that almost
our London correspondents went to believe in one of the Interstate intangible, came throughout the
program when

News Commentator

WSNT,
variety

39

ALBERT GROBE

IS MtaiB^Local
Sastalning
Sunday, 8 p.m.

rOMMAND

gTB SERVICE
4Ved

BADIO REVIEWS

ABTUUB CARTER
News Commentator

Mins.; Begl'iiU
«>r Bond Ofli«e

M

on Hollywood fashions.

Commercials are adroitly worked
into the 2.'>-minute spiel by the announcer, Thurston Holmes.

Slial.

Typically llmese was a 'cable

proved mike technique would raise
it

C.

COFFIN

A

notches.

probably

HARBISON

Andy.

theatres.

from our Hawaiian correspondent'
about living conditions for civilians
and servicemen on the hula isle.

skilled productioii

would

obtain

noticeable

results in a short time.

Professor Coffin emphasizes importance of looking at the war from
the global rather than flat-map angle.
He had some interesting observations on the shot heard. HowWSNT, Schenectady
Coffin, professor at Union college ever, he seemed to pay a little too
and member of American Geographic much attention to one day's news.
Society, is the first commentator On a weekly broadcast, a longer
hei-eabouts to concentrate on an look and a rounder survey would
The failure to
analysis and interpretation of war appear advisable.
news from the significant geographic consider developments in the Southand geo-political viewpoint. As one west Pacific, India, China and the
Aleutians was rathrf-edd. His voice
of the leaders of Schenectady Insti
tute of International Affairs, he has is fairly good and accent is cultured,
been participating since early sum- but mike technique is a little rough
Jaco.
mer on round tables over local sta- in spots.

Coaimciitator
IS HIns.
Sastalalng
Wedn 7:M p.m.

.

i

tions.
Geographic commentary seProgram pos.sesses
ries is new.

merit, but better organization of
terial,

smoother

writing

and

I

Albany.

ma- moted

—Al

to chief

the four soloists receive pen and pencil gifts from the
sp<msor, phis a deft remark about
'keeping in touch with the folks.'

man

Zink has been proannouncer at WGY,

Im- Schenectady.

THE HIGHTT MEBK'
5 Miaa.—Local
Spgtalnlnf

KOIN, feHUod. Ore,

A war-bond-selling program that
has the whole town talking is ihis
five-minute short written and miked
by an unidentified (to the public)
local attorney;. It has no set time of
day or week, but pops up at any unexpected spot three or four times
weekly.
Tlie monologist has a flair for good
yams, which are purely fictional, and
packs a wallop Into his five-minute
spiel, which ends up with a plea to
buy war bonds and stamps.
This is KOIN's «ffort in the warbond campaign, as like other radio
stations it is an agent tor the direct
sale of them.

Another Renewol For

WFBR!

If

yMi mtr— Hmm'* Mily

t«lM

!

« pr«m
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•m

r^WN
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CALL JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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FCC

Sets

Where

Up 3-Man
Pjtssible,

Jersey Station's "Bond

Bd. to Relax,

Freeze Order

Does Donble-Dnty

On

in Present

Radio

Facifities

By sending

WPAT,

preventing

the

of

numerous

freeze

25.

order

MUW. RADIO

25.

new

and Newark,

twist in radio

participation In the Treasury's

CITY

bond

proposed

Aug.

bpnd show

a special

of Paterson

ha; introduced a

Washington, Aug.

J.,

Into the streets as well as over the
air.

Relaxation

Stint

OPENS IMPRESSIVELY

Washington, Aug.

25.

Member of tht Military Affaln Committee of the House read the
on* of th« assistant secretaries of War Department over
the soldier dumbbells on network quiz progran<s. Cited 'Variety's'
front page story of Aug. 10 about the sailor who didn't know battleships were named after states and the soldier who didn't know who
his commanding general was. Topped it off with the statement he
was personally embarrassed at a recent Take It Or Leave It' program,
when a service man was unable to tell In what country Wyoming was.
Congressman suggested that soldiers and sailors either be rehearsed
or some eflort be made to find out whether they have average intelligence before they are recruited for the microphone. Understood dl'
rective will be Issued to this effect by all branches of the armed
riot act to

Newark, N.

Changes

May &nartai 'bn Up

Wagon,' Featuring Bands»

name

sales

bands,

campaign.
the

war

Featuring

WPAT

'bond

changes of present radio facilities,
wagon' has visited five North Jersey
with construction of new
Milwaukee, Aug. 25.
communities. Broadcasts from the
The
With all the ballyhoo its big news- bunting-draped wagon have been
transmitters, appears likely.
radio stations
two
and
paper
owner
Federal Communications Commis-.
conducted in Paterson', Ridgewood,
new
the
Radio
City,
give
it.
could
sion is setting up a three-man com- million dollar home built by The Carlstadt and twice in Passaic. Remittee to consider the policy to be Milwaukee Journal for WTMJ and sults have been announced as the
followed in handling pending appli- W55M, was formally dedicated Sun- sale of $1,027,830 in bonds, all attributable, at least Indirectly, to the
cations for license modifications.
approximately
5,000
with
day,
Erection of any elobarate struc- visitors in relays giving it the o.o. station's activity.
The idea started experimentally
tures is out for the duration under Earlier previews had been given for
orders coming from the War Pro- officialdom and visiting radio execs, July 8 in Passaic, with Steve Ellis,
duction Board and concurred In by with Niles Trammel, head of NBC, WPAT announcer, officiating, and
the Board of War Communications declaring it the most complete and Conrad Nagel as a guest. Requests
and the FCC— but new hope has up to date broadcasting plant to be from other communities followed.
The 'bond wagon' helped give a final
arisen that the ban might be lifted found anywhere in the I world.
push to the Clifton Chamber of Comfrequency
increases,
power
on
Frankly, it is the last word, with
enroll industrial
changes, and shifts of studios or nothing left undone that unlimited merce drive to
Any liberalization of and lavish expenditure could pro- firms in the payroll allotment plan
transmitters.
housepresent policy will be restricted, vide. It is the town's newest and In Ridgewood it climaxed a
to-house pledge campaign carrld on
however, to particular cases and most elaborate showplace.
In 37 North Bergen County towns.
probably no general relaxation will
Bands which had appeared on the
be voted.
Cleveland Business
program included those of Stan KenThe outlook is that broadcasters
Don Reld, Gloria Parker, Allan
with equipment on their shelves, or
Put
Together ton,
Holmes and Sam Donahue. Gene
set aside for them by manufacturerCleveland, Aug. 25.
Krupa, Johnny Long, Jerry Wald
ers. will get permission to carry out
First in a series of 'Call to Arms' and Vaughn Monroe are lined up for
pigeon-holed plans providing they was heard over
recently. future shows.
Guest stars, besides
can demonstrate they will not use Backed by a group of Cleveland
have been Vera Barton,
Nagel,
any critical materials or other ar- businessmen, the program will be singer, and
Bob Maurice and Gene
ticles urgently needed for war pur- heard each week over
a different Carson, musical
comedy players.
poses.
Cleveland station and will highlight Their services are donated.
The three-man group consists of the music of Camp Perry, O. RecepHenry Miller, WPAT program diCommissioners T. A. M. Craven, tion Centre dance band.
rector, says
the 'bond wagon' is
George. Henry Payne, and Clifford
Entertainment on the half-hour available to all communities In the
Durr.
Only non-controversial show included a mixed chorus of 60 station's area without charge, except
J.
changes of existing facilities are of the American Institute of Bank- fO' leasing the telephone wire conSince newcomers cannot ing, vocals by Dorothea Brooks, necting the wagon with the translikely.
prosecute applications, the commit- WTAM songstress, and a trumpet mitter.
tee is unlikely to let a present li- solo by Frankie Strasek, now at
censee gain an advantage over a Camp Perry, but formerly with
Des Moines Jim Chapfnan has
prospective industry recruit— unless Sammy Kaye.
there is exceedingly strong evidence
as asisstant
Programs are sponsored by the joined the staft of
that granting the veteran's applica- Greater Cleveland War Savings Com- to Herb Plambeck, farm news ediLikeinterest.
public
tion is in the
mittee and 400 Cleveland business- tor, John Lake also has joined
two
be
aphappen
to
wise, if there
men. Show resulted from a pickup WHO. He was program director al
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.
plicants for a particular facility but earlier this year by WTAM.
only one has the material on hand,
committee undoubtedly will
the
turn thumbs down.

services.

along

—

Men

War Show

WTAM

—

of
the
relaxation
Prospective
freeze order and no-construction
policy follows admissions of the
transArmy and Navy that some
mitters already manufactured when
the ban was decreed have no miliThe services finally
tary value.
have informed the Board of War
Communications they would not object to permitting such shelved materials to be used. At first the Army
felt it could make use of such apparatus, but after further investigation found much of it was unfit for
military operations.

WastloK Power
One argument that swayed the
FCC was that the freeze order now
prevents certain operators from giving more efficient service while
wasting material designed for only
one purpose. For instance, stations

made definite arrange'
to replace obsolete transmit

had

that

ments

unquestionably are consuming
electricity than new appara'
tus would use, and at a time when
various Federal authorities are wor
ricd about impending juice short
ters

more

•ges.

Another reason for considering relaxation of the ban is to protect
Inasmuch
treaty rights.
as all signatories of the Havana pact
have not followed the U. S. lead in
stopping construction and expansion,

American

thi.<;

country

lose

liable to

is

some

of it.i privileges by not exploiting
the opportunities contained in the
we can safeguard
Bijieement.
If
ourselves without hampering the

war

eflort, it is

not

follow

contended

we

should

any blind rule against

facility change!;.

The Craven committee, which has
not met yet because of the absence
of vacationing Commissioner Payne,
Is expected to go over each application in the pending files calling
for a license modification and make
a .'specific recommendation to the full
board.

LEE OTIS TO

NEW YORK

Cleveland, Aug.

Lee

Otis.

WHK-WCLE

news

25.

chief,

station to take news-writing
position with CBS, New York. His
position here will be filled by present assistant Ray McCoy.
tranHugh Collins,
•cription department joined WRRN,
Warren, O, as announcer.
left

WHK-WCLE

With Farm Buying at Peak,

6oii% All Out in Minn. Fair Promotions
Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
Spurred on by the fact that agricultural purchasing power is at a
peak for many years, KSTl> will
elal>orate farm audistage
the
most
Two lonely marines on the Coast
had to ask 'Molly of the Marines,' ence promotion in its history during
here the 1942 Minnesota State Fair next
radio program aired by
week.
will
take four programs
It
over the Michigan Network, to call
She straight to the Fair for airing from
off her cure for their blues.
one of the biggest agricultural cenhad been urging her listeners to

Tonic Too Good
Detroit,

A

woman listener in the Bronx, N. Y., has been writing to Procter St
recently about the script of 'Against the Storm,' one of the account's serials on WEAF-NBC. Femme has penned several letters protesting that In the program the German-bom character. Dr. Relmer,
would not be allowed to own a shortwave receiving set, with which the
story has him listening to foreign broadcasts. When P. G. wrote a reply
stating that the character Is a naturalized citizen, and thus entitled to have
a shortwave receiver, the woman replied that according to the story there
are also some recently-arrived aliens in the Relmer household,'- so the
shortwave set would be Illegal for that reason. At the instigation of
P. & G. and the Compton agency, co-authors Sandra and Gerda Michael
checked with the FBI and then explained in the 'Storm' dialog that Dr.
Relmer is permitted tO KSVe" the receiver so he can t;heck foreign broadcasts for the Government.

Gamble

Statement by Capt. Randolph Churchill, son of the British Prime Minister, from London on 'We, the People' last Sunday night (23) on CBS,
that the U. S. Army would again be in France soon, drew widespread
attention In American papers.
Editorial offices apparently took young
Churchill's assertion at face value as a prediction from highly informed
sources.
However, the British officer's .script was written In N. Y. by
Young
Rubicam agency staff writers on the 'People' show. Although
Churchill cut a few lines from the script by cable in advance of the
broadcast, and deleted one or two on the air, he didn't add a single line
of his own.
Shortage of technicians at Station WGRC, Louisville, has creaTea" an
opening for an unusually handicapped operator. Latest acquisition by the
station to its technical staff is a chap hailing from Texas who is minus
both hands. Gets along reasonably well at his operator's chores, according
to S. A. 'Steve' Cisler. general manager. Monitors programs and the like,
and turns in an efficient job, but needs help where minute adjustments are
necessary in wiring panels, etc. In spite of his handicap, the new operator is Federally licensed to perform the duties of radio technician.

&
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ters.

drop the two boys a line.
Programs will originate in the
They wrote in to point out that
mammoth 4-H club building, giving
one had received 050 letters from
KSTP a chance to strut its stuff beMichigan and the other slightly
farm club leaders from all of
fore
above 1,000, not to mention a case of
the state's 87 counties. In addition,
soda pop apiece from a Detroit sym- many of the youngsters will have
a
The pair added that it chance
pathizer.
to appear on KSTP's shows
would take thetn 'the duration' to to carry the station's story back to
answer their well-wishers.
their home counties. There will be
giveaways for all youngsters in attendance.

PABST WILL AIR

grandstand ground

Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
Pabst Brewing Co. 'has signed to
bankroll play-by-play accounts of
pro Pittsburgh football team's 11

WWSW

and
season over
Joe
component, W47P.
Tucker will handle the broadcasts
direct from the field at both home
and out-of-town clashes.
carried an InLast season
schedule of 29 football
tensive
this

all

of

GRID GAMES

games

The four programs,

keyed to the farm audience, are 'Al
and Hank,' 'Farm Forum," 'Sunrise
Roundup' and 'Farm Newstime,'
regular station features.
KSTP also will take full advantage
Its airing of the War Department's
'Army Hour' to set up another extensive booth in the new War Exhibit's building, a new Fair feature
which covers the major part of the

PITT PRO

11

FM

Its

A radio announcer's equipment these days can make him a mighty suspicious character. The discovery was made by John Slagle, of WXYZ,
Detroit, following his description of the recent midwest blackout. Having
to climb staircases In the darkened building, he took a flashlight along
with him to the roof of the studio. He also went up equipped with a pair
of binoculars.
Following his night's chores, he headed for his home on Grosse He,
which has an Important Naval base where British fliers are being trained.
During the blackout a pair of figures had been seen climbing the fence
about the Naval base. As a result a close guard was slapped on the bridge
leading to the Island and Slagle ran Into a thorough sailor and marine. It
didn't take them long to find the flashlight and binoculars on him. Explanations were no good until he was hustled off to commanding officers,
who finally accepted his explanation that he was a hard-working announcer and those were the tools of his trade during a blackout.

Aug.

WXYZ

WHO

Inside Stuff-Radio

KSTP

floor.

The

sta-

tion will work with Army and Navy
exhibitors in setting up the booth,
which will plug not only the 'Army
Hour,' but also other war-effort pro-

grams.
Fair Hps Badio Budget
In a drive to obtain greater patron-

age from Minneapolis and St. Paul,
thus to offset expected loss of some

transient trade from more distant
points due to motoring and other
transportation curtailment, the Minnesota State Fair Is using a record
acount of radio and newspaper adbroadcasts, in addition to Steelcr
vertising.
Current advertising alms
games, but withdrawal of Atlantic
to sell the show to the city slickers
Refining Co. from radio-grid scene
and sophisticates to a greater extent,
win probably leave town's indie sta- ruralites hitherto having been the
tion only with the Pabst account for
objects of more attention. Copy emwas first phasizes two big war shows.
gridiron season.
station to air pro football here when
For the first time, entertainment
Steelers were granted a franchise In
features, instead of agricultural dis1933. In those days, Al Heifer, now
plays, farm education, etc., take prein the Navy but more recently Red
cedence and are stressed in the copy.
Barber's assistant at Brooklyn, was
Amount of air time purchased is
the station's broadcaster. Theie's a
30% more than a year ago and sets
possibility that the Victory Network
a new high mark for the exposition.
of seven stations, to which
As compared with 17 stations last
now feeds accounts of Pirates' base- year, the Fair now Is signed up with
ball games, may carry some of the
22.
Newspaper advertising also has
Steeler broadcasts.
been considerably increased. The
budget has been pruned In other
directions to permit this expansion
ANNI
of radio and newspaper advertising,
according to H. J. Lund, the Fair's
Lining Up Several Special Pregrams publicity head.
For Sept. 1 Birthday
'Our experience has' proved to us
that our best boxoffice results are atSpringfield, Mass., Aug. 25.
tained by radio and newspaper adSeptember 1 will be the 10th birth- vertising,' says Lund.
'Now that
day for WMAS, and Manager' Al we're trying to attract more outMarlin is lining up several programs and-out entertainment seekers, we
to commemorate the affair. The sta- feel we have to do more selling.'
tion,
which started with Yankee
network
affiliation,
has
since
switched to CBS and moved to the Helen
Switches
Hotel Charles.
df the original staff, only Milton
'Backstage Wife' Script
Hale, salesman and Hollywood newscaster, remains. His brother, David,
Helen- Walpole has been shifted by
who was program manager, is now
wilh^enry Souvalne, Inc., in N.Y. Air Features from the scripting of
The whereabouts of manager Wil- 'Our Gal Sunday' to 'Backstage
liam Foss and announcer Carl Ja- Wife.' She retains her other serial
cobs are unknown, but most of the writing assignment, 'Stella Dallas,'
Jane Pierce,
others are still in radio. Announcer for the same office.
Dick Davis is program manager at formerly author of 'Orphans of DiWNBC; Ward Gardner announcing vorce.' is now writing 'Sunday.'

WWSW

WWSW

WWSW

WMAS' 10TH

Walpole

To

is

engineer James L. Spates Lnwrence Klee, whom Miss Walpole
managing WHAI, and engineer succeeds on 'Backstage,' continues as
Jim,
'Chaplain
scripter
of
Holt Is at WOV. Music Di- the
show.
rector Milt Ebbins is managing Count U..S. A.', another Air Features
'Sunday,' 'Backstage' and 'Stella'
Basle, while John Donoghue, singing announcer. Is music editor with arc all handled by Blackett-SampleHummert. New York. 'Sunday' is
the Springfield Daily News.
sponsored by Anacin on CBS, while
'Backstage' and 'Stella' are bankMinneapolis. Ralph Lautzenheis- rolled by R. L. Watkins. 'Chaplain
er, formerly of KSCJ, Sioux City, Jim' is a sustalner
on the Blue.

at

WHYN;

is

Hillls

The 'Cheers from Camps' series (CBS) folds with the Sept. 22 broadcast. It will have had a run of 17 weeks. General Motors' decision not to
keep the program going, either on CBS or some other network, was due
enthusiasm for the project among the company's directors. The
War Department will encourage the program's sale to another sponsor.

to lack of

Army officials have absolutely refused to induct Arthur (Wacky)
Lackey, trumpeter In
Cleveland, staff orchestra. Lackey, who tops
scale at an undisclosed figure. Insists reason is the impossibility of getting
a uniform of proper dimensions,

WHK,

—

WCCO

has joined the
transmitter technician.

la.,

staff

...

as

'Backstage' originates in
others In New York.

thi:

Chicago,

•

.
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Weeks Drops Baton
For Naval Cominission

ODT

Gives Negro Bands 3-Month

Boston. Aug. 25.

Enough to Be a PresideDtial Election

Ranny Weeks, Club Mayfair maeshas been commissioned a naval
lieutenant and left his baton to Billy
Dooley.
-The past year Weeks has been in
charge of radio activities for the
Massachusetts Civilian Defense.
tro,

Milwaukee, Aug. 25.
or- Ellington'; Film Deal
Ken Harvey and hi* recently
declared after
-anized dance band,
Capt. Wayne King
Defers Carnegie Concert
store voting contest
drug
a recent
Wayne King has been commispopular ormost
Milwaukee's
to be
sioned a captain in the Army Speout Steve Swedish
chestra, beating
Metro's signing of Duke ElUngton's cialist Corp.
supposedly the
musicians,
his
and
He will be assigned to' directing
Fiteh orchestra for 'Cabin in the Sky" temrode the
town favorites,
a band in one of the training camps.
•Bandwagon' in the weekly NBC porarily deferred a Carnegie Hall.
Pre- N. Y., concert the band was to ha^e
broadcast Sunday night (23).
untoward
any
against
taken
cautions
done in early October. Filming of
interrupt the
incident that might
the band is scheduled to start Sept.
proceedings in the stronghold of the
and a 200- 29.
older band proved ample,
pubConcert, which hadn't been pubpeople audience, assembled by
put the licized, has been set back until some
helped
system,
address
lic
all
time in December. It's supposed to
show on the air in a manner to
outward appearances quite like the be for Allied War Relief.
customary Sunday night broadcast,
Cab Calloway originally was set
and light for 'Cabin,' but withdrew when disaside from a few boos
heckling quickly squelched by Tobe satisfied with his role.
'

Coca-Cola WiD
Air Bands

From

Campsjactories

Beed. emcee.

.

^

^

—

Modernistic

and

Eagles—both

the

which book traveling bands,

of

many

the Modernistjii: k^llroom on the
State Fair grounds, regardless of the
fact that Swedish's band has held
the fort there for the past five years,
and the fact that George Devine
wanted the broadcast shifted to his
own Eagles' dance hall.
But the State Fair moguls, after
the result of the 'contest' was announced, dropped all reference to
the 'Bandwagon' broadcast in their
advertising, although earlier it bad

been regarded as a choice promotion tieup, and publicized only the
that 'By Merit—and Public
Opinion— It's Steve Swedish and His
Band Featured Nightly During the

Sept.

Navy

State Fair advertising was the
long used slogan The Fair Without
in the

originate in Army
bases and defense

will

Naval

auditoriums.
Arrangements
with the War Department for the two branches of
service and th* War Production

The

musicians

here

local

has

passed a rule prohibiting its members from playing any more benefits

Rule also applies to shows
Army and Navy. ExPark, putting on
performance for Army and Navy

gratis.

staged for the
celsior

Amusement

with all net proceeds entirely
devoted to those causes, was first to
feel the edict's effects and had to pay
the orchestra used.
relief,

Defending the rule, George Murk,
union head, said that as the result of
large number of benefits played

Board for the factory originations.
There will be a contest angle to
the new series, but the details have

thi

by Minneapolis musicians during the
year ending last. April 30, the
musician members' income was rfl
more than $100,000 from the preceding 12 months. Union members, he
points out, are supporting the war
effort in all possible ways.
fiscal

WAR LOi

Murray Quits Col. Records
May Go With RCA-Victor
James Murray resigned

last

CANTON, 0^

STOP FOR NAME BANDS

able in the period during which he
was at a peak. He had a long run
at the Silver Slipper nitery. New
York, a top booking club of the prohibition era.

Gardens

Blue

clipped

Radio City.
Tobe Reed, emcee of the 'Bandwagon' show, was In town Thursday inquiring into the local muddle
and made the suggestion that
peace
might be attained by airing both the

utes,

but

to

this

proposal

Harvey

the

Raymond

last there.

service

the selective

shift operations in local

and the

week band

will

period

trial

and ending Dec.

1

beginning
31.

Oct

During the

stretch (what's to be tested
clear) none of the vehicles must
leave the southern territory, aU
tours t>eginning and ending there.
It's estimated that the five busses
will be able to handle between 4050 bands in the three months, depending, of course, on the length of
any one tour.
Committee of all
bookers
directing
Negro outfits,
test

isn't

by

John

Hammond,

jazz devotee, and Judge Hubert Delany, of N. Y. Domestic Relations
Court, will single out the _bands

which

w-ill

be allowed the use o( the

busses.

React Against U.

S. LalKHr

Springfield. MatB., Aug. 25.

dries.
In an editorial titled, 'Mr. Petrillo

Cab Calloway and Walter White,
executive secretary of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, are crediled with
securing the consent of the ODT
the trial period.
Both went to
Washington several months ago, soon
after the ODT banned busses for
to

.

orchestra t'.-aveling, to plead for the
Negro combination. "They pointed
out that the southern territory is
the most lucrative for colored orchestras and the only section of the country
where they can consistently
make money, but that without busses
the area is virtually closed to them
because af Jim Crow regulations on
trains.

and Smith.' the paper said In part:
Despite the logic of the arguments
The charge has often been made by presented by Calloway and White,
ai'ch conservatives or reactionaries the granting of special dispensation
that our colleges are 'hotbeds of to Negro bands, even for a threeradicalism' and Smith college has month trial run, was a surprise. Few
not escaped occasional attack on the thoiight the ODT would make exceptions to the rule eliminating all

charter bus work.
and three various members of its faculty.
'Such sympathetic support from
war plants college circles has unquestionably

to obtain

inability

bookings,

month

chairmanned

e

result

definite

been of large service to the develop-

the

ment of the American labor movement and nowhere have there lieen
more indignant retorts to such at-

in

tii-ks

on

liberal professors than in

labor's ranks.
To deal with Smith
as Mr. Petrillo has done and to attempt to dictate to an institution
whose liberalism has been outstsnd-

NEW HAVEN LEOON RAPS
PR0V.MUSH14NS LOCAL
New

Haven, Aug.

18.

Takin;; the field against the Providence, R. I., musicians' local, which

endangering valuable recently fined a member $500 for
sympathy. One kind of a straisht- appearing at a patriotic gathering,
American Legion Post cut
Jacket for an educational Institution local
loose wifti a blast labelling the deed
may be as bad as another.'
'contemp'.ible.
unAmerlcan. unpaing

^ecms

like

Harding-Mass

Trio

opened

in-

definite engagement Satuidiay night
(22) at Fiesta Room of Hotel Roose-

replacing Jce Vera,
whose Men of Music disbanded with
his induction Into the army.

velt, Pittsburgh,

iit-

triotic'

Post passed a resolution condemning the action find calling upon all
decent people 'who choose to call
themselves citizens and patriots to
protest
openly
and .vigorously
'

against this act of dictatorship to the
end that no organization, political,
religious, fraternal, educational, labor, or otherwise, shall Interfere
with .... any person in the performance of his solemn duty to the
Star Spangled Baimer.'
Action is an outgrowth of the recent case In which orch leader Don
Mario was fined (500 by the Provi-

dence local after being judged in
contempt of rules and regulations of
AFM by appearing personally at the
gathering, and singing the anthem,
after permission for the appearance
of his orchestra had been refused.

. .

. . Special Editions ore impressive because their extraordinary editorial features create a lasting impres.
sion with all showmen .

.

Schrade Vice Crowley

For CoL on Coast

.

regular

.

M

ago.

Army

.

That's

Cancels Date

leader's induction in
the Army, set
'or Sept 22.
He wiU wind up his
^tay at Pittsburgh's
Roosevelt Sept.

Meanwhile, the Detroit hostelry
nas extended the sUy
of the Eddie
rritz band, .which
was scheduled to
make way for Vera.

21.

Red Norvo's band has been booked
the Club San Diego for Sep-

why VARIETY'S

Is

. .

.

Andrew

forthcoming

Issue

an exceptionally good advertising buy

Make your space

reservations

now ...

.

.

.

Bert Niosi's Tour
In

New

West 46th Street ... In Chicago at 54
West Randolph Street ... In Hollywood at 1708 No.

York

at 154

Vine Street

J. Schrade has replaced
Crowley as manager of the
Hollywood office and factory of Columbia Records. He took over last
Thursday <20).
Schrade was with the old Columbia record outfit years ago and for
the pa.<it three years was head of the
Radio Transcription Co. of America.

Paul

For The Buyers'

Band Talent

Detroit. Aug, 25.
Booking of Joe Vera's orch into
Book-Cadillac's Motor Bar has
oeen cancelled because of th»
band

"'fnber.

.

Strictly

.

»ne

'>

formerly was a
until gas rationwings.

Mass. Daily Warns Petrillo

You are sure to find U^RiSfr

. . .

season.
And for the
»ime being, at least, there
is a lull
on the battlefront in
which charges
fraud and baUot box stuffihg were
nymg so vigorously only a few days
'

^

its

band was

Scott's

Wherever you Hnd a weti
iormed showman ...

Harvey and Swedish bands on the
broadcast, giving each one 15 min-

Known

as the 'Doctor of Melody,' Carr at
one time played the best jobs avail-

Canton, O., Aug. 25.
Dwindling patronage, due largely courageously expressed liberalism of
to

«s v.p.-general manager of Columbia closing of Moonlight ballroom at
Records.
He had been headquarGeorge Devine took care of the tered at Bridgeport, Conn., main of- Meyers Lake Park near here after
Labor Day. Moonlight for several
'Bandwagon' broadceist advertising, fice and factory of the company.
years has been a Sunday stop for
however, in his Ingles' baQroora ads,
It's reported he will join RCAannouncing as his attraction the Ken Victor In an executive capacity. He name bands playing through the
Midwest, operating the year round.
Harvey orchestra, 'winner of the couldn't be reached for comment.
Fitch Bandwagon contest,' and In
Several weeks ago dancing was
one ad the boxed line 'It Must Be
shifted from Moonlight to the park's
Hard to Take.' which was pulled
Trlanoo Ballr*om. Toledo, reopens new open air dansant where a polafter the Better Business Bureau
tor the season Sept 9.
Guy Lom- icy of middle-bracket bands has
protested.
bardo's orchestra will play for one been maintained six nights a week.
Proposed injunction to bait the night, Sept. 10. and Vaughn Monroe Even under this setup biz has been
broadcast was dropped by Swedish comes in for Sept 11. Cecil Ogle is only fair. Suspension of dancing at
to save embarrassment to thc'StSte^ "=>layinB-'--at^the- Flame- Club.- Duluth; the p.irk will be a serious blow to'
Fair ofriclals, with whom his rela- where he remains until the Trianon local bands, since many home-town
tions have long been close, but pos- opens, thence as house band at the combos have been getting several
sible future action is hinted.
Trianon for the season.
nights a week at the spot.
An ironical touch was lent proceedings by the fact that The Milwaukee Journal, frankly a plugger
for Swedish over Harvey, was compelled by its NBC commltmen s to
air the Harvey band on the 'Bandwagon' broadcast, although SwedLsh
. . .
had appeared on three broadcasts
over WTMJ that same day In the
special
programs dedicating local

was not agreeable and it is reported
that the Swedish band
may now be
Siven a night on the program
during

bandleader

Carr, popular

not yet been completed. Late last
The blacklisting of Smith College
week it was' decided to retain the old
hy the American Federation of Musi'Spotlight Bands' title, which was
to have been discarded, because the cians because of the hiring of the
sponsor feels that too much money non-union Boston Symphony brought
was put Into the last series on Mu- from The Springfield Republican
tual under that title.
this week an editorial hint that
Paul Dudley, of D'Arcy agency, Piesldent James C. Petrillo's action
ultimately 'prove dangerous,
will write, direct and be executive may
particularly because labor has had
producer of the series.
so much support from collegiate

a Fake.'

I

Jimmy

of 20 years or so ago, is leading a
band on Saturday nights only at the

Blue Gardens, Armonk, N. Y.

Problems of Negro orchestras
through the south hav»
been recognized by the dhice of
Defense Transportation, which last
week okayed the use of five busses
by Negro bands only for a Jhreetravelling

plant

Minneapolis, Aug. 25.

fact

State Fair in the .Modernistic Ballroom.'
Also, a DoUceabTe' otnission

21,

Camps,

A

Comeback as Maestro

Benefits on the Diff have been made

days.

other interests were Involved. Sun-*
day night's 'Bandwagon' broadcast
was long heralded as a feature of
the opening Sunday of the Wisconsin State Fair, so had to be held in

New Coca-Cola name band radio
program, which starts on the Blue

Now

Can't Play Army,

widespread criticism and had the
town in a dither for the past 10.
Basically a battle between two
brothers, Jimmy and George Devine,
who manage rival Itallrooms the

Jimmy Can Trying

ing

Mpls. Musicians

on Bus Ban, but Limits

Tours Strictly to Sonthem Territory

name band stand

^

Thus ended one phase of the band
popularity voting contest conducted
by the F. W. Fitch Co., with the
assistance of the Music Corp. of
America, in a way that has invited

Trial Respite

Ottawa, Aug.

25.

NIosI, actually as well ai
'Canada's King of Swing,*
takes his holidays this year on onenight stands, opening Ottawa Sept
After that, the Nio.si band hits
11.
Oshawa, Peterboro, London. Hamilton, Belleville and Stratford.
Band has had a Toronto .spot all

Bert

billed

summer.
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Harry James' Band Spot

Ennis. 3d, $77,000, Kaye, 2d, 48G,

Both Great

in N. Y.; Key, 55G,

On Benny Opener Oct 4

Hefty

InChiWhitemanNeatZZGinPitt
(Estimates for This Week)

Duke
3.200;

(Col).

Ellington, Chicago (Oriental:
28-33-44-55)— 'Sabotage Squad'
Ellington orchestra doing

well despite

B

flicker at $21,000.

New York

(Para-

35-55-85-99)

— With

Ennis,

Sl(|;inay

mount;

3,664

;

'Holiday Inn' (Par) and stage shew

headed by the Ink Spots (3d wk).
Band getting hefty support from
surrounding stage talent as wed as
screen.
House drawing remarkable
$77,000 in third week concluded last

EDDIE SHERMAN

NOW

ALSO GALE'S COAST REP
Eddie Sherman has negotiated an
agreement with
the
Moe Gale
agency in N. Y. under which he beGale's
Coast
representacomes
tive.
He will handle all picture and
radio bookings for Gale's colored
bands and_talent.
At the same time. Gale worked
out an agreement with Miles IngalU
ii N. Y. under which th^ latter will

$78,000,
made in the

—

35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
With
'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk). Holding up in second session, with great
$48,000 in sight after whopping $53.000 opening week. Kaye gets credit
for plenty of draw.
Glenn Miller, PhUadelphia (Earle;
2,768;
35-46-57-68-75)—Not getting
much help from picture, 'Spy Ship'
(WB),' but looks like a record-breaking $48,000, topping $46,700 set by
Tommy Dorsey two weeks ago.
Miller doing seven shows a day.
Tony Pastor, Washington (Capitol;
3,434; 28-39-44-65)— Plus 'Pied Piper"
(20th).
Rugged $25,000, with picture responsible for much of big
2.756;

at Hotel B. O.'s

(Presented hereti;i(h. at a weekly (abtilation, is (he estimated cover
Hollywood, Aug. 25,
charge biuiness being done by name bands in varioiu New York hotels
Harry James will be in the music Dinner btwiness (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures a/fer
name oj hotel oiue
corner when Jack Benny pries open room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates
weekend and
thr radio seascn Oct. 4 in N. Y. with holiday i>rice.)
Script
the accent on Grapenuts.
Covcra
To>»t
will have a piece of- business about
•
CovJr.
...
™
. .
I?"""
B»n<l .
Hotel
riBjed Wnk Od Uai.
'where's Phil Harris?'
Harry James ....Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
1
6,750
6 750
Harris joins the show later, al- Ray Heatherton . Biltmore (300; $1-$1.S0)
17
600
10125
though there's talk that Benny Xavier Cugat* ...Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)
8
3,100
22 22s
favors Abe Lyman in the event Johnny Long ....New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
15
2,025
31200
Harris is called into the service.
Lanl Mclntire ...Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
28
1,475
4l's50
Glen Cray
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
6
1,875
12500
Jerry Wald'
ilncoln (225; 75c-$l)
20
650
13,350
'

.

•

Guy Lombardo

Hot

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band

major draw.

in South;

.

This is only a bit off
another smash mark
second week.
represent the agency's talent for cafe
Horace Heldt, Cleveland (Palace; work. He will remain independent
),700; 35-40-45-55-75)—With 'Lady in and does not replace anyone. Harry
(Col).
Looks like smash Lenetska, who is connected with
Jam'
$35,000.
Gale, continues to supervise theatre
Ina Bay Hntton, Los Angeles (Or- bookings.
33-44-55-65)—'With
pheum;
2,200;
Sherman, whose main office in N.
'Shut My Big Mouth' (Col) and
Y. is supervised by Lawrence Golde,
'Alias
Boston Blackie' (Col) on
recently made a deal with Consoliscreen, plus Borrah Minevitch's gang
dated Radio Artists to represent its
on stage. Satisfactory $16,000.
Sammy Kaye, New York (Strand; bands and talent in the west.
(Tucs.) night.

the

Bands

is

the

Los Angeles
Freddy

Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). No dimout effects here
and another 5,000 covers posted by this idol of the dress crowd.
Joe Belchman* (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Reichman has cut himself a
career here. The way he's going means that Boniface Joe Faber won't
have to look around for a replacement for some months yet. Tally sheet
will show around 5,500, with wekends positively capacity.
'

Bliam

$5,000 at

Chicago

(Estimates)

Charlie Barnet

(Pleasure

Bridgeport, Conn.,

Aug

23).

Beach,

Tommy Tncker (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.).
Heavy Tucker has turned an excellent job here and will figure as surefire baiid'

rain stopped Barnet just short of go-

ing Into percentage; about 1,250
dancers at $1.10, good, considering.
Bergle Chllds (Brookline C. C,
.

Philadelphia,

Aug.

Chllds did

22).

well here considering lack of name;

played to
Brookline

575

CMstomers

at

around these parts from here on in. Came through niftily last
week with bang-up 4,200.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Jimmy
Joy hitting the ball sharply for this room and his air-time has made him
strong midwest favorite. Came up with fine 2,800 people last week.
Charlie Spivak (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
Spivak orchestra is the big noise of the territory. Smash returns in initial week and looks to jam throughout his stay.
Ropes up every iiight for
attraction

$1.10. wow
*6,300 patrons in first set.
fall and
Charlie Murray (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 min. Sat.).
possibly winter.
Carlos Ramirez as floor attraction and biz okay at 1,500 tabs.
Chock Foster (Totem Pole B.,
17-22 X
Mass.,
Aug.
Jerry Wald, Oct. 7-8, Poll T., Auburndale,
Waterbury, Conn.; 9, week, Keith T., Foster built fine following here in
Boston; 16-18, Metropolitan T., Provi- three weeks of first eastern showing;
Nat Brandwynne (Ritz Root, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover). After
dence; 19, week, Plymouth- T., Wor- closing six-day stretch played to two sellout evenings of previous week, Carol Bruce, topping new show,
cester, Mass.; 25-^7, Lyric T., Bridge- 12,000 dancers at $1.45 pair for great was responsible for continued terrific biz with 2,700 covers, plus equally
port, Conn.; 30, week. Palace T., $7,250 gross.
fine dinner sessions.
Brandwynne's eighth week.
Louis Jordan (Savoy B., Chicago,
Cleveland; Nov. 19, week, Adams
Bay Morton (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). On her second
Aug. 15). Jordan, who got a great week, HildegardTe drew 2,000 covers, biggest business in several months.
T.. Newark, N. J.
Johnny .'Scat' Davis, Sept 8, in- boost from his recording of 'Out- Dinner trade also big, Morton's sixth week.
skirts of Town,' drew 3,400 people
def.. Summit, Baltimore.
Barney Rapp, Aug. 29, indef., Sea here, grossing $2,497; 1,800 paid 75c,
Minneapolis
1,500 at 90c and remainder service
Girt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J.
draw.
Frankle Oelson (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; $1.50-$2 min.).
LoqIs Prima, Sept. 8, Palomar B., men at 35c.
Will Osborne, Boston (RKO BosGoy Lombardo (Municipal Aud., Dorothy Lewis' ice reviie, 'Symphony on Skates,' continued its great pace
Norfolk, Va.; 25, Royal T., Baltimore.
ton; 3,200; 40-55-65-75-85)— Plus AnCarl Hoff, Sept. 4, week, New Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 22). Lom- in seventh week, averaging 760 guests nightly.
fine clip that has been
drews Sisters and 'My Favorite Spy'
bardo has been proving a potent maintained throughout engagement. Gelson (local) orch, playing for show
<RKO). Osborne's first appearance Yorker hotel. New York.
Johnny Long, Sept. 4,
Keith's draw in his flrU trip this far south in and dancing, well liked.
here in some seasons. All around
years. He pulled approximately 5,000
good show drawing bell-ringing T. Boston.
Herble Kay, Sept. 1-7, Casino, dancers here at $1.10 and has done
$30,000.
Philadelphia
equally well on other stops.
Alvino Eey, Chicago (Chicago; 4,- Lake Worth, Fort Worth, Tex.; 9-10,
Herby Woods (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; SCO; $1-$1.50Teddy Powell (Convention Hall,
R:tz T, Muskogee, Okla.; 21, two
000; 35-55-65-75)—'Wings for Eagle'
Asbury Park, N. J.. Aug. 22). Un- $2 min.). Woods and his boys continue to attract good supper crowds
weeks. Plantation, Houston.
(WB) and King Sisters.
Hefty
Leo Kelsman, Oct. 28, Indef., Rain- bearable heat hurt Powell plenty, yet with 1,439 customers checking in last week. Nat Brandwynne is penciled
money mark in view for this orcheshe made some money for the spot. in for Sept. 26.
bow Room, New York.
tra, pounding out great $55,000.
Inkspots-Lucky MlUinder, Sept. 4- Drew approximately 1,100 at $1. Not
Paal Whiteraan, Pittsburgh (StanNew York; 11-16, good,' but not bad considering.
ley; 3,800; 30-44-55-66)— With 'Are 10, Apollo T.,
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Husbands Necessary' (Par).
No Adams T, Newark, N. J.; Fox T.,
help at all from picture, and $22,500 Brooklyn; 25-Oct. 1, Earle T., Philadelphia; Oct. 2-8, Stanley T., Pitts(Los Angeles)
is a nice nod in direction of Jazz
th^ Upbeat
Woody Herman (Palladium B, Hollywood, fifth week). This lad conKing.
Figured particularly good burgh, Pa.; 9-15; Palace T., Clevetinues to top himseH and will push the count up around 27,000. Matty
since Whiteman hasn't been around land: 16-22, RKO, Dayton.
Cab Calloway, Sept. 2-8, Orpheum
Malneck and his Intermish crew helping. Abe Lyman, who surprised on
here in some time.
Bob Allen band returns to Rose- his last visit, comes in Sept. 1.
T., Los Angeles; 16-22, Golden Gate
T.. San Francisco; 24, Civic Aud., land Ballroom, New York, Sept. 6
Lionel Hampton (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., first week). He's
San Jose, Cal.; 26, Aud., Sacramento; for three weeks. His current spot at not too well known here and will have to build on his own. Should get
Morgan's
Quartet
27, Sweet's B., Oakland; 28, Civic Pelham Heath Inn, Pelham, N. Y.,
up around 7,000 on his bow-in week.
hasn't been filled yet.
Aud., Oakland, Cal.
Connt Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., first week). Opening night
pulled territ 1,700 and if the pace doesn't slacken he'll chalk up a whop«
Memphis, Aug. 25.
Bcnnle LaGasse, alto sax, replaced ping 9,000 on the week.
Russ Morgan added The Music
George Bone with Charlie Barnet;
Sachs'
111
Johnny Bichards (Casino B, Hollywood, second week). Building strong
Masters, an instrumental-vocal quartet, to his band just before leaving
Manie Sachs, head of Columbia Bernie Privin, trumpet, replaced for a newcomer aj;id may run up the count to around 5,000.
Ted Flo Bllo (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, seventh week). It'*
the Peabody hotel for the Edgewater Records' N. Y. office, has spent most Charlie Zimmerman; Mack Marlow
pretty much the same old story here around 5,000 on the week, Fio Rito
o! the last week at the bedside of vice Bill Robertson, trombone.
Beach in Chicago.
is secondary draw to Nils Granlund's fioor show.
Foursome consists of Steve Ve- his father, very ill at the Graduate
Jack Palmer, singer-trumpeter, fornorle, sax-clarinet; Joe Mooney, ac- hospital, Philadelphia.
(Chicago)
cordion, vocalist and arranger; "Tony
Elder Sachs became ill a week ago mealy with Alvino Rey, joined Vido
Baddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Benny Fields headFederici, bass; and Bobby Dominic, Sunday (16) and past Friday suf- Musso this week. Margie Ryan replaced vocalist Dottie Reid.
lining show and bringing in fine trade, with Franklin orchestra continguitar.
fered a stroke.
uing.
At 4,200 last week.
Joe Marsala's new band to get
Art Jarrett (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min.). Jarrett has turned in good
four NBC broadcasts a week from job here and continues well. Hit 2,800 last week.
Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Y.
-A

Band Bookings

-

may run through

Boston

A

RKO

On

-

New

Dad

Manie

—

^^^^

Hollywood
Goes Glaser!

McFarland Twins band replaces joined Freddy Nagel's band, which
Dick Stabile at Dempsey's Restau- opened last week at Bill Green's
New York, Sept. 7; gets Casino, Pittsburgh. She replaced
rant,
Barbara Carroll.
Mutual wires.

Bob Crosby band signed
Dailey's

N.

liCS

Completed
Rrnwn —
»rwwu„gg^gj^
Y5'

Louis

J.,

for Frank
Roberta Lonlse added to the Les
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, Brown band as vocalist. Brown is at

opening Oct.

8,

its

first

stay

Elitch Gardens, Denver.

there.

^lu^t

DA

LEAVE,"

RKO

Armstrong-N-- ^
Hampton—Now—Caea

Lionel

Stuff Smith
All

—Now—Trouville

„

Manana
Club

Under the Management of

JOE GLASER
.

30 Rockefeller

Plaza,

New York

Dale CaporossI, tenor sax has
Nick Fatool remains as Alvino Rey
drummer; Dick Farrell, from Bobby joined Tee Ross's orchestra at Craig
Byrne, was to replace but the Army Beech, near Youngstown.
got him first.
Frankle Newton is scheduled to
follow Sabby Lewis at the Savoy
Cafe,
Boston,
in
mid-September,
with latter mulling bids for New
York's Famous Door and Savoy
Ballroom.

Mickey Boss doubling this week
between staff job at WJAS, f'ittsburgh, and West View Park, Pitt,
Billy Leaoh, vocalist formerly with

Raymond

Scott,

joined

Guy Lom-

bardo..

Lorraine Benton, formerly with
Orrln Tucker and WiU Osborne, has

ATTENTrOH

BANDS I
''NAME"
Writ* u* regarding pouible
(New room
engagementi.
opana in September.) State
paat engagement* and give
complete detail*.
_

HOTEL
260

We*t

43il

_
DIXIE

Street

New

York
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MUSIC
Kaycee Dissolves

Arnold Again Reverses Hiniself;
Letter to Kaye

ASCAP Writers

Papers were filed with the secretary of state by the N. Y. law firm
of Miller
Miller.

&

Kaycee was

Thurman Arnold,

assistant

IT.

S.

attorney general, has reversed himself again in connection with the
been
that
had
decree
consent
granted ASCAP by the Government.
His latest 'interpretation,' as ob-

Sydney

by

tained

M.

Kaye,

of

Broadcast Music, Inc., makes it possible for the latter organization to
prevail upon ASCAP writers to issue gratuitous licenses to broadcasters.

Arnold's letter to Kaye was dated
Aug. 18. It was on Aug. 10 that the
board of directors of the Music
Publishers Protective Assn. voted to
the Department of Justice
regretted that it could not

advise
that

it

submit an affidavit showing how its
members would be damaged by the
American Federation of Musicians'
ban on recording, since it (the
MPPA) had no facts on which to
A number
base such an estimate.
of the MPPA directors are also di-

ASCAP

and it was no
group voted with no
little trepidation on the answer that
was to be given the D of J's request.
It was also no secret at the time
an answer
that the effect such
might have on the Consent .Decree
weighed heavily in the deliberation
rectors of
secret that this

of these

ASCAP-MPPA

Arnold,

Diamond,
state'd

July

publishers.

a letter to Milton
special ASCAP counsel,
in

13,

'The decree permits

ASCAP

to issue a
a member of
'gratuitous' license to a user. However, such arrangement must be

ASCAP

ever means, would violate the express terms of the decree.'
In his answer to letters sent him
by Kaye on July 29 and Aug. 14;
Arnold remarked that John G.
Paine, .ASCAP general manager, as
Kaye complained, was construing
the above citation' from Arnold's
letter as meaning that 'ASCAP has
the right to institute disciplinary
action against any member who
seeks 'to discuss or advise any third
party, including BMI, concerning \he
issuance direct to users of performing licenses.'
"This.' continues Arnold's letter of
18, 'is too narrow an interpretation of the language of
letter
of July
Discussions between
13.
third parties (including BMI) and

appeared

to

be trying

to

situation where BMI
could raid the society.
Paine
.said that if Kaye sought to induce ASCAP writers to grant
gratuitous licenses to radio sta-

up a

build

assistant U.S. attorney general,
stated Kaye couldn't do.
Paine added that he didn't
know what disciplinary action
Kaye was talking about, and that
even most professional agitators
didn't consider fighting
a popular procedure any more.

ASCAP

ASCAP member

an

for the purpose

of determining the three
tary wishes of any

and volun-

ASCAP member

in connection with the issuance of
performing licenses direct to users
is not prohibited by the decree provided such third party offers no

(Week

Wears Silver Wings.

MILLS' OPENING

SHOT FOR SPA
C.
to

Mills

last

week made

his

publishers as general manager of the Songwriters Protective
Assn. He did it in the form of a
circular letter, which he described
as 'a completely friendly greeting
to each of the music publishing
Arms who have signed the basic

lations

Always

New Music

Consolidated
Records,

Inc.,

ended June
$379,783

..Santly

Johnny Doughboy

...Crawford

Careful My Heart
Sleepy Lagoon

Berlin

Chappell
Wouldn't Love ...Maestro
Got Gal Kalamazoo
BVC
Famous
One Dozen Roses
Army Air Corps
C. Fischer

net

profit

for

the

1942,

30,

of

six

Decca
months

amounted

(unaudited) after

all

to

BVC

Take Me
Worth Fighting For

Fed-

Harms

eral income and excess profits taxes

calculated at the rate provided for

at

June

30,

CLAIMS 'CLIFFS'

INFRINGEMENT
The music business axiom that a
smash hit is bound to bring an infringement claim has finally applied
to 'White Cliffs of Dover.' Shapiro,
Bernstein
Co., publisher of this

&

which sold over 500.000 copies
in this country, heard about such a
claim last week.
"A Chicago lawyer wrote that he
had been retained by Donald Garrison to take the proper action over
what he claimed was a similarity
between the melody of his number,
'Wild Roses,' and that of
White
Cliffs.'
'Roses,' said the lawyer, was
written in 1933. but not copyrighted
'White Cliffs' was copyuntil 1942.
righted in 1941.
NBC and CBS also received letters
from the same lawyer, advising
them to cease performing 'Cliffs.'
song,

Sept. 15, 1942.

Decca Royalties on Even
Keel, But ^Victor, CoL,

Off 5, id;; in 2d Quarter
Decca Record Co.'s business during
the second quarter of this year was
apparently as good as it was for
the initial quarter of '42. The royalty payments to publishers for the
two periods hardly differed.

The royalty statements issued by
Victor and Columbia for second
quarter showed a drop of 5% and
respectivel.y as compared to
the distribution to publishers for the
previous quarter of this year.

Moe Jerome and Jack

Sammy

Fain to

Metro has signed
its

cleffing staff.

M-G

Sammy

He

Fain to
trains for the
will work with

Coast tomorrow and
the Arthur Freed unit.
Deal set by A. Ac S. Lyons

office.

Scholl writ-

music for poems by Walt Whitin the Warners patriotic short,
Hear America Singing.'

man

Morris Stoloff supervising musical
background.s for 'My Sister Eileen'

'I

at

int;

ha.?

the

ban imposed on such
American Federation

of Musicians.

The publishers were

result of the

work by

assured at the same time that Vic-

engage any strikebreakers or scabs in making dance records while the AFM shutdown prevails.
While Victor was contacting
tor will not

the publishing business, the other
recording companies elected to .tand
pat on huge stacks of masters they
turned out just before the ban be-

came
The
word

effective.

music
of

Columbia.

publishers

Victor's

Victor did not disclose where or
it would do the recording of
new music. Speculation on the
in
publisher circles was
Some thought that Victor
would have the stencilling done in
Mexico, while others were of the
opinion that Victor proposed to use
an elaborate voice group in the
background to give the effect of an
instrumental ensemble.

how
this

subject
divided.

Hold Song Bootiegger
U. S. Commissioner John

ASCAP

tributing Illegal songsheets.

members, under

the decree,
issue gratuitous licenses permitting the performance by broad-

may

works published by BMI
Also that 'ASCAP
has no right to institute disciplinary
casters of

and

its affiliates.'

action against any ASCAP member
who freely and voluntarily issues

such licenses.'
Kaye's statement
goes on to announce that, in accordance with Arnold's letter, BMI expects to 'publish the works of a
of ASCAP writers who have
indicated their intention to grant
gratuitous licenses directly to broadcasting stations.'
Meanwhile, ASCAP writers express themselves as bewildered by
Arnold's manifold interpretations.
In July it was wrong for them to
do business on performing rights

Dorsey Bros. Music
Jimmy and

only as 'Louis.'

Farns-

new

firm

Tommy

Dor-

is

first
business affiliation
thre two co-led a band more
than five years ago. Jimmy is president of the new company. Tommy is
v.p., Leonard 'Vannerson, Tommy's
manager, is treasurer, and Billy
Burton, Jimmy's manager, secretary.
Directors are the two Dorseys, John
J. Manning, Jimmy's attorney, William Farnsworth. Tommy's attorney,
and George Mario, who will be professional manager.
Whether Mario
has an interest in the firm since he
is one of the directors, is unverified.

.<:ince

number

with BMI, but in August they find
that it's okay even though Arnold's
taboo reference to BMI in the July
13

letter

specifically

whatever means.'

stated,

"by

Still

Digging?

Professional Music Men ran off its
eighth annual golf tournament yesterday (Tues.) at Glen Oaks course.
Little "Neck, L. I., where many muDivot digsic men are members.
ging began early and ended late
tO'.i
late for 'Variety's' deadline.
Prizes this year are all in War

For S X9nie€utiv9

^tneahtiJ

The ihpst ftiaytd song from Gitnn Milhr's tvtvTf>ktiijtt

Bonds.

Lyric

by Mack Gordon
from tht SOIA Ccnturf-Fu Pittun,

FO

FEIST,
.

-V

R

(!

Y

L

'

N

i<

1

6 ?9

Music by Harry^ W«rren
"OfcWni Wl^tfl'

P.-aad

v/ a y
i

The FBI

agents who arrested him found 3,500
song sheets in his car.
Galluzzo denied knowing
who
printed the sheets.
He said he
bought them from a person he knew

Geo. Mario Prof. Mgr.
set up by
sey, their

Fay held

Joseph Galluzzo, .alias Kelly, of
Brooklyn, in $500 bail last week after
the latter h§d pleaded guilty of dis-

York.

Kaye's personal statement which
copies
Arnold's
of
as distributed last week, declares that 'this letter (Arnold's) is
a vindication of BMFs position that
letter,

RCA

Joy,
Victor recording manager, met with
Douglas, Friday (21), and asked him
to advise MPPA members that Victor would be glad to have the pubs
submit any new tunes which they
proposed to exploit during November and Decmber. The pubs were
also told that Victor would apprecii\te the loan of stock dance arrangements of such tunes in manuscript fornLS if the actual printing
job has not as yet been completed.

secret inducement.'

accompanied

received
intentions

of the Music Publishers
tective Asjn.
Frank Walker,
recording chief, and Leonard

rectors, James F. Dorsey, Thomas
F. Dorsey, George Mario, all of New
5c

latest

Walter G. Douglas, chairPro-

man

tered here to deal in musical works.
Capital, 200 shares no par value. Di-

Wittenberg, Carrington
worlh, filing attorneys.

informed the muit does

publishing industry that

through

1942.

This compares with net profit of
$383,591, equal to $1.02 on 376,657
shares outstanding in the corresponding period of 1941.
Directors of Decca declared an extra dividend of 10c a share on the
company's capital stock, in addition
to the regular quarterly dividend of
ISc a share. Both are payable Sept.
29, 1942, to stockholders of record

Company Incorporates
Albany. N. Y., Aug. 25.
Dorsey Bros. Music, Inc., was char-

Army

Who

10%,

Dorsey Bros.'

.Shapiro
Mills

in

RCA-Viclor
sic

not propose to slop recording as the

Remick
Paramount

Heart
Jingle Jangle
My Devotion

NET, $379,783

between SPA. members and

publishers in a constructive form.
Ii< a further bid for the good wishes
of 'the
publishers,
Mills
wrote,
'Writers cannot possibly prosper unless their publishers are also prosperous.
Publishers will always need
tl.e best
po.ssible material, and I
think that it is most likely to be had
from writers who are reasonably
contented and are fairly treated.'

..

Left Heart Canteen

the House bill of 1942. This is
equal to 98c per share on 388,325
shares of capital stock outstanding

A.

Sellers

0/ Aug. 22)

Idaho

DECCA'S 6-MO.

in

bow

Scabs or Strikebreakers

15 Best Sheet Music

tions,
Kaye would be doing
something that Thurman Arnold,

Aug.

my

Won t Use

eral manager, declared Monday
(24) that Sidney M. Kaye, BMI
v.p.,

WiU

up by Leeds Music

gen-

the member and the
without aid or inducement agreement with our association.'
user
Mills assured the publishers that
from any third party. Any attemptit
will be his policy to approach
by BMI to induce an ASCAP memevery problem thr.t concerns the reber to issue such a license, by what-

made between

set

Corp. last year to take care of the
acquisition of part of the catalog
of the Jenkins Music Co., of Kansas
City.

Fame Accuses Kaye
John G. Paine,

It

Continue to Record Despite Petrillo;

dissolved.

BMI

to I)o Biz with

Victor TeOs Music Pubs

Albany, Aug. 25.
Co., Inc., has been

Kaycee Music

Now Says it's OK For

4S

ON MO ")'.

f

UBIETY

MUSIC
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Not Worth Publishing

Nix on

A

Mush and Gu^ Tunes By BBC

Pain to Singers As Weil As Pulis
London, Aug. 15.
British Broad-

The request by the

casting Coip. to music publishers to
cense publishing tearjerkers is causing plenty of headache and heartache in Tin Pan Alley. The further
publishers go. the less they seem to
know what the BBC wa nts, w ith
producers, who are generally nelpful, being in just as great a quan-

dary.

Performers are having a bad time,
Extensive detoo. over this edict.
letions are made on eve of broad-

cluding the semi-classic 'So Deep Is
the Night.' while ChappeU's three
has likewise a semi-classic in 'Song
of Hope' and 'Moonlight Cocktail,', a
near top-seller.

notice.

reticent
is tabooing,
bar against

very
it

definitely a
gush and slush.

there

is

Dawn* (Peter Mau-

rice).

Haven*t Got Dreams'
(Campbell, Connelly).
•Miss You' (C. C).
•Autumn Nocturne* (Chappell).
'I Tried to Say I Love You' (Cinephone).
'On the Street of Regret' (Dash).

You

'Somewhere Somebody
About You' (Dash).
'Come Back My Love*

Cares
(Keith,

Prowse).
•This

Love of Mine*

•Four

or

Five

(Sterling).
(Keith.

Times'

Prowse).
Just Close My Eyes* (Campbell, Coimelly).
'Tears in Champagne* (Southern
'Ill

Music Co.),
•Moonlight Cocktail* (C^happell).
It can be observed that biggest
BufTerers
are Campbell - Connelly,
which
has
had
numbers
fotir
thumbed down, including "Miss You,*
which recently reached top selling
spot. Keith, Prowse have three, in-

'Th« Sonjt Of The
I

Bom*

NEED AMERICA

(America Needs Me)

Following tabutacion of popular music performancea embraces all /our
as represented by WEAF. WJZ.
an<i Mutual
and IVOR. N. V. Compilation herewith covers week besinniiip

networks— NBC. CBS, Blue

]rom 5 p.m.

My Heart—

Be Careful,

i

'Holiday Inn'

—

went with a flaming
There was also
faith to meet it.
the fact that war had not yet lost
Continued from pa(c 3s
That came later
its heroic glory.
These arc perhaps fundamental
vey them as well as those who con
ceive them, will be asked to help reasons why we haven't yet our war
whip up public enthusiasm by re- >songs, gallant and intrepid, as the
death

War Songs

;

.

.

.

Russian soldiers of today, for example, have such songs in the most
astonishing and inspiring abundWe have not only to win a
ance.
war, but, as a people, to win back
When men have a faith
a fait^.

Take Me
Always In Heart- ^'Always

—

It's

possible the Federal authorities

war

tunes.

He

part:

Tor

this present

war

is

Berlin

:i4

Army

31

Feist

Melodylane

29
26
24
24
24
22
22
2D
20

Witmark
Famous

19
17

Santly

BVC
Harms
Paramount
:

BMI

In Heart'

17

BVC

17

Remick

IG

Mills

.

IS

Marks
Paramount

13
13

Maestro
Cherio
Morris
Crawford
Shapiro

13
12
12
12
11

Famous

11

Southern
Lewis

10
10
10
10
10

Aug. 25.
Tear-jerking ballads and senti
mental sob-songs have been placed
on the taboo list by the Pbilly Stage
Philadelphia,

9
9
9

9
9

Miller

Mr. Jones
Army
You Never Lovelier— t'You Never Lovelier'... Harms
••This

Is

the

Army

Day Dreams Come True
Dearly Beloved— t'You Never
Here You Are— t'My Gal Sal'
•Marines'

Chappell
Bobbins

Lovelier'

Hymn

Hip Hip Hooray
Just Letter

*
9
8

Miller

Mary's Name— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy"
Sleepy Lagoon
Singing Sands Alamosa
Army Air Corps

From Home

Manhattan Serenade

>

Marks

8
8

Vogel
Chappell

7

"

Remick

7

Fischer

6

,

Robbins

6

.

Atlas

6

.

Robbins

8
8

.Miller

Massachusetts

8
.Shapiro
8
Boy— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy'. .Vogel
'
Marks
•At the Crossroads
5
. Remick
By Light Silvery Moon
5
Crawford
verboten ballads. The list
Better Not Roll Eyes
5
. Robbins
•White Cliffs of Dover,' 'Remem- Marching Along Together
'
.Robbins
ber Pearl Harbor,' 'Dear Mom.' New York Nocturne
5
.Witmark
Under Strawberry Moon
'Miss You,' 'My Buddy.'
*
Broadway
Also on the restricted list is the When You're Long Way From Home
5
. Remick
Wilmerton You Go to My Head
'Star Spangled Banner.'
explained that the reason the an
t Filmusical.
• Indicates
BMI ricensing; others are via ASCAP.
them is restricted is that each ime
•• 'This Is the Army' publishing subsid, licensed freely to oil
t Legitimate,
it was played it would necessitate

Sweet Elolse
Yankee Doodle

.

.

.

said in

OWl GETS nS WISH,
NAVY RELIEF GETS COIN

users.

Music Notes

DImltrl Tiomhin wound up scorLoew-Lewin production,
The Moon and Sixpence'.

ing of the

Harry Link, of Leo Feist, Inc.,
Hollywood to discuss music

In
at

Metro.

Hoekridce and Emil Newman composing the score for 'Manila
Cyril

On Hont

for Exec

Jonie Taps, professional manager
of Shapiro, Bernstein tc Co., leaves
for the Coast thU Friday (28) to
engage a local manager.
Jack Mass, who has managed the
Hollywood office during the past
year, Is going into the Army.
Vieter Tonng recording the score
of •The Flying Tigers' at Republic.

J.

CalUng* at 20th-Fox.

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

A FOUR

Jonie Taps to Coast

Haste, Inc.. has opened a
Chicago branch, with Fred W. Avendorph in charge.

Tempo

—

FIGHTING SONS

Locner and Jimmy Mc-

Frank

Hugh wrote

the

songs for •Seven
Days Leave* at RKO, with Constantin
Bakaleinikoff composing and
conducting the score.

c

NAVY BLUE

STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"
RECORDED BT

HARRY JAM E8 (COL.)
JERRY WALD (DECCA)

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS. INC.

STAR HIT

EV'RY NIGHT ABOUT THIS TIME
By JAMES

18461

is

tor

Yankee

Put Put Put

No Tcar-Jerkert

•
•
•

JIMMY
DORSEY
Deeca

nnd

TOTAL

SanUy
they sing. Lacking it, living music Kille Kille
Berlin
never yet been fabricated. Blue Skies
has
CLP
Such a renewal of faith, and such •When Lights Co On
ABC
reality of feeling, born of crisis A Boy In Khaki
Bobbins
and need, might even, in the course Humming Bird
ABC
of events, do something for Ameri- I Met Her Monday
I'm Old Fashioned— t'You Never. Lovelier'.... Chappell
can music*

will solicit help of dance directors
and film producers, as well as tune
smiths.^publishers, broadcasters, and
musicians. For Instance, new dances the men to rise, stand at attention
designed specially for some of the and salute.
hoped-for songs might be popular^
'We're not unpatriotic, but we
ized via the stage, screen and niaga' want the men to relax when they're
Musical pictures could be here,' he said.
zines.
built around martial airs.
disclosed
however,
Wilmerton,
that a recording of the 'Star Spangled Banner* is kept handy in case
Downes in the Times
Playing
brawL
it
Olin Downes, music ed of the New there*s eyer a
York Times, on Sunday (23) devoted would stop the fight as everyone
a column to the need for and the would have to hop to attention. It
necessary
to
use
the
rescarcity of new war songs with par- hasn*t been
ticular emphasis on a hitherto un- cording yet.
touched and-tragi& reason for the.

lack of top

a.m.,

Shapiro
Leeds

Idaho
•Paper Doll
Do You Miss Sweetheart
•Who Wouldn't Love You
•Strictly Instrumental
Therell Never Be Another
Wonder When Baby's
Came Here For Joe
One Dozen Roses
Get Leg Chicken— t'Scven Days' Leave'
Jersey Bounce

Door Canteen.
'With most of the service men
coming here from all parts of the
country, they're bound to be a trifle
The incoming mail includes letters homesick and we don*t want them
from publishers promising to coop- to t>e made worse by some teary
erate, and expressing interest in seC'
tenor or soulful soprano singing
ing any contributions that seem about home and mother,* said Linworthwhile. The letter-writers also coln Wilmerton, canteen stage diincluded publishers who tell Lewis rector.
he was right, but it isn't their fault
A list has been posted in the dresS'
that this war so far has been ac'
ing rooms of the canteen with the
companied by a dearth of rousing
includes:
tunes that the networks or the re
cording companies or the publishers
or the writers or somebody else
should be blamed.

1

PUBLISHER

TITLE

—

with

to

mtilic publishing indiLttrv

a soberer
war than the last one, and the genAll Material Available
eration that fights it has to fight
and overcome tragic misrepresenBAND
tations as it goes deliberately and
Frank Loesser, author of the curDANCE ORCH.
with imglamorous resolve to its ter rent hit, 'Jingle, Jangle,' has turned
VOCAL—3 KEYS
rlble task. In the First World War out "Praise the Lord and Pass the
there was no question of the issues Ammunition,* which Famous Music
AHEBICAN MUSIC, In(^
involved and no doubt that a war is publishing and whose royalties
•103 SoBMt BiTd.
to end war was on.
That is fact. entirely are being donated by the
Bolljwwfd. Caltr.
Whereas the rising generation of songsmlth to the Navy Relief Fund.
The song is written arotmd a widely
quoted expression of a Navy chaplain made while on duty with a task
Bing Croiby
force in the Pacific last winter, and
With Bob Croiby'a Bob CaU (Deeoa 18371)
is
the type of •realistic, worthy*
Emoat Tubb (Dacca 6958) Dick Robertson
patriotic song which the Office of
(DMe« 4189) Bob Ateher (Okeh 6496)
War Information approves.
In fact, WlUiam B. Lewis, chief of
tlS3 Sanrt BM,
AMEBICAimUSIC, Inc.
radio for OWI, has okayed •Praise
the Lord.'

« * *

17-23)

based on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service regtilar source

Manuscripts on the two themes
have been submitted by profesamateur
as
well
sional
as
writers but apparently none pi
them has been worth publishing.

—

—

'If

Monday throuyh Sunday {Aug.

Left Heart at Canteen
At Last t'Orchestra Wives'
Wears Pair Silver Wings
today has approached the issue He's My Guy
vision
angle
of
an
from so different
Just Though You Here
that it can hardly believe the forDevotion
In My
mer state of mind existed.
Got Gal Kalamazoo f Orchestra Wives'
the First World War there were
This Worth Fighting For
dissenters and cynics, of course.
Jingle Jangle Jingle
Intellectyals,
vaporous
were
There
new take seems to be working with
Was It Worth It?
consciendilettates,
some publishers, with singers reap- soft-handed
South Wind
tious objectors and fifth columning a new and unexpected harvest.
t'Priorities On Parade"
But in the great major- Conchita Lopez
ists, too.
•Love Is a Song— t'Bambi'
ity the men who had' a rendezvous

A few execs
mush,
have drawn up a list of songs that
are out and the number is quite ex- viving the old 1917-18 idea that 'a
nation that sings can never be
tensive. Here's the list:
'You Walk By' (Campbell, Con- beaten.'
Lewis Sifting Songs
nelly ).
"So Ends a Lovely Dream' (CavenOut of the response to his N. Y
dish Music Co.).
remarks, Lewis has sifted numerous
'Home Coming' (Bradbury -Wood). compositions now being analyzed and
'Comrade,' or Tovarich' (Cine- evaluated by a secret trade commit
tee described as 'a group of disinphone).
Some contri
•Sweet Love's Dream" (Feldman). terested publishers.'
third
•Singing Sands of Alamosa' (Feld- butions obviously those of
rate tunesmiths or amateur poets
man).
at the outset,
were
wastebasketed
•Good Night, Daddy' (Francis, Day
but the residue contains numbers
ti Hunter).
showing possibilities. When the sift•Song of Hope' (Chappell).
ing is over, it is contemplated the
•So Deep Is the Night* (Keith, compositions will be returned to
Prowse ).
their authors who will be sent
'Where the Tree-Tops Touch the list of publishers seriously interested
Sky' (Lawrence Wright).
in getting good war music. At any
•When It's Moonlight on the Nile' rate, Lewis has no idea of acting as
(Moon Music Co.).
auctioneer, umpire, or sales agent
•Hold Back the

WABC

(WAVES).

Only section likely to benefit by
the new BBC regulation is the
straight singer In vaudeville. He or
she invariably charges for putting
songs over, with a much bigger fee
With air
if getting it on the air.
plugs out, singers are holding out for
more coin for music-hall plugs. This

casts and. as ethering now takes place
hundred.s of miles away from London, they find it very difficult to
alter their programs at a moment's

Although BBC is
about the numbers

NBCCBS.Biiie,MutualPlugs

Tin Pan Alley publishers have
yet to accept a sung deal ing
with or inspired by the Women's
Auxiliary Army Corp. (WAAC)
or the Women American VolunEnlistment Services
teer

V.

MONACO

.and

TED KOEHLER

KAY KYSER

INK SPOTS

ART KASSEL

Columbia 36635

Decca 18462

Bluebird 11571

WAROCK MUSIC CO^ leSO

Broadway,

New York

,

;.>;lnc6tlay,
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AGVA,

Despite Past Animosity,

Sir

Benjamin Fuller

At Omaha's Orpheuin
Omaha, Auf.

On Vaade's Comeback

Endorses Kelly for Pa. Labor Post
Philadelphia, Ai|£.

Rivoli, Toledo,

25.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists will not oppose the appointment of Thomas E. Kelly, former
executive secretary of the Philly
local, to the "iiost of enforcement ofTicer for the State theatrical
booking law of the Department of
Labor and Industry,
That was made clear by Richard
Mayo, present executive secretary,
who revealed that many members
executive board had
of the
signed a petition urging Kelly's appointment which had been sent to
Lewis G. Hines, State Secretary
Industry.
Kelly's
of Labor and
appointment also has been urged by
the United Entertainers Association,
indie actors group, of which Kelly

AGVA

AGVA

business manager.
AGVA's opposition had been reported because Kelly and the present administration of AGVA had
been at odds for a long time over

Li

To Vaude

Back
October

in

Toledo, Aug.

The

Rivoli

theatre,

without

period

after

25.

long
has

a

shows,

stage

booked Sammy Kaye's band for Oct.
This will mark Kaye's
10, and 11.
second Toledo visit in eight months.
9.

He played

a

three-day stand at the

Paramount, where he broke the attendance record with over 3.500
potron.s (or that period.
Lattei' was recently broken

Jimmey

Dorsey's band

came

when
to

the

Paramount.

Phoney 'Steinbeck'
Parlays Fraud Into
Pitt Nitery

Booking

policies.

'No matter what our differences
are, or how much we fight,' said
Mayo, 'we are convinced that Kelly
is an honest man and that he is fully
qualified to hold this job. He knows
show business and he's familiar with
the problems of the actor.'
The enforcement job has been
vacant since th$ dismissal of Anthony C. Sharkey, following a raid
on a Parkland (Pa.) roadhouse where

Aug. 25.
carnival
the
Dankert,
who had Pittsburgh's arty
wining and dining him for a
week as 'John Steinbeck,' has parPitteburgh,

Harry

barker

circles

layed his hoax into a night club en-

gagement

here.
(24) for

He

op'ened

last

two weeks at the
night
Mercur Brothers Nut House in Millvale. Dankert fli^ tried to swing a
deal with Nixon Cafe to recount his

see the
back.

way

vaudeville

is

coming

The folks didn't walk out on
vaudeville, vaudeville walked out on
the folks. How do I figure that one
for
Well,
example. South
out?
Africa never felt the '20, etc, depression and yet it also went moribund there. "Twould take a thesis
on tlie subject to give chapter and
verse but I think most of us know
the answers now anyway. If those
in charge continue to give the shows,
and I'm sure they'll continue to get
the right response and thanks on behalf of the craft, for your personal
encouragement and support.
Vaudeville is booming in four out

Sets

Name Vogue
In Det. Cafes
Detroit, Aug.

What

25.

looks like a spending spree

by Detroit's nitery proprietors, aimed

Jack Irving Charged

With Ignoring Agent's

I

on Chi Actor's Pay

Chicago. Aug. 25,
Joe Williams, New York agent, last
week charged Jack Irving, Chicago
head of the American Guild of Variety Artists, with collecting $125.80
in salary due Vol Voltane for latter's
appearance at the Rhumba Casino,
and turning this money over to the
actor, ignoring a direct claim upon
of our six capital cities, and when
that
money for commissions allegthe freedom of the ocean is restored
edly due Williams. Voltane was part
once more, and thus facilitate the
'Fun Marches On' unit which
exchange of talents as of yore, so of the
played
the Casino in July.
long as it moves forward with the
Williams claimed he sent Syd
times, it will never go to sleep again.
Please, don't bother to acknowl- Slate, manager of the show, two let-

at catching their share of the billions
of defense money pouring in here,

underway.
With their eyes on the Bowery,
huge Hamtramck nitery which is
growing out-of-bounds with name
headliners surrounded by a long bill
is

of vaudeville, the rival operators are
starting to take the rubber off the
bankroll, figuring that the war workers are up to heavy spending. The
spots are starting to work their way
up into the more costly talent and
by fall are expected to be paying
plenty.
Such spots as the Casanova, which
had Ethel Shutta for three weeks
followed by Nick Lucas for two; the
San Diego, with Fats Waller and
Aunt Jemima, and the Royale, already in the top flight field with
Sheila Barrett are working toward
a rivalry with the Bowery, currently

headliniag Martha Raye.
Biggest l>eef from the nitery men
ters, one under his own signature,
the other an authorization from Vol- here is that they have been peddled
worn-out
talent and have to pay from
tane permitting the money to be deto $700 for 'passe' performers.
$600
Williams states that Slate
ducted.
was prepared to hold out this money, They figure this is one of the biggest
boom
towns
of the nation, and that if
but that Irving stepped in on the
show's closing night and asked for they were given a crack at fresh
talent they could wc^k up to where
its custody.
they cotild support expensive shows.
Slate reportedly turned over the
Even passe names here have been
$125.80 to Irving to be held until the
moving from club to club, which
every matter could properly be arbitrated. they figure is no help to anybody's
However, when Voltane's hotel con-

edge, I get the old rag spasmodically these days, but happy to say I
was brought up to date last Monday by the receipt of several numbers, the latest dated May ,27, so
that I am not far behind schedule,
per before the war and am looking
forward to the day when you print
an air mail edition, and I get 'Variety' within a week of its publication.

Sharkey was allegedly found by experiences on floor there while the
Liquor Board agents to be tending real Steinbeck's 'Moon Is Down' was
bar while a strip tease was in prog- playing upstairs at Nixon theatre,
where it opens next Monday. When
ress.
We are all, everybody in
Tony Confront!, nitery owner, nixed
the idea, Dankert took the Nut Club walk of life, appreciative of the cooperation of your service men, and fiscated the actor's baggage for nonTRIES engagement.
implements of war, payment of his bill and threatened
Hoax gave town such a big laugh their arms and
and an even greater link is being him with prosecution, Irving adthat Post-Gazette even went for a
IN ST.
vanced enough money to get the
indisolubly forged between our two
series of several stories on Dankert
actor out of the hotel jam.
When
nations. And I don't mean give us
'as told to Anna Jane Phillips,' feaVoltane further told Irving that he
St Louis, Aug. 25.
your kind applause stuff either.
was in further dire need, the AGVA
Fanchon tt Marco, which operates ture writer on morning daily, under
Ben J. Fuller.
title of 'They Call Me An Amusing
exec allegedly gave Voltane the balfour deluxers and the St. Louis
Fraud.'
During
his
masquerade,
ance in small amounts.
Amus. Co.'s string of 31 nabes in St.
Louis and adjacent St Louis County, Dankert also 'bought' for $400 (a bad
Irving states that Slate failed to
Saranac Lake
end which has been toying with check) a tenth interest in 'The Redshow him any authorization signed
Winged Blackbird,' an original play
stage shows for the past several
by Voltane permitting Williams to
By Happy Benway
by
E. Reeves Cochran, local playyears, is going to have another whirl
appropriate his salary. All he saw,
wright,
and
when
his
real
identity
at live talent.
Irving claims, was a letter from the
Saranac, N. Y„ Aug, 25.
was disclosed, Cochran had' him
Starting, Friday, Sept. 18 Alvino
Harry 'Slipfoot' Clifton, minstrel- agent demanding the money. If an
Rey'g band, plus the King Sisters haled into court on a charge of false man from way 4own South, has actor's earnings were held out on
and a couple of vaude acts, will pretense. Case was dismissed, how- been handed so many good reports such 'slim' authorization, says Irvever, when judge ruled that Cochmake a one week stand In the Amthat all his railroad maps now point ing, no actor's income would ever be
ran had no 'legal case.'
to Atlanta, his home town.
bassador, a downtown deluxer. The
safe. It is the first duty of AGVA to
Base of Dankert's operations here
William Chase, who saw too much protect its members and that he
management announces that this
engagemeqt Is not to be taken as a was Studio of Theatre, dramatic bed routine, is back to the regular pointed out, was his reason for hanschool operated by Jane Ellen Ball, exercising around the Will Rogers. dling
definite policy of stage shows in this
the matter as he did.^
Dolph Singer, who wrote 'Just
who
was
practically
packed
for
a
house. It will be a sort of experiIrving further states that, by VolAround the Corner,' will produce
ment, and if the b.o. returns justify trip to California to become director skits for local radio station WNBZ, tane's sworn testimony, the actor
of 'Steinbeck's' exparimental playother stage shows may be booked.
has consistently paid double comHe's a successful ozoner here.
house
at Van Nuys, Calif.
Several years ago Johnny Perkins,
Dainty Hazel Smith has added missions, 10% to Williams and 10%
now reportedly rolling in clover at
much weight and is perting up to to the agencies through which Wilnifty reports.
his East St Louis Playdlum, m.c.d
liams booked him. It is the custom
Victor Rockiter, who saw service of agents to split commissions in
stage shows at the St. Louis for 'Show
Time'
Qmts
at
the Radio Music Hall and made such cases, he stated.
njjny weeks, but when the natives
th^ grade here, plans a trip to Virdidn't support such presentations,
In New York, Williams insisted
ginia, where he will resume work
Frisco,
Does
Big
18G
they were dropped. Late?, at the
that proper authorization, with VolHe's leaving with an absolute O.K.
8,000 seater Fox, stage shows were
tane's signature,
was shown the
in the near future.
presented at intervals but none has
Jack Hughson has graduated to ASVA head by Slate and ha has
San Francisco, Aug: 25.
been booked since Jan. 1.
'Show Time,' George Jessel two- the first floor from the infirmary de- therefore instituted charges against
The case Is
a-dayer, pulled out of the Curran partment of the Will Rogers, and Irving on this count
Don Biesrdo, Youngstown band Sunday (23) after climaxing its six- that means rapid strides towards go- pending before the Associated Actors
leader, has quit to work as a drafts
and Artistes of America exec comweek run with a t«rriflc $18,000 for home papers.
Among those who are packliig mittee.
man in Salem, O.
the final sesh at $2.75 top.
real good reports at the Will Rogers
are Roger Keene, Pat Mitchell,
H^en Olson, Dorothy Newcomb,
Ben SchaSer, Agnes Orr, Patricia

FANCHONMARCO
VAUDE AGAIN

Bow^

Iff,

Band show polioy at the Orphtiui
has turned out so satisfactorily tna
past year that Trl-States la booking
Sydney, July t.
Man<
all the name orchs possible.
Editor, 'Variety':
ager Bill Miskell announces Ben
Did I, even though vicariously, Merofl, Aug. 28; Claude Thomhill,
through your April 29 number, most Sept 11; Shep Fields, Sept. 18; Cab
the
particularly enjoy the show at
Calloway, Oct. 16; Ina Ray Hutton,
44th St, theatre on the night of April Nov. 6.
Pardon the cliche, I'll say I
24th?
Many more are being contacted
did!
It does my old ticker good to for fall and winter dates.

L

Edwards and Jerry Sager.
Walter (Loew's) Conley doing a

RICHARDSON RESIGNS

Earl CarroD

Show

In Chi Debut

away from

SepL 10

Chicago, Aug, 25
Earl Carroll set Thursday, Sept,
the opening of his new show
at the Morrison hotel here.
10, for

Jack Irving, Chicago head of
American Guild of Variety Artists,
turned down Carrdll's suggestion
that the entertainers double in the
banquet rooms, stating this would
deprive others of work.
Producer wlU charge $1 admission,
with proviso that guests need not
order. Due to the small 680 capacity,
Carroll will present three shows, in'
stead of two, as has been his policy
on the Coast

There's no vaudeville as a steady
policy in Detroit's major theatre.';
and the nitery men say (hey would
be glad to bring back vaudeville 'it
you can find it.' Most of the spots
here went through the summer without the customary shuttering and
look to a boom winter because of the
coin in- the hands of the workers
here and the curtailment on many
forms of spending.
The Bowery is enlarging to accommodate 350 more customers,
which will give it a capacity of upward of 1,500.

Walters Produdng

Revue

Latin Quarter

For Brockton Fair
Lou Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarter niteries In Miami and New
York, is producing a Latin Quarter
revue to play the Brockton, Mass,,
State Fair for seven days starting
Sept. 13. Troupe will work outdooi-s
in front of the grandstand, do one
show a night and be used as filler
during the afternoon events.
Talent will Include Pat Rooney,
Gautler*s Steeplechase dog act the
Marvelettes, ^rank Mazzone and the
Abbott Dancers, Barbara Perry, Ben
l^ost
Singers, tho Knickerbocker
Sixers and a line of 24 girls.

Deal was handled by Miles Ingalls
and calls for a guarantee and a per-

cen^^^^^^^^^^

AS PHILLY AGVA PREZ

comeback job. He's now ozoning in a private cottage, with bis
frau doing the cooking.
Frankie Richardson, vet nitery
Dr. John Mun>l>y, who befriended
many of this actors colony, is now singer and m.c, last week resigned
working for Uncle Sam as a medico as president of the PhiUy local of
in Alabama.
the American Guild of Variety
A mess of thanks to the wife of Artists 'because of the press of bis
Dr. Homer McCreary for her efforts, personal
business.' He was replaced
in spreading good cheer among the
by Jerry Wallace director of a glee
patients of this colony.
Jack Phillips, who ozoned here club singing act known as the
and ran a night club on Lake Colby, Guardsmen.
Richardson explained that being
back for a vacash and checkup.
head of the AGVA local gave him
Write to those who are 111.
little time to make 'lucrative' en'
gagements as well as keeping him

fine

biz.

PHIL

REGAN
Gal-Neva Lodge
Uke Tahoe, Cdif.
Personal

CASINO

secretary of the local.

m

Hillo, Calif.

FOR RENT
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Burley Back

Repretentattvoi

FRANK VINCENT
Overly

his family.

Reports of dissension in the board
of AGVA was denied both by Rich
ardson and Dick Mayo, executive
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Canton, O,, Aug. 28.
Burlesque will be resumed at the
Grand theatre here Aug. 28 under
the direction of Frank Bryan and
Frank Engle, who were in charge
last season, when burley ran 43 consecutive weeks, a new all-time reC'
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CHEENADESIMONE

ord here.
Policy will be seven days a week,
with midnight shows Friday, {Saturday and Sunday for the benefit of
late-shift war workers.

Cnrrendy

I
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VAUDEVILLE

K, 1M<

21st Birthday of

B'way State

Stirs

Memories of 'America's Only Vauder'
Sunday

(From

Mirror,

N. Y., Aug. 23)
By JACK LAIT

Joe Frisco, Ted Healy, Edgar Bergen, Siamese Twins (Hilton Sisters)
and hundreds of others.
No story of the State is complete
without the mention of Nicholas
Massa, stage manager for all the 21
Ruby Zwerling, famous band
leader for 15 years; Rosen, popular
and beloved, at his post 16 years,
and Louis Samuelson, popular stage
doorman, who saw the actors come
and go for almost IS years.

Marcus Loew and Sime Silverman,
the owner ol 'Variety.'
It was the Taj Mahal of what we.

There have been

had built.
Today it

is

the

only

'PEOPLE' UNIT IN

WTERY

&

PAY

The Parly

Is

On

The party started when a huge
birthday cake with 21 enormous
candles was presented to the actors
by a group of old-time vaudeville
lovers, the theatre's week-in-and
These regulars, in
their eo's and 70's, coming from as
far as Albany each week to see the

week

outers.

'flesh'

shows,

were guests

of

the

management.
Actors

who appeared

at the State's

opening night in 1921 were
Cantor,
invited,
including Eddie
Irving Berlin, Jack Dempsey, Lou
Holtz, George Jessel, Joe E. Lewis,
Sophie Tucker, Belle Baker, Paul
Whiteman, Georgie Price, Bill Robinson, Gus Van, Mae Murray, Mary
Picktord, Louise Fazenda, Constance
and Norma Talmadge, Nita Naldi,
the Gish girls, Ina Claire and Gloria
Swanson.
There are hundreds of stars in
Hollywood, on the legitimate stage
and in high places in radio who recall with nostalgia their vaudeville
During its
start many years ago.
21 years, practically every top act
in America appeared on the Slate

brilliant

Among them

were

Cary

now.
Hike

in

.

playing

present
crisis

transportation

back

to

the

troupe's demands.
La Conga closed last night (25)' for
eight days to allow for refurbish
ing and enlargement. Spot reopens
Sept. 3 with a tab version of 'Of V
We Sing,' the quasi-Equity staffed
revue that Alex Cohen and the

Negotiations Procedure

Snarls Talks Between
N. Y.

AFM, Theatre Execs

Powwows between New York

lo

American Federation of Musi
cians, and heads of New York's de
luxe Broadway theatres have yet to

cal,

reach a solution due to the inability
of the theatre execs to decide on
procedure of negotiations.
Union, asking for a 20% wage tilt
plus an increase in the number of
pit

men

atres,

in the State and Roxy theto discuss the wage

wants

boost first since the subject concerns
all houses,
i.e..
Paramount, State,
Strand, Roxy and Music Hall, and
then huddle with State and Roxy
execs over possibility of increasing
the musical manpower. However, if
employer execs continue to haggle
over procedure, the union is prepared to negotiate individually. Decision on the procedure angle is due
this week after which actual negotiations will

time,

USO-CSI

— where

however,
with

an

get

the

to

to

be doubly

tures.

No. 1 vaudeville fan In America,
according to Al Rosen, manager of
the State, Is Alfred Lunt, who never
played vaudeville, but who impersonated with amazing success a
variety hoofer in "Idiot's Delight.'
Other stars who trod the boards
of the State include Judy Garland,
Mickey tlooney, Ritz Bros., Lilyan
Tashman, Primo Canera, Barney
Ross, Gene Tunney, Dooley'jc Sales,
Clark & McCullough, Jack Osterman, Joe Howard, Richy Craig, Jr.,
Harry Hershfleld, Ted Lewis, Texas
Guinan, Frances White, Jane and
Katherine Lee, Jimmy Hussey, Ruth
Roye, John Boles, l.eo CarriUo,
Henry Armetta, Billy Gilbert, Herman Bing, Leon Errol, Sally Rahd,
Sunshine and Tempest, Kitty Doner,
Nan Halperin, Sunshine Sammy
Ben Blue, Sarah Churchill and Vic
Oliver, Rudy Vallee and orchestra,
Jules Bledsoe, Ethel Waters, Ted
Friend, Mark HeUlnger, Ed Sullivan,
Louis Sobol, Danton Walker, Nick
Kenny, Dinty Doyle, Toto, Trixie
PrlganM, BeYi Bard, Eddie Leonard

CHANCE FOR

meet the greatly amplified
Even with the 36 weeks,
the quasi-charity was hard put to

Grant as a stiltwalker, Mae West as
a singer, Fred MacMurray as a sax
player, Jimmy Cagney, George Raft,
Caesar Romero and Hugh Herbert American Youth Theatre presented
Benny briefly on Broadway last season.
as song and dance men.
Fields first played the State as pianist for his wife, Blossom Seeley.
Milton Berle was a child actor. The
late Jean Harlow, a flop on the
screen, took a second test following
a State date in a song and dance
single, and was a sensation In pic-

(24) with the three leading band
Music Corp. of America,
William Morris and General Amus.
A.K.S
Corp., in an effort to clear up the
picture of the Roxy's planned venture into a name band policy. MeetThe USO-Camp Shows, Inc., will ings had previously been held with
individually. Balahike its playing time over 100% the agency reps
ban officially takes over at the Roxy
this year, the plans visualizing some tomorrow (Thursday).
90 weeks of playing time, with 75
Result of the Monday meeting, acweeks already set, against the 36- cording to Balaban, was entirely
week total for the A and B units up satisfactory, with the agencies as-

program.

Coast and didn't want him stuck for
their week's pay, which he could
have been, had the spot folded with
out paying off.
'Apparently the cast didn't know I
h .ve been dealing wit'- eight dif
ferent unions in the 11 months I've
been operating La Conga, and am
indebtedl to none of them,' said the
ni.ery owner in explanation of the

commence.

Scale for musicians is now $90 for
a six-day week at each house except
the State, whose vaude -policy rates
it an $82 scale for a six-day week.

Balaban and Jack Partington, may be further snagged if The
operators of the Roxy, Charioteers (4), going in with Osstay more than one

joint

day

find suitable talent.

their

J.

agencies.

acts

TIFF

A.

now

Biz for All

for '41-42—Difficulty Now New York, for 20th Century-Fox, borne, can't
Find Suitable Talent held their first general meeting Mon- week because

Is to

acute

Cast of the condensed 'Meet the
People' didn't go on for its first show
Saturday eve (22) at La Conga, N. Y,
nitery, until Jack Harris, operating
the spot, had posted $1,900 to cover
Money wasn't due until
salaries.
yesterday (Tuesday) but the troupe
had had a few tiffs with the man
agement and, when it was reported
the spot might fold that night, they
met at the American Guild of Va^
riety Artists' office on Saturday aft
ernoon and decided to take no
chances. Management gave them a
pre-dated check.
Irving Yates who, with Matty
Rosen had taken over the show in
Chicago, was called into the confab
Seems the
at request of the cast.
troupe was grateful to Yates for bailing them out when it looked like
they might be stranded, thus keeping them working the past 20-odd
weeks. They knew Yates had about
$1,200 posted with AGVA to cover

'Satisfactory'

B way

Increased to Min-

imum 75 Weeks Coming
Season, As Compared to 36

will

just that

The current week stage show
Dale, vaudeville
headlines Smith
team of away back. Opening Thursday is 'Mrs. Miniver,' which broke
the record at the Music Hall; and
the stage show is headed by Ed
Sullivan and his Harvest Moon Ball
winners, who may top the mark at
There will be surprises
the State.
every night during the festive week

Reaches

Dates; See Enuf

USO Time

to

N. Y.

has never ceased playing vaudeville
and no other survives that can say
No stock 'line,' no 'peras much.
sonal appearance.' Here vaudeville

stage.

$51,326.00.

vaudeville

theatre left in America. The mighty
Palace, which outranked it, is a
double-feature picture house. Many
theatres have started and stopped
and started again, but all have
It
stopped—except Loew's State.

still is

approximately
Largest
Eddie

admissions.

100,000,000

weekly intake was
Cantor headlined.

It was
'family time.'
then
the climax of the chain that Loew

called

Y.,

Agreement With Band Agencies On

TO GAMP

years;

theatre became ol
age yesterday. I was there 21 years
ago, sitting between two of Broadway's biggest and most beloved-

Loew's State

Roxy, N.

[ OFF DUE

47

difficult

Its

position will

now.

It's been common talk among the
bookers that, with the
theatre
steadily growing amount of commercial stage playing time, the shortage
of acts is being increasingly felt.
Also greatly contributing to that
situation is the Army draft, which
has resulted in the breaking^ up and
disbanding of many standard acts.
The Whitson Bros., Dick, Don and
Dinah, and the soon-to.^e-affected
Nonchalants being only a few examples.

of previous bookings.
the Charioteers have to scram,
so will Osborne, and the Par will
have to find another band for one'^
If

week.

The situation at the Strand Is not
quite as acute, but this theatre has

had its difficulties now and then
because of unexpected holdovers.
Most recent was the Horace Heidt
booking.
Heidt
was
originally
scheduled to open Sept. 18, following a two-week booking of Dick
Jurgens, but at the last minute Warsuring the Roxy management of full ner Bros., because of initial
playcooperation. While it was admitted date reaction, decided
that 'Across
that the Paramount and Strand al- the
Paciflc,'
starring
Humphrey
ready have most of the top name Bogart, and the flim
to be coupled
bands tied up between them, the with Jurgens, was
probably strong
agents are said to have agreed there's enough to
go three jveeks. Jurgens
no reason why the Roxy can't play was extended
and Heidt was moved
the orchs after they come out of the
back one week, to Sept. 25, but only
Warner and Paramount theatres.
after much juggling of previous
The confab was chiefly for the Heidt commitments.
purpose of the Roxy gaining 'Information,' with, no deflnite band commitments made by the theafare.
House does not expect to be ready
for the new policy before Decemalso

NAMES

ber.

There was no disputing the fact
at the conference that money talks
loudest in talent booking- and one
of the agents didn't hesitate in say-

USO-GSI

CHARGE

IN

ing that the Roxy would have no
trouble getting bands if tilting salaries considerably over the Strand
and Paramount bids. This the Roxy
developing operators don't propose to do, in
no
With virtually
view of the bad and uncontrollable
ground for stage material in the
precedent it would set, unless forced
Al Stone, of Stone and Lee, last
past 13 years, vaudeville theatres
to do so.
week filed a 10-page complaint
have been hard put as it is to get
The Strand 'Fear'
against USO-Camp Shows, Inc., with
Now they are virplayable acts.
Roxy feels it's in no worse position the American Guild of Variety Arttually stymied. The USO-CSI prothan the Strand when Warners put ists, charging 'malicious influence
gram of 75 weeks alone will virtually that house into a band policy against and
discrimination, breach of coneat up all the available acts around. the already entrenched
Paramount, tract, misuse of USO funds and defAgents, however, see the ampli- which started the pitband shows. amation of character.'
fied USO program, plus* the growing The Par at that time also looked
Stone and Lee had been with the
amount of theatre time, as a boon to askance at the Strand, fearing that It 'Hollywood Follies' unit of Camp
the a.k. vaudeville acts which long would cut into its grosses, but, as it Shows from May 18, when it opened
ago hung up their dancing shoes, or turned out, there is enough biz for on the Coast, to July 30, when they
put their trampolines in cold stor- both spots. Balaban and Partington and three other acts, The Hackers,
age.
With few 'new' acts around, can't see why there shouldn't be Evers and Dolores and Betty Walters, were dropped from the show,
and many of the youthful male per- enough biz for three theatres.
Most of the bands the Strand and Paul Gerrits and the Carr Bros, reformers drafted into service, the
field looks wide open for the a.k.s to Par have tied up are only commit- placed.
ted for one more engagement at
make a comeback.
There's little hope of either the those houses. After the Dorseys,

TO AGVA

or the theatres gleaning any Sammy Kaye, Glenn Miller, Harry
material from localities. This was James. Phil Spitalny, et al., fulfill
proven by USO auditions held in those future contracts they will be
The au- on the open Broadway market.
Chicago and elsewhere.
While the Roxy concedes that senditions ran on and on, many local
timent will also figure strongly with
performers showing their stuff, but
some of the bandleaders, who will
hardly an act was found which was
want to continue at the theatres in
playable over the camp route.
which they've been established the
With its amplified playing time, past few years, certain circumUSO-CSI, according to Abe Last- stances might arise which would difogel, is dropping the differentiation vert them into the Roxy.

USO

between A and B units. However,
it will remain a mental equation, the
shows for the smaller army and
navy posts, of course, not being as
large and costly as those playing
the major military and naval reservations.
But unlike this past year's
program, many acts playing the A
time will also play the B, and vice
versa.

Perhaps bearing this out is the
current difficulties the Paramount is
having with bands it has booked for
the future, but, because of holdover
films and pit shows, is unable to
give them deflnite dates. Xavier
Cugat, Tommy Tucker, Johnny Long
and Woody Herman are four orchs
the Par booking department is now
trying to shuffle around in order to
fit into the jazzed-up booking schedule.
Par also has a deflnite com-

Wbltsons Suspend
mitment with Harry James to open
Dec. 30, with Bob Crosby also defact initely committed
to follow, and unBrothers, acrobatic expected holdovers between now
Whitson
of the
into
the
armed
Induction
team.
and then will further ball up the
Arthur
David
Wible
and
of
forces
theatre's band sked.
have
boys,
who
Kendallville
Bassett,
The Par only recently had its
been part of the act for six years, hands full
shuffling around Gene
has forced the team to take their
enforced respite. Bassett now, is in Krupa's orch, also due to holdovers,
but
now Krupa is skedded to open
and
Wible
is
at
Wyoming
in
camp

Morris Agcy. Commish

On Camel Caravan Tour
Of Camps Goes to Charity
Abe Lastfogel, g.m. of the Willicm Morris agency, who is on detached duty from his office to head

USO-Camp

Shows,
Inc.,
is
circumspectly donating all of the
Morris office's commis.sions from
the 'Camel Caravan' tours to camp
sites to sundry charities.
A third
'Camel Caravan' will see its commls.sicns donated to USO, as was some
$3,500 in accrued commissions of
the

first

tour.

The No. 2 'Camel Caravan' already has had $2,500 in commissions
divided among Army and Navy Relief Funds and the American Theatre Wing.

Kendallville, Ind., Aug. 25.

The war has suspended the

Atlantic

Oct.

City.

Lester Whitson, manager of WhitBrothers, reported today that
the act is booked for Sept. 7 and that

son

he will attempt

to

break

in

two new

of the troupe in order to
that engagement.

members
fill

Prior

to

the

suspeasioh,

the

act

had been performing at army camps
and in behalf of the USO. The act
also recently completed a tour with
Jan Garber's orchestra.

14.

Ennis Fill-In
Not because of a holdover, but because Skinnay Ennis decided lie
needed a rest, the Par booking office was hard put to finding a twoweek nil-in show opening Sept. 2,
when Ennis .scrams after four weeks,
though 'Holiday Inn' continues for
two more. Will Osborne was finally
set as teammate with the h.o. film,
plus an entire new show, but thi.';

BARROOM BRAWL COSTS
HAU SIGHT OF AN EYE
As the result of an assault in a
bar near the Lambs Club, N. Y., sevmonths ago, Cliff (Sharlie) Hall
has lost the sight of his right eye.
His assailant, giving the name of
pleaded
O'Connor,
has
Charles
guilty and faces a stiff jail term because of a prison record. Stated that
O'Connor was out on parole for theft
eral

and when the attack was made was
wearing a Canadian soldier uniform.
O'Connor is a six-footer. Following a bit of bantering in the gin mill
he jabbed the actor in the face with
a broken beer glass
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Night

Qub Reviews

Femme

half bears striking re.
semblance to Olga Baclanova, fllm
and stage actress.
With travel restrictions constantly
emptying road bands, local maestri
are getting the pick of Lo^al 60 books
again,
and Herman Middleman's
managed to nab several musicians
formerly with name outfits, and lesult is a vastly Improved orch, both
for the acts and dancers. Eddie Metcolfe,
saxist and singer
late
of
Leighton Noble, looks after the vostuff.

Her volca Improves
with hearing but Is a little on the
harsh side at first' Her closing ditty,
'Pedro, the Pulque Man,' a Mexican
genre song, tied up the show, and
wear

clothes.

New Acts

'Johnny Doughboy,'
her
encore,
HABTHE EBBOLLE
touched oil heavy applause.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Huot has a powerful, well-trained Songs
> Mins.
baritone and sings without benefit of
Balnbow Boom, N. Y.
mike, in French, Spanish and Eng•Folies D'Amour' uiith Helen CarOf tall, stately appearance, but
lUb,
'Les Clairons*^ ('The Bugles'),
rol, Line
(14), Bob Fuller Sextet,
in French, is a spine-tingler that more willowy than the usual prima
Patsy Lurain, Jade Ling, Stanley
lifted the audience to their feet, and donna type. Miss Errolle shows her
Twins, Paul Rejnos & His Toy Boys
cals, and very well, too.
Cohen.
here the Frank Lewis orch did not- operetta training well in this, her
(2), 51ate Bros. (3) with Fay Carnitery debut The manner in which
able
work
in
support.
'Donkey
roll, Gil Gatvan, Jan« Wood, Pamela
Serenade,' in Spanish, and The she clicks marks her favorably and
firitton. Dr. Marcus, Ruth Daye, Don
Gardens, St. Paul Vagabond Song,' in English, with a well for the cafe circuit
McGrane Orch (11), Fernando Canev
'Hell to Germany' variant, garnered
Good showmanship is her utilizaRhumba Orch; $2 minimum uieefchim a well-merited ovation.
tion of the mike only for the opener,
days, $3 Saturdayj.
St. Paul, Aug. 15.
Mildred Ray, producer of the Mil- Emmerich Kalmann's immortal
Korn KHbbers with Bill Kelsey, ray girls house line, has achieved a 'Sari Waltz' and then dispensing with
For his second show at the Latin
Jack Rose, John Konchel, Matt noteworthy degree of precision danc- it for 'One Kiss' and 'Make Believe,'
Quarter, Lou Walters has come up
Mortenson and Chester Wahley; no ing and out-of-ordinary routines. two American operetta excerpts. The
with an entertainitient that's as comcover or minimum.
Her wardrobing, too, is distinctive. range and power of her vocal delivmercial as a Government Bond.
The line ap'pears three times during ery with the Romberg and Kern balHeavily peopled in a production
In this pop family trade nitery, the 70-minute show in a suitcase lads mean that she must have held
that's divided in two parts, this rewhere beverages and food impose dance with mock strip-tease finish, in herself in check vocally with the
vue has plenty of flash, color, girls
no hardship on the exechequers and Moorish dance with cymbals, and as opener, because she can fill any room
and cuticle display to warrant plenty
where Freddie Fisher and his gypsies, with one of the gals throw- with ease and grace.
of biz. The title, 'Folies D'Amour,'
'Schnickelfritzers* first skyrocketed ing a fast set of cartwheels to close.
Of personable, brunet appearance.
perhaps isn't borne out in the flnail
into prominence, these Korn Krib- They generally get a good measure Miss Errolle is thus a decorative as
analysis, since there's little to sugbers, another novelty
band pat- of applause.
well as artistic interlude. Her Raingest the label's Frenchy connotations,
terned along the same 'SchnickelFrank Lewis' band serves sweet or bow Room debut is an auspicious
but the entertainment is there in
fritz' lines, seemingly has become a
hot as patrons call for them. Vocal- showcasing, and she will appeal in
huge lots, although it remains for the
permanent institution. If anything, ist Colleen
Abel.
N. Y.
Enright fits in nicely with any type boite.
generally lavish production and lesit
has attained even greater local
style of band. Rhumba band is adeser-billed performers to supply most
(HOTEL SUEBATON)
popularity than Fisher's outfit.
quate.
of the clickos.
Except for a brief and not so
CUub three-quarters full at this ABTHUB BLAKE
Heading the bill are the three
Michael Zarin Orch (4), Bill Sherr, happy invasion of New York, where mid-week catching.
Impersonations
Lane.
Slate brothers, whose zanyisms a la
Lady Anne; $1 minimum on Friday they went into the 48th St. Music
15 Mlns.
Ritz brothers somehow don't seem to
and Saturday; no minimum other Hall, and an engagement at the
Clab Ball, Fhilly
go over so well.
Fay Carroll nights.
Dowling hotel, Wilmington, Del,
Not just another mimic is this
straights for them. A mildly comic
BALI,
they've been holding forth and dishyoung fellow, but an artist in his
bit, in which they toss a dummy
Spence
Sawyer,
known
to many ing out mirth and melody at the
Blake makes a study of the
line.
around in their flnale, got them off to
showfolk from his years on 44Ui Gardens for two and a half years.
character, then writes his own clever
a big audience response. Miss CarPhiladelphia, Aug. 20.
street, wnere he ran several taverns, In Gotham, where they jumped dimaterial
to add zip to the mimicry.
roll does some of the .production
Arthur Blake, Susan Carol, the
rectly from the Gardens here, they
is general manager of this east side
singing, and well, too, also enhancBarbara Belmore, Marty He's thus built up an amazing rehostelry and has provided a cool, in- apparently weren't the solid click Leslies,
ing the act's decorative values with
pertoire.
Luis Fernandez
(6),
formal room that is on the beam anticipated and their engagement King Orch
her blonde looks.
of Bette Davis
impersonation
His
Rhumba
Orch
Bali-Lovelies
(6),
for the middle-classers with a pound was
shortlived.
Here,
however,
Dr. Marcus, the comedian-magiHe's got the
almost uncanny.
Is
quite
to spend and a yen for atmosphere. they're
some
pumpkins. (80; no couer; $1.50 minimum.
cian, is a sock manipulator of words
wide-eyed gal's mannerisms and
Entertainment is unpretentious.
They've built up a large following,
and cards and scores big. He uses
speech down to a T. Also terrific
Zarin's band includes his are rated tops hereabouts as screwMichael
A
couple
of
newcomers
hold
the
the audience participation angle in
takeoff on Carmen
own
fiddle, a bass, guitar and piano, ball entertainers and they pack the spotlight on the Bali bill this sesh. is his finale, a
his routine, and on this show was
Miranda, Edna Mae Oliver and
doubling on accor- medium-sized
room to capacity
First, there's Arthur Blake (New
particularly fortunate in having as with the latter
He also imKatharine Hepburn.
Acts), who takes over the m.c. reins
an audience foil a beaut (pldnl?) dion. The guitarist, Billy Sherr, also every night.
Mrs. F. D. R. clever, but
There's no dancing here.
Like like an old trouper as well
tum- peisanates
who carried the magico's questions vocals and strollo around the room
not irreverent of the First Lady.
expertly to lend considerable laughs between band sets. The combo pro- other screwball novelty bands at ing in an excellent hunk of enter- Best of his male impersonations are
pleasing
dansapation
that this establishment, they provide all tainment with his amazing Impervides
to the act.
Stewart
and Frank
Jimmy
that
of
The standard Stanley Twins are ranges from familiar semi-classics to the entertainment. Gluttons for sonations of stage, screen and pub- Morgan. The kid is also an okay
The punishment, they work steadily, 4ic personalities. Also standout is
still
blowing smoke rings during pops and the Latin idiom.
m.c A click almost anywhere.
their terp turn, while in another ap- stroller has a fair baritone, a fine without a rest or interruption, from Susan Carol (New Acts), a blonde,
Shal.
repertoire
that
includes
oldsuch
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. nightly. "Their fare eyeful who knows how to sell a song.
pearance they do a 'shadow' dance.
Rest of the show features the
Helen Carrol is a blonde singer who timers as 'On a Chinese Honeymoon' is the usual novelty musical stuff,
does some of the production singing, and 'Pull the Shade Down, Mari- vocalizing and slapstick clowning as- dancing Leslies, a ballroom team AL GUSTEB
and Jade Ling is an Oriental nude anne'; he .never overstays his wel- sociated with this type of amuse- that breaks up its routine with lots Danoer
The prognosticator. Lady ment. It's all very intimate and in- of variety— from a graceful Vienwho decorates a couple of the pro- come.
Anne, works the tables with a light formal, the performers hobnobbing nese waltz specialty to an old-fash- 8 Mlns.
duction scenes.
Murrains, N. T.
Possibly the top applause-getters English accent and a delivery that from the stage with the customers ioned Cakewalk,
Al Guster does a ballet-tap routine
in front.
Barbara Belmore, a tiny redliead,
are Paul Remo!! and his Toy Bot's would be better were it briefer.
work
The
spot
comes close to capacity
Staged in a rural setting, includ- takes over with -a bewildering whirl- to classical musical that, with
(midgets).
The turn is still the
may build this persame one they've been doing in (225) every night, even though it's ing a backdrop hayloft with a wom- ing dervish, aero dance. The Bali- and experience,
former into more ambitious comvaudeville for years, yet still re- been open only a couple of months an's slipper sticking suggestively out Lovelies (line) live up to their billpany. He's a newcomer in the east,
tains its aura of novelty.
The two and is off the t>eaten path. When it of the hay, the performance utilizes ing.
the Coast
Most of the band (Marty King) is having worked mostly on
male midgets do difficult balancing rains they use the awnings, and on a wide assortment of trick musical
where he had a spot in Duke Ellingstunts, with Remos as the tinder- Sundays, when the orch is off, they and other props. There's no subtle- new. The bulk of the original Bali
last seaFran.
ty or delicacy to the proceedings, orchestra has left either for the ton's 'Jump with Joy' revue
stander, the click climaxer being the pipe in Muzak.
and the occasional -naughty and sug- Army or war industry. The new son. He reminds of Paul Draper
balancing by one of them on a verfact, frankly
in
style
and,
in
dance
gestive songs and off-color business edition of tooters is promising, paced
tical pole, while the other is astride
terper.
that
with
totored
has
prove
inoffensive,
instead
apparently
by Tommy Donio, trumpeter, forthe top playing a miniature vibe.
never failing to provoke hearty merly with Clyde McCoy. Lulls are
He's over the head of the general
The Chadwicks (New Acts) are
laughter and loud applause.
taken care of by the Luis Fernandez type of clientele at this colored
ballroom dancers, with the Bob
Pittsburgh, Aug. 14.
The boys are first-rate musicians rhumba crew.
nitery but would be a novelty in
Fuller Sextet a male vocal group
Herman Middleman Orch (8), and
Fran.
singers as well as screwball
House was almost capacity at din- the ofay boites.
that also doubles into the production Danny White, Juvelys, Collette
&
Shal.
numbers as chorus boys. Latter are Barry Dancers, Eddie Metcalfe; comics. They are said to boast a ner show reviewed.
repertory of 100 different numbers
particularly in their metier in doing $l.!»0-$2.50 minimum.
WILLIE BBTANT
and there must have been 50 of
the heroic type of times, all having
N.
Y.
the four hours
good voices that blend well, notably
Neat little show Sol Heller has them utilized during
Mornlns, N. V.
(HABLEM)
caught .by this reviewer. Bill Kelin their reprise from the first show, booked into his river spot in
the abTall, thin, personable Negro used
the Cohan medley.
The line of sence of Little Jackie Heller, cur- sey is bass; Jack Rose, sax and
years
emcee; John Konchal, accordion;
WaUy Wanger girls is composed of rently in Hollywood, where
Willie Bryant, Jomes Wylie, Sam to front a band but in recent
he's just
some classy lookers who also know finished making a picture, 'Yanks Are Matt Mortenson, drums, and Chester Manning, Phil & Bea, Al Ouster, he has become a top single comedian
and trombone.
how to step.
Edan Taylor, Leon Gross Orch (7), in Harlem. He's a veteran, having
Coming,' for Producers Releasing Wahley, piano
There are such numbers as 'Side- Line (8); $1 minimum on toeefcends. been prominent in' such legits as
Gil Galvan, esthetic dancer, heads Corporation.
It's not a big layout,
Mamba's Daughters,' plus having
one presentation number that in- being confined to three acts, but a walks of New York', 'Mighty Like
done considerable vaude and cafe
cludes all the girls, and he serves as good one, with plenty of entertain- a Rose' and 'Bells of St. Mary's.' the
This
e quick, novel interlude in the poly ment sandwiched among a comedian, two last named handled seriously by Mimo, spot, most recently the Club work, but this is his debut for the
along with Elks Rendezvous 'Variety' New Acts files.
glot entertainment.
He also mnkos a flash dance act and an acrobatic Mortenson as he pounds out music and Small's
Paradise, are all that reon illuminated vari-colored bottles.
another appearance, in th^ patriotic turn.
His comedy patter was strictly
main of the many Harlem spots
finale, wherein he does a cape dance.
Booking is really a homecoming There's the familiar business of aidHarlemese and beyond the ken of
Don McGrane's orch, with the for Danny White, who got around ing the bass viol and the equally that drew hc'ty downtown patron- this reviewer, but strictly solid with
leader in tails, handles the show ex- Pittsburgh pretty regularly, both at familiar impression of Bonnie Baker age in the haicyon days. 'With the the colored clientele. He knows how
singing 'Oh, Johnny' by one of the loss of the downtown trade the to handle an audience and punch
pertly, along
with the customer Nixon Cafe and at Yacht
Club's
dancing, while Fernando Caney's predecessor, the Show
The boys, of course, also do operators were unable to match their laughs with the best of the colored
Boat, before boys.
alternate crew takes over for the he started on that just-ended
female Impressions broadly with shows against the non-Negro clubs m.c-comics.
Fran,
twoone comedy song and what resultea is currently on
Latin dansapation. Pamela Britton. year run at the Iceland on
Broad- balloon busts in also an occasional view. Okay for the local trade, but
blonc*'
stunning
band vocalist. Is a
way.
(Incidentally, he goes back number. There's
parade number like it will never please general palates. SUSAN CABOL
looker, but her thin voice goes over there again in the fall.)
current
hit
White's a
Show runs 90 minutes, which re- Songs
only moderately well.
She also talented little fellow, a good m.c, an'
'Johnny Doughboy'. Most of the stuff
doubles into some production num- able terp pantomimist and an okay is ensemble, but there's soloing now quires too much stretching for six acts 10 MiDS.
and a line. Willie Bryant (New Acts) CInb Ball. PhUly
and then.
bers.
singer of special lyrics.
There's
Singer Jane Wood works In a something a bit Chaplinesque in
Plenty of standees the week-night as m.c, clowns with each turn instead
A svelte, oomphish blende canary.
his
of letting them get off when they're
Rees.
couple of production numbers along general makeup, and without being caught.
which
through.
The line grinds through Miss Carol has a set of pipes memwith aero dancers Margie Green and an iihitator he frequently suggeste
three routines in lackadaisical matches her looks. A former
does
a
Patsy Lurain. Ruth Daye
the film star in manner, particularly
ber of a sister act (the Benton
fashion.
All
nuhiber.
Another
strut
In
hussar
El Morocco, Montreal
in that cute shuffling number he
James Wylie is a falsetto tenor Twins), the gal recently started out
Naka.
acquit themselves well.
does.
Over big here in all departwho fails to go over. Sam Manning on her own, and from early indiments and paces his varied talents
click.
Montreal, Aug. 17.
is next with a calypso routine of cations she's sure to
nicely.
Her voice, well-adapted for bluesImogen Carpenter, Ludovic Huot, songs that never gets started. Phil
ears.
N. O.
Collette and Barry, a good-looking Claire & Arena, Rod Rodgers, Frank and Bea, mixed dance team,
do a type tunes, is pleasant on the
couple
backed
by
four
gals
with
EnColleen
loith
Lewis Orch (9)
barbaric routine that is nothing When caught she sang an original
(HOTEL BOOSEVELT)
plenty of s.a., bill their act 'The Lit- right, Harry Luzi Rhumba Band (3) more than a procession of bumps. novelty number, 'Panic in Panama,
tle Show.' It's more than just a team House Line (8); no couer, minimum Al Guster
'AU I Need Is You,' 'Strike Up the
(New
Acts),
who
clicked
New Orleans, Aug. 20.
Do
and more than just a line, too, being $2.00
in Duke Ellington's 'Jump With Joy' Band,' and encored with 'What
iShal.
Phil Horris Orch, Larry Stewart, the type of good-looking, flashy
revue on the Coast last season, has You Think I Am.'
Lewis & Van, Tommy Trent, Rogers dance act that was practically a must
Accent Is on singing currently, the terps makings.
Edna Taylor
Dancers; $1.50 to $2 minimum Satur- on every two-a-day vaude bill. Col with Imogen Carpenter and Ludovic pleases in her deep, shouting voice
THE
CHAOWICBS
Sundays.
lette and Barry do a couple of grace'
days and
Huot carrying the burden and satis- and a blue repertoire.
Fran.
Ballroom Dsneing
ful routines on their own, but most fying crowds remarkable for their
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Phil Harris is no stranger here. of the t',-e the femme quartet's in numbers during this torrid weather.
'The Chadwicks are a young ballHis annual coming is the signal for the background, which makes it a The pint-size emcee. Rod Rodgers, is
of
this swank spot's biggest business. plenty decorative as well as a quite a pleasant-mannered, good-humored
Mass. Roadery Casnahy room team who'll need plentygain
work before they can hope to
Room has had to turn hundreds useful background. Their highlight entertainer who does a spot of imithe big time. They have the looks
away at each show. Current offering is the spin in the old-fashioned gas tation (and singing, also), being
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 25.
and a youthful verve that are
Is one of the best presented at town's buggy, with appropriate costuming, easily the hardest worker on the bill.
for
War-time casualty hereabouts is partially compensating factors
nocturnal rendezvous in highly colorful, neatly executed and His line of patter is swiftly paced
leading
good for extensive palm-pounding. and smoothly rendered, and while Rovelli's, swank Post Road nitery. their lack of experience.
sometime.
The one-armed lift and whirl by
Genial and personable batoneer It the act belongs in the 'line' classi- some of the jests are on the antique Main reason for closing the cocktail
keeps tilings going snappily, his fication. It's a superior line, with side, he gets by on personality, and lounge will remain open is inability the male of his partner is their lone
trick that rates as big-time; otherabundant energy giving momentum imagination and, whats just as im- deserved the big applause he got..
to get good help, according to Mrs.
wise the turn is of standard variety.
He punctuates portant, first-rate production.
to the proceedings.
Claire and Arena, the gal a blonde Anna Rovelli.
Naka.
Juvelys, who replaced unicycle act looker, put on an adagio act plus a
the show with stories and gags and
Draft, war jobs and cushy locascores heavily with vocals, whli<h, of Macy and Brack, forced to pull little toe-dancing by Claire and some
tions made it tough to get local
here
num".
out after single week for theatre heavy aero work by Arena. They,
heard
although
Leo Belaman orchestra returns to
de- too, like all the other turns, netted bands; chefs and cooks just 'couldn't
times in the past, are still enjoyed bookings, played Stanley,
Oct.
be
found.'York,
the Rainbow Room, New
by Orleanlans who. frequent the luxer here, only a short time ago a heavy salvo.
Club reputedly represented invest 28. Currently at the Beverly Hills
Miss Carpenter has looks and style,
spot, as well as visitors. Notable of and they're cinch show-stoppers with
these Is That's What I Like About their showy and unusual acrobatic a tall brunet who knows how to ment of about $100,000.
C. C, Newport Ky.
the South.' Harris is also ace m.c.
Orchestra, a little too heavy on the
brass opening night, runs mostly to
swing, with music keeping the floor
crowded during the dance sessions.
Lewis and Van open the floor show
with distinctive tap routines to score
Tommy Trent, working
heavily.
from behind scenery, gets plenty of
laughs with his puppet comedy. The
Rogers Dancers, two men and a girl
looker, contribute a ballroom and
adagio turn studded with comedy
thars a thriller.
They garnered
plenty of palm-pounding.
Larry Stewart, the band's vocalist
and the only singer besides Harris,
wins his share of the honors with his
rendition
of
Tangerine,' 'Johnny
Doughboy' and other pop tunes.
Band's rendition of 'Jingle, Jangle,'
to accompaniment of jingling spurs,
instrumentally and vocally,
both
grabbed off plenty of applause, as
did a medley of service tunes, which
was appropriate closer.
Liuz.
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Hotel St. Besli
(VIenoeee Roof)
Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel tValderfAstorla
(SUrllght Roof)
CarlOH Ramlvez

Varietv Bills
WEEK OF AUGUST
Niimenb

28

with bills below Indleata openlne day
whether toll or split week.

In ctftaaectlon

flbow,

WORCESTER
riymooth

Cayne

(24-20)

OITT

(tT)

Dick Jurgena Ore
Lynn. Royce 4 V

ft Burry
Olyn Landick
Harmonattes

(SOth only)

&

Ixxve. Hlte

Cabaret BiDs

S

Larry Adler

& Deane
Jack Dempery'e

Knlette

NEW TOBX CUT

ranmooBt

(Ze)

Bd

Sklnnay Bnnia
« Ink SpoU

Bcaal (M)

Jay McShsnn Bd
Berry Broa
Lee & Baaquette

RhumbooKte

Shore
Knight Sla

Willie

Olria

DETBOIT

Pat Henninc
Douglaa Droa

& M

Tim Herbert

(21)

Prima Ore
Judy Canova
Jackie Cooper

Dick, Dot A
(21)
AndrewH 61a
Will 08bo;'ne

Colonial (28)

&

Barton

l,lta

Stone

Dob Duponi
ROCII ENTER
INlUtM (27-30)

(28)

Duke Ellington Ore Victory Revue

Cenittr*
Walter Lynch
Mae Barnes
4

Warner

Chanticleers
Hotlerve

Chuteaa
Rosal'd

MEW YORK CITY
Stnnd (28)
Bammy Kaye Ore
Sterner Sla
(21)

Sammy Kaye Ore
Sterner Sla

BBOOKLTN
(28)

Olenn Miller Ore
Wally Brown

PHILAnEI.rHIA
Earle (28)

Whiteman Ore

Murlagh SIb
Broa

WARHINOTON
Earle (28)
Roxyeltee
.Shea & Raymond
Kdwnrd Roecker

(21)

(21)

Olenn Miller Ore

Rnxyetlee

Wally Brown

Shea & Raymond
Edward Roecker
Lyda Sue

PITTSBUROR
Maaler

(28)

Allan

Independent
CITY

KalbouM

Volga
Xnrlo
MIchn VoBllreir

Boxy
Oalnes

&

(28)

Jeanne

Jeanne Brldeeon
Walter 'Dare Wahl
Ben ToBt
Harpera Jitterbugs
O Paster Rniyettes
Pnul Ash Ore
*9th HI. Theatre
(28)
lloltz

Lou
Wniie Howard
Phil

Htate

(SO-2)

Chrislne

Mahoney Co

(1 to All)

CAMDEN

Towera

Virginia

HARTFORD
State (28.10)
3

Circle

Tommy

(28)

Dorsey Ore
Paul Regan

Ward

Marina (80th only)
PorrlB & T Robins
Ouldo & Drene
Sidney Stone

Lane

Seed -4 White

Betty ft Playmates
Oeorge Owens
Morion ft ronton

'1

to nil)

Mayfalr (2»th only)
l-errla & T Roblna

Ouldo

& Dreno

ft

LYNRROOK.

(2 to nil)

PHILADELPHIA
Carman

&

.Seed
White
11 to nil)

I.

lo^nbrook
(20lh only)

Sidney Slone

T.ee

(28-20)

Rosa

Bert Walton
Blrigewood
Collette ft Barry Co
(ZOth only)
PROVIDENCE
Seed & White
Metropolitan 28-30)
Betty a PInymatet
3 Andrews Sis
Mdney Stone
Will
Osborne Ore
I.eonard Semen ft S
Oeorge Freems
Kay & Karol
Martin ft Florenz
AKRON

Palare (20)
ilnrace Heidi Ore

ATIw%NTIC CITY
StMl Plw

(28)

""harllo

Barnet Ore
Helene Gardner

"en Tnsfa Co

f;nna

Kemper

ncnrge Haggerly
I'Ick nana
<3 In nil)

„««ALTIMOBK
„HlpiKHlrom« (28)
noorge Bealty
,>vv,„. Meri,
ft Lee

Montgomery
Roy Fox Ore
Prussin Oro
D%vyer*H

Sid

(SawdDst Trail)

Bobby Heath
L.

Rm)

RICHMOND

National (28)

Julia Oarrlty

Tommle Baxter
Francos 0*Conncll
Marie Dnley
Dorothy Muck
Marlene Francis
Paula Valera
Club 18
Frankle Hyers

Roy

Momlkal
Mclniyre Oro

Napuu
I^llanl

Seilley

VInce Curran
Lillian FItzRorald

Diane Fontane
Hazel MrNulty
Onye Dixon
Jerry Blanchard
Joe Frifico
El Cliico
Dorlta & Valero
Consuelo Moreno

Arlane
Lee Beautlefl
Hotel No. 1 5th Ave.
Jaye Martin

Anne White
Downey ft Crogg
Hazel Web8lcr
Hotel Park Central
(Cocoonut Grove)

Tacht Club Boys

& La Maye
Buddy Clarke Ore
Benny Howard
(Royal Palm)
Glover

Dell

O'Dell

Jack

Reynolds

Sandro Romitl
Rcnnell Orren
Jerry Crfcn
Itiinny

Howard

Hotel rennsylvnnla
(Cafe Rouge)
Glen (Jray
Hotel Pierre
(Cotillion

Room)

Arthur Carney
Beverly Whitney
ft Knott

Towne

Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel riaxa

Harry Howard's Co Gloria Belmonte
Rodrlffuez 3
WASHINOTON
(Pendnn Room)
Trio Mlitcco
Hovraril (28)
Dick Gfifparro Ore
Lurky Mllllnder Ore Del Dtjca Oro
Urn Cutler
Slater Tharpe
El Morocco
Dl(;atano9
Tip. Tap ft Toe
Chnuncey Grey Orr
3 Chords
Hotel RooscTcIt
1

Chlqulto Orr

Notes

WATERRI'RY
I'oirs

(28-27)

FamoDS Door
Salrh & Siitchel

MnrRo

Jackie Cooper
Carl Hoff Ore
(;rnce Dryadule

f'nrnl

Arthur

Tovkle Hunter

ft

M

Hnvel

Gniiil

Hfriiinn Chittl^on
I.fti'l

Porster

Agnes Dwyer
Jack Altyn
Ned Harvey Ore
Qrnoverneers

Rainbow
Smith

Mlrlitm JnUnHun
ft I^rriilne
BllnHtrob's

Jack

i*eter

Boyd

Bodge Oro
Hoalhen

Bvangellne

The llutons
Archie
Stuart

ft
ft

Coaa

Lucille

Lea

tirin
Occ..

Vera Sanoff

Ashbums

Anne Diamond
Hotel Bradturd
(Clrcns Room)

Kenny

Drllllant

Lucille

ft

J

Moloney

(Satire

Nora
Nell

Nat

ft

Walt<*r Pcrner Orf h
Hotel rtavoy Plaxo
(Cafe f^oonre)
nen<*e DeMarco
Jodie. Nurmie ft
Roy IKonH Ore

R

ft

Regal

Club

Hotel Statler
Jules Duke Ore
l4i Coaga Club
Chick Albergo Ore
Undaay** Sk^bar
Four Kings Jive

Barry

DIan Rowland
Plato

ft

Jewell

Skating Lockwells
laabelUa
Harvey Stone

O

Jalna

Donn Ardeo Co
Johnny King

Bunny Waters
Hotel Sberatoa
(SUeratoB Sky

Bill Bailey

Richard Lane
Rainbow Room
Iria Isoo
Walton ft O'Rourkc HenrlqnetU Brazil
Coceanat Grave
Ray English
Mickey Alpert Ore
Martha Errolle
Alfred Pineda Oro
Lawr. Andrlnl Ore
Huster Kelm Rev
Jane Deerlng

Brandwyone

Kay

Ducky Malvln Ora

Martha Raye
John GalluB

Carole Bruce

Georges

Honaco'a Caf«
Olenn

Herb Hagenor Or«
0

(Book
Ben Young Oro
Jan Martel
(Motor Bar)
Eddie Fritz i
Bowery
Paddy CllS

Room)

PhUllpo

Clarlta
Hotel RIts Carleton
(Bits Roof)

Olrls

Pearl de Lucca

Jorlo Livingston

Gary

Book-Cadlllao Hotel
Caslao)

Sheridan
HouBton

Harry Baker
Hotel LeaoB
Don Jose Oro

Uarya Manley

aob

3100

Parks

Kay Cameron
Hal Hall
Doo Walsh Ore

DETROIT

Harris
Hotel Fensgate

Sally

Blitle

McCabe

Webb
ft

Dorothy Dennis
Jean Monti

Harrison Aulger
Addison Aulger

Flo

.Nulla

Sloan

Sammy Watklns

Hotel Emcx
Buddy Smith's Ore
Jack .Manning Ore
BlU Cronin

Louise Sherwood
Ullly Kelley
(Musical Bnr)

Adrian O'Brien
Clnb Mayfalr
Rajiny Weeks Ore
Don Rico Oro
June Welting
Sylvia Frooa
frank ft J Hubert

Henri

Petty

Franit

Uanana

(Theatre-Club)

Herman Oro

Pete

(G)

Alice O'Leary

Eppie Bruce
Healy ft Evans

Run

Hl-llat

Dann

Charlie

Carlisle

Benny Reah Ore

Garden)
Don Dudley Oro
Hotel StaUer

Bram

Ball

Del Parker
Skeoter Palmer
(Terrace Boom)
Roy Swartz
Jack Edwards Ore Jack. Rosa
(Cafe Rouge)
ruaooTa
Saivy Cavin^^hlo Ore Nick Luc'&B

Hay market
Mel Snyder
Irene Bender
Jean March

Mardo

Irene Bender

LeRoy

Mlmt

ft

Wally Johl
Charmettes Oro
London Chop

Tanner
Ethel

Sisters

Howe

Ruby Ore

Bammy

Ow9
CM

Dllbert

Olde Wayae
Jlnuny Clark Ore
Jdao Chapman

Palm Beack
Gua Howard
Carl

ft

Arlene

The Damella

Lovey Stacey
Dorothy (Serroa
Don Pablo Oro
Montmarte Boys
Beyalo
Helen Holmes
Emillo Caceres Ore
Cookie Bowera
Hotel Vendome
Uanlta Itlvera
Rogers Corner
Billy ft Irene Burna Rochelle ft Bebe
aiay Caatel
Marearpi (frey
(Fife ft Drum Rm) Bob
Johnny Pineapple
ft
M'lne Gates Lee Sullivan
(Melod; Loangc)
Faith A-len
Harry Lefcourt Ore Herb
Jimmy McHale Ore Jessica Garwood
T^wls
Rita Roper
Joe Capello Ore
Jean Claire
RoyaleCtes.
Marjorlo Oarretaoo Jolona
Clob Congo
Pat Rooney, Sr
Nan Vincent
Kelly'e StuKie
Copley Plaza
Carl Bonner
CoDgoettes
Boss MacLean
Helen Douglas
(Shemton Room)
BUI UcCune Or«
Nelda Uuprle
Rhythm Brown
Harold Green
Blaine Morrison
Morton Ore
Jerl WUhee
Beverly White
Wonder Bar
Russian Kretchma Ray
Hlldegarde
Leonard Ware 3
Ken
n ft F Johnson
Aylene Mason
Vladimir Lazurofl
DIanne Reed
IMtll ft Uea
Ruth McCuUough
(Mert7-Oo-RoaDd) Bin Davidson Oro
Ell Splvack
Rosalie Gibson
Claudia Oliver
Manuel t^pez Oro
Russ Howard
Gypsy Norma
Mark Gilbert 3
Thelma Carpenter
Congo
Ore
Guy
WelHh Ore
Norma Lucero
Coplej Sqaara Hotel Pee Wee RusmcU
Walter Fuller Ore
Arcadl Stoyanovaky Al DeForrest
C^eHio
Rb>
KIttT DaTls
Adia Kuznetzoff
Arthur Ward
LOS ANGELES
Harry de Angells O
Bill Ames
Naatia Pollakova
Cratrford Hoose
Helen Carrol
Frank Marlowe
Marusla Sava
Band Boa
Tim ft Irene
Lamb'Vokum Rev
Freddy Rubin Ore
Mlacba Vzanoff
Rose Magrlll
Jane Keane
Gladys Lamb
Pete Snyder
l^s Barnett Oro
Rulw Toukum
Jackie Oreeo
Betty Wharton
.Mae Brewster
Grace Hayca Lodge
Duffy ft Tobin
Geo Tibbies Oro
Casey Thompson
Adele Henny
Billy Snyder
Vivian Marshal
NATION'S
nUly Lankln
Savoy
P LInd Hayes Ore
,
Bar of Moide
Jean ft JImmIe
Sabby l^wla Orr
Grace Hnyen
Ann Triols
Stenben's
H Carroll ft Pauline
BUI Hoffman
(Vienna RtHira)
BUI Jordan
fflMllynrood Tropica
Lew Conrad Ore
Larry Hurke
Mnxine Lewla
Eleanor Kay
nick WlnHlnw Orr
Paul Neighbors Ore
Jimmy Uarr
Hlltmoffv Howl
Markers
ft Dale
Doris Abbott
HniS.
Ray Wllbcn
iU'-k Thomao
Jimmy Itay
The Cave
HnD!«c of Vnrphy
Harris & Simre
Don DIBona Ore
lean Meunler
The Ktappeltona
Jack FIfiher
Beth Reynolds
Penny l*oe
Tamara Dorlva
George
Redman
Joe Keiehman Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore Cornelia Cedolban o Fox A Hoonde Clnb Edna Rogers
Margaret Padnia
C-aivi Manuna
Sawdust Trail
Tommy Foran 1
(Bhonba Culno
Lo Coagn
Lionel Hampton Orr nob Murphy
Artlnl ft Connuelo
Marlon Cnlby
Splvy's Roof
Room)
l^olslaaa
Cocoa nut tSrm e
Jimmy Marr
Joey Fay*?
Spivy
Marlon Frances
PIr-ettes
Freddie Martin On- Jean ft Walton
Jack Albertsno
Charles Wolk Ore
Arthur Blake
Don Jose ft Royce B
Tic
-Toe
Ruth Godfrey
Milton George Ore
Earl Camilla
Noble ft King
Eddie LeDaron Oro
Jimmy Alexander
McFariand T Ore
Romas ft Annette
West ft MrGlnty
Stork Clob
Alice Tyrell
Hacambo Cafe
Gall
Gall
Arklns
Ted
Grace Rellly
Phil Ohman Oro
Happy Felton
CHICAGO
Dorothy Roberts
Charles Baum Ore
Vnnn Moyer
Palladlnm
Sacassaa Ore
Bob Knight Ore
Dorothy Ford
Jack Harris Ore
Ambassador Hotel Mark Fisher Ore
Woody Herman Or«
Tbe Place
Wiere Bros.
(Pomp Boom)
M Malneck Oro
La Martinique
8U Cloh
Iteryl Wallace
Irene Barkley
John Klrby
Slapey Mask*
Collette Lyonh
St Clair ft Day
Carol llorlon
Pat Ring
Aurora Miranda
Larry Storch
Merced Ita
Evelyn Brock
Bismarck Hotel
Ben Blue
Mark Talent Ore
Roily Rolls
Martlnlnueens
(Walnut Room)
Sheets Tulbert
Jackie Gleason
Johnny Honnerl
Shirley Wayne
Emil Coleman Ore
Loula De Proo
Jimmy Joy Oro
UbangI Clnb
A
Norman
Noro Morules Oro
Norma Sqnlree
Garrlck Stagebar
Talla
,
Jackie Mabley
BUI Brady
Patricia Page
Latin Qnartei
Hadley Gla
June Price
Kelcey Farr
Manny Strand Ore Joe Plumer Ore
Don ft Sal Jennings Ascot Boys
Doc Marcus
Ann Lewis
Michel Ortiz Oro
Btreeta of Parto
Slate Bros.
(Tavcra Boom)
Beachcombers
DowBbeal Rm
Florentine Garden
Fay Carroll
BUI Bailey
Art
Tatom
Edith Lorand Ore
Stuff Smith Ore
Fred Scott
Stanley Twlnn
Rubber Legs Wm's
Mead 'Lux' Lewla
Sharps ft Plata
3
Blackhawb
Mills Bros
The Chodwlckes
Abbey Ore
Wingy Hanone Ore
Gladys Palmer
Hugar Gelse
Paul Remos
Novak ft Fay
Vcrsalllefl
Swauee Ian
Sonla Lovkova
Graemete Hal el
Gil Galvau
Dorothy Dale
Bergere Ore
l^umcl Morgan t
Jean TIghe
(Glase HooHo Rm)
Helen Carroll
Jerl Sullivan
Panchlto Oro
Dudley
Brooks
TonI
Todd
Varsity C
Art Jurrett Ore
Billy Chandler Oro
Wally Boag
Dr Giovanni
Trlanoa
Eileen
Ijk Vie Parlalenne
Hotel
O'Hara
ItlackBtoae
I^^alla ft Carroll
Ted Flo RIto Ore
Mary Sinclair
(Ballaese Bm)
Count Baalo
Luha Mallna
MarJ Fleldlng'a Co
Charlie Key's Clnb
Helalngn
G. Ray Terrell
Johnny Duffy Ore
Rossi Slaters
Troarllle Clnb
chnrloy
Foy
(VodTll lounge)
flabrlelle
PattI Clayton
J Mlgnac
Eddie Parks
Barney BIgard Ore
Ranha ft MIrka
llsa Kevin
8 Commanders
Brevoort Hotel
Mae Blondell
Makebelleves
Leon ft Kddle'e
(CfTHtal Boom)
Mary Ganly
New Yorkers Ore
Tony ft Lisa
Johnny Morgan
Chet Roble
Village Bam
Bob BlUlnga
r<eo Kuld
Bar
of
Hoslc
Jane
Kaye
Clnb Bad
John
Grlffln
Eddie Hoth Oro
Arnaut Bros
Roger Roland
Irene Wolf
The Blentons
Ivanlioe
Jean Mode
Brown Derby
Felix De Cola
Baliettcs d
Diane Davis
Bobby Tables
Florence Schubert
Mike Doyle
Tommy Nunez Ore
Three Ryana
Alkali Ike
Caesar ft RoHtta
Barney Richards <
Clover Clab
Chick Thomas
Thelma White
Al Robinson
The Olympics
Vlerra
Hawallans
John Hale
Snnchez Ore
Margio Kelly
VUIuge Vangoard
.Shepherd'8 Lambs
Ifolen Sumner
Pal Mar Dane
Hy Bands
Richard D Bennett Mel Cole Ore
•Wncky' Wayne
L'Alglon
r^adbelly
Nan Houalun
Golden Pair
.Mlllon-Ann
Helen Humes
.Splros SifimoH Ore
PHILADELPHIA
.Mother Kelly's
Eddie Hcywood 3 Cordon & Sawyer
Gwendolyn Veausel
Wivel
Ted Smith
Renee Unchelle
Murray ft Curnming
Alpine MuHlrul
Bmbaeay
Bob t^o
Mildred Fcnton
Ueorgo ^evrnn
Ches Paree
Bar
Zola Grey
Lllyan Dell
Sid Tomac
luobel do .Marco
Benny Flelda
Kenny Shaffer 8
RciHs Urof)
Tommy Hayden
Grace Edwards
1^ Salle Hulet
Al Uernlo
n Tones
DnrlH XellHon
Cully RIcliiirds
Anne Rupert
(Fan-Am Room)
Jack Cule
Chas Bowman Ore
Danny Rogers
Grace Hewson
Jobs Manz.*i neres
Clob BaU
rhcHlAr Dolphin
Joe Oakle
Theodore Brooks
Edith
Delaney
I^lln Quarter
Evans Adorables
The I^hIIcm %
The Paulens
Lullta Cordoba
EmbasHylplis 4
Arthur Ulake
Franklin Ore
Harry Stevens
Geo Clifford
Barbara lleimore
3 GueKses
Clob Alabam
Pat Bherlln Ore
ATLANTIC CITT
Sunnn Carol
Brucella
Florence White
Oermnntonrn
Bar
Balllovniles
1^0 Sullivan
Paulette LaPlerra
Marty KIng'a Ore
Club Nomad
Bubette's Club
Cookie Stevens
Tip Top Gls
D De Houghton
Luis Fernandez Ore Glortn Mann
Joe Norman Ore
Norma
Annette Hofm
ral Herbert
l>on Itcnaldo
Palmer House
Stratford Onrden
Tiny Kue
Helen Murray
Cassandra
(Empire
R<»om)
(Hellevae
Stratford
Udbby Bernard
I'aite Bright
(H Uullon Roof)
Del Efltcs
Tommy Tui-Kirr
Hotel)
Marl Kim
H ft B Cnrllflle
Allan Coe
E ft J l^ach
Nick Brodure
Valter MlUor Oreb Nancy
Milton Huber Oro
Dave Unell Ore
Dude Ranch
Healy
The Nelsons
Eddie Roth Oro
Hen Franklin
Bath ft Turf Club Bill Valee
:Mare Ilallero
Abbott Gls
Don Rlrharda
ColoHlmoti
Lucille Johnnon
Vvonne Bouvicr
Serenaders Ore
Billy Do Wolfe
Peggy Lo^-b
PrlmroNe ft Gold
'I'.wlna
Cerney
Cowboy Oro
Jerry Cooper
Sherman finlel
Glamour Gls
Work man 8
Leonard Hole
Lola ft Andre
Gables Ion
Cufe)
(Celtic
Eddie De Luca Ore
Mildred
Maurice
Kay Hunt
DInorah
(Black Home Pike) CharlotteftVnn Dal
^Gone Kcrwin Oro
Herb Woods Ore
Eric Correa Ore
HopklnH'Biitliflkellev
Jarofl Sla
Nan Do Mar
Hlolse Adair
Bishop's Savoy
(Panther Room)
Carroll's
r#ee Warwich
Mariey
Jack Prince
Chas Hpivak Ore
Augle Bond 3
lioyd ft (.'hapman
Rush Taylor
Bub Trnlley
Don Lung Ore
(tarry Stevens
Sunny Rue
Gables Oro
Jtniiny ilurnt*
Drake Hotel
Chatrno Renault
College
Inn
Models
Mllilred
Gtlaon
Harnt-y i.nng
Sid RoMc
(Cumllla Hoose)
Ueman'fl MunIo
Carl Mnrx
Rnpn ft Tups
Uol> (*arnvy
Adrlcnno
Al Fiiincls 3
Bar
Music Hall Gls
CoHmu ft Anita
606 Club
Ray Benpon Ore
4 Siyll.slH
Jimmy Solar
Agnea Barry
Carney Sla
June March
Edgewater Beach
Chlld'H Cktl I^onge
Dave
Gold Oro
.Margie
Smith
Jockey's Derby Cl'b
Paul Mali
Hotel
Mvron Hanley Ore
Games Oro
Lexington Casino
•Suzon Shaw
KIkl Hall
(Mnrine Bm)
Mlltlrod St inlry
Carrollclles
Janlno Camp
PeppI Carman
Slicp FieldH Ore
Jackie I'Oe
Chez Pares
Bobliy Joyce ft C
Clendennlngs
Helene
3 AmbsHMadorettes
Eddy Kinley
DJiin'- Ray
Teddy Keller
.lark HolKt
.Noveleitpf*
Dawn Lovely
Adrian Rolllnl
I.po Voyer
Dorben Gls
Lillian J^ltzgerald
Rulli Martin
Johny Paris
Pnddock Inl'l
Kior^nzu
I^nny Valo
Jiickle M.'iriin
EKel's
College Inn
Zorita
6 or, oiH
Hftbe Cummlncn
Ted Oliver Ore
Heidelberg Octet
Yvoneites Rev
Sterling
Itlack-eye I'fa
Valerie ft Suaan
Hans Muenzer Ena DollyT^nke
Mttle Rathskeller
Betty Coette
Ore
K^'telie Burke
Sol
Sunny Rjio
Kalhakellar
FrancCH Carroll
Tripoli 3
.Marie .SevUle
(Merry Go Round
Cllqunt Club
Louie ft Gang
l>anny RIclmrdH
rescent Quintette
Tiir Rent
Bar)
0100
Dr-nniN
Clob
Willie
Lenny Kors
Mu:ilc Hail Girls
Goo Schrrban Ore
Danny Thomas
Johnny ft G'^orge
Mario KIbbey
Toni 9ftrr**Il
Ki-ank Hall
Uolcn Ortega
MagUy Gls
Cgo MarllncUl
Bob Coll
Ruth Warren
M;<rJ*;
Holtz
Kddltr Schaner
llelly Gnynor
Jerry Dolmar Oro
Paradise Club
Victor Hugo's Ore
Jacquo Hill
Dl
rtnlos
CLEVELAND
Ray Moore
Ellalno Ellis
Tom fJHtiourne
l.ou*s Chancellor Ba>
("unwiiy ft PnrkJi
Johnny Kaiihul Ore Ch rdlnl
Alpine Village
Club llnrtem
Nat Jnffe 4
Fortl'ltowle-Balloy
li'iyd ft Chapman
Ilona de Uournat
l^rry St<»rlo
Shirley Lloyd
Dobhy Evans
Two Gun^toits
rina Lynn
J Gorham's Oro
Dirk Wa<lf!
Suva n nil h Churchill Tlircr- Herzogs
Hotel Carter
Murphy Slfl
Jackie Mabley
Chris ColunibuH Ore Myri»n Hyaii
5llnslrel Taxtim
Wick
Charles
Ore
Rocornn
Viola Jefrnr^itn
Lenox Ave Co
Hru'C .Vorinan
|fy \'/>rr*-a
Margie .Marrh
Hotel Clerelaod
Hclf^n I'enn's Co
Willie
Matthias
Orr
Margaret WalUlns
riT'i
Hlnnvt Ore
Muriyn Roberts
Club Mndrld
Gregory ft Raymond GoofRo Duffy Ore
k ft Peck
Dumont 'Mln>ilrels
Penn Atlantic Hotel
Ta'^kle f'Aw
Eldorado Club
Hotel Fenway Hall
(Palm Room)
T'-l.Iy & T'.Tiy
(Continued on page 55)
Jules and Webb
Olga Godeu
Al Francis Ore
Nanette

Jlmm> Kelly's
A Sharp

Carter

Contlnentale
Cavallero Ore

Palna
Sanders Bros.
Joan Tapper
Billy

BEVERLY

CAL

I

-

laea

Hotel UcAlpln
Dick Robertson Ore
Hotel New Yorker
(Terrace Room)
Johnny Long Ore
Ronny Roberts
Peter Klllam
Peter Klllam
Blsiielle ft Farley

Mark Plant

'

M

Stooges

INDIANAPOLIS

BROOKLYN

Banks

Billy

Perry /-Bruskln

Bea Wain

Brieklaycrs

Mayo

Emma Francis
Norino Robinson
Nellie Durklo

Queens

Dick Rogers Ore

Qene Sheldon
Lubn Mallna
Lou Forman

Four Fays

Pedro Lopex
June Mclva
Great Daniel

H

Henny Toungman

-

Handy

C.

Panay the Horse
Willie Solar
Calte Fttrm
Billy Wells

Peril t a

(28-30)

2

i

(Hawaiian
Kahala

Hoctor

Dick Shelly
Jack Holmes

Qneene Terrace
Phil

Artie

Beach-charmera
Ruihle Borr
Oeorge JJrodenck

.1

Perry Martin
Hotel I^xlnclon

Herman Hyde Co
Luclenne & Ashour
Eddie Eddy

Rome & Gaut
Katnlln
Ann narrett
Bert Nagel ft

Edison

Bobby Byrne Ore
Hotel Eesex Hooee
(Casino on Park)
HImber Ore

Mahelle RuKnelle

W.

Rosa & BrtU'ken
Stone ft Lee

Bill

(Glass

Rich.

Harriet

Dance Fables

Baker

Paul Draper
Hazel Scott

(28-20)

ft

Slaters

Hotel Belmont
riaxa

niamond Homeaboc Tallma

Whirlwinds

Sunshine

Kfng

I-arry

Linda Castro
Chlng

Peters Sla

Maude Hilton Co
3

Sill

Word Ore
CInb Samoa

Royal (28)
3

Hotel Aator
(Aster Boof)
Alvino Rey Oro

llolel

Dolores Colvert

NEW YORK

Hickory Hoose
Anell Sweet
Peggy Stevens
Jean Murrny

Imogene
Ray McKlnley Ore

Jerry Baker
Helen Fox
June Barrett

Marlon Myles

Mnalc Hall (27)
Selma Kaye
Johnny Woods
Linda Ware

I>ailn Senorltas

Siinnhez Ore

flianley (1-3)

Andrewfl Sla
Dick Rogera Ore

l.yda Sue

Xlartln

Myrta Sllva

Maya Ore
Don Gllberio Oro

Hat)
Bobby Parks Oro
Five O'clock Clob Bill Johnson
Noel & Nolan
Pierce & Upland
Elinor Sherry
Jack Marshall
Eddie Bozarth Ore
Bob Piirka
Joe Pafumy Ore
Clob Ball
Bernlce Claire
Hotel Blltmore
Herbert Dexter
Heasley Twins
wnile Smith
Hazel Franklin
Unll-ettes
Rny Heatherton Or
Tonnny Nunex Ore
Hotel Commodore
tCaiiu Hanson Ore
(Century Boom)
Clob CavBTaD

ITICA

Nonchalanta

Reetaorant

Betty Angels
Twin Quartet

Vera Nova
Carrol Chappelle
Betty Carter
Bill Glass Ore

Beachcomber

H Morrtsiiey Ore
Chico SImone Oro

EDWARD SHERMAN AeENCY
NEW YORK

Mur Dane

Poll

Snub Mnnely Ore
Onyx Club
Bobble Dunne
Dale Belmont
Ann White
Baby Hlnes
Old RouDiaolao
Sandle Banks
Freddie Bernard

LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

MacNamara Larry Dennett Ore

Maurice Shaw Ore
Claremont Ina
Dick JurgenB Ore
Lynn. R & Vanya
Charlotte & Benson
Walter Nllaaon
Joe RIcardel Ore
(21)
^--Clover Club
Paul Whiteman Ore
John Hale
Murtagh Sla
Helene id Hayc8
Mnrtin BrOB

Marlon Powers
Caddies
Angel Veles Ore

3

Hotel HoUendcn
Raul ft Eva Reyea
Germalne ft Joel
Eddie Cochran

BOSTON

Hole Club

BOOKING THE

Ammons

AltMrt

Mary Tnlley

Nonchalanta

Nell Fontaine
Franco A Beryl
Cansino & Cortez

-

(21)

Armando &

Gay M'e

Annie Kent
Betty Jane Carlton
I#ounle Grace
MInnlj Allen
Gay 90's 4 & Ore
UaTHna-Mndrld

Edward Tyler

Revuera
Caelno Rowe
Nina Taraeova
Sasha PollnofC
Michel Mlchon
Nadla & Sasha
Dmitri Matvlenko
Krla Kay Oro
Nicholas Matthey O

Ted LewlH Ore

CLEVELAND

Flaber'fl

Harry Donelly
-Char He— Roes
Dernle Orauer
Qay OO'a Quartette
C^fe Beclety

Pete Johnson

Ozzle NelBon Ore
Harriet Hllllard

Weaaon Broa
Ulller Bros & Lola

PslMe

DAVTON

..

Remy
Ore

I^ulse Stuart
Stuart Ore

(MMtowDl

Horace Hcldt Ore

Kellh Biiatun (28)
I.OUIB

Harriet Brent

Rene Villon
Sonny Lovett

Zero Mostel
Joe Sullivan
Eddie South Ore
Carol Channlng
Cafe Bodcty
<VUIave)
Teddy Wllaon Oro

RKO
BOSTON

Marianne

Bthel Gilbert

Olyrapla (26-29)

Larhrop

Virginia AUBtIn
Everett Marahall
Sally Jack

Daw

Roberto Ore

MIAMI
& li»e

CHICAOO

&

fjynn

Doo Sylvlo Oro

King Sla
King & Arlena
Lane Bros

Cblcaxo (M)
Oxford Boya
C Thornhlll Bd
Sunny Rice
Ben Berl

Bvelyn
Shirt

Bd

Alvino Rey

Bd

Jimmy Dorsey

Norma Lucero
Thoma«

Mlehlsan (M)

BIIFFALO
Baffalo <2S)

ll'way

MoFsrland Ore

Bar of Mnalc
Red Norvo Oro
Rofrer Roland
Fefe'R Monte Carlo
F«Ux de Cola
Narlta
Mlk« Doyle
Bonny Kendls Ore
Ben MardeB Blvtera
SI aab
rhav«x Oro
Tommy
Raft
Pnncbo Oro
Tubby Rives
BlU Bertolottrt
Bart>ara Lee

ParanoiDit
MEW YORK CITT

Retftauranl

Freddie Bernard
Jack I.^ne Co
Fredericka
Mona Wlndell
BoKanh & Hardlne

Frank Parla
Murphy Sla

HtaoleT

Lester

Iceland

Rhythm Rocketa

Weaaon Broa
Harvest Moonera
rlTTflBl'IUlH

TA>nya

Ann

(U)

Capitol

Martin & Alleo
Terry Lawlor

Paul

Foster

WILLOW GROVE

Room)

Lee Rosa
Barr & Estes
Bert Walton
Jerry Bergman
Collette ft Barry Co Quinton Ore
(2 to nil)
Warren Ore

WABHINOTON

Ed Sullivan

Fox

Hotel WartrlHi
(Ralelffh

10th

Ada Lublna
Vlckl GeoTKc
Ginger Layne
Sande Williams Ore Joe LaPorte Ore
Uarrlcaoe
Qaeen Marr

Vine
WUIow Grave Park Billy
The Whelnns

Collette

SUIe

ol

i

Stooges
Bert Nagle Co

NEW TOBK

ft

The Dlgutanos
Xavler Cugat Oro
Mliiclia Borr Ore

Fforlda Beauties
Maniiy Gates' Ore

.1
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Shows

B way 6.0. OK Despite Heat; Tace It'
$27,800 on Retoni,

in Rehearsal

'Franklin Street'—Max Gordon.
'V For Vickie'—Frank Mandel.
'Eve of St Mark'—Playwrlght«.
The Morning Stor'—Guthrie Mc-

'Army Up to 48G

Clinic,

Brutally hot, humid weather prevailed throughout last week, plus
plenty of rain. Some boxoffices were
affected adversely, but not materially.
'Let's Face It' relighted at
the Imperial and drew excellent
business.
Two Saroyan playlets at
the Belasco were panned and abruptly stopped Saturday (22) after

one week.

week)

(R-I,942;

$48,000 because
there was a price tilt in the mezzanine; will play through September.

to another house.
Revivals

Keys: C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (31st
CD iComedy-Drama) R (Revue), week) (M-1,774; $2.75). Is in final
M (Musical). O (Operetta).
four weeks; went off somewhat last
,

'Across the Board on Tomorrow
Morning,' "TalklDg to Yoa,' Belasco
(D-1.000; $3.30). "The Saroyan Theatre' lasted just eight performances;
after a weak press there was little
business: gross under $4,000; over
one-third of that was flrst night

money.
'Angel Street.' Golden (37th week)
<D-789; $3.30). Quoted at better than
$8,500, which was an increase over
previous week; road company being
readied again.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(83d week) (CD-893; $3.30). Eased
off a bit, with weather the probable
factor; rated around $10,500; will
play as long as profitable.
'Blithe Spirit,'

Booth

(41st

week)

(CD-712; $3.30). Intention is to play
quite into new season; faring verv
well in limited capacity house, with
takings over $10,000; seven perform-

week, with gross aiound $15,000; fair
profit for colored cast musical.

week) (M-1,450;

$4.40).

Resumed

strong

"The
Widow' revival, but at estimated
$18,000 the pace is considered excellent in this spot; revival season may
as

as

extend through September,

o'

Fun.' Winter

(CI}-1,B19;

Garden

$4.40).

(38th

musical which wavered
July and then spurted; estimated
better than $26,000.
'Star and OaHer,' Music Box (9th

week)
there

(R-g91; $4,40). Whenitopened
was some comedy weakness,

but

it's a laugh musical and cleaning
up; over $24,000; standees most performances.

'Stars en Ice,' Center (6th week)
(M-3,000; $1.65). Weather has no effect on skating revue's attendance;
gross again quoted at well over the
$34,000 level; virtual capacity in
nine times.

'Uncle Harry,' Broadhurst (13th
week) (D-1,142; $3.30), Quoted at
better than $8,000, despite one missed

Vande-Revue
of 1942,' 46th

•Priorities

'EILEEN/ $17,000,

(22d

St.

SMASH

WASH. AT $1.50 TOP

IN

lADIES' BIG $15,000,

'G«od

NIfht

week)

(19th

Ladles,'

(1,200;

week)

(1,000; $1.65).

Perked
(14th

Running-along

profiUbly; $6,500 again last week.

Joe Brown, at $1.50 Top,
Big

$14^

in Detroit

Detroit. Aug. 25.

Added
Is the

Blackstone

$2.75).

neatly last week; hit $15,000.
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris

indisposed.

This

6iG IN CHI

'EILEEN'

Chicago. Aug. 25.
Legiters here are readying for the
season which will get underway on
Sept. 6, when George Abbott brings
'Best
Foot
Forward'
into
the
Erlanger.
'My Sister Eileen' is
skedded to leave the Harris Sept. 19
and will be replaced by "Junior
Miss.' 'Spring Again' is due in the
Selwyn Oct. 5.
Estimates for Last Week

performance when Eva LeGallienne

was

Amy,' Broadway

(7th

Killed

'I

the Count'—Carrington.

Morgan, Shuberts.

Freedom

'Let

'Angel
Traube.

—Youth

Sing'

Joe E. Brown, in 'The Show-Off.'
got off to a record opening at tlie
Lafayette theatre last week.
First week, of the comic's business
was S.R.O. and approximately $14.000 at the $1.50 top.
The gross topped those hung up in
the flrst week of Billie Burke in
'The Vinegar Tree.' ' which staved
nearly
eight
weeks.
'Show-bflseems set- for at least an equal rurr.

Foot

'Best

Thea-

Forward'

(road)

'Swing Shift Efvels'—burlesque
revue Music Box, Hollywood.

—

UCY

'ARSENIC
$19,000

IN

L A.

S. F.

San Francisco, Aug.
'Claudia'

Mst.

LOD CLATTON

YORK
KING
AND

(Golden Gate Theatre
Aug, 13th)

—
THROW A POSEY TO
San Francisco

John Golden and Harry

Kaufman

for Their Tickets

to Soldiers
Direction;

Wm.

Morris

"

„

is still

25.

setting a fast clip

at the Geory theatre.
It is S.R.O.
nearly all performance.<:
Clocked more than $i/.000 for the
third week, at $2.75 top in the 1,500seat house.
Original four weeks
booking has been extended twice
and show will play eight weeks.

Waller Sells Interest
London. Aug. 25.
Jack Waller has sold his 50% interest in 'Let's Face It,' whose original production is a current Broad-

way smash

hit. to

George Black, who

now becomes joint owner
show with Tom Arnold.
Show

is

of

the

slated for the Palladium

the West End, making the first
time in years that the theatre has

in

played a book show.
Pat Kirkwood, playing the lead in
the out-of-town tryout. will probably be replaced by Evelyn Dall.

is

used in theatres and shows
have to get along with

will

Bunch of newspapermen and press agents gathered in the apartment
of Marjorie Barkentin in Greenwich Village last Thursday (20), the event
being a farewell party to Max Gendel. of the Shubert press department
is entering the army.
He was gifted with two weeks' pay by the

managers, while Olsen and Johnson presented him with a wrist watch
The goings-on were diverting until a crap game started, according to those
who don't play or can't beat the game.
Miss Barkentin collaborated with Oliver M. Sayler in writing the biography of the late Morris Gest. Tome is entitled 'Only In America
suggested by the showman. No publication date has been set
,'

There has been internal dissension in the management end of the
operetta revival season at Carnegie HaU, N. Y., despite the fact that the
venture has been successful. That was made evident when the name of
Hans Bartsch was not in the billing of 'The New Moon' revival which
opened at the Hall last week. Joseph S. Tushinsky and Bartsch were the
presenters, the former's name now appearing solo.
Carnegie show outflt has a board of directors including Richard Eichberg and it voted Bartsch out as managing director. Understood that
Bartsch, who is a foreign play agent, brought Tushinsky and Eichberg
together. Bartsch is said to have a small interest in the Carnegie shows.

Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
In its initial week at the Biltmore
Actors, particularly well-knowns. speak glowingly of audience reaction
'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
with Boris Karloff, piled up more in the N. Y. neighborhood theatres. Windsor, Bronx, and Flatbush,
than $19,000. Indications are it will Brooklyn. They say they would rather appear there than on Broadway
hold to that figure for its second and and much more so than in summer theatres near erudite communities.
week.
final
House installed 40
Readiness of the neighborhood audiences to laugh at the right times,
chairs to accommodate overflow.
and their sympathetic attitude during serious interludes, is noticed, while
1942'
continues finale plaudits are genuine and generous. In other words, those playgoers
'Blackouts
of
strong and chalked up another are not of
the wise-guy and bored type. Business in both spots is re$13,500 in its ninth week at El
ported to be excellent, with capacity attendance frequent. That is a break
Capitan.
for the theatres, both operated by the Brandts.
theatre,

ROBESON'S 'OTHELLO'

SRO

$6,500,

PRINCETON

Princeton, N.

J.,

Aug.

25.

Paul Robeson, starring in 'Othelo,'
draw a capacity-plus gross of $6,500
at the McCarter theatre last week
to set easily the high mark of the
season. Show was a clean sellout in
advance, with hundreds of standees
during the week and countless turnaways and unfilled phone and mail
orders. It was the only offering of
the McCarter season to play the full
eight-performance week, all other
shows playing a four-performance
schedule opening Wednesday nights.
Not only was the gross a recordcracker for the season, but 'Othello'
drew the swankiest audiences of any
show seen In Princeton in years.
Names from Broadway, Hollywood,
politics, sports and society attended
the play, probably drawn in part oy

Some of the new playgoers in Washington are readily identified as war
workers from the siVtall towns who are having their first taste of the
legitimate drama.
Accustomed to patronizing the picture theatres, they
throw away their seat stubs after .passing the doorkeepers. Nightly the
ushers assist many in their search for reservation stubs. Newcomers also
heavily applaud the orchestra for intermission music, a new experience
for George Gaul's melody makers at the National theatre.
Actors say
that Potomac audiences, notably cold in audible response, are warming
up, traced to the enthusiasm of the office workers from other cities.
'Magic,' which Eddie Dowling is producing, is rated by insiders as a
'George Jean Nathan special.' Critic has been' writing about its potentialities for some time, though it will be a revival and was a flop when
first shown in N. Y.
Play was presented by a group hiding under a corporate name at the
Elliott in 1917 and moved to the Garrick, for a total running time of seven
weeks. It was supposed to have had a strong cast. Gilbert K. Chesterton

was the author.

Fairly large percentage of actor-soldiers in 'This Is the Army,' Broadway, N. Y., would rather be in combat forces rather than the present
assignment. Appearing in the show isn't an easy trick for any of them.
drill at least two hours daily, regardless, in addition to
the performance even on matinee days.
the knowledge that Robeson would
They are under army regulations at all times, except when on the
not be able to do the play on Broad- stage, and the top-kicks are just as strict as at camp or during maneuvers.
way before the late spring of 1943,
at the earliest
But in addition to
An addition to the autumn's production crop Is likely to be 'Crosstown
Robeson's name pull, there was also
Armstrong and Orrie Lashin, new authors. Armstrong was
the staging and acting of Margaret Bus,' by Ned
Webster and the great reviews the press agent for Brock Pemberton during the run of 'Personal Appear*
show had received in the New York ance.' He joined the staff of PM, but has been away from the afternoon
dallies and 'Variety' during its en- tab for some months. Miss Lashin is identified as the former secretary
gagement at Cambridge, Mass., the to Walter Lippman, N. Y. Herald-Tribune columnist. 'Bus' is reported to
previous week. All things consid- have been accepted by Eddie Dowling.
ered, it was a highly successful
'homecoming' for the former star
King Calder leaves the touring 'My Sister Eileen' this week and his
athlete and scholar from near'by
wife, Ethel Wilson, goes out of the Broadway cast (Beck), l>oth to start
Rutgers University.
Present week's offering at the Mc- rehearsals with 'Franklin Street,' which Max Gordon will offer as his
Carter,
opening tomorrow night first new show in the fall.

The men must

(Wednesday), U Ilka Chase in a revival of 'Susan and God.'

Robert Downing becomes stage manager of the road 'Eileen,' replacing
George Greenberg, who joins the touring company of 'Angel Street.'

HOON' FAIRLY BRIGHT
$8,000 IN BOSTON

Last week's council meeting at Equity was one of the briefest yet, taking
but 23 minutes. Body convened at 2:13 and dispersed at 2:36 p.m. Only a
few routine matters were considered.
Indicated that plenty of actors are either appearing in shows or rehearsing an^^have no time to steam themselves up.

-

....

.

Boston,

Aug

25.

Coming in against the toughest
session of hot weather in years, "The

Xlandia'Bigl7Gin

e/o Variety, Hollywood

converted.

(road)— Shepard who

Street'

.

to

Another
through

Band'—George Ai>bott

tre, Inc.

week) (1,347; $2.20). Another vaude
revue due here mid-September, this
one going on tour; business rated
around $17,000.

my

'Sou
week)

'Beat the

'The New Moon,' Carnegie Hall George Abbott.
week) (M-2,760; $2.20).
Hot
Merry

(1st

quite

ances (Mondays out).
Washington, Aug. 25.
*Bt Jnpitcr,' Shubert (12th week)
'My Sister Eileen,' at $1.50 top.
(M-1,325; $4.40). Eased off during took
down walloping estimated
July, but came back strongly this $15,000 in flrst seven days of twomonth; business approximated $27,- week engagement at the National
SOO last week; virtually capacity all theatre. Gross is record breaking at
shows.
the scale and represents capacity
Second
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (42d week) from Tuesday night on:
Weather hurt week is expected to be equally
(CD-1,004;
$3.30).
somewhat last week, when the tak- strong.
Listed for week of Aug. 31 is Ruth
ings were around $11,000, or slightly
more; three road companies to be Chatterton-Ralph Forbes production
of Noel Coward's 'Private Lives.'
cent out.
Regular season opens Sept. 7 with
'Life With Father,' Empire (145th
week) (C-1,062; $3.30). Holding its the Frank Mandel production of 'V
own with the best of the straight for Vickie.' Will be followed Sept.
play grossers and last week was 14 with the Eddie Dowling production
of Gilbert K. Chesterton's
quoted not far from the $12,000
'Magic.' which was tried out here a
level.
month ago by a Catholic University
'Left Face It,' Imperial (39th cast.
excellent attendance and looks like
musical standout will play into
winter period; $27,800 quoted.
Sister EUeen,' Beck
(87th
week) (CD-1,214: $1.85). May play
through September; house not due
to get "The Pirate' iintU late October; better than $9,000 and okay.

—

may move

Week

tor Last

'Maglo'—Eddie Dowling.
'Janle' Brock Pemberton.
'Count Me In'—Shuberts, Ol^en
and Johnson, Harry Kaufman, Horace Schmldlapp, Richard Krakeur.

Staff-I^

'The Pirate'- Playwrights, Tbea'Claudia,' St. James (return en^
Main metal shortage is in copper. Copper
gagement) (13th week) (C-1,520; trif Guild.
principally for electric cables and showmen
$1.65). Doing alright; not expensive
'Strip For Action'- Oscar Serlin,
what they have on hand.
to operate and around $7,000 is satis- Lindsay Se Grouse.
factory;

EsUnutcs

Capacity

$4.40).

now around

pace

Insi^

First meeting of the advisory committee on theatres, a division
of the
War Production Board, was held In Washington last week and addressed
by experts of the WPB. Outlook on materials within the priorities ban fa
none too bright Pointed out that If new parts for air conditioning
sys.
terns are needed, none can be supplied. Theatres with.oll-burnlng
heatine
systems are out of luck unless being able to switch to coal. Only
house
on Broadway known to be using oil Is the St, James (originally Erlanger's), but there are a number in the middle west said not to
have

Moon

LEGU MANAGERS OFFER
OUTDOOR SEASON TOOTERS A COMPROMISE

L'VnXE HAD RECpRD

Down' is comparatively
good at the Plymouth and could
easily stretch out for a month at
Is

least if prior bookings hadn't been
so ironclad.
Show goes from here
to Pittsburgh, thence to Chi to settle

down.
Gross was quite okay
at an estimated $8,000.

last

week

Louisville, Aug. 25,
All,

attendance records were shat-

tered with the final checkup on at-

tendance
theatre,

Aug.

at

Iroquois

the

which

closed

its

Amphiseason

Season opened July 6 with
'Can't Take It,' $6,300,
Vagabond King' and closed with
Rose Marie.' Final
of
Best Toronto Gross the season was playedperformance
in a drizzling
rain, but 2,500 patrons brought the
Toronto, Aug. 25.
week's attendance to 21,200.
This
Last week was the most success- exceeded
by 2,193 the previous recful of the summer season at the
ord set by 'Blossom Time,' fourth of
Royal Alexandra.
Fred Stone, in 'You Can't Take It the season's bills.
Final
week's
gross
With You.' grossed estimated $6,300
was $18,500,
in l,5S2-seater at $1.50 top.
breaking the b.o, record for the five
With the whole audience coming years of the summer theatre's operato its feet and singing 'Happy Birth- tion.
Estimated that six operettas
day to You' and 'For He's a Jolly drew gale of
$70,000 on the season,
Good Fellow.' Stone was presented at prices
ranging from 40c to $1.65.
with a huge cake bearing 69 candles
at the close of the Wednesday night Frederick de Cordova was producperformance.
(19)
Date marked ing director and Douglas D. Cornette,
former
newspaperman, was
both his 69th birthday and OOth year
in

show

business.

16.

managing

director.

Managers through the League

of

made a counter
proposal to the musicians union on
the latter's demand for a 20% pay

N. Y, Theatres have

boost supposed to become effective
next 'Tuesday (1). Understood that
the musicians have been offered an
increase of approximately 8%, which
the
is comparable to that accorded
The latter have been
stagehands.
seeking to have the tilt be made
is
it
but
Feb.
1,
retroactive to last
understood the showmen answered
a determined no.
t"*
lift
to
Musicians also want

minimum number
for

musical

of

men

in the pit

shows from 16

to

20.

are negotiating with
the treasurers and the agents and
All four agreemanagers union.

Managers

also

ments were slated to have been adjusted before the start of the newseason, but indications are that it
v/ill take some weeks before all sides
have adjusted their differences.

Wednesday, Aagust 26, 1942

UBGimiATE

Saroyan Eoli^ N. Y. Theatre Project
After Quick Touch on

William Saroyan** penchant for
casting people from other walks
of life cost him additional coin
In presenting 'Across the Board

01 Tomorrow Morning' and Talking
to You,' "William Saroyen attempted
to make a fast touch on Hollywoofl
Friday (21) day before his
last

Tomorrow* and Talking
to You,' which closed at the BeSaturday (22).
He advanced the Equity initiation fee and dues to seven
amateurs, totaling $750, and he
probably will never get the
money liack because the 'new actors' have little chance getting
into other shows.
Among the Saroyan 'finds'
were two Filipinos, a hatcheck
girl
or two, a
midget,
one
lasco,

As a matter of routine, film story
people sent the Saroyan proffer to
One terse, prompt reply
th.> Coast.
was: 'We are not interested in
Srroyan, nor any of his plays,' other
responses reported to have been in
a similar vein. The plays offered
were: 'My Heart's in the Highlands,'
Time of Your Life,' "The Beautiful

GERT LAWRENCE

and that
and technical services .
every penny of the proceeds shall
.

.

Basis of

companies

Was that 'thanks to the American
People and the American way of
life, you don't need money and I
don't need money.' The offer was
sincere, but it was no dice.
With the royalties he made out of
Time'
he
produced
'Beautiful
People' at the Lyceum, N. Y. It
played 19 weeks, but ended in the
red.
Show and author attracted
plenty of attention, however, for he
o'*ered to refund the price of the

anybody who saw the
show and didn't like it, and the
boxoffice remained open until the
show ended and did moke refunds.
Last winter Saroyan was on the
Metro lot and, after he took down
around $60,000, he vamped by request. Some of that coin went into
tickets

to

BrS

STRAWHAT FOR MORALE
Gertrude Lawrence is personally
financing the current summer sea
son of the Cape playhouse, Dennis,
Mass., reputedly at considerable loss.
Spot is regularly operated by the
actress' husband, Richard Aldrich,
but the latter is serving as a Lieutenant in the Navy and has been unable to carry on his theatrical interests.

Explained that Miss Lawrence's
reasons for keeping the theatre open
despite generally bad business is that
she wants to keep the spot's name
before therlocal public and also that
she believes the theatre fills a morale
need in wartime.

Attendance at the Cape playhouse
has been slim all summer, with the
exception of the week of Aug. 3,
when Miss lAwrence made her only
appearance of the season, starring in
a revival of Noel Coward's 'Fallen
Angels.'

The show drew

capacity

tions

J.

J.

Leventhal

"is

Is

Down'

and may take over other former
successes for trouping.
Last season he did well with 'Native
Son,' which he started as a stock
proposition, but that show was not
a hit.
Play was in the red for
plenty when he took over.
Leventhal operates on moderate
budgets as a rule, but he has pro
vided engagements for hundreds of
actors during spring and summer,
taking up some of the void resultant
from the decrease in summer stock.
Most Of the casts, are engaged at
minimum salary or slightly more,
but the leads are paid good money.
Showman thinks the players should
gamble with him. He will offer a
$1,000 actor $500 plus percentage,
arguing 'If I make money they make
it,
too," and not infrequently the
player's end runs over $1,000.
Last spring he took over 'Pal
Joey' and alternated that musical
with 'Son' between the Windsor,
Bronx and Flatbush, Brooklyn, each
show playing those spots three
This year he also has PaS'
times.
saic, N. J., the three stands constl'
tuting his rotary or Atlantic Coast
stock circuit
.

.

'

Bums Mantle, in the News, said:
'Tliat fellow out there on a limb,
defying time, space, eternity and the
infinite is William Saroyan. .still
he is an Interesting playboy in the
short plays. Around 40 colored per- theatre, wtiatever he does... an unformers, who are said to have been disciplined and unharnessed genius.'
rehearsed, reported to Saroyan late
Saroyan is said to have expressed
last
week, but were dismissed. an opinion that anything in the
The Saroyan presentation played papers about him should be page
percentage at the Belasco and as the one, the war regardless.
to

have

CaL

(26-29).

'

fol-

.

'Janle,*

adaptation

by

the

he was asked

about his

Josephine

Hop, Optinusm

The season hasn't opened yet although one shew (Saroyan) bowed
in and out, but fast yet almost daily
the indications become clearer that
1942-43 will be very lively theatrically

don.

matching if not topping LonCurrently there are at least 11

new productions in rehearsal, but
double that number are in the makThat hasn't happened around
in August for many sea-

ing.

Broadway

Loolcs like show business is
reaching the speed of the war tempo.
What is the more encouraging are
inside reports that the quality of at
least some of the new plays is excellent.
Several name authors are
back in form, whereas last season
they were looking out the window

sons.

presently learned that before signing him to a contract
the producers wanted to be sure
he could wear the costumes in
the Shul>ert warehouse.

or in Hollywood.

PHILLY '42-43 SEASON

LOOKS A BIT BRIGHTER

In show business and out, some
observors are still talking about last
season's play weaknesses. The critics
refused to pick a best play (except
an importation 'Blithe Spirit') and
the Pulitzer judges were given no
drama nominations by the committhereby backing up the retee,
viewers.

—

Philadelphia. Aug.

Broadway

May

He was supposed

Merry

which

readying

Go hto lady

lowed up the present bill with a
musical colored cast show called
'Elmer and Lily,* Canada Lee to be
the top player, as he was in the

The

He

'Private Lives' for the road. He has
principally operated as a rotary
stock manager, but is expanding

EQUITY WINS CLAIMS

real theatre.'

in

company

physical measurements.

Stock Producing

AGANSTMD. STRAWHAT

is

part

Shuberts are readying for the
road, was considerably puzzled
last week at the elaborate ques-

To Branch Out On

attendance
at
all
performances.
Otherwise, business was hit hard by
gas rationing and tire conservation,
plus the stringent dimout regulations
in effect all over Cape Cod. Evening
the flop at the Belasco last week, but performances were started at 8
ir.ost was said to have gone to his
o'clock and rang down about 10,
fanily, out San Francisco way.
Even BO, with the theatre dependent
'Highlands' is the short play that on car-owner patronage, the meager
aroused much praise from the business has mostly been confined to
critics, but it didn't click.
'Sweet the scant population of Dennis.
Equity won the full claims of three
S ng' got the nod from some reviewname members who were under con
ers, but it, too, failed to attract
tract for Steve Cochran's strawhat at
enough money to the boxoffice.
Cora Widwrspoon
Olney, Md., but did not appear, beNew Season*! 1st Flop
cause the house shut down after
Saroyan beat the gun on the new
in Dark' operating for only two weeks. Playseason, but found business laggard
after
the
ers Involved were Ruth Chatterton,
dripping
first
night.
1[hroughout the Initial week a torCora Witherspoon may replace Ralph Forbes and ,Madge Evans,
rid wave was an unluct^ break for
Margaret Dale In one of the prin' their contracts calling for $1,750
the playwright, who bowed In as
dpal
supporting
parts
in
'Lady
In
for a week's appearance.
combined
manager, author and director with
his so-called Saroyan Theatre. Most the Dark' on tour next month. Miss Claims were adjusted by arbitration,
of the notices were on the down Dale la planning to leave the ^ow but a decision was delayed several
soon
after
the
tour
starts.
because
of contentions by John
days
side.
Gertrude Lawrence, star of Xady,' Hayden, who took over for Cochran
Saroyan's 'project* cost him around
disargument
was
has asked Miss Witherspoon to go
Hayden's
$12,000, according to his^figures. Two
counted at the hearing. He said that
settings tightly budgeted by one of to Philadelphia to see the show dur,
ing that engagement Miss Wither- because of gas rationing and tire
his dismissed staff, whom he called
his
could
not
reach
patrons
spoon appeared in support of Miss shortage
'inept people' (although nice), were
Lawrence In a revival of 'Fallen An- place either from Baltimore or
supposed to have cost $4,000, but the
Washington, and contended that he
bUl was $8,000. A rehearsal stage- gels' several weeks ago at the Cape
responsible
for
held
should
not
be
hand bill of $1,200 might have been PlasTOuse, Dennis, Mass.
salaries, as continuance of the theaavoided.
Saroyan explained: 'We
Counter
tre faced positive loss.
simply couldn't afford to stay open.
argument was that the gas curtailThe public didn't support our plays gross was less than $4,000, the house ment started May 12, whereas the
.
. the
business project failed. The operated in the red along with the Olney theatre did not open until May
plays didn't ... all I need Is money show. Best takings were at the preshould
miere, at $4.40 top, regular scale be' 25, so that the management
to put them across.*
have been well aware of the possiing $3.30.
He wafi previously quoted saying,
bilities.
Also claimed the contracts
Alklnson't Itopi
'if
with the three players were entered
this project fails, the coming
The provocative Saroyan Inspired into after gas rationing started.
season will be no season at all' In
a message supposed to catch the eye some pointed comments in Sun'
Cochran had a wealthy backer and
papers. Brooks Atkin'
(23)
of the reviewers, he admitted hav- day's
it is understood around $50,000 was
ing opened the plays before they son, in the Times, wrote: 'Personally, expended in remodeling the summer
were ready, but 'we feel that the Mr. Saroyan is a winning lellow. He stock house and cafe. Arbitrators
plays are not only entertaining but enjoys life. He is a good sport,' but, were Peggy Wood, Eddie Dowling
important and that they are, in the mentioning 'Across the Board on and William Fellows Morgan, Jr.
whole group of plays now on Broad- Tomorrow Morning,' when 'Mr.
way, the only ones that contribute Saroyan starts probing into the
anything fresh to the theatrical hither and beyond, I wish to be
Premieres
form.
We do not say the critics excused from the room ... He is
were mistaken. But we must sug- wasting his plays and our time. He
(Aug. 26— Sept. 5)
gest, and sincerely, that the first is not learning anything about the
Saroyan production is the begin- theatre. Bad as the theatre is, it
'Sec, See, Senerlta,' Latin Amerining of a most important project, cannot be improved by incomcan revue, at Lobero, Santa Barbara,
petence.*
that
it

actor, tentatively cast in a

leading

SI

Active '4243 Season

Shubert Casting
A^

Leventhal Plans

Having started 'The Moon

Initial

iw

Very

Widow'

on tour,

prize,

'

to National Defense.'
his offer to the picture

Y.,

taxicab driver and a barkeep.

which Saroyan refused to accept but
Hollywood has indicated no interest
in the play for the screen.

gr

N.

Song.'

Early in August last year Saroyan
-serted a page ad .in 'Variety'
offering to give the picture rights of
'Time' to any film firm provided
ev^ybody connected with
that
making the picture, including studio,
equipment and executives, 'shall donate free of charge his time, talent

Despite Qiuck

Leonard E. Bergman, general manager for the Erlanger interests, who
was operated on at the Post Graduat9 hospital, N. Y., some weeks ago
and then sent home, was admitted to
Doctors Hospital last week for further treatment and possible secondary surgery.
Doctors advised that no visitors be
allowed following a transfusion to
strengthen the patient.

on

'Saroyan Theatre' called all bets oft.
His agent contacted the eastern offices of the major film companies,
offering four other plays in a package for the modest sum of $300,000.

F .aple' and 'Love's Old Sweet
won the Pulitzer
'Time'

HVood Fails

Added ExpenM

Aware that his bankroll was
growing weak and so was business at
the Belasco, N. Y., where he opened
two short plays, 'Across the Board

Berpan Back io Hosp

25.

Philly's legit situation for the start

of

1942-43

the

more

clarified.

season is tfbcoming
Two houses unshut-

Labor Day (7th) instead of one.
The Walnut will offer the American
premiere of Emlyn Williams' latest
ter

play, 'Morning Star.'

Bcal Coin Anyhow
Well established in show circles,
Gladys Cooper however, is the fact that last season wasn't as bad as rated. Pointed
out that certain plays which they

featured and Guthrie McClintic is
producing. Philly got scarcely any
actual tryouts last season and this
is

may be
two

an omen.

Engagement

is

for

weelcs.

Forrest also opens Labor Day evening with 'Priorities of 1942.' Vaude
show is now skedded for only two
weelu instead of three. Four mat
inees will be given weekly.

The Locust opens

Sept.

tossed out of consideration were getting substantial
if
not excellent
grosses, and some of them are still
on the Broadway boards. Disregarded entirely were the musical
shows which never figure in the
prize awards, but which grabbed
big money regardless.

with

21

While the Belasco fliwed with a
of William Saroyan playa,
week saw the resumption of
Face It* at the Imperial. Atscription play.
Sept. 28 Gertrude
tendance was better than expected
Lawrence comes to the Forrest in even by the management and easily
'Lady in the Dark' for a four-week
beat the pace the week before the
stay.
troupe took a month's vacation.
Gross approached $28,000, which
spotty the show as runner-up to
Elliott Nngent Wjn
'This Is The Army' and 'Stars on

The Corn

Is

Green,' Ethel Barry

more starrer, in for three weeks as
an American Theatre Society sub-

Stage 'Gale' for Skimier
Nugent, now on the Coast
and due east soon to play the male
lead opposite Katharine Hepburn in
'Without Love' for the Theatre Guild,
Elliott

will stage 'Feathers in a Gale,'

which

Richard Skinner intends presenting
on Broadway early In the winter.
Idea Is to put 'Feathers' into rehearsal immediately after 'Love' opens
Oct 5 at the St. James, N. Y.
Although Nugent has agreed to
stage Teathers,' he and Skinner have
never met, nor even talked oh the
phone. When Skinner first read the
play he Immediately thoxight It was
the kind of comedy Nugent should
be best suited to direct In jjiaking
that decision, of course, he was guid
ed only by Nugent's woric and what
mutual acquaintances told him. He

couple
last

'Let's

Ice.' .

September should see around 10
premieres, including two vaude reFirst listed
vues in legit houses.
play is 'I Killed The Count,' opening
the first week of the coming month
at the Cort wiHi 'Jaiiie,* Miller, and
The Morning Star,' Morosco, due
shortly thereafter.

LEGIT

M0ti AND ATAM

STILL

APART (M DEAL

Second huddle between the League
of New York Theatres and tha Association of Theatrical Agents and
Managers, held last week, did not
find the factions anywhere near
agreement
list of demands by
the union, in its quest for a new
sent the script to Nugent the latter
agreement has a pay increase as
read it on the train on the way to
Underthe paramount objective.
the Coast and agreed to do it
stood that the managers responded
All subsequent script production
to the initial ATAM communication
and casting suggestions between
with the comment that the demands
Skinner and Nugent have been by were
drastic.*
'much too
mail or wire. Meanwhile, co-authors
ATAM took the stand that the
Pauline Jamerson and Reginald Law- boost
in salary scales be considered
rence have been revising the script by
the League's board, increase genNo one is yet cast for the show, but erally calling, for $25 more weekly.
that will probably get under' way
when Nugent arrives east for 'Without Love' rehearsals and Skinner returns from Princeton, N. J., where
he is operating a summer stock stand
at the McCarter theatre.

^ng

Stated that the union feels there ia
no use discussing the .other, poiptti
until that issue is settled.

There

is

a clause in the first basic pact between the managers and ATAM
which provides for a change in tiie
pay scales dependent on a rise in
the cost of living.
ATAM contends that Its demands
are not unreasonable and are in accord with the trend of the times. Reported there was no blank refusal
.

Sam
Jack

Jaffe, 'Franklin Street.*
Smart The Pirate.'

-

James Monks, Aline MacMahon,
St Mark.'

for

an increase.

'Eve of

Mildred Dunnock, Lynne Carter,
Karen Monroe, Wynne Boze, Gerry
C^arr, Del Hughes, 'V For Vickie.'
Carol Stone, 'Adamant Eve.'
Eddie Dowling, Julie Hayden,
'Magic'
Fredric March, Florence Eldridge,
Tellulah Bankhead, 'Skin of Your
Teeth.'

Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Schnee, 'Black Narcissus.'

Boy 'Bear

Sir'

Alfred Bloomingdale and Peggy
Fears have purchased "Dear Sir* for

Oct production.
Show is a musical with tunes by
Ralph Benatsky, who did 'White
Thelma Horse Inn,' lyrics by Rowland Lieigb
and book by Dawn PoweU. Ken

Toni Gilman, 'Beat the Band.'

Later set the deal.

Bentham and Herschel

V. Williams,
of the former's novel of same name,
at Erlanger, Buffalo (31-5).

PAT EIBKLAHS'S DEBUT
Patricia Kirkland, 17, daughter of
Jack Kirkland and his former, wife,
Nancy Carroll, makes her stage

'12 Mldnlfbt,* by Frank Delmar
Harry Wagstaff. Gribble, at
Scarsdale (N. Y.) theatre (1-5).
debut next week in 'Susan and God,'
'V for Vickie,' comedy by, Sig to be done at the Bellevue-Stratford
Herzig, at Playhouse, Wilmington hctel, Philadelphia, by the Bucks
County Playhouse.
(5).

and

Losey

New NBC

Director

Joseph W. Losey, for the last 12
years a Broadway stage manager,
has Joined the NBC production department as a staff director.
He has not yet been given any
regular program assignments.

—
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Irene
Laughton,
Charles
Dunne, Greer Garson, James Cagney, Lou Costello, Bud Abbott, Edward, Arnold, Ann Rutherford, Walter Abel and Virginia Gilmore.
the public decide it has been bilked.
B. A.'s New Anli-U. S. Film Ma(
Party is scheduled for Aug. 30,
With more than a suspicion that The literary entrepreneurs are seri- night before Treasury bond rally.
ously considering becflng to the
it's being paid for by Nazi coin, new
Trade Commission over
anti-U. S. film weekly, 'Camara,' has Federal
Cerf Plays Safe
made its appearance in Buenos what they allege to be unfair adverBennett Cerf, prez of Random
Sheet which describes itself tising.
Aires.
House, is playing safe by submitting
The literary agents who sold the
as a 'Cinema paper without cinema
some
50 sets of bound galleys of Cecil
advertising' is a tabloid-sized, 12- yarns to the Satevepost were as sur- Brown's forthcoming book, 'Suez to
page weekly published by Miguel P. prised as the writers and book pub- Singapore' (due for October publicaTato, who writes under the name of lishers when the mag started billing tion), to both our own and the Brit'Nestor' and who has long been the stories as 'complete new novels,' ish Ministry of Information.
Angle
Jcnown as a particularly sharp-ad- since the mag reportedly said noth- is (1 ) these bound sets of galleys may
jectived pict critic here and else- ing about it at the time of purchase. become collectors' items; and (2) it's
where in Latin-America.
a precautionary measure, since the
McSorleyites Take an Encore
Rag is published by the officially
CBS correspondent has named plenty
The McSorley Mounted Literary
Argentina.'
'Editorial
blacklisted
of names and spared nobody.
which for a long time published 'El Society, partly owned by Perry
Some of the British brasshats in
Pampero,' chief Nazi daily there. Charles and Ted Friend, was in ses- Singapore get an especial scorching,
Tato features himself throughout sion last Friday (21) at private quar- from inside reports, hence the angle
ters
in the Fifth Avenue hotel, N.Y.
the sheet, insists he Is not being paid
of judicious press relationship with
by anybody but by subtle recom- That's the place where the McSor- both the U. S. and English channels.
mendations of certain totalitarian leys met last year, when it was refilms and wholesale brickbats at ported the bunch was barred from
Priestley's Blackout
most U. S. Alms no doubt is left as the place for life. Society's prexy,
J.
B.
Priestley's
latest
novel.
standing.
Paper is also Ned Brown, always claimed that
to
his
Blackout in Gretley,' is to be serialjammed with articles attacking some was a canard and proved it by ized In Cosmopolitan Mag. It deals
There was
of the local studios, particularly the booking the spot again.
town
Gretley,
in
England.
with
the
San Miguel Studio headed by a prior discussion over whether
This is about the first thing he's
strongly pro-democratic Don Miguel steak or lobster would be on the
completed since the British Ministry
Machinandiarena, co-operator of the menu. Brown explained that he ate
fish every day but Friday and th^n of Information took a veritable lien
Mar del Plata Casino.
his efforts.
on
'Camara' is also strongly anti- he had meat, so they settled for
Semitic in tone and in selection of lobster.
Cut Down On Pic Cats
Se^ion was to say farewell to
illustrated material and in letters
Use of pictures in newspapers is
to prospective subscribers and per- Gladwin Hill of AP, who has been
Tato has assigned overseas and who was mar- expected to take a nosedive on the
sons in the industry.
pulled no punches in letting his ried last week. His bride permitted heels of a WPB order to cut the use
of metal tor engraving purposes.
Jew-baiting inclinations be known. him to attend for a little while.
Orders have gone out slicing the
Practically entire sheet seems to be
Ken McCaleb's Bad Fall
available zinc to many newspapers
product of one man's writing alKen McCaleb, Sunday magazine by as much as 15% of their presthough a number of obviously
phony bylines appear. Weekly is editor of the N. Y. Daily Mirror, is ent usage.
reported to have a circulation of in a serious condition at Welfare
Spieler's New Librettos
about 5,000 and sells for 20 centavos Island Reception hospital as result
Friday (21) out of a third
Irina Skariatina, covering the Rusa copy, which it is believed is not o£ a fall
enough to pay for the cost. Ads in- story window in his N. Y. home. sian front for Collier's, heads home
clude several from YPF. the Govt, McCaleb is said to be suffering from late this month to hit the Colston
a fractured skull, spine and internal Leigh lecture trail.
oil combine monopoly which adverinjuries.
A blood transfusion has Margaret Bourke-White en route
tises' in a number of other probeen given him.
How McCaleb to England to cover the AEF for Life
totalitarian, anti-Semitic reviews.
Tato was for some years chief ti'mbled out of the window is unex- and refurbish her lecture material.
marr,

Literati

'

'

film critic of

Mundo, world's

largest

Spanish-language tabloid, published
Following his rein Buenos Aires.
turn from Hollywood, he got into a
running battle with U. S. distribs
who alleged his reviews were influenced by

coin

privately

plained.
His wife, Dorothy McCaleb, is
also with the Mirror, doing women's

page coverage.

McCaleb was awaiting an Army
commission.

slipped

Bollin KIrby on Look
RoUin Kirby, former N. Y. Post
cartoonist, has a six-month deal with
Look mag to do cartoons and editorial comment.

He's a three-time Pulitzer prizewinner.

Strawhat Reviews
The Two Mrs.

Carrolls

N. Y., Aug. 18.
prolos and three actH, four
scenes, by Martin Vule; tllrecteil by Felix
Jacoves; aettlnsB (S) uy Elwell; fenlures
Scairsdale,

Drama

tn

Brandon Peteni, Edith At
water; presented by the OIneyn at Hoars'
dale theatre, Aug. 18-U2, '42: tl.dS tnp.
Valerie Valaln^
AKnea
Beth

Merrill,

Harriet Carroll
Charles Jameson
OeofTrey Carroll

Jenny
John HiRfflns
Sarah Carroll

John Robb

Two

"The

Atwater

Killth

Clara Pnlinor
Izetta Jewel

Mrs.

Carrolls'

intense and

tells

well-knit

after

wants to withhold it
A talking-to by a refugee psychiatrist who makes him understand Hie
barbarism of the fascist aggressors

a

story,

first

The curtain isn't
utes on the third, and final, act when
the spectator senses that the fabric
of the play has begun to rip. Everything from then on gyrates towards
a grand collapse.
The characters' behavior loses all
vestige of cfedulity and practically
every line and bit of business, even
though performed in the deadliest
earnestness, is greeted with guffaws. The author, Martin Vale (Mrs.
Bayard Veiller), should be able to
salvage the script Most of'the characters are of three-dimentional verisimilitude. The plot is deftly developed and the element of suspense is
neatly sustained until the third act
What the play needs most is a complete reconstruction of the movements of the characters in that
stanza. The dialog and pantomime
could stand much slicing and a
change made to avoid making the
suicide scene of the cornered menace
look so ridiculous.
The narrative itself Is of not too
intricate design and the same description goes for all the characters
except one, the middle-aged artist
whose love of beauty and money
converts him into a brother rat of
the Borgia fraternity. He's a mild,
bewildered fellow until ,his second
wife catches him red-handed in the
process of trying to poison her. His
method of crime suddenly becomes
quite more violent He arranges to
strangle her. It is perhaps this extreme switch of temperament, taking place within the matter of a few
minutes, that renders the third act
so Incredible.
The first Mrs. Carroll is a Boston
heiress whom the artist had rescued
from splnsterhood. "The prolog deals
with her decision to get rid of him
and, as a penalty for trying to poison her, sh* makes him give up half
of a $6,000 annuity as alimony. Six
months later the artist marries the
acts.

cide that

fight

if easily foreseeable conclusion.
Deal summer theatre has some
talented people, but needs self-dis-

Its performance scheduled
two
8:45 starts at 0:10, after a lot of
up two min- for
preliminary scuffing and llth hour

during the prolog and the

.

cipline.

rehearsing behind the curtain. Robert Hatch, with an exaggerated British accent, makes an unconvincing
American hero. Edith Flsk and Anthony Grey are satisfactory as his
parents, and Gregory Richards is
okay as the psychratrist though his
one anti-fascist speech hardly serves
as a substitute for dramatic action in

helping the inventor make up his
mind at the end. Patricia Wifhingas the youth's fiancee; Fratik
Bprth, as a Chinese houseboy, end
Miss Quin, the author, appearing under the name of Enid Rogers, do acceptable work.
Paul.
ton,

BROKEN DOLLS
Play

Teaiieck, N. J., Aug. 13.
In throe acta (four scenes) by
DIds
by Bergen Collegi: Bn?;

lili
theatre.
neck. N.

f Tk'"'*'*,Jochim,
Anthony
J..

Aug.

director, at Tea.

18,

S""""

S™^!!.'

*

Stephen.
Arnold Drown
Michael Kelly

J.

""ii 'l""""

Helen Foster

Lucille Rocketcller

'This whole thing Is developing
like a Saroyan play that doesn't
develop at all," observes a bewildered
character In 'Broken Dolls.* Thus
expressing the sentiments of the au-

dience.

However, there seems to be more
method In Saroyan's madness than in
Bide Dudley's.
Although he has

been arou;id the theatre for years,
Dudley gives little evidence of having absorbed the fundamentals of
playwriting, and this story about a
dissatisfied young wife who goes on
the make for an attractive house
guest while her middle-aged husband watches from the sidelines, can
at no time be taken seriously.
Write it off as a mistake for all concerned, and give such performers as
Vilma Kurer, formerly
Vienna
much younger woman whom he had Kleinkunstbuehne, andof the
J.
Arnold
been maintaining as a side dish, and Brown the benefit of the
doubt. Miss
the couple settle down in a house Kurer is comely and might
have posout on Long Island. In quick time a sibilities in more believable
assigngoodlooking widow with coin catches ments.
Poul.
the artist's fancy and he resumes his
Dr. Crippen routine.
While he is
putting his second wife through the
arsenic cure his original spouse
Play on Broadway
shows up and warns her successor
to be on guard.
The advice is
spurned, but all turns out well for
the second wife, since she's been
guarded not only by her predecessor
(BEVIVAL)
but an old friend, who, though a
Operetta In three acts (eight scenes) by
member of the Army Air Force,
Romberg. Oscar Hammersteln, 2d,
manages to be on hand always when SIgmund
Frank Mnndel ond Laurence Schwab; preneeded.
The uniform -certainly sented by Joseph
Tushinsky at Carnegie

Sam Byrd's Book
'Small Town South,' volume of
sketches about- rural Soiith Carolina
LITEBATI OBITS
and
Florida
(Houjh^n Mifflin,
Joseph Caneva, 35, one of AP's top
$2.75) by actor Sam B|^, is of only
photographers, died about two weeks
mild interest to show business readago in Maine. First reported that
broadcasts in Peru. Reports in the ers.
The author, who had long strep throat caused demise but later
trade are that Tato has received Broadway runs in "Tobacco Road'
diagnosis revealed tuberculosis in
considerable cash from the local and 'Of Mice and Men' and produced
German Embassy which Is never four unsuccessful New York shows, an advanced stage. Caneva was in
Ethiopia with Mark Barron during
short of pesos for anything hitting refers only a few times, and then
the Italian invasion.
at the U. S. Nazi sheets, including just in passing, to his theatrical
Alexander H. Sogers, 73, owner
'Pampero' have followed the same background. For the most part, the
and publisher of the Eagle-Tribune,
type of argument as 'Camara,' book is a loosely connected series of
Lawrence, Mass., died Aug. 20 in Seachiefly
that American companies conversations Byrd had with all
brook, N. H.
are out to harm local industry.
manner of people in South Carolina
Samuel Zeobnowitt, 75, a founder
and Florida towns.
and former president of the Jewish
Andy Kelley to D. C. Star
One thing notable to a Yankee
Drama and motion picture editors reader is Byrd's typically Southerner Daily Forward, N. Y., died Aug. 20
in Brooklyn.
called into Uncle Sam's service are attitude
toward the Negro—a kind
Bev. Emanuel Jack, 52, editor of
changing the critical outlook in
of blend of patronizing affection the Westchester Jewish weekly and
Washington. Jay Carmody, of the and callousness.
editor and publisher of The Voice, a
Washington Star, passed his physical
Yonkers,
N. Y., publication, died brings the play right up to date:
and goes Into Army .^ug. 28. He
Morehoose's War Series
The direction wes more leftAug. 21 In Yonkers.
will be replaced by Andrew R. KePhanded than right The players as a
Ward Morehouse, whose 'Broadley, for 12 years drama editor of
whole don't seem to be in full conway After Dark' column has been a
Times-Herald, who leaves War Detrol of their characterUation. The
N. Y. Sun feature for years, this
Corrent
partment post as Press Information
cleverest piece of personality conweek started a series of articles
specialist, for the new assignment.
struction comes from Henry Antrim,
(Aug. 26-Sept. 5)
at>out the U. S. Army in England for
cast as a village physician.
Bernie Harrison, of the TimesHis is
the paper. He recently completed a
the case of a good actor lifting a part
Herald, is awaiting an ensign's com
'Arsenic and Old Laoe' (1st Co.)
series from Army camps in the U. S.
by the bootstraps. As the first Mrs.
mission in the Navy. l}.\s desk will
Biltmore, Los Angeles (26-5)
and Caribbean area.
Carroll. Beth Merrill actiounts for
be filled by Katherine Smith, editor
'Blackouts of 1942' (vaude)—EI
the standout example of character
First of the new series, appearof woman's page in T-H, according
Capitan. Los Angeles (26-5).
study among the women. Her vining in the Monday (24) edition with
to report. Miss Smith was previously
'ClaadU' (1st - Co.)—Geary, San dictlveness is felt like
a sharp blade
second stfiwg" critic on tKe Daily a^ six-column spread on Page 1, told Francisco (26-5).
and the scene she does with the secNews.
Don Craig, critic for the of Morehouse'sl recent crossing to
'Curtain Rises' (slock)— Erlanger, ond Mrs. Carroll, Edith Atwater, in
the second act is as fine a piece of
Scripps-Howard tabloid, is in of- England aboard an American troop- Buffalo (26-29).
ship.
There' was also a one-column
ficer's training school at Camp Lee,
•Good Nljht Ladles'— Blackstone, dread-building as could be expected.
Miss Atwater's good looks make "her
His spot on the News is being filled picture of Morehouse in his war cor- Chicago (26-5).
respondent's uniform.
a commendable actress to have
Further ar
'Janle' (tryout)— Erlanger, Buffalo
by Russell Stewart.
around on any stage, but there seems
tides in the series will be printed (31-5).
toybe too much variation, subtlety
as received.
'Merry Widow' (stock )
Not a 'Complete Novel'?
'Water- and fine etching^-in thi; heavy emoRichard Watts, Jr., N. Y. Herald gate, Washington (26-1).
Book publishers are fuming at the
tional part assllned hd- for her parSatevepost for ballying its 'complete Tribune drama critic. Is also abroad
'Moon Is Down' Plymouth, Bos- ticular talents to take in full stride.
new novel' policy, which gives many on an assignment for the Office of ton (26-29); Nixon, Pittsburgh (31-5). Brandon Peters plays the artist and
'Myi Sister Eileen* (2d Co.)— Har- most of the time he seems to be out
readers the impression that the yarns War Information.
of his element.
ris, Chicago (26-5).
are book length when, say the pubs,
_
The sets were exceptionally atCbase's^ost Triple
'My Sister Eileen* (3d Co.)— Nathey are neither book length nor
Borden Chase, fetched to Holly- tional, Washington (26-29); Empire, tractive.
Odec.
were they ever written to be anywood by Metro to write a story for Syracuse
thing but novelettes.
(31-3);
Masonic
Aud.,
The mag teedoff its 'complete Clark Gable and foiled by the star's Rochester, N. Y. (4-5).
'Out of the Frying Pan' (stock)—
novel' campaign with splash ads on entry into the Army, had three
Deal, N. J., Aug. 21.
Aug. 12 for the six week tryout of weeks of leisure on his hands and Playhouse, Providence (26-29).
Play In three
by Shirland (luln di'Private Lives* (stock)— Mosque, rected by John acta
the new policy as well as the first utilized them by knocking off three
Maliolm.
Presenteil hy
entry, 'Secret Harbor,' by Sluart mag yarns which Satevepost snatched Newark («e-30).
Charles O. Carey at tlin f>eal summer theN. J., Aug. 20, -ii.
Cloete. The ad had a stack of books in record time. Chase holds another
'Pygmalion' (stock)—Central, Pas- atre,
Mrs. Marston
K^llih FIsk
with the top tome carrying the title Post record, 'Pay to Learn,' under- saic, N. J. (26-30); Flatbush, Brook- Mrs, Featherston
Knid nngerf
Ah Fong.
and author's name which gave the stood to be the only yarn ever re- lyn (1-5).
VmnV Borlh
Colonel Marston
Anthony (irey
Impression that the yarn had been peated in that publication.
'Seflected Glory (stock)— Windsor,
Pntrlila Wlthlnmnn
iy"^:.
Three new stories are 'Shiny Bronx (26-30).
published as a book. Ads for Aug.
Robert Hatch
5"''?"a;.'
Hugh Oliver
Doug Alexnncler
19 dropped the pile of books, but Pants,' 'Levi's Leather and Lead'
'Sailor, Beware* (stock)— Flatbush,
Sergeant Higglns
Mnithew Dolkcy
continued the 'complete new novel' and The Mojave Kid.'
Brooklyn (26-30); Windsor, Bronx Asst. S«o. Dnvid Jemps. .('hnrlca Furrnlnwe
Dr. ZInkelsen
Gregory Richards
angle.
(1-5)
Book pubs checked the wordage
Press Feeds Stars
'Show-Oir (stock)—Lafayette, DeThe problem raised by 'Pearl Harof the 'Secret Harbor* yarn to find
National Press Club will be host troit (26-5)
bor' may have been
that it ran only 18,000 words whereas at a dinner to Hollywood celebrities
'Show Time' (vaude)— Curran, San many people prior real enough for
to Dec. 7, but
the average Action book runs around coming to Washington for the 'Stars Francisco (26-5).
seems academic as a theme for
75,000. They are worried about what Over America' tour. Those listed to
'V'for Vickie* (tryout)— Playhouse, drama in the light of what has since
will happen to their authors should sit at the head table are Hedy La Wilmington (5).
happened. Specifically, the dilemma
Mundo finally canned him
the allegations were proven
and he started 'Camara' only t(9 drop
it
after a few issues.
Then he
travelled to various parts of South
America and has done pro-Nazi

him.

'

in Europe, causes the inventor to dewe must be prepared to
with every weapon we can. Immediately on the heels of this resolve
:.. Philip Fnvershnm
the Japs attack Pearl Harbor—a neat
...Henn* Antrim

«

Mrs. Latham
Cecily Harden
DenlB Pennlnffton
Dr. Ambrose Tuttle

pretty

Merrill

Belt)

Brandon Peters
Marjorle Peterson
K. O. Marshall

of the leading character is whether
to turn over to the U. S. Army his
invention
for
directing
pilotless

bombing planes from a control room
Use of this device will mean deatii
and destruction for thousands, and
in the name of humanity the hero

'

Road Shows

-

—
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PEARL HARBOR

THE NEW MOON

Hall, N. T.. opening Aug. 18. '42; mnslo
director, Tushinsky: production supervised
by Rl<«inrd Elcbberg; staged by John
Pierce; $2.20 top.
Julio
Doris Patalon

Bcaunoir
Captain Duval
VIcomte Ribaud
Fouchette
Robert MIsson
Alexander
BesBc
Jacquca
Marianne Beaunoir

^George Leonard

Oene Barry
Marcel Journet
Carl Nelson
Wilbur Evans
Teddy Hart
Paul Roed
George Mltcliill
Ruby Mercer
Everett West

Philippe

Doorman

Walter }hinme
Joan

Flower Olrl

Benolt
Peter nirrh
Viola Kssenova

Spaniard
.Spanish

Dancer

John Edwards
Paul Wendel
Joan Whealley
Hope Kmerson
Robert Tower
Walter Munroa
Viola Bssen

Proprietor

A Man
A Olrl
Cloilldc

Brunei, n Sailor

Captain De Jean
Premiere Danseuse
Premlc[re Dancer

Peter Birch

Singers

Joan Benolt, Harriet Borger, I.ucy I.ee,
Irene Carroll, Joyce Doncaster. Sally HndIcy, Katherine Lester, Emily Mnrsli, Mae
Mulh. Marvel Skcels. Joan Wheatley.
Jimmy Alllaon, Ray Cook, -Robert Curl.
Arthur Davloa, Edward Dunbar. Joseph
Monte. Carl Nelson. Larry Shindel. nl( b;ird
Torlgl, Robert Tower, Paul L. Wendel.
Dance ra
Harriet Adier. Richard Andre, I.lef Arcn,

Dennne Denmore. Dan Denton.
tula,

land,

NIcoll

I''h-

Marie Orey, Qay Hess, Rdilie XciwBinlly Jewell,
Kent, Anna

Audrey
Konstance, Ann Kua, Marlon Lyn. Itmh
Man, Eileen McRrlde. Irving Rappee. Mary
I.OU Reed, Arleen Robinson. Grace Riidiler,
Judy Sargent, Jotin Schlmlehelte, Trier
-

Kit* Smith.

.

Wention' of The New Moon' stirs
pleasant memories. Memories of a
Broadway season long since past, of
Schwab and Mandel. of a once great
entertainment and boxoffice smash.

But this latest revival of the original Schwab and Mandel production
can't even remotely approach in entertainment and boxoffice the smash
of the 1028
Ih 1928,

Broadway

season.

It wUl be recalled, Laurence Schwab and Frank Mandel
found their out-of-town tryout of
(Continued on page 55)
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'Uoon Is Down' and Harry Forwood
around
drumbeatlng
'Strip
for

Broadway

London

AcUon.'
Carnegie Tech drama school will
celebrated open major production schedule
Magda Kun trying out new vaudeThe Allen Schnebbes
with Thornton wilder's 'Merchant of ville act.
,
,
Mth wedding anniversaryInducted
Yonkers.'
^Daiiiy Ahearn will be
Bob West, owner of Hippodrome,
(26).
Charlie Danver, Post Gazette's Chatham, dropped dead.
intn the Army today
*"
maesUo
Club
Stork
Pittsburghesque
columnist, on vacaNBC a£d
Alan Keith preparing script for
the Metro test tion but staying at home because of
Ted Steele Is hot on
one of Geraldo's BBC programs.
radio show.
at Lake
Jack Taylor is doing new revue in
Ruth Waag Brennen, Harry Seed's
"frank Wlrth weekending
speed secretary, on leave of absence to conjunction with William Henshall
Hopatcong, where he owns a
visit her soldier-husband, stationed which is to tour the sticks.
ex- on the Coast.
Alec Lever, branch supervisor to
•"Lliise SUlTOX, Authors league
her
at
vacaUonlng
Dale Thysinger, of Orpheum in RKO, has switched to Columbia as
ecuUve-secretary,
McKees Rocks, sitting in for Man- branch manager for Newcastle.
Vermont iann.
on Paramount building ager John D. Walsh at Fulton whUe
Kenneth Hall, joint managing diClock
Something to do tetter's vacationing.
rector and founder of Quality Inns,
stopped again.
Variety Club has decided to stage in hospital with throat ailment.'
with the weather.
,„„„
Harold Jones, assistant head of
Shepard Traube to stage •R.U.H.,' its- annual banquet again this faJl
bemg revived by Blank and Sllher- despite the war. Affair will be held sales for Columbia Pictures, who's a
at William Penn hotel Oct. 25, day brother-in-law of Max Thorpe, the
stein for Broadway.
Mort Blumenstock, Warners east- following the Pitt-Duke football sales head, is .out
back
from
manager,
game at the Stadium.
Ronald Chesney's and Sidney
em ad-publidty
Bright's radio feature, 'Mouth Organ
the Coast with his bride.
Lessons,' being revived again in Oc
The Genius Club, hangout for tyro
weeks. Leo
tober for eight weeks by BBC.
actors, reopens In three
Chicago
WriKht and Marion just in from
Shull is the guardian angel.
Arherica and open for General TheaJ C. Stein planed back to Bevhills
in October
Brighton,
on Monday, and returns
Mort Blumenstock, o* Warners, tres Cterp. at Hippodrome,
period east.
Moss Empire to folto stay a
with Irving Yergin. with GTC and
the
.

.

Agustin Remon, doing well at Teatro
Paris with Pepita Serrador's company.
Alberto de Zavalia finishing exteriors in Santiago del Elstero for
EFA's 'Malambo,' starring his wife,
Delia Garces. Story by Hugo Mac-

,

Wer

around
Loop
Heiuy Nemo starting rehearsals
Tom Gorman called to Washington
which he will produce
by Chris Dimphy for appearance be
Club on Broadway.
the
fore
the
War
Production Board.
of
impresario
Walters,
Lou
John O. Jones; of Jones, Llnick &
Latin Quarter nitery, searchmg for
Shaefer, is heading the Chicago Fund
space to open another spot In Wash
of the Amusement and Recreation
Ington.
„
Al Spink due back from Coast to Division.
John E. Flynn, Central Div. sales
agent 'Lady in the Dark' tour. Jack
him ahead of mgr. for Metro, returned from
replacing
Pierre
Coast conference at the studio on the
•Claudia.'
.
v . ,
Several uptown residential hotels new season's product.
taken
virtually
been
have
already
Jackie Heller in town from Hollyover by U. S. military forces as bar^
wood, where he played a role in 'The
racks for trainees.
Yanks Are Coming' for PRC. He'll
Pat West and Murray Alpert from fill some vaude dates.

for new show
at the Ubangl

in Tampa with the
Henri Elman left for California
outfit filming 'Air this week to set his new Mutual Pic
tures Corp. deal. Elman will try to
Gus EysseD, Radio City Music Hall arrange finances and set studio.
Washfrom
back
director,
managing
Lieut. J. H. Malone, from General
ington, in his carfacity as a show biz Osborne's special service dept in

the Coast are

.

Howard Hawks

Force* for Warners.

advisor to the

Whole
guested

WPB.

Washington,

,

last

'

Sunday

is

in

Chicago to inter-

.
Army'
view show producers eligible
Paramount theatre at cial government service.

cast of "This Is the

by

midnight screening of 'Holiday Inn'
(23) night.

Ida Joy Balaban, daughter of A. J.
Balaban, engaged to Gene Aberbach,
of the Chappell music firm. Wed
ding scheduled for next month..
Whitner BisseU in Philly this week
to play Lord Cecil in Bucks County
playhouse presentation of 'Elizabeth
the Queen.^ with Flora Robson.
A film explosion in the 46th street
offices of the French Motion Picture
Corp. yeslerda;? (25) resulted in
damages only to windows and olTic«

for spe-

PRC

trying to sell the Oriental
theatre idea of running 'Jungle Siren'
starring Ann Corio in connection
with stripper's personal appearance
at theatre beginning Sept. 18.

Richard Scheinbaum, Chicago disshort subject rep for Paramount, replaces Lou Goldberg in the
sales dept Another new addition to
staff is John Himmelein from Cleve-

trict

land.

New Ha?en

equipment

Leglt-radio actress Sylvia Weld
By Harold M. Bane
has given up her Nyack (N. Y.) farm
and moved to Manhattan. Her husNorman Randall has added tonband, Lt Albert S. Bigelow, is in
nage since his hospital siege.
the Navy.
Ed Cole sheds Yale theatre for a
Oscar Levant's brother. Harry,
(Shubert), Cape holiday.
batoning 'By Jupiter'
with Johnny Green leaving to
Ted Teschner busying himself with
handle the new George Abbott weekly jitterbug contests at his
musical, 'Beat the Band.'
Bijou.
'nie Irving Berlins went from the
Eddie Wittstein doing baton duty
funeral Monday (24) morning of for Lighthouse Point community
AUce Duer Miller ('White Cliffs of concerts.
Dover') to a noontime wedding of
Thelma Moore now handling
Fay Wray and Robert Riskin.
Hotel Garde Fiesta Room entertainSomach. theatrical ment as a single.
Dr.
Irving
medico, backer of Oscar Berlin and
Waitress-chef problem has shorehas line eateries planning earlier closproductions,
Crouse-Lindsay
been commissioned a major in the ings than usual.
Mt Sinai hospital unit, and reports
Foldup of WICC's local outlet has
to Camp Rucker, Ala., next week.
ex-supervisor Judson LaHaye doing
Before the local Draft Board temporary newspaper promotion.
would
Martin Freed's departure
Yale Library gifted with 7,000AI
for England and Ireland with
piece collection of voice recordings
Jolson, the piano accompanist en- mcluding
old-time
and
modern
listed and then was given a furlough theatrical greats.
to continue abroad with the star.
Yale Dramat's new director, C.
A Russiair Relief benefit at Nyack, Beecher Hogan, put frosh thesps
with Helen Hayes, Ed Wynn, Tilly through an okay production of
Losch, Larry Adler, et al., among 'Petrified Forest'
headliners, almost lost out to a mosJohn Hesse scored a bally ace by
quito attack on the lawn of the landing induction exercises of Naval
country club where the gala was be- Flight Squadron members for his

OK

ing staged.

on preem
Doodle Dandy.'

stage

nite

of

'Yankee

Show biz locals handling commitSept bond drive are: I. J.
Hoffman and Harry Shaw, general
co-chairmen; John Hesse, publicity;
Lou
decorations:
Bob
exhib Portle, Schaefer.
parades:
Robert
tees for

By Hal Ceben
Mark Browar. former

now

local
living in California, here for a

visit.'

Arthur Low and Dave Shanahan
will be in the Nixon boxoffice again

.

Russell,

.special

events;

this season.
Jackie' Cooper

for a

week

Kansas

City
By John Qolnn

tentatively slated
stage appearance at Stanley
of Sept. 11.

Carlos Pugliese, operator of popular theatrical eatery, 21 Restaurant,
off for the Army.
Lynn, Royce and Vanya pencilled
Into Stanley
with Dick Jurgens'

Hesse-Schaefer, ral-

lies.

Folly

theatre,

burlesquer.

set

monia. Ivor Novello has been advised
by his medico not to do more than
one performance per day. His understudy, Barry Sinclair, will, therefore, replace him for matinees in
Arnold's The Dancing Years' at
the Adelphi

Tom

Newman

theatre,

is

father

of

appear

at

Carlos

Vila at
Vuelta'

EFA.

Del Plata Return
Ticket'), produced by Cruz del Sur,
story by Josuc Quesada and Agus('Mar

tin Remon.
Directed by French director Salviche.
Megger Luis Saslavsky added
Tilda Thamar, Berta Moss. Marcellno Ornat and Percival T. Murray
to cast of 'Ccnizas al Viento' ('Ashes
set
to the Wind') at Baires.

ALMAR

for distribution.

WB

Muehlebach.

A

horse

prizes,

is

'

Dembow

George

New

from

in

business

Larry Estavan shifted from San
Francisco Chronicle to Warners publicity

staff.

Rudolph

Marlene

Sleber,

Diet-

rich's husband, became an American citizen.
Bob Murphy leased the old Clover
Club for reopening as a nltci-y -eatery
next month.
Joe Glaser dealing for the Alice
Faye home in Encino as a permanent residence.
Ken' Whitmore taking charge of

Warners studio publicity w'hile Alex
^elove on vacauon.
Nate Blumberg returned from
three weeks of huddling at Uni-

home

versal's

office.

Chuck Koren moved into the
Charles R. Rogers publicity department

at General Service.

.

Nikko, of the Grace and Nikko
dance team, chan.^Od his name to
Nicco. Former spelling too Jappy.
Richard Arlen returned from his
golfing tour with Walter Hagen for
j^rmy Relief to go back to picture
work.
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of Inclependent Motion Picture Producers Association, here for a few
weeks.
James FltzPatrick touring the
Pacific Northwest to look over backgrounds for shorts about the lumber
industry.

Henry Wilcoxon, on furlough from
the Coast Guard, playing a film role
at Republic, turning the coin over
to Coast

Guard

Relief.

Leonard Goldstein, production asDamon Runyon, filed
to

sistant

bankruptcy
assets

petition, listing $200
$2,057 in debts.

and

in

Peggy Kent Wilson, daughter of
the late ijidney Kent moved to Las
Vegas, N.ev., to establish residence
for divoi;ce from Don Wilson, radio
'
annoimcet'.
Veloz and Yolanda passed up a
national tour because of transportation problems, going into 'Priorities'
Frisco- in' October

in

.

Warren

and laUr

Old Log. strawhatter,
'Farm of Tliree Echoes.'
'Gold Rush' getting

first

took

Pierce

over

to

the

Hollywood post as chief of liaison
division of Office of War Informaoffering

Twin Cily

Fred Polangin,
succeeding
ordered to Washington for another
assignment
tion,

showing at St Paul World.
Ada Leonard and her band spotted

Happy Hour nitery Sept.
Dave Palfryman, assistant

into

16.

to

on

Si

Fabian, here to advise on Industry

war bond campaign.
Ervin .Brabec of Frederick Bros,
in from Chicago in connection with
band bookings here.
Hal Halperin, head of the Chicago
'Variety' office, with the missus for
confab with medico.
'Ice-Capades of 1943' going Into St.
Auditorium Oct. 7-27 for
Paul
second 'Twin City visit.

Nick Schenck here to huddle with
on raw materials priorities.
Eddie Plohn of National huddling
with stage hands on new contcoct

WPB

'

has called Don Lamond
from Paul Keln's Glen Echo Park
band.
Willard hotel is holding Ten
Nights In a Barroom' for a fifth
week.
~a6nn J. 0'Cdnn6i-', V.i>.-bl Univer-

Army

Pictures,
matter.

sz]

in

town on

prioritlfs

Helen Hamilton opens the Troika
on Sept. 10 with Sheila Barrett as

picture's place in nation at war.

her headliner.

Brock Whitlock, Columbia theatre
manager, taking the usual two
weeks vacation.
Dan Terrell of Loew's passing out
Bobby Evans, sepia terper. called double smokes. Twins, with all conup for induction last week.
cerned doing well.
Max Kendrick, ex-songplugger.
Beach Johnson, star sax and
now operating the 50(Klub, Atlantic trumpet man, now with Pete Macias'

By

SI

ShaHz

Carty,

inc at Cape
niling in.

WIP

spieler, vacationBill Manrs

May, with

Charley Empiani.st-arranger with Bob Sheb-

Also donning khaki

i.s

tl-.

show,
planned

George Ward shifted from the
Mitcher-Hamilburg agency to Myron
Selznick.

York on National Screen Service

Broadway.

By Let Bees

third week at
Stuart Dunlap of Metro back from ley,
Hotel three-month vacash in States.
of the
ley's band.
Felix Knight was star soloist at
UA readying distribution of local
with $1,200 in
Wanamuker Grand Court concert
by civilian de- production, 'Mar del Plata Ida y Friday night.
Practically all film crowd on hand
fense auxiliary police force of North
WIBG has donated the u.<ie of the
for dinner to director Luis Cesar
Kansas City for Sept. II and 12.
auditorium in its new studios to the
Constance Bennett through K. C. Amadori at Alvear Palace.
Nicolas Fregues named new prez Navy League.
Mountain Playhouse at JennerA- on way back to Hollywood after of Associacion Argentina de Actores,
Sbnw biz guys who've been reclosing
tour
boo.sting
war
bond
sales.
town doing a play for two weeks for
jected by Uncle Sam are planning to
with Enrique Serrador as v.p.
theflrst time. It's The Little Foxes.' Her husband, Gilbert Roland, is a
Homero Carpcna added to- cast of form a '4-F Club.'
Donna Geisler the 'one-woman soldier at Camp Crowder, 140 miles Mario Soffici's Tres Hombrcs del
Charlie Thompson, formerly of
band,' and Tony Pudlow, Homestead south of here.
Reading, has joined the anWEEU,
With many of the larger hotels Rio' ("Three Men of the -River').
•swel worker, will be married Sept
Singer Martha de los Rios In new nouncing staff of WIBG.
quartering men in service, AmeriVirginia Davis, daughter of maestro
by former
Karl Krtig, Sun-Tele drama critic, can Legion officials now are seeking kind of short being done
at Meyer Davis, Is throwing a farewell
Rodriguez
PcNa
Manuel
scribbler
spending his annual two weeks rest rooms for between 5,000 and 10,000
party for Sam Bushman, portly
on Captain- Billy Bryant's Show delegates and other visitors expected San Miguel.
'No Time for Comedy.' S. N. Bohr- nitery fiack, who Joins the Army
Boat.
to attend oational convention of war
man's Broadw.ny hit translated by after Labor Day.
Joe (Ufty) Miller here ahead of vets Sept. 19 to 21.

O'Connell, Vatiety Club's pet charity,
will be dedicated Sunday (30).
zone manager Moe Silver
back from Boston, where he was
called by the death oLbls mother.
Lieutenant Walter Good, former
Harris
theatre
circuit
manager,
transferred to a base in California.

Franey, going into
the Terrace Grill

is

Bowl.

Bill

Libre"

The

their 16th wedding anniversary.
Frank Orsatti, agent divorced by
Lien Deyers, former Aim player.
Rita Hayworth to Texas for three
weeks of Army camp entertainment.
Arleen 'Whelan to Washington,
ill.

City.

By Bay Josephs
Police suspend 'Argentina
(or .30 days.

Ray Milland's power cruiser given
Navy for the duration.
D. Ross Ledermans celebrated

to the

Rise Stevens returned from an
eastern tour to sing in Hollywood

Miller

'

Boenos Aires

illness.

Maurice Golden is a new associate
in the Lou Irwin agency.
Billy Edwards moved from UnU
versal to 20th-Fox publicity.

where husband Alexander D'Arcy

San Francisco
By Staerman

J^H^^^
of
star, have prom. .,U;^Senat«.
London Coliseum 'adirirnistratiOn~'s forelgn~"poliiy; tb"
speak at Northwest Allied convention's- luncheon next week on motion

at

son

Dick Voynow, of Decca Recording,
spending a month here.

on

me Suicido'
I'll
Commit Suicide'),
Amanda Ledesma and Alberto

Bi^ag^e«a«ono(
ised to

concert Sept. 6 in aid of Home Guard
fund.
Those already proitiised are
Leslie Henson, Flanagan and Alien,
Jack Hulbert, Cicely Courtncidge,
Florence Desmond, Cyril Fletcher
and Harry Parry's band. Letter's Is
only orch selected for this special

to

open new season Friday, Sept. 4.
Francis Triplett, house manager

flve-week

Completion
rushed
'Manana

been

show.

bom Aug. 17.
band this Friday (28).
Ellis Attcberry, general manager
Eddie Krushinksi. who went into
Leo Heyn's Summit hotel for two of KCKN, CapJ)er Publications station, is vacationing.
weeks, now in 20th month.
'Ice Revue of 1942,' starring Dot
Kalmine Recreation Hall at Camp

Sophie Tucker house guest ot
Fanny Brice.
Freeman Bernstein around after

(Tomorrow
with

'Ice Follies' pulLs out of Winter
land Saturday (29) after 13 weeks
Webster Booth and Anne Zlegler of smash biz.
out of 'Black Vanities,' the Opera
John W. Elwood. KPO general
House, Blackpool, summer shovi, due manager, heads radio committee of
Jill Manners re
Frisco War Chest drive.
to letter's illness.
placed.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' with Boris
Gordon Claridge, Englishman who Karlofl and remainder of original
helped to found the World's Press cast, billed into Curran theatre MonNews, is quitting the publishing biz day (31).
Robert Llppert opened his new
and has sold his interests to Clarence
Times theatre in Alameda last week
Hatrey.
Tom Arnold and Lee Ephraim and will open another Times house
cabling to America to get rights to soon in Richmond.
Del Goodman, Paramount's new
'The Vagabond King,' which they
want to revive for the sticks, with western district manager, was here
on first official visit, conducting twoWest End to follow.
Jack Tracey threatened with suit day sales meeting.
John Sobrato, of John's Rendezby Eric Wollheim, who is claiming
commission on 'All's Fair,' the Phyl vous, threw a house-warming party
Dixey revue currently doing for 700 assorted guests at his new
lis
hefty trade at the WhitehaT! theatre, estate at nearby Atherton.
Wilson, Keppell and Betty to do
pix for Butchers' Films, and then resume with Charlie Kunz vaudeville
SlLoois
road show until new Palladium show,
for which they are contracted. Is
By Sam X. Hurst
ready.
Charlie O'Donnell has split with
Bernie Cummins band moves into
Sam Wilson to revive the old stand- the Club Continental, Hotel Jefferard act of The Two Rascals and son, Friday, Sept 4.
Newcomer is George
Jacobsen.
Reed Hynes, dramatic and pix
Boyce, BMglish, while latter part of critic of the Star-Times for the past
offering is original Jesse Jacobsen.
eight years, dons the khaki Sept. 2.
Cecil B. de MlUe topped all proThe estate of George Westlain
vincial records with 'Reap the Wild Davies, retired opera singer who
Wind' at Paramount theatre, Birm' died June 12, was valued at $25,225
ingham, with fortnight's take cx' in an inventory filed in Probate
ceeding $30,500, beating previous reC' Court.
ord held by Metro's' Babes on Broad
Clarence D. Hill, manager of Coway' by over $2,100.
lumbia's
local
branch,
dashing
Empire theatre, Sheffield, a Moss around the St. Louis trade territory
Empires' house, was gutted by fire lining up cxhibs for the War Bond
recently, with Ernie Lotinga, who and Stamp drive'.
was to appear there that week, los
Sam Levin, partner in the syndiing all his .sceneiT. Most of his cos- cate owning the Esquire and Nortumes were saved, however.
side cinemas, reported to cops that
George Formby's two new pictures burglars stole a $1,500 diamond ring
for Columbia Pictures release are from his west end home.
already lined up. First into producOIlie John Watson, stagehand at
tion shortly at Denham, Is titled the Capitol theatre, joined the Navy
'Home Guard.' Second is skedded and joumeyed to the Great Lakes
for February and has British Navy Naval Training Station last week
with his 17-year-old. son, Robert
background.
Sir Patrick Hastings' new show, to who came here on furlough. The
be produced by Jack Hylton, Basil son joined up on July 4.
Deap and Alec L. Rea. was to have

transaction.
After 1,000 performances and five
weeks rest due to attack of pneu-

Errol Flynn to Mexico Cily.
Bob Oakley joined Feldman-Blum

agency.

Schlieper's

Dougall.

low.

titled The Admiralty Regrets,'
but the censor would not agree to
title.
It's
now been changed to
'Escort' and goes to the Lyric sometime shortly.
Gainsborough Films and Sam
Spiith, head of British Lion Films,
are bidtiing for film rights of Ivor
musical,
Dancing
Novello's
"The
Ycar.s.' which is one of the hits in
the West End. If film deal is consummated, Tom Arnold, who is presenting the show, gets percentage on

53

Hollywood

Lounge Riviera band.
Treasure Island, town's new flossy
night spot, will be ready for unveiling shortly after Labor Day.
Caryl N. Odell of Paramount here
to arrange the Quantico premiere of
'Wake Island' at the U. S. Marines
base.

Jimmy Cagney.

Carol Bruce and

Lucy Monroe were headliners

for

Washington's Scrap Rally at Griffith

Stadium Monday (24).
Cross Roads theatre, 10 miles
down Virginia way, beat hot weather
and gas rationing. Closes full sum*

mer season next week with 'Vinegar
Tree.'

It's

on a bus

line.

Grand opera customers

at

Water*

gate yelled when an air raid alarm
cut off 'Aida' In midst of performance. Management didn't refund but
promised stub holders they could
see San Carlo production of 'Chocolate Soldier.'

Wednesday, August 26, 1942
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As an orchestra conductor, Hlrschpresident of the American Federafeld had been associated with such
tion of Musicians.
Survived by widow, four brothers, producers as Florenz Zlegteld, Victwo sisters, a second son and a tor Herbert tb« Shubert brothers,
the Frohmaiu and Charlea DUIlngd-^ughter.

OBITUARIES

ALICE DUEB HILLEB

MICHEL FOKINE

'March of Time' and 'Cavalcade of
Duer Miller, 68, noted
Alice
choreographer America' programs.
Before her radio work. Miss Pal- American author, died Aug. 22 at
mer had been associated with stock her New York home after a long
Mrs. Miller was a prolific
illness.
company plays.
writer of novels and plays, and she
Husband survives.
West Side Hospital and Dispensary,
won additional prominence two
N. Y., after a short Illness.
years ago with her poem. The White
CABL KOE^aG
During his career, Fokine had
Cliffs,' which I^rnn Fontanne made
Carl Koenig, 79, actor, stage di- popular with her radio performbeen associated with such artists of
the ballet as Anna Pavlova, Karsa- rector and writer, died Aug. 22. in ance.
vina, Nijinski and Mordkin. He was New York.
Funeral services were held Monthe composer of The Dying Swan'
A native of Bohemia, Koenig rep- day (24) in N. Y., with many promiOther out- resented a third generation as an
for Pavlova in 1905.
Burial took
nents in attendance.
standing Fokine ballets include 'Les actor-writer in his family. With a place at Evergreen cemetery, MorMichel Fokine,

62,

ot the Russian ballet and Internationally recognized as 'the father of
modern ballet,' died Aug. 22 at the

'Scheherazade,'

Sylphides,'
patre,'

Tire

'Cleo-

Bird," 'Petruchka,'

company managed by

juvenile

his

'Don mother, he had appeared at a command performance for the children
of Czar Alexander In St. Petersburg

Juan, "Prince Igor,' 'Le Spectre de
la Rose' and The Elves.'
Fokine ballets, unable to gain
recognition in Czarlst Russia, his
were taken to Paris
birthplace,
through Serge Diaghlieff, Impresario,
Their Immediate success
In 1909.
was followed by performances of
Fokine ballets in this country by
Pavlova, after which came notable
presentations by Gertrude Hoffman

(now Leningrad), Russia.
Since 1882, Koenig had made

his

home

in the U. S'., appearing first as
a comedian in 1883 at the World's

As an actor and stage dlrectqr
he had been associated for more
than 20 years with the stock company at the Pabst theatre, Milwaukee. In N. Y., from 1918 unUl his reIn 1911.
tirement in 1938, he was occupied
.During
first
World War, with writing, producing and directthe
Fokine had been in London and did ing plays with juvenile casts.
not come to the U. S. untU 1919
Widow and two daughters surwhen, as a' dancer, he appeared with vive.
his partner wife,

the

Anna Antonova,

Metropolitan

Opera House

Fair.

at
in

JACOB

0.

ristown, N. J.

LOUIS KASTOB
Louis Kastor, 80, president of H.
advertising
Sons,
Kastor
agency, died at his home in Chicago
Aug. 18 after a five-year Illness.
Kastor, with his father, H. W. Kastor, founded the agency In St lAuia
in 1895, later expanding it to Chicago, New York aud Los Angeles.
Six other Kastor sons worked with
Louis Kastor in the business conSurtinuously since its inception.
vived by widow, Babette; Brothers
Richard H., William B. and. Arthur
G., and a sister, Gertrude Krdne.

&

W.

LAVENE

Edmond

Norrls, 78,

Jacob C. Lavene, owner of the actor, died Aug. 19 In

30, 1934
"Done but not fomotttn"

R. H. B.

N. Y.

His

first

engagement here

was to stage the dances for the
Morris Gest production, 'Aphrodite.'
He acquired his American citizenship in 1932.
Fokine's latest works, commlsioned° by the Ballet Theatre, are
'Blue Beard,' which premiered at the
Met last season, and 'La Belle
Helene,' yet to be presented. Both
ballets are from the Offenbach operettas.

Fokine's activities between 1936
and 1940 Include his leadership of
the Rene Blum Ballet de Monte

WILL

A.

JOBDAN

Will A. Jordan, 79, veteran actor
who worked with E. M. Sothern and
Fokine and Vera Fokine American Julia MArlowe among many others,
Ballet.
died Aug. 17, at St. Joseph's hosWidow and son, Vitale, survive.
pital, Memphis.
Jordan had given his Negro dialect
LINDA LEE
readings In Carnegie Hall on Friday evenings many times, had
(Mrs. Kermit Bloemgarden)
Linda Lee, 27, also professionally worked with virtually all the stars

known

as

Hattie

Richardson,

pre-

sumably fell out of a low-silled
French window of her apartment at
100 Central Park South, N. Y., Mon
day (24) evening and was found dead
on the pavement on the Sixth avenue side of the building. She was
the wife of Kermit Bloomgarden,
general manager for Herman Shum<
lin, who took the remains to New
Orleans Tuesday for interment.
Miss Lee had been' tteated for a
nervous ailment, but there were no

'

indications that the fall was other
than accidental. Bloomgarden had
been reading a script in another

room and had intended attending a
motion picture with her before re'
porting at the Canteen.
First he
knew of the tragedy was when a
policeman rang the doorbell in a
checkup of the tenants,
Earlier in the summer Miss Lee
was in the road company of 'Pal
Joey,' using the name of Richardson.
She also was in 'Watch on the
Rhine' in summer stock and sever^
seasons ago played in 'Yes, My
Darling Daughter.' Previously she
was a singer with orchestras, Includ'
Ing the Clyde Lucas band, plus being
a radio songstress. Couple had been
wed three years.

Effie Palmer, radio actress for the
past 20 years, died Aug. 19 in New

Palmer's

radio

was

debut

made in 1922 over the old Wanamaker station in N. Y., and since
then had performed in over 1,000
broadcasts.
At her death, she
played the feminine lead on the
'Mother and Dad' program over
WABC, CBS, in N. Y. Other programs In wliich she had appeared
inclu(je 'Just Plain Bill,' "The Story
of Mary Marlin,' 'Orphans of Divorce,'
'Death Valley Days* and
Socony Sketches.' Miss Palmer had
been in the original cast of the 'Seth
Parker' show and performed In the
program'^ film version, 'Way Down
East' , She aiso appeared In the
'

'

entertained

He was

tion.

the past generawith the Sothern'

company during World
During the summers for
23 years he trouped the Chatauqua
Marlowe

War

I.

circuit'

A native of Ripley, Miss., he was
living in the home of a sister-in
law, Mrs. Maggie Jordan, Raleigh,
Tenn., since retirement some years
ago.

Surviving ere three sisters
a brother.
Burial was in Raleigh.

and

W. ALLEN KINNEY
W. Allen Kinney,
torney,

long-timjs

82,

former

associate

page

|

1^^^^

However, on closing day (12),
MABION LUCAS
Dorsey refused, and didn't gp on
Marion Lucas, former Savannah for supper show when he wasn't
newspaperman and associated with satisfied with the alie of the audihis brother, Arthur M. Lucas, in film ence in for that performance.
No
theatre exhibition, died Aug. 16 after amount of persuasion would make
a long iUness.
him change his mind, so the theatre
Postmaster of Savannah at the ran a quick repeat of its screen fea-time of his death, Lucas was former ture, 'Enemy Agents Meet EUery
city editor of the Savannah Morning Queen' (Col).
Dorsey did go through, however,
News and previously was a reporter
on the Savannah Press.
with his deal to play the show that

JAMES

B.

KINOCADE

night with the Balto~|(reem ot 'Pride
ot the Yankees' (RKO).

James B. Kingcade, 87, a tightrope
walker who had 'been associate^
with a number of circuses prior to
his

retirement 29

Caliente

years ago, died

of

at'

the

AUGUST
August

flcation Is paid forthwith or within
a reasonable time after the action.

METEB

F.

Meyer, Cleveland musician for more than 30 years, died
in that city after a brief illness.
F.

In expropriating the

Agua

Caliente

spot President Cardenas had specified that Indemnification would not
be paid until 10 years after the
property was seized. The court held

Meyer was co-director of the Newman-Meyer Dance orchesitra and
that that term was not reasonable.
later served as director of the East
Widow, Florence Enright, and a End Grays and the Cleveland Rail- Deterred Indemnification for such
expropriations as oil and some
daughter, Mary, a dancer, survive.

way

MUBDOCK BlaeQUABBIE
Murdock MacQuarrie, 64, veteran

Co. bands.
J.

J.

PABKEB BEADE,

Parker Reade,

Jr.,

agrarian, the court ruled. Is justified
constitution.

by the federal
JB.

67,

pioneer

MARRIAGES

stage and screen actor, died Aug. 22 film producer, died Aug. 22 at his
in Los Angeles.
Beverly Hills home following a
After a long stage career under heart attack. In the early 1920's he
management of WiUiam A. Brady, was associated with lliomas Ince
Henry Miller and others, he switched and was a prominent figure In the
to pictures in early silent days. old Pathe
Studio in Culver City. In
Directing and acting for Biograph, recent years Reade was a public reFBO, First National and other lations counsel
pioneer film companies, he recently
had been active as character actor in

Agnes L. Jahn, to Sfergeant James
Copeland, in Cleveland, Aug 4.
Bride is elephant rider with the
Ringling Circus.
Tina Thayer to Lester Koenig, in
Hollywood, Aug. 17. Bride's a screen
actress; ]groom is a film writer.
Ethel Taylor to Early Maxwell,
Bride Is a
in Memphis, Aug. 22.
OLIVES C. EDWABDS
films.
singer; he's promotions editor for
Oliver C. Edwards, 63, manager of
Widow survives.
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Poll theatres* in Hartford and New
Eleanor Shockley to Lt. William
Haven for 27 years before becoming Udell, Aug. 22, In Kansas City. Bride
J. BOBEBT HEATH
advertising manager for a dry goods
was with Young Ic Rubicam agency.
J. Robert Heaft, 42, active in
company in Springfield, Mass., died
Reading, Pa., for a decade or more recently.
Norma Shearer to Martin Arrouge
in theatricals as a booker and manin Beverly Hills, Aug. 3. She's the
A
widow and son survive.
ager, was found dead in his lodg'
film star; he's a skiing instructor.
ing house last week, victim of an
Margaret Roach to Lieut. E. L.
EMIL
HOLLANDEB
H6
overdose of sleeping powder.
Hinton, in San Antonio, Aug. 21.
Envil Hollander, who conducted
had been dead for two days when
Bride is daughter of Hal Roach.
the Paramount theatre orchestra,
his body was found.
Ann Wlnslow to Atwell Westwlck,
Toledo,
in 1930 and 1931, died of a
A note he left stated, 'life is get
20.
heart attack Aug. 18 while conduct- in Santa Barbara, Cal., Aug.
ting too tough for me to take.'
Bride is a stage actress; groom Is
Recently he had been working In ing the overture In a Rockf9rd, Dl.,
superior
court judge.
theatre.
Reading.
Widow
a steel plant, near
Aug.
Riskin,
Fay
Wray
to
Robert
Widow
and
four
sons survive.
and child survive.
23, in New York. Bride is the flhn
player; he's the screen scenarist
HABBT r. MILLEB
BALPH HANKINSON
presently associated with the Office
Harry F. Miller, 81, vet showman, ot War Information.
Kalph Hanldnson, 63, died sud
died in Corpus Christ!, Texas, redenly of a heart attack last Wednes
Mltzl Green to Joseph Pevney, In
day (19) at Orange City, Fla., where cently. He was owner of the Harry
New York, Aug. 25. Bride is stage
he owned a hotel. Deceased was a F. Miller Texas Comedy Players,
singer; he's a legit stager and actor,
leading promoter of auto races nt having been in the traveling show
currently directing 'Let Freedom
state and country fairs, and when biz for 35 years.
due
Sing,'
musical
Broadway
such events were banned because of
son

Widow,

and

sister survive.

the gas and tire situation, he re-

Sept. 15.

Whalen Brothers, Kentucky political turned to Florida.
HENBT EICHHEIM
Widow, the former Nellie Jordan,
bosses, and theatre operator, died
Henry Eichheim, 72, cellist and
Aug. 22 at the home of a nephew a circus aeriallst, and tw4 children composer of Oriental music and
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Gilbert, son,
with whom he lived. Son of Maj. survive.
symphonic tone poems, died Aug. 22
Aug. 16, in New York. Father is
William Rumsey Kinney, who was a
in Santa Barbara, Cal. He was with
member of the Blue network sales
friend of Abraham Lincoln. Kinney
JESSE W. DENMAN
the Boston symphony orch for 20
service department.
practiced law with his father for
Jesse W. Denman, 60, died at his years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Landt son,
several decades, during which he home in Des Moines, Aug. 15, from
Aug. 20, in New York. Father is of
was active in Democratic politics a heart attack. Until two years ago
ALLAN SEABS
Landt "Trio, radio singers.
and served frequently as judge pro- he was associated with A. H. Blank
Allan Sears, 55, character actor,
tem of the criminal court in Louis as secretary-treasurer of Central
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gough,
died Aug. 18 In Los Angeles after a
ville.
daughter. In Los Angeles, Aug. 19.
States Theatres Corp.
Since that long illness.
Retiring from the practice of law time he had been engaged in the
Father is with Metro's camera de30 years ago, Kinney built a chain real estate business. He owned the
partment
LOUIS NATHEAUX

BIRTHS
'

of neighborhood film houses in Ken
tucky and Indiana, and, still was
of the Orpheum, subsequent
in Louisville, at the time
of his death.
Surviving are a sister and six

owner

EFFIE PALBfEB
York.
Miss

that

Iropt-

grand

.

ager of various road show enterprises, including pilcture tent jhows.
He went to Buffalo 20 years ago as
treasurer of the old Garden and
Gayety burlesque theatres. For five
years he managed the Gayety, after
which he took over the Academy,
running it first on a burlesque policy
and in recent years with pictures.
Lavene was Chief Barker of the
Buffalo Tent of Variety. Club for
three terms and also director of the
National VarietyCliibs.

Carlo, Ballet Russe, the Education
Ballet and the Ballet Theatre. Since
1925 he had been head of the Michel

also conducted

CoBtlaned from page 1;
Aug. 19 in Columbus, O. A native
of Philadelphia, he had made his case with its ruling that expropriahome in Columbus the last 60 years. tion, excepting in the oil case on
A
son, James B., Jr., of Columbus, March 18, 1938, and in some agrarian
former stage
and a grandson survive.
cases, is only legal when indemnl'Brooklyn.

theatre, Buffalo, died in
Norrls came to the U. S. at an
that city after an Illness ot several early a'ge from London, where he
years.
He was associated with was born. At 15 he made his first
amusement business over 60 years, stage appearance, at the Coates
starting in boyhood as secretary of Opera House, Kansas City, Mo. He
the Toronto Baseball Club.
performed in vaudeville as well and
Entering show business, Lavene during his career of 60 years had
traveled from coast to coast as man' played in all parts of the world.

Aug.

He had

EDHOND NOBBIS

Academy

Charles B. DiOmgliain

T. Dbr&ey
led
sConttnned

Dorsey, however, had changed his
mind and the store exec went back
opera in San Francisco.
empty-handed. The following day
the store took ads In the local dailies
MABTHA KIPLINOEB
apologizing for Dorsey's disappointMartha L. Klplinger, former operment of the many record fans who
ator of the Desert Opera House at
flocked to the store.
San Bernardino, CaL, died there
Dorsey also didn't make Izzy
Aug. 19. Among the stars who apRappaport, operator of the Hipp, too
peared in her theatre before It
happy, despite the big $24,000 gross
closed in 1927 were David Warfield,
on the six-day date of the band.
Richard Mansfield, Blanche Walsh.
Out of that take Dorsey got $12,000,
Lillian Russell, Mrs. Leslie Carter,
per his 50%-of-the-gross deal. Rap.
Marjorie Rambeau, Otis Skinner and
paport also gave Dorsey a personal
William and Dustiii Famum.
gift of six expensive pipes.

ham.

run house

nephews.

CHABLES HILD
Charles Hild, 75, clarinetist with
concert bands and orchestras that
flourished in Cincinnati before the
turn of the century, died Aug. 19 in
St Mary's hospital, Cincy. He had
long been ill, yet carried on with his
music and as a copyist at Fillmore's

Music House in Cincinnati. Bom In
Austria, he cams to this country
while a young man. He was the
father of Oscar F. Hild, president of
the Cincinnati Musicians' Association, head of the Cincinnati Summer
Opera Association, and a vice-

Princess theatre at Eagle Grove, la.,
and the Clarion at Clarion, la.
Survived by widow, three daughters, son and grandchild.

ALBEBT

N. HOXIE, JB.
Albert N. Hoxle, Jr., 57, harmonica
player and former leader of the
Philadelphia Harmonica' Band died
Aug. 20 in East Sandwich, Mass.
As a harmonica teacher it is estimated Hoxle had instructed over
100,000 boys during his career.
At
Cape Cod in the first World War he
had been first to organize a wartime 'community songfest.'
Widow, two sons and a daughter

Louis Natheaux, 44, veteran film
player, died Aug. 23 in Los Angeles.
Widow and daughter survive.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Ehrlich, daughJuly 24, in New York. Father

ter,
is

radio writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Deane. son,
Carl C. Nestor, 35, with Jones
Greater
Shows
(carnival),
died
while being taken from Mannington,
W. Va.. to hospital at Clarksburg, W.
Va. Mother survives.

Father is anin Duluth, Aug. 18.
nouncer for WEBC, Duluth; mother
former conductor of station's
is

'Woman's Hour.'

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Fitzgerald,
daughter, in Pittsburgh, Aug. 21second Mother is former Marianne McAug. Garity, singer with the Four Aces.
17, in Hollywood, following an opMr. and Mrs. Ben Pivar, daughter,
eration.
Father Is
in Hollywood, Aug. 23.
Anthony A. Osteokl, 33, Erie, Pa., associate producer at Universal.
(Susan)
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
musician and proprietor of music
survive.
supply house, died Aug. 17, leaving Gage, daughter, Aug. 23, in New
York. Mother is daughter of Walter
widow and three sons.
Reade,
theatre
operator.
HIBSOHFELD
Max Hirschfeld, 80, pianist comFather of Bob Feldman, sportsMr. and Mrs. Howard Levinson.
poser and conductor, died Aug. 17 caster and salesman at «WMAS, son, in New York, Aug. 23. Father
In New York of • heart attack.
Springfield, Mass., died recently.
li oiv the Warners' legal staff.

MAX

Milton

Bridenbecker,

cameraman

42,

at Columnbla, died

tt

:

WetlaeMla^t AnguBt 26, 1942.

55

Sam's

Uiicle

Madison Sq. Garden's
$16,774 Claim on RB&B

Roll Call

Japs Diwy Yank Pic Spoils

Matlison Square Garden Corp. is
pace 4;
iCoDtlnned from pace Is
seeking' judgment of $16,774 against
His brother, George, was Inducted Ringling Bros., Bamum &f Bailey ture Co.) moved into the swanlcy William Schwartz (German). 20ihThursday and expected to go into Combined Shows, Inc., in a suit filed quarters of Metro and t>egan the Fox; William Aurich tLatv.an), Colast
week
in
N.
Y.
supreme
court housecleaning which was once and lumbia, and P. Fehlcn
ZanesvUle femme the Army Air .Corps.
German),

^^^^SSSSSsConUmed trem
the

at

ported

Dea Moines head'

quarters.

She was the first
second In the county.

The sum represents

soldier,

i

alleged debts ac-

for

Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 29.

year.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 25.
Harry Hayes, office manager at
Action, based on ttiree causes,
district manBiL J. (lAike) CuUen,
United Artists here, army.
claims ^,500 as an impaid balance
ager for Loew's. slated for a capWard Farrar, ex-manager at loew's, of a $34,000 leasing bill, $4,546 as
special
taincy in the army in -a
rental of the Garden's parking lot
stationed at Patterson Field, O.
branch of the service designed to
Tom McKean, formerly of local marquee signs and equipment and
train men for handling shows and
$920 as tiamages to Garden property
in Warner office and son of Claude Mcproductions
theatrical
other
due to negligence- of circus emKean, Warner branch manager, seccamps. Cullen, former Loew house
ployees, patrons, etc. Defendants almanager in Washington and Pitts- ond lieutenant Camp Adair, Ore.
legetlly refuse to make good the
Dick Hufford, manager of Royal,
burgli, staged presentations at Imth
payments.
Newcastle, army.
ipots for several years and even
Garden's contract with the circus
recently has been re-shuffling cercalls for rental fees of $5,000 for
tain units at Stanley for Warners,
daily performances and $4,000 for
with whom Loew's are in on a local

WNEEDSA
CIRCUS'

vi

WB

Herbert

Browar,

Tech

school at Foit Monmouth, N. J.
Jim Schultz, manager of WB's Columbia in Erie^ has Johied Army Air
Corps as a flying cadet
Bernard Davis, manager of WB'
Victor in McKeesport, Army.
Tony Conforti, Jr., son of owner of
Nixon Cafe, Army Air Corps.
Ted Perry, untU recently featured
singer with Mickey Ross* staff band
'

WJAS, Army.'
Fiankle

Miller,,

dnmimer

Freddy Nagel's band at

Eddie tfathew*
Joe Arenee

Loulae Allen
Betty liana

Temple City 4
Julea FlacGO'a Ore
Ratha'r Bldoradlan>

Eddie Howard
Bill

with

Bill Green's

Jack Moaa
Edith Lamtiat

qao

Kelly

Bdalla-e

Play eitl'way

Anne Tally

Menr-Oa-Bawal

Alplae l4idse
Dniry Rev

a

AcMastaa I.ads«
Allwea Ore

Jenny Lee

Bob Lasar Oro
Dale Spohrer
BUI Cteaa'a
Freddy Nucel Ore
Lorraine Benaon
Bob ~Lbchen
Blaa BMsa laa

Bllloca*

Georce Well* Ota
Nlioa CaTa
Al Marlaco 0i«'

Bob Carter
Helene dc VIolla
Coleman Clark
Bob & Maxina
Frank Andrlnl
Ka* Hoaaa
piccolo Fete Oro
Hal a Deny

—

Good * GtiodI*
Tod ^Staka
Harry Danker!
tmm
Barton On

Army.
Benny
ComeU Cooper
Mel Qurke,. chief announcer at BaasU-WoocI* Clab
Ai Snyder Ore
ClaAsburg, W. Va., and Mort Cozy Harrl*
Johnny WIlea
Danolos Buddy

cliange.

Army.

Phil

Book Sherman
Racehora*
•]-Harry

Wllllama

Comorado

--

Corh aad Bottia
Uoyd Fox

Davis, continuity chief at
CaloBlal
got liack from a honeymoon J Spltaloy Ore
Bddio Pey^aa'a
his marching
papers from Uncle Sam waiting for Oeo Overholt Ore
Eddie Peyton
him. Davis, who married Kay Con
Marlon Mailer
nors, of station's program departSi Oub
ment shoved off for an induction Mai TnFBhl*
center less-llifin IB hours after he Pat McCauley
Unda Cotta
had reported back on the lob from Bally RIe*
Cole
Torcby
his wedding trip. His successor has
Rherrly Lane
not yet been named. For time be- Marffla Norrla
ing, the new Mrs. Davis win re
Botel Fort Pitt
Ken Bailey Oro
sume her old Job at WCAE.
Johnny Mitchell
Harry Walton
Jeosle Wbeatley

WCAE,

week and foimd

PabUelsU

Capt

AU

C. Schang. formerly of
Concerts, Capt
Elbert
of the Chanln
enterprises, and George Kh'ksey,
formerly of the United Press sports
f^aSt, are public relations officers at
thf headquarters of the Army Air
Force, Technical Training Command
F.

Columbia
(Slim)

Severance,

noUwood

Field, N. C.

Larle Selllat Oat
Rochester. N. Y., Aug. 25.
Howard Lurle, owner of the Lin
coin, nabe, obtained 60-day draft de
ferment to dispose of the theatre

THE N£W MiDON

notel

Bean

lloriy Bl^ley

BHCorts
Botel Rooeevelt
llarcllns-Mou t
Hotel ttcbealry
Billy lllnda Ore
Joy LInd
notel Vito Pran
(roatlaeatal Bar)
Ullly CatlMjne

ing night indications were that It was
the least successful from an enterWherein the
tainment standpoint
b.o. possibilities were concerned, Sigmimd Romberg's music, of course,

remains ageless.
Wilbur Evans, a holdover from
Widow,' second of the
proved considerable of a
series,
compensating factor for the poor

ances.

Snon'ball Jackson

Trelea

Joey Reynold*
Freddy Uoee
Tacfat Clab

H Middleman Or
Bddle Metcalfe
Jackie Mllea
,
Joe & Betty Lee
Ruth Wayne

Paul KIrkland

8ky-Va#

Jimmy Gamble

<>r<

Caloa CriU
Sammy Walter*
Frank Xatale

Mike

Sandretlo

Hadrld
Rtzl Corato Ore
Villa

Mark Lane
Jack McCarthy
Yvonne & Vlctor>
Julia

Naletty

production, his baritone making capital of such Romberg music as *Bfarlanne.' 'Stouthearted Men.' 'Wanting
You' and l/over. Come Back to Me.'

who only recently was signed
20th-Fo](, also contributed one of
the evening's better acting performEvans,

by

.

A slimmer Ruby Mercer is the
Marianne of the current "Moon,' and
though her performance and speaking of lines were far from adequate
at the premiere, tier soprano registered well, particularly on the sock
solo of 'One Kiss' and in her *Lover,
Come Back to Me.'
Everett West is the tenor, and bis
'Softly, as In a Morning Sunrise' was
sung excellently, requirinf! several
encores at the opening performance.

Teddy Hart is the comic Alexander,
and the part has more or less l>een
jockeyed to fit his own particular
brand of comedy. As usual, he supplies many laughs, although one was
rather unwitting when his wig fell
There were several other misoff.
cues, particularly in the

mix-up of

Broadway Debn

lines.

brisk. Second- act wasn't completed
until 11:05 p.m.. and there were a
number who had walked out by then.

Deno

Belli

Juhti

l-'rltv

ru^lilonctles

nonloa

engagements, and on open-

I'Mt

McQowan

'

aU hands a handsome cash retire- other lines were also arrested. For
ment allowance (if and when liqui- unexplained reasons Bob Bellbire,
dation
occurred)
one UP, and Joseph Dynan, AP. were
equalling
month's salary for eacli year of em- not jailedr-but merely interned.

plojrment the hired help proceeded
Preaa Perseeotcd
to raid the till by demanding a full
Scriveners were all charged with
year's pay, plus a Christmas bonus
of three weeks salary.
All this in having sent out material detrimenaddition to the retirement allowance tal to Japan, while Miss Argall and
additionally
were
writer
already agreed upon.
this
Reps of five companies t>elng non- cliarged with having published mabelligerent nationals and t>eing im- terial in Japan News-Week tending
intemed, signed the document when to lUsturb Uie peace and order of
presented, with nobody able to Japan and with opposing Japan's
guess how much pressure was ap foreign policy. All ot us were tried,
iriied by the authorities to get their' convicted
and sentenced to IB
names on the dotted liiie. Mike months' imprisownent with three
Schathin, Warners, and liew Pepper- years' stay, -except yours truly, who
man, UA, both ot whom took refuge got two years. Plenty of rough
In the American Embassy on the treatment was handed out by the
morning of the eighth, liowever, cops, botir mental and physlcaL
signed under duress. To make the
Both Tolischus and myself were
pill easier to swallow the docimient forced to sit on our feet extended
included the managers in the payoff, backwards (Jap style) for hours at
some of them standing the chance ot a time. Face slapping was a regular
pocketing qtiite a chunk of change part of the routine, which didn't
by just scribbling their names. faU to include Miss Argall. TriaU
Whether any of them actually re- were terdcal in the extreme, with
ceived the cadi is problematlcaL It none of the serlbes bebig permitted
is
known Pepperman signed Hat to introduce ievtdence or 'witnesses
check for UA on an accmmt which in their iavoc It's evident that the
required an okay from New YoA. U. S; govenimeot turned on the heat
but it is b^eved that the othen may to get all released, because- the 'entire
have had
in their current group was aboard the Gripsholm.
working accounts to meet the reInteresting BUellght on American
qidrements.'
Both Pepperman and ptx In Japam ia the way In which
Schathin are kmiwn to -have refiisecl .the Japs used them as vrapaganda
to be included {n-ttht- cut regardless against the U.
A good case at
of availability «t tiie'cash.
pobit.ia t Wanted Wingfi" This waa
Axis Pix Get
presented with supnimpased titles
Axis and Fren(^iBickers which for tending to accentuate 41iie love story,,
years had been trying to dislodge cadets danrlng, gettiqg girls into
from
stunting,
death
American product in Japan had trouble,
clear sailing for the first- linie in wrecked planes and the fact that
many years. Jap distribs of ttuMe those in^ltred' wore absolved' from
In other wonfar'; the Japs
producers dusted off old subjiects blame.
and did a landoflice biz, palming off were made to believe that 'AmeriTo fiutber bring
pix on- which exhibs bad repeatedly cana are 'soft'
turned «KiiyiK« down in tiipes past this -point 'out a gevempiefiVsponThe natives gave no evidence of sored Jap pic -was diown which demethod .of training
objecting to the complete change- pleted the -JjBp
It
static^
with
over to Axis product, mainly be- their airmen.
first flying tnachine
cause no oflier foi^ of entertain- sketches of the
ment was, available, but also because dpslgnpd by maivr-an aged' Jai^
then It swiinc^ into Japs studying
they knew the gendarmes wouldn't
navigation, plane construction;, mecountenance any demonstration fachanles, cadeb 1^an;I|tig to fly^lii
vorihg AmerUan. films. Houses apthai
ttict evetjrthliif to^ iaugtraXe
parently have continued to play to
th^re was notmn^ -friinilbus about
standees, the lake on good and bad
th« Jap fUet. Ac^prApaaiyioM wap.a
pix aUke beinr tops.
newsreel of the Kuie j^^nral- AcadPlenty of headaches loom for the
enij wlildi' dwwed .)tlie/«i|^3eme paentire industry in Japan.
Purely trlotisn 'fA-VtifS»ip-:'gi0f^iVow of
native product is bound to become
this «ns lust ebfaiie|^i^;:'biit ' was
scarcer and scarcer beeause of short- studied use
of AnMsicaii'^l^ers to
ages in nearly every line. Including thei. dtedvaataini-, of
:0iiMr cDAkeri.
labor. In line with everything else All Ktt tt, was done to Illustrate the
in the country' the government has weakness of the XT. S.
taken steps to consoliilate all the
"Mr. Smith Goes to WaSMngton*
producing outfits and to dole oqt was another Amerfcan lUeker used
the material needed to keep them by the jivs to prove to titelr fi^ple
going.
Jap^ however, hold great the U. S. is -ruled by ctAriiptibn and
hopes for the future of the industry that institutions' like Congress ar«
because they consider they have more or less of a Ipke.' 'TM- theme
within their grasp a ifblden oppor- of American -Independence avitf freetunity to force Jap product on the dom was played down and not exnatives of captured territories, and plained by captions %irhlch would
to klU off preference for American convey the proper Interpretation to
pix.
They don't savvy that it will the audience. As' contrast' a Jap
take more than just wishing and short, emphasizing the dignity of
bayonets to implant Jap flicker the Diet and Hs Importance by the
psychology in the mincls of people appearance of the empecor at the
who have for years thrived on the opening ceremony, was shown.
These are by no means-. Isolated inAmerican 8tandard^.
stances 'of the clever manner with
Jap's Dirty OealiBs
While the wliereabouts of all Far which the JtgM used American picEastern reps of American pix out- tures to pavft the way tbr acceptfits is uncertain, Harold Duim, War- ance by th^ Jap public of the war
ners'
Far Eastern Manager, and with the U.
Mike Schathin, Warners' Japan manager, have returned to the U. S. on
FaEs
the evacuation ship Gripsholm. Pepperman, UA Japan manager, and
Bob Perkins, one-time Universal
St Louis. Au6. 25.
Mrs. Joyce Irene Frame, 24, who
Japan manager, also returned on
the same ship.
Jim Perkins. Far with her luuband, William, are enEastern manager for Par, is supposed tertaiqers with the Dodsim Shows;
to have t>een caught at Manila, while currently in St. Louis, tried to kill
Rol>ert Lury, former Universal man- herself last week in a hotel room
ager at Singapore, is thought to by drinking poison and then turnIne on the gas.
have escaped to Australia.
At City hospital, where her conThose reps remaining in Japan
were not Americans and are known dition is critical, she said she had
to be safe and at large. These are quarreled with her husband. He said
John Albeck (Danish), Par manager; he threatened to leave her unless
Johansen 'Dani.sh), Metro; she stopped drinking tn excess.
F.
E.
.

,
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'Moon' marks the third in a series
of operettas to l>e revived by Tushinsky at Carnegie this summer for

The Merry

Victory Loonar
Vlrtory J
ITetwter Ban
NelKun Maplet Orr

r.enox

preparation.

Don Ruttar
Bill r.eRoy"Ore
Jacquea La Belle
add'* C^r*
Rudy Paul Orr
Evelyn Jackaon
Fran Diamond
Eddie Palmer
Sqalnel Coop
Tiny Miller
Dal* Uarkne**
RddiM Miner

(Silver <Jrlir>

Marty Schramm
4 Klnita & Queen
tCay iO'el
Dorothy Nesbitt
notel 7tli Avrao*

'Moon' sadly, laddng. Tbey preferred
to carry the show at a' loss rather
than open it in its then-unprepared
And that's a lesson that Jostate.
seph S. Tushbisky has apparently yet
to leam. For the producer ot the
current operetta revivals at Carnegie
Hall on opening night presented a
•BUoon' that was notably deficient in

-limited-

OtctaarJ

Lucky Oro

I..oa

Orr

Hashe*

Mew

Flame*

Muriel Pace

Oayle Bobbin*
Pall

Banm

(toward
Sally

WBLK,

last

^^Caattaaed from mc sz^=

PmSBUBAS
K
Stoeltler Ore
W
Cheater Dolphin

deal

at the

.'

»q»aji

Dot Sandy
Diane Cooper

Frankle Rlrhardeon Jack Hotchlnaon
Victor NaleoD Ore
Wade * Wade

lottery.

Burgh, of announcing stalt Army.
Robert W. Muinn, In charge of ad
vfifflslhg acceuories af "Wafiier ex

boosts to Civilian morale and 'America do^'t have to shuck such traditional things as the circus to win
this war.'

Dotty Brennan

KInsa ot Rhythm
Hike Ray Oro

drama

school gradtiate and son of former
local exhib, Mark Browar, appointed
to Signal" Corps ofUcers candidate

at

Iver Drive Ter
Dick Wharton Ore
Sam'e Cafe
Ijandia

handed out b> the
outbreak of the war was
the arrest of almost the entire corps
ot foreign correspondents and tlieir
Imprisonment in solitary confinement tor six months. Those talien
in the dragnet wei-e Otto Tolischus,
New York Times; Max Hill, AP;
(Miss) Phyllis Argall. London NewsChronicle and managing editor of
Dirtiest

Japs

satisfied

DETROIT SAYS

.

Bemie

Universal.

Officials,
tliroughout the country.
that Jap morals had thus
been adequately 'protected' from the
baleful influence of American flickers, allowed the Jap office crews, Japan News-Week; Ricliard Tenclly,
which had repeatedly protested their NBC and Reuters: Ray Cromlcy,
loyalty to the American outfits, to Wall Street JournalJ>ercy Whiteing,
see how much of the cash booty International News Service, and this
could be whacked up among them.
correspondent who reppad CBS,
Although the American reps tiad was editor and owner of Japan
dated previously formally agreed to pay
News-Week. Many Americans in

Next Week

Charles Stelnhauser, son - of Si
Stelnhauser, veteran radio editor of
Press, coiqmlsaioned • second liea
tenant following graduation from
officers candidate school at Fort
ning, Go. Before going Into Army a
year ago^ Lieut Stelnhauser was an
assistant manager for
and later
a checker at Metro.

(according to the Japs) to
pix from the Far

First
step
was to close all
American distributing offices, impound all product on hand and to
yank all American pix out of houses

Studays. The agreement is
Bills
pooL
February, 1937, and is due to expire
;ConUnned from page 49s
Understood that Cullen's commisin 1043.
sion is only waiting for a definite Ed tlcGoldrlck It
Eddie Blum
draft status from his local board in ADlta Thoma
Pay Ueryl
Fay
Gertie Taylor Oro
Columbus, where he makes his head- Sally
Mleha«l Wayn«
SIlTe* I^Uie Ina
quarters. Currently the Loew exec Slaay Olnole Loftua
La Marlta
after the Bd McGoldrIck Sr
Col Geo Reed
is in Pittsburgh looking
D & J Herman
MmaTlaa Bar
Penn while Marty Burnett, manAUca Lucey
3,300-seat Bon-Bon Buddlea
of the
aging director
U^ro
A ChlU
Sam Price
Frank Haaael Ore
bouse, is vacationing.
Cookia Wllllaraa
San Bay Oardena
NeU DIcshaa'a
Joseph .Szymtk, in charge of
Betty Behrle
John' Blem
specialties department at NSS, army. Bill Romano
Swlnrstera
airard & Caroline
the seventh man National Serenadera
He's,
Dotty DeWayne
Screen has lost to the service here. Catbertns WolC Ola Ted Hale
Katharine Kins
Hoan
Dave Lefton, son of Lew Lefton, Lee
Lorraine
Frank Mortha
PRO distributor here, upped from Oeo UaretaettI Oro Grace Lyaa
Krall
Hawaii OM FhUa Tavera Bob
corporal to sergeant in
Acne* Willi*
Cayne
where stationed since before Pearl Carol
«tb
St. Batbakeller
Joe Alcee
Detroit Aug. 25.
Harbor.
At Francea 3
Katharine KInff
Bill Sanderaon
Is a circus too much distraction?
Dr. Harold Malamud, husband of Harry Holly
Marsle Hyama
Billy naya Ore
The problem was dumped into the
Yetta Miller, assistant to Joe Hiller,
Syd
Roaa
Op«a Oaor Cafe
Sherldana t
Common Council's lap here when
local booker, called up as a 'first Banny Lerpy
Joyettea
Army oflicials and the heads of
lieutenant in Army Medical Corps.
Bemardettea •
Betty CampbeU
Uaorle Sweldlow
war production plants protested
Tony Bennett Ore
Harold Ctriien, t«wistown. Pa, Joae
Shallt
Swan Clab
against the playing and also the lo
commissioned •lieutenant, June Burnette
exhlb,
Troy Brown
Pat Bernard
cation of the Ringling Bros. Circus.
senior grade, navy.
CIrtlloa S
ShalU4-Crals Ore
Albert Bedfoot, Jr., son of veteran
l.ane 81a
Their point was that the circus
Fraaa ralaaba'a
Max Coleman
Winber and Central City exhlb, as- Fnnkle Bchluth
was too much of a distraction since
Jimmy Hnasman
sisting bis father in operation of Flylnir Berrya
the current stand of the Ringling
Baron L«e
ina Wayne
Vincent Rloa Ore
tent here was located in areas
several theatres^ army.
Jeanettea
Tawa Tayera
which overflowed
with arsenals.
Harry Harfla^ son of late Senator Gloria French
Barbara Webb
Lee Anatin
Balabaw Tenac*
They also said that they feared too
John Harris, foondef ei. Harris
Johnny Wasea
(MnfferdrPa.)
many men would take a day off to
Araus. Co., army. He'a the former
T.en Parker
Traaa Atlaatir L'sr take their families, to the circus
hud>and of .Jane Thurston, daughter Qeae EyinaD Oro
Jamea LeoaettI
Bits Carttoa
which Would hamper production.
of late Howard niurBton.
Tealea OriU
John W. Wluon, M-G checker, Howard Lanlo Ore Marie Lament
However, the City Fathers liere
Biiaa anna
army. Also a protealonal singer
Bomero
took the stand that 'Detroit needs
Chaa * J TraTera l>oD
Merrill 81*
entertainer, he served In first World I.lttio aketter
such distraction' and stood firm oq
Don Nlobolaa Ore
Korlco A Ueahell
War.
W«b«rt JBa^ Biaa iU six-day permit to Singling. The
Handy UePbarson
Gordon Kearaey, assL mgr. Fulton, Gloria Dale
press also editorial^ overrode the
going into navy aa an aviation cadet Marty Devlne Orrh
Dlaa it Dtane
protests declaring we need .such

MUST

all

crued during the circus' Garden per- oust American
formances in April and May of this East
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